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Edited by NORMAN HAPGOOD
Week ending Saturday, August 16, 1913 II!

A Program

AMERICANS like to l»e informed, and also

like to think. They do not like to he bored.

A publication that wishes to be the mouthpiece

of intelligent and active Americans to-day should

be sound and progressive, but also brisk and
varied.

Harper’s Weekly hopes to play something
of a r6le in the large matters that are decided in

Washington, in our State capitols, in our city

elections, but to put into these matters sufficient

human insight and sympathy to make them com-
prehensible to everybody, and therefore interest-

ing to everybody. To understand a thing is to be

interested in it.

Moreover, with equal enthusiasm, it hopes to

have a part in matters that are less political.

You will probably guess from the article “What
Women Are After” that we intend, if possible,

to make ourselves the official organ for the Femi-

nist Movement, not through agitation or argu-

ment so much as through a lucid and persistent

explanation from many angles of what changes

in civilization that movement seeks to bring

about.

Moreover, also, we take the intellectual life

to include many topics. There are certain inter-

ests that are degrading to the mind, or rather

certain ways of treating certain subjects, and
those we shall forgo; but those that are part of the

normal interests of an active man or woman are

those we shall endeavor to reflect. The drama
is the most popular of all the arts. The new
editor of this paper was for four years a profes-

sional dramatic critic, and from the age of twelve

a special lover of the drama. Naturally, there-

fore, an attempt will be made to build up a dra-

matic department that shall pick out and empha-
size and help along those aspects of the stage

in America that are worth attention, whether

as plays, management, or acting.

In the treatment of books the same plan will

be followed. We shall make no effort ut review-

ing everything, or nearly everything, as we do not

care to load the paper with discussions of what
has no interest; but we shall be sharply on the

watch for books that signify, and shall point out

to our readers why we think these particular

books ought not to be overlooked. We hope one

result of this policy will be to make a few addi-

tional persons realize that to read a really good
book gives something that could not be had
by reading newspapers or magazines, including

weeklies like this.

Fiction will appear in the paper only as an
element in the variety of human interest. We
do not wish to push it too much to the front.

because we desire to have the paper in its propor-

tions reproduce the interests of the most energetic

and important class of Americans. We shall put

in stories whenever we happen to like them, and

think a large number of the kind of readers we
desire will like them; but we do not intend to use

fiction to build up circulation in a way that

would collect for us a mass of readers who care

for little else. We are not to be a high-brow pub-

lication, in the limited sense, but wc do not intend

to collect a lot of low-brows.

That, in brief, is the spirit—to be progressive

and well informed, but at the same time varied,

simple, and human. Can we do it? A com-
paratively short time will tell. The idea is just,

because there are a greut number of men and
women, from Portland, Maine, to Portland,

Oregon, who want that kind of a publication, and
the only question is whether we have in this office

sufficient ability to furnish the paper they want.

To Artists

SINCE it became known that Harper’s
Weekly was to change hands, a great many

questions have been asked of us about illustra-

tion. We can not do in that department, or

any other, all in a minute, what we wish to do;

|

but the idea is hinted at in some of the cartoons

in this number and will be further reinforced

next week.

Germany has, in Jugend, Simplicisrimus, and
Fliegende Blatter, probably the most spirited

weeklies in the world—papers in which not only

is the text brilliant, but the pictures are full of

artistic quality, full of thought, and full of wr
it.

In other countries in Europe the same combina-

tion is found, to a lesser degree. In our opinion,

the illustrations in The Masses have a higher

average interest than those in any other period-

ical in this country.

We do not expect in Harper’s Weekly to

publish much illustration that is standardized

or stereotyped, ulthough doubtless we shall have

to do a certain amount of this, especially until

we have been running on the new lines long

enough to become recognized as the medium for

the kind of thing we have in mind. This work
will be largely a by-product with some of our

best illustrators. What we want is not what
they do because there is a widespread demand
for it, but what they do because it expresses them
as intelligent, gifted men. It is the thing that

they would do for a dinner of artists in which
every guest was contributing something which
he knew would be appreciated by his friends

but would hardly be sought for by the depart-

ment-store publications. £ \ 5 51
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Pass the Currency Bill

THE administration will never again find

circumstances as favorable to the pas-

sage of the currency bill as they are this summer.
Hence all the arguments by the opponents of

real reform about giving more careful considera-

tion. Consideration in abundance has been

given for years. The fact is that the bankers

want a bill that will make the currency more
elastic without doing anything to decentralize

credit. They are pursuing various well-known

! tactics, such as sending out circular letters to

scare small country bankers and stir up the

J

less intelligent radicals in Congress to introduce

amendments that have no chance of passing.

Some men in Congress who have the fate of the

bill largely in their hands are none too anxious at

heart to have so radical a reform. The President,

however, holds the whip hand just now; the coun-

try is with him, and the only thing to do is to act.

Mayor Gaynor

AOREAT man, if his moral nature equaled his

intellect and his ability; an ideal mayor, if

his mind were straight; but a very dangerous

man because his charm and his cleverness are

combined with political tortuousness and untrust-

worthiness. Tied up with the present Board of

Estimate, he has been a useful official because his

force and originality have been made use of and
his trickery has been thwarted. Had there been

no one to stop him when the devil in him was
uppermost, he would have done immeasurable

harm to the City of New York. The disastrous

Charter that he w'ould have inflicted on the city

is an illustration. The motives for this out-

rage appear in the article that we publish in this

issue. Mr. Gaynor is a brilliant, gifted, and ex-

perienced man who is immoral politically. This

is much more important than habits that are

commonly called immoral, because we are not

quite sure to what extent those affect the ability

to grapple with vice in a complex and cosmopolitan

metropolis. What we refer to is the readiness

at any moment to use great power against the

public when it happens that the public’s in-

terest is in conflict with personal ambition.

Mayor Gaynor is as wise as a serpent, but

not as harmless as a dove.

Arithmetic

ABOUT three years ago, before the Metropoli-

tan Traction Company of New' York went
into the hands of a receiver, Mr. Brandeis came
down from Boston, and in a speech at Cooper
Union prophesied that that company must fail.

Leading bankers in New York and Boston were

heartily recommending the stock to their custo-

mers. Mr. Brandeis made his prophecy merely
by analyzing the published figures. How did he

win the Ballinger case? In various ways, no
doubt; but perhaps the most critical step was

i when he calculated just how long it would take

a fast worker to go through the Glavis report ;

and make a judgment of it; whereupon he de-

cided that Mr. Wickersham could not have made
his report at the time it was reported to have

been made, and therefore it must have been

predated.

Most of Mr. Brandeis’ other contribut’ons to

current history have involved arithmetic. When
he succeeded in preventing a raise in freight rates,

it was through an exact analysis of cost. When
he got Savings Bank Insurance started in Massa-
chusetts, it was by being able to figure what
insurance ought to cost. When he made the 1

best contract between a city and a public
;

utility that exists in this country, a definite
|

I grasp of the gas business was necessary — com-
bined, of course, with the wisdom and originality

that make a statesman. He could not have
I

:
invented the preferential! shop if that new idea

I had not been founded on a precise knowledge of
1 the conditions in the garment trades. When he

j

established before the United States Supreme
Court the constitutionality of legislation affecting

women only, he relied much less upon reason

than upon the amount of knowledge displayed of

what actually happens to women when they are

overworked — which, while not arithmetic, is

built on the same intellectual quality. Nearly

two years before Mr. Mellen resigned from the

New Haven Railroad, Mr. Brandeis wrote to

the present editor of this paper a private letter

in which he said:

“When the New Haven reduces its dividends

and Mellen resigns, the ‘Decline of New Haven
and Fall of Mellen’ will make a dramatic story

of human interest with a moral— or two— includ-

ing the evils of private monopoly. Events can

not l>e long deferred, and possibly you may want
to prepare for their coming.

“Anticipating the future a little, I suggest the

following as an epitaph or obituary notice:

“Mellen was a masterful man, resourceful,

courageous, broad of viewr
. He fired the imagi-

nation of New England; but, being oblique

of vision, merely distorted its judgment and
silenced its conscience. For a while he tram-

pled with impunity on laws human and di-
;

vine; but, as he was obsessed with the
1

delusion that two and two make five, he fell,

at last, the victim to the relentless rules of

humble arithmetic.
“ ‘Remember, O Stranger, Arithmetic is the

first of the sciences and the mother of safety.’
”

Consequently

I
N the autumn we shall publish a series of three

articles by Mr. Brandeis on a subject of which

he is a recognized master. It is well known that

in the bills that have recently been drawn in de-

fense of competition, such as the La Follette
|j

Bill, the Lenroot Bill, and the Stanley Bill, Mr. h

Brandeis’ hand was constantly at work. It is i;

also well known that the very successful defense 1

of competition made by President Wilson during

the campaign last summer was largely founded

on Mr. Brandeis’ material and conclusions. Mr.
Brandeis has naturally put most of his energies

on the preservation of competition. While he

has constantly referred to an undesirable kind of

competition, he has not gone into that subject

with fullness. The series that we shall publish

will give completely that side of his thought,

—

an analysis of the Competition that Kills,—and

it will be printed just Indore the next session of

Congress, when amendments to the Sherman Act

w'ill be proposed.
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Anti-Vivisection

SOME dozens of letters have come to us all

at once, asking us to be fair in the vivisection

controversy and to give“ both sides.” Someof these

letters inform us that the writers will subscribe

to this Weekly if we are fair, but not if we pursue

a course hostile to the anti-vivisection crusade.

We have no intention of giving both sides. On
the contrary, the support of the cause of scientific

medical progress will be one of the things to which
we shall be energetically devoted. We shall no

more give both sides of the argument on experi-

ment than we shall give both sides of the ques-

tion of whether the household fly shall be en-

couraged in the dining-room, or sewers emptied

into the city reservoir, or swamps kept for the

breeding of mosquitoes, or smallpox patients per-

mitted to ride on the street-cars. We shall

be extremely bigoted on the subject, and
shall hope that the day will soon come when
cancer will be added to the great diseases

that have yielded to investigation.

An Inside View

ONCE in a while private letters throw' on
foreign affairs a vivid light which would

hardly reach us in any other way. One such

letter has just come into our hands. A letter re-

ceived from Albania, written by a member of the

Greek Army to his cousin in this country, says:

“We just have left Permet, and have come to

the district of Kolonia, six hours distant from
Kortcha. What shall I tell you about the Al-

banians? They have treated us in a most hos-

pitable way, in spite of our meanness. Ever
since we stepped in their land we have grabbed,

killed, and disgraced. It is not an easy job to

make Greeks out of them, for they are very differ-

ent people, with different customs, and, what is

worse, they don’t know a word of Greek. We
are lingering here and waiting for a chance to get

hold of Sali Butka, one of their leaders, who goes

from village to village to tell his people to be

prepared to rise against us. If we can only get

hold of him w’e shall broil him alive.

“The Greeks take advantage of the fact that

Bulgaria is shut out at present and can not com-
municate with the outside world, and are circu-

lating the report that the Bulgarians are massa-

cring and devastating all the places w'hich they

are forced to leave, retreating before the Greek
army. The Greeks are doing to her strongest

ally, Bulgaria (after her exhaustion from fighting

and driving out the Turks from Europe), the

same thing that she did to Albania when she

could not communicate with the outside world.

They wrcre the authors of the reports that Esad
Pasha, the famous defender of Scutari, was a

traitor to his country, giving Scutari to Montene-
gro and southern Albania to Greece, which time
has proved to be entirely false. The present

reports of the Greeks against the Bulgarians are

used to conceal their owrn cruelty.”

Nothing sadder has happened in many years

in foreign affairs than the turning of these little

countries against one another after their glorious

record against the Turk. We may find comfort,

however, for the light thrown on the Greek char-

acter in this letter by remembering history. In

considering what happened in the most brilliant

era of the human intellect, it is permissible to

hope great things of the Greeks still, for the faults

I

which that country shows now were dominant
I even in the period of the highest genius of

|

Athens. It is altogether possible, of course, that

our correspondent has greatly exaggerated, as
1

is the nature of the human mind when deeply

stirred; but, even if he is correct, it does not

mean that there may not be mixed up with the

present Greek cruelty and treachery a share

of the old determination and brilliancy and
freedom which, under favorable circumstance,

may produce another renaissance. Jealousy

I
and distraction characterized the Greek cities

|

at the time of the unsuccessful effort to

make Greece a united whole. Herodotus quotes

with pleasure Cyrus* definition of the Greek mar-
ket as “a place set apart for people to gather
and cheat each other,” and tells us that the Del-

phic oracle was bribed, and that one political

faction wished to betray Athens after Marathon.
It will be remembered that Alcibiades com-

manded an Athenian fleet and the next day
pointed out to the Spartans the weak places in

j

his country’s defense, yet he has no such reputa-

tion as Benedict Arnold.. The changeability of

the Greeks has been pointed out from the very

beginning. Plato emphasizes it in the Republic,

and Juvenal five centuries later energetically

:

attacks their want of steadiness and character.

If the ancientGreeks had the faults of themodern
there is at least a chance to hope that the moderns
may develop some of the virtues of the ancients.

“Is It Frivolous?”

DISCUSSION of baseball in the editorials of

a grown-up periodical seems rather ludi-

crous to our wives. “Our wives,” by the way,

|

in this case is not the editorial plural; otherwise

it would be “our wife.” It refers to the wives of

several persons concerned.

Our wives, then, somewhat object to having
baseball made a feature. There Is only one
remedy for this state of affairs. More girls must
play the national game when they are young.
They are coming to it. We have this summer
seen several girls in their teens in one small

school throw a baseball with a proficiency that

fifty years ago could not have been equaled by
thirty women in the United States.

No Trespassing

THE Democrat of Laconia, New Hamp-
shire, ironically observes that the people of

that State, in order to obtain advice in regard to

managing public affairs in New Hampshire, will

now have to subscribe to this Weekly. One
of the most peculiar traits of human nature is the

haughtiness with which certain publications

think they have an exclusive right to cerebrate on
affairs in their neighborhood. Doubtless the

Laconia Democrat frequently expresses powerful

and endlessly valuable opinions about uffuirs in

New York, or even in China; but it seems to see

something like a trespass, if not indeed an insult,

in any interest taken in New Hampshire by a pub-
lication not printed there. We did not makehuman
nature, however, and are not responsible for it.
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SECRETARY GARRISON WATCHING A REVIEW
“ The contingency of war in the present state of civilization must

he one that all reasonable thinking men must consider"

The Vital Need of

the Army
By HON. LINDLEY M. GARRISON

Secretary of ff’ar

THE vital need of the Army of the United States is

to have the people of the United States know
more about it and cart* more about it. In a

general way the average citizen feels that the country

should have an army and that it should be efficient, but

that seems to be the limit of his consideration of the

subject. He has little or no acquaintance with the

Army as it exists, with what it is accomplishing, or

with what should 1 m* done to make it the highly

efficient instrument which it is necessary that it should

be. Most of the consideration which the average

citizen gives to the Army is after a crisis—and then he

looks backward, not forward.

One has but to read the story of the War of 1812 as

told by Admiral Mahan to have a picture of this situa-

tion. The story of that war is a pitiful one for an Ameri-
can to contemplate. It involved defeat after defeat

upon land, and the final practical exclusion of all of our

vessels from the high seas. One drawn battle and one
defensive success on land, and several brilliant victories

in individual actions at sea. only served to emphasize

the possibilities that this nation had. if only it had been

prepared for the struggle. The warnings of the approach
of the war were numerous and prolonged, but the country

utterly failed to heed them or to make any proper

provision therefor. In consequence, it suffered the loss

of its capital, the burden of a great pension list, and the

humiliation of silence upon the causes of the war in the

treaty of peace. History repeated itself upon all other

subsequent occasions where similar conditions existed.

The Maine was blown up in Havana harlan* in Febru-
ary, 1898. For a long time before that there were dis-

tinct warnings of impending trouble. The disorders in

Cuba had forcibly brought the attention of the govern-

ment and the country to the impending crisis. Two
successive Presidents, of opposite political parties, had
declared, in messages to Congress, that the situation

was such that the United States could not continue to

endure it. During all of this period there was not that

active interest in the situation which a patriotic people

should feel and exhibit; and effective preparation for

efficiently raising, equipping, and maintaining an army
was not provided.

A curious but striking illustration of the effect of

popular interest is shown with respect to the legislative

treatment of the so-called Dick Bill in 1903. That
bill, as first drafted, not only dealt with the militia, but
provided for the organization of a volunteer reserve force.

The members of the National Guard, taking a proper
personal interest in that part of the bill which affected

them, aroused interest therein. The citizens as a whole,

taking little or no interest in the matter providing for a
volunteer reserve force, ignored that portion of the bill.

As a result, the bill, as passed, confined itself wholly

to giving federal aid to making the militia more effective,

and contained no provisions upon the absolutely neces-

sary matter of raising volunteer forces and having a

reserve.

Do not misunderstand me. I am not criticizing Con-
gress. If the people take no interest in any particular

portion of government, you can scarcely expect Congress-

men altruistically to devote their time and attention

to that which does not appeal to their constituents. It

will Im: recalled that in England a government was voted

out of office in June of 1895 because of a shortage in the

ammunition supply. The early failures in the South
African war were charged to inexcusable neglect of

proper preparation for war—proper preparation in time
of peace—preparation for which Parliament itself was
largely responsible. The people, however, finally lx*-

camc aroused, and, with their eyes opened, saw the

long existing situation, and turned the government out

to show their displeasure thereat. It hardly seems
possible that the American people, highly intelligent

as they are, should need such severe lessons in order to

cause them to take the slight necessary precautions to

avoid such undesirable conditions.

'Hie need for an army arises from the fact that

it takes two parties to keep the peace, and at best

any nation can control only one party, namely, itself.

It is surely not necessary to cite instances to show that

many wars were brought on by an issue forced by one
nation upon another, nnd that the latter would have kept

the peace, if possible. The contingency of war in the

present state of civilization must be one that all reason-

able, thinking men must consider. All reasonable, just

people desire peace, both with respect to individual

differences and national differences. Private conflicts

between private individuals over personnl interests have

largely ceased, and their settlement been left to tribunals.

But it must be remembered that the effectiveness of

this method of settlement is because back of each tribu-

nal is the entire force of the state. It is impossible to

believe that every defeated litigant gracefully and
willingly yields, and that he would not resort to force

if he felt that force would avail him anything. Whether
or not this desirable method of settling international

disputes can be accomplished, I do not now propose to
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discuss; nor is it proper that I should do so in this con-

nection. It is a fact that no such tribunal for those

questions that are most likely to bring on war has been

established. And, until it is, we can only be guided in

the future by what has taken place in the past. The
past contains so many instances of unexpected wars,

so many instances of the lamentable consequences of

unpreparedness for war, that any nation of intelligent

people is fully advised

of all the dangers of

inattention and inac-

tion in this respect.

Our country is for-

tunate in that it has no
powerful neighbor on
this continent which

requires the main-

tenance of a large army
in times of peace. The
stretches of water that

separate us from other

great nations are, how-
ever, no longer the pro-

tection that they used

to be. The oceans fur-

nish fine highways for

the transportation of

troops and supplies,

and improvements in

shipping have made it

easily possible to utilize

these highways over

long distances. The
distances, it is true, are

still a protection; but

it would be foolish to

close our eyes to the

fact that at various

points of the public
domain of the United

States we are still vul-

nerable to attack.

The great benefit ac-

cruing to us by reason

of our distance from

other nations is that it

frees us from the neces-

sity of maintaining an
army upon a war foot-

ing. We are free to

count upon the time

necessary to pass from
a peace to a war footing.

But this time is of little

or no avail if previous preparation for such passage has

not been provided. We also are all the more required

to maintain our small army in peace time at maximum
efficiency, with the most perfect organization and sup-

plied with officers of the most advanced training. Only
by doing this can our present small army effectively act

as a school of military instruction for the nation, and
as a nucleus for the expansion that will be necessary in

time of war.

In the Spanish-American war—which was not, and
was not contemplated to be, a war upon a large scale

—

we mobilized a force of something more than three hun-
dred thousand men. In a smiliar war, that of Great
Britain in South Africa, Great Britain sent about the

same number of men six thousand miles. If, in these

restricted conflicts, such numbers were considered

necessary, it is quite easy to conceive the great numbers
that would be required if war upon a larger scale were
threatened or existing. In the Civil War, the United
States government at the end thereof had more than a

million men under arms.

It seems inexcusable neglect and blindness to duty
not to provide, in times of peace, the proper method for

augmenting the small standing army as it would need to

be augmented in time of war. All of the details necessa-

rily involved in that procedure should be carefully pro-

vided for in advance; and all regulations for the guidance

and instruction of those upon whom the task would
fall should be determined upon in order that the abso-

lutely necessary things to be done might l>e done effi-

ciently by those upon whom the duty would then fall.

It is only thus that we can prudently take advantage of

the freedom from the necessity of maintaining a large

standing army—a thing that no one desires to contem-
plate. Militarism, with

all of its great financial

and other burdens, is

the last thing that I

advocate or that any
one connected with the

war establishment ad-

vocates. Our army to-

day is of such a size

that no one has yet
subjected himself to the

ridicule of suggesting

that we are remotely

tending toward militar-

ism. It is surely no
tendency toward it to

suggest that the small

army that we have
should be kept at the

highest stage of effi-

ciency for the necessary

purpose of making it

the basis for the expan-
sion which will be in-

evitable if war comes.

This great nation will

surely not convict itself

of wilful blindness or

conscious inattention

and neglect, when it

once understands the

situation clearly.

If the people of the

country will but con-

sider what the Army
has done, and is doing,

they will begin to

realize what a great,

efficient force this
branch of the govern-

ment is, and what it is

capable of doing, pro-

vided it receives pro|>er

support and sympathy
from the people of the

country.

When the war with Spain was over, it became neces-

sary to prepare for carrying out the remainder of the

declared purjjosc of Congress to turn the government and
control of the island over to the people thereof. Dur-
ing the interval it was necessary that the island should

be governed in accordance with the principles that it

was intended should prevail after the government thereof

had been turned over to its own people. This duty was
turned over to the Army—an organization that contained

within itself executive capacity, business training, know-
let Ige of constitutional government, and the necessary

self-control for the kindly control of others. The
island pros|>crcd greatly during the time that it was
governed by the Army. The physical conditions im-

proved; the administration of its affairs proceeded with

smoothness—so much so that there was a failure to ap-

preciate what this smoothness was due to. When the

military government was withdrawn, difficulties almost

immediately began; and at the end of four years it was
necessary for this government again to intervene and to

take over the conduct of the island again. In this

second intervention, while a civil governor was appointed

instead of one from the Army, there was placed an
officer of the Army os an adviser with respect to each

administrative department. And these officers, in

comparative obscurity and with little recognition, largely

"/ am not criticizing Congress. If the people take no interest

in any particular portion of govern merit, you ran scarcely expect

Congressmen altruistically to devote their time to it"

>gle
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conducted the affairs and restored order and efficiency.

Another officer of the Army revised and supplemented

the laws of Cuba so that they might better insure the

application of the principles of the excellent constitu-

tion with which the island had been provided after the

war. but which its own people had not been able to

operate efficiently.

When this country took over the possession of the

Philippines, the Army was charged with the dual task

not only of carrying on the civil government, as in Cuba,
but of suppressing an insurrection at the same time;

and the Army did each with' equal efficiency. The
insurrection was suppressed, civil justice was adminis-

tered. commerce was regulated, and popular education

was forwarded—all to an extent and with a success there-

tofore unknown in colonial administration. We entered

into possession of Manila in May, 1808, and it was not

until July, 1001, that the military authorities turned

the government of the islands over to civilians.

The achievements of the Army with respect to the

Panama ('anal are of too recent occurrence and are too

widely known to require more than mention. In 1004

the President was authorized and directed to construct

the Canal, and was assured of the necessary funds.

The instrumentality provided was a Commission made
up of seven meml»ers. As will be remembered, eminent

civil engineers had been tried, one after another, as the

head of this Commission, ami, for one reason or another,

they were not successful, and finally the whole matter

was turned over to the Army;, and its great ami memor-
able success in the management of all the difficult engi-

neering, civil, and sanitary problems there encountered

is universally admitted.

In the line of sanitation and of medical activity and
progress, the record of the Army is of the highest.

Progress in this direction since the Spanish-American war
has been truly remarkable. The recent example of the

Gettysburg encampment, should not be overlooked or its

lessons minimized. More than sixty thousand old men
were there cared for under the medical and snnitary

officers of the Army, and were fed, housed, ami taken

care of by the Quartermaster’s Department, with a mini-

mum of discomfort, ill health, and mortality.

The management by the engineers of the Army of the

great public works has always received the unqualified

praise of those who have cotne in contact with them and
who have knowledge of the facts. It would be an ex-

tremely difficult task to persuade people of this country

to consent to take this work away from the engineers of

the Army and place it elsewhere. That magnificent

body of men has not only devoted itself with great skill

and application to all of the projects committed to its

charge by Congress, but has always refrained from

yielding to the temptation of enlarging its functions by
recommending extravagant or unnecessary expenditures.

In most of the emergencies that are not only unex-

pected but unprovided for, the Army is the first branch

of the Government called upon, and I am proud and
glad to say that it has always resfxmded in such a way
as not only to render efficient assistance, but to gain

the unanimous praise of those who know its work. In

fin*, earthquake, and flood the Federal Government has

been called upon to extend a helping hand to the citi-

zens overtaken by dire calamity and beyond the power
of their immediate resources to handle. The Army, with

a personnel of intelligence capable of graspiug and dealing

with such situations, has always been sent in, and has

dealt efficiently therewith.

With respect to many of its duties the Army is enabled

to draw upon a common source for aid; but it has special

activities in which it has to depend very largely u|K>n

itself for progress. The manufacture of arms and ammu-
nition belongs principally in the domain of mechanical

engineering, and with respect to this class of matcriul

private enterprise has not found it profitable to devote a
great proportion of its energy. In mechanical engineer-

ing for military purposes the literature and experience

of the civilian is not sufficiently extensive, and the

military man has therefore been required himself to

nbsorb the general principles and to make his own
application of them for the particular needs of his science.

The United States Army has not been behind any other

in its contributions along these lines. The great gun
of the Civil War period, the most advanced weapon of

its time, owed its success to the deep insight into mechan-
ical principles possessed by its inventor. General Rodman.
He cast his guns hollow, and cooled the molten metal

from the interior, thus bringing into play the strains due
to the contraction of the successive concentric layers

and greatly increasing the strength of the niaterinl.

The same officer introduced into the manufacture and
employment of powder the most useful improvement
that up to that time had been mode in it. He recog-

nized that a grain of powder did not flash into gas in-

stantanously upon ignition, but burned in successive

layers. He conceived the idea of pressing jjowder into

large grains and perforating these with holes, the effect

of which was that the consumption of the grain w’ould In*

progressive, and that portion of it which was ignited in

the interior perforation would burn on a constantly

increasing surface, so that the gas would form at an

increasing rate, to compensate for the growing space

behind the projectile as it traveled down the Imre. The
effect of this was to keep up for a considerable interval

such pressure as the gun would Ik? able to stand, instead

of having this pressure drop rapidly away, as wras the

case where fine-grain powder was used. The velocity

of the projectile and the consequent power of the gun
were greatly increased, whereas the strain upon the gun
was not increased at all.

To officers of our Army are also due the invention of

the disap|>caring gun-carriage upon which our sea-

coast guns are mounted, and which artillery officers

consider the best type in use anywhere in the world.

Likewise our officers are rcs|H»nsible for the wire-wrapped
rifle, which offers the best combination of efficiency and
economy that has thus far been effected in the produc-

tion of heavy ordnance.

It will readily occur to any citizen of average intelli-

gence who will devote the necessary time, that the

problem confronted by those who have charge of this

great establishment is no easy one. Numerous things

must lx* done in cooperation with Congress to make the

present organization what it should lie, to provide it

with what it needs, and almost everything must lx? done
to put us in a proper state of preparedness for the neces-

sary expansion to a war footing. I feel assured that the

members of Congress are acutely aware of the situation,

and would energetically and actively carry* out the wishes

of their constituents in these respects. The people of

the country should interest themselves in these matters,

and should take such sympathetic and active part as

to insure proper support. You can not expect your
Congressmen to act if you are not interested. You
should not neglect your duty, and I feel sure that they

will not neglect theirs, and I hope I shall not neglect

mine. If we set alxmt doing it, we can accomplish it.

It is no idle boast that the American jieoplc nre intelli-

gent, competent, and efficient, when once they set

alxmt any business. Is not this a business of national

importance, and should nut the people set about it?

I think so. and I hope so.

.Yext rreek we shall print the first of three articles in trhich trill he given the plans of Secretary/ Lane regarding

the control and disposition of the public domain. Mrs. IJonore IYiUsie, the author of the articles, has been in close

touch with the Secretary and his work for weeks, and the articles give not only an authoritative statement of what

Mr. Lane plans to do in such large matters as the Alaskan resources, the water power of the United States, the reclam-

ation service, and the Indian Bureau, hut also sketches intimately and vivaciously his relation to office-holders and
his daily illustration of public service. The whole development of the country is closely connected with the policy of the

Interior Department, and ire believe that the reader who absorbs these three articles will come near to knowing how our
immeasurably valuable natural resources are to be hatulletl during the present administration.



“People would whisper my name to one another as I made my majestic tray to my aisle seat ”

Confessions of a

Reformed Dramatic
By JULIAN STREET

Illustrations by James Montgomery Flagg

THK regular Dramatic Critic of our

newspaper was going abroad for

the summer. He was not in the

habit of coming down to the office often,

but had his headquarters somewhere in

the theater district, where he edited a

dramatic paper "on the side.”

I had only seen him a few times. He
was a good-looking Broadway type of

young man, well dressed and super-

sophisticated. latter he rounded out his

career by becoming a wine agent and
marrying a musical-comedy star.

When the City Editor told me, one

morning, that the "Chief" wished to see

me, I did not associate the fact with the

departure of our Critic, but began to

wonder what reportorial “break” I had
made, and if it was bad enough to get

me "fired."

When I entered the Chief's office, he
cocked his eye and went on writing, while

I stood there trying to conceal my appre-

hension.

Presently he looked up and asked:

“How would you like to do some dra-

matic work?”
I was astounded. I told him I would

rather do dramatic work Ilian eat—and I

wasn’t over-eating in those days, either.

“All right,” he replied, turning again

to his work. “ We'll give you a whack at

it and see how you make out.”

Let me state my qualifications for the

post:

I was an able-bodied American, male,

white of color, and in a fair way to reach

the desirable age of twenty-one years. I

had
-

attended a good boarding-school.

At seventeen I had gone into a railroad

office and sorted way-bills for six months,

after which I had been fired. Three
succeeding employers had endured me for

half a year each, and had parted with me
showing no regret. As a rcjjorter I had
done better, though not brilliantly. I

had held my place a year and a half,

and been raised from $10 to $15 per

week.

But perhaps my strongest qualification

was a certain inheritance which I pos-

sessed. I do not wish to seem boastful

about this, but it should be mentioned.

It was not an inheritance of u financial

character, but one of style. I don’t mean
literary style, either. That has nothing

to do with dramatic criticism. The style

which I inherited was sartorial. My

Critic

father had given me his old dress-suit.

Even as I stepped out of the Chief's office

I thought of this, perceiving that a dress-

suit may be a very valuable adjunct to

a New York dramatic critic. But not

until long after did I perceive the more
illuminating fact that a New York dra-

matic critic may be an adjunct to a dress-

suit.

That night I could not sleep for think-

ing of the career before me. I pictured

myself arriving, in full regalia, ut first

nights, accompanied by a certain very

charming person. How proud she would

be! Managers would greet me with hum-
ble effusiveness as I entered their theaters.

People would whis|>er my name to one

another as I made my majestic way to

my aisle seat. The audience would
watch me, covertly, during the perform-

ance, wondering what stupendous critical

thoughts were concealed by thnt in-

scrutable mask, my face! Celebrated

actors and beautiful actresses would en-

deavor to meet me. and. on succeeding,

would hang upon my lightest words. For

I should lie a very scholarly critic. My
photographs (which I would have taken

in great numbers) would show me at a



“ I tried to ap/tear casual, but / teas conscious of awed glances ”

table with my hooks about me. My chin

would lie propped upon my palm, and my
ryes would have a strange poetic look. I

should be cold yet gentle, the Nemesis of

bad actors and mauagers, the idol of good
ones. Actresses of the loftiest type would
lie allowed, occasionally, to give me teas

—

no. not teas, either, come to think of it.

but suppers. I could wear my dress-suit

to suppers. Some day, at the theater,

my piercing eye would discover, in some
actress pluying a small part, the signs of a

great talent, hidden from the ordinary

observer. I should write a startling,

analytical critique upon her art, which

would come as a complete surprise to her

and to the rest of the theatrical world.

She would Ik- made famous overnight.

And how grateful she would be! Prol>-

ably she would fall in love with me. |>oor

thing! But I should hot marry her. I

had other plans; and, besides, she should

know suffering in order to become truly

great. . . . My salary was still $13 per

week.

XT EVER, before or since, have I ex-

perienced the feeling of impor-

tance, the delusion of grandeur, which

filled me as. for the first time. I went
to review a play. Little did those

innocent first-nighters, flocking into the

theaters, realize that in a certain slender

youth (wearing a dress-suit) they were

looking upon a mighty agency for the

uplift of art. little did they suspect

that the beginning of a renaissance hud
come!

But I must own that beneath my feel-

ing of elation was one of dread. True,

the play was upon trial before me, but I

was also upon trial In-fore the Chief.

Ardently I hoped that the piece might be

bad. for it seemed to me that one might,

write more brilliantly about a bad pluy

than a good one.

But the pluy wasn't bad. It wasn't,

good, either, but fell somewhere between
the two extremes. This was disconcert-

1ft

ing; the more so because I did not know
the other critics, and could not. therefore,

discuss the matter with them anti find

out what I thought.

That night I sat up in my hall bed-

room until four, writing an article which

treated the new play ironically. I felt

that I ridiculed it rather neatly, anti went
to bed satisfied.

If my first review did not create that

furore which it should have, it was. at all

events, pronounced “pretty good’’ by
the Chief (who hud not seen the play), anti

the dramatic department of the pa|>er was
placed definitely in my charge.

Now, obviously, it was time for me to

meet the managers, the prominent actors,

anil my fellow critics. Sly first acquaint-

ance in this field was the critic of a large

morning paper. Though he had liecn a

critic for some time, anti ought, therefore,

to have known better, he took himself

very seriously. And because I took him
seriously, too, he was pleased with me,

and offered, generally, to "show me the

ropes."

Together, we set out to call along

Broadway. I rememlier that we carried

canes and discussed drama. After visit-

ing several secondary managers we went

to the office of the most celebrated theat-

rical man of that day. My critic friend

informed me that we should not see this

Napoleon himself, for it. was his habit to

maintain a mysterious seclusion. News-
paper men were referred to one of his

leading representatives.

I shall never forget that representative.

We were kept waiting in his outer office

for some time—a fact which jarred my
new-found sense of importance. When at

length we were admitted, I expected some
apology for the delay. Indeed, I looked

for almost, anything but that which hap-

pened. The man was seated at a desk in

his private office. His back was toward

us. As we entered, he whirled around
in his chair, glared at my companion,
and without giving him time to intro-

duce me burst into a torrent of profane

abuse.

“Look-at-here!” he howled. “You
blanketv-hlank-blank! Did you write

that article in this morning's paper?”
That aught would follow save a rough-

and-tumble fight around the office never

even crossed my mind. If my companion
critic needed help in holding up the ban-

ner of the independent press, I meant to

give it. What, then, was my amazement
when he merely flushed ami dropped into

a chair.

" Aw, say, now !
” he said mildly. “You

know you don’t mean that! What was
wrong with the story, anyhow?”
The other was not to be pacified so

easily. He set forth his grievance, punc-
tuating his remarks with expletives. It

seems that the article in question stated

that a very popular woman star—the pet

of this management—was going to Paris,

and would there witness Sarah Bern-

hardt's performance in a certain play.

The truth of the statement was not, as I

remember, questioned; but. because the

play was the one in which the American
star would open her next season in New
York, it was feared that people might
infer, from what my fellow critic had
printed, that she would benefit 4>y seeing

Mine. Bernhardt, and that she was there-

fore the lesser artiste of the two. The
fact that such an inference would be cor-

rect made no difference. It was bad
“publicity.”

Somehow— I don’t remember how—we
retired, in disorder, from that office. Be-

fore leaving I may have been intn>duccd.

I am not sure about it Having gotten

away from the managerial representative,

I gut away from the critic us soon us I

could. I was embarrassed for myself, but
most of all for him. Thenceforward we
saw but little of each other. For a few

months, we bowed when we met. Then
we nodded. Then we stopped altogether,

and pretended that we didn't know* each

other.
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Frequently, in the course of the next

two yean, I liad occasion to visit the

office of the great manager's representa-

tive. Our relations were always formal

and civil. Sometimes, it is true, he inter-

rupted a conversation with me to curse

his girl stenographer. She took it

stoically, as if she, too, had been a critic.

Though he did not call himself so. this

man was really a press agent—the “head
devil” of a large corps employed by
the manager. As you probably know, all

theatrical managers have press agents,

whose duty it is to get as much as possible

in print regarding their employers and
their employers' plays and actors. “ Press

stuff” comes to the Dramatic Editor of a

newspaper in such vast volumes that it is

possible to print only a small selection

from the mass; and as the best press

agent is, obviously, the one who makes
the greatest showing in the pages, these

gentry are forever scheming. Some con-

coct “fakes” which they surround with

the trappings of the truth; others give

“dog stories" with the frank admission

that they are “fakes.” hut hoping, never-

theless, that they may be printed for their

fantastic absurdity. Sometimes a Dra-

matic Editor will expose a "fake story”

by way of “guying” the press agent, and
at the same time showing his own shrewd-

ness. I used to like to do this, now and
again. It was like saying: “You can't

fool me!"
In the “press stuff" which came to me

from the man I have mentioned I fre-

quently found glaring errors: mistakes in

grammar or in the spelling of names of

important plays and actors. Instead of

correcting them when I “caught” them,

I enjoyed printing the items, mistakes

and all, with sarcastic comments of my
own.
Not until long after did I learn, to my

chagrin, that the errors had l>een made
deliberately. The shrewd press agent

saw through my sophomoric tendency to

point them out, and, us ull he wanted wus
publicity, he “planted" them for me to

find, like raisins in a cake.

I know u dramatist who mukes a spe-

cialty of salting critics* tails. He keeps

a country place on 1-ong Island, and in-

vite* his victims down for week-end par-

ties. When the relatives of that drum-
atist go to visit him. they take the train.

Not so the critic. The motor is sent in

for him, and he arrives grandly, upon
rubber tires, as befits his rank and
station.

Awaiting him he finds a carefully

selected house-party—how carefully se-

lected he never dreams. Each member
is in the plot und knows his “lines.”

That critic's visit is like some royal visit

to the house of a favored subject. The
other guests are a few attractive actresses,

an interesting actor or two, a few more

attractive actresses, another dramatist,

who runs in from his neighboring estate,

and a few more very attractive actresses.

What chance has that critic? What
hope is there for him, with a dramatist at

either elbow to fill his glass, and a group

of starry-eyed beauties bunched about

him like a lot of children at the zoo and
begging him to make a noise like a lion.

Such little modesty as he may have had
with him when he arrived is snatched

away. Far into the night he drinks and
lectures on the wonders of himself. And
when at last he goes to bed he is less drunk
with lus liquor than with the debauch
involved in conducting the “seeing me”
tour.

It is to be ho|>ed that the critic slet^M

late on Sunday morning, thus provid-

ing the others with an opportunity to

spend an hour or two in talking of them-

selves— an occupation which, as he has

often pointed out in print, they dearly

love.

When he appears theorgy recommences.

In relays they take him through the day.

The house and grounds are littered with

personal pronouns which he has thrown
away as a millionaire throws money. The
air is full of them. But when l>edtime

comes the host and his co-conspirators

retire fatigued hut victorious. At the

cost of a little champagne, gasolene, and
subterfuge, they have purchased a large

newspaper.

That is the true story of what happened
to a certain critic whom I know. With

only slight variations, it lias happened to

others. Yet I venture the prophecy that,

as I have told it, he will not know him-

self, but will wonder which of the other

critics was the victim. And how much
simpler, even, is the "fixing” of the critic

in a smaller city!

Fanes', if you will, a famous star on

tour in his private car. He arrives at a
city of. say, two or three hundred thou-

sand population. He is a national figure.

His presence in the city is a matter of

news. Imagine, then, his importance in

the eyes of the local critic, a young news-

paper man, living on ten or twenty dol-

lars a week, and lacking even the sophis-

tication of his brother of the metropolitan

daily. The actor has a glittering car to

live in. The critic rooms in a shabby
boarding-house and eats in quick-lunch

rooms.

He asks the press agent for an inter-

view with the star. Very likely that as-

tute person hands him a "canned” inter-

view from a mimeographed sheaf. But
if he thinks it worth while to “fix" the

critic for life, he tells the star to have him
in for dinner on the car.

What an occasion for the critic, in whose
life even a good dinner is an event! He
dons his Sunday suit, clips his cuffs with

more than usual care, and appears u|M>n

the car at the appointed hour. The
great actor greets him with what he after-

ward describes in print as “a delightfully

simple manner.” He is not, we learn,

To be continued

" the stiff, formal person he had been made
out to be." He reels off stories in “his

inimitable way.” A steward ap|>ears and
bids them to “a feast of delicate viands

cooked to perfection by a high-priced

chef." Then, full of champagne, coffee,

liqueurs, and the smoke of fifty-cent

cigars, the critic rises to take leave. But
before going he musters courage to ask for

a signed photograph.

"Certainly, my dear Mr.—ah
—

"

The great actor seems positively flattered

by the request.

He takes a photograph from a pile

placed conveniently near the desk, seats

himself, and, with pen poised, inquires

suavely

:

"Let me see. How do you spell your
name, Mr.—ah ?"

“S-m-i-t-b,” says the critic. “Henry
J. Smith.”

“Ah, ye*; to be sure! Quite so.”

The star writes and hands the picture

to the critic, who bleats his pathetic

thanks, and leaves in a dazed condition.

Alone in his room in the boarding-house,

he looks at the inscription

:

To my good friend. Henry J. Smith,

with worm regards.

Very cordially.

J. Montmorency Fitzgibbon.

The critic is deeply touched. He has

the picture framed, of course, and hangs
it on his bedroom wall along with photo-

graphs of all the other theatrical “friends

of his."

In speaking to his landlady and the

girl he takes to first nights, he refers

to the actor familiarly as “Monty” Fitz-

gibbon. His interview and his review of

the first performance are done in his very

best manner. Consider these excerpts

from the latter, which is headed “A BIG
NIGHT":
“Seldom indeed has there l*een wit-

nessed in our city . . . auspicious oc-

casion . . . histrionic artist of no mean
ability . . . rose to heights of great emo-
tional power . . . magnificent rendition of

a difficult role . . . artist in all that the

term implies. ... A narrative so gener-

ally known needs no description of its

plot at this time." (Then a description

of the plot.)

As to the “supporting company," one

had “authority." another “repose." an-

other “distinction," another "played

with understanding,” several others were

“satisfactory," and the remaining few

were “adequate.” ... A criticism well

up to the high literary stumlards set by

New York papers!



The Gaynor Charter
William J. Gaynor is inciting the voters of the second city in the world to make him Mayor again, after four years' trial. The

circumstances under which he was elected before were peculiar. There were three tickets in the field. Mr. Gaynor ran on the

Tammany ticket, with a Tammany Hoard of Estimate and Apportionment. Of the other two tickets, one was headed by Mr.
Otto Bonnard and the other Inj Mr. William Randolph 1/earst, and they fused on the nominees for the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment. The consequence was that they elected their Hoard, but Mr. Gaynor was elected Mayor. He has therefore been working

in conjunction with a Fusion Hoard of Estimate. He is a brilliant man who frequently shows startling lack of scruples. Tied up
with the Fusion Board of Estimate, his ability has been used and his political trickery thwarted. If he is put into office again,

it will be on a Tammany ticket, with a Tammany Hoard of Estimate. This article shows the sort of thing we may expect of him if he

and Tammany divide the full power among themselves. Nobody is cleverer than he. He is independent of Tammany in little things.

It is only in big things that he is satisfactory to the organisation—in matters like the Charter and the prosecution of big police offenders.

"TT is no idle Hibernianism," says

I Chesterton, in the Victorian Age,
“ to say that toward the end of the

eighteenth century the most important

event in English history happened in

Prance. It would seem still more perverse,

yet it would be still more precise, to say

that the most important event in English

history was the event that never happened
at all—the English Revolution on the

lines of the French Revolution." And
with similar accuracy it may be said that

the most, significant act of the present

Mayor of New York was one that never

aJdeved its end or had a practical result

—the attempt made in the middle of his

term to bring al»out a radical change in

the distribution of |>olitiral power in the

city by a bill that, for sufficient reasons,

came to be called "the Gaynor Charter."

This document was the most significant

act of the Mayor, because it contains the

indisputable record of the Mayor's am-
bitions for himself, and of his relations

with the Tammany organization, both
of which have been obscured in his official

conduct by clever allusions and epistles in

which the wisdom of the serpent is set

forth in the language of the Sunday-
school.

In 1900 there was sent to the legislature,

by a commission ap|>ointcd to draft a
charter for New York, a brace of bills

known as “the Charter" and "the Ad-
ministrative Code," together constituting

the so-called "Ivins Charter.” It was
universally recognized that this was an
incalculable improvement upon the ex-

isting Charter in point of form. Its lan-

guage was simple and scientific, while

the existing act has been described by
Mr. Gaynor, a thoroughly competent
critic, as "the illiterate Charter.” But
it was unsatisfactory to the politicians.

They were shocked by the suggestion of un
unpaid l>oard of aldermen, and frightened

by the separation of the document into

two parts. They suspected this divorce

of substantive law ("The Charter") from
procedure ("Administrative Code”), be-

cause they were unable to figure out

its partisan effect; and the Republicans

were not then prepared to give the lo-

cal authorities the augmented power of

amending administrative details contem-

plated by the “Code.” Consequently,

the only action taken by the legislature

was to refer it to a committee of which

Mr. Hammond, then chairman of the

Assembly Cities Committee, was the head.
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to draw a bill for the next session, cmlx wav-

ing the literary excellences of the Ivins

Charter, but without its startling changes,

and restored to the familiar form of a

single instrument.

In 1010 such a bill was introduced by
Mr. Hammond, and known as the "Ham-
mond Charter.” It was generally but

not enthusiastically approved. The City

Club urged its passage; the Democrats
thought it would be wise to accept from
a Republican legislature so generous an
instalment of home-rule; the Republi-

cans were ready to adopt it. Toward the

close of the session, however, and when
the bill was on the point of becoming law.

Mayor Gaynor wrote a letter begging that

action be deferred till he could examine it.

In compliance with this request, the bill was
dropped, and in the autumn a Democratic

Governor and legislature wrere elected.

During the first months of 1911, pend-

ing the long contest over a United States

Senator, the Hammond Charter was re-

vised to meet the requirements of the

Democratic majority—as expressed by its

leaders in Senate and Assembly : but the

changes were not radical. While this

revision was in progress, efforts were

made to obtain the views of the Mayor.
It was known that he had referred the

Hammond draft of 1910 to the Corpora-

tion Counsel for criticism, and that a

report had been made by that officer or

a committee of his assistants. Counsel

for the Hammond Committee implored

the Mayor to let this report be seen; and
it was at last delivered three days before

the Hammond Committee was required

to report its bill. And yet no word from

the Mayor.
On March 31, however, this reticence

was explained by the introduction of a

bill “constituting the Charter of the City

of New York,” which had been drawn
in the Corporation Counsel's office under

the inspiration of the Mayor himself, al-

though he denied having written any of

it. This was the original “Gaynor
Charter.” In arrangement it was similar

to the Hammond Bill of 1910. It was
subjected to fierce criticism as to both

matter and style. Nevertheless, it was
al>out to be pressed for passage,—for it

enormously increased the powers of boards

and officers in control of the “ organiza-

tion,"—when Governor Dix announced

that, unless a reasonable opportunity

were given for examination of the bill,

he would veto it—an act of justice and
courage for which he has never received

the commendation it deserved.

In consequence of this threat (it will

be noted tliat the Mayor asked no delay

this time), hearings were held in New
York City; and it became apparent that

the bill would have to be completely re-

drawn. Mr. Ray Smith of Syracuse,

and a corps of aides in command of Assem-
blyman Foley (representing Mr. Mur-
phy’s home district), were employed on
this work. Two drafts were prepared,

one in July and the other in September,

and in its final form the bill (“Cullen-

Foley Bill”) presented a model of admi-
rable English. In substance it remained

an “organization Charter”; that is to

say, it was designed to transfer vast and
important powers from the Board of

Estimate and Apportionment, chiefly

composed of members elected on an anti-

Tammany ticket, and from anti-Tam-
many officers, such as the Comptroller,

to the Mayor, the Sinking Fund Com-
mission, the Corporation Counsel, etc.,

largely in control of the Mayor and the

local Democratic organizations in Man-
hattan and Brooklyn.

It would be tedious to set forth the

details of the Mayor’s Bill; but, “lest

we forget," it is indispensable to mention

a few- of the mast serious anil those that

shed light on what the Mayor sought to

gain for himself. And it must be remem-
bered that the last form in which the

bill was submitted to the legislature,

when* it was passed in the Assembly but

defeated in the Senate, was prepared

tinder the direct and constant supervi-

sion of members of the Corporation Coun-
sel’s staff and in daily conference with

the Mayor himself.

I. According to the calculations of

the Allied Real Estate Interests, the

mandatory increases of salaries would
have been $3,579,000 a year; the salary

roll of new places would have been $394,-

000; and there would have been possible

a further addition of $810,500 to the

city pay-roll. Altogether, $4,769,500 in

salaries.

i The Comptroller would have lost

a large part of the fiscal functions he was
elected to perform, and which had been

given to him as the result of long and
costly experience, ami they would have
passed to the Corporation Counsel, an
appointee of the Mayor.

3. The Borough Presidents would
have been shorn of some of their most
important functions; e. g., the Building

Bureaus would have been consolidated

into a department and placed in control of

the Mayor.
4. Much of the power of the Board of

Estimate over contracts, especially sab-

way contracts, would have been taken

from that Board and vested in the

Mayor.
5. New and vast powers over public

improvements would have been lodged

in an office to be known as City Engineer,

to Ik; appointed by the Mayor.
6. The power now and for many years

given to the Governor to remove the

Mayor or a Borough President would
have been destroyed (as it was in

the Tweed Charter.

7. The Commissioner of Accounts
would have been stripped of the power to

investigate, except on the order of the

Mayor.
8. Every matter requiring the con-

sent of the Board of Estimate under the

Rapid Transit Act would have required

the separate consent of the Mayor, who
would thus have obtained afr«o/af« cort-

trol of rapid transit matters.

9. In addition to the right the judges

have to designate a newspaper in which
summonses, citations, notices of sale, and
all other legal notices should be published,

the Mayor, who is not a judicial officer

at all, would have l>ecn authorized to

designate a law journal for such publi-

cation in the entire city, including five

counties.

10. The Mayor would also have been

able to specify a newspaper in which all

notices of sale by auction anywhere in

the city must be published.

II. The hospital* of the city would
have passed into the control of a new
Commissioner, to be appointed by the

Mayor.
12. The educational system of the

city would have been committed to the

charge of a small body of |>aid commis-
sioners, to be appointed kv the Mayor.

13. The Department of Docks would
have been split in two and a new Com-
missioner of Ferries been appointed by
the Mayor.

14. Many of the powers over the

finances of the city now controlled in the

Board of Estimate would have been exer-

cised by the Sinking Fund Commission, a

majority of which were Tammany men.
15. ffhe provisions of the present

Charter regarding contracts—the result

of generations of experience—would have
been enfeebled in the interests of con-

tractors.

16. Many enactments regarding the

discipline of the police would have been

wiped out or hamstrung.

It will be seen that the most conspicu-

ous effect of this bill would have been to

enhance immensely the power, patronage,

and importance of the Mayor; in respect

to subway matters he would have been

omnipotent.

In a less palpable but more insidi-

ous fashion, the influence over the

city's finances and contracts, always

exercised by the "organisation, ” would
have grown incalculably ; and the mul-

tiplied salaries would inevitably have
flowed chiefly into the pockets of its

members.

Recalling these particulars, it will he
understood why this hill was called the
" Murphy-Gaynor Charter.”

The elections in 1911 turned almost
exclusively upon the Gaynor Charter;

and the judgment of the people of the

State was conclusive against iL The
Assembly, the only legislative body
elected that year, was heavily Republi-

can. Yet iu 1912 thus amazing assault

upon good government seemed to be com-
pletely forgotten.

Surely nothing can compare with the
successive drafts of the Gaynor Charter
as a test of the fitness of its chief designer
to Ik* continued in the chief city office.

It may be contended that the Mayor
dictated only the provisions that would
have magnified the Mayor's office, and
that concentration of power and re-

sponsibility in him is a defensible policy.

It Ls a defeasible policy, but not midway
in the term for which the Mayor was
elected; and discussion of that question

must not turn us aside from the consider-

ation of the Mayor's assent to the purely
“organization" features of the charter.

He teas trilling that Tammany should hare
its pound nf flesh, if it would gice him the

subways and a few other fat things.

And what shall he thought of the pro-

posal that the Mayor should choose a
law journal for the whole city (S1128)?

The burden upon litigants for publishing

legal notices Ls already severe. This plan
would have doubled the burden. And for

what? The principal purpose of publish-

ing a summons or citation is to reach the
eyes of persons not residing in the State.

Could anything be conceived less likely

to fulfil tbat purpose than a local pro-

fessional paper? In 1911 it was sug-

gested, in a pamphlet sent to the meml>ers
of the legislature, that there was a law
journal edited by a close friend and ap-

pointec of the Mayor which might benefit

by this provision.

And, again, what of the section (5 1129)

giving the Mayor authority to select a
newspaper for the advertising of all

auction sales? Nobody could have sold

his household furniture or unlisted securi-

ties without tribute to this paper. No-
body could liuvc chosen the most suitable

or least expensive medium, or a local

sheet: everybody must have advertised

in the publication of the Mayor's
friend.

With the documents before them,
should not the voters ask themselves,

not what the Mayor has done surrounded

by a Board of Estimate representing an
anti-Tammany Fusion, but what he
would do with a Tammany Bourd?



Banker-Management
Khy It Has Failed: A Lesson from the New Haven

By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

MR. BRANDEIS STANDS OUT AS THE ONE MAN IN THE UNITED STATES WHO PREDICTED TROUBLE FOR TIIF, NEW HAVEN RAILROAD WHEN
EVERY ONE ELSE THOUGHT IT HAD SMOOTH SAILING. IN THIS ARTICLE HE GIVES THE LESSONS TO BE DRAWN FROM RECENT EVENTS

THERB is not one moral, but many, to be
drawn from the Decline of the New Haven
and the Fall of Mellen. That history offers

texts for many sermons. It illustrates the Evils

of Monopoly, the Curse of Bigness, the Futility of

Lying, and the Pitfalls of I-aw-Breuking. But per-

haps the most impressive lessou that it should teach

to investors is the failure of bunker-management.

Banker Control

T^OR years J. P. Morgan & Co. have been the fis-

* cal agents of the New Haven. For years Mr.
Morgan was the director of the Company. He
gave to that property probably closer personal atten-

tion than to any other of his many interests. Stock-

holders' meetings are rarely interesting or important;

and few indeed must have !>ecn the occasions when
Mr. Morgan attended any stockholders’ meeting of

other companies in which he was a director. But
it was Ins habit to be present at meetings of the

New Haven. In 1907. when the policy of monopo-
listic expansion was first challenged, and again at

the meeting in 1999 (after Massachusetts had un-

wisely accorded its sanction to the Boston & Maine
merger). Mr. Morgan himself moved the large in-

creases of stuck which were unanimously voted. Of
course, he attended the important directors’ meetings.

Ills will was law. President Mellen indicated tills in

his statement before Interstate Commerce Commis-
sioner Prouty, while discussing the New York, West-
chester & Boston —the railroad without a terminal

in New York, which coat the New Haven $1,.500,000

a mile to acquire, and was then costing it, in operat-

ing deficits and interest charges, $100,000 a month
to run:

“I um in a very embarrassing position, Mr. Com-
missioner, regarding the New York, Westchester &
Boston. I have never been enthusiastic or at all

optimistic of its being a good investment for our
company in the present, or in the immediate future;

hut people in whom I had greater confidence than

I have in myself thought it was wise and de-

sirable; I yielded my judgment; iudecd, I don’t know
that it would have made much difference whether
I yielded or not."

The Bankers' Responsibility

T3ANKERS are credited with being a cunserva-

_

tive force in the community. The tradition
lingers that they are preeminently "safe and
sane." And yet, the most grievous fault of this
banker-managed railroad has been its financial
recklessness—a fault that lias already brought heavy
losses to many thousands of small investors
throughout New England for whom bankers urc
supposed to lie natural guardians. In a com-
munity where iLs railroad stocks have for gen-
erations been deemed aluolutely safe invest-
ments, the reduction of the New Haven dividend
and the passing of the Boston & Maine dividend
after an unbroken dividend record of seventy-two
years comes as a disaster.

“No student of the railroad problem,” said
Commissioner Prouty. "can doubt that a most
prolific source of financial disaster and complication
to railroads in the past has been the desire and
ability of railroad managers to engage in enterprises
outside the legitimate operation of their railroads,
especially by the acquisition of other railroads and
their securities.”

No railroad company has equaled the New
Haven in the quantity and extravagance of its

outside enterprises. But it must be remembered
that neither the president of the New Haven nor
any other railroad manager could engage in such
transactions without the sanction of the Board of
Directors. It is the directors, not Mr. Mellen,
whoshould bear the responsibility for the transactions

14
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of the New Haven that Commissioner

Prouty describes.

Close scrutiny of these transactions

discloses no justification. On the con-

trary, scrutiny serves only to make more
clear the gravity of the errors com-
mitted. Not merely were recklessly ex-

travagant acquisitions made in mad
pursuit of monopoly, but the financial

judgment, the financiering itself, was
conspicuously had. To pay for property

several times what it is worth, to engage

in grossly unwise enterprises, are errors

of which no conservative directors should

be found guilty; for perhaps the most
important function of directors is to test

the conclusions and curb by calm counsel

the excessive zeal of too ambitious man-
agers. But wiiile we have no right to

expect from bankers exceptionally good

judgment in ordinary business matters,

we do have a right to expect from them
prudence, reasonably good financiering,

and insistence upon straightforward ac-

counting. And it is just the lack of these

qualities in the New Haven management
to which the severe criticism of the

Interstate Commerce Commission is par-

ticularly directed.

Commissioner Prouty calls attention

to the vast increase of capitalization.

During the nine yrars beginning July 1,

1903, the capital of the New Y'ork, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad Company
itself increased from $98,000,000 to alxnit

$417,000,000 (excluding premiums). That
fact alone should not condemn the man-
agement of reckless financiering; but the

fact that so little of the new capital

was represented by stock might well raise

a question as to its conscrvalivencss. For
the indebtedness (including guaranties)

was increased over twenty times (from

about $14,000,000 to $300,000,000), while

the stock outstanding in the hands of the

public was not doubled ($80,000,000 to

$1.58,000,000). Still, in these days of

large things, even such growth of corpo-

rate liabilities might be consistent with

“safe and sane management.”

But what can l»e said in defense of the

financial judgment of the hanker-manage-

ment under which these two railroads find

themselves confronted, in the fateful year

1913, with a most disquieting floating in-

debtedness? On March 31 the New
Haven had outstanding $43,000,000 in

short-time notes; the Boston & Maine
had then outstanding #24.300,000, which
have been increased since to $29,000,000;

and additional notes have been Issued by
at least one of its subsidiary lines. Mainly
to meet its shure of these loans, the New
Haven, which before its great expansion

could sell S *'2 per cent bonds convertible

into stock at $1.50 a share, is obliged now
to issue $07,300,000 of its 6 per cent 20-

year bonds convertible into stork at par.

True, money is “tight” now. But is it

nut very bad financiering to be so unpre-

pared for the “tight” money market
which had been long expected? Indeed,

the New Haven’s management, particu-

larly. ought to huve avoided such an error;

for it committed a similar one in the

“tight” money market of 1907 1908.

when it had to sell $39,000,000 of its 6

per cent 40-year bonds at par.

These huge short-time borrowings of

the System are not due to unexpected

emergencies or to present monetary con-

ditions. They are of gradual growth.
On June SO, 1910, the two companies owed
iu short-term notes only $10,180,304; by
June 30. 1911. the amount had grown to

#80.739.959; by June 50. 1912. to $43.-

895,000. And now it is over #70,000,000,

Of course the rate of interest on the hums

has also increased very largely. And these

loans were incurred unnecessarily. They
represent, in the main, not improvements

on theNew Haven or the Boston & Maine
Railroad, but money borrowed either to

pay for stocks in other companies which

these companies could not afford to buy, or

to pay dividends that had not been earned.

In five years out of the last six the New
Haven Railroad lias, on its own showing,

paid dividends in excess of the year’s

earnings; and the annual deficits dis-

closed would have been much larger if

proper charges for depreciation of equip-

ment and steamships had been made. In

each of the last three years, during which

the New Haven has had absolute control

of the Boston & Maine, the latter paid out

in dividends so murh in excess of earnings

that before April. 1913, the surplus accu-

mulated in earlier years had been con-

verted into a deficit.

Surely these facts show, nt least, an
extraordinary lack of financial prudence.

Why Banker-Management Failed

AJOW. how can the failure of the
1 banker-management of the New
Haven be explained?

No one has questioned either the ability

or the integrity of the bankers. Com-
missioner l’routy attributed the mistakes

made to the Company's pursuit of a
transportation monopoly.

“The reason.” says he, “is as apparent

as the fact itself. The present manage-
ment of that Company started out with

the purpose of controlling the transporta-

tion facilities of New England. In the

accomplishment of that purpose it bought
what must tie had and paid wliat must Ik*

paid. To this purpose and its attempted
execution can be tracts I every one of these

financial misfortunes and derelictions.”

But it still remains to find the cause of

the bad judgment exercised by the emi-

nent hanker-nmnagernent in entering upon
and in carrying out the policy of mo-
nopoly. For there were* as grave errors

in the execution of the policy of monop-
oly as in its adoption. Indeed, it was
the aggregation of important errors of

detail which compelled the reduction or

passing of dividends and which ultimately

impaired the Company’s credit.

Thefailureof the banker-management of

the New Haven can not lie explained as the

shortcomings of individuals. The failure

was not accidental. It was not exceptional.

It was the natural result of confusing

the functions of hanker and business man.

Uiulivided Loyalty

THE banker should be detached from
* the business for which he performs

the banking service. This detachment
is desirable, in the first place, in order to

avoid conflict of interest. The relation

of banker-directors to corporations which

they finance has been a subject of just

criticism. Their conflicting interests

necessarily prevent single-minded devo-

tion to the corporation. When a Itanker-

director of a railroad decides as railroad

man that it shall issue securities, and then

sells them to himself as banker, fixing the

price at which they are to be taken, there

is necessarily grave danger that the in-

terests of the railroad may suffer—suffer

both through issuing of securities which

ought not to Ik* issued, and from selling

them ut a price less favorable to the Com-
pany than should have been obtained.

For it is ordinarily iin|MKsible for u

banker-director to judge impartially Im*-

tween the corporation ami himself. Even
if he succeeded in being impartial, the

relation would not conduce to the best

interests of the Company. The best bar-

gains are made when buyer ami seller are

represented by different persons.

Detachment an Essential

DDT the objection to hanker-nuinage-
tnent does not rest wholly, or perhaps

mainly, upon the importance of avoiding
divided loyalty. A complete detachment
of the banker from the corporation is

necessary in order to secure for the rail-

road the benefit of the clearest financial

judgment; for the banker’s judgment will

be necessarily clouded by participation in

the management or by ultimate respon-
sibility for the policy actually pursued.

It is outside financial advice which the
railroad needs.

Long ago it was recognized that "a
man who is his own lawyer has a fool for

a client.” The essential reason for

this is that soundness of judgment is

easily obscured by self-interest. Similarly,

it is not the proper function of the

banker to construct, purchase, or op-

erate railroads, or to engage in industrial

enterprises. The proper function of the
banker is to give to or to withhold credit

from other concerns; to purchase or to

refuse to purchase securities from other

concerns; and to sell securities to other
customers. The proper exercise of this

function demands that the banker should
be wholly detached from the concern
whose credit or securities are under con-
sideration. His decision to grant or to

withhold credit, to purchase or not to
purchase securities, involves passing judg-

ment on the efficiency of the manage-
ment or the soundness of the enterprise;

and he ought not to occupy a position

where in so doing he is passing judgment
on himself. Of course detachment d<*cs

not imply lack of knowledge. The banker
should act only with full knowledge, just

as a lawyer should act only with full

knowledge. The banker who undertakes
to make loans to or purchase securities

from a railroad for sale to his other cus-
tomers ought to have as full knowledge
of its affuirs as does its legal adviser. But
the banker should not Ik*, in any sense,

his own client. He should not, in the
capacity of Imnker, pass judgment upon
the wisdom of his own plans or acts as
railroad man.
Such a detached attitude on the part

of the banker is demanded also in the
interest of his other custome*rs—the pur-
chasers of corporate securities. The in-

vestment banker stands toward a large

part of his customers in a position of

trust, which should be fully recognized.

The small investors, particularly the
women who are holding an ever-increasing

proportion of our corporate securities,

commonly buy on the recommendation
of their bankers. The small investors do
not, and in most cases can not, ascertain

for themselves the facts on which to base
a proper judgment as to the soundness of

securities offered. And even if these in-

vestors were furnished with the facts,

they lack the business experience essential

to forming a proper judgment. Such
investors need and urc entitled to have
the bankers’ advice, and obviously their

unbiased advice; and the advice can
not be unbiased where the banker, as part of

the corporation’s management , bus par-

ticipated in the creation of the securities

which an* the subject of sale to the investor.

Is it conceivable that the great house
of Morgan would have aided iu providing

the New Haven with the liundml.s of mil-

lions so unwisely cx|*cndcd. if its judg-

ment hail not l>een clouded hv partici-

pation in the New Haven's management?
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Back of Third Base
By GERALD MORGAN
Illustrations by James Preston

S
HE used to eome and sit in the

grand stand of the Iwill park, on the

left field side, a few rows behind

the field boxes. She was young and

pretty, and she dressed very quietly in-

deed. But she was evidently a fan, for she

followed the game and always applauded

the good plays of the home team.

Abie Mendel was the first person to

notice her there. Abie was a pimply-

faced youth, one of the “peanut boys,"

and now and then she bought chocolate

from him. She always said "Good af-

ternoon," and once she gave him half a

dollar and told him to keep the change.

That half-dollar was bread upon the

waters. Abie told the other peanut boys

that she was a "swell dame."

The second person to notice her was

Louie Kelly. Louie Kelly did not come
honestly by his name; he had come hon-

estly by nothing that he had ever had in

all his life. He was a small, dark, thick-

set young man who, w;ith twro or three

satellites, used also to sit on the left field

side, where the sun warmed their thin

blood. Louie came of a family from

southeastern Europe that had been

raided for several centuries, often success-

fully, by gentlemen of Cossack extraction.

But in the land of the free he did the raid-

ing himself.

He enjoyed horses, women, power, and

“Abie toil the other peanut boya that the

teas a swell darnel
”
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war. He enjoyed horses much more
than baseball; but. as there was no rac-

ing just then, and as he had a season ticket

in part payment of political services

rendered, and nothing to do in the after-

noons (his profession made no demands
of him till after dark), he went to ball

games. He enjoyed power over alniut

two hundred of his dependents who voted

as he desired. He enjoyed women, both

as a profession and as an avocation. As
for war, he had been known to shoot a

policeman in the stomach even when
stymied by a lamp-post, and make a clean

getaway afterward.

But Louie had his limitations. He saw
a plainly dressed girl, alone and unpro-

tected. but he did not see the difference

between the simplicity that costs four

hundred dollars and that which costs

four dollars.

He bought two bags of peanuts from
Abie Mendel, and went down and sat be-

side her. He offered her one of the bags,

and told her that she was a grand little

piece of goods. She did not answer him.

but he went right on talking.

Abie Mendel saw at once what was go-

ing on. and remembered the half-dollar.

He scuttled back around the rear of the

grand stand, and reappeared on the first-

base side. He approached a man sitting

at the end of one of the aisles, leaned

down, and whispered;

“Say, Mr. O'Brien, Louie Kelly’s chas-

ing a decent skirt back of third base."

Mr. O’Brien was a stout, moon-faced

man, who looked as unlike the plain-

clothes detective detailed to the ball

park as any one could. He looked up in

the direction of third base as if the actual

pursuit described by Abie Mendel might

be going on there—a pursuit that would

undoubtedly have drawn the attention

of the spectators from the game.

“AH right, Abie,” he said.

He went up the aisle, circled the stand,

ami paused for a moment to spot Louie

Kelly. As soon as he had done that, he
walked right up to him and tapped him
on the shoulder.

“You’re wanted at the telephone,

Louie,” he said. Then he slipped into

the vacant seat.

“Thank you,” said the girl, " Mr. ?"

"O’Brien,” replied the rescuer stiffly.

“I’m a policeman. You come up to the

games alone?”

“As often as I can,” answered the lady,

smiling sweetly.

“And there’s no blame reason why you
shouldn’t,” he said shortly. "I’ll keep

an eye on you myself.”

“Thank you again. Mr. O'Brien.” re-

turned the lady. “I'm Miss Smith.

My father’s in Wall Street, and I' t»-

ing him company. These long i

afternoons. I always come to bail . s

when I can.”

Meanwhile, nine or ten rows buck of

them sat Louie Kelly, in a gnu - lack

rage. “Oh. to hell with «'H S; j arc-

toes
!

" he spit out at one ot h gang.

“It’s not him; it’s Peam s. )' nuts’ll

pay for this, and as for tl • skir —

”

Running true to form. I .e Kelly

loosed the devil within b.u ' telly upon

tin . irl—upon any girl.

“I'd beat her up till sin was about

croaked," he said explicitly.

“That’s the boy,” said Mr. O’Brien,

continuing the delightful conversation

down below—"that’s the boy for my
money, pitching now. He's certainly

going some for his first season. He’s the

kind that’s good when he has to be good.

He keeps his nerve right with him."
“GocHon, you mean." said the girl.

"Thai’s right. He’s from the col-

leges. Only broke into the big leagues

this year. Watch him."

Cliff Gordon was a big, fair young man,
very businesslike, very deliberate in his

movements. There were two out, a

man on second, and two strikes and two
balls against the batter. Gordon was
watching him, his hands at his sides, with

that grave look so typical of the modern
American athlete. Then he wound up,

pitched, and *the batter struck out on
a wide, high ball.

"Outguessed him again!” exclaimed
the enthusiastic O'Brien. “He’s cer-

tainly a good one!"
It was a hard game. Gordon was

clearly outpitching the visiting pitcher,

but the batting of the home team went
for next to nothing. Hit after hit was
scooped up by the visiting infield, back of

third, over second, liner after liner set-

tled in their hands. The visitors came up
for their half of the ninth, with the score

only one to nothing against them, where
it should have been four or five.

Then followed one of those sudden
changes which make buseball the game it

is. A hit. a low throw, a ball that just

grazed a batsman’s uniform, fillet! the
bases, with none out. Not a sound could

be heard but the yells of the visiting

coaches. Then—a pop fly to the in-

field—a little grounder which forced a
man at the plate—a foul—another—

a

wide swing, three strikes and out.

"He’s certainly good in the pinches,"

said Mr. O'Brien, with repressed emotion.

He turned to the lady, and a sudden
thought crossed his romantic mind.

"I)o you know Cliff Gordon?” he
asked, as they were going out.

"I wish I did,” replied the lady simply.

After that day, Mr. O'Brien moved his

seat from the first buse side, which he had
always much preferred, to Miss Smith's
choice place back of third. She did not

come to all the games, but it gradually

occurred to Mr. O'Brien that she never
missed one when Cliff Gordon pitched.

And so, one evening about nine o'clock,

moved by an odd emotion, he went down
to the cafe and pool parlor next to the

Arlington Club, where Tim Mullane. the

manager of the home tcum, used to have
a glass of beer and a club sandwich before

going to bed.

"Hello, Tim,” said Mr. O’Brien.

“How’s that young Gordon of yours

coming on?”
Mullane looked up. “Why, hello.

Bill.” lie said. "Huve a drink! Gor-
don’s coming on all right. He don’t

watch the bases like he ought to, but he’s

certainly good in the pinches.”

“Say, Tim." said the detective, sitting

down, “has he got a girl?”

“How do I know? Why?"
“There’s a girl in the stands- ’ Iks

gan O’Brien.

"Show girl?" interrupted the man.icer.

“I don’t want nothing like that at the
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hall grounds. Say, if Mike Tuthill or

Pete McGowan—with their faces like the

outfield before it was sodded—ever catch

the kid at that game, they'll guy just

about fifty per amt off his effectiveness."

"Show girl nothing!" exclaimed

O'Brien. “Nice girl. Thinks a lot of

him. I'd like to have him meet her."

“Well, say," drawled the astonished

manager, pulling bock his chair, "if you’re

not a fine old mnlchinakiug Irish laun-

dress! Now, just suppose you leave my
players aloue. You’re there to keep

crooks and pickpockets out o’ the stands,

not to run a matrimonial agency. See?"

And Mr. O’Brien, red in the face, with-

drew. He had to give it up.

The next day Cliff Gordon pitched.

Mr. O'Brien and Miss Smith had scarcely

time to relax, when something happened.

The first visiting batter took first on an
error. Gordon delayed the game, as he

always did on such an occasion. Burke
—called Lizzie, sometimes (but never

without reprisals), on account of his high

voice—was umpiring. He told Gordon
to hurry up.

Burke culled the first one a ball on the

second batter, and the two hundred volun-

teer umpires who sit behind the catcher

yelled in derision. He called the second

one a bail, too, just because he was getting

angry. Then Cliff Gordon turned and
said

:

" Lizzie, your eye’s off to-day."

“All the way," replied Umpire Burke.

“All the way” meant all the way off

the field, without pausing at the bench,

ami the spectators saw no more of Cliff

Gordon that afternoon.

But for the matchmaker it saved the

situation. “Three days' suspension un-

der the rules," he said to himself joy-

fully, as he came into the stands the next

day and mode sure that Miss Smith was
already in herseat. “ CliffGordon won't be

in uniform to-day." And. sure enough,

the young pitcher, dressed in his street

clothes, was there in the stand, as close to

the home team's !>ench as he could get.

“Say, Mr. Gordon," said the detective

bluntly, "I’m O’Brien from the Central

Office. There's a young lady here I’d

like to have you meet."

And Gordon got up, not sure whether

or not he was going to be arrested.

O'Brien led him over to the left field side.

“Mbs Smith," he said, “tills is Mr.
Gordon."

Miss Smith looked up, astonished. Then
consternation gave way to amusement.
"Happy to meet you,” she said, “but

sorry you’re not playing. Mr. Gordon.

They need you."

Inwardly she thought: "Well, I never!

Who'd have thought that old policeman

took me seriously? You do see life at

the hall park. And, after all, he is aw-
fully nice-looking."

"Mr. O’Brien," she added, aloud—but

O'Brien, the tactful, had withdrawn and
was looking upon his work from afar with

the emotions of a successful general. So,

also, were looking, but with different emo-

tions, a small knot of men high up in the

left corner, perched like a horrid swarm
of bats—Louie Kelly and his friends.

"Yes, I was suspended," continued

Mr. Gordon, in whom the virus was al-

ready working as well as O’Brien could

have desired. “Just for saying ‘Lizzie’

to his umps. Is that fair?"

“No," replied the girl, smiling; “it

isn't."

And so they talked, and, while they

talked, he thought she was the prettiest

girl he hud ever met, and she thought

that professional ball-players were very

nice young men and not the tough brutes

they were said to Ik-. And O’Brien

resumed hb scat hack of first, his

duty done fur the day. resigning all the

obligations of a chaperon. And all this

was not lost on Louie Kelly.

He was jealous. Jealousy was, as he

would have said himself, his one best bet.

Another man was doing what he had tried

to do. Abie Mendel hail a broken head

—so much for justice; now let justice

complete her course. To the two men
with him he said:

“Be at Cohen’s place in Seventy-

ninth Street at five-thirty. It’s dark at

six. I'll be driving the taxi with the

skirt inside. The job is to get her out

without a holler. See? And fix Cohen."

He ducked out of the grounds quickly.

No one noticed him. He crossed

Eighth Avenue, and made his way to the

vacant lots where the motors and taxis

had been parked. It was a long chance, to

be sure; but to the drivers of many a New
York taxi Iconic Kelly was no stranger.

He approached one of the chauffeurs.

“You're Sam Stengel, ain’t you?"
he said. “I know you. Did you drive

that skirt from Seventy-ninth Street?”

The man nodded.

“Now, see here, Sam." Kelly went on
quietly. "I’m going to drive her back.

See? You can have the machine at

Times Square, or anywhere you say, at

seven. Never mind what I’m doing.

You’re took sick, and you’re going home
on the elevated, like a good feller. Now
beat it and go somewhere where you'll

be seen. See?”

Off went Stengel, with the hope of re-

ward and the fear of punishment working

the same way with him—he knew Louie

Kelly—and the latter got inside the taxi.

The crowd was coming out. Then:
she was, with the young man. If he got

in. the game was all off.

He ditl not get in; he opened the door.

"But this isn’t my driver," she said.

"No, ma’am,’’ Kelly answered. “He
was took sick. I’ve took his place."

(ionlon shut the door. Kelly turned

and saw that. He took a goinl look at

Gordon, then lie started. A street-car

ahead, two great passenger motor-trucks,
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one on his left, one behind, both cursing,

ahsorbed his attention. He neither saw
nor heard Gordon reopen the door and
get in beside the girl.

“May I go down with you. Miss

Smith?" he said. “I don’t just like that

driver’s looks.’’

“What nonsense?—so fur out of your

way.” she replied.

"Just the same. I guess I will," he said.

Once out on the asphalt. Kelly breathed

again. The address he had was on Sev-

enty-ninth Street, near the Park. Straight

down to 110th Street, then across to

Fifth Avenue, then, say. to Ninetieth

Street, turn east to Lexington,—if she

asked him, he would say the streets were

torn up,—and at Seventy-ninth Street a

quirk turn cast, across Third Avenue, to

Cohen's. He went slowly, to let the

September darkness increase.

Inside, they were talking. She no-

ticed the east turn at Ninetieth Street,

but did not bother. The turn south at

Lexington Avenue completely reassured

her. They were under the Third Avenue
elevated structure at Seventy-ninth Street

before she noticed.

"Why. we’re going wrong,” she said.

Half-way down the block still farther

east, Ixuiie Kelly brought hU car up to

the sidewalk. Now was the time for

action. He jumped out. The girl hail

opened the door. She was just ready to

pu t her foot on the step. Over her mouth
Kelly slapped a great hand, jammed her

hack in the taxi, and whistled.

Louie Kelly’s first knowledge of Gor-

don's presence was a straight right-

hander on the jaw. He was knocked back

clear across the pavement, and fell sprawl-

ing against the railing of Cohen's yard

just as two gangsters ran out
Gordon, not stopping even to look,

opened the door of the taxi on the street

side, and ran round the back. The two
gangsters liad lost their presence of mind.

They made fur the near door of the taxi,

and they did not see Gordon. He took

his time, and hit them where he meant
to. before they had a chance even to raise

their fists. They dropped, both of them,

like ninepins.

But Louie Kelly himself was a quicker

man. He drew his knife, jumped from
the railings, and slipped past the open

taxi door with his arm raised. It was a
questiou of a moment only, and the girl's

arm, suddenly outstretched from the

taxi, stayed his. Then Gordon hit him a

second time. An instant later he and the

girl were left alone on the street,

" lad’s get out of here, quick," he said to

the girl. “ I<et the taxi take care of itself.”

He took her arm, and. before the crowd
had time to gather, they hurried west

across Third Avenue. He felt the pres-

sure of her luind.

"I say," she said quietly, "you really

are good in the pinches, aren’t you?"
He did not answer.

Across Lexington, Park, and Madison
Avenues they went.

"Here’s where I live.” she said.

He looked at the house, and the hope

that had just dawned in him began to

sink. For it was not so much a house
as u mansion. So far as he was concerned

it might as well have been Buckingham
Palace—with the portcullis down.

** Miss Smith
—

" he began.

"And my name’s not really Smith,”
she said.

"Miss Smith." he went straight on.

"I'm a professional ball-player. I might

as well l»e a butcher.”

"Come in.” she said, "and tell my father

about it all." She paused. “Not that

I have anything against butchers," she

added, "but I do think basehall is just

the nicest profession in the world.”

"You do?" be said.

A MONTH later, as Detective O’Brien

was crossing the field on the way to

his selected seat hack of first liase, the

manager, Tim Multane, stopped him.

"Going to look after the presents,

Tom?" be asked.

O'Brien laughed.

“No; but I’m going to the wedding."

he suid.

"He’ll never pitch another game of

hall,” the manager went on. “Don't
tell me! And suppose, after this, you
leave my ball-players alone! But I say,

Tom."—and his voice, rich with an un-

accustomed brogue, rose as high as ever

did Umpire Burke’s,
—

“they’re a foine

pair! Cliff inthrojuerd me yistuddu. He
was always the good wan in the pinches.”

An Open Letter to Woodrow
Refusing an Unexpressed Invitation to Collaltorale on the Currency Bill

TAEAR SIR.

Four letter, still unmailed.

Requesting my collaboration

Upon the Currency Bill has failed

To reach its proper destination.

However, when you DO inquire,

I can not do as you desire.

By EDMUND VANCE COOKE

‘Tis true, like you, fur many a year

Tee sweated veer it and studied

,

Until it all became as clear

As the Missouri Riser -muddied;

But Currency still wears its hobbles

And every "standard ” made still tcobUes.

Still Doctor Thus and Senator So
Will take some monetary hair and split it.

But when they've told you all they know
The difference is that I admit it.

They're just asfarfrom Fiscal Science

As Fanner Jones and his Alliance.

f do not lightly spurn your need;

I've no desire to be embarrassing;

I’d gladly aid you, yes. indeed;

I know the enemy is harassing.

But here s the fact (please do not doubt it):

I don’t know one blanked thing aboid it.

*0

rre droned the dullness of the schools

Through paraphrastical verbosity;

If conned the wisdom of the fonts

Through catachrestical spinosily.

FM chewed them, verbal and statistical,

Down to the common taste
<>f

mystical.

So just one thing (or else you’re lost)

l team you, on this point be plastic

!

At any pains, at any cost,

The Currency MUST be elastic.

Yes, yes, elastic it must be

To stretch from where it stays—to me!
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MARGARET ANGLIN
Starting from the Californian coast, she trill trarel east-

uard, giving productions of the tragedies of

Sophocles, Euripides, and Shakespeare

The Drama Outlook
The Most Interesting Possibilities of the Season

AS New York is still tlu* principal

producing center of the United
States, what happens there is of

interest all over the country. What suc-

ceeds in New York in 1912-13 is seen in

Sun Fruncisco and Mobile in 1913-14.

Will the coming season he as interesting

as the last? Since competition has ex-

isted in the American theater by the

breaking away of the Shubcrts from the

syndicate monopoly the number of good
plays has noticeably increased. The
record of the past season added a number
of drumas that appealed to the intelli-

gence through their substance or their

form. The new plays made a better

showing than the classics, but yet Eng-
lish literature was at least as well repre-

sented as usual. William Favcrsham's
“Julius Cuesar" had an encouraging .suc-

cess. and he is to follow it with more
Shakespeare this season. Annie Rus-
sell's “Much Ado About Nothing" was
one of the most satisfactory productions
of Shakespeare given in a long time, and
her revivals of Sheridan and Goldsmith

also cast credit on her. and gave the

young |teople an opportunity to see that

the stage can give pleasure even when
it has some relation to masterpieces.

John Kellerd’s long run in "Hamlet”
was an interesting feature of the season.

Hoys and girls found old friends attract-

ively presented in "Little Women” and
"Snow White.” The Gilbert and Sulli-

van revivals meant much to lovers of the

best qualities in comic opera.

I’ossibly, among the new dramas.
“Fanny’s First Play." with Slone nt his

pleasantest, aroused the stca* -.t . .
’ cr-

est among those who do not gi . ? i in

the head when they use tlu < ruins.

"Rutherford & Son" marked tl mm u<e

of a new playwright of distin . rid

n

it was acted extraordinarily well. Mr.
Ames’ idea of having a small theater de-

voted to experiments has helped our

stage. It is to be ho|>ed that his $10,000

prize will bring him many good plays.

It ought to. for a renaissance of the

drama has struck the United States, and
dozens of thinking men and women with

literary gifts write plays, to every one

who did ten years ago. The experiment

of having the Princess Theater devoted

to one-act plays started out well under

the decidedly able management of Mr.
Holbrook Blinn.

The new Stage Society of New York
furnished in Maysfield’s "The Tragedy
of Nan" one of the big pluys of the time.

Pinero was represented by a new comedy
as well as by the revival of "The Ama-
zons"; Knoblauch and Bennett put

forth in "Milestones" one of the must
interesting leading facts in ordinary hu-

man history; “The Yellow Jacket”

gave charm to a caricature of Chinese

ideas, sentiments, and conditions; fresh

treatment of more or less new themes

gave life to “Hindle Wakes” and "The
New Sin"; contemporary interest and
dramatic suspense made "Within the

Law" enormously popular; Edward Shel-

don's well-made pluy for Mrs. Fiske il-

lustrated the tendency of our reviving

drama to reflect on what is really moral as

contrasted with the rubber-stamp moral-

ity which is subsiding, and his "Romance"
presented one remarkable act ing part and
various effective stage qualities. “ Dam-
aged Goods" showed we are ceasing to

1" idiotic prudes. "Years of Discre-

tion" presented a characteristic of the

era. whi< h is the business of earned)

There w«*re many others whoilv wort,

producing. Take it altogether. Mic v i-

was a rich one, and there is > ! »' i< >

that the coming season Ls to equal the last

in the most popular of the arts, which Ls at

the same time the loftiest among the lit-

erary forms. If 1913-14 does as well as

1912-13, we shall la* satisfied. Here are

some of the possibilities.

Margaret Anglin’s season promises

to be perhaps the noblest feature of the

theatrical year. It will offer to at least a

certain number of people a chance to see

what the greatest tragedy means when it

Ls intelligently presented. She opens

her season at the University of Cali-

fornia in the Greek Theater on Scp-

temlHT 0. playing a two weeks’ en-

gagement at the special request of the

Dean and Chancellor of the University.

Her regular season starts in San Fran-

cisco on September 22. In her repertory

will be four Shakespearean pluys
—"As

You Like It." "Twelfth Night,” "The
Taming of the Shrew," and “Anthony
and Cleopatra." At the University of

California her only play will l>c the

"Elektra" of Sophocles, which she will

ulso include on her Coast tour, which be-

gins immediately after the San Francisco

engagement. She will then start East,

playing through Calgary. Winnipeg, To-
ronto. and Montreal, and in the larger

Western cities. She opens in Boston on

February 1, and aliout March 1 in New
York. During the spring she plans to

give special productions of the "Me-
dea” of Euripides and the "Antigone"

of Sophocles.

The outbade for Shukcspeare is unusu-

ally good. Mr. Faversham, supported

by OHli.i T. ftus, will give "Romeo and
Julie • "Of hello," and possibly "Ham-
let.” 1‘orL Robertson and Gertrude
Elliot t art oming over in repertory,

which w ill ; ide " Hamlet " us well as an

htemting c llection of modern plays. GOOfflC
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John Drew Li to give “Much Ado About

Nothing;" and if one were going to select

n character from Shakespeare for Mr.

Drew, it would be Benedick. Robert

Mantell will play King John. Mr.

Frohman has the weakness of announcing

a good many things that he does not pro-

duce. Nevertheless, we are probably

safe in saying tliat Maude Adams will

ap|>car in two plays by Mr. Barrie which

throw- side-lights on Shakespeare. One
is called ‘‘The Ladies’ Shakespeare, Be-

ing One Woman’s Version of Notorious

Work." This is really "The Taming of

the Shrew.” with a very few sentences in-

serted to show that Catherine was really

not a shrew at all. The other, is called

“ Rosalind," and is an extremely charm-

ing one-act play in which the comfortable

and impersonal interests of a w-Lic mid-

dle age arc delightfully contrasted with

the qualities of youth.

The average of interest in the new

plays ought to be high. '‘Fanny’s

First Play" will be follow-ed by another

drama by Bernard Shaw, and the best

we can wish for it is that it may be

as genuine comedy as its predecessor.

A new play by Galsworthy is promised

at the Little Theater, and if it equals

“The Pigeon” it will make a deep im-

pression. Mr. Ames will alsoproduce " Pru-

nella, or Love in a Garden,” by Gran-

ville Barker and Lawrence Housman, a

comedy in which considerable charm is

mixed with a conglomeration of mystical

ideas not at all easy to follow. The
same intelligent manager will give us

Arnold Bennett’s comedy "The Great

Adventure,” with Janet Beecher in the

leading woman’s rdle, and also a drama

called “The Clash." by a new British

author. Cyril Wentworth Hogg.

Among the American plays, there

ought to be a number with genuine

quality. Mr. Ames’ $10,000 play contest

is just closing. Let us hope he turns up

two or three geniuses. Augustus Thomas
will be represented by “Indian Summer,"

a new play with John Mason in the leading

rble. If Eleanor Gates does as well in

her forthcoming play as she did in “The
Poor Little Rich Girl" she will contribute

much that is best to the season. A
similar remark might be made about

the uew dramatic comedy by Rachel

Crothere, who seldom puts out any-

thing without lending to it something

of genuine art in form and also some-

thing of genuine comment on human
life.

It happens that two famous Amer-

ican pieces of literature figure in the sea-

son’s production: “The Raven," by

George C. Hazleton, tells the life of Edgar

Allan Poe. and I<ongfcllow’s“ Evangeline”

lias been turned into a play by Thomas
Broadhurst.

All this is full of interest and promise,

and yet it is wholly possible that the one

or two or three things which will stand

out as the real contributions of the season

of 1913-14 may be entirely unforeseen;

for one of the most satisfactory features

of the drama as it exists to-day in America

is the sudden cropping up of plays like

“Kindling" and “The Poor Little Rich

Girl.” or the occasional importation of a

play like “Rutherford & Son"—plays by

unknown authors with a powerful grasp

on life as it exists to-day and sufficient

technique to combine that grasp into

genuinely significant drama. N. II.

week's issue will contain an

article by Mrs. Fiske, comparing actual

stage life irith stage life as il is represented

in recent plays,]

Thoughts

About the Theater

ONCE in a while a genuine tragedy

Ls written in our day, sueh as

Stephen Phillips’ “ Paolo and Fran-

cesca," for instance; but that species of

art does not seem at all likely to gain the

foothold that it has had in some of the

greatest periods of the drama. Specula-

tions about the cause arc many. Some
have put it on the newspapers, especially

on the yellow press, some on democracy

and the control of the intellectual life by

the majority, some on the lack of train-

ing in elocution. De Quiocey, in his

essay on the Caesars, says:

“Why had tragedy no existence as a

part of the Roman theater? Because,

and that was a reason which would have

sufficed to stifle all the genius of Greece

and England, there was too much tragedy

in the shape of gross reality almost daily

before their eyes. The amphitheater

extinguished the theater."

We have considerable hope that, al-

though tragedy will never be a domi-

nating form again, it will at least revive

enough to hold its own with other forms,

for it is certainly the highest of them
all, and the one in which the pro-

foundest qualities of tile human soul arc

expressed.

Looking Straight

IJERODOTUS was the first great
* * muckraker. He not only told about

the faults of his countrymen, but took

away the credit of some of their most

famous victories by explaining that their

opponents were not well armed. The
Greeks lied, but they did not fear the

truth. Their genius was founded on

their directness of vision.

This summer has seen the suppression

of a play by Hauptmann because it

showed appreciation of Napoleon, and

the German enthusiasm for him at the

height of his power.

Professors are turned out of colleges

because their doctrines are looked upon

as socialistic. Anti-imperialists were

scorned in this country in the Spanish

war, and in England in the Boer war.

What a contrast to a civilization in which

the greatest comic writer the world lias

known, in the middle of a desperate war

for existence, pul on the stage plays in

which he laughed at the public, at one

of the most eminent generals, and at the

chief statesmen. We should have a

better chance of becoming a great as

well as a big nation if we hud leas fear of

the truth, whether in the theater, where

we hark against "Damaged Goods,"

Ibsen’s "Any Night." and "Mrs. War-

ren’s Profession," or in government,

where we suppress the truth at Law-

rence and Paterson instead of letting

the matter be debated out fully in the

open.

The Greek, at the great period, was

not only willing to have every side pre-

sented, hut nothing delighted him more

than to discuss serious problems from

early morn until he went to bed. He was

willing, in the words of Keats:

“ To tear all nak«l truth*

And tortivUac* rimiaut»ncr. nil calm.”

And his playwrights reflected that in-

tellectual calm and love of truth.

Summer Shows

TV^RS. AUSTIN, in “A Woman of Gen-

iua," speaks of "that execrable sort

of entertainment winch comes up in any

community like a weed when the women
are out of town.” They are out of town

now. and that sort of entertainment docs

not grow nobler year by year.

Sex Morals

rPHE success of “Damaged. Goods"
“ and the amount of educational l>en-

efit brought about by its production has

encouraged those who manage the so-

ciological fund of the Medical Review of

Reviews to arrange for the production of

an adaptation of Francois Coppce’s play

“The Guilty Man." The play will be

produced next fall for one performance,

anti we hope it will be successful enough to

lead to its being seen by the general public.

Actors and Character

IN “Why Women Are So" Mrs. Cor-
4

lidge says:

"The great preacher and the brilliant

orator are effeminate, producing their

effects far more by the hypnotism of

high emotion than by the ideas that they

express. Like actors, they, too. are

subject to extreme reaction after the

culmination of any emotional effort in

which they are often as irresponsible as

children. Il is particularly suggestive

that, of all the types of men denominated

‘effeminate,’ the actor mewl nearly resem-

bles the type of woman set up as the

ideal in the past century. He. like the

woman, makes his place in life chiefly by

the cultivation id manner and api>ear-

ance. He, like her. depends for success

upon pleasing rather than l>cing admir-

able. The ‘matinee idol’ is an extreme

example of character—or. rather, perver-

sion of character—by the social necessity

of Iteing charming and of trading in

assumed emotions.”

In the same !xx>k it is pointed out that

it is one of the ironies of sociul develop-

ment that, while ascetic religion has been

a most powerful hindrance to women,

the stage has become one of the strongest

influences to elevate our ideals of pure

beauty. “At the beginning of the nine-

teenth century the drama was generally

regarded in America ai an evil influence,

and an actress as u foredoomed prostitute.

But in the last hundred years the stage

has drawn to itself the highest productions

of literary and scenic art, and the acting

profession has produced some of the

noblest human (icings of our time.

“In addition to the correction and

cultivation of taste, the stage has Imd

an incalculable influence upon the stand-

ards of health among women. The
actress, the dancer, and the prima donna

must have, before all talent, strength to

endure the training and the hardships

of her profession. However sensual and

violent her temper may Ik*, to win success

she must deny her appetites ami work-
work incredibly hard. With the never-

ceasing curiosity of the general public

regarding the lives of stage people, these

facts have become known, and in their

dissemination educated every stage-struck

girl as well as many feeble amateurs."



"DOWN AT THE CORNER”

The Sloan cartoon for next week will he " The Girl at the Window"
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Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED (“RIGHT WING”)

WHEN international clashes in

sport make for sane criticism

und a keener understanding of

what the other fellow is doing, they an*

worth while; And, measured by that

standard, this year should be memorable.

It is many a long day since there has

been an opportunity to see the nations

so frequently arrayed in peaceful harness

on field and stream. The United States

has successfully defended two cups and
regained another, which is triumph
enough, in all conscience; but the mere
fact that our focmen from overseas

have been mastered is of little moment
in the face of the reasons therefor.

England’s polo team was beaten as

much by the American spirit as by any-

thing else; her cold, experienced tenuis

team was vanquished largely because
of the typical American pace; and the

canoe cup was retained because of the

superiority of American l>oat-huilding,

even when that imat-huilding was almost

down to miniature. Surely an enviable

record.

This is the sort of competition that

leads to mutual valuation, and there

have been lessons for every nation in

each one of the international competi-

tions. Our tennis men have learned

that sheer brilliance may never aguin

carry them so far; our polo players have
learned that the game in this country

is in need of reinforcement from the

ranks; und our victorious canoeist has
learned that the time may come when
more than perfect lines in the tiniest of

suiting craft may settle the issue.

Our competitors, on the other hand,
have learned that in tennis pace, all

other things being equal, or even nearly

equal, will filch n Davis Cup; that in

polo horsemanship Is only half the game;
and that in canoeing there may Ik- nearly

as much in the boat as there Is in the
man.
Frequency of international competi-

tion leads to tolerant consideration of

methods to which one has not been accus-

tomed from the cradle, und to a closer

and fairer analysis.

In England manner as well as method
counts for a great deal, which explains

in some measure the entente cordidle

between Maurice E. McLoughlin and the

British critics, and although an American
tennis-player is no longer “roasted**

for ap|>cariiig on the court in black shoes,

there is no blinking the fact that the

sportsmanship of the American team at

Wimbledon, quite us much as its play,

lias murketl u step forward in international

competition.

The thoroughly satisfying feature of

the work of the Americans has been its

tendency to develop the “winning punch”
under pressure, notably when EL Norris

Williams handled his racket like a veteran

after one match had gone against Amer-
ica, and when McLoughlin, |K'rhaps

over-tired from too much play at Wimble-
don. nevertheless clinched the cup vic-

tory with a triumph over a man nearly

twice his age. and rich in tournament
experience. I like to feel, however,

that the acid test came when McLough-
lin disposed of Burrett in the British

championships, and when Williams mas-
tered such a veteran of the courts as

Dixon. I like to feel that these matches
were rather u test of American tennis

than of Amerk'an boys.

It was necessary to leurn whether the

American style of game was sound, and
neither the various tournaments that

are held in this country nor the prelimi-

nary tic with the Australasians—who
are temperamentally much like ourselves

—sufficed. It was necessary to pit the

American game against men who had
the habit of winning. A Davis Cup
victory in such circumstances leaves

no regrets.

At this distance it would appear that

we still have something left to learn

from the Englishmen in the matter of

ground strokes, while “overhead” we
are practically unbeatable. It must not

be forgotten, however, that the over-

heat! game is the '‘forcing" game —
the type of play that, while making the

greatest demand on the player, at the

same time makes the greatest de-

mand on his opponent. It is well under-

stood in wurfare that the commander
dearly loves the attack, and apparently

the first flight of tennis-players has

applied this principle.

It seems unfortunate that the criti-

cism directed against Harold H. Hackett
on the other side was so savage, but it

must be rememhervd that a merely

steady, sound player, no matter what his

value to the team, had little chance for

acclaim. Hackett, to my way of think-

ing, is no less to be honored than the
brilliant young men who bore the brunt
of the battle, for his was the hardest

task, and in the face of it he maintained
his poise, played the l>est game of which

he was capable, and even improved in

the famous doubles match after a medi-

ocre start.

The real sensation of the college row-

ing season was the fine work of the two
Western crews, Washington and Wis-
consin. Both crews were made up of as

fine material as any coach could wish

for. and indeed the Washington eight

was a superb combination physically.

The further these men rowed the better

they rowed; and when it is considered

that they had had no experience in such

fast company their showing was remark-

able. The Western universities are

certainly enterprising. Their baseball

invasion of Japan is a fair sample of

their energy, and it is to Ik* hoped that

in the near future more of these Western
teams may be seen in action in the

East.

John Paul Jones, probably the fastest

mile-runner who ever lived, has put
away his spiked shoes and given up com-
petitive atideLies. He had inducements,

legitimate and otherwise, not to do so.

But John Paul Jones is an unusual sort

of chap. He cares less, |K*rhaps. for

success in athletics than any man who
ever kicked cinders. It is barely possible

that Jones has gone to the other extreme

in athletics. When a man whose record

is such that he can not be suspected of

any wrong, and who Is conceded to have

the world's record “in his pocket,"

abandons the game, it seems a pity.

Jones has never been able to run a

fast first half mile, for one reason or

another. I am inclined to believe that he

would do better work against the watch

could he be induced to come out again.

Small boat sailing received a new im-

petus with the challenge and unsuccess-

ful competition recently of Ralph B.

Britton of the Gananoque Canoe and

Motor-Boat Club. The Canadian, sail-

ing in a craft that was fifteen years old,

and of the flat-bottoined variety, never-

theless proved one of the finest sports-

men that ever visited these waters.

While he was doomed to defeat from the
start, he called the attention of the com-
mittee to a foul he had committed at
the first mark in the first round of the
first race, and so forfeited any chance
of victory. He said frankly, on his first

ap|>carance in these waters, that he had
come down with little hope of victory’,

but with the expectation of stirring up
interest in one of the best and most
neglected of s|»orts.

It is extremely doubtful if Yale oars-

men will continue to pin their faith to

English methods. Their experience at

New London was most discouraging.

When the English coaches took hold of

the crew it was not as far advanced as

it should have been, and neither the Yale
eight nor the Yale coaches learned as

much from their English visitors as they

hail hoped to learn. When Yale allowed

John Kennedy to go, it was understood
that the coaching would be in the hands
of graduates. The only graduate who
seems to have kept up anything like a
steady connection with Yale rowing is

James O. Rodgers, who is undoubtedly
a capable coach.

It has been the habit of many oarsmen,
especially Englishmen, to maintain that

a professional sculler can not teach sweep
rowing as well as an amateur. Charles

E. Courtney, James C. Rice, and several

others have exploded this theory by
turning out better crews than any ama-
teur has so far been able to produce,

A knowledge of eight-oared rowing —
both theory and practice— is not con-

fined to any one country or any’ one
coaching coterie. Common sense is a

better aid to a rowing coach than slavish

adherence to any particular system. It

is doubtful if the English amateur coach
understands the temperament of an
American crew. The few Englishmen
who have coached successfully in this

country have simply taught common-
sense rowing and have adapted their

stroke to the available material. It is

to Ik* hoped that Yale will find a solution

of the present problem, but there is no
doubt that just at present the Elis are

on the wiring track.

So remarkable has been the record of

the University of Illinois in buseball that

a team from that institution would be
welcomed throughout the East. There
might then lie a real test of the type of

ituschull played by the colleges of the

two sections.

In the meantime, there comes flashing

from the Pacific Coast, in the person of

young William Johnston, another os-

plialt-court-bred youngster who may yet

dispute the premiership of this country’s

tennis courts with the fiery Mclamghlin.

Such a showing as he made at Iaingwood

gives promise of triumphs to come, and
it may be that from the viewpoint of

the building-up process our tennis is

on a more nearly solid foundation than

that of the Englishmen. That McLough-
lin was unable to defeat Anthony F.

Wilding, in the challenge match for the

English championship is hardly a reflec-

tion oil his brand of tennis, for Wilding

is not alone an exceptional tennis-player

but an exceptional iimu.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustration* by James Preston

1

Lemuel Loveth His Horse

T EMUEL BOGG u>a» not brilliantly radical.

L x Neighbor* admitted and stranger* observed.

Setting hi* face agai/urt newfangled, faddiral

Notions, to deadly reaction he swerved.

Airship* and Itattleships

Filled him with dread

“ Roicboats and cattleships,"

Lemuel said.

“ Used to be fit for our dad*. As to wheel*.

They gat along some without atdomobiles.

You may dub me a frump and fogy,” said he,

“ But a hoss and a buggy is plenty for me."

Lemuel lived on a prosperous farm.

Peacefully, “ not wish in' nobody harm”

Save and excepting one IIiram J. Scagg,

Who, living adjacent.

In manner complacent

Seemed quite addicted to bluster and brag.

If Lem made a joke, Mr. Scagg made a wittier;

If Lem got a milch-cow, then Si girt a prettier.

He stood like a specter to Ixmuel Bogg— f

Better land, better clothes, better bam. better hog.

“But, y bet” muttered Lem, “spite of bluster and boss.

He ain’t got a critter kin touch my old hoss!

By tansy.

Not Pansy!”

Landaulet, limousine, racer, and runabout.

Terrors that whizzed like a shot from a gun, about.

Honked by his door

With a rush and a roar.

Killing the poultry, offending the breeze.

And kicking gray dust upon Ixmuel's trees.

Every morning, when Lemuel Bogg

Hitched his mare Pansy and started to jog

Over the turnpike to Hipplcwhite's store.

Sure as he turned around Pettigrew's place

One of Them Things round the corner would race.

Shocking poor Pansy again with its roar

Till she threw up her tail.

Stood on her head.

Snorted, turned pale.

And sank down as one dead —

While overwrought Ixmuel ardt ally sieore:

“If I ever lay hands on them fellers. I'll snatch rwi
^

Deef, dumb, and blind—but >y Iteck, y can t catch em!

20

Lemuels daughter, a pretty young parly, set

Firmly on being like one of the Smarty Set,

Came to her father and pouted deliciously.

“ What y want now?”—Father eyed her suspiciously.

Knotting her actions

Bode money transactions.

“Pa, I've been thinking—”

With courage unshrinking'

She came to the topic which drore Lem to drinking.

"Most of the girls of MY class are now taught—oh.

Up-to-date stunts, such as running an auto.

Every young fellow who boasts a Tuxedo
Owns a six-cylinder, shaft-drive torpedo.

Only ourselves jog our ossified way,

Chained to the past in a single-hoss shay.”

Lemuel cried.

Touched in his pride:

“Cars is for city folks, gasolene's flossy.

But this here dum neighborhood's always been hossy.

And I'm free to declare

That Pansy the mare

Is the swiftest dum critter on any farm near—
,

•

Unless Silas Scagg has gone bought him a deer."

"He ain’t!” Daughter's tone was malicious

And vicious.

“He's got something swifter.” “ You mean—

"

“A machine!”

“What? No!”
“ It's so!

And it look* quite a lot like a Thing that can go.”

Like the voice of old Satan on those who discuss him

Came to their ears a sardonic “ Toot-toot
!”

And Silas J. Scagg—Lem'l never COULD fuss him—
Stopped at the gate in a low, rakish brute

Of a modem machine

With the sides done in green.

**Homin’/” said Si.

“Howdy!” quoth Lem,

Remarking, quite dry.

“ Well, y' got one o' Them!”
“ Yep,” ansurred Si, well recalling the day

When Pansy had beaten his gelding. Old Gray.

“It's time for us farmers to scrape off the moss.

For only the fossils go round with a hoss.”

“Hem!”
Chortled Lem ,

“Since you've counted your losses

At racin'

And pacin’.

You're found out at last there are hosses and Hosses.

Since y never could win with what feeds upon grass.

Ye're right to speed up with yer element—gas."

“Oh, dash!”

Snorted Si,

With a rash

Speed to high.

Toot! Toot!

Swift scoot—

He teas off there and then.

Killing Samantha, Lem's favorite hen.

While the latter stood, grave as a ghost on the Styx.

“Sixty-two ogre-power Cannibal Six!”

He muttered

And sputtered,

“Everythin' 's gain to pieces in many ways

—

What’s this here neighborhood cornin’ to, anyways
?"

(to be continued)
' Digitized by L»oogle



Winds of Doctrine”
A Brilliant Book About Present-Day Conditions

ANEW book by George Santayana*

is always an event of importance

to a few, because it marks a step

forward in the thought of their lives. It

means that on some subjects of perma-

nent value they have been helped along

to a more finished understanding.

This influence with me began many
years ago, and at finit Mr. Santayana’s

verse occupied a larger place in my mind

than his prose. He seemed to me then,

and he seems to-day, to have written

poetry certainly not surpassed by any

living American. William James once

said to me that he thought the following

sonnet worthy of Keats:

Have I the brart to wander on tbr earth.

Ho patient in brr everiastinx raunr,
Seeking n>i prior, but bowin* to tbr forrw

That fives direction and hath given birth?

Rain Irar*. sweat PSly. to rrtresli my drarth.

And plough my rtcrile boaom, aharp Rnninr.
That I grow <irk and nine my bring'* source

If haply one day pawn lacking mirth.

Doth the tun therefore burn, that I may ba*k?
Or do the tired earth and tirrlnw lea.

That toil out for their ptrarare, toil for me?
Amid the world'* long striving, wherefore aak

What reaaon* were, or what reward* shall lie?

The covenant God gave ua la a task.

I should not care to make that partic-

ular statement (and William James was
an impressionist in conversation), be-

cause I think that Mr. Santayana’s verse,

even at its best, is not noticeable for

exuberance or spontaneity, delightful and
permanently satisfactory as it is for purity’

and intellectual command. As the book
to which attention is now invited has much
to do with Catholicism, we might go back

to u poem that gives very personally his

attitude toward that religion:

I love the pious candle-light.

The bov»' frr»h voice*, void of thought.

The woman'* eager, inward right

Of what in vain brr heart had (ought.

I love the violet* at the feet

Of l«ui. red with some blood-stain;

I love the cross. and it is twret

To make a aarriflee of pain.

Some offer bullock* to the skip*;

Some, incense, with their drowsy praise:

He bring* the god* what moat they prise

Who sorrow on the altar Lay*.

I love the Virgin’s flowering shrine.

Her gulden crown, her jewelled «tcle.

The seven dolorous sword* that shine
Around brr heart, an aureole.

Thou Mother of a offering race,

WKoae pangs console u* for our birth.

Reign thou for ever, by thr grace

Of sorrow, Queen of all the earth I

Prrrhancr when Carnival is done,

And sun and moon go out for me.
Christ will he God. and I the one
That in my youth I used to be.

Thing* all are shadow*, shadows all.

And ghosts within an idiot’s brain.

A little while, they fade and fall;

A little while, they come again.

Sing *oflly. choristers; ye sing

Not faith alone, but doubt and dread.
King wildly. Raster Ml*; ye ring

Par Christ arisen, and hope dead.
.

Mr. Santayana will never l>e popular
either in verse or prose, but he will be
ixsrcalt oftener than most writers, and
by some highly trained readers he will

be read many years after he himself
has ceased to exist.

"Winds of Doctrine” is a collection

of essays that foltow up logically the
several volumes that have preceded it.

Looking hack across this aeries of books,
I remember that my ideas of Browning
were fundamentally changed by what
Mr. Santayana wrote about him; tliat

*“ Winds of Doctrine." By George Santa-
yana. New York, Charles Scribner’s Sons.

I had never thought sufficiently about

the relation of Shakespeare to religious

philosophy until Mr. Santayana analyzed

it; that he gave me my first sharp realiza-

tion of what a “Philistine" is; and that

my picture of Walt Whitman was, to

a large extent, drawn by him. Person-

ally, I believe this country now has no
essayist who is his equal.

This bcx>k is a study in contemporary

opinion. The chapters are on:

The Intellectual Temper of the Age.

Modernism and Christianity.

The Philosophy of M. Henri Bergson.

The Philosophy of Mr. Bertrand

Russel).

Shelley: or the Poetic Value of Revo-

lutionary Principles.

The Genteel Tradition in American
Philosophy.

Some persons prefer to think hastily

about the events of the moment; others

enjoy a different perspective and like to

contemplate those ideas that do not cease

to be when the afternoon paper has been

left behind on the street-ear. It is to

this latter and smaller group of readers

that books from Mr. Santayana’s pen
are important. This volume treats the

present age as critical and interesting to

live in; an age that keeps some charac-

teristics of Christendom and yet is begin-

ning a different civilization; that feels

the value of religious faith, of the pomp-
ous arts of our forefathers, of academic

architecture, sculpture, painting, poetry

and music, of class privileges and family

authority, and yet has broken the shell

of Christendom, felt the unconquerable

mind of the East and of the pagan past,

and is confronted by the industrial future,

by a new spirit—that of the emancipated,

atheistic, international democracy.

Wc scarcely know what the word Chris-

tianity means. A bishop may be a

modernist, a chemist a mystical theo-

logian, a psychologist a believer in ghosts.

The greatest happiness of the greatest

number has perhaps come to mean (I am
giving Mr. Santayana’s ideas, and often

his words) the greatest idleness of the

largest possible population. The word re-

form, which Is a magic word to-day, means
to shatter one form and to create another,

but the two sides of the act arc not always

equally intended or equally successful.

In the arts freedom is a loose idea that

makes uianv artists like truant children

who think their lives will lie glorious if

they only run away and play forever;

their taste, their vision, their sentiments

arc often interesting; they arc mighty
in their indc]?cndcncc and feeble only in

their works.

To Mr. Santayana it is natural that there

should not be grrat heroes, saints, artists,

philosophers, or legislators in un age when
nobody trusts himself, or feels any con-

fidence in reason, and when the word
dogmatic Is a term of reproach. Great-

ness has character and severity, it is

deep and sane, it is distinct and perfect.

For this reason there is none of it to-day.

Reason has abdicated, life is running tur-

bid and full, and we arc the sportof vested

interests, tribal passions, stock senti-

ments. and chance majorities. Mr. San-

tayana’s view of the intellectual temper
of the age is not a sympathetic one, and
yet he Is fair-minded.

The chapter on “Modernism and Chris-

tianity” will be notably interesting to any

who are endeavoring to understand that

subtle conflict which is now going on in

the Catholic Church. Mr. Santayana
realizes, of course, that contradictions

have always existed in religion, that the

morality of chivalry and war and the ideals

of foppishness and houor have hern long

maintained side hv side with the maxims
of the gospel, which they entirely contra-

dict, and he thinks that the doctrine of Co-
pernicus. although accepted by the Church
with some laine attempt to render it inno-

cuous, remains an alien and hostileelement,

like a spent bullet lodged in the flesh.

Sin has ceased to be the fearful im-

prudence which it seemed to the anrirnt

Hebrews and is now judged on entirely

different grounds. Once it was os logical

to fight for religion as it was to fight for

nationality. The true Christian, to be

sun?, lias always been the exception, and
whenever a nation is converted to Chris-

tianity, its Christianity in practice must
be largely converted into paganism.
The nominal Christian, becoming a man
of business and the head of a family,

will form an integral part of that very
world which he will pledge his children

to renounce as he holds them over the font.

Even in the golden age of Cathol-
icism, the age of Dante, the world was full

of bitter conflicts, faithless rebellions,

worldliness, ami barliarism. It was a
conglomeration of incorrigible rascals.

A religion which condemns worldliness Is

in this dilemna: if it remains merely spirit-

ual it can not affect the world, and if it

develops organs with which to operate

on the world, these organs become a part

of the world from which it is trying

to escape. To Mr. Santayana, there-

fore, a modernist is nothing but a free-

thinker with a sympathetic interest in

religious illusion. His Is the historical

attachment to his church of the Catholic

who has discovered that he is a pagan.

I always like to have Mr. Santayana
on my side, cs|K-cially when I feel a little

shaky, as in my prejudices against Berg-
son and Herbert Spencer, for instance.

Mr. Santayana is never timid. He calls

Herbert Spencer foolishly dogmatic and
an important part of his philosophy a

piece of ignorant self-sufficiency. The
chapter on Bergson may be summed up in

the admission that his thought has all

the charm that can go without strength

and all the competence that can go with-

out mastery, and that its fundamental
principle is like that of a philosopher at

sea who, to make himself useful, should

blow into the sail.

As it is more difficult to give in short

space an impression of a great artist

than to quote a few sentences summariz-
ing a philosophy, I shall not say anything

about the brilliant essay on Shelley, al-

though it will probably t>c the most
popular chapter in the liook.

The final chapter, on "The Genteel Tra-

dition in American Philosophy," cornea

close to American life. "To understand
oneself is the classic form of consolation; to

elude oneself Is the romantic.” The pic-

ture of William James here given is

drawn by a man who did not agree with

him but very much admired hitn, and it is

the best picture, I think, yet painted

of that alluring American.

It will lie a long time before a hook is

published with more general intelligence

than this one contains. N. H.
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What Women Are After
An article which endeavors to make clear what will be one of the

princiftal purposes steadily pursued by this publication

By NORMAN HAPGOOD

One Kind of Education

THE "Feminist Movement" is a

poor name for a big thing. Tilt*

expression is not English; a word
ending in "ist" usually suggests theory

and dullness; and to the ordinary mind
the principal ingredient of the idea is the

vote. The desire for the vote no more
expresses or sums up the idea than the

term "good roads” in itself makes clear

to the imagination the differences in civ-

ilization which would result from turn-

ing bad roads into good ones; or than the

term "conservation" paints the immense
advantages in ordinary living to the or-

dinary family w hen the national resources

of the country are properly handled by
the trustees for all the people; or than

the words "good schools" are sufficient

to picture the difference between equality,

freedom, and knowledge oil the one hand,

and ignorunce and special domination on
the other. Out of one hundred ptxiple

who favor an eight-hour law for working-

men and -women, probably not more than

one is able to fill in the real meaning of

that law in the lives of the families affected

by it. Voting is a valuable and a neces-

sary jrnrt of the new influence that women
are to use in remaking our civilization,

but it is merely the expression of a right

and a |>oint of view ami a |H>werful

weapon for helping along changes that are

founded on something much deeper than

legal procedure.

The new position of women ill the world

means that the intellectual and moral
standards of civilization ure to be changed.

They are in* longer to be the expression

of one sex slightly influenced by the

other. They are to be the composite
ideals of the two, not of the two acting

separately, but of the two as each will be
modified by the other as they come into

fairer, fuller, und more equal cmmnn’>i-

cfttkm. The world is .still full >! institu-

tions and ideas that tire stereotyped m I

ignorantly worshiped, und which, never-

theless, art* obstructive to the v clfji . of

mankind.

<8

Already we see the effect of letting

loose the criticism of half of the human
race on u civilization built up by the

other half. The ettitude of the world

to-day toward all the vices is a very dif-

ferent thing from what it was a century
ago, when the thinking on the subject

was merely man's thinking. The chang-

ing view of w hat needs to lie done in in-

dustry is already partly due to women,
and will lie much more due to them as the

mural ami human side of industry pusses

more and more into their hands.

The great underlying institution of mar-

riage is now lieing subject to criticism, and
to women will in the main full the task of

deciding just what alterations shall lie

made in it. and in the ideas of sex moral-

ity that center around it. The opinions

of men fifty years hence will be very dif-

ferent from those of the man of to-day,

because their education will have been

different from the cradle. The time will

soon come when all the little boys and all

the little girls will not Ih‘ bent like twigs

in different directions, one set of faults

and virtues for the boys anil another set

of faults and virtues I King encouraged

in tile girls. Boys will not lie called

effeminate if they show delicacy and
consideration, nor will girls be culled

tom-boys if they show physical vigor

and enterprise.

In "Tin* Old Fashioned Woman," by
Elsie ("lews Parsons, just published by
G. P. Putnam's Sons, a very interfiling

addition is made to tin* remarkable list,

of books by women ubout inurul civili-

zation brought forward in the lust few

years. Undoubtedly, the one of these

Itooks that has made the deepest im-

pression is Ellen Key’s "Love and Mur-
riage." as it is called in the English

translation of purt of it, although the

origifiul "Lines of Life" would have been

a linin' satisfactory name—a hook that

has probably had a profounder influence

in this field than any other book since

John Stuart Mill's "Subjection of Wom-

en." There have been many others,

such as Olive Schreiner’s passionately

felt " Woman and Lubor," Jane Addanis’

"A New Conscience and an Ancient
Evil," Elizabeth Robin’s "My Little

Sister.” Mary Austin’s “A Woman of

Genius." and Mary Roberts Coolidge’s

“Why Women Are So." No one of

these books could ever have been w’rit-

ten by a man. In fact, there is only
one man writing constantly on the sub-

ject to-day who seems to have a suffi-

ciently profound grasp of it to rank with
progressive women in influence, and he is

H. G. Well.;.

The encouraging thing is that the
changes are not only very rapid but very
agreeable. The girls of half a century
ago did not usually liecome more inter-

esting as the years went by. They were
vivacious, pleasant creatures, but they
begun to lose early in life. As their

minds had almost nothing to feed mi,

they began to grow old at the licginning

of their twenties, and often were really

old at thirty. Their energetic, devel-

oping period liad ended, ami they
hod settled down to a routine in which
they seemed to expect nothing. They had
the manner of having ulready lived.

This ccrtniuly is not suqirising when we
consider their bringing up, which is thus
expressed by Colverley:

For rrrily. O my daughter. this unrld it a iuxjuera<lf.
Ami find made the* .mr thins, Hint Iho-j oir*btr»t woke

Ihywtf asother:
A ma*iien» brart i* a* rhuu{M*np. eve# MpirinR and itrug-

(rfimt upward*.
And it needed that it* motion! IK cheeked bj the nlvcnd

Cork of Propriety:
Hr that ran affiml the print*, hi* W the pteeKiu, irrmurr.
Let him dnnk deeply of it* aweetnea*. nnr grumble if it

lutrlli uf the cork.

If the fashionable girl was successful,

what, did she look forward to? She
might

... in i*-*l tnornias's papers.
Side In- aide with rumor* .if war* and atoriea of dupwreek*

and aq|c*,
Shall uppr/ir thy name, and the minutiae of thy tiend-

drr** and peltumlt.
Fur an Araptuied public In aiuir upon over (heir ma-

tutinal muffin.

Growth is not likely to continue when
there is nothing to stimulate it. Habits

are formed when we are young. If a
girl of twenty is interested merely in

hats, dresses, and what she can get out of

her looks, she will Ik* unhappy und unin-

teresting us soon as her youth begins to

]iass. A sound education and a sound
point of view tend to drive in those habits

that enlarge the horizon and stimulate

interests which increase with years.

They enable a woman to have a brooder
uml dee|MT and more lasting influence

on her children. \\ lieu her children art*

grown up, her intellectual interests en-

able her to )>c useful to the community in

some other way. Her friends among men
are not those who arc merely attracted by
the freshness of her complexion, but the

superior men of the community who are

interested in her through life for what
she feels and thinks ami does. Middle
age und old age are very pleasant things

to persons who care not merely for

physical charm but for facts and ideas.

The rising girls of the present feel the

truth of what was said by one of

the most brilliant women the world has

produced

:

"The just soul has no moral sex, but

is man or woman according to the will of

God; the Code is always the same,

whether the just soul be the general of

un army or the mother of a family."

The changes we have been referring to

are the real objects of the Feminist Move-
ment. Ia*t it not be imagined that the

support for these changes is mostly

among enthusiasts or person* of send- -'1C
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Where To Look For Merit

Alexander winton makes
- the Winton Six. He does not

make any other car. No other car em-
bodies his experience. Mr. Winton
founded the gasoline motor car industry

in America. He is the world’s most ex-

perienced specialist in six-cylinder cars.

That’s why it is unfair to any other

car to expect it to show merit equal to

Winton Six merit.

mental tendencies. Perhaps the must

distinguished man of science alive

to-day is Alfred Russel Wallace, and

among the must significant books of

11)13 is his “Social Environment and

Moral Progress." Consider, therefore,

his views:

“The foregoing statement of the effect

of established natural laws, if allowed

free play under rational conditions of

civilization, clearly indicates that the

position of woman in the not distant fu-

ture will l>c far higher and more impor-

aut than any which has been claimed

for or by her in the post.

“While she will be conceded full po-

litical and social rights on un equality

with men, she will be placer! in a position

of responsibility and power which will

render her his superior, since the future

moral progress of the race will so largely

depend upon her free choice in marriage.

As time goes on. and she acquires more
and more economic independence, that

alone will give her an effective choice

which she has never had before. But
this choice will be further strengthened by
the fact that with ever-increasing ap-

proach to equality of opportunity for

every child bom in our country, that ter-

rible excess of male deaths, in boyhood
and early manhood especially due to

various preventable causes, will disap-

pear, and change the present majority of

women to a majority of men. This will

lead to a greater rivalry for wives, and
will give to women the power of rejecting

all the lower types of character among
their suitors.

“It will be their special duty so to

mould public opinion, through home
training and social influence, as to render

the women of the future the regenerators

of the entire human race."

The Feminist Movement, properly

understood, is merely the moral move-

ment in human evolution. It is merely

the substitution of modes of thought

based on present conditions of industry

and education for modes of thought

which were built up under a system of

constant warfare and general ignorance.

The movement of women toward con-

tributions to the world’s ethical progress

is just as resistless as the march of gen-

eral education or the movement of in-

dustries out of the home into the facto-

ries. It is oneof the biggest facts to-day.

and it will be a still bigger fact to-morrow.

The publication that undertakes to ex-

press progress can no more leave this

movement out of account than it can

ignore labor, or the relation of govern-

ment to wealth, or scientific agriculture,

or public schools. Hakpeb'b Weekly.
under its present management, wishes

nothing more strongly than to become a

medium for much of the most adequate I

thought on social institutions of to-day,

as seen by the most intelligent women,
who are undertaking to make them better

not only for women themselves but for

men also, and naturally most of all for

children, since in them are determined all

the possibilities of the men and women
of the future. Mr. Wells did notexagger-

ate when he said: "Our modem world is

burdened with its sense of the immense,

now half-articulate, significance of

women." Dean Swift said: “I am ignorant

of any one quality thut Is admirable in

woman which is not equally so in man.

I do not except even modesty and gentle-

ness of nature: nor do I know one vice

or folly which is not equally detestable in

both." What exceptional men in all

ages have recognized all mankind must
recognize soon.

SET THE STANDARD

The Winton Six (not any
other car) made six cylinders

standard, and forced four-

cylinder cars from the high-
grade market. Supreme
excellence did it, and you
will find that supreme
excellence in the Winton
Six.

LOWEST REPAIR EXPENSE

The Winton Six holds the
world's lowest repair ex-

pense record— 29.2 cents

per 1000 miles. No other

car holds that record, or
anything like it. If you
want this sort of enduring
goodness, look for it in the
Winton Six.

KEEPING AHEAD

For seven years Mr.
Winton has devoted himself
to the perfection of a single

model exclusively. He has
had just one aim—to keep
the Winton Six ahead of all

other cars in beauty, com-
fort, mechanical excellence,

and value. No wonder the

1914 Winton Six is the
fashion plate of American
motor cars.

GET THESE FACTS

Note this: Be careful in

selecting a car this year,

more careful than ever before.

There are startling reasons

why. We tell them in our
Book No. 15. Shall we
send you a copy?

The Winton Motor Car Co., 118 Berea Road, Cleveland, O.

WINTON SIX

Long stroke motor, left drive, center control,

electric lights, self-starter, finest mohair top, easily

handled curtains, rain-vision glass front, best Warner
speedometer, Waltham eight-day clock. Klaxon

electric horn, tire carriers, four-cylinder tire pump,
demountable rims, full set of tools, German silver

radiator, metal parts nickel finished. Fully equipped, *3250
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Finance
Cutting Out the Bad Places—As Applied to Railroad Investments

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

WHO has not watched a blue-

aproned housewife paring away
diligently at a panful of big red

apples or dingy-looking potatoes? The
lifi'i places, the rotten spots, are surgi-

ralh removed. No rapid process this,

i* when it is done the apples and pota-

to are sound and good. If only she

cub leep enough!

Wander as much us the investor will

away from railroad securities, neither he

nor the American people can sever the

vital connection between national pros-

perity and railroad solvency. Here is

the foundation of the investment —and
in a sense the whole financial—structure,

and it must be kept strong and sound.

If receivership, new management, re-

duced dividends, and shifting of inter-

corporate relations are needed to bring

rail- .•<! • unties into conformity with

law. madi cither by legislatures or by
hard c.\|ierience of every-day busi-

ness, then the removal of diseased parts

means health and strength, whatever the

temporary pain atid uneasiness.

You Are the Railroad Investor

rPHE owner of railroad securities is a
1 person to conjure with. About his

devoted head play much of the oratory
• •f fx»liltciai<s. lubor leaders, and those

r.JividuaU who write letters to the news-
paper* under classical signatures de-

ciding luc socialistic tendency of degener-

ate times. Somehow, the man one meets

is more inclined to buy real-estate bonds

or storks in the newfangled public-utility

holding companies. Sometimes the rail-

road investor seems like a myth.
But the railroad owner is no creature of

fancy. His very reality, his fir* !v .•*-

tablished place in the fie min! order of

things, his lack of newne and nnwlty,

all make him less co:i.ipi< ms than the

perhaps venturcso’.ic owner ->i a less fa-

miliar varietv of stock and bond. On
July 1 the Pennsylvania Railroad Com-
pany had hi,444 shareholders, of whom
40,345 were women. These are real

human beings, for the most part. No
other railroad has so many, but nearly

every large system ran point to at least

a score of thousands of separate owners.

The law says there are two kinds of

persons, real and legal. Mrs. Trask,

bom snd bred in a Massachusetts town,

and now the v. if.- >t an instructor in niuth-

eliiati 1
1 • Si W York college, is a real

flesh -,i. « I
' 1 --I person. She inherited a

number of snares of New Haven ami
Boston & Maine stock, the income from

which formerly permitted her to wear as

good clothes as the wives of full profes-

sors, while her husband's small salary

nicely met the rent and groceries. When
these two railroads reduced their divi-

dends, Mrs. Trask, being a real person,

was annoyed and perhaps puzzled. Blit

the New York Life Insurance Company is

a legal person under the law, and inca-

pable of being annoyed ami puzzled.

And yet, the fact that it is a large holder

of New Haven stock is illustrative of the

truth that you and I and everybody are

Mroad investors.

very large proportion of securities of

American railroads are owned by

life insurance companies, savings

banks, colleges, universities, charitable

and philanthropic institutions. It is

hardly necessary to say that these insti-

tutions touch the lives of men. women,
and youths, millions of them. The New
York Life Insurance Company has more
than ts80i000,000 of railroad bonds, and
it added nearly (4.000,000 to its list in

1014. The Equitable added nearly (10.-

000,000 to its even larger holdings in the

same year. Harvard University has

7,351 shares of Pennsylvania slock, and
thousands of shares of almost every other

well-known railroad. Of a single issue

of railroad Ixinds its hooks show no less

than (704,000. The savings hanks of

New England alone are said to hold more
than 9100,000,000 of bonds of the New .

Haven system.

What the Country Has at Stake

O ANDOM figures an* merely sugges-
* 1

live. Stated broadly, the savings

of the people have gone into insurance

companies and savings banks. The gifts

of the wealthy have gone into colleges
;

and “homes." Our vast steam trans-

portation system, with its 450,000 miles

of truck and its annual intake of (3,000.-

000 ,000 , had !>ccn made possible because

the savings banks and insurance com-
panies have invested in them the painful

accumulations of the humble multitude.

The aggregated savings of a whole people

have provided capital to build and re-

build America's railways, and if these

companies ever come anywhere near to

ruin, the people will be impoverished by
the certain downfall of their savings and
insurance institutions.

Railroads Must be Clear of Taint

rPHUS the railroad security holds a
1

central and influential position. If

these corporations are mismanaged, other

corporations are sure to be. Drive the

inefficient or over-ambitious railroad

manager out of business, and you set up
high standard* for other companies.

Railroad securities are standard to which

others conform. As they become sounder

and cleaner there is double cause for

rejoicing.

There are four great companies where

an obnoxious condition has been squarely

dealt with Perhaps the New Haven should

long ugo have reduced its dividend. But
at last the whole ome step is taken. For
several years. New Haven stock declined

more or less steadily, dividends of eight

per cent were paid and not earned. Here
was clear but unadmitted weakness,

striving against the inevitable, all business

common sense flouted. But now the

stock, at or near 100 ami paying six per

cent which the company can earn with an

aggressive and enlightened new manage-
ment, is worth considering. Disgusted

and critical as mo ns believe them-

selves rightly to i cen aguinst the

New Haven man:*?* ', the fact should

not be hastily dir: I chat here is enor-

mous and, as hun -in atf.irs go. permanent

value in the pr<*jn • itself. Said the

Interstate Coni* Commission, after

a scathing arm . meat of New Haven
management:

“It seems pr «er t-< .vdd that, while the

Hr «u a very (foo-l tonkin* arxl rnlrrlaiiuajt young man,
and roniraurotl}' a aorial favorite

Hr was bring invited to dinnrt and ti ii often Ihe oiae
Ibr I bought bored him.

' W on't you dine with M on Monday evening t" the
touM.bt hostess asked <*Wlljr.

ming.**
* *

very aol

il foe Monday evening.
“ Then Tuesday evening? Hon will that be?"
"Nor can I make it Tursday evening. I have an

*’

“ I'm » *orrv. But Wrdnnday evening t"
"I'm going down to Boaton Wedlwwia) evening.”
** My word, but what a popular young man Then let

ua aay Thursday evening. Surely yon ran—— **

THE “BLUES”
A Lady Finds Help From Simple Food

Civilization brings blessings and also

responsibilities.

The more highly organized we become the
more need there is for regularity and natural
simplicity in the food we eat.

The laws of body nutrition should be
carefully obeyed, and the finer, more highly
developed brain and nervous system nut
hampered by a complicated, unwholesome
dietary.

A lady of high nervous tension say*:
“For fifteen years 1 was a sufferer from

dyspepsia. I confess that un improperly
regulated diet was the chief cause of my
suffering. Finally, nothing that 1 ate seemed
to agree with my stomach, and life, at times,

did not seem worth living.

“I began to take a pessimistic view of
everything and see life through dark blue glass,

so to speak. My head became affected with
a heavy creeping sensation and I feared

paralysis.

“Palpitation of the heart caused me to
fear that I might die suddenly. Two years

ago, hearing Grape-Nuts so highly spoken
of t>y some estimable friends of mine, I de-

termined to try it.

“The change in my condition was little

less than miraculous. In a short time the
palpitation, bad feeling in head and body
began to disappear and the improvement has
continued until at the present time I find

myself in better health than 1 have ever
enjoyed.

“My weight has increased ao lbs. in the
last year and life looks bright and sunny to

me as it did when I was a child.”

Name given by the Postum Co., Hattie

Creek, Mich.
“There’s a Reason," and it is explained

in the little book, "The Road to Wellvillc,"

in pkgs.

Ever read the above letter? A new
one appears from time to time. They
arc genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

THE REST ALL-ROUND FAMILY LINIMENT i.

"BROWN’S HOUSEHOLD PANACEA." as ewits a
bottle •%

Uw BROWN’S Cam .wimmiv- DENTI-
FRICE la* tlie teeth, r . •
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financial operations of the company have

resulted in heavy losses, there is nothing

to indicate that its solvency has been im-

paired. The company has expended in

the last nine years upon its road and
equipment over $50,000 a mile, a sum al-

most equal to the average capitalization

of the railroads of the United States at

the beginning of that period. While this

expenditure has been made with a free

hand, there is nothing to show that it has

not been wisely made, and to indicate

that the result has not fully justified the

outlay."

Then, too, the Illinois Central, with its

unbroken record for dividends since 1802,

now finds it wise to reduce the dividend

from seven to five per cent, after several

years of great losses through strikes,

floods, and graft in the car and locomo-
tive repair department. The latter item

alone cost $3,000,000, if common report

be credited. This fine property has a

new management with no taint of graft

connection. When its stock sells some-

what below 100, there will be another in-

ducement to invest.

A few years ago the old and solid St.

I’aul decided to build a fiftecn-hundred-

mile extension on a generous scale. The
cost was great indeed, and the long-

established seven per cent dividend was
clearly endangered. Under the acid test

of Stock Exchange s|>eculation. the price

steadily declined, and at last, in 1012,

down went the dividend rate to five per

cent. Restoration of confidence, a mod-
erate advance in the stock, and general

belief in its present intrinsic worth were

the direct consequences.

Last December the United States Su-

preme Court held to be illegal the owner-

ship of $190,650,000 of Southern Pacific

Stock by the Union Pacific. Negotia-

tions to sell this stock were painfully

drawn out, but have at last come to an

end, and when the exact details are pub-

lished a big burden will Ik* lifted off the

investment back of one of our best rail-

road properties. Final compliance with

the law will put Southern Pacific stock

in a clear and open position.

One of the weakest links in railroad

finance has been the St. Louis & San
Francisco Railroad, only a short time

since placed in receivership. This ac-

tion does not at once create sound invest-

ment securities. Temporarily it makes
millions of them worthless. But it Li a

step in the right direction. Students of

American economic history know that

railroad reorganization generally has

evolved an ever stronger financial type.

It does not follow that those stocks

that have been named are necessarily

the best available for either investment

or speculation. But their cleaning up
has put new rivets into the financial

structure Mortgage bonds, debentures,

convertibles, and equipment trust certifi-

cates are all made the safer for conserva-

tive reduction of common stock dividends.

All problems of railroad finance are not

forthwith solved as by magic. But the

final test of any in%*estment is the earning

power behind it. Everything resolves

itself into earning power. Assets art-

worthless unless founded upon it.

Judged by this test, the keeping of divi-

dends within the earning capacity of a

business Is the first and mast essential

step toward making its securities desir-

able. Small or irregular earnings and
too large dividends are the positive and
negative sides of the same evil. Railroad

earnings are increasing, and managers art

conservative about dividends. The two
tendencies work for a common good.

Sensitive, avoiding the limelight,

this is thewhimsical answer that

O. HENRY
America’s greatest short story writer—made
when admirers tried to lionize him. "Oh.
pshaw ! Leave me alone ! I am just a poor boy
from the country.” He preferred the shadows
of the street comers where he could gaze upon
the hurrying stream of life, and with a vision

rarely given even to genius, he gazed deep into

the hearts of men and pictured for you the
generosity, ferocity, kindliness, want, devotion,
the laughter and the mockery, the feverish

activity and the atark despair —all the complex
interplay of human emotions which make life.

All this he compressed into 274 of the greatest
stories that ever were written. Packed into twelve

rich volumes- yours today for a little price and
little payments and for a short time only.

And in the bargain. just to spread tbb edition to
every corner of the country at once, you get with-
out extra charge the liest of Kipling, in six rich vol-

ume*— 179 stories and poems and his greatest long
novel, ‘‘The Light That Failed.”

Send Coupon for

18 Volumes, 453 Short Stories

2 Complete Novels
by the greatest English and the greatest American short story writers.

Half a million dollar* a wbat these writer* would have been paid
for these stories—jo 000 people have rushed to take advantage of
this offer, From end to end of this land, we have sent these volumes
to home* where the love 0/ O. Henry lived before.

The first complete edition of this work sold at Jizj. and every set waa
taken before the sheets were in their cover*.

Already O Henry ha* become a classic. HU biography is being
written in hooks and mazarines, his stories are dramatist-! for the stage

and for the moving pictures, the text books nf American literature

embody them, sculptors are making statue*—colleges are discussing hi*

place in literature.

This offer U passing. The royalties on both thr Kipling and the

O. Henry are heavy and we can't afford to make this a permanent
thing. Only the demand of thousands of disappointed book lovers

caused us to extend it for these few weeks more

O. HENRY KIPLING
II volumes bound in green 6 volumes. 179 stories

silk doth and gold Hold and poem*, one tong

tops; illustrated: J 74 com- novel, rest silk cloth.

plrte stories, one long novel. gold tops.

SEND BOTH SETS BACK
if they’re not the biggest, best thing in the covers

of a lnwik you ever saw or read Heller than

moving pictures—for these are permanent, real

moving pictures of life. Better than classics,

for these are the living stories of today . from

.Mandalay on the China Bay to .14th Street

and Broadway, and from Piccadilly in London
to l he ranch on the Mexican border, Send the

coupon before it is too late, (let both set

at once, shipped prepaid on approval.

Pin a dollar «o I be coupon. You gel the dollar

bock if you return the books.

25c a week psy> for them. Send the coupon
end put the full set on your library shelves

and the new roy in your heart. / ,
Don't wait till tomorrow and be sorry. Sent
coupon today and be glad. 1^1

Review of Review# Company J^j
30 Irving Place New York

Review

Review
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^OUR sailing, camping or motor boat-

ing will be “the real tiling,’ ' if your

equipment is a “Carpenter" equipment.

Men who know best about marine supplies, tents,

« amp outfits, etc.; who know what to demand (or

safety, efficiency and comfort; who have learned

these things by long experience, will tell you that

(or <>8 years the house of Geo. B. Carpenter has

l«en the place to buy service-giving equipments.

t, .

"o W Uin* fen* CatsRc*
Cawt tot Fim «e SI5

rkiumami.«ta» v
Send lot at U« >»I1 IlM

—

jsvs-s *« tr^n'SSisrL

Ask your <]««ler IwGm. B. Ctip«nl«r «ood.

1/ he can't supply you. write direct to

GEO. B. CARPENTER & CO.

t
408-418 N. Well. Street, Chic.jo

Makers to U. S. Government

Get Your Canadian Home

From the Canadian Pacific

WE will make you a long-time loan—you will have 20 years to pay for the land
and repay the loan—you can move on the land at once—and your Canadian

farm will make you independent.

20 Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from Si 1 to $30 per acre. You pay only one-twentieth

down—balance in 10 equal annual payments. Long before your final payment
comes due your farm will have paid for itself over and over. This advertisement is

directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and improve the land.

We Lend You 92000 for Improvements
The J 2.000 loan is used only to* erecting your buildings, fencing, sinking well and breaking.

You are given 20 years in which to fully repay this loan. You pay only the banking interest uf

6 per cent.

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis
The Company, in case of approves! land purchaser who is in a position and hat the knowledge

to take care of hu stock, will advance cattle, sheep and hogs up to the value of Sl.ooo on a loan
Oasis, so as to enable the settler to get started from tbc first on the right basis of mixed farming.
If you do not want to wait until you can complete your own buildings and cultivate your farm,
(elect one of our Ready-Mad* farms —developed by C. P. R- Agricultural Expert* - with building'
complete, land cultivate*! ami in crop, and pay for it in 20 years. We give the valuable assistance
of great demonstration farms—free.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land
Fiar'i land on earth lor grain erowlnc, cnt’lr. hoe, alimiand lose rai-lne. lUiryinx. poultry, vegetable*

and erneeal mixed farmlne. Irrigated land* lor Intend ve farminii non-lrnssird Linda with ample ralalall lor
mlsrd and grain larmlns. These land* are an or near esiabgahed line* ol railway, near established towns.

Ask I ne our hand>oine Illustrated book, on Man! total, Saskatchewan and Alberta—mention the oor you
wi«h. Alio maps with loll inlormstion /rer. Write today.

G. J. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
FOR SALE— Town loti in all granting town*—

A

«A for information concerning
Induitrial and flusineee opaningi in all towni

|

OWEN JOHNSON’S

The Salamander
OR

The Girl Who Went Through Fire

Begin* in September

WHAT THEY THINK OF US

Life

Since Harper's IN kkki.y was to lie

sold, it tout Iv u great ileal of difference

whom it was sold to. We could not have
chosen a fitter owner for it than Norman
Hapgood. Only will he plea.se remember
that business has been dull and coal

scarce in Alaska ever since he saved it

from the Guggenheims, and that it l>cgins

to look like a toss-up whether the New
Haven road can survive its rescue by
Mr. Hrandeis, and will he please make a

note tliut to improve any part of life too

much too suddeuly is bail for trade and
tends to reduce circulation and bring

on relapse?

Manchester (New Hampshire) Union
It ap|K*ars that Norman Hupgood will

not take “direct personal charge" of

Hakpek’h Weekly until the Issue of

August 16. Right in the midst of the

silly season, as it were.

Huffala Sews
Norman Hapgood has purchases! and

will edit Harper’s Weekly. The ex-

change boy will scarcely understand our
sudden partiality for the paper.

Utica (New York) Obscrrrr

It Is announced that Norman Hapgtiod,

formerly editor of Collier's, will not take

IMTsonal charge of Harper’s Weekly
until August 16. In other words. Con-
gress will be left to the business of passing

u tariff measure without Mr. Hapgood's
direction.

Belfast (Maine) Journal

Harper's Bazar has been sold to Hearst

and Hakper’h Weekly to Norman
Hapgood; and people are wondering if

they will become yellow journals.

irueonirin State Journal

No true general would retire from the

field of battle to take a chair at West
Point. Norman Hapgood is a general in

the army that is fighting for the common
good. Through him the name of Har-
per’h Weekly will again stand for the

highest and loftiest purpose, as years ago
it did under the* editorship of George
William Curtis. The rich traditions

of Harpek’h Weekly 'h richest days could
he bequeathed to no better hands than
Hapgood's.

Seattle Times

There are thousands of men and women
in the United States that will regret to

see this splendid old Weekly pass from
the hands of Mr. George Harvey into the

hands of Nunnaii Hupgood.

Ph iladelphia Inqu irer

“Politics,” says Norman Hapgood,
“is a high spiritual endeavor.” We can

show Mr. Hapgood some districts, how-
ever, where it is merely a high spirituous

endeavor.

Portland (Oregon) Journal

Norman Hapgood says that “|x»litics

is a high spiritual endeavor.” Ixrfty

but useless consolation for the Republican

politicans who are endeavoring just now
not to part with their stools ut the pie-

counter.

McCLURE’S
OUT TODAY

Brooklyn Eagle

As a compromiser, Hapgood may
undertake to ride more horses than

the down, with equally disastrous re-

sults.
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Gaynor on Liberty

M R. GAYNOR’S popularity is based in no

small degree on bis literary and historical

equipment, lie keeps people from being bored

by giving them racy anecdotes about John Calvin,

|

and racy extracts from Epictetus, when they

i expect him, being a politician, to hand them
nothing but rubl>er-stamp expressions and ideas.

When we undertake, however, to elect a Mayor
in one of our great cities we have to decide some-

thing more than whether he is amusing. We
have to decide something more than whether

he has ability. It is important to know whether

he is honest. Mr. Gaynor is characterized by
intellectual torluousness, he is very subtle, and

the positions which he takes are dictated by
what he wishes to accomplish, rather than by
simple observation of the needs of the city.

Last week we gave an important illustration

of this in the evil charter that he endeavored to

inflict upon New York. We shall now give a

light illustration of the same characteristic,

showing him posing as a defender of a free

civilization when an attempt was first made to

regulate truffle in the congested streets of New’

York. Justice Gaynor was on the bench at the

time. In 1905, there w'as an application made
to him to restrain Commissioner McAdoo from
enforcing the same kind of traffic regulations

that are now’ in force throughout the city. A
certain real estate dealer thought his business

w’as being interfered with, so he followed the

usual and convenient method of getting a judge

to interfere with the administrative authorities.

Gaynor, in deciding in favor of the real estate

man, made the following observations

:

Every approach to said square is guarded and picketed

hy mounted men like the approach to a military camp or

headquarters. It is a most extraordinary sight. . . . For

the legislature to place control of the local administration

of highways in a constable or the head of the police would

, be a most extraordinary event. It would l>e so contrary

to the whole course of English and American Law as to

excite surprise. . . . Our government is one of laws and

not of men. And it cannot possibly endure on any other

h&sis. Those who advocate the changing of our police

into a military instead of a civil force and turning the city

over to its commander, cither do not know what they are

saying or else they want to destroy our system of free

government.

The law has been amended since then to over-

come such objections, and it would be rather

,
difficult, probably, for the most intense patriot

to foresee the end of our civilization and freedom

because vehicles are prevented by the police

from tying themselves into knots at crowded
comers.

This is not one of the most important episodes

in the Gaynor career, but it is simple and it is

clear and it will do as a basis for the con-
i

elusion that not all of Mr. Gaynor’s high-
,

sounding democracy is to be taken with too much !

seriousness. The most important question, how-
ever, in the New York City election is not

Gaynor. It is Tammany. To get a vivid im-

pression of what that venerable institution

stands for, refresh your memory with the Nast
cartoons in this issue.

A Game That Works

WHY’ is it that Tammany, after stealing

profusely from the city for so many gener-

ations, and wasting much more than it steals,

and being the cause of burning hundreds of

people “in buildings, and killing thousands before

their time from disease, and making it harder

for everybody to keep his family alive, should

still be a favorite with the masses? Mr. Amos
Pinchot has, in a recent address, put the

principle of Tammany success in a homely
illustration:

There is a game called "stuss” which, as you may or you
muy not know, is popular in many sections of New York. 1

From the secret of the popularity of “ stuss*’ may lie de-

duced the cause of an important clement in Tammany's i

power.

The loser at “stuss” is never allowed to leave the temple

of chance dead broke. At the door there is always returned

to him a percentage of his losses, and the unfortunate one

goes on his way with the feeling that he is being taken care

of even in adversity.

This bonus, given to the victims of the fickle goddess,

acting through the agency of a carefully calculated system, ,

is called “viggrish." The Tammany-Wall Street combination,
|

with its wholesale grafts and its retail charitable district
'

organization work, is the counterpart of the “stuss” joint

and ” viggrish.” Tammany robs the public on a magnificent

scale in public contracts, and in enormous profits wrung
from the people through Tammany owned and operated

,

gas. electric lighting, and traction companies. Then the

Tammany bank, having accumulated a large amount of !

loot, gives a little back, in chicken feed, as it were, so that

the defrauded citizen recovers in the shape of charitable

gifts, picnics, the payment of back rents, the opportunities

of employment, or even in his funeral expenses, a slight per-

centage of what lias been stolen from him. And he, or his

family, is duly grateful.

The American people may not be the easiest

people on the earth to bunco. Probably in

different directions any of the great nations could

put in a strong claim for that distinction. When
(

the Americans put in their argument, however,

for first place, probably the patient and innocent

stupidity with which we allow our cities to be

misgoverned, would be the strongest argument
j

we could bring forward.

3
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A Difference

..¥N justice, to
aAfayor Gaynor, it ought to be

•' 1 pumted ©hHhfct his nomination by Tammany
•Uhlffbui years’ ago was on a very different footing

•from denomination by the same organization of

4io$erlibr tnilzcr. Tammany took Gaynor be-

cause it more or less had to. It nominated Sul-

zer because he was exactly the type of man it

likes. All the practices that have been revealed

recently against Sulzer are those which are char-

acteristic of Tammany men and thoroughly ac-

cepted by them. It is a rather sickening spec-

tacle to see Tammany punishing Sulzer not for

those faults of which it approves, but for the fact

that after he became Governor, he made a showy
effort at independence.

What we think about Sulzer himself can be

found in a special urticle in this issue.

Brains

THIS is 1913, and those bipeds who represent

the American people at Washington think

it is their duty to protect this country against

foreign art. The only objection to them is their

lack of logic, or else of courage. Here is Har-
per's Weekly, for instance, publishing an ar-

ticle in this very issue by T. P. O’Connor, and
thereby helping American writers to starve, anti

making it harder for this country to raise a crop

of writers of its own. Americans are allowed to

disgrace themselves and their country bv going

to see new plays by Barrie, Pinero, Hauptmann
and Brieux, and thus getting in the way of native

playwriters and stopping the development of

numberless American Shakespeares. We listen to

Russian, German, Italian, and French compos-

ers without a blush, with no young Lochinvar to

lead a crusade for the protection of the American

composer. Not only ought all of these nefarious

practices to be prohibited, but there should be a

law preventing Americans from going abroad to

look at foreign pictures. What is the use of the

American painter slaving along, if his country-

men are going, in the summer time, across the

Atlantic to fill themselves up with appreciation

of foreigners? What is the matter with the sen-

ators and representatives who are protecting

American painters against themselves? The
American painter does not wish to be protected.

He wishes foreign art brought here, but, of course,

he does not know anything about his own wel-

fare. Representatives from Oleander and Pig

Creek should teach him what is good for him.

They should prohibit the American people from

the enervating effects of luxury, and they ought

not. to stop in the middle of their task. Are
they afraid to follow their thought to its logical

conclusion?

White Slaves?

I
T has been held in the notorious San Fran-

cisco case that a man is brought within the

Mann Act. the so-called White Slave Act, if he

merely pays the fare of a woman from one place

to another, if they are making the trip for pur-

poses deemed morally objectionable. It may or

may not be wise for the government to undertake

to regulate all the sex matters in the universe,

but it is certainly idiotic to make no distinction

between the real white slave traffic, which is the

organized inter-state trade in vice, and those vol-

untary arrangements between the two individ-

uals concerned. The fight against organized

vice as a business has begun in earnest, and has

an increasing weight of public feeling behind it.

The danger of a statute like the Mann Act is

that, in mixing up a cruel business with the or-

dinary concerns of private individuals, it may
bring about a reaction. The Mann Act not only

does not confine itself to organized traffic, it does

not confine itself to prostitution organized or

isolated. It undertakes to bring within the

Federal statute, on a technicality, purely indi-

vidual and non-mercenary matters and thus make
the Federal government interfere with the most

intimate private morals. Whatever your opin-

ion about human rights may be, you will admit
that the law in this instance is undertaking a

considerable amount of regulation.

A Question of History

ASTUDENT of history not long ago said that

Governor Blease of South Carolina was all

right, except that he belonged in the sixth cen-

tury, and that the gunmen of New York were also

all right, except that they belonged in the fifth

century. A friend of ours, who has traveled

much, asked whether an educated Filipino would
think that the record of the Illinois legislature

at the last session indicated that the citizens of

Illinois were fit for self-government. Civiliza-

tion goes forward, but not ull at once. Mean-
time, it is amusing to watch our public characters,

whether they seem to belong to the twentieth

century or the third.

What Men Must Do

THE nature of women has been influenced a

good deal in the past by what men have
wished. The nature of men is to be influenced a

great deal in the future by what women wish.

Women have a better ideal of the family than
men, and therefore men will be compelled to

raise themselves to higher standards of self-con-

trol and social consideration in the future, and
they will be compelled to educate themselves

away from conventional ideas that have been

standardized largely for the convenience of their

own primitive natures.

One Kind of Loneliness

I
BSEN makes one of his persons say that the

greatest man is most alone. Shelley said

of Wordsworth:

Thou werl as a lone star,

and Wordsworth said of Milton:

Thy soul was like a star and dwelt apart.

Perhaps, indeed, greatness has a loneliness

which is harder to reach, but surely not more sor-

rowful, than that of common man. The great

man is able to explain his loneliness, especially

if his is the greatness of art, and everybody can

be made to see it; but what of the loneliness of

the most obscure of human beings—some shop-
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girl in a great town, some farmer’s son alone and
dreaming, some child with unkind parents?

That loneliness is not less which has not the halo

of greatness to give it glory.

Exclusiveness and Love

GENIUS is frequently not the soundest ex-

ponent of morals. Schiller went to far as

to say

:

In every epoch in history when the arts flourished and
taste reigned supreme, mankind was sunk in depravity, and
it is not passible to find a single example of esthetic culture,

at once widespread and advanced, among a people possessed

of political freedom and civic virtue, of fine manners ac-

companied by genuine morality, or of behavior at once re-

fined and sincere.

Those arc rather sweeping sentences to handle.

The greatest period of Dutch painting came at a

time when the Dutch character was wonderful for

endurance, independence, and stability. Scholars

dispute about the Athenian character at the great

artistic period. It lacked some virtues, but it

was probably notable for general elevation. The
characters of Michelangelo and Dante hardly

suggest that Italy at her height would support

Schiller. The age of Shakespeare was an age

that showed many of the healthiest traits the

British have produced. The greatest artist of

our own day, Tolstoy, was also the greatest mor-
alist.

Shelley has expressed one aspect of this question

frequently

:

I never was attached to that great sect,

Whose doctrine is, that each one should select

Out of the crowd a mistress or a friend.

And all the rest, though fair and wise, commend
To cold oblivion, though it is the code

Of modern morals, and the beaten road

Which those poor slaves with weary footsteps tread,

Who travel to their home among the dead
By the broad highway of the world, and so

With one chained friend, perhaps a jealous foe.

The dreariest and the longest journey go.

True love in this differs from gold and clay.

That to divide is not to take away.

Love is like understanding, that grows bright

Gazing on many truths. . . .

Narrow
The heart that loves, the brain that contemplates,

The life that wears, the spirit that creates

One object, and one form, and builds thereby

A sepulcher for its eternity.

With Our Own Eyes

OCCASIONALLY one has the fortune to see

a bit of history in the making. Not many
weeks ago we were standing of a sunny Sunday
afternoon before a flag-draper! platform in Hyde
Park, listening to an address on Woman’s Suf-

frage by a Ixindon school-teacher. She spoke

with dignity, tolerance, and courtesy, and a crowd
of several thousand dignified and courteous Brit-

ons listened with respect. Directly in front of

us stood a young ruffian of indeterminate age and
unsavory odor. He made comments in disturb-

ingly audible tones, to the great annoyance of

a slightly deaf old gentleman who stood in front

of him. The old gentleman remonstrated, the

youth was impertinent, an altercation followed.

Several men interfered, and peace was restored.

But the noise had been heard. From various

parts of the crowd, gently, unobtrusively, some
eight or ten other young hoodlums converged on
their companion. When there were enough of

them to uphold one another’s flagging courage,

they began to shout insults in unison. The by-
standers were furious, the speech was being

spoiled. A violent wrangle arose. More hood-
i lums heard the noise and joined the ranks of their

fellows. The old gentleman shouted for order
at the top of his voice and grubbed one of the

hoodlums by the collar. A scuffle followed,

j

The woman who was speaking, seeing the futility

of continuing, announced: “It is alniut tea-time

now. You may be getting hungry. The meet-
ing is adjourned till next Sunday.” She and her

|

companions then dismounted, picked up their

|

banners, and quietly withdrew. The dispute

between the incensed bystanders, particularly

;

the old gentleman, and the hoodlums continued,

j

The youths began to howl in unison. Up rushed

j

six or eight London bobbies bent on law and
order. They arrested the old gentleman and

i dispersed the crowd. The next morning the

yellow press had large headlines, “More suffrage

riots in Hyde Park. Women teachers incite

crowds to riot. Timely arrival of police pre-

|

vents serious consequences.”

The Mary Powell

FIFTY years ago a boat builder (this is imag-
ined, for the facts are not known nor do they

in the least matter, for they “ have nothing at all

to do with the case”) was profoundly moved by
a queenly, a soul-compelling, and a good-diffusing

woman; but he was no poet and could not mani-
fest his devotion in rhyme and rhythm. Yet his

imperative ambition was to interpret his inspira-

tion into something that might in turn benefit

the world. So he built a poem: he designed a

mast beautiful white vessel with exquisitely

graceful lines; and he named her the Mary
Powell. And so transcendently delightful was
that vessel, when outlined against the loveliest

scenery in the world, so swift and sure her course

along its noblest river, dashing the rainbowed
spray from her bow, so benignant her existence,

that these fifty years past people have never tired

admiring her; “many an eye has danced to see”
her flags in the breeze, many a heart has throbl>ed

at her passing, and from first to last men have
called her, perfectly comprehending her design-

er’s inspiration. The Queen of the Hudson. So
from the beginning of the race have superb

women moved men to glorious works; and never

has such admiration been more justified than

when translated into utilitarian achievements.

The Mary Powell is going to the scrap heap!

that is what it really amounts to, though her

owners are trying to break it gently to the many
thousands who love her and cherish memories
of those with whom they spent hours on her

runs. “She will make occasional trips.” This,
1 any discerning person can sec, is but soften-

ing the blow. Soon she will pass away along

with such gray heads as began their wed-

ding trips on her sympathetic decks. But that

is the appointed course for beautiful women
and devoted men, and wonderfully fashioned

vessels, as well as for all and everything else

in the cosmos.
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Mr. Lane and the Public Domain
The New Word In Washington

By HONORS WILLSIE

M R. WILSON has gathered into his cabinet cer-

tain men as alien to the understanding of Wash-
ington as if they had come from Mars.

Not only the theories of these gentlemen are strange,

but they have a vocabulary that is not easy for Washing-
ton to translate into the old vernacular.

Washington is full of talkative gentlemen with large

Adam’s npples who will tell you what the President eats

for breakfast and the age and weight of the White House
cook. They call all the cabinet officers by their given

names and speak of them patronizingly. But if you ask

these same gentlemen to quote first hand the ideas of the

men they speak of so fraternally and critically, they have
immediate business in an opposite direction.

However, the gentlemen with the Adam's apples are

not alone in their ignorance. Ask the average voter

what is the work of the Department of the Interior. He
can give you almost no information regarding it. Ask
the man who is above the average in mental training and
political experience. He can deride or praise the Presi-

dent's choice of Franklin K. Lane as Secretary of the

Interior, but he can give you no clean-cut idea of the

work of the department that Mr. I*anc is to dominate
for the next four years. And if you speak of the new
vocabulary to him. he looks skeptical.

You can find a number of Congressmen who know one
aspect of the Department’s work. The Congressman
who is a conservationist knows where the Department
of the Interior touches his work. The member who is

for or against Indian land-grabbing knows that sooner or

later he must come in contact with Mr. Lane. They
know little or nothing about the rest of Mr. Lane’s

work. They have, however, heard of the new word.

Mr. Line must make some decisions in the next four

years that will affect America’s future fundamentally.
Two great wars must be fought out in America in the

near future. One is the war of State vs. Federal Rights.

0

One is the war of Monopoly vs. Competition. A favor-

ite battle-ground for both wars will lie the Department of

the Interior. In deciding the merits of the combatants
Mr. Lane is going to use his new vocabulary, and Wash-
ington is not going to understand.

The work of the Department of the Interior covers

eight unrelated Bureaus; the General Land Office, the

Indian office. Pensions, Patents, Education, Geological

Survey, Mines, and the Reclamation Sen-ice. Each
Bureau ought to have a highly trained specialist at its

head. The man controlling such a group of unrelated

businesses ought to have some remarkable qualities.

He ought to have a thorough knowledge of America,

her geography and geology, her Federal and State laws,

her economic past and present. He ought to have the

capacity for making quick, original, and sane decisions.

He ought to have a keen understanding of men. In

other words, the Secretary of the Interior ought to

have a culture that is general as well as legal and
scientific, a mind that is original and fearless as well

as deeply humun.

'T'HE offices of the Interior Department are in the Pat-
1

ent Building. They are large and light and, in sum-
mer, noisy with the roar of street traffic. Mr. Lane
reaches his office at 9.15 in the morning. He leaves it

at 7.00 in the evening. He takes twenty minutes to half

an hour for lunch. He works these hours seven days

out of the week. His evenings are filled by state func-

tions or by folk of greater or less degree whose desires

the office day was not long enough to cover. The days
average something like this.

9.15—Mr. Lane and Mr. Meyers, his secretary, attack

an eighteen-inch pile of correspondence. 9.40—A tele-

phone call from Mr. Tumulty, the President’s secretary.

9.45—The Senator from Montana calls regarding his

Reclamation Projects. ogle
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9.30—A tall gentleman with a patronizing manner.

He is chairman of a state central committee.

“Mr. Secretary,” he says, blandly, “I won’t take but

a moment of your time. 1 wanted to get an appointment

for Bill Smith. How about the land office in our district ?
"

The Secretary is gravely scrutinizing his visitor. “ It’s

very warm, isn’t it, Mr. Jones,” he says. “ Is your friend

Mr. Smith efficient?”

Mr. Jones hitches his chair forward complacently.

“He’s a Democrat,” he says, “and he deserves

something good. He’s got a pile of recommendations a

foot high.”

“That’s good,” says Mr. lane. “Is he efficient?

If you were in my place and felt yourself responsible to

the President and the public for his work, would you
appoint him?”
The visitor’s look of blandness changes to one of sus-

picion. “Of course I understand!” he says, rising, red-

faced. “You have your own favorites to play. Good
day, sir!"

The Secretary’ sighs, taps his desk, and stares at the

electric fan for an instant, then returns to Mr. Meyers
and the mail.

9.40—Senator Gore wants to talk to the Secretary

about appointments.

9.50—An attack on the eighteen inch pile. 9.55

—

Gray-haired Senator calls to talk about a bill Mr. I^ane

wants introduced. 10.00—Man who says he was a

childhood friend of the Secretary calls on secret and im-

important business. He has with him a woman dressed

in black. Both greet the Secretary effusively.

“This lady is an esteemed acquaintance of mine,”

says Childhood Friend. “She has been on the temporary
list in the Pension Office. Her term ends next week. I

am very anxious that you re-appoint her.”

Mr. Lane looks from the man to the woman. “You
knew, madam, when you took that job that it was tem-
porary?”

“Yes,” says the woman, her thin face eager, “but I

have three little children to support, Mr. Lane.”

The Secretary winces and turns to the man. “There
are over a hundred people on that temporary list. A
great point was made of making each person who took

a job on the list understand that it was temporary when
he took it. Yet each one has come to me in dire distress,

asking me to create a permanent job for his special case.

Nearly every story is quite as painful as your friend’s.

I have no work for these people.”

“Can’t you get the President to give her a better

job?” asks the man.
“ What are her qualifications? ” asks Mr. Lane. “ Isn’t

it true that she has not passed the Civil Service exami-
nations? I am responsible to the President and the peo-

ple. How can I override the rest of the hundred and
make a special case here?”

The man and woman rise. The woman, angry-eyed,

makes for the door without a word. Childhood Friend

pauses for a parting shot. “I’m sorry,” he says, “for

her husband was a Democrat!”
At 10.10, a man from Kansas calls to tell the Secre-

tary what he thinks about conservation. 10.30—An-
other woman from the temporary Pension list.

HTHE door is closed to visitors at noon. At 2.00, a con-

ference with Mr. Newell, head of the Reclamation
Sendee, involving the expenditure of two million dollars.

At 3.00, a conference with engineers and corjxmition heads

to discuss Mr. Lane’s new policy regarding Water Power.
At 4.00, a conference with the Attorney General. At
5.00, an attack on a chaos of reports and briefs. At"

6.00, a last annihilating assault on the eighteen-inch pile

that has now grown to a full two feet in height.

The first day with Mr. Lane leaves one with a hopeless

sense of confusion. He seems to live in a welter of

questionings and imiwrtunings, to be all but submerged
in a sea of red tape and technicalities. Yet after the sec-

ond and third days spent with the Secretary, one slowly

discovers that he is actuated by two or three fundamental
principles that he is endeavoring to make into national

policies. The principles are simple and Mr. I.anc never

deviates from them. It is only his vocabulary’ that is

confusing to Washington.

On a recent hot July morning, two men were talking in

the New Willard Hotel at Washington while they ate

their breakfast.

“I’ve come to make one last kick on the tie-up of

Alaska,” said the fat man.
“Got anything there, yourself?” asked the thin man.
“Coal mines. Represent some money that wants to

build a railroad there. Government's got to quit this

dog-in-the-manger business and get out.”

“Going to see Lane and put the screws on him, I sup-

post,” suggested the thin man.
“Screws, all right, but there is nothing coarse about

my methods,” answered the fat man, glancing around
the all blit empty dining room.

“What’s Lane's avenue of approach?" asked the thin

man.
“Same’s all the rest, I suppose,” replied his fat friend.

“What does any one take a government job for? The
most thankless job on earth, outwardly. But,” he

brought his fist down on the table, “I’m in the right!

What do the dopes down here know about us in Alaska?

All the resources in Alaska belong to us that’s up there

now. The government’s got no business in Alaska.”

T^HxVT same morning there appeared in Mr. Inane’s

office a man with honest brown eyes and the languid

manner that usually goes with a frock coat and high hat

in July.

“Mr. Secretary,” said Mr. Brown, “I just want to

tell you my ideas on Conservation. I don’t want a job

or a favor. I want to tell you where I disapprove of

your ideas.”

The Secretary eyed his visitor keenly from under his

eyebrows, swung round in his chair, annexed his glasses

firmly to his right thumb and smiled.

“This Is just the sort of help I want,” he said. “You
are a Westerner and a State’s Rights man, I suppose.”

Mr. Brown smiled a good, square-cut smile and nodded.

The comers of the Secretary’s mouth deepened as if he

liked the smile.

“ You are sure that you have my ideas on Water Power
clearly in mind?" he asked. “ What I want to do is to

develop all the available horse power in America. Con-
gress and America must evolve a clear policy for this de-

velopment. That policy must embody the idea that the

developers of water power must not have too much other

kind of i»ower. I have had enough ex|»erience with regulat-

ing monopolies to know how very difficult it is. You must
make your conditions before, not after organization.”

Mr. Brown’s eyes were eager. “I know,” he said,

“I’m a lawyer. But let the States have control. The
whole West is for State control. If it came to a scratch,

we could say to you, ' You own the stream,’ but you shnn’t

use a street or a town facility in reaching that stream!”

“You have the idea, with most of the public,” an-

swered Mr. Lane, “that Uncle Sam want* to take more
and more power. He doesn't. But along certain lines

it seems necessary. If the States had not been so neg-

lectful and at times so corrupt there would be no need

now for the government to step in regarding Water
Power. If wc could eliminate from this office, Mr.
Brown, land and water matters there still would be more

than we could do. The trouble with the people out

West is that they think that we in Washington are en-

croaching on their rights. Why, Mr. Brown, I’m not

trying to centralize. I’m trying to de-oentrnlize."

“Just what do you mean by that?" asked the State’s

Rights man.
“Well, take the Alaska question,” said Mr. Lane.

“That is the most vital question before the Department

to-day. We have there virgin soil on which to try out

the new ideals of democracy. Right there we must

learn to de-central ize, to make the |>eople of Alaska

lean as much as possible on their local government.

“The idea is strong in the West that the Federal gov-

ernment is building up great bureaus that are making
rigid rules for the preservation of government rights and

property, and that as a result we have bureaucracy which
gle
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is distasteful to them because it is removed from them.

Everything must be sent to Washington, and there is

not enough authority in the local officials.

“There is some truth in the criticism. There is a

strong tendency to keep things always centering in Wash-
ington. The difficulty is to devise machinery' by which

greater play can be given to the judgment of efficient

local men. I shall try to do that in Alaska. I am try-

ing to do that in the West.

“For example, I have called upon the Salt River Val-

ley Water Users’ Association to give me concrete sug-

gestions as to how to oj>erate their plant so that instead

of controlling it by fixed rules from Washington, its con-

trol can be left to the farmers on the project.

“And I want Alaska for the individual and not for a

great East India Company. For that reason, to save the

individual from monopoly and from himself, some sort

of Federal guardianship seems essential. What have the

States done with their own public domain? Think of

the wealth they might have saved for the future use of

their citizens!”

Mr. Brown did not take his eyes from the Secretary'.

It was evident that he was adding and subtracting, try-

ing to catalogue Mr. Lane. It seemed a pity that the

fat man from Alaska who said that he knew Mr. line’s

avenue of approach could not have been there.

IV/fANY a solid Easterner will tell you that the battle of
1 1

State’s Rights was set tied when the slaves were freed.

Yet in every Public Lands State in the West, and in the

South where the government is seeking to control power
made from navigable waters, there is growing an acute

resentment against Federal control. Slowly but surely

Congress is lining up under various names. Insurgents,

Progressives, Old Liners, Stand Patters, Conservation-

ists, for or against government control. Mr. I*ane must
stand the buflet of most of these attacks.

Mr. I,ane is an individualist up to the point where the

individual fails to be square to the individual next door.

Wherever it is possible for the State to control the greedy

individual, wherever there is efficient local control, let it

exist. But the States have made bad work of controlling

their natural resources. State governments are easier to

handle than National. Wherever the State fails to care

for the individual, the Nation must.

The Secretary is consistent in this theory in his views

on Alaska. This is what he says about the bill now in

Congress for the Federal building of an Alaskan railroad:

“ T BELIEVE that under this policy, Alaska will de-
A velop most safely and sjjeedily, and the resources of

the country become most speedily available to the whole
people.

"There Is but one way to make any country a real

part of the world. By the construction of railroads into

it. This has been the heart of England's policy in

Africa, of Russia's policy in western Asia, and is the

prompting hope of the new movement in China. Who-
ever owns the railroads of a country' determines very

largely the future of that country', the character of its

population, the kind of industries they will engage in

and ultimately the nature of the civilization they will

enjoy. The policy of governmental ownership of rail-

roads in Alaska seems to me to be the one that will make
most certainly for her lasting welfare.

“To many of our people Alaska is little more than a
land of natural wonders, here and there dotted with min-
ing camps and fishing villages. If Alaska is to be noth-

ing more it is almost a matter of indifference who builds

her railroads. I have talked with many people who
know that country well and I am convinced that we
should think of Alaska not only as a country' of mines
and fisheries but of towns, farms, factories, and mills,

supporting millions of people, the hardiest and most
wholesome of the race. If this conception of a possible

Alaska is true, then our legislation should be such as to

most surely bring about this possibility. And it sei ms to

me that there is less of hazard to Alaska’s future if the gov-

ernment of the United States owns the railroads whit It will

make its fertile interior valleys accessible from the coast.

‘<rpHIS is a new policy for the United States. Very
true. This is a new part of the United States and pol-

icies properly change with new conditions. The one
determining question in all matters of government should

Ire, Is it the wise thing to do? The ancient method of

opening a country' was to build wagon roads. The mod-
em method is to build railroads. To build these rail-

roads ourselves and control them may be an experiment,

but such an experiment does not suggest scandals more
shameful, nor political conditions more unhealthful, than
many we have known in new portions of our country
under private ownership.

“And in the end we shall Ik* able to establish and main-
tain our own chosen relationship between Alaska and the

rest of the United States, unhampered by threats of con-

fiscation or the restraining hand of any merely selfish

influences. We can only procure the highest and fullest

use of Alaska by making her railroads wholly subordi-

nate to her industrial and social life and needs—true

public utilities.”

Many people ask why the government should own and
run railroads in Alaska and not mines when mines
are there the competitive units. To this Mr. Lane says:

“It Is not necessary, though it might be useful for in-

struction like the Government’s model farms. There
ought to be government mining regulations for the pro-

tection of life and for the development of the mines that

will tend to conserve the coal. The trouble with gov-

ernment experimental farms has been that they have
been run to get the highest results from a productive

standpoint, and they have been expensive. It would
be admirable for the government to show how a mine
ought to be run and if this Is necessary for educational

purposes, all right. My idea is that things that are good
can be ingrafted on to existing institutions without the

government actually carrying on the work.

“
J
N this as in everything else, I am in favor of from day
today doing that thing which seems best, judged by a

hope and an ideal for the future. I am not a narrow op-

portunist, believing in doing for to-day alone. That is

the difference between a savage and a civilized man.
The savage acts for to-day alone. A civilized man has
enough imagination to see to-morrow in relation to the

act of to-day. I don’t believe that any absolute

philosophy of government can be made to apply to all

conditions.”

One morning a man called on the Secretary to ask for

the job of Indian Commissioner for a friend.

“Is he efficient?” asked Mr. Lane.

“Oh, he’s a Democrat, all right," replied the man.
“ Don’t know anybody who has done more for the party

in our district."

“Caring for the Indian Bureau is highly specialized

work,” suggested the Secretary. “What I’m looking

for is a ten thousand a year man who is willing to take

the five thousand a year of the Commissionership.”

“Shucks," said the man,' “I know fifty men at home
who would take the job!”

Mr. Lane shook his head and the man waxed indig-

nant. “It’s easy to see,” he exclaimed, “that Demo-
crats need expect no patronage from this adminis-

tration.”

For just a minute Mr. Lane and his visitor stared at each

other. It was plain in the Secretary’s fact* that he felt the

futility of making the man see that he had no price. That
he sincerely wanted a man who understood Indians, and
who was an honest and efficient executive for the Indian

Commissionership. The visitor knew one phase of human
nature; that one works always for a reward. But to the

visitor, there was but one reward—money. He did not

get the idea that the finest reward is “to do the thing

as you see it, for the good of Things As They Are.”

Efficiency is a difficult word for a politician to under-

stand. It is difficult for any American to understand

it as applied to potitics. Yet Efficiency is one of the

watch-words of the new administration and when it is

used as the weapon of a great policy like that of Federal

control of Public Utilities, it has a jjowerful effect on the

mind of the average, hard-working citizen.
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WHAT a year for the golfing

contingent! And the climax

is not yet. When these lines

appear several famous foreign profes-

sionals already will have been seen in

action by the great host of amateurs
that, for one reason or another, is unable

to make the pilgrimage to St Andrews, to

Ho.vlake, to Troon, to La Boulie, and
other famous foreign courses. The visit

of Vardon, Ray. and Reid of England,

and of Tellier and Massy of France can

not but be fruitful.

With Vardon ’s play most of us are

familiar, albeit it is an older and perhaps
a trifle stouter Vardon we are seeing in

action tills time. The world of golf has
progressed since the first visit of Harry
Vardon years ago. It was the fashion

then to seek to copy blindly the grip and
stance of the visitor, especially the grip.

The amateur observer neglected too often

to observe that Vardon had unusual

hands, and that his grip was hopelessly

ill adapted to the average player. There
were other features of his play that

might better have been imitated. But
the "Vardon grip” was the craze. Imi-

tation in golf—imitation without adapta-

tion—is too often the quickest way to

pile up one’s bills for lost balls.

But the great body of American ama-
teurs has progressed markedly. Even
the average player is to-day the thinker

that he was not, say, ten years ago.

There hus been so much clever analysis,

so much capable instruction, that there

will be no more blind following of an idol,

I think. Thus the foreigners (is there

such a thing an a foreigner when it comes
to the great brotherhood of golf?) will

lie more keenly and more intelligently

watched and studied than ever before,

and the amateur should benefit by that

study.

I do not mean that anything these

experts do should lie copied outright,

but I do mean that when an intelligent

player increases the sum of his knowledge
of the methods used successfully in any
game, he con not well avoid becoming
a better player.

There is a chance that under different

conditions the American "pros” will do
liettcr in the long run than they did in

England and France last spring, when

10

Current

Athletics
By HERBERT REED

("Right IFing")

five of our best were thoroughly taken

care of. There are marked differences

in the courses over which these matches
are played, and these differences, rather

than change in form, often mean the

difference between victory and defeat.

After the defeats at the hands of the

Frenchmen the Americans complained
(not. however, in any spirit of poor sports-

manship) that the Frenchmen pulled

and sliced unmercifully, and were not

properly punished for it, while their

putting was of the deadly order.

While in this country Massy and
Tellier will have to learn to keep on the

flag.—the Englishmen may be relied upon
to do that—but if their putting continues

to be as deadly as it was on their home
links, the American "pros” will have to

extend themselves from start to finish

of the golfing invasion.

This matter of putting brings up the
old theory of national temperament—too

often confused with individual tempera-

ment—in sport. Is there any situation

in golf that would seem to put a greater

premium on the phlegmatic temperament
than playing the odd for a half or better

on the putting green from a distance of,

say, twenty feet? And yet, here are

these supposedly volatile Frenchmen

—

volatile, if we are to accept the old-

fashioned idea—beating the Anglo-Saxon

in sheer sang-froid. I wonder if some of

those who assume a superior knowledge
of national characteristics as applied to

sport are not thinking of the attitude

off the field rather than on.

It was customary, some years ago,

to call this country a “nation of sprint-

ers”—tliis in the face of the wonderful

performances at long distances of the late

Willie Day; and one still finds learned

editorial writers pointing out that we
excel in all sports requiring the sudden
expenditure of great nervous energy

extending over a brief period. Yet,

after we learned how to run the distances,

we turned out some great distance men.
It is a difficult matter to put the label on
a nationality in sport.

Many a critic has stoutly asserted,

time out of mind, that the Englishman
excelled in all games calling for patience

and endurance. Yet we find that in

English rowing, in all two-crew races,

the theory and practice to-day is to "put
the burden of proof on the other fellow.”

to “kill him off” at once, and then finish

as well as possible. In the case of na-

tional characteristics in sport, there are

so many exceptions that they do not

prove, but absolutely destroy, the rule.

But to our golf again. The visitors

will have their hands full with golfing

engagements. At the close of the Shaw-
nee matches VanIon and Ray will ap|>ear

in matches against the leading American
professionals, not forgetting the "home-
breds” at Atlantic City, Wilmington,

Deal. Wykagyl, and other leading courses.

With the notable exceptions of An-
thony F. Wilding and i. C. Parke in

England, and Lamed and Wright for

a time in the Longwood doubles, youth
seems to have had its will of the tennis

world this year, and even the severest

critics of the play of the new California

star, William M. Johnston, see in this

eightcen-ycar-old a coming champion.

The new-comer from the Pacific coast

has not made as strong an impression on
the New York critics as upon those at

Longwood. due largely to weak ground
strokes and unsteady back hand; but

there is no gainsaying the fact that he Is

headed in the right direction, and will

improve as he grows older, just as did

Maurice E. McLoughlin. As it is. three

of the big early tournaments have been
won by the youngsters, and it must be

remembered that the brilliant and wily

Touchard, despite his many public ap-

pearances, Is still young. Washburn,
his doubles partner, is only a junior at

Harvard, while, as every one knows,

R. Norris Williams, the internationalist,

is entering his junior year at the same
university. Still another Harvard junior.

F. H. Whitney, won the Narragansett

Pier event, while Clarence Griffin, an-

other one of those persistent Californians

who keep everlastingly coming, accounted

for the Western title.

Now, in all of these victories by the

younger element there has been nothing

in the nature of luck. It was sheer good
tennis that carried them to the front,

for they disposed of veterans who were

by no means off their game. Touchard,

Gardner, and Clothier, the lost named one

of the steadiest tournament players in

the game, fell at Longwood, while Griffin

disposed of men like Shelton, Byford,

Blair, and Armstrong. These luttcr are

not so well known in the East, but their

ranking is on record to prove their class.

Truly a youngsters’ year, even without

the national championships.

By the time these lines appear, the

call for football candidates will have gone

out all the way from Maine to Oregon.

There is promise of a more interesting

season even than last year, for the coaches

and players have had a full year's work
under the latest version of the rules, have

steadied down to their game, and are

prepared to advance along original lines,

being sure of their foundation.



Pitchers Who Bat
By ERIC HAROLD PALMER

Big league pinch hitters of 1913 include Crandall, Caldwell, Hendrix, Yingling, Dubuc. Johnson,

rivals of Harry McCormick as emergency batsmen—Tradition upset by this development

WHEN Gaby Dcolys, the French

music-hall artiste whom a press

agent and ex-King Manuel made
famous, first came to America, the critics

were of one mind.

"She can't sing, she can't dance, and

she isn't such a beauty,” was the unani-

mous verdict.

Gaby drew 94,000 a week as salary,

however, and therefore reviewers had
to agree that from the financial stand-

point she was a "riot.”

Similarly, there is a player in the Na-
tional League whom the experts maintain

is a slow fielder, a slower thinker, and a
still slower base runner. The indictment

has never been denied by the man who
gives this player a berth with the dasaicst

team of the circuit, no less a judge of

ability than John J. McGraw. Harry
McCormick (nicknamed, for some inex-

plicable reason, "Moose”) was able to

join the ranks of the "hold-outs” last

spring, and sign eventually for a much
larger salary than he was offered by the

New York Club in its original contract.

McCormick draws nearly 93,000 a season,

and will get a full share in the world's series

spoils. He has the reputation of being the

greatest pinch hitter in the game.
When the Giants started their great

July winning streak, McCormick did not

have much chance to show his wares.

He finally tired of sitting on the bench,

and several times asked McGraw to allow

him to get into action. Thus, in a contest

where the Giants were five runs to the

good, the "fans” were surprised to see

"Moose” stroll to the plate.

"What’s he hitting for?” they mur-
mured, not "Who’s he hitting for?”

It was the right way to put it, for the

answer was plain. Larry Doyle put it

as follows:

"McCormick is batting for exercise.”

The peculiar case of this good-natured

fellow, who makes an excellent living by
keeping cool under fire, brings up an
interesting analysis of the 1013 season,

relative to the fine art of sending up the

right batter when the Issue depended on
a ball which the fielders could not handle.

Tradition has certainly been getting

bumps this year in the big leagues as well

as in the wider fields of social, business,

and political activity, und this is particu-

larly true of the pitchers.

The greatest surprise is that the

pitchers are blossoming out as Wag-
ners with the stick,—something unheard
of,—and the “ dopesters" sit silent in

wonder.

About three years ago the spectators

became no disgusted with the qualities

of the average twirler as a butsman that

a change in the rules of the game was
suggested, to add to the interest. This
idea was that another player should be
permitted to hit for the pitcher and run
bases. By this means, it was hoped, the

attractiveness of play from the grand-

stand standpoint would be increased and
the hurlers would welcome the opportuni-

ity to rest between innings.

The proposition for a tenth man on
each side met with considerable favor for

a period, but was finally frowned down as

too much of an alteration. "Leave well

enough alone,” was the decision.

In one of the early games this season.

Ames (now of Cincinnati) was pitching

for the Giants. When you speak of

Ames’ batting average, it is in whispers.

The Giants were two or three runs

behind when there was a rally. One run

had tallied, and anxious runners were on
second and third bases, with only one
cut.

“Who’s the batter?" was the exclama-

tion from the grandstand to Coogan's

Bluff.

"Good night!"

"Two out!”

"Ames up! O-o-oh!”

These were the yells. How many mil-

lions of times has that same wail gone up
throughout the various circuits! Who
could trust a pitcher to deliver the needed

hit?

For some reason that McGraw never

took the trouble to explain, Ames strolled

to the plate on that dreary afternoon

instead of a more certain hatter. After

two futile swings. "Red” rapped a

measly roller to the box, and a double

play resulted.

From the bottom up, these were the

last thirty names in the standing when
the talk of eliminating the pitchers os

batters was started: Keefe, Druckie,

Ruelbach, McQuillan, Ames, Knetzer,

Hendrix, Richter, Weaver, Moore, Ixiu-

dermilk, Toney, Golden, Bell, Scanlan,

Bergen, Ragon, Camnitz, Collins. Cole,

Caspar. Harmon, Richie, Steele, Tyler,

Marquard, Sallee, Schardt, Alexander,

Mattern, and Butler. Every one is a

pitcher. Butler played the infield part of

the time. Butler hit for .178, while

Keefe had .086—and Keefe took part in

no fewer than thirty-nine games!
But there has been a different story to

tell within the past few months.

Who are the great pinch hitters of 1913,

forgetting the only McCormick?
Otis Crandall is one of the greatest

emergency batters in the game. "Doc,"

WALTER JOHNSON
“The star of the Washington tram alajta the

baU on the nose tiro times out of three ”

as he is best known, is called into the

breach frequently. Crandall, a pitcher,

is especially noted for his ability to save the

gamewhen the other fellow “cracks.” He
has always batted well. When the Giants
came back from the spring training trip

this year, the sensation was Crandall’s

great batting in the exhibition games.
He mode thirteen clean hits in a row.

In Piratevillc Claude Hendrix is demon
or hero, according to where you come
from. In abusing the sphere, few have
it on Hendrix this year. He is wiping out
memories of that .098 in 1911. He
started to undo the wrong in 1912, when
his batting first began to arouse talk.

Who is sent in when the Yankees are

trying to get on the winning end? Cald-

well, a second-rate pitcher but a ferocious

widder of the stick, as you can see by look-

ing at his record this season.

Caldwell is such a whirlwind on the

bags that Manager Frank Chance is try-

ing to convert him into an outfielder.

The pitcher once won a game for his de-

jected comrades by stealing home.
Every once in a while, perusing the

Washington box scores, the faithful fol-

lower of the sport finds an asterisk before

the name of Johnson, and down below
are the words:

"Johnson batted for Ainsmith in the

sixth.”

The star of the Senators slaps the ball

on the nose two times out of three.

When the Superbas are in need of a

safety, who is called upon? The bleach-

ed tea shout for Yingling. Out comes a
lithe young fellow who hits from the left-

hand side of the plate. The man with

the Chinese twist to his name is one of

theorising southpaws, but he is hitting

nearly .400 at present, and showing daring

on the bases.

Other strong hitting pitchers in the big

leagues to-day are Hess of the Braves;

Rixey of the Phillies; Grincr of the Car-
dinals; Hannon of the same team—weak
in past seasons; Rucker of the Superbas;

Benton of the Reds; Wood of the Red
Sox, often used in a pinch ; Dubuc of the

Tigers, who is the star extra sticker of the

Detroit team; Tesrcau of the Giants;

Borhling of the Senators; Sallee of the

Cardinals; Hall of the Red Sox; Wagner
of the Superbas; Robinson of the Pirates;

Adams of the same nine, and Blanding

of Cleveland.

The most amazing reformation in the

big leagues is found in the case of Ragon,

the big Brooklyn right-hander. Last

year Ragon was a really pitiful figure us

he swung aimlessly at bat. The "fans”
laughed every time he came up. For
that mutter, so did Ragon. Early this

season, when Ragon was winning one
game after another, he began meeting

the ball hard, and sometimes got two hits

a game. So surprised was he. after

knocking the ball into safe territory, that

he turned handsprings. The “rooters"

forgot to grin when his turn came and the

cries nowadays are:

“Get a hit, Pat! Look at that hole in

right!”

Ragon now has all the confidence he

needs.

Perhaps, in 1914. he will join the ranks

of pinch-hitting pitchers.
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Plays of Stage Life
By MINNIE MADDERN FISKE

I
T is singular that when a dramatist

selects for his theme the theater and
the people of the theater, almost

invariably he misrepresents both. The
dramatic author, from the nature of

things, ought to know as much, or more,

of this subject than he knows of any other.

As it is not possible to suppose that his

distortions are due either to unfamiliarity

or to ignorance, the natural conclusion

is that they are deliberate.

Judging from the several plays I have

seen that purport to represent the life

of the stage and the characteristics of its

followers, it Is evident that the authors

cherish the naive idea that the public

always expects to see one particular

phase of them—and that a phase which

is neither typical nor veracious, ami
which degrades both the institution and
its calling in the eyes of play-goers.

Since the age of three I have been en-

gaged actively in theater work, and I

have yet to see the life of the theater

presented truthfully in a play; at least,

its life as I have known it. The actors

and actresses in plays are, for the most
part, strange, unrecognizable creatures

—

conventional puppets of a disingenuous

intention. The dramatists who whittle

them out know that there is nothing

representative in them. So do the pro-

ducers who place them on view. They
must laugh in their sleeves at the ease

with which these threadbare specimens

from the old bag of tricks deceive a pub-

lic that ought by now' to be sophisticated

sufficiently to recognize their real char-

acter.

But it is not this aspect of the matter
that is its worst. Usually dramatic

uuthors in plays of this description befoul

their own nests. They do not hesitate

to draw large revenues from works that

traduce and disgrace the allied actor’s

calling upon whose service they must
dc|>cnd. Dramatic authors and theat-

rical producers have been willing to reap
|M*cuniary harvests from plays that vilify

the stage, projecting its people as wantons
or worse, and giving it a fictitious atmos-
phere of vulgar immorality. This lias

always seemed to me a low and dastardly

thing to do. There can be little question

that it is base for authors and producers

to seize upon and exploit for money the

occasional unsavory features of certain

spots in the theater and place them before

the public as representative of theater

life in general!

Doubtless there an* unsavory things

connected with the stage in a sporadic

way. hut many of us who have passed

our lives in the theater have never come
in contact with them. In “What the

People Want” Mr. Arnold Bennett has

approached more nearly a picture of

theater life as we know it than any other
play-writer; but the real play of the

theater and of its actual people is yet to

be written.

On the other hand, the most distin-

guishes! of Knglish dramatists has re-

cently given us a play that depicts the

vulgan*st attributes of a certain de-

partment of theatrical entertainment.

It is regrettable that this writer did

not employ the better material at

hand of which he had ample knowl-

edge. He has had a long experience

of the theater, both as actor and
writer; he has won a high place in

the estimation both of the public and
of his own profession; and he has made
a fortune through the medium of the

stage. A play from his pen dealing with

the real life of its followers would have

come as from one having authority.

Instead, he chose to cnni|K»se a play that

reveals an alleged phase of life with which

we actors are utterly unfamiliar. He
shows us only a group of hopelessly

vulgar, stupid, silly, impossible persons

living a ridiculous existence. It Is all

quite strange to us of the real theater.

And one has a strung feeling, in witness-

ing this play, thut, strange as it is, the

author has striven successfully to make
it even more repulsive and obnoxious

than even the slightest excuse of basic

fact would warrant.

The theater is not sustained by its

weak elements. In all times it has been

pillared by solid men and women.

Love in the Dawn
By WILLIAM ROSE BENfiT

D I II',V, with hallowed flame, seemed to sing your

Through our open window as the golden glory e

Ardor thrilled me through; Dawn again —with you!
“ Up and ut the world again! The world is made anew!”

Other dawns may keep joy as pure and deep?

Dawns of greater splendor may awaken me from sleep?

Say! They never can bless a stubborn man
Like the dawn, the wonder-dau-n, with which this day began!

Sewly on tny sight flashed the lovely light.

All the ringing mails offame glittered broad and bright.

On again! with new visions to pursue;

And dawn again, dawn again, dawn again—with you!

li

Oh, my deeds must take triumph for its sake!

Loud my heart shall sing it while the mind remains aicake;

Words l never knew rould so thrill me through—
Dawn again, dawn again, dawn again—with you! GoOfllC



Hearing

I
F a deaf man understands a dramatic

performance the actors have a right

to feci that their interpretation is

adequate. At the Comedie Francaise I

was for the time a deaf man, since I

understood no French. Perhaps I was
something more than a deaf man, as

my enjoyment of the acted performance

was somewhat disturlied by the clatter

of the dialogue, which at times seemed
endless. And yet, I shall always treasure

this performance of KisLamacoker’s L'Em-
buscadf as one of the rare treats of years

in the theater.

Here were actors who ceased to be

actors. They became the persons of

the play, each character as clearly marked
as a coin fresh from the mint. Where
were the actor’s tricks, the petty pilfer-

iugs and smotherings that are valued as

a means of personal advancement by our

Broadway tricksters?

They have no place at the Comfedie
Francaise. Here the performance is an
integral.

T HAVE no idea who is the leading man
*

at the Comedie Franfalse, or the leading

woman. If there is a second man in the

company, he did nothing to show it.

They were all leads, down to a frowsy

workman who played a three-minute bit

in the second act with such distinction

that he accompanied me home side by
side with the three members who were

assigned the big scene of the play at the

end of the thin! act.

And how independent were these three

of the big scene! They had been scoring

steadily ail through the play. Every
task assigned them up to that point

liad been handled with a cleanness and
precision that marked them as musters.

HPHE big scene may have been necessary
* for the author: for the actors it was

superfluous. But how they bundled it

when it came! No holding bark—no
jockeying for place—no backing up stage

for an advantageous position—no pre-

liminary distortion of face or body to

signal the audience that the big moment
was approaching; just a rationul, easy

playing until like a shot the big moment
was upon them, striking them as fully

unawares as it did the audience. Like

an echoing shot the big moment was

passed; the curtain was down; and an

electrified audience found personal relief

in storms of applause hurled at three

artists who almost effaced themselves

against tlie back walls of the scene.

Even in the acknowledgment of applause

the individual did not step on the neck

of the character.

/'"VNE is ever fascinated by the accom-
plishments of an honest student.

The members of the Comedie Fraiifai.se

are honest students. Their work is ener-

gized by thought—thought—thought.

And what superb direction! As the

players were submerged, so was the

stage business. It came so naturally, so

incidentally, that it never seemed to Ik*

at all. The entire machinery of the

performance was so concealed, so muffled,

that one never knew machinery was
necessary to it. And, after all, if there

is any art in the theater, it is the art

of legerdemain. The audience must

a Play with My Eyes
By ARTHUR HOPKINS

never catch any one acting, must never

see the hand of the director, and must
never know there was a scene-painter.

IT follows that this result <*an only be
4 accomplished by the very finest acting,

the most sympathetic and far-seeing

direction, and the most imaginative

scene-painting.

The acting and general performance
have answered for the cast and the direc-

tion, and now we come to the produc-

tion, as we term the scenic, property,

and light equipment.

r
1
1HE first scene showed a view of tlie

* Mediterranean at Nice. In the fore-

ground was a chateau and small private

park. There were trees painted on cut

drops, a form of stage equipment not at

all approved by American artists and
producers, who believe that good trees

must be real trees. But the real trees

have not arrived at the Comedie, and I

pray that they never may, because real

trees never do look like real trees, since

their roots run into a ground doth and
their branches into border lights, while

the cut drop trees at the Com&lie looked

like a Corot. So well were they painted

that they did not look like scenery. How
can the real tree on the stage ever look

anything else but a prop? Once you
strike detached realism, you stifle imagi-

nation; and there never was an artist

or a property maker who could make a
tree to compare with the glory of a
forest that any child can imagine.

The cut drop trees were merely a sug-

gestion, but a suggestion so well directed

that the audience supplied a park tlxat

could not be surpassed jp nature.

The second scene was the office of an
automobile factory—with large windows
looking out on to the grounds, one factory

building showing across the way. Here,

again, the artist surjiassed himself. The
only concrete suggestion of a factory was a
mammoth steel crane, standing erect

at one side just outside the windows.

That crane told the whole story of the

size and importance of this factory. It

was a stronger suggestion than thou-

sands of whirring wheels. And yet, the

whole set seemed very simple—in fact,

would have been nothing at all without

the crane.

rPHE third act was the library of the
1 automobile manufacturer. Here,

again, was the suggestion of refined living.

A few pictures, two tapestries, a frieze,

several sets of l>ooks, each different from

the rest—no long rows of ponderous

volumes—just as much furniture as

space and good taste would permit

—

no cluttering ami choking of the scene

with objects that conveyed nothing

to the play. Again suggestion was
applied, and in that library the audi-

tor felt the entire life and tastes of the

occupant.

The last act, showing the factory after

it had been wrecked by a bomb, was
again a masterpiece of cut drops—a few

twisted pulleys and shafts hung in the

air. The shafts were broken. One pul-

ley sagged down below the rest, seeming

ready to drop on the people below. A
battered lathe was the only set piece,

and this was profile scenery. The sag-

ging scenery, with holes torn through,
was shown by borders. It was as com-
plete a wreck as one might ever witness,

yet it consisted of fewer than seven

hanging pieces of scenery, and was doubt-
less built and painted at a cost that would
seem trifling to those producers who
gravely include in their announcements
the amount of money spent on a produc-
tion—as if money spent were ever a
recommendation for anything.

CO the scene-painters at the Comfdic
were fully in the spirit of the institu-

tion when they suggested the settings of
“
L'Embuacade.’' But scene-painters must

have help, and most of all from the elec-

trician. For lighting can make or kill

the best scene ever painted.

The conspicuous feature of the light-

ing at the Coni6die is again simplicity

and suggestion. Here there are no
batteries of ares and floods and spots,

no baby spots lighting up faces in dark
places. If the scene be dark, the faces

remain in darkness—which is exactly

as any sane audience would have it,

since here again we come upon suggestion.

The audience, already familiar with
the faces and with the situations of the

play, needs no guide to the expression

of the face. If the characters l»e groping
about in the ruins of his factory, they
arc reasonably sure that he is neither

yawning nor grinning. They see an
expression on his fare which he himself

could not possibly improve.

T~V\Y is breaking on the factory ruins.

In the background is an opaque moun-
tain. A slight streak of pink rises above
the mountain. It grows almost imper-
ceptibly, never with a single jump. As
it grows, objects in the factory begin to

take on form. Finally the lathe is

bathed in a faint light. Now objects on
the mountain itself begin to take form,

and finally we discover a second and lower

range of mountains. On this range the
vegetation begins to appear; but never
once is there a shaft of light from any
place. The entire lighting is done by
borders and stri|>s on dimmers, and the

effect is complete.

0\V the greatest part of all. The
A ^ last art is short. It begins with day-
break. The theatrical producer’* temp-
tation would be to have lights full up by
the end of the act, in order to give the

audience the full force of the wreck.

But again at the Comedie they credit

the audience with some imagination, and
also a little brain. They don’t attempt
to give full daylight in twelve minutes.

At the end of the act only a natural

amount of light, lias appeared, yet it is

enough to outline tlie scene; and so

convincingly is it done that, when the

curtain has descended on that last act.

you fed that the light is still growing on

the mountain. It does not seem pos-

sible that a dawn so legitimate could

be snuffed out by the mere ending of

a play.

So it is at the Condklie Francaise.

They have brains and imagination, ami

they credit tlie audienre with as much.

I didn’t understand a word they said,

but never before was I told so much in

three hours.

IS



Miss Hallroom probably feels that she makes a pretty picture seated at her window,

but over the way they think the two flat-irons she has left on the

window-sill spoil the effect

The Sloan cartoon for next treek trill be

" His Day's Work Oyer ”

14 Goode



Taxing the Cost of Living
By DAVID STARR JORDAN

President of Leland Stanford University

THE rise in the cost of articles of

necessity began about 1897. It

is world-wide, rather greater in

high-tariff countries, because of the shel-

ter and leverage offered by protection.

In general, this rise is about fifty per

cent; the fall in the purchasing power of

gold about the same. It is enhanced and
aggravated in different countries by spe-

cial conditions. These elements are not

causes of the rising cost of living,

but modifying circumstances. According

to Sauerlieck, the “Englishman's dollar"

of 1897 is now worth seventy-eight cents,

the “American dollar” but seventy. In-

dex tables of wholesale prices of many
articles leave the American dollar at 1913

as worth sixty-one cents in the values

of 1897. Of actual causes leading toward

this change, three may be recognized

:

1. The great increase in the world’s

stock of gold (from about $7,300,000,000

to about $11,000,000,000). This in-

crease has now passed its climax. As
the amount of gold at the best is very

small for the credit resting on it, the

bonded war debt and municipal debt of

civilized countries exceeding $60,000,000,-

000, it is believed that the importance of

this factor is greatly exaggerated. In-

cluding bonds of private corporations,

there are upwards of $130,000,000,000

in evidences of debt in circulation in

Europe. It is, however, an element of

unknown importance in determining the

value of gold as stated in terms of other

products of labor and capital. In so far

as this goes, it Li a cheapening of the

actual value of gold.

4. The improvement of the processes

by which gold Li extracted, and the con-

sequent cheapening of gold as measured
in terms of labor. The cyanide process

has made it profitable to work Irtw-grade

ores and old dumps, and a new dollar ol>-

tained from a gold mine costs, in labor

and capital, much less than the old dol-

lars cost. Whatever value may be as-

signed to this factor, its influence is long

since spent. It is not likely that the gold

market will soon lie disturbed again by
new discoveries of mines or by new pro-

cesses. So far as it goes, it means an
actual cheapening of the value of gold.

3. The increase of taxation the world
over, due to (1) the waste of actual war,

(2) the extension of armies and navies,

and (3) the increase by one hundred to

two hundred per cent of municipal and
other local indebtedness of the world.

“Instead of living beyond our means, we
are living beyond the means of the fourth

generation.” These extra taxes correspond

to excise duties. They arc laid more or

less directly on the industries of the na-

tions, and their effect is to increase the

selling price of products. In so far as

this influence goes, it is not a cheapening

of gold, but the pushing up, through taxa-

tion. of other values.

D OUGHLY speaking, the taxes of the
1 world have been doubled since 1897.

Supported by these additional taxes, mil-

lions of men have been drawn from pro-

ductive labor. In 1911 the bonded debt
of the world for past ex|>enditures (pawn
checks for wars already fought) amounted
to $37,000,000,000. The annual inter-

est charge on this was over $1,400,000,-

000. The annual naval expense of the

seven most “progressive"—that is, most
wasteful nations rose from about $450,-

000.000 in 1897 to $649,000,000 in 1911.

The total military expenses of these same
nations doubled in this time, with a cor-

responding withdrawal of men from in-

dustry to militarism. Meanwhile, mu-
nicipal and other local debts everywhere

are two or three times as great as in 1897.

For example, San Francisco had in 1904 a
budget of $6,500,000 annually. For 1913

this budget is $15,000,000. The valuation

of cityproperty was. in 1904, $413,000,000.

It is now $510,000,000. It is estimated

that in 1941 the valuation will be $753,-

000,000, the tax $27,000,000.

rPlIE bonded debt of British cities rose
1 from $1,300,000,000 in 1897 to $3,800,-

000,000 ill 1914. A similar increase is

seen in Germany and France. In the

United States the total of State and local

taxes has risen from $1,090,000,000 in

1901 to $4,505,000,000 in 1911. The
fact that these sums are raised by indi-

rect taxation makes the burden the great-

er. They must be paid in the increased

price of commodities—in other words,

by a rising cost of living. All taxes, how-
ever levied, constitute a confiscation of

private property for public purposes.

A nation is a huge corporation, which dif-

fers from other corporations in its power
to levy assessments without limit on its

bondholders. The dealer accustomed to

a certain percentage of profit adds his

tax burden to this percentage. In doing
so he must lower his purchase price or

raise his selling price. What he does or

can do de|x*nds on the relative power of

resistance of producer, dealer, and con-

sumer. The stress and incidence of tax-

ation fall on the leas resistant elements.

Any one of the three groups may combine
to throw off this stress. The dealers are

more often successful in this. An produc-

tion is moreor less limited, theconsumer is

the weakest of the threegroups, and finally

bears most of the burden. Some part of

the consuming group being also producers

may roll the burden bock, but in any case

an increase of taxation is a burden on the

people, and they can only shift it among
themselves. There is no foreigner they

can plunder to make their losses good.

A S each dollar must bear the tax bur-

den, its value is diminished. Taxation
lowers the purchasing power of money.
As the purchasing power is likely to fall

farther in the future, the rate of interest

rises. Bonds will i>e paid at their ma-
turity in still cheaper dollars. Hence
the fall in value, the world over, of “gilt-

edged bonds.”

In this connection it may be noted that

the price of most stable and staple com-
modities is fixed in London, the clearing-

house of the world trade. Our exports

have, in general, in New' York the Lon-
don value minus the cost of handling.

Ini|M>rts have the London value, with the

addition of the cost of handling and the

tax ou imports. The value of non-ex-

portable or perishable goods depends on
local conditions, and is subject to much
greater fluctuations. Thus potatoes are

now very dear in California, and onions

are excessively cheap. But this is a local

matter of supply and demand.
I am a dealer, let us say, in Palo Alto.

I allow a margin of fifteen per cent gross

profit on my dealings. I have some tax-

able property, and I feed my family.

My taxes, direct and indirect, amount to

$500. With lime my government, mu-
nicipal, State, and national taxes raise

this tax to $1,400. I must increase my
profits by $700. I allow a margin of

twenty-five per cent on my transactions.

Those from whom I buy have raised their

margin also; they were obliged to do so

to make both ends meet. I find that I

can not secure a margin of twenty-five per
cent—my competitors cut under my
prices. We lose money. Then we form
a secret or private combination to hold

up the Palo Alto prices. Our cus-

tomers, largely professors, can not in-

crease their stipends. They find that a
salary of $4,000 in 1913 is equivalent to

one of $4,500 to $4,800 in 1897. The
coat of living has risen; the purchasing

power of money has fallen. It has fallen

mainly because all consumption has been
over-taxed. The United States has done
her part in this; but all over the world,

from Osaka to Manchester, Buenos Aires,

Palo Alto, and Irkutsk, the same story is

told with local variations. The suffering

is greater on those nearest the bread-

line. In my experience, I have found the

pressure greatest in Italy and in Japan,

and least in the United States, although

here perhaps most fuss is made about
it. The more you take away from the

people the less they have left, and the

higher the price they will set on what is

left; and the more unpleasant it is to lie

poor, because the man lowest down is the

man who can not act his own prices.

TN this view, the primary factor in the
1

rise of the cost of living is the fall in the

purchasing power of gold, due to the ex-

cessive and growing exactions of the gov-

ernments of the world. In other words, it

is produced by the steady encroachments

of the government on the individual the

world over, through the Indirect Tax and
the Deferred Payment, the two instru-

ments of tyranny in the past now used

by democracy for self-oppression.

There is certainly a dangerous portent

in a prosperity that rests on taxing the

future, and in the steady inflation of

values, because we waste so large a jkt-

celitage of all our increments of effort.

The debtor world is growing nominally

rich at the expense of the creditor world;

but a large part of its apparent wealth is

due to the inflation of prices, and these

in turn to administrative waste,

not to real additions in value. With
the financial management of even the

best of the “progressive nations," no
private corporation could escape insol-

vency. Leroy-Beaulieu has lately de-

clared that the world has rarely before

been so badly governed. Its financial

affairs are “in the hands of incurable

prodigals and improvidentexperimenters."

And the sign and evidence of this is in

the steady rise in staple values, the steady

increase in the cost of living.

Referring to the migration of people

across the Rhine at Basle, from high-

taxed Germany toward freer and more
prosperous Switzerland, the so-called

“Pilgrims of Hunger,” Professor Paolo

Goldini says: “In ten years we shall ull

be Pilgrims of Hunger."
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Tammany and l

THE WAITING VULTURES—“LET US PREY"

This is one of Xast'S most famous cartoons, and it is

particularly alire to-day, because thefact that Tammany preys

on the community is just as real a fact to-day as it was when

Xast led his crusade. It is still true that Tammany is not a

political organization, but a machine for obtaining plunder.

ONE of the brilliant pages in American history tells

of the fight against Tammany at a time when
Tweed was at the height of his power. Nothing

is so clearly remembered about that cam|>aign to-day as the

work of Th.Nast, which appeared in Hamper's Weekly.
We republish certain of the more famous among them

for two reasons: First, in taking over Harper’s Weekly
}

it gives us pleasure and stimulation to remember the

glories of its past. Second, these cartoons have a direct

and essential bearing on the fight going on in New York
j

this summer.
When Nast began to attack Tammany, Tweed held*

the position now occupied by Charlie Murphy, and he

also controlled a working majority in the State legislature,

just as Murphy does. To attack him seemed so hopeless

then that even some of the bravest and best elements in

the community urged him to desist. Fortunately about
that time the New York Times changed hands and ren-

dered tremendous sendee in the fight. Newspapers go

up and down, and as one reads American history he sees

“WTwrf are you 91

(The first use of Ok

The above cartoon, " The Tau.

days before the election of 1871

WEEKLY. It represents, of oc.

Iris band watching the Tiger at l

Xast had been attracted by the

a little boy, he had seen it on a fir*

The printing of the picture ide

for all time. It asks the qtiestic

it?" A few days later the peo

about it teas to turn the Tweed R

THE TAMMAN

“STOP THIEF!”
"They no sooner heard the cry than they issued forth icith great promptitude; and, shouting

*Stop Thief!' too, joined in the pursuit like (Joorl Citizens."- -“Oliver Twist.”
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[arper’s Weekly

CAN THE LAW REACH HIM?

The question asked by this cartoon is a question that in recent years

is most frequently associated irith the term “ The Man Higher Up. ”

The little man is easily caught. The public almost loses hope

at times of getting the men most responsible for those misdeeds

that do the greatest damage.

a paper with the same name performing great public

service at one time and the opposite at another. The
New York Sun was among those which threw’ ridicule

and discouragement on the fight against Tammany.
Nast’s part in that fight was recognized in an amusing
way when a bill was introduced in the State legislature,

containing a protest against “an artist encouraged to

send forth, in a paper that calls itself a journal of civiliza-

tion, pictures vulgar and blasphemous, for the purpose

A arousing the prejudice of a community against a wrong
which exists only in their imaginations.” That, you
ee. was a long time beforeMayor Gaynor, in trying to put

obstacles in the way of Mr. Whitman, spoke of those who
wished reform as having their heads full of viceand crime.

It is hard to say which cartoon of a number is the most
famous or the most powerful. Perhaps first place should

be given to the one in which the famous Tiger symbol
was first fastened as a term of reproach upon Tammany,
the picture that bore the equally famous question,
“ What are you going to do about it?”

Y TIGER LOOSE

ng to do alxnit it?”

famous Tiger symbol)

inny Tiger Loose," teas used tiro

as a double page in HARTER'S
rse.the Coliseum, with Tweed and

* work of greed.

rnblcm twenty years before, when, as

engine.

ified the organization with the Tiger

,
" If’hat arc you going to do about

c declared that ichat they would do

tg out of office.

THE AMERICAN RIVER GANGES
In this cartoon Mast summed up the Ring's attempt to retain power through concessions to

the church. It was Mast’s sternest arraignment of sectarianism in the public schools.
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”Liberty, Equality, Fraternity”

WE can see no reason for not

making a literary department

interesting, and it ought to

have a better chance of being interesting

if it deals almost exclusively with sig-

nificant liooks, and takes some of those

from the past.

A singularly interesting l>ook to read

for those who believe in the value of

democratic government, and perhaps par-

ticularly for those who do not, is “Lib-

erty, Equality, Fraternity,” which we
take the liberty of reviewing this week,

although it was published in 1878.

Most of us are accustomed nowadays
to take these three words as if they were

always words of praise. That is not the

point of view of Sir James Stephen. He
has a great distrust of humanity in general,

and of all those movements that tend to

put the government of the universe in

the hands of the majority.

“Upon all the subjects which mainly

interest men as men —religion, morals,

government—mankind at large an* in

a state of ignorance which in favourable

cases is just beginning to be conscious

that it is ignorance. How far will free

discussion carry such knowledge as we
have on these subjects? The very most

that can be hoped for—men being what
they are—is to popularise, more or less,

a certain set of commonplaces, which, by
the condition of their existence, cannot

possibly be more than half-trutlis.”

Stephen looks upon most people us self-

ish, sensual, frivolous, idle, commonplace,
and wrapped up in petty routine and
habit. The effect of increased liberty for

them, he declares, “ would not in the least

degree tend to improve them. It would

Ik- as wise to say to the wuter of a stag-

nant marsh, 'Why in the world do uot

you run into the sea? You are perfectly

free. There is not a single hydraulic

work within a mile of you. There are

no pumps to suck you up, no defined

channel down which you are compelled

to run, no harsh bonks and mounds to

confine you to any particular course, no

dams and no floodgates; and yet there

you lie, putrefying and breeding fever,

frogs, and gnats, just as if you were a mere
slave!’ The water might probably an-

swer, if it knew how, 'If you want me to

turn mills and carry Ixiats. you must dig

proper channels and provide proper water

works for me.”*

"R effort to produce a kind of universe

in which there shall be a certain stan-

dard of comfort to all and effort shall beap-
plied mainly to the working out of other

ideals has no acceptance from this vigorous

critic. He says of it: “Habitual exertion is

the greatest of all invigoratorsof character,

and restraint and coercion in one form

or another is the great stimulus to exer-

tion. If you wish to destroy originality

and vigor of character, no way to do so

is so sure as to put a high level of comfort

easily within the reach of moderate and
commonplace exertion.”

This distrust of what people would do
with an established standard of comfort

is. of course, closely connected with the

belief that most people are incapable of

Ix-ing interested in anything connected

with the higher life. Stephen states this

over and over again in many racy ways.

For example, this: "The great mass of

inen is not capable of this kind of dis-

interested passion for anything whatever.

On the other hand, they are open to

offers. They can be threatened or bribed

into a more or less nominal adherence

to almost any creed which does not de-

mand too much of them. Indeed, they

like it rather than not; but some degree

of consideration is essential. The real

leading motives of the mass of mankind
are personal prudence and passion.”

r pHERE is a tendency in our day to look
1 with disapproval upon punishment,

partly on the ground that the faults which

are punished are caused by society itself.

The kind of swift logic that this critic in-

dulges in is well shown in this brief remark:

“It does not follow that because society

caused a fault it is not to punish it. A man
who breaks his arm when he is drunk may
have to have it cut off when he is sober.”

A somewhat relates I point of view is

found in the answer to those who think

that the law ran not do very much to

improve people: “The busybody and
world betterer who will never let things

alone, or trust people to take care of

themselves, is a common and a con-

temptible character. The eonimonpluces

directed against these small creatures

are perfectly just, but to try to put them
down by denying the connection between

law and morals is like shutting all light

and air out of a house in order to keep

out gnats and blue-l>ottle flies.”

Of course, Stephen is too intelligent to

carry his disquisition far enough to put him
at a disadvantage, and on this Inst point

no one sees inure clearly than he certain

limitations to what the law can effectively

deal with—for example: "To try to regu-

late the internal affairs of a family, the re-

lations of love or friendship, or many other

things of the same sort, by law or by the

coercion of public opinion is like trying to

pull an eyelash out of a man's eye with a

pair of tongs. They may put out the eye,

but they will never get hold of the eyelash."

One of the things that has made Stephen

so favored a writer with a few very at-

tentive readers, among whom was the

late William James, is the graphic pictur-

enqueues* that finds itself in unusually

dose association with sharp logic. In

discussing this relation of law to freedom
in the regulation of the rices, he says:

“If freedom does not like it, let her go

and sit on the heights self-gathered in her

prophet mind, and send the fragments

of her mighty voice rolling down the wind.

She will be better employed in s|K>uting

poetry on the rocks of the Matterhorn

than in patronising vice on the flags of

the Ilaymarket.”

YY^HAT we call progress in humanity
* ’ seems to Stephen a decrease in gen-

eral vigor of character and an increase in

mere nervous sensibility. “Equality,”

to him. is a big name for a small thing,

and the enthusiasm about it has grown
mostly out of the invidious position of

the French privileged class before the

French Revolution and the enormous
development of wealth in the United

States. In our country, he doubts
“whether the enormous development of

equality in America, the rapid production

of an immense multitude of common-
place, self-satisfied, and essentially slight

jK-ople is an exploit which the whole
world need fall down and worship.”

As to fraternity, he knows hardly any-

thing in literature so nauseous as Rous-
seau's expression of love for mankind
when read in the light of his “Confes-

sions,’’ and feels inclined to udvise him
to keep his love to himself and not daub
it on the author or any person in w'hnm he

is interested. It is not love, according

to Stephen, that one wants from the great

mass of mankind, but respect and justice.

'T'HIS humanitarianism of the day makes
1 people hate the very thought of pain

and discomfort, and disposes them to talk

about one another’s affairs in the way of

natural sympathy and compliment, ami
now and then to get into states of fierce

excitement about them, hut does not

increase the one talent which our author

thinks worthy all other talents together;

namely, that of judging right upon imper-

fect material—the ability to see things as

they are without exaggeration or passion.

It ought not to be necessary, perhaps,

to say that the present writer disagrees

with Sir James on almost every point, hut

that does not interfere with a l>dicf that

Stephen is one of the most stimulating

critics of the prevailing tendency in the

world that can be found anywhere in

English literature.

The Night
By WITTER BYNNER

UA VE so loved life that .en ihl is deep,

I shall bul fall asleep,

As a lover's eyes grow d

B'ilh his beloved lying ci»se la /:<m.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

Through the dim-lit church, like a drowsy bell

The voice of the Parson rose and fell

.

“Put not your trust in Works!" he cried,

" By Faith alone are we justified.

Works are unstable as watery wares;

In Faith alone is the Grace that Sates!

"

But the Shepherd reckoned without his Sheep.

They had wandered away to the land of Sleep,

And over the heads of his slumbering flock

Ilis icords were borne to the Belfry Clock.

"So Faith is better than icorks! Dear me!"
Cried the Belfry ('lock. " I'll try it, and see!'

These words momentous were scarcely said.

When something snapped in the Old Clock’s head.

And a weight he'd felt since his earliest day
Now all of a sudden dropped away.

He listened in rain for his heart's " tick-lock

" It’s time l tried Faith!" cried the Belfry Clock.

Xext morning, the Squire missed a date,

And Parson Jones was an hour late

For a wedding party, and Deacon Brown
Lost the four-thirty train to town.

While his daughter 'Mandy waited in ram
All afternoon for a tardy swain.

A vestry meeting at once teas called

And the Belfry Clock was overhauled.

His icorks they decided were past repair.

But they all agreed his old face to spare.

So they put in a patent electric chime

And wired the clock for “ Standard Time."

Ere long, through the veins of the Belfry Clock

There tingled and thrilled an electric shock

;

And now, as he marks the passing hour

,

He feels the throb of an unseen power.

And he chimes aloud in exultant might:
“ That darned old Parson for once was right."
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" A critic should never, ncter, look or write as though unqualifiedly pleased with anything—except, of course, himself"

Confessions of a

Reformed Dramatic Critic
By JULIAN STRKET

Illustration!' by James Montgomery Flagg

DURING my second season as critic,

it became my duty to review a
comedy from the pen of a young

playwright who was a friend of mine.

Frequent rumors of critical corruption

and prejudice hud been reaching me,

and I was more than ever determined
now to “stand straight,” cost what it

might. I wanted my friend's play to

succeed; but, more tlian that. I wanted
the world (which didn’t care) to see that

my character rose like a tower above the

petty influence of personal feeling. In

my fear lest it be said that I had erred on
the side of leniency, I wrote a harsh re-

view. It was the worst to appear in any
paper. When I realized this, I felt sorry

and ashamed. My friend was hurt. I

tried to explain, and I am glud to say lie

forgave me. This should have taught

me a lesson, but it did not.

Later in the season, another friend

spoke to me of a young actor who was
rnuking his New York dlbut in a small

part. “Try to give him a little send-off,”

said my friend. It was the worst thing

he could have done. Again I tried to

stand erect oguinst the tug >f personal

feeling, and again I lean''’ 1 * urd until

my scalp-lock touch Is. Sev-
• id of tin the young

ucto: ..I ur.»» 1 .,ied to give

him his desert*, but really gave him less,

for I “bunched" him with a group of

minor players whom I pronounced "ade-

quate.” That word was a favorite of

mine. It is a favorite with many critics.

They love it for its fine Olympian ring.

Adequate! It dismisses, with a majestic

wave of the hand, the poor, struggling,

scrambling, hopeful, eager, human tuit to

whom it is applied, while at the same t ime
it sheds a reflex glory upon the ink-hurling

Jupiter who prouounces it.

Yes, that young man was adequate.

Had not another young man described

him us such? I, the critic, I, the impor-

tant and imposing youth whose pockets,

if they did not bulge, at least swelled

gently each Saturduv with the fifteen

dollars that he earned—or was it eighteen,

now? Yes, if memory serves me rightly,

the newspaper had recognized my criticul

abilities by increasing my emolument.

But what does it matter—fifteen or eight-

een? Suffice it that my pay was “ade-

quate.”

I recall a case in which another writer

tried, as I did. to play “straight.” He
had !>cen a press agent, but had long

wished to become a critic. At last, with

the help of the manager who had em-
ployes! him for several years, he obtained

the desired position on an influential news-

paper. The manager liked him well,

enough even to lie about his salary, thus

securiug him an increase of pay. Now. it

hapi>ened that one of the first plays that

the new-made critic was called upon to

review was a production by his former
employer. It is fair to suppose that the

manager had a comfortable feeling that

at least one paper would be favorable.

The play appeared, and the review came
out. AH but one praised it. The excep-

tion was that newspaper from which
the most had been expected! The critic,

however, had developed a terrible integ-

rity. He meant to show that there were

no “strings” on him. No, sir-ee! Even
the manager who was the victim of this

young man's “uprightness" saw the joke,

and laughed.

Another manager—a powerfully built

and usually determined gentleman

—

luul long known that a certain Chicago
critic was hostile to him and Ills produc-

tions. Uncomplainingly he put up with

repeated injustices until, one day, an

article appeared in which the critical

venom was spilled upon a certain gifted

young actress whom he was starring. He
might have even stood that, had she been

any other one of his stars, but his interest

in her was twofold, for he was in love

with her.
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When, Inter in the season, the star was

booked to reappear in Chicago, the man-
ager was determined that she should

not again he attacked as a means of satis-

fying personal dislike for him -not, at

least, without immediate reprisal.

A day or two before the first per-

formance. the assistant of the offensive

critic called at the theater for photo-

graphs.
" Will you take a message to Mr.

Blank?” asked the manager.
*' Certainly.”

“You tell him, from us, that if he says

one word against this lady I shall go to

his office, and if I can't find him there I

shall go to his house and camp on his

steps. I’ll certainly find him, and, when
I do, I’ll beat him to a pulp!”

In due course came the first perform-

ance, and next day the newspaper reviews.

With blood in his eyes, the manager took

up the particular paper in which he was
roost interested at the moment. The
criticism was distinctly unfavorable. Un-
mercifully it “roasted ” the play, the play-

wright, and the performers. But among
the latter there was one distinguished

exception: the star was not attacked.

With punctilious regard for the wording

of the warlike message, the critic had
avoided “auving one word against the

lady.” Thus—much to the amusement
of a manager, who, though pugnacious, is

blessed with a sense of the ridiculous

—

a threatening situation ended without

bloodshed.

IlfHILE there is, in my mind, no doubt
? that most critics are honest in the

primary sense of the word, there is one
form of journalistic dishonesty that is

practised by almost all of them. They
pose. Their posing is done with the

harmless and ridiculous purpose of mak-
ing their readers believe them to l>e men
of erudition—which, as a matter of fact,

few of them are.* Having posed myself,

I know about it. The scholarly pose is

rolled into play quite frequently in any
theatrical season, but never so forcibly

as when European players act here in

their native tongues.

Can you imagine a critic reviewing a

performance by Sarah Bernhardt. Coque-
liu. or Rtjanc, yet having no knowledge

of the French language? It has been

done times without number. I am one
of those who have done it. Sometimes I

understood a good deal of what went on
upon the stage through having seen the

play before in English or having read

a translation. Sometimes not. But in

the theater during the performance, and

in the review that I wrote later, I pawl as

understanding everything. Indeed, as

I look back, 1 think I must have seemed
to understand plays in French better

than in English. At the latter I sat in

critical solemnity, without laughter or

applause; hut at French (days I gave

knowing smiles and nods of appreciative

sagacity when the audience laughed or

applauded. In my criticisms. Urn. I per-

formed similar feats, in a journalistic

way. In reading over my reviews of

performances by Bernhardt and Rejmic,

I am astounded to-day at their ap|>arent

understanding.

It was with a very simple, human
purpose that I pawl : I did it to preserve

my self-respect. And I am confessing

to it, here, for the same purpose. This

may seem paradoxical, but it is not: the

truth is that my views on self-respect

have changed of late years, much in the

same way as my views on plumbing.

Now I like the open kind.

Not the least droll part of my pose,

in those critical days, was the fact that,

more than any one else, perhaps, I was
deceived by it myself. Because I wished

to be a very scholarly young man, I begun

to think I was one. I even entertained,

for a time, the idea of purchasing a pair of

those large, round-rimmed spectacles that

give the wearer such a look of owlish wis-

dom. An optician said that he could fit

me with a pair, in plain glass, which would
not obstruct my vision; but somehow,
they did not fit my juvenile visage, and I

was forced to content myself with some
extraordinary and almost useless folding

o{Krru-glasscs, worn upon a broad, con-

spicuous black silk ribbon, al>out my
neck.

It was at about the black-silk-ribbon

period of my intellectual growth that I

reviewed a |H*rforiuauee by Mme. R£jone,

in ‘THirondellc.” Unlike most French

plays given in New York, this drama was

new to the critics. Nor were trans-

lations to Im? hud. It wus a trying night

for the critical fraternity, but we appeared

as usual, and sat in judgment on that play

that most of us could not dimly compre-

hend.

Driven to desperation, one critic went

out to the manager and asked point-

blank:

“Whnt’s this play about, anyway?”
The inanugcr outlined the plot.

“Well,” said the critic, in u last feverish

effort to maintain his pose, “I don't

think much of it, anyhow!”
He wrote accordingly. Most of us

wrote in a similar spirit. And. liecause it

was the only thing we really understood,

we united in a vigorous critical assault

upon the scenery!

During that engagement Mme. Rejane

also played "Zaza,” iu which Mrs. Leslie

Carter had previously appeared in New
York. Many of us considered Mrs. Car-

ter the superior artiste of the two. and

said so Hntly. After all. wlial are the

French? They’re not so much! Why.
you can't even understand what they’re

talking about!

There were two critics of my time who

knew French, and. as it happened,

they were leaders among us. each in his

own field. One of them was a really

eminent poet and scholar, a man who I

think was, without exaggeration, the larg-

est figure, in a strictly literary sense, then

or since connected with any newspaper
in the United States.

The other was his antithesis. An Eng-
lishman who wrote for a yellow journal

under a fanciful pen-name, and was

—

so far as I know—the dean of the school

of flippant (or “flip") critics. He is

still writing, and, while there is indis-

putable "Smart Alee” cleverness about

his work, it is also characterized at times

by unparalleled audacity, coarseness, and
brutality.

Each of these critics had his following

among the younger men. Some of us.

as I have said, attempted erudition.

Others used the slap-stick, the bladder, or

the tomahawk. At least one critic of

the latter school has been assaulted by the
husband of an actress upon whom he
made a vulgar and unwarranted personal

attack. Perhaps he has been assaulted

more than once. Perhaps the others

have. But that these critics are not
perpetually black and blue is to be won-
dered at.

Among the rest of us there were, per-

haps. two or three more or less independ-

ent thinkers; the remainder trailed along.

We—for I was one of the trailers—not

only wished to think as the best known
critics thought, and to write as they wrote,

but to go where they went. Many times,

in the course of each New York season,

several new plays open on the same night.

The critics must select between them.

Sometimes, when confronted by such a
case, I would advise with other minor
critics, in hopes of hitting on the play the

major critics would attend. 1 have even
known one critic to telephone to the office

of a more important confrere and inquire

his intentions.

PRITICAL etiquette, in New York, has

its well-established rules. Critics may.
for example, talk with one another in the

entr’actes, hut may not, with propriety,

speak to the manager about his play.

Once, in the days of my novitiate. 1 broke

this rule; indeed, that is how I Ixi-nmc

awarc of it. I was acquainted with the

manager, and when, between the arts, I

saw him pacing up and down the lobby

with a nrnoiis step, I had a sudden im-

pulse to tell him that I thought his play

was good.

Moisturewelled into his evra. Gripping

me convulsively by the hand, he told me
that, although he had been a manager for

twenty years, such a thing had never hap-

pened before; no critic had ever spoken

to relieve his tension on a first night.
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Hi* gratitude was touching, but it made
me fed vaguely that I had blundered.

Then I became conscious of the disap-

proving gaze of a pair of older critic*, and
l>cgan to understand. I got away from

the manager as quickly as I could, and
never again let a feeling of humanity
get the upper hand of me on a first

night.

The ideal critic rests upon his seat

like a bronze Buddha with a poker face.

Practice before the glass will help the

young and inexperienced critic to some
extent, but without natural immobility

of countenance he can hardly hope to

become great. If his face is expressive,

he had best take refuge !>chind a per-

|ietual frown. Otherwise he may lie

caught with a pleased expression on
his face, which Ls the one unpardonable

thing. A critic .should never, never,

look or write as though unqualifiedly

pleased with anytliing—except, of course,

himself.

One of the first little tricks to be learned

about the critical trade is the way to make
little jokes about the names of plays.

Look over the theater advertising in a

newspaper, and consider the possibilities

there presented for puns, twists, and
inversions. Suppose, for example, that

James Forbes' comedy “A Rich Man's
Son" had been a failure instead of a

success; what cr tic would not seize the

chance to apply to it the word “poor"
by way of contrast with the word " rich

"

in the title? A play called "The Rack”
offered a splendid opportunity ; obviously

there was "nothing in ‘The Rack' but the

tickets." In the case of “Electricity,”

it “failed to give off sparks." I know
nothing of the musical piece called

“The Red Petticoat,” excepting that

many a brilliant critical mind would be
glad of a chance to say that it “should

be taken off."

Another critical trick is that of writing

quotable catch-lines. These should be

brief and emphatic: “A Roaring Farce.”

“Every Line a Laugh." “Big Hit,”

"Scores,” “A Success,” “A Triumph,"
etc. The critical object in the writing of

such lines is not to advertise the play, but

the critic. More and more, managers

are quoting, in their newspaper advertise-

ments and on their bill-boards, such lines

as the above, with the names of the critics

duly appended. This not only influences

the public but flatters the critic*. I

know, because it flattered me. Never
shall I forget the splendid sensation of

seeing my name upon an “eight sheet.”

with the legend “A Great Success!”

But. alas! I left the field too soon! It

ii not unusual, to-day, to see a critic's

name outside a theater in electric lights

—nor by the way to see the critic stand-

ing there beneath the sign, like a lady be-

fore her portrait at an exhibition trying

not to look too pleased.

¥N the majority of case* the raorning-

* paper critics do not witness the play on
a first night. Owing to the pressure of

time, they are usually forced to leave,

like commuters, during the last act. But
if there is pathos in the early flight of the

commuters, there is majesty in the exit

of the critics. Their exit has the dramatic

flavor of the exit of the jury at a murder
trial. What is in their minds? Will

they acquit or convict? Within an hour

their decisions will be written. Within

two or three hour* their imperishable

thought* will be whirling madly on the

cylinders of swift rotary processes. And
when a little later, you sit down at the

breakfast table, you will find them there,

in print— to spoil your meal, perhaps,

if you are a manager, a playwright,

or a player.

I remember a drama that ran on.

uneventfully, through two and a half

of its three acts. Then, suddenly, just

near the end. there came a big, re-

deeming scene that saved the play from
mediocrity.

I met one of the morning-paper critic*

the day after this play was produced.

He had reviewed it unfavorably and
without thinking that he had probably

left the theater early, I mentioned ray

surprise.

“No.” he said, “I didn't think much
of it."

“ But didn't you like that big scene in

the last act?”

“Oh,” he answered. “Was there a
big scene in the last act? I didn’t see

that. I had to get out and write my
stuff."

If I were asked to set down an account

of what I considered my most remarkable

critical achievement. I should not hesitate,

but should refer you to my printed notice

of a musical comedy that was produced
some year* since at the Casino Theater

in New York. After sitting through the

first performance with critical attention,

I decided that the piece did not deserve

to live, and wrote accordingly. I called

it a failure. It was "Floradora!”

Despite my unfavorable opinion. "Flor-

adora” kept on. It played all over the

world. Great fortunes were made from

it. Everyone connected with it became
rich. Brokers took “flight” for the

chorus girls; millionaires married the

beauties of the famous double sextette.

I would not be surprised to know* that

somewhere "Floradora” is still going on.

But I am not going on. That is, I have

stopped writing dramatic criticisms, I

do not claim any credit for stopping. I

was told to stop, so I did. I simply

left the drama to its miserable fate. And
look at the result! What result? I can't

see any, can you?

Orators Who Have Influenced Me

AS with Gladstone, so with Disraeli,

there is one particular moment in

which I sec him most visibly. It

was on a Sunday afternoon in summer;
and it was in the height of the great duel

between him and Gladstone with regard

to the Eastern question—a controversy

the vehemence of which it is difficult

to get this generation to realize.

Gladstone was thundering in Midlothian

ami many other parts of the country

against Disraeli fur his support of the

Turks against the Christians, and the

Balkans; and he had excited feeling to

such an extent that many good people

regarded Disraeli almost as if he were

an embodied Anti-Christ; and party

passion ran higher than at almost auy

period in my recollection. You must
realize this atmosphere around him to

understand why this sight of Disraeli

excited such an imperishable recollection

in my mind. For Disraeli seemed
singularly calm and detached amid all the

cyclone around him. Never have I seen

an English figure *o strangely dressed

He wore a short overcoat, cream

colored, and gay—the kind of coat that

you would expect to find on a young
dog going to the race-course or with

his sweetheart to a hunt; his trousers

were light in color; he carried a cane;

and his waistcoat was embroidered. With
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DISRAELI

his black ringlets, the black tuft on his

chin, and his swarthy complexion, he
looked to me just like a King of the

Gipsies, who had wandered for a while

from hi* caravan and was walking among
the Georges with his dress only partially

concealing his Oriental love of culor and
finery. And he was all alone, walking

through that London of which he was
then the greatest figure as if he were but

a country yokel taking his first view of

the wonders of the metropolis. This

solitude and this silence amid the

tumult and the multitudes seemed to me
in weird contrast with the millions of

voices that were raging around liiin either

in praise or in reprobation.

TT was a curious instance of that atavism
* that brought back a man in old age

to the habits and tastes of his youth.

Disraeli was Inim into the epoch that had
just succeeded that of Beau Hrummell,
as Brummcll was born into that which

I succeeded the Macaronis and the

other fops before the Regency. It was
! .i ge of the dandies, and even the most

1 - ill innt men—Byron among the rest

—

v i proud to take a place among the

l;n ! *; and Count D’Orsay, one of

Oi-.ru' ii's earliest friends, was by sheer
* good clothes able to command

the ration and dictate much of the

life of London. In those far-off days

Disraeli outbid even the most fastidious

dandies; for he i* reported to have worn
green breeches; and certainly he did

adorn his shirt* with lawn cuffs, and
adorned hi* waistcoat with multiform

and lengthy chains. And there he was
now—an old man arrived, after all the

storms and scandals of a very hot youth,

to the greatest of human position*, and
he was dressed a* if he were a gipsy king

out for a holiday!

¥T was not, of course, the first time I had
* seen him. He was then no longer

a member of the House of Commons;
he had hidden his old strange picturesque

and arresting name in a coronet and the

title of Earl of Beaconsfield. I had seen

him, off and on, for years in the House of

Commons, watching him from the con-

ning-tower of the Press Gallery, and fas-

cinated, as every visitor to Westminster

was, by his strange ap|>earance and man-
ner*. I have already described his face,

with its olive complexion, it* dark hair,

it* perfectly impassive expression, and

its statue-like stillness. It was part of

that brilliant pose by which, all through

his life, he was always able to arrest

attention, and to stand out from whatever

company he was in, however large or

however illustrious. Gladstone drew
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your attention and held it, and con-

stantly made you more attentive still

by his restlessness of movement and his

changeability of expression. But even

Gladstone's wondrous and noble figure

had not the same weird and unconquer-

able fascination of this great rival of his.

A FTER all, Gladstone was essentially

English. He was English in his

strong build, in his face, singularly hand-

some as it was, in his frankness of look,

in his suggestion of the athlete who loved

the open air and the long walk. Dis-

raeli. on the other hand, was the East-

ern in everything: in his looks, in his

beaked nose, in his complexion, above

all in that almost unearthly

stillness that suggested to every

chronicler the sphinx or the

mummy. And when he did rise

and walk—a thing that sometimes
seemed impossible in one so still

—

there was a certain panther-like

slowness and shuffle in the walk
that did not seem European at all

;

it brought up before your inner

vision those dusky beings that

puzzled the Englishman and left

him unable to go behind the ex-

pressionless eyes and impotent in

spelling out the mysteries of

the dark soul underneath.

If anything were wanting to

make the contrast of Disraeli with

his environment more conspicu-

ous, it was the florid faces, the

comfortable and prosperous forms

of the squires around him, with

their telltale faces of wide acres

and rural life, of whom this strange

Eastern was the trusted leader

and all-powerful chief. You
couldn't, accordingly, keep your
eyes off Disraeli as long as you
were in the House of Commons:
he stood out, strange, remote,

silent, motionless, as much in

contrast with all around him as

a blackbird in the midst of a
crowd of white doves.

in his speech.—Disraeli seemed to be

colorless and funereal and—I must again

use the word—pompous.

AND yet, there were few men who ever
^ “ sat in the House of Commons who
had used his voice with such terrific

effect. Even to-day one can read, with

all the delight in any piece of literature

that brings you into a magic land, the

speeches in which Disraeli wrecked the

omnipotence of Sir Robert Peel, and
dragged him down from the dictatorship

tenance. slightly dashed with pomposity,

and a dilettante affectation, he stands with

his hands on his hips, or his thumbs in the

arm-holes of his waistcoat, while there is

a slight, very slight, gyratory motion of

the upper part of his body, such as you
will see ball-room exquisites adopt when
they condescend to prattle flirtation.

And then, with voice low-toned and slight-

ly drawling, without emphasis, except

when he strings himself up for his points,

his words are not so much delivered as

they flow from the mouth, as if it really

of a great party, and left the place vacant were too much trouble for so clever, so

for the despised Jew whom Peel had so

foolishly flouted. The brilliant satire,

the bold images, the racy anecdotes—all

%

T^/HEN, at length, this immo-
’ "

bile figure rose to his feet,

there was again the same sense

of his loneliness and his remote-

ness from all around. The language was.

"Disraeli teas Eastern in everything, in his looks, in his

beaked nose, in his complexion, above all in that almost

unearthly stillness that suggested the sphinx

or the mummy."

these things shine out still from even the

intellectual, in a word, so literary a man
to speak at all. . . .

So much for his ordinary level shak-
ing. When he makes his points

the case is totally different. You
can then detect the nicest and
most delicate inflexions in the

tones of his voice; and they are

managed, with exquisite art. to

give effect to the irony or sar-

casm of the moment. ... In

conveying an innuendo, an iron-

ical sneer, or a suggestion of

contempt, which courtesy for-

bids him to translate into words

—

in conveying such masked en-

mities by means of a glance,

a shrug, an altered tone of

voice, or a transient expression

of face, he is unrivaled. Not only

is the shaft envenomed, but it is

aimed with deadly precision by
a cool hand and a keen eye, with

a courage fearless of retaliation.

He will convulse the house by the

action that helps his words, yet
leave nothing for his victims to

take hold of. . . . And all the

while you arc startled by his ex-

treme coolness and impassibil-

ity. . . . You might suppose
him wholly unconscious of the

effect that he is producing; for he
neverseems to laugh or tochuckle,

however slightly, at his own hits.

While all around him arc con-

vulsed with merriment or excite-

ment at some of his finely wrought
sarcasms, he holds himself, seem-

ingly, in total suspension, as

though he had no existence for

the ordinary’ feelings and pas-

sions of humanity; and the moment
of course, English, but it was English of cold and closely printed pages of Hansard ; the shouts and confusion have subsided.

quite a different kind from that you had and you can almost hear the deafening

heard from the others. It was glittering; applause, the thunders of laughter and
it was luxurious; it was often pompous
and bombastic; it was the language of

gratified hatred, that greeted these power-

ful attacks on a great Parliamentary

the same calm, low monotonous but

yet distinct and searching voice is

heard still pouring forth his ideas

while he is preparing to launch another

a literary man with poetic gifts, and yet figure, the Goliath slain by the sling of the sarcasm, hissing hot, into the soul of

with a certain richness and extravagance

of taste that seemed to he like glittering

gold on a coat of corduroy, so little did

it resemble the ordinary businesslike and

Parliamentary David. Yet, if one reads his victim,

the contemporary accounts, one finds that

even then the speeches must have had in

their delivery some of those very faults

I WAS fated, quite by accident, to hear
1 Disraeli’s last speech both in the House

unadorned words you heard from the that seemed to spoil Disraeli’s speeches of Commons and the House of Lords.

In the Commons the speech was addressed

to empty benches at the end of a Par-

phy of Disraeli, one of the* most impressive liamentary session. Sir William Har-
pnssages is that which he quotes from a court, who was a great personal friend

writer of the time, describing Disraeli’s though a strong political opponent of

the days of Disraeli that he spoke like manner and method as he engaged in this Disraeli, led the attack; and he did so

average member of Parliament

The delivery was also quite different

from that of any other speaker. The
tones were deep—often they were se-

pulchral. There used to be a saying in

a man with a plum in his mouth. The
voice was deep and penetrating, but there

always seemed at the same time to be

something muffled in it. And as a rule,

too, it was somewhat monotonous, as if

Disraeli had cultivated a curious manner-
ism of speech—as used to do parsons of

the old school who either sang or intoned

their sermons. When you compared this

style of speech with the splendid range of

Gladstone's voice,—each note in the whole
gamut of the wonderful flexibility of that

musical organ attuning itself to the par-

ticular character of the different passages

in the days of his maturity.

In the late Mr. Moneypenny’s biogra-

tremendous duel, in its way the most in a voice the softness of which seemed
dramatic and thrilling in ull the annals

of even the House of Commons. This

is the passage:

As an orator Mr. Disraeli can not be

pronounced highly eloquent. In l>oth

to strike me. though I had heard not a
whisper of the coming change. It was
on the then burning question of the

Bulgarian atrocities.

Disraeli, in reply, spoke in the same.

voice and manner there is much monot- curiously subdued tone; it was in that

ony. He wants variety in action, ges- speech that he used the afterward famous
ture. expression, and elocution, always phrase of coffee-house babble. And
excepting when he breathes his sarcastic thus quietly In- slipped out of the great

vein. . . . His action, where he has any, arena where he had built up his for-

is ungraceful; nay, what is worse, it is tunes from pennilessncss and contempt

studiously careless -even offensively an. to the Premiership of the greab’st

With his supercilious expression of eoun- of empires.



The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustration, by James Preston

S°:

Lemuel Snielleth Gasolene ami
Loveth His Horse

I wagged the world with the smoothness of vaseline;

Lem, still defying the Demon of Gasolene,

Drove faithful Pansy to town, the long way,

Seven hours' trot in the heat of the day.

One August morning.

Without the least warning.

Round Pilkitis' Pump whizzed a little gray car.

Striking Lem's gig with so breathless a jar

It tore off a wheel.

And the A utomobile

Paused while its owner removed his cigar.

"Sorry!" he drawled, though his tone was jtolitc.

“ I'll pay the bill. I'm G. IVhillikins White.

And say! If the crash has delayed you, laok here—

Jump in rny car and I'll carry you dear

To town, do your shopping, and hustle you back again.”

Lem paused, confessing

His errands were pressing.

So he leaped in the auto, which, taking its track again.

Charged like a cannon-ball puncturing air;

And now he was in it

( Though dead sot ag'in' it).

He had to admit and declare

This rubber-wheel rolling

Was sort of consoling—

Whillikins White pushed a jig with his

thumb;

Inside the car was a desperate hum.

Then the enginery shook with an anger profound

As Whillikins backed ‘er.

Then, turning her round.

Back down the roadway she flew like a
wizard—

Giddy sensations made Lemuel's gizzard

.4 void, so to speak.

Again a gray streak

Of fast-flying fence-rails and dust flung

likefoam.
Ism dosed his eyes. AXD, BY GOSH, THEY
WERE HOME!

1.p/'HILLIKIXS looked at his watch, whistled

“ Twenty-six minutes, round trip—
rather slow!

"

"Slow!" gurgled Lem. for response at a loss.

“Say. Mister Man, how’ll you trade for my hass?"

Daughter Katurah and mild Mrs. B.

Xoled the change, and were u-orried to see

Lem’l’s abstracted

And semi-refrocied

Look. They were fussed by the way that he acted.

He tras remarkably silent at supper, most

Brief of response when a topic came uppermost.

Much more so than driving a mare.

“And the tray he can handle

Them brakes is a scandal,”

Thought Lem as he flew and held on to his hair.

Just one solid gray streak—AXD, BY GOSH, THEY
WERE THERE!

T EM. getting down
In the heart of the town.

Purchased a thimble, a ham, and a hat;

Then, like a lord.

Pitched 'em aboard.

Got in himself and erpcctantly sat.

Somehow, as While thumbed the jig marked “Magneto,"

Buzzed on the spark like a humming mosquito,

Lem fell a twitching.

Sort of an itching

Yearning to wrest from the driver his seat.

The wheel in kis hands, and the clutch at his feet.

Man, ever changeftd, ungrateful as royalty.

Where is thy constancy—where is thy loyalty?

Lemuel, where is thy faithfulness now.

Swearing to Pansy a horse-loving vow?

Gone, or departing with monstrous rapidity!

Lem, leaning close with a hectic aridity.

Thus spake to White;

“Say, if I might.

Couldn't I help you to run 'er until—

”

“No, no, my man—
Well, yes—you can

Jigger that oil-pump awhile, if you will."

24

After the meal he spoke, hitter as tansy:
'*Shucks! I'm tired feedin' that obi critter Pansy!

Her only able

To stand in the stable.

Fatin' the hair off 'er—
.4 tty good feller

Give me a fair offer.

Dash it, I’d sell 'er!''

Mother gasped, "Father!’'

But daughter sniffed, “ Bother!

Dad's waking up to the Modern Idear.”

IllGUT after supjwr, as stern as King Lear,

Ijemucl strode to the barn, whence a whinny

Told him that Pansy, the faithful old ninny,

.Stood at her manger, where some one had led her.

Tied her securely, but never had fed her.

"Simple old critter!

"

Speaking quite bitter,

“ Type of a race

Pass in' away

Off o' the face

O' the earth, so they say

!

”

Lem stroked his chin, which was getting some gray.

Then, going aloft

Where the fodder iras soft.

Pitched faithful Pansy a forkful of hay.

Hard upon sunset, the night being hot,

Lem sncakctl away to the old cedar lot,

Sal on a log by the side of a brooklet.

Furlire, his glances—
Then, taking chances.

Pulled front his pocket a Motor Car Booklet.

Turned to the page labelM "Center Control."

Yes, the Gasolene Microbe had entered his soul’

(to de continued)
:ed by Google



The Dr. Cook of Polities

THAT William Sulzer was a cheap

demagogue had been widelyknown
for many years. That he was

weak on the money aide had been

suggested by previous speculation, but

this side of his nature received little at-

tention, so uncharacteristic did it seem

compared to the incomparable vanity of

the man. Never did a person out of an

asylum show more grotesque symptoms
of megalomania. A few persons asked,

“Is Sulzcr crooked?", but nobody took

much interest in the answer. Instead

they told stories to illustrate the incred-

ible conceit of the creature. At the in-

auguration in Washington his behavior

near the President convinced beholders

that Sulzcr thought Mr. Wilson a sub-

ordinate figure in that little celebration.

And he got away with it. Thousands
applauded him. He was the very Dr.

Cook of politics. The masses took him
at his word. He said he was the people’s

friend and they thought he was. He
called the executive mansion the People’s

House, and this shell-game imitation of

Abraham Lincoln worked successfully on
unsuspecting myriads. Is not I>r. Cook
still lecturing in the land? And is Bar-

num really dead?

QULZER has never done an unpopular

thing that I know of. He never had
any morality except to seek cheap success

at any cost. A Tammany Hall Congress-

man for years, he differed from the other

Tammany Congressman in being more
spectacular and more demagogic. His

whole life was spent in flattery. Read
his speeches. Conceit and subserviency

arc mixed in equal parts. He speaks

everywhere, and everywhere he flatters

those from whom he hopes advance-

ment.

Tammany Hall cannot take all the

blame for furnishing such a product.

The American people must take some re-

sponsibility for accepting him. It was
only a little while ago that he exploited

falsehoods against the admirable Com-
missioner of Immigration, William Wil-

liams. because Sulzcr was toadying to re-

cent immigrants; and soon after the peo-

ple chose him for Governor. Tammany
Hall was satisfied, but after all, the people

chose him. Tammany was satisfied be-

cause it usually prefers a weak and vain

product to a stronger man. Dix suited

Murphy. He had a “front” behind

which Tammany could hide. He was
said to be “respectable.’’ He was cer-

tainly dull and subservient. Murphy
liked him, and the great American people

preform! him to Henry L, Stimson, who
ran only out of a sense of duty and who
was ideally equipped.

TX7HEN Sulzer loomed on the horizon,
' ’ Murphy had good reason to rejoice.

He haul had a narrow escape. He had come
within an ace of seeing Win. G. McAdoo
nominated for Governor. Had it not

heen for a personal complication at just

the wrong moment McAdoo would lw at

Albany to-day. We should then have
lieen without his brilliant services at

Washington, hut there would have been a

Governor who would have done 'Pam-

many just as much harm as a strong Dem-
ocrat at Albany could do. and that is

much. No wonder then Murphy was

By INi. II.

relieved. Of Sulzer no doubt his re-

flections were much as follows: “Here
is a fine old five-spot coming down the

pike. Let him come. The people seem
to want him. Let them have him. He's

good enough for me. We have sent him
to Congress a good m&ny times and he

hasn’t done any liarm yet. He is an ass,

of course, and he likes to shake his ears

and bray, but he will stand without

hitching, and if he doesn’t wc will

hitch him.”

lLfURPHY can hardly be criticised for
1 * the one mistake he made. He under-

estimated the power of vanity and ambi-
tion in high office. It sometimes makes a
lion of the silliest land). William saw
himself as a future president. He imita-

ted not only Abraham Lincoln but Gov-
ernor Hughes. He took up the excellent

causa* of direct primaries, as Hughes haul

done, and tried to use it to show that he
had become the boas of his former mas-
ters. He used hundreds of telegrams and
long distance telephones at the public ex-

pense. He made a whirlwind campaign,

but he too overlooked one thing. If you
are going to have a falling-out with your
fellow-statesmen of Tammany Hail, you
must be careful about campaign contribu-

tions and stock-gambling debts, and also

about any affidavit. That isone ofseveral

practical morals to be drawn from this

eventful history.

Of course, Sulzer thought he bail the

story covered up. Adventurers usually

think they have their stories covered up.

Sulzer supposed the brokers with whom
he gambled, and to whom he turned over
various funds, would protect him. But
those brokers and the stock exchange,

like all of us, have felt the changes in the

atmosphere. They recognized that, if

they owed something to their client, they

owed something also to the law and to the

public. They delivered him up to jus-

tice, or, if you choose, to the revenge of

Tammany Hall. It is a grotesque and
even tragic history, but it will not lx*

without its uses if it makes it a little

harder for our mighty nation to choose

cheap professional politicians, thinly dis-

guised, in preference to the ample, avail-

able numlxr of first-class public servants

who have nothing to recommend them but

their ability and their independence.

OOOR old Sulzer!—He has lived all liis

* life in a struggle for appearances. He
did not try to Ik*. He tried to seem. He
probably half deceived himself. A friend

of mine called on him not long Indore the

exposure, and it turned out in the con-

versation that she was sister-in-law to a

well known man named B . “What!”
exclaimed the Governor, shaking her

Laud with great effusion. “You a sister-

in-law of my dear friend B ! Well,

I am glad to see you." To the best of

B 's recollection, he and the Gover-

nor have never met. It wasn’t all con-

scious falsification. Part of it was the

histrionic temperament gone mad. And
it was so over-done that nearly every-

body hud lx*gun to lu til’ll at it. A poli-

tician a few weeks ago brought me a mes-

sage from the Governor asking if I would
go to Alliany. “No." I said, “I certainly

shall not. Why should I? He d<x*an’t

want to sec me. He is just urging people

up there for effect and then making them
sit around for hours until he gets ready to

come out and do the 'great man’ act.”

Was the messenger angry? Not he. “I
am glad to hear you say that.” he replied.

"I agree with you.” Every person I

.
know laughed at him—and yet he won
the people. He fixed his hair and his

face like the mask of tragedy, and talked

on the platform like a last -generation

Pourth-of-July orator. He let it be un-

derstood he was a Jew, and let il be under-
stood he wasn’t a Jew according to po-

litical exigency. He never in his life

went to work quietly to do good, without

seeking noisy acclaim. He never stood

up for his opinion against his immediate
a<lvantage. He never relied upon rea-

son. but placed his trust in pose and rhet-

oric. He had no clement of superiority,

and yet the people trusted him. He
posts! and screamed, and the people took
him at his word.

\\^ELL. enough of him. perhaps. Let
v ’ us sum up the lessons and sulisidc.

“From excess of evil, evil dies." The
event is so disgraceful it may do some-
thing to make the people think. The
case looks to me alxnit like this:

1.—Look out for the professional-pol-

itician type, and don’t trust one of them
merely because he tells you he hasstopped
playing with the marhine. Also don't

believe him when he tells you. with loud

cadences, that he lives only that a suf-

fering people may be a little leas wretched
through Ids efforts.

?.—Insist on moral character. Some
strong men are without it, like Gaynor.
Most standard demagogues are without

it, like Sulzer. Hughes had it. Wilson

lias iL Keep your eye out for it always.

Choose your public servants for their ex-

perience. their ability, and their morals,

and don’t believe that anyliody who
year after year has represented Tammany
Hall is ever going to be worthy of your
confidence. Tammany Hall must he

destroyed before the citizens of New
York will have an even chance to get and
keep adequate men in office, in the City

and in the State.

8.—Don’t try to get rich in a hurry.

Don’t yearn after money you do not earn.

Don’t gamble. It is a national vice and
it destroys every year many far better

men than Sulzer.

I_f IS career is finished. Heaven knows
1 1 what will hap|M*n to him. I for one

am sorry for him. He is a meresymptom—

-

nothing but a product. We shall learn

on November fourth whether the people

have learned anything from this choice

lesson ill professional politics. They will

then choose, in Sulzer’s home city. Ix*-

tween the tricky, ignorant, and plunder-

ing politicians on the one hand, and a
ticket carefully made up by independent

citizens on the other. Four years ago a
fusion movement gave us Mitchell. Whit-

man. McAncny, and I’renHergast. ami

they are running all together on a ticket

against Tammany this summer. On the

other side is the ticket dictated by

Murpliy. The choice will show whether

the disgrace of Sulzer has l»ecn used by

the people for their enlightenment, or

whether it bus passed unheeded or mis-

understood.
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How Men Look to Women
By MARY ROBERTS COOL1DGE, Ph.D.

THE proper study of womankind
is Man—wives and daughters

learned that long ago in pursuance

of domestic administration; but women
in general are learning it anew as they

make their first modest essays in politics.

The feminine lobbyist doubtless practises

now, as ever, the wiles of the manageress

or the adventuress, as her temperament

may dictate, and sizes up mankind ac-

cordingly. But the women of the West-

ern States who have quite recently come
into political recognition have come to a

more direct and personal interest in the

membership of the legislature.

In California they have had the good

fortune to be swept in on a wave of politi-

cal reform and have found their presence

and their ideas received at the Capitol

with surprising cordiality. The twenty

or more women who, as representatives

of women’s clubs, and civic, charitable,

and social-reform associations, consti-

tuted an informal council at the Capitol

have not found it necessary to lobby in

order to get a hearing. For the most

part they have been met by the legis-

lators with courtesy and their sugges-

tions and demands, particularly on be-

half of children and youth, have in many
cases been accepted. And yet, while sit-

ting day after day within the rail, whether

as advocates of some reform measure or

simply as spectators bent on getting an

education in political tactics, they have

suffered a certain disillusionment con-

cerning their political representatives.

INCREDIBLE as it may seem, and in
1

spite of all the recent muck-raking,

which might have led to the supposition

that most law-makers are either stupid or

crooked, the idealizing feminine mind has

clung to a school-girl’s dream of public

officers both intelligent and patriotic.

Although in the relaxation of the family

circle their own men-folk' might 1m- a lit-

tle peevish and personal at times, might

practise a repetitious wit, and were even

astonishingly egotistic and illogical when
they wanted their own way, nevertheless,

every woman has assumed that her Man
was great—or, at any rate, worthier than

other men in public life.

Imbued os they were with these simple

and old-fashioned ideas, it has been some-

thing of a shock to the women attending

the legislature to see these professional

patriots tiehaving on the floor just like

plain folks— four-fifths of them, like men
in other walks of business, more or less in-

competent, and sometimes rather ill-

educated and crude in speech ami manner.

A good many seem to be there because a

thousand dollars and mileage for four

months’ work looks good to them; quite

a number are there to groom themselves

by a little legislative experience and ad-

vertising for some salaried post in the ap-

pointment of the government; a still

larger number enjoy the game—such
tnen as a century ago might have been

leaders of daring Heeds, or hunters, or

possibly pirates. The fractional minor-

ity arc all that sustains the feminine ob-

server’s faith in democracy, for they seem
to belong to a competent order of men
who, (laving been successful in business,

journalism, or the law. honestly wish to

put their efficiency to the use of the State.

They ate not conscious reformers, but

they don’t like to sec the country run

badly and they itch to set things right.

After a few days of observation, the

herd of men begin to differentiate into

groups according to their manner and
physique. There is the type of well-

groomed, gentlemanly persons with

broad brows, thin lips, and quiet, incisive

voices—of the city rather than of the soil

—who have endurance and a considered

pace, and are, as the spectators afterward

learned, more pugnacious than they look.

The country contingent with hawk-like

eye, sun-browned cheek, thick, grizzled

hair and high nose, represents the pioneer

ranchmen, miners, and mountaineers.

There Is, too, a group of men who, by their

look, might be ward politicians, success-

ful liquor-dealers, or ex-pugilists; with

their rosy color, developed muscle, and
comfortable flesh, a little low of brow and
narrow between the eyes, but wide of

jaw and evidently genial good fellows

among men. As for the minor types,

there are a few who personify caution

—

they look to the right or left before they

come out into the open, and run no un-

necessary risks; and a considerable body

of new men of the atlilctic, young-lawyer

sort—clean, clear-eyed, very dignified, but

as yet of unknown capacities.

f
I “0 the feminine onlookers these Icgis-
1 tutors afford more sensations than any

two-ring circus; for in debate they are by
turns amusing, revolting, pitiful, and at

times thrilling and admirable in their dis-

play of raw or disciplined human qual-

ities. In committee most of them be-

have like sane, business-like creatures,

but as soon os they get upon their feet

on the floor many of them assume a strik-

ing pose, either to impress their constit-

uents. to furnish, newspaper copy, or

merely because they have an habitual

affectation.

There is the chronic humorist who
never fails to lighten business with wit-

ticisms, whether the subject be puerile

or important; anil the chronic legal-ob-

jector who prides himself on teaching

law to his colleagues, young and old alike;

and always the old-fashioned argufier

who lias “grave doubts as to the consti-

tutionality ” of any measure for whieh he

does not wish to vote. But most in

evidence of all are the orators-hy-instinct

—the campaign politicians who bellow

forth the moat commonplace ideas and
obvious facts as if patriotically inspired.

Their sentences burst forth frequently

with the startling unexpectedness of a
safety-valve.

/'AN almost any day these explosions

may occur. Perhaps a solid business

man, who is ordinarily mild-mannered and

reasonable, will rise to his feet and assure

his colleagues that he did not intend to

speak, but he must explain his position on

this bill. Although the measure inay con-

cern any trivial practicality, the speaker

will suddenly and without apparent oc-

casion. make it an agitating affair. His

voice takes on a fierce, orotund volume,

and with trembling gesticulation and con-

vulsed countenance, he will pour forth a

stream of torrential eloquence, while his

colleagues peacefully read the newspapers,

smoke with half-dosed eyes, or write

letters and send them out by the mes-

sengers as if nothing at all were going on.

They evidently mean no disrespect, but

they seem to know that the orator can

not stop and most of them have already

made up their minds how to vote.

Whenever the perpetual tourist or a

band of school children in eharge of

teachers, wandering through the marble
corridors, hear this continuous, bellowing

sound, there is a rush for the galleries

that tliey may learn how their country is

governed; hut the women apprentices to

politics ask each other in bewilderment:

Why docs he do it to violently? For if any
woman at a club convention should carry

on like that she would be removed and
treated for hysterics. The only answer is:

They can’t help it. Long ago these pol-

iticians acquired the habit of campaign
oratory oml tliey know no other way of

expressing themselves—at least on their

feet. It is, as the French say, “To orate

or to be silent!"

'T'HKRE is something amazing to the
1 conventional feminine mind in the un-

conscious self-exposure of these men. We
have been taught to suppose that it is only

women and children who talk about them-

selves in public, or use the personal in-

stance by way of illustration. But here

on the floor fond fathers explain about

“my five children" and “my little daugh-
ter” in the presence of their brother pol-

iticians and the curious crowd behind

the rail with a shameless intimacy that

makes a woman shrink. If the measure

up for discussion relates to the liquor

question or gambling or vice, they “turn

on the tremolo” by instinct, as part of

the oratorical effect with which to con-

fuse the issue. Now and then the speak-

er “fakes" his emotion pretty well, hut

usually there is an insincerity of lone

which brings a look of boredom orcon-

tempt to the faces of his auditors. Many
of the women in attendance upon this

legislature had also attended the Na-
tional Federation of Women’s Clubs in

San Francisco last year, and they could

blit contrast the reticent dignity of speech,

the restrained emotion, and the earnest

resort to facts displayed there with the

egotism of naked masculinity exhibited

by their political representatives.

I N almost every legislative debate there

*are two or three old-time liogics that

continually pop up. If the hill has any
relation, however remote, to certain well-

known corporations, some gentlemen

feel obliged to get up and whack them

—

regardless of |>en*oiial obligations. This

kind of liogeylsm is supposed to look well.

But to the spectator it seems very like

tin* automatic whipping of a dead-eyed

teamster which has ceased to produce

any effect whatever. Then there Is that

yellow bogie, the Oriental, who has had

the stuffing knocked out of him regularly

for thirty years, but who must be dragged

out at every session in order that the

astute politician may set himself right

with certain labor interests. The most

ancient shade of all is the States Rights

Alarum—warranted to go off as promptly

as a clock whenever there is an issue be-

tween the State and the Federal Govern-

ment. and the State happens to be in

a mood to dare the President and his

minions to come on.
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Among other old-fashioned hut more
staid and reverend figures aYe the Plati-

tudes—moral and otherwise—which, like

marionettes, punctiliously appear and

play their parts while their masters pull

the strings and furnish the voice. When-
ever a senator wishes to "crawfish" he

usually begins by declaring that “the

motives of every gentleman on the floor

are above reproach"—he is perfectly

sure of that—and then he produces a prim

little puppet, whom he calls "My Con-
science,” who explains how imperative it

is that he should vote "as he thinks best.”

Everybody within hearing may know that

this is merely an excuse for voting some
other way than he has promised or than

his constituents demand, but, if main-

tained with sufficient skill, it is unan-

swerable.

But all this play-acting is not so out of

place as it might appear. The fact is,

these gentlemen arc not talking to their

colleagues or even to the galleries, but

to the newspaper correspondents. Pro-

fessional politicians always need advertis-

ing, and every legislator wishes to be

presented to his constituents in the morn-
ing papers as a highly moral and energetic

Those legislators, particularly, who
wished to sidetrack the moral measures

definitely urged by the feminine elector-

ate, referred with resentment to the pres-

sure brought to bear upon them by their

women constituents. One assemblyman,

in a very violent manner, called “God
to witness" the awful day when the

mothers of the country descended to

threaten their accredited representative*.

To the amusement of his auditors, he

then revealed that among hundreds of

letters from women he had received one

from a “good lady” who. after asking

him to vote for a certain measure, liad

concluded with the terrible statement that

“the women will remember their enemies

as well as their friends!" Another
gentleman complained openly of the

political menace of the organized women’s
clubs, temperance unions, and civic

leagues of his district. He doubtless

knew how to meet the pressure of corpo-

ration and machine interests, but he had
no idea how to escape this feminine coer-

cion. All he could do was to stand up
and shout that these women did not

know whut they wanted, nor what they

were talking about. One senator asked

thousand other liaroi *ss. decent, domestic
ladies such a- leave out of account

when bent on 'i -It rive errands. These
women were all over thirty, some of them
gray-haired, serious-looking, quietly

dressed aud unmistakably ladies, and
a little shy at being marked out as there

"for something.”

What these lawmakers did not compre-

hend was that this row of innocent-looking

middle-aged women had lx*en working

for years in charities—for the aged and
infirm, the defective, the unemployed,

the sick of body and soul, the young on
tl»e roads of perdition—and that they

represented an amount of competence

and accumulated information on these

matters not possessed by most politicians.

While these gentle-seeming creatures sat

there with that look of disciplined docility

which is the mask of women of our day.

the cock-sure legislator told them what
they ought to want, as if their legislative

demands were vagaries of children. A
pretty, gray-haired lady whose whole

leisure had been given for years to work

among defective children, said one day,

hotly, to another woman of the circle:

"If I could show these men the horrible.

fellow. For, if it should inadvertently

happen that he can not deliver the goods

that he promised before election, he must

still be able to convince the people that

he tried very liard to do so. Indeed

trite moralizing* and sentimental bun-

combe seem to be a sort of steam let off

to cloud the issue.

Men used to do this wholly by means
of platform oratory', hut nowadays to

roar and to quaver and to shake your
fists or point the trembling forefinger is

getting out of date—l* even a little ridic-

ulous—and the newspapers must be relied

on to create the necessary atmosphere
of approval in the orator's own district.

Thus, whenever the modem legislator

finds it desirable to vote against the

demands of his constituents he takes

refuge in posing as a martyr to his con-

science and explains at length (for the

benefit of the reporters and his home
town) why he must do so even at the

risk of political suicide.

At this session of the California legis-

lature one wholly new note was sounded

—one that frequently lightened the

murky air with humor. For the first

time in the experience of these represent-

atives the "good woman’s influence,”

about which they had been wont to

spout, had become u concrete thing to be
reckoned with. Those quiet, innocent-

looking ladies within the rail represented

thousands of silent voters whose temper
in politics had not yet been tested:

and behind them were other sh

thousands quite unknown but not, llier -

fore, negligible. Whether a man scorned

or approved of their power, it might well

make him uneasy.

a colleague whether he was going to vote

for a certain bill that the women were

urging; the other replied, whimsically:

"Don’t I have to go home?"
In the debate on the Red Light In-

junction and Abatement Bill on the

floor of the Senate, the leader of the op-

position expressed himself as distressed

to see "the blushes and looks of horror”

on the faces of the twenty or more middle-

aged women who were there to represent

various reform associations. They ought

not to be there, he said; it was quite

improper aud they had only themselves

to blame. He was only one of several

men. otherwise highly intelligent and
capable, who instinctively took the tradi-

tional attitude toward women, and were

quite unaware that the conspiracy of

silence between men and women on
certain vital subjects has l>een finally

and completely broken through. They
seemed not to grasp the idea that women,
however limited in political experience,

know perfectly what they wont, especially

in matters relating to the welfare of

children and youth.

The legislators were constantly refer-

ring to “the good women” and by impli-

cation setting others over into the cate-

gory of “bud women. ’’ They have not

yet found out that this classification is

offensive to “the good women" them-
selves, nor do they perceive that women
arc already differentiated into many
varieties, requiring vuried treatment. In-

>ide the privileged rail, in those solemn
red plush chairs, there have been sitting

through the whole session a coterie of

women who looked, no doubt, to the un-

discriminating male eye, just like a

misshapen, diseased babies in an insti-

tution within a mile of this Capitol, they

might realize a little what we are here

for—ami what they should be here for.”

And the other* could but feed with her

that it would be a long time before the

average man would see what they can see.

But if those women in waiting sickened

sometimes at the primitive man there

exposed to their gaze, they were, neverthe-

less. acute enough to grasp the political

significance of a body that, while falling

so far below their ideals, was yet better,

perhaps, than the constituency from
which it* mcmlKTs came. They said

to themselves: This is concrete democ-
racy. We have legislators behaving like

that liecamtc we. The People, are like

that. They might have said—to para-

phrase u famous criminologist—that

every community has the legislators it

deserves.

As the days of the session hurried on

and moments of crisis became more
frequrnt. exceptional men began to

stand out—a good many of them; and
this fractional minority became, to the

feminine imagination, the saving remnant
of the State. They were the younger

men. or those not so long in public harness,

for the most part, who had u premonition

of the approaching and cleaner order;

men of better education who bring to the

struggles of practical legislation higher

ideals absorbed in an academic atmos-

phere: men who don’t drink so much
nor talk so blatantly as the old-time poli-

tician; men who are willing even to listen

respectfully, and do not resent the claims

of women citizen*.

The women within the rail soon came
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to understand lhat the real work of

a modem legislature is done in commit-

tees and that what they were hearing

upon the floor was, in part, copy for the

newspapers, but chiefly the natural un-

coruidcml talk of the mischievous,

irresponsible, unmoral boy that survives

in every normal man and must blow off.

They began to judge them less by their

putdie behavior and more by the results

in the shape of legislation which was the

serious business for which they were

commissioned. Considering the noise,

the inattention, the laek of system ami

facilities, and the inexperience of many
of the legislators, the law's that at last

emerged and went on the statute hooks

were surprisingly good.

It was a great education, for the women,
in the nature and methods of man outside

of domestication; while to many of the

legislators these women were probably

mere eccentrics or reformers—not to use

less respectful terms. Yet that polite,

critical, docile-looking circle was also

shrewder than it looked. However un-

tutored in politics, these women knew how
to stand obstinately against the comfort-

able creed of Things-as-they-arr, aud.

in their very ignorance and idealism,

would continue to exact a higher standard.

Every man began unconsciously to recall

his mother’s, or his wife’s, or his often-

pooh-poohed sister’s point of view; while

each woman went home saying to herself:

women can get anything they want from

the legislature if they attend to the repre-

sentatives in their own districts. They
have all but done it once—they can do

it better next time. At the next session

there will lx: another circle, larger, more
assured, more obstinate, and with more
experience in the psychology and prac-

tice of legislators; aud in two years or

four, with women voting, the exceptions

among legislators may become the rule.

Finance
The Passing of the Pioneers

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

THE owner of securities who is

not directly connected with large

affairs can not fail to be puzzled

at times by the rapidly changing per-

sonnel of the country’s financial leaders.

He has but to read the biographies of

men like H. H. Rogers, E. H. Harriman.

Henry M. Flagler, J. P. Morgan, and
Anthouy N. Brady to realize that these

men were the very life of many of the

great corporations they created.

The old leaders brought about what
has !>cen called a "hundred million dollar

era.” Concentration and centralization

of industry, while having other than

persona] causes, were at least championed
and led by men such as these. Already

this year three of our greatest "captain*

of industry" have died. In less than

ten years a whole generation has left

the stage. Who will succeed them no
one can tell. Perhaps they will have no
successors, and there may be no need of

any.

In the nature of human life men must
die, that being one of the chances of

business and investment just as it Is of

everything else. But a few years ago,

somehow, not much thought was taken

of what would be the results of the passing

of an entire group of financial giants.

The intimate part which certain daring

geniuses played in building up the cor-

porate structure of this country clearly

raises a problem now that so many of

them have gone. What will be the

effect upon investment securities? Are
either temporary losses in market
prices or iu permanent values to be ex-

pected?

What Brady Stood For

rT\\KE for instance Anthony N. Brady,
* whose death was so recently record-

ed. Perhaps there arc many readers

who never heard of Brady. His name
certainly did not arouse the newspaper
headline writer to such pitches of enthu-
siasm as did those of John D. Rocke-
feller. J. P. Morgan, and E. H. Harriman.
He was a quiet man who escaped public-

ity. But he was one of the Titans all

the same. Beginning life as a small tea

merchant, he came to be what Is known
as a power in finance, and his fortune

must be all the way from $40,000,000

to $73,000,000. Not that the fortune

means much iu itself. It is mentioned
more by way of incident than because

of its intrinsic importance. It is not

the riches he accumulated that essen-

tially matters, it is the master influence

that he and many others like him pos-

sessed in shaping industry into what it is

to-day.

From a successful tea merchant in

Albany, Brady eventually became inter-

ested in the local utilities (gas, tractions,

and so on) and later entered the same
field in a broader way. Although in

time he became a dominating figure in

one of the country’s largest trust com-
panies, an important figure in ruhlier

companies, and the holder of an immense
quantity of stocks (said to have had a

value as high as $31,000,000) in tobacco,

yet this man always devoted bis talents

mainly to gas, electric light, and street

railway enterprises. He was one «»f the

chief factors in the gas company in

Chicago and he was the man in the abnor-

mally rich electric lighting com|>any in

New York City and the traction lines

in Brooklyn. The latter be improved

and built up to on appreciable extent,

and mainly through his efforts a concern,

which ten or fifteen years before had
Very poor credit, was able to command
more than two hundred millions of dollars

for new subways designed on a liberal

scale for future generations.

Good Work Lives On

A S men like Brady pass away condi-

lions affecting their enterprises must

change. Is the new order of things dis-

quieting or reassuring?

It is much easier to ask broad ques-

tions Ilian to answer them. Time alone

fully satisfies such queries. But it may
be noted that even in the daily stock

market, where fluctuations depend largely

upon sudden and unexpected happenings,

and the unaccountable personal equa-

tion, no disturlmnce resulted from the

death of Harriman, Morgan, anti Brady,
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vast as their interests were. Men are

not as indispensable as they seem.

One sound lesson to draw from these

facts is that those who build sound

structures need have little fear of the

fate of these creations after death. No
doubt many enterprises de|K*nd largely

upon one man's ability. A sanitarium

in the Catskills which is said to have

insured the life of the remarkable physi-

cian who founded and conducts it, for

the full amount of the capital stock, is

not an exception. Most investors will

do well to keep their hands off a concern

where the personal equation is absolutely

essential. Conservative securities are

based upon more than any one man. The
Pennsylvania Railroad would not have

been what it is to-day without Scott,

Thompson, and Cassatt. But who doubts

the ability of Rea to continue the work
which an almost military organization has

set in motion?

It is perhaps safe to say that the work

of the future calls for hard industry and
plain, ordinary, efficient workers, rather

than for daring and genius. Indeed the

men who have gone are not only not indis-

pensable for the present and future, but
arc perhaps not l>est fitted to meet the

new problems which have arisen. This

is a radical statement, but it bears close

inspection.

Clearly the railroads do not call for

either a Harrimnn or a Cassatt. Indeed

they do not seem to call for a Mellen.

An executive for the immense structure

which E. H. Harrinmn built up would
have been sorely out of place in the last

year or tw o if he had l>ccu of the pluuging,

ambitious type. From the point of view

solely of the owners of stocks and Ixinds

the men to head the Harrinmn railroads

must be both conservative and sensitive

to public opinion. Ruthkwneas simply

would have made the trouble into which

their properties had fallen because of

the government suit against their merger

all the worse. The same is true also of

the New Haven system. What will

give value to New Haven debentures ami
stock in the next few years will be con-

servative iKKtkkecping and finance, and
the ability of the new executive to get

close to boards of trade and local granges.

A giant of finance, Ix-nt upon colossal

amalgamations, would simply throw the

New Haven with its scores of thousands

of security-holders into bankruptcy.

The Trusts No Longer Supreme

rTHE last few years have witnessed a
1 remarkable movement toward de-

centralization in industry. In the bank-

ing field alone the tendency has been

otherwise. Whether this will continue

now that Morgan U dead, and public

opinion and the party in power alike

oppose the movement, is at least ques-

tionable. But the big transportation

and manufacturing industries are decen-

tralizing rather titan combining. Enforce-

ment of the Sherman Law has hroken

up many of them. The mammoth Oil

and Tobacco Trusts have been split

into many parts, and there arc several

new tobacco companies of prominence,

uud a dozen new and ambitious oil

concerns. Under the same decree the

Powder Trust has split into three, and
the Harvester Trust has to an extent

anticipated an unfavorable decision by
voluntarily separating into two seg-

ments. The Sugar, Shoe Machinery,

and Steel Trusts are now being sued

and it looks as if the Telephone and
Smelting Trusts would come next. A

score of smaller combinations are under
similar attack.

Moreover, it has begun to dawn upon
men that perhaps after all bigness does
not mean efficiency. Stockholders want
officers who will conserve and make
efficient rather than aggrandize. The
now president of the American Sugar

Refining Company is an amiable and
accomplished gentleman, but to compare
Charles H. Allen with Henry Havemeyer,

autocrat of sugar, would be to provoke

a laugh. Havemeyer was a man of

singular force of will, but if he were

living to-day and trying to operate his

company as he did fifteen years ago, it

would he crushed and ruined by sheer
|

force of puhlie opinion.

Thus while business to be successful

needs efficient operators to-day as much
as ever it did. it does not require the same

j

type of masterful Titans. The big cor- i

|>oration to-day demands an executive I

who will conserve its resources, take an
enlightened view of public as well as

private rights, and employ the soundest

and most scientific methods. But more
significant still is the fact that an entirely

new group of business enterprises, calling

upon the public for their investment I

savings, has grnwji up along with the

decline in the power of the big combina-

tions.

Even if the compulsion of law, public

opinion, and doubts as to their real

efficiency had not licguri to break the

grip of the giant combinations, another

power has arisen to check them. Wholly
new groups of enterprises have come
into being to command executive talent

and investment capital. It has licen

said that the old autocracy of business

lias gone and a new democracy come in

its stead. This statement is rather

“high faintin'* and remains to he proven.

But it is at least true that two of the

greatest of these new industries, the

automobile und public utility, have grown
up without any large combinations or

trusts. Until a comparatively few years

ago the only important public utility

companies were in the large cities and
were in the hands of the same men that

controlled railroads and industrial trusts.

But the business of gus and electric light-

ing and (lowerand intrrurhan railways has

long since cxjtanded far beyond the large

cities as well as away from any limits!

group of financial autocrats. An entirely

new generation of men has come forward

to build and manage these concerns.

It has been well said thut this is an
era of little things and little jobs in the

financial world. That is because so

many new industries have grown up to a

point where they demand capital from

the public at large. A few of the execu-

tives of these newer industries are fairly

well known, such as Henry Ford of auto-

mobile fame and George Eastman of

kodak renown. But for the most part

the newer leaders of business do not figure '

in the public eye as did the financiers

who have gone.

Thus the passing of the Old Guard
does not seem on the whole to threaten

the stability of our investment structure.

Now and then the newer promotions lark

stability and are ballooned too high by
their over-enthusiastic backers. Some
fairly big bubbles will have to be pricked.

Some mistakes are being made which the

older generation would have avoided.

But altogether a fairly sober time seems
promised, and less will be beard about the

High Finance and The Interests. And a

very fortunate thing that is for the owner
of securities.

Russian Ballet”
By Ellen Terry
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The Whens of Life

When The Last Child Leaves

For half your life, you've labored irith “ the children ” in your mind,

Sometime* a little step ahead, sometimes a mile behind.

And many a night you've pondered on the whencenes* of the hour.

Hut you did it, yep, you did it! raised ’em one and all, and now—

Lardy, but it's lonely when the last child leaves;

The year is at the autumn and the very weather grieves;

The skies are gloomed and raining.

The whipped trees are complaining

And there's sobbing in the chimney and a weeping at the ease*.

For oh! it's lonely, lonely, when the last child leaves.

There's a good deal of that feeling u'hen the baby went to school.

Or the big boy went to work (as independent as a mule!)

Or the girl went off to college, with a happy, hurried kiss.

But always there were comings-baik. It never was like this!

So, oh, it's lonely, lonely, when the last child's left.

The living-room has suffered loss, the bedroom cries of theft.

And eke the cheerful dining-room

Becomes a sad, repining-room.

For every room is lonely when the whole house is bereft.

So. oh! it’s lonely, lonely, when the last child’s left.

You can not change the universe, you wouldn't if you could;

Your link is in the chain of life, and somehow that is good,

But you were first to them so long, in all their joys and cares.

And now the last one's left you to remembrances—and prayers.

So, oh! it's lonely, lonely, when the last child's gone,

Seems 'most like a waste of time just living on and on.

With no one left to do for.

To hustle for and stew for,

A nd you know the dusk around you is the twilight, not the daum.
So, oh! it’s lonely, lonely, when the last child’s gone.
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What They Think of Us
English type of monthly review. But
it is a big public, and oue never can

tell what may Lake its fancy.

Yes. it is a big public, but at present

it seems to be very imperfectly assorted.

There must l»e a great many readers

who don't know where to get the precise

thing they want. There is great diver-

sity of taste ami need. A good many
(icriodicais seem now to Ik* constructed

on a sort of blunderbuss plan and aimed
at the whole company of readers, in

the ho|>c of reaching everybody with

something. But that is a large contract,

and does not promise to make effective

publications.

The more inviting method is for the

editor or publisher to settle in his

miiul what kind of readers he wants,

ami do his best to sort them out of the

general mass and make friends with them.

Thut is something that can not Ixr done
in a minute. It is a long process, but
when you have accomplished it you have
something worth having: a body of

constituents who know you, and care

what you say, and who will he helpful

to you as long as theyfind that you art*

helpful to them. There is a difference

between periodicals that is of the same sort

as the difference between Delmonico's, say,

and a travelers' lunch counter.

Boston Truth

Mr. Hapgood's notions . . . compre-
hend muckraking, exposure, the divorce

of the editorial page from the counting-

room, denunciation of social conditions

and financial methods, and the whole

saturated with socialism. Mr. Hapgood
is high-headed and opinionated ; he
would not hesitate a moment to accept

a position as general manager of the uni-

verse. He is a super-muckraker. We
regret he was not present at the creation.

Unity

Unity ts glad that Norman Hapgood
obtained possession of Hakfcr's Weekly
rather than start another paper; for

now we have plenty, but we would have
been one short without an organ for

Norman Hapgood. Now old associa-

tions will be reinforced by new inspira-

tions, and the sagacity, the wisdom, ami
the culture of George William Curtis be

justified in his succession.

Phoenix (Arizona) Republican

The new Weekly will appeal to an
entirely new class of readers, and prob-

ably many more of them, bringing them
into closer touch with the world as it is

rather than as it ought to Ik-.

San Francisco Star

How can Harper’s or anything else

so reach and help the average reader that

he “must have it " ? We think that Hap-
good knows or will find out.

La Crosse (Wisconsin) Tribune

Norman Hapgood will make the
Weekly welcome in American homes.

Hammond (Indiana) Times

What Will Hapgood Say?
President Wilson and friends of his

administration, as well as many other

publicists, are rather anxiously awaiting

the first ap]M-arance of the new Harper's
Weekly within a few days. They arc

curious to see what attitude Norman
Hapgood and his associates, new owners
of the Weekly, will assume toward the

administration.

Important changes are contemplated
both in the appearance and nature of the

contents. In discussing the appearance
of this newcomer among the McClure
publications. Mr. Hapgood has already

announced that the editorial policy of

the publication would Ik- favorable to-

ward the progressive policies of the
present administration; but, since he
also intiniuted that their attitude to-

ward progressive policies of all kinds

would lie one of hearty support re-

gardless of the party which may he
leading, the President and his advisers are

anxious to know just what he does mean.

Waco Morning Setcs
Mr. Hapgood's writings not yet have

puzzled us so, shot over our heads so,

that we have had to take refuge in inane

characterization thereof as “classical."

However that be, we are not interested

in the return of Hapgood. We do not
class him with Colonel Harvey in any
regard, and that Harvey is still with us

as editor of the North American llcrinr

is ull that concerns us and all we are glud

for. And we consider Harper's will

lose a deal of its influence and friendship

in the South and Southwest with Harvey
gone, and Hapgood, outcast of Collier's,

injecting his Bull Mouse fads ami un-

stable comment ot» the times viewed with

Roosevelt’s myopic vision, where for so

many years was Harvey's sterling

writing on men and measures, times and
customs.

Extract from letter of Senator Wm. E.

Borah, May 22, 1913.

I sincerely congratulate you and more
sincerely I congratulate the country. I

have been for many years one of your
readers and I am glad of an opportunity

to lie so again.

There never has been in the history

of this country a finer opening for a
journal which will voice the sane and
|M*rmanent principles of modem progress

—which will refuse to yield to the dema-
gogic demandsof thosewho would build up
classes and which will defy those power-

ful interests which through another pro-

cess would ereate classes.

Setc York Globe

Who may Ik* just the guy to take a

moribund gazette, and make the same
as lively as a London suffragette? Who
may he just the guy to wage a nation-wide

crusade and show the demons up who
dope the circus lemonade? Who may
Ik* just the guy to put a night shift

on the press, and shoot the circulation

to 1,000,000—more or less? Who may
be just the guy to put old Colonel

Harvey hep to how to ginger up his

rag and fill it full of pep? (Blit can

lie call the turn on who will be our

President ami rule the laud four years

from date?) That Norman Hapgood gent.

Savannah (Georgia) Free Press

Norman Ha{>good may strike a happy
chord in Harper’s Weekly.

Oakland (California) Tribune

We are sorry to lose Colonel Harvey’s

scintillaut lucubrations. He discussed

men and measures with engaging frank-

ness and rare good temper, ami he dis-

played keen penetration in his estimates

of the movement of popular furccs and

the trend of public opinion. He is no
enthusiast, like Norman Hapgood, and
he never tried to make the Weekly
popular by appealing to prejudice or

fanning popular excitement. Hapgood
is an adept at both.

Fort Worth (Texas) Record

Norman is a great molder of public

thought. It takes him months to fully

make up his mind, ami then he acts.

Wouldn’t he lie a valuable man on the

staff of a daily newspaper, where a star

man is given five seconds to make up his

mind and is canned if he doesn't deliver

the goods?

But Norman is a journalist, and the

workers in the morning or afternoon

field are mere men.

Fort Wayne (Indiana) Sews
What the Weekly will lie under its

new management remains to lie seen, and
it may he that an effort will he made
to popularize it by the introduction of

hysterical sensationalism ami hv a pan-

dering to the multitude inoculated with

the social and economic heresies of ourday.

Fort Worth (Texas) Telegram

The name of the magazine will not be
changed, at least for the present; so

the subscribers will have to judge for

thcmselvea when it casts the rusty shell

of woridliness and begins to dabble its

butterfly wings in the divine afflatus

fresh from the altruistic knobs.

Syracuse (New York) Herald

If Mclleynolds thinks this is hard
going, though, just let him wait until

Norm Hapgood gets back into editorial

harness again.

Life

Anent the recent change of owners of

Harper's Weekly, we find the Spring-

field Republican discussing weeklies in

general, and saying:

Of course there are politics ami litera-

ture which keep a number of strong

English weeklies going. But for some
reason the English type of weekly has

thrived even less in this country than the

3*

Columbus (South Carolina) Record

Norman Hapgood is an enthusiastic

admirer of President Wilson, and he

believes the South is the coming section

of the country—two points very much in

his favor.

Rockford (Illinois) Star

Unless wc are much mistaken. Editor

Hapgood will put Harper’s Weekly in

the list of oft-quoted periodicals.

Extractfrom a letterfrom Miles Poindexter,

dated May 22, 1913.

The underlying popular impulses and
spirit of the times, I think, are more in-

tense and persistent ami far-reaching

than even we progressives generally ap-

preciate. It will make a great field and
opportunity for you with such a power-

ful instrument as you can make of Har-
per

'

a Weekly.
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The Limit

GOVERNOR SULZER can not excuse himself

by showing how bad is Tammany Hall.

He must stand or fall by his own performances.

It is true, nevertheless, that what seems to strike

the ordinary man mast forcibly in this latest

national scandal is the incomparable hypocrisy

of the Tammany Hall politicians, who attack

a governor of their own selection on pretended

moral grounds, when everybody knows that the

real grounds are that the Governor, when he got

into office, didn’t prove as easy to manage as

Murphy and his lieutenants expected him to be.

Push It Along

GOOD for Dayton, Ohio. Whether we should

properly add “Good for Springfield, Ohio,”

can not at the moment be said, because of the

mechanical fact that this issue of Harper’s
Weekly goes to press before August 27th, 1913,

on which date a more or less attentive world cun

know how Springfield decides on a matter of

intelligence. A little later, Sandusky, Ohio,

is to pass upon the same subject.

The most important and sacred concerns of

women and men are passed U|Kin necessarily

by a few individuals chosen to office. They
decide how much it shall cost to live in a city,

and to be furnished with asphalt, and policemen,

and firemen, and parks, and electric light. They
decide whether building laws shall be so written

and so enforced that a few hundred working
girls shall be burned up every once in a while;

and whether the schools shall have systems
i fitted to help in life, or outworn and valueless.

They decide whether the police shall make
ample fortunes out of vice, and whether the in-

side speculators in real estate shall get the benefit

t
of the big improvements for which the working

j

citizens pay. New York entrusts these questions

usually to a pack of predatory and ignorant

sports from Tammany Hall. Chicago has an

!
almost equally perfect system. We have seen

' the struggles against it recently in Philadelphia,

San Francisco, Seattle, Denver, and sometimes

there is a little gain and sometimes a little loss.

The fundamental gains, however, have been in

the smaller cities. Since Galveston began it,

a number of towns in this country have been

putting an end to the system. On August
12th, Dayton took a step, well tested in Ger-

many, but not existing heretofore in any Amer-
ican city larger than Sumter, S. C., where the

plan is in successful operation. It adopted by
a large majority the eitv-manager plan of govern-

:
ment, by which the city, like any corporation.

hunts up the best man it can get anywhere and
hires him as General Manager. Dayton puts

j

all the powers of the city in one small board, and
this board hires the general manager, who con-

trols all the city departments, except schools and
courts, and is paid what he is thought to lie worth,

and kept in office as long as he is satisfactory.

A lean outlook for patronage this! A system
which would not nourish a “Tiger,” or any other 1

predatory animal. The American people will

adopt it as they become wearied of being bled,

demoralized, and rendered ridiculous by a sys-

tem devised for the exclusive use of leeches.

A Contrast

THE biggest cities in the United States will

sooner or later have to show themselves

as intelligent as some of the smaller ones in the

j

way they govern themselves. As New York is

having the liveliest trouble this summer, we may
take that as an example. Is it not unspeakably
absurd that a voluntary association of citizens

should have to interfere, without any legal basis,

in order to bring any non-partisan element into

the situation? If that town adopted a short

! ballot, abolished its Board of Aldermen, increased

the powers of its Board of Estimate, secured real

:

direct primaries in place of the present Tammany-
made variety, and abolished party columns,
the legal machinery of government would assist

the choice of the best men, whereas now it is

framed to assist spoils. A general manager might
come later, or might not. The city is not ready
for him yet, but it is read}* for the other reforms

and would pass them instantly if a fair expression

of opinion could be had. Of these reforms, the

most important are the short ballot and the

abolition of party designations at elections.

Think of the necessity of a committee of citizens,

after working for months to focus the opinion of
|

the city on the few essentially responsible posi-

tions, being then compelled to go ahead and
choose coroners and sheriffs, and other officers

who ought either to be abolished or appointed!

Equally ridiculous is the necessity of voters i

casting ballots for these minor officers, about
|whom they can know nothing, instead of select-

ing the few men about whom they can form re- 1

sponsible judgments, and holding those men
to the selection of their pro]>er subordinates.

The present system makes democratic govern- I

ment a farce. It keeps the machine alive. It I

makes everybody pay good hard money need-

lessly for dishonesty and waste. It helps nobody
except those who live by getting their feet into

the trough and passing a share of the swill to
|

their supporters.

Di(
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The Most Interesting City

I
N all the world, what, city contains the most

varied and intense interests? That depends,

of course, upon the nature of the mind judging

it, but a certain few stand out above the rest.

Paris is frequently selected. It is not difficult

to see why London seems the most interesting

to many. We have heard New York chosen for

obvious reasons. Constantinople seems the most

interesting to at least one of our friends. Italy

is richest in this respect, no doubt. Venice has

a combination of beauty and uniqueness which

can scarcely be matched ; Florence seems the

most attractive city in the world to many lovers

of finished art forms; and our own choice would

be Rome. Of that city, Mr. Bryce says:

“To half the Christian nations, Rome is the

metropolis of religion, to all the metropolis of art.

In her st reets, and hers alone among the cities of

the w'orld, may every form of human speech Ik*

heard; she is more glorious in her decay and deso-

lation than the stateliest seats of modem power.”

It would give us pleasure to get some points

of view from our readers about the interestingness

of cities; and especially about small towns and
villages that they have visited.

Heroism

SOME philologues would have us believe

that the Herman noun konig , king, Ls de-

rived from the verb, I can; others derive from

the same root the word for artist, kunstler. Ito-

main Holland, in his novel “Jean-Christophe,”

has one of his characters use the phrase, .1 Is ich

kann , as his motto. Like a modern stoic, he
laughingly remarks to Jean-Christophe: “Why
be angry because of what you cannot do? We
all have to do what we can. . .

.” “It is not

enough,” growls Jean-Christophe. “It is more
than anybody else does,” corrects the older

man. “You are a vain fellow. You want to

be a hero. That is why you do such silly things.

A hero! I don’t quite know what that is: but,

you see, I imagine that a hero is a man who does

what he can. The others do not do it.”

All success comes, according to Gaynor’s friend,

Epictetus, from discriminating between what is

controllable, and what is uncontrollable. “Two
rules,” the philosopher continues, “we should

have always ready: that there is nothing good
or evil save in the will; and that we are not to

lead events, but to follow them.”

The Soul of Happiness

THERE had been a flood from the neigh-

boring river; a man stood and watched
the ravages it had wrought upon his cultivated

land and the basement of his little house; and
a passer-by condoled with him, exclaiming about

how sad it was. “What would you have?”
said the owner. “ What does it matter? We are

unhappy in this world only if we choose to Ik*.”

Inspiration and Drink

USUALLY liquor Ls either celebrated by
the poets because they think it cheers

and inspires them, or else its ravages are seriously

considered. It is seldom treated ironically;

hence the unusual quality of these lines from

“A Shropshire Lad,” by A. E. Housinan:

Oh, many a peer of England lirews

livelier liquor than the Must*.

And malt doe* more tiian Milton ran
To justify Ciod’s way to man.
Ale, man, ale's the stuff to drink

For fellows whom it hurts to think.

We do not happen to know any place where
the drink question is put more impartially. It

is perfectly true that liquor is more lively than

poetry in its effect, and that it frequently, for

a little w’hilc at any rate, justifies the ways of

God to man; but the essential point in the whole
question is that put in the last line, that itsspecial

value is for fellows whom it hurts to think.

Justice

WHY do we say, “Poor but honest”?
Would not “Poor and honest” do as

well and considerably lx-1 ter? Remember that

Marcus Aurelius says, “Even in a palate, life

may be lived well.” It would be just as reason-

;

able to say, “Rich but honest,” as “Poor but

,

honest.”

And these words represent a point of view
that lies under all our institutions. Well we
remember the figure of a certain man.
He scuddled out of the road, as the horse-

man approached. He was maimed to such

a degree that he had hart! work to move, but
he got well away to the side, leaving the whole

I roadway to the man on horseback. The cripple

smiled and nodded pleasantly as the rider passed,

and the horseman reflected upon the make-up
of a universe in which he, who could turn aside

without effort, rides right on, while the cripple

laboriously makes way.

What Is a Nation?

THE Philippine question is upon us, the

immigration question presses, and what
are the general principles that should fill our
minds as we study these specific problems?
What is a nation? The most brilliant answer
we know is Renan’s. First he tells what it is

not. Race? France is ( Vltic, Iberian, Germanic.
Germany is Germanic, Celtic, anti Slavic. Italy

is the most mixed of all the leading European
nations—Gallic, Etruscan, Greek, and much
else. In the British Isles, the Celtic and Ger-
manic mixtures are beyond analysis. language?
The United States and Canada are two nations;

New Zealand, with her three languages, is one.

Prussia talked Slavic a few centuries ago. Re-
ligion can no longer be the basis, as it was when
religion and patriotism were one, when the re-

ligion of Athens was the worship of the Acropolis.

Community of interests? Like the other con-

ditions we have mentioned, this counts, but only

as one element, ever changing also. Geography?
The Rocky Mountains, the Mississippi, the

Ix»ire, the Seine, might be “natural frontiers,”

as easily as the Great Iraki's or the Rhine. .4

nation is a state of mind. It is a spiritual prin-

ciple. It is created by a history of effort, sacri-

fice, devotion—to have done great things

together in the past, to wish to do great things
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together in the future—that, welds millions into

a nation. Past defeats count even more than

past successes, perhaps, as we see in our Southern

States. A nation is composed of the sacrifices

which its people hare made and of those which they

are willing to make.

Renan selects Goethe, Schiller, Kant and Bee-

thoven as the true founders of German unity.

What kind of patriotism had they? Certainly

!j
not the kind that consists mainly in boasting

i about the greatness of one’s own country and

I
emitting noisy defiances to all other races. The
best patriotism is consistent with a broad interest

in all the world. No one was ever more cosmo-

politan than Goethe. The best that a man can

i do for his country is not to make himself offen-

j

sively partisan, but. to get the best mind product
1 and character product of which his nature is

i

capable.

It was Schiller who called himself a citizen of

the world, anti said that wherever life was found
there was sunlight pleasant to him, and mankind
dear. His only enemy was evil, his banner the

azure of his dreams. Where right or peace

ruled, where art smiled and beckoned, where
beings were beautiful and kind, there he natural-

ized his heart, and his compatriot was man.
Was he, therefore, less devoted to Germany, in

any sense that helps? He was one of the very

creators of her national spirit, that burns so

brightly now, and he did far more to create it

than if his patriotism had been less enlightened

than it was.

Vox Populi

MR. JOHNSON said, or at least DeQuincey
remembered his having said, of a man who

had succeeded without desert: “Why, I suppose

his nonsense suited their nonsense.” It would
be a fallacy to think the crowd had an invari-

able habit of being right, but it is a much worse

fallacy to think there is any minority which can

decide for the crowd better than it can decide

for itself. The most satisfactory arrangement

is the state of society in which the majority makes
the decision but in which the most intelligent and
best educated members are constantly expressing

themselves. One of the virtues of the crowd is

that it likes to listen to leaders, and on the whole

it shows good common sense.

Baseball English

THE French, who have lately become par-

tisans of the ring, print in their newspapers

;
accounts of battles by Carpentier, Sam Langford,

I and Bombardier Wells which, for classical purity,

I almost match the fubies of Lu Fontaine. No
more do the best of Paris sporting editors inter-

|

lard their narratives with English words and
phrases, though now and then a neologism does

i creep in, as when one reads of a certain well-

known combattant as being mis knock-out. Much
less argot enters into the French history of a ring-

battle than you will find in an American record

! of the mildest, of baseball games. For that

matter, how do you like your baseball news writ-

ten? The Chicago Record-Heraid, which is try-

ing to find out, prints varying testimony,

j

Charles A. Cotniskev, owner of the Chicago

Americans, declares “in favor of a clean, plain

English story of the game. When the facts

are covered up with a lot of useless words the

reader is likely to grow tired.” A member of

the University of Chicago faculty holds, on the

other hand, that "it would lx* pretty tame to

report baseball in plain ordinary English .’’“There

is a species of humor on the sporting page.”
Professor Butler continues, “which is enjoyable.

We want the picturesque.” Mr. Cotniskey and
the Chicago professor are one, however, on the

point that a baseball writer is at fault when his

frivolous narrative baffles the lay mind. Then
it is that the proverbial “Old Subscriber” has
good reason to write a letter of complaint to the

editor, quoting the baseball bard who sang,

“Play ball!” Again the summons runs

Through city, hnmlet. town, and State.

It is usual for people to defend slang on the

ground that it expresses shades of meaning
that can not lx* so well expressed by any estab-

lished method of speech. This remark was made
to William Juines once, and he said: “Give me
an instance.” The defender of slang started with
some confidence to explore his mind, but finally

had to give up. We have tried the same experi-

ment frequently, and always with the same result.

Beauty

THERE is a line of Alfred de Vigny’s poem
“The Deluge”:
Kt la beautf du mnnde attrstait son enfance—

“And the world’s beauty bore witness to its

youth.” This verse finds expression for one
kind of beauty, that which belongs to all in

nature that is fresh and unsullied. Fortunately
there is another beauty than the transitory one
found in the uninhabited island and the maiden
of seventeen springs. The first" charm of civili-

zation was long ago tarnished. It is the privi-

lege of the future to evoke a more sophisticated

yet no less satisfying order of beauty: beauty in

institutions; beauty in developing traditions;

beauty in human ideals.

Instinct

THE Maha-Bharata was written about 1500
years before Christ. It says:

For a woman's troth endureth longer than the fleeting

breath.

And a woman's love obideth higher than the door of death.

It was some lime ago that the highest and truest

ideals of the human race were started.

This is perhaps connected with the fact that

much of our best safe-guarding comes from
nature. For instance, frequently a woman, even
of full natural instincts, has no special desire for

progeny. Then a strong love comes, ami to what
was only a vague general idea before, that she

naturally would have children, is added a real

longing, an intense imagining of how pleasant a
little creature would be, and of what a solemn
and joyful possession it would be together. De-
sires grow when the ideal surroundings are

prepared. Nature Likes care of us. She is often

careless, but judge her by her best, and wonderful

is she in harmony and depth.



Mr. Lane and the Public Domain
II. " The New Freedom ” in Washington

By HONORg WILLSIE

TIIE new administration represents the last stand

of individualism in American national politic*.

This is what certain members of the administra-

tion say and what many persons well versed in economic
history believe.

A group of men came to plead an irrigation matter lie-

fore the Secretary of the Interior. Mr. Lane's face was
inscrutable while he listened for five minutes to an
impassioned speech. Finally he interrupted calmly:

“We will waive the oratory, ” he said. “What I un-

derstand is that you are asking me to imperil the water-

supply, during dry seasons, of one of the government pro-

jects, by permitting your company to get into a water-

shed where they have no right to be.”

“Oh no, Mr. Secretary 1” exclaimed the man, “you mis-

understand! It wouldn’t imperil your project. And
what is to become of our project during a dry season?

Have the farmers on a government project more rights

than those on a private enterprise? Is this government
going to get more and more paternal, to hamper free en-

terprise more and more, to stifle freedom of initiative?

What is to become of our opportunities when the govern-

ment controls them all?”

“The individual must be protected from himself,”

replied Mr. Lane. “But that ought to increase, not

injure opportunity. It should add to a man’s self-

confidence. And the most distinguishing character-

istic of an American is self-confidence. Governed
by a knowledge of what has been done, the American
is not overawed by tradition or convention, or by
learning of a physical condition. He feel* that there is a

possibility for realization for the man that has a will and
a purpose. He feels that, because in so many cases he
has known it to lie true. That means that opportunity

can not be shut against him. In trying to save oppor-

tunity for the future, for the coining manufacturer to

have a free field, for the young men to have a chance to

get at the land for funning and at our natural resources,

we are fighting to save the spirit of the American people.

“The American is not resigned to a mediocre lot, lie-

cause he believes he can do for himself. And he always
will believe that, if the government—and by that I mean
all the people—concerns itself now in giving the

boy a tangible, economic basis for the lielief that he can
do what his father has done. It is a new freedom that

we are trying to bring to America, a freedom that means
a fair chance for every man to live and best serve himself.

It is from this point of view that I must look on all the

business that comes to this office.”

The irrigation man fingered his brief thoughtfully.

He was an intelligent young man. It was not only

what Mr. Lane said that challenged his attention. It

was also the clean-cut sincerity and simplicity with which

the Secretary spoke of this new freedom. There was a
quality of direct purposefulness about the Secretary, a
sense of his force and singleness of direction that made
the young man eye Mr. Lane keenly.

MN E of the most important matters now before Con-
gress and the country is the control of water-power.

Electricity developed from water-power is going to play

an enormous part in the industrial and social life of

America in the immediate future. Some of the great

monopolies are realizing this fact much more thoroughly

than the general public, and are quietly directing their

e_fforts toward water-power monopoly. The use of

electricity grows, daily. Developed from water-power it

can be made so cheaply as to be brought within the reach
of factories and homes, down to the simplest detail of

cooking and cleaning. Already some of the great trans-

continental lines are beginning to electrify their equip-

ment, serving it with hydro-electric power. Natural

6

gas may be exhausted, oil wells may cease to flow, coal

beds pinch out. Still the water will run in our streams,

an inexhaustible power-supply, an enormous oppor-

tunity for trust-building.

What shall lie the water-power policy of the govern-

ment, both with regard to streams on the public domain
and navigable streams not on the public domain? What
shall be the relation of the state and the national govern-

ment with regard to water-power control? How shall

they co-operate so a* to make rules liberal enough to en-

courage vigorous development and yet fully protect the

public interests?

There is an almost endless number of points to be con-

sidered in formulating such a policy. Shall the Depart-

ment of the Interior which controls the streams on the

public domain attempt to derive a revenjue from such
streams? Inasmuch as the government does not at-

tempt to undertake the development of water-power, it

ought to offer to private concerns who do undertake it

enough profit and protection to encourage them in the

undertaking. But the consumer must lie protected.

Hitherto the policy has been that the only way to pro-

tect the consumer was to provide that the permit to the

power-producer might be revoked at any time by the

official that granted it. But this has been found a
serious obstacle to encouraging investment.

If the state or the national government is called upon
to spend money in protecting or improving the strenm
and the stream can be made to procure a revenue, ought
it to be compelled to do so? Shall the state or the

federal government grant water-power permits and col-

lect the compensation? How shall the monopoly by
private interests of the public utilities developed from
the streams Ik* prevented? Shall the permits Ik* used

as a source of revenue to the state or the federal govern-

ment?

rPHESE are a few of the questions that faced Mr.
Lane when he undertook to formulate a water-

power policy. He began by laying down a basic princi-

ple. This is that the greater the benefits the consumer
derives from the development of resources, the less the

government should tax the individuals and corporations

receiving concessions. For such concessions, Mr. Lane
has laid down the following conditions.

1

—

The greater the development of horse-power, the

lower the charge per horse-power to Ik* made on the part

of the government. This is intended to assure the full

use of the stream.
2

—

The lower the rate to the consumer the lower the

charge on the part of the government.
8—No charge whatever for a period of five to ten years,

during which the power-company is finding its market.
4

—

Acceptance as a public utility of the states’ juris-

diction over intrastate rates and service and of federal

jurisdiction over interstate rates and service.

5

—

Absolute prohibition of combination and monopoly
and the right of revocation on the part of the government

in the event that it is established to the satisfaction of

the Secretary of the Interior, or the courts, that such

combination has been made, or that prices have been

fixed by the agreement of competing companies.

\X7HEN he had outlined this policy, Mr. Lane asked
T

hydro-electric men who had solid engineering and
business reputations to confer with him in Washington
sis to the practical working details of his ideas. It was
a most interesting group of men who gathered in Mr.
Lane’s office.

“I want,” said the Secretary, “criticisms and sug-

gestions regarding the water policy this department has

developed. I want to know where it is to your mind
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practical and where impractical. Mr. Gorham, what

do you think of it?"

“Mr. Secretary, I can say frankly that my people

are well pleased."

“But how are wc to arrange it," insisted Mr. Lane,

“so that the consumer will surely get the benefit of

this? How, for example, can I prevent your company,
after it has fulfilled the conditions I have made, after

it has developed the full capacity of the stream and
has put a reasonable price on the power—how can I

keep you from selling it to yourselves, under the name
of another organization as a distributing company, at this

very reasonable rate, and then selling it to the consumer

at an exorbitant rate? You know that in the Salt River

Valley the people of Phoenix pay a high rate. It is not

a strict analogy, but I think you get

my point.”

“Well,” the water-power man
smiled, “Mr. Secretary, after we
have given the power at a reasonable

rate to a distributing company, I

don’t see what more you can do to

us that will not be confiscatory in

its nature.”

Mr. Lane looked at a lawyer who
was listening keenly. “Do you get

what I want to avoid?" asked the

Secretary.

“Yes," replied the lawyer, “but
it seems to me that your Public

Service Commissions must attend to

that detail. Where there is no Public

Service Commission, the Secretary of

the Interior must be called upon to

regulate.”

“That last is not a good idea,” said

Mr. I>ane. “You can’t get men to

loan money for a development com-
pany under conditions that are con-

tingent on one man’s judgment. We
must standardize ns much as pos-

sible.”

“But,” suggested the lawyer,

“competition ought to regulate the

price to the consumer, particularly

the sort of competition provided for

by this policy.”

“No government,” returned the

Secretary, “attempts to regulate any-

thing on the basis of competition, and
you can’t raise money to swing a
proposition that is constantly oj>en

to regulation. We must have freedom

for the investor, but a new sort of

freedom, the freedom of protected

opportunity.”

The water man from the Northwest who had been

fanning himself and listening intently spoke for the

first time.

“My idea,” he said, “is that the public under this

new policy will just about do its own regulating.

This policy is going to force a complete oj»enness on the

part of the power-producing company. It will have to

keep a very careful account of the per cent of possible

horse-power it develops and of costs. These accounts

will lx* open to inspection and the public can keep itself

informed about them. Even if the producing company
makes itself the distributing company under another

organization you still have this entire publicity. You
have forced, as far as accounting and publicity go, a
separation between the power-producing and the dis-

tributing business that will give the consumer the dis-

crepancy between the cost of making and the selling price

and when he once gets this, the consumer will do the

rest. He always does, once he knows."
A grin and a nod went round the circle of power-

producers. The Secretary's eyes twinkled and hcadjusted

his glasses to his right thumb, which is a sign that he is

glad that one of his ideas had got across.

“We want," he said after a moment, “to make

conservation popular. We don’t want to make money
for the government out of conservation. We want to

save the country’s natural resources for the people and
put them where the people can get them.”

The group of men listened courteously. One could

only guess at what interpretation they were putting on
Mr. Lane’s words. These men were highly trained in

business and in law. How highly trained they were

in the type of economics that Mr. Lane was making
into policies, one got no inkling.

“I want,” the Secretary went on quietly, “the function

of the Department of the Interior to l»ccomc more and
more that of a great constructive department. There
should Ik* no friction between the state and the federal

government on this score. We should co-operate. We
must look out for the interests of

the public and for those of the con-

cessionaries. We must not permit
monopoly. We must keep the indi-

vidual free.”

'T’HE Secretary held a hearing in

May to allow the water-users of

the Reclamation Projects to lay l>e-

fore him personally their complaints
against the service.

Everything about that hearing,

except the quality of human nature
involved, was unusual. The mere
fact that Mr. Lane had thought
to have this kind of a hearing

was unusual. The great import
of the matter to America was
unusual.

Ostensibly the people who were
on trial were the engineers of the

Reclamation Service. Yet really they

were not. The people of the United
States were being tried as to whether
or not they were capable of under-

taking and handling the magnificent

experiment known as the Reclamation
Service. To get the import of Mr.
Lane’s acts after this hearing one
ought to understand pretty well what
the Service is and what are its

problems.

The Reclamation Act was passed

in 1902. Its idea was to bring water

to the arid regions of the country,
through money raised by the sale of

public lands in the various States

and Territories. Its originator, Major
Potrell, did not want this work to Ik*

done for the real estate man or the

land-speculator or the land-hog. He
wanted the reclaimed land to be divided into tracts just

large enough to support a man and his family and he
wanted this man to be the man who could not get land

without government help.

The framers of the Act were wise. They said: “If
you go on a project you will make a better fanner; if

you have to pay for the dam, we will build for you. Wc
will give you time und ask no interest on the nation's

investment. But you must consider each of your acres

in debt to Uncle Sam until it has paid for its share of

the dam. We do this that you may water your land

not as an object of the nation’s charity, but as a business

man doing business with his government."

As soon as the Service was organized it was inundated

with pleas from the various States for the starting of a

project in their arid regions. The Service res|>ondcd

to the limit of its capacity. By 1 !KHt, twenty-five

projects hnd been started. By 1912, nearly seventy

million dollars hud been invested. The business of the

Service became huge and complicated lx*yond what any
one hnd foreseen. Not only was each dam a colossal

engineering problem, but each had a unique business

administration to be worked out. The Service hnd to

develop concrete-manufacture, hospital, and amusement

“ There is a quality of direct purposefulness

about the Secretary, a sense of his force

and singleness of direction ’’
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and police service. All the details of administration

that could belong to a great manufacturing and construc-

tion business and to the ramp town of thousands of

humans had to be worked out by the director and engi-

neers of the Service. And these problems were in addi-

tion to the problems of actually administering the water,

of taking care of the farms and the farmers.

People did not wait until water was on the land. As
soon as a project was undertaken they flocked on to it.

Sometimes they had to wait five years before the water
got to them. Building a dam and canal is a slow job.

These people were hard up and unhappy, and blamed
the Service. Irrigation is an intricate art. Many peo-

ple on the projects were strangers either to farming or

to irrigating. Many people made good. Many didn't.

Some found it difficult to make their yearly payments.

I,and-hogs and speculators raised the price of land in

some places so that even good crops were not profitable.

People blamed the Service.

Every Secretary of the Interior has been swamped
with letters of complaint about every detail of every

project. Congressmen have investigated the Sendee.

But the complaints keep on coming. When Mr. Lane
took office he planned a short cut to find the heart of the
trouble. He asked the fanners on the projects to come
to Washington and tell him their troubles man to man.
The hearing was a most significant incident in Mr.

Lane's career as Secretary of the Interior. He had be-

fore him a remarkable group of men. There was Senator

Newdands, one of the fathers of the Reclamation Act.

There were other Congressmen who frankly suspected

the Sendee of dishonesty. There were project-farmers,

bronzed and (for the most part) discontented. There
were project-engineers, bronzed and on the defensive.

]y|R. LANE must Ik* a lawyer, and judge the legal

claims of all parties. He must be an irrigationist,

and understand the efficiency of the project-farmers.

He must blend the information that he received from this

hearing into a policy that should be fundamentally right

in its (tearing on governmental activity. He ought to

so formulate his policy that the farmer wdll be protected

from his own ignorance; that the engineers' neglected

powers of administration will be developed; that the

insidious workings of private interests who do not like

the wuter-|x>wer development on the projects wdll be
offset by the content and well l>eing of the citizens on
tile projects.

The hearing lx*gan with a statement by the water-

users of the Salt River project of their complaints as to

the cost and the administration of the Roosevelt Dam.
The atmosphere was peaceful at first. But it was not

long before Senator Xewlands was asking questions,

questions that alwfays bore on the feasibility of the Rec-
lamation idea. The different Congressmen joinrd in

and the hearing resolved itself into an almost common
denunciation of the Sendee engineers, who sat quietly

listening.

Mr. I^anc sat calmly, his face inscrutable except for

an occasional half smile. He put the engineers on the

stand and allowed both them and the meml»ers of the

hearing to talk freely. He did little questioning himself,

but there was not a face in the room that he did not
scrutinize. He sat for hours, composed and intensely

concentrated on the matter in hand.

After the hearing was over, the Secretary said to the

abashed layman, “The real Reclamation problem is

a human one. Here wre have two types of minds, the
engineer’s and the farmer’s, that must learn to do team-
work. Both are fine types. Both arc used to dealing
with primitive forces. A man with a true enginivring

mind can not lie dishonest. Nothing but a real love of

liis work would keep him fighting such overwhelming
odds. He has to fight both nature und man. He risks

his life even- day. He isolates himself from the ameni-
ties of life. The man that does that hasn't the mind that

works along the line of getting rich quirk. Undoubtedly
our engineers have made mistakes. They are human.
But the engineering mind is not a dishonest one. Did
you ever read ‘The Sons of Martha’?”

The abashed layman had not.

“It came to me during the hearing," Mr. Lane went
on, “that if the fanners could get the engineers* viewpoint
most of the difficulties between them would In* smoothed
out. I took the poem down to read to them but I didn't
get to it."

The abashed listener looked up the “Sons of Martha."
Part of the verses go this way:

They say to the mountains “Be ye removed!” They say
to the lesser floods, “Rim dry!”
Under their rods are the rocks reproved. They are not

afraid of that which is high.

Then do the hilltops shake to the summit, then is the bed
of the deep luid hare.

That the Sons of Mary may overcome it, pleasantly sleeping

and unaware.

They finger Death at their gloves' ends when they pave
and re-piece the living wires;

He rears against the gates they tend; they feed him hiingrv

hehind their fires.

Early at dawn ere men see clear, they stumble into his

terrible stall.

And hale Death forth like a haltered steer and gtiad him
and turn him till even fall.

They do not preach that their God will rouse them a little

before the nuts break loose.

They do not teach that His pity allow* them to leave their

work whenever they choose;

As in the thronged and the lighted ways, so in the dark and
the desert they stand.

Wary and watchful all their days that their brethren’s days
may l>c long in the land.

"It is a problem of human adjustment now," said

Mr. Lane, “and after the project is completed it is a
problem of teaching the fanner to help himself. It is

the man who makes a farm and irrigates it that I am
interested in, not the land speculator. We have been
making money for land simulators, not homes for the

farmers, on some of our projects. The man who irri-

gates his land should have the easiest terms from the

government, because he is the one who is giving the

public the benefit of that land. The people of the United
States have invested fc75,000,(XH) in building irrigation

works, to irrigate farms—not to raise the value of

lands held out of use.

“The man who chooses to hold his land from use

has u right to speculate on his own resources, but not on
the advance loan of the government. I think that condi-

tions fully justify special considerations being given

those farmers who have gone upon these reclaimed lands

and have done their best to cultivate them. It should

be said in justice to the water-users that at the hearing

not one of them suggested a desire that the government
should waive its debt. All said they were prepared to

meet their obligations to the government if terms some-
what more favorable were made. Less than one half

the water-users have paid the building charges that were
due December, 1912, and which will be delinquent De-
cember, 1913. At this time it becomes necessary to

pay building and maintenance charges which should hove
been paid last spring and were deferred owning to the

pending of the ‘Swigart vs. Baker’ case in the courts,

in which the right of the government to collect such

charges has now been upheld. In view of all these condi-

tions it seems a wise and just thing to reduce all present

building payments, giving credit to those who have paid.

I shall urge ujhui Congress the passage of some act, giving

a further extension of time for the payment of building

charges under proi»er limitations and conditions.

“The great difficulty on the projects is the matter of

payment. It is probably the root of the discontent.

My policy is one of leniency toward the debtor

who is in difficulties. He must lx- given every

chance to make good. He must pay eventually, but

he must have freedom to work without his debt op-

pressing him. A man must have a chance to hope,

in order to thrive. And a man can not ho|>e unless

he has freedom to act.”
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Modesty

" Of course the respectable guardians of

public morals will do all that they can to

prevent suitable costumes from bring

used in pultlic recreation places"

MOST persons would |M*rhaps

agree that a woman should

not api>ear in public in a state

of nudity, but how far short of that

happiness propriety makes it necessary

for her to stop seems to Ik* an undecided

question. A costume which some women
would think perfectly proper and modest

might subject them to severe criticism

and even arrest. Women should have

some way of knowing what kind of

dress they can wear.

It is very interest-

ing, as well as signifi-

cant, to observe that

the modem craze for

wearing as scantycloth-

ing as possible is ex-

actly coincident with

women’s emancipation

in other directions.

Many are the sup-

porters of the feminist

movement who deny
with vehemence that

modern fashions are in

the slightest way con-

nected with other forms

of freedom, and those

most addicted to airing

their persons in public

arc the last ones to label

themselves suffragists

or free-thinkers. Nev-
ertheless, the fact re-

mains that the two
tilings have come to-

gether and bid fair to

stay together. The
persons most alarmed
at the awful tendency
in women’s dress are the

ones most in danger
from it. The masculine
portion of the commu-
nity seems to be gen-

uinelyconcerned at this

Women’s
Clothes

By Francis R. McCabe

concerted attack upon its much-vaunted

purity; also from the citadels of con-

servatism—the pulpit and the school

—

alarm-cries are lieing sent out against this

tendency. A general degeneracy of

modem life is prophesied, if the women
continue to reduce their clothing.

Whenever a practice steadily gains

ground against a theory, we can feel

pretty sure that the practice is right and
the theory wrong. That freedom from

unnecessary and restricting clothing is

an essential part of freedom in other

respects, persons who have never found

it necessary to wear the clothing, con-

sidered entirely adequate by the conser-

vative friends of feminine modesty, may
not appreciate.

The principal objection to light cloth-

ing. even in summer, seems to Ik? that

it is immodest for a woman to allow

men to see any part of her anatomy
uncovered, on the general theory that

nakedness is immodest and likely to

excite sexual passion, and that clothing

has the opposite effect. The whole idea

is founded on a fallacy. Take the cus-

tom of the Mohammedans, who insist,

with a great deal of reasonable argument
to support their theory, that it is the face,

not the body, that is most exciting.

“ Let us sincerely hojte that, before many years hare /xu. J,

may be adopted as the standard street dress

'"Familiarity with the sight of the body

abolishes petty pruriencies , trains the

sense of beauty, and makes for
the health of the soul ’ ’*

The Mohammedan woman, who, says

Nisbet in ’’Marriage and Heredity,"
"can not lie persuaded to unveil her face

in the presence of men. will think nothing
of displaying the whole of her leg or

Ikmoiii," is more nearly right than the

Christian woman who dra|K*s her form
but will freely let men see her face.

"There ought to lie no question regard-

ing the fact that it is the adorned, the

partially concealed body, -ami - not the

absolutely naked body,
which acts os u sexual

excitant," says Have-
lock Ellis ("Studies in

the Psychology of Sex,"

vol. vi. p. 07). "I have
brought together some
evidence on this point

in the study of the

‘Evolution of Modesty.’

'In Madagascar, West
Africa, and the Cape.’

says G. K. Scott Elliot

(‘A Naturalist in Mid
Africa,' p. 36). ‘I have
always found the same
rule. Chastity varies

inversely as the amount
of clothing.’ It is now
indeed generally held

that one of the chief

primary objects oforna-

ment and clothing was
the stimulation of sex-

ual desire, and artists’

models are well aware

that when they are

completely unclothed,

they are most safe from

undesired masculine ad-

vance. 'A favorite
model of mine told me,'

remarks Dr. Schufeldt

(Medical Brief, Oct.,

this costume 1604), the distinguished

author of ‘Studies of
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" The prejudice against trousers as being

unfeminine is being slowly undermined

by our contact with the Oriental ”

the Hunmn Form,' 'that it was her

practice to disrobe as soon after enter-

ing the artist’s studio as possible, for,

as men arc not always responsible for

their emotions, she felt that she was far

less likely to arouse or excite them when
entirely nude than when semi-draped.’

This fact indeed is quite familiar toartists’

models. If the conquest of sexual desire

were the first and last consideration of

life, it would be more reasonable to pro-

hibit clothing than to prohibit nakedness.”

“Lohmati tells us." says Westertnarck
(“The History of Human Marriage."

p. 195), “that among the Saliros, only

harlots clothed themselves, and they did so

in order to excite through the unknown."
“The native assumption that men

were ashamed because they were naked,”

says Prof. William I. Thomas ("Sex and
Society”), “and clothed themselves to

hide their nakedness, is not tenable in

the face of the large mass of evidence that

many of the natural races are naked and
not ashamed of their nakedness, and a

much stronger case can be made out for

the contrary view, that clothing was first

worn as a means of attraction, and mod-
esty then attached to the act of removing

the clothing.”

"/^LDwomen among the natural races,"
L' says Prof. Thomas (Ibid., p. <10-

411). “often lose their modesty because it is

no longer of any use. Bonwich says that

the Tasmanian women, though naked,

were very modest, but that the old women
were not very particular on this point.”

“But while we find cases of modesty
without clothing and of clothing without

modesty, the two are usually found to-

gether, because clothing and ornament
are the most effective means of drawing

attention to the person, sometimes by
concealing it, and sometimes by empha-
sizing it.” (Ibid., p. 415.)

Geoffrey Mortimer (“Chapters on
Human Love”) says: “There seems to

be no doubt whatever that clothing was

adopted for warmth and decoration, and
not from motives of decency. Drapery
has always served to inflame sexual

passion, and some tribes have regarded

all garments as indecent. Mr. Wallace

found the Brazilian woman who put on a

petticoat almost as ashamed of herself

as civilized people would be if they took

theirs off. As Westermarck says, ‘It

is not the feeling of shame that has pro-

voked the covering, but the covering has

provoked the feeling of shame.’
”

Girls have in recent years become so

accustomed to wearing waists with sleeves

which come only to the elbow that a girl

now would probably be as much surprised

to be told that that is immodest as she

would be to be told that it is immodest
to allow a strange man to see her face.

Recently a girl was surprised in just

that way. A farmer advertised for a

wife, and after correspondence with the

young woman, agreed to marry her, but

when he met her at the railroad station he
declined to carry out his agreement be-

cause her waist had short sleeves. He
said he wanted a modest woman for a

w'ife. “Am I not modest?" asked the

girl. “What! Modest with those Imre

arms?" exclaimed the farmer.
“ Concealment is not modesty,” says

Lady Cook, "else would the Turkish

woman be the most modest, whereas

they are the most depraved."

“/CHILDREN,” says J. M. Crane in

"Lucifer," “arc natural logicians,

and they see no reason why one part of

the body should be concealed more than

another. To tell them that to expose their

persons is ‘naughty’ or ‘isn’t nice’ does

not appeal to their logical minds. They
want to know why it is ’naughty’ and it

is that word ‘why’ which is the terror

of conservative people."

But human beings are likely to finally

come to believe anything that is inces-

santly dinned into their ears from early

you th,and then it appears tothem tobe per-

fectly natural and proper, though they may
not have looked at it in that way when
they viewed it with unprejudiced minds.

“ The old fashioned riding habit had a full

draped skirt, high stiff derby hat and
other uncomfortable features"

“For walking and for many other pur-

poses the good old style of women 's

clothing is absurd and barbarous ”

From these examples it is obvious that

custom alone determines the modesty or

immodesty of any garment, and that all

that is necessary to make any article of

wearing apparel perfectly innocuous to

the masculine beholder is for enough
women to wear it enough times for it to

become a customary sight. Take, for

instance, the riding habit. The old

fashioned riding habit had a full draped

skirt, a high stiff derby hat. and other

uncomfortable and ridiculous feature's.

Through the divided skirt this costume

has evolved into one of the most sensible

and promising of all dresses for women.
The young girl who now rides horseback

in our parks and in the country wears

knickerbockers and a Norfolk jacket and
a 90ft felt hat, as like her brother’s as

her figure permits. Let us sincerely hope

that, before many years have passed, this

costume may be adopted as the stan-

dard street dress. The prejudice against

trousers as being unfeminine is being

slowly undermined by our contact with

the Oriental. The Chinese women are

the most modest and feminine in the

world. They all wear trousers and would

be horrified at the immodesty of the skirt.

Of course the respectable guardians

of public morals will do all they can to

prevent suitable costumes from being

used in public recreation places.

I
T is generally recognizisl by physicians

that it is beneficial to have the aircome
directly into contact with the body, and

many of them recommend air lutths to

their patients.

In “Diet in Relation to Age and Activ-

ity" (p. 18), Sir Henry Thonqison. the

famous English physician and hygienist,

says: "With our usual habits of life, the

skin is never uncovered or exposed to

the surrounding air except for a minute or

two when taking hot water l>aths; hence

it becomes soft and flabby, loses iLs

healthy surface and more or less its ability

to resist cold, especially what is called

‘catching cold.’”

“The hygienic value of nakedness is

indicated by the robust health of savages

throughout the world who go naked.”

says Havelock Ellis. (“Studies in the
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Psychology of Sex." p. 105.) “The free strong and hearty is by banishing the her own account that has not already

contact of the body with air and water numerous tight bandages about the waist been adopted in fashionable circles. All

and light makes for the health of the body, and giving more care to keeping the upper fashions start at the top and work down,
familiarity with the sight of the body and lower portions of the body warm. In our aspiring democracy a distinctive

abolishes petty pruriencies, trains the If a woman falls into water, if her working costume is unthinkable, but the

sense of beauty, and makes for the health clothes catch on fire, if she Is caught in a working woman is very clever in adopting
of the soul." (Ibid., pp. 105,100.) panic-stricken crowd, long skirts enihamun quickly any costume which the rich

The sentiment which tends to prevent her movements and endanger her life, may wear, for whatever occasion it was
women from allowing men to see them and may do the same for others. If. originally designed. For instance, when
in a state of nudity, or in clothes that as they often want to and sometimes certain summer girls took to wearing what
show the lines of their forms, causes need to. women run or jump or climb, iscommonly known as the“middy blouse”

women to wear clothing which is un- they can not do so with the same facility for certain rougher forms of sport and
comfortable, inconvenient, embarrassing with long skirts as they could without tennis, the same costume suddenly

to tbeir movements, unnecessarily expen- them, and in many cases they can not do bloomed out in great profusion in all the

sivc. injurious to health, and dangerous without embarrassment what they could factory districts of all our towns. It was
to life in various waya do without any embarrassment if they a comfortable, loose-fitting, and easily

“A woman does not know what freedom were clothed in a different manner. cleaned substitute for the shirt-waist,

of movement is," says Delos F. Wilcox “But many women are over-modest which is so apt to get out of ortler and
(“Ethical Marriage,” p. 188), “until she in fires,” says former Fire Chief Edward requires such careful adjustment about

has tried physical exercise without corset F. Croker, of New York. “They will the waist. Moreover, it eliminated the

or skirts in a gymnasium or elsewhere.” take time to argue the point of putting necessity for corsets. The craze for sports

on more clothing before permitting a among modem English and American girls

OERHAPS the most serious thing about fireman to rescue them. No one should bids fair to evolve a number of sensible

* women’s dress from the standpoint of resist a fireman at a time of rescue. At and comfortable costumes which will be

health is the matter of impeding or inter- the Windsor Hotel fire this was one of our adopted for street wear by the working

rupting the circulation of the blood. Dr. greatest difficulties.” girl.

Mary E. Walker says (“A Woman’s Because no one has invented a costume
Thoughts, Love, and Marriage,” p. 64) : so obviously perfect that all women are A MOVEMENT or evolution that has

“Scarcely a woman can be found old willing to put it on and wear it at once, continued steadily in the past is very

enough to marry who is not affected with regardless of the comments it may at likely to continue in the future until it

some ailment produced by wearing an first excite, and because no one has or- can go no further, so that the disposition

unhygienic dress.” ganized a thorough campaign for dress which women in Christian countries have
“A woman gets tired and exhausted af- reform, those who have attempted it con- been showing for many years to wear

ter the slightest exertion, because she is im- fining themselves to wearing the costume less and even less clothing in public is

properly dressed.” said I>r. E. C. Dudley, individually instead of inducing some very likely to continue until they get to

in a lecture before a class in Northwestern several hundred women to put it on simul- the point where they will wear none at all.

University Medical College, at Chicago. taneously, no sudden change has ever or practically none, when it is for any rra-

"No wonder her circulation is poor; been accomplished in women’s clothes. son desirable and the temperature is such

no wonder she is unable to stand any Some years ago Dr. Mary Walker, that it can be done without discomfort,

exercise or exertion to amount to any- attempting to introduce a reform, sug- Notwithstanding somriiody’s protests

thing. The upper garments are usually gested and herself wore a costume con- or notions that a thing is unwise or

of some thin material, and, according to dating of trousers and a coat practically immoral, people are very apt to do that

the caprice of fasliion, may not cover the same as worn by men. She liad a thing if they find by experience that it is

the arms, neck, and upper part of the few followers for a time, but has none, or agreeable or beneficial to them to do it,

bust. A profusion of skirts are worn practically none, at present, I think. if the doing of it does not infringe upon the

loosely around the lower extremity of rights of others. For women to wear
the body, and the feet are held in a vise- 1A7OMEN'S clothes have always been little clothing or no clothing certainly

like grip of thin high-heeled covering ’ V the despair of the physician, the does not infringe upon the rights of others,

which resembles stilts more than shoes, educator, and the artist, as well as the Dr. Elsie Clews Parsons, in her delight

-

“In strange contrast to such inade- woman who has to wear them, and now, ful Ixiok “The Old-Fashioned Woman.”
quate protection of the upper and lower behold, a sudden unaccountable move- one of the most charmingly satirical books

extremities, the waist and hips are ment among all women of all kinds, in ever written on the woman question, says:

swathed and compressed in a ’torrid all walks of life, guided by the usually "Where belief in the magical relation

zone' of whalebone, comet, belt, steels, and irrational leader. Fashion, toward the very of dothes to personality persists, or

the bands of the various under and outer object which hus been agitated by high- where the suspicion is strong that sex

garments worn by the women of today, brow reformers for so many years. left to itsdf may vanish at any moment
"The average woman wears a total For horseback riding, for shopping and and dread of this disappearance precludes

of seventeen layers of bands of some sort walking, for playing games that require toleration or any deviation from sex type,

around her waist. Allowing twenty- running or jumping, and for many other sex labels in dress will be made to stick,

four inches as the average waist circum- purposes, the good, old style of women's If. on the other hand, variation in per-

ference ofa Chicago woman, although there clothing is absurd and barbarous. sonality ever comes to be considered

are many with larger waists, it means that The persons who most need clothing more important than artificial distinc-

cach woman has a total of thirty-four feet reform are those who have to work for tions of sex. of even an unvarying natural

of bandage tightly wrapped around her.” their living. Hut the factory girl and the distinction, dress together with other

Dr. Dudley told his class that the only shop-girl and the working girl in general sex labels or earmarks will soon wear off

way the woman of to-day can become will never adopt any article of dress on —and nobody will notice.’’

CONTRAST
BY

WILLIAM SCOTT

A WAY with the smells of the city. Oh, give me the smells of the country
J * With odors that arise from the street. With the songs of the birds and the bees.

With hustle and bustle of traffic. And views of the hills and the valleys.

And the treadings of thousands of feet. And the comforting shade of the trees,

Away with the smells of the city. Where fragrant are ripe fields erf clover

With its places of smoke and of grime. And are acres of tall growing corn.

With its rivers of filthy waters. And glorious scent of wild blossoms

And its sewers of sickening slime. Inhaled with the halo of morn.

Oh. give me the country forever.

With its woodland and valley and plain.

Where Nature and Man are as brothers

To the Pow'er that ripens the grain.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

A Tammany Garden of Verses

The Statesman

When I was young, a long frock coat

And soft hat caught the people’s vote.

Now folks is never satisfied,

They wants to sec a MAN inside.

System

Election day, it’s up to me
To vote as often as can be.

And, if I fail to land the bluff,

I get a lemon sure enough.

The guy that hasn’t lots of dough
On eats anil drinks and smokes to blow.

He’s got the double cross for sure.

Or else his politics is pure.

Rain on Election Day

The rain is raining all around.

The swell guys shun the polls.

But Tammany is on the job,

In boots with rubber soles.

Happy Thought

The world is so full of a number of votes

I’m sure that we all should be fuller than goats.

Musings of Hafiz

The original of the “Rubaiyat of a Persian Kitten ”

WHEN I was invited to write for

“Pen and Inklings." it was under-

stood that I should have a per-

fectly free paw to express myself

on any subject that I might choose to

discuss.

Nevertheless it is with regret that I feel

called upon in this, my first article, to

criticize most severely the work of a fel-

low-contributor.

pARODY is at best a pastime for the
* feeble-minded, as profitless as the

pursuit of an imitation mouse con-

trived to simulate life by the agi-

tation of a piece of string to which

it is attached. Only when a parody

points a moral or aids a cause is it

excusable, and in the case of the speci-

mens printed on this page I see no ex-

cuse whatever.

POLITIC S, lieyond its possible effect

* on the high price of liver (a year

ago a portion of liver was given away with

the family meat order, now it has risen

to ten cents), has no interest for me; hut

I have sufficient family pride to be sure

that my relative the Tiger, who is made
light of in this doggerel (what an appro-

priate word!), can stand only for what is

brave and righteous.

As for the“Tammany Garden of Verses,"

it is nothing more tlian a frivolous parody
of a collection entitled “The Kitten’s Gar-

den of Verses,” printed in a book and very'

properly dedicated to me, since I fur-

nished most of the ideas and sat for all the

pictures. I was present when these

shameless parodies were written and did

my best to suppress them, but so unfriend-

ly was the reception of my well-meant

effort, I nearly lost one of my lives

in my haste to absent myself from the

scene.

I have learned since that there is still an-

other collection entitled

"A Child's Garden
of Verses” by one Ste-

venson. It is said

to Ik* exceedingly

well written, but

not hav-
ing seen
it I am in

no position

to judge.
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Foreign Lessons

for American Playwrights
By ARTHUR HOPKINS

ON a very rainy, dismal day. when

I was a very small boy, I heard

a man opine that, on that sort

of a day, the Germans l>ought rope. The
observation that puzzled inc not a little

was later interpreted to ine, and for a

long time I had a strong impression that

the Germans were a melancholy race

prone to gather about eetlar rafters and

ham doors.

As I sat in the Lessing Theater, Berlin,

observing the brilliant torture of eliar-

actcrs in Hauptmann’s most recent

success, “ Rosa Bemdt,” the rope-buying

observation was again recalled. Haupt-

mann is surely the greatest influence in

the German theater to-day. He has

rescued it from its heavy-classic over-

acting period, given it the modern, nat-

ural touch which has resulted in making

it, in many respects, the most advanced

theater in the world. He has found his

subject matter in every-day life. He has

taken his characters from done at liand.

He has depicted human conflicts so in-

timately that the simplest-minded could

recognize their verity. He has brought

the stage from the remote to the ad-

jacent. His influence, so great in Ger-

many. has been felt in all other countries.

For all this he deserves the great position

he has won, hut in spite of his achieve-

ment Hauptmann will never be a world

dramatist, and the reason lies in his

ruciul melancholia

If E has developed into a dramatic
* * viviscctionist. He smuggles com-

paratively happy and healthy characters

into his study and then proceeds to cut

off their legs, pour molten metal into their

brains, lacerate their hearts, or remove

them altogether, and, while the victims

writhe under his diabolical tortures, he

coolly records their actions. Since he

is a highly trained observer, his records

are very accurate and when read from

the stage these observations impress one

as being true to the last gasp. In another

branch of Hauptmann's lalmratory he

indulges in bacteriological research. Hav-

ing extracted virus from each writhing

soul, he smears specimens on glass slides,

and with the aid of his passionscope

proceeds to classify the elements of

which the virus is composed.

This is followed by pathological in-

quiries with Dr. Hauptmann unfolding

the brain layers, seeking out the lesions,

tracing them l>ack to their causes and
there revealing the final registrations

of all the preceding tortures. Approach-

ing a play in this manner, the dramatist

at once subjects theme, story, and plot

to the demonstration of what a collection

of characters will do under certain stresses,

given certain tendencies to begin with.

A* witness, “Rosa Bemdt.”
The entire vivisection of this play is

precisely performed. One feels that

Hauptmann understands his subjects, but

when it is all over one is forced to won-
der the need of it all. the object of all that

laceration. Is it not a morbid practice,

research without a resultant; vivisection

that produces no method of cure; just

probing and scalding and roosting?

This form of play-writing does not

begin with a theme, a plot, or a solution.

It begins with so many people placed in

such and such predicament, brought

into this and that collision just to see

how they will take it. If the play Is the

thing Hauptmann's method is wrong.

But in Hauptmann's method much
has been discovered. He has shown the

possibilities of cliaracter-druwing. He
has achieved perfection in establishing

motives and he has relentlessly followed

motives and acts to their logical conclu-

sions, no matter how bitter. For that

the future theater will always be indebted

to him. The ideal playwright will be

an optimist who can see life as clearly

as Hauptmann, but who can extract from

it formulas and reasonings that will help

every auditor in the solutions of his own
problems, that will help him sec more
clearly the philosophies of life which

bring the greatest achievement, the deeper

toleraner, and the completer happiness.

U'RANK WAEDEKIND in his plays
* tries to l>ear messages. I saw his

“The Awakening of Spring” at the Kani-
merspiele. I had read it several years lie-

fore and wondered if it were possible to

give it the semblance of a coherent, con-

nected play. It was not. The play so

lacking in continuity, motives, anil clearly

defined conflicts never for once maintained

any of the illusions of good drama. The
auditor knew he was lieing preached to,

and, while the message was a tremendous
one, it is one that might better Ik* read.

“The Awakening of Spring” Is not

a play. It is a series of sketches all

seeking to draw the same conclusion.

Had Wacdckind possessed Hauptmann's
constructive skill he could have delivered

his message in play form. He needed
only one set of characters instead of

several—he needed only one incident of

child ignorance instead of many. It is

not necessary for an author to summon
substantiating witnesses and corrobora-

tive evidence. If lie tells his story well

enough, one case will convince his au-

dience that there are many such.

Yet Waedekind marks an udvouce over

Hauptmann. He at least aims to point

out a condition that should be remedied.

But in doing so he erred in discarding all

that Hauptmann has taught.

I believe the future great plays will

possess the insight and technique of

Hauptmann and the protest of Waede-
kind. This seems the ideal play of the

future. Joined to this must he opti-

mism. for the public seeks constructive

thinking and it is only the optimist who
knows how to tear down in order to build

better.

Since optimism seems to lie found only

in the younger countries. I believe the

future great plays will come out of Amer-
ica; for here we can think and wonder
without deciding that the scheme of life

is a failure, and a rainstorm now and then

din's not send us off inquiring the price

of rope.

T N France one does not find the intro-

spection of the German theater. Here
playwrights seem chiefly concerned with
developing tense situations. The French

audiences are thrill-seekers. Theme and
characterization are subjected to big

moments. Two of the most successful

plays this spring were Kistamaecker's

“1/Ambuscade" and Bernstein's "The
Secret.” Neither play had anything to

recommend it in the way of theme or

character-drawing. In plot, each play

had taken very old ideas and twisttil

them to a new angle wherein it was |r»-

sihle to bring out a big dramatic situation

that was somewhat different.

In the projection of this situation both

plays were superb examples of the dram-
atist's skill. In construction and de-

velopment they were almost flawless.

Each play reminded me of an exhibition

train-wreck I once witnessed. As the

trains started from opposite directions

we knew there was a tremendous thrill

coming. Breathlessly we watched them
gain speed us they approached each

other. When the collision came one's

heart gave a tremendous jump. Our
knowledge in advance that the trains

would collide seemed to make the inci-

dent none the less thrilling.

So it was with these plays. Soon after

the curtain was up on “L’Ambuscade,”
we learned that the wife of the loving and
prosperous automobile manufacturer hail

an illegitimate grown son of whose ex-

istence the husband had not been advised.

Further, to complicate matters, the loving

mother induced her husband to give the

young man employment in his firm. Thr
young man, unaware of his mother's

identity, pitted himself against his em-
ployer by leading a .strike of the workmen.
There were the two exhibition trains,

hurtling together. Every auditor knew
the crash was coming, yet when it

came the moment was breathless, and
the throb-seeking audience, having

had its great thrill, voted the play a

success.

¥T is another phase of the German
* laboratory method of play-building.

Given certain characters under such and
such conditions, how will they collide

and just when* will the pieces fall?

Though this method is not productive

of great and living plays it has served a

valuable purpose. It has shown the

possibilities of big dramatic moments and
the way of their development. Tt has

demonstrated just how to bring the two
trains together for the greatest possible

thrill.

Yet, like the analytical plays of Haupt-

mann, it gives one little to take home. Its

effects are hut momentary. It offers

no new light on any problem of life with

which many of us are confronted. It

treats with unusual conditions instead

of cvcry-home problems.

If the theater is to be a reflector of life

it should reveal it at angles which are

elucidating, not merely rei'ording or

thrilling. The German theati-r records;

the French theater thrills; but neither

is in the l»est sense constructive.

The American playwright should study

the methods of both. If to their great

specialized perfections he can add signifi-

cance of theme, he will write master-

pieces.
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ISAAC
By JOHN AMID

Illustrations by J. R. Shaver

"Through the whole three milra the steady, flinging gallop

never 1altered."

OOI) morning, please!”

It was Ganda Singh’s custom-

ary salutation. The turhaned.

classically featured young Hindu had just

finished the chores, and came out of the

bam to satisfy his curiosity concerning

the voices of the white men.

“Good morning, Ganda Singh." Chet

Russ, as always, returned his devoted

employee’s greeting with equal courtesy.

He wus standing feet spread, hands

thrust deep into the pockets of his dirty,

big-hipped corduroys, regarding the ven-

erable wreck of a big farm horse, of that

delectable eolor sometimes known as

clay-bank, that mourned existence with

drooped head and dejected tail, at the cm!

of a musty picket rope.

Hermann Gifford, Russ's guest for a

day or two. having completed an investi-

gating circuit around the old plug,

stopped beside him.

"Some horse, what?”
Chet spat disgustedly at the fragment

of u baled leaf of alfalfa.

“Some horse—him? He’s no horse;

he’s a detective. All he’s good for Is

to gum-shoe the barley-barrel -everlast-

ingly gets loose and goes snooping around

until he gets his head in the feed. That
is, when he can stand up, he does. Some
days he’s too tired to get on his legs

at all.”

Gifford grinned, and the Hindu edged

closer. Seeing the white man in appar-

ent good humor he ventured a query.

“You solium?

”

Russ turned.

“Him?” He jerked a contemptuous
thumb at the yellow horse. “No. Not
any sellem. Not any good now. Maybe
fifteen, maybe twenty, maybe ten dollars.

No good. Other men all lime beatem.

Too much whip. Not any sellem.”

The Hindu smiled his approval, show-

ing dazzling white teeth.

“Do you often break out in language

lb

like that, Chet?” It was Gifford's first

morning on the ranch. “That’s cer-

tainly some classical for a once-was Phi

Beta Kappa. You’re becoming profi-

cient with the mother tongue, old man."
“Oh. don’t mention it. don’t mention

it!” deprecated Russ. “I can talk more
languages now than they'll ever teach at

the university—Pidgin English, Greaser

English, Hindoo English. Jap-talk, and
plain American for use on the folks from

home.”
The Hindu interrupted again.

"Pretty soon rain, more better. Horse

all lime let go walk. Not tie up so much.
You hope so?"

“Lord!" said Gifford, “Please pass the

interpreter."

“You’re sort of slow in the bean," said

Russ, commiseratinglv, “Kind it hard to

understand English, do you? He just

asked me if I thought it wouldn’t be bet-

ter, when the rains came, to untie this

Isaac plug and let hi in roam the gray

desert instead of buying feed for him.

But I have a better scheme than that. It

calls for an outlay of one thirty-forty

cartridge and two hours’ work with a

shovel." He turned to the Hindu again.

“When rain come not any horse more,

maybe."
A ltx>k of horror crossed the Hindu's

face.

“You killum?” he asked in amazement.
" I guess so,” Russ n«>ddcd indifferently.

“All time too much eat hay. Not any
work. Too much lie down. All time too

much tired. Not any good live now—not

liappy any more. Pretty soon die, then

mavlie pretty happy." He dilated on the

matter, consciously stung by the look of

repulsion that showed on the Hindu's

strong features.

“You killum?" repeated Ganda Singh,

scarcely believing his ears. “Shootum?”
Ross nodded again ami started away,

signifying that the incident was closed;

but the Hindu was rapidly keying himself

up to a pitch of incoherent excitement.

"M is’ Russ!" he cx|Ki«tulntcd. "Wait

a min’!" He groped for words in that

difficult medium of expression, the half-

learned speech of the English. "Wait a

min’! Not any killum. Pretty soon die.

all right. Not you shootum—no good.”

“I understand," answered Russ, pa-

tiently, as if reasoning with a child.

“You not understand. You think sellem

all right—then other man too much whip.

I think better shootem. Pretty quick go

sleep—not anybody whip. You under-

stand?"

"All right understand." The Hindu
nodded his head vigorously. “Wait a

min’. You savey God?” He |>ointed a

dramatic finger ut the sky. “Bimby God
killum. You not killum. My country not

any killum. My country pretty good.

This country too much all time kill kill

cow. kill mule, kill dog." He pointed at

the white man accusingly. “You kill

cowboy! No good. Not any more kill!"

He pointed upward again. “God not

any like."

“ Well, well
!

" expostulated Russ. “ We’ll

see. Ganda Singh, well see. Maylte not

any killem. Maybe killcm. Bimbv
well sec.” He walked away.

“You not any killum!" the Hindu
called after him warninglv. “First money
buy all time feed! I pay!"
But Russ merely waved his hand.

“Good Lord!" said Gifford os they

approached the house. “Do you let the

crazy niggers order you around like thut?

If it was my outfit I'd give the guy a gun
and order him to go shoot the plug him-

self. Say," he added os a thought struck

him, " what cowlxjvs have you been kill-

ing around here? Always knew you were

a bad lot.”

Russ only chuckled.

"Can’t you understand what a cowboy
is? That merely refers to a bull-calf.

I marketed one a couple of weeks ago, and
the rag-heads haven’t quit jabbering

alxiut it yet. Ganda Singh is the worst

one in the bunch. He went away all that

day—and cried over me when he came
bark. Said he’d have to tell God I did it!

What do you know about that?" To-
gether they entered the house.

At the breakfast table Gifford brought

up the subject again. “Your husband
must Ik- a pretty busy man, Mrs. Russ,"

he said, “with all these Hindus around
here—if he bus to do what all of thrm
want.”

“Oh, don't tell me anything about
that!" exclaimed Mrs. Russ, putting down
her fork with a little clatter of impatience,

“I think Chester is absolutely crazy about

his Hindus. What is it this time? That
Ganda Singh again?”

“I think," admitted Gifford gravely,

“that was the Rajah's name. It seems

his plans for the disposal of one of your
colts differ slightly from your husband’s

intentions in the matter.”

“Chester Russ!” The lady glared at

her husband. “Arc you going to let that

black India man change your decision

about old Ike? That horse," she ex-

plained, turning to the guest, "has been

cluttering this place for years! He is ab-

solutely useless. He is so stiff that when
he lies down the boys make bets about

whether he will ever get up aguiu. It is

awful!—that’s what I say! Chester has

been getting ready to put that horse out

of his misery for ages, and now if that

Hindu—” Words failed her.

"Poor old Ike!" said Russ regretfully.
“ He has outlived his usefulness, for a fact

.

With the two machines there really isn’t
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1 In* slightest use of keeping him now, even

for an emergency."

"If we ever could get him hitched up,"

augmented Mrs. Russ, "he would hulk.

He is the meanest old thing!"

“He is an awfully interesting old

hrule," said the owner of the ranch. “ He
used to he a cow-pony once—you would

never believe it from the size of him; he
looks more like a yellow elephant. But it

would surprise you to see how nimhlc that

old plug is when you get a saddle on his

hack. Even now. stiff as he is. he could

wheel on a dime."

"You mean to say that that whale of an
old plug was ever a cow-pony?" asked

Gifford incredulously.

"That's what. If you had looked on

his hack when we were out there this

morning you would have seen scars from

old saddle-sores. He must have l>ccn

shamefully used once upon a lime. He’s

sore there yet.”

"He must have hern a funny looking

row-horse!” commented Gifford.

“I'll bet lie was a dandy!" said Russ
warmly. "There is a lot of sense in that

sleepy old head of his; hut oh, Reuben!"
—he drew a long breath

—
“it must have

been a long time ago!”
“ How old do you suppose he is?”

Russ shrugged his shoulders.

"No telling,” he said. "He’s a long

way past the age when you can even give

a guess. Maybe eighteen years—maybe
twenty—maybe thirty. Do you know,”
he added, "horses live a long time out in

tliis climate—longer than in any other

part of the country, I believe. I wouldn’t

be surprised if that old brute is all of

thirty years.”
" He is old enough to he put out of the

way!" said Mrs. Russ emphatically,

"that’s sure. And now if you let that old

Ganda Singh go and wheedle you out of

your decision with his idiotic supersti-

tions— Oh! he makes me mad

!

He
dropped a garbage-can right in the middle

of the yard the other day, because he said

there was a coie-bone in it.”

"Was there?” asked Russ, grinning.

"There was not. He makes me tired.

I had to get out there and kick the crazy

bone out of the yard and keep saying to

him : ’Sheep ! Sheep make bone—cow not

make Ixinc! ’ until he believed me. It was
a perfectly harmless little mutton-chop
bone."

"Did he apologize when you had con-

vinced him?” laughed her husband.

"Oh, as soon as he was assured that it

wasn’t any dreaded remains of cattle he
got right down on the ground and
scraped up the whole pile with Ills

hands, and put it back into the pail;

but he couldn’t get every

little bit. There was a

lot that was all runny.

Y
r

era had put in some sour

milk or something, and it

called the flies just awfully.

Chester, you have just got

to fix those screens to-day."

“What is all this mys-
tery about cowbones?"
asked Gifford. "Me-thinks
I smell a ghost."

"That is another of his

crazy ideas," said Mrs.
Russ, tossing her head.

“Cattle are beasts of

burden in India,"explaincd

Russ briefly, “so they

mustn't kill ’em—at least

that's what I make out

from his conversation. It

is Imd euough to kill sheep

anil pigs; Ileasts of burden
are exempt."

" Would you believe it!" said Mrs. Russ.

"Chester hail some veal to ship the other

day, und there wus nolxxly around to help

him load it in the wagon but that Ganda
Singh. Would he help him?—Not he!

He wouldn't lift a finger. Chester nearly

broke his back getting the big thing in the

wagon. He has the craziest ideas.”

"They’re not so bail," expostulated

Russ. “They’re part of his religion.

They seem funny kinks to us, but some of

our ideas, I suppose, look equally funny to

him. Whenever I ean conveniently, I

certainly prefer to let him have his own
way about those things. I wouldn't like

it very well if I hail to take orders from

some guinea who kept ordering me indif-

ferently to commit what I consider blas-

phemous acts."

"Well, almut this Isaac matter,” ar-

gued Mrs. Russ. "You certainly can't

let him have his way. That old horse is

awfully in the way. and it costs a lot to

feed him.”

"My dear,” said Russ, "that poor guy
offered to buy the horse and feed him him-

self, rather than have me shoot him."

“Let him, then!” retorted Mrs. Russ

vindictively.

“Tut, tut. my dear!”

"Chester Russ! if you try to ‘tut, tut,

my dear’ me. I’ll—I'll throw something

at you."

So the subject was dropped.

At the end of the week Hermann Gif-

ford went away; but the old yellow horse,

Isaac, stayed on.

“Maybe he will drop off one of these

days of his own accord.” said Russ

hopefully, when his wife expostulated

with him. "He is liable to go any

"A look of horror crossed the Hindu's fare."

Half a mile down the road they met Ganda Singh."

time now. No horse can live forever,

you know.”
“He will live for decades! I just know

he will,” said Mrs. Russ, "just to Ik* mean
and spiteful.”

Except os a plaything for the children,

who occasionally led him al>out in make-
lielieve games of Indian warfare, the old

yellow horse indeed seemed to have out-

lived his usefulness. Even in the chil-

dren’s games he was useful only for lead-

purposes. The old saddle-sores on his

back made him touchy about l>cing ridden

without a saddle, and the only saddles on
the place were two old Mexican, carved

leather affairs, almost too heavy for the

children to lift.

Once Vera, the hired girl, saddled him
and rode him a mile or so to the foot of the

hills and bark, but vowed that she would
not repeat the experiment. She had been

unable, she reported, to get the stiff old

beast out of u walk, dig him in the ribs

much as she might.

"It was different before we had the

machines." Mrs. Russ complained. "You
had at least the shadow of an excuse for

keeping him then. Now there isn’t

any."

In their early days on this outlying

ranch, which in time, they hoped,

was to become a portion of the great

California orange area, they had relied

upon horses for trips to the railroad

and town, four miles away. In those

days old Isaac, though used mainly for

hauling in some phases of the rock-

clearing work, hud made many uncx-

[seted trips on short notice for medicine

or the like. With increasing prosperity,

however, Russ invested in an automobile,

und. after a couple of years of satisfactory

service from the first old, second-hand

car. had Ixnight a second machine. He
hud a natural taste for mechanics, and
developed into a very good driver, doing

his own repair work and keeping lioth

machines in excellent condition. One
(and usually liolh) was always in shape

for an instant start. The older machine

was a heavy, two-cylinder affair, with the

power of a truck and the voice of a loco-

motive. It had. however, the tractable

kiml dis|Hisition of a big family hound.

The other machine was a snappy little

ruiiulKiut that could, if necessary, make
the trip to town and back on a single one

of its four cylinders. With the two serv-

iceable machines continually on hand it

seemed indeed that the end of equine

transportation for the Russ family hud
come forever. But the plans of mice ami

uien—

!

One chilly l)ecenit>cr day, shortly after
>ogle
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the first rains, Chet Russ was working in

the bam overhauling some spare harness.

Suddenly he became aware of a commo-
tion in the direction of the house, and an
instant later heard his wife culling his

name, hysterically. Intuitively sensing

calamity he jumped from his place and
started from the l»arn with a speed un-

dreamt of since college cinder-path days.

Rounding the comer of the structure he
caught sight of his wife as she rushed into

the house, carrying in her arms their

seven-year-old boy.

The mule team was standing l>csidc the

low fence that surrounded the house, left

there for a moment by Gauda Singh while

he went to carry out some
request of Mrs. Russ.

Russ hurdled the little

fence with the speed that

had won him the captaincy

of his college track-team,

und dashed into the kitchen.

He found his wife inarticu-

late with terror and sympa-
thy, trying with trembling,

futile fingers, toascertain the

extent of her boy’s injuries.

“Oh my baby ! My baby
boy!" she was babbling,

over and over again, as

every touch drew screams

from the half delirious child.

Attempting to retrieve a

tennis ball, the lad had
ventured too near the busi-

ness end of one of the

staid-appearing but touchy

mules of the team, and
without warning the beast

had suddenly lashed out at

him. The iron shoe had
caught him where neck and
shoulder meet, grazing and
cutting open the chin, and
throwing him against a

wheel of the wagon.

With the self-possession

that never deserted him,

Russ directed the girl,

Vera, where to find the

necessary bandages; and
while trying to stanch the

flow of blood attempted to

quiet his hysterical wife.

“It will be easier for him as soon as we
get him banduged a bit," he said above
the boy’s screams, "and then I will go
for the doctor. Pull yourself together,

my dear, pull yourself together! It’s not
as bad as it looks." But his own
shaking fingers belied his words.

The instant he dared leave the boy,
having exhausted the expedients of first-

aid- to-the-injured service, he jumped for

the bam and the autos. The nearest

telephone was three miles away on the

outskirts of the little town. He thanked
Heaven for the swift machines.

A moment later he was face to face

with one of those queer incidents that

sometimes change the currents of human
life.

Two automobiles, each capable of more
than thirty miles an hour, each in good
running condition, and each left at. his

moment of emergency, by a trick of fate,

useless because of lack of fuel.

Chet Russ was one of those individuals

equipped with a mind that in an emer-

gency ran neither above nor below its

normal capacity.

Without haste, but also without a

single lost motion, he took saddle and
bridle, and started around the barn,

noting mechanically that the heavy-

braided quirt hung from its place on the

saddle horn. With long strides he

approached the old yellow cow-ponv, months had l»een so stiff he could only

Ike, considering even as he approached rise from the ground with extreme diffi-

how most quickly he could saddle aud cully, seemed to limber up and become
bridle the venerable horse. young again. The years sloughed off

At the first blow in his ribs the old him like a slipping blanket. He reached

horse grunted, then stopped dead.

“No time for that now, old man!" said

out like a three-year-old.

“Good boy!” whispered Russ, coax-

Russ in a pleasant voice. “We can’t ingly, leaning low over the saddle horn.

have any balking now. It’s you or the

boy. I’m thinking."

At the assured, accustomed tones the

“Good boy! Now you can do it! Yoi

can do it!”

Through the whole three miles, the

old pony again startl'd forward with his steady, flinging galh>p never faltered,

stiff walk. I'rging him continually, but Caressing the yellow neck with the

carefully avoiding a repetition of the hand that held the reins, Russ reserved

first break, Russ quickly had him in a the swing of his right for the terrible

clumsy, loose-footed canter. Then, aud quirt, which the running pony scarcely

seemed to feel. Favoring

the horse with every muscle
of his body, in so far as it

could lie done, Russ brought

him into the neighbor’s

door-yard at the same
frightful clip that hail

dwarfed the miles. Once
there, he reined hard and
slid him to the porch steps

on his frayed old stump
of a tail, flinging himself

from the saddle through

the dust before the old

horse could regain his fecL

At the ’phone it seemed

hours Itefore the doctor's

familiar voice came over

the wire. “Hurry, please!”

drawled the physician, “I'm
just going out.”

"You l»et you are!" said

Russ. “ You are coming to

my place, quick! This is

Chet Russ. My boy’s been

kicked by a mule, and he’s

hurt—bad! Pick me up at

Cubberly’s as you go by.

Dor, and make it fast ! I’m

afraid
—

’’ his voice faltered—"I’m afraid the lad’s

about all in.”

But he was not all in,

although, as the doctor ad-

mitted a couple of hours

later. “That certainly was
a pretty close squeak."

“It’s a lucky thing," he
added, “you got me before

not until then, he reached for the heavy I got away. That’s what gasoline will

quirt with itching fingers. First slipping do." He nodded sagely.

No good. Not any more kill. God not any like.”

the noose over his wrist, he closed his

hand firmly on the loaded handle.

“Now, old boy!

quirt descended.

It wasn't gasoline," said Russ. “It

was an old yellow horse that’s been

he said—and the sticking around ever since I can remember.
Nobody knows how old he is. But a

When a temperamentally kind man is machine couldn't have made any better

of necessity cruel his blows carry weight, time over these roads."

Each time the quirt descended a welt “You don’t say so!" commented the

arose on the old pony's withers, simul- doctor. "Where did you leave him

—

taneously, it seemed, with the descending Cubberiy’s?"

leather. “I sent a Hindu for him as soon as I

But the strokes were not frequent, got a chance," said the rancher. "He
Even as he restrained his arm, Russ ought to be here by now. Guess I’ll

thought, grimly, of a line from Izaak get in and ride with you a piece until

Walton. wherein the great angler issues we meet ’em, Doc. I’m kind of anxious

instructions for impaling a live frog on to see the old plug and apologize for the

a hook
—

"tenderly, as though you loved way I treated him on the way down,

him, that he may live the longer.” There’s nothing more I could do here for

Russ knew that he liad between his the boy, is there?"

legs only the wreck of an old cow- "Nothing now,” said thedoctor. "He’ll

pony, and the telephone was three miles sleep until the drugs wear off, and the

away.

At the first blow the old horse put in

nurse’ll be here by then. Get in!”

Half a mile down the road they met
real effort and doubled his gait; but with Ganda Singh, lugging on his shoulder the

his stiff old joints it was fearful work, heavy breaking-saddle.

aud Russ half expected each moment to

feel him trip and crash headlong. The
“Where's Ike?" asked Russ quickly.

"Not any come," said the Hindu,

second blow fell only when the wise old indifferently. “ Pretty good now, he

pony showed signs of moderating his dead. Not any shootum," he added

speed.

Then a rather wonderful thing hap-

pened: the old yellow horse, that for good."

with satisfaction, nodding his head.

“God killum. Pretty quick. Pretty



Labor Day Orison
A Morning Prayer for Workers

By HIRAM MOE GREEN

O GREAT Father of all men,

In humble acknowledgment to Thee our knees are bowed.

We thank Thee for the day again,

Refreshed from sleep to join the moving crowd;

Grateful for work, for each to know his task;

To do this well and honorably, O Father, Lord, we ask.

O Thou Great Master Workman,

We ask Thy guidance for our faulty hand,

To sin not, nor to err, to honest be and true.

To guard, and keep from jeopardy those few

In our care.

Keep our hearts pure, our minds and lips unsullied,

And to command
Of each no more than from each one is due;

To love our brother-workman and no one despise

For his poor part, nor judge, nor criticize.

And when the day is o’er, and we go into night.

Let us come home and be grateful in Thy sight.

AMEN.

Orators Who Have Influenced Me
By T. P. O’CONNOR, M. P.

CHARLES STEWART PARNELL

I
REMEMBER almost, the first mo-
ment I heard Parnell's name. I was
discussing with a well-known Irish-

man a recent election in Ireland; it was
for the county of Dublin, and the year

was 1875. And my friend said that the

defeat of ourcandidate had been expected;

he was such a hopeless creature; scarcely

able to string even a few words together.

The poor creature was Parnell. It was

the second time he had abjectly failed;

at a great meeting at which he was asked

to appear, and where Isaac Butt, the

kindest and gentlest of men and then

leader of the Irish movement, said every-

thing in his favor, he had failed to get

through even a short speech. Stammer-
ing, slow, unable apparently to get out of

his breast anything he thought or felt, the

young politician had to resume his seat

with the sense of utter failure.

And to the end of his days, Parnell re-

tained a good deal of this fearful hesita-

tion and slowness of speech. So well was
this known that even his most faithful

supporters never saw him rise without

a certain trepidation. For, in addition to

this slowness of speech, he was one of the

most casual of men. He never could keep

his papers in order; he was a very slow

worker; and he had no quickness of grasp

either of legal points or of figures; and
often within five minutes of the moment

when he ought to be on his legs in the

House, he would be found trying to col-

lect latmriously certain statistics in the

library; a bundle of papers would be

scattered around him; then messages

would come, each more urgent than the

other; and at the last moment he would

rise, try to gather his papers together and
possibly lose some of them in the short

distance that separates the library from
the floor of the House. And then then?

was always a little uncertainty as to what
he would say. He would stumble into a

blunder from sheer nervousness or the

absence of that easy command of words

which belongs to the born speaker. Once
during the Parnell commission, when, lie-

fore three judges, his life and the life of

his party were at stake, he made every

friend in the court icy cold when he said

quite simply that some statement of his

might have been meant “to deceive the

House of Commons."

CO well are most of these facts known
^ that it Ls almost an accepted legend

of Parnell's life—in which, as in the lives

of so many remarkable men, there is any
number of legends—that he was the only

Irish leader in all Ireland’s history who
was an incurably bad speaker. People

knew his power over men: how millions

of his race, scattered all over the world.

obeyed his single word as though he were

a prophet or a despot whom to disobey

would mean either blasphemy or death. #
And people always wondered why it was
that a stammering speaker, with no flu-

ency, diction, grace of style, nor power of

logically arranged argument, could exer-

cise such omnipotent sway.

There is some truth in this legend; but

it is not altogether true. Parnell ’s power
was mainly due to the force of personality.

Don’t ask me to explain what personality

is, for it is the subtlest and the most in-

describable of human things. But, though
we would find it hard to define personal-

ity. we all know what it means; we all

know that some persons have a power
over us, and some have not. Parnell

could really hypnotize almost anybody
who came at all near him. It was partly

physical, for he was an extraordinarily

handsome and impressive figure. He was
very tall, very slight, and beautifully

proportioned; and his face was at once
attractive and awe-inspiring. Imagine a

perfect oval, with a brownish beard, a

mouth compressed, and then, surmount-
ing this, a forehead of perfect shape, and
all this illumined by strange eyes, red-

flint in color, with a strange glitter in

them so that, when suddenly he turner!

them on you, you felt almost as if a daz-

zling and blinding electric light flushed
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out of the darkness and half blinded you.

Add to this that there was always about

the expression an almost uncanny look of

aloofness, and of a pride, fierce, almost

arrogant and unconquerable. And the

impression of this pride was true; it was

pride that helped to make Parnell; it was

pride that destroyed and killed him. The
best description I ever heard of Paradis

appearance was given by Sir Lewis Me*
Ivcr, a stout Unionist, who differed in toto

from Parnell* in policy, but admired the

man. Parnell, he said to me once, looks

like Lohengrin.

UVVSY-GOING, tolerant, a splendid

listener, studiously polite, unpreten-

tious, Parnell's potent personality

only came out at odd and infre-

quent intervals. He would yield,

sometimes against his own judg-

ment, to his friends; he would

appear distrait and indifferent even

when many important tilings were

being discussed. He often sub-

mitted to things and to men he

did not like; but a moment came
when you felt that you touched

adamant, and that you could no

more move Parnell tlian you

could the Matterhorn. And.

though he had extraordinary self-

control, there were moments when
his anger was palpable, though

even then controlled; he would

give a stern straight look from

those strange eyes of his, ami 1

have seen even bold men shrivel

under the gaze.

His power, then, rested mainly

on personality; but was it true

that he was a bad speaker? It

was not. But again I must say

that when Parnell spoke Well-
and he did often speak badly—it

was when this tremendous per-

sonality behind the speech re-

vealed itself. He was a man of

action, and words to him meant

action, not mere words. All his

pursuits, all his reading was in

practical things. The only |>u|>or

that he seemed to take regularly,

and that he could not do without, was

an engineering weekly. Talk to Parnell

al>out poems or novels, he could say

nothing—he had never read one. The
only occasion on which he tried a pm-ticnl

quotation he misquoted, although it was
one of the most hackneyed tags of Irish

oratory. Of history, even of Irish his-

tory. he knew little; and the little Irish

history he did finally acquire was during

the long hours of his imprisonment for six

months in Kilraainhaiu Jail.

But. on the other hand, he often as-

tounded his friends by the depth and
width of his knowledge in other things.

Discuss with him, for instance, American
railroads, and he could pour out facts as to

their development, their traffic, ami their

prospects. And I have heard him say

things id suit the development of electric-

ity at a time when its abundant use of

to-day was undreamt of, things that

appeared to me dreams at the time;

and now, long years after Parnell died,

they are commonplace and frequent

realities.

r
I ’() bring out, then, the powers of Par-
* nell as a speaker, you had to con-

front him with a situation where he had
to deal with facts; still more, where he

had to deal with difficulties; most of all.

where he had to deal with resolves.

When such occasion arose, you might

rely on Parnell rising immediately to the

situation. Then there was no hesitation;

the words came out, not slowly or with

any hesitation as to the particular form

they should take; they were like shells

sent hurtling from a Maxim gun. And
when he was in this mood the whole man
seemed transformed. The lassitude, the

embarrassment disappeared, and you saw

a man erect, proud, fierce, who shot out

his sentences as easily as if he had liven

the most fluent and the most practised of

orators. Every word, too. represented an

idea or a fact, and I have seen the whole

House of Commons, which, like all bodies

of men. is impressionable and infectious in

its emotions, almost cower as they heard

by his tremendous personality, sounded as

if they were the words of some irresistible

being, of some implacable doom.
Once I heard him make an attack on a

strong [mlitical op|ionent. He randy

made such attacks; he hud a dislike, un-

less he was driven to it. for personal at-

tacks; but when he was driven to it, there

was no man more ruthless. And in this

speech every word fell like vitriol on u

wound; and even the strong nerves

of his opponent for once seemed to

give way, and the speech visibly discon-

certed him.

another occasion, when Parnell was

roused to one of his fits of cold fury,

he astounded his followers by delivering

a speech which was so direct, so fierce, so

defiant that he looked no longer the cold-

blooded and self-controlled individual

which he was usually sup|K>scd to lie. but

a revolutionary prepared to play, like the

Revolutionaries of France during the

Terror, for his own and for other people's

heads. It was one of the unknown fac-

tors of Parnell's personality that he al-

ways lived under the shadow of a convic-

tion that he would have but a short life.

At every moment in life there stretched

across it this long, bleak shadow. This

acmunted for things which used to appear

to hU friends as sheer hypochondria.

When you saw the erect form, the flashing

eyes, the powerful limbs, you could not

associate Parnell with physical any more
than with intellectual weakness; but he
knew better, and in his inner mind not all

the delirious shouts of tens of thousands

of worshiping admirers could ever still

that warning voice of an early death. It

accounted for some of his mannerisms,

even in dress. When he was still a young
man he appeared in the House of ('om-

inous. even in fairly good weather, in a
long, woolen waistcoat known. I think, as

a cardigan. For years his friends re-

garded all these things as part «tf his

hypochondria; it was only when he ap-

peared. after a long al>sencc. in the
House of Commons pale, languid, and
glassy-eyed, that they Ix-gau to realize

that Parnell was mortal, and
perhaps doomed, as he always
thought, to a brief career.

Joseph Biggar, a sturdy, dour
Ulsterman, who was one of Par-

nell's earliest associates, but who
would have sacrificed Parnell

or anybody else to his cause,
— he had the fanaticism of a
Marat.—saw Parnell at one of

those terrible moments, and he

had to go away and weep in

secret.

'THE spee'eh of Parnell which I

remember best was never re-

|K>rtcd. and never will lie. It was
a private meeting, and I believe

no re|»orters w ere allowed torecord

it. It was at the terrible moment
when, against the judgment of all

his colleagues, he insisted on the

election of Captain O’Shea for

the town of Galway. Every- one
of his followers hated O’Shea us

the worst form of |x>litical enemy;
ami some of them, without posi-

tive knowledge,surmised the hide-

ous nature of the power that he
w as able to exercise over Parnell.

When Captain O'Shea's candida-

ture was himom icc< I for Galway
there was a popular revolt, and
the whole town went mad. I was
with Parnell when we readied the

railway station in the town, and
never have 1 seen an angrier or more
determined crowd. It looked as if we
could not escape with our lives. Purnell

remained ralm throughout all the tumult,

and in the end it was agreed that he

should address a private meeting of our
sup|Mirtcrs and try to reconcile them to

the candidate they hated with such deadly

fury and with sueh just suspicion.

It was a small and a squalid hall, ami
the audience was so fierce, so uproarious,

that it seemed impossible that anybody
could get a hearing, ami least of all

Purnell, who was held to lx* responsible

for the whole dubious transaction. And.
when Parnell roue, everybody knew that

he was fighting for his life. But he was
equal to the occasion. He took no notire

of the deadly insults that were flung at

him. but went right on to the description

of the situation. He was too adroit to

discuss the question on its own merits, but

he raised it to the general issue of the

pntspeets of Ireland. And then he

pointed out that at that moment he had
an Irish Parliament within the hollow of

his hand, but that if they opjtosed and
Ix-ut him the great prospect would be lost.

Ireland, he said, will Im> lost when Parnell

is l>eaten; Ireland will no longer have a

leader. And thisc words wen* uttered

with sueh tremendous emphasis that the

crowd was awed and silenced ami con-

quered. and Captain O'Shea was allowed

to he elected.

from this man's lips words which, backed

%

lie had hut divine and he had hia pour momenta; he

required the atim ulna of great emotion <tr of great

peril, or a great occasion, to bring him out
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Political Snapshots
A Discussion of American Beliefs

By CHARLES ZUEBLIN

Illustration by C. R. Weed

was infallibility in a system of checks

that separated absolutely the executive,

the legislative, and the judicial, did

"Aleck" doom the American people to

surrender their thinking faculties to

him till the crack of doom? Moses
broke the Ten Commandments be-

fore he got down from Mt. Sinai,

but the stand-pat American has in-

sisted that we obey “Aleck” as though
Montesquieu were Jehovah. Does the

old-fashioned American know that a

French count, inspired by the British

aristocratic system, guided Hamilton
and his fellow aristocrats in the for-

mation of the document which Mr.
Gladstone oracularly called “the most
wonderful work ever struck off at a
given time by the brain and purpose
of man”?

Mr. Gladstone teas a subtle statesman.

Mr. Voter. He used to acknowledge books

of budding authors by the formula: "/
shall lose no time reading your book.”

“Is the Constitution so superhuman that tre

must worship itf”

IDOLATRY

M R. VOTER, do you worship your
Constitution, or do you under-

stand it?

Idolatry is a serious handicap to life,

and the worst of it is that the object of

idolatry is generally u blunder, shrouded

in myth. For the first time since the

Constitution was hammered into shape
and interpreted for the American people,

serious study is being given to the science

of politics. Even when the country

was tom by the contest over states’

rights that resulted in the Civil War,
slavery' was so overpowering an issue

*4

that men were driven by prejudice or

passion, instead of by reason. Now,
men and women all over the country

are asking themselves. "Is the Constitu-

tion so superhuman that we must wor-

ship it?”

When it comes to lese majestf. has the

German emperor had anything on the

United States Constitution?

R. VOTER, you do your own tliink-

^ * ing. Are you up on history?

When “Aleck" Hamilton got a tip

from "Charlie" Montesquieu that there

r I ^ALLEYRAND said that Hamilton
1 had divined Europe, never having

seen it. The same aristocratic tempera-
ment and insight certainly enabled him
to bedevil America. Hamilton wanted
to give the propertied classes an unas-

sailable pusition in the government.
He succeeded beyond his dearest dreams.

Mr. Voter, who arc your heroes? To
whom do you feel indebted for founding

the Republic? When we seek the influ-

ence that determined the character of

the Constitution, we must note that

Samuel Adams, Thomas Jefferson.

Thomas Paine, and Patrick Henry
did not sit in the Constitutional Con-
vention; that only six of the fifty-six

men who signed the Declaration of

Independence were admitted to the

deliberations that resulted in a con-

stitution devised to avoid the exces-

sive democracy of the colonial govern-

ments—a constitution which not only-

tolerated but supported slavery, and
which to-day is the chief opiate to make
8tatcmanship somnolent.

As Emerson said of creeds, we may say

of constitutions. " they show how high the

waters once came.”

LIAS not the time come. Mr. Voter,
* * when we may probe the foundations

of our government without scandalizing

those who have never made such an
examination? Has not the time come
when patriotism demands that every

citizen be prepared to give a reason for

the faith that is in him? Has not

the time come when the true Ameri-
can must have his own private opinion

of the philosophy of Montesquieu ami
Hamilton, as the true Lutheran has of

Luther or the true Methodist of Wes-
ley? Did Montesquieu and Hamilton

give the world the greatest system of

government ever devised, or did "Aleck"
and "Charlie" flim-flam a busy and

complacent people?
“ The sins of the fathers shall be visited

upon the children unto the third and fourth

generation."



Current

Athletics
By HERBERT REED

("Right Wing”)

OLD boats, it seems, are. like old

friends, the stanchest. And deep*

sea racing in a wind that buries

the lee rail is like old wine to the

amateur skippers who are veterans of

many a New York Yacht dub cruise.

Since the latest challenge of Sir Thomas
Lipton for the America's Cup, there has

been a deal of talk about “raring ma-
chines,” but the recent smashing race

around Cape Cod to Provincetown for

the Tod Cup— and Mr. Tod will be
in action next year with a new Herrcs-

hoff boat— proved that the old designers,

whose names in the days of the Inter-

national Cup Races were household words,

were not always given to “over-sparring

chips" and could produce upon occasion

boats that could weather half a gale when
necessary.

It is many a long year since the cruise

has provided a test of design and seaman-

ship such as was furnished by the race

“outside,” won by the old Corona; and
in these days of the “one-design”— a

natural and healthy development of

yachting— it is, nevertheless, a pleasure

to find a new deep-sea test of the work

of such designers as Edward Burgess,

Hcrreshoff, C. H. Crane, A. Cary Smith,

and the amateur, A. Cass Canfield.

r
I ’HERE were six entries in theTod Cup
* Race— all veterans. The winner, the

Corona

,

was built in 1893 by Hcrreshoff,

her owner aspiring to the defense of the

America’s Cup. She was christened

Colonia, but with the change of her suit

of sails and spars, her name was altered

to Corona. The Constellation, which
allowed time to all other contestants

in the recent race, was built in 1889 from

designs by Edward Burgess, and is now
owned by Francis Skinner of Boston.

C. H. Crane designed the Endymion
for George Lauder, Jr., of Pittsburgh.

She was the record-holder across the At-

lantic Ocean until 1905, when the schooner

Atlantic set a new mark in the Emperor’s

Cup Race.

The Sea Fox, the beautiful old schooner

with the graceful black hull, and the

flagship of Commodore Pratt, was built

as far back as 1888 for her designer, A.

Cass Canfield. In the following year

she won the Goelct Cup. A. Cary Smith
designed the Ariel, which was built in

1893. Last of these old friends and sea-

worthy craft comes the Katrina, the

smallest boat in the fleet She is another

product of A. Cary Smith, and was first

in commission in 1888. She was sailed

by the famous Larchmont Corinthian

sailor, A. H. W. Johnson.

There have been many races around
Cape Cod. The New York Yacht Club
lias held half a doeen of them, and the

Eastern Yacht Club has held four events

of the kind in the last seven years. Never
has the journey around this particular

peninsula been without stirring incident

In 1897, the New York Yacht Club fleet

made a run of 285 miles from Vineyard

The Corona , built in 189J by Hcrreshoff, and icinncr of the recent Tod Cup Race
around Cape Cod to Protineetoum

Haven to Bar Harbor which included a

run down the wind of 173 miles, in which

every entry carried a spinnaker for twenty

consecutive hours.

The record around the Cape is held

by the Constellation, both to Province-

town and to Marblehead. There Is

nearly always a blow “outside,” and the

old-timers seem to stand up under K the

!>csL

TN the meantime the old yacht America.
*• for which the greatest sporting trophy

in the world is named, lies moored along-

side the draw of the Summer Street

Bridge, over Fort Point Channel, Boston.

Here is the famous racer that sixty-two

years ago captured the world's yachting

supremacy. Her deck has Ix-en roofed

from stem to stern, and there is noth-

ing in the present asj>cct of the original

cup-lifter to single her out from a fish-

ing schooner. Yet she is still a stanch

craft, aud there are old-timers who believe

that, with all her vicissitudes, she still

has a race left in her.

About the only achievement of the

old America’s that the yachtsman of

to-day remembers is her famous race

around the Isle of Wight. Yet, twenty-

five years after that achievement, she

was good enough to outsail a fleet of fast

and far more modem craft in a five-

hundred-mile ocean race in connection

with the Centennial Exposition at Phila-

delphia. In the following year she out-

sailed the defender of the Cup, the Made-
leine, in the race with the challenger, the

Canadian yacht. Countess of Dufferin.

She was not a regular contestant, nor

was she in racing trim, but General

Butler, who then owned her, could not

resist the opportunity to show that she

still ranked with the best of them.

VXfHAT’S in the name of an athletic
' *

field? It all dejiends upon how
you look at it. It depends whether you
are an old-timer, an undergraduate, or

a recent graduate. The old-timer still

is stirred by the mention of Forliea Field

at Harvard, of Percy Field at Ithaca,

and of Brokaw Field at Prini-eton. All

have been the scenes of hard-fought grid-

iron battles and all mean something to

the man who followed the gTeat games of

years ago. Now Marshall Field, at Chi-

cago, is to give way to “The University

of Chicago Athletic Field.” There is

no change of site, merely change of title.

Doubtless in due time we shall become
accustomed to the new mouthful, but
many an old Chicago man will sigh for

the days of “good old Marshall Field."

It seems that, contrary to popular
opinion, the site for Marshall Field was
not presented by the late Mr. Field, hence
the rather tardy decision to change the

name. But there was another and a
deeper reason. The plan, it seems, was
to rename the field for the man who would
complete the work on the interior of the

stand, and at the same time provide

locker rooms, hand -boll courts, and other

facilities for the University of Chicago
athletes and their guests. The sum re-

quired was in the neighborhood of

8100,000. However, no Chicago alumnus
came forward to perpetuate his name with
a gift of such dimensions, and “The
University of Chicago Athletic Field”
will be dedicated with considerable pomp
and ceremony early in Octolwr. It is

expected lliat the foot-ball team of Purdue
will provide the victims for the Chicago
holiday.

But while no one volunteered to supply
the immediate needs at the field. Harold
McCormick provided funds for the instal-

lation of racquet courts, and these should

prove an unmixed blessing. Here is a

game that, for sheer pace, rivals them
all. but that, because of the expense,

has been beyond the reach of any save

the wealthiest undergraduates, East or

West. And yet there have been racquet

courts in the great English schools for

I dare not say how many years.

T)OB DIBBLE, of the Don Rowing
Club, of Toronto, has set a pan-

that other oarsmen will find it difficult

to follow. The Canadian star not only

won the two senior singles races at the

recent X. A. A. O. regatta at Boston,

but also stroked the winning senior pair.

His greatest triumph came late in the

day, when, despite the fact that lie ulreudy

had sculled in two wiuning lioats, he
rowed down E. B. Butler, who has twice

won the Diamond Sculls at Henley.

Dibble looked to lie a beaten man at the

turn, but he finished in front fresh and
strong, with the former title-holder

thoroughly rowed out. If there is ever

xueh an event as u Sculling Marathon,
Dibble will certainly go to the post a
great favorite.
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Women
By Berton Braley

There’s pretty girls in every port

Thai fronts upon the foutn.

For I’ve made love in labrador.

In Cairo, and in Rome;
I’ve kissed the girls of Ixmdon Town
And sweet to kiss were they.

Hut Burmah girls are just as sweet

And Frisco girls as gay!

There’s always eyes to sparkle bright

And hearts a-beating warm.

There’s lips the man who’s bold may kiss

And waists to fill an arm;

The maids are fair in Argentine

And dainty in Japan,

There’s girls to love in all the world,

If you're a pro|>er man.

And who’s the fairest of the fair?

Well, hang me if I know!
Sometimes I think she lives in France,

Sometimes in Callao;

But take ’em north and take ’em south.

And take ’em east and west.

Of all the girls in all the world!

The last one is the best!

A TIN CAN BATTLE ON SAN JUAN IIILL

Drawn by George Bellows

The Bellows cartoon for next week trill be

DAYBREAK ON THE LOWER EAST SIDE
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Books
Strindberg and the Anglo-Saxon Mind

“ PJOON I sliall have the distinction

of being tile only one in this

country who has brought out noth-

ing by Strindlierg.” I heard a publisher

say the other day. He may almost claim

such distinction now. for hardly a week
passes without an announcement of some
new volume by that writer, and the name
of the publisher is rarely the same twice

in succession.

I wish, indeed, that the introduction

of Strindberg to the Knglish-spcaking

nations—the last ones to discover him

—

might have come about in a more gradual

and more natural fashion. Forced doses

of anything are hound, sooner or later,

to produce satiety and reaction. Yet

—

seeing how largely our getting anywhere

dc|H'nds on temporary acceptance of

what i* in place of what thotdd be—

I

prefer this deluge of ill-prepared Strind-

licrg volumes, many of which reach us

only at second-hand by way of Germany,

to the previous lack of any such volumes

at all.

'T’HK average American and English-
* man dislikes Strindberg at first

sight because he seems so different from
themselves. But once their initial re-

sistance lias been overcome, it is very

likely they will find that, just because

of his differences, he possesses something

in which they are lacking. There is

in (particular one feature of Strindberg’s

work which I have heard one American
after another s(H>ak of with actual loath-

ing: his appalling frankness in revealing

undesirable and disgusting traits both

in himself and in his fellow-men.

Of course, in the last instance, all

poetry is self-revelatory. And Latin

writers have more than once ventured

as far as Strindberg in men* statement of

detail. But, .strange to say, they tend

almost invariably to lie as restrained in

their mode of utterance as they are un-

restrained in the facts uttered. And there

is alioiit them an objectivity tliat serves

as an opaque screen to the innermost

soul. One of them could never give us

such a sense of ultimate nakedness as

does the ruthlessly self-centered mail from

the North in so much of his work—as, for

instance, in the series of autobiographical

novels beginning with “The Bond-
woman's Son."* Strindlierg was after

all a Teuton, and. as such, of the sume
blood as the Anglo-Saxon. Like alt the

rest of the race, lie was at heart a mystic,

full of those sky-shaking passional poten-

tialities that have forced the Anglo-

Saxon to develop his urnior of reserve,

lest he be swept into utter chaos by the

flood of feeling from within.

The morbidity with which Strindberg

is so frequently charged on the western

shores of the North Sea ami the Atlantic

is an integral purt of the Anglo-Saxon

as well as of the Scandinavian mind. At
its root lies the tendency to introspective

brooding which is characteristic of uctive

souls when submitted to prolonged isola-

tion. The heart-searchings on which

Strindlierg seemed to waste so much
precious energy might just as well have

•”Tb* Son of » Srfvnnt-" _ „ „
Trmialiit r.1 hy (1.0,1 FWM. N*w York. (J. I*. Putimin’.
Sib,. —Til* till* of th>, tr.n,lnlion i« imf-.rluri.tr The
origin*! till* refer. (< the Bride «tury <if Iibnurl u

ib-MlId hr renderr-l » I luve given it .Iwrvr.

By EDWIN BJORKMAN

edition of "The Bondwoman a Son"

sprung from the over-sensitive conscience

of some seventeenth-century New Eng-
land divine. They were the logical mani-

festations of a puritanism that would

have felt at home in a group of Crom-
wellian Ironside's. And the only point

at which he really differed was in his

literalness of expression—a quality which

I hold to Ik one of the main foundations

of his originality and consequent superior-

ity as a writer. The deeper and clearer

our self-knowledge grows, the simpler

and homelier will the terms Ik in which

we are capable of expressing it.

CTRINDBERG was a premature and^ strangely precocious child (»f that

new understanding of ourselves which

is only just now finding its scientific

formulation through such men as Pro-

fessor Siegmund Freud of Vienna. His

works teem with observations that seem
as startling to us as they will undoubtedly

seem matter-of-course to our descendants

two or three generations hence. Phi-

lologists tell us tliat mankind had ap-

proached the beginnings of historical

times before it had learned to distinguish

all of the primary colors from each other.

The colors were existent all the time;

the machinery for discerning them was
ready in man's eye and brain; but that

machinery had not yet been practised

up to the point where conscious discern-

ment was |MMsihle. Blue and green, once

identical with the general idea of dark,

as red and yellow had been identified with

light, had to remain uunamed, and there-

for** unknown, till some day a man gifted

with more vision and more expressive

power Ilian the rest, cried in poetic

ecstasy some terra that forever after

became inseparably connected with that

aspect of sky and sea which nowadays

any child recognir.es as their blueness.

In the same way there have been, and
are, in the human soul, a host of colors

and a larger host of subtle siutdings that

have had to wait through eons for the

man of keener perception and more flex-

ible tongue who would name them so

that thenceforth they might Ik* seen and

known by the whole world.

DEING a pioneer. Strindberg frequently

went too far. Being a child of our

own hypersensitive time, he whined

and whimpered when the process became

very painful. But he didn't stop the

operation on that account. In this re-

spect we may well profit by his example,

no matter how much the whining may
offend us. And in following him, we
may also benefit by the mistakes he had

the courage or misfortune to risk—escap-

ing them on our own account Ihtuusc

he has made them for us.

It will not be a question of writing

autobiographical novels like “The Bond-

woman's Son." But it will be a question

of writing in the general spirit that was

StriiKllHTg's. with his realisation that

the evils of life, as of self, can Ik* conquered

only after the searchlight of human reason

has been turned on them. In their pri-

vate lives, as in their |K»litics. Americans

(more than Englishmen, I think) have

inclined to the delusion that whatever

seemed unpleasant could Ik disposed of

by ignoring it, or making fun of it.

The unpleasant has been tabooed in this

country, which, on that account, has

found it possible to compliment itself

on the “wholesonicness" of its life and

poetry alike. But the moment of change

has come. I think. Strong forces are at

work rendering the old self-complacency

untenable. Whether or no Strindlierg

so far has figured among these forces, is

hard to tell. Tliat he will come to do so

hereafter. I feel sure. Thegeneration of to-

morrow will not ask concerning his work.

“Do we look pretty in it?" but, “Has it

anything to teach us alxmt ourselves?"

StrindlKrg did not always tell the

truth, because he did not always see it.

But he strove always to tell the truth,

and he told it as he saw it.

c iogk



The Autopilgrim’s Progress

By WALLACE IRWIN

111 nutrations by James Preston

Lemuel Tradeth Horseflesh for Horse-power

/r~YH)P Mrs. Bogg, searching Lemuel’s coat

a/ (Mending a sleeve the excuse that she gate).

Found on a bill-head the following note:

"Buy the light, runabout kind and you'll sate

Money on tires." Mrs. Bngg, mused jrro tem..

Faltered, “ Il'Aj. Lem!
Dew tell! Are you gain to git one o' Them?"
"Cosh, I detest that there method o' travel—
B at say! them gas-buggies DO scratch up the gravel!

nd l just been a-thinkin" - his manner uxu sheepish—
"If l couldfind somethin a little mite cheapish

(For Pansy the mare

Is a good deal o' care.

Stiff in the withers and giftin' some old;

In my estimation she ought to be sold);

And I been a-th inkin' a deal could be made
With some auto-feller that wanted to trade

.4 gasolene rig

For my old hose and gig.

I'm a great hand at sicappin'." So Lemuel strode

Out to the stable behind his abode,

Hitched faithful Pansy, and took to the road.

Its cylinders trembled.

Its drive-chains hung loose from its broken-toothed sprockets.

Its sides were all scratches.

Its tires were all patches.

It looked like a juggernaut sired by a hack.

With an old-fashioned door that honkrd up in the back.

With eyes pessimistic Sate gazed on its rust.

Then spied t’nrle Lem as he jogged through the dust.

Said Xtiihan, "IIow doY"

Said Lem, "Same to you!

See here! IIow'U you tradeY
"

Xale paused. "I’m afraid

Yer little red mare is a little mti

Quoth Lem, "Seems to me,

/Is far's I ran see.

Yer little red ear is afflicted the i

M r Muse. I confess, is a bit

at a loss

To sing when two Yankees strap

"hoss-power" for "hoss."

Suffice it to say that, ere set of

the sun.

The ireighty transaction was not

only done.

Hid Xathan the Wise
Had taught Lemuel Hogg

The lofty emjirise

By which fly-u heel and cog.

Maddened by gasolene, fired by

magneto,

Buzzing a song like a monster

mosquito.

If carefully triggered

And prayerfully jiggered.

Would start the old cart down
the roadway, by heck.

At nine miles an hour and the risk of your neck.

DOWN the long turnpike, past Diggles's bam
Lemuel plugged as he muttered, "('ansaml

Look at that runabout

Pastin' my waggin!

Cracky, I’ve done about

’Xuugh o’ this draggin

Slow-pokin' funeral -giddap, old nag!"

Lem looked again and observed Silas Scagg

Stopping his natty torpedo machine.

Si's look was mocking

As Lem did the talking.

"Say. want to tradeY" "For THAT crowbate, y meanY”
Si gave a hoot

Like his horn's horrid toot.

"I'll swap my machine for that spavined old brute

If you'll throw in yer hat and three thousand to boot.”

"Sot" ichisUed Lem. “ Well, I alirays DID hear

Y’ dealt in old pig-ir’n and held it too dear.

Well, I better be joggin."

The gig with Lem Bngg in

Started to move ichen Si Scagg shouted, " Hey!
Xathan McCunite, up Centerville troy,

HE's got an auto he's willin' to change

Far a horse or a dog or a gasolene range.”
“ Thanks , Mister Scagg!"

Lem slapped up his nag.

Remarking. “It's like fakin' tip* from the Direil,

But I'll look up that trade, though it ica'ant

offered civil."

J^ATHAX Mcf'urdle. up Centerville way.

Stood by his car with a handful of hay.

Wiping the oil as it dripjwd from the cup.

'Two* such a machine as professors dig up
From Pomjwian ruins. It creaked in its sockets;

From junk-piles assembled.

’ jP Jr,4iS sunset at home, and the good Mrs. B.
With daughter Katury, at fteuce on the porch.

Awaited the husband and father for lea.

Serenely old Phoebus displayed his last torch

When HONK!
What was thatY

With a brunch-

-iai, flat

Sort of rat-a-tai-tat-cring.

Howling and clattering

Noise, like a cannon-ball shooting at /tans.

Or a dog-fight confused in a pile of tin cans.

Or a desolate dinosaur dying in pain.

Or the up-blowing roar of the battleship Maine.
Straight down the road -who could tell whether bug or nolY—
Lemuel, driving the little red juggernaut!

"Oh, Ma,
It's Pa!"
Cried Katury

In fury.

The Vision, approaching midst puffings majestical.

Turned at the gate with a chug anaparstical.

Bore down the hitching post, tore down the fence,

.Swore down the lawn with a hatred intense.

Went for the porch—and stopped suddenly dead.

Pitching poor Lemuel orcr its head.

Lemuel, prone at the gate of his house.

Rubbing his tvaldsfiut, confronted his spouse.
" Ma, I'm back home," he declared with

a pith you

not deny.

Quoth the lady, "My. my!
So I See—but good land! what's that

Thing y brought with youY"

(to be continued)
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Socialism and Serial Repayment

THE sorry plight in which the ex-

press companies find themselves

appears to suggest that no invest-

ment has permanent value. Idind is

often spoken of as fundamental, but cer-

tainly its investment aspect would shift

amazingly if the single tax was generally

in force. Indeed any one who follows

from week to week the Sunday real

estate sections of metropolitan news-

papers discovers practically no reading-

matter except agonized moanings be-

cause of the spread of confiscatory tax-

ation. Toll-roads, canals, and ferry-

boats were once regarded as excellent

media for investment funds. To New
Yorkers at least, the extinction of prop-

erty in the form of bonds based upon

ferry-boat lines is a recent memory.
Assume for the time being that social-

ism gradually will extend. Is any form

of investment safe? Is there any kind of

property which will not be confiscated in

time? There is one practical answer to

these and many other similar questions.

It may sound technical. But while the

words are formidable their meaning is

simple. The safe and logical form of

investment is the one which is paid off

serially, a certain amount each year.

Serial repayment is the most practical

safeguard against confiscation of property.

A corporation which pays off its bonds in

scries, out of earnings, say in the course

of twenty years, Is protecting the bond-

holders against pretty nearly every con-

ceivable contingency.

Decline of the Express

Companies

XTOT many years ago express-company
^ ’ stocks enjoyed a wonderful measure

of repute. In perhaps five years their

standing has utterly changed. Not that

values have been totally destroyed.

Far from it. These processes of invest-

ment evolution are seldom rapid. Prop-

erty does not disappear overnight, There

is still an immense amount of vitality

left in the express-carriers. The express

has been intimately connected with com-

mercial life in this country for sixty

years. Fortunately for its owners, such

large surpluses have been created that,

if the companies were driven out of busi-

ness to-day. most of them could pay off

their stock at its par or accepted face-

value. The Adams Company some
years ago distributed to its shareholders,

os a form of extra dividend, bonds to the

extent of three hundred per cent of the

stock outstanding. Not only have these

bonds always been salable at eighty per

cent of their face-value or more, but they

have paid regular interest of four per

cent a year. Or take Wells, Fargo &
Co. as another illustration. An ex-

tra dividend of three hundred per cent

was distributed in 1910. The American
Company lias been less generous, hut it

has paid large regular cash dividends and

only a few weeks ago presented to each

owner of four of its shares one share of

Wells, Fargo stock.

Express officials assert that they can

not Ik? driven out of business. They say

there are many transportation activities

which lie open to them and which a gov-

ernmental agency like the Parcels Post

Sensitive, avoiding the limelight,

this is thewhimsical answer that

O. HENRY
America's greatest short story writer—made
when admirers tried to lionise him. “ Oh.
pshaw ! Leave me alone 1 I am just a poor boy
from the country." He preferred the shadows
of the street corners where he could gaze upon
the hurrying stream of life, and with a virion

rarely given even to genius, he gazed deep into
the hearts of men and pictured for you the
generosity, ferocity, kindliness, want, devotion,
the laughter and the mockery, the feverish
activity and the stark despair all the complex
interplay of human emotions which make life.

All this he compressed into 274 of the greatest
stories that ever were written. Packed into twelve

rich volumes—yours today for a little price and
little payments and for a short time only.

And in the bargain, just to spread this edition to
every corner of the country at once, you get with-
out extra charge the best of Kipling, in six rich vol-
umes— 170 stories and poems and nis greatest long
novel, "The Light That railed.”

Send Coupon for

18 Volume*, 453 Short Stories

2 Complete Novels
tor the greatest English and the greatest American short story writer*.
Mail a mill on dollar* n what these writers would have been poxl
for these stones -J') ooo people have rushed to take advantage of
this offer. Prom end to end of this land, we have sent these volumes
to homes where the love of O. Henry lived before.

The first complete edition of this work sold st 5 1 rj. and every set was
taken before the sheets were in their cover*.

Altradv O Henry h*s become a classic. His bsography is being
written in book* and magazines, his stories are dramatized for the stage
and for the moving pictures, the text books of American literature
emliody them, sculptors arc making statues—colleges are discussing hu
place in literature.

This offer is passing. The royalties on both thr Kipling and the
O. Henry are heavy and we can't afford to make tins a permanent
thing. Only the demand of thousands of disappointed book lover*
caused us to extend it for these few weeks more.

O. HENRY KIPLING
i j volume* bound in green 6 volumes, »70 stories

*itk cloth and gold. Gold and j.irmk, one long

tops; Illustrated; 1 74 com- novel, red silk cloth.

plete stories . one long novel. gold tops.

SEND BOTH SETS BACK
if they’re not the biggest . best thing in the to

of a book you ever saw or read. Better than

moving pictures—for these are permanent, real

moving pictures of life. Better than classics

for these are the living stories of today, from

Mudihy on the China Bay t" uih Street I
,ind Broadway, and front Piccadilly m Londo / /

ranch on the Me end the /£/
1

coupon before it is too late. C'*ct both set> Xfy
at once dripped prepaid on approval.

Pin Hollar to the coupon. You get the dollar
'' '

I arlt if you return tha books.

25c a week pay* for them. Send th« r

and put the full set on your library si

and the new joy in your heart.

Don't wait till tomorrow and be sorry. Sand
coupon today and be glad. j

Review of Reviews Company /$/
30 Irving Place New York

Review

of

Reviews
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From the Canadian Pacific
\TI7E will make you a long-time loan
V V —you will have jo years to pay for

the land and repay the loan—you can move
on the land at once—and your Canadian
farm will »uite you indeprndrnt.

20 Years to Pay
Rich Canadian hind for from Si i to S.to

per acre. You pay only one-twentieth
down—balance in ig equal annual pay-
ments. Long before your final payment

comes due your farm will have paid for itself over and over. This advertisement is

directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and improve the land.

We Lend You $2000
for erecting ynnr building*, fmcing, linking writ nmt hnakinK. You have twenty yean in which
to rv|»y this Joan. You pay only the banking internt of 6 pet cent.

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis
The ComjMmy, In cnac of approved land purvhawr who i> in » posit »>n «n>! has thr knowledge

to take care of hi* Hock. will ail ranee cattle, cheep anil hogs up to the value of f 1,000 on n loan
to n to enable the settler to get started front the first on the right bans of ntited farming

If you do not want to wait until you can complete virnr own building* and • ultivatc your farm,
•elect one of our Heady -Made farms developed by P, K. Agncultural R*|wrt»

Horn0 S^-W- ’**<&'*;

Mahrr

ml toy fur it 1 vc the valuable

This Great Offer Based on Good Land
Ask for our handsome illustrated books on Manitoba, Saskatchewan and Alberta— mcntii

the one you with. Alv> map*. Write today.

G. J. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
FOR SALE rown loh in all a town Atk for information

would find great difficulty in coping with.

l
:iH|Ucstionnhly .there is a considerable

element of truth in thia statement.

Kvrn if it is untrue, the Parrel* Post
would hardly wholly usurp express func-

tions short of a number of years. Albert

S. Burleson. Postmaster-General, has re-

cently staled that in his belief the gov-
ernment will finally handle all |*arcels

shipped in this country.

“There ran Ik- no competition w ith the
government in ari enterprise of this

-sort." he said. "But I don’t say that

this result will In* reached soon. It may
take ten. perhaps twenty years, perhaps
longer, to accomplish it. But that the

government will finally take over all of

, this business. I am confident."

Thus then* is no immediate wiping out
of pri»|H*rty. There is no sudden strip-

ping of "willows and orphans.” But
until al»out five year* ago no one ever

thought of express stocks as other than

"gill-edged" investments. Then it be-

gan to occur to people that express com-
panies wen* making too much money,
that the business was a greedy monopoly,
that directors of rnilmuds who were also

director* of express companies played one
against the other for I heir own profit, that

at the best the express was a parasite

upon the railroads and ut the worst it

was a rank usurpation of government
functions as carried on by the Post Office.

No one had ever 1withered ulxmt these

things licforc. But a few years of maga-
zine exposure, investigations by state

railroad commissions anil the Interstate

Commerce Commission, and constant
speech-making attacks by members of

Congress have put these once arrogant

eom|Ninies on the defensive: or perhaps
it would Ik* more accurate to sav, 011 the

grill.

How the Mighty Have Fallen

A I.L in the course of two or three weeks
1 * it is announced that the Parrels Post

will further invade the express field by
enlarging the weight limit of parcels to lie

carried, that the Interstate Commerce
Commission has n-uffiruicd its order of a

year ago. cutting express rates the coun-

try over by uii average variously estimate'll

at from fifteen to thirty per cent, and that

the California Railroad Commission has

ordered a reduction of rates in that State

which will deprive one company alone id

$750,1)00 a year. A vivid idea of how
express stocks have declined in market
value is seen from the range of prices of

these securities for a few years:

ion* 101 1 nut 1*1.1

//<* I m «.> Inr //,„* /.*.
A'lnini <70 «15 <43 1*4 <17 1

j ISO 130 MttJ
American MO CW <33 <t>l I no inn 113
t nitnj Main 113 MO, MS MIIN)I { eW'j M «4i

Well., I«1» lit’* 177 1W (SI 113 l« 01

In iww WdU. far*.- »l-l <•!> lo H70 an<l .lid ih.I fall

Hotv to Sink a Debt

IX lim*s of biisinrss where lack of per-

^ iiiancncc is apparent cm the face of

things, such ns milling, men long ago
learned to protect themselves against

loss by means of sinking-funds. A cer-

tain amount i* set aside each year which

with is iiii|m hi tii I interest will pay off the

bonds ut their maturity. But this is a
wasteful method of protecting the bond-

holder In'cause the sum set aside can not

be used ill the business itself and earn*

very little. The unl\ true way to sink

a debt is to pay it. This is so simple,

rational, and sound that the saying has

arisen that when a ImhuI issue is serial it

grow* safer it gRM
fj

older.
, f t

Property bec*omes v.iliii*lr!n not billy
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H. C. Greening (East Orange, N. J.)

As an humble emicavorcr in the field

of illustration—comic, alas!—permit me
to congratulate you on the pictures in

the first edition of Harper’s Weekly
under your management. I’ve felt that

we were to break away from the Leyen-

decker type some day. and I rejoice tliat

we have found an editor with the courage

to do it.

‘’Take one consideration with another.

A reformer’s lot is not a happy one.”

But don’t let’s care.

STOPPED SHORT
Taking Tonics, and Built upon Right Food.

The mistake is frequently made of try-

ing to build up a worn-out nervous system on
so-called tonics —drugs.

New material from which to rebuild wasted
none cells, is what should I* supplied, and
this can be obtained only from pro|>cr food.

“Two years ago I found myself on the

verge of a complete nervous collapse, due to

overwork and study, and to illness in the

family," writes a Wts. young mother.

“My friends became alarmed because I

grew pale and thin and could not sleep nights.

I took various tonics prescribed by physi-

cians. but their effects wore off shortly after

I stopped taking them. My food did not

seem to nourish me and I gained no flesh nor
blood.

"Reading of Grane-Xuts, I determined
to stop the tonics and see what a change of

diet would do. I ate Grape-Nuts four times
a day with cream and drank milk also, went
to bed early after eating a dish of Grape-Nuts
before retiring.

“ In about two weeks I was sleeping sound-

ly. In a short time gained jo lbs. in weight

and felt like a different woman. My little

daughter whom I was obliged to keep out of

school last spring on account of chronic ca-

tarrh, has changed from a thin, pale nervous

child to a rosy, healthy girl and has gone back
to school this fall.

"Grape-Nuts and fresh air were the only
agents used to accomplish the happy re-

sults."

Name given by Postum Co.. Battle Creek.
Mich. Read the little booklet, “The Road
to WeDville,” in pkgs.

"
'There’s a Reason.”

Ever read the above letter ? A new
one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

The Bert All-Round Family Liniment U"BROWN"S
HOUSEHOLD PANACEA. as cent* a bottle.

DM BROWN'S Camphorated Saponaceou* DEN Tl-
PRICEforlheteeth. Delicious, jj cent* per Jar. ,•«

What They
F. P. A. in The Evening Mail (New York)

Doubtless a better first number could

In.* issued than the initial Hnpgood one

of Hamper's Weekly, but doubtless none
ever was.

Richard Harding Dari*

Heartiest congratulations on the first

number. May they all Im* as good.

Mary ('. Wakefield (Columbus, O.)

We have your new Harfek'h Weekly,
and have examined it with the greatest

enthusiasm. People are speaking of it as

*' epoch-making.” It is all we had hoped
for. and more.

We want you to lielicve that in your
work for a finer America thousands of

readers are “holding up your hands” with

their sympathy and appreciation.

Especial thanks for the "feminist"

championship.

Calvert Smith (Brooklyn. N. Y.)

The first issue of the Weekly under

editorship of Mr. Norman Hapgood came
to-day, and I hope you can do better in

the future, especially in the art end of your
magazine.

Miner Chipman (Boston, Mass.)

Harfek'h Weekly, of August 10th, is

truly a Ilapgoodian publication. Not
only new in form, but daring in its phys-

ical arrangement. To my mind it is the

most attractive weekly pa|H*r on the mar-

ket. I prophesy success for Harper’s.

Sidney Rogers ('oak. editor and publisher

of the Weymouth (Mass.)

I have just finished reading your first

issue and I can’t resist telling you how
much I have enjoyed it. If it is a sample

of what is to come, you should have no fear

of the circulation manager’s statements.

Of course I knew what to expect on the

editorial side, but the rest of the contents

assures me that you have in that office suf-

ficient ability to furnish the puper I want.

Thomas F. O'Connor (Waltham. Mass.)

It is very gratifying indeed to behold

you in a position of such strategic impor-

tance as the editorship of what promises

to lie a national weekly journal for earnest

Americans.

The program descril>ed is inspiring and

richer indeed than we could hope for.

In your grasp of what you must rail

"The Feminist Movement," particularly,

you are far in advance of journalism

to-day. It Is a new note altogether, yet

I confidently believe it will not be unap-

preciated by thuse you arc reaching for.

Isaac Adler (Rochester. N. Y.)

Accept my congratulations on the first

number of Hakpeh's Wef.ki.y under your
editorship. It is admirable— full of in-

terest from cover to cover, which cannot

l>e said of many publications.

Guy Du Val (New York City)

The first number of Harper's Weekly
has filled me with great huppiiicss and I

enclose my cheek for $.5.4)0 for a year’s

subscription.

Please keep the price ten Cents. I am
not afraid to spend that sum for the

paper I like.

J. G. Uerrien (New York)

The first issue looks clever, sophisti-

cated—snappy. You’re deft and cocky

Think of Us
with the conical-headed anti-vivisection-

ists. anti-haschallists and all the other old

aunties. I like a paper like this. Success

attend you!

New York Tribune

Mr. Norman ILqignod seems to have
"fused" Hakpek'h Weekly into some-
thing very like a livewire.

Winthmp Ames (New York)
Congratulations! The first Hakpeh'h

is mighty good muling; and the form and
appearance delightful.

R. G. B. (Railroad Young Men’s Heathen
Association, Springfield. Mass.)

I am not a sickly sentimentalist, hut a
hard-working fireman on the B. & M. R.
R.. with a wife and two kiddies to support.

I have at times a great admiration for Mr.
Hapgood, hut wish he wasn’t so damn
(imrdon the damn) cock-sure about every-

thing.

Rolwri Sterling Yard (New York City)

I congratulate you heartily upon a

significant start. Your first number dis-

entangles itself from the crowd, instantly

and easily. It shows purpose and per-

sonality of high degree. It suggests and
promises.

W. R. Parker. The Churchman (New York)
Please accept my i-ongratulutions on the

first number of llic Weekly under your
editorship. I think the change in form

is a great improvement, and I think you
make a strong start with Brandels’s

article.

The Wisconsin State Journal

It is here—the new Hakpek’h Weekly
with Norman IlapgtMMi as editor. Its

appearance is wholly good. The old

Journal of Civilization headpiece crowns
the editorial page as the insignia of pro-

gress and huinanitarianism. borrowed
from the stirring days and inspiring lead-

ership of George William Curtis. The
ty|M>graphicul make-up is everywhere

strong, clean, and clear, in keeping with

the nobility of its editorial purpose.

Greetings to the new weekly. An old

paper that endeared itself to Americans
for its Itattlcs for the good has come into

life again, to once more stoutly battle

for the common good. Get it. Rejoice

in it. It is a paper for every American

to own and abide by. It can have no
greater recommendation to high minded
citizens than that Col. Blethen’s Seattle

Times condemns it.

John Graham Brooks

It’s good to get it in hand. It looks

the part from the word go. As one of

my farmers says: "It's gut er sort a sish

to it. right along.”

Judge Ren. R. Lindsey (Denver, Colo.)

Just a line to wish you all the success

that you so richly deserve in your new
venture. We need you, and your absence

from the editorial sanctum has been felt.

J. J. Hogan (Massena. Iowa)

I see you have an editorial marked
"Sassing America.” and take from this

that the Monitor Has no right to an

opinion on this song, "America.” If

your man Norman Hupgood narrows

down to this kind of stuff, I for one will

quit this paper of vours.
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MARGARET ANGLIN AS VIOLA

Miss Anglin is to play Viola throughout the United States this season.

She asked for a costume without any waist, but theatrical costumers are so

used to making irumen look as much like women as possible when they play

boys' parts, that her orders were not carried out. They will be, however,

before her performance. Apart from that detail, this picture reptesenis

Miss Anglin as she will appear as the heroine of Twelfth Night

*

Digitized by Google
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Secretary Lane

\A THEN we undertook to secure for the pub-
* lie the full program of the Interior De-

partment, we knew it would be interesting, but

we did not expect quite so dramatic a combination

of philosophy and practical importance os

Mr. Lane was able to give to Mrs. Willsie. He
is a man whose work on the Interstate Commerce
Commission proved his bigness. He dominated
that Commission and settled large and complex
problems in a way that aroused the admiration

of the most competent progressives. He is a

Californian, and no one knows the West, more
thoroughly. He sympathizes with the farmer,

the investor, the promoter, the taxpayer, and
the future. He settles each big question which
comes to him with coolness and experience, and
these separate questions all stand out against a
background of philosophy adequate to the

mighty issues that are at stake. His plans are

an important part of current history.

Our Artists

ONE group of men who are doing much of the

drawing on this paper, including Bellows,

Davis, Sloan, Morgan, and Cesare, represent the

point of view that seeks not merely pleasantness

or decorativeness or the suggestion of a sympa-
thetic anecdote, but rather the sincere repre-

sentation of life as seen by men of character,

humor, and insight. Being artists, they seek

their expression in drawing and composition,

rather than in appeals to sympathies lying out-

side of their art, but they always seek to express

something and to express it truthfully. In a

fumous French play, a half-educated bourgeois

has for his favorite picture a dog on the sea-

shore baying across the waves. He liked that

picture, not for what it expressed, but for what it

suggested outside of its artistic merits; and a

more sophisticated person in the same play

burlesqued him by suggesting the picture of an
onion on a platter and praising it by saying

that, though but a little simple onion, it never-

theless had the power to bring tears to the

eye.

The group of men we have been speaking of are

men of talent, who stand apart from Philistine

conceptions that still dominate a large portion of

an inartistic people, a portion, however, which

grows every year less as Americans become ac-

quainted with the whole world and free them-
selves from the traditions and the point of view
which have made against real art. Into a phase

of this change of civilization we pass in the suc-

ceeding editorial.

Puritan Decay

THE old morality of the Puritan is passing.

In its place are beginning new ideals, more
related to the permanent facts of our time. One
influence working against the Puritan survival is

the great influx from continental nations mixing
their blood and their ideals with those which
were here earlier. But there is a greater influ-

ence. The American people is a practical peo-

ple. Ours is not the kind of nation that has
effective ideals bom merely of thought. The only
ideals which move it to action are connected with
business. The big questions of the day are the
distribution of material goods, the methods of

production, and the relation of capital to labor.

This is what is meant by the social movement.
And it is the social movement which is

changing all of our ideals, including those of

morality. Not many years ago, a discussion

such as that on Unmarried Mothers in this

issue would have been looked upon as not

only indecent but as wholly wrong. The Puritan

had his strong points, but his view' of sex was
not one of them.

Dangerous Interference

¥N the white slave case in San Francisco, Judge
¥ Van Fleet, in instructing the jury w'hich found
Diggs guilty, very likely interpreted the Mann
Act correctly. It is the act itself rather than the

interpretation of it which seems to us so extreme
that it is likely to do a great deal of harm. Judge
Van Fleet interpreted the act as providing that

“any person who shall knowingly transport in

interstate commerce any woman or girl for the

purpose of prostitution or debauchery, or for

any other immoral purpose, shall be deemed
guilty of a felony.’* He also said: “It is imma-
terial what the character of the two girls involved

in these charges was at the time of the acts

charged.”

Of course we may l>e mistaken, but if we have
any right estimate of the attitude of the American
people, or even of general human nature, the

position that the United States Government shall

punish as a felony any loose relations between
the sexes is a stand that will certainly have to

give way. The serious side of it is that we are

now in a great fight all over the country to make
an intelligent improvement in sex standards, and
that fight will Ik* interfered writh by any such
grotesque exaggerations of the functions of law
as is represented by the Mann Act. Law ought
to hit traffic in immorality wherever it can, but
traffic is one thing, and the ordinary personal

choice of two individuals is another.
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Thaw

OUR relations to Mexico interest many; the

tariff bill interests a number; so does the

currency; a few care about whether we shall

retrograde in our treatment of foreign art, or

about public affairs in Ohio or Alabama, or any
State or city; but a wider appeal than in any of

these things lies in the fact that a rich degenerate

has escaped from prison, and, being rich, will be

able to occupy public attention some more.

An Early Feminist

SINCE our issue of August 10th appeared,

there have been a number of discussions of

when the feminist movement began. The New
York Tribune places it earlier than any one else,

maintaining that Adam had the essentials of it.

Great men and women from time to time have
spoken in as intelligent a way against the hamper-
ing traditions concerning women as anybody
could speak to-day, but the first person we think

of who has written extensively and repeatedly

what would be called distinctively feminist liter-

ature in the contemporary sense is Richardson.

Listen to this from “Clarissa Harlowe”:

I think there is not one man in a hundred whom a woman
of sense anil spirit can either honour or obey, though you make
us promise both, in that solemn form of words which unites,

or rather bind* us to you in marriage. . . . Well do your
sex contrive to bring us up fools and idiots, in order to make
us l>ear the yoke you lay upon our shoulders, and that we
may not despise you from our hearts (as we certainly should,

if we were brought up as you are) for your ignorance as much
as you often make us dt> (as it is) for your insolence.

And here is another quotation from the same
book:

To be given up to a strange man; to be engrafted into a
strange family; to give up her very name, as a mark of her

becoming his absolute and dependent property; to l>e

obliged to prefer this strange man to father, mother, to every-

body, and his humours to all her own; or to contend perhaps

in breach of avowed duty for every innocent instance of

freedom—surely, sir. a young creature ought not to be

obliged to make all these sacrifices, but for such a man as

she can love. If she be. how sad must be the case -how
miserable the life, if it be called life!

Probably the predatory male has been handled
with more influence on public opinion in this novel

than in any other book ever written. In “ Pam-
ela,’' Richardson drew in his first heroine a

girl of much the same class as the heroine of

“Marie Clare,” so much commented on a while

ago. In treating the relations between parents

and children, he shows that same determined

humanity of point of view, and Is amazingly

modern in his almost contemptuous attitude

toward parental bullying. All through his works

you find notes characteristic of the feminist move-
ment to-day merely because you find a great

instinct for just ethics.

Is This Alarming?

I
N rural schools in Missouri, girls are organized

into Pick and Shovel Clubs, under the di-

rection of the National Congress of Mothers, to

aid in the Good Roads Movement. Would
Senator Tillman look upon this activity as threat-

ening the foundations of the Republic?

The Fright of a Senator

THE biography of Senator Tillman of South
Carolina does not need to be rehearsed at

this time. He is known to be a violent man,
who has been through much rough experience.

He lacks civilization and certain other attributes

that we might wish him to have, but we never
happened to come across him in a state of intense

alarm until we read his speech on woman 1

suffrage. Most people who become violently

frightened over having women take part in public

housekeeping, and public economy, and public i

education, draw some dull analogy to the later

Roman Empire. Of course, the position of

women in the later Roman Empire was exactly

the position that the feminist movement is trying

to change. Women then had no serious respon-

sibility and no multiform duties and powers that

might give them stability. They were a parasitic

race, depending for their success on their personal

influence over individual men, and the first

effort of the feminist movement is to get

away from that. However, anybody who
wishes to make a row about the safety of the

Republic will bring in the Roman Empire.
Senator Tillman says:

We had better endure the evils of corruption in politics

and debauchery in our government rather than bring about
a condition which will mar the beauty and dim the luster

of t he glorious womanhood with which we have been familiar

and to which we have become accustomed all our lives.

Perhaps it is permissible to doubt whether this

“glorious womanhood” the Senator is so excited

about would be dimmed by having a voice in

such questions as whether the age of consent in

South Carolina is just ami wise, and whether the

employment of children in industries is on the

best possible basis, and whether Mr. Blease is

an ideal governor, or even whether Mr. Tillman
is an ideal Senator. One of the prettiest touches

in this epoch-marking speech is this:

As HannilMil gazed mournfully on the bloody head of hui

dead brother Ha.tdruhal and prophetically exclaimed.

“Carthage. I see thy fate." so I, looking at the growing

craze of woman suffrage und the rapid increase in the

number of divorces granted in this country, sadly think, if

I do not say: “America, thy race is almost run, unless 1

something is done to cheek thy headlong speed.”

Does the Senator’s reading of history also
!

lead him to conclude that Carthage was led to
1

its fate by the craze for woman suffrage?

Divorce seems to him an unmixed evil, and
therefore South Carolina, where all divorce is

impossible, the happiest commonwealth in the

American Republic. He is worried because the

watering-places and hotel resorts in the moun-
tains “afford opportunities for getting acquainted

with other men’s wives and other women’s hus-

bands.’* He states that among the rich the

women are just as bad as the men, which seems

to be a terrible admission for a man engaged in

pointing out that the Republic is safe so long as

women do not vote and absolutely lost as soon os

they do. The rich at whom he is pointing the

linger of scorn five mostly in New York and

Newport, and women vote in neither New' York
nor Rhode Island. Forget it. Senator, and get

a good book on logic—say William Jevons’s.
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Those Who Care Most

THOSE who are most interested in the out-

come of the election in New York City atre

tlie men whom District Attorney Whitman has

put behind the bars. They are the gunmen and
Becker, in peril of their lives; and, next to them,

1 the police inspectors now in prison. Nothing
could suit the criminal classes and the corrupt

members of the police better than to have as

Mayor a man who is an absolute rubber stamp
for Murphy. McCall has never been anything

but a Tammany man. Apart from that he does

|

not exist. He was made a judge only because of

his subservience to the machine. He was taken

off the bench and put in charge of the subway
matter because Tammany looks a long distance

ahead and he was being groomed for the mayor-
alty. The city will spend $250,000,000 on sub-

ways during the term of the man who is elected

Mayor next November, and Charles F. Murphy
cares more about building contracts than he does

about anything else on earth. With McCall
Mayor, those contracts will go to the right

people, on the right terms, and Mr. Murphy,
who is not a poor man now, will not be any poorer

at the end of Mr. McCall’s administration. If

. Mr. McCall is Mayor, there will not be one
moment during this four years when he will

take one single step that is not satisfactory to
: Fourteenth Street. During his whole career

he has been a pawn in the tiger’s game.
When Sulzer selected McCall for his present

position, he was playing with Tammany and do-

ing what Tammany wanted him to do. loiter he

became “fresh,” and was punished accordingly.

I McCall will never be “fresh,” and any punish-

ment that is coming to him will not come from
Tammany Hall. There does not exist a more
typical “front” for that organization than he is.

Anybody who has ever seen him must carry away
a vivid impression of the type of man. He is

one of the higher up in the organization, although

not one of those highest up. Coarse, unspiritual,

servile, he has no separate existence. He takes

orders, and then he acts with a reasonable amount
of ability on the orders he receives. He would

be about as fit a Mayor as Van Wyck. Mit-

chel, McAneny, Prendergast, and Whitman
are the high lights on the Fusion ticket, and
their services are well tested, as are those of

Pounds and Cromwell, while the new nominees
to the Board of Estimate are most admirable

selections. On one hand, the city has probably

the best all-round ticket ever offered to the

voters of New York; on the other hand, it

has a ticket that represents the united uncom-
promising program of the Wigwam. It is up
to the so-called intelligence of the voters.

Are We Advancing?

WILL modem times ever equal in in-

tellectual and artistic flights the past

age of Greece, the Renaissance of Italy, tlio

England of Elizabeth? It depends on whether

money remains the principal standard of success.

The acquisition of wealth calls for industry,

frugality, exactness, and prudence; it does not

require the higher wisdom or insight, or the noblest

development of the character and the human soul.

War and Conscience

ALTHOUGH recent events indicate we are

yet a long day’s journey from universal

peace, they yet emphasize a marked advance.

The rising standard of intelligence renders wars

j

for trivial causes less and less probable. Very
ignorant and suspicious men fight and kill each
other over imaginary slights or trivial values.

For thousands of years nations fought over the

most insignificant differences. In the future

wars will not be fought unless something big is

at stake.

Another significant advance is the development
of world conscience. Every nation tries to set

itself right before the world when entering into

confiiet. In the old days, just as corporations

were supposed not to need souls, so governments
were supposed to have no conscience toward
other nations. Pride and bitter resentment were
supposed to be their only emotions. Any con-

cessions, even when just, were considered a na-

tional disgrace. If a nation took a stand, right or

wrong, it must fight. The world conscience is re-

moving that ridiculous standard. It is becoming
a matter of national honor to concede what

rightfully belongs to another, and even to yield

minor points merely to avoid trouble. And even

after wars have begun this conscience play a

part in bringing it to a close.

Disease Superstitions

THE belief is common among primitive and
unlettered people that there is a specific

remedy that will cure every disease of the body, if

it can only be found.

Ignorant and superstitious people are pecu-

liarly and pathetically susceptible to the per-

suasion of quacks wrho profess to have found the

healing herb for their particular disease, and will

go on squandering money and health after being

defrauded a dozen times, because in their simple

and pitiful faith they think each time, “Now,
maybe, this man has found the real herb that

will end my suffering.”

This credulity is a matter for patient teaching.

The health of the people is a national asset be-

yond the measure of dollars, but even the econo-

mic loss from avoidable sickness and death runs

into unbelievable figures. The people must In*

carefully taught—not casually told—that dis-

ease is not an accident, not a dispensation of

Providence or the infliction of an evil spirit,

but the result of environment and of the mode
of living. They must learn that health does

( not return by magic or by magic compounds;
but it must be restored by a personal battle

(

against disease.

Generous physicians, newspapers and journals,

' and sociul workers who are giving their time and

j

means to fight the powers that prey, and to

j

spread the gospel of health, realize that edu-

cation is slow. Thousands are saved every

year, but it will take a long, strong effort to

reach all the people with the truth. If ever

there was an unselfish effort, and one of su-

preme importance to the country, it is the battle

for national vitality.

What about the national health department at

Washington?



Mr. Lane and the Public Domain
III. Young America in Washington

By HONORE WILLSIE

M R. WILSON says that what a man is, is less im- wants and his rapacities. The problem of government

portant than the direction in which he Is going, therefore is not always what should be done, but what

In analogy one might say that the most impor- can lie done,

tant aspect of the handling of our Public Domain is not “The only real traditions of a people are those beliefs

so much in the value of the domain itself. The greatest that have become a part of us like the good manners of

import of the handling is that it shows the direction in a gentleman. They are really our sympathies; sym-

which the administration is going. And the adinin is- pathies born of experience. Subjectively they give a

t ration ought to represent the philosophy of govern- standpoint; objectively they give a background, a deep

ment of most of America. rich background like that of some master of light and
Washington itself is the last place that takes an admin- shade, some Rembrandt whose picture is one great

istration seriously. It is being slow to understand Mr. gloomy mystery of darkness, save in a central spot of

Lane and his cabinet. It has its eyes focused on details, radiant light, where stands a single group or figure that

It is of paramount importance to Washington whether holds the eye and enchants the imagination. History

Mr. Lane appoints a Democrat or a Republican to a may give to us the one bright face to look upon, but it

land-office in the West. It is eager to accuse Mr. Lane is in the deep mystery of the background that the real

of playing politics. It does not seem to attempt to get story is told; for therein to those who can see arc the

his big, fundamental policies; that is, the direction in groping multitudes, feeling their way blindly toward the

which he is going. To any one outside of Washington, light of self-expression.

“

however, it does not take a very delicately attuned ear

to catch the new vocabulary and its general significance. rPHIS capacity for thinking in terms of humanity is

For the past twenty years there has !>een growing in
1

characteristic of Young America. It is this char-

Ameriea a new order. This order has no formal ritual, acteristie, modified by his wide experience, that marks

no secret grip, no yearly conventions. Yet it is a |»er- Mr. line’s policies. Mr. Ijme dominated the Interstate

manent and constantly augmented society. It is re- Commerce Commission and he dominated it by his

cruited mainly from one class; from the graduates of balanced attitude. The owner is a human to the Secre-

our great American universities and colleges. tary, as well as the employee. On the Commission, he

Twenty years ago politics hnd little relation to college stood for the shipper and the passenger, but at the same

life. But lately college training has been more directly time he proposed that the railroads should have their

for living. It has had the direct ideal of making citizens, chance to make every cent that was justified by their

And it has begun to make them! Year after year the investment. It is this sort of balance that is needed by

colleges are turning out young men and women whom Young America.

they have fitted for citizenship by training them to earn In dealing with the problems of the Public Domain,

a living and to understand the economic and social con- this quality is especially necessary. One ought to con-

dition under which they will have to live and work, aider always the element of risk. The Government can

Year after year thousands and thousands of such young- assume the risk of money loss better than the individual

sters arc being turned into the ruck of our competitive in the development of natural resources, but how much
system. And latterly American politics has begun to this ought to be considered in handling our resource prob-

feel the effects of this Young America. lems with the ever present antagonism of private interests

and public welfare is a problem for the balanced mind.

]V/f EMBERS of the new order are to be found every- The position of a Secretary of the Interior on the
A 1 where and everywhere they have the same hall- matter of land is peculiarly difficult. The polity must
marks. It doesn’t matter whether you talk to them in be formulated then the General Land Office gotten into

Ix>s Angeles or New Orleans or Boston, they show the shape for administering the policy or it is futile. The
same traits. They want to know "why,” and they have General Land Office is overworked and underpaid. It

trained minds with which to accept or reject the answer, is constantly accused of having a graft system. The
They have a keen interest in economics and they know forming of policies is a gigantic task; but, added to this,

how to compare a party platform with an economic prin- the Secretary must organize his administrative force

ciple and how to apply both to the existing need. Col- into effective service. In the face of even’ sort of pres-

lege, catching them young, forced on them ideals that they ' sure, he must find men who will carry out his ideas, or

can’t lose. They like light and they like a fair deal, and else the real results of his policies are nothing,

they believe that it’s not sportsmanlike to be dishonest.

LTntil very recently this vast, rapidly growing order /"ANE of Mr. Lane’s most pressing questions is what
has had no leaders. And Young America is so young system shall l>e applied to lands ami resources that

that it has needed leaders. It has needed men over come under the Withdrawal Act. This Act allows pub-
forty-five who have kept a capacity for understanding lie lands to be withdrawn for water-power sites, irriga-

youth and who have the wisdom that only forty-five tion, classification, and other purposes. Once with-

can bring. The election last fall suited a good many drawn, however, the problem is how to get them back
different types of people. No type was better suited into such public service as will promote development and
than Young America. And Mr. Wilson’s choice of prevent mere exploitation. Not only lands for tilling

certain members of his cabinet showed that he knew are included in this problem, but also lands containing

pretty well what Young America needed. oil, gas, potash, and nitrate. Shall the government give

No one has caught more keenly than the new Secretary these to the public under a leasing system, or shall it

of the Interior the significance of the new order. He allow small holdings with their attendant probability of

realizes that a new order demands new answers. growth into monopoly? If Mr. Lane follows his land-

"The traditionalist,” he said, “who believes that the policy with regard to these he probably will favor the small

last word in politics or in economics was uttered a century holdings wherever it is possible to safeguard against

ago, is as far from the truth as he who believes that the monopoly. This is what Mr. Lane said al>out land:

temporary emotion of the public is the stone-carved word “The land-question in the United States is the ques-

from Sinai. A railroad-people are not to be controlled tion of how Inrst the land that the government owns can

by ox-cart theories. be put into public service and what is the highest service

"The foundation of government is man. His institu- to which it can lie put. Some people think the govern-

t ions, whether social or political, must come out of his merit should maintain entire indifference as to the hands
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into which these lands fall; that, although this immedi-

ately will lead to land monopoly, it ultimately will lead

to small holdings and full use. As far as the government

has indicated a policy, it is that land shall become the

abode of householders. We wish to do whatever we can

to prevent land monopoly. That is the theory of the

Homestead law, always to limit the amount any one

person can take up. In passing the Reclamation Act,

units were decreed. Our land policy is to get families

on to the land not as tenants in the European sense but

as owners, identified with the soil.

“This becomes a great social problem. In fifty years

we are to have a nation of more than one hundred and
fifty millions of people. Uncle Sam wants as many ns

possible of these to be tied to him by land interest and
to be contributing to his wealth by uctual productive-

ness. The only real land problem is to retain for families

the opportunity to get land and to keep these lands from

corporations or those who wish to hold them for them-

selves regardless of their contribution to the general

w'elfare,"

VA/HEN the Secretary of the Interior has problems
* ’ such as this to solve it seems to the observer a

stupid waste of time that he should be constantly inter-

rupted by visitors and their personal needs. This is

the conclusion the abashed layman reached the first day

in Mr. Lane's office. At the end of the week that opinion

was very much modified. These visitors supply the

Secretary with continental gossip. It is his constant

sorting and cataloging of this gossip that gives the human
side to Mr. Lane’s policies. It is this sense of proportion,

a quick getting of the bird’s-eye view’ that comes only

with the years that Young America needs.

One morning a stout woman came into the Secretary’s

office. Her face was the face of impassive grief. She
did not smile as the Secretary greeted her. She did not

take the chair he offered her.

“Why,” she said in a toneless voice, “have you taken

the roof from over my head?”
The Secretary’s ordinarily inscrutable face showed

surprise. But before he could speak his visitor re-

peated, “Why are you taking the food from my chil-

dren’s mouths?”
“Madam!” exclaimed the Secretary, “you must not

talk in this manner!”
The woman’s toneless voice interrupted him. “ Why,”

she said, “have you taken the roof from over my head?”
“Madam! You— " began Mr. I>ane again.

“Why are you taking the bread from my children’s

mouths," said the visitor. “Why are you depriving me
of my chance to support ray family?”

The Secretary capitulated. “ Madam,” he said, lead-

ing her gently but firmly toward the door. “You shall

keep your job. As long as I live or have influence, you
shall keep your job. I shall recommend to my successor

and to each succeeding successor that you have a life

position!”

The woman did not smile. The Secretary closed the

door upon her and came buck to his desk wiping his

forehead, while his eyes twinkled.

“I can heed the voice of suffering humanity, as well

as any one,” he said. “But this is the last time that I

shall attempt the spoils system where a woman is con-

cerned. This is my unalterable decision.”

The Secretary signed documents and listened to

callers for two hours after this incident and then in a

moment's lull, he said:

“It was ludicrous yet it was tragic. This procession

of women to my office, fighting for their jobs, is a terrible

thing. A woman ought not to have to do such a thing.

Yet here they are, untaught, utterly unprepared to take

care of themselves, and their jobs held on the caprice

of one man. We train our boys. But the way we give

our daughters to life utterly untrained is appalling. We
have lived two thousand years since Christ and yet we
have not learned how to take care of c ir women. Two
thousand years and we have a city lik ^ Vashington, con-

taining conditions like these. The thought of that

woman haunts me.” t

rPHE Secretary’s quality of human sympathy should
be valuable to the Indian in the formulation of a

policy for the Indian Bureau. Mr. Lane looks on this

not only as an important bureau, but as the most inter-

esting in many ways of all his departments. It is also

the most difficult one for which to make an adequate

policy.

In commenting on Mr. Inane’s Indian policy one must
take into consideration the extreme complexity of the

Indian situation. , All the questions that confront the

Dejmrtment of the Interior in general with regard to

Public Domain appenr in the Indian Department but

in a highly complicated form. Indian lands in America
are valued at half a billion dollars. They contain water-

power sites, timber, coal and gas, oil, asphalt, and thou-

sands of acres of rich tilling soil. The Indian lands must
support the Indian. They ought to l»e safeguarded

so that his children's children may hold them. They
are his.

Now if there were no other conditions than these ami
the Indians, with their lands, were segregated so that only

the white administrators could come in contact with them,
that administration would be n tremendous undertaking.

The Indian is not to l>e administered to the Indian's

satisfaction by the white. The white has the commer-
cial type of mind. His theory of life, of government, of

society is the theory of the trading mind. The Indian

is inherently uncommercial. He has no souse of values

as the white understands them. It is impossible, for

example, to make an Indian understand that land is

permanently salable; that it can stay sold. He thinks

that it is as impossible to sell land as it is to sell air. He
believes that land and all that pertains to it belongs to

the tribe, but to the tribe only in trust for the unl>om.

His mind will not assimilate the white’s ideas of money
measurements.

This quality of the Indian mind would make the white

administration of Indian affairs difficult if the Indian

were segregated. But he is not segregated. Moreover,

he has something that the white man wants. And the

white will cease to try to get this, by fair means and
foul, only when the Indian ceases to hold property.

rPHE Indian office must stand as a buffer between the

Indian, who can not understand, and the white, who
is greedy. It is obvious that the work of the Indian Office

calls for highly specialized training. The Commissioner
of Indian Affairs receives a salary of >£5,000 a year. His

assistant, $3,500. No one else on the statutory roll of

the Indian Office at Washington gets more than $2,450.

The men who handle Indian affairs ought to have an

intimate knowledge of the Indian mind. That alone

requires years of difficult study. They ought to be
skilled in the handling of large sums of money. They
ought to have a far seeing humanity. They ought to

understand Innd values and the developing of natural

resources on the lands. They ought to have a clear

knowledge of the obligation of the nation to the Indian,

and sufficient intelligence to apply a broad and funda-

mental policy to existing daily conditions. And they

ought to lx: honest.

No man. unless he happens to be a “Son of Martha,”
is going to give these qualifications to the Indian Office

at the salary offered. There are efficient men in the

Indian service. But these are not in the majority. The
Indian Office has long been a labyrinth of inefficiency and
graft, whose intricacies it has been impossible for the

competent man to disentangle in the short time allowed

him in office. The system of Indian spoliation has

extended from congressmen to the man who sells grocer-

ies on the reservations. The problem of the Indian is

the problem of finding the right policy and then of finding

men to interpret that polity.

This is Mr. leone’s Indian policy:

“The best hope that I see for the Indian is to allot

his property to him as rapidly as possible. A portion of

this property he should not be able to alicnab so that it

will remain to him and his children as a permanent in-

surance against the greed of the whites and his own
incomjM*tence. The greatest service that we can do to,.
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the Indian is to act him free, and the Indian Bureau

should be a vanishing bureau.

“We should have a permanent Commission of Inquiry

into Indian matters. An examination should be made
into Indian affairs and it should be most searching. 1

am satisfied that it will be easy to discover that a large

number of wrongs have been done the Indian and that

there are serious defects in our methods of handling them.
“ I am satisfied that there are lens of thousands of so-

called Indians, whose property to a greater or less

degree is under the control of this Bureau, who are as

competent to attend to their own affairs as any man or

woman of the white race. The mature, full-blood Indian

who is without education or ability to care for his own
affairs must remain a ward on our hands. The children

of these Indians, however, should within a generation

be a part of the American people, living outside of reser-

vations and taking up the burdens of all other citizens.

Their education should be such as to bring this about

and end the Bureau.”

IX a way all the problems of the Interior Department
1

are human problems. But with the Indian problem

more than all others it is essential that the Secretary

put himself in the other man’s place, to sec and feel with

the eye and heart of an alien race. We owe a debt to

the Indian that it is too late to pay. The best we can do

is to show a tardy honesty toward the fragment that

survives our commercialism.

It is not easy to pay an old debt. It will not be alto-

gether greed that will urge us toward ignoring the

Indian’s rights. It will be difficult to urge Young Amer-
ica to look backward long enough to recognize America’s

obligation to the Indian. New ideals are too prone to

make us forget old obligations. Here Mr. Lane’s leader-

ship is valuable. New trails, cleared, but modified by
old traditions, is his motto:

“Yet, with all our searchings and our probings,” he

said, “who knows more of the human heart to-day than

the old Psalmist? And what is the problem of govern-

ment but one of human nature?
“ We may not follow the supreme tradition of the race

to create a newer, sweeter world, unless we give heed to

its complementary tradition that man’s experience cau-

tions him to mnkc a new trail with care. He must curb
courage with common sense.

“Let me illustrate by a description of one of our

western railroads. When you or I look upon that

stretch of steel we wonder at the uuring of its builders.

They were great men who Ixildly built that railroad,

great in imagination, greater in deeds; for they were men
so great that they did not build a line that was without

tradition. The route that they followed was built by the

buffalo and the elk, ten thousand years ago. The bear

and the deer followed it generation after generation, and
after them came the trapper and then the pioneer. It

was already a trail when the railroad engineers came with

transit and chain. The track was laid up l>cside the

stream and along the ridge. But there was no thought

of following the old trail down into the cafion. There
the spirit of the new age broke through tradition. The
cafton was leaped and the mountain heart was pierced

that man might have a swifter and safer way to the

J*and of Heart’s Desire.”

\A7E put a tremendous responsibility on the man who
v ~

is made Secretary of the Interior. Ilis is the

most heavily loaded office in the Cabinet. Beside the

great bureaus already mentioned, the Secretary has

charge of the National Parks, which comprise over

4,500,000 acres of land which Congress has from time

to time set aside as national play-grounds. But Con-
gress has at the same time made no adequate provision

for their administration. Congress makes separate appro-

priations for the care of each of the parks. The rest is

up to the Secretary of the Interior.

The Geological Survey with its annual expenditure

of a million and a half of dollars, its work of inestimable

value to the public domain, also its inadequate rented

quarters, belongs to the Department of the Interior.

The Pension Office with its appropriation for 1913 of

$1 ((4,500,(K)0 and the Patent Office arc in Mr. line's

Department. The Bureau of Education, American
Antiquities, Superintendent of Capitol Buildings and
Grounds, Government Hospital for the Insane, Frecd-

men’s Hospital, Howard I’niversity, and the Columbia
Institution for the Deaf and Dumb are in Mr. Lane’s care.

If each department were not of itself so important the

grouping of their direction in the hands of one man would
be laughable. As a matter of fact such a conglomera-

tion of businesses under one head is stupid and unfair.

No department of government is criticized more than

that of the Secretary of the Interior, nor is there any
department of which we know less. One can not sit in

Mr. lane’s office for any length of time and not realize

how hard it is for a man in the Secretary's position to get

his ideas across to the public, the people in whom he is hon-

estly interested. The little is too little to say, the much,
too much. Every statement and act must pass through

many hands before the rejK>rt of it reaches the man at

the cross-roads or the shoe-machine, or Young America.

In the heavy stress of the Department’s work mistakes

must l>e made, and it is usually the one foolish ap|K>int-

ment or decision that reaches the public and not the

ten wise ones.

It gives one a renewed sense of the permanent right-

ness of human endeavor when one discovers that men
with Mr. line’s ideals of public service are not isolated

phenomena, but that he typifies a breed ; new to Amer-
ican politics, indeed, but a breed that always has lived

and always will, simply because it is human. One sus-

pects that Mr. l*ane is himself one of those “Sons of

Martha” for whom he searches so diligently!

“The Sons of Mary seldom bother, for they have inherited

that good part;

But the Sons of Martha favor their mother of the careful

soul and the troubled heart;

And because she lost her temper once and becuuse she

was rude to the Lord, her Guest,

Her Sons must wait upon Mary's Sons world without end,

reprieve, or rest.

“It is their care in all the ages to take the buffet and cush-

ion the shock.

It is their care that the gear engages, it is their care

thut the switches lock.

It is their care that the wheels run truly, it is their care to

embark and entrain.

Tally, transport, and deliver duly the Sons of Mary by
land and main.

“Lift ye the stone or cleave the wood to make a path
more fair or flat.

Jjo! It is black already with blood some Son of Marthu
spilled for that

!

Not as a ladder from Earth to Heaven, not as an altar to

any creed.

But simple service, simoly given, to their own kind, in

their common m ed.”
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Too Many Theaters
By RALPH E. RENAUD

ALONG Broadway they a l ill have

their heads together discussing
L

the '‘Great Mystery.” Managers
arc concerned over it, playwrights are

in despair about it, actors are dismayed
at it, and even the mere theater-goer

pauses in wonder to consider it. They
are all draped at half-mast, as it were,

because more than seventy-five plays

failed last season—the most disastrous

for the producer in the history of the

American stage.

Broadway is the place where they pro-

fess to tell you the "inside” of all affairs

theatrical. Consequently, every one who
summers on this most advertised of re-

sorts has an explanation for which he

exhibits a touching |>ersuiial fondness.

Otic prattles earnestly of automobiles.

Another solemnly declares that the press-

agent has combined with the magazines

to destroy the illusion of the stage. A
third, nibbing a blue and stubby chin,

opines that the playwrights and per-

formers of to-day are incompetent second-

raters
—“Not what they were, my boy,

when Augustin Daly . . and so

on. But most are content with the

Broadway catch-phrase, “ft's a gamble,

anyway.” Wall Street and the Chinese

Six Companies are no quicker to liluinc

everything that goes wrong on the Joss

of Luck.
But, amid all this explanation which

doesn’t explain, it seems strange that so

few should have discerned the real condi-

tion influencing the destinies of the drama.
Some of the shrewder managers, indeed,

assert that there are too many theaters,

and tliat is very' true. But even they

do not seem to realize, or do not care to

admit, just what this signifies.

As a matter of fact, the drama, which
has not been in the hands of the dram-
atist since Shakespeare controlled the

doughty old BlackfrLars Coin|>any, has
in the last three or four years passed from

the hands of the booking-agent into those

of the real-estate man and the speculator

in leases.

r
I 'HKATRICAL enterprise is now as
1 diffuse as it was concentrated in

the days of the trust. The pendulum
has swung to the other extreme. And
just Iw-causc that iron centralization which
the Syndicate enforced no longer exists,

few people appreciate what a profound

10

and significant change the theater in

New York is undergoing, what important
modifications it is causing in the drama
itself, or what a pronounced effect it

has upon the intellectual life of the entire

United States.

The first thing that strikes one in look-

ing over the situation is the amazing
numltcr of theaters in New York. Ax the

Fire Department is compelled by law to

keep a fireman in every place operating

under a theatrical license, their figures

may be aceeptisl as accurate. Accord-

ing to their list there are one hundred and
twenty-eight theaters in Manhattan and
the Bronx. Excluding a few, like Car-
negie Hall and Madison Square Garden,

which arc not properly playhouses, the

numlicr drops to one hundred and twenty-

one. Of these forty-four arc produciug-

liouses and the rest either vaudeville or

devoted to a combination of vaudeville

and moving pictures.

But in order to understand the problem
it is necessary to consider the moving-
picture-houses. The Fire Department
also keeps track of these, but as many of

them are mushroom growths, springing

up and wilting within a week, it is im-

possible to slate their exact number.

It is estimated, however, that there ure

about nine hundred places in Greater

New York devoted exclusively to the

exhibition of films.

When you take paper and [icncil to

figure the seating capacity, the results

are so staggering that you rub your eye*

and go over your arithmetic Imlf-a-dozen

times—as I did. There an* 100,741 seats

in those one hundred and twenty-one
theaters, and a fair average for each

iuterior picture-house would be two
hundred and fifty. To avoid all sus-

picion of padding our figures let us assume
that every theater in New York doses

after a season of forty weeks, or tl.r -

hundred ami twenty performance - For

the sake of reaching a result apply t

same season to the picture i < s. thou ;h

fifty per cent of them remain ope s in the

summer and many of those that . i

ore replaced by o|»cn-air arenas. 1
is

also fair to assume at least two perform-

ances a day for the film theater On
that busis, then, the yearly capae ; r .

the New York theaters is .51,42111.1*0 and
of the moving-picture bouses 108,00 1 "*

—a stupendous total of 159,43< .

1

Note that the figuri* for the “modes”
are strictly conservative. Danid Froh-

man. in a recently published statement,

estimated the actual daily attendance

at moving pictures in New York to be

500.000, which would make a year’s

total of 154,000.000 attendance at the

picture-houses alone. Obviously, this

is an exaggeration. One may lie very

sure that one tenth of the population is

not attending moving pictures every week

day in the year, and neither the theaters

nor the picture-houses sdl anywhere near

their capacity except on Saturday nights.

But one may be equally sure, on the other

hand, that the metropolis could in the

course of u year seat the entire imputation

of the United States ill its various thea-

ters and then accommodate every man,
woman and child in Japan —all without

hanging out the “S. R. O." sign! On
the face of it, such a capacity is beyond
the requirement of any city in the

world.

NOW let us examine the rate of in-

crease in prodneing-houses. Thea-

ters, like any other manufacturedcommod-
ity, are supposed to respond to the law of

supply and demand. So it will be neces-

sary to consider the demand. In this

connection it must be understood that the

forty-four pnalucing-houses (the so-called

first-class theaters) do not merely coin|H-te

among themselves. Every vaudeville

theater is a direct and lively ei»mj>' titor

of the best house in town and none of

the managers, contemph.l inp Ids euip'y

galleries, is inclined to sneer at the compe-
tition of the pirture-ho' Indeed,

the automobiles .irawn up in front of

many of f) c-m < .plain vacancies even on

the grouv 1 ">r of the better playhouses.

It will I wdi to remember, then, that

film tb -a ten are opening at the rate of

ab :l 100 a year and that vaudeville

Ita-uters arc rapidly dotting every street

corner in certain localities.

A few yeurs ago the opening of a new

theater was considered something of an

event in New York. People put on

their best bibs and tuckers to see it.

The rate was one. or at most, two a year.

But in the season of lflll-1* four first-

class theaters were erected. Last year

the list was increased by eight. They
are: The Children’s, the Forty-eighth

Street, the Princess, the Longaere,

ed by Google
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the Eltinge, the Cort, the Forty-fourth

Street Roof, the Palace.

The Palace, though a vaudeville house,

plays to $4, and so belongs among the

first-class theaters. It brings the com-
plete list to forty-four.

T OXDON, which is as large as New^ York and Chicago combined, has but

thirty produeing-theaters. And what is

still more significant, London thinks

it has enough—at least no one dreams

of building any more for a while. How-
ever. this may be merely liritish con-

servatism !

In New York, on the contrary, there

seem to be persons who imagine the city

is ill supplied with theaters. At any
rate, the building activity continues

unabated. From all indications there

is an excellent prospect that next year

will break the record.

At present, among first-class theaters,

the Ames and the Shubert are almost

completed. The Thirty-seventh Street-,

for which the foundation is already exca-

vated, has been abandoned for lack of a

tenant, according to the latest report. A
production-house will lie started at once

on the west side of the Candler Building,

on Forty-second Street, on a block where

there are now eight theaters. Besides

these there is Oscar Hammerstein's new
opera house on Lexington Avenue.

A theater is building on Twenty-third

Street and Sixth Avenue. A theater

is building at Forty-seventh and Broad-

way (the Strand). Plans have been

filed for a theater at Crotona Parkway
and KUmcre Place. In the Bronx the

Royal and the Bronx Opera House are

projected. And on upper Broadway,

within twenty-seven blocks, the following

sites have been offered to producing-man-

agers with the assurance that theaters

were to be erected thereon: southwest

corner Eightieth Street, northwest cor-

ner Eighty-fourth Street, southeast cor-

ner Nintieth Street, southwest corner

Ninety-fifth Street (Vincent Astor’s thea-

ter), Broadway near Ninety-seventh

Street (next to the Riverside Theater),

southeast corner One Hundred and Third

Street, southeast comer One Hundred
and Seventh Street, west side of Broad-

way between Ninety.fourth and Ninety-

fifth Streets.

Probably some of these theaters will

not be built. On the other hand, as there

is no means of determining the plans of

individuals before they become a matter

of record, I do not pretend to have offered

a complete list of projected theaters.

However, the nineteen mentioned ubove

would suggest that the market for thea-

ters could hardly be descril>ed as torpid.

BUT why, if the demand has already

In-cn met—why, if there are already

enough theaters, do they keep on build-

ing more? Ah, that query prods the

quick of the whole matter! As the pro-

moter is undoubtedly the most potent

influence in the present building activity,

his point of view will throw considerable

light on the question.

Building a first-class theater calls for

an investment of approximately $450,000
—(800,(100 for the land and $150,000 for

the structure. The gross rent runs about

>45 ,000 , which means a profit on the

investment of $15,000 a year, increasing

qs the interest on the mortgages and loans

subsides.

In order to get the same rent from a
loft building n structure costing $350,000

would l»e required. It is to be presumed
that the laud will increase in value in

twenty years, necessitating a more re-

munerative building. Now a theater

which originally cost only $150,000 can

be tom down, but an owner will hesitate

a long time before he orders $350,000 to

the junk pile. Moreovrr, as a capitalist

often owns lots adjoining that on which
he pluns to build, the effect on these of the

structure he erects is of considerable

interest to him. A theater with its

thronging crowds enhances the value of

adjoining business properties as nothing

else will. A s|>ecifie instance of this is

to be found in a small candy store next

to the New Amsterdam Theater on Forty-,

second Street. Nine years ago, when
there were but three theaters in the

vicinity, this was leased for $4,500. To-
day, when there are eight theaters in

the same block, the lessee pays $4,500.

The owner of a theater in the heart of the

play-going district informs me that a

church property across the street from his

house was in the market ten years ago for

$'245,000, while last year the price had risen

to $480,000.

POPULATION is also a favorite topic

^ with the promoter. Within a radius

of fifteen miles of Times Square, says he,

there arc 7,000.000 who come to Man-

This area, which is a little nrrr half a mile

long and a little under a third of a

mile iride, contains forty theaters

hattau when they want to see “a good
show.” In addition there is the city’s

300,000 floating population, mostly com-
posed of pleasure-seeking "show shop-

pers.” Besides this there is the normul
increase in the population of 140,000 a

year. This looks like fairly fertile ground

to the man with a Broadway theater of

only 1,000 capacity.

Then, of course, there is the argument
of the tremendous returns assured hy a

UCCess. Certainly two and two some-

times seem to make forty in the theatri-

cal game. "The Spring Maid" is a
typical case. According to Mark A.

Lueseher, that dainty operetta coined

$160,000 for the theater during its mil

at the Liberty and half as much for the

producers (their expenses being heavier).

That totals $440,000—almost enough to

buy a theater outright, lock, stock, and

box-office! The combined net profits

of “Peg o’ My Heart” would have been
sufficient to pay for the new Cort Theater

if John Cort had produced the comedy.
"Within the Law,” with its phenomenal
metropolitan success and its nix com-
panies on the road this year, will pay for

the new Eltinge Theater and leave n

handsome margin. And yet there arc

managers who reinemlier the time when
banks looked on theaters os milch the

same sort of security as livery stables!

Tj1 YERYBODY knows that against
-*-J these golden dreams of the producer

arc to be set black nightmares of ruin.

Charles Frohman once said that any man
who stuck to producing would die broke.

But, asserts the promoter, that need not

worry the lessee of a theater. In New
York the house gets fifty per cent of the

gross proceeds of a show and the play is

considered a failure unless it brings in

$5,000 a week. However, the rent is only

$1,000 a week, and operating expenses

do not amount to more than another

$1,000. Suppose a play is such a calam-

itous failure that it closes after eight

performances. Though the producer

may lose an investment in scenery and
costumes equal to the annual rental of

the theater, the lessee can not lose more
than $4,000 and has forty more chances

to recoup during the season—one chance

a week. Then there is always the over-

flow from the successes on Saturday night,

which often provides capacity attendance

for a show that during the rest of the week

is in the same condition as the proverbial

church mouse. Indeed, hints the pro-

moter, even failures may tide things over

to a better day. The Harris Theater,

previous to the advent of “The Master
Mind.” housed twelve consecutive offer-

ings in reduced circumstances, yet re-

mained oj>en and presumably paid the

rent.

Naturally, this Is the rosy side of

theater-operating. But so fully has it

lK*en accepted in New York that any one

who will put up a year’s rent can find

somebody to put up a theater for him.

The statement seems absurd, but it ran

Ik? verified in the office of any producing-

nianager. The promoter, or go-between,

kindly attends to everything from the

finances to the finishing touches. He
gets his commission ami gels out. If the

lessee “quits broke” at the end of a year

the owner takes his chance of interesting

some one else. There is alwuys a new
producer willing to gamble on the lucky

hit.

The theatrical situation in the metrop-

olis is being rapidly reduced to a real-

estate scramble of capitalists sim ulating

in theaters and managers sjM-culating in

leases. And let it Ik* understood that

it is not so much the theatrical men who
are seeking to achieve new theaters as

it is the real-estate men who are seeking

to thrust theaters upon them. This

spring a beaming real-estate ojK*rator

rushed into a manager’s office and proudly

announced that he had secured the north-

west corner of Broadway anti a certain

cross street for a theater that would ” pack

’em in.” He was guided gently but firm-

ly to the door. Within an hour another
operator poppet! in with the glad tidings

that he was going to put up a theater im-

mediately on the southwest corner of

the same intersection. Neither had heard

of the other’s brilliantly original plan.

r|’HE ideal arrangement, of course, is

where a producer of plays, n-ipiiritig

a workshop, conceives Uie idea of erecting

a theater and either puts in his own money
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or interests friendly capital. It is per-

fectly safe to assume that none of the

eight theaters opened last year (with

possibly one exception) was erected on

that basis. It isn't necessary. The
real-estate man is right at the manager's

elbow, poking theaters under his nose.

And though some contrive to resist the

lure, it is a very tempting proposition for

a producer to have his name carved over

the door of his own playhouse with nice

pieces in the pa|KTs about Mr. So-and-

so's growing prominence on Broadway.
To show the extent of this inflation I

may state that I saw two hundred letters

on file at the United Booking Offices, nil

containing offers from real-estate men to

lease or build theaters. The two letters

from operators to B. F. Keith herewith

reproduced are typical of the rest and
clearly illustrate the speculative aspect

of the matter. Every producer I have
seen has been offered the Thirty-seventh

Street Theater; the proposition as writ-

ten out by the agent for Messrs. W’erba

and Luescher is given here. This firm,

by the way. received fifty separate offers

to build theaters for them after the pros-

perity of “The Spring Maid" had been

established. Sol Bloom, one of the most
energetic and efficient of the promoters,

frankly stated that he had no tenant for

the new theater he is putting up on Forty-

second Street, but asserted that his play-

house would l>e so attractive he would
have no difficulty in securing one. Arthur
Hopkins says that he has been offered the

leases of several theaters even in the short

time since he produced “The Poor Little

Rich Girl."

Yet, when Werha and Luescher reject

all the fifty proposals they receive, and
Henry W. Savage, one of the biggest of

the producers, steadfastly refuses to

have a theater in New York, there must
l»e some argument on the other side.

There Is. There are now in New York
ten legitimate production-houses either

dosed or turned over to stock or the

“movies." They are: The Academy of

Music, Daly’s, the Berkeley, the New
York, the Garden, the Park, the Bijou,

the Broadway, the Herald Square,

Wallark’s.

Some of these, it is true, are old, dilapi-

dated. and off the highroad. But none is

as old as the Drury Lane Theater in

London, which was considered good
enough this year for the farewell season of

Forbes-Robertson. And not all of them
are ancient relics; several are strictly

modem and exceptionally favored by
location. It Is to be observed, also, that

the lust five on the list dropped out of

the running only this year, though eight

new production-houses were opened.

All of them struggled along aguiust odds,

only to lie eventually dosed or invaded

by the film-o|>erator. Those that have
become picture-houses, of course, still

furnish a certain amount of competition

for their former peers.

These are extreme cases. Usually

if a theater encounters stormy weather
the public hears nothing about it, for it

is a cardinal principle in stagcland to

advertise only the silver lining. Thea-
ters and apartment-houses do not go
into the hands of receivers; they merely

pass from one lessee to another. There
is an item in the papers, “The Pegasus
Playhouse will Im? run next season under

the management of A. Newcomer," and
that Is all. Theatrical leases of the better

sort will not Im: peddled about at a reduc-

tion. for no matter bow lean the past has

been, with a new season all the product ion

-

houses start with a fairly even eliuuee.

But it would Ik' an easy matter to name
several theaters which passed through

parlous times in the last twelvemonth.

One of the newest changed hands within

a month after it opened.

r I 'Hl*S far all this dlseuasion of the
^ building mania lias applied to the

theater regarded as a business. Before

going on to inquire into the matter in its

rotation to the art of the theater, it may
1m* as well to admit that even an over-

production of playhouses has certain

advantages. Hero and there are mana-
gers who claim there nro not too many
theaters. Among them is Arthur Ho|>-

kins, interesting as a young producer
who mode a success of his first big Broad-

way venture. "What chance," he asks,

“would a person named Hopkins have

had several years ago to get into the

Hudson Theater? One ease like ‘The

Poor Little Rich Girl’ is bound to bring

others into the field." But his compari-

son with the past makes his statement

merely relative. Certainly nothing

worse could exist than conditions in the

day of the Syndicate, when terms exces-

sive enough to amount to extortion were

exacted of the outside producer. It is

true, however, that an excess of theaters

d«M*s tend to make new producers (and

break them), to curtail the life of poor

plays forced in New York with a view to

rewards on the road, anil in an indirect

way to prevent the shipment of inwlis

qu"te companies into “the provinces,”

as theatrical folk are t>egilining to call

everything that lies beyond the Five

Boroughs.

But it is quite necessary to draw the

distinction In-tween enough mid too many.
Up to a certain point theater-building is

a good thing for everybody concerned:

for the lessee, the producer (these two
l>eing generally one and the same), the

owner, the actor, the playwright, and the

public. Continue to build and condi-

tions become bad for the producer, the

playwright, the public, and possibly

the actor. Go beyond that point and
the producer, the playwright, and the

actor are all at sea; the public is robbed
of much of its choicest entertainment;

and even the owner and lessee In-gin to

pay the piper. New York is plunging

toward this last turn.

T F the public were not affected it would
I not care how much speculation were

going on—whether there were fifty thea-

ters or five hundred in Manhattan.
But the public is directly affected. An
unhealthy activity in the building of

theaters in New York makes a distinct

difference in the quality and kind of

drama purveyed all over the United States.

An exception should be made of the

so-called "big” successes—entertain-

ments of last season's crop like "The
Whip.” “The Lady and the Slipper,”

“Within the Law,” and “Peg o' My
Heart." If there had been a theater on
every street comer in the city it would

have made no difference in the success

of these shows. Indeed, the excessive

niunlxT of theaters doubtless made busi-

ness for plays of this type, as the ticket

agencies "renter" oil them for the sake

of maintaining the speculator's rake-off.

This naturally withdraws putronage from
less favored offerings.

It is the play of special appeal, the

play of moderate success, and tin i»l y
which does not happen to square wi<

distinctive taste of New York which

suffer. This is largely due to the split i ing

up of patronage. No theater lias u i -u-

trle any more, not even the Little Theater
with its tiny auditorium. Stars are losing

their loyal supporters. Mrs. Flske used
to say she had about a ten weeks' follow-

ing in New York. She ran not 1m* sure of

that under present conditions. Diffuse-

ness is the order of the day—except at

the ticket agencies. There mad to he a
s|xs'iaJ public for the play of limited ap-

peal. which may mean the play of unlim-

ited stimulus. Now they nro cirrumfused

in half-a-doxrii directions. Indeed, though
the critical faculty is developing among
theater-goers and the play of modest
charms might under ordinary circum-

stances win its meed of appreciation,

the well-known "intellectual public" is

largely lost in the shuffle.

rPIIItEK plays of the past season
* materially affected by the scattering

of patronage were “The Yellow Jacket,'*

“Rutherford and Son,” and Annie Rus-
sell's revivals of classic comedies (“farces

by dead authors." as Pinero calls them).

"The Yellow Jacket " was wholly un-

precedented on our stage and called for

an unusual quality uf imagination on the

part of its audiences. The critics recog-

nised its worth at once and it was given

the lM*nefit of extensive and clever adver-

tisement. But it liattled vainly against

the tide. Other houses attracted just

enough |>atronagc of the sort that would

have relished its quaintness to make the

difference between an artistic and a finan-

cial triumph.

T^XOUGH has already been said to

indicate in a general way what effect

all this has on the country at large. New
York is. mid for a long time will continue

to remain, the producing-ceu ter of the

United States. It has always purveyed

dramatic entertainment to the rest of the

nation, but formerly the partialities of

the rest of the nation used to be considered

a little. Now very few productions go
out that are not stamped “O, K., N. Y.“
What New York doesn’t happen to rare

for, remains in the city for a quiet little

burial near Forty second Street.

Thu is a good thing or not, according

to the esteem iu which you hold the

critical acumen of the metropolis. Some
people l>el»eve that in spite of the mag-
nificent support it gives many fine plays.

New York often exercises a suppressive

influence on much that is best in the

drama.

HOWEVER, this is largely due to

conditions for which New York in

the mass Isn't in the leust responsible.

It docs seem odd, though, that just at the

time when the Shuberts and the Syndicate

have found it necessary to come together

in agreement to close theaters all over

the United States, the speculative theater-

building craze should be at its height in

Manhattan.
Here is what Lee Shubert. the quick

yet quiet “little brown man” of the

theater, who knows the business end of it

backward, has to say about the situation:

“There was just too much property

lying around loos** and the owners didn't

know what to do with it—that’s all.

But all this building makes it bad —bad
for everybody.

“Everybody knows, or rather, any-

body ought to know, there’s going to Im*

a big crash if this building doesn’t stop!"

And the Shuberts, with their eighteen

’heaters in Greater New York, are com-
monly credited with licing the most

successful real-estate operators in the

l UMiiess.
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TRAGEDY
How It Feels to Act It

I
T may appear paradoxical that a

work or aeries of works demanding
the greatest concentration and men-

tally exhausting study should he joyous

and enlivening, but many of the Greek
plays seem to me to Ik* not academic but

on the contrary simple, human, and most

of all splendidly flawless drama. I am
not a propagandist, and. whatever I may
say or think of the plays of Euripides,

,‘Eschylus. or Sophocles as offerings for

the modem theater. I shall go only so

far in mv statements regarding them as

can be and has been actually demon-
strated. I do believe they should be

more often acted. that they have l>een too

long on the book-shelves, and for too

long a time the object of suspicious venom
in the sophomore and the freshman.

Too long have they been left in the

clutch of some of the venerable, if not

venerated, ones who will not have the

pluvs disturbed by modem actors, and
will only have them done, if at all. as

closely to the original mode of presenta-

tion as possible. That would, of course,

mean no women, and if consistently fol-

lowed, lead to the cothurnus and mask
and other ancient accessories, which,

while they might be of interest as ar-

chaeological curiosities, could hardly lie

relied upon to make a general appeal. I

have found that a reverence for the text

and a beautiful yet austere mounting and
presentation preserved fully the quality

and character of at least one Greek play.

Antigone, and brought it within the ap-

preciation and enjoyment of several

thousands of modern Americans. I can

not believe that I put too line a point

upon it. when I say that this performance

held these people for over two hours in

the deepest interest, and this is more
thun can In* said of many of our modem
successes. It is too early to say what
Electro will do in the same theater, but I

am more than confident as to the effect

and result.
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By MARGARET ANGLIN

0 K1XIIARDT. in Berlin, worked won-
* ' ders with (Edi/ius Her; light and
shade pluyed in constant sympathy with

the varying moods of the princi|>a! char-

acters; the people of the mob stood, not

still and intoning, but, in volume, move-
ment, and in gesture, terribly real, a

vast mass of living, starving people.

They were not merely actors obeying an
inflexible tradition, or formally reciting

the reading matter of hardly accessible

text-ltooks.

This production should be seen in New
York, in English of course, with some
great artist, say Otis Skinner, in Madison
Square Garden, or some place which

offers capacities for reconstruction along

the lines of the theater of Dionysius.

New York is unfortunate in not possess-

ing a climate which insures us against

meteorological disaster, so we must lose

the open sky. It is my hope to accom-
plish, even soon, a festival of Greek plays,

with this as one of the important offerings.

rPHE experience of playing in that
4 wonderful theater in California is,

1 believe, the greatest mental intoxicant

that an actor can feel. For myself

—

and I have played many parts—I have
never known anything to equal the thrill

of the performance at Berkeley three

years ago. Nature, always kind in the

wonderful, golden West, was prodigal

that night. The air was so still and so

heavy with perfume, and the stars so

bright, and so near the earth, with one
radiant planet hanging just above the

altur, that it was no great task to span

the centuries and believe oneself beneath
Attic skies; or to feel in the harsh decrees

of Creon, the pure protests of Antigone,

or the fiery resentment of Htemon, very

present realities, and this same exalta-

tion (I don't know how else to name it)

seemed to seize the whole company.
Their spirit was remarkable.

So untiringly had the whole per-

formance been rehearsed, the “two-and-

two-mnke-four” purt of it entirely disap-

peared. the usual "first-night” hysteri-

cal excitement was utterly absent, and in

its place came an extraordinary calm
which seemed almost religious. When it

was all over. I believe I was happier than

I had ever been In-fore in my work.

As I watched the vast audience filing

out, I felt that if failure had met us in-

stead of success (and the success was
great). I would do it again, for it would
always seem better to fail trying for such

a gual that to succeed aiming at some
lesser one.

A S I have before protested. I am not a

propagandist, though to he one in

its best intention is no mean thing; but

to play Greek plays on an ambitious

scale involves much, if not of opposition,

yet of lack of ready understanding. For

that reason I feel that to do them almost

places one in the propaganda ranks, al-

though I know that it has so far proved
profitable. Commerce and Art must at

times be introduced to each other,

though we are given to believe that visit-

ing cards are rarely left willingly in the

empyrean halls of Art by Commerce.
Perhaps, one may not yet make of

Sophocles a weekly offering, but it will

not Ik* so long a time before this is po*

sihlc and demonstrable. It is all a qms
tion of doing these plays in a simple, ef-

fective, and beautiful manner. Wh-
the strophe and anUstrophe lax-orri

dious to the modem ear, have th* >n p.i i Uy
sung, partly spoken. Ha' • lie p.irts acted

with fervor and undcrst.oiditu iave the

action suit the word- >>t I ord alone,

devoid of action, hrenu are told that

the restrictions • if the At licnian stage pro-

hibited aught but stately striding. Did
they? In short, treat them as great and
wonderful poetic dramas, but always

dram ?*, despite their poetic dress, and
tie Jo best you can with the drama.
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Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("RIGHT WING”)

Polo Prospects

C. C. Itumitry, one of the star members

of the Cuoperstou-n Four, as it

fdayctl at Sarragansett

B Y the time arrangements have been

completed for the next international

polo match—and England will

never abandon the quest of one of the

trophies dearest to the English heart

—

it may be decided definitely that the fa-

mous "Big Four” of Meadow Brook will

not again take the field. A year ago

that contingency excited consternation,

and would have done so in any previous

year. With other followers of polo I

believed lust June thut only Captain Whit-

ney. Devereux Milburn, and the Water-

burys could save the cup. I think the

result of the matches proved it. At that

time. too. the statement that outside of

the Meadow Brook four and the two
slashing substitutes, Stevenson und Stod-

dard, there was not the making of u mil

cup-defending team in sight was hardly

to lie challenged.

No man could have foreseen, however,

the effect the internutionnls were to have
on the work of the men of what might

be called a second string, and who keep

up the game after the great matches are

over. However, after getting a glimpse

of the recent play at Narragansett Pier,

I am prepared to make the Hut confes-

sion of faith that any English team that

heats a team made up of this so-called

second string will have accomplished the

improlNihle, provided, of course, the men
who bore the brunt of the brilliant games
at Narragansett make even reasonable

improvement on their present form.

rpHE Cooperstown four alone—as it

* played at Narragansett, made up
of S. von Stade, C. C. Rumsey, C. P.

Bcadlcston, and Malcolm Stevenson I

believe would have given a picked Eng-
lish team all it could handle despite the

discrepancy in present rating; and there

are other players, notably J. B. Thomas,
Morgan Belmont, Rene Lumontague,

and E. D. Morgan, Jr., who are improv-

ing so fast that there will soon be a change

in the handicaps or trouble for the very

first flight of American players.

A great deal of this improvement
lias, of course, been individual, but after
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all the keynote of the stirring play at

Narragansett was the plainly evident

tendency to build up great fours, just as

Meadow Brook has been doing for so

many years. So. in a short time 1 l>e-

licve tliat not only will the so-called sec-

ond string work up within striking dis-

tance of the best in England, but will

produce more than one four capable of

defending a cup. This may be accounted

far from a conservative view, and based

too much on very recent matches, but
the team improvement has gone so deep
into the roots of American polo, and the

individual improvement has been so much
along the lines of the wonderful hitting

that we saw in the last two interna-

tional matches, that I can not believe

otherwise than tliat the American game
is rapidly finding a rock foundation.

We have already proved to the world

that, so far as our methods were concerned,

we were right. We have not yet proved

that those methods can be carried ou.

not by a half dozen players, but by a
score; ami it remains for the next in-

ternational match to sink this thing

home, not alone to the invader, but to

our own people.

A I-l* that America needs now, I think.

is enough play, and enough play as

teams that are working out their type of

game. The rest Is safe. It would seem,

however, that Point Judith had had its

share of Uie championships, and that at

least one of these really national events

might well go to the West for a change

—

to the West, where such events are needed.

The astonishingly good play of the

Army four, and the way they improved

under fire, was the last proof needed of

the value of encouraging the game in

the service, and looking some day to

Unde Sam for an internationalist or two.

Fort Riley and Fort Sam Houston are

a long distance from Narragausett, and it

would seem as if the soldiers had ac-

quitted themselves well enough to war-
rant the holding of a championship in a
spot more accessible to them.

It has been said that polo is a “rich

man's game.” In a way this is true

enough. But when it possesses the inter-

national atmosphere that has surrounded
it in recent years it becomes everybody’s

game, and what is more natural than
that Army officers should some day be
called upon to defend a cup that is no
longer a mere club trophy? Then the

man in the street will feel that there are

men on the field who in a way represent

the moss of good sportsmen who for one
reason or another can not build up their

own bulwark of defense. However, the

game was never in a healthier condition,

even in the matter of financing the next

defense of the cup, and while there is yet
time there should lie opportunity to wit-

ness all over the country the class of play

that has been on tap ut Narragansett.

The sporting public owes a debt to

Mcailow Brook, of course, but it will not
be long, I think, before the burden of

defense will have been passed on to hands
almost equally capable even now, anil

some day perhaps to be quite as great

and quite as bewildering to the invader.

rPHE long-expected has happened
* again. The world's record for throw-

ing a piece of wire attached to a leaden

ball of a certain weight has again l>een

broken. The event Is called “throwing
the hammer,’’ and is familiar to most of

us. although occasionally the contestants

have to adjourn to a vacant lot to com-
pete. At the intereollegiates this year

special pains were taken to prevent injury

to the s|Mctators, which, however, has

nothing to do with the foolishness of

the event. There is no sense in the event,

and never has been, to my way of think-

ing. Perhaps some day the college

men, at least, will have the courage to

drop it.
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When the Bases Are Full
How the Great Pitchers of the Big Leagues Cope with an

Emergency—Speed is What They Consider the Chief Asset

By ERIC HAROLD PALMER

THERE was once a baseball "fan"

of Ihe thirty-third degree who
dreamed that he had become a

great pitcher. Most young Americans

entertain that notion at one time or an-

other in their lives, hut this particular

individual just imagined it

Everything had gone along swim-

mingly until one day he was ordered to

twirl against the Detroit Tigers. The first

man reached first on an error, the next

chap singled, and then old “Wahoo
Sam" Crawford waited for a base on

balLs -as if that demon slugger even

lingers for a gift-, except in dreams. No-
body out and Ty Cobb up!

"Then what did you do in your

dream?” asked a friend.

"I resigned on the spot." responded

the "fan." “It was a wonder I did not

take to drink."

Three men on bases and a safe wallop

almost certain to win the game—there

is a problem that a hundred big-league

pitchers must face at one time or another.

WHAT do they do in an emergency

like this? Thoughts of the yel-

low peril sink into insignificance beside

this momentous and most debatable issue.

The President of the United States, Sen-

ators, Congressmen, and Governors art-

just as much concerned as the office

boy, who no longer speaks of “grand-

ma’s funeral" in order to get a chance

to watch Johnny Evers tell the um-
pire what he really ought to be doing

for a living.

“Put everything you have on the boll!”

conics the message from the eyes, not the

mouths, of the volunteer managers as

they watch "the breaks" go the wrong

way. They need not fear. That is just

what is in the slab artist’s mind as he

fingers the ball gingerly while the third

baseman and first saeker rush over for a

consultation, mainly for the puqiosc of

its steadying influence, not for the con-

coction of any markedly brilliant scheme

to head off impending disaster. In the dis-

tance two team-mates are “warming up."

The crowd is roaring wildly in the

event that it is the home team which has

the bags clogged ; if the visitors are gelling

on their toes for a mad sprint towards the

plate, there is grim silence, even more
nervesracking.

A sign comes from the catcher. The
pitcher shakes his head. Another fol-

lows ami there is no dissent. The wind-

up, slow and studied, is the cynosure.

The next second the hall is on its way.

perhaps never to reach the gloved hand

behind the hat, but be driven far to the

fence.

What does the pitcher rely upon in a

case like this? What does he think is

the liardest ball for the anxious batter

to hit safely?

thirty-five major-league mound-
experts who were asked the question,

so interesting to fandom in ull parts of

the world, no less than thirty responded

alike. The sum and substance of their

declarations, representing the wisdom of

hard experience, can be found in a

single word. It is all very simple, just

''speed.'*

In the days of Asa Braincrd. whose

mutton-chop whiskers were not consid-

ered out of place on the field of action

when the Cincinnati Reds were beating

everybody in sight away back in 1869,

the only way to fool the man with the

willow was to send the ball in as fast as

possible, high or low, and the same thing

held true a long time afterwards, when
Amos Rusic was in his prime.

Ever since Arthur Cummings startled

the supporters of the Stars of Brooklyn

with his first roundhouse curve, the le-

gion of red-blooded individuals, who can

tell Joe Jackson's batting average from

memory at any stage of the season, have

been discussing the wonders of the in-

shoot, the drop, and the raise. This

last was christened “Old Sal" by Joe

McGinnity, the iron man, who could

throw it better than anybody else. Then
there are the "spitter," the slow ball,

the knuckle hall, and other famous in-

ventions of the diamond wizards. Where
do they come in?

/^\NE of the favorite haunts of the^ rabid rooter is right behind the

home plate, where he can watch the l>all

in its freaky course. The artillerist

with the sharfM-st break to his curves is

generally credited with the finest pitch-

ing skill. But the curve ball Is not the

"real thing," according to the testimony

of men best qualified to speak, although

they hastily arid that it serves its pur-

pose. It isn't that they do not resort to

slants at any stage of the game. The
invariable rule is to "mix ’em up,” the

kind of bender being dependent upon the

particular bludgeon-wicldcr.

The main point is that curves are to

an amazing degree (viewed from the

standpoint of general belief! relegated to

the rear on occasions when, to the ordi-

nary mind, it seems that they should be

called into service most of all.

The “steam” age has come upon us

again in the baseball world. Veterans

are talking of a revival of "the good old

days" (that we talk about but dread

seeing again). Then the slabmen won
their games by sheer force of muscle,

rather than by the exercise of cunning;

for the pitchers who have the most cred-

itable winning averages for the present

season state openly that they have their

main reliance in a "pinch" on what is

technically known as “a fast ball with

a jump." Of course, there must Ik- curves

now and then, but eight times out of ten

the power-clutch will Itc pul on.

TVVTTLE-SCARRED artists of the

center of the diamond, like Christy

Mathewson, upon whom Father Time
lays a heavier hand as each successive

call to spring practice goes forth, are still

depending on steely nerve, cool courage,

and careful judgment to keep them in the

big show; but the newer stars arc shoot-

ing the sphere over the plate with appar-

ent abandon, just as the wiry pitchers

used to do when the late and lamented

Chris von der Ahe was beginning to

know what the great excitement was all

about. They are confident that the

chances of defeu* are minimized by their

ability to make t le ball look like a pebble.

"With no one on Ihe bases to take advantage

of his dazzling wind-up for steals,

Rirey looks unhittable"

The most striking illustration of this

renaissance is found in the person of

Walter Johnson, the big Swede from the

Middle West. Believing with J. Faver-

sliarn Tinker that no one can hit what can

not be seen, except by accident, Johnson

goes in, day after day, pouring a fusillade

of bullet-like corner cutters at whatever
nine has the misfortune to draw him against

it. Ball-players in the select set concede

that “the Old Master," “Big Six," or

“Matty." as you choose to call him,

leads the procession when it comes to

calm calculation. He has developed the

study of batters into a fine science. On
the other hand, when they are asked for

a statement regarding the most effective

system, they hand the honors to Johnson

without reserve.

PITCHING in a pinch is the true cri-

* terion of excellence. It is no secret

in the case of "Matty,” who possesses

in the "fade-away" a drop which really

sinks; a marvellous deceiver; but he saves

his arm as much as possible and uses that

famous “hook" only in critical moments.

He trusts to his unparalleled control and
classy support.

The style of delivery resorted to by

the others in a ticklish moment is prac-

tically unknown to the average "fan,”

no matter to what degree of expertness

in the fine points he lays claim.

Only the pitchers themselves are

aware of the way they cope with emer-

gencies. Their declarations, when I asked

them, proved surprising. Almost to a

man the leading twirlers of the American

and National Ixagues confess that with the

paths crowded with runners, they discard

the newer tricks and go back to “smoke."

There arc those who arc even more
frank. Venn Gregg of the Clevelands, for

example. The sterling southpaw, who
was a sensation in his first year in the

Hite class, waxed facetious in his rejoin-

der to the question: "In a pinch, what do

you most rely on, a fast ball, drop, cross-

fire, etc?"

Gregg paid tribute to the ability of the
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batsmen by stating that he principally

put his trust in “prayer” when the time

of trouble arrived.

Russell Ford of the New York Ameri-

cans leads the field in acknowledging the

superiority of Walter Johnson. Ford has

a bewildering assortment of slants, but

he holds that the speed counts for most.

Ford’s confession of faith was very con-

cretely but emphatically expressed.

“What do you consider the most ef-

fective style of pitching?” he was asked.

“Walter Joluison’s,” was the reply.

“Which do you believe is the hardest

ball to hit?”

“Walter Johnson’s.”

Asked to tdl what kind of a delivery

he resorted to in the hour of stress, Ford

said it was the fast hall for his.

It will lie remembered that Johnson

once shut out the Yankees three game's in

a row on their home grounds, on Friday,

Saturday, and Monday; so Ford has

visual evidence of Johnson’s gun-fire to

back up his statements.

HpHE star of the Senators is making a
* greater record than ever in the

whitewashing line this year, but his most

scintillating performances were the blank-

ing of the hard-hitting Athletics on two
occasions, after the other Washington

twirlers had got their bumps, good and
plenty. Those who are wont to quote

figures and facts in arguing that Johnson

is entitled to the hurling crown of all lime

have a most conclusive addition to their

briefs in his In-half this season.

Alexander and Seaton, who kept the

Philadelphia.*! up in first place in the Na-
tional league so long, depend on a fastball

on the insidecomer of the plate with a drop

to vary the delivery. Marquord, the prize

left-hander of the Giants, has phenomenal

speed when he is right, which, under

proper control, is all hr says he needs.

Nap Rucker, the brilliant port-aider

of the Brooklyn*, has also speed to bum
at his command, but the Georgian does

not use his terrific cross-fire until danger

arises. When he is going along smoothly,

Rucker’s exhibition is really marvelous,

for he simply seems to lob the l»all up;

yet it has a wide, Ilending curve that al-

most invariably floats up for a strike.

The knuckle boll of Rucker’s has been

slammed to all corners of the field this

year in several games, however, and to

uu extent more than customary he has

been forced to fall hack on speed. He
has excellent control for a southpaw.

A NOTHER left-hander who has the

hitsmiths stepping away from the

plate is Harry Sallee of St. Louis, who
once boasted that he was the best side-

wheeler in the National League. The next

time out he was batted out of the box,

while Rucker, opposing him. had one of

his best days.

Eppa Rixey. Jr., the elongated college

offside pitcher from the South, who was

a world-beater shortly after he joined the

Phillies in IDli. contended that he had
not lieen playing long enough to be well-

informed. Some professionals are really

modest. Rixey gave as his view that a
fast hall with a jump on it, preferably

over the corners, worried the batters

most. He iK-lieves that the eyes of the

professionals art- too trained. In the

college ranks, the hitlers “bite” at sweep-

ing curves, but Rixey bus found out this

year that he might as well discard them.

With no one on the bases to take advan-

tage of his dazzling wind-up for steals,

Rixey look* unhittahle. His length of

arm gives him terrific speed.

"Marty" O’Toole, the Pirates’ t*3.000
acquisition, declares a “spitter,” de-

livered with an overhand motion, is hard-

rat to fathom. When he is right, O'Toole

can shoot the ball over the edge of the

plate with a marked degree of expertness.

William James, tlic new giant pitcher

of the Bostons, whom National League
critics say will soon be one of the fore-

most, can whip the sphere in with unusual

violence. With men on the bases he

gets added impetus to his fust one.

Big "Jeff" Tesreau of the Giants,

about whose spithall so much is said, re-

lies upon his speed in a pinch. So does

“ Chief” Johnson, another big fellow,

who won the first four games the Reds
copped this year.

“Joe" Wood of the Red Sox has

earned the nickname of “Sraokey” be-

cause of the terrific speed he relies upon
in a tight comer. Like Johnson, he is

always worrying for fear of being respon-

sible for the sudden demise of some one.

When either Johnson or Wood “bean” a
batter, modern medical skill can do little.

Edward Plank, the old-timer, who was
never quite so good as now, in spite of

his thirty-nine years, > ays a speedy corner

clipper is most effective. Edward Walsh,

the Chicago king of the mound, mixes in

a spitter with his fast ball, but constant

use of saliva has ruined his stomach and
he may never Ik- his old self again.

Connie Mack’s great slabman. "Chief"
Bender, has blinding speed. He can go
in cold in a pinch and unloosen what
might be well spoken of as chain light-

ning. “Cy” Falkcnberg. the human
stcpladder out in Cleveland, is another

with the same forte. Suggs of the Reds
and Moore of the Quakers are two curve-

ball pitchers who have not been at their

best this season.

the successful strictly curve-ball

pitchers, Pat Ragon of the Superbas

is a shining example, but then, Don Car-

los Patririous, as the local critics call him,

is quite different from any one else. He
never worries, no matter what the score is.

He keeps on chew ing a cud of tolmcco and
sending wide benders over the center of

the plate, just as fust as he can work.

Delays are unknown to Ragon. The only

time he gets his dander up is when he is

asked to vacate the box for Some one else.

Carl E. Zamloch started the season

under Hugh Jennings. Zamloch is one

of the minority. Here are his answers

to questions:

“What do you consider the most effec-

tive style in pitching?”

“A good slow ball, mixed in with fast

and curve, is most effective.”

“Which do you believe is the hardest

ball to hit?”

“A low, fast ball on inside of plate."

“In a pinch, w hat do you most rely on?"

"A curve ball breaking away from the

batter and down."
Zamloch ventured the opinion that “a

spitball pitcher with a good curve ball

and also a fast ball is almost unbeatable."

ZuniliK-h has been sent to the Interna-

tional league by the Tigers for further

development.

In a talk on pitching, Mathewson not

long ago maintained that no pitcher can

Ik* effective without having a fast ball at

his command, and he particularly com-

mended the side-arm snap.

"Matty" says that the fast ball ia

wicked, especially when a twirler has an

attack of wildness; but not all pitrhera

areas conscientious as he. and engendering

fear in the hearts of the enemy is half the

battle on the diamond as well as any-

where else.

The Catcher
By Porter K. Johnston

LOW crouched and tense.

Criterion of the batter’s prowess.

He gives the stealthy signal.

A twisting sphere, the air is riven

In vain attempt, mocked by
The echo of that stirring sound.

The kiss of ball and glove.

A wrist of steel.

With aim as deadly as the cobra

Matched with the speed, the daring of the runner.

A flying start, a sweep of sinewed arm
Arching the ball in swift requital

—

A headlong plunge—and from the scarf of dust

The umpire’s hand goes out against the sky.

Scornful, taunting.

Fighter from spike to mask-strap.

He bears the brunt of battle.

From the careening foul that wheels aloft

And falling, spurns his effort

To the man with three and t
ro

Who, unnerved by caustic ^ be, fails his purl.
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Unmarried Mothers
By EDITH LIVINGSTON SMITH

The underlying meaning of the no-called "Feminist Movement" is that a better world can I* made if women generally

cooperate in our moral and social problems. This movement trill inevitafdy l.te victorious. Various aspects of it trill be

discussed constantly in this paper. The most difficult sex jrroblems must be sotted, in the main, by intelligent women.
The one treated in this article is extremely important, and it is also one that must apfwal strongly to the sympathies of

every right-minded person.

I
HAVE been working among girls and
women in the Massachusetts General

Hospital, and in factories and depart-

ment stores, where I have investigated

somewhat the conditions touching sexual

morality— in other words, wherever I can

find girls gathered together and may talk

to individuals among them.

In a hospital one deals, necessarily, with

the sick, with those who have come
through Lhc mill of temptation to down-

fall; but one would not be human if one

did not ask, “While we care for the

wounded, shall we not endeavor to stop

the wheels of circumstance or fate that

have caused this catastrophe?” Is there

no cure for the Social Evil?

IN 1905 Dr. Richard C. Cabot origi-
4 nated Hospital Social Service in the Out
Patient Department of the Massachu-

setts General Hospital. It was evident

to him, as it has since become to every

thoughtful physician, that busy doctors

in the clinics have no time to deal with

the social side of disease; that here

were many people suffering quite as much
mentally as physically, whose home con-

ditions, requiring careful readjustment,

might be the whole background of their

difficulties and their ills, and that, until

these conditions were altered radically,

there could be no cure. This was the

job for the trained social worker, and
thus it was that she fitted logically in

the gap between the patient’s visit to the

clinic and his life at home.

The work is no longer experimental.

It lias proved its value all over the

country, and the field of its opport uni lies

is ever broadening. Because this is so,

it follows naturally that the work should

lie subdivided. Workers in the chil-

dren's clinics must be experts with chil-

dren; social service in the Nerve Depart-

ment must Ik* based on definite knowledge

of mental disorders; and so in each de-

partment specialists take charge of the

social problems that are presented to

them, as, in a greater degree, the physi-

cians in the clinics deal with their own
special field of medicine or surgery.

Therefore, physicians now send from the

clinics to the department dealing with

sex problems cases of unmarried pregnant

girls, and also girls suffering from venereal

diseases.

These are the girls and women whose

lives I have come to know. They are

typical of humanity as it exists all about

us. They are neither better nor worse

than thousands of other girls who do not

come to the hospital; lienee one is at

liberty to draw from their experiences of

life, os they tell them, certain conclusions.

IlfHEN a girl comes to roe from one
’ ’ of the clinics with a diagnosis of

pregnancy, her condition of mind and
body would melt n heart of stone. She
has come to the hospital, to lx* sure.

Now certainty has taken the place of

worry, her worst fears are realized, and

terror has succeeded to a vague but per-

sistent hope that all may yet lx* well.
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With the usual unwillingness of con-

ventionality to face the issue, society

has always sent these girls to u Maternity
Home. We are sorry for the girl’s

mother; we are somewhat, but less, sorry

for the girl; we condemn nature; we
arc indignant with the man who is re-

sponsible, and when the child is born we
shall Ik* inclined to pity it ami see that it

is given half a helping hand, because it

has only half a chance.

To maintain this attitude, we have to

walk the difficult tight-rope of charity,

and we are likely to topple over on one

side or the other. Either we err on the

side of sentimentality, or we throw stones.

We forget the one great fact that as part

of society we are responsible for this

girl’s condition.

T DO not believe in Maternity Homes.
* Like many consciously good things in

the world, they have to be recognized,

and like many virtues we use them.

Sentimentally they approach perfec-

tion. Practically I would criticize them
on three points;

1. The atmosphere of such “homes"
is abnormal, and the effect of any depar-

ture from the normal is demoralizing.

2. A prospective mother needs hospital

care at the time of her confinement, or

the advice of expert obstetricians, ami it

is difficult to combine medical efficiency

with professional charity.

3. Economically these homes do not

yield the liest result for the money ex-

pended—they are inefficient.

The teaching in these “homes” is

concentrated religion of a sort, the teach-

ers having acquired a wholesale institu-

tional pity which deals with “eases”

rather than with individuals. There is

talk of “fallen women.” “erring girls,"

and “first and second offenses.” The
Pharisee is quoted in spirit and in truth,

rather than the real Christian teaching

of which the world disapproves: “Has
no man condemned thee? Neither do
I condemn thee. Go and sin no more.”

If a girl has been leading a life any-

thing but religious, and is suddenly

plunged into obligatory prayer meetings

and psalm-singing, she is either a hypo-

crite, hating it all but professing to obey

the rules because she does not dure to

rebel, or she is wrought up to an artificial

state of emotional excitement which is

as bad for her future as is any abandon-

ment of herself to ungodliness. If a girl

is of a religious temperament, her re-

ligion will help her to true womanhood;
if she is not, no amount of preaching will

affect her character. The impress of

truth, the sympathy of real understand-

ing. the developing of each individuality,

is the only help one can give these girls.

The best influences an* not to be ol>-

taiued by placing unmarried pregnant

girls with others of their kind. As in

reformatories and prisons the water of

evil passions find-, it- I"west level, so

where many girls are gathered together

there Is danger that ;
. ok- nt minds will

acquire knowledge that < arser natures

have possessed to their destruction. The
meaning of motherhood dawns slowly

over the mentally immature*! girl. Be-
cause she has no protector, she loves the

stirring life within her more intensely.

It Is the one pure tiling that is to come
forth from her truvuil, and she is the only

person in the world who knows the full

meaning of this suffering and experience.

Such a girl must not know people worse

than she. She must not know that there

are moral depths to which she never sank.

She must Ik* kept from the knowledge at

any cost, if our philanthropy is not to be
reduced to the lowest terms of hypocrisy.

Maternity Homes are a sort of cross

lietween a home and a medical institution.

They have student nurses and a visiting

doctor, sometimes two; but obstretrical

eases are best eared for at a Lying-in

Hospital where facilities are at hand for

any emergency.

“Child-birth is a medical experience,

not a religious ceremony,” a doctor said

to me not long ago. I agree with him.

Economically, Maternity Homes have
seemed a necessity; but the same amount
of money, if expended in caring for these

girls in a different wav, would help them
better to a life of efficiency and morality.

I speak, of course, of the normal girl.

There is also the type of the mental

defective who needs institutional rare.

The state must care for the feeble-minded

an* I the morally deficient, for they are

a menace to the community and to the

welfare of the race. Segregation through-

out the period of child-bearing seems, at

present, the only solution of the tremen-

dous problem of the mentally unfit.

T TRY, if possible, to keep a pregnant
* girl in her own home until she ran go to

a Lying-in Hospital for her confinement.

Her own mother is at least indirectly

responsible for her condition, for it is

generally the result of reckless indulgence,

the danger of which she never knew, the

culmination of the strange, fierce hunger
and craving of her sexual nature which she

was never taught toacknowledgcorcontrol.

The girl's mother is afraid of the world

and of the ncighl*ors. I try to tell her

we must be brave enough to look over

the cold shoulder of the world und to

defy the neighliors. Our reproueh has

been in leaving truth untaught. We
should never lx* ashamed of the result

of our sins unless we are ashamed of the

sins. Stevenson said it was only the

sins of omission that mattered greatly.

Surely they arc the ones that concern us

to-day. At any rate, the world can not

throw stones—straight.

If such a girl can not stay at home, she

should lie placed in the home of some good

woman, herself a mother, who can awaken
in her the qualities and instincts of ma-
ternal responsibility inborn in every

normal girl.

The financial situation is bot"*d to

trouble us—do**s trouble us, for Vr.

has endowed refuges for the n» . and

we have to bespeak help for the indr idii.G

but progress must not Ik* hamper* -o by
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lack of money or belief* silenced because

of custom. We have an analogy in the

problem of the handling of orphan chil-

dren, now and in the past. Institutional

care for these children failed. They
had no mother. Obviously, one matron

could not be like the wonderful woman
of nursery lore; so it was deemed Inst

to board the orphans in families. Xear-

mothers were found, and the little waifs,

with the belief of simple hearts, found the

delusion comforting and the homes not

so “make-believe,” after all.

What has been done with orphans

should be done with the unmarried mother

and then she too would have a better

chance for new life under improved en-

vironment. Institutional care for her

may be said to be a failure, for the effect

of institutionalism is a habit of de-

pondenee easily acquired and one not to

be considered lightly, as it is destruc-

tive to that valuable state of mind—the

realization of personal responsibility. In

families under state supervision these

girls would have the best opportunity

for individual development.

a TYPICAL case is Louise— pretty

as a picture, impulsive, and out-

spoken. When she first came to me
from the clinic, and realized that I was
sympathetic, she took my breath uway
with her candor.

“Oh. yes, I have been bad," she began,

“and I am dead sick of it all.” She had

been “up against it.” It was hard to

have a mother who “ trusted in the I^ord

to provide,” and Louise was only earning

six dollars a week.

This girl looks so ladylike that her

tough slang comes as a shock; yet she

is never guilty of bad grammar. Here,

again, the mother is weak and foolish,

and the father had been wild and intem-

perate, though of a good family. She

had been tempted on every Ride. “Gee!

but all men arc bad," she told me frankly.

In fact, this girl’s story of the struggle

to make a living in a city held me .spell-

bound. When I told her that all men
were not bad* she looked at me pityingly,

though with the tolerance of respect.

“Perhaps not the men you know, but

the men we girls meet in the factories

ami the shops, they are all the same.

Perhaps they are all right the first time

they take you anywhere in the evening, but

they always end up with the same request.

They want one tiling, and one thing only."

Louise has I>oth syphilis and gonor-

rhea, and is pregnant. The father of

her child is a college graduate, and she

loves him, although he is much the type

of man her father was. Another man,
James G. (there is always another man
with Louise, she is so very appealing),

wanted to marry her. He wished to

save her from her fate, to protect her

and her unborn child. I could not be-

lieve such a tale, and I sent for "Janies.”

I was fearful that he might lie a white

slave procurer. He came to see me with-

out delay. He was frank and sincere

regarding his love for Louise. “She
would lie on the street soon,” he said to

me earnestly. “I must save her from

that. I will not live with her until she

is cured* if it takes three years; but I

will wait for her as her husband.” This

man is an electrician with a good business

record and a clean personal reputation,

and shows a complete readiness to enter

into any plan for the betterment of his

wife’s body and soul.

I warned Louise against marrying

a man she did not love; even a saint like

“James;” but she was afraid of the world.

It bail not known her weakness until

she was pregnant. Now every one would

know. For the sake of her child she

must marry, and John, the father of the

child, would not marry her. So she

married honest James, and she comes to

me in terror and self-denunciation.

“I married for the child. Oh, what
have I done? " she cries. And I can only

be silent. “I love John, and I can not

help it, no matter what he is.”

I try to point out to her that she can

not really love him, because she can not

respect him. It is the world’s conven-

tion, even with Louise, that has driven

her to hide her shame.
What is morality? Living with a man

one docs not love, because of a wedding

ring upon the finger? Bearing the child

of a man she does love who will not shield

her from their mutual folly?

Poor Louise! Meanwhile, Janies waits

and adores his little wife. I like this girl.

She has fine characteristics. Yet she is im-

possible. I tried to get her to go to church.

“No; for the stained-glass angels

would laugh.” she said bitterly; “a piece

of the ceiling would fall down on me.”

"Not to pray, then, Louise,” I urged;

“just to be quiet—to rest.”

"I would think of John,” she said

hungrily. “I would have to think of

John if there was music. I know it’s

all a fearful mess—hut have you ever

lieen in love with any one?”

T SEE shop girls and waitresses, factory

^ girls and maids, chorus girls, stenog-

raphers, and governesses, each with a

different story, each with the same terror

of the consequences of their folly.

“I never knew,” they tell me. “I
never knew there were such temptations.”

One girl said to me, not long ago: "I
have married sisters. Why couldn’t

they have told me something aliout the

world? Why did they let me go to work,

knowing nothing?”

Let us go hack to the question of sex

education of the public. Silence* has

been tile policy in the post. We have

taught our children biology and natural

history, we have taught them physiology,

carefully ignoring the organs of repro-

duction; we have warned the young to

make use of their senses and their brains,

but we have refused to recognize the

very forex* that guides all these instincts,

the vital power of sex. Yet, in the face

of this stupidity, acknowledging the call

of the age, girls are sent out into the in-

dustrial world, where they fight shoulder

to shoulder with men. Here they find

out for the first time the passions and
potential worth of their individualities;

here they meet with the same—no,

greater—temptation than their brothers,

hut with no knowledge to guide them,

no traditions to give them poise, no
ameliorating factor of social tenderness

or tolerance when inexperience fails to tem-

per their emotions and their femininity.

There are some old-fashioned, stubborn

people who refuse to admit that the

wheels of time turn round. They would

push woman Irnck into the position she

used to disgrace. She must cither lie

a wife ami mother, happy or unhappy,

or dependent u|K»n relatives, agreeable

or insulting, who will support her. The
ignominy of her position does not astound

them; the absurdity of it awakens in

them no sense of wonder; the pathos of

it does not touch them.

Other people there are who accept the

situation as it is with passive indifference.

Oh, yes, women are out in the world.

IIow did the world ever get along without

them? Only to a comparatively few
snlxT-niinded |»cople has the situation

been turned around so that the seamy
side is noticed as well as its neat, outward
appearance of womanly indc|M>ndencc.

"T\0 not for think one moment that I

believe woman should he dependent
upon man at the cost of her dignity,

her intelligence, and her individuality;

hut before she assumes the rflle of a wage-
earner she should Im* a woman, not a child.

A girl’s protection must come from with-

out. a hoy’s from within. Every boy
who reaches the age of adolescence knows
his nature. It asserts itself. His sex

instincts are dominant, aggressive. He
is man, the father of the race, and the

laws of procreation are to him an open

book. A girl stays innocent until she is

awakened. It is the kiss, the touch, the

senses stirred, that make her, in the

glory of her womanhood or in her shame,
acknowledge her sex.

Our rities are full of mere children

who have felt the glow of freedom and
the necessity of toil. Our factories anil

shops are run by them. It is but nat-

ural that they should obey the call of the

times; but they leave their toys and their

spelling books to go into wage-earning

competition, where life crowds and en-

tices, enchants, dominates, and some-

times kills. Whose fault is this?

The very frailty of such a girl, her de-

pendence upon her intuitions and emo-
tions, the triumph of feeling over in-

tellect. place her in greater danger than

her brothers, even were their responsi-

bility to society the same. But, add to

this the fact that in yielding to sexual

temptation site has the burden of child-

bearing—how much more necessary that

she should have some knowledge of whal
she is to meet in the world, of what she

must combat, lest her emotions forestall

her intelligence as physical development

proceeds mental appreciation.

IXflTHOUT this education the force of
* ’ natural selection asserts itself. A

young girl is no reader of character. She
does not understand herself, and she mis-

takes physical fascination for love. It is

pathetic that she should stumble into the

net of her own immaturity, but this is

too often true, and if she does no worse

she probably marries the wrong man.

This because she was left alone, a child, un-

tutored. responsible for the fruit of the tree

of knowledge which she picks because it is

growing in her garden, and she is curious.

So we struggle with the great problem
of illegitimacy. How strange are our

morals, that we call the effect of ignorance

immorality, the result of nature's un-

taught awakening «"«.

Suddenly we are realizing the situa-

tion. and a campaign of education is the

result* It is absolutely necessary, if

we arc to face Uic facts. If we permit

conditions without a suggestion as to

remedy, they become our grave responsi-

bility liecausc of our acknowledgment of

their exstenee. Whether we like it or

not, women are in the industrial world

to stay. Whether we face the issue or

dodge it, they must know the laws of

sex as they are. and, like their brothers,

1m* instructed as to the use and abuse of

their instincts. Then we will apprnuch

a standard of morals that will bear the

light of day—not a double standard, as

in the pust. but a basis for rigid living

evolved from a knowledge of the law of

sex, which should Ik* regarded as simply

as is any other law- which nature has

ordained for man's development.
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The Party

HAS it ever struck you, Mr. Voter,

tliat the capstone of American
government is the party, as the

cornerstone U the “system of checks"?

The party was not nominated in the bond;

the Constitution-makers thought they

could avoid so popular a device. The
organization that represents all that most

of your fellow-voters know about gov-

ernment is not only unincntioned in

T!^^WJGonstitution; it succeeds only by
violating the spirit of the Constitution.

That ancient document was intended

to confer absolute power u|>on the mi-

nority; the party was a futile after-

thought to give expression to majority

opinion.

Sir. Voter, do you know that jrariie

s

originated in the division of sentiment in

1799 over the recognition of the French
liepublic?

NCE we adopted the British aristo-

cratic system, parties have come to

be a powerful means of expressing the

public will in the mother-country. They
are an integral part of the British Con-
stitution. hani|KTed intentionally by the

*1

nobility, but with a freedom of expression

unknown here. Party loyalty is not

only demanded of the British voter but

is expected of his representative. The
"government" is the cabinet chosen by
the leader of the victorious party, and

remaining in power only so long as satis-

factory to the electorate.

The party giveth and the party taketh

away. Blessed be the name of the party

(in Great Britain).

TAID you know, Mr. Voter, that your

party is not likely to rule even if

you win? The constitutional checks in

the United States have prevented com-

plete party-control of ull brandies of the

government at Ihe same time for nearly

a hundred years of our history. Twelve
limes has a party been victorious in the

popular branch of government—the

House of Representatives—without hav-

ing any sup|>orl in the other branches.

For nearly forty years no party has hud

a sufficient majority to control the treaty-

making power of the Senate. The Dem-
ocratic party, now in power in all depart-

ments, is not strong enough to make
a treaty.

Sir. Voter, did anybody ever tell you that

the masses are resjwnsiblc for misgovern-

merit?

PARTY-GOVERNMENT has been so
* ineffectual that the parlies have gen-

erally had no reason for existence, except

to hold office. Ever since slavery became

a conscious issue, lioth historic parties

have straddled or wobbled on all vital

questions. Their platform planks on the

money question have been illuminating.

Bimrldlim
IS*! HrpiiUinui
IMNH Rrpul4ir»o
IMN HrpuMirao
IflUS TVraocrmlif
1900 lVmucntic

'Sound" nonef

Dmocnlic
rVn«ocr*ti<-
Repuhliraa
Republican

“ Tit Jrrontir* phntr evnnnlt ti* adminirlratirc Ur."

VISIBLE you. Mr. Voter, have been
* * taught that party loyalty is a

better guarantee of salvation than the

grace of God. your representatives have

effected a bipartisan government. A
bipartisan alliance elected Cannon

speaker, framed the rules, passed the

Payue-Aldrirh tariff bill, elected lx»riiner,

white-washed Lorimcr and Stephenson,

and will probably be needed to jiass the

next tariff bill through the Senate in

spite of the Democratic majority. The
only division in Washington is between

reactionaries and progressives. Their

|M»litieai lal>els tell you nothing.

Sir. Voter, don’t you rrant a pure “' •>}

laic to show the ingredients in your potU-cal

party?
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN
Illustrations by James Preston

IV

Lemuel Motoreth without Trimmings and
Getteth Trimmed

LEMUEL BOGG lit a five-cent cigar,

Ptat on his duster and motoring cap.

Cranked up his little ml gadabout car.

Tied on the broke with an old hitching strap,

And thus to his wife and his daughter Kutury:

“I’m bound t’ show you. if ye’re from Missouri,

That, though it costs steep.

The Bogg folks can keep

A place

In the race

At the top o’ the heap.

Danged if we don’t.

Hanged if we won’t!

Anythin’ modern that travels on wheels,

Wheelbarrows, airyplanes, automobiles.

Gasolene, kerosene, steam, or the rest.

The Bogg folks ’ll travel as good os

the brat.

So hop in, my dcurie.

And don't y’ git skeerv-

We’re off in a cloud with our

the west.”

LEM looked heroic.

Mother looked prayerful

But daughter, though stoic.

Said, “Pa. do he careful!”

As, spitting wild odors and madly . fL.

vibrating.

Jolting, back-firing, slam-hanging, and gruling.

The rear-door antique began slowly to strike

A tortuous progress down Pennymot Pike.

Ma said, “Good land!

I)o stop, for I‘ra dying!”

But daughter cried, "Grand!

We’re most nearly flying!”

While Pa, with his liand

On the wheel, death-defying.

Straight on the road kept his aquiline optic.

Little he listened; they might have talked Coptic.

But he thought, “This old cart ain’t constructed fer style.

But I bet

That I'll yet

Meet old Si’s stylish pet.

Give 'im fair roadway and skin ’in* a mile.”

LIE was some less elated near Chntterhom's pump.
* ^ When the car sagged abeam with a desolate hump.
Too bad at this juncture,

A puncture!

So out of his seat he disconsolate gat

And sought the garage of one Jacob Q. Spratt.

Who. spite of poor I/emuel's bargaining hollers.

Sold him a “shoe”—and charged forty-two dollars!

“Ginger!” sighed Lemuel, counting the dross,

“It's a sight more expensive than shoein' a boss.”

Tlie morn was divine. Such a day. without censure

I say, might cause train-wrecks or love or adventure.

When the tire was adjusted

Lemuel dusted

The grime from his m«e, then up-cranking his steed,

Remarked, “All aboard! Here’s the place for some speed.”

A roar like a ton of coal shooting a chute.

And off and away with an ear-splitting toot.

Defying both time-table. s|>ccd-)aw, thermometer—
Twdve miles an hour, said the worried speedometer.

‘T'MVAS all very well till, down Henderson’s lane,

* Something behind whistled loud as a train.

Eye glancing aft.

Lem bitterly laughed,

For, eating the dust in its might and its main.

Came the natty green speeder

Of BlUls J. Scagg.

“I'U show tliat lorpeeder

A bit o* red rag!”

Lem hissed. Honks behind. Then, his pride growing larger.

He tendered more gas to his quivering ehurger.

The road was too narrow

To let a small harrow

Pass, unless aome one hunched ’way to the side.

“Which same I won’t do,” Lem declared in his pride.

"Them upstartish Scaggs,

With their gasolene drags

And boastin's and brags.

Ain't got no more right to this roadway than me.”
A voice from behind

:

“Say, Lem. ’f y’ don’t mind”

—

“I can beat yer old ’bus!” shouted Lem. “Just you see!”

He stamped down his toe on the ac-celerator;

The enginery shook with a rage even greater,

While Si’s haughty vehicle.

Smoother than treacle.

Purred in the rear, till at Ogdvie’s Hill

The roadway, upshooting at twenty degrees.

Somehow grew broader. Lem's car with a will

Tackled the grade. But it cost it a wheeze.

Then suddenly, swift as a greasy green thunderbolt.

Straight up the hillside Si’s car ’g&n to blunder. Bolt

Upright sat I-cm

Like a charioteer.

While Si coughed, “Ahem!”
As he passed very near,

A sound so revengeful, sarcastic, sardonic

That Lera’s swelling anger grew fairly bubonic.

over the valley and far, far away^ His rival was lost in a garment of gray.

Lem was about

To snort, “The old snob!”

When his engine gave out

With a liack-broken sob.

A chain rattled looser, its roaring was still;

And there she stood, stalled on the side of a hill.

Lem Uaqicd to earth. Daughter tried to dissuade him;

But he shook his strong fist at the car that betrayed him.

“You spring-halted, wind-galled old gas-kangaroo.

I’d a-heat that dum fool, if it wasn’t fer you!

ril leave you right here till y' take root and grow,

Ami I'll buy a new auto, by hick, that'll go.

Ami I'll l>eat that Si Scagg in a fair, open race.

If it costs so dum much that I mortgage the place!”

(to be continued) « Coogle



Orators Who Have Influenced Me
By T. P. O’CONNOR, M. P.

JOHN BRIGHT

THERE are some things vow should

see when you are eighteen; and
one of these is "Romeo and

Juliet," and the other is a great orator.

I was just eighteen-and-a-half when first

I saw John Bright; and I was indeed

well attuned to enjoy to the very fullest

that extraordinary opportunity. I had

been reading about him for years; to

the generation of Irishman to which

I then belonged, he stood out as the one

politician who had the courage to speak

for my country. In spite of thus, my
impressions of him were not altogether

pleasant; for curiously enough, the

papers which I usually read belonged to

an opposite party; and John Bright used

to he still assailed at that period of his

life with a bitterness that would be

scarcely credible to those who only knew
him surrounded by the universal venera-

tion of the nation in his later years.

Punch , at that period, always presented

him in the guise of a prize-fighter, with

the gloves on; possessing a corpulent

laxly, a pugnacious expression, and a

single eye-glass in his eye. As a matter

of fact. Bright never used a single eye-

glass in his life; hut I assume that the

paper, having once portrayed him thus,

felt itself bound in consistency to present

him thus ever after. I had got this idea

of a prize-fighter so much into my head

that I expected to see a man with a fierce

face, with coarse development of limb

and chest, and with an aggressive air.

Further my newspaper guide had ac-

customed ine to think of him as a man of

extreme and unreasonable views; which

were set forth with all the brazen and

raucous throat of the demagogue. And
I have always hated unreason and I have

always hated demagogues.

I SET these ridiculous misapprehensions
* thus frankly forth so that my readers

of this generation may be able to pro-

ject themselves backwards.—if I may he

allowed to use that paradox,—and under-

stand the atmosphere amid which John

Bright lived for nearly three-quarters

of his illustrious life. Judge, then, of

my surprise when I caught sight of the

real John Bright. He spoke in a small

hall at a luncheon, in the historic but

rather decayed city of Limerick. I

watched him every second that I could:

I even observed that he took a glass of

claret from a claret jug—he took wine

for a few years of his middle life, and then

relapsed into the tcctotalism of his early

years. I studied every line of the face;

and my first impression was one of de-

lighted surprise; for the face was not

brutal nor aggressive, but classic in its

beauty and in its refinement. The com-

plexion was healthy but not oVcrcolorcd;

the nose was small and perhaps even sug-

gested a slight tip-tilting; the mouth
was small; the brow was lofty, the hair

silken silver-white; and the whole ex-

pression was one of profound self-mastery

and profound introspection—the face

of one of the men who live much in the

inner kingdom of the soul; and the figure,

though robust, was not coarse but well

proportioned.
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And yet, it was not altogether a soft

fare. The thin-lipped and delicately

shapes! mouth had in it a grim suggestion

of bitterness, scorn, and the sacred anger

of the prophets; the eye, too, though it

could look gentle, could also lx* imagined

as scornfully bitter and indignant; and

thp brow' was severe. In short, though

I little knew the meaning of the phrase

at the time—for I had scarcely ever seen

an Englishman—I was looking at the

greatest and most perfect embodiment
of the English Puritan, high in purpose,

noble in life, but also sternly severe.

IITHEX he ruse to speak, an even
* ’ greater surprise came to me.

this man used no violent language; the

voice was soft, sweet and low; the gesture

was rare; the chief impression was one

of majestic self-control, and of a modera-

tion of inuiiner that would have fitted

my idea of the calm citizen of respectable

views rather than the demagogue that

had Ix-en painted to me. Further, I

should add that I was struck with a cer-

tain nasal tone in the voice, the tone

which I associated with what I had read

of the Roundheads, and that some of

the words were pronounced after a fashion

that seemed to me strange; for instance,

he spoke of the emigration from Ireland

being "unexampled” in any country or

any lime. There was a distinct difference

in the way an Irishman would have

pronounced that word and the pronun-

ciation which Bright gave to it.

How can I convey to my readers the

depth of the impression which that speech

made upon me! I have listened to many
great singers; I have heard many great

orators; and, except in the ease of my
dear old schoolmaster, the late Profes-

sor D’Arcy Thompson, never did I hear

any voice that seemed to me such ex-

quisite music. And the music was the

more beautiful and entrancing because

it was so soft and low. Never once did

lie raise his voice, though now and then

it became softer and lower, especially

when he reached the beautiful and poetic

peroration, a part of his speech which

he wrote out and which alone he carefully

prepared. And it was all ail appeal,

not to passion, but to reason. There
were doubtless hot Irishmen in the gath-

ering which he addressed; they could not

help being grateful for his advocacy of

their cause; but there was not a word
which seemed to be anything but the

calm appeal of a perfectly poised man to

the intelligence of the world. I saw him
soon after when he passed through the

streets in the carriage of George Pea-

body, the celebrated American philan-

thropist. to whose house he was on his

way to try a little salmon-fishing, his

favorite amusement; and again I was
struck, almost painfully, with the severity

of the expression and especially the sever-

ity of the thin-lipped, small, tightly

compressed mouth.

T WAS a lietter psychologist than I

* knew, for I formed the true conception

of John Bright’s |x*rsonality. His biog-

raphy has now been published—an

admirable book—and it is evident that

underneath the sweetness of John Bright's

character—its intense devotion to wife

and child, its sympathy for all humanity
and especially for those who suffer

—

there was at the Ixittom a tremendous
strength and almost a fierce severity.

He could lx* frank, almost to rudeness.

Take for, instance, that terrible retort

he made to Disraeli, when Disraeli told

him he would havesurrendered everything

he had ever said or written to have uttered

that noble (Nissage with regard to the

"Angel of Death.” "I just said to him,
‘Well, you might have made it if you had
been honest.’" The statement was not
quite accurate; for with all his brilliancy.

Disraeli was iuca|>ahle of such a flight

of tender eloquence; but, whether or

not. what an awfid response to a friendly

greeting.

Nor was John Bright a tolerant man.
I don't think it ever entered Ins head
that he could lx* wrong, or that any of

his political enemies could ever he right.

I am not sure that he was even prepared
to admit that they were honest. All

this marked a certain intellectual narrow-
ness. but assuredly it was also one of the

secrets of his immense influence and of

the splendor of his speeches. A prophet
and an apostle, especially of unpopular

gospels,—and Bright's gospels were un-

(topular during the greater part of his

lifetime—must go to his task with no
sclf-duubtings, with no merry from the

power of understanding the different

point of view from his own. The very
flexibility of Gladstone, his power of

tuking a wide all-round view of any situa-

tion, sometimes interfered with the effec-

tiveness of his speech; he became diffuse

and prolix, and many of his sentences

missed their mark. To-day it Is difficult

to read even some of his greatest speeches
in the pages of Hansard. With Bright

every word was a bullet that went straight

to the bull's-eye; it was clear, vigorous,

concentrated ; and rarely did he speak
for a longer time than even the moist

impatient audience could bear.

VUITHOI’T knowing it. Bright was
' ’ a great man of letters. He never

wrote a lxx>k—I don't know that he ever
wrote an article in a newspaper—and he
hud never been to a university; but, all

the same, he was a great man of letters.

“My life," he said once, “is in my
speeches." So is his great contribution

to the literature of his country'. For he
was a great master of a perfect English

style. The chief qualities of all style

are simplicity and lucidity, and what
I must call inevitableness, the use of the

one and only wort) that seems to express

the idea. His speeches are as easy read-

ing, for the most part, as Robinson
Crusoe, the Vicar of Wakefield, Addison’s

essays, or any of the other mighty Ixxjks

that still influence us, and that influence

us mainly because their lunguage is ut

once so perfect and so simple.

But that is not an exhaustive de.se

tion of the oratory of Bright. He I

self repudiated the idea that only aboil

words of one or two syllables were to be
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found in his speeches. It would be as

untrue to say that of him as to say it of

"Paradise Lost." In Milton, whom he
never ceased to love and to read, he found

the glowing imagery, the magnificent

and resonant phrases that occur through-

out his speeches. Sometimes, indeed,

one is reminded of Milton's use of the

classic name instead of the English as in

a speech, which preceded that with the

passage as to the "Angel of Death.”

"Here, sitting near me. very often sat

the member for Frorae IColonel Boyle).

I met him a short time before he went out,

at Mr. W'esterton’s, the bookseller near

Hyde Park Corner. I asked him whether

he was going out. He answered he was
afraid he was; not afraid in the sense of

personal fear—he knew not that; but he

said with a look and a tone I shall never

forget, 'It is no light matter for a man
who has a wife and five children.’ The
stormy Euxinc is his grave, his wife is

a widow, his children fatherless." It

will be seen here that Bright chose the

word "Buxine" instead of the Black

Sen; that was quite a Miltonic touch.

rPHE speeches of John Bright, then,
* were great and produced their

tremendous effect mainly Ih-cuusc they

were great literature. It is for that rea-

son, that amid the shifting changes of

political life—and nothing changes so

quickly as political life—his speeches

can be read to-day with the same delight

as when they w-ere uttered, mi-hot, amid
the fierce controversies of stormy times.

He remains and will remain the most
frequently read of English orators, as

long as the English language endures.

But. of course, mere diction, however
wonderful, will not account for his success,

or that of any other orator. The orator,

like the actor, must always owe much
to merely physical qualities, and first

of these qualities is the voice. It was
usually, as I have said, sweet and low;

but every now and then you heard,

underneath it all. that tremendous ground
swell that unveiled for a moment the

depths of passionate emotion, which lay

beneath its smooth and tranquil surface.

Indeed the voice was so beautiful and
so thrilling that, as I have often said. I

felt shivers down my back the moment
he uttered, at the beginning of his speeches

in the House of Commons, the simple

words, “Mr. Speaker, Sir.” He could

put a whole argument and a passionate,

irresistible appeal into a single word;

as when he asked an awed House of

Commons whether the children of the

marriage of a man with his deceased wife’s

sister could be called "bastards.”

Then again, he managed that voice

with perfect elocution. In spite of the

fact that he had rough-used it for half

a century, and had spoken not only in

the largest halls but often in the open air,

—and an open-air speech takes ten times

as much out of most speakers and most
voices than a dozen speeches under cover,

— in spite of the fact that he had to

meet the bellows of |K>pular fury during

many of his meetings, in spite of all that,

the voice retained its perfect melody till

within a few years of his death.

And the momentous part that his

voice played in his oratory was painfully

revealed when years and ill-health and
the loss of so many he loved and some of

the disillusions of politics brought about

its partial loss. I heard one of his last

speeches; the matter was still good;

the language simple, direct, and cogent;

the air had all its old dignity; but the

voice was gone, and the speech sounded
just neither better nor worse thun a half

a dozen other men in the House could

have made. There is much that is

pathetic in the closing years of Bright.

With all his splendid serenity and courage,

it gives one an impression of disappoint-

ment, of hopes that were never entirely

realized, of visions that lost their splendor

when they were transformed into the

solid shape of accepted policies and pro-

saic statutes.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

Girlomania

I
N these glorious days of

Serums and Antitoxins

and Pure Food Laws and
Investigation Committees,

when we have almost dis-

covered a cure for every-

thing under the sun. from
tuberculosis to Tammany,
will no one catch a Bacillus

potent enough to down the

epidemic of simpering fem-

ininity that is devastating

the land through the medium
of magazine covers?

Some weeks ago an effort

in this direction by our sane

contemporary The Masses

took the form of a deli-

ciously clever cover design,

which, although scientific-

ally prepared from a culture

of the most deadly girl-

bacillus, has so far done
nothing to check the plague

of pink and white imbe-

cility which continues to

smirk and ogle and pout
and bridle and kiss and
cuddle with a persistence

that threatens to become
chronic. It is in the hope

Drawn l>y Stuart Davia

"Gee, Mug, Think of V* Brin

that a second application

may prove more efficacious

that we are reprinting The

Mattes' cartoon.

Vary as they may (ac-

cording to the season) in

superficial details of costume
and complexion, so pro-

nounced is the family lack

of expression in the faces of

these cover sirens, it is al-

most impossible to tell one
from another.

Misled by this, many peo-

ple in the course of a month
buy copy after copy of the

current issue of a maga-
zine, under the impression

that the girl on the cover

is cither another girl by the

same artist, or the same
girl by another artist.

One would think that by
opening the magazine the

purchaser might discover

his error. This, however,

is not a safe test. I am
told by people who actually

read these magazines that

the stories printed therein,

though signed by various

names, are in reality written by the girl on the cover.

i a Magazine Cover !
"

Musings of Hafiz

The original of the "Rubaiyat of a Persian Kitten
”

I
F it isn't one thing it’s another, and
now it is the magazine covers that

must be reformed.

For the lives of me, I can’t see what is

the matter with the present style of maga-

zine eovers. Unquestionably their first

duty is to lie decorative, and surely, next

to an Angora kitten, a pretty lady is the

most decorative thing in the world. I

gee no reason to apologize for putting

the kitten first. Am I not, in so doing,

voicing the opinion of the lady herself?

Does not every pulchritudinous female of

the human species, on meeting another

of her sex who surpasses her in

beauty, regard her reverently as a

creature worthy to belong to the feline

race?

Quite apart, however, from the artistic

psychology (whatever that means) of the

discussion, I can not help feeling that

the misogynistic attitude of the writer

toward female hook-covers is under the

circumstances in questionable taste.

By '‘circumstances" I mean, of course,

the charming female cover designs made
by Mr. Gibson for a magazine which is

by way of being a sort of relative of ours.

Whatever may bp said in disparagement

of others, these human heads of Mr.
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Gibson’s come up to the very highest

kitten standard. Can I say more?
Since writing last week I have learned

that, so far from being un imitation, the

"Child's Gurdcu of Verses" is an original

work, of which the "Kitten’s Garden”
(printed in a book and dedicated very

properly to me. since I furnished the

—

I should say posed for the pictures) is

only u translation.

It was stupid of me to make such a

mistake. As Mr. Frank Crowninahield

says. "It's all very sad. but we are none
of us perfect except Hall Caine.”

Speaking of Hull Caine reminds me
that yesterday I accidentally overturned

the trnsh-basket that stands by the big

desk in the study.

Picture my surprise on discovering

among the fragments of waste paper and
tom letters what seemed like a perfectly

new book. As no one was about. I

pushed the covers apart and examined

the con'ents.

I should expluin hem that, though I

do not actually understand human print.

I possess the faculty of sensing—nosing

perhaps is a better word—the inside of a

book in less time than it would take some
people to read it.

It was a thin ml book, and Uie faint

artificial smell of it recalled a stuffed

canary I once made the mistake of trying

to swallow.

How I ever came to Ik- deceived by
that badly stuffed, unlifelike imitation

of a bird I can not explain, except that I

was at the time a mere kitten and very

fluffy. Strange that a thin red book
should have exactly the same smell as

stuffed canary.

Beyond its high-sounding title, “Tiger,”

and the pretty name of the author. Witter

Bynner, the thin ml lHH»k had nothing

to rec icnd it. I pushed it quickly

back in 1

' the trash-basket.

Whoc' r Itrew it there was right.

Hafiz.
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Finance
All About Money

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

What Shall I Invest In?

How Do I Go About It?

Are The Securities I Have Safe?

Where Can I Sell Them?
What Sort of Insurance Do I Want?
These and any other financial questions

will be answered free by the Financial

Service Bureau of Harper’s Weekly
(McClure’s Magazine). This is art of

the service Harper's Weekly (McClure's

Magazine) offers its nailers. Such in-

formation and advice as we give are un-

biased. and influenced only by the facts.

*r
iVo Charity at Six Per Cent

”

ARE the tenants of a building which

returns sue per cent net to its

owners to be regarded as the ob-

jects of charity? This question, so ab-

surd on its face, had to be answered a

short time ago by the Surrogate of New
York County in passing upon certain

bequests. A woman had left $1,000,000

to be used for constructing model subur-

ban homes, and she wished the money to

yield the amount specified. Nuturully

enough the Surrogate refused to remit

the inheritance tax. as the law provides

for philanthropic bequests, for he quickly

decided that persons who would pay rent

sufficient to yield such a net return would

have cause to resent an insinuation that

they were objects of charity.

If the philanthropically inclined wo-

man had provided for model homes to

yield five per cent it is highly probable

the Surrogate would have acquiesced.

The difference between five and six per

cent is only one digit. On an investment

of $<0,000. a fair average for estates of

the more fortunate classes, the difference

is only two hundred dollars a year. On
the investment of the average beginner,

which is say five hundred dollars, the

difference amounts to the large sum of

five dollars a year. And yet it requires

no argument to demonstrate the yawn-
ing gulf which exists between five and

six per cent. One is a moderate rate of

income. The other is generally regarded,

whether rightly or wrongly, as a big in-

come.

The farmer who pays six per cent on
his mortgage, the corporation which

pays a like am Mint to bankers, never re-

gard six per cent as charity. They con-

sider it good hard-headed business upon

the port of the recipient. Of course in

considering the testamentary scheme
which so aroused the Surrogate's ire cer-

tain factors must be considered which
the general mu of bond and stock inves-

tors rarely have to face. Owners of im-

proved real estate who actually manage
the property expect more than six per

cent to pay for their personal attention

as well as provide u return on the actual

capital invested. So common is it for

real estate owners to give more or less

direct attention to the management of

their properties that the two classes of

return, one on management and the other

on capital, are often carelessly lumped
together. Thus before we condemn the
woman who left a fund for model homes
of being grasping even in death we must
be sure that she entertained no vague
idea thut the six per cent should include

an element of management.

Tire Taxes
Which We Pay

These are the ruins which
tax tire users more than any
others.

We pay these taxes for you
on No-Rim-Cut tires, as no
other maker does.

Listen to these facts. Then
you will know why Goodyear
tires hold topmost place in
Tiredom.

Rim-Cut Tax
Rim-Cutting ruins almost one

clincher tire in three. This is shown
by careful statistics gathered by
public accountants.

We end this completely—that we
guarantee—in Goodyear No-Rim-
Cut tires.

We do this by a feature which we
control. A costly feature which
none can imitate, because we alone
know7 the secret.

Blow-Out Tax
We add to our cost $1,500 daily

to give these tires the “ On-Air
Cure.”

The tires are final-vulcanized on
air bags shaped like inner tubes

—

under actual road conditions. All

other tires are vulcanized on iron

cores alone.

On an iron core the tremendous
compression often wrinkles the fab-

ric, so part of it gets no strain.

Countless blow-outs result from
this.

Our “On-Air Cure ” corrects this.

But this process is costly. It is so

costly that no other maker em-
ploys it.

Loose Tread Tax
Loose treads have cost motor-

ists, probably millions of dollars.

We paid $50,000 for a patent

method which effectually combats
this. No other tire maker does

what we do to prevent tread sepa-

ration.

We Pay the Price
We pay these extra costs. In

these three ways—and others—we
give to you what no other maker
gives.

Yet these tires—No- Rim -Cut
tires— now cost no extra price.

They used to cost one-fifth more
than others.

Year by year our multiplied

output has brought the cost down,

and the saving went to users. Now
no standard tire of any type costs

less than No-Rim-Cut tires.

There are hundreds of thou-

sands who have proved these econ-

omies by testing Goodyear tires.

As a result, these tires far outsell

any other tire in the world.

There are other thousands who
never made the lest. They still

buy tires that rim-cut, tires with
wrinkled fabric, tires without our
treads.

They are paying taxes which we
pay for users of No-Rim-Cut tires.

Don’t you think these tires, at

present prices, deserve a test from
you?

Our dealers are everywhere.

AKRON. OHIO

No-Rim-Cut Tires
With or Without Non-Skid Treads

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
For Sal* by All Dealers

Bruche* and Aoenciea in 103 Prin-ioul Cilia*. More Service Station* Thu Anr Other Tire

We Make All Kind* of Rubber Tire*. Tire AcceMorie* and Repair Outfits

Mats Canadian Office. Toronto. Out. Canadian Factory, Bowmanrille. 0ot.

1U12L.
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|| CONDENSEDMILK
THE ORIGINAL

is entirely by scientific methods. ! I

Immediately after being taken
from the cows the milk is removed
to the Milk House, entirely sepa

rated from barns or other build

ings. where it is promptly cooled,

Every precaution is taken to in-

sure an absolutely pure product.

Send for " Borden’ i Rttiprt,"
" Where CUanhnrtt Reigns Supreme,”
“My Biography." o book for babies.

BORDENS
CONDENSED
MILK CO.

"Leaden ofQuality”

N.w York

-MADE AT KEY WEST>
CLARK sQRIENtCRUIse

by nimpcumit "llel'fntin" 14.1 TB fool: 1 6lh annual : tak.2;

What Every Investor Wants

rT^VO inquiries always rome to in-

* vestment hankers and financial

editors. Especially have they arrival in

increasing numbers in recent months.
Here they are: 1 :—What investments are

safe and return six per cent? S—Is this

n good time to buy stocks?

It is not my present purpose to go into

the second question. But the two are

closely related, because whrn standard

railroad and other conservative dividend-

paying stocks, especially those with active

markets on the Stock Exchange, are sell-

ing low enough to return six per cent, the

notice of person* wanting six per rent, is

logically turned their way. But it must
not be supposed that the hunger for six

per cent, is confined to periods when ac-

tive, listed stocks are cheap. It is the

universal feeling on the part of tlmae with
1 money to put out that a return of six per-
' cent will prove their business acumen,
will show to all the world that they have
not been worsted in a bargain, or content

with meager th'ngs.

Mankind commonly, almost automati-

cally. thinks of five per rent as the normal
regular, assured rate of income on capital.

It has become second nature. But, when
we actually come to invest money, we
fed cheated and think we lack ingenuity

and shrewdness if we remain content with

five per cent. So it is that the inquiring

investor nearly always asks for six per

cent and safety. Every man and woman
seems to want it. Perhaps it is only

human nature to get all we can, but as in

some other directions untrained human
nature may leail to disaster.

Where Safe Six Per Cent Securi-

ties May Be Had

LET us set out on a hunt for the safe

six per cent security. Wc must

direct our steps in one or all of the fol-

lowing directions: 1—Abnormally Low
Stock Markets, 9—Small Industries, 3

—

New Industries and Industries in the

Newer Sections, 4—Short Term Securi-

ties, 5 —Real Estate Mortgages.

To discuss all of these channel* of in-

vestment would take a great many pages

in this magazine. It is the purpose of

this article merely to suggest the prin-

ciples which must l>c followed

.

The Lure of Speculation

Watch

Harper’s Weekly
for

First-Hand
Information

about the

Coming
Football Season

Special Inside Stories

by

"Right Wing”

THE Stock Exchange, or stock market,

is a place where countless forces, local

national, and international, play prices.

Every now and then these prices are clear-

ly depressed below the levd of intrinsic

values. So many outside forces play

upon the market that movements of par-

ticular securities do not always follow the

movement of values behind them. The
great danger of investing in this place is

the temptation to keep on dabbling at

it in a speculative way. The man who
buys conservative, dividend-paying rail-

road shares and those of the more sea-

soned manufacturing companies, such as

General Electric, when black pessimism

rules, and puts his stock away to forget

it until happy times have come again, is

a fortunate person. Stock Exchange

investment requires a certain strength

of mind.

There are small hut highly successful

manufacturing industries, whose securi-

ties have never been placed on the Stock

Exchange, which return on the average

about one j>cr cent more to the investor

than the larger industries, whose securi-

ties are listed on the Exchange. Whether
rightly or wrongly one must always

pay more for a listed security, except in

times of abnormal depression, than for

unlisted. If one does not desire to see

active dealings day by day in the security

he holds, he is often able to get a higher

rate <»f income by purchasing a good un-

listed preferred stock. The preferred

shares of companies like the Otis Eleva-

tor and Remington Typewriter come to

mind.

The last few years have seen a stupen-

dous development of electric traction,

light and power companies in the mod-
erate-sized and smaller cities and towns
of the West and South. Literally hun-
dred • of holding companies, composed
of from two or three up to twoscore of

companies in as many different places,

have been form«*d and their securities

sold to the public. This class of securi-

ties is comparatively new and lacks what
is known as “seasoning.” A number of

these public-utility bond and stock issues

will turn out badly. More will turn out
well. Great discrimination is needed in

picking them out. Most of them have
met no hart! tests as yet, and no business

can expect to go on indefinitely without
facing problems of its own.

Capital always commands higher rates

of interest in sections distant from finan-

cial center*. Industries in such sections

may be as successful or more so than
those in the older parts of the country.
Like new types of industries they simply
are not widely known. In financial cra-

ters, where most of the investment funds
gravitate, these newer regions must prove
their worthiness. Discrimination will

find as safe securities in the Far West or
South at five and one half or six per cent
as at five per cent in the East.

Short Term Notes Are Safe

OHORT term notes, whirh are praeti-^ callv bonds running for a few years

only, are usually quite safe when issued

by sound companies. A higher rate of

interest is paid than upon longer term
obligations of equal strength merely be-

cause a corporation is willing to pay a
high rate for a short period, although it

will lialk at the same rate for twenty or

thirty years. Short-term notes are an
Ideal investment for the person who de-

mands both safety and high income, ex-

cept for the necessity of early reinvest-

ment.

Possibly first mortgages on lx»th city

and country real estate afford the widest

variety of safe six per cent investments.

There is no difficulty in securing farm

mortgages of the highest class to return

six per cent. In several cities an equally

large return may be had. The farther

West or Soil h one goes, as a rule the

rate of return is higher. There are many
spurious real-estate securities. In no

field is there more speculation and ven-

turesome undertaking. But a first mort-

gage on a productive farm or other income

earning property, selected in accordance

with well-recognized safeguards by re-

liable and experienced dealers', affords as

much safety in all probability as a railroad

bond, and returns decidedly more interest.

The railroad bond has certain obvious

advantages. But let us not confuse our-

selves at this time by enumerating them.

The mortgage pays six per cent, which

the railroad lKind does not, and the »* i- 1

jixge will lie paid off in full when it cum- -

ili,, a* surely a* the bond. For the p«
cut that is all we ask, and it is a ve;>

! to"-
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Electric Gear Shift
Twenty years ago Elwood Haynes and his new fangled “horseless

carriage" was the sensation of the hour.
Today the new Haynes Model* with the Vulcan Electric Gear Shift are the

sensation of the automobile season. The hand gear lever is replaced by electric
pu'h buttons. No longer the bother and worry of throwing in gear*. Elec-
tricity doe* that for you.

Three New Models
The new Haynes cars are more beautiful than ever. More convenient
and comfortable, too. Among the features am Electric lighting, starting,
gear shifting, mechanical tire pump, Collin* curtains.
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Model »*. has 4 erllndrr*, *8 H. P.. 118 in wWItwse. and sella at ii«V
for s-passrrwer r.wdster, 4 or i-paascmcrr Oxirinc, *4700 (or Coup?

Hand levers efefeme! at tJC4 redutrlem.

FREEr Great Book— by Elwood Haynes, father of the automobile
Thi* book the “Complete Motorist"— i* a wonderfully interesting and in-

jjruclireaumrm.hi.le teal bonk. TelUabout rhe different part* of a car. what _
PlSft *1 . VS * r

''V*>
w ,nJff ' ltwfce«t >** out of them. Tell. all about the aran- afc-

dertul Vul.an Electric Gear Shift and the new llaynct Models. fifJWJjPm The Haynes Automobile Co. [72E

rland
C_AlV Electric!

The Car

With the Clean-Cut, Thoroughbred Air
In the Borland great thought and And yet there it

effort have Keen given to the mak- °l design and

ing of a car that is the embodiment w(k> krtow ‘

of good taste a roomy car having
,

EJ«,rtT»

'he inappv. ,needy line, that are ihe
*

last word in automobile design. d«^n and conatructi,

5r«-i—asMWlntfcvr, nlHarinal-ifwaftl: horttonul rewind; rather l«rward r* 1

• ndtJira* reeene ipeede Automatic < ul-out dwr'innrr., power when rme.,,
** £Xt&C " haaenes Msndaid rqiupnwnl. Pan, 12*

The Borland Roadster. 92RSO
Send for the Borland Potter Boot,

SK The Rorland-Crnnni* Comp
322 Fail Huron ''trert, Chicago

What They

Think of Us |
De U'iU C. Wing, A sttoeiaie Editor the

Breeder't Gazette (Chicago)
I have waited impatiently but with

a large confidence for the first Harper's
\\ kkki.y under your editorship. Last
evening I eagerly and delightedly read
your corking editorials, und enjoyed
other unique features of the great first

Hapgood issue. It is a Ix-aut iful journal, ^
full of cultures! instinct and inspiration. S§
1 like its fine spirit. I like its breadth. |s
I am glad that you intend to recognize =Sj
agriculture, editorially and otherwise. S
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The Ixrington Herald
We give glad welcome to Hamper's

Weeklt under its new ownership, edited
by Norman Hapgood. as will every one
give welcome whose bruins are not so
crystallized that to think causes him pain.
It matters little whether we agree with
Norman Hapgood ‘s views; lie has been
a distinct stimulus to American thought,
and no one who Is capable of thinking
or whose brain is sufficiently mobile to
welcome a new turn to an old idea, or a
new exposition of an old thought, or an
original view succinctly expressed, will

fail to welcome his rcc'ntrv into active
newspaper work.

We have disagreed with much that he
has written; we have opposed much that
he has favored; we know that we. as
many others, will combat much that he
will advocate. But he has clear vision,

is honest-minded and able, and what
errors he has made have never lteen cither
from corrupt motive or fossilized brain. I

II,- is in sympathy with every movement
for the liettermcnl of moral, social, ami
political conditions; and under his

editorship Harper’s Weeki.t will be
a real jiower in provoking, if not always
m leading, thought.

In the current issue, the first under the
editorship of Mr. Hapgood. the future
policy of Harper's Weekly is outlined.
We wish all who arc still able to think
nnd young enough to grow would read
hi, article on "What Women Are After."
We do not know a sadder spectacle than
u man of any age whose mind is old and
whose eye* are turned to the past, whose
thoughts are l>oiind by the fetters of

prejudice ami whose sympathies are
circumscribed by habit, unless it is the
womun of arrested development, who
does not realize that breadth of sympathy
ami mental and spiritual development
must take the place of the charm of

adolescence. Mr. Hapgood tells some-
thing of what the women movement
means, indicates something of what has
been the result of that movement. When
the present generation of ancient men
and useless women is gathered to Abra-
ham’s bosom, and those who think and
feel and strive as does Norman Hapgood,
and the men and women of whom In*

writes come into their own. the world
will be a better place in which to live
and to work.

John IInirelte (New York City)
Taking up the Weekly. I surprised

myself by reading it from cover to cover.
I admired particularly the Brandeis
article, the clear headed suffrage article,

and the brilliant figure drawings for the
New York summer show. I congratu-
late you on the first number.

i by Google
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The Merger of East and West
"But there is neither East nor West, Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strong men standface toface, tho‘ they comefrom the ends of the earth!"
-KIPUNO-

In the “Ballad of East and
West,” Kipling tells the story

of an Indian border bandit

pursued to his hiding place

in the hills by an English

colonel’s son.

These men were of different

races and represented widely

different ideas of life. But, as

they came face to face, each

found in the other elements of

character which made them

friends.

In this country, before the

days of the telephone, in-

frequent and indirect communi-
cation tended to keep the

people of the various sections

separated and apart.

The telephone, by making
communication quick and
direct, has been a great cement-

ing force. It has broken down
the barriers of distance. It

has made us a homogeneous
people.

The Bell System, with its

7,500,000 telephones connect-

ing the east and the west, the

north and the south, makes one

great neighborhood of the

whole country.

It brings us together
27,000,000 times a day, and
thus develops our common
interests, facilitates our com-
mercial dealings and promotes

the patriotism of the people.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

A Yankee Girl in the Parisian

Secret Service

“The Zibelline Coat,” in October McClure’s, begins

a powerful new series of mystery and adventure,

by Edith Macvane, one of the most brilliant of

young American writers. The artist is Will Foster.

Order your October McClure’s

NOW!

Mrs. Cora Herrick Miller (Amsterdam,
N. Y.)

1 was amazed at the ignoble, bigoted

article on anti-vivisection in your Har-
per's Weekly for Aug. 10, I91S.

You do not have to state that you will

Ik* extremely bigoted. The whole edi-

torial shows that you arc. and while I

have not taken sides in this question of

vivisection, or anti, yet your ridiculous

comparisons, referring to sewers in city

reservoirs, are so detestably odious and
unfair that I for one shall discontinue*

your paper if this is to be your policy;

and I have always enjoyed the Harper'**
Weekly in the past. You may have
enjoyed success in your whole life, but it

seems to me that the good will of a dog
« preferable to its ill will.

Chicago Tribune

From Harvey to Hupgtxxi is a terrific

flipflop for Harpek'r Weekly. Harvey
made it the official organ of solidity,

stolidity, and smugness. Hapgood says

he means to make it, among other things,

"the official organ of feminism in this

country."

Feminism, in its present sense, is a
young word for an official organ. This
is all the Century Dictionary, edition of

1900, has to say about it: feminism
(fem-in-iam) N. (obsolete. (Root. Lat.

femina. woman.) The qualities of

females.

Feminism, obsolete in 1900. Shades
of Sylvia 1'ankhurst's uneaten breakfasts.

In the 1909 edition of the Century,

feminism Is no longer described as obso-

lete, but as a noun meaning. " the presence

of specifically female characteristics in

the male."

That certainly gives one considerable

pause. Feminism Is usually described

by its op|M>ru*nts as the presence of specif-

ically male characteristics in the female,

and by its proponents as the effort and
desire of women for a larger place in the

sun. "Votes for women" is its most
immediate symptom, but it goes very

much deeper than that. It proposes,

for instance, a fundamental revolution

in the marriage relation as well as that

l»ctween parents and children. The sub-

ject is a live one just now, and Mr. Hap-
good seems to have displayed his custom-
ary perspicacity in making a feature of it.

We hope the attacks on Mr. Hupgood
will begin immediately. The gentlest

soul in the world to all ap|»earance. yet

|

he is never quite at the top of his game
when out of battle.

Chicago Evening Poet

A vehicle of expression for the feminist

I

movement had to come in the United
States. England and France have them.

It Is high lime that this country had

careful and intelligent exposition of what
is in many ways the most profoundly

important change of our times.
1 That Mr. Norman Hapgood through

Harper's Weekly can perform this

sendee we have little doubt. As the

“Official Organ for the Feminist Move-
ment." he will be breaking almost new
ground. In this country "feminism”

—

the label first used in France—is largely

an intellectual tiling. It is not even ten-

tatively formulated in the minds of more

than a few women—or men. The fight for

the vote is as far as we have gone, without

giving great thought to the larger Issues

that lie behind that important symbol.

Mr. Hapgood’s detachment. Ills spirit-

I uni filler and mental quality should make
i him un ideal expositor of the difficult

problems of the new "standards of civil-
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Wilson’s Character

THE story about Secretary Lane's surprise i

at being visited in his office by President

Wilson, told by Mrs. Willsie in her article tills

week, is one of those anecdotes that enter into i

history, and equally significant is what he says I

about the sadness of his life. The country knows
Woodrow Wilson, so far, much better as a

combination of qualities—intelligence, efficiency,

courage—than it does as a human entity. Before

he has finished his term, however, his per-

sonality. and the distinct outlines of his char-

acter, will have sunk into the public imagination
I as thoroughly as his fitness for the job.

Morals and Dancing

MADAME PAVLOVA, in her article in this

issue, says that she is interested in the
,

new dances, not from the moral but from the

esthetic point of view. From the moral point of

view, however, there is one point that we think

ought to be made about them. Active exercise

is steadying and makes for normality of feeling,

whereas keeping quiet and taking in sensuous

impressions makes in the opposite direction. For

that reason, thoroughly recognized by science, the

most exaggerated turkey trot, if danced in places

where no liquor is served, is much less of a sex 1

stimulant than the ordinary musical comedy.

The Highest Virtue

WE asked a friend once what he looked upon
as the highest of the virtues, and he re-

plied: “Cheerfulness/* Doubtless he would
have agreed with the point of view hinted by

]

George Sand when she said

:

“Who knows whether, in a new moral code, a

;
new religious catechism, satiety and sorrow will

|

not be branded as vices, and love, hope, and
admiration rewarded as virtues?’*

We believe George Sand is right. The police

1 idea of vice and virtue will tend to go into the

background; the conception of all those things

which enhance life as being virtues and all those

things which depress and limit it as being vices

will increase. More and more we will exalt

growth, freedom, joy, less and less will we
extol sacrifice.

Some old subscribers have scolded us for saying

that the Puritan point of view is no longer ade-

quate to meet the demands of our civilization.

That statement, however, represents our point of

view, and will have to stand. Moreover we
shall make a few more remarks upon the sub-

ject next week.

Is There a Limit?

MORE than 100,000 pounds of meat and
eggs were condemned in Philadelphia re-

cently by the State Dairy and Food Commission, -

and warrants were issued for the arrest of the I

dealers. The reason for this punishment was
that the goods had been in cold storage since 1900

j

and had become unfit. Forty thousand pounds i

of game were also called unfit, although they have
been in storage only two years. Pennsylvania

has a statute, which went into effect only last

month, providing for a penalty of $500, or im-
prisonment, or both, for storing beef more than
four months; pork, sheep, and lamb, six months;
veal, three months; butter and fish, nine months;
fowls (drawn), five months; undrawn, ten

months. This is all very well, but ought there

not to be a statute of limitations? The principle

of the statute of limitations, well recognized, es-

pecially in saving criminals from probable penal

punishment, is that if you did a thing long enough
ago you are not punished for it. In real estate,

a similar principle is that if you occupy a certain

piece of land long enough without any right to it,

you thereby acquire a right. Would it not be
reasonable, therefore, to provide that if food has
been in storage, say, twenty years, the statute of

limitations should run and it would be perfectly
j

legal to sell it?

Goethe on Our Canal

THE Canal opens next month. Perhaps
the first interesting remarks about it were

made by Goethe. Eckermann’s first reference to

canal-building is to the union of the Rhine with

the Danube—a project of Eugene Napoleon,
1

Duke of Leuchtenberg, that was to be realized
,

in the nineteenth century. “Charlemagne had
the same plan,” said Goethe, “and even began
the work, but it soon came to a standstill. The
sand would not hold; the banks were always :

falling in on both sides.”

This was Goethe’s table-talk in 1824. Three 1

years later he was discussing Humboldt’s project
j

for a canal piercing Panama. It would be even

better if use could be made “of some streams

which flow into the Gulf of Mexico.” Listen to

the enthusiastic poet:

I should wonder if the United States were to let an oppor-

tunity escape of getting such a work into their own luuids.

It may he foreseen that this young State, with its decided

predilection to the west, will, in thirty or forty years, have
occupied and peopled the large tract of land beyond the

j

Rocky Mountains. It may, furthermore, be foreseen that

along the whole coast of the Pacific Ocean, where nature lias

already formed the most capacious and secure harbors, im-

portant commercial towns will gradually arise, for the I

le
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I
furtherance of a great intercourse between China and the

Fast Indies and the United States, In such a case, it would

|

not only be desirable, but almost necessary, that a more

!
rapid communication should l»e maintained lietween the

' eastern and western shores of North America, both by
merchant-ships and men-of-war, than has hitherto been pos-

sible with the tedious, disagreeable, and expensive voyage

round Cape Horn.

We read Goethe a great deal and always find

something new. Perhaps he prophesied, in some
conversation that we have overlooked, the estab-

lishment of a Chinese republic in the twentieth

century.

Eikonography

JPPLETON'S JOURNAL for January 7,
**

1871, states that:

ten times more than all the little woods animals

can eat; the ground in the orchard specked with

apples so plentifully that all the great arteries

of commerce can not carry them uncongested

to market; the fields thick with shocks of corn,

and yellow pumpkins between; all the face of

the earth covered with food, and muterial for

clothes in such rich abundance that much of it

goes to waste. And yet Nature knows that

because of choking competition of the woods,

and the battle with floods and pests, she must
scatter a hundred acorns to every one that she

gets to grow in the little bare glade that needs

covering. And because of the hard choking

competition among men, she must lavish food and
covering with reckless extravagance, that the little

ones and the weak ones may get a few crumbs.

A favorite figure of one of the Chinese gods of gambling is

a tiger standing on his himl feet, and grasping a large cash

in his mouth or his paws. . . . The title of the beast. His
Excellency, the Grasping Cash Tiger, is frequently

written on a piece of paper and placed in the gambling-

What do you know about that?

To-day the Tiger, to be sure, has no such

resounding name as the Chinese give him, but he

at least deserves to be called His Excellency,
Mr. Murphy’s Grasping Tigfr. And the

beast is still a favorite with the gamblers.

Penrose

PRESIDENT WILSON, in his conduct of the

Mexican crisis, has acted only for his coun-

try’s welfare and for the welfare of Mexico.

So have most members of Congress. There
are a few exceptions. It is easy to understand

Senator Penrose’s solemn declarations of our

duty to protect American lives in Chihuahua.

If only our interference could be brought

about, the Administration’s tariff and banking

programs would be indefinitely postponed. Re-
publicans of the Penrose kidney have worked
for this end, just as certain politicians interested

in perpetuating slavery secured our jingo Mexi-
can War in 1816. One would expect a Senator

serving what is likely to prove his last term, to

be bent on bettering his unpopular record, rather

than on playing peanut politics as of old, but

Boies Penrose is a Bourbon to the bottom of

his heart.

Americanized

THAT the Filipinos are ready for political

freedom might be reasoned in reading this

newspaper item about Franklin Dalat, the eleven-

year-old son of an Igorrote head-hunter:

"So you know baseball?" one questioner asked.
“ What do you call the umpire?

"

"Tell him." Mr. Sibley prompted, when the youngster

hesitated.

“Thief, sometimes, but mostly robber." the boy an-

swered.

Nature’s Extravagances

THERE is something stirring in the whole-

some extravagances of nature as seen in the

autumn time. The hillsides strewn with nuts,

The Call of Indian Summer

THE call to the country is never so strong as

in autumn. Custom and commerce and

|

society have conspired to call men back to the
i city just when the heat has passed, and the mel-

lowing air and the coloring world is most alluring
1 in the country. When the haze hangs over the

|

hills, and leaves are green and gold anti scarlet,

i and soft sunlight of Indian summer fills the world,

then the west wind stirs in man the half extinct

memory of his hunting ancestors and he longs

to strike the trail for the unknown woods. Then
it is his primal instincts prompt him to build wrood
fires and sleep under the starlit skies. But, alas!

j

stem necessity or feverish nights of winter gaiety

|

call most men back to the nervous grind of the

world as it is. But only if we could strike the

long trail and answer the call of Indian summer,
what wonderful high adventure, what keen dc-

j

light, and restful health we might find over the rim

yonder—from whence the west wind comes.

ONE of the current ideas of the time, taken

for granted by most people, is that a man
has a right to go into a half civilized country i

in order to make money by speculative invest-
j

inents, and then, if political conditions in that
,

country interfere with his money-making, he lias
t

the right to involve his own nution in war to

protect his so-called interests, thus forcing his

countrymen to interrupt their useful activities,

and spend their money and their blood, and
|

brutalize their civilization, for the sake of looking I

after his dividends. This is not President Wil-

son’s view. His conduct of the Mexican situa-

tion has been remarkable for patience, and for

a firm but tactful adherence to those general

principles by which his whole life and thought

are guided. As he has stated publicly, he wishes

to act “not in the interest of any person or body
of persons who may have personal or property

claims in Mexico.” Those foreign newspapers

which have been calling his policy in Mexico
amateurish may imagine that their own conduct

of Balkan affairs and other complications in

Europe and Asia is professional; but they will

have hard work to convince enlightened Ameri-

cans that professionalism of that sort is superior

to amateurishness of the kind that President

Wilson is exhibiting.
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A Second Thought

THEY were attending the closing exercises of

a school where they met for the first time.

She: Does it not seem queer to tie visiting a

|

place where you are known merely as the mother

!
of John or the father of Betty?

He: Not queer at all. I like it.

She: Well, come to think of it, so do I.

Probably no one thing, outside of health, adds

more to happiness than development in the direc-

tion of getting rid of the excesses of our own per-

sonality. People look back over their youth and

talk about it as if it were the happiest period.

I

As a fact, it usually is not. Usually, the young

i

person is thinking about himself a large purt of

the time and taking an inflamed view of the lim-

itations of life. If, later on, we retain our activi-

ties, and at the same time find our interests less

centered in our own ego, we have entered a much
happier period.

The ideal lies in the ability, as George San-

i

tayana puts it, to live

“Our lives without remorse, as if

not ours.

And others’ lives with love, as if

our own.”

A Poet of Labor

SINCE the day of Robert Bums there have

been few genuine poets of the plow and pick.

More than one yokel has essayed to write verse

1
that smacks of the soil—but who reads them?
Who reads Robert Bloomfield? To-day, how-

ever, we have John Masefield, and now we have

made the acquaintance of one Patrick MacGill,

who is his own publisher for “Songs of a Navvy.”
There is a rather surprising talent in these verses,

though the best of them suggest nothing more
strongly than the influence of Rudyard Kipling:

Down on creation's muck-pile where the sinful swelter and

sweat.

Where the scum of the earth foregather, rough and untu-

tored yet.

Where they swear in the six-foot spaces, or toil in the liar-

row squad,

: The men of unshaven faces, the ranks of the very had.

Where the brute is more than the human, the muscle more
than the mind.

Where their gods are the loud-voiced gaffers, rugged, un-

couth, unkind.

Where the rough of the road are roosting, where the failed

and the fallen lie,

There have we met in the ditchwav, there have I plighted

with thee

The wage-slave troth of our union, and found thee true to

my trust.

But you’re foul to the haughty woman, bediamon'd slave

of lust.

Who hows to a seignior's sabre, tinged with a coward's rust.

Foul to the aping dandy with the glittering finger rings.

You who have helped to fashion the charnel vault of the

kings!

—Ah! the lady fair is disdainful and loathingly looks askew.

And the collared ass of the circle gasws in scorn at you.

But some day you'll scatter the clay on grinning lady and
lord.

For yours is the cynical triumph over the sceptre and sword

!

Emperorjr pa.tn in an hour, empire* pan* in a day.

But you of the line and muck-pile open the grave ahray.

Such is the “Song of the Shovel,” that one of

MacGill’s admirers praises as superior to Hood’s

I

“Song of the Shirt.” The comparison is unneces-

sary, but the ditch-digger is better at writing

verse than Hood ever was at opening ditches.

Dogs, Old and Young

PUPPIES frolic. They enjoy; they wag
their tails; they confide. The world loves

I

a lover, and everybody loves puppies because
1 they trust and welcome everybody. The old

dog looks uskance. He lies on his mat and
growls. So forbidding is he that younger dogs

decline to fight with him. notwithstanding his

lack of teeth—not out of respect do they de-

cline, but awed by his expression. And how
about the animal that stands on his hind legs and

|

rules the world? Ah, friends, it is an art to grow
old genially, a difficult art., and most important.

!

You may seem reasonable and even sunny to

;

yourself, but do the young think you so? That is

I the test, and the best way to meet it is to have
I interests not too closely connected with your own
welfare. How much wisdom is there in the

Bible! howr true it is that he who would save his

life shall lose it. Old Buster, well intentioned but

sleepy and morose, is lying there on his rug by the

fire, as we write these words, and he has set us

looking into the future, and thinking how hard life

is, how lovely it may be, how fascinating it nearly

always can be to the generous and open mind.

Death

T \ THAT is the most interesting statement that
V has ever been made about the great fact

of death? Shakespeare has made many of the

i most splendid ones, as in the description of the

horrors of lying in the earth in “ Cymbeline
”

and the speech when Macbeth hears that his wife

is dead. He was the typical skeptic. Death was
the end and life was nothing, and that was all

there was to it.

Often in smaller poets there are interesting

side-lights of feeling, as in Landor:

Death stands above me. whispering low

I know not what into my car:

Of his strange language all I know
Is, there is not a word of fear.

It is seldom that death is praised with cheer-

fulness. Vaughan, a truly religious poet, says:

Dear, beauteous Death, a jewel of the dust!

Shining nowhere but in the dark.

It may be doubted whether anything nobler

on the subject has been written than these words
of Sir Walter Raleigh:

O eloquent, just, and mightie Death! whom none could

advise, thou hast perswaded; what none hath dared, thou

hast done; and whom all the world hath flattered, thou

only hast cast out of the world and despised. Thou hast

drawne together all the farre stretched greatncs.se, all the

pride, crueltie, and ambition of man, and covered it all o»’er

.
with these two narrow words. Hie jacct!

Perhaps of such a universal fact as death we
should not expect anything to be said that has the

interest of unusualness. It is so simple, so familiar,

that human genius can do little except express

the prevailing mood toward it. Possibly other

readers know something to equal Shakespeare’s

words in adequacy, but we do not.



Mr. Lane and the Public Domain
IV. A Renaissance in Washington

By HONOR# W1LLSIE

THERE is a renaissance in Washington. It has to

do with a number of things, but mostly it touches

the rebirth of simplicity.

One spring morning. Mr. Lane’s office attendant

opened the door softly and bowed profoundly.

“The President, Mr. Secretary!" he said.

“President of what?” inquired Mr. Lane casually.

“The President of the United States of America, sir!”

replied the attendant, and he swung the door wide for

Mr. Wilson.

It was the first time that a President had been known
to visit the Department of the Interior!

Washington does not approve of informality like this.

Washington prefers form and functions. It likes bowing
and scraping and pulling of the forelock.

QNE evening, a very hot one in July, Mr. Houston.

the Secretary of Agriculture, might have been seen

on the Raleigh Roof Garden in Washington. He was
dining with some friends, in a quiet, contented sort of

a way, quite a human way, in fact.

A man belonging to the species known in Washington
as Government Employee—that is, his salary is less than

$8,000 a year—eyed Secretary Houston with a mixture

of awe and disgust.

“Isn't that awful!” he groaned. “You could tell that

he l>clongs to Bryan’s party ! How can an official of the

Cabinet expect to keep his influence and dignity, when
he lets the public sec him eat and walk?”

“And yet, the President,” said Mr. Lane wearily,

as if the comment were old, when told of this incident,

“is pleased when he hears just that sort of thing about

the members of the Cabinet. Howr can the New’ Free-

dom come, unless it brings with it entire simplicity?"

It is Washington’s function to doubt and smile sardon-

ically at informality. Washington mistakes simplicity

for lack of dignity. It does not see that this informality

springs from the bigness that dares to be itself under all

conditions. Life is very short, and there is much work

to be done. The boast of heraldry, the |H>mp of power,

are great time-wasters. And they deprive a man of all

his human sympathy and of his individualism, two es-

sentials of bigness.

“I know line’s kind,” said a lank individual, sitting

on the steps of the Congressional Library. “He’s a

trimmer—that’s what he is. IsK>k at the appointments

he’s making. He’s playing politics.”

“Is it something bad to be a trimmer?” asked the

stout woman. “What’s it like?”

“It’s making appointments that’ll make votes for

you,” replied the man. “It’s playing to the common
people. I saw him smoking a cigar on the front end of a

street car the other night. .Man in his position has got

no business to do that. It’s never done here in Wash-
ington. Playing to the common people!”

The woman, who had a Western accent, looked puz-

zled. “But Washington’s in America! What difference

does it make what he rides in, as long as he gets where he

is going?” she asked.

“When you’ve lived here as long as I have,

Eliza." answered the man, "you'll know that a Cabi-

net officer is next to the President. He’s got to keep
his dignity."

'T'HE abashed layman recalled an incident that had
occurred in Mr. Lane’s office that same morning.

Mr. Meyers had piled the Secretary’s desk high with a

mass of documents. He explained each document to

Mr. Lane. Sometimes the Secretary signed silently:

sometimes he hesitated.

“I wish I had time to go over these more thoroughly,”

he said. “But how am I to manage? We arc a year

G

la-hind, and I am working fourteen hours n day. I have
to rely on the men below me. You can see what a fright-

ful thing it is if I can not trust them. If the system

could only be arranged so that decisions not only of

high financial magnitude but relating also to the actual

economic life of so many thousands of people did not

have to Ik- made so hurriedly! What is this one, Mr.
Meyers?"

“It’s that Indian Office appointment,” replied Mr.
Meyers, who has a remarkable memory. “It doesn’t

carry much salary, but a lot of responsibility.”

“I remember," said Mr. Lane. “Lay it one side. I

want to go over that again. I shall be criticized, no
matter what appointment I make there. What is this

one?”
“Jim Smith has slipped up again, and I guess he’ll

have to go this time. Last year, when he went, on a

spree, they made him put in his resignation, and told

him that when he went on another the resignation would
take effect. You sign here.

”

The Secretary sighed. "He’s an efficient man, too.

It’s too bad.”
“He’s extremely efficient,” said Mr. Meyers tenta-

tively, “and getting to the age where it will 1m* hard to

find work; und he has a wife and three children.”

Mr. I*une picked up his pen, laid it down, lit a fresh

cigar, and said: “Give him six months more.”

Mr. Meyers smiled a little and slid another document
under the Secretary's hand.

Great puffs of heat and dust came in through the open
w’indow, and the abashed layman remarked on the fact.

“Hush!" said the Secretary. “A Cabinet officer is

not supposed to feel the heat. Last night I thought I’d

like to get cooks! off, and I tode up home on a street car.

A government man caught me at it, und remonstrated
all the way up. It seems that one must subscribe to

the caste system here in Washington, or be accused of

playing politics. I’m a Westerner, you know. I came
into politics a poor man, and I’m just ns poor now. I

am an anomaly, for I like my job and am satisfied with its

interest and breadth. But I don’t expect the average

person to believe it. Do you recall the attitude that

most of the Water Users in the Reclamation hearing took

toward Mr. Newell und Mr. Hill? They took it for

granted that they were inefficient and dishonest. Only
the profoundest sense of public duty can keep an honor-

able man on the job, under that sort of heckling.”

IT takes a deal of courage to be one's self in Washing-
A

ton—to go into an office that has a caste system of which

an army need not l>e ashamed, and do the simple, ordinary

thing, just because it happens to be the short cut to

quick results. A man with a j>osition of the vast respon-

sibility of Mr. Lane’s must have men who understand

him and men whom he can trust close to him. The first

noon of the abashed layman’s visit to Mr. Iuinc, the

Secretary rang the bell, and an attendant appeared.

“My compliments to l)r. Miller, and ask him to take

lunch with me.” The Secretary lighted a fresh cigar

and .signed half a dozen documents before the attendant

returned and said, with a bow:
“Dr. Miller's compliments, sir, and he will be de-

lighted."

“All right!" replied Mr. Lane, pulling a bill out of his

pocket. “Ask Dr. Miller what he wants, and get some
fresh cigars.”

“Who.” asked the abashed layman in the corner, “is

Dr. Miller?"

“His official title,” answered the Secretary, “is Assist-

ant to the Secretary’. He is this kind of man. He held

an important chair in the University of California. He
has a wide knowledge of business and business men. He

gle
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is an old friend of mine. I wrote him and told him that

I needed him, that all he could have was a quarter of the

salary that he was getting, but that this department

needed him. And he came.’*

The colored man came into the room and cleared off a

side of one of the desks. He put down three pieces of

blotting paper, covered them with three towels, and on

each set a l>owi and a spoon. In the middle of the desk he

placed a pitcher of milk and a pile of shredded wheat

biscuit. A tall blond man with a dear-out face ap|teared

in the doorway.

“Luncheon is served, Mr. Secretary,*’ said the attend-

ant; and Mr. Lane, Dr. Miller, and the abashed layman
fell to.

“I’m going to try out the automobile idea to take the

place of some of the stages in the National Park, Ibis

summer.” said Dr. Miller. “I must get an efficient

man or two.”

“Well,” said the Secretary, “that’s a good idea, but it

will have its difficulties.”

Dr. Miller nodded. “ I believe that my stock is going

up in Washington,” he said to the abashed layman.

“I’ve been seen going in and out of this building several

times with the Secretary of the Interior. You know the

story they tell of Raron Rothschild. lie refused a man a

loan, but added: ‘I will help you out. I will lie seen

walking one block on the street with you!’”
The Secretary laughed heartily. “This is indeed

‘New Freedom’ to a Westerner!” he said.

“Dr. Miller, do you, too, believe this to be the lost

stand of individualism in American politics?” the

abushed layman asked.

The big professor nodded. “ If we fail,” he said. “ I shall

be bankrupt so far as my economic ideals arc concerned."

The layman thought this over for some time. They
are tragic phrases. Whether or not they become trne

phrases depends on how nearly, in the next four years,

America comes to understand the ideals of the Adminis-

tration and the interpretation the Administration puts

on certain very old and underworked ideas.

'T'HERE is nothing new or revolutionary about the
1

ideas. It is their renaissance in Washington that is

remarkable. The principle of individualism is as old as

government. It projioscs the non-interference of the

state in the affairs of the individual. It is the doctrine

of “Let ’em go it.” It is the doctrine of utterly free

competition. Washington calls Mr. I-ane an individual-

ist. It is extremely interesting to sit in Mr. Inane’s office

and try to correlate the things Mr. Lane says with the

things that Washington says. If the Secretary is an

individualist, he is of a modified variety, with a new
vocabulary and a large social conscience.

“So great has Iieen our physical endowment in

America,” he said, “that until the most recent years we
have been indifferent to the share that each received of

the wealth produced. We could then accept cheerfully

the coldest and most logical of economic .series. But now
men are wondering as to the future. There may Ik* much
of envy and more of malice in current thought; but

underneath it all is the filling that if a nation is to have

a full life it must devise methods by which its citizens will

be insured against monojKily of opportunity. This is the

meaning of many jiolicies, the full philosophy of which is

not fully grasped— the regulation of railronds and other

public-service coqionitions, the conservation of naturnl

resources, the leasing of public lands and water-}lowers,

the control of great combinations of wealth. How these

movements will express themselves eventually, none can

foretell: but in the process there will lie some who will

dogmatically contend that “Whatever is, is right,” and

others who will march under the red flag of revenge and
exploitation. And in that day wc must look for men to

meet the false cry of both sides
—

’gentlemen unafraid,*

who will neither be the money-hired butlers of the rich

nor power-loving panderers to the poor.”

A new sort of individualism, this: the fine growth of nn

industrial idealism.

“The prime achievement of our time.” Mr. Ijuu*

went on, “has been the assertion by the whole people of

%

their supreme authority, rndemeath all else, whether
it be the consideration of conservation policies pure-

food laws, ballot reform, or railway regulation, there is

evident the determination by the people that this govern-

ment shall be their government, that its policies shall he

their policies, and that there shall be no one group, class,

or interest whose will shall be permitted to override the

sober judgment of the people, and their own estimate

as to w'hat is most beneficial to the community.
“Mr. Sydney Brooks, perhaps the greatest of present

writers on economics, thinks that Europe would not have
taken to government ownership if the plan of regulating

by commission as we have it in America had been earlier

discovered. It must be rcmemliered by those who advo-

cute government operation thut they do not by this

means escape governmental regulations. The control of

rates must rest somewhere, and those rates can not be
fixed by some merely mechanical rule. Under govern-

ment ownership, as under private ownership, there must
be rate regulation; personal judgment must have its

play, as well as economic law.

“American civilization," concluded Mr. Lane, “is new
in the sense that it is the blend of many, and yet it is as old

as the Egyptians. Surely the real tradition of such a

people is not any one way of doing a certain thing; not

even any one fixed phruse, expressive of a general philoso-

phy, unless it comes from the universal heart of this

strange, new people. ... Is there any other tradition

so sacred as this—so much a part of ourselves as the

hatred of injustice?”

Many people have thought Mr. Wilson unwise in

bringing men untried in Administrative work into his

Cabinet. This does not seem so to one who watches
the cumbersome workings of our great bureaus. The
great hope of the New Freedom lies in the unsophisticated

eyes these men can turn on the machinery of government.

They are not blinded by habit, mnde narrow by routine.

If they are able to trust their subordinates, who know the

details of the business at hand, the <’ombination of “new
head and old hands ” is a good one.

Washington has its own reasons for being cynical.

For many years it has watched the “captains and the

kings depart.” And yet, the new regime is there, and.

because its tenets are so simple and so human, one may
hoj>e that it is there to stay for some time. A man who
takes office under the New Freedom does not find his

compensation in the thing seen by the eye. Greatness

is not always its own reward. One gets a little tightening

of the throat from the hint of sacrifice in President Wil-

son’s remark to a friend the other day.

“It’s a lonely life,” said the President wistfully
—
“a

lonely, lonely life!”

TU/fR. KANE will be difficult for the old-type politician

to handle. It will be hard to "put the screw's” on
him. He has no common avenue of approach, such as

the old boss was wont to travel. Mr. Iatnc belongs to

the renaissance w'hich the President represents.

Mr. Lane thinks that there are jobs more interesting in

life than the job of getting rich. To be clever enough to

get lots of money, one must be stupid enough to want to

devote one’s life to getting it. Mr. Lane has not that

kind of cleverness. He is keenly interested in his job

of directing America’s inland destiny. The men who
approach him with offers of money think they haven’t

come up to his price. They don’t understand. He
has a strange idea that a man bom with a good type

of brain owes a thing called Public Service, that he owes
it for no reward beyond a living, for no other reason

than that he is a human with a brain.

And we. l»eing Sons of Mary, ought to understand; but

we don’t.

And the Sons of Mary smile and art* blessed; they know
the angels are on their side.

They know in them is the Grace confessed, and for them are

the Mercies multiplied.

They sit at the feet and they hear the Word: they know how
truly the Promise runs.

They have cast their burden on the I«ord, and the Lord,

He lays it on Martha's sons.
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Lamar, Mulhall, and Christmas
By ARTHUR WALLACE DUNN

THE English arc gathering at Bermuda and threat-

ening our control of the Panama Canal. Already

those whose duty it is to perch upon watch towers,

sniff battle in every breeze, and see “ grim-visaged war”
driving our fleets from the seas and foreigners seizing

our choice possessions, have decided that in order to

counter-cheek Great Britain we should acquire the

Danish West Indies as an additional base in the Carib-

bean Sea. That would give us three additional islands

in that part of the world as well as Porto Rico, Guan-
tanamo, and the Canal.

The pro|>osed acquisition of the Danish West Indies,

together with some of the statements by Martin M. Mul-
hall and David Lamar before the lobby investigating

committee, recalls one of the most remarkable fakirs that

ever figured in Congressional literature.

Captain W. Christmas Dircknick Homfeld flashed

upon the horizon at the close of the last century, but his

alleged exploits did not bring him into the brillinnt lime-

light until the beginning of the present century. His

story, in comparison, makes the “Wolf of Wall Street”

and Colonel Mulhall mere “pikers” in the realms of
( 'ongressional romance and supposed activities.

“^APTAIN CHRISTMAS,” as he called himself, came
from Denmark in 1890. Landing in New York, he

made acquaintances and connections that gave him an

audience with President McKinley and conferences with

Secretary Hay when he turned his attention to Wash-
ington. He came to this country to sell the Danish West
Indies to the United States. He had no credentials

from the Danish government and was not introduced,

but, on the other hand, was discredited by the Danish
minister at Washington. Consequently little attention

was paid to him by the United States officials.

Several years afterward the atmosphere of Washington
Invaine surcharged with rumors of a “report" mode by
Captain W. Christmas Dircknick Homfeld to the Danish

government which disclosed n startling system of corruf*-

tion in Congress and among high officials. It was
known among the newspaper men that there was such

a “report,” for it was offered for sale; then attempts

were made to give it away; in fact, every effort was made
to secure its publication. Finally this “report" was
taken by a few members of Congress, printed in the
( 'wigresitional Reaml, and an investigation of the charges

and allegations was ordered.

who had written the marvelous tale of his exploits in

the United States, and particularly in Washington. A
bit of Mr. Cousins' humor is displayed in the follow-

ing comparison of various fakes and fakirs;

“The tales of Baron Munchausen are reasonable

compared to this. The stories of the crusaders and
the necromancers and the alchemists and fortune-tellers

and the magnetizers become dull reading. Jack the

Giant Killer and the Fairies are outdone. All the magi-
cians from Giber and Alfarabi down to Valentine Great-
raks and Cagliostro are now in the shade.

“ 1A7HEN we contemplate what this strange person

claims to have done with a dollar and seventy-

five or eighty cents in cash, truly we may say that no
one need abandon hope because of poverty.

“Think of it! According to the story, this outcast

from the Danish navy. landing in a strange country, not

even deputized or authorized by his own government,
at once commanded bankers, skilled interpreters, Inwyers.

capitalists, press associations, investors, intimate friends

of men in power, representatives, senators, diplomats,

premiers, presidents, claims to have received unlimited

credit with which, in his own imagination and actual

penury, he bril>ed a great nation, wined and dined asso-

ciates that were his dupes, traveled to and fro in elegant

apartments, stopping at the best hotels, and peddling,

meantime, the islands of the sea—dickering in little

worlds.

“It- reminds one of that famous description of Talley-

rand: ‘Like a spider in its web he allured and caught

in succession heroes, thinkers, great men, conquerors,

kings, princes, emperors—Bonaparte, Sicyds, Madame
de Stagl, Chateaubriand, Benjamin Constant, Alexander

of Russia, William of Prussia, Francis of Austria.

Iouis XVI, Louis Philippe—all the gilded and glit-

tering flies who buzzed through the history of forty

years.

Mr. Cousins then went on with a history of the world's

famous fakirs from the dawn of the dark and distant

ages to the present time, but he awarded the palm to

Christmas because he oj>ernted upon such a small capital

and pretended to have done so much. “Considering,"

said Mr. Cousins, “where he stood, and the difficulties

under which he lubored, Mr. W. Christmas Dircknick

Homfeld appears to l»e about the mast illustrious dealer

in real estate of whom we have any record.”

V FTER an exhaustive inquiry a committee of the House
of Representatives utterly discredited Christmas and

entirely exonerated every man mentioned in the so-called

“report.” When the committee presented its report,

the brilliant Rol>ert G. Cousins of Iowa made a speech

about it, which is one of the few real gems that are

embalmed in the Congre**ional Record. It was remark-

able on account of its reference to all the fakirs of the

ages, together with their operations. Speaking of the

"report” that Christmas had made, and the long time

it had kicked about the national capital, Mr. Cousins

said

:

“It had been dead a long while, the press refusing to

handle it. By s]»ecial request of its general agent, an
autopsy was held upon it by that eminent and skilful

surgeon. Dr. Grosvenor, (General Charles II. Grosvenor
of Ohio, then a member of Congress), who expressed

the opinion that no one could ever bite at it.”

It was in a satirical vein that Cousins proceeded in

his “roast” of those Democratic leaders who had caused
the “report" to be printed in the Record, and also in

commenting upon W. Christmas Dircknick Homfeld.

IT has been more than ten years since Mr. Cousins
1 made that famous speech, und during that time Mulhall
has been operating: selling Congressmen he had never

seen; bribing men he did not know'; defeating legisla-

tion; and performing other feats for which he was lilier-

ally paid. Later, I^amar transferred his activities from

Wall Street to Washington, and by inqiersonnting leading

men of the country arranged ententes between political

parties and world-controlling financiers.

It is a real pity that Christinas can not meet Lamar
and Mulhall in some sort of a reunion. They certainly

could enjoy themselves if they have a sense of humor.

Lamar and Mulhall would have it “on" Christmas to

some extent, for they have caused consternation far and
wide; they have stamficded Iwth houses of Congress

and entertained the country with a midsummer vaude-

ville sketch that has rarely been equaled. Mulhull

also had some facts upon which to base his claims, and
only by his alleged “influence" does he approach the

remarkable Dane. Christmas, however, could lay claim

to still being the greatest fakir, (minting to the speech

by Mr. Cousins as proof and indorsement.
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About Bathing Suits
WOMAN doctor affiliated with the

Ruth Medical College ofChicago woe

recently arrested for wearing what

the police considered an immodest bathing

suit. We wrote to her, asking her for the

fads in the case. Thefollowing is her letter:

Harper's Weekly,
New York.

To the Editor:

When the Jackson Park beach opened
I asked the matron if she thought there

would be any objection to my going in, in

bloomers. She replied that she did not

think so. After I went in a few times,

the manager of the beach saw me and
sent word through the matron lliat I

should wear a skirt. An I did so, I found

it difficult to swim and I felt the under-
tow dragging me into the lake. So I

spoke to the matron again and asked her

again, if she thought it would he all right

for me to wear the skirt from the dressing

rooms to the water, then leave it at the

water's edge and go in and swim in the

bloomers and put on the skirt again on
coming out of the water. She thought

again that it would lie all right. There
wen* no rules of any kind in the dressing

rooms or on the beach, and none were
given to her. I tried it onec or twice and
nothing was said.

On July 2. as I left my skirt at the

water’s edge and started to swim, the life

guanl gruffly commanded me to come out

of the water and put on my skirt. I re-

plied that I did not have to do that, but

that I would put it on coming out of the

water. He then said "If you have not

decency enough to wear a skirt, get out

of the water." I replied that he had no
authority. He then rowed his boat to

the shore and returned with a policeman,

who commanded me in the same gruff

manner to get out of the water und put on
my skirt. I replied again that I would do
so coming out of the water. He returned

to the shore and when I was nearing the

dressing rooms he placed me under ar-

rest. I asked him if he would give me a
chance to put on my street clothes and he
did. He then took me in a patrol auto-

mobile to the Hyde Park Police Station

and booked me on the charge of disorder-

ly conduct. Friends bailed uu* out and
the case was tried the following day before

Judge Gemmel. The Court held: first,

that a person could not i>c held for violat-

ing rules which did not exist in writing:

second, he agreed with me perfectly that

my suit, made of heavy wool material,

consisting of bloomers, canvas shoes, and
stockings, was far more decent than those

worn by men, who are half naked. He
said that he saw them put on their trou-

sers in automobiles in full view of numer-
ous passers-by, Jackson Park lx*ach l»e-

ing a very popular promenade in the

bathing season.

The Court suggested that I take up
with the good women of Chicago the ques-

tion of men bathers wearing more clothes

than they had on at the present. Will

add that the suits given out on the beach

to the men leave the arms, neck, sides

and leg Itclow the groin bare. They are

allowed to parade on the beach and visit

with young girls. The park police do
not interfere with them. My plea was
that I was a graduate of two colleges,

have practised medicine in Chicago fif-

teen years, that I have served on the fac-

ulty of Rush Medical College, affiliated

with the University of Chicago, that I

have contributed original articles to the

Medical Literature, that I was the recip-

ient of scholarly honors, and that I was

in good standing both professionally und
socially, that my suit was perfectly proper

and modest, that my arrest was an in-

justice und u discrimination. Soon after

the trial a placard was placed in the

women's dressing rooms rcuding as fol-

lows:

I. Womi-n txitbrn ibould be aupplird with nkirt*.

i The niuiet (be beach bu (be H|bl to retjur,!

people to *Uy »««> from the beach.

I intend to circulate a public petition

to the City Council requesting them to

pass an ordinance requiring !>oth men and
women to wear a bathing suit covering

them sufficiently to make them present-

able, and that would at the same time not

interfere with freedom and safety in

swimming. I think with you that con-

ventional dress of women is in the way of

their advancement and efficiency. Dress

reform for women should l>c a |»art und
parcel of their enfranchisement.

Yours very res|x*ctfully.

Rosalie M. Ladova.

SLIT SKIRT WEAR?
ARRESTED BUT/
WITH DUE 7
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NO LAW* AGAINST IT
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w* Them.

A»%

“‘_nr j
i>* ^««««»-» iw* ‘.J

-4M **• i

•r an»M i»- ww
•#. • ft* m* -vt •»». »**•

August 18. 1013.

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly.
My dear Sir:

A* requested in your letter of the 12th

inst.. it gives me pleasure to enclose you
the following local newspaper account

of the incident of tlie appearance of the

slit skirt in this city, as caller! to official

attention.

The newspaper expresses my views

none too emphatically. To me, then* is

nothing suggestive about the slit skirt,

and I fail to find a discriminatory dis-

tinction between the street or the stage;

or the bulbing resort against the street.

If the slit skirt is shocking to the alleged

moralist and the prude, the bathing suit,

or the costume of the chorus girl, should

be more so.

Most respectfully.

W. H. Cole.
Mayor.

THE FEMINIST FLY

A Fable

By AMY MALIHICKS

A/empty bottle lay up bottom in the grass. At-
tracted by some sugar on its mouth, a Bee and a

Fly crawled along inside and lM*eame imprisoned.

“As a reasoning and rational Insect," said the Bee.

"I know that the way to Freedom is always toward
the Light."

And it buzzed consistently about in the end of

solid glass.

The Fly fussed around with seeming aimlessness.

“Foolish Creature!" said the Bee. "Why don’t you,

too, follow the only course of true logic, nnd go to

the Light?"
The Fly did not answer, for just then it found the

mouth of the tattle, and flew out into theo|M*n.
" Life, it seems, is larger than tagie," it ruminated,

as it went along rejoicing.
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Physical Freedom for Women
By BUSS CARMAN

THE twomoat conspiriiouscbararter-

istic* of the Iasi century were its

unexampled material welfare aiul

it* startling revelations in the field of sci-

ence. In invention and discovery and

the useful arts it stands unrivaled as an

era of progress. It was an age of practical

achievement rather than of speculation,

faith, or dreums.

Along with these two main threads of

development, however, we may observe

a third, less obvious but not less signifi-

cant a decided spiritual awakening, a

striving of the racial heart and conscience,

not only in regard to social conduct, hut

in respect to the more profound problems

of exLstenee and well being.

If there is indeed a "stream of ten-

dency, not ourselves, that makes for

righteousness," a st ream of soul-seeking

l»eyond self-seeking, without douht that

stream is making itself unmistakably felt

in our generation.

IN this vast struggle that our race

^ seems to lie making toward a fuller and

more symmetrical realization of its ideal

life, the part played by woman must be

incalculable. It is preeminently her con-

cern. She has been from time out of

mind the treasurer of all the spiritual

wealth of the raee, and now that this

wealth is in demand, it is to her we must
come for our supply, and for our help in

adjusting that supply to our needs. In

capacity as the great preserver and guard-

ian of the mysterious gift of life, she has

gathered untold story's of spiritual experi-

ence.

If her life, until recently, has been

restricted to the cradle ami the hearth,

with little opportunity for cultivating

that detachment and impersonality of

nuture which has led men to their victori-

ous ventures in civilization, she has thus

been enabled, even forced, to brood upon

the secrets of her own heart und to discern

the pressing need of the day and hour.

So it happens that woman’s genius is

not only deeper, more mystical, more im-

passioned and religious than man's, but it

is at the same time more actual, more
sentient, and less irrelevant. She has

learned to keep close to the life of the

MUM and to the life of the soul, while she

was obliged to let the life of reason go by
unfulfilled. If she has little interest in

abstract problems and principles, if she

acts from impulse and judges from intui-

tion, if she loves aspiration and ignores

logic, it is liccausc the long and inexorable

economy of evolution has imposed these

tendencies u|K>n her Ix'ing. If her genius

is comparatively sterile in the realm of

thought and invention, in the realm

of freling, sensibility, und adjustment it

is usually fertile and supreme.

Since all these interests in the deeper

life of humanity are thus the peculiar care

of women, and are only dimly appreciated

l»y men, and since it is certain that the

whole life of man must remain unhappy
and distraught if these interests ure over-

looked, there can be nothing of more vital

importance in our advance toward racial

perfection than the liberation and perfec-

tion of woman and woman's helpfulness;

and nothing more natural.

'T'lIEOLOGY of a certain extreme type
* used to regard woman os the source, or

at least the channel, of all evil. It would
have been less absurd and nearer the truth

to regard her as the source of all good. For,

while she is seemingly less scrupulous than

man. she is apt to be more conscientious,

more persevering after the best. more
intolerant of fundamental wrong, more
fully conscious of the life and require-

ments of the soul, which really cares little

for achievement and only asks to be made
happy. She may frequently exhibit a

startling disregard of codes and ap|>arent

reasons and conventions, but against the

profounder laws of essential morality and

goodness she seldom rebels.

The liln'ration of woman, therefore,

would seem to be an essential factor in the

ultimate liberation of humanity from the

coil of evil and disaster that so terribly en-

virons life. Without her ideality, her

knowledge of immortal things, her in-

stinct for the best, we should Ik* forever

involved in the maze of our own dreams,

disasters, und reforms. Without her in-

tense practicality and her genius of adap-

tation. we should find our conquest of the

resources of nature of little avail, after

all, in perfecting our earthly paradise.

Woman Is not by nature a reliel or re-

former. She knows a better way. She
is a l>orn pragmatist, and lives to make
the profound desire* of the human heart

come true.

Vfi/HILE the religious and intellectual
™ * lilierty of woman has long been

assured, her social, political, and economic

indcjieiidenee is still in del»ute. In other

words, her spirit ami mind are free, while in

the circumstantial sphere she is still not

fully cuiunri|Mitcd. Whatever we may
think on this subject, whether we hold the

economic and political restriction to be

part of a wise racial economy or only a
survival of arbitrary oppression, there is

yet another direction in which the actual

liberation of women is gradually taking

place, which can be only Itcneficial. ami to

which there can Ik* no opposition save the

inertia of custom. Tliat is the physical

and |K*rsotial freeing of women's bmlira

from the slavery of liam|>criiig dress ami
restricted activity.

The superstition of womun’s physical

helplessness, growing out of her actual

incapacity in some respects and at certain

times, has been long enough cultivated by
women as a means of advantage ami
encouraged by men as an evidence of

superiority. Under this old regime, the

more impossible her prescribed dress

made physical exertion, the better. Her
very dependence won her favors, and
her idleness marked the wealth and
magnanimity of her lord.

'THIS is onl.v the unpleasant side of the
1 question, which reformers like to

dwell upon, and we must not forget the

great spiritual gcnal woman has been

able to I tow cm the world even through

her enforced exemption and leisure. It

is a point that she herself Is apt to lose

sight of in her race for freedom. Hut the

fact remuins that the fashions of wom-
en’s clothing of the |>ast few centuries

are unsuited to modern conditions, un-

worthy of modern woman, amt are being

finely superseded.

Women of culture nml indcjjcndence,

who care for In-auly and efficiency rather

than conformity to unquestioned usage,

are discarding the extreme's of old-

time restrictive costume in favor of more
rational, more humane, and lovely fash-

ions. Shoes, gowns, coats, and hats for

women were never more comfortable than
they are or may be now. The day of

the small waist and the pinched foot Is

passing.

Tin* women one secs everywhere are

more free and graceful, more natural and
gracious, and therefore more magical and
enchanting, than ever. Their walk and
carriage are mobile, more ideal, natural,

and seraphic with the sorcery of fine

motion; their eyes are steadier, their

voices more happy and level, as they

go alioot the world untortured and un-

disfraught.

Women's |>artiripatioi] in outdoor life*

and in active recreations and oe-rupations

tends in the same direction of [M-rsonal

freedom and fulfilment. When once the

pleasure and power of free physical effort

are experienced, and the supreme beauty
of free motion is realized, restrictions of

clothing liecome intolerable.

In the wonderful art of life, whatever is

merely arbitrary and artificial must give

place to what is more sane, inspired, help-

ful, and lovely. Corsets are for cripples,

and clogs for .slaves; but emancipated
men and women must have the freedom
of unspoiled nature in order fully to

evince and radiate the spirit and intelli-

gence that inhabit them; else are we
nothing but puppets and mummies, un-

fair, uncomfortable, and debased. For
nothing Is so brutal a* pain. Nothing

—

neither hardship, nor sorrow, nor failure,

nor ill fortune—can so quickly thwart arid

deform the sold and |>oi#on the mind us

bodily torture.

IT only remains for all women to dr-
* maud and take this freedom, as the

wisest are doing. It Is a fundamental
and influential liberty in which woman
has everything to gain and nothing to

lose. She must assume her right to a

free body in order adequately to express

her freedom of thought and feeling.

One often wonders that economic and
political equality should he so violently

contended for by women who would not

abandon the fetters of unnatural dress

for a queen's sovereignty.

The strangest thing about the im-

pressive parades in the agitation for

equal suffrage is not the fact that so many
women should have the enthusiasm to

walk in them, hut that so few of them
should walk convineingty. The spectacle

of ten thousand advunced women volun-

tarily walking in the antiquated fetters

of a by-gone age is a strange argument

for their readiness to serve the cause of

human freedom.

The whole question of personal or

physical emancipation for women on
equal terms with men would seem to he

logically prior to their social and political

equality; and failure to make use of the

one would seem fundamentally to delay

the realization of the other. Certainly,

so far us the kihnI of the race goes and the

immediate happiness of all concerned,

freedom to move and breuthe and live a

normally comfortable, kindly, and l»eau-

tiful IkkIi'Iv life is of first vital impor-

tance.



Poems About Christ
By JOHN PALMER GAVIT

I Saw Him, Crucified

J
SAW Him pouring molten brass into the mold for the engineer’s brake-valve.

In the superheated air of the foundry I saw tiny flakes of poison floating.

Upon His white face I saw written grim waiting death.

The things of which He thought were far distant; He saw not the grim death;

Nameless and alien, He obeyed all day without understanding;

Faithfully, without philosophy. He poured the molten brass.

. . . The train jolting stopped, obeying the hand of the engineer.

Under the car I heard the air-brakes hissing!

I wulked to the great chusm at the end of the track.

I was glad I was saved, with the rest!

And then I remembered Him with the grim waiting death upon His face

—

For ine pouring the molten brass in the poisoned air of the foundry.

They Told Me About One Judas

HTHEY told me about one Judas

—

How he betrayed his Friend for a handful of dirty money.

They warned me against the harlot

—

That daily she peddles her kisses, without love, for food and shelter.

They accused before me the common thief-—

•

That he takes that to which he has no lawful title.

I looked upon him who warned me of the thief;

His wealth was the house of the widow and the fatherless; yen, and of the harlot also;

His children fattened upon the toil of their brothers and upon the shame of their sisters.

I considered her whose scornful finger {jointed out the harlot;

She herself sold her body without love for, lo, a lifetime of food and shelter.

And ns for him who condemned my brother Judas,

With his lips he worshiped somewhat he called Christ, but with his daily life he worshiped
Money.

I looked upon them all—who condemned the thief, the soiled and trampled sister, the

wretched hanged Iscariot

—

Every one bartering daily for hire a mockery of loving sendee;

One day kissing the face of the Master and six days spitting where they kissed!

I looked upon myself;

I peered loathing into the dark places of my own soul.

I, shamed, stood silent before my fellow thief, my sister harlot

—

Yea, and before my brother hypocrite also!

For I heard One saying, a great way off:

“Neither do I condemn thee. . .

Let him without sin cast the first stone . . .

Verily, the publican and the harlot shall enter before you!’*

18
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Theory

of the

Dance

By
Anna

Pavlova

AM not one of those who cry

against tin* immorality of the new
dances. Morality is u matter for

the spirit, und therefore, if the thoughts

of the dancers be moral, what matters

it how they dance together? My indict-

ment of modern ball-room dancing is

rather on the grounds of its utter absurd-

ity and inconsistency.

Almost all the dances known to history

may be said to fall into one of six general

classes which represent in a general way
the moods of the dancers themselves.

The first class contains the dances ex-

pressing joy and uneonfined gaiety; to

the second belong the languorous dances

connoting a luxurious contentment; the

thin! includes all the formul dances de-

manding a courtly grace, dignity, and

< iWriffhl International S(« SVfvirr

minute attention to detail; the dances

of the fourth class are those that express

amorous passion; the fifth is composed
of puntomimic and directly imitative or

narrative dances; while the last class

contains all the varieties of acrolwtic

und gymnastic dances. The old waltz,

for example, is a type of the languorous

dance, and has always been popular in

Southern and semi-tropical countries.

The minuet, the Virginia reel, anil the

cotillion, in their beat forms. t»clong to the

courtly, formal class of dances. The
bacchanal and the Apache dances are of

the |iassionalc variety.

But how are we to classify the modern
rag-time dunces? A moment's thought

will convince even the most superficial

observer that they are all of the same
class— the class which expresses uncon

-

fined joy. Whim a descriptive dancer
wishes to indicate the abstract quality

of joyousness, she does it by employing
some form of the skip or hop. The
modern dances are all skipping dances.

Rag-time is essentially a skipping, light-

hearted. trivial rhythm. It is almost
impossible to dance to its music in a

languorous or u pussinnate or even a

courtly and dignified fashion. It abso-

lutely demands the skipping dance of

pure joy.

I object to the complete concentration

of one trivial style to the exclusion of ull

others, just as I would object if a nation

devoted itself exclusively to musical

('upyrighl Inlrrimtioutl Newsservice

"When a descriptive dancer wishes to indicate the abstract quality of joyousness, she does it by
employing some form of the ship or hop ”

U
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“Let the dance of joy be purely and simply what it pretends to be, and let the other moods of human
nature have their place

"

comedy in its theaters, or to humorous
dialect stories in its fiction, or to cartoons

and caricatures in the field of pictorial

art. Such meaningless snobl>ery mid
dogmatic specialization can not he other

than harmful.

In the second place, I object to the

misinterpretation and the misunderstand-

ing of the real significance of the skipping

dance. The element of sex should have

no part in it. The dance of joy can l>e

performed by a single dancer as well os

by a pair, and there is no reason whatever

for bodily contact or the suggestion of

an embrace. If the dancers wish to skip

about in pairs or in larger groups, they

can do so hand in hand. Any contact

more intimate than this is not only un-

necessary but completely at variance

with the spirit of the dance. It intro-

duces an appeal to sex which is both ir-

relevant and inconsistent. If dancers

wish to indulge their amorous sensibili-

ties, they should do so through dances

of the bacchanal or Apache type, whose
significance Ls at least frank and undis-

guised. But if we an* to limit ourselves

to the skipping dances of joy. let them
also be consistent and sincere.

In truth. I have no fear for the perma-

nent welfare of the old dances. The

furious blaze of rag-time will burn itself

out in a few years, and a revival of the

graceful, dignified dances of the past will

follow. Even now those who dance the

rag-time dances sincerely and spon-

taneously are interested chiefly in learn-

ing new steps and new figures and
thus satisfying the competitive instinct

and the desire to excel in any line of

accomplishment. In a modern ball-

room it is easy to pick out at a glance

those who dance for love of the game and
those who an* chiefly concerned with the

uppeal to sox. The former are constantly

searching for more complicated and
intricate evolutions, while the latter seem

to desire no variety if only the embrace
be close and constant.

The highest form of any art is that

which succeeds in giving concrete expres-

sion to the abstract. It is an ideal sel-

dom realized. The Greeks are said to

have accomplished the task through the

medium of music, and in modem times

Beethoven seems to have been equally

successful. In sculpture, also, the Greeks
approached more nearly to the definite

expression of the abstract than any gen-

iuses of later times. Futurists and Post-

impressionists are making the attempt in

the field of painting, but with little suc-

cess thus far. In literature Walt Whit-

man alone has adequately expressed the

abstract, and he has done so at a sacrifice

of all the traditions of form.

The art of dancing also has for its ideal

the definite expression of abstract ideas.

And since it is aided by sound, color,

form, and motion, all working in unison,

its opportunities for realization arc al-

most unlimited. The perfect dancer will

be the one win* can. without assistance

of pantomime, costume, or program,

unerringly and infallibly create in the

minds of an audience the distinct impres-

sion of an abstraction. How can this

ideal Ik* realized if we insist upon making
an impossible mixture of all the essen-

tials of the art. if we confuse gaiety

with sex instinct or formal grace with

acrobatic dexterity? I^et the dance of

joy be purely and simply what it

pretends to be. and let the other moods
of human nature have their plan*

also, in order that, through variety

and comparison, then* may Ik* con-

stant development and increasing clear-

ness of understanding, resulting event-

ually in a general comprehension and
expression of the abstract, which is the

highest (Kissible form of the dance, as it

Is of all art

.
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THE GU

CROUCHED IN THEIR CELLS. WITH FACES WHITE,
THEY WAIT THE ISSUE OF THE FIGHT.
SHAPEN LIKE MEN, THEIR EYES BETRAY
THEIR KINSHIP TO THAT BEAST OF PREY.
SYMBOL OF MURDER, GREKI), AND SHAME,
WHICH WE. THE PEOPLE. FOR THE FAME
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vlEN

IF OUR PROUD CITY AND FAIR STATE.
\RE BANDED TO EXTERMINATE.
\M) SHOULD WE LEAVE OR HIDE OR HAIR
JF THAT FOUL BEAST. LET US BEWARE;
FOR. CROUCHING IN THEIR CELLS. THEY WAIT.
WHOSE LIVES HANG ON THE TIGER S FATE.

OLIVKK HKHrOHD.
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R. Norris Williams

WHEN we encounter genius in

.sport, criticism is disarmed,

ami while it would he possible

to find faults in the play of Maurice E.

McLoughlin, he has done so much for

American tenuis that we hesitate to

speak of him save in praise. Whether
his type of game should l>e copied by the

average player Ls another question. Mr-
I .< Highlit) has proves! that he Ls a supreme
tournament player. Equipped with an
unusual physique and a natural grace tluat

make him an idol on the courts, he has

worked his way to the top by driving his

opponents off the court. For the aver-

age man the better model Ls |>crha|»s R.

Norris Williams, who, in spite of his defeat

by McLoughlin, plays sound tcnnLs ami
tennis that will improve as he grows older.

There are times, of course*, when older

and more experienced men. like John C.

Parke and Anthony P. Wilding, will take

the measure of the American champion;
but I doubt if the McLoughlin of the

All-Comers—his form better than when he

played for the Davis Cup—can be Itcutcn

hv any man not playing the same type

of game. It is true that Wilding refused

to be driven off the court by McLough-
lin’s “cannon-ball" service, and that the

New Zealander displayed the better gen-

eralship. but I think that had he fuced the

American whirlwind at Newport he would
have found himself in difficulties. It bus

been said, and with justice, that thccham-

pion is sometimes .shaky on ground
strokes, and that, temperamen tally, al-

most every stroke Ls designed to be a

"winner”; but the burden of proof b the

score, and McLoughlin holds the record

of having been the first champion to play

through.

He proved that the thing could lx*

clone, and in the course of the demon-
stration he met some good men. notably

Clothier, one of the coolest court gener-

als the game has produced in this country.

When a man like Clothier admits bewil-

derment in the face of tlx* fastest pluy

seen on an American court in recent

years, the rare pace of the champion IJe-

romes apparent. McLoughlin. like some
of hLs predecessors, has dropped away
from hLs supreme pace at times, but at

Newport he proved that it could be sus-

tained throughout an entire tournament,

and that—for his purposes ut least—hb
type of game has “ made good.'*
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Current

Athletics
By HERBERT REED

CKight raw”)

The California game—a type that

has all but revolutionized tennis—may
be dangerous for the average man to

take up under conditions different from

those on the Pacific Coast, and it begins

to look as if in this country there w-ould

lx* two schools in future, and both good.

Men like Clothier und Wallace Johnson

are examples of one school, the Cali-

fornians of another. The proof of the

pudding, after all. b in the taste thereof,

and if the type of play indulged in by the

far Westerners smucks well to them they

should lx* encouraged in sustaining its

development. If, on the other hand,

men like Williams and Clothier find their

type of play suited to their own physique

and temperament, it b well for them to

keep up its development.

All of which means that the younger

men will copy one style or another to a

large extent, and the more frequent the

clashes are between the two styles, the

Ijetter for the game. Thb applies to

tournament tennis rather than to tennis

just for fun, which most of us who love

the outdoors play. Probably, if we are

to learn of the big men in the game, it

would lx* better to make our idol a com-
posite, learning from McLoughlin as

much about pace as our physiques will

let us utilize, from Wilding court gener-

alship, from H. S. Muttony one of the

prettiest and most effective back-hand

styles ever seen on any court, and from
young Williams or hLs tutors that cour-

ageous “sticktoitiveness” that has made
hLs play so aljsorhingly interesting.

IN a way. Williams is more valuable as
* an example totheaverageman tliun the

champion, for he has perha|>s played

more tennis for sheer fun than any of the

other men of high rank on the courts. A
strange combination, Williams—a young
mun who delays the splendid attack of

which he Ls capable until iu difficulties.

Doubtless continued partici|>ation in

tournaments will cure that fault, but I

like to feel that, after all. it Ls a fault of

good sportsmanship. The point is that

every move Williams makes is sound, ami
that he Ls a joy for the amateur of aver-

age ability to watch. In England he uc-

complLshed the task for which he was
sent, and hb defeat in this country is

merely u personal disappointment.

The fact that McLoughlin and Wil-

liams came through to the final at New-
port b the best possible proof that the

Davis Cup team was properly chosen.

While Hackett proved of value in the

doubles, I think most followers of tennLs

would like to see McLoughlin and Wil-

liams get together as a team. I think the

two types of play would fit well, just as

would the two temperaments.

I^ORTUNATE indeed Ls this country in

* the possession of such a flight of young
experts and so many experienced men to

keep them busy. Fortunate, too, in

the inventiveness of every member of the

top string. It is better for the future of

American tennis that every now and then

u player turns up who can tease the top-

liners. as Touchard teased Williams in

C*'l'>'i||l*t Aturf I’rrM A.Ml

Maurice E. Mcljoughlin

their match, than that our pluyers should
unexpectedly strike something new when
they meet foreigners. Therein lies the
health of the game—the constant build-

ing up. the constant search for something
new indulged in by Americans, by Aus-
tralasians. and by Irish players, who
seem to have made far more progress

than the Englishmen.

English tennis seems to have dropped
into a nit. There b age, experience, and
court generalship back of it, but no de-
velopment of pace, no all-round progress.

And there are not so many younger play-

ers of promise* in sight as there are in this

country. The Australasians, the French,
and the German* are far more promising
than the EngILsh. They have had the
good sense to learn from English tennis

all that made it worth while in the past,

and have gone ahead on theirown account.

They will be more formidable another
year, and will continue to menace Amer-
ican supremacy as long as they remain in

the ranks of progressive sportsmen.
This is the day iu sport of men rather

than of systems. It Ls easy to lay down
laws for the playing of any game, and, as

in other sports, it b probable that in ten-

nb the average player will have to adopt
a system and stick to it. but the men who
reach the top will play their own game
to suit their own temperament and
physique.

It has been u wonderful year on the

courts, the appearance of William M.
Johnston, of .Strachun und Griffin, the

keen pluy at Longwood. at Hay Ridge,

and at Southampton, serving to sustain

the interest of the great mass of players,

and serving also to prove that skill in

the game is not a matter of sectionalism.

XTOW, just at this time, when the suc-
’ cessful American players have proved

to be imitators, comes word that possibly

the other nations will get together and
so alter the rules as to destroy the ter-

rific service that has hud so much to do
with the success of American play. I

doubt if the French players, who ulso use

the severe service, would enjoy having

that feature of the game crippled; but,

should the plan go through, the inventive

American player would lawny to get

over a troublesome first hall- c\ en with

both feet on the ground.

What is needed principally is imi agree-
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nx'iiton the foot-fault rule, which is often

violated iu spirit, if not technically. The
men who judfte the service in the big

tournaments do not seem to be in accord

on the subject, which leads to much hard

feeling from time to time. If the Amer-
ican players are committing foot faults

regularly, they proltubly will find a way
to avoid it. if only they can get a final

judgment on this important point. As
the game is handled now it lucks consis-

tency in the work of the officials, and more
tlian one pluyer has ignored a decision,

and out of sheer sportsmanship played a

liall out of coart or into the net. as did

Williams at Newport, in order that his

opponent might not suffer.

THE salient feature of the gume played

by the tournament top-liners in

tills country is, of course, the rush for the

net—command of the court—ami Mc-
Loughlin has carried it to -such a point

that he seems well into the court by the

time the hall leaves bis racket. There is

in his stroke what in baseball parlance is

called “whip.” and when one faces him
at his best neither the chop-stroke game
nor the driving gome will stop him. The
real test of the game of pace—when the

game of pace is at its Inst—and the game
of chop strokes, came in the match 1k*-

tween McLoughlin and Wallace Johnson.

In the first set McLoughlin scored £6

points to 10 for his opponent, and he

made only 8 errors against 18 for the

chop-stroke expert. The champion’s

speed was in evidence, as it was in the

match with Clothier, and the furring

tactics of the Californian simply ruined

Johnson’s game. It was in the second

set that Johnson made his best stand, hut

even here McLoughlin clung steadily to

the lead through sheer tremendous pace.

Johnson was simply forced into making
errors, ami these, far outnumbering his

earned points, told the story.

Williams proved a banter man to

handle than Clotliier or Johnson, and his

steadiness cost McLoughlin the only set

he lost in the entire tournament. Wil-

liams hud taken a leaf out of Wilding’s

hook, and played as often as possible the

low strokes that the champion not in-

frequently finds difficulty in handling;

but, while he, too, had plenty of pace and
a great deal of finesse, it was the cham-
pion's fighting spirit ami speed that forced

Williams into making returns into the net

that carried him through. Yet Williams,

through remarkable* generalship, at times

made the champion over-play his strong-

est strokes, >« that they went into the net

or out of court. In the end. the sheer bril-

liance of the Californian carried the day,

giving him a well earned triumph, and
leaving Williams a loser, with all the

honors that go to a loser of his type.

\ S the record stands, the Californians

have, for the second time, made a

clean sweep of the chumpioiishi|>s. The
far Westerners now hold the men's sin-

gles and doubles, the women’s singles

and doubles, and the mixed doubles.

The East has left only the iritcrscholastic

title, held by G. C. Caner of Philadelphia.

There ean Ik no doubt that the play

of the inemlaTS of the Davis Cup team

has been improved by their experience

abroad, and that the steadiness, too often

absent in the work of American inter-

uationalLsts. will be a feature of play in

the future in this country.

IT is interesting, in the light of the
* standard set by the present-day stars,

to consider the work of some of the old-

timers like Wrcnn, Whitman, learned, and
the Englishman Dr. Eaves. It would lx*

worth while to learn how Whitman's
game at its best would work out against

McLoughlin and Williams, how long

Wrcim’s sound game of years ago at its

l>cst would meet the modern pace, how
the remarkable “gets” of Dr. Eaves would
serve as a defense against rare speed.

Larned, when he was at the height of his

career, lmd flashes of blinding speed, and.

while perhaps not achieving the gait of

the present-day apostles of speed, could

bewilder an opponent much as McLough-
lin does to-day. Indeed, Larned has

probably had more effect on the work of

the present champion than any other

player; the Californian ’s generalship fre-

quently resembling that of the older mas-

ter of the courts.

Wrenn's game, on the other hand, had
tliat steadiness and reliability at iuipor-

tant moments that marks the true cham-
pion. His defeat of Dr. Eaves in the

All-Comers years ago was a fair sample,

and was accomplished more as the result

of courage tiian of brilliant tenuis.

In England the hulk of the tennis

world still swears by the Dohertys, the

men who were always at ease on the

court, and to whom the fart that their

opponents were leading apparently oc-

casioned little concern. They were not

players given to making remarkable

“gets," and there were muny occasions

when they refused to go after balls that

the average player would consider reason-

ably playable. Theirs was the path of

least resistance, letting their opponents

make errors and putting faith in supreme
steadiness and stamina. It is a pity

that their type of game could not lx

tested again against McLoughlin or

against Williams.

f'XNE of the great encouragers uf pare^ has been the hard court, whether the

sane! or covered court of Prance, the as-

phalt of the Pacific Coast, or the clay

with which the every-day player is fa-

miliar. The upkeep of the turf court is

at once so difficult and so expensive as

practically to bar it save for tournament

use, and as a result most players learn

the game on the hard courts, finding

turf only when in tournaments, and in-

deed there are many who prefer the clay

court all the time.

Now, in picking up the game, as most

players do. on a hard court, they are

practically coaxed into a fast pace, for

they find tliat chop-strokes and. indeed,

the whole “soft" game, save as it is used

for placement, hardly pays. The re-

sult has been that when men who have
been brought up on hard courts finally

get upon turf they have the tendency to

maintain the pace tliat they have found
so useful under what, to them, are nor-

mal conditions. This is the reason. I

think, why even the best of the Amer-
ican players are .sometimes at fault in

their ground strokes, and why the Eng-
lishmen in the past have been strong in

this particular.

In the Davis Cup tie against the Aus-
tralians at the West Side Club, it was
plain that all the Americans preferred the

overhead game, and did their best work
with it, while the visitors made the most
of the ground strokes and did a deal of

driving from the base line, getting the

ball at the feet of the Americans as often

as possible. In handling this type of

play both McLoughlin und Williams were

frequently at fault, and had not the

courts been so well drained and other-

wise eared for they might have found
themselves in serious difficulties.

The tendency of any player who has

Ix'gun with the hard court game is to

keep his pace when he strikes turf, and
this tendency has cropped out among
both the Americans and the French.

The latter, playing on covered courts,

overdid it for a time, but have settled

down considerably since, but not too

much to spoil the initiative und individ-

uality that marks their game.
The Frenchmen, like the Californians,

are fair examples of what sheer enthu-

siasm can accomplish in a short period.

The former wisely took up professional

coaching at un early stage, and made the

most of it. In France, as in this country,

it was the young men who put speed into

the game und went out for the winning

points. On covered courts their play

sometimes went to the point of reckless-

ness, and they were alow to “get the

hang" of turf, as is the ease with most
men who have Itegun their game on him I

courts. In the long run. however, 1 be-

lieve that pluy on hard courts is the lx*»t

schooling for the tournament player, anil

certainly the beat for the man who plays

merely for the sport of it.

The Rose and the Record

rp0 the Rose t/u- Record said,

"l shall live when you are dead."
“ Think you, then," the R/tse replied

,

“Fame can laugh at Litre denied?"

Scarcely had the words been said.

Rose and Record both trere dead.

Scattered dust, forgotten token

Of a Heart, a Record broken.

MEREDITH BLAKE.
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Cupyright Amrrican Prr«» Am*.

Since Groh teas turned over to the Neds by

MrGraw, he hoe haunted hie batting

average with a vengeance

New Big

League

Regulars
•

By ERIC HAROLD PALMER

players who have had trials In-fore or been

carried a year or so to absorb the full store

of knowledge necessary for due expertness

in thought and action.

These aggregations might Ik- made up
something like this, with the odds decid-

edly on the representative* of the older

organization:

A('CORDING to John J. McGrow,
leader of the Giants, the securing

of one prize performer a year is all

that he ever hopes for. because there is a

positive dearth of high-class timber in the

minor leagues, while the colleges arc pro-

ducing fast fielders but weak batsmen.

Scouts representing the major league

teams confess that the outlook is not a

pleasant one.

Personally, McGrow relies on the slow

development of classy players under his

system of training, figuring tliat tins is the

mcthiKl which tells in the long run. That
it is best seems indicated by the fact that

Connie Mack, the shrewd general of the

Athletics, places his main reliance on the

school idea, and his aim is to look years

ahead. When emergency arises, McGrow
and Mack are well equipped.

Necessity lias forced other managers

to forgo such an excellent scheme, and on
their teams diamonds in the rough have

had a quicker opening to rise in popular-

ity, without the unpleasantness—not

always the ignominy—of warming the

liench day after day.

This year more players art: coming and

going than ever before. Constant changes

in the line-up arc being made, and the

"fans” have plenty to gossip about.

Perhaps before the curtain is rung down
half a hundred other recruits will have
lieen allowed to bask in the limelight. In

the tail-end of every season there is a lot

of cx|M’rimenting with a view to ‘‘next

year.”

U'RANK CHANCE, better known as
* The Peerless Leader, has been work-

ing with might and main with a view- to

giving New York a winner in the Ameri-

can League in 1914. Early this year Iris

batting order was rarely the same two
days in succession, hut the supporters of

the Yankees, in spite of their disappoint-

ment at the showing of the team, kept
their hammers in the tool-chest, and
awaited with interest Chances latest

acquisitions. Even the most rabid Polo

Grounds “rooter” felt that the former

Ikxiw of the Cubs was doing the best he
could do, and they accepted the situation

more in the light of a novelty than a dis-

grace. Chance holds that the average

"fan” likes to see changes now and then,

and he appears perfectly right in his

conjecture.

Two excellent teams could be selected

from among the new regulars of 191S.

The dubs would be mostly composed of

40

.VSimof l.ntfiu

Mren, Bo»ton
Vim, I’ltlibinb
Marlfcinalil, Boston
Maranvillr. Holton
Burnt. N« York
Hlracel, Brooklyn
Crnvatb, PbUiulrlpfaa
Fitcbrr. Brooklyn
W baling. Bouton
lVmaror, Nr* York
Mrquilln^ Pittsburgh
Pirrer, Chiraco
Mavrr, Philailrlphui

Jinn. Boston
Jiibnmn, Cincinnati
Itickwo, Boston
Rudolph, Boston

fruition

First Base
Swoad Haw
Tbini

”

Jobntton, C Irvrland
Baumann, IMruit
Maiwl. Nrw York
Chapman, llrvrland

Lrft Fi— —,

—

CrntrT Kirill Lribnld. Clrvrl

Right Field Murphy, Phils
Catrbrr Srbang, Phila.

Catcher
’

Htawt
Pitrher
Pitcher

Bortiling.

Falkrnburg. Clrre.
Shawkrr. PhUs.
Itausa, Urtroil
Writmail. St. l»uis
Keating. Nrw York
Kuaaril. Cturago
Inaunl, Boston

Pitrhrr
Pitrlwr
Pitcher

LOOK out for the Braves! Manager
Stallings, who figures on the much-

abused Bostons being pennant contenders

in a year or two. certainly has something

to back up his prophecy. More likely-

looking youngsters have Ik-cii gathered in

than ever In-fore in the history of the club.

Knight is a particularly valuable ad-

junct, for he can play first to perfection

and can also play second. He has been in

and out of the hig leagues often. Peckin-

paugh, who failed to break in us a regular

with the Napa, has filled the gap in the

Yankees’ short field. Fisher of the Su-

perhas is an excellent all-round player,

his specialty In-ing timely hits. This

shortstop and his team mate. Cutshaw,

are among the best of all blundgeon-

widders with men on liases, and as such

are rated as most deserving of favor.

Whitted, the St. Louis iufiehler, shows

promise and has been rewarded with con-

stant work. Sliafer, of the Giants, the

star of the younger contingent, was really

u regular in 1914. hut has done his best

work tibia season.

Connolly, another Boston discovery,

lutd u try-out with the Senators. He is a
fair hitting outfidder with a propensity

for triples. Against southpaws, however,

he is a weakling, and Lord (once of Balti-

more) Is sent in to cover left. Gathers of

the Cardinals pulls in many a budding

homer.

Groh, the fast little second baseman
now with the Reds, was trained by Mc-
Grow. The Giants regarded him as a

sensational Adder hut a negative quan-

tity with the stick. When he was turned

over to the Cincinnati team, however.

Manager Tinker installed him as a regu-

lar, and Groh proceeded to make good

with a vengeance. His excellent batting

lias completely upset calculations.

Mann, the new Boston middle gar-

dener, who used to play with Groh in

Buffalo, is a good hatter, but he has not

been shining as a base-runner. Fred

Smith, the Boston iufidder (still the

Copyright Amrtu-ati Prc«* A*».

The "second IVagner" it what the Pirates

mil Viox. trhn bangs a tray at the

ball as if he bore it a grudge

Braves!), is pronounced a coming star by
Stallings. Dodge of the Reds is a much
improved youngster. He used to draw
pay from the Quaker Club. Dodge cov-

ers third or short niedy.

Phelan of the Cubs is giving Zimmer-
man a contest for the third bag. He
can’t hat as well as “Hdnie.” of course,

but he sticks in the game, not having

Zimmerman's proclivity for nagging the*

umpires. Early in the season Midkiff

played gingery ball at the far corner for

the Yankees, but he fell off in his hitting

and went to the minors. He Is now with

the Orioles.

IN the National league roster, the inex-

* perienced stars are Myers. Whaling.

Fischer. James, Johnson, and Mayer,
while the debutants on the other side

are Chappell, lribold, Schang, Schalk.

Bochling, Wcilman, Shawkey, and Dauss.

In the final analysis, it is fair to say tliat

Bochling and Muranville have created

the biggest stir in their respective circuits.

Although he may be comparatively in-

effective next year, Boehling. the south-

paw “find” of the Senators, has the nat-

ural ability to keep on with his excellent

pitching. If he dors keep up in 1914. the

Senators look like real contenders for the

pennant. Clarke Griffith, the “Old Fox
”

who Is in charge of the Washington bri-

gade. is coaching the youngster in all the

tricks of the trade. Nicl 1
- Altrock. the

famous left-hander of other days, has

spent much time drilling Bochling. Both

teachers believe he will bo • consistent

performer in 1914. •

Maranville came from the New Eng-

land League (now known as the Eastern

Association), and proved a lightning

fielder right from the start. lie broke in

for a few games last fall, hut it was this

spring that he aroused enthusiasm. He
made impossible plays with appiirent. ease

—and Is still making them. Tpe future

Braves will to a large extent be built

around this dazzling guardian of short, who
cover* acres of territory and throws like a

rifleshot. When theCardinals wt -rebeaten

four straight games hy the Bost ons early

this season, they said that Matron ville’s

amazing stunts were responsible lfor every

defeat. Maranville heads the hotting or-

der liecause his slight build makfes him a

hard man to pitch to. His hittiupbslightly

below the .450 mark, comes in l streaks,

but he draws frequent bases on IValls.

Myers, the latest discovery- in t'he line

of first sackcrs, is of fair ability as iSHder
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ami batsman, but lie is a wonderful base-

runner. In the Northwestern League he

stole everything in sight during 1912, and
even the National league catchers have
found it hard to prevent his pilfering.

Proving a leader in the art of thieving, his

first season out in the big show is a IhhusI

for any one.

OKOBABLY the most valuable catcher
* brought into the National league
this season is Fischer, the hard batting

backstop of the Superlm*. who handles

himself well at all times. Fischer jumped
from the metropolitan semi-professional

ranks directly to fast company. Like

Boohling, he owes his rise to a news-

paper man. who gave the tip that led

to a try-out. Fischer is only twenty

years old. He is frequently used as a

pinch hitter. Whaling, the other new
catcher, is a steady man, and was
brought on chiefly to handle the speedy
shoots of James.

Mayer. Johnson, and Jumcs are the

only new twirlers of promise os far as the

National is concerned. The White Sox
let Johnson, licttcr known as “Chief** lx*.

cause he is an Indian, go without giving

him a chance other than on the training

trip this spring.

Among the premier batsmen developed

during the season are MacDonald of the

Braves and Stengel of the Superbas.

MacDonald may finish the race in first

place among the dubbing artists. When
he was with the Reds, no one counted on
him as a terrific clouter. MacDonald is a

|M*or fielder, so Fred Smith and a scintil-

lating star of other days, Arthur Devlin,

cavort around the third sack for the Bos-

tons now and then.

Stengel arrived in swdl society toward

the close of last season. He got four

clean hits and a base on balls out of five

trips to the plate in his first encounter,

and did fairly well later on, but it was not

until early this year tliat Stengel jumped
to the fore in the way of making long

smashes. After the middle of June he
fell off considerably, but Ills great work

did more than anything else to make the

Superbas the surprise of the league for

quite a long time. Their crash came just

alxiut the period when Stengel wits forced

out of activity by a sprained ankle.

Stengel is a brilliant ground covcrer. and
nuts the bases like a streak, sometimes to

the degree of recklessness.

T)IT the way Cravath has “come
* * back” is furnishing the most excite-

ment. Cravath has hit like a fiend in the

minors in the past, only to fall down in his

big l<*aguc trials. This season lie has come
into his own with a vengeance. His bat-

ting uverage for 1012 was .284, when he
had no fixed outfield j>ost. This year he

is keeping up his American Association

record for fcncc-busting. Ills string of

homers, not to speak of doubles and
triples, marks him as one of the worst

punishers of the sphere in the National,

and his team-mate, Sherwood Magee, is

not far behind when it comes to long

drives.

Cravath is bound to finish the season

wit h .330 or over. Of his hits, few will be
infield taps beaten out by sprinting

ability.

Burns got his diploma from the Mc-
Graw school in April. It meant the pass-

ing of speedy “Josh " Devore as a memlwr
of the Giants. Burns was a power with

the w illow in the New York State League,
but MeGraw kept him on the bench two
seasons before trusting him as a regular.

The New York’s guiding genius speaks of

Burns as the ideal player in build and
movement. The young outfielder runs

the liases with excellent judgment, and
rail be counted on for runs when they an*

needed. It is worth while to watch him
take the “hook slide” originated by Me-
Graw. Burns was the first National
Leaguer to make one hundred safeties

this year.

rPHE “second Wagner” is what the
* I’irntes call Yiox, a stocky, aggres-

sive individual who stands up to the plate

just like the famous Hans and bangs
away at the ball as if he bore it a grudge.

He did a little infielding lost year when
Wagner was not around, but this season

his pumnieling earned him the second sack

job over McCarthy and Butler, two others

rated as dangerous hitters.

Two really great catchers joined Ameri-
can League teams in the persons ofSrhang
of the Athletics and Schalk of the White
Sox. Sehang was the best backstop in

the International—then the Eastern

—

last year. The two proved worthy of all

the praise critira i>oured on them right

from the start of their big league ’careers.

Johnston, who has lieen doing ycotnan
service at first base for the Naps, is ail

excellent base-runner. His batting is a

desirable asset. Olson, the third liase-

man, also displayed ability as initial corner

picket, too. Williams, the Texas star

whom Chance brought on, may Ik* a win-

ner in 1014.

Baumann has lieen with the Tigers Imv

fore. Manager Jmniugs sent a hurry rail

for him this year, when the team was go-

ing had. Buumunn started this season

as a member of the Providence tribe.

plKRCE, the only new southpaw of

* skill in the Lynch organization, had
a trial with the Giants, and then was sent

to the Cubs. Johnny Evers, in turn, let

him go to Scranton. Pierce was recalled

after he had set up fine strike-out records

in the "bushes.”

McQuillcn, the ex-Quaker, was rele-

gated to Columbus because of his habits,

but he has now reformed, and the Pitts-

hurghs have all sorts of confidence in him.
McQuillcn possesses some of the finest

curves extant.

Rudolph ami Dickson were once on the

Giants' pay-roll. Rudolph Ls a “ spit ball

"

artist whom many big league teams were

after. He was a steady winner in the

International.

“Cy” Falkcnhcrg is the greatest sur-

prise in the whirling line in Ban Johnson's

circuit. It was generally figured that his

days were over, but he has accomplished

what the esteemed James Jeffries could

not do.

/CHICAGO “fans" are putting a lot of

reliance in Russell, a portsidcr with a

fine change of pace. He was used very

frequently in the early part of the ypar,

and the strain is showing on him. but the

prevalent impression is that he will de-

velop into a second Rucker. Engel, a

native Washingtonian, is improving, de-

spite a tendency to wildness. Ills 1912

showing was poor, as lie scored only one
victory, but then he was not used much
except as a finisher.

Shuwkey and Dauss arc two newcomers
with everything that a slab artist should

have. Weilman, the giant Brown, is an-

other who has the “stuff.”

Keating and I>*onard an* in-and-out

pitchers from whom extraordinary per-

formances might be expected occasionally

:

on the next time out they an* quite as

likely to be liattcd out of the box.

I F no one else has proved it, Chanre has
* inaugurated the policy of giving the
young ambitious element u real trial—
quite a new proceeding, according to those

in a position to know . What hasix-currcd

this year is bound to be followed out in the

future, ami encouragement Ls being given
to aspiring ball-tossers who may have fig-

ured that the gates were set against them.
Not long ago Jacob Dauhcrt was dis-

cussing the hopes of young players for

recognition in the big leagues. The rap-

tain of the Superbas. whose title to the

world's honors as a first baseman can Ik*

disputed by only one man. Hal Chase,
now of the White Sox. Is as close a student

of the baseball as Roosevelt is of politics.

Bryan of the dove of |H*act*. and Wilson of

tile tariff.

“I/ct me tell you," said Daubert, "that
many a brilliant lad is sent back to the

minors because he does not get even the

slightest chance to make good. Scores of

them have been deprived of an opportu-
nity that ought in fairness to be given
them. Perhaps there are no Jacksons or

Speakers in the lot. but there are a score

of bom .800 hitters who were not able

to display their wares.”

“How do you account for this?” he was
asked.

"M ell, tlu* managers seem to forget they
pay largesums of money to get someof the

stars from the tank-towns,” he responded.

“They just keep them standing around
until they get sick looking at them,and then

shunt them off to other diggings. Big

league manugers for the most part have
got it into their heads that a team of vet-

erans ean lirat the youngsters every time.

"Playing baseball.” Daubert contin-

ued, "is different in speedy company. Big

crowds make it hard. It requires more
than the ability to swing a bat, run liases,

and stop ‘grounders.’ It is steadiness and
nerve tliat count in the final test. You’ve
read stories of young players in other

years who showed up fine for two weeks

or more and then they fell off. When the

‘breaks' went against them, they lost

their confidence, and without confidence

you can’t get anything in this world—
certainly, if you haven't got it, you might
as well give up the idea of playing ball in

the National or American Ia*oguc.
“ Steadinesscomes only afterexperience,

according to most people's way of think-

ing, but that doc* not always hold true.

“Give the young fellow a chance, that's

my advice, although old-timers might not

like it. It endangers their jolts, but it has

got to Ik* done in fairness to the recruits

—

and not only that, but the folks who buy
grand-stand tickets are always glad to see

the newcomer get a show.

“They can't understand why a man is

brought on after screaming articles about

his wonderful work, see him run after a

few flies in practice, and then learn shortly

afterward tliat he has been released to

Last Hope in the Down and Out League."

Daubert speaks from bitter experience.

A few. years ago he was signed by the

Clevelands. He stood around first base

in practice for three weeks, with hardly

a soul paying attention to him. and then

was shunted to the American Association

and later to the Southern league. When
he came to Brcxiklyn. however, he sup-

planted the redoubtable "Tim" Jordan

right away, and inside of six months lie

was regarded as one of the greatest first

basemen of all time.

As chief lieutenant to Manager Dahlen

of the Superlias. he sees to it I hut the

youngsters have a chance, and if lie ever

Im'coiiics a boss himself. Chance will have

nothing on him.
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The House of Representatives

THE House of Representatives, as

the name implies, was intemle<l

to represent the people. Whis-

per. Mr. Voter, even Hamilton thought

the people ought to have some representa-

tion. With a property qualification for

the suffrage, with Congress meeting

thirteen months after eleetion, and vetoes

in the hands of the Senate, the President,

and the Supreme Court. Aleck thought

you voters could Ik* allowed to have
representatives to represent you. He was
more generous than his successors. They
abolished the property qualification for

suffrage, but they have urrunged the

conduct of business in tin* House so as

to neutralize Aleck’s indiscretion.
" You can fool all of the peo/de tome of the

time, atul some of the /teo/de alt of the time,

but you ran not fool all of the peopleall of the

time"—unlees they like it.

VI WASHINGTON is called “the city
* ’ of magnificent distances" Itcrausc

the Representatives are so fur from home.
The country looked so big in the days of

primitive transportation that the Con-
gressmen were given thirteen months to

get to the Capitol. They do not begin

to represent you, Mr. Voter, until their

disinherited predecessors have had an-

other session in which to represent Aleck

(whose "dead hand” is more powerful

than the mailed fist of Kaiser Wilhelm..

Thus stability (not to say petrifaction)

is insured to our government.

Would you trade your yellow dog for

a dead lion. Mr. Voter?

A LTHOUGH the House is »Up|»oscd

to represent the people and the

Senate the States, the unwillingtie&s of

any Slate to give up one of thorn* repre-

sentative Representatives was wurruut

for increasing the numtar of memtars
of the House on the basis of the last cen-

sus. There were already too many
members for effective legislation, but

State jealousy was supplemented by the

increasing social prestige of the Capitol,

and the 3518 meinlK*rs of the House could

join the 400 by this increase. Tin* repre-

sentation is supposed to be equal, but in

fact the altruism of the Republican party
gives the Democrats in the South an

extra vote for each negro, thus continuing

their noble assumption of the white man's

burden.

Your "while hope" has been found at

last. Mr. Voter.

IN the “good old days” measures used
* to lie debated in the House; but the

architecture has l>een so cunningly de-

vised that only Bryan, Hobson, ami other

Chautauquu lecturers can be heard. The
Representatives are thus driven to address

their constituents through the Con-

gressional Record. You can get, in this

way. an excellent idea of the literary

hobbies of the members' secretaries, as

the canned eloquence of the House of

Representatives is embalmed in the fluid

of general literature. With the franking

privilege, the American public enjoys

the free distribution of the contents of

expensive subscription library sets and
cncyclo|H*dias.

Mr. Vider. ask your Congressman for

one of his sixty copies of the Congressional

Record. It is cheaper than a fire-foot

bookshelf.

II/ITH so many statesmen eager to
’ ’ save the country, there is an al-

most unlimited grist of bills to Ik* digested

somehow. As they can not all bo read,

much less digested, the system of com*

mittees has l>een invented for their

predigestion. Mr. Bryce says: “A sys-

tem tatter adapted to the purpose of the

lobbyist could not be devised." As
long as you do not have a referendum. Mr.

Voter, this is a good sifting process:

but it sifts men as well as measures, and
only the elect come through the sieve.

You will remember the methods of Mr.

Cannon becoming so obnoxious tlmt this

autocratic power was intrusted to a

committee. The Speaker is shorn of the

power of a czar, uud that power is trans-

ferred to the floor leader. Mr. Under-

wood now controls the secret Democratic

caucus with a power that makes Cannon
look like a toy pistol. There is no way
by which a majority in Congress can

compel a committee to report.

Mr. Voter, watch the Democratic caucus.

It is as reaiiionary and unreformed as the

Massachusetts Senators.



Orators Who Have Influenced Me
By T. P. O’CONNOR, M. P.

MR. JOSEPH CHAMBERLAIN

THERE could not ho two men of more widely

different views than Charles Stewart Parnell

and Joseph Chamberlain. And yet there were

many points of resemblance between them. Even in

physique there was a likeness. Both were tall men. both

slim, in each case the scabbard seetned too delicate for

the flaming sword inside, masterful temper, burning

passion, and vehement utterance. And both, above all.

had the same almost unnatural pallor of complexion.

In Parnell there was a certain muddy dullness in the

pallor which led to the application to him frequently

in Parliamentary descriptions of Carlyle’s famous
“Sea-Green Incorruptible” with regard to Robespierre;

whereas in the face of Chamberlain the pallor was as

white as that of wax. Even in their manner of speech

there were also great resemblances. The voice in both

cases was icy cold, the delivery frigid and impassive.

Each s|>eaker seemed absolutely self-controlled, could

look on the stonn their words created quite unmoved and
untouched by the tempest and tumult around them;

they both seemed men of iron self-control.

But here the resemblance came to an end. Parnell,

except when he was deeply moved, always spoke with

extreme hesitation; it seemed almost a painful effort for

him to extract the words that were to express his ideas,

and, as I have said, when it came to figures or documents
he was hopelessly slatternly. Mr. Chaml>erlain, on the

other hand, though he spoke slowly, never paused for

a word, (’old, limpid, the stream moved onward with

the regularity of running water. And though, in the

end, Parnell did find the exact word that expressed his

iden, it always showed effort. In the case of Mr. Cham-
l>erlniri the right word seemed to come by instinct,

without the smallest effort. I have heard that Mr.
Chamberlain in his early days used to write out every

word of his important speeches —especially those that

he delivered in the country and when he was preaching

an important new campaign; and the intimate of his

who told me this added the characteristic little fact

that Mr. Chamberlain wrote with a hard steel pen.

Steel using steel was what the friend wished to suggest

by this detail.

'T'HERE was also the striking difference between the
1 methods and temperaments of the two men, that the

one was such a pattern of orderliness as the other was
a flagrant example of the want of order. Never was
there a man who gave to politics so much of the stern

regularity of business life as Mr. Chamberlain. It was
one of the many tragic things in his checkered career that

he had first to acquire a large fortune before he felt him-

self at liberty to devote himself to politics. His name has

so long been familiar to the public as a great Parlia-

mentary figure that few |>cople of this generation re-

member that he was forty years of age when first he took

his seat in the House of Commons. He had, of course,

a long and distinguished career in the municipal polities

of Birmingham—and the Birmingham of to-day has

enduring memorials of the large vision and the reckless

courage with which he developed its resources, its poten-

tialities, and its beauties. I have heard many Birming-

ham ]>eople say, as they pointed to the splendid educa-

tional equipments, the perfect drainage, and the splendid

and even grandiose appearance of its chief streets, that

it was only a man of Mr. Chamberlain's extraordinary

daring that would have been able to propose to a city

the vast but fruitful expenditure that all these things

involved. But still the fact remains that Mr. Chamber-
lain was forty years of age before he got his chance of

playing his big part on the greatest arena of Parliamen-

tary work and glory that the world has ever known.

But once he had become a member of Parliament
Mr. Chamberlain gave to political work a concentration

of thought and activity such as few men have ever be-

stowed upon it. Unlike Mr. Gladstone, he did not dis-

perse and vary his toil by essays in Homeric mythology
or theological controversy; unlike Mr. Balfour, he found
no attraction in trying to render down to the first-root

principles of philosophy, history and religion; unlike

Mr. Bright, he had no passion for doing nothing—which
Bright once declared to be the chief ambition of his life.

Business, in which he has played so big a part, Mr.
Chaml>crluin dismissed forever from his thoughts and
activities; he became a politician to the exclusion of every

other interest and occupation of life—unless, indeed, one

except his devotion to his garden and his flowers.

'T'HERE was no detail too small for Mr. Chamberlain's

attention. He was as keen about seeing that the

proper man was chosen for a eouncilorship in a ward of

Birmingham, or that the right man should be found for

secretaryship of a political committee, as about the

larger organization of great imperial offices. He read

and noted and pigeonholed every item in the day’s

papers that could be of use in debate. I am told that

even at his dinner-table almost the only questions ever

mentioned and discussed were political topics. Add
that he had a natural aptitude for orderliness stimulated

by many years of the regularity of a great business, and
you will see that Mr. Chamberlain brought to political

life immense advantages over the small Irish country’

squire who found himself a politician suddenly, after

a youth devoted to farming, to sport, and to cricket.

I lay stress on these orderly qualities of Mr. Chamber-
lain because they are an explanation of much of his

marvelous powers as a debater. The House of Commons
demands, more than any other place, the qualities of

presence of mind, of promptitude of reply, and of the

ready and harmonious arrangement of material. Great

orators, of course, can lift it up to the empyrean by the

expression of lofty thought in splendid language. That
was how Bright produced his greatest effects—as in the

celebrated passage, “The Angel of Death is abroad

throughout the land; if you but listen, you can hear the

beating of his wings.” But that is oratory, not debating;

and debating is more frequent and more important, in

the daily life of the House of Commons, than oratory.

VI R. BRIGHT was poor as a debater; Mr. Chambcr-
A 1

lain was supreme. Standing bolt upright, except for

a slight stoop forward, icy, self-controlled, Mr. Chamber-
lain always came to a debate with a small bundle of notes.

The notes were written out on small pieces of note-paper,

and it could be seen that there wasn't a sentence, there

wasn’t a quotation, there wasn't a figure, that did not

take its allotted and proper place with as much sym-
metry’ as the different parts that make up a great mosaic.

You began to perceive all the great and all the orderly

work that had preceded the speech. Did Mr. Chamber-
lain want to expose the contradictions of his opponents,

he read out a sentence frbm the speech of one, and then

followed it by an extract from another which was in

flagrant contrast. Did he want to exhibit to the ridicule

of the House the absurdities or the extravagances of his

opponents, he immediately’ read out in its proper place,

from the notes in his hnnd. some passage of unconscious

humor or roaring farce. And if he were interrupted or

contradicted, quick as lightning came out the retort or

another quotation confirming those he had already read.

Thus it was that Mr. CliamlK*rlain was one of the most,

deadly debaters the House has ever known. Nobody
could trip him up. He seemed as one clothed in steel.
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whose armor no lance could penetrate. And the fine

arrangement of the material was backed up by a perfect

delivery. The voice was wonderful—without the richness

of Bright's, without the infinite variation of tone that

made Gladstone’s voice like a scale in music, but clear,

[xmetrating, reaching the very marrow of men's bones.

And though the voice was icy, even, and subdued, it had

its moments also when a deeper note revealed the tem-

jH*stuous and masterful soul beneath; it had its ground-

swell. as had the voices of Bright and of Parnell, with the

difference that in Bright it suggested the anger of the pro-

phet and in Parnell thefierceness of the revolutionary, while

in Chamberlain it gave the idea rather of the 1mm fighter,

that was determined neither to give nor to ask for quarter.

/"ANE of the other great advantages that Mr. Cliatn-

berlain brought into oratory was his perfect elocution.

There is no quality of the speaker in which even trained

members of the Tlouse of Commons show greater laxity

than in elocution; they often bellow when they would

be more effective by quietude. They rush the first half

of a sentence with such speed that they are out of breath

and inaudible when they get to the end. There never

was once, in all my experience of Mr. Chamberlain's
speaking, when I could detect any such Haw in his or-

derly and wonderfully delivered utterance. Mr. Cham-
berlain reached this perfection of elocution, as lie did so

many other of his excellencies, by steady, hard, and
regular work. I have heard that he took lessons in

elocution; that he was very fond of amateur theatricals

in the days of his youth. There is, I believe, a playlet

to his credit. But, however he re;iched this i>erfcetion

of elocution, he did reach it. No actor on the stage ever

managed his voice with such impeccable perfection.

His extemporaneous speeches were often even better

than those he had prepared with such elaborate care.

Then he sometimes let himself loose. Here, again, an-

other of his characteristic's added to his effectiveness.

He was in politics what the French call archi-personnl.

Political debate was warfare and a duel, and he hit out

with the mercilessness, but also with the deadly skill, of a

great fencer. Sometimes he reminded one of one of those

historic musketeers that figure in the romances of Dumas,
and that had a thrust first for this assailant, then turned

to the second and placed him out of action, and then was
ready with his blade for the third and the fourth, and all

that might come on.

It was extraordinary to see the effect upon the

House of one of those fierce bits of extemporaneous
attack. Listless, tired, .somnolent the House might be

before Mr. ('humbcrlnin got up; in a trice the whole

atmosphere was transformed. You heard laughter,

rheers, violent interruptions—in short, the storm of pas-

sion pervaded a scene which a few moments before had all

the signs of a enstlo of indolence where nobody could care

or could feel al>out anything except lazy acquiescence. It

was like a beleaguered city surprised in the middle of

night and sleep by an ambuscade, and rushing, shouting,

shrieking, amid the clash of arms and the curses of the

fighter with the sigh of the dying. Whether it was in

winter or summer, or at the beginning of a great sitting

when all were fresh, or at its close when all were exhausted,

it was always the same. Mr. Chamberlain's rise trans-

formed the whole temper into cyclonic disturbance.

Such, then, was the man as a speaker. His political

career has been and will Ik* forever the subject of fiercely

contrasted estimates. His statesmanship will lx* given

to posterity either as glorious inspiration or as shocking

example, according to the |>o!itical prepossessions of

those who discuss him. But no opponent, however bitter,

can ever deprive him of the glory of having l»ecn the most

powerful debater of his time.



Brain

I
T was with no small anticipation that

I entered the Deutsches Theater,

the dramatic core of Germany, and
to the outer world the work-shop of

Max Rheinhardt, if not the foremost

at least the most talked of producer on
the Continent.

I went to see Rheinhardt. I came
away thinking chiefly of the audience,

for the greatest feature of the great

Deutsches Theater is in front of the foot-

lights.

Here the Tired Business Man, the

crepe-hanger of the American theater,

docs not exist. There may be Tired

Business Men in Berlin, hut they are

not to be found at the Deutsches, and
without them the Deutsches ia pushed

to the designs on the wall-paper and the

frescoes on the ceiling with an audience

that is vibrant and concentrated.

Fifteen hundred people nightly seat

themselves to a man, put their teeth into

a dramatic idea, and hold it for three

hours and a half without letting go once to

cough.

rPOLSTOY‘S “Living Corpse” is a se-

* vere test of any audience's assimila-

tive capacity. It lasts three hours and a

half, with practically no comedy relief

and with hut few tense situations. It is

just plain brain-building, characterizing,

weaving, dissecting, always logical, al-

ways analytical, but never sparkling.

Prognostication is rarely scientific,

but it is my opinion that at present there

is no audience in New York that would

not entomb “The Living Corpse” at

its first performance. But “The Living

Corpse” was devoured by the wide-eyed

Germans as if it were a footlight dainty.

And now comes the question os to

responsibility. Does the Deutsches Thea-

ter succeed with brain plays because it

possesses an audience of brains, or does

it attract an audience of brains because

it gives brain plays? I believe the latter

is the cause. I believe there is a Deutsche

audience in New York and in every

large American city, but it is not to be

found in the theater. This audience sits

at home in a comfortable chair, regaling

itself with hooks in which there arc

brains, with music that cairn* from brains,

and with conversation that possesses

at least a particle of brains.

This is the audience that must be got

into the American theater. This is the

audience for which the producer of the

future must bait his trap. This is the

audience for which at present there is

no competition, despite the fact that it

is financially, artistically, and perma-

nently the most remunerative of all.

THE Tired Business Man has had his

day in America. Now comes the Piffle

Tired Man, the man who has licked his

business into willing submission, who
locks it up every evening at five—ami Ls

hungering for something that he can drop

into his unoccupied brain-layers for the

night.

So I came to pay tribute to Khein-

liardt, and I left burning incense to the

audience.

The acted performance resolved itself

into one Alexander Moissi, a young Italian

Jew, who gave one of the rarest perform-

ances I have ever witnessed. HU skill

is so great that there is no flavor of the

Plays in Germany
By ARTHUR HOPKINS

histrionic. He seemed even to spurn

mukc-up. His fact* is a sensitized plate

where every emotion is recorded. His

hands are horometers that express every

passing change. His body molds ami
remolds into every attitude of lassitude

and tension. HU eyes telegraph every

message that hU mind rtN’ords. He gri|)s

you and holds you, though never seeming

to try. Twenty Moissis scattered

throughout the world would revolutionize

the theater. This one Moissi will do
much in that direction. If it were in my
power, I would set every young actor in

America before Moissi. If, after seeing

him a few times, the young actor was not

fired with a desire to explore hU own
brains, then I would petition the Powers
that Bar to keep him forever from the

theater. Here again the performance
was a unit. Every number strove to

insert his little block so evenly and so

surely that the finished structure would
l»e smooth. As at the Conridic FraugaUe,

the individual lias disappeared. The
slogan of the Continental theater seems

to be, “in unison there U perfection.”

That slogan must come to America.

AS to Rheinhardt—the Tolstoy play

did not give him hU greatest oppor-

tunity.

He used hU much heralded revolving

stage. In killing waits it contributes

much. He sets five scenes on a wheel,

so that all the scenes arc practically

two-sided, with the corner of the room
center. This similarity in architecture

gave the scenes a aamencss that was

rather monotonous. He strove valiantly

to break the monotony by carrying off his

off-stage rooms with a detail that was
most impressive. Frequently two. and
at one time three, rooms were visible

to the audien<*e.

The necessity of making the settings

small brought out a value that impressed

me mure thun the quick changes.

The smallness of the scenes brought

them down into natural pro|Mtrtions that

made them very lifelike.

It is always somewhat disconcerting

to see a room twice the usual rise of the

room it seeks to represent, while the

furnishings, and necessarily the living

occupants, arc of the usual size. Further

than that, the compression of the scene

resulted in an intimacy in the action that

contributed greatly to its dramatic force.

If nothing more, the revolving stage

has developed possibilities in the setting

of scenes that makes it worth while.

Its advantages and temptations wen*

better revealed in his production of

"Faust." Here was an opportunity

to show many massive settings without

stage waits. To that extent it was a

complete success. But Rheiidiardt went
beyond. Like a boy with a new toy, he
wanted to see how often he could change

settings, with the result that the play

was frequently interrupted for the wheel-

ing on of a new set that was not necessary

to the action of the play. Though the

pause was only momentary, it neces-

sarily broke off the story, and at various

points the accumulating dramatic interest

was suspended. This is certainly op-

poaed to the best effect of the play, and the

revolving stage, originally designed to

contribute unbroken action, degenerates

into an interruption on its own account.

A T several points in the play scenes
“ wen* presented wherein practically no

progress of the story occurred. The
scenes in themselves were very striking,

hut a producer Ls scarcely wise in stopping

a play just to show an audience pictures.

This defeats all that the new foreign

school has striven for. Instead of making
the scenery u contributing atmospheric

background always subservient to the
uninterrupted telling of the story, it

projects the scenery in front of the story,

and to that extent is just as damaging as

the old realistic, over-cluttered settings.

Some of the settings were quite re-

markable, showing a complete liberation

from an old conventional stage picture.

Rhcinhurdt's disregard of the ingrained

notions as to the inviolability of the sight-

line was indicated in one setting, the

horizontal opening of which was not over
six feet. The scene went to the height

of the gridirons, forming a narrow cafton

of enormous height. Marguerite traced

her way down the ration to its base,

which was at the front of the scene, and
here knell in prayer before a figure of

Christ carved in the rock. Since the

setting was so narrow’, it was ini|tossible

for any action to take place, and it was
used only for the prayer scene. While
the view from the sides of the theater

doubtless afforded very little, the only

action that occurred was presented in full

view of all.

Psychologically the setting conveyed
volumes. There seemed nothing 1k*-

tween Marguerite and her God. The
sense of her nearness to her Creator,

with all the world excluded, was tre-

mendous. With very little structure

and almost no painting, it proved a pic-

ture never to Ik* forgotten. It was a
perfect example of scenic suggestion.

Other very effective scenes were most
striking, but so unnecessary that they

were lost. In one instance a most

unusual scene off the church exterior was
shown, and in its midst the curtain was
lowered to show another exterior view of

the same scene, and the action was then

resumed.

r I 'HE acted performance of “ Faust”
* was a distinct disappointment after the

glorious performance of Tolstoy’s "The
Living Corpse" on the preceding night.

l>r. Faust was a remnant of the old

German school. He ranted and raved

and “acted" to a degree that bordered

on travesty.

But the night was saved by Elsa Ecke-
berg. a very young actress, who pre-

sented a Marguerite that was an angel

come to earth. Her smile, her sigh, her

terror at the birth of passion, its fascina-

tion darting out through her fears, were

tremendous.

Marguerite’s hysteria in the prison

scene 1 have never seen equaled. Hyster-

ical scenes are usually an injustice to the

audience; but little Kekeberg has proved
that they can be played, and for tliat

I consider her something of a discovery.

On the previous evening I had been

convinced that there could Ik* no such

acting as Alexander MoissiV, but this

delicate little lady soared to Mound's
heights.

Fort unate Deutsches—God-blessed Ber-

lin! To have a Rheinhardt, a Moissi,

and an Kekeberg in the same theater.

2le
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"Much Ado About Nothing"
By N. H.

John Drew as Benedick—Ijiura Hope Crews as Beatrice—
A discouraging article, bewailing various things

DURING the summer just passed, a

group of young girls were rehears-

ing a comedy of Shakespeare's.

One of them reciting the famous lines

ending "the course of true love never did

run smooth." was speaking these lines

distinctly, but without passion, when
she was stopped by the teacher managing

the rehearsal, who stepped energetically

toward the stage and exclaimed: “(iosh,

gosh! I’m in love, and nothing goes

right!" The girl then read the lines ad-

mirably, because she understood, and
t>ecause the manager had understood.

Last year “Much Ado About Nothing"
was given by Annie Russell's company in

a way that made some of the lovers of

that comedy love it even more, because

the actors had not only skill and training,

but also the opinion that the piece in

which they were acting was a good piece.

Franz Rcicher played Benedick as Wild-

ing plays tennis, or as the infield of the

Athletics plays baseball, as if it were an

exercise in which he was naturally pro-

ficient and in which he hod a striking all-

round training. Tliat, to be sure, is

more than we need ask for Shakespeare.

One of the most satisfactory j*erformances

of the difficult rfile of Juliet given in

this country in many years was by an

actress who lacked Shakespearean train-

ing, and who could not even speak the

meter of her lines correctly, but who felt

herself in the character, lived in the

scenes, and threw her heart into what she

said.

Shakespeare probably does not mean
much to a person who is pleased by hav-

ing the newspapers shriek at him with

peculiar emphasis and tdl him more about
the latest rumor than about the essential

|K“rformances of his government; a per-

son who fib* snugly into the scheme of

spending his business life in muking as

much money as possible, and his hours of

relaxation in hunting a sensation which
he vainly imagines different from the sen-

sation he had the day l>efore.

“Much Ado About Nothing" contains

the most sparkling couple of lovers in

literature, the greatest of all Malaprop
comedy characters; many passages of

dialogue unsurpassable after their kind;

and scenes that need only to be under-

stood and let alone by the manager, and
seen by uns|>oiled audiences, to be as

popular to-day as they were three cen-

turies ago. when Benedick and Beatrice

and Dogberry ranked with Folxtaff and
Malvolio in the favor of those who saw
Shakespeare's plays just after they
were written. If “Much Ado About
Nothing” was not very popular on the

evening of September 1. it can safely he

left to our readers whether the fault was
in the comedy, or in the managers, the

actors, or the audience.

R. DREW is a man of humor and
* * case. His histrionic skill is in the

direction that might be thought cs|»eeially

to fit Benedick. The trouble seemed to

be that he did not approach the part as

if he believed enormously in the whole

play and was one of a group of living per-

sons having an extremely exciting and
buoyant time with one another. It ap-

parently seemed to him u little archaic.

written at limes in language rather queer,

anil presenting various characters lack-

ing in novelty.

Nobody ought to play Shakespeare
who sympathizes with the rounder's

opinion of Hamlet, that it is “full of

chestnuts." Nobody can play these un-

approachable dramas properly who docs

not relish the task of speuking the mighty
or scintillating lines as if their very

fame were an advantage, a tempta-

tion to the actor to put into them all the

glory that has been seen in them by three

centuries of cultivated men and women in

many lands. Nobody, in short, can play

Shakespeare who does not find in him one

of the most enriching and consoling gifts

of our existence.

Doubtless the fact that so many
stars are to produce Shakespeare this

year is a subject for rejoicing, because

it betokens a healthy doubt in the public

about whether it is getting ull that the

theater might give; but no one of these

stars will win much glory unless he likes

his play so much that he feels like lioast-

ing among his friends about what a won-
derful drama it is, how full of good parts

and stirring scenes and wonderful

speeches.

Onif I went to the theater with a man
who had neither read nor seen “Hamlet."
When the Prince came to those lines about

“this majcslicul roof fretted with golden

fire.” my friend turned to me with per-

fectly serious enthusiasm and exclaimed:

“Isn't this play terribly well written?"

He chanced to lie ill informed on the sub-

ject of the foremost dramatist, but he was
the right material of which to make an
audience.

If Mr. Drew hail happened to exist pro-

fessionally in a different environment, his

natural intelligence would have caused

him to identify himself more confidently

with Benedick. He would have let the

part uct itself more simply. He would
have forbidden the stage-manager, who-
ever that unfortunate may be, to give

hitn speeches belonging to other actors,

in the must absurdly incongruous manner,

in order to get him extra curtains. He
would not have permitted that superb

scene in which Benedick is induced by
Iieutrice to challenge Claudio to be spoiled

by lack of faith in the power of un ending

absolutely dramatic, and the substitution

for that powerful ending of such exclama-

tions as: “Kill him! Kill him! Kill him
dead!" “You may kiss my hand! Oh.

my dear frieud, you may kiss my hand
again!"

SHAKESPEARE occasionally requires

^ greatness in the actor, as in Lear, but

usually all he asks is ability to work har-

moniously with other actors, to speak the

verse without choking, and to throw your-

self into a purl with intelligent enthu-

siasm. Laura Hope Crews deserves a

good deal for her performance of Beatrice,

because she played it as if she likisl it,

and played it as if she found herself sym-
pathetically a young woman full of joy,

with a tendency to say smart things, but

very honest, and capable of In-ing very

kind, and furnished with admirable lines

in which to express these qualities, lines

which, far from embarrassing her, seemed

quite simply to meet the needs of what
she wished to say. Beatrice is not an
easy part. A girl who is lx>rn under a

dancing star can be represen Us I with ab-

solute adequacy only by a very excep-

tional temperament. The poet Camp-
bell called her an odious woman, which she

certainly is not. She doe* herself scant

justice when she apologize* for one of her

speeches by saying she was bom “to
speak all mirth and no matter." Shake-

speare wax often careless. lie took plots

where he found them, as he did the plot of

this play; but when his heart got into a
character, as it did into Beatrice, and
Bene<lick. and Dogberry, all of whom he
invented, he always makes it profoundly

human and justified from its own point

of view.

It was Coleridge who said that in an
ordinary play characters are interesting

because they ure in the plot, whereas
in Shakesj>earc the plot Ls interesting

l>eenuse of the characters who carry it

out. Beatrice lives as a woman known
intimately to all readers of the best in

literature, disliked by some who do not

fully understand her, loved by more. If

Mix* Crews played the part a little bit

“down,” perhaps that was the wise

course, as she may have been afraid of

not quite reaching the almost unapproach-
able gayety of the girl, and it was certainly

the prudent course when playing with a
lot of individual actors who had not been
welded together.

T F all these actors had known their busi-

^ ness us well os Mr. Frank Kemble
Cooper, who playrd Don Pedro, and if

there had l>een a manager who belonged

to the same school ax Mr. Cooper, this

little article would have been written in

a different key. Dogberry was unusuul

but satisfactory, and there were a number
of actors who might be praisH for various

qualities, ami who might huve worked
admirably into the whole effect had they

been guided by the right hand, and had
they fuced an audience that cared for

Shake*(M*are. instead of the typical Froh-
man first-night audience, which was going

through one of the most exquisitely pain-

ful experiences ever inflicted upon a group

of humans.
Here are a few questions which may

have in them a certain texting power;

1. Do you think “Much Ado About
Nothing" is funnier than “Seven Days”
or “Baby Mine”?

i. Do you think Dogberry Lx funnier

than Jcx* Weber?
3. Is the speech in which Benedick ex-

presses his contempt for “these paper
bullets of the brain" worth more from a
literary jioint of view than the whole of

“The Second Mrs. Tanqueray"?
4. Doc* the mere stagecraft of many of

the scenes affect you to the choking point ?

5. Do Benetiick, Beatrice, and Dog-

berry strike you ax l>eing as good acting

parts ax con be found in the rungc of

drama?
If not, whatever your other merits,

you might profitably refrain from being

an actor, critic, or manager in “Much
Ado Altout Nothing.” and have fully as

good reason for refraining from being a

member of the audience.

*7



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

My Shadow

J
HAVE h little shadow, that I can not quite make out

—

Sometimes I think he is my own, sometimes I am in doubt.

We do not look the least alike, us any one can see;

But underneath the surface we’re as like as like can be.

The funniest thing about him is the way he likes to sjkiut

On how to down the Trusts and how to drive the grafters out.

When he talks about the people’s rights he looms up grand and tall.

But when the people talk to him he isn’t there at all.

The way he tries to pose as a reformer is a shame;

You wouldn’t need an X ray to see through his little game.
If he’ll only can the statesman stuff, and likewise “come across,’

I’ll make him Senator some day, as true as I’m the Boas.

Looking Forward

YVTHEN I grow up as big as pop
I’U be a gunman or a cop.

Gee! Won’t it be a lot of fun

Shooting at people with my gun!

The Palmist

r)IRDIE tucked a yellow bill

Just outside her window-sill:

Down at headquarters next day
Birdie’s place was marked O. K.

The District Leader
rPHE District Leader, big and gruff,

1 love with all me soul.

He helps me out, when times is tough.

With good advice and coal.

He shakes my mit, and calls me “Simrl,”
Just like I was a toff;

And when I’m pinched he tips the court

The wink, and gets me off.

He treats the missis most polite.

And joins the kids at play.

You bet he'll get my votes all right

Upon Election Day.

Singing
^"}F storage eggs the grocer sings.

And frozen Chanticleer.

The butcher sings of joints and things.

And steaks of yester-year.

The children sing of fevers hot

,

Of colic and ptomaine.

The Food Inspector in his yacht
Is singing on the main.

Digitized by Google



BOOKS

Preventive Medicine
A book which makes accessible to the general reader the

latest conclusions about the scientific control of disease

PASTEUR a generation ago demon-
strated microscopic parasites to be

the specific causes of the infections;

Koch and his co-workers based upon Pas-

teur’s findings the science of preventive

medicine, winch has since developed into

perhaps the most essential and the must

pervasively beneficent agency in civiliza-

tion. Personal, domestic, school, com-
munal hygiene, as we understand the

terms to-day, are derived from it. In-

fants no longer die through dispensa-

tions of Providence, but by milk demon-
strably laden with pathogenic bacteria.

Only by reason of crass obduracy are

many infections suffered. Preventive

medicine is adequately equipped to

cope with housing, sewage, filtration—
well-nigh all problems of civic and rural

sanitation.

/"'ICERO declared, many centuries ago.

»alns papuli suprema lex; to-day

preventive medicine can, if permitted,

vouchsafe the public health. In ways
most necessary to humankind is preven-

tive medicine *' making good.” Life-

insurance companies are preaching it to

their clients on the sound business prin-

ciple that the longer a policy-holder lives

the more premiums he will pay. Vast

tracts of hitherto pestilent land, impos-

sible of human habitation, may now be

made salubrious and capable of must

profitable agriculture.

Oidy Oriental fatalism stands in the

way of banishing those age-long infec-

tions, cholera, the plague, and the mala-

rias, from India, the world’s granary 6f

those diseases; for the sure methods
of preventing them are now established.

Preventive medicine has made the tropics

safely habitable for the Caucasian.

It is true, absolutely beyond peradven-

ture, tluit the Panama Canal could never

have been built had not such men as

Gorgas and his associates first rid the

Zone of the malarias, typhoid fever, yel-

low fever, and the infectious dysenteries.

To-day Panama vies with Palm Beach
as a health resort.

Commercialism has wisely taken ad-

vantage of preventive medicine for the

elimination from great entrepots of such

diseases; business, because the thing has

been found to pay, has succeeded often-

times where humanity has fuiled; wher-

ever infections have impeded commerce
they have been made to disappear.

PREVENTIVE medicine has dearly
* demonstrated that such infections as

tuberculosis (which now destroys every

third or fourth adult life) cun be removed
from human experience. But, besides be-

ing so dreadful a disease, it is perhaps the

most potent influence for economic and
social degeneration in civilization. It

therefore needs only that the political

Mil.TO* J. KoaOiiC. Prnmtirr Urdieimr ami IIy-

jinr. I). Appleton and Cvmpaay, New Yurk >a<l

By JOHN B. HUBER, M.D.

economist ami the statesman shall ally

themselves with the expert in preventive

medicine for the Great White Plague to

become but a ghastly and nevermore
realized memory. And, indeed, publi-

cists and statesmen—Disraeli, Goldwin
Smith. Roosevelt, Taft, Hughes, Wilson

—have been and are now coming to dis-

cern in preventive medicine the pillar of

fire lighting the way.

A LL arc realizing preventive medicine

to have for its objects to curtail and
if possible to obviate disease, to prolong

life, and through improved conditions

to make existence happier. Lecky ob-

served :

“The great work of sanitary reform

has been perhaps the noblest legislative

achievement of our age, and, if measured
by the suffering it has diminished, has

probably done more for the real happi-

ness of mankind than all the many
questions that make and unmake min-

istries.”

And Dr. Eliot of Harvard has writ-

ten:

“Preventive medicine is capable in

the future of doing away with poverty

and misery, of remedying industrial dis-

putes, and of contributing to the cause

of international peace. It is capable of

removing those causes of human misery,

poverty and sorrow, which lead to in-

ternal rebellion and disorder and, among
nations, to war and strife. We are going

to get, through preventive medicine, re-

lief from frictions which arise out of im-

migration, among the leading nations of

the world."

One welcomes, then, with peculiar satis-

faction the authoritative book of Profes-

sor Rosenau. of Harvard, who has served

in many an epidemic campaign, in many
an investigation, at home, on the Conti-

nent. and in the tropics. The work is

well-nigh encyclopedic, since, besides

Roscnau’s most valuable findings, matter

widely scattered in literature and very

difficult of access for many, is epitomized

in it. One shall indeed find here scientific

fundamentals. And, since preventive

medicine has betome a vital factor in

sociology, Rosenau has duly considered

the economic and social aspects of the

communicable diseases.

Since One can not suppress an infection

without knowing its peculiar mode of

transmission, these diseases are admirably

grouped on that basis. Roscnau writes

of preventive medicine relating to the

person as Hygiene, that relating to one's

environment as .Sanitation. All the im-

portant methods used in public health

laboratories ure described.

T^HE question of the propriety of srnall-

* pox vaccination is clearly answered

for those still in doubt. Precisely how the

“social diseases” are to be attacked re-

mains debatable; but this much should

Ik- preached eternally—that the single

standard for both sexes should prevail,

and that male continence is altogether

compatible with health. One of the

most dreadful things in existence, as

tragic as the theme of a Sophoclean
drama, is the blinding at birth, ever after-

ward irretrievable, through venereal in-

fection. Such disaster need never occur,

foi it is easily preventable in the first

day of life. Rational celebrations are

now obviating our erstwhile dreadful

deatlis from Independence Day lockjaw.

Roscnau counsels well for vaccination

against typhoid fever, the peculiarly

American infection.

A VERY vital sectiou is that on infan-

tile paralysis, containing Roscnau’

s

notable discover}- that the germ of this

infection is transmitted by the common
stable fly.

Leprosy is transmitted with difficulty,

states the author. It is questionable if.

in the ordinary circumstances of life, it is

transmissible at all; it certainly is not

without close, prolonged, and intimate

contact. In Norway, leprosaria are not

insisted on; the lepers remain reasonably

by themselves in their own homes, cheer-

fully observing the mild restrictions

placed on them by the government.
Under such regime no new cases are de-

veloping in Norway, while those in exist-

ence are fast disappearing; and there is

among those sensible people no leprapho-

hia, nor any occasion for the ignoble fear

that has been evinced against poor John
Early, the alleged leper, who is now re-

ported insane by reason of his persecu-

tions, and whose case parallels those of

Calas and of Dreyfus.

IV OSENAU well defines eugenics as the
* ^ science of being well born. Surely

there is none more altruistic, since no one
among us could, if we would, follow Oliver

Wendell Holmes’ advice to “be careful in

the selection of our ancestors." (There

may posxibly be reversals of form in some
such Gilhertian way as was indicated by
Paracelsus, who held “it was not the

fault of David, it wan not the fault of

Bath-shcl>n. it was the fault of Solomon.’’)

Fortunate indeed is it that of the three

modern fates, heredity, environment, and
will, the latter two are at least as potent

as the first, and oftentimes altogether

adequately corrective of heredity’s mis-

adventures.

rT,HE Intok contains important chapters:
* on Sewage and Garbage, by Professor

Whipple of Harvard; on Vital Statistics,

by I)r. Wilbur of the Bureau of the Census
at Washington; and on the Prevention of

Mental Diseases, by Dr. Salmon of the

National Committee of Mental Hygiene.

There are one hundred and fifty-seven

illustrations. Abundant references ure

given. And there is an index which
really indicates what one seeks to

know.



The Autopilgrim’s Progress

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustration* by Jtmrt Preston

V
Lemuel Obtaineth Some Class

Pai«l cash for the marvel, and shot like a streak

Along the new turnpike toward Butternut Creek.

A DEALER in second-hand autnmojunk
1 * Bought Lem’s ancient buzzer and took it away.
‘’There's nothin’ about it that ain’t to the punk.

’Cept the horn— that still goes. All the price I can pay
Is twenty-five dollars”—the man laughed his acorn

—

"Ten for the auto, fifteen for the horn."

When they towed the old derelict over the hill.

Mrs. Bogg sighed: "Disappointin’! But still

We’ve been and we've went and we've tasted some life;

Now we’ll git a new how.”
Lem regarded his wife

With a maniac glare that disturbed her tranquillity,

A gaze fairly Bashing with automobility.

“Lookec here, Daisy,

Hare you gone crazy?

D’ye reelly suppose—-has yrr brain turned to moss?

—

That a man that’s smelt gas would return to a bona?”

Ma's face was sad.

But Katury’s was glad.

"Will you get a new car, Pa? 1 love ’em like mad!”
Pa answered not.

His manner was sot

As he strode to the track of the Boston and Maine
And took a quick trip to the city by train.

C^HOOSING a shop with a window display^ Of cars built like battleships, frowning

and gray.

Monster road-devils with brass bright

and clean

And engines as big as a thrashin’-maehinc.

Lemuel gazed at the treasures

With Pleasure’s

Light in his eye,

"Though it puts me a heap into debt. I'll

Just bet I’ll

Beal Si!"

ITE entered the store and explained, "I’ll take (Ant one”

—

* 1 Pointing his thumb at a long, rakish. Bat one.

The salesman looked startled and said. "It’s some big.

Now, here’s a twelve-horse-power, two-cylinder gig
—

”

"Show that to your grandma,” sniffed Lem. "As for me,

I’m a rcg’lar speedometer, that’s what I l>e.

I’m lookin’, by George (anti I'm totally riled).

For sixty-six horseqiowers, and all of ’em wilt!.*’

The dealer, who needed no more explanation.

Took out the big car for a short demonstration.

Such big, brutal levers!

Such pompous self-starters!

As bright as new Heavers

And snappy as garters

The six mighty cylinders noiselessly tore

The speed laws to forty-nine fractions or more.

And Lem, before lunch

Having mastered in full

The buttons to punch
And the handles to pull,

’MEAR Hipplewhitc’s store Mr. Constable Dimmit
Arrested him twice for exceeding the limit.

While men, liens, and babies, boys, horses, and dogs
Barked, cackled, whistled, "Look cornin'! It’s Boggs!

Gosh, how he's heatin' it!

Road? Say, he’s ratin’ it!

If Death is around, say. he surdy is cheatin’ it
!”

l-andacapcs and villages seemed to scoot by
Faster than comets devouring the sky.

Lem spurned the road in a manner sublime.

Taking sharp comers one wheel at a time

—

When sudden, behold!

What a thrill

!

Still and cold

On Ogdvie’s Hill

Stood the well-hated auto of Mr. Si Scagg.

The latter as moisty and limp as a rag.

Covered with smudges, disconsolate stood.

Pounding a bolt in the bowels of the hood.

Approaching him, Lem
Sort o’ muttered. "Ahem!”
Awful sarcastic.

Semi-bombastic.

Cl snapped his teeth like a broken elastic.

"Say. Mister Bogg,” and lus tone was polite,

"Will y’ give me a tow to the shop of Bill Wight?
I’ve a bust in my feed.”

"If it's help that y' need,”

Quoth Lem, "I’m prepared for a Christian-like deed;
But why—if I could

Put the question so far

—

Don’t y’ git somethin' good

When ye’re buying' a oar?"
Si flushed as bright as a pumpkin in fall

As he banged down the hood. He bail tasted the gall.

"Sec here. Mister Hot,

I don’t know the make
O’ that car that y’ got.

But I liet it's a fake.

When I git this here auto tuner! up in condition.

I’ll trim yc, front, backwards, or any position.

For fun, money, marbles, or nothin, ” said Si.

T EM .stroked his chin. There was blood in his eye.
4 J "Next Toosday week at the County Fair Meet
Ther's racin’—a chance to take down yrr eonceit.

I’ll raw ye two miles round the Centerville track.

No favors nor handicaps, right from the crack.

For twenty-five cents to the side. Arc y* there?”

"I’m with ye,” snapped Si, looking devil-may-care.

“Now I’ll give ye a tow.”

Said Lem, with a low

Sort of comical grin. Grunted Silas; “Not so!

I’m sorry to say. though I'm tollin' ye true.

I’d ruther be towed by the divvil than you!

"

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Finance
Eliminating the Middleman

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

The craze for eliminating middle-
men has struck finance as well ns

other departments of human af-

fairs. Just as. in dealing with food dis-

tribution, there is the haziest of ideas as
to precisely who the middleman is, so in

finance there is no sharply crystallized

proposal of reform, only a feeling, more
or less Iwicked up by facta, that the dis-

tribution of securities to ultimate invest-
ors has somehow been an unnecessarily
expensive and indirect process.

Possibly there is no room for such spec-
tacular feats in eliminating the finance
middleman as similar treatment of his
fellow in food distribution has given rise

to. Mayor Gaynor selling city bonds from
a cart-tail seems highly improbable, even
though Mayor Shank of the no mean city
of Indianapolis did dispose of hams from
the same vantage-point. Yet, the topic
is one that finds its way almost daily into
newspaper headlines. "Popular sale of
city bonds” is becoming a familiar phrase,
almost a slogan. A newspaper sold
*993. MX) of city bonds in Baltimore, de-
partment stores have sold large amounts
in other great cities, and in St. Paul that
master builder, James J. Hill, has under-
taken in his usual large manner a popu-
lar sale of city securities wholly at his
own risk.

Get Your Canadian Home

From the Canadian Pacific

M*M.r &+

will make you a long-time loan
v v —you will have 20 years to pay for

*
- the land and repay the loan—you can move

on the land at once—and your Canadian
farm vrill make you independent.

20 Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from Sn to S.to

per acre. You pay only one-twentie'lh
down—balance in 19 equal annual pay-
ments. Long beforeyour final payment

comes due vour farm will have paid for itself over and over. This advertisement is
directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and improve the land.

We Lend You $2000
for erecting your building*, fencing, sinking wel! ami breaking. You have twenty yean in which
to repay this loan. You pay only the hanking interest of 0 per cent.

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis
The Company, in case of approved land purchaser who is in • position and has the knowledge

to take care of his stock, will advance cattle, sheep and hogs up to the value of f 1.000 on a loan
ba*M, so a* to enable the settler to get started from the first on the right basis of mited fanning.
If you do not want to wait until you can complete your own buildings and cultivate your farm
select one of our Ready-Made farms—developed by C. P R. Agricultural Experts- with buildings
complete, lam! cultivated and in crop, and pay for it in to year*. We give the valuable assistance
of great demonstration farms—free.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land
Ask for our handsome illustrated books on Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta mention

the <me you wish. Also maps. W nte today.

G. J. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway mlo
a\“»i"„

D
5’,
p
*Sr.”'

—Aik for information

All these and many similar incidents
are perhaps the more superficial and
even passing phase of what is really an
important movement. Ordinarily the
solid and intelligent investor does not
care especially how IhhkIn and slocks
reach him. provided only they are safe,

return a reasonably large interest, and
have not been the source of open and
scandalously lurgc profits to the broker,
or dealer, or middleman who negotiated
the purchase.

VTOW the question of whether a large.
’ established corporation or municipal-

ity can do better with or without close reg-
ular and more or less exclusive hanking
anil underwriting connections is a deli-

cate and technical one. The reader will

have to lie referred to text-books on cor-

poration finance, business organization,
and trust development, which are now
coming forth in such a flood for consump-
tion in our scores of new schools of com-
merce and business administration. Ab-
stractly. this Is a question for the econo-
mists to debate. Business and financial

experience does not afford an easy an-
swer to the l>ald question.

A careful analysis of all the attempts to
sell corporation or public securities on a
lurge scale by popular .subscription in this

country would probably show a heavy
percentage of failure. There are numer-
ous good reasons why the bankers* ser-

vices are of value. Underwriters take
Rreat risks in guaranteeing a sale of se-

curities at agreed rates Indore their mar-
ket value is known. They provide cash
i« larger amounts, more quickly, und at
more certainly stated intervals than would

J*
*hecase if popular sales wen? resorted to.

In fact underwriting bankers often lose,

and the question of whether in any given
instance they are paid too much depends
f»r an answer upon so many delicate
factors that an answer is never simple.

DON’T MISS
Owen Johnson’s Great Serial

THE SALAMANDER
Now running in McClure’s

October number on sale September 15th
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Fort Worth (Texas) Star-Telegram

It is generally known that few, if

any, men in the country can show
more scars acquired in the war with sin

and a thicker breaking out of righteous

heat and chronic altruism than the new
editor-in-chief of Harper's Weekly;
and naturally plain, plodding people as

far away from “Central" as Texas are

curious to find out whether Providenre

has brought Norman into action because

a great field of opportunity opens l»cfore

him, or great and wonderful things arc

now assured because he has arrived, spit

un his hands, and reached for a blunder-

ing and balky world's tail, llut soon we
shall know, soon we shall know; and the

killing fever of suspense will pass away.

THE DOCTOR’S GIFT
Food Worth It, Weight in Gold

We usually expect the doctor to put us
on some kind of |tcnance and give us bitter

medicines.

A Penn, doctor brought a patient some-
thing entirely different and the results arc

truly interesting.

“Two years ago," writes this patient,

“I was a frequent victim of acute indiges-

tion and biliousness, being allowed to cat

very few things. One day our family

doctor brought me a small package, say-

ing he had found something for me to cat.

“He said it was a food called Grape-
Nuts and even as its golden color might
suggest it was worth its weight in gold. I

was sick and tired, trying °nc thing after

another to no avail, but consented to try

this new food.

“Well! It surpassed my doctor's fond-

est anticipation and every day since then
I have blessed the good doctor and the

inventor of Grape-Nuts.
“I noticed improvement at once and in

a month's time my former spells of indi-

gestion had disappeared. In two months I

felt like a new man. My mind was much clear-

er and keener, my body look on the vitality

of youth, and this condition has continued.”
“There’s a Reason." Name given by

Postum Co., Battle Creek. Mich. Read
“The Road to Wellville." in pkgs.
Ever read the above letter ? A new

one appears from time to time. They
are genuine, true, and full of human
interest.

m *
; x

The University of Chicago

JuL
U. C. (DM.

CO much may 1m* said in defense of our

bankers. But the fact remains that

corporations pay enormous sums to bank-

ers to dispose of securities that are per-

fectly safe in themselves to investors who
are only too anxious to buy just that

class of securities. Why can not the

thing be done more directly?

Let us admit also that corporation and
city officials have neither the time nor

I he training to act as brokers. There is

still an unexplained remainder—an ob-

stinate feeling that somehow the work is

not l>eing done efficiently.

Finance and hanking firms are ton

much of a mystery to small investors.

Unscrupulous promoters get $ 100,000,-
000 of their money each year partly be-

cause they know how to make tilings

simple. The legitimate banker's office

has too rarefied un atmosphere for the

average woman with $100 to invest.

Therefore my first suggestion is that the

ability to simplify and popularize, which
is so essentia] to the new«pa|K*r or de-

partment store of the cloac-lo-thc-|>coplc

type, be incorporated into the investment
hanking machinery of this country.

“Ah. that is all very well," says the

hanker, “hut we can not make money by
selling securities in $100 or $200 lots."

It is quite true that most reputable

hankers see no way of profiting by “small
business." But it is an udmisskm of in-

ability and lack of brains that they ran

not find a way. Possibly the average mer-
chant would have scoffed at selling gou<ls

in five and ten cent amounts a general inn

ago. But a man named Woolworth had
the brains to find a way, make a fortune,

und stimulate endless competition.

T)1T the education of the small investor

will come slowly. No big problem
of finance is to be solved overnight by
splitting bonds up into $100 denomina-
tions. William A. Prendergast, Con-
troller of New York City, says there is a
great educational work yet to be done be-

fore our habits become anything like

those of the French people towan 1 invest-

ment. Small investors of the wiser class

will for a long time continue, from habits

early acquired, to put tlieir money into

suviugs hank, while those of the more
ignorant class will likewise buy worthless

stocks. Larger investors will for a long

time buy ImumIs in large amounts after

these bonds have come through many
Imnking intermediaries. Underwriting
will continue in some form for a good
while to come, Im-chusc corporations must
have money and the public will not sup-

ply it directly.

But suppose the New Haven directors,

instead of waiting for criticism at the

special meeting of stockholders, had an-

ticipated it by explaining in detail just

why they were paying $1, (17.5,(MX) to J. P.

Morgan & Co. and associates. Or sup-
pose even now they sent out a circular to

every stockholder explaining that step,

ami showing just whut risk the hanking
firm took, just what special ability is nec-

essary to place the bonds. and just how
great integrity and prestige is necessary

to form a big underwriting syndicate.

The British Companies Act provides

for publicity in these matters, and it

works well. The marketing of huge
quantities of securities Is worth paying
well for, and the business would not Ik*

injured if the stockholders knew just

what services they were paying for and
why. If directors explained because
they thought it the right thing to do. ami
not merely In-cause stockholders forced

them into it. their work would be smoother
ami securities would l>e more valuable.

What They

Think of Us
(iaret (larett, the New York Time

e

Anal-

iit

You arc producing a mighty fine weekly.

If you can keep it up you will l>e irre-

sistible.

Meredith Nugent, (Sawtelle, Cal.)

Daringly brilliant, your new Har-
per's Weekly has taken its place with

the world's very best,

Sagaciotu (New Orleans, La.)

Mr. Honorc Willsie has. in the opening

paragraph of his “puff” entitled “Mr.
Iauu* and the Public Domain," demon-
strated that Secretary Lane is a violator

not only of the divine law, hut out of

harmony with the leaders in human
progress. Mr. Willsie wrote of Mr. 1-anc's

office hours and stated: "He works these

hours seven days out of the week."

Mr. Lam* certainly Is a Sabbath viola-

tor, and in addition working at a rate that

leads to degeneracy—not conservation.

It is just possible that Mr. Willsie is

mistaken, and judging from his gross

stupidity in failing to see. as the Demo-
cratic visitor pointed out, that the Sec-

retary of the Interior is making the word
"efficiency” serve as a musk for his pur-

pose to retain his fellow Republicans in

offices that the American people pro-

nonuced them unfit to administer, I am
disposed to acquit Mr. Lane for such a
flagrant violation.

If you are to retain the standard of

Harvey, you must blue-pencil Honorc
Willsie—or is it possible you prefer to

follow the Banium cue?

Jatnea //. Caine in the Asheville (N. C.),

Citizen

The marked evidence of new blood and
new life is such as to warrant the pre-

diction that Harper’h Weekly will he

THE leading weekly publication of its

character in the United Slates.

Care Uernhardt. The Bobbs-Merrill Com-
pany, Indiana[Mills, Ind.

The New Harper's Weekly reminds
me forcibly of what Maurice Hewlett says

of one of the characters in one of the house

novels—that he was bom fully dressed

and ready to go out in society.

Please let me tell you how refreshing

and fully charged yoursummer beverage is

'

H. 0. Floirer, (Boston, Mass.)

I wish to heartily congratulate you on
the splendid publication you are making
of Harper's Weekly. You have inadt-

it worthy of the old Harper’s Weekly.
which performed such an inestimable ser-

vice to good government in the powerful

campaign against Tweed and his Ring.

Your editorials an* very fine and pre-

cisely what the present demands. I was
particularly impressed by your discrim-

inating suggestion on White Slaves in thr

current issue, us it touches upon some-

thing that U very vital to free institu-

tions and popular rights—something that.

I think, constitutes one of the gravest

perils confronting drmorrary

E. W. Kemble (New Rocl.cll, N. Y.)

Congratulations «n tin < r Harper's
Weekly. It certainly is the best thing

on the market. Re- j. i
| • his pace, as

you will, and you lu > i winner.

HOME s
STUDY
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TWO READINGS

IGNORANCE OF THE LAW EXCUSES NO MAN

w'lht-
f

,

FORGIVE THEM; FOR THEY KNOW NOT WHAT THEY DO
By John Sloan
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Mexico and Money

THIRTY-SIX years ago Porfirio Diaz over-

threw President Lerdo, and President

Hayes refused recognition to the new regime

until a constitutional election had been held

confirming Diaz in the Presidency. He was
popular with American investors for other

reasons than the fact that he maintained

order. It may well be questioned whether order

was not secured at too great a price in the ex-

ploitation of natural resources and the alienation

of the lands to rich favorites. Madero was al-

ways unpopular with American investors. When
Huerta conspired with Felix Diaz, whose life

Madero had spared, and Madero was overthrown
and assassinated, President Wilson refused to

recognize a government established by the

i treachery of a soldier and the assassination of his

|

commander-in-chief. The appeal of the com-
mercial interests through their newspaper organs,

and perhaps through Ambassador Wilson, for

the recognition of Huerta has been tremendous,

but the "steady pressure of moral force” by the

Administration against the condonation of treach-

! ery and murder hus been greater, and will prove
I overwhelming.

The effect of this upon the Mexican mind will

increase with the years. The sacred right of

revolution will not degenerate into the license

to rebel against constitutional government for

the gratification of personal ambition or the

desire for loot, when the failure of such a course

is foredoomed by the attitude of Mexico’s pow-
erful neighbor. Meanwhile, the real grievance

of the Mexican people is the ownership by the

great landed proprietors of the soil, which the

peons till with no prospect of material advan-

tage to themselves. When the French Revolu-
tion had ended, there were millions of small

farms through division of the confiscated estates

! of the self-exiled nobility.

Blease

GOVERNOR COLE BLEASE is an anach-
ronism, yet he has been elected Governor

twice, and is now a candidate for the United
States Senate, with more than fair prospects, of

success. His strength lies with the remnants
of the former Populist party in the rural districts,

which Tillman held to the Democracy; with the

cotton -factory operatives, who form, with their

dependents, perhaps a fourth of the white popu-
lation, the voting population, of the State; and
with the baser elements of the two cities of Co-
lumbia and Charleston. The factory population

is four times as illiterate as the white citizenry

|

of the State at large, thanks to the demand for
.

the labor of children of school age, continued for

more than a generation, and persisting with al- I

most unabated force. The citizens of the State
of Calhoun ami Hampton, whom Blease has twice

proved to be a minority, have the sympathy of

the people of the United States in their task

of education.

The Alabama Senatorship

SOME of us remember the Indian Chief of

former days who went by the name of
“ Young-Man-Afraid-of-His-Horse.” The Chief
Executive of Alabama is a Govemor-Afraid-of-
His-Legislature. The Legislature of that State
meets in regular session but once in four years.

A former Legislature enacted a State-wide pro-

hibition law, and later the Prohibitionists at-

tempted to mnke the statute a part of the

Constitution. In this they were defeated, and, ;

in the reaction that followed. Governor O’Neal
and a local option legislature came into office,

which repealed, by a small majority, the pro-

hibition act.

Now the complexion of the Legislature has
|

been changed to a considerable degree by death 1

and resignation, and special elections must be
'

held to fill the vacancies, if the Legislature is

called in extra session. There is no telling what
the new Legislature will do in the matter of

j
prohibition and several other things. So, when

(

Senator Johnston died. Governor O’Neal ap-

pointed his successor, Representative Clayton,

Chairman of the House Judiciary Committee,
who recently added to his reputation in the

handling of the Archbald impeachment proceed-

ings. It is a nice legal question whether the

Seventeenth Amendment to the Constitution

i

allows the Governor to appoint a senator

j

to fill a vacancy, unless empowered anew
by the Legislature. It declares, however,

that “this amendment shall not be construed

to affect the election or term of any Senator

chosen before it becomes a valid part of the

Constitution.”

Senator Johnston was chosen before that

amendment was passed, and it is his term that

is now to be filled out by another man. If the

Alabama Legislature had been called in extra

session, it could have authorized the Governor
to make the appointment, and in time for the

,

final vote on the tariff bill. Thus did exigencies

of State politics help to make the margin of

safety in the Senate so uncomfortably close.

Oscar Underwood is expected to become a can- I

didate for the full term next year, and if he does
I

run he will be elected.

3
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Necessary?

ATLANTA is one Southern city of consider-

able size which has declared that prostitu-

tion is not a necessary evil. The campaign
for tlie closing of the houses of prostitution was

|

the outcome of the Men and Religion Movement.
It began in June, 1912, with a series of powerful

and convincing bulletins, published as adver-

tisements in the daily papers, prepared by

Marion Jackson, a talented young lawyer of

the city, John J. Egan, Chairman of the Execu-

tive Committee, financing the work.

The facts were first disclosed by an investi-

gation in which every woman of the under-world

was interviewed. The usual objections to the

i
suppression of the houses of prostitution—that

women would be scattered elsewhere, the streets

would be infested, and the hotels degenerate into
|

houses of assignation—were discounted by the
j

established fact that these supposed results of

suppression were already abundantly evident

beforehand.

Four months after the publication of these

bulletins began. Chief of Police Beavers closed

the houses; the women were cared for, many of
i

them gladly leaving their old life, and one of
j

them giving twenty-five hundred dollars toward I

the establishment of a Martha’s Home, where

fullen women are taught how to support them-
selves honestly. State laws and municipal or-

dinances were found to be sufficient, once public

sentiment was aroused, to the support of a

courageous official, and it is asserted that the

evils supposed to be increased by suppression

have actually decreased, with due diligence on
j

the part of the police.

The women voters of the three Pacific States

have definitely made up their minds to suppress

commercialized prostitution. Such large cities

as Seattle, Portland, and Los Angeles have

abolished all houses of prostitution, while street-

walking has become a perilous profession, and
the unsavory hotel a doorway to the police court.

San Francisco still has its Barbary Coast, but,

under the new California statutes, it remains

only because San Francisco is a law unto itself. ,

There have been numerous prosecutions of rich 1

und powerful men for the crime of “contributing 1

to the delinquency of a minor child.” The ,

recall of the Seattle Mayor who believed in a

“wide-open town” was a lasting lesson.

The Minimum Wage

THE minimum wage, which is still being dis-

cussed as a theory in the East, some States

having appointed commissions for the study of

the question, has reached the stage of actual

experiment in several of the far Western States.

In Portland, Oregon, a strike was called in a

fruit-packing factory in July, and fifty of the

women workers demanded an increased wage.

! The I. W. W. immediately accepted the oppor-

tunity to organize these workers, picketing the I

plant and appealing to street audiences to sup-
i

port the strikers in their contention. The Oregon
Industrial Welfare Commission, consisting of

I

three members, one of them a woman, was
granted extraordinary powers in the regulation

of industries in which women or minors are

employed, and had just been organized, beginning

its work of investigation in Portland.

Naturally, it turned its attention first to this

packing company, and proceeded to examine
into the conditions of wages, hours, and sanita-

tion. It found, according to the report of the

chairman. Father O’Hara, that many of the

women were paid forty and fifty cents a day, and
the Commission decided at once that this was less

than a living wage in Portland. The orders of ,

the Commission could not be made effective,

under the law, in less than sixty days, by which

time the work in the factory would be over.

But the owners of the plant agreed to put into

effect immediately a minimum wage of six dollars
j

a week.

The strike was broken, though the I. W. W.
j

endeavored to prolong it for a while. The
Commission will grant personal permits for the i

employment of individual workers who are
,

partially incapacitated, and will allow them to
|

receive less than the minimum wage. It issued
|

a general order, applying to all the factories and !

mercantile establishments in Portland that

employ women, that hereafter, unless further

investigations shall lead to an increase in the i

minimum, no such establishment shall pay its
t

employees less than six dollars a week. It may
|

as well Ik* accepted that any business employing
|

women and children must be subject to regulation

in the interests of the future citizens of the State

and the mothers of the race. As Mrs. Florence

Kelly recently remarked, “The pay-roll has

become public property.”

The Effect

I
N the meantime, no one need fear that a great

army of women will be turned out of employ-

ment because their jobs, under the higher wage
scale, will be taken by men. The census statis-

tics for 1900 show' 4,750,000 women engaged in

“gainful occupations,” and less than 2,500,000 I

men not so employed. But, of these last, 861,-

289 were youths from sixteen to twenty-one years

of age. most of them doubtless in educational

institutions, and 491,502 were over sixty-five

years of age, leaving about a million men be-
j

tween twenty-one and sixty-five to take the I

places of four and three quarter million women at

work. Perhaps we shall get more light on the

subject some time before the next census is
j

taken with the publication of the occupation

statistics from the census of 1910. But the ;

pathetic plea of the employers of women not to

force them out of work by paying them a living

wage may be disregarded. Undoubtedly, there

will be a tendency for a general increase of wages,

under which more women, let us hope, will be

forced out of the ranks of the workers because

they will be asked to marry men who can sup-

port a family.

Single Tax

TO the disciples of Henry George it seems as if

that pioneer’s views were not being accepted

as readily as they ought to be, but to most others

it looks as if they were traveling fast. Like

many other creative thoughts, the central idea

of Mr. George is influencing the world profoundly.
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|

even where it is accepted only as one principle

in taxation instead of as the only principle,

i Progress here and there is constantly observable.

Sometimes it is in big changes, and sometimes it

is in details, such as, for instance, in the fact that

Mr. Pastoriza, known in Houston, Texas, as a

single-taxer, was elected Tax Commissioner as a

joke. He went a long way, however, toward

putting his ideas into effect, qnd met with such

a reception that the practice is starting in many
parts of Texas. Mr. Pastoriza is a person of

graphic ideas. He put up a sign on two dismal

looking vacant lots, stating thut the lots cost

. him, in 1903, $370, and that he means to hold

J

them until the increase of population has made
them worth $5,000. “This profit I will get in-

i stead of the community who created it, and who

|

would have received it in betterments had we
the single tax. Read ‘Progress and Poverty/

i
by Henry George.” Houston has halved the

tax on buildings, and seems as well pleased with

the result as Vancouver is with the establishment

of similar taxation ideas there. The heavy tax-

ation of unearned increment is a principle that is

undeniably sound, and the slowness of its progress

;

represents that conservatism of the human mind
which makes it take a long time to move, even

I
when motion is to its unmistakable advantage.

The Tariff on Art

USUALLY, when the tariff on art has been
defended, it has been mainly on the ground

that the poor American artists ought to be pro-

tected from the pauper labor of Europe. Now,
however, those who are defending the reaction-

ary clause on art in the tariff bill are emphasiz-

|

ing particularly the point that the necessary

burden of taxation should be laid, as far as prac-

tical, on the luxuries of the well-to-do. This
argument is not so preposterous as the other.

The abstract principle under which it endeavors

to come is sound; but if we deal with realities, and
not with words, this argument is worthless also,

although made a little more dangerous by its

plausibility. Champagne is one kind of luxury.

It does no good to the public and it does no good

to the individual. It is a luxury in the ordinary

and convenient meaning of that word. Pos-

session of a good painting is not a luxury in any
other sense than going to college is a luxury. It

certainly is not something that ought to be made
difficult and expensive, even if we consider only the

effect on the individual possessing it; but in the

case of a painting there is a second argument. If it

has high value it does not remain long in the home
of an individual, but is almost certain to pass into

some public museum, where it is seen by every-

body. Probably not one person in one hundred,

who has done any adequate thinking about art, is

in favor of raising revenue by taxing it as seriously

as this bill does, any more than he would be in

favor of raising revenue by any form of taxation

that would cause the importation of fewer foreign

books or the production of fewer foreign plays.

On a Desert Island

I
F I were to be cast upon a desert island with

a single book,” writes some one to a news-
paper, “my choice would be the one that Dick-

ens, Kingsley, and Ruskin loved, that Mark
Twain dying sought under his pillow—the mar-

j

velous Iliad of the Terror, Carlyle’s ‘French
Revolution.* From its pages the attentive

reader can reconstruct much of the very wording
of the Bible; Homer, Virgil, and Horace sing their

verses again; Ariosto and Dante bring Italy be-

fore us. The genius of Germany speaks from
the lips of Goethe, Musfius, Richter, and Schiller.

The humor of the world is echoed by Cervantes,

Voltaire, Sterne, Swift, and Irving. The ipsisnma

verba of Milton and Shakespeare appear again and
again with magic effect.”

It is a game that generally interests people,

—

this book-on-a-desert-island business,—and nat-

urally, since it tests an important ideal. Our
earliest choices would be Shakespeare, the Bible,

the Golden Treasury, some first-rute encyclo-

pedia, and the Oxford Dictionary.

Editing for Girls

A VERY delicate question inevitably faces

any American publication that wishes to

exercise leadership in thought. Either it has to

confine itself to topics and treatment which are

suitable to all members of the family at any age,

and thereby cut itself off from much that is im-

portant, or else it has to take for granted that it

is wTitten for intelligent adults, and in this case

there will be a certain amount of scolding when-
ever anything is published that is not especially

adapted to the immature mind. For our part,

we have chosen the second course. We should

like to be popular among the fourteen-year-olds,

even those of conventional parentage, but we
are not willing to give up the entire expression of

our thought on all serious matters of the day.

Nothing, it need scarcely be said, will be published
!

in this paper that is not entirely moral, but a :

great deal will be published that is extremely

frank.

Is Drama Interesting?

A WELL known author, when the first issue

of Harper's Weekly appeared under its

present management, spoke favorably of it, but

said that he did not see why a paper intended for

the thinking classes should pay much attention

to the theater. Our own opinion, however, was
not shaken by this view; nor has it been shaken

by the view of an intelligent newspaper man in

California, who writes that evidently we are

going to use too much of the drama, nor yet by
the view of an old gentleman who states that he is

a grandfather, and declares that the immorality

of our art, and of some of our articles, is no doubt

due to the fact that we have been acquainted

with too many actresses. No; our prejudice,

if it be a prejudice, is one that will scarcely be

overcome. The drama contains more great

w’orks than any other form of literature, and not

without a reason. It is also the most popular of

the arts, and not without a reason. If, in the

United States, it lacks a strong appeal to the

reading and thinking classes, it is merely be-

cause the drama has not been in the right

hands. Our aim, therefore, will not In* to

neglect it, but to endeavor to encourage what is

promising in it.



The Invisible Government at Washington
By A. J. McKELWAY

Soon after Woodrow Wilson came back from Bermuda to consider the quartions that would have to come before him
after inauguration he met some social workers at the home of a friend in Hoboken, and listened to their suggestions.

The suggestion that seemed to strike him most strongly dealt with the way in which the city of Washington is governed.

The President-elect immediately stated that that was the kind of trail he liked to follow, and that he uxtuld look into

it as soon as he got to Washington. The following article is written by the man who made the suggestion.

PRESIDENT WILSON'S recent appointment, as

Commissioners of the District of Columbia, of

Mr. F. L. Siddons and Mr. Oliver P. Newman is

another proof that the old order has changed, and
that the period of the exploitation of the National

Treasury and of the District resources for selfish ends

has terminated—the invisible government has been

overthrown.

The citizens of Washington have less to say about the

welfare of their city than those of the remotest congres-

sional district, or even the citizens of Alaska or the

Philippines. For even Alaska and the Philippines have
delegates in Congress, who have a voice, though not a

vote, on any subject, including the government of

the District. It is the most helpless community of

English-speaking people on the faee of the earth, and
it is now a city of a third of a million souls. Only
those who have “influence” have had any voice in

the government, and this has meant what Carlyle

designates the basest of all aristocracies, the Aristocracy

of the Money-bags.

'I'HE District of Columbia was established by acts of
* Congress, approved July 16, 1790, and March S,

1791, to give effect to a clause in the eighth section of the

first article of the Constitution of the United States,

giving Congress the power “to exercise exclusive legisla-

tion in all eases whatsoever over such District (not ex-

ceeding ten miles square) as may, by cession of particular

States and the acceptance of Congress, become the seat

of the Government of the United States.”

Congress is therefore the legislature of the District,

with a Committee on the District of Columbia in each

House. It has delegated in a general way to the Board of

Commissioners jurisdiction covering the ordinary fea-

tures of municipal government, and has by specific

laws empowered them to make building and plumb-
ing regulation, and to make and enforce the reason-

able and usual police regulations for the protection

of lives, limbs, health, comfort, and quiet of all per-

sons, and the protection of property. Yet, it required

an Act of Congress, the other day, to provide for the

Woman Suffrage Parade, and the failure of the police

to preserve order had to be investigated by a committee

of the Senate.

The three Commissioners are appointed by the Presi-

dent, two of them to be confirmed by the Senate, the third

being an army engineer detailed for this sen1
ice. The

President also appoints the Judiciary' of the District, con-

sisting of the Court of Appeals, the Supreme Court, the

Police Court, the Municipal Court, and the Juvenile

Court.

The Supreme Court of the District appoints the Board
of Education, for the ostensible purpose of having the

schools divorced from politics. The Board of Education

is thus independent of the Board of Commissioners, and
the conflict between the two boards in the matter of

estimates for the schools has been a demoralizing influ-

ence. The President also appoints the Board of Chari-

ties, for whose intelligent supervision of the public insti-

tutions of the District too much can not be said, though

they have protested in vain, in the faee of much adverse

criticism, against the continued subsidizing of private and
sectarian institutions. The Board of Commissioners

appoint the various Departments of Health. Fire, Police,

etc., and when a vacancy occurs, though few die and none
ever resign, they appoint the members of the Assessment

Department, consisting of the Assessor and the Board of

Assistant Assessors, who virtually have a life tenure of

office, being removable only for neglect of duty, mal-
feasance in office, or inefficiency.

And this brings us to the first count in the indictment

that there is the control of taxation for favored interests.

nPHE House Committee of the District of Columbia
for the past two years, of which honest Ben Johnson

of Kentucky was chairman, appointed a sub-committee,
of which Representative Henry George of New York
was chairman, and of which William G. Redfield, now
Secretary of Commerce, was a member. That sub-
committee was authorized to inquire into the question of

assessment and taxation in the District. The Hearings
and the Report are public documents (Report No. 1415,

64d Congress, 4d session). The Report gives the con-

clusions of fallible men. But the Hearings are the sworn
testimony of Commissioner Rudolph, who was reap-

pointed to office by President Taft, to serve for three

years of President Wilson’s term, the appointment being

held up by the Senate; of Assessor Richards and one of

his assistants; of Charles C. Glover, president of the
Riggs National Bank, and Edward J. Stellwagen, presi-

dent of the Union Trust Company, two of the largest

holders of suburban real estate; of Herbert J. Browne,
who, under the direction of the George Committee,
made an exhaustive investigation of the question of

assessment and taxation; and of various citizens repre-

senting the “40,000 small homes” of the District. The
admissions and statements under oath of some of these

witnesses are startling.

With regard to the life tenure of the assessors, the curi-

ous fact was brought out, in the testimony of Commis-
sioner Rudolph, that the term of office of the assessors

was four years previous to 1904, when an Act of Congress
gave them a life tenure “to remove the incumbents from
all outside influence,” as Commissioner Rudolph sug-

gested, who thought that life tenure was an excellent

thing in this case. In the same year the law was passed
requiring thnt real estate should l>c assessed at not less

than tw'O thirds its real value, previous to that time it

having been assessed at its “real value"; but the "real

value” having been interpreted to mean what it would
bring “under the hammer on a rainy day,” to use As-
sessor Richards* naive expression. Assessor Richards
also brought out the fact that in 1894 the twelve assess-

ors—who were none too many, even considering that

assessments are made tricnnially instead of annually, the

effect of which is "to favor more particularly those who
have the larger areas and the more valuable land in the

center of the District,” as Commissioner Rudolph frankly

testified—were reduced to three. These three assessors,

known as the Dawson Board, increased the assessments

for the year 1894. This “occasioned new legislation.

It caused the people to be dissatisfied, and the new board

that came in on account of the dissatisfaction made a
decrease in the following assessments, instead of an in-

crease," said Mr. Richards.

Mr. (Icorge. Would you say Mr. Dawson and his associates

were legislated out of office?

Mr. Richards. They were. None of them was reap-

pointed.

Then, by 1904, there evidently being no more “dissat-

isfaction,” the assessors, being evidently tb? “right"

men, were given a life tenure. And it would require

court proceedings to oust any of them from office, if the

Commissioners should so desire. The assessors had also

been taught their lesson not to assess too high the |»r- -

erty of men who might have influence.
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'T'HE testimony shows that the Assessor in 1910 fore-

cast an increase of $30,000,000 in the assessment

of ground values, while the actual increase amounted to

only $18,000,000. But there was an increase of $12,-

000,000 in the assessment of improvements, “falling

almost entirely upon the 40,000 small homes of the Dis-

trict.” It was also proved that when condemnation of

land for public purposes was forecast, assessments were

raised, in one instance seventy-four per cent, falling only

five per cent below the condemnation awards. One man
who had painted his porch had his assessment raised

$500 on his “improvements,” while Mr. Stellwagen in-

sisted that the New Willard Hotel ought not to be as-

sessed at what it cost to build it ten years ago, on account

of the depreciation in its value. Yet the Shoreham
Hotel, which since has been remodeled throughout, had
the assessment raised on the building, which was twenty-

five years old, fifty per cent, on account of an offer by
Mr. John R. McLean, of the Washington Poet. of $800.-

(XM> or more for the property, since an increase in the

assessment on the land would have logically compelled

an increase for all the rest of that square, which is owned
by Mr. John R. McLean. Newspaper proprietors also

have “ influence " in the right quarters. According to the

testimony of the expert, Mr. Herbert J. Browne, Mr. Me-
Iran's suburban home, “Friendship," on Wisconsin

Avenue, consisting of 76.92 acres, is assessed at $3,500

an acre, while the property on the other side of the avenue

is assessed $8,700 to $15,000 an acre, and is held and sold

at prices ranging from $15,000 to $40,000 an acre. The
“improvements” on Mr. McLean’s property, including

his residence, are assessed at $25,000, when “twenty-five

thousand dollars will not pay for the stone wall which

runs in front of the property.”

Now for the contrast. Square 460, between E and F
and Sixth and Seventh streets. Southwest, was assessed

at an increase of 25.46 per cent. 29 houses assessed

$37,700 in 1908-9, and $47,300 in 1911-12.

Mr. George. No new buildings?

Mr. Richard*. No new buildings.

Mr. George. No improvements?

Mr. McKenzie. No improvements.

Mr. George. Nothing assessed this time that was not as-

sessed before?

S(r. McKenzie. No.

According to the testimony of Mr. Harold E. Doyle,

some of the land values in the fine residence area are as

follows:

The Senator Clark property, true value, $15 a square

foot, assessed $4.85; the Kean House, true value, $20 a

square foot, assessed $4; the Portland Apartments, true

value, $30 a square foot, assessed $4.

L1VERYBODY in the country knows Gifford Pinchot,

what he stands for in public life. Consider this

letter from him:

Grey Towers,

Milford, Pike County, Pa., July 12. 1912.

Hon. Henry George,
United States House of Representatives.

Washington, 1). C.

My dear Mr. George:

Your committee. 1 leant, has developed the fact that many
small owners of projHTty in the District of Columbia ure taxed

on an assessed valuation far greater than the two thirds of

the real value provided for by law, while many of the large

owners of property are taxis I on very much less than the two

thirds provided by law. In this way the poorer men an*

taxid most heavily, and those who are richest pay least in

proportion. I am told this is generally true in the District.

When these facts came to my knowledge they led me to

investigate the assessment of my own property, to which I hail

hitherto givi -i no attention. Accordingly. I oskid two well

known real estate men to estimate the value of the land and
improvements on which I am taxed. Their estimate leads me
to lielieve that I have been taxed on a valuation about $*0,<MHI

too low. In other words, at the current rale of taxation, the

assessor has tot assess'd against me ulvoul $00(1 of yearly taxes

that I ought to have paid, and has assessed that amount on

others less able to pay it. This is unjust. Therefore, I put

the facts in your hands for such use as you see fit to make of

them.

Yours sincerely,

Gifford Pinchot.

To make up the under-assessment of $43,000 on Mr.
Pinchot’s house alone, the assessment on 203 small

houses, mostly old, was raised from $183,300 in 1911 to

$226,500 in 1912.

As to the control of credit, the encouragement of in-

vestments within the speculative suburban area, and
their discouragement in other districts, take the follow-

ing illustration:

Mr. Donohue. The best evidence of that is in the estate of

tlte late John E. Herrell, who was president of the National

Capitol Bank, and the biggest financial man in this section of

the city. He understood values on Capitol Hill better than

anybody. I could go to Mr. Herrell and get a loan on real

estate quicker than I could from any one else in Washington.

He has since died, and the American Security and Trust Com-
pany. one of the largest financial institutions in Washington,

have charge of his estate. In every instance where a trust is

coming due on property in this section of the city, they an*

cither demanding a curtailment of the trust or making the bor-

rower take it up. In other wonls. they have not as good an
opinion of East Washington as Mr. Herrell had, and when
protecting his interest* they either take that loan up or cur-

tail it.

Mr. George. That is. they either shrink their credit or with-

draw it entirely?

Mr. Donohoe. That is the idea, and Mr. Herrell was consid-

ered a very conservative man with his loans.

'T'HE usual interlocking of directorates is found among
1

the banks and trust companies of the city. The presi-

dent of the Riggs National Bank, Mr. Charles C. Glover,

was formerly vice-president of the National Savings and
Trust Company and is a large stockholder of the Ameri-

can Securities and Trust Company, of which Mr. Charles

J. Bell is president. Two of the directors of the Riggs
National are also directors of the American Security and
Trust Company. The president of the Union Trust

Company, Sir. Edward J. Stcllwagen, is also the presi-

dent of the Thomas J. Fisher Real Estate Company, and
is president of the company that owns the Raleigh Hotel

aud leases the New Willard Hotel. Two directors of the

American Securities (Company are directors of the Na-
tional Metropolitan Bank of Washington, a director of

the National Metropolitan Bank is also a director of the

National Savings and Trust Company, and so on. There
is the same general evidence of the control of credit in

Washington as in New York City.

And as to the control of the direction of improvements

by the government, a glance ut the maps of real estate

holdings in the Northwestern suburban region, toward

Chevy Chase, or along the lino of the Massachusetts

Avenue Extension, is sufficient to demonstrate the point

made. I^argc fortunes Imve Imm*!! easily made, through

a more or less intelligent surmise os to the direction these

governmental improvements would take, while the tuxes

on the speculative area were kept down to a pleasingly

low figure, the helpless poor were overtaxed, and for

every dollar raised by taxution on real or personnl

property in the District another dollar was paid

out of the National Treasury, to !»e appropriated

at the will of Congress, under the persuasion of the

complacent District committees of past years. The
situation is not unlike that by which John I). Rocke-

feller, in former days, not only received a rebate

on his oil shipments from the railroads, but was paid

a rebate on the shipments of his business rivals,

who, of course, could not remain rivals very long

under that system.

In brief, the counts in the indictment an* sustained

amply by documentary evidence, largely consisting of

the sworn admissions of the defendants.

And here is the ultimate result in terms of human life,

according to a rc|>ort on housing conditions of the

public-spirited Monday Evening Club:

There are ill Washington 258 blocks which have inhabit'd

alleys. These alleys contain 3,148 dwelling houses, and approx-

imately 16,000 inhabitant*. . . . The two startling facts which
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should yearn ago have swept these alleys out of existence are,

first, that one out of every three rhihlren horn in these hvwayn
dies within the first year of life; and, second, that these houses

with their disease and crime fill the center of many blocks

rimmed with splendid houses and hotels.

And here comes to mind a prophecy of the lamented

Tom Johnson of Cleveland, when he was a member of

Congress in 1892, and deeply interested in the welfare

of the District. He said

:

Already the effect of the growth and improvement of the

Federal District has been, by the increase of land values, to

give hundreds e»f millions to the fortunate few, but to increase

the cost of living to such a degree as tomakr it a serious ques-

tion with many of the officers and employees of the national

government who are culled on to live here; and if this tendency

continues, not only wilt the salaries paid to employees of the

United States soon become entirely inadequate to the srale of

firing for which they are intended, but the capital of the

American Republic must ere long present such a contrast be-

tween luxurious idleness and poverty-stricken workers as can

he exceeded in no capital of confessedly aristocratic countries.

And a short speech by Chairman Ren Johnson of the

District Committee of the last House is much to the

point. On the question of the improvement of certain

real estate by the government he said:

The argument was made that this farm should lie cut up so

that the |>oorer elasscs could have homes. I say it ought to be,

hut it ought to be cut up and sold to these people before it is

improved at government expense. When it is cut up, and the

government has completed the macadamized roads and pave-

ments through it. then the land shark comes in and sells it to

these poor people, not for the reasonable price he should have

asked them for it before the government money was put into

it, hut he adds the government money to the extortionate price

he asks for the land, and then selLs it to the poor people of this

community who seek homes.

Through one means or another, the efficiency of the

public service will Ik* maintained when this great army of

public .servants, numlM*ring 40,000, may have comfortable

homes at reasonable prices, be cheaply served by public

utilities, have model schools for their children running

up from the kindergarten to n real municipal university,

for which there is a greater need than for a national uni-

versity, for whom the cost of living shall Ik* reduced as

far as government regulation can secure that end, and for

whose declining years some means of workingmen's

pensions should Ik* devised. With the gradual abolition

of the spoils system and the projected reforms of the civil

service, these employees of the government should be-

come more and more filled with zeal for the public service,

and should be correspondingly held in honor by the nation

whom they serve.

Washington is also the home of those who serve these

public servants, professional men, business men, and men
who labor with their hands. They will share, of course,

in all that is done for the city by the nation, but the

provision for their comfort and happiness is more a

municipal than a national function.

And, lastly, Washington is the home of those who have
chosen to live in this city because of its educational and
social advantages, who have erected many of the beau-

tiful homes of the District and are welcome as residents.

The point is simply made that Washington does not exist

chiefly for them, as might be supposed when any voice

is lifted for equitable taxation, deemed a discouragement

to investment on the part of this class of our citizens.

TOURING that period of the District’s history when
there was a considerable measure of self-government

granted to it by Congress, Washington passed through

the experience of most American cities, an era of graft,

incompcteney, and the piling up of public debt. In

1878, what is known as the Organic Act was passed by
Congress, that Holy of Holies which must not Ik* touched

by profane hands, the mere mention of which sends the

cold shivers down the bateks of the large property-owners

of the District and drives certain newspapers into hyster-

ical spasms. It is also known as the half-and-half sys-

tem. The Act, in brief, provides that the taxes col-

lected in the District are to Ik* paid into the United States

Treasury, all appropriations to be made by Congress,

and Congress to appropriate out of the National Treasury,

for the ordinary expense of the District, an amount equul

to half the approved estimates of expenditure, which has

been interpreted to mean as much as is raised in the Dis-

trict. It has already been indicated that this system
tends to make graft easy and fashionable. Perhaps a

still worse effect is the tendency to make of the citizens

of the District a community of mendicants.

The system works badly from either direction. There
is a tendency to keep down the taxable resources of the

District. The rate is *$1.50 on the $100, on not less than
two thirds the value of real estate," and on the full value

of personal property. There is no inheritance tax, and of

course no income tax. There is not as for most city

residents, a State and county tax. With an estimated

budget of about $12,000,000, the District taxes must be
kept down to $0,000,0<X>. So, according to the report of

the George Sub-Committee, $400,000,000 worth of real

estate does not pay any tax.

On the other hand. Congress often denies to the Dis-

trict what it sorely needs and officially asks for, such as a
hospital for the indigent sick, now confined in the Wash-
ington Asylum and Jail under one superintendent; makes
no adequate provision for the feeble-minded; refuses to

authorize the building of a reformatory for white girls, or

a Detention Home for the Juvenile Court; cripples all the

group of institutions for children by inadequate appro-

priations; and, in general, scrutinizes severely the esti-

mates for the District, on the ground that hulf the money
is to come out of the National Treasury, while inflicting

upon the District appropriations that are not needed,

half of which must he raised by local taxation. It has

granted subsidies amounting to a million dollars in ten

years to private and sectarian institutions. Here is an
intolerable situation for free Americans who have no
axes of their own to grind.

\X7HAT is the remedy? First, there should he equi-
’ " table taxation. Considering the appropriations

from the National Treasury, there might be an exemption
of taxes on homes costing not more than $2,000, many
of them belonging to the nution's servants. Beyond
that, real estate should Ik* taxed at its full value, just as

personal property is taxed. The addition of tax re-

sources on $400,000,000 of real estate, now dodging taxa-

tion, will give ample revenues for all legitimate purposes,

and will prevent the indefinite holding of suburban tracts

for speculation purposes. Then let the half-and-half

system be abolished, and let a generous nation, mindful

of the fact that this is the national capital and the home
of its public servants, fix a just sum, bn a just basis of

taxation on the estimated value of the government prop-

erty of the District, to be paid to the District. Let the

rate of taxation on private property be fixed according

to the needs of the District, fairly estimated. Then, let

there Ik* drawn some line of demarcation between na-

tional and municipal functions, and let a free people,

more than ordinarily intelligent, elect their own public

servants, and hold them responsible for the government
of the District so far as municipal functions are con-

cerned, while the nation keeps up its own buildings and
parks and the streets, the national highways. Congress

might at least establish a territorial government for the

District, holding the veto power over legislation by the

municipal authorities.

A long step was taken in the right direction in the

closing hours of the last Congress, when the Commis-
sioners were empowered to act as a Board of Public Utili-

ties, to control for the first time the public service cor-

porations; and when a new excise board was provided,

instead of the Board of Assessors acting as the Excise

Board. The new administration and the new Congress

and the new Commissioners, with President Wilson as

the Lord High Mayor of Washington and Coogras still

its Board of Aldermen, have an unexampled opportunity

to give freedom to this American community, and to do
generously by it at the same time.
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Orators Who Have Influenced Me
By T. P. O’CONNOR, M. P.

HENRY WARD BEECHER

I
SAW him but a few

times; and yet I feel as

if I had known him all

my life. Never was there a

more transparent nature;
you could look into his eyes,

and find them at once the

windows of his soul. They
were great big open eyes,

looking out at you with

beaming sweet ness, and ready
to reflect every emotion, as

in a mirror. They had at

once defiance and infinite

tenderness, as this little

story will demonstrate. As
everybody knows, Henry
Ward Beecher was one of

the first, one of the bold-

est, one of the most merci-

less ussailants of slavery.

At Liverpool he confronted

his first meeting; howls and
missiles met him; but he

fought on; in the end he
gained a hearing and carried

the meeting, as he put it

himself. American style. “I
whipped them,” meaning the

pro-slavery mob.
This was the daring side of

the man. Here is an example
of the tenderness. Thomas
Nelson Page is a well known
Southern writer, who has

gained fame as a painter of

the life of his people in Vir-

ginia before the War—ideal-

ized. of course, and yet true

in essentials; and the first story that

won him universal fame, described the

courtirg of two fine young Southern

people; then the tiff; then the separation

through the War; und the death of the

lover; and the ineffable grief of the deso-

late girl. It was a favorite story with

Beecher—in spite of its idealization. In

the story the narrator is a faithful old

negro who loves his masters and met
with nothing but affection from them. In

spite of his fierce past as one who, with his

sister. Harriet Beecher Stowe, did more
than any two individuals to drag down
slavery, Beecher loved the story, and
would insist on its being read to him;

and wept copiously as the tragedy un-

folded itself in that old dead-and-gone

South which still practised slavery.

/"''OOD WILL to all the world, tender-

ness, forgiveness, the desire to lead

them to simpler faith, ami to preach relig-

ion,not asdrearand terrorizingand peopled

with dreadful specters, hut as hopeful,

cheerful, and bracing—these were the key-

note of his character and of his gospel.

Of his tenderness, here is a ht-uutiful ex-

ample. It will he remembered that he
was involved, through a hysterical woman,
in an odious scandal; that for six long

months the terrible ordeal dragged itself

through the courts, with miles of news-

paper reports, and Beecher all the time

standing on the brink of t he abyss of ruin.

Yet, when it was all over and Beecher once
more ventured, in some fear and trem-

bling, to stand on the lecture platform, he

said after the lecture was over to Major

Henry Ward Beecher and his wife

Pond, his agent, as he handed him the

£lt»0 fee, "You know to whom I wish

that to be given.” It was to the pitiful

woman who had caused him such untold

suffering and so nearly blasted his career.

I heard Beecher altogether but two or

three times; but even that experience

was sufficient to give me some idea of the

marvelous power of the man. One fact

alone will bring out a unique distinction.

For quite fifty years he preached at least

once and often twice a week; every ser-

mon of his was reported verbatim, and
published to all the world; and yet he

was able always to go on, never repeating

himself, always fresh, always vivid;

always with some new thought that re-

mained imperishable in the souls of those

who heard or read it. This is un achieve-

ment that has never. I believe, been

equaled in the history of any preacher

who ever lived.

His oratory, as all oratory, was largely

helped bv his physique. He was an ex-

traordinarily impressive figure; but it

was the impressiveness of the new world

rather than of the old. I saw him and
Gladstone on the same platform at Liver-

pool once; and nothing could be more
remarkuble than the contrast between

the two men; you might feel as if they

embodied in their splendid persons the

finest manhood of England and of Amer-
ica. Everybody knows how noble was
the presence’ of Gladstone—with the mas-

sive head, the regular and massive fea-

tures, the piercing black eyes brought into

greater relief by the ivory pallor of the

skin, and the splendid proportions of

chest and limbs. This face

and figure bore in their every

linethestampof old England;
with its generations of educa-

tion, tranquil civilization,

and training in ancient uni-

versities. Beecher was even
more robust in appearance
than Gladstone. The shoul-

ders wen? broader, the chest

deeper, the height greater;

but there was the ruggtdness

in it all of the primeval forest

;

and the clean-shaven bronzed

face, with the massive jaw,

the broad brow, and the long

straight hair, suggested the

young, new, rigorous world
that had not yet completed

the bitter struggle between

man and nature.

The first time I heard

Beecher s|>eak was at theCity

Temple. Joseph Parker was
then the head of that com-
munion; himself a striking

figure, with his strong rough-

hewn face, his mass of strong

upstanding hair, and his

brawny shoulders. There
could not have bren amore ap-

propriate setting for Beecher,

and the gospel that Beecher

preached. There were wide

differences of religious points

of view In-tween Parker and
Beecher; for, with all his

daring imagery, Parker re-

mained steadily conservative

in his theology—unlike the brilliant and
daring young revolutionary who had suc-

ceeded to his pulpit. But in this the two
men wen* alike; their religion was essen-

tially a religion of cheerfulness. They ab-

solutely declined to make even their house

of Got! gloomy and formal. And thus

this service l»cgan after a fashion to me
strange and at first even a little surprising;

for I)r. Parker uttered a few words of

welcome and greeting, and interspersed

them with a joke or two at which the

congregation laughed heartily, universally,

with no shamefacedness as of desecrating

the temple and the day and the occasion.

13EECHER, likea great many other men
of strong and original and imaginative

minds, hod no memory for words. He
never could get off a verse of poetry by
heart; and even though, of course, he
knew his Bible well, he knew none of it

by heart; and even his texts he had to

have before him in the Bible on the desk

of his pulpit. And so it was on this day.

He read out from the Bible the words,

“And the greatest of these is love." It

is an old text on which. I dare say, mil-

lions of sermons have been preached;

and yet this wonderful man was able to

give to it an entirely new setting. You
might have felt that you were hearing it

for the first time, so strange and so new
and so impressive was the meaning that

Beecher was able to read into it.

One passage in particular I can vividly

recall, though I do not profess to give it

verbatim: but it was something like this:

Beecher wished to bring out the text as

10
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the cornerstone of Christian morality,

and as supreme above all other things in

that gospel. And this is how he worked

it out this day. He gave a picture of a

young theological student standing his

examination for admission into the Chris-

tian ministry. The student, shivering

and submissive, is brought before the

harsh examiner of each different sect in

turn. I should say that Beecher not

only spoke the scenes but acted them.

When he was putting the question, he

assumed the gruff tone and the domineer-

ing air of the examiner; when he gave the

response of the student, he did it in a

quaking and submissive tone that excited

shouts of laughter.

“Do you believe in the Thirty-nine

Articles?" asks the first examiner. "I
do," bleats out the student. “Do you
believe in the Westminster Confession,"

asks the next examiner. “1 do," bleats

out the poor student ugain. And when
he had gone through several of the

formularies of the different creeds, he

used a daring Americanism: “By this

time the student begins to sweat.”

which, somehow or other, did not sound

coarse from his lips; as a matter of

fact, Americans use the old English word
more freely than we do. And then lie

started again. " Do you believe this? Do
you believe that?" Finally, with a rush,

and in deep, thrilling tones: “But never

is he asked. ‘ Do you believe the greatest

of these is love?’" I never can forget

the feeling of awe and wonder with which

I saw this man thus in a sentence sum-
marize and realize and make intelligible

his own consistent gospel, that in Chris-

tianity the true Christian looks more
for the harmonies than the discords

of religious feeling, and puts as the highest

lesson the gospel of love.

There were one or two other things in

the sermon that I can recall, though not

so vividly. One of these strong impres-

sions is of the way he spoke of a public

man as “bought.” In that single word
"bought" he managed to convey such a

wealth of meaning that you could see

his soul rising and getting his whole

nation to rise against that corruption

which was then so terrible a feature of the

life of so many cities in America.

JUST as to Gladstone, Bright, and
** Chainl>erlain. I ascribe a large part of

the marvelous success of Beecher’s ora-

tory to his voice and to his elocution. I

have heard Gladstone devastate a whole

powerful argument and successful speech

by his pronunciation of a word or two.

For instance, once, after Mr. Goochen had
made a speech of effective criticism, in

which, however, he several times referred

to his "conscience" as disabling hi in from
supporting Gladstone, that doughty de-

bater replied, referring to his “ Right hon-
orable friend’s ungovernable conscience."

And he spoke these words with a deep
note of concentrated mockery which made
the whole House, including Mr. Gnachen,

ring with laughter. Similarly, Bright car-

ried a bill for marriugc with a deceased

wife’s sister by asking the House if any-
body regarded the children of such mar-
riages as "bastards"; and the word was
used with such perfection of tone that it

thrilled and convinced the whole House.

And so it was with Beecher. His voice

was so powerful, his elocution so perfect,

tliat he also could pack a whole argument
into a single word.

I heard Beecher in a different atmos-
phere. He made a large income yearly on
the lecture platform in his own country,

and when he went to England he was taken

up by a lecture agency. I heard one of

the lectures at Exeter Hall, if I remember
rightly. It had his flashes of eloquence;

his wit; as when he described two
parents discussing what they should do
with their sons, and deciding that, as

one of them was rather dull-witted, he
should go into the ministry. But it

lacked the inspiration of the sermon.

In tmth. Beecher was an a|M>*tle. not

a lecturer; it was only when he stood

in the pulpit and dealt with the eternal

things of the spirit that he was his real

and his best self.

Henry Ward Beecher
The orator whose centennial is about to be celebrated—

Anecdotes by the organist of Plymouth Church

By H. S. MILLIGAN

"TF it hadn't been for Henry Ward
I Beecher," said Abraham Lincoln

at the close of the Civil War, when
he invited the great preacher to deliver the

address at the raising of the flag over Fort

Sumter, “if it hadn't been for Henry Ward
Beecher, there would be no flag to raise."

The centennial of the birth of the great-

est pulpit orator of his day, whose influ-

ence upon his generation, both spiritually

and politically, was almost incalculable,

will be celebrated in October of this year.

The thousands of visitors annually to the

church tliat he made famous, Plymouth
Church, in the Borough of Brooklyn, New
York, bear testimony to the still potent

influence of his life and work. Oliver

Wendell Holmes said of him: “He was as

genuine an American as ever walked

through a field of Indian corn. He hud
not the fine fiber of the scholastic thor-

oughbred, but he had the hearty manhood
of Lincoln."

LIKE Lincoln, too, his sense of humor
was keen ami typically American.

Once, on a visit to Buffalo, where he was
to lecture, he entered a barber chop to lie

shaved. The barber, during the course

of the operation, not recognizing his dis-

tinguished customer, asked him if he in-

tended to hear Mr. Beecher lecture that

night. He replied, languidly, that he
thought perhaps he would. “ Perhaps
you will ! said the barber. “ Why, that's

no way to talk about Henry Ward
Beecher. Don’t you know that at nine

o’clock this morning nearly all the tickets

were sold, and if you expect to hear him
at all you’ll have to stand up?" "Now,

isn’t that just my luck." said Mr. Beecher.

“I always have to stand up!”
The story of Plymouth Church during

its early years is the history of the

times themselves. The war with Mexico
was at its height wrhen the church was
organized. The following years were

those during which the slavery question

occupied the center of attention and
slowly approached its inevitable conclu-

sion, "the irrepressible conflict," the

Civil War. Henry Ward Beecher threw

himself into the discussions of the times

with all the ardor and force of his nature.

Every Sunday morning found Plymouth
Church crowded to the doors, and Mr.
Beecher’s discourses were listened to by
audiences that were profoundly moved
by his extraordinary power. One Sunday
morning, after concluding his sermon, he
announced tliat he wished to present a
certain matter for the consideration of the

congregation.

There was a moment of surprised si-

lence. No one had the least idea what he

was about to do.

Then he said: “Sarah, come up here.”

Whereupon a little mulatto girl ascended

the pulpit steps and stood beside him.

Taking her hand, he turned to the people

and rontinued:

“This little girl is a slave, and I have
promised her owner twelve hundred dol-

lars. his price for her, or she will 1 m* re-

turned to slavery. Pass the basket.”

The congregation of nearly three thou-

sand people quickly made up the neces-

sary amount, many contributing their

jewelry ami watches, and Sarah’s freedom
was announced amid thunders of a|>-

plause. Many people at the time con-

demned this action as an acknowledgment
of the right of a slave-owner to receive

remuneration for a slave; but Mr.
Beecher pursued his own course, regard-

less of criticism. It was no secret that

some of the men of Plymouth Church
knew a good ileal about the Underground
Railway.

After tin* war Mr. Beecher continually

advocated that the North should do
nothing to impair the self-respect of the

South, that suffrage for the negro should

be left to wait upon the processes of edu-

cation. and thut the South should not lie

treated as a heathen country to which

missionaries should Ik* sent, but as a part of

our country to which aid should Ik* given

by the more prosperous section.

M R. BEECHER was in Connecticut

on a lecturing tour when the tidings

came North of the bombardment of Fort

Sumter. The attendance at his lectures

was very small because of the fear of riots,

and. abandoning the tour, he returned

home to Brooklyn. In the meantime, his

eldest son had given up his position in

business and enlisted in the army that

was being recruited. Mrs. Beecher, fear-

ing that her soli might enlist, secured his

promise not to leave the house until his

father’s return, a promise which he gave

readily, as he hail, unknown to her,

already enlisted. On Mr. Beecher’s

reaching his own house, the first words

of greeting from his son were: "Father,

may I enlist?” “If you don't," was the

prompt answer, “I'll disown you!"
The following day was Sunday. Mr.

3gle
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Beecher preached from the text, “Speak
to the children of Israel, that they go for-

ward." The sermon was a careful re-

view of the condition of affairs and a

sober counting of the cost of !>oth ad-

vance and retreat. He said :
“ Peace can

be had by two thirds of the nation yielding

to one third; by legalizing the right of any
discontenIt'd community to rebel; by
changing our charter of universal freedom

into a charter of deliberate oppression; by
becoming partners in slavery and ratify-

ing this gigantic evil; by surrendering all

right of discussion, of debate or criticism.

On these terms we may have peace. So far

as I myself am concerned. I abhor peace

on any such grounds. Give me war, redder

than blood and fiercer than fire, if this terri-

ble affliction is ncessary, that I may main-

tain my faith in God. in human liberty, my
faith of the fathers in the instruments of

liberty, my faith in this land as the ap-

pointed abode and chosen refugeof liberty

for all the earth. War is terrible, but that

abyss of ignominy is more terrible!*'

In the first months of the war the

Beecher house on Columbia Heights be-

came almost a military storehouse; Ply-

mouth Church became a rendezvous for

regiments passing to the front, and the

church parlors a workshop where the

women of the church, under the direction

of Mrs. Beecher, met daily to sew and
knit and pack for the soldiers. Mr.
Beecher, after helping to fit out two regi-

ments, took upon himself the burden of

entirely equipping one, called the Ix»ng

Island Volunteers, afterward the Sixty-

seventh of New York. His oldest son

joined it and became a lieutenant.

Mr. Beecher never worried about the

welfare of his many kindred and friends

at the front during those terrible days.

He said :
“My oldest son is in the army.

Shall I read with trembling anxiety the

account of every battle to see if he is

slain? I gave him to the Lord, and shall

not take him back, and I will not worry
and fret myself about him."

V/f R. BEECHER’S manner in the pul-
^ * pit or on the lecture platform was
absolutely simple, vet it was the sim-

plicity that is profundity. The supreme
ease with which he spoke, even to audi-

ences obviously unfriendly, was a source

of amazement to other orators. At the

beginning of his address his speaking was

so quiet, so colloquial, so free from the

usual artifice of the orator, that it almust

invariably produced a feeling of disap-

pointment. He seemed almost to be

speaking to himself, apparently indiffer-

ent as to whether his audience thought

well or ill of him. Once, during an ad-

dress in England, a voice called out:

"Can’t hear!” "I never intended you to

hear that," retorted Mr. Beecher, and
calmly pursued the course of his argument.

In the midst of the calm flow of his

speech, he would sometimes utter a state-

ment so startling or an epigram so piquant

that his audience would be shocked into

close attention. In a short time hr would
win them so completely that often the

conclusion of his address was the occasion

for a scene of frantic excitement. This

was a new kind of oratory. The eloquence

of the great speakers of tliat day was arti-

ficial in form, built up of highly wrought
rhetoric by a process of laborious eiat>ora-

tion. Mr. Beecher was a man who
thought clearly, who felt deeply, and who
spoke out of his heart in honest vernacular.

He did many unconventional things in

the pulpit which brought down upon him
much harsh criticism from those who held

strict ideas un ministerial dignity. One
Sunday morning, on his way to church,

he was recognized by a group of small

boys playing in the street, who shouted

after him: "Henry Ward Beecher—he’s
a great serverlu-r! Henry Ward Beecher

—he’s a great screccher!" This amused
Mr. Beecher somuch that he told the story

to his congregation a few minutes later.

rPIIE Sunday-school room of Plymouth
1 Church contained a fountain in the

center, with gold and silver fish swimming
about among the moss-covered rocks.

Around three sides of the room were gal-

leries for primary scholars. Bible classes,

and visitors. Under the galleries were

hung flower-baskets and bird-cages.

In those days it was not the custom to

have flowers in church, as it is now. One
morning, before church, Mr. Beecher was
presented with a bouquet, which he put

in a glass of water and took into the pulpit

with him, to the scandalizing of many of

his strait-laced parishioners. There was

a |>erfect storm of criticism and discussion.

Mr. Beecher’s action found many sympa-
thizers and defenders, and he stuck to his

guns and instituted the custom of having

flowers in the pulpit. This love of flowers

and of all growing things was one of his

most prominent characteristics. During
his college days he took long rambles over

the countryside. Many years after leav-

ing college he said: "I owe more to what
God has done for Amherst than for any-
thing he ever did for me."

rT'OVVARD the close of Mr. Beecher’s
* life, the theological world, as well as

other forms of intellectual life, was thor-

oughly disturbed by the publication of

Darwin's “Origin of Species,” and the

promulgation of what is now known as

the Darwinian theory.

He was one of the first preachers to

defend the new doctrines. For a man
thus to change his whole method of

thought and belief at the age of seventy is

almost unique. Shortly after this a son

of Mr. Darwin was visiting in this coun-
try and attended a service at Plymouth
Church. His friends were anxious for

him to meet Mr. Beecher. At first he
demurred, saying that all preachers

hated his father; but finally, at the close

of the service, he was prevailed upon to go
forward to where Mr. Beecher was re-

ceiving his friends. When he learned

who the young man was, Mr. Beecher
seized him by both hands, and asked him
to tell his father, on his return home, that

Darwin had done more for him than any
other one man who had ever lived.

Mr. Beecher once read a book of a philo-

sophical nature by a French writer of con-

siderable prominence. It seemed to him
that the natural conclusion of the line of

thought of the writer would be complete
atheism, although such a conclusion was
nowhere stated in the book. Being abroad
shortly afterward, Mr. Beecher took occa-

sion to hunt up the author and converse

with him. Asked if the inevitable result

of his logic was not absolute atheism, the

author refused toadmitthat he was willing

to come before the world in such a light.

Mr. Beecher was much disappointed, say-

ing that he had always wanted to meet a
real, conscientious atheist and hold an ar-

gument with him on the subject, but he
had never been able to find one.

Once, speaking of death, Mr. Beecher

said that he would like to go out of life sud-

denly, like a cannon-ball shot out of a can-

non. He died very peacefully in March,
1887, after an illness lasting only a few days.



The Newest Theater

WHILE such words as Cubist*

,

Eaupistes, and Post-Impres-

sionists arc just now popular

enough with every one, they seem to have

been adopted by the American newspapers

with a passion of affection, especially

since the very remarkable exhibition of

latter-day art in New York last winter.

These words are applied to those inter-

preters of art who think it right to give a
picture of the impression made upon them
by a given object, rather than a picture of

that object itself.

This tendency lias been a steady de-

velopment in painting ever since Monet
was considered extreme, and before that.

In architecture, and in the arts of deco-

ration, of furniture design, of textiles,

glass, and such matters, this same influ-

ence became very widespread a few years

ago. and was generally called art nou-

veau, from the French, or secessionist,

from the German.

UNTIL lately this movement, in paint-

ing and the other arts, has reached

the public only through the Salon of the

Independants, in Paris, and through small

exhibitions. It has not been taken seri-

ously by the great exhibitions or by
established schools of art.

That it has, however, taken a new step

toward public tolerance is shown by the

fact that the astonishing new theater, or

opera.— for such it really is,—in Paris

lias been intrusted from the ground up to

a group of architects, sculptors, and
painters wholly made up of men of these

modern tendencies, without one man of

the old school among them.

This theater, whose official name is

Thtitrc dcs Champs Elysees, has already

been dubbed so many other things, in its

By J. M. HOWELLS

few weeks of life, that you will be under-

stood. whether you call it the TheAtre
Greco-Ninivite, the TheAtre des Atrides,

La Synagogue dc I’Art Lyrique. or

simply, as the cabmen do, the TheAtre

Asdruc.

It is not enough to say that the TheA-

tre des Champs Elystes is new: we must
say, rather, that there is nothing about it

that is not new. The whole conception

of such a lyric house is new: the situation,

far to the west of any other principal

theater, is new; the program that Mr.
Asdruc (the first but apparently not the

only begetter of the theater) proposes to

the public is very new; while the archi-

tecture and decoration of the theater itself

is new almost to revolution.

IT is now several years ago that the
* prime movers, with M. Bouvard as their

architect, proposed placing the new thea-

ter in the Champs Elys6es itself at the

end of the park-space harboring the

Ambassadeurs; but the city of Paris

decided to permit no further building in

the Champs Elysles. and with the new
site in the Avenue Montaigne the con-

struction became impossible on account

of its great cost. It was then that the

proposals of the three Perret Brothers,

architects and contractors at the same
time, to construct the theater, in every

part, of the newly perfected Mon arm/
or reinforced concrete, made it possible

to proceed financially. It is the revolu-

tionary character of this kind of construc-

tion that made appropriate the revolu-

tionary character of the decoration and
of the finished work.

Owing to the possibilities of this new
construction in clever hands, the finished

theater is a vast honeycomb of incredibly

thin and apparently delicate divisions,

floors, and supports, a very eggshell of

reasoned and calculated mathematics,

where walls of formerly impossible tenu-

ity rise to levels of formerly impossible

heights, where balconies and galleries

project necromantically forward without

a column to obstruct the view. This is

what is best and newest and truest about
the whole thing, because it is a better

practical answer to the problem than the

old forms of construction. It is a step in

advance, which will never again be taken
in retrogression. And what is here most
true, and most Greek in spirit, and most
Gothic in spirit, is the reasoned employ-
ment of a new construction which the use

of metal and chemistry in building has
just now given us. From this may grow
a new architectural style or expression

—

if, indeed, it has not already come

—

which may extend even to the American
skyscraper, if our various municipal

building codes, with their sometimes re-

grettable collateral interests, will permit.

IT is the rectilinear and somewhat un-
* gracious if not ungraceful facade on the

Avenue Montaigne that has most stirred

up the Parisian public since its unveiling.

In a word, it is claimed to be German

—

the unforgivable sin. "Cest du Berlin,”

said to me one of the best known and
most cultivated of the French architects.

But when I repeated this to a modernist

admirer of the work, he only said, "He
has the classic stomach, and can not di-

gest it." The present architects of it

deny any foreign inspiration, and their

statement must Ik* accepted.

But no equivocal approval is needed of

the great salie or theater proper. It is

magnificent, and, architecturally at least,
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a clearly reasoned, new, atyl instantly suc-

cessful solution of a big theater.

It would be difficult to get a first sight

of it without catching one’s breath with

satisfaction. The effect is of a very

large space, and of a very circular one;

and the fact Is. the great shell actually is

round. The quality that first strikes the

attention is plainness. The balcony-

fronts are without ornamentation und
gray; the great proscenium surfaces and
arch arc also gray and nearly without

ornament. Excepting the ceiling, all

surfaces are plain gray marble or flat

gold—both reduced in extent as much as

possible; while everything else—tioxes.

walls, balcony, ceilings, and floors, par-

titions, chairs, and carpets—are of pur-

ple-rose velvets and silks, so that one
really stands in a great hall of amaranth.

T^ROM the warm color come rose reflec-

* tions, and this fact, together with

the plainness, was studied from the begin-

ning, for the intention of the architects

has been that the decoration of the great

house shall be the women of the audience.

The men. with their black and white

dothes, may be allowed to count with the

background, but the theater shall lie

finally decorated by the women. This

the women are well able to do. if one can

judge by the audience that welcomed la
Barrientos one night in April. The bril-

liant evening dresses of this year’s fash-

ions. with their aigrettes and great flam-

ing plumes, need no assistance.

It has been said of Garnier's mighty
Opera House of the Second Empire that

the interior is over brilliant, and that
“ where all shines nothing shines." But
here the women shine, and this same
Parisian delight in the femme parte has led

to the public approval of the entrance-

foyer with its three levels, where, from the

floors, balconies, and stairs, you can look

down and upon these lovely achievements

of the art of dress, and sometimes of

maquiUage.

fT,HE great vault-ring is the most

^ prominent thing in the theater, and
so attracts the must notice. It is

wholly tiie work of M. Maurice Denis.

These (Huntings arc much discussed;

the reader can judge something of

them from the illustrations here given.

When one looks at the circular medal-

lions. as. for instance, that of the “Or-
chestra" and some others, he wonder*

timidly if the same beau til's could not

have licen preserved, ami yet more toler-

ance (I will not say deference) given to

those shapes of people's heads and arms
so long fixed upon, somewhat arbitrarily

perhaps, by nature. Maurice Denis is too

well known as a master of the modernist

school with a great following to doubt

tiie Ixautica of this considerable work.

The next work in magnitude Is the

group of frescos by M. Bourdelle on the

walls of the entrance-foyer. The marble

bas-reliefs on the exterior are also by the

same brilliant, if untrammeled, sculptor-

painter. It is undeniable that they have

the great qualities of richly filling the

panels, and of being strongly modeled

largely in two planes,—that is, flatly

modeled with strong outlines,—making
them bold and "exterior" enough to be

married to the bold interior architecture.

If you say they are queer or unanatomical

you will not isolate yourself; but, any-

way, no such reproach can be brought

against them as the remark of the painter

Degas, while gazing at some sculptured

nymph stuck sprawling against an equal-

ly sprawling facade. "Ah." he said. "I

sympathize with her perfectly. She is

Irving to get away from the architecture."

IN the "Salon des Dames” the frieze of

* long panels is all by M. Labasquc, and
is all delightful. They arc the loveliest

things in the theater, und one is relieved

to turn from the solemnity of tiie other

decorations to Labasque’s high sense of

grace, and to the freshness of his color and
his fairy figures among the grassand trees.

Tills hall has been decorated in

panels by a woman. Mine. Marval, with

scenes from a day in the life of Daphnis
and Chloe. While the taste of these

seem* Is doubtless of simple purity it is

as fancy-free as the drawing and the

painting. Their connection with such a
room Is at first not clear; but a danse
foyer is doubtless as good a place as an-

other in which to learn what Daphnis
and Chloe did during the day.

The curtain, representing a country

file in honor of Dionysius, is by K. X.
Roussell. It is a gay and graceful pas-

toral, bright and clear in color. The
foyer of this theater is decorated by Ed-
ouurd Vuillard iu a series of panels which

are (icrhaps the most interesting paintings

in tiie whole group. Mr. Vuillard has

done here on u small scale what Is being

done at the Gobelins’ factories to-day

on a large scale—that is, using modern
subjects, modcmly expressed, for modern
work. In Mr. Vuillard’s panel of “Con-
temporary Comedy" wc see tiie two
standardized men, in evening dress, quar-

reling in the front center of the stage;

behind are parlies dining in a smart
restaurant; equivocal ladies at one table

waiting the end of the squabble; at an-

other a couple of a stiff forbiddingness.

M. Vuillard is an impressionist, and a

refreshing one. His brilliancy conies out

in the Punch and Judy panel, and in the

woman "making up" her face. This
last has already been reproduced with

avidity in the French art reviews.

A ND so wc have seen decorating this

whole architectural fabric only the

works ofsuch artists as Bourdelle, Maurice
l>cnis, Mmc. Marval, Vuillard. I-abasquc.

and Roussell. These are all modernist*,

to use the broadest of the many terms,

and it is not surprising to see them to-

gether; but it is surprising to see them
called together for the purpose of con-

fiding to them officially a great work, to

the exclusion of painters of the old schools;

for until to-day modernism has been any-
thing but well looked upon officially.

One enthusiastic reviewer cries out that

all this shows what may be done “when
the Republic wearies of stereotyped Re-
naissance city halls and Greek post-

offices"; but perhaps this is over-impatient.

One wise editor of a Parisian redew
told me that he believed it was all rooted

in tiie English prc-Raphaclitcs. Indeed,

when we look again with this in mind, and
see tiie Byzantine stiffness of some figures

and the soulful fluidity of others, we hear

some faint echo of the parodies of Oscar

Wilde (an echo which I do not for a mo-
ment mean ever came to these painters),

and as our minds float dreamily back-

ward we perhaps repeat to ourselves the

unjust but wonderful Gilbert and Sul-

livan lines:

What time the poet hath hymned
The writhing maid, lithe-limited.

Quivering on amaranthine as/thodel.

How can he paint her woe*.

Knowing, a* well he know*.

That all can be set right with calomelY

—I cannot tell.



Two Kinds of Mothers
By N. H.

THE first emotion, in looking at Mr.
Becker's drawing on the next page,

will be sympathy with one woman
and disapproval of the other. Perhaps,

on reflection, it is possible to sympathize

with both.

The maternal instinct, guided by reason

and fitted into an intelligent plan of life,

is a profound element in character at its

best. On the other hand, I have known
a hen who had a more insistent maternal

impulse than any woman, a hen who,

if ducked in water, would immediately

return to her eggs; if the eggs were

removed, she would sit on the straw

where the eggs had been; if the box

containing the straw was removed, she

would sit on the ground underneath;

if bricks were put there to disturb her,

she would sit on the bricks; and if the

place was flooded with water, she was
wholly wretched, and would finally decide

to sit on the ground somewhere in the

neighborhood. Hers was a diseased ma-
ternity, fitted to carry out the intentions

of nature in conditions where most of the

progeny die young, but scarcely suited to

the highest development of conscious life.

HPHE woman in the picture who has
* the child at her breast is very likely

superior material to the other one, who
is amusing herself in so frivolous a wav,

but possibly also she is not. The cir-

cumstances of her life have brought to

the front devotion to those who need it.

They have brought out the age-long

sacrifice of woman, the fate which made
Coleridge say:

A mother is a mother still.

The holiest thing alive.

She has at least the foundation of the

significance thus expressed by Tennyson:

Happy he

With such a mothert Faith in ico-mankind.

Beats in his blood, and trust af all things high

Comes easy to him.

In ancient art the mother ideal was
represented, but to a much less extent

than in the first great art which followed

Christianity, that of the Italian Renais-

sance, when the Madonna type was for-

ever created. That type is not interest-

ing through its individuals. It is lovable

and typical and moving in the rdle it

plays. The Sistine Madonna stirs me
year after year, appealing to some con-

servative instinct in me that will never
end; but I realize wliat is meant by those

persons who call it the “divine cow"
type. I am in favor of abolishing all

skirts, or at least of a great change in

them; and yet I didike to think of the

time when a small child no longer rushes

to sink its face for comfort and protection

in those skirts. Henri- Ward Beecher,

whose anniversary is about to be cele-

brated, spoke of the mother’s heart as

the child's school-room. It was the

heart he spoke of, not the mind, and
thus says Richter:

“On the blue mountains of our dim
childhood, toward which we ever turn and
look, stand the mothers who marked out

to us from thence our lives."

It is not the mind but the heart that

constitutes this ideal, in its sacrifice

and constancy:

Yuuth fades, love droops, the leaves offriend-

ship fall,

A mother's secret hope outlives them all.

It was not a sentimentalist who wrote

these lines. It was a satirist and a doctor.

It was Oliver Wendell Holmes.

But I want to get back to Henry Word
Beecher, who has spoken much that is

beautiful on the subject.
“ A mother has perhaps the hard-

est earthly lot; and yet no mother
worthy of the name ever gave herself

thoroughly for her child who did not feel

that, after all, she reaped what she had
sown."

And, with that informality of his that

seems at times almost disrespect, he
said: “A mother is as different from any-

thing else that God ever thought of as

can possibly be."

r I'HERE are many ideals, and many
1

beautiful ideals, that must be modi-

fied to-day. The ideal of motherhood is

not to be lessened, but it must be supple-

mented. It must accommodate itself

to the enlarged development of woman’s
mind and opportunities. That woman
of Mr. Becker’s in the private dining-

rooin is a ridiculous-looking object, rather

discouruging because she is trying only

for personal |K»wcr, and personal power

over a man through the use of charm only.

She seeks excitement instead of service;

and yet is there not a useful striving in

tlie background? Perhaps not in the

case of this particular individual, liecause,

judging from the wolfish face of the man
she is with, it is a very low aspect of pleas-

ure that we have to deal with. Slight

modification would bring out our prin-

ciple more clearly.

Instead of a brutalized form of pleasure-

seeking, imagine a form that is found in

leisure society in all great cities, and is

very much criticized by the solid citizens

everywhere, at the same time that these

citizens read the society columns of the

newspapers aud follow such doings with

the keenest interest; or imagine, if you
please, that instead of being a scene of

eitherlow or high society, the serenepresent-

ed a young woman and a young man oflim-

ited income, of a certain restlessness

against the monotony of life, of no par-

ticular bod feelings, but with a desire for

keener existence than was furnished to

them by the factory, the office, and the

little flat.

The problem of furnishing a reason-

able amount of joy for people in every

walk of life is a problem that can

not be set aside. Our Puritan ancestors

had no sympathy with it. They thought

the mere desire for the lighter pleasures

was in itself wicked. But the point of

view that expansiveness and joy as such

are good things or women has come to

stay. There is no poetry for it yeL
There will be none until the ideal has

been longer established, and until much
genius has taken that ideal for a starting-

point. Irrevocable, however, is the de-

sire for freedom and expansion, and that

is what our much criticized society women
are after. No doubt they are injured by
luxury, and greatly injured by having no
economic function in the world, but
they are filling a useful purpose all the

same.

I have spoken of the fact that the wo-

man who seeks fullness of life for herself

will not lie a widely recognized ideal

until thegreat artists haverepresented her.

but something must come before that.

The principle must l»e established in the

deeds of millions before it is represented

profoundly in art. A man usually con-
structs the ideal woman out of the actual

woman with whom, for a variety of rea-

sons, some of them accidental, he hap-
pens to l)e in love. The more women
establish for themselves the new point of

view, the more that point of view will

become an ideal for the men who happen
to be their husbands. I have been read-

ing an extremely good book on the fem-
inist movement, and I want to quote a
little from it in spite of the fact that I

have written a review of it on another
page. It Ls called “Women as World
Builders.” by Floyd Dell. He is speak-

ing of the young woman of the leisure

class:

"I confess to having the greatest sym-
pathy for her, and in her endeavor to

create a livelier, a more hilarious and
human morule. She is doing, I feel, a
real service to the cause of women. Our
American pseudo-aristocracy is capahlc

to teach us, despite its fantastic excesses,

how to play. And emancipation from
middle-class standards of taste, morality,

and intellect is, so far os it goes, a good
thing. ’Too many cocktails,’ a lady
averred to me the other day, ‘is better

than smugness; risquf conversation far

better than none at all.’ And that
celebrated ’public-be-dumned* attitude

of the pseudo-aristocracy is a great moral
improvement over the cowardly, hyster-

ical fear of the neighbors which prevails

in the middle class."

OOME people are very much worried
^ about race suicide, and hypothetic
refusal of women to follow their dcejR-st

instincts, and various other dangers

which seem to these observers to darken
the horizon. The way that this situation

is viewed, however, depends on our

underlying beliefs. Those of us whose
faith is in democracy have as our funda-

mental principle that if all classes and
both sexes have free opportunity to ex-

press their needs and ideals the results

will be far Iotter than if any of these

needs and ideals are suppressed, or rep-

resented by a limited part of the whole
population.

The class of persons who arc dis-

couraged and alarmed over all the

changes in social ideals are going to have

a bad time in the world for many years

to come. To our mind, the uneompre
heading conservative, in the circum-

stances of to-day, is a hilariously comic

character. That is one reason why,
later in the season, Mr. Wallace Irwin

will run in thus paper a series of his char-

acteristic poems telling the adventures

of such a creature among the hazards and
horrors that our rapidly developing de-

mocracy is planting in his path. To get

back to our topic, however, the ideals of

democracy tell us that the woman in the

picture with the baby at her breast shall

have opportunities that will make mother-

hood less of a sacrifice to her, and that the

other woman in the picture, striving

even absurdly for freedom and self-

expression, shall realize those ideals, but

in higher forms than those in which

she sees them in the days of her crude

beginnings.
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J. Betz, Pitcher
By GERALD MORGAN

Illustration by James Preston

THE trouble with J. Betz began " B-e-t-t-s.” said Mullane. “Is that ain’t he? I bet he could pitch all after-

thc first week he arrived at the right?” noon, hey?”
Admiral's spring training camp J. Betz gulped. “Bcy-ah-tsey." he “I expect he’s Hackenschmidt in

at Tallahassee. replied. disguise,” replied the regular shortly.

J. Betz had had no experience in or- Tim Mullane dropped his pencil and
ganized baseball, not even in the most glanred up. Gradually, the blank look r

J
'HEY put him in against a team from

minor of minor leagues. He was strictly on his face changed to one of compre- * Waycross, Georgia; and the town of

a back-lots ball-plaver. bom and bred hension, and then to one of simple Waycroas closed up business for the day
in that wild hinterland of Weehawken rage. to see the Admirals play. The local

and Union Hill, where they play ball “May God have mercy on that scout’s firemen attended in a body, armed with

without the aid of the English language, soul!” he said shortly. “This poor, a liberal supply of last v ar's cannon
and combine a curious sort of picnic with benighted creature is trying to spell his crackers, a band, and a full set of Colt

their games, and pursue erring umpires name to me in Bulgarian or Chinese, automatics. The result was that the

with chianti and vodka bottles into the Somebody get him out of here quick.” first two Admiral recruits were led from

Hackensack Meadows. It was there “Say. Mr. Mullane.” exclaimed one the box. after having given nine buses on
that J. Betz laid the foundation of his of the regulars, laughing. “ spell the guy’s hall* in three innings, and being scored

reputation. It was from there that he name ‘B-e-t-z.’ Tommy Betts will be against six tiroes. There were two men
branched out into “semi-pro” circles, sore if you spell it like his’n. B-c-t-z. on bases, and none out, when J. Betz was
and hired himself out, at ten dollars a How about it, bo?” he asked, turning to called on. and the firemen and their can-

game, to teams in the Bronx and Wil- the recruit. non crackers were going strong,

liainsburg. and even as far as the Long J. Betz had not moved, and it suddenly J. Betz walked in and fanned the side.

Branch coast; and it was from there that became evident that he had allowed In the last six innings, just two Waycross

an enterprising scout produced him. himself the liberty—surprising for a men reached first base, and none scored.

So, to the hotel room in Tallahassee, recruit—of losing his temper. The more noise the firemen made, the

which Tim Mullane, the manager, used “Spell it any damn way you like.” he better J. Betz pitched. He simply stood

as his office, came J. Betz to report, replied shortly, and left the room, the Waycroas batters on their beads.

Other recruits were there also, and two “Now, what do you know about that!” After the game,—which the Admirals

or three regulars, chiefly coachers. said Tim Mullane. “The big heathen! won.—Tom Betts, the catcher.—the

“J. Betz,” said Mullane. He was rattled, I suppose. Well, make real Betts,—interviewed Tim Mullane

The back-lots man stepped forward. it ‘B-e-t-z.’ But, say! he's big enough, in the managerial Pullman state-room.

*' There teas a crash, but no report, and Kelly sank beneath the table”
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“J. Beta is all right,” he said. “I’m

thinking of having him spell his name in

a regular American way after this.”

Much as he had to learn, he was

learning it quickly; and, whatever Tim
Mullane thought of him personally, he

had made up hb mind not to let him go.

Therefore, to preserve the morale, the

unity of the team, some sort of status

must be established for him.

“Say, Tom," he said to Betts, the

catcher, "I know you’re an easy-going

man. and I hate to take advantage of you.

but we’ve been together some years, and

I want you to do me a favor. I want
you to team up with tins here Weehawken
Hun. I know he’s a heathen, but you've

got to catch him, anyway. You’ve got

to be his keeper.”

“Bet* and Betts,” replied the catcher

gloomily. “I’ll herd him as long as

I can stand it, Tim.”
Herding J. Betz as long as the team

remained upon the road proved to lx*

a comparatively easy problem. In the

friendly society of the catcher, he showed

a willingness to talk, but only on the one

subject of baseball, for which hb knowl-

edge of the English language was quite

sufficient.

But when they reached New York
the herding ceased automatically; for

as soon as the day’s work was over, J.

Betz took a car to the Forty-second Street

ferry and disappeared into the fastnesses

of lib native Weehawken hilb.

“There's nothing to it, Tim,” he said

to the manager. “I’m not going to

camp out in Union Hill for any Polack."

The manager laughed. “How's he

doing?” he asked.

“He’s a perfectly well-meaning cuss,"

replied the catcher. “There’s no reason

why the boys should In* so set ag’in’ him.”

“I mean, how’s hb wing?” explained

the manager.

“Fine!" exclaimed Tom Betts enthusi-

astically. “He’s got the stuff, sure.

There's only one thing about hb pitching

I don't like. He lias a way of grooving

hb fast one, in the pinches. Puts it

right over. He thinks he can get away
with it just because hb fast one b so fast;

and he can—with bushers.”
“ He’s got to stop it,” replied the man-

ager. “Big league butters lunch off that

kind.”

Three times in the following fortnight

the manager called upon J. Betz to finish

games already settled, one way or the

other, beyond dispute. Each time, J.

Betz pitched well, the only score against

him being due to two long hits.

“I told you not to put a fast one over

the middle of the plate for Bill Maher,"
Tom Betts remonstrated. “You went
and grooved it for him, after all I said.”

“I won’t do it again,” replied J. Betz.

I T was on the home grounds that Tim
* Mullane, the manager, decided to give

J. Betz hb first real chance to make good.

Mullane sent for Tom Betts.

“Tom,” he said, “the Owls are going

strong just now. They’re making their

bid for the lead against us early. They're

a bunch of youngsters. The series we
have with them next week is important.

If we beat them now, we’ve beaten them
for good and all. They’ll lose confidence.”

“Yes,” replied Tom Betts.

“Dugan's got a lame arm."

“Yes,” said Tom Betts.

“And I want to know can I start J.

Betz," concluded the manager.

Tom Betts paused. “He’ll do it!”

he replied.

“Now listen here, Tom,” the manager

went on. “There's something more, and
it's under your hat. I asked Tom O'Brien,

the grounds detective, to keep an eye

on J. Betz some night. O’Brien says

J. Betz had supper in Weehawken, all

right, but he came back to Manhattan
in the evening, and went to a dive in

West Forty-sixth Street near Tenth
Avenue. He sat round there talking to

a guy called Louie Kelly, who runs the

hobo gang—whoever they are. O’Brien

says Kelly’s a kind of Polack, too.

They’re all Polacks."

“Was he drinking?” asied Betts.

“Hold on.” went on the manager.

“He wasn't drinking, hut O’Brien says

thb here Kelly bets on the games, right

back of third base, in the grand-stand.

He says there’s a bunch who do. They
stick together, and don’t keep books,

but they bet good and strong. As long

as they keep quiet O’Brien lets them be.”

“Well?” asked Betts.

“O'Brien says,” continued the manager,

“the dope round there is that Kelly’s got

him fixed the first full gamehe pitches.

Now, what do you know al>out that?”

"Put him in, Tim,” replied the catcher

shortly. “He’ll throw no games."
“How do you know?” retorted Mul-

lane. “You say yourself you can’t talk

to the guy!”
“It ain't talking," said Betts obsti-

nately. “lean tell; aud I bet I could tell a
Filipino or a Chinese. J. Betzbstraight!"

“Well, I'll take your word for it,” said

the manager.

J. Betz was not told that he was to go

in against the Owls until a short time

before the game. He accepted the in-

formation with the sullen calm that

seemed to be hb normal condition.

Hb preliminary work-out was good,

and he stepped into the box with confi-

dence. But the first batter hit the first

ball high between left and center fields.

It was an easy fly; either fielder could

have had it,—both were under it,—but

between them they let it drop, and be-

fore it was returned to the diamond the

runner was on third. A scratch infield

single scored him, and. although J. Betz

tightened up, the damage was done.

But the Owb were nervous, too, and
a base on balls to the first Admiral set

the whole infield on edge. They kicked

the dirt about, and all gave advice to

their pitcher at the same time. The
second batter, with three balls and two
strikes on him, hit a grounder to short.

If the double play that was then at-

tempted had come off, it certainly would
have broken all records for speed. But
it did not come off, and by the time the

Owl infielders had finbhed throwing the

ball about, the run on first had scored,

and the batter was on third. At the

end of that inning the score was two to

one. in the Admirals' favor.

“We’ve got ’em now, old boy,” said

Tom Betts to J. Betz. “Keep it up!

Say," he added, “did you groove that

first boll they scored on?”
J. Betz shook hb head; then he turned

toward third base, toward the seats

behind it, from hb place in the box, and
deliberately nodded.

A shiver went down Tom Betts’ spine,

and the umpire said:

"Batter up!”

VTOT an Owl reached first that inning.
^ ’ and when it was over Tom Betts

asked:

“Who did you nod to before the

inning started. J.?"

“Friend of mine over there,” replied

J. Betz quietly.

Tom Betts was first up in the second

inning, and first out. The manager
stopped him as he passed the first-

base coaching line.

“Say, Tom,” he said, “O’Brien says

thb here Louie Kelly b just betting lib

little head off against the Admirals.

How about it?"
“ J. Betz nodded over there,” Betts said.

“I saw him. I was leaving it to you.”
“Give him one more chance," Betts

said. “He’s done nothing crooked yet.

He wasn’t responsible for that first run.

unless he grooved the very first hall, and
it didn’t seem to me he did.”

" I’ll just go on leaving it to you. Tom,”
said the manager.

There was no scoring in the second

inning, none in the third. The specta-

tors—not including Louie Kelly—yawned.
The game had developed into one of

those early-season affairs where the bat-

ters go out on pop flies or little ground-
ers—games unexciting in spile of the
closeness of the score.

Up to the ninth inning the Owls died

painlessly, getting just four scattered

hits, and they came up for their last

chance still a run behind. It was then

that J. Betz gave the spectators the only

thrill they had had since the first inning.

He nodded toward third base, then he
fanned the side on nine pitched balls.

The crowd poured out on the field.

J. Betz hud won his game.

1 N the dressing-room, hb fellow players
4 surrounded him, and slapped him on
the back, and called him “J." Tom
Betts shouted: “You got to spell your
name like me after thb, J!”

J. Betz seemed to take it pretty

calmly. Only, as he was going out, he
said to Tom Betts:

“You are my friend. Come with me.”
Together they went down on the ele-

vated to Forty-second Street, and there

J. Betz engaged a taxi. They turned
west at Forty-sixth Street, and presently

stopped in front of a rickety saloon.

J. Betz told the taxi to wait, and they
walked in. past a greasy bar, toward the

door of the usual back room. J. Betz
opened the door. Inside, a slight, dark
youth was sitting alone at a table.

“Hallo, Louie," said J. Betz.

Louie Kelly’s only answer was to push

hb chair a little out from the table.

“Louie," said J. Betz, “you took me for

a crook. I’m not a crook.” He stopped,

and tapped hb chest with the tip of his

forefinger—a gesture oddly foreign.

"Louie, you pig!” he cried in a voice

Tom Betts had never heard before.

“I am American. American, American!"
Quite still sat the gang-leader. Very

quiet was hb reply:

" Double-cross roe, would you?”
Then, like a flash, he slipped hb hand

into hb side pocket. Tom Betts saw the

gaslight glimmer on the half-drawu gun.

nPHERE was a crash, but no report.

* and Kelly sank under the table.

The un-shot pistol rattled on the floor

beside him. For a second there was
silence, except for the sound of something

round rolling on the planks and rattling

the tin spittoon. Then it rolled clear

out into the middle of the room. Tom
Betts picked it up.

It was a brand-new National League
baseball. He turned to J. Betz.

“Do you nieau to say you hit him with

that?” he exclaimed.

“He’s only stunned.” said J. Betz.

Then he looked up. and addrd quietly:

“Yes. Tom. 1 grooved that last one.”



Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing”)

Football Coachesfor the Coming Season

and whose defense will cope with the foe’s

attack more along the lines of team con-

centration. There has been too much
burden on individual stars recently, and
last season provided stars in plenty,

both on attack and defense. Sometimes
these stars fitted nicely into the scheme
of the team-play, while in other cases

there was nothing to the team but the star,

I have said that those coaches who are

already at the top will have the great

chance this year. The reason is that,

while they have been through all sorts

of “freak” play, their mastery of the
game was too thorough ever to let them
lose sight of the great basic principles

of the greatest of college games. They
are close to the heart of things, and have
been so at all times.

So few were the changes in the rules

at the close of last season, and so slight

was the demand for any change, that it

became apparent that the bulk of the

players and coaches were satisfied. The
players at last had a game they could

enjoy playing, while the coaches had a

game they could enjoy teaching. The fun of

the teaching will be even greater this year,

for there is plenty of room for advanced
work without the penalty of destructive-

ness that has gone hand in hand with

so many of the recent radical innovations.

Walter Camp, who has been the football

man of mystery, the man with the

inscrutable smile

OPPORTUNITY knocks with un-

usual vehemence this season at

the doors of those football coaches

who already have achieved eminence as

strategists and tacticians. After the

lapse of some years employed in experi-

mentation both on the field and in the

rules committee room, they have a game
upon which it seems safe to build logically

and at the same time brilliantly, without

the constantly recurring feeling that the

unknown chance will be almost certain

to upset their calculations. They have
had one season that seemed in many
ways satisfactory, one season in which
the superior team had better than an

even chance of winning. Here at last

is firm footing.

It has always seemed to me that the

ideal game was that in which the rules

permitted an eleven twice as good as its

foe to make twice as many openings for

victory, not as the result of “brain-

storm” or “shoestring" plays, but as the

fruit of a well conceived and systematic

form of attack—a game in which the

successful use of these openings depended,
in the end, on the personnel. Toward
that ideal, football. I feel sure, is steadily

approaching, and although this year

there will be “upsets” in all probability,

and isolated cases in which supreme
individual effort will play havoc with

form, I believe the play will be sounder
all over the country than it has l>een in

many years.

r
I'HERE will be teams, I hope and
* firmly believe, that will display

a belter balance of all arms of attack

than has been the case in recent years,

40

HHHE unknown coach of the smaller in-

* stitution still will be forced to some
degree of unhealthy radicalism from time

to time, largely because of the lack of

balance in his squad, and also because
when facing a big team his eleven has
everything to gain and nothing to lose.

But if this same coach keeps in mind the

rest of the schedule—the teams o be met
that are in the same class as hisown eleven

—he will be doing in the long run more
for football and more for his team and
the teams that arc to follow it. There is

always the temptation to take the scalps

of the big team, but it is too often prac-

tically suicide for the little team. The rest

of the schedule generally goes to smash.
Seasons there have been, of course,

in which a smaller team has been equipped
with unusual matcriul. material that

would be the envy of any of the larger

institutions. But in these cases the

record against the larger rival has been

made rather by sheer all-round good foot-

ball than by special device. It is said

that Rutgers, which recent'y has had
excellent material, has received some prep-

aration at the hands of one of the greatest

experts the game has seen—preparation

against the day of the opening match
with Princeton, now only a few days
away. It will be highly interesting to see

what form this preparation has taken

—

whether so wise a coach has bufl up all-

round play in the way that he is capable

of doing, or whether he has had recourse

to the “shoestring” or the “brain-storm”

with which he is also familiar.

XTOW, there are men in the field who
* * can be depended upon. I think, to

make long strides this year, building

soundly, yet brilliantly, on basic prin-

ciples, or perhaps even showing some new
variation of an old principle. They are

“Hurry Up” Yost, of Michigan, tempera-

mentally a “chance-taker," whose “brain-

storms" hare met with frequent reward

men like Walter Camp at Yale, who.

while not in any sense a field coach,

will be once more in touch with Yale
football—the clever and capable Howard
Jones acting as the head of the active

system; like Percy D. Haughton. who
has brought Harvard back to the top of

the heap; like George Brooke, at last in

charge at Pennsylvania, where he has

belonged for some time; like Dr. A. H.

Sharpe, the old Yale star who is doing

so much for the achievement of football

prestige at Cornell; and a host of others.

Others from whom I think progressive

but sound football instruction may be

expected are Ed Robinson at Brown—
to my mind, one of the very best coaches

in the country; Cavanaugh at Dart-

mouth; and, in the >Vest.Stagg at Chicago.

Williams at Minnesota, and certainly

Juneau at Wisconsin, who last year

turned out a team of real champions.

The attitude of Fielding H. Yost at

Michigan should be one of the interesting

features of the season, for Yost is

temperamentally a “chance-taker.” Un-
like most extremists, his “brain-storms”

have met with more frequent reward.

It must not be inferred from this, how-

ever, that Yost does not know the game
from the ground up—merely that any
move he makes is absorbingly interesting

for the reason that something fancy is

apt to develop from it without notice

to or benefit of clergy for his opponent.

The more startling type of play usually

comes out of the West, anyway; for the

Westerners like short cuts to victory.

The general public is perhaps rtaore

familiar with the name of Walter Ci.\mp
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than with that of any other of the big

coaches. He has been the man of mys-

tery, the man with the inscrutable smile.

Men have often said of him: “You can

talk with Camp for an hour, and you will

have spent a most enjoyable hour. But
you will come away knowing no more than

when you went." This I do not think is en-

tirely true. If a man docs not come away
richer for a five-minute chat with him. it is

that man's own fault. He will not have

plumbed thedepths. but he will huve learn-

ed something if he is awake at the time.

Further, Mr. Camp is one of the best

spectators the game has known. Too
many football men are ready to talk about

what the game gets from Mr. Camp,
without stopping to think what Mr.
Camp gets out of the game. And these

latter things count tremendously.

1I7HILE on this subject of getting
’ * things out of the game, there is

another spectator who is not so well

known, for the reason that he hides

away in the mass of his fellow spectators.

That man is the quiet Mr. Reginald

Brown, of Harvard, another of the "in-

scrutables." who has omitted to mention
more football than most coaches have

talked in a period covering several weeks.

Mr. Brown is one of the really deep stu-

dents of the game, and they think the

world of him at Harvard.

From the same institution comes Percy

D. Haughton, from whom also, in his

double capacity of active field coach and
tactician, further progress in the game's

development may be expected. He is

already a highly successful theorist, and
an independent one. Harvard, indeed,

is fortunate in retaining his services for

another term of years.

It has taken George Brooke several

years to swing over to Pennsylvania as

head coach. In the meantime he has

turned out workmanlike teams at Swarth-

rnore. where he has had better than fair

material, despite the small squad. Most
of Brooke’s teams that I have seen in

action were built up along perfectly sound

lines, and he should be able to put into

effect at Pennsylvania a system that

will readily replace the disorganized and
haphazard if daring methods used by the

Quakers in the last few years. Here is

another man from whom much may be

expected, for he has the teacher’s art as

well as a deep knowledge of the game.
Dr. Sharpe, if his material turns out

reasonably well, ought to put a team on
the field that will play the thinking game;
and while his system is as yet far from

thoroughly rooted at Ithaca, his eleven

should show progress. Both Mr. Brooke’s

and Dr. Sharpe’s teams meet Pennsyl vania

and it will be absorbingly interesting to see

the battle of wits with the daring Yost.

Dartmouth, where the material last

year was exceptional, will be seen

in action in New York this season.

These husky collegians have many friends

here; but as they are to meet the Carlisle

Indians, always popular with the general

public, there will be plenty of support

for both sides. If Dartmouth this time

plays with better generalship than was
the ease last season,—and I think there

has been a change at Hanover,—the

game ought to produce some football

lessons worth filing away for future use.

fT,HE Redskins, coached by Glenn S.
1 Warner, are always an attacking team.

—brilliant to the last degree,—and Warner
is quite as much of a chance-taker as

Yost, albeit in an all-round way. I have
never believed the Carlisle coach to be

a master of defense, but he has probably

provided more puzzles for his opponent

in the way of attack than any other

Eastern coach; and. with the rules in

their settled condition, probably will

continue to do so. New Yorkers are

fortunate in their opportunity to witness

this game, for the community has been

pretty well starved for football.

By the time these lines appear Prince-

ton will have settled clown to a coaching

policy the nature of which at this time

I am not aware. One thing is certain

—

the Tigers will base any system they work
out on speed. Speed has always served

them well. There was a brief period when
the Princetonians overloaded the back-

field with sluggish men, so that the play

did not get under way with the terrific

jump that was in evidence last season

and has been in the past. It was some-
thing of a feather in the Orange and Black

cap to steal the Minnesota shift from
Yale openly and then all but beat the

Blue simply by gearing it up to high speed.

I have always felt that in the matter
of innovation the Tigers stood still for

a time; but I believe that period has

passed, and that, while they will not

“shoot the ball all over the lot” this year,

they will provide something of a treat

with their all-round open play.

Before passing from the immediate
subject of coaching to the probable lines

along which progress will be made, a
word about G. Foster Sanford, the man
of ideas and epigrams in football. In-

deed, Sanford maintains that he “in-

vented coaching by epigram." Here is

as interesting a theorist, diagnostician,

and practical man os one could find with

whom to discuss football. His illustra-

tions are always happy, and he drives his

pointhome os does no other manwi thwhom
I have ever threshed out the game. He is

an all-round coach, who. however, is sheer

genius when it comes to line play, as many
a famous guard and tackle can tell you.

Talk to him before a game, talk to

G. Foster Sanford, of Yale, the man of

ideas and epigrams in football

him after it. and there will be noth-

ing in it but profit.

I HAVE said that, in my opinion, the
* chief progress in the game this year
will be along the lines of a better balanced

attack. There was sharp improvement
last season, in spite of the helter-skelter

now and then, but this season there

should lie that smoothness that delights

the heart of the coach. Learning a

lesson from Harvard. I think cleverly

placed punting until the team gets within

striking distance will also be much in

evidence, and I expect to see what I call

“kicking attack" carried to a higher

level of efficiency—I mean fast, low kick-

ing even when past the center of the field.

Although theold onside kick has been abol-

ished by rule, all forms of kicking remain

the great demoralizer of the game, and, in

view of the proof of this last year, I do not

anticipate so much waste in the running

attack.

Generally speaking, there would seem
to be at present two sound types of

attack—kicking until the team is well

across the center of the field, and then

opening up the running attack, or running
past the center of the field to bring up an
unusual long-distance drop or place

kicker. In the running game I include,

of course, the forward pass, and this

move ought to be carried to a high point

of excellence; for the eleven equipped
with a few good ones that are made safe

by careful covering, has twice as good a

chance for an opening as the team that

has allowed the play to fall into compara-
tive disuse save as a last chance. Indi-

vidual interference should also show
improvement, and the defense by signal

may also be carried further.

It is certain that more will be done
with the shifts. There arc any number
of defense coaches who laugh at them
only to find them working well against

their own eleven later in the season.

There is so sound a principle in these

plays that the coach who abandons all

consideration of them will find himself

in difficulties. This applies to the shift

made on line-up as well as to the manocu-
ver known as the “jump” shift. So
strong is the defense these days, even

with the weapons that the rule-makers

have added to the attack, that guile

must supplement strength.

rPHESE are only a few of the proba-
* bilitica which furnish fascination to

coaches and followers of the game. There
are coaches who prefer actual field work
to the checker-board side of the game,
while others find pencil and paper and
tile blackboard more appealing. The
story is told of how Yost, traveling one

day on the train with his team, found his

men indulging in a little light conversa-

tion. “Come, come,” he said; “stop

that, and get to work and sec if you can

not invent a new play or two.”

This is not the practice of most coaches,

but it is true that just before the season

opens and thereafter they will see possi-

bilities in almost anything. The great

weeding out process goes on in their

minds against what they consider a first-

class defense, yet a few of them remain to

be tried out on the field. I have known
a chance phrase to suggest a play to one

of these strategists, and even the numbers
on a passing electric car. Most of these so-

called inspirations come to nothing in the

end. and the coach drifts back once more
toward working up his game along sound

fundamental lines. And it is along these

lines that the game should move this season.



“ Faint heart

Lovers Idle
By ROBERT CARLTON BROWN

Picture by John Sloan

HAD Whistler painted a nocturne

of Washington Square, he must
have put into it (he slumped, list-

less figure of Nick, huddled backboneless

on a bench near the arch, his feet swathed

in grimy cloths thrust into shapeless bro-

gans, a thick pad of newspaper buttoned

over his chest under his frowzy coat against

the evening chill. Nick was always there

when he wasn't working, and an hour’s

daily toil sufficed to keep him in beer,

which must be bought by money begged.

His occupation, supported hv tradition,

paid in spite of clumsy execution. His

custom was surreptitiously to stuff his

(rockets with bread each morning at the

barrel-house where he breakfasted on two
foaming bumpers of lager, ami an assort-

ment of bits of pickled fish, pickled onions,

unwashed radishes. liverwurat, and other

delicacies displayed on the free-lunch

counter.

Then he would saunter out to the

boulevards, select a busy thoroughfare,

ii

and secretly drop a chunk or two of bread

in the gutter. When a sufficient number
of shop|>ers, pleasure-pursuers, ami hurry-

ing pedestrians were passing the bread

point, Nick would leap from his near-by

stand on the curb with a cry of discovery,

snatch the bread from the glitter, and
tear at it ravenously, like a starving wolf.

It was seldom that the act did not bring

expressions of pity from the eyes of

chance passers-by, and nickels, sometimes

dimes, even quarters, from their purses.

Nick would mumble his thanks through

mouthfuls of bread, and dash off, appar-

ently in search of a restaurant, while his

misty-eyed patrons would stare after his

emaciated form and wish they liad

doubled their donations. Nick's dash

always ceased abruptly as soon as he had
disappeared around the corner. He
would then shuffle to a new hunting-

ground. where the police and passers-by

were not familiar with his trick, and agaiu

plant his bread in the gutter.

The park was always pleasant. He
sat and pitied business people who hustled

through on theirway to and from work; he

sighed at the burdens of well dressed moth-

ers wheeling fretful babies, and moved to

another bench whenever a go-cart stopped

near him, for fear the infant would cry

and set his sensitive nerves a-jangling.

Nick disliked mothers and babies. He
had been driven from his home in a

small Western village by an inconsistent

wife who refused to support him when the

baby came, and by the cries of the ill

nourished child itself, its food impov-

erished by Mrs. Nick's straining at the

tub.

BUT one day in middle October came
a woman who was Nick’s sort. She

dropped on the bench beside him, adjusted

her spotted watered-silk sacque, modestly

shoved her lonely-looking straw hat down
over her eyes, blew her nose, yawned,
and spat.
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She glanced at him twice, looking

sharply away each time, as she caught his

eye, and then grinned, not foolishly, sim-

peringly, like the women that passed.

It was a proper grin, showing a gleaming

gold tooth and the good-fellow spirit of a

true lady, which Nick had never seen in

the women with the baby carriages, who
passed him with averted eyes, as if

conscious of their charms and determined

to coquette with him, he thought.

Nick grinned back eagerly, for it was
sometimes a bit lonely on the bench,

now that two cronies had turned sand-

wich-men and another had gone to his

winter home on Blackwell's Island.

“If it ain't askin’ too much. sir. could

you give a lady the time?” She leaned

her haggish head toward his and her

eyes lolled.

It wan a civil tongue she had. thought

Nick; and she had treated him proper,

like a gent.

“No, I ain’t got the time: my ticker's

went up the flue since me fall in fortune.”

he said casually, in his most elegant social

manner.
“How unfortunate, too! But I can

sympathize wit* you. I've had to econer-

mize myself sometimes since ’Airy died,

but, my Gawd, before then there weren't

nothin’ too good for me.”

“Life ain’t all eatin’ an’ drinkin’,” said

Nick philosophically.

"My Gawd—no—it ain’t. I wonder
if you could oblige a lady with the price

of a scuttle of suds?”

Nick wan charmed by her abrupt

manner. It bespoke confidence. She
had found him her sort and favored him
with frankness. He liked women to

come to the (mint like that, and ronmwe
rase within him. strangling miserliness.

He offered grandly. “I’d be pleased ter

oblecge, ma’am. Where shall we go?

Kelly’s?”

“No. They deals with a liberaler

hand at Caffcrty’s.”

“Cafferty’s for yours truly, then,”

answered Nick, with an air.

H E shuffled along by her side, but a

little behind, the lady being the

more eager for the things that are sold

at CufTcrty's.

With the air of a woman of the world

who could take care of herself, she gave

the grimy swing door beneath Cafferty's

enticing gilt sign a practised push, and
shouldered her way in, sat down at a

battered table, and banged her ehap|H*d

red fist upon it.

Nick sidled in and slumped into a seat

beside her, a bit sheepish in the unac-

customed company of femininity.

A heavy-jawed waiter gazed ti|M>n the

pair aloofly, and. learning their pleasure,

presently brought two orders of beer in

glasses the shape and size of flower-pots.

“Here’s a go, then,” said the woman,
tossing hers off after the hearty fashion

inaugurated by Henry the Eighth.

Nick solemnly swullowed his, with none

of the gaiety of his companion’s manner.

Business having been good that day, he
bought another, in silence. With the flesh

refreshed, the woman blossomed, confiding

that her name was Jennie and calling upon
Gawd to witness tliat before ’Any died

her every whim had been humored.
They shuffled out shortly, and returned

to Nick’s favorite bench. There they sat

together with hands clasped over con-

tented stomachs and drowsy eyes closed.

Though neither spoke, their souls com-
muned in close companionship.

Finally, the woman awoke and nudged
Nick. “ I'm goin* to blow along,” she said

“AH right,” answered Nick. “See you
tcr-monow?”
“Sure.”
She shambled off, and Nick returned

to his dreams, well content with the day’s

developments.

The following morning he exerted him-

self to greater endeavor, and realized

sixty cents. In the afternoon Jennie ap-

peared, and they sat among the flies at

Cafferty's for a delightfully desultory half

hour.

Nick bared his soul to her, telling how
he hated lubiis, and wliat satisfaction he

found in association with a woman who
was beyond the petty weaknesses of

the sex.

Jennie was plainly pleased and flattered.

At the end of an hour on the bench after-

ward, she left him again.

During the days that followed the

courtship grew. Over Iwer and bench

they learned to depend on each other.

Life took on a new beauty to Nick.

Though it was fall, the radishes seemed to

have a deeper blush and the very pretzels

of Nick's existence lost their aerid taste.

He had found his mate—Jennie, who
drank of his beer and shared his bench.

rPHE chill of winter suddenly descended
1 on Washington Square, and Nick

thriftily thought of the future, including

Jennie in his e%’ery plan.

"How would you like a nice warm room
this winter, right over Cafferty’s, so we
wouldn’t have to go far to chase the

growler when there’s snow on the walks?”
he whispered to her. one sharp, biting day
in late OctoInT. “ Hon'd you like that?”

“My Gawd, it’d be swell.” All the

pent-up emotion of Jennie's shrunken

breast surged toward the suggestion of a
heated room. “Since ’Arry died the only

'arbor an’ retreat I've ’ad ’as been a

room with another young gal who’s al-

ways gettiu' into trouble. I think we’ll

be quittin' fer good this time.”

“My graft’s good winters,” said Nick.

“People fall harder for it when there’s

snow on the ground. I can make enough
in tlxree days to keep us a week. Are you
on?”
“I’m on,” said Jennie, not even at-

tempting a blush, but winking a blackened

eve to express the pent-up emotional

longing of her soul. “I'm quittin’ Mag,
anyway,” she added. “She’s always

gettin’ into trouble.”

“Women’s a nuisance,” agreed Nick.

“All the time thinkin’ of nothin’ but style

an’ bringin’ up of children.”

“That’s Mag,” agreed Jennie heartily.

Then, with maidenly modesty; “But,
my Gawd, she can’t even think of bringin’

'em up in her femancial alternation.”

“I’ll work hard ter-morrow, and rent

the room. You meet me here and we’ll

move in then,” said Nick, with finality.

“Don’t bring no women's gee-gaws, now.”
“No,” said Jennie, her hand fluttering

on his for a tender moment and leaving

a black smudge. “I'll come to you just

as I am, my good man; no dot. no down.-,

but a awful thirst. Don’t work too hard

ter-morrow, Nick.” She winked her

unblockened eye with concern.

" I_IERE! Move on, there!” cried a
* 1 policeman, coming upon the pair,

who startl’d guiltily. “Move on there,

you bunts. And ufter this you two sit

on diff*rent benches. Un’erstan’ what I

mean?”
“
'Bout time wc was gettin’ a tidy place

of our own. Jennie.” sighed Nick, as they

scurried off like frightened rats.

“Them bulls ain’t got no sentermeut.

no sympathy with young love er nothin*

like that. Well, till ter-morrow, then.”

Nick went to look at a doUar-a-weck

room above Cafferty’s. In his eagerness,

he paid a deposit on one that would be
vacated the following day. Haring no
bed money, and being too tired to pan-

handle, Nick sat down on a dark bench in

Washington Square and fell asleep.

Then, after midnight, when he had sunk
into his second sleep, he felt some one
shake his arm. Thinking it was a cop,

he mumbled something and tried to force

open his gummy eyes.

“It’s me! Jennie!” came an excited

voice in his ear. “Here! Take this.

The cops are after me!”

VTICK vaguely sensed that a bundle
^ ’ was being thrust into his slack arms.

He caught at the bundle as it slipped

to his knees.

Then his dazed eyes made out the form

of the bundle. With a shudder, he recog-

nized the cry. The bundle was a baby.
Glancing sharply about to locate the

policeman at the far end of the park, Nick
jumped to his feet and paced back and
forth with the babe, moving it up and
down with the jerky motion of a churn,

in a senseless effort to quiet its cry.

Though it was a cold night, perspira-

tion burst out on his forehead. He
walked up and down with the baby from
necessity, as he had never walked with

his own child.

Desperate, at his wit’s end, he shoved

a coat button into the baby’s mouth for a

pacifier, and fled up the walk to the police-

man.
“ Hen*!" he cried, thrusting the squall-

ing infant into the officer’s arms. “Some
woman went off an’ forgot her kid.”

II E turned and ran before the aston-
* * ished officer could catch his breath

and start in pursuit.

Safe around the corner, Nick stretched

his weary arms to get the cramp out of

them, and smiled grimly with relief.

A woman rushed toward him out of the

street shadows. It was Jennie. Nick,

with his head held high, walked past her,

cutting her dead.

She clutched at liis tattered coat sleeve,

crying: “My Gawd, ain’t you goin’ to

s|M*ak to me, Nick? It was another of

Maggie’s brats. I was takin’ it to the

Foundlin' Home when thecopchased me. I

had to pass it toyou to makemy get-away.
”

Nick shook himself free and glared at

her.

“You’re like all the rest, Jennie,” he

cried, in a towering rage. “I never yet

seen a wontun that didn’t have something

to do with a baby. I don't want nothin'

more to do with you. It’s all off.”

“My Gawd !” screamed Jennie. “ All off!

And I was only doin’ a kindness for a friend.

I was cornin’ back for the kid now.”

“It’s too late,” said Nick in hollow

tones.

He left her. and turned his steps sadly

toward the Bowery.
Broken, disillusioned, the light of love

snuffed out of his life, Nick sought seclu-

sion in the only monastery he know. It

was situated on the Bowery, a ten-cent

lodging-house.

Since that night so fatal to his one great

romance, Nick has never stirred from the

walls of his monastery, except to plant

pieces of bread in the gutter and collect

sympathetic nickels and dimes when in

actual want.

He has forsworn Washington Square,

and taken irrevocable vows of single

blessedness.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CHORUS OF ANIMALS: "WE SHOULD WORRY”

Musings of Hafiz

The original of the "Rubaiyat of a Persian Kitten ”

P ERHAPS you have noticed there are

none of those obnoxious Tammany
verses in this issue. To me these

parodies have been such a painful source

of embarrassment that for the last two
weeks I have been ashamed to look the

Tiger rug in the face, much less repose

on his back as I used to do. The sup-

pression of the Tammany verses seems

like an act of Providence. It befell in

this way. This morning, when I was
preparing for my usual nap on the big

desk in the study. I came across a sheet

of paper marked with the peculiar half-

portions of writing that I recognized.

Now, the big desk is close to a window,

overlooking a deep court, and just as

I had satisfied myself as to the objec-

tionable nature of the poetry a sudden

gust of wind caught the paper, which I

had inadvertently pushed to the edge

of the desk, and tossed it out of the

window.

rPHANK heaven, vacation is over,

1 and that arch-enemy of peace and

meditation, the Boy, is once more under

restraint. Were I not constitutionally

opposed to agitation, I should start a

movement for the abolition of the Boy's

vacation. Why the Boy is not kept

under permanent restraint, I have never

been able to understand. Why, indeed,

he is kept, in the first place, is a puzzle

to me. If. as with kittens, only the most
fitting specimens were allowed to sur-

vive. how much better it would be for

the human race!

APROPOS of my remarks on the food

question, a correspondent writes

to ask me why I worry about the high

price of liver, when mice are so cheap.

There is no denying the cheapness of

mice, but, for my part, since the invention

of liver (by Edison. I am told) I have
completely lost my taste for mice. Even
as a sport. I much prefer the catnip-

ball. To tell the truth, mice bore me.

You may call me a miccanthrope—

a

mouseogvnist if you will. To be misunder-

stood Is the highest compliment Advanced
Thoughts can receive from Mediocrity.

oogle24



”Women as World Builders”
By N. H.

THE sub-title of Mr. Dell's book is

“Studies in Modern Feminism,”

and he is one of the few men who
seem really to understand what the

feminist movement is. He is the sort

of man who would be able to sympathize

with both types of mother discussed in

pen and |>encil in another part of this

issue, and realize what each type needs.

He points out that some women find their

destiny in the bearing and rearing of

children, that others demand indepen-

dent work like men. and that still others

make a career of charming, stimulating,

and comforting men. The first of these

types he calls the “mother” type; the

second, the “worker” type, and the third

he calls, without prejudice, the “cour-

tezan” type. "Without prejudice.” not

because it exists within legal marriage

as well as without, but because it is not

certain transgressions, but the human
qualities of companionship, that are the

essential thing. When a girl of this type

marries, her life may turn out to be happy,

provided the man is a person capable of

giving her the right amount of rope, and

at the same lime furnishing a satisfactory

career for the family.

M R. DELL is a thoroughly moral

man, but he is not conventional,

and therefore he is not alarmed by any
such word as courtezan, but thinks out

everything for himself. He is extremely

fair. For instance, he says that the rever-

ence for woman as virgin or wife or mo-

ther, irrespective of her abilities as friend

or leader or servant, is Romance, an atti-

tude that was discovered in the Middle

Ages and has added a new glamour to

existence. Through it woman as an

attract idea becomes the sustenance of

hungry souls. Believe in her and you
shall be saved, is the gospel of Petrarch,

Dante, Browning, and George Meredith;

but it is not the gospel of Mr. Dell, and
it is remarkable that he is able to express

the gospel of those who disagree with

him as sufficiently as he expresses his own.

With this fair-mindedness goes, natur-

ally and harmoniously, a certain lightness.

Most hooks on the feminist movement
are dull. Mr. Dell's is very readable.

The author finds in the woman's move-
ment of to-day another example of the

readiness of women to adapt themselves

to a masculine demand. Men are tired

of subservient women, or of the seem-

ingly subservient women who effect their

will by stealth.—pretty slaves with the

slaves’ subtlety and cleverness,—and
Mr. Dell sums up the reasons why men
are ready for a feminist movement by
saying: "In reality, they desired it lo-

calise it promised to be more fun.”

This lightness goes not only with candor

but with simple profundity. Here in

the author's forecast of the purely polit-

ical results of woman's suffrage:

"In women as voters we shall have an
element impatient of restraint, straining

at the rules of procedure, cynical of ex-

cuses for inaction; not always by any
means on the side of progress; making
every mistake possible to ignorance ami
self-conceit; but transforming our policies

from a vicious end to an efficient means

—

from a cancer into an organ.

“This, with but little doubt, is the his-

Wmhiu ttofU RnlMif StuiliM in MmWn FrrainunO.
by Floyd Ml. Po»b*« uid Company, CMengn.

tone mission of women. They will not
escape a certain taming by politic, but
that they should be permanently tamed
I find it impossible to believe. Rather,
they will subdue it to their purposes,

remold it nearer to their hearts' desire,

change it as men would never dream of

changing it, wreck it savagely in the face

of our masculine protest, and merrily
rebuild it anew in the face of our despair.

With their aid we may at last achieve
what we seem to lx* unable to achieve
unaided—a democracy."

' I ’HIS writer finds the most potent
^ cause of the woman movement in

the birth of modern science. He thinks

Herbert Spencer and Wall Whitman
more effective leaders of the movement
than Victoria Woodhull and Tennessee
Claflin. Walt Whitman comes into it

largely through the renovation of the mod-
ern soul—the removal of Puritan specta-

cles and the feeling of the goodness of the

wholr body. Whitman has helped pre-

pare us for such an opinion as Emma
Goldman expresses here:

“Her development, her freedom, her
indc{>ctidcnrc, must conic from and
through herself. First, by asserting her-

self as a personality, and not as a sex

commodity. Second, by refusing the
right to any one over her body; by re-

fusing to bear children unless she wants
them; by refusing to be a servant to God,
the State, society, the husband, the fam-
ily, etc.; by making her life simpler, but
deeper anil richer. That is, by trying to

learn the meaning and substance of life

in all its complexities, by freeing herself

from the fear of public opinion and public
condemnation.”

He*re is Walt Whitman’s own expres-

sion :

“ They are not one jot less than I am.
They are tann'd in the face by shining

suns and blowing winds.

Their flesh has the old divine suppleness

and strength.

They know how to swim, row, ride,

wrestle, shoot, run, strike, retreat,

advance, resist, defend themselves.

They are ultimate in their own right

—

they are calm, clear, well-possessed of

themselves.”

When Whitman made this prophecy,

the Civil War had not been fought and its

economic consequences were unguessed.

The English factory system, with its

exploitation of women and children, had
hardly gained a foothold in this country.

"In 1840, of the seven employments open

to women (teaching, needlework, keeping

boardrrs. working in cotton mills, in

bookbinderics, typesetting, and house-

hold service), only one was representative

of the new industrial condition which

to-day affects so profoundly tne feminine

physique.” That was the time when
Whitman dreamed of a race of "fierce,

athletic girls.” But the factory has come
anil raised problems that Whitman did

not know. It has not only given to

woman occupation which is luul for her

physique, but also occupation of which

the monotony is entirely out of harmony
with her nervous organization. Factory
problrms fully as much as simpler moral

problems must be solved not by men
ulonc, but largely by women. As John
Galsworthy, in an address to working-

women, said:

“There is beginning to be a little light

in the sky; whether the sun is ever to

break through depends on your constancy,

and courage, and wisdom. The future

is in your hands more than in the hands
of men; it rests on your virtues and a ell

being, rather than on the virtues and the

welfare of men, for it is you who produce
and mold the future."

Mr. Dell's book treats the feminist

movement through various personal-

ities—-Charlotte Perkins Gilman, Em-
meline Pankhurst, Jane Addams, Olive

Schreiner, Isadora Duncan, Beatrice

Webb, Emma Goldman, Margaret Dreier

Robins, Ellen Key, and Dora Marsden;
but his discussion of these various women
is mainly not of what they have ac-

complished as exceptional individuals,

liut of what they show of the essential

nature of women, and of what may be
expected from a future in which women
have a larger freedom and a larger in-

fluence. He thinks that the idealism of

women is one that works itself out through
the materials of workaday life and which
seeks to break or remake those materials

to fulfil the idealism. He pictures woman
as reronstructor of domestic economics;
as a destructive political agent of great

power; as worker; dancer; statistician;

organizer.

In Ellen Key’s work he finds the Tal-

mud of sexual morality. The many ele-

ments that it contains all bear upon the

creation of that new sexual morality for

which, in a thousand ways, we are a
mixture of readiness and unreadiness.

He finds in Madam Key a real conser-

vative who Ls careful about what she

conserves. She would save the right to

love rather than the right to hold an-
other person; the beauty of singleness

of devotion rather than the cruel habit

of trymg to force people to carry out rash

promises made in moments of exaltation;

motherhood as against the exclusive

right of married women to bear children;

personal passion that is at once physical

and spiritual, as against too rigidly

standardized marriages. She thinks that

in trial marriage, which practically exists

among peasants all over the world, Ls a
bulwark against prostitution and a part

of the new morality.

That Mr. Dell agrees with Madam Key
is evident, for he says that the Puritans

among us have lost all moral sense in

the true meaning of the word and are

unable to tell really good from reallv

bad. merely registering the things that

were socially respectable or not in the

year I860; and he shares Madam Key’s
belief that only the profoundly moral
are capable of discovering the dividing

line between new morality and old im-

morality. The position that the celi-

bacy of unmarried women is well pur-

chased at the price of having in existence

a whole class of prostitutes seems to him
a masculine view, a cruel idealism of the

male mind, divorced from realities; and
he concludes this part of liis argument
with the rather characteristic jauntiness

of expression: “I think that with the ad-

vent of women into a larger life our jerry-

built virtues will have to go, to make
room for mansions and gardens fit to be
inhabited by the human soul."

With this characteristic remark we may
leave him. repeating that he has written

much in a small space, and written with

pleasantness and depth.



Two Intelligent Comedies
A comparison of ivhat is popular with what makes the stage worth while

By N. H.

AFTER the editorial in this issue

called “Is Drama Interesting?"
k
went to press, a distinguished

and able friend observed, “You are

printing too much about the theater.

Persons who care for the im|K>rtant polit-

ical and economic leadership that Har-
per’s WebkLY is evidently going to give

do not wish to see the publication full

of articles about actors, managers, and

plays.”

In spite of a high respect for the

speaker. I can not believe that the most

popular of the arts, which is at the same

time the highest form of literature, should

occupy a small place in a magazine which

undertakes to reflect the life of the time in

its most significant and interesting as-

pects. What President Wilson, Secretary

Lane, Mr. Braudeis. Senator La Follette,

Jane Addams. anti Ellen Key arc doing anti

saying is not the only interest to the mind.

The other day. after spending three

hard-working hours with political leaders.

I went with them around to the Hippo-

drome. We went behind the scenes and
watched the dexterous devices by which

the illusion is produced of a flying-

machine sailing among the clouds. We
stood among the horses and their riders,

and heard about the training and salaries

of the young men and young women, and

where they came from. We learned the

method by which the lutthing girls are

able to stay so long under water, and dis-

cussed the emotions of Chief White
Feather (if that is his name) as he acted as

assistant property-man to a German gym-
nast. Then we went in front and shared

some of the emotions of the audience that

filled the gigantic house. It is an average

audience, and it represents enormous
numbers, even as they are represented

by the films which every day present

thoughts and emotions and manners and

moral standards to many millions of our

countrymen. It represents the greatest

common denominator.

Personally, I have much sympathy
with “Dark Eyes,” “The Girl in the

Gingham." “ Everybody Ixivcs a Soldier/’

and the immense stage fixtures of the

Landing of Columbus, New' England
Farms, the Levee at New Orleans. San
Antonio, Panama, the Ponce dc Leon Hotel

in Florida, a Pueblo Village, the Grand
Caftan of the Colorado River. Such

a spectacle probably stirs the imagination

and the ambition of thousands of persons

every day. Therefore the theater, on the

aide of mere numbers influenced, is ex-

tremely important.

But there is another side. Why is it

that a considerable body of thinking

Americans take the attitude of belittling

the theater as an institution, whereas in

Europe discussion of the drama occupies

a large place in most of those publications

which appeal to the leading members of

the community? The reason is that a
number of the big capitals of Europe, and

a number of the smaller towns, possess

theaters which are capable of being as

important a part of the life of thought and

taste as a college or a library or a museum.
They have troupes of actors who arc

fitted to represent masterpieces, and they

have every week competent expression of

the greatest dramatists set out before the

iO

minds of the old and the young. We have

nothing corresponding to that; but I. for

one. should be very sorry to give up the

hope that we may yet have theaters that

shall be as satisfactory to the highly edu-

cated as the Hippodrome and the moving
pictures are to those who have not had the

most complete special advantages. There
are signs that this time is approaching,

although it must lie confessed that often

plays which represent the most progres-

sive and talented young writers of this

country frequently fail when they en-

tirely deserve success.

T\I rRING the same week that I saw
the Hippodrome I saw two come-

dies, one an importation, the other the

work of an American, and both of them
deserve a much more enthusiastic recep-

tion than they received in New York City.

Mr. and Mrs. Fiske, for a great many
years, have kept up a standard well

above others maintained during the same
period in this country. The latest play

produced by Mr. Fiske is the work of one
of those Hungarians who are now putting

their country well to the front in drama.
It is translated by Philip Littell, who has

so much humor and so much subtlety that

he fits this kind of work exactly, and the

brilliant dialogue sounds not like a trans-

lation, but as if it were the flexible expres-

sion in his own language of the man who
conceived the comedy.
“Where Ignorance Is Bliss” (the title

is the least happy part of the transla-

tion) depicts two characters; it offers

two uncommonly effective acting |>arta;

it handles with much skill a simple but

holding plot, and it sparkles through-

out. The histrionic nature offers an in-

viting start ing-point for a study of vanity

combined with goodness of heart. The
actor in this play is a lovable man de-

voted to his art. devoted to his work, pure

in heart, honest in spirit, and his ingenu-

ous exploitation of his own greatness is as

unobjectionable As the peacock's spread-

ing tail. Mr. William Courtlcigh showed
how charmingly he could burlesque the

actor nature as far back as “Trelawney
of the Wells,” and he did it with equal

felicity in the Molnar play. He took

a purt that Is longer than Hamlet, at

two weeks* notice; and perhaps after I

saw it he got a better grip on some of

the delicate opportunities for emotional

power, where the touches of genuine

feeling come gently but visibly in the

midst of satire and might, if given ex-

actly right, thoroughly shake the specta-

tors’ emotions.

rPHE attractiveness of this comedy is

*- double, and both elements are char-

acteristic of comedy when it is good. The
plot is not very complex, but it is very

neat, and it holds up to the very latest

moment, the final curtain being about to

fall liefore we actually know how the

powers of self-deception and of deceiving

others in two good-natured but surfare

characters will actually work out. It

must bore a great many persons to hear

speeches as long as this actor delivers, but

they all throw such subtle light on the

general absurdities of humanity tliat they

are extremely diverting to a class of per-

sons who do not find, much of what they
want on the American stage.

Mark E. Swan is a man of radical sym-
pathies. He is forty-two years old.

Bom in Kockport, Indiana, he went to the

public schools until he was twelve years of

age. when he ran away and took care of

himself. He was always fond of litera-

ture. especially the drama, and he read

much. He wrote his first play at thir-

teen. and at seventeen he made an adapta-
tion that was produced in Louisville.

Kentucky. Like many playwrights, he
has been on the stage a number of years.

In spite of this minor work. “Her
Own Money” may be treated as his

first significant effort. Being produced by
Mr. Winthrop Ames, it naturally falls

into the class of which the merit lies in

thoughts and execution rather than in

their standardized adaptability to the

average mind. In the few years he has

been at work. Mr. Ames has done much
to give a start to this kind of drama.
“Her Own Money” takes up a question

that is agitating thousands of women,
however quiet they may keep about it.

and it is significant that that uneasiness

of women under an oppressive condition

should find such sympathetic expression in

a man. I am not going into the details of

the plot of this play, but they are suffi-

ciently well chosen to hold the attention

ami to bring out with effect the point tliat

women to-day can not be happy when their

work at home is not recognized in definite

money |iayments, so that they may have
themselves the freedom that goes with the

ability to spend money without account-

ing for every nickel to some one else.

A play of this kind is much more de-

pendent upon refined acting than the

average cruder drama, and Mr. Ames
always knows how to furnish casts which

work together unci which show at least

understanding and taste. Miss Julia

Dean lias an extraordinary finish and
variety, for an American actress, in real-

istic and simple details. The other

parts were also well done, not only indi-

vidually, but in the wav tliat the players

acted for the general effect. The devel-

opment of the druma of thought in this

country can not be separated from the

development of this kind of acting.

Fortunately, we have in the Fiskes and

Mr. Ames managers who appreciate the

relationship, and Mr. Arthur Hopkins ami
other young managers in considerable

number will follow in their footsteps.

Possibly, in the course of this little

article, it has been made dear why it is

part of the function of Harpkh’h Wkkki.v

to point out what is being done by the

managers and playwrights who are begin-

ning to build up in this country a standard

that may make the drama what it is in

Berlin, in Paris, and in Vienna. It is the

function of such a paper not only to give

much attention to any opportunity to see

the great Greeks, such us was marked by

the opening of “ Electra” in San Francisco

on September 6, or to see the highest ge-

nius in our own language as it will In' seen

a number of times this season in Shake-

speare. but also to remain awake for the

young playwrights of the country, and
to welcome them heartily whenever they

bring contributions of their best.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

VI

Lemuel Specdcth Not Wisely But Too Close

/CENTERVILLE FAIR with its horses and com!
Centerville Fair with its humans and pigs!

Bumpkins and pumpkins and hoss-trades and rows

And Midway Plaisanccrs who dance wriggly-jigs!

Muse, linger not ‘midst each rival attraction.

But follow me, please, to the center of action

—

Gaudy with hunting, with populace black.

The motor-car races on Centerville Track.

CX>R to-day was the day
* They gave prises away.

Professional racers with wind-battered faces

Turned up their chuggers to enter the races;

The Royal Brass Baud, led by Harry Van Wvkles,

Brayed, Many speed-fiends on fast motor-cycles

Put-putted round—a sensation profound

When an aeroplane (almost) arose from the ground.

VITHAT boots it that one or two records were broken
* * And a man or two killed, by the same noble token?

The moment of glory

Concerning our story

Was when, 'midst a hush such as fell over Rome
When Nero appeared in his favorite 'drome,

Regulus Perkins, the clerk of the course.

Bawled through his megaphone, terribly hoarse:
" Laid-ees and gents.

To close the ee-vents.

We'll next have an ama-choor motor-car ran*

'Twixt I/em-u-el Bogg, who has chal-langed for place.

And Si-las J. Scagg.

At the drop of the flag

Once round the course these here gentry will ride

For a wager of twen-ty-five cents to the side!”

to

OENSATION intense. Silence first, then applause.

And, after a proper dramatical pause,

Silas J. Scagg was the first to appear.

Pushing his motor. He looked rather queer

In a fierce leather racer’s cap, carefully geared

Under his snowy and billowing beard.

More silence. More cheers

As, equipped to the ears,

Lem entered next. For economy’s sake

He stuck to a cap of old hickory make;
Butternut overalls, tucked in his boots.

Aided the picture. A storm of salutes.

Kindly assistants turned over the engine.

Off shot the greyhound with growlings avengin'.

By then Silas' car was a half mile ahead.

Lem. tease like steel.

Bent over the wheel

As nearer and nearer and nearer he sped.

At the mile turn he felt Silas’ dust in his eyes;

A mile and a half, ami he could not disguise

The joy that he fell

As distinctly he smell

The gas-smudge escaping from Silas’s prize.

A mile and three quarters, he crowded so near

He could mock at his foe with a venomous jeer.

"Ahem!”
Chortled Lem,

"Git a horse, git a cow!

Who's driving a crazy old rattletrap nobr?”

T)t'T the race isn't all fur the swiftest— I think^ Some one's said that Won-
.

As they raced down the stretch neck

and neck, by the brink

Of the pit Silas swore.

For Lem, in his strenuous effort to puss.

Had crowded Si's auto clean on to the

grass.

"Quit yer shovin', ye rood hog!” Si

turned his machine
Slam-I>ang into I^cmud's car. With

a green

Flash of flame and a roar, half of pain,

half delight.

Like a |>air of steel bulldogs engaged

in a fight.

Those autos, tight locked in a mighty
embrace,

Heod-over-hceled over

FIippety-keeled over

Into a field, and thus ended the race.

But Silas and Lemuel, keeping right on,

Shot through the air

In a comet-like way.
And landed full fair

In a winrow of hoy.

Tlie stand roared. "They're killed!” with a true Roman fury;

But when Mrs. Boggs and her daughter Kalury,
With her beau, Percy Br+m. arrived on the scene.

Their grief

Found relief.

For there on the hay.

Wrangling and jangling their usual way.

Sat Silas and Lemuel, face turned to face.

‘‘I won!” shouted Si. "What y’ say’s a disgrace!”

"Ye didn’t,” snarled Lem. “I was two spokes ahead,

I can prove by the dent in the fence—strike me dead!”
"Ye’re a eheat!”

"Ye're a l>eat!”

"Ye're a flam!”

"Ye're a sham!”
"It's a lie!"

"It's a w-hich?”

U P in the grand-stand Katury’s young man,
Percival Brown,

A worldling from town.

Tossed up his panama, whooped like a fan:

"Rah-rah for Bogg! He's the piuk of condition—
But honest, by Jove.

Who'd suspect the old cove

With a cry.

In the ditch

The enemies grappled to settle the grudge,

W'hen Timothy Riddle, the qualified judgr,

Thus settled it :

“Gents, in decidin' the race,

I was up in the Judge's stand, watchin’ yer pace.

Since y* both crossed the line, well, I guess ’twas a finish.

Of taking the track with a racer's ambition?”

T OVELY Katury, as pink as the posies,
*—1 Tossed to her father an armful of roses

As the cars toed the mark. At the pistol's sharp
crack

They were off—that’s to say, .Si was off: for, alack!

Lemuel's car

Stood still as an anchor.

Goodness to gar.

Though you sure did come in on a space rather

thinnish.

But I vow in this ease

That Icm won the race.

Since he was the first to come down when ye fell,"

"Cl. handmethatquarter!" was Lem’s hungry yell.^ " I won the race fair, though I didn’t susjicet it.”

Spluttered Si: “This here match
Sure won’t be a scratch

Hc’il forgotten to crank 'cr! V*** • On the run I’ll give you, I.cm, before you collect it
!”

(TO BB CONTINUED) Digitized by Google



Finance
Breaking Up the Harriman Empire

ONE of the largest and moat con-

fusing problems with which the

financial markets have had to deal

in the last six months has been the “dis-

solution” of the so-called Harriman rail-

road system. The quotation-marks are

used advisedly. The rending asunder

of monopoly by process of legal decree

may. and probably does, possess whole-

some elements, but its complete effect-

iveness yet remains to be proved. Cor-

porate entities may be broken up, but it

takes something more than a mere court

order to dissever such an intangible but

real thing as a financial community of

interest.

In June the security markets reached a

discouragingly low point. From that

time on there lias been, up to the period

of this writing, a fairly consistent re-

covery. To enumerate all the influences

that make for the movement of stocks

either up or down, without lengthy and
painstaking analysis, can satisfy only the

most ingenuous. But no intelligent per-

son will challenge the statement that a

final settlement of the Harriman tangle, a

sort of eleventh-hour solution of a vexing

and intricate question, was at least one
of the clearly discernible forces in stop-

ping the slow but grave decline in security

prices.

In many respects the undoing as well

as the upbuilding of the Harriman rail-

road structure has been an instructive

and startling chapter in American finan-

cial history. But it is a long story,

and a complete recital would be alike

impossible, uninteresting, and valueless

in this place. The Ix-aring and applica-

tion of this highly instructive specimen of

financial biology is. however, of immediate
and in many of its uspecLs of as yet un-

realized importance.

The Man and the Law

QOME ten years ago E. H. Harriman,
at that time and for several years later

the dominant force in the Union Pacific

Railroad, bought for that company forty-

six per cent of the stock of the Southern
Pacific Company, which controls a rail-

way system from New Orleans to San
Francisco and Oregon, and through the

Central Pacific, from San Francisco to

Ogden, Utah, where connection is made
with the main line of the Union Pacific

to Omaha. Subsequently Harriman
liought for his company great quantities

of stock in such railroads as the New
York Central, Chicago & Northwestern,

Illinois Central, Baltimore & Ohio, and
others, although no attempt was made
to place these systems under one central

control, as had been dune with the South-
ern aud Union Pacific. Absurd as it now
seems, Harriman clearly intended to con-

tinue to buy up and dominate the great

railroad systems of the country. Death
stopped his plans; and public opinion

might shortly have done the same. Yet
those, of whom the writer is one, who saw
the mighty little wizard only a few days

before his death, still believe that his

genius had no limits.

But the passing of Harriman, coupled

with growing public antagonism to mo-
nopolies, was likewise the death-knell of

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

the vast combination he built up; and on

December 4, 1914, the United States

Supreme Court decided that the Union
Pacific must give up its 91 46,050.000 of

Southern Pacific stock. Four distinct

and separate efforts were made to put

this decree into effect. All four plans

failed to meet with approval of all parties

concerned. One "plan” went so far

that the Union Pacific Company actually

paid over 91,450,000 to a syndicate

to carry out operations which it never

had to undertake because the plan on
which they were predicated fell through.

Not until June 30 did the United States

District Court finally agree to a method
of dissolution. At no time from Decem-
ber 4 to June 30 was there a shadow of

doubt but that 9146,650,000 of Southern

Pacific stock had to he sold. In other

words, this huge mass of stock hung over

the market in a very real if not immedi-
ately literal sense. Financial people even

feared a receivership for one of the most
powerful and solvent corporations in

America. The depressing effect of this

unprecedented necessity can not be ex-

aggerated.

Magical Finance

"VTOW, the result of the fifth and
^ ' finally adopted plan appears at this

writing to have succeeded far beyond the

most sanguine hopes. To say that a

weight has l>cen lifted from the markets

is the mildest of expressions. But first

it is necessary to state briefly wherein the

dissolution consisted. It appears that

the Union Pacific already owned a large

quantity of stock in the Baltimore & Ohio

Railroad, which operates from New York
to Chicago, and that the Pennsylvania

Railroad, a directly parallel and convict-

ing line with the Baltimore & Ohio, like-

wise owned a great quantity of Baltimore

& Ohio stock. The brilliant idea occurs

that if the Pennsylvania shifts its Balti-

more & Ohio stock for shares in the South-

ern Pacific, which of course does not

come east of New Orleans, the Pennsyl-

vania will be in no illegal relation to the

Baltimore & Ohio, aud the Union Pacific

will do nothing illegal by merely taking

on more Baltimore & Ohio stock; because

the Baltimore & Ohio and Union Pacific

are not in the same territory at all. And
of course the Union Pacific would be re-

lieved of illegal ownership of Southern

Pacific by just the amount it gives up.

The Attorney-General ami the United

States District Court agreed to this fine

scheme, and thus the Union Pacific got

rid of $38,494,400 of its illegal Southern

Pacific stock. But it still had $88,357,600

left, and an equally clever method was
devised of ridding itself of that. The
stock was deprived of voting power to

prevent the Union Pacific from con-

tinued influence, and was placed with the

Central Trust Company of New' York
City, whose certificates were issued

against it Union Pacific stockholders

were permitted to subscribe for these cer-

tificates at 988 a share, but could not

vote at meetings or receive any dividends

unless they made an affidavit that they

had rid themselves of their Union Pacific

stock. They have until January 1, 1916,

to make that affidavit. A trustee, Louis

C. Krauthoff, a New York corporation

lawyer, was appointed to see that all the

details were properly attended to. A
huge international underwriting syndi-
cate, said to have at least five hundred
members, agreed, for a consideration, to

tukc any of the certificates that the Union
Pacific shareholders did not take. But
the stockholders appear to have taken
four fifths of what they were allowed, and
the members of the syndicate have shown
a genuine eagerness to absorb any that

were left.

Southern Pacific as an
Investment

rPHERK are two highly important
* results directly traceable to this

remarkable piece of finance. One is the
strict investment aspect. The other con-

cerns itself with public policy. I have
already said that the general effect of

making this arrangement has been to

remove a dead weight, or. to change meta-
phors, what in Wall Street parlance is

called a “sore spot.” But of more in-

dividual moment and significance Is the

opportunity offered to buy a good rail-

road stuck at a low price.

At this writing Southern Pacific is

selling at 89, and. as it pays six per cent
dividends (since 1906), the net income re-

turn is 6.74 per cent. This compares with

4.65 per cent for St. Paul. 5.11 for New
York Central. 5.30 for Pennsylvania,

5.48 for Great Northern, 5.71 for Nor-
folk & Western, 6.19 for Northern Pa-
cific and Baltimore & Ohio, and 6.44 for

Atchison.

There are many reasons why good rail-

road stocks as well as others should sell

high or low. But, if there is one fact

clearly indicated in the present market
position, it is that a leading reason for

the present price of Southern Pacific is

the necessity of selling $88,000,000 of

stock. No one has suggested that the

Southern Pacific is not earning a hand-

some return upon its stock. For the year

ended June SO the company earned

$7,700,000 more than it had ever done

before, and had nearly $10,000,000 sur-

plus after paying six per cent on $473.-

000,000 of stock. Its earnings may de-

cline, it may have other troubles like

other railroads; but it is a well man-
aged. prosperous company, conservatively

capitalized, serving a vast and growing

territory, and built into its present form
by the unremitting services of the greatest

railroad genius the world has ever known.

The merest tyro in finance knows that

the forced sale of 9140.000.000 of stock is

a most depressing influence upon that

stock. Hardly less depressing is the

forced sale of $88,000,000 of stuck.

Once it liccume known that the life in-

surance companies in New York State

would lie forced by law to sell their big

share holdings in various companies,

numerous offers were made for these

stocks at prices so far liclow their real

value that the insurance officials, in des-

peration, asked the legislature for more

time; und a none too friendly legislature

had to admit the argument. It is not

in high finance alone that furred sales
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depress prices. Any house and lot, any
piece of furniture, any case of books,

usually sells far below its true value when
the owner must part with them. The
necessity of the seller is perhaps the most
fundamental factor in the whole range of

price-fixing.

The gradual liquidation between now
and January 1. 1916, of $88,000,000 of

Southern Pacific stock has been cleverly

arranged. The process of finding ulti-

mate owners for all these share* has l>cen

provided for with unusual foresight. Yet

the very magnitude of the problem, its

unusualness, and the long period that

elapsed la-fore it was settled, was enough

to depress the stock well below its true

worth. But, with a plan carefully worked

out to meet the situation, there must

ultimately, in the ordinary course of

affairs, lie a recovery in value.

Is the Imw a Farce ?

BUT how about the public hearing of

this dissolution? George J. Kindel.

an irrepressible Congressman from Den-
ver, Colorado, who has fought valiantly

if somewhat sensationally for the public's

interests as against those of the express

companies, asks Congress to investigate

this alleged “dissolution." Such an in-

quiry seems improbable, but Kindel raises

several interesting questions. He |K>int*

out that the great banking firm of Kuhn,
liOfh k Co., are closely identified with

the Pennsylvania and Baltimore & Ohio
railroads, which were brought into the

dissolution, as well as with l>oth the

Union and Southern Pacific. He gently

intimates that the Union Pacific and
Southern Pacific, on the one hand, and
the Pennsylvania and the Baltimore &
Ohio on the other need not compete

What
Columbia (S. C.) Stale

Norman Hapgood is worth the com-
ment due a national figure by reason of

having earned what is almost a unique

distinction among those who, in the

wider field, have made a bid for country-

wide influence.

That is to say, that as editor of Cotr
uer’s Weekly he combined with the

editorial audacity that is a part of the

trade of the professional reformer a sense

of values and an honesty of opinion that

are rare qualities among the disciples of

that vogue.

In our opinion, the highest compliment
attaching to Hapgood as Collier's ed-

itor is the fact that he was denounced
from both sides: he was pilloried both as

pie-eyed and reactionary.

D. It. Barbee, in the Mobil* (Ala.) Register

Let an old admirer of yours express his

appreciation of the first number of 11a k-

PEr’s Weekly that is issued under your
name. I spent a large part of Sunday
going through it, carefully studying the

editorial features and comparing them
and the physical make-up of the paper

with the matter and make-up of other

great weeklies. You have given us

something new and a little hit better than

any weekly published in this country.

The ty|K>graphy of Harper's Weekly
in its new dress is most pleasing, and the

illustrations have this rather unique qual-

ity—they draw me hack to them time

and again, euch time with an increased

pleasure.

very dangerously, with the bankers so

friendly to all of them. It at least is

true that $38,000,000 of the Southern

Pacific stock, which the Union Pacific

was supposed to rid itself of, has not

gone outside the group of four with which

the bankers are closely related. To
quote Mr. Kindel is not necessarily to

agree with him, but merely to raise the

question

“The Union Pacific has since 1906

owned $42,000,000 of Baltimore & Ohio

stock, and through the intervention of

Kuhn, Loeb k Co. this stock has lieen

consistently voted to perpetuate control

of Baltimore & Ohio in the interest of

Pennsylvania. Consistent with the past

practice* of the parties, it is in the power
of Kuhn. Loeb & Co. to cause the Union
Pacific, now owning $80,000,000 of Balti-

more k Ohio stock, to deliver to persons

acting in the interest of the Pennsylvania

a voting proxy thereon, thus enabling the

Pennsylvania to control the annual stock-

holders' meeting of the Baltimore k Ohio.

“It would be in the power of this same
hanking firm to cause the Pennsylvania

to deliver to persons acting in the inter-

est of the Union Pacific a voting proxy

on the $38,000,000 of Southern Pacific

stock owned by the Pennsylvania, which,

added to the $(3-2.000,000 owned by indi-

vidual Union Pacific director* and their

associates, would in turn enable the

Union Pacific to control the annual

stockholders' meeting of the Southern

Pacific with the same efficiency as in

the past."

Kindel likewise [mints out that Krau-
thoff, the lawyer who oversee* the de-

tails and reports to the court, has acted

on previous occasions as a lawyer for the

Harriman and Kuhn, Loch interests.

He might have added that Jacob H.

They Think
I have always liked your editorials.

They are most stimulating, and they

force one to think. I look to see you
make your editorial pages the clearing-

house for all that is good and true and
noble in modern thought, with always a
clinging fust to the best that there is in

the old. Even if you do sometimes jour-

ney “into the clouds," as Colonel Hur-
vey said of you, it is worth while to

follow you up there, though differing

with you us to wdiat is to Ik- found so

high up.

You have a big job to make succeeding

number* of your paper as fine as the first

one is, but I know you will make them
even finer.

Cast your eye to the South, and give

some thought to this section of the Re-

public. It will sec a new birth in the

next ten year*, and our old civilization,

the pride of two hundred years, will pass.

Already we moderns see the line-up, and
we hope for a great upbuilding down here.

The Steel Trust has just bought a large

tract of land three mile* above Mobile,

and will undoubtedly build immense
works there. The General Electric Com-
pany is pre|>aring to build a port at Ala-

bama Port, twenty miles south of Mo-
bile, at which it will create big work* and
an industrial city. The whole Gulf

coast country is alive with new enter-

prise*. AH the South is forging

ahead.

Can't we depend on Harper's Week-
ly to be our steadfast friend in this re-

awakening?

Sell iff. senior partner of the banking firm,

is a member of the executive committee
of the Central Trust Company, which the

court ha* appointed to hold the disfran-

chised stock.

It is strongly insisted, by those who
speak with no little authority, that our

great bankers have no desire whatever
to perpetuate monopoly of any sort. It

is said that the Union Pacific would lie

glad to sell it* great blocks of Baltimore

k Ohio stock if it could find a purchaser.

It Is firmly denied that the Pennsylvania

has any desire to become a transconti-

nental line through acquiring more South-
ern Pacific. The difficulties in which the

New Haven finds itself, from trying to be
too big and monopolistic, and the separa-

tion of the Rock Island and San Fran-
cisco companies, indeed the whole trend

of railroad policies, is said to make our
great financial groups cautious about
even a further suspicion of monopoly. If

members of the banking firm were asked
why such a curiously interrelated plan

for separating the Union and Southern
Pacific properties had been adopted, they
would pmliably say:

“We are merely protecting our clients.

We are not trying to monopolize any-
thing. We and our lawyers and allied

financial institutions know the most
about all this problem, and therefore its

solution should lie with us.”

One thing is certain : whatever ultimate

clianges may take place in the stock

ownership of the Harriman railroads,

there appears to be no immediate lessen-

ing of the intangible but actual "money
power.” Court decree*, even those of

the Supreme Court, appear, in some
cases, to strengthen rather than weaken
the noiseless influence of a small “inside"

banking group.

of Us
Homer A. Guek. Vice-President the Min-

ing Gazette Company, Houghton.
Mich.

Permit me to express my appreciation

of the new Harper's Weekly, which ar-

rived Saturday. I read every line of it

without delay and found interest and in-

struction in each article. The editorials

were, of course, to me the best of the mag-
azine, but I want to say that I think you
have started right and it is a pleasure to

have Harper’s Weekly to look forward

to each week.

Lcola Leonard in the New York Morning
Telegraph

It must be set down right here that the

size and general form of the pcrodiral

under discussion can not be improved
upon. In these matter*, it ha* neither

superior nor equal among publications of

it* kind.

Moreover, the first issue has a variety

of interest in its contents that bids for a

wide circle of readers. Julian Street has

a good take-off on dramatic critics, and

the accompanying illustrations by James
Montgomery Flagg bring great joy to

readers who recognize the "prototypes."

The comedy end is also held up by Wal-

lace Irwin and Edmund Vance Cooke.

Herbert Reed discusses current athletic*.

Secretary Garrison talk* of the army and
Louis D. Brandei* of banking, while Mr.
Hapgood himself look* after the drama
and woman suffrage. George Bellows,

John Sloan, and WaUace Morgan have

contributed editorial cartoons.
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To find the editorial section the weak-

est part of the magazine was a decided

shock.

Columbu* (Ohio) Journal

We had been led to believe that noth-

ing untoward, like Mr. Thaw's escupe. for

instance, could possibly happen after

Mr. Norman Hapgood had taken direct

personal charge of Harper's Weekly.

Buffalo (N. Y.) New*
Harper's Weekly reports several

teams of baseball girls who throw ball

with a skill unknown to thirty women in

the United States fifty years ago. The
girls of to-day are becoming athletic at so

fast a rate as to insure great interest in

the sport page hereafter.

Troy (N. Y.) Morning Record.

A careful perusal of the publication

shows that Mr. Hapgood has original and

interesting ideas about the needs of a

journal of honorable reputation. Edi-

torial comment, special articles by men
eminent in public life and in financial

affairs, a little up-to-date fiction, an in-

telligent consideration of the drama,

athletics in general, and verse which con-

tributes to gaiety are noted. . . .

It must be acknowledged that the

Weekly, under its new editor, is wide-

awake to the influences which are sway-

ing those members of the gentler sex who
believe that the subjection of their sex is

about to end.

YOUR best play on the “19th/* Tee off with a bite
to eat, and follow through with that incomparable

after-golf refreshment

—

Budweiser
From an Immaculate Plant

Th* main plant of Anbiaatr-Buach re- In everynook and comerof thblnatkiitloo.
quire* lit separate building*. It cover* M2 One can't go through on .

acre*, equal to 70 cky block*. kOSO people a tour of inspection, aa hua-
are employed here and 1.500 other* in dred* do each day. and not
branches. Home cleanliness ia maintained get a quality-impression.

Anheuser-Busch, St. Louis
"h* Largejt Plant of It* Kind

ff*
Some of tha Principal

in the World 3 3 _ BuOdint* .

E. Furman, New York
Good-bye! We have had you in our

family ever since I was a little boy—and
I’m fifty-five now—but you'll come no

more. It’s a shame to have the grand

old name of Harper associated with the

absurd Normie Hapgood and the social-

istic Jewman Brandeis. You can prob-

ably get along without my weekly ar-

rangement with the newsdealer, and I

must get along without you to retain my
self-respccL Normie and Louis are a

great team going nowhere and quite

uncertain as to the route. But you
ought to be decent enough to abandon
the name Harper, which has never

stood for the ridiculous things it is

evident you are to stand sponsor for

hereafter.

Good-bye, dear old Harper’s Weekly. It is the aim of the publishers of

Harper’s Weekly to render its readers

who are interested in sound investments

the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert

W. Atwood, the Editor of the Financial Depart-
ment, deals with the broad principles that un-
derlie legitimate investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladly answer, by
correspondence, any request for information re-

garding specific investment securities. Authori-

tative and disinterested information regarding

the rating of securities, the history of investment
issues, the earnings of properties and the stand-

ing of financial institutions and houses will lie

gladly furnished any reader of Harper’s Weekly
who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries

deal with matters pertaining to investment rather

than speculation. The Financial Department is

edited for investors.

All communicattons should he addressed to Albert W.
Atwood, Financial Editor Harper s Weekly, McClure
Building, News York City.

Archie Bell in Cleveland (Ohio) Plain

Dealer

With typical New York ignorance and
egotism, after remarking that things the-

atrical in America begin in New York,

and that what succeeds there in 1914 is

seen elsewhere in the country in 1913 and
1914, Norman Hapgood, the new editor

of Harper's Weekly, prints a large half-

page picture of Margaret Anglin, bearing

a caption to the effect that the opening of

her tour will be one of the really big things

of the season, because she will play Soph-

ocles’ '‘Eleklra"—and the opening will

be in San Franeisco. The editor of Har-
per’s Weekly should observe that Soph-

ocles is what might be termed a well-

seasoned and experienced playwright,

and he didn't make any stipulation as to a

New York opening. And it might be

hinted even that Sophocles has succeeded

fairly well without the buguboo of New
York approval.

//. B. Matthew*, S. W. Straus & Co., Chi-

cago, III.

Permit me to congratulate you on the

first two numbers of the revivified Har-
per's Weekly. For me to wish you

aiftiiuiiiiniiuiiiwiiijHiiuiniiroiiiiniNiiiiffliiuiifliMMlIl^^
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Washington Crisps helps Children

grow Sturdy and Strong

VffOST people know that
1 * foods made from corn

are very good for growing

children. WASHINGTON
CRISPS is made from one of

the most nutritious elements of

the choicest white corn.

Thousands of careful mothers

give their children WASH-
INGTON CRISPS two or three

times a day

The youngsters thrive on it

These crisp delicious flakes

appeal to their delicate taste

—are easily digested and soon

make rich, red blood.

The purity of WASHINGTON
CRISPS is beyond question.

Theyare prepared in spotlessly

clean mills by automatic

machinery, untouched by

human hands. It’s economical

too -1/2 more than any other

cereal food for 10c.

Order s bo* lo-cUy. Your grocer wiB be glad to sand K.

Washington CRISPS
1 /\ The BIG Package of Toaited Cora Flaka 1 Qg.
Vr UNITED CEREAL MILLS. Ltd.

*

success would be unnecessary. The mag-
azine shows you have already gained it.

I must say, however, that I view with

some alarm an “official organ for the

feminist movement.” A good many |hx»-

ple in this disturbed State, in view of the

new extension of the ballot wished upon
us by our impeccable legislature, think

that “the war between the sexes” does

not need further incitement. Yet this

is the only flaw in the ointment I have

found on reading Harper’a Weekly.
Your financial department is most inter-

esting.

I'roridence (R. I.) Journal

Mr. Norman Hapgood announces that

Harper'b Weekly under his editorship

will neither lie “a highbrow publication

in the limited sense." nor yet "collect a

lot of lowbrows.” This idea of a golden

mean was expressed more elegantly, if

not more forcibly, by a numlicr of Latin

poets, including Horace. An editor,

however, can not always choose his read-

ers at will.

G. A. Hires, First National Bank. El

Cainpo. Texas

I um just in receipt of the first number
of IIarper'h Weekly since you have be-

come editor, and I beg to offer congratu-

lations.

The plan to point out to your reader*

I he best kind of books to lie read will lie

of great value, and this alone should lx*

worth the price of the publication.

Hartford (Conn.) Courant •

The promised rejuvenating of the old

Journal of Civilization will lx* worth

watching. We wish Editor Hapgood
good luck a* he starts in on his job.

Detroit (Mich.) Sne*
Harper's Weekly makes a bid for the

waste-basket collection of the conven-

tional magazine thus: "We want, largely,

the by-product of our best illustrators.

We want what they do liccause it expresses

them os intelligent and men."

And. true to this test, the first numlxT of

Hapgood's Harper's Weekly contains

some sketches by the popular James

Montgomery Flagg that ar»* entirely dif-

ferent from and superior to that artist’s

ordinarily accepted work.

So far the newspapers have a monopoly

on masculinity, crude though much of it

is. Maybe Harper's Weekly can help

us out with leisurely developed standards

of magazine art virility.

Frederic C. IIofre. Director People’s Insti-

tute. New York City

Heartiest congratulations for Har-
per's Weekly for August 161 I aui

happy to think that the traditions and

best work of George William Curtis are

being carried on under the old imprint

and with his refined, courageous spirit.

I am glad that the new problems of the

new century, as well us old wrongs

under new guises, arc to have this old

forum for their correction.

Aurora (111.) Beacon iY«m
If Hahper’m Weekly were published

in the sign language, a blind man would

know that Norman Hapgood is now the

editor.

If this splendid journal is allowed free

rein, the Americ*n people arc assured

that they will lean, something of the con-

duct of their own government which it is

well for them to know.

It is good to hear Mr. Hapgotxl's voice

again after an absent e of several months.
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Murphy’s Revenges

THE end so came to Mayor Gaynor that the

universal tragedy of death received a most
dramatic setting. He was the ablest man who
had occupied his position in New York for long,

perhaps at any time, and undoubtedly he was
the most interesting. His administrative abil-

ities, his strength of understanding, and his raci-

ness of temperament and expression were such

that hundreds of thousands in the City looked in

the newspapers for every word he said, knowing
! he would take them off the beaten track. He

|

had set his heart upon being mayor again, and
1

if Tammany Hall were a less exacting master,

it would have given him a renomination. He
! had done as much for Tammany as any reasonable

partisan would think he ought to do; more,

we believe, than he should have done, but he

was too big a man to be subservient, as Murphy
demands his subordinates shall be. His moral

i
nature had peculiar twists, as his temperament
and his intellect had, but he had size, and he
had courage, and when he happened to feel like

it he told Mr. Murphy to "chase himself.**

When Murphy and seven other men got together

at Delmonieo’s and decided that the Mayor had
not fe<l out of the organization's hand with suffi-

cient docility, and therefore must be punished, it

was a heavy blow to the strong constitution al-

ready sapped by a Indict wound and by age. Fate

I

came into the complex political situation in a most
1 terrific manner, but in this fate a large ingredient

' was that predatory organization which at present

is headed by Mr. Charles Francis Murphy.
Tammany was already in the midst of demon-

strating to William Sulzer, (as depicted by Cesare

in our “double” this week), what happens when

I

a member of the Tammany organization under-

I takes to do any thinking for himself, or any ser-

vice to the public. It probably killed Gaynor,

and it certainly brought about the political end of

Sulzer. It will have no such trouble if it succeeds

in electing Mr. McCall. Tammany learned so

much in a short space of time from the rebellious-

ness of Gaynor and Sulzerthat it made up its mind
not to put anybody in office again whose docile

obedience was not altogether beyond question.

THE Canadian government assuredly has

advantages. The presence in that coun-

try of a degenerate young man of wealth, who
happened to have shot a famous architect and
been associated with a famous beauty, created

some excitement for a few days in a very small

town which had theretofore led a peaceful life.

But the Canadian government rapidly tired of

!

this species of lime-light, and calmly threw Thaw
across the border back into the country that

produced him. Canada will now go ulong doing

its work as usual, und the business of filling its

newspapers and (Ktssibly its courts with Thaw’s
a Ifairs will be left to the United States.

Independence

THERE are at least two men in the Senate

who breathe free air. Each belongs to

a party, but neither is a slave. Each keeps the

liberty, when important crises arrive, of acting

for himself. In voting for the Tariff bill, the

Republican, Robert La Follette, und the Pro-

gressive, Miles Poindexter, set an example of

independence and courage that will not be for-

gotten. It was an emergency. The air was
electric with excitement. Vast influences were
at work, and yet these men voted with another
party, because that other party happened to be
right, and the crisis results to the country were
too serious to be subordinated to party loyalty.

Pass the Currency Bill

NOTHING is so bad for business as uncer-

tainty. The administration has show*n

superb competence and courage ever since the

Fourth of March. Its next big task is to pass

the Currency bill, and there are two profound

reasons for haste. One is that if it is not passed

now the subject will remain to trouble us, for

there is no doubt whatever of the necessity of

change, nor has there been doubt for years.

The other is that the administration is in a

better position to force a vote through, and thus

•quiet the situation, than it ever will be again.

Promotion

I
N deciding to use the system of promotion
in regard to consuls, the administration has

tuken a step which was not only wrise but also

particularly needed. The amazing success of the

administration is admitted even by most of its

opponents. The only criticism that has been at

all prominent among liberal thinkers is that it was
probably carrying too far the idea of party soli-

darity. It was excused by many on the ground
that the Republicans have for so long packed the

offices with their partisans. Nevertheless it was
not inspiring, and the identification of the present

democratic government with the principle of

selecting and promoting subordinates for merit

will give renewed satisfaction and confidence to
the more independent voters of all parties.

Edited by NORMAN HAPGOOD

3
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The Democracy and the Civil Service

THE Democratic majority in the Senate

struck a blow at Civil Service reform, the

other day, by adopting the provision that the

Commissioner of Internal Revenue shall appoint

the agents, inspectors, deputy collectors, etc.,

for collecting the income tax. This was done

after a wide discussion of the work of the Civil

Sendee Commission and the presidential practice

of covering into the classified service a vast army
of employes who hud been employed under the

spoils system. President Taft having broken the

record in this respect by protecting 41,559 gov-

ernment employes from removal by the Demo-
cratic Administration. Naturally, there is a hu-

man desire to even up things a little, and the

Tariff bill furnished this opportunity. Senator

Cummins neatly turned the tables, however, by
proposing that the officials appointed by this

provision of the bill, should not in turn be put by
executive order under the protection of the Civil

Service rules. There has l>een wide complaint

against the inefficiency of a Commission which,

in spite of its own rules, succeeded in having the

service pretty thoroughly Republicnnized. The
provision, however, for a revival, even on a small

scale, of the spoils system, will make the remedy-
ing of conditions only the harder to accomplish.

Bailey

SENATOR BAILEY took the stump in Texas,

for Underwood, Harmon, or anybody to

beat Wilson, with the result that the Texas
delegation of forty votes came in quite handy for

Wilson at Baltimore. Bailey then chose as his

successor a notorious representative of the whis-

key and corporation interests. Result, again, I

young Morris Sheppard walked away w’ith the

Senatorship. Then Bailey resigned, w'ith the

understanding that his Governor Colquitt would
appoint Bailey’s long-time supporter, Editor

Johnson, to fill the unexpired term. But in the

two Texas contests which Bailey had helped to

precipitate, the line of division between Progres- i

sive and Reactionary was drawn so clearly that

the most progressive Legislature Texas had ever

seen was elected. It refused to confirm Bailey’s

choice for Senator, even for the unexpired term.

Just before his resignation from the Senate, Bailey

delivered his long advertised speech against the

initiative and the “ riff-raff-rendum,” as they call

it in Texas. And then, young Senator Ashurst,

of Arizona, tried the trick by which Bailey earned

his reputation as a debater, by delivering a pre-

pared speech, on popular government, in imme-
diate reply to that of Bailey. Now the ex-Senator

is employed by a “taxpayer” in Washington, to

embarrass the new District of Columbia Govern-
ment, by contesting Commissioner Newman’s
right to appoint, on the ground that he has not
been a resident of the District for the prescribed

three years. This, as they would say in the

South, is “small potatoes and few in the hill.”

Glass —Owen

THESE two men, one in the House and the

other in the Senate, bear the same relation
i

to the Currency bill that Underwood and Siin- I

mons do to the Tariff bill. Glass has long l)een

knowm by his few intimates as a man of great

ability. But he never made a speech in the

House—when in the minority it would do no good
and when in the majority there were a plenty to

make speeches. He made a campaign in Virginia

two years ago for the senatorship, but the ma-
chine was too strong for him to break. Then,
through the dropping out of Pujo, Glass became
Chairman of the Currency Committee. He
bided his time, while the critics of the Currency
bill did their worst, and a Democratic split was
freely predicted. Then, at one bound, he leaped

into fame, so far as his reputation with liis Demo-
cratic colleagues is concerned, with his speech in

the caucus in support of the measure, the op-

position dwindling to a lean minority. His work
is over with the adoption of the measure in

the House and that of Senator Owen begins,

as the manager on the floor of an important

piece of legislation.

Owen won his spurs in the Senate in a debate
with Senator Aldrich over the currency measure
of that day in which he showed thorough knowl-
edge of sound financial principles and of the

unsoundness of our bunking system. When
in the re-organization of the Democratic Senate,

i the Finance Committee was divided into two
parts, one to consider the Tariff and the other

I

the Currency, there w'ns no one on the Demo-
cratic side to whom could have been entrusted

more safely the work of currency reform, as

Chairman of the new Currency Committee, than

|

Owen of Oklahoma.

Charles A. Canfield

THERE passed at Los Angeles the other day
a pioneer; one of those men who see beyond

their associates; who have vision; who build.

He was shrewd, with humor that was unquenched.

He saw through schemes and men. He was
generous, and after his prosperity came, he helped

friendless boys and girls. His natural wits and
rugged strength caused him to finish his career

with a fortune and the respect of his fellow-

citizens. He was the man who, with his partner,

sank the first oil well on the Pacific coast, anti

thus began the unlocking of the great deposits

of California and Mexico. He also set up the

first cyanide plant, which made profitable lemon
growing a possibility through reducing the loss

from insects. He support ed a school for three

hundred orphan boys, and left in his will money
to establish a similar school for girls. He was
one of the builders; one of those who have
made the American pioneer a type of which the

country is proud.

The Working ("lass

WITH the British House of Ixirds rushing

madly towards self-destruction, and the

Liberal government planning that House’s aboli-

tion, a passage in George Meredith’s novel,

“Beauchamp’s Career,” strikes the contempo-
ary reader:

First, the King who conquers and can govern. In his

egoism he dubs him holy; his family is of a selected Mood; he

makes the crown hereditary— Ego. Son bv .son the shame
of egoism increases; valor abates; hereditary Crown, no



Clotheshereditary qualities. The Barons rise. They in turn hold

I sway, and for their order—Ego. The traders overturn

them; each Hass rides the classes under it while it can. It

is ego—ego, the fountain cry. origin, sole source of war!

:

Then death to ego! I say! If those traders had ruled for

! other than ego, power might have rested with them on broad

!
basis enough to carry us forward for centuries. The work-

[

men have ever been too anxious to be ruled. Now comes

I
the workman’s ora. Numbers win in the end: proof of

small wisdom in the world. Anyhow, with numbers there

is rough nature’s wisdom and justice. With numbers ego

is interdependent and dispersed; it is universalized.

i

Thin is typical Meredith, therefore not want-

ing in involutions and purentheses; eager as a

child’s speech, turgid and teeming all at once,

hut it is perfectly true, and it illustrates the

fact thut often the genuine artist reflects the

time Indore the statesman does.

Meredith was a democrat, and he was not

afraid of the consequences of his thoughts. In

the dominance of the working class, he saw not

a perfect society, but one much better than

wc have had.

!

Reasoning Power

A GOOD many newspapers in various parts of

the country have barked at us for our op-

position to the Mann White Slave Act. Their

j

reasoning usually is that immorality is immoral,

and, therefore, any punishment inflieted on the

1 culprit by the Government is desirable. It

would take a good deal more noise, however, than

I we have yet heard to change our opinion about

i having an act so sweeping in its terms that it

j

orders the United States Government to take a

hand in punishing private individuals for what
may not. be looked upon as entirely desirable

manners and customs, and it is, of course, made
especially ridiculous by being called a “White
Slave Act.” Under this act, if George Eliot and

George Henry Lewes were alive and happened
to cross from St. Louis to East St. Louis on the

ferry, and Mr. Lewes paid the fare, for both, he

would be liable to imprisonment as a “white

slaver.” A fair sample of the logic inflicted on
I the community in this connection is that of the

i Journal of Lawrence, Mass., who says that the

editor of this paper “disappoints many friends

who have admired him for a long time by writing

an editorial upholding people going from one

state to another for immoral purposes when both

are willing. It is unworthy any man who under-

takes to lead the people. The white slave traffic

is just as wrong when plied for sensuality alone

as for money.”
It would be pretty difficult to crowd more first

class reasoning into so short a space. In the first

place, because we object to the United States

government undertaking to regulate all matters

of individual morals and customs, we are accused

of approving of “immoral purposes.” In the

second place, a voluntary trip of two individuals

is treated by the Journal seriously as the white

. slave traffic. There are certain subjects which

get people so excited that their minds seem to

leave them altogether. No publication is going

to work harder or more persistently for improve-

ment in sexual morals and for the decrease of

prostitution than will this publication, but we
do not expect to carry on the work by making
idiots of ourselves.

PERSONS of obvious types have disagreed

violently with this paper’s recent article

concerning the relations between women’s clothes

and morality. The belief that there Ls something

essentially immodest about the human body is

typically Anglo-Saxon. To such as hold this

faith we recommend these words of Du Maurier:

If our climate were such that we could go about without

any riothen on, we probably should; in which case, although

we should still murder and lie and steal and bear false wit-

ness against our neighbor, and break the Sabbath day and
take the Lord’s name in vain, much deplorable wickedness

of another kind would cease to exist for sheer lack of mys-
tery; and Christianity would be relieved of its hardest task

in this sinful world. . . . There would Ik* no cunning,

cruel deceptions, no artful taking in of artless inexperience,

no unduly hurried waking up from Love’s young dream, no

handing down to posterity of hidden uglinesses and weak-

nesses, ami worse!

What do you know about that? Wasn’t
Du Maurier wicked?

Aren’t all the people wicked who believe that

women could dress for convenience, activity

and beauty without shaking the moral founda-

tions of society?

What Is Immoral?

MR. BECKER’S cartoon which will confront

you when you turn this page over deals

with a topic that we have very much at heart.

Many years ago “Mrs. Warren’s Profession”

was stopped by the same magistrate who has

been pondering on the ethical effect of other plays

which deal with the subject of prostitution.

“Mrs. Warren’s Profession” is an extremely

moral play. Indeed, the police seldom stop a

play which is really immoral. Every summer, the

theaters are crowded with musical comedies,
“revues” and “follies” and gardens, in which ex-

hibitions are given built up mainly for the purpose

of playing upon the sex instincts, and these ex-

hibitions doubtless do a good deal to recruit the

ranks. Nobody, however, undertakes to stop

any of these frivolous stimulants, and the police-

m&n who should undertake to do so would find

himself extremely unpopular. The very men
who howl bitterly against showing the dismal

truth in “Damaged Goods” and in “Any Night”
go night after night to the musical comedies.

It is a very excellent thing that the American
people are coming to recognize this evil, talk

about it, and think about it, and study it in all

ways. It is one of the saddest, most destructive,

most unjust diseases of civilization, and it will

never Ik* lessened by the Puritanic device of

silence. Of course, there are a large number of

I men in the world who would like to have the

whole subject let alone, so that their own pleas-

ures can be catered to while the women and
young people in their families are told not to

concern themselves with such unpleasant and
improper topics. This effort to shut off free ob-

servation and discussion of this particular horror

will l>e a losing effort, no matter how many
policemen and newspapers and virtuous Philis-

tines join in it. All classes of the community
and both sexes are going to be made familiar

with the facts and what they mean.
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The Younger Suffragists
By W1NNIFRED HARPER COOLEY

MIDDLE-AGED reformers are tremendously ex-

cited over the radical utterances of some of the

younger generation. Woman suffragists of a past

decade, seeing the cherished goal of emancipation in sight,

tremble lest the work of the pioneers be undone by revolu-

tionary utterances of a few “hot-headed young women."
To these I would commend the following truth: The

radicalism of to-day becomea the conservatism of to-morrow.

Even in the memory of the youngest of us, the public

once considered a woman suffragist a female outlaw, and
the press pictured her invariably with short hair and
trousers. Within a decade the entire attitude of the

public has changed, until it is allowed that suffragists

may be beautiful and fashionable, and only in rare in-

stances is a little good-natured fun poked at them. I

myself have witnessed the evolution of woman suffrage

from a revolutionary measure to a conservative one!

The article signed by Mrs. Belmont in a contemporary
magazine, which so passionately denies that the women
leaders of the suffrage movement demand anything other

than the vote, has a grain of truth, in that many of these

women are of a past generation, and, while once radical,

are now conservative. They have not kept ahead of the

times. To them the vote is a fetish—a magician's wand
to conjure with. Having once obtained it, all human
problems are to be solved easily and expeditiously.

Mnny of them, in fact, scarcely think ahead toward the

solving of problems at all, but merely want the vote to

prove their equality with man, and to demonstrate

democracy.

The younger generation has no quarrel with this atti-

tude, for it is absolutely necessary for any democracy to

enfranchise all of its adult population; but there are

within the fold of modem franchise-seekers a numl>er of

women who consider the vote the merest tool, a means
to an end—that end being a complete social revolution.

\ NY reformer is apt to be frightened for the success

of his cause when others seek to couple with it still

more unpopular measures. We have a deep sympathy
with those older women who have borne the brunt and
ignominy of the jeers and social ostracism of past public

opinion. They are in terror lest the old unjust terms of

opprobrium
—

“free love,” “destruction of the family,” and
such—will drag the vigorous prescntcause Imck a few paces.

The younger feminists, however, do not look with any
alarm upon temporary setbacks that might conceivably

be given to woman’s enfranchisement. So certain arc

they that evolution is necessitating changes in social and
economic conditions, which may on the surface appear
revolutionary, that they smile contentedly, knowing that

no human agency can stem the tide.

What, then, are the demands of the younger radicals

who are so agitating the elders within the fold?

1. The abolition of all arbitrary handicap* calculated to

prevent woman a economic independence. This applies to

spiritual as well as to material stumbling-blocks, for pub-

lic opinion forms quite as impassable a barrier as rules

and regulations. The woman of the future—married or

single—must be absolutely free to earn her livelihood,

and must receive equal pay for equal service. The
younger feminists consider that the day is rapidly ap-

proaching when to be supported by a man in return for

sexual privileges, or mere general housekeeping, or to be
paid for motherhood, will be morally revolting to every
self-respecting wife. They claim that as soon as men
and women elevate their standards to the conception of a

free womanhood, choosing its mate from deliberate af-

fection, rather than in a wild scramble to be “taken care

of" in idleness, they will look with horror on the old days
when women “ married to get a home.”

1. The opportunity for women to serre in all civic capa-

cities—on municipal, educational, institutional, and re-

form boards, on juries, and in every function by which

they can be of service to their own sex nnd to children.

This is coming about gradually, through women proba-

tion officers, attendants at Juvenile Courts, police ma-
trons, "policewomen," physicians in insane asylums, in

children’s institutions, etc. It is only surprising that

there yet is a violent struggle every time a woman runs

for membership on a local school board.

8. A demand for a single standard of morality. This is

not to be interpreted arbitrarily as meaning either a
strictly puritanical standard or an objectionably loose

standard. It merely means that there shall be no un-
just nnd persecuting discrimination against the woman
offender, when both man and woman offend.

rPIIERE is a violent altercation going on continually,
1 within the ranks of feminists in all countries, re-

garding this question. Every woman in her right senses

bitterly resents the injustices of the man-made world,

which has for centuries branded the scarlet letter on the

woman’s breast, and let the man go scot-free. But the

conservative women reformers think the solution is in

hauling men up to the standard of virginal purity that

has always been set for women. The other branch, claim-

ing to have a broader knowledge of human nature, asserts

that it is impossible and perhaps undesirable to expect

asceticism from all men and women. Naturally, the

former group of women are horrified that the latter are

willing to face facts as they are, and constantly say to

them: “In advocating a single standard of morality, in-

stead of elevating men to the plane of w'omen, you arc

dragging women down to the plane of man !

”

Now, this is not a moral treatise. I am quite willing

to let the future citizens work out their own salvation,

with a fair certainty that they will attain considerably

more fairness, and a generally higher standard, than
ever !>efore in any century. The all-important conten-

tion is that men and women as human beings, frail or

strong as the case may be, must be judged from the broad
human standpoint, and, legally and socially, receive fair

play. The old-line suffragist who seeks the vote in

order to gain laws by which the mother has an equal

guardianship with the father of her children, an equal

ownership of property, etc., and yet who condones the

ostracism of a woman and the adulation of a man, when
both have broken a law of conventionality, is absurdly

inconsistent.

4. The abolition of white slavery and prostitution. This

is only one form of the age-long insistence of man’s owner-
ship of woman. Its manifestations are quite as real in

the harem, and in some phases of marriage, as in the

poor creature who is sequestered, an absolute prisoner,

in “houses" in our cities. The radical feminists con-

sider it the highest moral duty of educated woman to

instruct the young so that they may accomplish their

owrn protection; and we resent the insinuation of the

w'riter of the aforesaid article that women who wish to

investigate and abolish the social evil are “morbid and
discontented" and “discuss the subject from the house-

tops, dragging young women and children into it.”

White slavery' is due very largely to the ignorance of

young girls—in many cases regarded as highly desirable

on the part of their parents. The trend of many modern
dramas has been to awaken woman's responsibility for

her sisters, and to impress upon her the actual criminal-

ity of ignorance.

The play “Hindle Wrakes” certainly never was wit-

nessed by the author of the article, who misstates the

problem thus: “The play approves of a young man nnd

a young woman slipping away for a w’cek-end together

to please the fancy of a moment.” The entire point of

the drama is missed. Any one wrho has seen the play

knows that, sordid as it is, the effort is not to glorify

a temporary liaison, but to claim that the girl was no

more to be ostracized than the boy; nor could she be

7
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“made an honest woman'’ by marrying n youth whom
she held in contempt. Her clearness of vision was
brought out in her assertion of independence. Although

an ignorant factory girl, she rose above the suggestion

of jumping into matrimony with the rich mill-owner’s

son merely to shield her reputation. “As long as there

are eight mills in Hindle, I shall not lack for work,” she

said coolly. “So why marry a man I do not love or

respect?” Any suffragist who fails to sec the high moral

ground of the girl who will not marry to protect herself

simply stamps herself as one of the old-time conservatives.

5. The right to actirity of expression and of creating

social ideals, quite unhampered by old superstitions. For
centuries women, like cows, have l>ecn over-sexed. No
wonder that they arc often self-conscious and hysterical.

They are regarded as “the sex,” and are seldom allowed

self-expression as individuals. Thus it is that, in discus-

sing all questions of divorce, of marriage, of the home, of

children, people eternnlly drivel and become effusive

regarding women. They are never referred to except in

their relation to men. It is always “the wife and
mother,” “the sweetheart and sister,” not simply “the
woman." As a matter of fact, public opinion in the

future will regard men as quite as essential to the home
as are women; and women as quite as essential to the

world as are men.

T F the above claims of certain advanced feminine
1 thinkers in all countries seem revolutionary and
shocking, let me hasten to assert that they nre not the

claims of suffragists, in toto. All feminists are suffragists,

but all suffragists arc not feminists. As I suggested in

the beginning, the suffragists who only a decade ago

were regarded as wild radicals are now considered quite

conservative. They claim the vote as "wives and
mothers,” as “home-makers,” as "helpmeets.” They
urge the rights of the child—the fact that pure food and
milk and gas and water are municipal problems as well

as housekeeping ones as reasons for women entering

municipal housekeeping. The public and press, now
educated up to this point, applaud this attitude which
seems to them agreeably housewifely.

It is a well established fact that woman suffrage in

itself does not bring about a revolution. Wyoming,
which has had women citizens for forty-three years, has

a remarkable record for few divorces. Colorado and
the other States where women are enfranchised show
a praiseworthy list of laws relating to women and chil-

dren, factory inspection, protection and reform, intro-

duced as bills by women legislators. The feminists

applaud all these things, but go much further in their

demands. They are glad that suffrage has not disrupted

homes; but they are quite willing to inquire frankly

into monogamy, studying it with open mind, not churehly

terror, and to see homes disrupted which rest on an im-

moral foundation, believing that divorce is far prefer-

able to “legal prostitution."

They regard as somewhat absurd the statement of

the writer previously alluded to, that the record of

women's political rights “shows l»eyond all controversy

that the effect of equal suffrage has lx*en to raise the

standards of domestic life, to make wives happier, to

increase the number of marriages; and it is a literal fact

that there is far less of the abnormnl discussion of the

sex question where women have the suffrage!” Just

why wives should be happier, as iciees, because they vote,

is difficult to see. I am a bom suffragist, dyed in the

wool; but I certainly base my happiness as a wife on the

excellent traits of my husband, not on the fact that

I have gone to the polls several times in my lifetime.

Again, one can scarcely see how the most ardent suffra-

gist can claim that the ballot increases the numl>er of

marriages! Does the dropping of the coveted little

paper in the ballot-box really increase a girl’s romance
and desire for matrimony? If so, men should be very

eager to enfranchise all the eligible young women.
Again, how did the writer obtain statistics as to the

amount of “abnormal discussion of the sex question”

in States where women vote and in States where they

do not? Just what is “abnormal discussion," anyway?

YX70MAN suffrage to-day rests on a “safe,” conserv-

ative basis. It does not abolish monogamy.
Now, the younger generation are quite curious to see

the experiment of monogamy tried in some country!
The majority of women have always been constrained

to a monogamous existence; but no sane person would
assert that monogamy actually exists anywhere, except
in rare cases. If it does, how can wc account for the

curious fact—claimed by investigating sociologists—

that the great majority of the patrons of houses of pros-

titution are married men?
These may be “indiscreet utterances of young women

who deny the necessity of a proper regard for the con-
ventionalities, and claim for themselves a liberty of

speech and an independence of action that are wholly

indifferent to the effect on a critical public.” And it

may be true that “it is most unfortunate for any reform
to be championed by this class of enthusiasts." How-
ever, it is not my belief that any reform ever really pros-

pered through moral cowardice. However persecuted

the pioneers who express what they believe to be the

truth, the world has a way of justifying them in the end.

A terror of public opinion is not a part of the mental
equipment of the world’s great leaders.

If the kind public will but exercise a little thinking

power, and try to realize the mental concepts of those

who present a new viewpoint, they frequently will find

it to be intensely moral. Invariably, the feminists of

the world, in seeking woman’s social freedom, her eco-

nomic independence, and her responsibility toward all

activities, arc actuated by the highest moral purpose;

and their newly constructed world will be one of greater

civic and j>ersonal morality, far greater kindness,

charity, and justice, and considerably greater happiness

per person.

The |>ersonncl of these feminist leaders is invariably

beyond reproach. It is very amusing to note that the

public always insists that women reformers arc unhappily

married, and therefore are discontented and bitter,

arguing that women think only in terms of personalities.

I have in mind, at the moment, three beautiful young
radicals in the thirties. Each has a handsome, intelli-

gent husband whom she ndorcs.

There is something rather noble and lofty in women
who might la* lazy and live by their sex, as their ancestors

for centuries have done, deliberately putting themselves

to work. There is a growing feeling among sensible

women that alimony is absurd and unfuir to men. Most
people arc fairly greedy, and it would seem natural that

a disgruntled woman who obtained a divorce because

her husband was at fault might be glad to secure all the
“ financial reparation ” the court would allow her. Many
women believe, however, that it is sufficiently absurd for

an able-l>odied woman to Ik* supported by a man while

living with him, but doubly so during long years after

they have ceased to be on speuking terms!

The support of children is another matter. Of course,

there is a grain of justice in the alimony idea, founded on

the fact that if a woman has lived with a man for twenty

years she probably has fallen behind in the race for a

livelihood, and can not make a place for herself in the

economic struggle, and so, as mnrriage has deprived her

of her earning capacity, some restitution should l>e made.

In the future, when women continue to make money
after marriage, they will not lie a drag (should they be-

come divorced) on an ex-husband!

CUCH are a few of the claims and beliefs and hopes of

^ a surprising number of women all over the world.

They are not always brave enough to sjjcak them openly.

Many a man would lx* amazed if he could turn an X-ray

on the brain of his demure little helpmeet! I hasten to

say that suffrage is not responsible for these radical

opinions. It might, and probably would, repudiate

many of them. But I will tell you a little secret:

Although woman suffrage does not know it, it is a

part of the soeial revolution that is surely sweeping

every civilized country, and is the prophecy of the

dawn of a to-morrow far brighter and better than yes-

terday or to-day.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

THE GARDENER

THE NEW YORK. NO HEAVEN, AND
HEARTFAILURE RAILROAD

Boston is famous for its historic associations and

treasures which well repay a visit. Even the quaint

and curious Pullmans that convey the traveler thither

are relics of a bygone day and a joy to the heart of

the antiquarian.

From The Simple Geography, published 1908.

A TAMMANY

GARDEN OF VERSES

THE REPEATER

'T'HE gardener does not care to talk,

4 But in the garden loves to walk,

And gather all the plums he can

From fruit trees metropolitan.

The gardener has no time to play;

While the sun shines he makes hay.

Silent and big, sedate and grim.

I see him graft and rake and trim.

Oh Gardener, you had best beware!

A storm is brewing—have a care.

Soon there will be no hay to rake.

And no more plums for you to shake.

If you are wise, before too late

The rising gale anticipate.

And (like Dick Crokcr) take your pile

In safety to the Emerald Isle.

I USED to stay in bed till noon,
1 Then loaf around to a saloon;

But, now since last election night.

They rout me out before it’s light.

I have to wear a suit of stripes.

With nary a drink to wet my pipes,

And in the workshop toil all day

At making brooms, without no pay.

And wouldn’t any guy feel sore.

Now it's election time once more.

And all the boys arc out for loot.

To have to wear a striped suit!

SWEET THOUGHT

IT’S very comforting to know
1 The town’s so full of graft and dough.

And simple people mode to rob.

Voting to keep us on the job.

THE WHOLE DUTY OF CANDIDATES THE BOSS’S KEY

A CANDIDATE should say what's true,

When ’tis convenient so to do.

And play his cards above the table

—

At least as far as he is able.

VVTHEN Uncle Charley moves around,
* * His pockets make a jingling sound.

It is his bunch of •’private” keys

That fit the Public Treasuries.

Digitized tty Go
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LUCREZIA BOHI
Metropolitan Opera Corn/km y

FOR some years, an Amcrinn pub-
lie. partly intelligent, partly thick-

headed, and largely imitative, has

been |»aying enormous sums of money
in order to hear the best music

that the world can produce. Impresa-

rios, managers, and in some eases even

the musicians themselves, have reaped a

golden harvest as a result of this dogged

enthusiasm of the Americans; but as the

demand for good music has increased the

supply has also increased out of all pro-

portion, so that now there is grave danger

of choking the financial stream forever by
the mere accumulation of rubbish. Amer-
ica has come to be considered the Mecca
of all musicians, and so sure are they of

the vast wealth to be gained through a

tournfe of the States that they frequently

come over with very little preparation and
with an artistic equipment that is obvi-

ously inadequate. Yet even such medio-

cre work often gets a hearing through the

enterprising efforts of the press-agent, and
as a result the Americans are forced to

depend upon their common sense to dis-

tinguish between good and bad.

It seems a pity tiiat the really great

artists are forced to make use of the sume
mrtluxls of publicity as are employed by

the common herd; yet it is doubtful

whether they would receive recognition by
their sheer worth, so congested has the

musical field become. Iaist season we
were invaded by an army of singers and
instrumentalists, many of them worth

only a passing notice, and this year all

signs point to the coming of a greater mul-

titude of militant musicians than ever

before.

rT,0 begin with, think of four first-class

* opera companies competing in New
York alone. This will be the case if Mr.
Hammerstein carries out his project, and
the Chicago company pays its regular

series of visits, with the Metropolitan and
the Century already on the ground.

Think also of half a dozen full-sized sym-
phony orchestras in the same city, half a

dozen organizations for chamber music,

half a dozen choral societies, and then all

the army of soloists and virtuosi. Yet
the stage is set. Everything is in readi-

ness. The great European music-box,
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The
Coming
Musical

Season
By SIGMUND SPAETH

well oiled with American dollars, is pre-

paring to grind out its annual supply of

singers, pianists, violinists, operatic stars,

orchestral conductors, composers, and
“artists” in general.

In looking forward to the coming sea-

son, the plans of the Metropolitan Opera
Company are naturally first in impor-

tance. Mr. Gatli-Casazza seems as well

supplied as in the past with singers of the

first rank, having retained most of the old

favorites and added several new names of

distinction to his lust. The feature of the

season promises to b<*the presentation of

Charpentier's new opera. "Julicn. “ Pre-

liminary reports of it from Paris are none

too encouraging. Yet the devoted fol-

lowers of “ Ixiuise” will probably hail with

joy this succession, which is in a sense a

sequel. Julicn, in the earlier opera, is

the lover of Ixmise, and, while the two
stories are not otherwise connected, this

one circumstance hintls them closely to-

gether. “Julien,” however, has much
more of symbolism than “ Louise,” and is

correspondingly less coherent. It is said

that the composer contemplates the writ-

ing of a third opera which shall tell the

story of the child of Julien and Louise.

But the long interval between the birth

of “Louise” and that of “Julien" would

seem to indicate that the coming of the

child is still far in the dim future. Char-

pentier is anything but a prolific com-
poser.

A NOTHER feature of the Mctropoli-

tan season will be the presentation of

a new American opera. This time it is a

modest work in one act by Victor Herbert

and Ik-ots the title “Madeleine.” In

spite of its insignificant size, however, it

promises to score a success that has been

denied to all its predecessors. This ques-

tion of an American opera has become
rather a sore subject of late. We do not

like to admit that we are nationally incap-

able of producing a first-class operatic

work, yet such has been the case thus far.

"Mona” and "The Pipe of Desire” have

been distinct failures, while “Cyrano”
and “Nutoma” have had ouly a moder-

ate success.

I believe two causes to have been pri-

marily responsible for this: first, the di-

rect imitation of the foreign schools,

which has robbed the operas of all indi-

viduality, and, second, the tragic solem-

nity of the subjects selected by the libret-

tists. The Americans, as a rule, do not

care for tragedy, and will accept it only

with a liberal coating of foreign atu os-

pherc. But when this atmosphere Ls suj>-

plied artificially the dish is too nauseating

to swallow.

Mr. Herbert has very wisely chosen a
sentimental comedy as the subject for his

ELIZABETH AMSDEN
Century Opera Company

new work. The story Ls slight and the

setting is French. Briefly, the plot deals

with the whims and caprices of a great

French opera-singer, Madeleine, who,
having the world at her feet, is exceed-

ingly provoked at being unable to find

any one who will take New Year’s dinner

with her. The situation is productive of

much sparkling comedy, and at the close

develops into real sentiment when Made-
leine. chastened in spirit and resigned to

her fate, dines alone with only the picture

of her mother to keep her company. The
subject-matter as well as the treatment

are strongly reminiscent of Wolf-Ferrari

at his best, as. for instance, in "The Secret

of Suzanne.” Yet. in it* directness, it*

tunefulness, and its same straightfor-

wardness Mr. Herbert’s music is dis-

tinctly and unmistakably American. It

is not too early to predict a very real suc-

cess for “Madeleine."

After all, Victor Herbert is to-day our

moat representative American composer.

His effort* have been chiefly expended on
light operas, yet most of these light o|K-ra*

are far above the general run of Broadway
musical comedy. Gilbert and Sullivan

are unquestionably the representative

English operatic composers. If America is

guilty of a similar preference for light

opera, why be ashamed of the fact or at-

tempt to disguise it? Our chief concern

should be whether we shall ever produce

any one who can write light opera as

Gilbert and Sullivan did.

NEXT in importance to the Metropoli-

tan Company stands the Chicago

Opera Company, which has made an en-

viable record in the past, especially in the

production of novelties, and is equipped

with an unusually fine array of singers.

Mr. Campanini announces as his chief

novelties for the coming season Fevrier’s

“Monna Vanns” ami Franchetti’s "Cris-

toforo Colombo.” He will also produce

"Madamu Butterfly" in English. Giu-

seppe Sturani, formerly one of the conduc-

tors of the Metropolitan Company, has

been added to the Chicago forces, and tie

engagement of such singers as Titta

Buffo, Bonci. and Mary Garden insures

a continuation of the high standards of

the past.
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It is to be decided once for nil whether

opera can be sung in English, and

whether it can be produced at popu-

lar prices. With all the discussion that

we have had concerning the English

language as a medium for song, it is

strange that the real point at issue should

have received so little attention. For the

question is not whether English is per se

u singable language.

The real question is whether an Eng-

lish translation can be sung with the

same effect os the original. And here

the burden of proof lies strongly with the

Century Opera Company. The Messrs.

Ahorn have had experience in the produc-

tion of opera in English, and know what
they are about. Yet it would seem folly

to argue that an English translation can

be sung with exactly the same effect as a

French, German, or Italian original. The
point was clearly proved in the Metropoli-

tan production of “Boris Godounoff,”

which, according to those who had heard

it in the original Russian, was immeasur-

ably weakened by its transformation into

Italian. A translation can not possibly

give an exact imitation of the correspond-

ence Iwtwccn the vowels and the musical

tones in the original.

Take such a famous and hackneyed

aria as "Celeste Alda" for example. It

is probably the most “grateful” piece of

music ever written for the tenor voice.

Every vowel sound in it is exactly

adapted to the tone that carries it. Every
consonant seems to aid instead of hinder-

ing the singer. It is a masterpiece of

singable diction. But, translate it never

so well, and the effect must be lost in part.

The point is simply that Verdi wrote his

music to Italian words. Had they

been French. German, or English, the

melody would probably have been quite

different.

There are plenty of English songs

whose words are just as closely knitted to

the music. Think of the old “Drink to

me only with thine eye*," or of “Mavour-
neen,” or of “Annie Laurie.” These

songs are just as untranslatable as

“Celeste Alda."

IT must be remembered, however, that

* in all languages much has been written

that is not well adapted to being set to

music. We can hardly imagine any one

singing in clear, limpid tones:

“ The thatch which stretched its thick pro-

tecting strips

Betwixt the kitchen steps and starry skies."

Similar monstrosities are quite possible in

French and Italian, more than probable

in German and Dutch, and an every-day

occurrence in Russian, Finnish, Swedish,

Danish, or Bohemian. And this brings

up another interesting fact. The libret-

tists of the earlier Italian o|>eras kept the

possible musical effect always in mind.
They wrote not for literary excellence but

for musical effectiveness. As a result,

their lines are often pure drivel, and when
translated into English sound utterly

ridiculous. Wagner, on the other hand,

wrote his music-dramas with keen literary

appreciation, and his librettos are in

themselves great poems. But have you
ever noticed how few singers are willing to

sing Wagner, and, more than that, how-

few of the willing ones are able to do it?

It Ls not merely the strain of singing

against a great orchestral chaos, os is

so often represented. Rather is it

because Wagner never manufactures a

combination of words and music for

the sake of bel canto, as the old

Italians did.

T> I'T, to come l>ack to the experimental

Centurions, what crying need is there

for opera in English? There are two
ways of listening to grand opera, and prac-

tically every member of an American

audience adopts one or the other. The
first and easier way is to concern oneself

os little as possible with the meaning of

the whole thing, and to pay attention only

to the music, which is pleasing to the ear,

and to the stage-effects, which are gratify-

ing to the eye. It is this attitude that

leads to the demand for irrelevant en-

cores, the senseless interruption of the

dramatic continuity of action by applause,

and the unreasoning craze for individual

voices of the heroic type, quite a|»art from

the medium used for their display.

The other way of listening to grand

opera is to study the libretto and possibly

the score beforehand, and thus to famil-

iarize oneself with every significant detail

of the action. Without such preliminary

study. I defy any one to get a clear and
consistent impression of a grand opera at

a first hearing.

That In'ing the case, what matters it in

what language the opera is sung? If the

hearer is of the first class, he will get little

additional satisfaction by understanding

the words, even supposing this to Ik* pos-

sible. If he is of the second class, he is

already familiar with all the necessary

details, and can follow the opera closely

in any language, particularly if he has the

libretto or score with him. All of which

argument would seem to prove that an
o|)era had best Ik* sung in the language in

which it was originally written.

The one real reason that the Century
Opera Company may have for using the

English language is that it will draw the

patronage of a portion of the public

which has hitherto scorned grand opera

as being too intellectual for any but the

veriest hypocrites. As it happens, this

same portion of the public will be attracted

also by the reasonable prices asked for

LOIS EWELL
Aborn English Grand Opera Company

seats, which brings up the second great

problem that the Centurions will have to

face. Can good opera be given cheaply?

It all depends on what you mean by
“good opera."

We can find an interesting parallel in

the drama in America. When a play has

made a big success, it is put in the hands

of second- and third-rate companies to

play "on the road,” usually without the

star who helped to make it successful, and
finally it is turned over to the stock corn-

panic** and allowed to run on to the limit

of its natural life.

It becomes merely a question of

whether we want good opera or mar-
velous singers. The latter can not be
had at a reasonable price. Adequate
singers there will always be a-plenty, com-
petent orchestras and conductors, artistic

and dignified staging. In fact, the Cen-
tury Opera Company promises to do more
than this—to compete on even terms
with the heroic type of opera itself.

At the very least, we may l*e sure that

the Century performances will be dis-

tinctly above the European average. If

this .standard is too low for. us, we can
only put the blame on our artificial intel-

lectual snobbery and our abject worship
of money as an end in itself. The Cen-
turiau* can ex|>ect little support from our
wealthy opera-goers, who will probably
turn up their noses at anything inferior

to the magnificence of the Metropolitan
productions. They must depend upon
the middle and lower classes who profess

a real interest in art for art's sake, and
who now have the chance of their lives to

prove their sincerity. If the twenty-five

and fifty-cent people do not turn out con-

sistently. the Century project will fail.

And its failure will be a lasting indictment

of American culture, a permanent proof

that our interest can be held only by a dis-

play of magnificence, and tliat the vast

majority of our population has no ideals

of art whatever, except as they are dic-

tated by the wealthy classes.

AT the time of writing, Mr. Oscar
**' Hammerstein Is rather an unknown
quantity in the operatic field. When
these lines appear in print, he may be in

jail, or trying to make up a heavy bill of

damages, or possibly completing his new
opera-house on Lexington Avenue and
laughing in his sleeve at his competitors.

His preliminary announcement is Itolh

impressive and amusing. He presents a
long list of names new to the American
public, reminds us of his artistic triumphs

in the past, and asserts that his new sing-

ers und conductors will surpass all that he

had before. It is impossible to forecast

anything definite at this date.

There Is one encouraging feature of

America's musical development in the rise

of countlrss local organizations in our

small towns, particularly throughout the

Middle West. In these places music is

practised for its own sake, with little de-

|>endence on foreign schools or perform-

ers. When so many musical festivals take

place each year in widely separated spots,

when so many amateur societies are thriv-

ing on all sides, when not only New York,

Boston, Chicago, and Philadelphia, but

Pittsburgh. Minn<*a|K»lis, Cincinnati, and

Los Angeles os well can support symphony
orchestras of the first rank, then perhaps

it may be hoped that other considerations

besides wealth and notoriety are responsi-

ble for the musical development of Amer-
ica, and that our enormous interest and

enthusiasm are, after all. founded upon a

sincere love and appreciation of the art of

music.



"Being men, neither of them felt the antagonism of sex, because they had more than sex as the basis of consciousness
”

I
T was the after-dinner hour, one even-

ing early in December—that season

at Atlantic City when the world

recedes, when fashion gives up her ghost

in that place, and the Boardwalk looks

like a long, naked bargain-counter in

a country store, with here and there an
ugly, stiff-kneed remnant of u man or

a woman left limping over it. Half of

the shops were closed. Only the sea

went on breaking up on the shore in

widtlis of nettled fount, like gorgeous

patterns of Florentine lace, as if the

world and the fashions of it had nothing

to do with this eternal business.

The hotel was nearly empty. Occa-

sionally a guest came through the door

of the adjoining dining-room and sat

down in the lobby. Three very old

women were grouped around the open
fire. One of them had palsy. Her head

wagged incessantly, and she turned it

from side to side like an ancient, wrinkled-

faced witch looking for mischief. Two
others, young, weuriug smart gowns, were

seated in high-backed chairs beneath the

winding staircase. And two men sat

cross-legged in the farthest corner, with

clouds of cigar smoke rising from t>chiud

the newspapers they were reading.

The women under the sluircasc

exchanged offensive glances. Being

women, they did not like each other.

They carried on a dialogue of silent

antipathy.

Presently one of them arose and went
out, os much as to say:

" Well, if you will not go. I must. Some
one will think we are friends if wc sit

here side by side!’

The other looked after her indignantly

for having got the last word so effectively

and so impudently.
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The Ideal
By CORRA HARRIS

Illustrated by Wallace Morgan

r I 'lit, two men discarded their papers.

* The elder was tall, very thin.

His hair was white, his expression for-

bidding. It consisted of a certain frig-

idity, the congealed look of rectitude.

You might have parsed it thus: jxwitive.

disappointment; comparative, disgust;

superlative, silence. No woman could

have made him see her. Every woman
must instantly resent him as flowers

fear u frost.

The other man was prematurely aged,

not so tall, with heavy, stooping shoulders,

and a large head. His hair was sprinkled

with gray. He had a quick, brave eye,

black, full, wide open, ready for visions,

which accounted for the excitement of

color in his face—altogether, a volcanic

expression; but subdued now. as if there

had been a recent eruption, as if his

nerves still tingled from the effects of

a great trangression. You could have
parsed it also: positive, ardent; compara-
tive, lover; superlative, repentant hus-

band. The kind of man who sees every

woman, who is born to explore them;
whose ardor is also heroic; who could

lead a forlorn hope, take a city if need
be; but who is destined by nature never
to conquer himself. One of those in-

toxicated souls to whom we can not

impart au ascetic salvation, because it

is not equal to his greater emergencies.

r |'HE moment he laid aside his paper,
1 he became a presence in the room,

a kind of warmth which was enveloping.

The old lady with the palsy felt it. ami
tried to fix her eyes upon him.

Being men. neither of them felt the

antagonism of sex, ljecau.se they had more
than sex os the basis of consciousness.

“I see.” began the younger one, “that

some one is writing to all the distinguished

women in the country, asking them to

give their opinion of the ideal husband,
the kind of husband they think would
make a woman happy. Wants to pub-
lish a symposium on the subject. Sup-
pose they’ll answer?”
"Oh. yes,” replied the other, "if he

premises to give their names. But they
will not tell the truth.”

"Why?”
" Distinguished women never tell the

truth. Their minds are in the public

eye. That Is their fashion, like the
gowns of society women. They play to

the gallery. Ought to have asked the

undistinguished women.”
"Think they would have told it?”

"No; but they’d have written what
they felt was the truth, and they would
not have signed their names. Undis-

tinguished women are generally inclined

to modesty.”
"Still, I’d like to see the thing when it

comes out. Always had a hankering

to know what a woman would consider

an ideal husband.”

"Well, you’ll never find out. In the

first place, there's no such thing, not a
permanent being of that kind—although

there are moments, hours, even a day
or two, when almost any kind of hust>and

takes a fit of ideality, and so poses be-

forc his wife; especially if all the rest of

the time he’s the very devil of a fellow,

breaking her heart and the crockery, and
driving her to prayers and distraction.”

'T’HE younger man looked uncomfort-
* ably self-conscious. The flush u|>on

his cheek deepened. The other went on
in his dry metallic voice:

"But he can’t keep it up. being au
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ideal husband, not and go on lieing a man
at the same lime. Can’t serve two mas-

ters. And, if he could, she’d get tired

of him and Ills performance. She would

not admit it; she wouldn’t even know it;

but after a time she’d wish, without be-

lieving she wished it, that he'd go out and
get drunk, or do something else to wring

her heart.”

“I think you must be wrong,” pro-

tested the other gravely. ‘‘I've always

thought a good, sober, faithful man,

that she could trust anywhere all the

time, would be an ideal husband for a

woman.”
“You arc mistaken,” said the old man,

looking straight at his companion for

the first time and freezing down to the

subject.

“Nothing ideal is bearable for long

at a time,” he continued. “Least of all

to women. That is why they change the

fashion of their clothes so often. Can’t

stand the same shapes two seasons in

succession. Can't sleep in their own
bed, unless they move it to the other side

of the room now and then. Can’t even

stand the same husband two years hand
running, unless he docs something they

didn’t expect him to do when they mar-

ried—cavort a little, or fail in business,

or fail in love with somebody else! Must
have something to stir ’em up, to dis-

tress ’em!”

“You are the one who is mistaken!”

the younger man retorted, with a warmth
that approached indignation. “Women
are remarkable for their constancy."

“Oh, yes! They are faithful enough,

of course. That is not the point. You
see, spiritually speaking, not morally,

they are a kind of sediment. By nature

they are inclined to settle down to the

bottom. Can’t rise much of their own
accord. That is why they are more
religious than we are. They pray more
because they really have little capacity

to rise to the sublimity of faith in them-

selves. They require a stimulant, some-

thing to lift their spirits. God can do it;

but a good husband, who is never any-

thing else but a good husband, can’t do

it. They drop down; they lose the ani-

mation of anxiety; they cease to make the

effort to be dear and beautiful and en-

trancing by way of holding him. They
lose the resonant quality of Pshaw!

I don’t know what it is they lose, but it's

something as essential to them as it is

to us. Life—that tremendous quality of

acquisitive femininity. They have noth-

ing to acquire—got you—see? Nothing
else to accomplish—they’ve reformed, or

made you to suit what they thought they

wanted. Then, naturally, they've done
with you, finished you. They lose interest

—in you. And they get another interest:

children, housekeeping, society, church
work—something to occupy them—be-

cause you don’t! That's the fate of an
ideal husband—loses hiswifeevery time!"

The woman seated in the tall-backed

chair arose and started upstairs. As she

ascended, she looked back at the fierce,

lean old expositor of matrimonial femi-

ninity with angry eyes, as if he had
accused her.

'T'HE younger man went on lamely with
1 his side of the argument. He became

personal, as if he had discovered a limp
in his antagonist, not in his logic.

“Say,” he exclaimed, “you don’t

know what you arc talking about! You
must be a bachelor.”

“Been an ideal husband for thirty

years. And I do know. Used to be a

sort of blade—jolly fellow. Married
a fine girl; wanted to settle down, and
I did. But I didn’t reform myself.

She did it. Never get over it. if a woman
reforms you. She does it by taking the

stuffing out of you. You are not all

there when she gets through. Look at

me! Haven’t been drunk in thirty years;

haven’t risked a dollar in a game of

chance; haven't flirted with any of my
wife’s friends. Been faithful to her.

been a good provider, attended to my
business, made a fortune, been elected

to an honorable office in my State, done
everything I ought to have done, and
have done nothing I ought not to

have done. And my wife’s one of the

leaders of the suffrage for woman move-
ment in our section—gives all of her time

to it! It’s awful!”

“What is?” asked the other, leaning

forward in his astonishment.

“The fix I’m in. Doing right all the

time has a bad effect upon the spirit.

Not natural. What I need It something

to spring me. Not my energies, not my
ambition, but me, you understand. I

came down here thinking I’d have a little

fling—nothing wrong, but do something

to break the ice. Can’t! Lost my taste

for living.”

“That’s queer," said the other. “Now
I’ve been doing that very thing—breaking

too much ice. Comes on periodically.

Have to get drunk. It’s a fact, I have

to! Done everything to stop. Can’t.

Married a fine girl, too. Thought she'd

help me. And she does. Never loses faith

in me. Anchors me up. when I'm down.”

He was silent a moment, head lowered,

chin on his breast, eyes fixed mournfully

upon the floor.

“I’d give anything to make her happy,"
he continued in a lower tone; "and

—

well, vs are happy I»etween-times, very

happy, as if we'd escaped something
dreadful, you know. Then it comes
on again. I do not know what it is that

comes. It’s like a terrible spirit armed
to the teeth against the monotony, the

very peace and content we want. If I

could do something tremendous, I feel

that it would pass out of me in the deed.

As it is. I go down, clean to the ditch,

every time. She knows how much I love

her, and I know how much she loves me.
But it doesn’t work. I take a header
every time. I can give her. do give her,

everything but that—security from anx-

iety about me. She has that kind of

calling love a man hears all the time
ringing in his ears. Had a wire from her
to-day. Nothing in it; just wanted me
to know she was thinking about me.
She ”

"I congratulate you!" his companion
interrupted.

"Upon what?”
“You and your wife are still in love

with each other. You have not destroyed
that greatest of all ideals—love!”

BOTH men arose, separated, and passed

out of the lobby.

The old woman with the palsy nudged
her companion, who was asleep. She
started, her eyes flying open like the eyes

on a pivot in the wooden head of a doll.
“ What is it? ” she whispered.

“Did you sec those two men?”
“Where?”
“Over there in the corner," said the

old woman, her head wagging, and her

finger shaking as she directed the gaze

of the other. “I’ve been watching them
all the evening. I am sure there’s some-
thing wrong about them. Both of them
had bad faces. I’m deaf. I could not
hear what they said, but they looked

as if they were plotting a crime.”

They both turned to the third old

woman, who was also asleep in her chair.

They shook her, whispered to her, and
presently the three of them tottered

forward and climbed the stairs, like little

old girls with withered faces who are

frightened of the dark.

What women do not know about men
they suspect. One does not know why,
unless it is because they are men. Al-

though it may be because they are them-

selves only women.

The Old "Iroquois”

(Now a Vaudeville House in Chicago)

By AGNES LEE

DY a new name they call the house to-<lay. And bright the revel now. and loud the laughter.

The balconies of blood are gilded o’er. But what is yonder swaying, faltering host?

Tardy Precaution writes upon the curtain. Shall this gay vault give mirth alone hereafter?

And lights a beacon-lamp at every door. No! Hark,—the sobbing of a little ghost!

Where are we? Who hath told us all these things House evermore to darken thought of man.

Dreaming within us, till we know and see? Let some stern Azrael above thy portal

This is the Iroquois, the house of death. Attest the sacrifice! Through all thine aisles

Here echoed one united agouy. Let stanzas ring, born sounding and immortal!

—

Muted how suddenly in char and ember. Ah, not the strident slang, the castanets

!

Here, in tills very place. The walls remember. Ah, not the long cheap laughter that forgets!
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Orators Who Have Influenced Me
By T. P. O’CONNOR, M. P.

W. E. GLADSTONE

AMONG the thousands of crowding

images that come hack to me from

the many years I saw and studied

Gladstone, the one most vivid and char-

acteristic is his appearance when he

came into the House of Commons while

he was Prime Minister. It was a strange,

a thrilling, an inspiring sight. As every-

body knows, one of the rules of his life

—

and every rule he carried out with iron

rigidity—was to take* a couple of hours*

walking exercise every day. He carried

out this rule so rigidly that when he was
Chancellor of the Exchequer for the first

time, and was working some fourteen to

sixteen hours a day, he took his walk after

the House had risen. And. when the

weather was wet, he would, rather than be

cheated of his walk, take a hansom to his

house, then array himself in waterproofs,

and go out for his walk. This fact he told

me himself during a (to me) memorable
walk with him in Hawarden Park. You
could sec him any day during the sessions,

striding along through the streets at a

rapid pace, with his head erect and with

his thin, long gray hair blown by the

wind, if wind there were. And this walk

he timed, like everything else, so tliat it

should occupy just the allotted length of

time, down even to a minute. And thus

it was that he had finished it and reached

the House at the exact moment which he

had arranged.

¥T is a well known practice of the House
* of Commons to put the questions ad-

dressed to the I.«ader of the House rather

low down on the list, so as to give him
more time and allow him to enter the

House a little later than the uverage mem-
ber or the subordinate Minister. So it

was with Gladstone; and just three or

four seconds before the first question to

him was reached, you saw this strange en-

trance of Mr. Gladstone. He would be
panting almost painfully; his hair would
look wild and disheveled; but the most
remarkable thing was the look in the eyes.

They seemed to be positively wild. He
would glance at the House as if he were

trying to take it all in with a second's

glance. Never was there such a picture

of fierce energy, of strength pushed to its

extremes! possibilities, of a nature fiery,

eager, and commanding.
Nobody ever had finer eyes than Glad-

stone. They were large, black, well

shaped; but their mast remarkable qual-

ity was their extraordinary flash and pen-

etration. I have occasionally seen him as

he was about to speak and was trying to

make sure of catching the Speaker's eye.

And they seemed to glow and pierce and
almast jump out of his head. And there

was no necessity for it at all. As soon as

he rose, whatever the circumstances, he
was sure to be called. But it was the

fiery eagerness of the nature that thus

imparted to even his commonest act this

extraordinary intentness of look and
ferocity—so to speak—of desire.

\/°U must keep this background of
* Gladstone's extraordinary tempera-

ment when you begin to analyze the mar-
velous influence of Ids speeches. They
were not, in any sense of the won!, fine
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literary performances. Rarely, if ever,

were they brightened up by an epigram.

Nearly every sentence was long and cum-
brous; there were qualifications and par-

entheses; and sometime* they resembled

the crabbed und mysterious language in

which Acts of Parliament ure offered to a
long-suffering and perplexed public. I

think Gladstone’s speeches will be less

read in the future than those of almost

any of the great orators of our House of

Parliament. Once, when I was writing a

biography of Disraeli, I had to read all

the big debutes in Hansard for something

like forty years; and the last speech I

looked at, always, was Gladstone's. I

had to begin with other and murh less

notable men, wrho put the issue before the

House with mueh greater clearness and in

much briefer space. You could not sec

the trees for the wood; often, when read-

ing a speech of Gladstone, you could not

grasp the ideas for the words.

X/*OU may well ask, how it was that
* oratory so faulty should yet have had

such tremendous effect? For the effect

was tremendous. I never heard Bright

deliver in the House of Commons any of

the big speeches, such os those during the

Crimean War, which set that assembly

crazy for the moment; and therefore I

can not recall any of his greatest mo-
menta. But scores, I hod almost said

hundreds of times 1 have seen the House
rock under Gladstone’s oratory. I never,

indeed, ever heard him make a poor

speech or a commonplace, or one that did

not produce great and immediate effect.

What was the secret?

I put in tl*e first place that strange and
potent personality that was behind the

speech. A Gladstone speech was like

lava issuing from a volcano in fierce erup-

tion. And this tremendous impression

of strength came largely from his physical

gifts, which, in their way, were quite as

exceptional as his intellectual. Nowand
then he had a slight cold, and his voice was
a little husky, but as a rule it resounded

through the House like some big peal from

a mighty belfry. Even in private, there

was something almast affrighting in the

sound of his voice. Once or twice I found

myself dose beside him at one of the little

tables in the division lobbies while he was
speaking to some friend; and even there I

felt startled as I heard him say something,

quite trivial ]>erliaps. to his companion.

It sounded as thrilling as if he were on his

legs; italmost seemed too loud, almost too

deafening, for the narrow space through

which it flowed.

'THUS perfection and strength of voice

^ came not merely from its splendid

quality, but also from the perfection of

physical health and vigor that he always

enjoyed, up to a few months before his

death. And this same extraordinary

vitality gave to all his speeches an im-

mense force. I have heard Mr. Asquith

deliver many speeches, in the last few

years, which immeasurably surpassed

Mr. Gladstone’s in terseness, in grace of

language, in the perfect chiseling of their

diction; and yet, 1 have mode comparison

between their effect, spoken as they were

in quiet voice, by a man who often ap-

peared tired out by the lal>or of his office,

with the boom of Mr. Gladstone's short-

est utterance; and it seemed to me like the

soft music of a lute with the clang of bells

in a steeple.

To all this you must add that Mr. Glad-

stone’s face and figure were the most im-

posing almost ever seen since Chatham’s
eagle eye and thunderous voice and
haughty mien could command a whole
House with a look or a word. The ex-

traordinary beauty of the eyes, the im-

pressive ivory pallor of the complexion,

the strong, well shaped nose; the mouth,

large, wide, as mobile as that of a great

actor; and the frame, robust, always in

motion, and yet so refined and well knit.

All these things added immensely to the

effectiveness of the shaking. The splen-

did and massive head, the white huirs, the

rapt look also were factors in his extraor-

dinary ap|>earance. I once heard an Irish-

man compare Mr. Gladstone’s appear-

ance on such occasions to a benediction.

I MAY have given the suggestion by
* this description that Gladstone was
always tearing a (Mission to tatters: if so.

that impression would be quite false.

Never was there a human voice under
more perfect control. In elocution Glad-
stone was greater than any man I ever

heard; greater even than Chamberlain,

or than another and very splendid speaker

—Sir Edward Clarke; greater even tlian

Bright. He ran ulong the whole gamut
in a single speech of any duration, from
soft and cooing tunes to the lighter tones

of banter ami the deeper note of mockery
and mimicry up to the thunder of a pas-

sionate appeul. When he was dealing

with an argument, he would come to the

end of a rushing sentence with Borne final

phrase that sounded—I quote a figure I

have used before, of another man—like

the last thud of a great pile-driver

sinking the gigantic blocks of wood for

the foundation of a mighty bridge over

a wild river. But again I must qualify

this by saying that Gladstone’s voice

never reached a roar. Throughout ull

its infinite light and shade there was
always the profound inner composure to

which the man had trained, with such

infinite trouble, his volcanic nature and
uncertain temper.

It Is an essential of success in House of

Commons oratory—Disraeli laid that

rule down long ago in one of his novels

—

that even the mast excited speech must
keep close to the tones of polite conversa-

tion in a drawing-room. It may be be-

cause the House is so small, or it may be
the national and racial love of reserve;

whatever the cause, no man who bellows

succeeds in the House of Commons. The
music of the House of Commons must be

in the tones of the drawing-room. When
it gets beyond that pitch, it is like loud

cymbals in a small room; the noise de-

stroys the music and the effect.

XJO man was more conscious of this

A ’ fundamental fact of House of Com-
mons oratory than Mr. Gladstone. Some-
times he forgot it for a little while. Under
the influence of hurry or strong emotion.
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or a fierce eagerness to produce a crashing

effect at once, sometimes perhaps be-

cause he was slightly indisposed and there

was fever in his blood and nerves, Mr.
Gladstone would begin a speech on a high

and staccato note. So long as he did this,

he did not produce the immense effects he

usually gained.

T ¥ K was, indited, deadliest, not in his
* * prepared speeches, but when he rose

suddenly and unexpectedly andspoke with-

out preparation. Then he would start in

the light, easy tones of ordinary conversa-

tion; he seemed to be thinking aloud and
to be chatting to a few familiar friends.

Then he would begin to gather strength

and inspiration, and suddenly the whole

House would be dazzled and thrilled by an
unexpected outburst of a lofty passage of

eloquence that really sounded more like

heavenly music than the tones of the

ordinary mortal. Then that would pass

away, and Gladstone would relapse into

the easy, familiar tone of conversation.

But the enemy had then to be more cau-

tious and more ufraid than ever; for by
that time Gladstone would have become

master of all his infinite resources. And
then he would rush into a passage of

bitter mockery and of positively comic

acting that might have made one
think of Garrick as he stood uncertain

between the rival nymphs of tragedy and
comedy.
The greatest comedian that ever

strutted on the stage might have burst

with envy as he saw Gladstone in that

mood. The whole man would act.

Thousands of wrinkles of merriment
would lie formed in the great and mobile

face; the eyes would laugh like a boy’s;

the voice would descend to a deep bass

that made everybody roar; the whole

person would seem to laugh. Once I

heard him destroy the effect of a brilliant

and damaging speech of Mr. Goschen

by referring to his “right honorable

friend’s ungovernable conscience”—the

last two wortla being pronounced with

such comic force of mimicry of wrin-

kled face and laughing eyes that even

the victim had to join in the universal

laughter, and even when he surveyed

his mighty edifice thus tumbling around
him in the mere pronunciation by

this woudrous old magician of two
words.

Even then, you were not at the end
of the various effects which Gladstone
could put into a single speech. You had
scarcely done laughing with him and
sometimes even a little at him— for when
he was in the full comic vein there was
something grotesque about his perform-
ance—even then you were not done with
him. Easily flying from point to point,

he would get on to some pathetic note;

and the pathos would grow and grow until

you saw him soaring aloft into the empy-
rean. The House would sink into uii

awed and spellbound silence; you heard

nothing but the tremendous music of this

wondrous voice, uttering words with a
melody that recalled the song of the lark

in the high heavens; and you actually

gave a heavy sigh of relief os the speech

ended in some mighty burst of melody;

and you had to pause, with your breast

panting, until you joined in the thunder

of cheers which recognized this wonderful

experience. You realized then that you
had seen and heard something that never

again would come into your life.

When the Fuzz Comes Back
By EDMUND VANCE COOKE

DII) you lose your treasured top-knot ere you hardly lost vour youth?

Did you watch it fail and wither, gnuwed by some mysterious tooth?

Did you offer it libations, as you poured your prayers on high,

From crude-oil to cantharides, from ale to Extra Dry?
Did you surgerize and masseurate and cauterize and singe.

Till none was left to celebrate except a back-yard fringe?

Then, when your head was barren as a polisher! ostrich egg.

When no fly would light upon it, fearful lest he break a leg.

When your fate had sealed its edict and your doom rehearsed its crack.

Then '-one morning—you discovered that the fuzz was coining back!

Oh, it might have been the mange-cure that you used a year ago,

Tile gasoline, the vaseline, the salt pork, or the snow,

The capillary vacuum which had its little run.

Or your carefully contracted hutless habit in the sun.

But, oh, a truce to might-have-beens, when joy has crowned despair

And your happy head has sprouted with a crop of virgin hair!

Your daughter’s dainty giggle makes itself a prudent cough;

Your son is rudely cynical, your wife's inclined to scoff.

But in the glaring sunlight and against a field of black.

Even She—eternal doubter -says the fuzz w coming buck.

In that hour of pride and pleasure, banish every traitor doubt

Which whispers of the score of years your hair was coming out.

For why peruse the dead, dead past? The future is aglow;

Faith has removed her mountain; heaven’s started here below.

Aye, where was dearth and emptiness like unto that in I'z

Is now a recrudescence which is symboled by a fuzz!

The fount of youth is flowing; mortal mrn becomes divine;

And a stiff-necked generation is not wa ing in its sign.

Thanks be for i’ll our mercies, those awiid those we luck;

Heaven’s hojie is still eternal, and tl*-® owning l>ack.
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Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing ”)

Football Captains of the Season

U. II. Ketcham, of Yale, playing “loose

center,” is one of the greatest diagnosti-

cians who ever stepped on the gridiron

A MERICAN college foqthall has yet

to protluce a coach who wua not

in the long run heavily dependent,

when the biggame.swung around, upon the

captain on the field. Unlike a great many
games, football has been a wonderful de-

veloper of leadership, and, all other things

being equal, it is the quality of leadership

that wins. Both East and West this year,

the big elevens are peculiarly fortunate in

their choice of captains. Yale, under a
new system of coaching—new in that it

returns to the first principles of Yale

football —is especially happy in the leader-

ship of a man like H. H. Ketcham, out*

of the greatest diagnosticians who ever

stepped on the gridiron, and, playing

what has couie to be known us "loose

center,” strategically well placed.

At Harvard there is R. T. P. Storer,

opportunist if ever there was one, and
first class all-around line man. At
Princeton "Hol>ey" Baker, one of the

best runners in a broken field the game
has seen, and a born leader, presides over

the destinies of the Orange and Black.

Louis Young, a typically good Pennsyl-

vania end, leads the Quaker eleven, and
J. J. Munns, one of the coming men in

the guard position, is at the head of the

Cornell team. Michigan is led by G. C.

Patterson, a center, the splendid Wis-

consin team by Tandberg, a fullback,

and the University of Chicago by Nor-

gren, one of the best halfbucks the West
bus produced in many years.

To these men, quite as much as to the

coach, we must look for success afield.

There have been attempts innumerable to

run a team from the side lines, and these

attempts invariably have failed, for the

simple reason that they took no account

of that leadership which is one of the key-

stones of the game. It should be obvious

that a man stationed on the side lines and
looking across the field of plav. cannot get

the same idea of the arrangement and pos-
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sibilities of the defence that appears

like an open l»ook to the man actually

on the field of play, who faces the

defence.

Ordinarily it might be said, and with

considerable justice, that the ideal post

for a captain was behind the line—

especially in the position of quarterback

—

but some of the best leaders in the game,

notably, Hinkev, Campbell, Hildebrand,

Torrev, Han*. Schultz, and Brown, were
line men, and the kind of line men that

really set a pace for the entire team.

Pwibablv Gordon Brown was one of the

best captains who ever led a team, and un-

doubtedly James O. Rodgers was uot far

behind him. It would not be difficult,

indeed, to make up a list of line

men who had been successful cap-

tains, the institutions they represented

being of less importance than their own
personalities.

Strategically, however, the position

behind the line is the ideal one, save in

such instances as that of Ketcham, whose

defensive position, at least, is practically

that of a back. The Yale captain of this

season has been at all times a quiet, effec-

tive player with a wonderful range and
the capacity for inspiring the men who
played with him. In temperament he is

not unlike Howard Jones, the new head

coach, another quiet man who obtains

results by simple processes. Ketcham is

one of the finest centers the game has

seen in recent years, and his only trouble

has been an occasional spasm of had
pussing. However, even with another man
occupying the position of captain, he has

been the life of the Yale team, and this

year, in the titular position, should add
to an already sound reputation. I doubt,

indeed, if there is any forward playing

today who Is a better all-around football

man.

OTORER, of Harvard, a nutural forward,

^ has profited by good coaching and
worked his way to the front through ability

to do a little more in a pinch than Is asked

of him. Here is a man who has played

center and tackle and undoubtedly

could play guard. It is possible, even,

that he would be of value in the buck-

field should the necessity arise. In

other words he is a sample of the adapt-

able player who Is a keen student of the

game and makes the most of the excellent

instruction he gets. In the Yale game
last year Storer was epitome of the Har-

vard type of play, which depends upon
wonderful kicking and clever covering

of these kicks by fast forwards. It was
Storer who snatched up a louse ball for

the first touchdown against Yale, and
though well supported on the other side

of the line by such a sterling tackle as

Hitchcock, it was Storer who made the

most of the opportunities "fed” to the

Harvard forwards. Beyond a doubt

Storer will make one of the best of leaders,

and as he has the great gift of consist-

ency. he should be uble to keep the Har-

vard eleven up to his own pace.

Princeton is unusually fortunate in its

choice of a louder, for “Hobey ” Baker has

the personal skill to raise havoc in a broken

field and so lift his team by his own unaided
effort out of any rut into which it might
fall. The keynote of Princeton football,

of course, is speed, and viewed from that
standpoint the Tigers could hardly have
chosen a better man than the youngster
who was one of the sensations of last sea-

son. In Baker Princeton has a fine broken
field runner, a good kicker, a safe man in

handling kicks, and a leader who should
leave a distinct impress on the team.

In choosing Young to lead the eleven,

Pennsylvania seems to have done wisely,

for good ends have often made good cap-
tains, and under the tuition of George
Brooke u Pennsylvania end is a big

factor in the game. From time to time
the (Junkers have turned out remarkable
ends, such, for instance, as Metzger,
Boyle and Scarlett, and even though the
team led by Metzger came to grief, there

was never a finer exumple of leadership.

Probably every Pennsylvania man will

remember the leadership of Dr. Schoff
which resulted in the defeat of Princeton

in New York, and it would seem that the
choice of an end to lead the Red-und-Blue
must prove a happy augury.

^ORNELL, in the throes of football

reconstruction, is led this year by J. J.

Munns. a guard much underestimated
last season, and a man who ha* hud a
year’s work under the Sharpe regime.

Some of Cornell's beat elevens have been
led by guards, and the new captain

squares up personally with the types of

years ago. Oddly enough both Army
and Navy have chusen ends to lead their

elevens. Huge being West Point’s captain,

while Gilchrist is the leader at Annapolis.
Both these men are unusually fine foot-

ball players, and although last year
Gilchrist seemed to have a shade the

better of it in his immediate position,

Hoge will probably prove quite as valu-

able a leader. At both government in-

stitutions there has been some excellent

end coaching, and it is not at all out of

the owlinary to find either an Army or

a Navy end at the top of the heap at the
conclusion of the big service game. Either

Gilchrist or Hoge could easily make a
place on a college eleven, anti both are
well suited to a captaincy that means
more, even, in the Army and Navy than
it does in the colleges.

UCH os we muke of the captain in the
* * East , he is probably even a more im-
portant individual in the West and Middle
West. In the latter section the princi-

pal leaders are players well known to the

best coaches uud the undergraduate
bodies of Michigan, Wisconsin, Chicago

and Minnesota. Patterson, the Michi-

gan captain, is one of the best football

players in the West, while Norgrcn should

prove better than the average leader.

Throughout the Middle West it has been

the custom to make much of the coach,

whereas, as a matter of fact, the team
captain frequently has been wsponsiblc

for the victory. One remembers Her-

bert of Mi riigan, and Eckersull. of Chi-

cago. not to mention "Germany”
Schultz, of Michigan.
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A Frenchman

in the United States

Another attempt to help Americans

to see themselves as others see them

M ir ESTOURNELLES DE CON-
STANT is no frivolous tourist.

He is a pilgrim to Damascus.

He has a serious purpose. Nothing

could be further from his intention than

being witty or amusing. In so far as a

Frenchman can be ponderous, he is so.

Ho has made four voyages to our shores

(“always in winter”) and enormous jour-

neys from ocean to ocean and from
Seattle to New Orleans, in the face of our

national terrors, the sleeping-car. the

draught of air, and the dinner d Veau

fflarfe. The result is a voluminous and
painstaking survey which is intended to

justify our ways to Europe and to dissi-

pate the “inquietudes" with which we
are regarded by the Old World.

1X7ITH this laudable purpose, our por-
* * trait is slightly flattered, ignoring

some defects, minimizing others. Forex-
ample, our literature is not mentioned at

all. while our art is dismissed in three lines,

with a reference to Whistler. Most ami-

ably colored arc our co-educalional and

atul all other institutions, the freedom of

our women, our philanthropic million-

aires and political college-presidents, our

large manner of harvesting wheat and
moving houses with all the furniture in-

side, our noble sfiort of baseball, our

pure family life. Not a word about cor-

ruption in politics, monopolies, child-

labor or spittoons. And yet, in spite of

this evident disposition to make the best

of us, we doubt whether the Old World
will be placated. We rather suspect

that Europe will receive the impression

that we are a somewhat crude and very

energetic industrial people who will quite

possibly insist on fortifying the Panama
Canal. The Canal, it may be said at

once, represents the dark shadow in the

picture. But we do not get around to

it till quite the end of the book, and mean-
time M. de Constant’s impressions of us

—and ours of him—are, as we have said,

of the happiest,

\X7E behold him crossing the continent
r “

and arriving in the Far West, where

he revels in " veritable bathsofsimplicity,"

sheds his old-world prejudices—some of

them—and returns to nature. In Cali-

fornia he is converted—by main force

—

to Woman Suffrage. He resists, but is

literally taken by assault. What could

he do against “the sudden and simultane-

ous attack of all the women of Califor-

nia?” He says, with plaintive aston-

ishment: “Who would have thought that

"La tut* Unis d'Anwriauc". By d'Kitaurnrilc* de
Cwntant. librurie Around Colin. Puri*.

I, a diplomat, would make a campaign,

still more, inaugurate an electoral cam-
paign in favor of votes for women at San
Francisco? However, tliat is wdiat hap-

pened. I did not yield without resist-

ance. I concealed nothing of the strug-

gle going on between my native good
feelings and those due to my European
education. The combat lasted during

the whole week that I spent in California,

without an instant's respite; long-dis-

tance telephone, night and day tele-

grams, messages, letters, visits. . .
."

Our polite and flurried Frenchman sur-

rendered. He admitted that women
ought to vote—in America. But he

drew a touching contrast between Amer-
ican women and Frenchwomen. La
femme franqaite, according to him, rests

placidly in the foyer, content with her

conjugal power (alwuys subject to the

authority of the husband

—

Id ret le chrf

<Tattune). She does not complain and
docs not claim the right to vote, asks

nothing of the law. . . . And M. de
Constant has never heard that there is a
flourishing and militant woman-Huffrage

organization in France!

OUT our visitor really has an open
mind, after it has been forcibly opened.

He perceives, after escaping from Cali-

fornia, that women will be valuable po-

litical allies in the fight for international

peace, of which he Is a passionate prop-

agandist. Women naturally hate war.

They have, he discovers, waged a suc-

cessful war on alcoholism in various parts

of the country. They will now proceed

to fight other forms of violence. In his

new enthusiasm for this idea M. de Con-
stant Is actually unfaithful to his cher-

ished ideal of the European woman:
“She is courageous only to suffer,” he

says with a perfidious touch of pity. , . .

A T Denver our traveler accomplished
^ * what was hailed as a miracle by the

Colorado newspapers—he made peace be-

tween the Daughters and the Sons of the

American Revolution, and the two rival

organizations united to give a banquet to

him in honor of "la France inspiratrice.”

At this banquet a blonde young girl

played a solo on the cornet-d-pieion, and
M. de Constant shook both her hands in

a frenzy of delight at her cool daring.

“She must,” he said, “be the happiest

woman in America!"
Throughout our land M. de Constant

found recognition of our debt to France.

He met everywhere the old lady who as

a child was kissed by U Fayette. He
records the impression among our chil-

dren that Washington and La Fayette
were twins. He is moved to tears, ul-

rnost, by the sight of the monuments of

La Fayette and Kochaml>eau in the place

of honor facing the White House, “the
most touching homage that a people can

render to its liberators.” Its liberators

—well—

!

There is another beautiful banquet at

Cincinnati, with a menu symbolizing at

once Franco-Amcrican unity, aviation

and arbitration—M. de Constant’s three

passions. Noble ones, too, but we won-
der how they were arranged on the menu.
M. de Constant says that just as avia-

tion has triumphed over derision and in-

credulity, so will the dream of justice

among nations. . . . His peace prop-

aganda found a wide welcome over our

whole country. Everywhere wc were dis-

posed to peace, to arbitration, condemning
militarism

—

But

D ETURNING to Washington, finding
* ^ the Federal capital “so beautiful but

so far in spirit from the country, so near to

Europe,” M. de Constant measures the

distance that separates us from our gov-

ernment, marks the sharply cut division

between the governmental weaknesses

and tiie desire and aspiration of the peo-

ple. A people of pure, patriotic, peaceful

idealists, ruled by a materialistic, im-

perialistic government—that is what M.
de Constant sees and mourns over. From
East to West, North to South, he says,

the country has but one ambition—to

consolidate the work of the past, to de-

velop. in peace with the world, its rieh

domain, to preserve the traditions of

Mount Vernon. But the government
has departed from this policy—it has

fallen into imperialism, dawning, flower-

ing under Roosevelt, bearing its fruits

under bis successor. Its blackest anti

most poisonous fruit, of course, is the

fortification of the Panama Canal.

VJ DE CONSTANT can hardly find

A ’ " * words harsh enough for this betrayal

of the hopes of Europe. Europe, heassures

us, looks to us to complete her declara-

tion of the Rights of Man by our decla-

ration of the Rights of Nations. She
counts upon us not to compete for world-

power. but to lead the nations of the

Old World away from their errors into

the paths of peace. He sees a gleam of

hope in the election of Wilson. Anil he

ends with a fervent appeal to us to

abandon the Eagle—that carnivorous

and barbarous bird—and to follow the

Star.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN

III uk t rati aii» by James Preston

LEMUEL'S racer was towed to its barn.

Lemuel viewed it,

Lemuel rued it.

Stroked his chin whiskers and grumbled, “Cons&rn
This automobiliousness, sp’ilin’ my liver!

Ther ain’t nothin’ in it. as I can diskiver.

’Cept time-bustin’ dashes

And bank-bustin’ smashes.

Here ’s a car that’s cast more than the house we reside in.

Thirty days old, and yet useless to ride in.

Hang it all,

Dang it all.

Sideswipe and bang it all!”

Daughter Katury,

Tiptoeing in.

Noted his fury

And spoke with a grin

:

“Why don’t you send for a car doctor, Dad?
Maybe your car Isn’t busted so bad.”

“V/fORE darned expense!” washer father’s dark mumble;
Nevertheless, in a spirit more humble.

He rang up the autopath. Zachary Bumble.

"Hm!" quoth the expert, “she’s had a bad tumble.

Bum radiator and faulty ignition.

Steering-gear twisted—tank out o’ position

—

Cylinder missin’—two plugs—guess they’re lost.

How much the cost?

Three hundred dollars and thirty-two cents.”

Lem dropped his teeth (artificial) and swore.

Spectacles flashing and finger-nails tense:

“This autofoolin’ don’t cost me no more.

Let ’er rot.

Let ’er rust!

I will noi

Go ge-bust

Keepin’ a pace with the Goulds and the Astors.

Gimme a wheelbarrow, somethin* on castors!”

Then upspake Katury,

Calm as a jury;
“ Pa, I'm> got some cash in the bank, and I guess

I can do without shoes and a new autumn dress.

I'll pay the bill.

If you only just will

Let roe take charge of your auto and run it.”

Pa answered, “Yep!"
Then, retreating a step,

Scratched his old bald spot and sighed, “Now I’ve done it
!”

OERCIVAL BROWN, summer boarder from town,
* Ran a small roadster and often came down
To call on Katury—a program which Pa
Didn’t approve quite so warmly as Ma.
“ Handsome, perhaps.

But them smart city chaps

Is us’ally poorer than old leather straps.”

117HEN the racer was mended, imagine Lem’s wrath
** On hearing “Honk! Honk! ’’down the old cedar path
And look! there was daughter in front of the wheel.

While snug

As a bug
In a rug.

Half a-hug.

Sat Percy beside her, the picture of zeal.

Giving first lessons in gear, brake, and clutch,

Lem’s temper was such

That it pricked like a thistle.

“That do beat the Dutch!”
He gave a loud whistle.

“Katury. come here!”

She was slow;

But at lust she drew near

With her beau.

Lem aimed his frown

At Reginald Brown.
“ Would y* please answer me
Whul yet reasons may be

Per givin’ my daughter chooser lessons

free?"

V^OUNG Percival smiled with an iin-

* pudent air,
y

(?.l.

Removing his hat from his smooth flaxen

hair

And catching Lem’s holts like a lightning conductor.

“I’ve watched, sir, so far.

How you've managed your car,

And I think that your family needs an instructor.”

”/"1IT out!” thundered Pa.
VJ “Oh, Pa!” faltered Ma.

But Percival, jauntily saying, “Ta-ta!”

Smiled on Katury divinely and strode

To his little white runabout out in the road.

(to be continued)
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Awakening
By NEITH BOYCE

AGIRL, not much more than a child,

was sitting curled up in the low fork

of a |>epper-tree near the house. A
hook was crushed under her dhow. She
was watching some chickens that pecked

about on the bare ground : stupid hens,

a proud rooster with glancing green

feathers, and a few pigeons, treading

daintily like coquettish strangers. A
breeze swept the long fronds of the

pepper-tree; the hot afternoon sun drew
out the spicy smell of peppers, blue-gum,

and climbing roses.

A young man came out of the house and
stood swinging a gold-handled whip. He
was tall and very slender, with gallant

blue eyes, a red spot on either cheek, and
a little mustache twisted into points; his

felt iiat sat rakishly on one side of his

handsome head. The girl watched him
through the pepper-branches till he came
towurd her. Then she snatched up her

book and turned her shoulder to him.

He pushed his way through the branches

and stood looking at her with a slight,

rather appealing smile.
“ What are you reading, Milly?" he

asked.

The girl did not answer. Her face,

bent over the book, showed a brown oval

between two thick hanging braids of

black hair. She turned a page with an

expression of absorbed interest.

“Can't you apeak to a fellow’?’’ de-

manded the young man impatiently.

She gave no sign of hearing him; and
after a moment he turned on his heel and
wulkcd away. The girl’s narrow dark eyes

watched him over her Ixxtk. She saw
him stop a moment and speak to her

mother, who hud come out on the steps;

then he went on toward the stable.

VIILLY’S mother was a fair woman,
^ * with smooth bands of blonde

hair She had some white sewing on
her arm.

“Milly!” she called in a soft, colorless

voice.

“What?” said Milly, without moving.

“Come here; I want you to try on
your dress.”

Milly uncurled herself and dropped

out of the tree. She wore a faded blue

dress that stopped short alwve her shoe-

tops. Her slim young body was child-

ish; her arms and legs were long and
thin. Smr walked up on the stc|M, and
her mother slipped the white skirt over

her head.

“I just want to see about the length,"

she said. And then, continuing in the

same tone: “I wish you wouldn’t act as

you do to Walter. I can’t see w’hy you
behave so to him. Milly, I think it’s

dreadful of you."

“Make it long,” said Milly, looking

at the hem of her skirt. “Make it

down to my ankles—and make the waist

tighter.”

“Nonsense! I slia’n’t do anything of the

sort—you aren’t old enough for long

dresses. Did you hear what I said uhout

Walter?"
"Yes, I heard. I want you to make

this dress below my shoe-tops, mother,

or else I won’t wear it. I’m plenty old

enough. I won’t wear it as short as this;

I look silly.”

“You’d look silly if you tried to be
grown up when you’re only a little girl.

Well, I’ll let down the hem a little.

Now, Milly, I want you to treat

Walter differently. I should think you’d

be ashamed, when you know he’s ill

and is here to try and get strong, and
we all try to make him comfortable

—

poor boy !

”

TV/f ILLY’S mouth closed firmly and her
* * narrow eyes looked out over her

mother’s bent head with an obstinate

expression.

“Do you hear?” asked the mother, in a

tone as near impatience as she could

arrive at.

“Yes,” answered Milly.

“Well, will you do as I say and be a

little more pleasant to Walter?”

“No. I won’t be pleasant I hate him,”

said Milly, coolly.

“Milly! A poor sick boy like that!

How flare you say such a thing!”

“I do hate him.”

“Don’t let me hear you use such lan-

guage again! I don’t know what you
mean by it What has he ever done, that

you should speak so?
”

“ He hasn’t done anything. I just bate

him, that’s all.”

“ Milly ! I must make this dress a good
deal broader across the shoulders—how
you are growing!” said Milly ’s mother,

sighing deeply.

“Well, I can’t help growing,” said

Milly. with on injured look. “Don’t you
want me to grow up? You know you
don’t know what to do with me now.”
“Why do you say thnt?”

“Well, mother, you often say it.”

“You are a hard child to manage,
Milly, You know, you don’t pay the

slightest attention to what I say. I feel

dreadfully that you should treat a visitor

in our house as you do, and without

any excuse. Walter thinks he must
have hurt your feelings in some way,

and he
”

“He hasn’t hurt my feelings,” said

Milly, with irritation. She stepped out

of the white skirt, and her mother picked

it up.

"Then why can’t you speak nicely to

him? He may not be here much
longer

”

Milly turned round suddenly.

“Is he going away?” she asked.

“Well, I don’t know. Y’ou know his

lungs are weak, and they think the moun-
tain air will l>e l>etter for him this summer.

I don’t know. I wish his folks were here.”

Milly’s mother again sighed deeply.

“Why do you? Do you want him to go

away?” demanded Milly.

“Oh. I feel the responsibility—I don’t

know what might happen.”

'T'HE gentle blonde woman stood looking
* off into the orchard, and her fore-

head wrinkled with a worried expression.

Suddenly she said

:

“I do wish he wouldn’t ride that

horse!"

A cloud of dust had risen beyond the

stable, and it now approached iti zigzags.

Within tin* cloud was a piebald horse, anil

Walter, mounted on a high-peaked Mexi-
can saddle w'ith dangling stirrups. As
the horse rushed by, the young man
waved his whip and smiled gayly.

“BlUcher will throw him one of these

days!" said Milly. "He doesn't know

how to ride a bronco. Doesn’t he look

silly with that whip!”
Milly ’s mother sighed and went into

the house. Milly wandered off toward
the stable. After a few minutes, she
went in, untied the halter of a black

horse that was fretting in its stall, put a
folded blanket over theanimal and cinched
it tight, threw the halter up to serve as a
bridle, and scrambled upon the horse’s

back as it trotted out of the stable. She
took the road opposite the one Walter
huil taken, and, perched sideways on the

blanket, struck the horse’s flank with the

loose end of the halter. After a time she
pulled the horse in to a walk and laid

herself flat along its back, looking up
into the deep sky, blue-black and
mysterious when stared at between
narrowed eyelids.

¥ T was supper-time when she returned to
* the house. At supper she sat between
her mother and an old uncle, crippled

with rheumatism, who lived with them.

The unde had scanty hair and a long red-

dish beard, and Milly hated the way he
ate because of his few teeth. Opposite

her sat Walter; and, though she never
once looked directly at him, she observed

him constantly—the dainty way in which
he used his fork and spoon, his manner of

crumbling bread with the ddicate fingers

of his left hand, the little cough that in-

terrupted his cheerful talk. Often he
glanced at Milly ’s face, impassive and
contemptuous, but he did not speak to her.

It was five weeks now since she hail

spoken a word to him. He had almost

ceased his efforts to be friendly with her.

Sometimes Milly saw that he looked

pained and puzzled, and this pleased her;

and sometimes he laughed at her, and this

filled her with rage.

A S soon as supper was over, Milly fled

from the house. Tliat night, at mid-
night , thewaterwas to In- turned in from the

big wayside ditch to irrigate the orange

grove. She rau down through the

grove, where all day men had been at

work digging little trenches from one tree

to another and euplike depressions round

each tree. At the farther end of the

grove was another flitch, bordered with

dry hushes, and here Milly hid. She had
taken a book with her—it was “Moll
Flanders"—and for some time it was
light enough to read behind the screen

of hushes.

Milly lay flat, anti pored over her book
till she could no longer see the print.

Then she sat up and looked aliout her.

The golden glow hod faded out of the sky.

except a faint smear behind the trees.

Stars were coming out by dozens; soon

all the sky was thickly spangled. There
was a line of tall eucalyptus trees

along the edge of the grove, and in one
of these a mocking-bird began to sing.

His song was bold and liquid, with notes

of poignant sweetness; sometimes he piped
shrilly, and sometimes his song welled out

with the softness of flowing water falling

on thirsty land.

VI ILLY listened to the bird anti to the
* * stirring of some small furtive ani-

mal in the hushes and the chirping of in-

sects above her head. Then she sprang

up to follow and watch the Mexicans at
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work about the trees. The air grew

colder. It was late when she went down
to sec the lifting of the big gate and the

inrush of the water. The men had torches

that flared red on the brown flood. The
girl’s unde was there, and Walter too, in a

white sweater. She heard the old man
say in his mumbling voice:

“You’d better go in now, Walter. You
know what Abby said about your catehin’

cold.”

“Oh, let me alone! I want to see it. I

may not have another chance,’’ W’alter

answered impatiently.

The water poured into the main ditch

and the side ditches, and spread out

into levels about the trees, and the

dry earth began to suck it in audibly.

The light of the torches was reflected

in gleaming reaches among the trees;

the figures of the men moved gnomelike

about in it.

Millv danced about wildly, portly

because she was cold, partly because

the scene excited her. It was strange, the

lights and shadows, different from every

day. She could hear Walter laughing.

Suddenly he caught sight of her, and
was beside her before she could elude him.

He caught her by the shoulder.

“What are you doing out here? Your
mother was looking for you! Where have

you been?” he cried brusquely.

Milly pulled away from him, writhing

in his grasp.

“Let me go!” she panted.

He caught her uplifted arm, laughing.

“What a little spitfire! You look os if

you’d like to bite me. Gracious! what

fierce eyes! I’m not hurting you.”

Milly was strong. She wrenched her

arm free and struck at him.

“How dare you touch me! Let me go

or I’ll kill you!”
She struck again, and the blow fell on

his cheek, stingingly. He gave her an

angry shake and dropped his hands. With
a cry Milly sprang Imck and stood staring

at him. He turned to the old uncle, who
was making clucking noises of protest,

and spelled out emphatically,” V-i-x-e-n!”

M ILLY turned and rushed away. She

did not care to watch any more;

she ran to the house, crept noiselessly

to her own room, and bolted the door.

She tore off her dress and scrubbed her

shoulder where Walter had dared to lay

hold of her. There was a faint red mark
on the thin little shoulder, and when she

lay curled up in her bed she could still feel

it burn where he had touched her. She
vowed that she would never look at him
again, never sit at table with him—they

could not compel her. It was dawn when
she fell asleep.

But during next day and for several

days after that Walter stayed in bed. He
had caught a chill. Milly could hear him
coughing as her mother, looking pale and
worried, went in and out of his room,

waiting upon him. Sometimes she heard

his voice, gay as ever, though rather huarse

and weak, and heard him laugh. No one

else aI>out the house even smiled. The
doctor came twice from town, and talked

to Milly’s mother, looking grave. Milly

had been asked once to carry in a tray with

Walter’s broth, and had sharply refused.

“I will do anything else you want me
to, but I won’t go in there,” she said.

And her mother looked at her with

cold, condemning eyes, the lids reddened
by tears, and said

:

“Very well. You are a heartless girl,

Milly.”

Milly had made no reply. No one told

her the result of the doctor's visits, and
she would not ask. Some telegrams were

sent and received, but she remained igno-

rant of what they meant. Then one

night her mother told her that it had
been decided that Walter should go back

home—not to the mountains, after all.

This information was curtly given, and
Milly made no comment.

\ DAY or so later Walter dressed and
came outdoors to lie upon a couch

under the pepper-tree. This was Milly’s

favorite haunt, but now she deserted

it. She kept away just far enough so

that she could see him, and observe

what he wus doing. But he no longer

seemed to notice her. One afternoon he
had been lying there motionless for a
long time, and she thought he was asleep.

Cautiously she crept nearer and put aside

the sweeping leaves and looked at him.

How white he was! The long brown lashes

lay on his cheeks, his pale lips were slightly

|>arled. One thin hand with its carefully

polished nails hung by his side, almost

touching the ground. Milly looked at

him. hardly breathing, but all at once he

opened his eyes upon hers. What weari-

ness and melancholy in his eyes—and what
strange trouble in Milly’s wide gaze! He
moved—and she drop|>cd the curtain of

pepper-branches and fled, her bare brown
feet noiseless in the dust.

“Milly! Milly!” sounded from the

house. But she could not bear to be
spoken to just then, and jhe ignored her

mother’s call, and ran through the grove

to where the tall eucalyptus trees grew.

In the spring she was used to climb these

trees after birds' eggs. She climbed up
into one now, not seeking anything.

High up among the thin branches she

climbed, and clung there, swaying with

the tree, the leaves rustling about her.

She stayed there till she was too cramjMsI

to hold on any longer.

After that she kept away from the

pepper-tree when Walter was outdoors.

She always knew when he was coming
out. She would watch him from the

window's, keeping out of sight behind the

curtains. He seemed to sleep a great

deal. He had almost stopped smoking,

but now and then she would see him roll

a cigarette with his thin white fingers and
light it, and then throw it away. He did

not laugh much now, but when he
did, the laugh sounded strange, so boy-

ish and so gay.

rPHE day that he was to go away, Milly
* fled from the house in the morning aud

stayed away till dusk. When she came
back the place seemed oddly quiet. The
old_ uncle was smoking his pipe on the

door-step; and he looked at Milly timidly

as she passed him. Her mother was in

the kitchen; her eyes were red, as usual.

Milly l>cgan to help her silently; and in

silence they sat down at the table and ate

their supper. Even the old uncle, com-
monly garrulous, hail nothing to say.

Milly ’s eyes sometimes rested on his

faded old face and trembling hands;

sometimes she looked at her mother, pale,

worn with patient endurance. Then
Milly’s black eyes, intense, full of life,

brooding, questioning, would veil them-
sd/ea again under inscrutable lids. The
house seemed strangely empty. It

seemed forlorn and shabby and dull and
more than ever a place to escape from.

And, more strangely, even outside it

seemed dull and tiresome. Milly moped
and was irritable and more moody than

ever. There was no one to talk to.

There never had been any one to

talk to.

TT was three days after Walter had
1 gone, and in the afternoon a telegram

came. Milly was sitting under the tree,

sewing -which she hated. Her mother
came to the door, and opened the telegram.

Milly heard her cry out and saw her sink

down suddenly on the step. Milly got up
and rap to her. She was staring at the

sheet of (>aper; while the messenger was

holding his book for her to sign, and she

was groping helplessly for the pencil.

Milly took the hook and signed it. Her
mother looked up at her and whispered:

“He is dead. He died on the way
home—all alone—they had to take him
off the train—oh, poor boy, |>oor Walter!"

She burst out crying.

Milly turned pale; her heart was
pounding horribly.

A FTER a moment her mother rose,

holding her apron against her con-

vulsed face. She went into her own room
and shut the door. And Milly stared at the

closed door. The telegram had fallen on
the floor. She picked it up and looked at

it; then she flung it away and rushed

from the house. Down by the stable the

pinto horse that Walter used to ride was
hitched; one of the men was going into

town. Milly unfastened the horse und
swung herself up into the saddle as the

animal broke into a run. A shout fol-

lowed her, but she did not turn her head.

She loosed the lariat and struck the horse

viciously.

THE pinto snorted, shook his head,
* shied, and gallo|>ed on. Miles away in

the country, when Milly had dropped the

bridle loose, the hone shied violently

again and stopped short. Milly was
thrown. She landed on her side in the

road. The fall hurt her. After a few

moments she got up, looked at the horse,

which stood a short distance away, cock-

ing a black eye at her. She did not try to

catch it, but sat down in the weeds by the

roadside. She felt (tain from her bruises
•—but it wus not this pain that brought

the tears into her eyes. She sat staring

before her across the plain into the west-

ern sky, where a flood of golden light was
welling up. The plain was a broad dazzle

of light, and the larks were singing in a

sweet chorus. Sobs shook Milly’s breast.

“Why am I crying?" she said aloud.

And there was no answer. She could

not tell why she was crying as if her

heart would break.
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Songs from Panama
By BERTON BRALEY

The

(The Spiggoty is

THE Spiggoty's a liar,

The Spiggoty is slow;

He rouses us to ire,

He plunges us in woe;

He’s languid and he’s lazy.

He don’t know how to “drill;’*

His morals they are hazy.

His sanitation’s nil.

Spiggoty

native Panamaian)

Ilis pack would make you stagger.

And drag along behind.

He hears it with a swagger.

And never seems to mind.

Mosquitoes?—Never fret him!
The heat?—He laughs at that.

No tropic ills can get him.

The little jungle rat!

His government's a bungle.

His towns arc something vile;

But—in the trnckless jungle

He’s on the job in style.

In spite of flies and fever.

Of swamps and snakes and sweat,

He wields his trusty cleaver.

His razor-edged machete.

He gets the anvil chorus

Wherever we may meet.

But—when he goes before us

In jungle damp and heat.

Where trails are not, he breaks ’em.

So we can see ’em plain;

He finds the ways, or makes ’em.

For transit, rod, and chain!

We’ve chained the Chagres River,

We’ve cut the Isthmus through;

We’ll presently deliver

Our finished work to you;

But when we first began it.

Before the way was clear,

We thanked our lucky planet

The Spiggoty was here!

The Spiggoty Cop

THE clerks in hotels form a very proud clan,

And they act in the lordliest way;
And a nigger gang-boss is a dominant man

—

With pride he is prone to display;

But their pride and their arrogance dwindle and pale

And into obscurity drop;

Their highest conceit wouldn’t show on the scale

With the pride of a Spiggoty Cop!

Nobody could ever determine his use

—

He never was known to be there;

When actual danger or trouble breaks loose

He’s out of the precinct somewhere.

But let an American go on a skate

(We’re all of us likely to flop).

He’s promptly assaulted by seven or eight

Of the tribe of the Spiggoty Cop!

To hammer a white man is pleasure indeed.

And pleasure he frequently takes;

For the Spiggoty Cop is a cowardly breed,

With a heart and a soul like a snake's.

But he struts on the street like a circus parade.

Or a floor-walker guy in a shop.

And he sure makes a hit with the Spiggoty Maid,
As she ogles the Spiggoty Cop!

Now, when I have finished my work on this job.

And pack my trunk ready to blow,

There’ll be just one thought at the back of my knob—
One thing I would do e’er I go.

I’ll wait till the ship’s casting off from the quay.

Then down from the gangway I’ll hop.

And just before making my way out to sea.

I’ll trim Mr. Spiggoty Cop!
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Frank P. Walsh
• The Man Chosen by President Wilson to Lead the Commission on Industrial Relations

By DANTE BARTON

L
ord eldon said that

i a successful lawyer

must live like a hermit

and work liken Horse. Frank

I*. Walsh, of Kansas City, u

successful lawyer, has worked
like a horse; but he has not

lived like a hermit. He has

been active and out in the

open, helping to put the law

itself to work for the public

service.

That is why President Wil-

son reached over from Wash-
ington and selected Mr.
Walsh to be chairman of the

new Commission on Indus-

trial Relations. Also, it was

why Mr. Wilson and his ad-

viser, Mr. McAdoo. asked

Mr. Walsh to come to New
York and direct the Bureau

of Social Service in the Demo-
cratic Presidential campaign.

Mrs. J. Borden Harriman.

who is to serve with Mr.
Walsh on the Industrial Re-

lations Commission, had
something to do with that

first selection. Mrs. Harriman

had heard of this Western

Democrat who had come to

Kastcm headquarters to learn

from personal contact

whether Mr. Wilson was as

fine as his speeches and the press notices

indicated. Mrs. Harriman said that was
the kind of man the Democratic mana-
gers should gather in. And Mr. McAdoo
gathered him.

UNTIL the past year Mr. Walsh had
never been officially in the public

service. But for many years he has l>een

a public servant. As a lawyer, he severed

all connection with coqjoration clients

in 1900. It was about this time. too.

that Walsh got actively into social service.

Before then he had been, as he is yet, a
strong supporter of union labor; and his

private charities were many. But in

that earlier time politics seemed to him
about the only worth-while field for a

man to work in, ami he was a strong

party man. “Why, actually," he says,

with a smile, to-day, "I thought it was
immodest for a man to set up his own
opinion against that of his party."

The Board of Public Welfare of Kansas
City is a development of a bourd of

pardons and paroles which Frank P.

Walsh established. It is a development

that he lias fostered as legal adviser and
political manager. This Welfare Board

expends annually about $130,000 of pub-

lic money toward making privatccliarities

unnecessary. It supervises recreation.

Employers are made to walk the chalk

by it. Free legal aid is one of its services.

This board of public welfare is, by the

old canons of constitutional interpreta-

tion probably unconstitutional. The New
York court of fifteen years ago would
consider it as “flat burglary as was ever

committed." But Mr. Walsh and his

co-workers ami the Kan/uu City Star have
so fortified it in public opinion that it

is quite certain the courts will sustain it.

Frank Walsh two years ago, when he

After talking with Mr. Walsh
he wired the President that,

with Walsh as chairman, he
would accept.

"My strength is execu-

tive," Mr. Walsh had told

Commons. "I'll be an ex-

cellent chairman. I shall lean

heavily on such experts as

you. and I promise you that

I will work." Men like Walsh
very much—unless they dis-

like him. They trust him im-

plicitly—unless they distrust

him. He is "radical and
searching and uncompromis-
ing" in the sense that Dr.

Edward T. Devine has said

that the work of the com-
mission must exemplify
those qualities.

VI II. WALSH was bom in

St. Louis forty-nine
years ago. He has known
what life is at its hard angles.

He fought poverty as a boy

—

really fought it; never liked

it or accepted it. The iron

entered his soul. The iron is

still in his soul against pov-

erty and suffering—other
persons' poverty and suf-

fering. He hates poverty as

an unnecessary evil.

Of thirty boys he remembered of his

neighborhood, only three had come
through to normal, useful manhood.
Twenty-seven lives was too great a

price to pay for three that were "fit to

survive.”

One political service of Mr. Walsh
is profitable to recall in getting his meas-

ure for the industrial service. It was
in the time, ten years und more ago, when
the job Indore the country was to clean

up the political machinery—as now' the

job is to determine what work the clean

machinery shall do. and do it. Walsh
was a member of the Democratic State

Central Committee of Missouri. In

1902 he was already a feared fighter of

the “Old Guard."

I
N that year a State convention was
held in St. Joseph. Mr. Waist! forced

through the convention a denunciation

of corporation contributions to campaign

funds. A few months earlier he had

proved in court the corrupting of his own
party machine by corporation contribu-

tions. He went to the convention with

his resolution of protest. "Aim it at

the Republicans, and we will put it in,"

begged the Old Guard. "No,” said

Walsh ;
“ I am more interested in purify-

ing my party than the other fellow’s

party." The machine leaders offered

to make him chairman of the convention

if he would hold back his resolution. He
wouldn't, and they said they would run

over him. Wulsh rented a hall, und made
a red-hot speech against the machine.

The lenders did "run over him” in the

convention; but they put his resolution

into the platform. In effect, they de-

nounced their own record. That was the

definite beginning of the political reform

in Missouri.

declined to lie a candidate for the Dem-
ocratic nomination for Governor of Mis-

souri, spoke of the unsympathetic atti-

tude of courts toward the efforts to smooth
out industrial relations. “Well," he
said, "we can’t amend the Constitution,

but we can put men in the courts who will

be for the rights of man rather than for

the wrongs of property. We can put a

progressive sentiment behind the laws

so strong that the judges, from the lowest

to the highest courts, will lie afraid to

overthrow the people’s will.”

r I ’HIS readjustment of the courts to
* life is an important part of the Walsh

philosophy. It implies more than "pack-

ing the courts." to use the 1896 phrase.

It is in harmony with an admirable

expression of Professor Samuel McCune
Lindsay. Writing in the Survey of

August i concerning this industrial com-

mission, Professor Lindsay said: "I am
sure it is already dear to every thorough

student of laln>r conflicts that we have

entered upon a well defined era of in-

dustrial constitutionalism, just as (wlitical

constitutionalism took shape in the West-

ern world in the eighteenth century."

To build up a body of laws affecting

industrial relationships, to develop an ad-

ministrative capacity along the same lines,

and to do this with the sanction of courts

that shall still be the arbiters of constitu-

tionalism. has seemed to Mr. Walsh to l»e

the big task before the American people.

He is fitted for that technical part of

the work. He is fitted better for the fight

that lies ahead—for the human side of it.

Professor John R. Commons was in Mr.
Walsh's office when the telegram came
from Mr. Wilson offering the appoint-

ment. Professor Commons was consider-

ing an offer to a place on the Commission.
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I
N a recent week only ten bond issues

were bought and sold to the number
of one hundred separate bonds on

the New York Stock Exchange. Finance

is always local, in the sense that traders

know, or think they know, more about

local concerns than distant ones. This

is true in London and New York no less

than in the smallest towns, and so there

is nothing surprising in the fact that

three of the ten Ixinds were securities of

the great local traction companies. Of
the remaining seven, six were “convert-

ibles," that is, the kind that wen* in-

vented for the man who promised his

wife not to speculate in stocks.

Convertible bonds prove that oil and
water for once mix. They are both

strictly an investment and a speculative

security. There is no better way of

heating the devil around the bush of

inherent desire for taking risks and yet

not taking them. A bond that has such

qualities is sure to be popular. Just at

the present time there are special reasons

for drawing attention to this active and
important class of securities.

Let it not be supposed that convert-

ibles combine all qualities of perfection.

They do not. But they are at times

indisputably attractive.

Rail as we will against speculation,

no means has yet been found to eradicate

the instinct. Few bankers or other

authorities on finance are willing to admit
how large a proportion of those who are

called investors are half-way speculators.

Of course, there is always a market for

absolutely sound securities, devoid of

any possibility of going up; but there is

a broader market, a more eager reception,

for the security that may advance.

What It Means to Convert

L'IRST, let it be clearly understood
* what a convertible bond is. Es-

sentially it is a bond with a prospective

bonus, first employed by railroads in the
hard times of the sixties and seventies.

In the last ten years or so it has been
revived with great and apparently ever-

increasing popularity. There are several

varieties of convertibles, but quite the

moat important is that which is exchange-

able at a fixed price, at the option of the

owner, into common stock of the same
company. Take for example, a large

new issue of New York, New Haven &
Hartford convertibles. These bonds arc

exchangeable into stock par for par. that

is, at the price of 100 for the stock, any
time between 1018 and 1948. The
owner, if he so desires, may receive ten

shares of stock for one 81000 Ixind any
time within that ten-year period. In
other words, this privilege of exchange
is a call on the stock at par. Of course,

if the conversion price as fixed by the

directors were above par, then the bond-
holder would receive less than ten shares.

At the present time this particular con-

version privilege is worthless, for New
Haven stock is selling around 90. But
suppose New Haven stock, which has
sold above 450 in its day, should within

six or seven years again creep up to only
145. It is dear that the bondholder
has a fine profit in sight, for he can ex-

change his !>ond for ten shares of stock

Finance
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The Bond That Straddles

at 1000 . which he can turn around and
sell at 1450. If he docs not choose to

make the exchange he is not compelled
to. Conversion is always optional.

When to Convertand When Not To

r
|
'HE most important issues of con-

* vertible bonds, and the only ones

to lie mentioned in this article, art* those

of such great railroad systems as the

Atchison, Atlantic Coast Line, Chesa-

peake & Ohio, St. Paul, New Haven,
Norfolk & Western, Baltimore & Ohio,

Pennsylvania, Southern and Union Pacific

and two other companies, the American

Telephone and the General Electric.

All these companies, with possibly one

or two exceptions, have extensive stock

issues, paying large dividends and repre-

senting huge assets. Excepting the

Chesapeake & Ohio, a reduction in any
of the stork dividends would be a real

event and disaster. It would create end-

less debate and point many a moral.

In other words, mast of these concerns

make such great profits that reasonably

large dividends seem almost institutional.

In every instance the convertible bonds
are a direct obligation of the corjxiration.

They come ahead of the stock. The
American Telephone Company, for in-

stance, would have to reduce its divi-

dends by no less than 847,500,000 before

its convertibles would lie endangered.

That is, the convertible of a strong,

dividend-paying corporation is an ex-

cellent investment without giving any
consideration to its conversion privilege.

The convertible of a company like the

Pennsylvania without any mortgage
security is better than the first-mortgage

bond of a railroad whose earnings are

relatively small.

But no bond is a good investment if

the price (raid for it is too high. The
great <langcr with convertibles is of

buying them too high. Owing to a apee-

ulativc value given them by a possible

rise in the stock, they naturally follow

the stock up. Last year Norfolk &
Western convertible 4's wen t as high as

117, an absurd price, on a purely invest-

ment basis, for a mere promise to pay.

But if this same liond should fall to a price

where it returned 5 percent., even with-

out considering the convertible feature,

it would he worth looking at.

When to Buy Convertibles

XPERIENCE shows that convert-

ibles go up with a rising market,

and go too far at that. But experience

also proves another interesting fact

regarding this class of bond. In a de-

clining market they do not drop as low

relatively as the stork. In 1907 Union
Pacific stock dropped to 100, and the

bonds would have fallen to 57 on a purely

convertible parity, but they only fell to

78^. Of course, the reason for this is

that the bond cornea ahead of the stock,

and interest upon it is always a prior

charge. That is. the bond has an invest-

ment safety which the stock lacks. It

will not fall below its true investment

value.

When stock market feeling is one of

depression, convertible bonds often sell

on a strictly investment liasis, with the

convertible privilege thrown in. as it were.

Although there has been a recovery in

convertible bond prices, as in stock pru-es,

since the low point of last June, there are

still at the present writing attractive

purchases among the convertibles.

At 94J^. Baltimore & Ohio 4*£’s,

which have twenty years to run, return

5.1 per cent, on the straight investment.

After them comes $154,000,000 of stock

upon which 6 per cent, is being paid.

The profits must shrink at least $9,140.-

000 a year Ix-fore this bond reaches the

danger-line. The conversion price is

110 and the stock is now at 07. It must
go up thirteen points before the conver-

sion privilege avails. In two of the last

four yean Baltimore & Ohio has sold

above 110 Then* is at least a good

speculative chance.

Another bond, with a greater mar-
gin of safety, is the Southern Pacific

convertible 4. ninning for sixteen years.

The rate of return in this case also

is just above 5 per cent. In the opin-

ion of the lx*st judges, this hond is

wholly safe, but the speculative feature

is a long-distance one. The stock is now
wiling around 89. It must go to 180 liefore

bonds can la- exchanged. The highest

the stock ever sold was ISlHj. But it

must be home in mind that even a moder-
ate advance would carry the conver-

tibles up to some extent, even if not

enough to make the actual exchange

worth while.

Union Pacific 4’s are convertible in stix-k

at 175, which is now 40 points below that

figure. As an investment solely the Ixinds

are quite safe, and return 4.8 at current

prices. A substantial-rise in the stock

would, of course, carry up the bonds. On
several other issues the rate of return is

low, but the possibility of profit is thought

by many to be so much the greater.

Objections and Their Answer

T I 'HERE are numerous mathematical
* annoyances and complications in

nuking the actual conversion of Ixinds

into stocks. All companies do not have

the same method of figuring interest and
dividends, and allowing for fractional

parts.

The convertible bond is nut for those

whose peaceof mind suffers from any flue-

tuation in the price of what they own.

Charles W. Morse was recently quoted

as saying:

"Stock Exchange speculation serves

very largely to make investors uneasy.

They are influenced bv quotations. If a

man invests money in a mortgage, he looks

it up. gets his interest, and never worries

alxtut the principal. If he puts money in-

to« st«K*k or Imnd and the pricedeclines ten

points, he thinks less about the intrinsic

value of the investment than about the

price. He imagines something is wrong."

Morse is an ex|iert observer, and if his

remarks apply to you, don't buy convert-

ible Ixinds. But if you desire to combine

securities that possess an unusually high

degree of intrinsic worth with a speculative

feature, then u broad, active market Is

most to lie desired. And that is just

what the convertibles of our great, strong

corporations |x>ssess to a high degree.
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S
OMEBODY said to President Wil-

son, "I suppose that in making your

Cabinet appointments there was

tremendous 1 pressure brought to bear

on you."

The President answered very clearly,

"I was not aware of any pressure being

brought to boar.”

When Mr. Wilson's reply was repeated

to an old time politician who is also an

ardent admirer of the President, the Old

Timer groaned:

“There you go again, trying to make
Wilson out a baby at the game when he’s

the cleverest politician who has been in

the White House since Lincoln ! Do you
suppose the voters want to think they

have a man at the head of the govern-

ment who doesn't understand every side

of politics? They are willing that he

should be cultured and a philosopher but

at the same time they want him to know
how to play politics so well that he can

block the opposition at their own game.

He got good men but he played politics

in getting them. And we are proud of

him for knowing how!”

rPHE abashed layman repeated Mr.
4 Wilson’s reply to a man of science.

“You must remember,” he said, “that

American politics arc bad from top to

bottom. If Mr. Wilson wasn’t aware of

pressure then he is more unsophisticated

than I thought he was, that’s all. It was
the big interests that Brandeis had prod-

ded in New England that kept Brandeis

out of the cabinet whether Mr. Wilson

knew it or not. Don’t let them deceive

you. They all play politics.”

26

How

The layman next repeated Mr. Wilson’s

reply to a commuter who nodded vaguely.

“A college professor can’t be expected to

know much about the under side of life.

But I think Wilson will outwit them all.

He is so thoroughly in earnest and takes

the ordinurv man’s welfare so seriously

that he will find that he will have to learn

to play politics. His word is good and if

he said he didn't feel pressure, he didn’t.

It's a shame that as big a man as he is

should have to stoop to play politics.”

/~\N'CE more the reply that the Presi-^ dent made was repeated this time to

a delicatessen man at the comer.
“How do you suppose the big men do

tilings?” he asked. “I have been trying

to understand what Mr. Wilson has been

writing in the magazines, but an ignorant

man like me can't understand it. Why
don't they get down to facts and tdl us

how they really do things. Then we can

judge for ourselves whether they are

straight or crooked. Now how did Mr.
Wilson go about getting that cabinet of

his? What kind of politics did he

play?”
Even a delicatessen man in America

knows the meaning of “playing polities!"

fT1HE old idea has been that it was not
* only unnecessary but unwise to let the

average man know the details of Adminis-

tration making. The average man was

supposed to be fully satisfied that he had

done his share when he cast his vote

and to have received full compensation

when the secret conclaves which gave him
government were organized at Washing-

ton. But with the coming of Mr. Wil-

son’s regime has come a new idea of

light; the idea that so long as government
is for the average man. those at the head

of the government miss the whole aim of

of their work when the average man fails

to understand them and to believe in

them.

VI7HAT is “playing politics” and why
* * should Mr. Wilson have to play

them? From the ethical standpoint, a

good policy ought to win on its own
merits. If u President wants such a policy

made into a law by Congress, it looks to

the lay mind as if he should have no
trouble in getting it done. Yet if u simple,

straight-forward gentleman, like Mr. Wil-

son. says that he will not stoop to using

patronage to induce Congress to pass the

measures he wants, what happens? Con-
gress blocks his measures. Again, to the

lay mind, this looks as if Congress were

despicable. But this does not follow

at all.

rT,HE average Senator or Representative
^ dislikes patronage as much as Mr.
Wilson does. For every appointment that

a member of Congress has to make there

are perhaps twenty applicants. Only one

appointment can be made, so while the

member makes one friend by his appoint-

ment, he makes nineteen enemies! The
member who belongs to the party not in

power has a far pleasanter time in this

matter than his opponents. He has no
patronage to give. There is little use in

his trying to get a measure through. All

that he can do is to vote consistently

against every measure of the opposition

and for the rest, watch the struggles of his

the Cabinet
AN INSIDE STORY

political enemies toward the political

feeding trough.

THERE is something about thrusting
* a measure through Congress by the

means of patronagethat smacks of bribery

to the unsophisticated onlooker. And yet,

under existing conditions, what else is to

be done? This elaborate system of patron-

age has become a seemingly inseparable

part of administering the government.

Ask almost any Congressman his opinion

of it and he will agree with you that it is

bad. But almost always he will close his

remarks by suggesting that after all it is

the voter who demunds the patronage and
that it is the voter only who can change
the system.

“Playing politics" consists of winning
your end by any means within the law.

If you play politics for your personal gain

more than for public good, the public

when it knows will not forgive you. If

you play politics for the public good it

would !>c an unsolvable problem in ethics

for the average man to decide as to the

morals of the case.

rPHK average voter takes it for granted
*• that Mr. Wilson responded to pressure

when he made up his cabinet. And yet

the story of the forming of the Cabinet as

told by different friends of the President

and by members of the Cabinet them-
selves entirely upholds Mr. Wilson’s

statement that he was not conscious of

pressure. In spite of the often repeated

statement that the Cabinet could not be

formed without politics being played,

there are only two or three politicians in

the Cabinet!

V/f R. WILSON went about choosing his
^ * official family exactly as you or I

would have gone about it had we been
actuated by the President's skill and great

hope for the future. He did the simple,

sensible thing in this as in everything else

that he undertakes. He had a number of

friends whom he trusted close to him dur-

ing his campaign and afterward. The
President forms his friendships absolutely

on his own opinion. He is very keen about
reading people, and when he makes up his

mind to trust a man, all the pressure in

the world will not change him.

One of his friends had been a friend of

Bryan for many years. People warned
the President that the friend would work
always for Bryan when forced to a choice.

But Mr. Wilson did not seem to hear the

warnings and the friend is still one of his

stanchest supporters. The President can
tell a friend when he sees one!

A FTER the Baltimore convention, Mr.
Wilson began to think and talk over

every man in public or private life

whom he knew or of whom he had
heard who might be possible for his

Cabinet in the event of his election.

This was not counting his chickens be-

fore they were hatched. This was

merely being sensible. If he were elected

the time between election and inaugu-

ration would be too short for Cabinet
making.

fT,HE problem before Mr. Wil on was
* greater than had confront.-.! .n y Presi-

dent for years. If he went into 1 ; White
House, lie would go loaded wit!, romiscs
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to the people of a fundamental change of

government. The changes that he pro-

posed were so completely opposed to the

drift of government for nearly a genera-

tion that he knew that every administra-

tive move would he fought with unbeliev-

able bitterness by the old regime. He
knew that lie would be fought by men
who were consummate politicians and
financiers who were used to handling

administrations. Mr. Wilson would lie

the head of his administration. But un-

less his Cabinet were one with him he

would be in the same case with the man
who had the mind of the sculptor but

whose fingers refused to understand the

bidding of his brain. His efforts would
be fruitless.

ONE of the most remarkable things

about Mr. Wilson is that with all his

idealism his common sense never deserts

him. He said to the men who were with

him at this time that he must have in the

Cabinet men who had passed the acid

test of honesty. Men who were brave.

Men who were efficient. Men who had
imagination.

Not once only did Mr. Wilson say this

to his friends but he repeated it over

and over and explained each quality

until the men about him were saturated

with his ideas.

IT IS first searchings were by the process
* * of elimination. He began to strike

out from Congress the men who were not

possible. And the reason that he began
with Congress is because he is sensible.

He knew that unless he was on friendly

terms with Congress and unless he had
two or three men in his Cabinet who
understood the inner workings of mem-
bers his policies would be blocked. It is

not the personality of a president alone

that makes an administration strong. It

is the laws that an administration gets

onto the statute !>ooks that gives a four

years’ regime premaneney. Mr. Cleve-

land was a strong man but he constantly

antagonized Congress. The net results

of his administrations were negative.

Mr. McKinley was a great politician.

He knew now to get along with Congress.

He could get any law passed that he
wanted. You may say that something

is wrong with a system that forces a man
to use Machiavellian methods to make his

ideals into laws. Or you may say that

it Is human nature demanding the appli-

cation of common sense.

Vf R. WILSON let it Ik* known that no
1 * men who applied for a job on the

Cabinet would get one. He didn't want
a man who left the job he was on to

seek office. And it made no difference

to him that a man had had no experi-

ence in the sort of work he would have
to do in the Cabinet. Mr. Wilson knew
that most of his new family would be

unknown and untried by the very nature

of the type he demanded.

rpHE group of men would go over
* and over members of Congress in

this way:

“There is Smith. He’s clever, but he's

a corporation lawyer.” The President

would not consider anyone with corpora-

tion affiliations. “There is Jones. He
might swing a great many votes and in his

home Slate he is a big man. But in Con-

gress he has consistently voted 'no' on all

things progressive. There is Brown. He
knows a great deal aliout money but he

has big banking interests. Then there is

Burleson. He has a good record at home
and a good record on the Appropriations

Committee. He ought to be a good fighter

because he comes of fighting stock. His

grandfather was an old Indian fighter and
president of the Republic of Texas. We
don't know about his imagination but we
do know about his honesty and that he has

some good ideas about Parcel Post."

And so Mr. Burleson was asked to lie

Postmaster General

r I 'HERE never seemed to be any ques-
* tion in Mr- Wilson’s mind as to whom

he would make Secretary of State. There
was much doubting by the public and by
the President’sadvisers as to the wisdom of

it. Mr. Wilson was told that Mr. Bryan
would find it impossible to so smother his

own ideas as to follow the President’s

lead. This was a place where the Presi-

dent’s capacity for recognizing a friend

was invaluable. Many say that Mr.
Bryan is over-ambitious; that he is inef-

ficient in his work; that he neglects his

office while he takes the Chautauqua tour.

But Mr. Wilson says that he has no more
loyal adherent in the Cabinet than Mr.
Bryan; no one who so persistently puts

himself last ; no one who is so little insist-

ent on patronage. The other members of

the Cabinet love him and speak of him as

"dear old Bryan.” He more than any
one else made possible the holding to-

gether of the party and will make possible

that passing of the President's measures.

He represents six million votes. Mr.
Bryan has never been so great in his life

as he has been in the Cabinet where he

has made himself persistently second for

the welfare of the President and the

party. Nor docs any one in the Cabinet
spend more hours at his job than does

Mr. Bryan. He is at his office twelve to

fourteen hours a day and the work of the

Department of State, contrary to popular

report is all completed to date. Not for

several administrations has any Secretary

of Slate given the time to his work that

has Mr. Bryan.

“Courage,” he says, “courage, cour-

age, is what we want. Fighters who
never stop going. And after that, the

simple thing which is the sensible

tiling.”

rT,HE President is so big that he dares

* to recognize bigness in other people.

That is one thing that makes us have faith

that he has found some big men for his

Cabinet.

V4 R. BRYAN and Mr. Burleson were
1 * the only purely political appoint-

ments. Mr. Daniels had fought hard for

the party; he is honest and loyal and an
old friend and Mr. Wilson made him
Secretary of the Navy.
Some of the members never received

formal notices of their appointments but

were told by one of the President’s confi-

dential friends. Sometimes an informal

little note from Mr. Wilson told them
that he wanted them to help make the

administration a good one.

'1'HE old time politician and the com-
* muter and the man of science are in-

clined to be skeptical. They say such a
listing as this of the men in the Cabinet
pictures them as too good to be true.

Only time will show whether or not Mr.
Wilson is as dear visioned with regard to

the men for his policies us he is in recog-

nizing a friend. One thing Is certain

even now. The President has some good
fighters in his official family. And he

needs them.

IT seems somehow a curious thing, a
* sad thing, that the man who seems

destined to give back to the average

man the opportunities that his fathers

knew should lie of a type little likely to

be understood by the average man.
And yet the recipe for understanding

a big man is very simple. Mr. Emerson
gives it:

"The youth, intoxicated with his ad-

miration of a hero, fails to see that it is

only a projection of his own soul that he

admires— He is curious concerning that

man's day. What filled it? The crowd-

ed orders, the stern decisions, the foreign

despatches, the Castilian etiquette? Be-

hold. his day is here—in the workmen, the

boys, the maidens, you meet.—in the

hopes of morning, the ennui of noon— in

the disquieting comparisons; in the re-

grets at want of vigor; in the great idea

and the puny execution-day of all that

are born of woman. The difference of

circumstanre is merely costume. You
are tasting of the selfsame life, its sweet-

ness. its greatness, its pain which you so

admire in other men."

<7



“ What's th' use a gain clean l
' AVir York unless you see everythin that's thereP”

Seeing New York
By LEWIS ALLEN

OF course you saw the Woolworth
Building when you were in

New York, Mr. Barlow?"
“Oh, yes, of course."
“ Lucky dog. to see all the sights. I’ve

seen pictures of it. Say. is it real marhle

or bricks painted yellow? You never

can tell from them souvenir post cards."

“It is—it was
—

" and Mr. Barlow,

being a truthful man. hesitated. There
were reasons why he didn’t care to admit

a number of things, but he finally skated

over the thin ice by declaring, "Like as

not it’s marble. It looked pretty light."

"Great guns, didn’t you walk around

it and into it?”

“Why no, fact is I was in—er—we
were in a hurry that mornin’ and didn't

have much time and we rode past it

pretty speedy. It was mighty tall,

though, mighty tall.” he added hurriedly

and reassuringly.

“Rode past it!” snorted Mr. Barlow’s

inquisitive friend, “what's th' use o'

goin’ dean t’ New York unless you see

everythin’ that's there?”

Mr. Barlow didn't answer him. Per-

haps he couldn't have quite explained it.

It was true, however, he had traveled

and traveled up and down New York. ami.

after getting back home, all that remained

to him, try his best, wus a mingled and
mangled memory of skyscrapers, won-
derful mansions, glittering lights ami
green parks.

And Mr. Burlow’sexperience is theexpe-

rience of more than ninety per cent, of

those good people who journey from other

huunts, to see all there is worth seeing in

America's miraculous city. New York.

It isn’t that these visitors are not in-

telligent. It isn’t that they do not know
how to use their eyes, nor is it that they

are uwed into a state of semi-coma, by
stupendous sights.

It Is not the fault of the visitors at all.

It is the fault of the guides, whether they

be professional or amateur; whether they

sing-song rapid and mumbled and more or

less accurate information through a mega-
phone from the front of a “ Rubberneck

”

auto, or glibly rattle it off to Uncle Albert

or Cousin Stella from Homedale, III., or
wherever it is the visitor comes from.

Here comes Cyrus P. Steele from Home-
dale, accompanied bv his wife and daugh-

ter. In Hoinedalc Mr. Steele Is the

banker and all-around heavy citizen.

He Is, like thousands of other citizens,

keen, able, educated. Furthermore, he

<8

is determined to see all there is in New
York worth seeing. After sauntering

around for half an hour, keeping his bear-

ings so be muy return to his hotel, he

decides he cannot see much or explain

much to “Mother and Stella."

“/"'HJME. we’ll see everything," he^ cheerfully announces and leads

his party into one of the great flock of

sight-seeing automobiles. Seated com-
fortably, he catches sight of a Lalrbuild-

ing standing alone in a busy square.

"What’s tliut building, son?" Mr.
Steele asks of the young man with the

megaphone.
“That’s th —START RIGHT AWAY!

START RIGHT AWAY! SEE EVERY-
THING WORTH SEEINM STEP
RIGHT IN!" yells the young man.
Why should he stop to give out infor-

mation when there was a chance of

getting more passengers? He had started

to answer the passenger when he caught

sight of other strungers. (There IS a

difference in them.) These strangers

might Ik* induced to take the trip, hence

his neglect of Mr. Steele ami his vocifer-

ous call to the sightseer.

“I guess ’tis,"*chueklcs Mr. Steele.

By this time the auto is filled. Off

they go, past the Seventh Avenue aide

of the "Times” Building.

“ON YOUR RIGHT is the ‘Times’

Building! I-ocated in what is known as

the ‘Great White Way!”’ shouts the

guide with the megaphone. He shouts it

slowly and distinctly.

Meanwhile the traffic cop has blown

a blast on his whistle, opening up the

right of way, and the chauffeur shoots

hastily ucross the square and on to

Broadway with a jerk that yanks the

passengers sharply against the narrow

backs of their seats.

Mr. Steele regains his balance, glances

to see that Mother and Stella are safe,

then essays to look straight up to the

towering top of the “Times" Building.

What lie really sees is a large cigarette

sign on the top of a six-story building.

Turning hastily until he nearly gets

a crick in his back, he obtains a fleeting

glimpse of the wcdgc-sha|>ed "Times"
Building, and then is whisked out of

vision of it.

"Where’s the ‘Great White Way,’
Pa?" anxiously asks Stella.

He looks about. “Say,” he says to the

man with the megaphone, "where’s the
—

"

“ON YOUR RIGHT,” bellows the

megaphone. "Is the Torrid Music Hall,

noted for its sensational productions."

"Oh, I know. Pa!" exclaims Stella;

"that’s where that giH that made a

young king lose his throne is placing.

Sh<^-’’

DI T Stella and the others are jerked

into silence as the ear turns into

Forty-sixth Street.

Wheeling again down Sixth Avenue
they catch sight of a massive but gloomy
building.

"Some armory—” Mr. Steele makes
a guess.

“ON YOUR LEFTisthcIIippodrome,”
chants the man with the megaphone.
An elevated train rattles overhead,
surface cars rumble Inside them, a motor
truck thunders past.

"What did he say?" asks several in

the car.

"Say Mister, what’s that
—

"

"LISTEN carefully. I cannot repeat,”

warns the megaphone man.
"That’s the Hip|»odr»mc, sir," ventures

a little chap whose sharp cars had heard.

"Oh say. look, that’s the Hip
—

’’ but
Mr. Steele can say no more, for the car

makes another turn, this time to Forty-

second Street.

“I wanted to get a good look at the

Hippodrome," grumbles Mr. Steele.

“I’ve heard so
—

”

“QN YOUR RIGHT is the PUB-
LIC Ll-brarv," comes the mega-

phone information.

Everyone turns to view the Public

Library. Just as they are getting a
glimpse, around the corner, of the great

carved lions, the sight-seeing car turns

again, up Fifth Avenue.
"Tliut isn’t much," says Stella, “I

thought—

”

“WE ARE NOW on Fifth Avenue,"
informs the guide.

And so it goes, up the great avenue,

hurrying on to cover the route as quickly

as possible. The sooner covered, the

Mioticr another load is picked up, and this

means more money.

There are people in New York who
are trying to grab money.
“ON YOUR RIGHT—"
Everyone turns to see. They look

abend. The object to which the mega-
phone man referred is now slightly luck
of them.

Digitized by Google
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“ON YOUR LEFT is the Senator

Clark house!"

Surely everyone had heard of that.

Ever}’ fare Is turned to the right.

“Which oue, the light one or the dark

one? That big one there or the squatty

one
—

" but before the questions are

asked the megaphone man is shouting

something else.

••ON YOUR LEFT is Central Park."

Oh yes, everyone knows about Central

Park. They look and look and look.

Green trees show above the wall.

They might be passing the Evergreen

Cemetery in Kokomo, or the grounds of

the Hon. Hiram Plunkett, richest man
in Sogus, Indiana, for all they could

“ONE HUNDRED AND TENTH
STREET CURVE, the highest part of

the elevated,” chants the megaphone.

Every one promptly gazes ut the partly

finished St. John's Cathedral and only

realizes when it is too late that they

should have looked straight up at the

elevated road.

Just as they turn into One Hundred
and Sixteenth Street, West, the mega-

phone man says something about "Mora-
ingside."

Some gaze at the chewing gum girl

sign half a mile away in upper Harlem,

some take a look at the little brick resi-

dence of Nicholas Murray Butler, prexy of

Columbia, and some point to the dome of

the Columbia College library. Not one

of them has had time to grasp the fuct

that “Morningsidc" is a sort of side-hill

park.

“COLUMBIA COL-LEGE FORM-
ERLY KING’S COLLEGE—” the meg-

aphone man says.

“Which side—which side?" queries

a number of the so-called sightseers.

“CO LUM BIA COL-LEGE IS ON
BOTH SIDES,” the megaphone man in-

forms them, but at this moment the ear

shoots ahead to pass in front of the sur-

face cars ut the subway station.

“ON YOUR LEFT is the School of

Journalism.'’ It was all a part of the

megaphone man's program and he was

I kjii ml to say it, although at that moment
they were going down the slope to River-

side Drive, and so the sight-seers look

away with them the impression that a

certain tall apartment block was the

home of the school that teaches the young
idea how to shoot news items into the

homes of the masses.

“WE ARE NOW ON Riverside Drive.

ON YOUR LEFT IS THE HUDSON
RIVER. Beyond the river is New Jer-

sey and the Palisades.”

t’VERY one ducks or stretches or

leans, trying to get a glimpse of the

river through the thick foliage. Glimp-

ses of water are visible, but it is rather

lutzy and the Palisades might be either

a clay bank or a row of tenement houses,

for all the people know.

Our visitors do get a good view of

Grant’s Tomb. It is not the fault of the

megaphone man or of the chauffeur.

The tomb is sizable and stands alone on
a hill and the car makes a trip around it.

Then they spin back downtown again.

The visitors enjoyed the ride, but they

didn’t see very much. And they know
they didn’t. But what of that? New
York is New York and they don't know
enough to do things quietly and calmly

and sanely there.

Or perhaps the trip Is made downtown.
"ALL ABOARD. START RIGHT

AWAY. SEE WALL STREET. SEE
THE TALLEST BUILDING IN THE

WORLD. SEE THE CANYONED
STREETS. SEE—” and the megaphone i

man continues to advise everybody as I

to what he should see until the car is

filled. Then they are off.

"ON YOUR LEFT is the Municipal

Building-ON YOUR LEFT is City
Hall—ON YOUR LEFT is City Hail

Park and Newspaper Row—ON YOUR
LEFT is the Postoffice- ON YOUR
RIGHT is the Woolworth Building, the

tallest building in the world—ON YOUR
RIGHT is the old Astor House where

Daniel Webster used to stop—ON
YOUR LEFT Is St. Paul's Building-
ON YOUR LEFT is old Ann Street-
ON YOUR RIGHT is SL Paul's Church
where the office girls eat their lunches

on the graves—ON YOUR LEFT we
are now upproaching Wall Street—"
How much of this has Mr. Steele or

his good wife or Stella seen? How much
of all this has any of the visitors seen?

Do you wonder that Mr. Barlow could

not tell his friend whether the Woolwort h

Building was made of marble or brick

or plain cedar shingles?

Not their fault, but just the New York
style of “grab-all-the-changc-in-sight-

from-strungcrs-ncvcr-mind-valuc-rrccivcd

-ihere’ll-be-more-visitors-tomorrow.”

These guides ure there not really to

entertain the sightseers, not carefully

to show them everything, but to rattle off

their lesson just as little Reginald would
rattle off " Littledropsofwaterlittlegrains-

ofsand:’’ they are there to rush that trip

through and gel another "bunch.”

UY the lime friend Steele and Mother
and Stella hod started to look at the

great Municipal Building the guide was
thuuderiug something about City Hall

and while they were trying to differen-

tiate between a municipal building and
a city hall the megaphone spning some-

thing about a park, then ulxjut Park
Row.
Now every one knows al»out Park Row

where all the great news of the world is

handled in this country. Naturally they

looked and looked hard, and paid little

heed to the stentorian information con-

cerning the postoffice. Everyone knows
what a posloffice is. But by the time

the guide shouts “WOOLWORTH
BUILDING” the car is down in Post-

office Square and it is necessary to twist

the neck about and tilt the chin upward—
and what sort of an idea of that building

do you suppose anyone could get under

such conditions?

TAOWN in Wall Street they rush through

and see the Sub-Treasury. They
hear about the J. P. Morgan offices, take

a run down to i6 Broadway and hear

about the Standard Oil offices ami are

trying to tell which is Bowling Green and
which John D. Rockefeller’s office window
when they an* whisked away again.

And when Cyrus P. Steele and family

n*turn to Homcdalc. the Weekly Herald

will print an item to this effect:

"Our esteemed fellow townsman, the

Hon. Cyrus P. Steele and his wife and
duughtcr. Miss Stella Steele, have re-

turned fn>m a protracted stay in New
York, N. Y. While there they saw all that

was worth seeing. Mr. Steele says he pre-

fers Homedale. So say we all of us."

Wise visitors buy forty or fifty New
York souvenir prist canls and study them
curvfully in onlcr to find out what the

“sights" they have “seen” actually

look like.

U. S. Marine, loading Port Toartte, on

Battle,lap Michigan at the Norfolk Navy
Yatd— (From actual photograph I

.

Post

Toasties
Follow the Flag

Uncle Sam provides the

best of food, so it naturally

follows that his fighting

men have these delicious

golden-hrown hits of

toasted Indian Com, afloat

as well as ashore.

The uae of Post Toasties

has become so general in our

Naval service that one may
find Jack Tar enjoying ‘Toast-

ies” wherever the Flag takes

him.

Many carloads of this appe-

tizing food leave the model
factories of the Postum Co. at

Battle Creek each day and
provide the world with one

of the daintiest breakfast

dishes imaginable

—

Wholesome
Nourishing

Easy to Serve

The best proof is a trial in

your own home.

Post Toasties are sold by

grocers everywhere—so you
may

Get Yours
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Go to a furnishing, clothing or depart-
ment store and see the original guaran-
teed hose— famous Holeproof Hosiery.
Note its texture, light weight and style.

Buy six pairs of Holeproof and begin
to know them, as a million wearers do.

Buy them today. They will last six
months or longer. If they wear out

—

if
even a thread breaks—you get new pairs
free.

We pay an average of 74c per pound
for the yarn in Holeproof. Common
yarn costs but 32c. But ours is three-ply

and long-fibre cotton. That means strength

with light weight. It means soft pliability.

The wear you get in these stockings or
sock? has nothing to do with the weight of

the yarn.

Holeproof dealers now have the new
Fall color* in many weights. Both Cot-
ton and Silk. Go sec them now.

Write us for your dealers’ names. We
ship direct where no dealer is near, charges
prepaid on receipt of remittance! Ask for

new Mercerized Holeproof Socks for men
at $1 .50 for six pairs. Write for free book
telling about Holeproof.

HOLEPROOF HOSIERY CO.. Milwasks*. Wis.

tUUKMt H~Wr, Ca. .1 Caaada. LiS-. L—4— . Cm.

What They

Think of Us
.SarannoA (Go.) Press

Norman Hapgond bus given Harter'*
u new dress, ami it isn't a hobble skirt,

either.

Springfield (III.) A’nri

"A friend of ours," writes Norman
Ifnpgood in his remodeled Journal of

Civilization, "who has traveled much,
asked whether an educated Filipino would
think that the record of the Illinois legis-

lature at the last session indicated that

the citizens of Illinois were fit for self-

government."
Ilupgood does not tell us the rcply he

made to this query. Undoubtedly he
answered the question in a truly Hnpgood
style, which was necessarily sententious

ami comprehensive. However, this sup-

posititious Filipino would probably know,
without asking the editor of Harper's
Weekly, that the record of the Illinois

Ia-gislaturc does not differ materially from

the record of the legislatures of other

States, and that his question, had hr

propounded it. would have !x*en an

impertinence.

Geneva (N. Y.) Times

With due respect to those who have

previously conducted the magazine so

successfully, we ran not help admitting

that the Ilupgood publication bids fair

to be a big improvement. The editorial

department seems to bear evidences of

the characteristic work of Mr. Hapgood.
and the publication has all that spire

und snap that used to characterize Col-

lier's in the days when Mr. Hapgood
was editor, and which have been rather

conspicuously lucking since he resigned.

The illustrated departments of the re-

modeled publication urr strikingly note-

worthy and will Ik- watched with interest

frum week to week. There is a field for

a magazine of the type Mr. Hapgood
says he intends to make Harper's. Mr.

Hapgood is a fearless und able editor, ami

we predict good things for Harper's and

from Harper's under his ownership.

Richmond (Va.) Dispatch

For the benefit of those unfortunate

discontented |>er»ons who are not placidly

content to read the Times-Dispateh, with-

out seeking other mental pabulum, we

announce that the new Harper's Week-
ly, under Norman Hapgood as editor,

bursts into print this week. The most

pleasing thing about the babe is its dress.

The form of the magazine is the most

comfortable, neat, and esthetically satis-

fying we know. The first issue otherwise

creaks with newness. The ship hath not

found herself, though the old Hapgood
I radcmai ts gleam brightly in the dawn.

Wilmington (Del.) Every Evening

Much was attached to the old Har-

per's Weekly thut the former clientele

will miss, and somewhat sadly. Espe-

cially will they feel the omission of

Colonel Harvey's editorials, trenchant,

racy, informing, and so convincing.

Omaha (Neb.) Her

Norman Hapgood's new Harper's

Weekly comes out in time to be of some

service to Congress at this extra session,

which must have been prolonged specially

tet the advice.

HoleproofHosieryMM fOK^MtN.WOMIN JJand CHILOUnV

SILK Vtok-(in»if uf'
Stacking*, »i

mj I ST Ft* long wear, IK m

fldcpracf
Made Ia *11 length.. -u

FOR WOMEN
Write for the illustrated

book Ask us fie lumr
of dealer t,

Get Your Canadian Home

From the Canadian Pacific

-you will have zo years to pay lor

the land and repay the loan—you can move
on the land at once and your Canadian
farm will make you independent.

20 Years to Pay
Rich Canadian land for from 5i i to fjo

per acre. You pay only one-twentieth

_ ,#r. — down -balance in 19 equal annual pay-
% meats. Long before your final payment

comes due your farm will have paid for itself over and over. This advertisement is

directed only to farmers or to men who will occupy and improve the land.

We Lend You $2000
g well grill breaking. You have twenty yean in which

Maker

Advance of Live Stock on Loan Basis
The Company, in case at approved land purchaser who is in a portion and has the knowledge

to take care at his stock, will advance cattle, sheep am! bogs up to the value of ti.ooo on a loan
basis, sn as to enable the settler to get started from the first on the right basis of miked farming.
If you do not want to wait until you can complete your owrn buildings and cultivate your farm,
select one of our Rrady-Madr farms—developed by C. P- R. Agricultural Eiperts -with buildings
complete, land cultivated and in crop, and pay for it in 10 years. We give the valuable assistance
of great demonstration farms—fren.

This Great Offer Based on Good Land
Ask for our handsome illustrated books on Manitoba. Saskatchewan and Alberta- mention

the one you wish. Also maps. Write today.

G. J. THORNTON, Colonization Agent

Canadian Pacific Railway
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Lebanon (Pa.) Report

Few changes in the administration of

periodicals have provoked the interest

following the announcement that Colo-

nel George Harvey had retired as editor

of Harper’s Weekly in favor of Norman
Hapgood.

Sew Haven (Conn.) Courier

The second number of Harper’s
Weekly, under the editorship of Norman
Hapgood, promises that, unless great

ingenuity is exercised, a really live and
interesting periodical will greet the

country weekly.

Topeka (Kan.) Capital

Norman Hapgood has taken charge of

Harper’s Weekly, aud everything out

of “kilter” shortly will be adjusted

satisfactorily.

Under Norman Hapgood. Harper’s
Weekly is restored to the preeminence

among weekly magazines that many
years ago gave it a claim to the title of

the “Journal of Civilization." It is

widely sympathetic, overlooking no social

interest of these alert times.

Lot Angeles (Cal.) Tribune

Norman Hapgood is now editor of
!

Harper’s Weekly. Outwardly the ap- ,

pearance of the publication has been

improved.

Hapgood is capable of expressing a

sound opinion, when he has it, and doing

this in clear English.

The illustrations in his paper are rotten

beyond all precedent, the trouble being

that they do not resemble anything ever

seen of man.

Aberdeen (Wash.) World

Norman Hapgood, new editor of Har-
per’s Weekly, announces in his initial

number that he hopes to make the

WEEKLY the organ of the “feminist move-

ment." Ed. Bok and the Ladies' Home
Journal will no doubt sue Norman for an

infringement of copyright.

Columbia (S. C.) Record

Mr. Hapgood is one of the reformers

who has been helping along the fight

against the “white slave" traffic, both

with voice and pen. It is to the credit

of his candor as well as that of his in-

telligence. therefore, that he points out

the defect in the Mann “white slave" act.

Detroit (Mich.) News Tribu e

Mr. Hapgond’s work on Collier’s

long ago established the character of any
publication which might come under his

control. He is a rare scholar, with vision,

with extraordinary power of expression,

with tolerance. But from the outset he

makes it plain that his tolerance is not to ,

be mistaken for willingness to com-
promise. The short editorial on “Vivi-

section." in this number, is the Hapgood
way of conveying this assurance. The
Weekly, Mr. Hapgood promises, will

publish a little fiction, something about

sport, and as many substantial, informing

articles as possible. He looks to the

illustrations for much assistance in ex-

pressing the policy which he adopts for

the publication aud hopes to maintain.

Neither the fiction nor the illustrations

will be, if he can help, of the ordinary

sugar-pill sort. It Is easily discoverable
i

that Mr. Hapgood is in close, friendly

sympathy with the Wilson administration,

and especially with the economic ideas of

the administration. One of his dearest

friends is Louis D. Brandeis. the Boston

lawyer, j>crhaps the foremost exponent of |

All-Weather
Treads

Another Goodyear Invention. Flat, Broad, Smooth

on Dry Road»—The Sharpest Grip on Wet

Now comes the
solutionof the All-

Weather tread.
All the advantage
of smooth treads
on dry roads, plus
an invincible grip
on wet.
A tread for all

wheels and all
seasons
d o u ble-
thick,
tough,
economi-
cal.

Grips
that last
thousands
of miles.

Which
spread the
strains
like smooth
treads.
Which are flat,

smooth and regu-
lar for nine-tenths
of your driving.
Yet they become
—the instant you
need them—the
most efficient of
anti-skids.
These A 1

1

-

Weather treads,
even now, outsell our
smooth treads with users.

Exclusive Features
ThisAll-Wcathcr tread is an extra

tread, affording double thickness.

It is made of very tough rubber,

toughened by a secret process.

The blocks are so deep, so wear-

resisting that they last for thousands
of miles. They never all wear off.

Theedges are sharpand theystay
sharp. Rounded edges can’t offer a
grip which compares with them.

The edges all face the skidding
direction, which we find to be
usually 45 degrees.

Theblocks widen out so they meet

at the base. Thus the

strains are distributed

over the fabric just

as with smooth-tread

tires. It was sepa-

rate projections, cen-

tering the strains at

a single point,
which made former

anti-skids so expen-

sive.

The blocks are

regular— in perfect

alignment — avoiding

the vibration caused

by irregular projec-

tions.

They arc flat and

broad, offering on

dry roads the
smoothness of plain

tread tires.

Compare them
with other anti-

skids. Note
how in each

point they excel. You
will then see why they

outsell smooth treads on
the largest-selling tires

in the world.

Safety demands these All

Weather treads on every wheel

every day. You are bound to

come to them.

Other Features
All-Weather treads, if wanted,

come on Goodyear No-Rim-Cut
tires.

The tires that can’t rim-cut

—

The only tires which—to lessen

blow-outs—are final-cured on air-

bags at an extra cost of$i,500 daily.

The only tires which employ
our patent method to prevent
tread separation—a method for

which we paid $50,000.

Our dealers are everywhere.

No-Rim-Cut Tires
With AU-Weather Treads or Smooth

THE GOODYEAR TIRE AND RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Br&ockei tad Aftaciet in 103 Pruxipil Cttiti Mar* Seme* Ststios* Tlua Any Otk*r Tir*

FOR SALE BY ALL DEALERS
W* Make All Kiads of RsM*r Tiros, Tvs Accessories sad Repair Oitfits

Main Canadian Office, Toronto, Ont. Canadian Factory, Bowtnanville, Ont.

London Address: Central House, Kingsway, London, W. C.

J
Google
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II a butcher came along who would sell you
as good or better meat and who did nor
charge lor the bone and trim, you would
buy from him—that’s not being "cheap,"
It’s being intelligent.

When you buy a foreign made champagne
you're paying Sl.OO for Import duty and
ocean freight (which you can’t drink—that’s
the "bone and trim") and $1.00 for the pint
of wine.

When you buy Cook's Imperial you pay
Sl.OO (no bone—no trim) for a champagne
that Is truly superior in every respect -

purity, sparkle, fragrance and delieiousnesa.

Every Wedded Couple
and

Every Couple About to be

Wedded

Should Read

"Marriage Today and

Tomorrow”
in the next Harper's Weekly

"competition restored." Yet those who
have read Hapgood for years know that

under his editorship Harper's Weekly
can not Ik* the partisan organ of the

Democratic party that it was so long

under Colonel Harvey. The new Har-
per's Weekly, if the friends of the old

will only set aside prejudice long enough
to read a few numbers of it. will lie found

less radical than "Old Subscriber" per-

haps expects. Nevertheless, it is to be

kept, if Norman Hapgood can keep it,

a little ahead of the limes. We are cer-

tain tliat it will Ik* an influence in the

forming of public opinion, rather than a

reflector of opinion already crystallized.

This in itself may lie too radical for a part

of the old circulation; certainly it will Ik*;

tor they have received letters already

bemoaning the change—one of them from
as fur off as Korea.

LouisriUe (Ky.) Post

"To understand a thing.” says Mr.
Hapgood. in his first issue of Harper'r
Weekly, “is to lie interested in it.”

Not necessarily It is only a half truth,

as lubored plutitudcs, intended for epi-

grams. always are. It is just as true to

say that to understand a thing is to

lusc all interest in it; that was Emer-
son’s view;

The heavens that now draw him with

sweetness untold.

Once found—for new heavens he spurneth

the old.

But, read the anugram either way, it

matters little; only, applying the Hapgood
rule to Hupgood's discussion of the femi-

nist movement, we hope he will understand

it better before the winter is over. Then
he will not assume that fifty years ago

the women were any less attractive to

our forefathers than Mrs. l’ankhiirst and
Mrs. Yanderhilt-Bclmont. and even Miss

Addams, are to the men of the present

hour.

Atchison (Kan.) Globe

Norman Hapgood declares that, while

woman will lx* conceded full political and
s«K'inl rights on an equality with man, she

will he plored in a position of power which
will render her his superior. A man who
talks like that about woman suffrage is

henpecked, all right.

Boston (Mass.) Herald

In the current iiuuiIht of Harper's
Weekly David Starr Jordan makes an

cxjiosition of the high cost of living which

every man who legislates for city, state,

or nation ought to Ik* compelled to read

and tuught to understand. It is a most
remarkable compilation of farts. It

points to an unpalatable truth, hut one
from which no intelligent student of

economics can dissent.

Rochester (N. Y.) Democrat and Chronicle

The new Harper's Weekly has variety

and vitality, it is interesting from begin-

ning to end; the touch of a master hand
is to be seen on every |>agc. "Some-
thing that everybody wants to read.”

might well he its motto.

Aurora (III.) Beacon-Xews

If IIakpek'h Weekly were published

in the sign language, a blind man would

know (hat Norman Hapgood Is now the

editor. If this splendid journalist is

allowed free rein, the American people

are assured that they will learn something

of the conduct of their own government
which it is well for them to know.

Burton J. Hendrick, Washington, D. C.

I am glad to sec that we finally have

a periodical with a real note of distinction

almut it. My testimony is of some value,

because I was rather pessimisticabout the

Harper enterprise when I first heardof it.

Houston (Tex.) Post

Norman Hapg<K>d says he intends to

make Harper's Weekly the organ of

feminism on this continent. Is that what
we have been waiting lor so patiently, and

will Mr. Bok stand fur the competition :

*

Frederic Hatton, in Chicago (III.) Evening

Post

A critical pen too long idle has lx*en

taken up again as one of the results of the

rejuvenation of the venerable Hamper's
Weekly. It is that of Norman Hapgood.
who announces that after leu years of

activity in other directions he will again

devote himself to more or less expression

on the subjects of plays, players, and
playwrights. A dozen years ago his

piquant views of things theatrical de-

lighted a wide public. The public inter-

ested in the pluy house*, and particularly

the literature of the drama, has greatly

increased in the meantime. When Mr.
Hapgood wrote his book "The American
Stage” there were no drama leagues, no

theater societies, no uplifter-plavgoers

in America. People ten years ago re-

garded the theater as a place of amuse-

ment. not as an avenue for the expres-

sion of nutional life and ideals. An
increasingly large element is coining to

the latter view.

San Francisco (Cal.) Bulletin

Harper's Weekly began its career

long before the Civil War and played a

considerable part in the journalistic phase

of that struggle. In the generation fol-

lowing the war it becalm* almost an in-

stitution, especially in the New England

States. New Englanders used to read it

with almost as much faith as they did

their Bibles. In late years it fell under

the able but reactionary control of George

Harvey. Harvey failed to keep up with

the spirit of his times. The Weekly
lost its hold on progressive thinkers. It

came to stand for nothing; it sneered,

albeit very charmingly, at the beliefs of a

growing party, anil it ceased to pay.

Under Hapgood the Weekly is cer-

tain to be intelligently progressive. As
another champion of liberalism it will Ik*

welcomed.

Chattanooga (Tenn.) Times

Mr. Hapgood is one of the brilliant

writers of his day, a hit inclined to get

forward too fast for his time and hence

regarded os somewhat of a radical. He
is, however, unafraid and has a reputa-

tion for sincerity, which makes amends
for much of his hcodstronguess. He
will make the WEEKLY readable—never

doubt tliat—and likewise he will impart

to it that elemental attractiveness not all

editors can give to their writings, which
means that the reader can take what is

said or let it alone, and no especial satis-

faction will Ik* felt on the one hand or

offense taken on the other.

In other words. Harper’s Weekly will

become a medium for Hapgoodia. and

those who like that sort of independent,

devil-may-care, and not too deep or dry

comment on men and things, events *»d

happenings, will find all they are loo* inf

for in the new Harper's. An exampl' •

Mr. Hapgood's breezy and altog*

self-reliant way of doing tilings appru

among his first editorials.
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A Series

SINCE the publication in our issue of August
10 of Mr. Brandeis’s article on the New

Haven Railroad, the expression “Banker-Man-
agement” has been used so much that it may be
said to have entered at least temporarily into

the language. Our plan had been to begin next

month a series by Mr. Brandeis on competi-

tion, in preparation for the probable discussion

in Congress about Sherman Act amendments.
We have decided, however, that the competition

series will be in time enough if it begins a little

later, and there are cogent reasons for beginning

a money-trust series at once, while the New
Haven lessons are in everybody’s mind and while

the whole subject is stirred up by the discussion

of the Currency Bill. Beginning, therefore, in

the issue of November 8, Mr. Brandeis will

contribute a series which will make very clear

what harm is done by the existence of a money-
trust, and what steps need to be taken to bring

about desirable conditions. This is the most
difficult business problem he has yet discussed,

and the results of his thought cannot fail to be

national in their importance.

Tammany

EIGHT men decided that Gaynor should

not have Tammany approval, because they

looked out over the field, and decided there

was much booty to gather in, and they would
take a chance, and put into office, if they won, a

man who would let them have all the offices and
all the contracts; for Murphy and his friends

care more about contracts than about anything

else in this little world. All the rest is vanity;

but contracts are real, juicy, fat. They lead to

wealth for the leaders, and automobiles, and
dresses for their wives, and diamonds, and a rise

in the world for their children, and paunches for

themselves. Vast contracts are to be let to some-

body the next four years,—vaster than usual.

Why should not Tammany have them? Why
should a strong man like Gaynor, who sometimes
disobeyed, be permitted around, when there were
plenty of docile instruments like McCall?
So Gaynor was put out of the way, like Sulzer,

only by a different route. The method is

chosen according to circumstance and opportu-

nity; but the idea is always the same, to wit: if

you become fresh with Tammany, it will be your

end. The wigwam will get you, and you will

serve as a warning to later Tammany mayors and
governors. McClellan also tried to be good, ami
what did the Tiger do to him? Van Wyck was
the kind of a man that gives satisfaction to the

chieftains, and they have selected that kind of

man in McCall,—commonplace, beefy, docile, a
product of the machine, owing to it his every step

upward, without personality,—the very ideal of a

rubber stamp. If New York City wants him for

mayor, it has a legal right to choose him.

The Fusion Ticket

JOHN PURROY MITCHEL, if elected, will i

make an excellent, brave anil honest mayor.
|

Young us he is, he has had much experience, and
|

experience of exactly the most valuable kind.

As Commissioner of Accounts, President of the

Board of Aldermen, acting Mayor, and for a short

time ns Collector of the Port, he has shown his

qualities. He is idealistic and progressive, but

at the same time cautious, adaptable, and exact.

He is devoted to figures and the modern study of

efficiency. He has a natural understanding of

politics and political conditions, and will, there-
,

fore, be difficult to deceive and successful in se-
|

lecting men. His associates will be of the best,
j

He gets on admirably with the most enlightened

Progressives and Republicans, and the favor

with which he is looked upon by the Democratic
administration is well known. He has thought
much about the police problem and believes that,

in co-operation with Mr. Whitman, he can put an
end to “the system.”

With him on the Fusion ticket is probably the

strongest Board of Estimate ever nominated in

New York. A number of the men, as Prender-

gast, McAnenv, Pounds, and Cromwell, have
already served with the highest credit and have
all the advantages of full exjierience. To go with

them have been chosen business men of the first
|

class. The ticket is so remarkable that if it is

elected many of New York’s difficult financial

problems will be largely solved in the next four

years, all departments will be made more eco-
‘ nomical and more effective, the police scandal

will be ended, and then, if the city can be freed

from being bossed from Albany, which forces on
it expenses and bad laws, it will be on the way to

becoming governed as the biggest city in America
should be governed.

La Follette

EVERY member of either House wrho re-

frained from trying to embarrass the

Democrats op the Turiff Bill deserves credit, but

to one man falls the greatest share of glory for I

independence, because it cost him most. Espe- '

daily did Senator La Follette’s situation require
|

strength of character; not only had he always

been a Republican, but he had, since the
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Roosevelt split, eome to be looked upon as likely

to dominate the party in the future. As progres-

siveness seemed needed to save it from destruc-

tion, La Follette’s influence had suddenly been

multiplied: In voting for the Democratic tariff,

he gave a final proof that no consideration can

prevent him from following always his conviction.

This man has fought the straight fight all his life.

Often the sacrifice has been great. He has given

up friends, money, comfort, party praise, easy

advance. He has stood abuse and suspicion.

Nearly always the country and his party have
come around finally to La Follette’s position.

This last proof of patriotism may annoy the

Republican senators for the time being, but it

will probably mean that La Follette’s influence,

even over them, will be strengthened in the end;

because a man who is so experienced, strong, far-

sighted, and fearless is badly needed by the

party now.

Sports

ATHLETICS are among the healthiest occu-

pations of life. Any publication which
undertakes to reflect the world that is worth
while should be generous in the space devoted to

sporting events. This applies not only to base-

ball, the most popular of all the sports, and to

football, but includes such interests as skating,

hockey and basket ball. All forms of sport con-

stitute an aspect of life and one that is worth
encouraging. A man at play is at his best or at

is worst; often one so gets most clearly his real

character. That is why the English initiated the

custom of speaking of a man as a good or a bad
sport, when they meant that he had or had not the
qualities of magnanimity, courage and fairness.

Writing about sports, the person to be consid-

ered is primarily the spectator, although the dis-

cussion or narrative should have sufficient techni-

cal quality to interest the participant. There is

a good deal of opportunity in this field for

weekly periodicals. Jones of Cornell broke the

world’s mile record one day in the Harvard
studium. So much we learned from the morning
papers. We learned that he beat Pauli of Penn-
sylvania and Hanavan of Michigan. But, having
read that morning newspaper story, did we know
Jones any better than we did l>efore? Were these

questions answered: What does he look like?

IIow does he run? Does he swing his arms as most
of us do, or does he hold them close to his hips?

What is his style? Did he win through sheer

natural speed, or did clever coaching help him?
There will come a day when no man in this

country will be without some sporting affiliation,

some out-of-door interest.

Passing the Batter

THE big leagues, although they have dis-

cussed it, have not yet taken any steps to

prevent the very unpopular practice of having

the pitcher intentionally pass a strong batter in

an emergency. One suggestion is that the um-
pire, on making up his mind that the pitcher had
intentionally passed the batter, should remove
the pitcher from the game. Another suggestion

is that when a batter is purposely passed, the

runners already on the bases should be allowed to

advance one base as in the case of a balk.

Passing is frequently done with the bases empty;
for instance, if two were out and one run wrere

required to tie the score, and Myers or Zimmer-
man were at the bat, he would very likely be
passed. A third scheme allows the passed batter

;

to go to second. A rather interesting sugges-

tion is to allow the batter to remain at the bat

until he does get a good ball. Another thing that

has occurred to us personally is that if the umpire
decides that he wras passed intentionally the bat-

ter may let someone else take his place on the
j

bases and be up the next time himself. What-
ever is done, however, this particular defect in

the game should Ik? remedied.

A Baseball Change

CONDITIONS shift gradually in the national

game. One of the changes this year is that

left-hand batsmen are not in as great demand as

they have been in preceding years. Stengel, i

who was the sensation of the spring as batsman
came near losing his place because he batted

left-handed, and Dahlen w’anted a right-handed

hitter. Therefore, he signed Meyer, who was a

.350 man in the International League, but Meyer
fell down and Stengel got his chance.

Up to 1912 scouts were ordered to watch for

stars wrho hit on the side of the plate nearest

first base. Their special value lay in the fact

that they start several feet nearer first base, and !

that it is easier for a left handed batter to hit a

right-handed pitcher. The reason that the left-

handed men have become less desirable is that

there has been such a development of left-

handed pitchers.

If this condition proves to be permanent, the

boys in the lots will stop their present practice

of learning to bat on what is, to the majority of

them, the unnatural side of the plate.

w The Obvious”

M R. JUSTICE HOLMES of the United States

Supreme Court is a very remarkable man.
He is a profound philosopher, and he knows how
to write. Speaking to Harvard men this sea-

son at a law school dinner in New York, he took

up the subject of the need of education in the 1

obvious. In the intimacy and ease of the sur-

roundings, and also in the intimacy and ease

that a man like Justice Holmes feels anywhere in

the world, he confessed that he sees less immedi-
ate use in committees on the high cost of living,

and its relation to gold production, narrowing
cattle ranges, and population, than he does in

impressing a few obvious truths. The main i

remedy for all the troubles that confront us, I

whether evils in the present state of the law or
j

]

evils in public opinion, is for us to grow more
j

! civilized. As this philosopher looks ahead into

the future, he wonders whether competition from I

new races will not cut deeper than workingmen’s !

disputes, and test whether we can hang together

und can fight. He feels that w’e are running
through the world’s resources at a pace that we
can not keep. He sees civilization ahead, per-

haps with smaller numbers, but perhaps bred to

greatness and splendor by science. The way he
feels about the universe found a symbol as he
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walked homeward the other day on Pennsylvania

! Avenue near the Treasury. Beyond Sherman’s

I

statue to the west, the sky was aflame with scarlet

and crimson from the setting sun. “But, like

the note of downfall in Wagner’s opera, below

the sky-line there came from little globes the

pallid discord of the electric lights.” Thinking

of these things, his last reflection, after all, was
that after the sunset and above the electric lights

there shone the stars.

Eugenics

TIIE view that the human race can be im-

proved in quality only by different standards

of selection is becoming rather widespread.

:

Undoubtedly the increased interest in health and.

efficiency and morality as bearing on marriage

will do something toward fixing habits of thought

that will affect falling in love. People fall in

love not only on account of their individual

make-up, but also on account of the ideas that

may prevail in their community. Whether
very much of this work can be done by legisla-

tion is possibly open to doubt. Mr. Wallace,

certainly as high an authority on the subject

as there is, thinks it is absurd to attempt to

determine by legislation those relations of the

sexes that shall be best, alike for individuals and
for the race, in a society in which a large part of

our women work long hours daily for the barest

subsistence. With an almost total absence of

the rational pleasures of life, they arc driven into

uncongenial marriages in order to secure some
amount of personal indei>endence or physical

: well being.

Mr. Wallace argues that if the legislature can
I not cure the conditions that force such life on

millions of workers, it is a mockery to suppose

it capable of remedying some of the more terrible

results. If women are freed from the temptation

;
to marry for subsistence and a home, Mr. Wal-

i lace thinks they will be very careful in their

selection. Many of them will prefer not to

marry at all. They will, on the average, marry

much later than they do now. It will be looked

upon socially as a degradation for a woman to

, marry any man she does not both love and esteem.

I Moral standards will be such that man will have

no substitutes for marriage acceptable to them,

and therefore they will be much more eager for

marriage than they are now, and the number of

choices open to the average woman will, there-

fore, be greater.

From this general and economic and moral

development, Mr. Wallace expects a selective

agency to be created which will have an extremely

improving effect on the quality of the race. His

estimate of the way in which this improvement
is to be made seems to us the most intelligent.

When women are free to choose absolutely, the

worst men will be almost universally rejected.

In Her Place

ONE who looks out of the window of a rail-

road train entering a large city, or who

!

looks out of the window of an elevated road, secs

j

women sitting at dingy windows, gazing vacantly

out of the small fluts which their families inhabit.

; They have no sufficient occupation in taking care

of two or three rooms, and the fact that they have
not any adequate call on their energies and ability

turns them into slatterns, so that they do not even
do properly what little work there is to do.

Mr. Sloan’s picture on the cover this week de-

picts such a woman. When steam was har-

nessed, and the factory was created, all these

multiform domestic industries which belonged to

woman were taken away. She ceased to be the

spinner, the weaver, the dyer; she ceased in large

measure to make butter and cheese and to put up
preserves; and along with the disappearance of

the most important household industries came
the march of general education and took the

children off into the public schools. If she fol-

lows her traditional industries into the factory,

as it is at present conducted, she destroys her

own constitution and deteriorates the race. If

she remains at home, especially in what the mod-
em tenement furnishes as home, she is cramped
and confined in her life without huving nearly

enough genuine usefulness and interesting work to

fill the needs of her nature. There are two tasks

for society implied in this predicament. One, of

course, is to make home conditions as attractive

as possible; the other, a much more difficult one,

is to find some way by which women can continue

to occupy the important place in industry that

they always have occupied. In fact, that place

ought naturally to be somewhat larger than it

was, since families are smaller, ami ought to be

smaller, on account of the decreased death rate

among children, and since the education of chil-

dren has been undertaken by the State.

It is very improbable that any form of work will

ever again be possible and profitable in the home.
The best outcome we can look forward to is that

the community, especially the women, will grapple

with the factoryproblem in such a way that women
will be able to work outside the home under con-

ditions that will not be damaging. The use of

steam to do our work, ami to increase immeasur-
ably its material results, has given us no more
profound ethical and social problem than this.

Variety

SOME of the most penetrating remarks of our

generation about women have been mude by
George Meredith. The lines we are about to

quote are not included of course under the head-

ing of his penetrating remarks, but they have in-

terest as the conclusion of a deep student of the

subject

:

“She can be as wise ax we
And wiser when she wishes;

She ran knit with cunning wit.

And dress the homely dishes.

She can flourish staff or pen.

And deal a wound that lingers

She ean talk the talk of men.
And touch with thrilling fingers.”

It is a childlike idea that women, as they in-

crease their rights and privileges, and therefore

as they enlarge and develop, will lose their sex

characteristics. This is about as absurd as to

state that a man who becomes interested in civil

service reform will lose his taste for tennis.

Broadening one’s interests does not lessen the

predominant one, but makes it more enlightened

and more effective.



Is American Business Failing?
By C. M. KEYS

IlluMratrd by Maurice Becker

I
T seems time to look a few industrial and commercial
facts squarely in the face and draw a few honest

conclusions about American business. That is the

purpose of this article. It does not pretend to solve any
economic problems. It purposes merely to state them,

if they exist.

When you come to the place where you want to look at

business, you turn to basic industries. You do not care

that Henry Ford has just made a score or two of millions

out of an automobile factory—for automobiles are not a

basic industry as yet. You do not pay much attention to

the fact that a quiet little biscuit company changed its

policy a year or so ago, spent a million or so of real money
on advertising and became, almost over night, a national

concern. That is entertaining talk for those who always

boast and never stop to think the kind of leaders of the

world of finance who have the habit of running past dan-
ger signals. It has nothing to do with business, per se.

Steel, sugar, pa|>cr, cotton goods, woolen goods, boots

and shoes, men’s clothes, women’s clothes, machinery
and food—these are basic things, the things that one

must look at if one cares to study industry and trace, in

its contortions, symptoms of something wrong, or find,

in its easy flow, the signs of everything all right. lx?t us

look at the facts about a few of these, citing instances and
reciting records in the language of the man in the street.

Wherever, in this world, any liquid or gas is handled
in large volume under compression, you may find certain

pumps doing their share of the work, and bearing labels

to indicate that they were made by one or another of the

subsidiary concerns of a big industrial company organ-

ized fourteen years ago in New Jersey. You will find

them pumping water to the cities of Rangoon and Benares
as well as to most of the cities of America and Europe;
pumping air into the deep workings of the Rand as into

the deep workings of the coal mines at Scranton; flood-

ing the rice fields of Ixmisianu and the sugar fields of Ha-
waii; driving oil from the western fields to the refineries

of the eastern seaboard and from the inland plains of

Burmah to the Indian Ocean; operating elevators or

6

“lifts” wherever in the world they use them; compressing
gases and liquids for the largest and the smallest of chem-
ical operations;—working, in fact, as servants of the

world of commerce without national boundary or racial

prejudice. Their plants you may find in England, France,

Germany, and Austria, as well as in a dozen home cities.

The making of steam pumps, or the making of any
other perfectly standardized machinery, is a basic in-

dustry. This particular company seems to have the

patents, the brains, the organization and the courage

to carry on its business in all the markets of the world in

com|»etition with whoever cares to compete.
Business on its books has been enormous. It makes

no public statement of its gross business, so that one may
have its semi-official statements only for proof; but these

would seem to show that in the year 191*2 it did about as

big a business as it ever did in its history. Certainly its

banner year has l>ccn a very recent year. In actual vol-

ume of business done, 1911 would seem to be the biggest

it ever enjoyed.

Yet, in the spring of 1913, within two months following

a statement by its president that 1913 would be a banner

year for this company, the directors were forced to cease

paying any dividends on the preferred stock, and even

the first mortgage bonds of the company slipped down to

a price barely over half their face value. This company
tottered. It seems to be tottering still.

Why is it that in this great industry, with its enormous
home and foreign business of a staple sort, growing and
expanding in an apparently normal way, the shadow of

ruin falls upon the executive council?

Y^fHEN you come to analyze it, the answer is that

the cost of manufacture, the cost of administra-

tion. the cost of selling and the cost of competition left no

real margin of profit to be divided.

Keeping this fact in mind, glance at a few of the other

basic industries, to see how i lev have fared.

In sugar, which is consumed, directly or indirectly, by
every human being in the country every day, the largest

Digitized by Google
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company in this country making sugar for the people

reported for the last year the smallest margin of net profit

that it has recorded since the disastrous days of twenty

years ago.

In steel, the increasing use of which is perhaps the

greatest industrial marvel of the age, the gross profit

gathered by the largest manufacturer in 1912 was a few

cents more than half as much per ton as in 100*2.

In paper, in its various branches, disaster has been

elected to the Board of Directors of nearly all the best

known companies. The leading American company man-
ufacturing paper bags and kindred lines not only passed

its preferred dividend this year, but came perilously near

something much worse. You may buy its securities for

a very small fraction of their price of a year ago. The big-

gest of the news-print makers is as sickly a giant as ever

was born. In August the best known of the writing-paper

companies ceased paying dividends on its preferred stock.

The official statement concerning this matter stated,

very simply, that the main subject for discussion at the

meeting consisted of “the advance in the price of rags

and wood pulp and the increased cost of labor/* It

must have been a cheerful meeting.

The story of the textile trades is fairly well known.
The Lawrence and Paterson strikes are still of recent

enough date to be remembered. The underlying cause

of them was the same, namely a recognition on the part

of the employers that the margin of profit is already so

small that it requires but little additional advance in

the cost of labor to wipe it off the slate for good.

Boots and shoes are not, for the most part, manufac-

tured by mobilized capital. With two possible excep-

tions, they are almost in the factory stage of financial de-

velopment. Both these larger companies rejjort fair

earnings; but one of them, at least, seems barely able

to show profits, in spite of large gross business, sufficient

to justify confidence that even the dividend on its pre-

ferred stock will be continuous.

rPHE heart of the clothing industry lies in New York
1 City. It is the biggest industry in the country, far

exceeding the output of steel, for instance, or of paper

and publishing. In a single morning edition of a New
York newspaper in July, the writer found twenty-one

notices of bankruptcy in the clothing trade of New* York.

The past summer has been the worst summer in this re-

spect that has been experienced in many years. Of
course, the trade is disorganized and bad, all through.

It is also difficult to do more than guess at its real con-

dition. There is no definite way to study it and say that

today its margin of profit is smaller than at any other day.

One may only guess at it, from what one has to go on.

The last of the staple industries listed in a previous

paragraph was food. That is pretty broad. Most of the

concerns that make or market food products have been

mighty prosperous. The reason may be set down here,

for a purpose that will be made dear later. You will

find it excellently stated in Bulletin No. 110 of the United

States Bureuu of Labor. In that bulletin Uncle Sam
compares the prices of last autumn of fifteen of the prin-

cipal articles of food with the average prices of the same
products for the ten years 1890 1899. Every article, of

course, advanced. Ten out of the fifteen advanced more
than 50 j>cr cent. Sugar made the smallest advance, 5.2

per cent. Pork chops made the largest, 118.6 per cent.

The case of sugar has already been discussed. There
is no pork chop trust. No doubt, if there were, its profits

would show up quite well for 1912. They ought to, for

the price of the product changes every day. The mak-
ing and marketing of food products, generally, is not

an industry. It is hardly even a trade. It is almost a

profession.

If this were a book instead of an article, it would Ik*

possible to go much further, and recite the sad talcs

of the fertilizer companies, the one or two harvester com-
panies and many other more or less important concerns

thnt have met. disaster in 1913, sometimes l>ecausc they

had too little business and sometimes because they hnd
too much and sometimes because they tried to play the

tricky games of high finance. Since this is not a

chronicle, enough has been cited from the industnal

staples to illustrate a fact that seems to have been
ignored in the making of America’s commercial policies.

'THIERE is, however, a staple line of manufacture
1

greater by far than any of these. It is the mak-
ing of transportation and the selling of the same to the

ultimate consumer, Mr. Jones, who always pays the

freight.. No other industry plays a more important
part in the making of American commercial pros|>erity

or woe. No other employs a larger army of men or sup-

ports and educates more children. The railways are the

circulation system of the laxly commercial. If they go
wrong, everything goes wrong. Ix*t us examine into

their margin of profit at the present time and see how
things go.

Because this article deals with general trade condi-

tions and not with special industries, it is well to use the

main line railroads of the country as illustrations. The
latest available period is the first six months of 1913.

These were good enough months in trade, as things go,

neither abnormally good nor abnormally bad. What the

figures show may be taken, on the whole, to be honest

enough facts.

In that period, as compared with the same time last

year, the Pennsylvania gained $11,700,000 in gross,

and lost $3,300,000 in net, earnings; the Baltimore &
Ohio gained $3,400,000 gross and lost $1,200,000 net;

the Boston & Maine and the New Haven, together, lost

a little in gross and lost $3,500,000 in net; the Louisville

& Nashville and the Southern combined, gained $3,600,-

000 gross, and lost 81,300,000 net; the Atchison and
Southern Pacific together, gained over $6,000,000 in

gross and managed to add about $95,000 to their net

earnings out of that sum; while the roads of the Great
Northwest, including the Union Pacific, the Hill roads,

the St. Paul, Illinois Central and dozens of others, com-
bined, made the best returns of all. with an increase of

more than $5,000,000 saved, nearly half of it in net.

That was due, according to the exj>erts, to the fact that

last year they had a very bad time, and this year was
merely a return toward normal results.

In this quick and offhand snapshot at railroad condi-

tions, one thing stands out quite as clearly as a crack in

the plate. That is that our big railroads seem to grow a

little bit poorer the more business they get. One may
almost repeat, in this instance, the diagnosis of a former

paragraph and write it down that the “cost of manufac-
ture, the cost of administration, the cost of selling and the

cost of competition” cut heavily into themurgin of profit

in carrying on this greatest of American industries.

Of course, the obvious answer to all this compendium
of facts and figures is sure to be made. It is that every-

thing is very much over-capitalized anyway and that

profits on capital are not a criterion of pros|x*rity or the

reverse. It is well to nail that simple argument at once.

In no case cited in this article have the facts presented

any relation at all to the capital account. Net profits

are reckoned in every case before even the interest on
bonds is deducted. 'Phis article is concerned only with

operating profits and not with surplus after debts are

paid and dividends arc disbursed. We are talking about

business and not about finance.

T^IIE facts here recorded are not by any means the

most obvious commercial facts of the day. A very

large majority of the business men and railroad leaders

of the country are still busy watching gross eurnings

grow*. The commercial agencies, students of commerce
at large, bankers and political leaders of the country

note that the volume of business moving, the volume of

clearings, and the volume of tonnage on the railroads

keep on expanding. There is no immediate contraction

of business in sight.

The declining profits of business, in truth, are little

more, so far, than a cloud upon the horizon, no bigger

than a man’s hand to the eyes of many. Here and there,

in some thin industry where the control of retail prices

has passed away entirely from the hands of the manu-
facturer, as, for instance, in the business of making
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transportation, the cloud begins to look ominous. A
few dividends have gone by the board. Such veteran

investment stocks as the New Haven, the St. Paul, the

Illinois Central have been forced to take in sail. A
few railroad men are worrying a little about tomorrow
and the day after. A few manufacturers, mostly the

makers of the world's staples, begin to sleep badly at

night. That is all, so far.

Profitable commerce, in 1913, has become a matter of

specialties. The manufacture and merchandizing of

staple goods has ceased to be the main profit-producing

function of American business. So much is this true

that in some of our staple lines the dividends of today are

almost wholly earned from the making of one specialty.

The rubber manufacturing industry, for instance, is ad-

mitted to be living largely, so far as divisible profits are

concerned, on the making of automobile tires. The
largest profits, in proportion to volume of business, flow

into the treasuries of men who make and sell strongly

advertised brands of goods, for which the public pays
enough to meet the excess cost of selling and a goodly

rate of interest on the good-will of the company.
In the financial markets we have seen, in the past two

years or so, the flotation of more than a hundred big in-

dustrial companies. A few of them wen* makers of sta-

ples; but the vast majority of them were companies en-

gaged in some extra-profit industry far removed in char-

acter from the standard markets for standard goods.

Capital, in fact, would be extremely shy in these days in

backing new enterprises in steel, in clothing, in food prod-

ucts of wide use, or in any other standard trade where the

margin of profit is mnde in direct competition with others

in the same trade and in the open unprotected market.

/GRANTING, then, that in the great lines of commerce
American business has been for some years past and is

today declining in its ability to cam profits on the business

done, what is the remedy? What can we do about it?

The first and most obvious reply is furnished by
Bulletin 110, cited in a previous paragraph. The maker
of steel, of boots and shoes, of clothing, of food, finding

his profits growing smaller w'hile his business grows larger,

can set to work and make a new schedule of prices. He
can charge us more for what we eat, and wear, and use in

building, and for the carrying of our goods hither and yon.

Can he? He cunnot. The railroads have been trying

for five years past to do just that thing. They have failed,

so far, because public opinion, blind, perhaps, a little, was
against them. So far have the makers of steel been from
getting better prices for their goods that the market is split

wideopen whenever the slightest scarci ty ofdemand sets in.

It has already been noted that there are exceptions.

The makers of meat make prices that show a margin of

profit, no matter what happens. Meat Is a necessity of

life. We shall pay, for pork and l>eef, next winter what-

ever price will show a profit to all concerned, after that

meat has been fattened on com and alfalfa at new high

record values on account of the hot wave of August and
September. We shall talk a lot about it, no doubt, but

we shall pay the bills nevertheless.

It must be noted that the dearth of profits today in

staple lines is not due to the falling of prices. On the con-

trary, the prices charged the public for commodities,

whether food, clothing, or any other essential of life,

come very near to being the highest prices collected in

civilized times of peace for these same commodities.

IT is admitted not only by economists but by the men
of business themselves that the dearth of profits is

due, fundamentally, to the era of very high commodity
prices. To attempt to cure it by raising prices still

higher would be in line w’ith the ancient proverb about

Ihe hair of the dog that did the biting; but there its vir-

tue would end. An era of still higher prices for manu-
factured staples would give temporary relief to a few
lame companies; hut it would only tend to accentuate

the troubles that must be met.

The cure lies farther along the road. Every man who
thinks about these things knows what it is. Instead of

the cost of living and of doing business going upward.

those costs must come down. For such a condition as
seems imminent civilization has devised no other remedy.
Costs must lie cut. The supply must again be made
equal to or larger than the demand.

Labor is the heart and crisis of this matter. It is

largely the cost of labor that has created the situation,

and it is to the cost of labor, with all that means, that one
must look for the remedy. The phrase “liquidation of

labor" is seen in print quite often this year. Men talk

of it lightly, as though labor could be put in peaceful

liquidation like a body of free assets or a collection of

merchandise. The United States knows better. Labor
liquidated means labor unemployed. It means a long
continued era in which men seek for work, instead of

being sought by work. There has been no considerable

period of labor liquidation in the United States since

1894. That year brought Coxey’s Army and the Chi-
cago Union Railway strike.

To say that the wages of labor must come down is to

hint at national tragedy. Yet many students of events

take the obvious risk of entertaining that opinion in 1913.

If labor itself, or the administration, or any man in the

land, can devise some new method whereby the eternal

cycle of prosperity and disaster can be interrupted, it is

time to devise it now.

All men in business look l>ack with something like long-

ing to the good old days that followed the election of Mr.
McKinley in 1890. All men look forward to the coming of

another similar cm. The men of this generation ex|>£fct

that they too will have the opportunities their fathers

had to win forward in the great commercial and industrial

lines that are so truly typical of American business life.

'T'HE great expansion and growth of American com-
merce in the first McKinley administration was

only possible because there was an abundant supply of

high-grade lal>or looking for work at low wages. It is

conceivable that American commerce might creep slowly

forward for many years even under the conditions of

today, but it may almost lx* taken for granted that there

will be no great sweeping and conquering advance in

any sense akin to the McKinley boom until the very

basis of business, the fundamental costs of doing busi-

ness, have passed through a period of readjustment.

The next great forward movement in America must
await the day when labor is again abundant and cheap,

raw materials again pressing upon the market at low

prices, and the markets of the world dgain wide open
to our goods at our prices.

In such a readjustment there is no hint of conflict

between capital and labor. The demands of labor

today are probably justified by the actual cost of

living. The demands of capital are probably equally

justified by the cost of doing business. The causes

of the discontent of capital are practically identical

with the causes of the discontent of labor. Cap-
ital refuses to go to work in the staple industries of

America today because it cannot find in those industries

what it considers adequate returns. Labor refuses to

work without what it considers adequate returns. In

the course of time the two will meet on common ground.

Both will seek a new employment in the great affairs of

commerce and of transportation at returns that at first

will l»c merely adequate. In time, they will move for-

ward together into that wonderful commercial era which
will realize, iu the next few decades, the recent prophecy
of Lord Haldane, and make this country the leader of

the world in all material things.

There seems little possibility of a panic. On the con-

trary, signs seem to point to a slow and gradual and per-

haps easy drift downward on an ebb tide of commerce.
Capital is not in distress, nor even in great fear. It is

getting slowly ready for readjustment. Labor seems

blind; but even here there is room for hope that common
sense w'ill lx* stronger than tradition and that the cost of

labor, the cost, of living, commodities, and the cost of

doing business, will move together in an orderly and

peaceful decline.

So long as real and thorough liquidation takes place, it

docs not matter what its manner or its method may be.
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An Open Letter to W. J. B.
By EDMUND VANCE COOKE

Dear w. jennings:
It would be
A gracious dm! of fine felicity

If you would but impart to me
You little secret of publicity.

Why is it everything you do
Is promptly placarded and pageanted?

What is the plan which puts it through

So cleanly, cleverly press-agented?

tUHV, even before I heard your view,
' I scorned the monetary sciences

And breathed (tho’ Wall St. never knew)
The usual passionate defiances.

But did that gain me praise or curse?

Was my name trumpeted and tooted?

No, not a toot! And what was worse,

I wasn’t even persecuted.

I, too, have served the unfizzed grape

Upon my humble supper table.

But did the gartered guests escape

And send the ston' home by cable?

Nay. nay! but when you serve it—bing!

Ambassadors slide down the bunnister

In haste to spread the wondrous thing

As tho’ you’d served them grape—-and cannister.

I’VE travelled the Chautauqua route

From Passamaquoddy to Matanzas,
But no one seemed to give a hoot.

Not even the Senator from Kansas.

They call you “Commoner,” but why.
Why do they always Upper-Case you?
You are no commoner than I!

Why shouldn’t I, sometimes, displace you?

rPHEY’VE thrown so many bricks at you,
1 You’ve made a mansion of the missiles.

They’ve barbed and buried you. Next day
They found you gathering figs from thistles.

So please, oh please, reveal your plan;

Please let me work at it, or play with it.

Please tell a struggling fellow-man.

How do you always get away with it?

Salt Lake City
A Municipal Democracy

By OSWALD RYAN

S
ALT LAKE CITY, after a year and
a half of experience under a reform

government, lays claim to Itcing the

latest success to the credit of the com-

mission government idea, which started in

Galveston twelve years ago. In these

days of popular interest in municipal

achievement, it seems strange that the

city of Brigham Young should have been

overlooked by the chronicler of current

municipal history, for the Mormon mccca

has a story to tell which is both interesting

and significant.

For Salt Lake City does not offer the

usual commission government reform

story. The student docs not have to

scrutinize with minutest care the eontem-

poraneous political situation in the Utah
capital in order to feel the presence of a

new note, and to understand that some-

how thus experience is different from the

others. But let’s to our story.

Most American cities, suffering from

misgovernment. have cried out in their

distress that the influence of the great

national
.
parties in their local affairs

was responsible for their ills; national

parties and national issues dominated the

city, which was mercilessly sacrificed

on the altar of national and state politics.

But Salt Lake City, for several years

preceding 191 i. was not dominated by the

nutional parties or national issues; yet

the issue in the local elections was as

foreign tocitygovernment asthequestions

of the tariff, the currency, or trust reg-

ulation. That Issue grew out of religious

prejudice: Should the memljcrs of the

Mormon Church be permitted to hold

any city office or exercise any political

influence in municipal affairs?

t«

ERE was the element which was

to make the Utah capita) unique

among the politics-ridden cities of Amer-
ica. Its appearance resulted several

years ago in the formation of a political

party
—“The American Party,"—which

was dedicated to the task of excluding

Mormons and Mormon influence from

the city administration. That party,

based on no principle either of municipal,

state or national administration, gov-

erned Salt l^ake City almost without

interruption for several years, until a

11011-partisan, commission government
dislodged it from power in Iftli. There
had been the usual Democratic and Re-

publican parties in Salt Lake City, but

these did not count; the "American
Party " ruled the city.

The origin of this anti-Church party

dates hack to an interesting combination

of circumstances. Several years ago.

Reed Smoot, high official of the Mormon
Church, was a candidate for the office

of United States Senator from Utah,

and his opponent, a citizen of Salt I^ake

City and a "Gentile," os the non-Mor-
mons are called, conceived the plan of

drawing to his support all elements of

opposition to the Church. For a time,

it appeared that the “Gentile” candidate

would be sent to Washington. Smoot
was elected, however, and practically all

clear-thinking citizens of Salt Lake City

agree that the defeated candidate’s

desire for revenge achieved the forma-

tion of the “American Party," first

the “Liberty Party," which immediately

followed Smoot’s election.

But the spirit of revenge, which moved
the managers of the new movement by

no means moved the great mass of its

supporters in the years that followed.

Hundreds of people believed that the

powerful Church on the hill was a dan-

gerous political influence and should be
curbed, and they were the bulwark of

the new party. “In what wav did the

Church interest itself?" the writer asked

a score of citizens. "Well,” came the

invariable answer, “just about elec-

tion time whis|>cr would come forth

from a high official of the Mormon
Church, and the Mormons would all

vote one way."
The memhers of the Church stoutly

denied the charge of Church influence,

but tlie magnificent temple upon Temple
Square, shrouded in eternal secrecy,

represented an ominous influence in the

minds of many citizens, who continued

to register their votes for the "American
Party." Then the aggressive business

influence of the Church added weight

to the popular charge. "The Church,
in the person of its rulers, owns a hotel,

a bank, a great department store, a

powerful sugar concern; such an organi-

zation cannot possibly keep out of poli-

tics." So reasoned the majority of Salt

Lake voters, and the majority were "Gen-
tiles." Whether the “Church of Jesus

Christ of letter Day Saints" was guilty

of the charge is unimportant so far as

this story is concerned; the vital fact is

that a ruling majority thought the Church
guilty, and feared to vote for any other

than the "American Party" candidates.

r I ’’HE result of municipal government
* by a party which was the instrument

of anti-Church crusade, was what might
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be expected. People voted according

to their religious sentiments, not accord-

ing to their municipal convictions; ques-

tions of municipal policy and of good city

government had no place in the civic

consciousness of Salt Imke citizenship.

As the issue of Monarchism for years cut

across the natural party divisions of

France, frightening great masses of vot-

ers into tile anti-Monarchist ranks; or

as the race issue for half a century has

demoralized the natural party divisions

of our own Southern states, forcing voters

into the white man's party; so the ques-

tion of whether the members of the

Mormon Church should Ik permitted

to exercise their right to hold office or

to be politically influential stifled the

political voice of Salt lmkc City by driv-

ing hundreds of her voters into the ranks

of the only municipal anti-Church party

tiiat has ever appeared in this country.

Secure in the thought that the “Gen-
tiles” would not dare to desert the anti-

Mormon standard, the managers of

the “American Party” did not trouble

themselves to give the people u high

quality of government, (.'on tracts were

awarded to political favorites, regardless

of cost to the city treasury, and one of

these favorites received so many munici-

pal jobs that people ironically referred

to him as the “Official Contractor."

The police department was so success-

fully dominated by petty politics that

all forms of vice flourished without inter-

ference. The fire department, a crib

for the faithful, became so inefficient

that, according to reports of leading citi-

zens, valuable properties were allowed

to hum to the ground a few years ago.

because the firemen were too intoxicated

or too inefficient to fight the fire effect-

ively. There were no startling cases of

official corruption, but there was abundant
evidence of municipal inefficiency. While

good citizens of Salt Lake City rested in

the peaceful thought that the government
was secure from the influence of the

Mormon Church, the petty politicians

ruled with free hand. Then, suddenly,

the idea dawned upon several leading

spirits that their city was the victim of a
false idea and a groundless fear, and that

if Salt Lake City were to hold her place

in the march of the cities she must revise

her municipal point of view. From the

moment the new idea got abroad, dates

the new era for the Utah capital.

A JUST regard for political science

demands the admission that, the

idealism of her citizens was not the sole

motive which moved Salt Isikc City

to reform herself. Here, as in all previous

history, we can find traces of the economic

motive which Karl Marx made the foun-

dation of his case for modern Socialism,

and we must admit that, to many cit-

izens, the new' movement represented

primarily a gain in business prosperity.

"This Church issue is hurting business,"

wailed some. "I can’t afford to antag-

onize my Mormon customers," declared

others in their despair. How the fol-

lowers of Marx and the Materialistic

Interpretation of history would have

chuckled at these evidences of the truth

of their creed

!

But there w'ere idealists in Salt Lake
City, too—people who dreamed dreams
and saw visions, people who saw the

moral and civic needs of their city

—

and, Ik it said to the credit of Salt Lake
City, these people took the lead in the

battle for good government. It was
they who undertook the task of getting

a new commission charter drawn up by

a self-appointed committee of citizens,

and who. when the committee had drawn
up a new charter embodying most of

the ideas of the commission government,

took the responsibility of putting the

new charter through the Stale legislature.

It was when the new charter was pro-

jected into the Utah legislature that an
event occurred which made certain that

Salt I*ake City would get its commission

government, and that was the alliance

of the Mormon leuders in the legislature

with the proponents of the new charter.

The Mormon political leaders in control

of the legislature were willing to give

Salt lake City a commission government
if by so doing they could break the power
of the anti-Mormon party in the capital,

and the non-partisun primary and elec-

tion features which formed a prominent
provision of the proposed charter offered

an apparently effective means to this

end. The result was tiiat an act was
passed in March. 1011, placing cities

of the “first ami second” classes, which
included Salt lake City, under commis-
sion government.

To Mormon leaders the measure meant
an opportunity for putting an end to the

“Babylonian Captivity" of the Church;
to the good government people it meunt
an opportunity for civic betterment and
expansion. The anti-"American " feel-

ing had played into the liands of the

reformers.

A FTER an exciting municipal campaign
in which all of the old political ele-

ments combined to elect candidates who
would carry on the old anti-Monnoii
tradition of misrule, the good govern-

ment element elected their candidates

and the new government was installed

in Januarv, 1912.

The new commissioners were not
politicians. The head of the government.
Mayor Parke, a young University man.
was the leading member of a jewelry

firm, and hod been state senator and
brigadier-general of the State guard.

The other commissioners included a
former mayor, a young Harvard man of

wealth, who had entered the lists for good
government from a sense of public duty,
a Socialist of advanced political and
economic ideas, and a warehouseman.
They were not men of brilliant adminis-
trative ability, but they were efficient

and earnest men, and were sincerely

bent on instituting an administration

tiiat would measure up to its highest

public obligations.

The new government began its work
by overhauling the |>olicc department,

placing in charge os chief of police, one
who, as sjKcial officer, had for many
years been regarded as an expert in the

detection of crime. The new chief lost

no time in notifying law-breaking saloon-

keepers, gambling and “dope” house
operators and the proprietors of the

“red light" district that there was to

Ik a change of policy, and that they would
he expected to abandon their unlawful

activities without delay. The prostitute

was ordered to leave the city, and the

gambler invited to do the same or secure

an honest job. It was made clear to

these people that the alternative was
the jail, and the whole troop took Hob-
son's ehoiee and either changed their

residence or their occupation.

TT must not be thought that the cap-
* tains of the underworld calmly ac-

cepted the new regime without making
any effort to understand it. “Surely,

”

exclaimed one of these to the chief of

1913 11

police, “ surely , this hut is another of the

old-time political spasms, ami surely,”

be added with a knowing wink, “an
envelope, pru|Krly filled, ami dropped in

the chief's desk at the beginning of each

month, would make things all rightagain."

The chief always end«*avored patiently

to explain to these callers that something
had happened to Salt Imkc City which was
different from the things that had hap-

pened before, and that it would be useless

extravagance to leave envelopes in the

chiefs desk. Needless to say. the would-

bc benefactor of the department always

departed with no uncertain idea of the

new policy of law enforcement which

was to be imposed on the city. One of

these, a Chinese manager of an opium
den, went so far as to solicit the aid

of memlKrs of the chief’s family in trying

to win the new officer away from his

“fanatical ideas of law enforcement”!

“Mr. Chief, he velly nice man,” asserted

another Mongolian, “but he no savvy.”

' I 'HE fire department underwent a
* similar reorganization. For many

years, firemen had been appointed and
discharged on basis of political expediency
and naturally the efficiency of the depart-

ment had gone steadily down, while

the fire insurance rate in the city had
gone steadily up. The commission now
added equipment and new men to the

service and plaecd at its head an expert

who s|Knds part of his time in a compara-
tive study of the best methods of fire-

fighting which have been worked out

in other cities. People now inform you
in Salt Lake City that Chief Bywaler,

and not the chairman of the fire commit-
tee of the council, is in control of the fire

department, and tiiat it’s a more efficient

department.

As a business investment, the new
Salt Lake City government has measured
up to the high traditions of commission

government. For example, the first

semi-annual report of the commission

showed a saving of over 60 per cent, in

the legal advertising of the city, and
$18,000 in the purchase of supplies. The
first annual report, issued last January,

discloses a saving of $33,750 in the pur-

cliase of supplies. Other savings may Ik

noted in the various departments. Con-
tracts are now awarded to the lowest

bidder, and the good old days when there

was an “official contractor” who was

patriotically chosen over outsiders who
had offered to do the work for one-third

len, have |>asscd away with the old coun-

cil government. Another feature of the

new business |K»licy is the collection of

interest on the city funds deposited in

(milks. In the old days, the banks paid

interest, but the city never received it.

Now, it goes into the treasury.

BUT, after all, the success of the new
Salt Lake City government, after

a year and a half of experiimec, cannot

be measured by its administrative econ-

omies. It is in a new civic consciousness

that one sees the change. The old order

of IxMs-riddeii administration, of unre-

strained license for the lawless elements,

of ceaseless religious strife, has given nay
to the new, and somehow the people as

a whole seem to be thoroughly satisfied.

The visitor will now see in the heart of

the city a large “stockade,” enclosing long

rows of uniformly built houses— a notori-

ous pen in which were accustomed togather

the must vicious elements of the Utah
mountains; silent and deserted, today it

stands, an eloquent monument to the new

order of things in Salt Lake City.



“/ finished the flight and won the race "

Flying Ten Thousand Miles
By CLAUDE GRAHAME-WHITE

HUS an elderly and irascible

gentleman:

"Flown for four years? Then,
thank God you're alive, sir, and don't

fly again."

A view, no doubt, that might represent

the opinion of many. But I do not pur-

pose to retire. Instead, profiting by ex-

perience, I hope to pilot aeroplane* for

more thousands of miles through the air.

IIow have I, in a pursuit reckoned

so perilous, preserved myself intact?

“Luck," is the natural answer of the

layman; and if I had to respond merely

"yes," or "no," I should be obliged to

say "yes.” But (puilificutions ure needed

and important ones loo.

Lot me cite on early phase, when I was
learning to fly at Pau, and hud reached

the dungentua stage during which I Im*-

gan to “fancy myself" at the control-

lever of a Blcriot. One afternoon. I said:

“I will fly over Pau.” The fact tliat my
enginewas low-powered, and liceame over-

heated after u few minutes' flying, did

not deter me. You, perhaps, who re-

member the iutoxication of some new
pastime, will recognize the symptoms.
Reason had departed, temporarily, and
sheer exhilurution reigned ill its stead.

It was when, from a height of 800

feet. I was peering down upon tram-lines

and houses, that the motor did what I

might have expected it would do. It

lost power rapidly, and then stopped

—

too hot to run any more.

jV/f ETHODICAL airmen nowadays.
^ * when they pass through the rou-

tine of a flying school, learn to mukc a

rol-plane, or gliding descent without

engine-power, before they uttempt a

cross-country flight. But I had not

troubled uImiuI this formality. Hence,

when need for action came, I had no
knowledge to help me. An aeroplane

flies by reason of its speed; and if it loses

this, it falls. If his motor fuils, therefore,

1*

the pilot must bring gravity to his aid.

and maintain his pace by a downward
glide. When robbed of power his ma-
chine does not. as is sometimes imagined,

fall sheer to the ground. A well-designed

aeroplane, when gliding, will move (l.(HH)

feet forward for every 1,000 feet that it

descends.

I rcmcmbeml enough theory, even at

this moment, to realize that if the mono-
plane stood still in the air I was a lost

man. So. with a jerk of the lever, I

tilted uiy elevating plane, and found
myself h Hiking down u|>on a panorama
of streets, which rose rapidly to meet me.

Of u likely landing-place. I could see

nothing.

The suspense, although acute, was not

long-drawn-out. A street leaped to hit

me. then slip|ied away somehow under-

neath the machine. A house loomed
next, growing monstrously and cruelly

large; and I nerved myself to pierce

its riH»f. But this, like the street, seemed
to trick me; the |>cak of the roof shot

away, as if jerked by a string, just lie-

neath the wheels of my landing-chassis.

"What next?” was my thought.

And then—with a flicker of white

planes— I flashed down into the garden

which lay at the rear of the house. What
its owners thought was written clearly

upon their faces; but I was so amazrsl

at finding myself alive that I scarcely

observed their |>cll-incll advent. 1 hadn't

a scratch, the monoplane was undamaged.
Here, indubitably, was luck itself. But
the lesson sank home; I did not try a

a trick like that again.

Once more, I must confess—in that

critical period when, although able to

fly, I lacked judgment and experience

—

good fortune stood my friend. It was
in such a freakish fancy as comes to a man
sometime*, when tired of sitting solierly

at his levers, that I did a silly thing ^a
thing which, so the suving goes, was

"asking for trouble." As a law unwritten

but unfailing. I had been instructed that

in pluning earthward to land one should

not face the wind. The reason was un-

derstandable: the thnist of the wind
might check the machine iu its glide, and
cause it to drop, rather than to move
forward.

But. circling above the aerodrome in

a practice flight. I was seized in my ig-

norance with a desire to do just the op-

posite—the perilous impulse of the

novice. I thought, vaguely, something

like this; "I may hare to land against

wind, some time; let's try now."
So I faced into a puffy breeze, switched

off the motor, uud begun to plane down.
The descent was normal at first; but

when aland a hundred feet up, and feeling

u little pleased with myself, I realized

suddenly that I was losing speed. I

steepened the glide instinctively, but this

made matters worse. A gust brought

me practically to a standstill, and the

machine drop|>ed vertically. We hit

the acn»dromc with an echoing crash,

the monoplane turning completely over

and resolving itself into sticks and splint-

ers; and then—after a fateful pause

—

I crawled forth ignominiously from under

the cockpit which held the driver’s seat.

It had shut down upon me like a lid; I

had a deep wound just under my left eye

and over the bridge of my nose, which

necessitated several stitches in hospital,

and 1 ulso suffered from what doctors would

call "general shock." However, after

three or four weeks’ rest I was flying once

more. Luck again, without doubt.

LUCK, obviously, I had. in early in-

discretions; but there was a drastic

lesson in each, and these I learned thor-

oughly. and did not forget. I acquired,

once and for all. a deep-rooted respect

for the treacherous element I was invad-

ing; and familiarity has not. in my case,

brwl contempt. Nor should it with any

pilot, the air being still an uncharted

Digitized by Google
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It sank into my mind that, at

any rate when flying, one must never

The Wrights, knowing the peril of

haste, would never be hurried; neither

make mistakes, and that the penalty for will Bleriot, Forman, nor other pioneers

carelessness may be death. who have survived. It may i i death.

Flying should mold its man. If he and nothing less, to fly on a quickly

cannot Ik* molded, he may possibly be assembled machine. But it will happen
sometimes that a machine fails in flight,

even after the keenest scrutiny; and for

such emergencies—nerve-trying though

killed. As an education, aviation de-

velops one's finest qualities. The air-

man must lie efficient, patient, and hope-

ful. Irritation, even in wearisome delay, they be—the pilot must be alert,

must be banished sternly. He must he
a student of wind and weather; his

judgment must be unswervingly sound;

anil, upon the stability of the machine he

flies, he must be able to rely without

question or thought. Hurried prvpara-

T N the category of impending accidents

* which examination fails to reveal,

should l>e plait^l that which befell Mr.
Loraine. when flying the Irish Sea. His

machine, like mine, had been pronounced

lions for a flight must be rigorously in perfect trim; but when a waste of water

avoided. Hasty work is a menace—us

was illustrated to me once with painful

emphasis.

On the eve of the Gordon-Bcnnett
aeroplane race, and within thirty-six

hours of the actual contest, I hod ob-

tained delivery of a new and entirely un-

tried 100 II. I*. Bleriot. Trial flights had
to he snatched,

and some overhaul

work upon the

enginedoue—all at

breakneck speed

;

and then I found

myself flying in the

race. Perhaps a

couple of circuits

of the course had
been made, when I

detected a smell of

burning, and a puff

of smoke blew

towards me from

the front of the

machine.

“The heat of the

motor." I told my-
self instantly, "is

setting fire to the

wooden frame-

work."

The thought was
unpleasant. At
that moment, I

was flying at 80

miles an hour,

and the ground
streaked by several

hundred feet Mow.

lay below and no ships were in sight: his

engine "pop-popped." andceased its work.

Commencing to plane down, he wondered
how long the biplane would remain afloat.

But then, the engine, which was still turn-

ing slowly, began abruptly tofire again and
he flew ahead once more. Thrice did it

play this trick, stopping merely to start

"Flying should mold Us man. If he cannot be molded, he may possibly be killed
"

The obvious thing

to do. of course, was to alight at once; but

I was flying against time, and knew win-

ning or losing to be a matter of minutes.

To stop, therefore, and examine the en-

gine-mounting. would practically lose me
the race. So I flew on—smoke still wis-

ping back in the rush of wind.

^CONSCIOUSNESS of personal daring

hardly enters into such a moment as

this; the competitive instinct, when fully

aroused, seems stronger than all else.

I meant to keep on. and win if I possibly

could; and that was all. But visions,

none the less, lurked in the corners of my

again, and giving its pilot, each time, the

foretaste of a watery plunge. And then at

last, when the airman was close upon the

Irish shore, it actually stopped for good.

The machine fell into the sea. and Mr.
liurainc completed his journey with a

hundred yards’ swim. This eccentricity

of the engine luul. it was found, been due
to the presence in the petrol tank of some
loose pieces of solder—relics, quite evi-

dently, of its making; and these, with the

swish to and fro of the petrol in the tank,

as the machine rode the gusts, had mo-
mentarily blocked the mouth of the outlet

pipe, only to be washed out again. In

the end. as might have been expected,

mind: I seemed to see flames burst from a fragment jammed itself in the orifice.

the woodwork of the body, lick out over

the cloth fabric of the wings, and the

machine pitch earthward—its wings no

longer ojM'rativc—as docs the stick of

a spent rocket.

But, in reality, the smell grew fainter,

and the smoke ceased. I finished the

flight, and won the race; and then the

and refused to come out; and it was then

that the motor failed in earnest.

/"\NCE only. I think, when a motor
has stopper! in flight, have I felt

that intake of the breath which probably
represents the sensation, "having your

heart in your mouth." It happened
danger stood revealed. My mechanics during my second “London to Man-
had forgotten, in the confusion of elev-

enth-hour work, to replace a metal plate

which should have rested between engine

and body; and so. this protection being

absent, the heat of the former had charred

some wooden struts, but hail just fallen

short of igniting them.

Chester” flight. Pursuing the victorious

Paulhan, I determined to make up ground
by a night flight, then an unheard-of ex-

ploit. and ascended from the little village

of ltoadc. some sixty miles from London,
Paulhan l>cing so fur ahead of me as

Lichfield. It was pitch dark, and I rose

into a vague, black void, nothing showing
in front save the outline of my elevating

plune. Soon, however, some bright specks

twinkled far Mow; they were the lights

of the local railway station. At this

moment my motor, which had been firing

smoothly, spluttered several limes and
stopped. Mechanically. I tilted down the

machine, it being the only thing to do.

and dived towards the shrouded earth

with not the vaguest notion where I

should alight, or what obstacle I might
strike when I did so—house, tree, church,

or wall. And then, as unexpectedly as

it hod stopped, and while I was seeking

in vain to pierce the pall through which

I was speeding, the engine resumed its

task. But such an experience, though it

lasts a bare two or three seconds, is not

readily forgotten.

This risk of engine failure, while in

flight, was ever-present in the mind of

the pioneer. But the pilot today is not

apprehensive, even when over mountains

or seas; modern motors, indeed, have a
reliability which
was undreamt of a

year or so ago.

When Bleriot flew

the('hannel,hedid

so in dread that his

engine might stop

at any moment;
it was thought a

miracle, in fact,

that it should nin

without break-

down for S6 min-

utes. The late
Hubert Latham’s
— one may recall

— let him down
into the Channel
upon both his at-

tempts.

"DUT nowadaysu the cross-
channel flight is

made so often, and
without mishap,

that it has ceased

to attract more
than casual inter-

est. Instead of

descending involuntarily on the tops
of trees and houses, and into rivers

and seas, pilots have today almost as much
confidence in the engines of their aircraft

as in those of their motor-cars. At first,

built with extreme lightness and running
continually at high speed, aeroplane

motors were always in trouble—overheat-

ing. bursting cylinders, or breaking some
small working part. In their experi-

mental stage, in fact, they were nothing

more than motor-car engines, ruthlessly

lightened. But uow experience has taught

their builders lessons. They produce
a piece of mechanism designed specially

for the air. which is light where weight

may be spared, and strong where practice

has shown that heavy stresses fall.

There is no need, though, to limit one-

self toasingle motor when flying. Biplanes

have !>ceu equipped, already, with a

power-plant comprising two engines; and
a large waterplane has flown with three.

With such dual or treble motive-power,

should one engine fail the other will main-

tain the machine in flight. When com-
mercial aeroplanes carry passengers and
goods, as they will by a process of de-

velopment, engines in series will be fitted,

and mechanical breakdown become al-

most impossible.

Tht orrttml nf lAn trrut of orUet/t tf < Uwh (Jrakamr.
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Marriage Today and Tomorrow
By ANNA GARUN SPENCER

M ARRIAGE in the yesterdays was mistaken marriage, for each divorced IT has been elsewhere insls' V i the

certain and simple. No man husband and wife; especially when forced * State alone of all social t ons,

could shirk his duty to ancestors to act as substitute parents for children as representing most fully the * moo
by failing to secure descendants. No deprived of their birthright. Since, social interests in the succ< ss *.f each

woman could he allowed to remain out* however, the family is the most vital of marriage, should be the ar in de-

side the domestic order, although here social institutions, and the home thces- cisions as to who should bt . j to

ami there one might become “outcast" sential nursery of good citizenship, ull of marry, and as to what obli Ins each

through irregular sex-relationship. us, in collective social life, pay the filial married pair should assume. I pha-

The first problem to enter the realm cost of failures in marriage and parent- size that control over the fann date

of matrimony inhered in the man's right, hood. Counting up that social cost, alone should legalize murria ever

won long ago. to remain single; in the in the insane, the feeble-minded, the subsidiary office the Church -tain

woman's right, far luter gained, to become vicious, the criminal, the diseased, the in solemnizing or heautifyir,, t legal

an “antient mayde" and yet remaiu re- wretchedly poor, the inca|iahlc and un- permission to found a family,

spected as virtuous even if derided as happy, and above all in the neglected

“superfluous." Celibacy chosen for re- children of the rich and the poor alike, 1UHEN the State has I* ' ..me • m-
ligious reasons became dignifird in the the total appalls the thoughtful. Grew- ’ ' wiuus, logical and constructs • nits

older time for those of Christian ante- ing perception of the ultimate outcome mechanism for the control of uidivid aal-

ccdcnts. Negative answers to the ques- of extreme individualism in marriage ized marriage, the question ”-*’•'1 l of

tion “shall I marry?" induced by social, has Its I to a rising demand, which will men and women should 1m* forbi- n to

temperamental or economic reasons, re- soon become too insistent to be denied for marry will receive more definite a • nde-

quire today no ecclcaiusticul excuse. Tube efficient and strong social control of this quate answer. Several Sta’ > m our

sure, bachelors are even now sometimes center of human organization. Union now forbid the marring .1 ;»• rsons

threatened with a special tax as penalty afflicted with infectious diseu <f those

for their choice of single blessedness; HPHE marriage of tomorrow will sul>- markedly defective, or th v. r. • have
and if “bachelor maids” win many more * stitute for ancient tribal and family t>ccn within a certain period of

opport unities for distinction and large arrangements, und for the domination of almshouses, prisons, or reformatories,

income through single-eyed devotion to church and synagogue, a State supervi- These statutes approach their object

their chosen vocations, envious wives and lion and legal guardianship in marriage crudely, and an* awkwardly and weakly

mothers may appeul for tax discriiuinu- which shall curb freedom at the point administered if at all. They iudicate,

tion against them. The fact, however, where it degenerates into selfish whim and however, that society is at last accepting

that freedom not to marry is at last hasty passion, and shall fitly represent the the principle that family descent must Ik*

gained, not to be gainsaid or lust, is the interests of society at large in every pri- protected against tuints of blood. Some
significant one. vate union of man and woman. As un- socially-minded and radieal clergymen

fettered competition in business is beoom- are emphasizing this belated acceptance of
rpHE second problem entered the ing obsolete. so uncontrolled individual- the A B C of eugenics by requiring “ccr-
* inatriinonial realm with the social ism in marriage contracts will tiecomc tificates of health” from those who would

grant of the lover’s Magna Uharta. out of date, when once we have learned secure their services at wedding eere-

namelv, freedom of choice in marriage, the tree social meaning of the private monies. This action of clergymen is

Where parents or the collective family home. An eurncsl of this coming social not, however, along the main line of prog-

council arrange the nuptials, there can control of marriage is shown in the ress; since, if the State did its duty in

be no problem of choice for the principals new "Domestic Relations Courts" and the matter of social control of marriage

involved. Today, in our own eiviliza- their highly useful work of family this responsibility would not rest upon
tion, individualism is not only secure, hut rehabilitation. the clergymen of any rhureh. It is a
rampant in marriage choices. Only the Modern substitutes for more ancient responsibility too heavy for any private

“blood-royal” is still subject to the forms of discipline to youth are shaping individual or volunteer and sectarian

bidding of other rule than the dictates of themselves in public opinion, also, in the organization to bear. If health ccrtifi-

the heart. Gentles and cotmnous of all present-day attempts to check divorce, cates are necessary, they should In* re-

degrees now mate at the urging of sclec- These attempts, often crude and childish, quired before the State license could Ik*

tive affection. Marriage choices may, and addressed to but one symptom of a obtained; and courts, and not church

indeed, still Ik swayed to unwelcome domestic disease having manifold expres- organizations, should Ik the arbiter in

standards by family autonomy, worldly sions, show how little the traditional ethi- decisions as to permission or refusal to

wisdom, and that subtle “arrangement" cal leadership in church and court and those desiring such license. No great

of parents that provides the " temptation society comprehends the real sacrament of headway will Ik? made toward the ideal

of propinquity" within a preferred and marriage. This sacrament is celebrated marriage of tomorrow until ministers of

narrow range; but it is possible and com- alone by free men and women, in loving all faiths understand that they are not

mon for all these ImmmIs to Ik overcome, union on the higher ranges of spiritual life, the chief instruments of society in auy
and the widest social extremes be united and in humble obedience to the laws of compuUtrry standardizing of marriage,

at the marriage altar. Normal persons, social well-being. No ceremony in slate- divon*c, or family condition. There is

and some not normal, who have reached liest cathedral can insure its celebration, no longer a Church to command. There
their legal majority, today “do as they No refusal to divorce legally married per- are manifold and varied churches to edu-

pIease" in this os in leaser matters. This sons or to remarry those legally divorced, cate and inspire. The State must socially

modem individuation of marriage has can prevent its desecration by hideous demand what social health and social

opened a Pandora box of problems. Mar- mockeries. All our social thinking is progress require. Thechurcheamust help

riage choice is made in youth, often in marred today by the present overmaster- men and women personally to meet that

extreme immaturity. It is often made ing sense of the pathological. We need demand, and to exceed the letter of the

without regard to family inheritance or in this realm, as in all other areas of social State law in the spirit that giveth light

condition, to physical health, mental reform, to fix our attention first and roost and growth. Meanwhile the straws of

power, moral stamina, or economic effi- upon the normal, the healthy, the ideal, "eugenic marriages," ill obedience to the

cieney. Who pays the cost if the choice and how to attain it. Only second and demands of clergymen, show which way
thus made prove mistaken, or worse, least should we dwell upon the abnorinul. the social demand is moving,

and its results in parenthood deplorable? the diseased und the perverted, and what
In the last analysis society at large pays social medicament should Ik chosen for IN view of the fact now demonstrated

this cost. The married pair pay the first their amelioration. While the increase * past question that feeble-mindedness

price of disillusionment and unhappiness, in divorces in the United States is cause and other forms of congeuital abnormality

If the relationship Is repudiated, as it for serious study, and especially for constitute the supreme producing cause of

has too often begun, in selfishness, in wil- constructive und helpful agencies for race deterioration, family distress and
ful assertions of personal claim to happi- strengthening the weak ami disciplin- individual misery, the State must soon

ness irrespective of duty to others, then iug the wayward within domestic* bonds, rescue the niurriage of today from such

no freedom from hated bonds can prevent it is still more a challenge to society pollution. Crime Is a disease of youth;
character deterioration. Fathers and to learn how to insure more marriages much of it, 50 to 75 per cent, in the judg-

inothers, brothers, sisters and friends, of a sort from which no one could wish merit of many experts, due to bad homes,

pay a second and heavy price for each to escape. weak parental control, and an environ-
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incut tliat has in it no morally safe area

for play and adventure, and which con-

tains much economic injustice. Crime
due to these cause** can l>e effectively

checked, in its first manifestation, by ex-

pert examination und diagnosis, leading

toward prolonged reformatory treatment,

physical, mental, moral and vocational,

suited to each person. The inertia of

society alone prevents the cure of all acci-

dental criminals. That portion of crime,

however, that is due to constitutional

weakness or perversion demands for the

morally incompetent, permanent segre-

gation from a social order in which

they an* proved unfit to live. All ra-

tional care of confirmed criminals must

include the prevention of such family

relationship as would bring forth seed

after their kind. Vice is al.^» a disease

of youth, much of it due to the same
causes that produce curable criminals.

Among vicious women, however, who
are caught in the meshes of the law. a

very large percentage are obviously sub-

normal und incapable of self-protection

against greed and lust. No one social

effort should so move the reformer’s zeal

in the realm of eugenics as this, to secure

permanent custodial care, under humane
and cheerful conditions, for every feeble-

minded and obviously abnormal person,

child or adult. When this is accom-
plished it will be quite time enough to

get feverishly excited over the failure

of good and wise people to have large

families.

rPHE modern health crusade has
* already in several States induced

efforts toward stringeut physical require-

ments of those seeking marriage licenses.

In so far as actual disease, present in

cither of the parties, is concerned, espe-

cially in the case of venereal disease, and
other disorders proved most inimical to

marriage’s and |>arenthood. there can Ik*

no question that society should forbid

the banns. “Probation” until health is

gained or the hopeless nature of the dis-

ease demonstrated, seems to be indicated

as neeessary to prevent tainting the hlood

of the nation. That such restrictions

upon legal marriage would often lead to

ilicit sex-relationship is certain, hut dues

not alter the ease. As the ancient patri-

cian family was custodian of the legal

union of men and women in the interest

of a pure, strong and socially useful family

descent, so the modern Slate mast l>ocoine

the efficient guardian of the marriage

altar. Aberrations from the nonnul. in

this as in other realms of human relation-

ship must be treated on a different plane,

—as a part of social therapeutics applied

to social disease. The family ideal must
not be lowered to meet the weakness or

perversion of the undeveloped. Above all,

innocent women must not be left to be-

come the unwitting instruments of race

degradation, or to hear in themselves or

through the sufferings of their children

the punishment of the sins of the fathers.

Nor should women marrying in good faith,

in ho|M* of family completeness, 1m* doomed
to a childlessness for which they are not

to blame.

A S regards those subject to inheritance,
1 * in tendency at least, of diseases

which the modem health crusade has

listed as scourges to be fought against,

both in individual and in collective ways,

society should go slow in forbidding law-

ful marriage to |K*rsons of good character,

of normal intelligence, and of fairly

healthy body. Every decade we witness

the transfer of many diseases to which

flesh has Ik*cii heir for ages from the list of

the surely inherited and inevitably fatal,

to that of the curable and preventable.

This fart must give the State pause

before dooming the living by the “causes

of death” cited in the physicians’ certifi-

cate’s at the demise of ancestors. The
influence of specialized environment,
carefully suited to particular constitu-

tional weaknesses, is now so well known
as to make men ami women more and
more masters of fate in this matter of

physical inheritance. A finer diagnosis

than present Boards of Health are capable

of. a wiser discretionary power than

Courts now possess, a clearer idea of what
social value in the individual consists,

must guide us in making arbitrary health

rules for the murriage of tomorrow.

YAfHAT of the economic interests in-
’ * volved in the marriage of today?

Some one has said that many divorces

result from the fact that "he” earns

twelve dollars a week and “she” six

dollars a week before marriage, and after-

ward they try to live on his twelve dol-

lars and take care of several children

beside. It is certainly true that many
domestic complications follow “her”
exchange of a “pay envelope” however
scanty its contents, for the board and
clothes and shelter “his” earnings can

supply, especially when divided among a

family of four or five persons. The
outcry for a “minimum wage for women”
has much justice in its demand; hut a
minimum wage for fathers of families

which shall exceed that now secured by
the majority of manual workers is a far

more vital demand from the point of view

of society's need for reasonably early

marriages, for three or four children to

each “eiigenieollv eligible” married pair,

ami for the right up-bringing of each child

horn into a household. The revolution

in the industrial order which has sent

maidens who have always worked, but

who used always to work at home, out

into factory and shop has confused house-

hold conditions in two ways; first, by
making the vocational training of the

average working girl anti-domestic, and
second, by giving her u new sense of the

economic value of her lat>or outside the

home. The result of this confusion, com-
bined with the failure of the home and the

school to Imlanre her v<K*ational training

in the shop or factory by any intimate

acquaintance with domestic arts, makes
the marriage of today often a difficult

experience to men and women alike.

'THIE economic adjustments needed
* today are two-fold: one through a

higher and more secure protection against

economic disaster to the home; and the

other through a more efficient use of

woman's work-power both within and
without the household. These economic
adjustments within the home, the last

and most difficult, as well as the most in-

terior and vital process in that democra-

tizing of industry to which society is

pledged, must take generations of rare-

disciplinc for realization in the common
life. Meanwhile, the mental and moral

£lite are showing how these adjustments

are to Ik* made. The union in marriage of

equals in educat ional and vocational oppor-

tunity, in economic independence, in legal

rights, and in political ami social relation-

ships is so new, so startlingly new. that

humanity may well be excused today for

some rather serious blundering on the do-

mestic path. That so many men and women
nowillustrat<rin“thcworld’sgreat bridals”

that, finer type of wedded life which is to

be common tomorrow, translates our fuith

in humanity to joyful assurance.

^/J
EANWHILE, however, the people

1 who are not able to pioneer in spir-

itual adventure, and thus demonstrate

today the raee-expcricuce of tomorrow,

must be our chief consideration. It

-•Mvms likely thut society must needs rein-

force, and by conscious aim, the average

g«Kxl intent and honest effort of the aver-

age man and woman by some sort of

family insurance which shall make parent-

hood a less strenuous bout with fortune;

as well as by some sort of social supervi-

sion which shall standardize the average
home on a higher level. The time has

come when we cannot let so many babies

die, or children fail of efficient life, because
of the ignorance of mothers or the poverty

of the home. But if we hold mothers ac-

countable for the new demands of medical

science in child-care, and raise the stand-

ard of living in ideal while it is still im-

possible to get the wherewithal to meet
the new wants that greater intelligence

makes conscious, we but increase the

misery that follows knowledge without

power. And if the mother has to fall buck
upon the father alone to support her in

obedience to the new social demand to

keep her babies alive and her children well,

then, in too many eases this over-master-

ing movement to standardize the home-
life on higher levels breaks down at its

crucial point. If at marriage each man
were required, on a basis of health and
capacity easily determined, to insure

ugaiust sickness, accident, unemployment
and old age, an insurance to which the

State as well as the employer of laltor

were obliged to cootribute along with

the lalM>rer himself, it might Ik* a help.

We shall see how somewhat similar pro-

visions for easing the family burdens work
in other countries. If. also, every woman
at marriage were required to insure her-

self for motherhood's demands, on a basis

of health ami capacity determined wisely

we might find the coining of the baby a

inure welcome incident in many poverty-

Ikmjnd households, and the commands of

the Boards of Health better obeyed. We
need not w;ail, as France has dime, until

prudence has helped to lower the birth

rate below the national danger line, to

recognize that society has now assumed a

control over child-care, and nurture which

implies an obligation on the part of society

to enable the average parent to better and
more easily provide what society now de-

mands. The care of expectant mothers,

and the State bonus fur every healthy

child of three years of age which is urged
as social statesmanship in France may
prove helpful in countries with a higher

birth-rate.

rPHE marriage of tomorrow then, we
^ may lie sure, will rail the State in to

ordain its conditions, to make the purity

and strength of family descent and the

well-l>eing of children and the higher

interests of society its prevailing ideals.

The murriage of tomorrow must, also,

through constructive social ingenuity,

receive the benefit of economic easements

which will more justly divide the cost to

one generation of raising the next.

While this is being accomplished, the

experience of the ages must be justified

in holding sacred that personal choice of

selective affection, that unique intimacy

and interdependence that have made,

still make, and will probably always

make, individualized marringeund parent-

hood the supreme spiritual discipline of

the race.
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Oscar Wilde as Editor
By ARTHUR FISH

THE position of edi-

tor of a woman's
magazine was

perhaps one of the most

extraordinary ever occu-

pied by Oscar Wilde in

his extraordinary career.

It was, indeed, a case of

"Pegasus in harness."

True, it incurred his

attendance at the office

only twice a week—on

the mornings of Tues-

day and Thursday—but

the very fact that regu-

larity in any form l>e-

came a factor in his life

seemed an incongruity.

It was in 1887 that

the poet accepted the

editorship of The Leuiija

World. The first num-
ber which bore his name
u|M>n the cover appeared

under the title. The H'o-

mans World, a change
entirely due to the new
editor.

At first the work was
taken quite seriously

und eleven o’clock on
his appointed mornings

saw the |>oet entering t he

dingy portals of "The
Yard." but after a few

months his arrival be-

came later und his de-

parture earlier until at

times his visit was little

more than a call. After

a very short time in my
association with him I

could tell by the sound

of his approach along

the resounding corridor

whether the necessary

work to be done would
be met cheerfully or

postponed to a more
congenial period. In

the latter case he would sink with a sigh

into his chair, carelessly glance at his let-

ters, give a perfunctory look at proofs or

make-up, ask "Is it necessary to settle

anything today?" put on his hat aud with

a sad "Good morning," depart again.

On his cheerful days, however, every-

thing wasdifferent. These were fairly con-

stant in the spring days of the year—there

would be a smiling entrance, letters would
Im* answered with epigrammatic bright ness,

there would be a cheery interval of talk

when the work was accomplished, and the

dull room would brighten under the

influence of his great personality.

IT was ever a source of annoyance to

^ hint that the rules of La Belle Sau-

vage debarred him from smoking whilst in

the office- and perhaps this fact largely

accounted for the irksomeness of the work
after the novelty had worn off.

The Woman's World, nevertheless, was
without doubt the finest magazine with

an exclusive appeal to women that has

ever been published. Its editor secured a
brilliant company of contributors which
included the leuders of feminine thought

and influence in every branch of work,

ami the high level of its literary contents

had never In-fore been attained by any
publication of its kind. The first num-
ber contained the following:

—

18

"Is it necessary to settle anything todayF”

The Woodland Gods
By I July Arrhiludd (’umplwll

The Position of Women
By tlx- Countess of Portsmouth

Above the Cloud l.*ne By Mrs. Bancroft
The Children of a Great City

By Lady Francis Jcune

A serial story by “George Fleming": a short

story by Amy Levy; an anonymous article on
"Oxford Ladies' Colleges”; Madame de Se-

ville's " Grandmother ". by Anne Thackeray
(Mrs. Richmond Ritchiei; a poem. "Hazely
Heath,” by "Violet Fane"; five pages of edi-

tor's notes, and a fashion urticle.

Among his subsequent contributors

were, Ouidu. Lady Dorothy Nevill,

“Carmen Sylva,” Olive Schreiner, I^ady

Constance Howard, "Violet Fane," Dr.

Anna Kingsford, Mrs. Craik, Clementina

Black, Mathilde Blind, I-ady Wilde,

Madame Darmestcstcr, Murie Corelli,

ami indeed, every writer who counted for

anything in the literary world of women.
The keynote of the magazine, indeed,

was the right of woman to equality of

treatment with man, with the assertion

of her claims by women who had gained

high position by virtue of their skill as

writers or workers in the world's great

field of labor. All the contributions

were on a high literary plane. Thus Lady
Mcl*arcn wrote on "The Fallacy of the

Superiority of Man"; Miss Lucy Gar-

nett on "The Fallacy of the Equality of

Woman"; Miss Julia Wedgwood on

“Woman and Democ-
racy " ; Miss Caro-
line Biggs on "The
Need for More Women
Guardians of the Poor";
Margaret, IJuly Sand-

hurst on "Woman’s
Work in Polities"; Mrs.
Fawcett on “Women’s
Suffrage’’and Miss Gar-

nett on “Reasons for

Opposing Women’s
Suffrage”; Professions

for women were dealt

with by II. It. II. Prin-

cess Christian
—
“Nurs-

ing"—Dr. Mary A.

Marshall—"Medicine";
Miss Simcox— "Ele-

mentary School Teach-
ing; Mias Annie Glen—
“Music” and Miss
Hcthcrington on “Type-
writing and Shorthand

for Women."

rT',HERE were articles

* on women of his-

tory, such as Queen
Christina of Sweden,
Madame de Recamicr,

Josephine Bcnuharnais,

Madame Tallicn, Mad-
ame de Maintenon and
the Princess de Tallv-

rand. French history of

the First Empire period

and French art generally

were favorite subjects

of study with the editor

und his readers were

treated to sonic intense-

ly interesting articles

upon them by writers of

note, among which may
be mentioned specially.

“A Walk through the

Marais" by A. Mary F.

Robinson (Madame
Darmesteter) “Marie

Bashkirtscff ” by Mathilde Blind, while

articles on Pierre Loti. Georges Ohnet, and
Villiers de Lisle Adam (by Arthur Symons)
expresses! in a 'measure the Editor's

admiration for modern French literature.

The humbler workers among women,
and their claims to consideration were
not overlooked for Miss Clementina

Black wrote on "Something about

Needlewomen"; The Countess of Shrews-

bury on “Our Girl Workers"; Mrs. Har-

riet te Brooke Davies on “Another Voice

from Uie East End"; Miss O'Conor-
Eccles on "The Poplin Weavers of Dub-
lin” und Miss Dorothea Roberts on “The
Knitters of the Rosses."

Some of the articles on women’s work
ami their position in politics were far in

advance of the thought of the day and
Sir Weuiyss Reid, then General Manager
of Cassell's, or John Williams the Chief

Editor, would call in at our room and dis-

cuss them with Oscar Wilde, who would

always express his entire sympathy with

the views of the writers and reveal a lib-

erality of thought with regard to the po-

litical aspirations of women that was un-

doubtedly sincere.

I T was, of course, expected that the edi-
* tor’s own contributions would form the

chief feature of the magazine und it was
arranged that he should write "Literary
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and other Notes" for each month’s issue.

These duly appeared in the first four num-
bers. but. alas! then came a falling off. and
the first annual volume contained but

five contributions from the editor's pen.

The second—and last—contained six

—

the result of a direct hint from the pub-

lishers that the Editor was not sufficiently

in evidence. But they demanded great

effort and oftentimes the press day found

the printers awaiting "copy" for the

pages left for the Editor to fill.

A letter such as the following, received

a day or so before "closing down" time,

l>ecame almost a regular incident:

"Dear Mr. Fish.

I have not l>een at all well and cannot

get my notes done. Can you manage to

put in something else? i will Ik? down
tomorrow.

Truly yours.

0. W ”

The nott>s are probably unknown to

many Wilde-lovers, and yet they are full

of brilliant gems, well worthy of preser-

vation. In the first of these, in review-

ing a novel by a woman, he wrote. “Char-
acterisation. that enemy of literary form,

is such an essential part of the method of

the modern writer of fiction, that Nature
has utmost become to the novelist what
light and shade are to the painter—the

one permanent element of style."

In a note on women’s dress in the same
number occurs the following passage:

“Women’s dress can cosily be modified

and adapted to any exigencies of the

kind: but most women refuse to modify

or adapt it. They must follow the fash-

ion, whether it be convenient or the

reverse. And after all, what is fashion?

From the artistic point of view, it is usu-

ally a form of ugliness so intolerable that

we have to alter it every six months.

From the point of view of science, it not

infrequently violates every law of health,

every principle of hygiene. While from
the point of view of simple ease and com-
fort it is not too much to say that . . .

there is not a single form of really fash-

ionable dress that can be worn without

a certain amount of absolute misery to

the wearer. ... In fact, the beauty of

dress depends on the beauty of the human
figure, and whatever limits, constrains,

and mutilates is essentially ugly, though

the eyes of many are so blinded by cus-

tom that they do not notice the ugliness

till it has become unfashionable."

TJEFORE the first numl>cr of The Wo-
“-* man’i W'oriel was published Mrs. Craik,

the author of “John Halifax. Gentleman ”,

had passed to the “Great Beyond” anil

one of the editor’s “notes" was devoted

to an appreciation of her and her work in

the course of which he wrote:
—“Mrs.

Craik was one of the finest of our women
writers, and though her art hail always

what Keats called ’a palpable intention

upon one,’ still its imaginative qualities

were of no mean order. There is hardly

one of her books that has not some dis-

tinction of style: there is certainly not

one of them that docs not show an ardent

love of all that is beautiful and good in

life. The good she perhaps loved some-
what more than the beautiful, but her

heart had room for l>oth .... her last

work was done for the magazine which I

have the honour to edit. She was very

much interested in the scheme for the

foundation of The Woman a World, sug-

gest is I its title, and promised to lie one of

its warmest supporters. . . . Few wo-

men have enjoyed a greater popularity

than Mrs. Craik, or have belter deserved

it. It is sometimes said that John Hali-

fax is not a real man. but only a woman's
ideal of a man. Well, let us lie grateful

for such ideals. No one can read the

story of which John Halifax is the hero

without being the better for it. Mrs.

Craik will live long in the affectionate

memory of all who knew her, and one of

her novels, at any rate, will always have
a high, honourable place in English fic-

tion. Indeed, for simple narrative some
of the chapters of ‘John Halifax. Gen-
tleman' are almost unequalled in our

prose literature."

In the second number, in reviewing a

book by Lady Bel lairs on "Gossips with

Girls and Maidens,” he wrote:

—

“I am afraid that I have a good deal of

sympathy with wlmt are called ‘empty
idealistic aspirations'; and ‘wild flights

of the imagination' are so extremely rare

in the nineteenth century, that they

seem to me deserving rather of praise than

of censure. The exclamation ‘Bother*,

also, though certainly lacking in beauty,

might. I think. In* permitted under circum-
stances of extreme aggravation, such as,

for instance, the rejection of a manu-
script by the editor of a magazine."

And again, "There is alw-avs a certain

amount of danger in any attempt to cul-

tivate impossible virtues."

UWSHION again received his attention

* in this numher. prompted firstly by

the statement made in the course of a

Iecture delivered by a lady at St. Saviour’s

Hospital, that ladies of the day were

known “to hold onto a cross-bar while

their maid* squeezed them into fifteen

inch corsets." After commenting on the

self-inflicted tortures of women to secure

a fashionable figure, the editor wrote.

“To begin with, the waist is not a circle

at all, but an oval: nor can there be any
greater error than to imagine that an

unnaturally small waist gives an air of

grace, or even of slightness to the figure.

Its effect, as a rule, is simply to exagger-

ate the width of the shoulders and the

hips, and those whose figures possess that

stateliness which is called stoutness by
the vulgar, convert what is a quality into

a defect by yielding to the silly edict* of

Fashion on the subject of tight-lacing.

The fashionable English waist, also, is

not merely far too small, and conse-

quently quite out of proportion to the

rest of the figure, but it is worn too low

down. I use the expression ‘worn* ad-

visedly, for a waist nowadays seems to be

regarded as un article of apparel to be

put on when and where one likes. A
long waist always implies shortness of

the lower limbs, and from the artistic

point of view has the effect of diminishing

the height."

A critic in the Tall Mall Gazelle having

expressed surprise that in the first number
of the magazine the Editor has allowed to

appear an illustration of a hat “covered

with the bodies of dead birds.” the Editor

thus stated his “exact position in the

matter":

—

"Fashion is such an essential part of

the mundus muliebri

*

of our day that it

seems to me absolutely necessary that

its growth, development, and phases

should be duly chronicled; and the his-

torical and practical value of such u rec-

ord depends entirely upon its perfect fi-

delity to fact. Besides, it is quite easy

for the children of light to adapt almost

any fashionable form of dress to the re-

quirements of utility und the demands of

good taste. ... I must, however, pro-

test against the idea that to chronicle the

development of Fashion implies any
approval of the particular forms that

Fashion may adopt.”

IX s note commenting on an article by
* Mrs. Craik on “ Miss Anderson in

4 The
Winter’s Tale”’ in which she dealt inter

alia with the condition of the English

stage the following interesting passage
occurs

:

“For my own part I must acknowledge
that I see more vulgarity thun vice in

the tendencies of the modern stage; nor

do I think it possible to elevate dramatic
art by limiting it* subject matter. On
tue une littrrature quand on lui intrrdil la

rfritf humaine. As far as the serious pre-

sentation of life is concerned, what we
require is more imaginative treatment,
greater freedom from theatric language
and theatric convention. It may be
questioned, aLso, whether the consistent

reward of virtue and punishment of

wickedness is really the healthiest idea

for un art that claims to mirror nature."

“The beat way to make children good
is to make them happy” is a delightfully

characteristic aphorism that appeared
in a little note on the Miuistering Chil-

dren’s League.

THE third series of notes was distin-

* guished by the inclusion therein of

Oscar Wihle’s views on 19th century

British fiction. ”... in England we
have had no schools worth speuking of.

The fiery torch lit by the Brontes has not

l>een passed on to other hands; Dickens
has only influenced journalism: Thack-
eray's delightful superficial philosophy,

superb nurrative power, and clever social

satire have formed no schools; nor has
Trollope left any direct successors be-

hind him—a fact which is not much to be
regretted, however, as admirable though
Trollope undoubtedly is for rainy after-

noons and tedious railway journeys, from
the point of view of literature he is merely
the fierpetual curate of Pudlington Parv*.

As for George Meredith, who could hope
to reproduce him? His style is chaos

illumined by brilliant flashes of lightning.

As a writer he has mastered everything

except language: as a novelist he can do
everything, except tell a story: os an
artist he is everything, except articulate.

Tin. strange to be popular, loo individual

to have imitators, the author of ‘Richard
FcvcreT stands absolutely alone. It is

easy to disarm criticism, but he has dis-

armed the diciple. He gives us his phil-

osophy through the medium of wit, und
is never so pathetic as when he Ls humor-
ous. To turn truth into a paradox is not

difficult, but George Meredith makes ull

his paradoxes truths, and no Theseus can
thread his labyrinth, no (Edipus solve his

secret."

¥N the fourth series of notes he thus
* comments on a novel, “a very sad

and suggestive story":

—

“Darwin could not have enjoyed it, as

it does not end happily. There is, at

least, no distribution of cakes and ale in

the last chapter. But, then, scientific

people are not always the best judges of

literature. They seem to think that the

sole aim of art should be to amuse, and
hail they been consulted on the subject

would have banished Mel|Kimenc from
Parnassus. It may In* admitted, however,

that not a little of our modern art is some-

what harsh and painful. Our C’nstaly

is very salt with tears, and we have bound
the brows of the Muses with cypress and
with yew. We are often told that we
are a shallow age. yet wc certainly have
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the saddest literature of all the ages, for

we have made Truth and not Beauty the

aim of art and seem to value imitation

more than imagination. This tendency

is, of course, more marked in fiction than

it is in poetry. Beauty of form is always

in itself a source of joy: the mere

technique of verse has an imaginative

and spiritual element, and life must, to a

certain degree, be transfigured before it

can find expression in music. But or-

dinary fiction, rejecting the beauty of

form in order to realize the facta of life,

seems often to lack the vital element of

delight, to miss that pleasure-giving pow-

er in virtue of which the arts exist."

In the second volume the editor’s first

contribution was a review of Ledebure's
“ History of Embroidery and lace” under

the title of "A Fascinating Book," in

which occurs this interesting passage:

—

"Our own keenly intellectual art. has

more than once been ready to sacrifice

real decorative beauty cither to imitative

presentation or to ideal motive. It has

taken upon itself the burden of expres-

sion and has sought to interpret the se-

crets of thought and passion. In its

marvellous truth of presentation it has

found its strength, and yet its weakness is

there also. It is never with impunity that

art seeks to mirror life. If truth has her re-

venge upon those who do not follow her,

she is often pitiless to her worshippers.”

/~\XE of the most noteworthy of his^ contributions was "A Note on

Some Modem l*oets” in which he gave

his opinion of W. E. Henley’s verse,"

The two men were as the (jolt's apart in

character and temperament and it is no
matter for surprise that the ruggedness

of Henley’s (metical expression jarred on

the super-refined soul of Oscar Wilde.

He wrote: "His little ‘Book of Verse’

reveals to us an artist who is seeking to

find new methods of expression, and who
has not merely a delicate sense of beauty

and a brilliant fantastic wit. but a real

passion also for what is horrible, ugly, or

grotesque. No doubt everything that

is worthy of existence is worthy also of

art—at least one would like to think so

—

but while echo or mirror can repeat for

us a beautiful thing, to render artistically

a thing that is ugly requires the most ex-

quisite form of alchemy, the most subtle

magic of transformation. To me there

is more the cry of Marsys than the sing-

ing of Apollo in the earlier poems of Mr.
Henley’s volume the ‘Rhymes and
Rhythms in Hospital’ as he calU them.

But it is impossible to deny their power.

Some of them arc like bright, vivid pas-

tels: others like charcoal drawings, with

dull blacks and murky whites; others

like etchings with deeply bitten lines and
abrupt contrasts, and clever colour-sug-

gestions. In fact, they are like anything

and everything, except perfected poems
—that they certainly are not. They are

still in the twilight. They are preludes,

inspired jottings in a notebook, and should

be heralded by a design of ‘ Genius making
Sketches.’ Rhyme gives architecture as

well as melody to verse: it gives that de-

lightful sense of limitation which in all

the arts is so pleasurable, and is, indeed,

one of the secrets of perfection: it will

whisper, as a French critic has said,

‘things unexpected and charming, things

with strange and remote relations to each

other’, and hind them together in indis-

soluble bonds of beauty: and in his con-

stant rejection of rhyme Mr. Henley

*Il it l Butin ut intrrnt th»t " K. Hrolry *u dw at

o»r tiro* wlitur of a C»m*|| publication liul h* had Ml
a y«ar o* two before Wilde joined the alaff.

seems to me to have abdicated half his

power. He is a roi en exit who has

thrown away some of the strings of his

lute, a poet who has forgotten the fairest

part of his kingdom. . . .

"However. Mr. Henley is not to be

judged by samples. Indeed, the most
attractive thing in the l>ook is no single

poem that Is in it. but the strong humane
personality that stands lichiud Imth flaw-

less and faulty work alike, and looks out

through many musks, some of them licau-

tiful. and some grotesque, and not a few

mis-shapen. In the case of most of our
modern poets, when we have analysed

them down to an adjective we can go no
further, or we care to go no further, but
with this book it is different. Through
these reeds and pipes blows the very

breath of life. It seems as if one could

put one’s hand U|K>n the singer's heart

and count its pulsations. There is some-
thing wholesome, virile and sane altout

the man’s soul. Anybody can lie reason-

able, but to be sane is not common; and
sane poets are as rare as blue lilies,

though they may not be quite so beauti-

ful. . . . Mr. Henley’s healthy, if some-
times misapplied, confidence in the myr-
iad suggestions of life gives him his charm.
He is mule to sing along the highways,

not to sit down ami write. If he took
himself more seriously his work would
become trivial."

I N the same note he cominentsou a pre-
* face by William Sharp to his "Ro-
mantic Ballads and Poems of Phantasy".
"I cannot imagine." he wrote, "anyone
with the smallest pretension to culture

preferring a dexterously turned triolet to

a fine imaginative ballad, as it is only the

Philistine who ever dreams of comparing
works of art that are absolutely different

in motive, in treatment and form. If

English poetry Is in danger—and accord-

ing to Mr. Sharp the poor nymph is in a
very critical state—what she has to fear

is not the fascination of dainty meter or

delicate form, but the predominance of

the intellectual spirit of beauty. Lord
Tennyson dethroned Wordsworth as a
literary influence, and later on Mr. Swin-
burne filled all the mountain valleys with

echoes of his own song. The influence

today is that of Mr. Browning. Anil as

for the triolets, anil the rondels, and the

careful study of metrical subtleties, these

things are merely the signs of a desire for

perfection in small things, and for the

recognition of poetry as an art. They
have had certainly one good result—they
have made our minor poets readable, and
have not left us entirely at the mercy of

geniuses. . . . Poetry has many modes
of music; she does not blow through one

pipealonr. Directnessof utterance isgood,

but so is the subtle re-casting of thought

into a new and delightful form. Simplicity

is good, but complexity, mystery, strange-

ness. symbolism, obscurity even, these

have their value. Indeed, properly speak-

ing, there is no such thing as Style: there

are merely styles, that Lh all."

“We are always apt to think that the

Voices that sung at the dawn of poetry

were simpler, fresher, and more natural

than ours, and that the world which the

early poets looked at, and through which

they walked, had a kind of poetical qual-

ity of its own, and could pass, almost

without changing, into song. The snow
lies thick now upon Olympus, and its

scarped sides are bleak and barren, but

once, we fancy, the white feet of the

Muses brushed the dew from the anemo-
nes in the morning, and at evening came
Apollo to sing to the shepherds in the

vale. But in this we are merely lending

to other ages what we desire, or think we
desire, for our own. Our historical

sense is at fault. Every century that

produces poetry is, so far, an artificial

century, and the work that seems to us

the most natural and simple product of

its lime is probably the result of the most
deliberate and self-conscious effort. For
Nature is always behind the age. It takes

a great poet to lie thoroughly modern."

9'HE editor’s remaining notes contain
* very little beyond extracts from the

books he reviewed. Only here and there

is a flash of his personality. Such as:

—

"The difficulty under which the novel-

ists of our day labour seems to lie this: if

they do not go into society, their books
are unreadable: and if they do go into

society, they have no time left for writing."

"Many of our novelists are really

pampliieteers, reformer* masquerading
as story-tellers, earnest sociologists seek-

ing to mend as well as mirror life."

“The heroine is a sort of well-born

Becky Sharp, only much more beautiful

than Becky, or ul least than Thackeray’s
portraits of her, which, however, have
always seemed to me rather ill-natured."

“The aim of must of our modern novel-

ists seems to be, not to write good novels,

that will do good: and I am afraid that

they are under the impression that fash-

ionable life is not an edifying subject.

They wish to reform the morals, rather

than to portray the manners of their age."
“ Elastic simplicity of outline may ren-

der for us the visible aspect of life: it is

different when we come to deal with those

secrets which self-consciousness alone con-

tains, and which self-consciousness itself

can but reveal. Action takes place in the

sunlight but the soul works in the dark."

"The family ideal of the State may be
difficult of attainment, but as an ideal it

is better than the policeman theory. It

would mean the moral Isation of politics.

The cultivation of separate sorts of vir-

tues ami separate ideals of duty in men
and women have led to the whole social

fabric being w'caker than it need be."

"Well, to be put into fiction Is always a
tribute to one's reality."

T\l RING the two years in which he
occupied the editorial chair only on

one occasion did I see Oscar Wilde angry.

This occurred on a certain day when John
Williams, the then Chief Editor of Cas-
sell's. came down to see him with a copy
of Marshall 1*. Wilder's hook ‘‘People I

have SmiledWith" of which Cassell’s were

then preparing an English edition. In a
paragraph dealing with Oscar Wilde the

American "smiler" wrote, "The first time

I saw Oscar he wore his hair long and his

breeches short: now, I believe, he wears

his hairshort anil his trousers long." Strid-

ing up and down the room Oscar Wilde

ejaculated "Monstrous! perfectly mon-
strous! "and on Illsobjection the offending

—and offensive—paragraph was deleted.

On another occasion he received re-

peated demands at "The Yard" from the

Income Tax officer for a return of his

income. At length cainc the final demand
for it to be sent within a certain number
of days, or a (jeiudty of Fifty Pounds
would l>e enforced. He dictated a reply to

the effect that he had alwaysmade a return

from Chelsea and protesting that both the

form of application and the threat of the

penalty were annoying; he finished up
his letter by saying “The threat of a fine

of £50 seems to me a relic of medieval

barbarism." I have often wondered

whether it provoked an official smile

!



Open Air Theaters in
By ARTHUR ROW

THK past summer was made nota-

ble at Mount Kisro by the first

production here in America of

“Aglavaine and Sdysette." the finest

play written by the man who is now re-

garded by many as our greatest living poet.

At the first English production of this

play in London in 1004. it was a failure,

derided by the critics and scorned by the

audience. The idea of doing this play

out of doors came to me a year ago

though I only broached the subject to

Miss Leonurd three weeks before its pro-

duction on July II at her Brookside

Theater in Mount Kisco. Miss I>couard

decided to reduce the performance to one

hour and half's duration und prepared a

version of the play in twelve scenes. For

dramatic pur|>oscs we decided to rc/u-at

nothing, so when an incident huppened in

one scene it was not discussed in the

following serene. The result was a swift-

moving. poignant drama that held the

audience tense, and excited applause at

the termination of each of the twelve

scenes.

Wo were fortunate in interesting Wulter

Hampton in the production, for he orig-

inated the only male role, Mclrandcr, in

the first production at the Court Theater,

Loudon, under the direction of Granville

Barker.

Mr. Hampton's acting has a simplicity

of style that is essential to this play. His

perfect diction and natural dignity helped

to create an ideal performance. MbIk-I

Moore (Mrs. Hampton) as Sth/urlUt, im-

parted a hirdlikc quality of wild fervor

and recalled the artistic sense that

murked her performance of the child in

the first production of "The Servant in

the House.” Caroline Newcombe rcal-

ized perfectly the difficult role of the old,

paralyzed Grandmother SIaligning—the

silent witness to the tragedy she was
powerless to avoid.

I N the outdoor theater the poetic
* drama can spread its wings, und fancy

is unhampered. The Muctcrlinckcan

dramas especially are possible only out

of doors— their very essence is the filmy

air; their secrets are hidden in the

rustling of the trees; their throb is felt

only in the heart of Nature.

It was my privilege to see recently the

witch scene in Macbeth acted out of

doors and at night. Its mystic qualities

were realized marvelously indeed in a

much greater degree than in the more pre-

tentious productions of Henry Irving.

Mmljcska. Sot hern and Marlowe.

“We should return to the Greeks,

play in the o|>cn air; the drama dies of

stalls and boxes and evening dress and
people who come to digest their dinner."

Eh*anor Duse's prophetic words arc

slowly becoming realized here in America
where the outdoor drama is increasing

steadily.

Volumes might well be written as to

the unique advantages of the outdoor

theater. It is an acid test of any play;

in it no untrue play can live; it is a piti-

less rcvealcr. In the Greek theater art

can unroll itself and the most tender se-

crets of the theater l>e revealed—that

art which Gordon Craig describes as

“Neither acting nor the play; it is not

scene nor dance, but it consists of tall

the elements of which these things are

composed."

A decade has passed since Ben Greet

began his tours of outdoor performances

of Sliakcs|>cnrc and the classics. The
Coburn players also are increasingly suc-

cessful. und pluv un extensive repertoire.

Nor should one forget the performances

occasionally given out of doors by Con-
stance Crawley. the Howard Kyle l'luyers

and the Frank Lea Short Company.

IN California there are five Greek
^ theaters, the principal one (wing at

Berkeley, and conductcd under the aus-

pices of the Universityof California. Tin's

theater scats eight thousand people and

yet the acoustics are jx-rfect—the slightest

won! can l>c heard distinctly. Dramatic
performances of great distinction have

been given on this stage—Sarah Bern-

hardt in Itucinc's "Phacdre"; Sothcru

ami Marlowe in “Macbeth”; Margaret

Anglin in "Antigone," stand out boldly

in an imposing list of successful jmt-

formances.

America

The outdoor amphitheater near Mount
Kisco. N. Y., Is the only one thus far

built in the Eastern States. For it we
arc indebted to the enterprise and energy

of a woman—Miss Martin Leonard, u

young lady of much initiative and es-

pecially of that spirit which Is "the mil

to perform.”

This theater was opened September

9, 1911 with a production of "The Trea-

son and Death of Benedict Armdd," by
John Jay Chapman. Since then per-

formances have been given with an in-

creasing interest und patronage. The
plays presented include Euripides "Elec-

tra," “Twelfth Night,” "The Taming
of ti»e Shrew," Edmond Rostand's

"The Romanesque.” " Lysistrata.” by
Aristophanes, udapted into English by
Miss Iconard, and “A Sunday Well

Spent." an original modem comedy.

IT has been said that all effective move-
* ments have come from people of little

or no means—in Ireland Lady Gregory
started the now famous Irish players

under discouraging conditions ami beset

by many so-called practical difficult ies

—

but with the right ideals, true unselfish-

ness. unfailing fuith and energy go far and
accomplish what is thought impossible.

Only one fortunate discovery is neces-

sary. The one thing absolutely necessary

to u producing theater is a director

almost ull else can be created or attracted

or discovered suitable plays; competent,

or ut least useful actors; costumes, etc..

— but a really, truly director cannot Ik*

dispensed with. Gordon Graig in his

lunik on the theater emphasizes this fact

precisely and brilliantly. He may Ih*

extreme in relegating actors to the posi-

tion of puppets, but there is no mist en-

veloping his starry idea that the director

is the captain ; the helm- - the every! liing.

There must Ik* one mind to direct ull. else

there is confusion or at Ih*sI a mixed idea!

II faut tout jumiir an theatre.

To know the theater is indeed to know

everything poetry, architecture, music,

sculpture, painting, duncing, archaeology,

one might contimuc almost indefinitely

all the sciences and all the arts!

•i 1



LITTLE GIRL: "G'WAN, I'M ON TO VKH GRAFT.'

By Glenn O. Coleman
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A
CARICATURIST

J
LIKE to draw Napoleon best

Because one hand is in his vest.

The other hand behind his back.

(For drawing hands I have no knack.)

II

<sJOME people ask me if I think

It hard to catch BUI Bryan’s wink
Now I have done it you can see,

He is as simple as can be.

What the Kid Did to the Kelly

“ I spent my last Ten Dollars on a new hat to propose to an actress in

she gets a Thousand Dollars a week.”

“Did you bring it off?”

“No. She kicked it off.”

Musings of Hafiz

( The Persian Kitten)

I
SEE by the Dog Papers that the

Pom and the Peke are going out of

fashion. This would t>e good news if

it were not that Petdoga like Potentates

are perpetual—as soon as one goes out

there Is always another to take his place.

H UMAN BEINGS are the most

fickle of all earthly creatures.

Their affections are as changeable as the

patterns of their detachable skin. They
are worshippers of a goddess named
Fashion who rules them with a whim
of iron.

The latest word of Fashion is their law'.

At her bidding they change their houses,

their hats, their hair, their religious

beliefs and the length of their horses'

tails.

It is Human to say

” Caelum non ani-

mum,” but often as

they change their res-

idence, human beings

change their friends still uftener. Some-
times, indeed, they change their residence

for the very purpose of changing their

“set.”

their four-footed friends, we (I

speak as a Persian) are the only

ones to whom they have from time im-

memorial been faithful. Tliis is due to

the feline reserve that keeps us from

condescending to a doggy intimacy which

is the father of familiarity and the grand-

father of contempt.
How different is the Dog. The Syco-

phant, the Tailwagger! No sooner has

he wagged himself into human favor than

he M wagged out again by the fiugcr of

Fashion.

fT'HE l’ug. the Poodle, the Collie, the

* Fox terrier, anti theChow, all urn! many
more liave had their duy in the house of

Fashion—and vanished "like snow upon

the desert’s dusty face.”

And now it is the Pom and the Peke.

Fashion has said the worth Only the

Aberdeen and the Ayresthirc are to be

worn by exclusive human ladies this

coming season and the silly Pomeranian

and the saury Pekinese must go. Where
they go matters not to me so long as they

stay there and never come l*ark.

/"\F all the obnoxious canine family^ the Pomeranian is to my thinking

the most objectionable. His vanity is

unspeakable, and his affectation of the

Angora coiffure is not only in wretched

taste but is apt to !>c misleading.

w
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The Shortstop of the Admirals
By GERALD MORGAN

IlluKtratrd by James Preston

ONE August evening, at aUnit nine

o'clock. Tim Mullune. the mana-
ger of the Admirals, was seated,

according to his custom, at a table in the

cafe next the Arlington Club. He was

eating a club sandwich, and drinking a
glass of beer.

Opposite the manager sat Jim Warren,

his veteran pitcher and old friend. The
waiter brought Warren's order, which was
that form of Welsh rarebit known to

ehophouses as a Golden Buck.

Tim Mullune looked up.

“Welsh rarebit, eh?" he exclaimed.

“Say. Jim. you know you got to pitch

tomorrow. You might as well eat

Portland cement as that stuff!”

“I’ve been eating rarebits all my life.”

replied the pitcher, peevishly. “They’re

more digestible than club sandwiches,

anyhow."
But the manager’s attention had wan-

dered from the subject of fond, to one of

more moment to him.

“Say. Jim," he said, “I got that hole

at short filled at last.”

“You mean Willie Oates," replied

Warren, still thinking of the rarebit.

“He’s no world-beater.”

"Who said he was?" the manager re-

torted. “I said he filled the hole ut

short. You watch him in the field.

He's no flash of lightning, but he knows
what he can do, and he does it. If he

can't do it, he don't try.# That’s base-

ball. And at the bat. he’s just the same.

He never goes ufter bad ones. He may
not be a .300 hitter, but there’s not a

man in the team who has the pitcher in

a hole more often. No ivory alx>ut Willie

Oates!”
“Well,” said the pitcher, l>olting the

last remnants of his rarebit. “I never
knew a man play good ball who didn’t

enjoy ball-playing. Willie Oates wishes

he wus bock milking cows, in Juliopolis,

Ohio, where he comes from. All he

does, when he isn’t working, is to dope
out three time-tables. The whole team

knows all about it- You can go to South-

field junction on the P. & S.. or you can

go to Black Hock, on the Central; or you
can go to Owl Hollow, on the C. & O. C.
Then, you drive about fifteen miles in a
buggy;—that’s Juliopolis."

HHIIK manager stared. “ Well, Jim." he
* said. “Willie Oates can go to Hopp-

opolis, in Octoiler. That,*s when he can go.

It beats me what makes a guy want to go
back to one of these jay towns. A
muddy pump, a whitewashed church, a

grocery store, a saloon, and about seven

rickety houses. That’s Hoppopolis.

You’d think a guy would be so glad to get

away, that he’d never move off the as-

phult again.”

"Oh, come now, Tim," replied Warren,

meditatively, “these little towns are not

so bad. I cainc from one. myself, you
know. Pine Plains, Pennsylvania. I

can still smell those pines on a fall

morning."

"Maybe you can," replied Mullune,

briefly. “All I can smell is Welsh rare-

hit. Good-night; I’m going to bed."

EVEKTHKLESS, on the next day,
* ’ which was the last home date for the

Admirals, Indore going West, Manager

£4

Mullune took a particular interest in the

behavior of his new shortstop. Willie

Oates. The Admirals wen- leuding the

league by a safe margin, hut Mullanc

wished to take no chances, lie feared

the "August slump," and in ease the play

of Oates fell off. he had no satisfactory

substitute for the shortstop's position.

Sure enough, W illie Oates was not in

evidence. Batting practice not having

yet liegun, most of the team were tossing

the ball alnuit or batting flics or playing

in positions other than their own. just to

show what they could do. But Willie

Oates was lying out, flat on his face,

close to the left field foul line. From his

hip pocket protruded an orangc-coloml

pamphlet

.

"The Hop|K»polis time-talde." said

Mullanc to Jim Warren, pointing in that

direction.

Warren laughed. “Sure!" he replied.

"Didn't I tell you?”
"He’ll have to bat in a minute." said

Mullanc.

“Watch him when he does,” Warren
retorted. “He just wants to get it over

with.”

"He warn't like that tills spring." Mul-
lane said. “ he was all over the field. He
used to pull off the damnedest throws—”

“That’s just it," Jim Warren suid,

“and now he's gone to the other extreme.

He’s got too much temperament."
" Whuddymeati,—temperament

!

" ex-

claimed the manager, crossly. “Talk
English.”

“Too excitable." Warren said.

“Aw, he’s just settled down!” con-

cluded the manager, positively.

DIT, watching the batting practice at

the net. Mullanc was forced to admit
that Warren's arguments were not without

foundation, for Oates swung away at the

ball, not caring, nor even looking to see.

whether he had hit it solidly or not. And
in fielding practice, he was equally unin-

terested. Mullanc shook his head.

Then the game began, and Mullanc at

once cheered up. for Oates did his work
as well as any manager could wish. He
made a hit, a sacrifice, got first once on
hulls, scored two runs, and accepted six

chances without an error. Mullanc went

home, his mind ut rest.

The team started for the West, that

night, and Mullanc. after a late supper in

the dining car, strolled through the sleeper

where his men were quartered, on the way
to the managerial stateroom.

The lierths were not yet made up. In
one double seat, Betz, the Polish pitcher,

sat alone with an English dictionary and
two books purchased on the advice of the

keeper of a second-hand t>ook shop;—

a

volume of Emerson’s "Essays,” and a

“History of Bob Fitzsimmons, by Him-
self." He was reading Fitzsimmons.

At another seat, Mike Tuthill and Pete

McGowan.—the two crack outfielders

—

were playing High Low Jack and the

Game, with a very dirty pack of cards.

They invariably slummed the table when
they took a trick.

rPHE rest of the team was grouped
1 around a single double seat, packed

in the aisle, leaning over the adjoining

cushioned hacks. They were carrying on

a low-voiced discussion, with frequent

INiuscs, and remained quite oblivious of

their manager's presence. Mullune. sur-

prised. stopped to listen.

“The best way to get to Juliopolis is by
the Central and Block Hock,” said Willie

Oati-s, for the twentieth time.

Mullanc waited for the ensuing laugh,

but to his surprise, it did not ensue. In-

stead, Oates was allowed to continue,

uninterrupted.

“There’s the hedge by the old meeting-
house, and the Virginia creeper old Dea-
con Brown planted. Gee. I'd like to be
back!” he said.

"I’m from the Berkshire*.” Kenny,
the boyish-looking two-hundred-pound
first baseman, took up the strain. “I’d
like to gel a glass of inilk from the farm.

—

all warm and frothy."

“And the doughnuts!" suid another.

"And the eider!" said a third.

“Gee!—the country’s the plm-c to be.”
said still another; and to the manager's
intense surprise, the voice was the voice

of Jim Warren, his veteran pitcher.

“It's only fifteen miles from Black
Rock." continued Willie Oates. “The
train gets in late in the afternoon, and
you drive through the woods. You get

home at dark. Gee!—I can see those
lights, now, and smell the apples baking."

There was a long pause, broken only by
Pete McGowan, w ho bail won four dollars

from Mike Tuthill, and was correspond-

ingly cheerful.

"What you guys got, over there?" he
asked, pleasantly. “A dead baby?”
“Going to get buried. Willie?" Tuthill

called out.

HpIM MULLANE retired to his statr-
* room, w holly at a loss. To Ik; sure, he
knew that nil bis team except McGuwun.
Tuthill and Betz were siuull-town men,
but on the other hand, most of them had
had several years’ experience of cities.

His reverie was interrupted by a knock at

the door. Willie Oates opened it.

“Mr. Mullane.” he said, “can I go to

Juliopolis on . . .

”

“You ran not!” said Mullane. shortly.

The door o|K‘ned a little wider, and
behind their spokesman, Oates, the mana-
ger perceived a small group of men, their

mouths open for the puqHise of making
similar requests.

“Not a blame one of you,” snapped
Mullune. “You’ll get off on October
Twenty-two, and not before. You, there.

—Jim Warren, come in here. The rest

of you clear out."

“Well, Jim," he said, “what in hell’s

up?”
“They’re homesick,” replied Warren.

“I am, myself. You don’t understand.

You can't get homesick for Lenox
Avenue.”

“You're all crazy,” replied Mullane,

briefly. “
I believe it’s Willie Oates doing

it all. It’s a spell he’s cast on ye.”

There was always a suspicion of the

wild Irish in Mullanc’s remarks, when he

was excited.

"I’m going to bed, now. and I’ll heur

no more of ye," he added.

THE first engagement of the Admirals,

in the West, was with the Pathfind-

ers. a weak second division team which
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had long since ceased to deserve its name,
blit the best the Admirals could get was

an even break. Listlcssness pervaded

the entire team; or. as Mullanc put it.

they handled themselves like a lot of dum-
mies. Oates, to be sure, played exactly

the same game which he had hitherto

played, but where one or two mechanical

players balance a team, a whole team of

mechanical players will get no results at

all. and every evening the talk was of

county fairs and harvest homes and swim-
ming holes. The atmosphere was that

of a country meeting-house.

At the home of the Lamplighters, a

somewhat better team than the Path-

finders, the slump continued. The Ad-

of Tom Betts, the Admirals* catcher,

reached Curtis, the third baseman, in time

to catch Gavegan standing up. Curtis

moved slightly out of the base line, hold-

ing the ball ready; but Gavegan. instead

either of standing up or of sliding at the

bag. threw himself as hard as he could,

straight at Curtis. Both the players

rolled together, over the third base coach-

ing line, and when Curtis picked himself

up. the first thing he did was to swing on
Gavegan.

I T took a quarter of an hour to restore

^ order, and when play began again at

the end of that time, Mullane realized

with joy, that his team had snapped back.

round in corners, with time-tabu's, and
asking for vacations, and slushing al>out

new-laid milk?”
"It will." said Oates. "I'll play my

head off for you, Mr. Mullane.”

“All right then;—beat it!” said the

manager. And fifteen minutes later,

looking out of the hotel window, he saw
Willie Oates, suit-ease in hand, on the

dead run for the railroad station.

'pHE Admirals lost their last game with
* the Owls, chiefly owing to the errors

of Willie Oates' understudy, who fell all

over himself trying to make good. Mul-
lane was a trifle nervous. His lead, since

leaving the East, had been cut from ten

" 3/is# Brown said if she saw me make a home-run today she'd marry me"

rnirals lost three out of four. When they

moved to -meet the Owls, a young and

rather enterprising team at the foot of the

first division, Mullane was at his wits’

end. The loss of a series there, would cut

his lead to a mere thread.

DUT events over which he had no con-
* '

trol, worked in Mullane's favor. Be-

tween the Owls and the Admirals, there

was bad feeling; chiefly owing to the con-

duct of one Gavegan. second baseman of

the OwLs, who had had a fight with Pete

McGowan, when the teams had last met
on the Admirals’ home grounds.

In the first inning of the first game of

the new series, Gavegan was safe on sec-

ond, with two Owls out. Betz was
pitching. Betz’s weakness was not watch-

ing the bases closely enough, and Gavegan
thought he could steal third. He tried

it at the wrong timr, and the throw

The Admirals won the game, and that

evening, Willie Oates was left quite alone

with his everlasting time-tables. When
Mullanc heard one of them say to him.

"Aw, cut it out. Doughnuts!" his confi-

dence was quite restored.

The Admirals, playing right at the top

of their form, took the second and third

games, also. The fourth game was sched-

uled for a Sunday;—Monday was an open

date—and on Tuesday, the concluding

series of the trip opened with the Wild-

cats, who were in second place, and going

strong.

It was just here that Mullane took a

chance. He sent for Oates.
" Willie.” he said, "if I let you leave for

Hoppopolis, or wherever it is, Saturday

night, will you be on the job, Tuesday?”
“You bet!" said Oates.

"And. Willie." Mullane went on,

"will this be the end of this snooping

full games, to five-and-a-half; and the

Wildcats, very wabbly at the beginning

of the season, had hit their stride at last,

and were now tearing through the league.

Anything like a clean-up for them in the

approaching series, would make it any-

body’s pennant; so that when, at half-

past eleven on Tuesday morning, Willie

Oates, wearing an unaccustomed grin, ar-

rived at the hotel, with his suit-case. Man-
ager Mullane was considerably relieved.

"Go on up and change your clothes,

Willie,” he said.

"All right," replied Oates. "Say, Mr.
Mullane. can I have a box seat for a friend

of mine, for to-day’s game?"
"Sure," said the manager. "I got one

righthere. Hurry up, now, and get ready.”

IlfILLIE OATES had not been on the
’ * field five minutes, before Manager
Mullane saw that this was a new aud
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altogether changed Willie. He arrived

on the run. grabbed the first baseball

which he saw, facetiously knocked off a

comrade's cap, and departed into the

outfield, where he caught flies with the

substitute fielders. After that, in tutting

practice at the net, he put two balls into

the left field bleacher^ both of which,

incidentally, were lost;—a joke which has

never at any time, appealed to baseball

managements.
"They must put something blame

strong into that Hoppopolis milk." said

Mullunc. to Jim Warren.

Sam Walker was to pitch for the Ad-
mirals that day. Walker was a pitcher

who did not have much "stuff." but who
knew how to use what he had. and his

opponent, for the Wildcats, was a man of

similar caliber. Hitting was. therefore,

to be expected; for both pitchers de-

pended on the fielding liehind them.

DEFORE the first inning was over, Mul-

lane’s attention was fixed on Willie

Oates. Every play he made was at top

speed. His first two throws reached first

base before the runner was much more
than half way down there. Being spec-

tacular. these plays were received with

cheers.

"Cut out the grand-stand stuff, Wil-

lie," said Mullane, augrilv.

But Willie would not cut out the grand-

stand stuff. At the bat, instead of wait-

ing out the pitcher, he was swinging like

a gate, and swinging uselessly; but two
phenomenal slops in the field, about Inil-

anced his record. His one wild throw,

—

a question of time, only—happened not

to affect the scoring.

The ninth inning opened with the score

tied, four to four. Curtis, first up, for the

Admirals, reached first on a short fly

which fell safe. If the Admirals could

score that run. Mullane figured that he

could put in Jim Warren to pitch the last

half, and hold the Wildcats safe. Oates
was next at !>at.

"Sacrifice, Willie," said Mullane.

r
|
,HE Wildcats had. also, a new pitcher

1 this inning; and this pitcher, having

faced Oates before, remembered his old

linhit of letting the first ball go by. He
had not. however, watched Willie that

day, because he had been warming up all

the afternoon, near the right field fence.

Mullane was on the third base coaching

line. With the swing of the pitcher’s arm.

he saw Curtis take a good, satisfactory

lead off first. His mouth opened to shout

the usual "Right at 'em!" then, sud-

denly, he snap|K-d that shout off short;

for, with rage, he perceived that Willie

Oates meant again to disobey instruc-

tions.

The swing which Willie made, —Willie,

ordered to sacrifice—took him half way
out to the pitchers' box, and his chance

of hitting the ball was alaiut ten to one,

against. But. luckily for Willie, the

Wildcat pitcher had given him the one

hall which, under these circumstances, he

could have hit. It was straight, and
waist high.

Willie landed on it. square. The ball

whizzed over the infield, just to the left of

second base, and rolled onto the fence.

As the center fielder relayed it to the

shortstop, Willie was nearing third, and
Curtis was crossing the plate.

VIANACER MULLANE. on the
1 * coaching line, held up a warning
hand to Willie, only two strides from
third. The Wildcats’ shortstop, playing

deep, was just turning, with the bull in

his hand.

Entirely ignoring Mullane's warning
hand. Willie Oates rounded third like the

Empire State Express. His manager
dived for him too late, and missed the

tackle.

The Wildcats' shortstop was taken

utterly by surprise. His mind was fixed

on a throw to third. He hesitated, then

threw too hurriedly. The ball went
wild;—and over the [dale rushed the

flying Willie Oates.

But Manager Mullane hud had almut
enough. He was behind Willie a few
steps, only. Past the players’ bench,

when? Willie should have stopped, he pur-

sued him.

Willie Oates ran straight to one of

the field boxes. In it a very pretty

girl was sitting, alone. When Mullane
reached them, they were already

talking.

“Oates," said Mullane.

Willie turned. "Oh, Mr. Mullane,'* he

said, "this is the lady I asked the box
seat for. Miss Brown said if she saw me
make a home run to-day, she’d marry me,
to-morrow."

Tim Mullane was left tongue-tied.

First, he surveyed Oates. He had in-

tended to punish him heavily, but

he was Irish and he turned to the

girl.

"The sight of you. Ma'am,” lie said,

" has explained everything to me. I con-

gratulate ye.”

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED {"Right Wing”)

The Quarterback Outlook

I
F football offers more opportunities

to the player in a particular position

than to his comrades that player is

the quarterback. Exceptional men will

occasionally make so much out of other

positions as to dominate the play of the

team, and it may be that the eleven

is so strong that it needs only an average

man in the post of field general. As a

rule, however, it is the little man with

the hot heart and the cool head who runs

the team that proves a large factor in

the victory.

So it has been from the early clays of

footlwll and so it will continue to he until

some body of radical rule makers rebuilds

football along entirely different lines.

There would seem to l)e no prospect of

that, so the fast, ambitious youngster

who is a lightweight, save above the

collar, may continue to fed that if he can

get u chance at quarterback and will use

his brains there he can count for far more
than the giant whom the undiscriminat-

ing have come to look upon os the ideal

player.

There will be good men in the field

this year, I think, both East and West.

Princeton, and Harvard seem to be espe-

cially well provided with quarter back

material, while then- are stars at several

of the smaller institutions, notably (ins

Welch at Carlisle and Costello at George-

town, the hist named a fine leader and
a dangerous kicker in any company.
These two are captains, and among the

other captains playing the (xxsition this

year are Lutirk of Ohio Wesleyan, Miller,

the little Pennsylvania State man who
was such a whirlwind last year, Clark of

St. John’s (Annapolis), Marks of Tulane.

Fcnkcr of the University of Cincinnati,

Sutherland of Utah. Hardaway of Wash-
ington (St. Louis, Mo.), Goodwin of

Washington and Jefferson, and other!

too numerous to mention.

rpiIIS tendency to elect so many
i quarterbacks to captaincies is nat-

ural enough, aside from any popular

personality, since the quality of leadership

must be there if the player in the position

has been a success. No man can " flunk
"

in the position without its being plainly

apparent to men off as well as on the field.

There have been many personally popular

players who have failed utterly and more
than one occasion when it has heen found

necessary to send in a man whom no one
wanted to see get his ’varsity letter, in

order to whip the team down the field to

victory. Even the inexpert among the

spectators can spot the difference in the

play of two quarterbacks nine times out

of ten.

Oddly, it is the one position on the

tram where weight has not seemed to

count to any extent, although the range

in the past has been great—all the way
from Wurtcmburg of Yale ami Pishon

of Dartmouth, both of whom played at

12o pounds, to Kni|H* of Pennsylvania,

who was seldom below 190 ami frequently

above that figure. But in the old days
there was less freedom in the quarter’s

play, I believe, in that he was frequently

called upon to keep his backs on their

feet after handing them the leather,

besides leading the interference from time

to time, catching kicks, and attending

to quite a little more heavy work than is

the ease today.

In those days, however, the quarter

seldom did the kicking, and of cours *

there was no forward pass to trouble him.

There was far more heavy running, and
this was maintained for longer distances.

The quick line-up was common, which

involved a lot of hustling—and all in all

the old time quarter had to stand a deal

of hammering, exhausting work.

QUARTERBACK play of today

requires if anything even more
brains, although perhaps it is not so

exhausting, even with the added burden

of the forward pass ami frequently much
of the kicking. The variety of it makes
it a fascinating position, and one of the

greatest responsibility. With pushing

and pulling eliminated everybody knows
now- how hard it Is to score without the

cleverest use of every resource, the con-

servation of both speed and energy and
practically perfect choice of plays. It

is indeed a thinking game.

In the old days the quarter had only

to pick out the weak spots in his op-
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Much is expected at Princeton this season <\

Steirart Baker, who ran the eleven so

well against Yale last year

ponent’s line und hammer them steadily

until the goal line was crossed. The
problems that bewilder the field general

of today the old timer seldom confronted.

He kept on banging away, as a rule, save

when he had a really fine kicker at hand,

until his team was stopped, and then

kicked. Thus the kicking was almost

invariably done on the same down.

Some of the old timers were far sighted

enough to use their kicker now and then

for other purposes, but as a rule he was
called upon only on the last down, and
the burden of his work came on defense,

when it was not uncommon for a man of

the calibre of Homans of Princeton or

Gordon of Wesleyan to hold off a su-

perior team for an entire half, only in the

end to crumble under the heavy running

attack which had at last worn out the line.

rpHE quarters of those days ran so
* like wonderfully powerful engines of

attack, notably when the "guards back."

the "tackles back” and the flying inter-

ference were in action; but the use of

these plays did not require of the quarter-

back the judgment that the more subtle

formations and the choice between them
and the part of the field in which they

are to be used demand today. I do not

want to he understood as iM'littlilig the

work of such old timers as Phil King.

Carl Williams. Adee, Fincke. Ferbert,

Vail and a host of others, but 1 know that

these men wonder today what they could

have done with the new game.

jTAROPPING the attack for the mo-^ merit, let us see how hart! was the

lot of the quarter who undertook to play

the last defense in the old days against

the kicking game. There were great

ends, and they made matters extremely

uncomfortable for the smaller chap trying

to make the catch. No man who saw it

will forget the pounding of Mctzenthin
of Columbia in a game at the Polo

Grounds in New York, on a day when
Shclvin and Rafferty were at the top of

their form. How the slender quarter ever

stood up under it it is hard to tell.

Again, when kicking in the proximity

of his own goal line, the quarter was not

protected by
rules to the

same extent
os now. and
knew that he

would be
knocked
down anyway

whether or no the kick was
blocked. Today the forwards are

not allowed to bowl over the

kicker after he has sent the leather

away, and his is a bed of roses

compared with that of the old

days.

With some of the good men
mentioned al>ove in the field this

year the quarter-back position,

already at a high standard, should

make even further progress. The
openings for the- quarter's judg-

ment are greater than they were
even last year, few last year he
ha«i to do a deal of experiment-

ing while this season the extra

down with which he tan work

—

returned to the game a year ago,

should enable him to "Mix 'em
up" in the offense, at the same
time avoiding freakish play.

]V/fUCH is expected at Prince-
* 1

ton this season of Stewart

Baker, who ran the eleven so w-cll against

Yale last year, while rertain of the coaches

think they have a find in Boland. By
the time these lines appear the fight

between the two should be beginning to

develop, but young Baker. I think can

be trusted to handle a big game with

plenty of skill and judgment. An expe-

rienced quarter is a very real asset.

p\NE of the real quarterback puzzles^ of the season is young Llewellyn,

of Dartmouth, who is a born quarter if

ever I saw one, but who used execrable

judgment in last year’s Princeton game.

It is true that he had what should have

been a remarkable eleven going to pieces

around him in the face of a furious assault,

but the method of play he chose right

under shadow of his own goal I think was
indefensible on any grounds. Llewellyn

is gaited just right for one of the finest

quarters of recent years, and it

is to be hoped ' tliat he will

make the most of himself.

I_7ARYARD, richer even
1 * this year than last in

material for practically every

position, probably will try out

Malian. Bradlce and Frecdlcy

as quarters, and whatever the

final result, the Crimson should

be a well driven team, as it was last

year. Mahan already has a splendid

reputation. He is one of these clear-

eyed young players, who seems to Ik*

extremely good natured when you

first meet him off the field but still

has the best of fighting spirits. He is

a well set up young man and even if

not finally selected for quarter, should add «

deal of power to the already husky Harvard

backfield.

the pros|M*cts are this year a little more
time will tell.

There is almost an ideal man at Ithaca

in the person of Taber. but he is also so

good a half that Dr. Sharpe may decide

to continue the development of another
man to fill the shot's of Eddie Butler,

the latter a great loss to Cornell.

fANE of the remarkable features of

the Eastern season at this writing

(on the eve of the first game qf any mo-
ment), has been the early institution of

scrimmage practice, which means a quick

start and an early development of team
play. The reason is simple enough.
For the first lime in many years the
weather has been cool enough so that the

big men could be worked fuirl.v hard from

the start without losing weight too fast,

and without suffering from exhaustion in

the practice. In the past, as a rule. Sep-

tember practice might better have l»een

conducted in bathingsuits. It may notap-

pear just what this has to do with our friend

the quarterback. /Vs a matter of fact it

is a big help to him. for the sooner he lK*gins

to handle a whole team instead of a mere
set of backs the faster his progress will be.

IN this respect the East has a big ad-
1 vantage, for the Conference teams do
not get under way. even with their pre-

liminary work, until some time after the

Eastern squads. For this reason it is

impossible to tell much of the quarterback

situation in the West just now, save that

Chicago looks promising.

There are two fast and heady candi-

dates for the kingpin place with the

Maroons, in "Pete" Russell and John
Breathed. Little is known in the East

about them, but l>oth are stars according

to Westerners. Russell has an especially

fine record as a member of the Oak Park
High School team, with which he played

both quarter and half. Breathed, according

to my informants, will push him hard,

however. These two men, at this writing,

in common with the other Chicago candi-

dates, are unable to do more than track

work to get themselves into condition.

VT'OOTBALL is not without its humorous
J side, and the quarter-back has had
his fun with the opposing team from time

to time. Many times n forward, des-

peratc liecausehis team is being driven

down the field, has called out. “ Why
don't you send one at me." "All

."the little field general has

plied, “you can be ac-

iitimodatcd. The cap-

tain will take the ball

and the play will

Ik* a crossbuck

on your posi-

tion.” It is

the histury

of these in-

cident* that

the laugh
has been
with the

liiarter-

back.

IT probably will Ik* fairly along in the sea-

* son before Yale and Pennsylvania make
their decision about the quarter-hack position.

The material at both these institution* has

not been remarkable for same time, and Yule

especially has been unfortunate in the man
who did the driving. Since Howe, and he, a

first class field general, had more than his

share of hard luck, there has not been a really

high class quarterback at New Haven. What

right

Almost an ideal man at Ithaca is

Talter, who is ex/tected to fill the

shoes of Eddie Butler, the latter

a great loss to Cornell
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

vm
Lemuel Riseih in Haste but Maketh

No Speed

X X TEEKS of tranquillity followed, in which
Vt Lemuel's racer reposal in the barn;

Only a semi-occasional itch

Urged him to put on his don’t-give-a-darn.

Daredevil air and. though Fate might explode,

Eat all the middle-sized cars on the road.

Stem moderation

Quelled the temptation;

I/em sat his porch in a cool contemplation.

Thinking of how he had browbeaten down
That friend of Katury 's, fresh Pcrvival Brown.

’Twas late in September,

A night you'd remember
For mild autumn winds and a dear harvest

moon.
Lem rose, scared but sleepy

—

A feeling quite creepy

Tickled hisspine;for a low. humming tune,

A br-r-r-ruggetty-inig.

Now a purr, now a chug.

Rose from the barn. Lem stiffened like steel

—

Someone was cranking his automobile!

D L̂UMB with amaze.
Fixed was his gaze

As behold ! the big racer stole out of the haze,

Stopped at the gate where, as swift as a bantam,

A feminine figure swept forth like a phantom,

Leaped to the front of the mighty machine;

Lemuel’s face, like the moonlight, was green

As he murmured in fury,

"Katury!
Dash-blim,

With kimJ ”

We’ve borrowed vour car.

We’re not going far

And hope you will join us at leisure.

R. B.”

PAUL REVERE. Sheridan, Balaam, O’Shanter.

Each has enjoyed his historical canter;

But what were their rides beside Lemuel B.

In a runalniut car and a short robe de nuit?

For cranking the little white auto of Brown.

Lem jammed the gas on and started her down.

Rattling o'er cross lots, hurdling deep ditches.

Riding the night as though baited by witches.

Covered with glory, though lacking in breeches.

Juhb's Crossing. Bunnyhurst whizzed to the right,

Joptown shot by in the mythical light;

But nary ahead could he catch ary trace or

Sight, sound or smell of his wonderful racer.

Oh bow he cussed

The day he first fussed

And bought that fast racer u record to bust

!

But just as lie swore by the Medc’a darkest law.

A ruby red light in the distance he saw

“ IT is them

—

l It is they!’*

Muttered Lem.

"Hip hooray!”

But, buzzing up closer, the worst he

could sec,

—

His car. near the door of J. Burrows.

J. P.

The justice's door.

Open wide to the night

This tableau outbore

To Lemuel's sight:

One glorified bridegroom cavorting with

pride

While Burrows, J. P. was saluting the

bride.

TNOWN the steep stairway with startling esprit

Lemuel dashed in his short robe de nut/,

Raced to the road, but discovered too late

His car had already departed the gate.

Over the way, 'ncath a juniper tree.

Stood something white which the father could see

Was Percival’s little while runabout, only

It looked sort of empty and awfully lonely.

Pinned to the starboard acetylene lamp
Fluttered a paper.

When Lem lit the taper

He saw that the scrawl was from Percy, the scamp!
"Dear Sir:

—

Since your daughter admires more than you do
My knack with a car—and I have raised your hoodoo

—

And since your machine, as you freely admit,

Cun beat all t he rest to a nine-penny bit.

And since there is haste for a lady and me
To get to the house of J. Burrows, J. P.,

CLAD in a night-shirt, and that somewhat tore,

Lemuel Bogg bounded into the door.

Stood like a prophet of Israel's clans

Shouting. “Hold up! I forbid them there bans!”

“Too late," said J. Burrows, "the law’s took its course.

The only help now’s either death or divorce.”

Katury cried, "Popper,

You do look improper!”

But Reginald Brown. !>cing always at ease.

Led Lem aside and said, “ Pa-in-law. please.

As a matter of sport, now, I think that you oughtrr

Forgive if I borrowed your car and your daughter;

And while I’m about it. I’ve this much tosav—”
(Here his lover's eyes blazed) “She’s as sweet

as the day.

She’s tough and she’s noiseless and swift as

they arc
—

”

"What! meanin’ my daughter?"

Brown smiled. “No, your car!”

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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Finance
Shall We Trust In Rolling Stock?

By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

WHATEVER difficulty the rail-

roads have experienced in rais-

ing capital for general needs,

and their troubles have not failed of

generous advertisement, the compara-

tive case with which a certain special

class of security has been disposed of in

the last few years is a direct challenge to

investor's curiosity. I refer to that

general type of obligation known vari-

ously as equipment trusts, car trusts,

equipment bonds and equipment notes.

The output of these securities has in-

creased in a surprising ratio. Ten or

fifteen years ago equipment obligations

played a minor part in the investment

concert. In 11)00 there were not more
than $60,000,000. In 1910 there were

$850,000,000 of them. To-day there

are probably $450,000,000.

PQUIPMENT is a single word for the

railroad's double necessity of cars and
locomotives. Rolling stock is a more
accurate description. A railroad has

two distinct physical parts, maintenance

of way and equipment, the former con-

sisting of track, bridges and buildings.

Pound as the overweighted, over-speeding

express trains will upon the relatively

fragile steel rail, it is the rolling stock

that bears the essentially temporary rela-

tion to railroading. This is so obviously

true that securities based upon cars and
locomotives have become stableixed into

short term, serial re|>ayment obligations,

the transient character of the security

being scientifically adapted to a temporary

obligation.'

THUS the equipment bond is timely in

its ap|>eal to investing funds. The
latter are timid, in these days of progress-

ive income and inheritance taxes. The
owner of capital shudders at the thought

of what may be his fate forty or fifty

years hence. The direct appeal of se-

curities running for short periods and
growing stronger from living paid off in

part every year is self evident.

Necessity, Ike MotherofInvention

t1QUIPMENT trust notes were once

a makeshift, but they have come to

Im! a standard form of investment, com-
bining high income w-ith almost utirqualed

safety, and in a certain sense, considerable

marketability. About forty years ago

the railroads were in an impoverished,

impecunious condition. They could not

designate perishable cars and locomotives

as security for long time mortgage loans,

and were forced to pay a small amount
of cash down to the car builders, giving

their notes for the rest. The car builders

also refused to give complete title to

the railroads until all the payments
were made. Of course the manufacturer

sold the notes for what they would
bring.

Like so many existing institutions the

equipment obligation owes its essential

character to earlier necessities. Hut in

this instance there were advantages which

still are advantages. These obligations

usually run for ten years being payuhle in

twenty semi-annual instalments. The

average life of the bond, or note, or certifi-

cate, is thus about five years. The actual

title is usually vested with a third party,

such as a trust company, as trustee, and
the trustee holds full title to all the cars

and locomotives until the last instalment

comes due. In theory these twenty pay-
ments cover the depreciation of the equip-

ment, but in practice there is much real
,

value left in the equipment at the end
of ten years, and the payments much
more than cover depreciation. In any
well-regulated issue of these obligations,

the total is under the actual cost of

the rolling stock. The railroad pays
down at least 10 per cent, to the manufac-
turer to begin with, which acts os an

|

immediate margin of security. As an
j

example one company recently issued

$1,900,000 of equipment notes, the cost

of the purchase, actually being $3,345,000.
!

RIGINALLY adopted by the weaker
railroads, the equipment obligation

was seized upon by the stronger as well.

It provided a method by which the cost of

cars could be met from iucome without
actually paying out great sums from earn-

ings all at once. On the other hand no
big debts were piled up which before long

would have only scrap heaps for security.

In the words of an authority no dead
horses were being paid for.

Safety in Theory ami in Practice

TT U only fair to say that the forms of

^ equipment obligations are subject

to many technical variations. Their

legal status also is somewhat compli-

cated and peculiar. Although the cars

actually go into the possession of the
1

railroad, which cannot operate its prop-

erty without them, and although the

cars are in effect sold to the railroad,

which pays for them by putt-meal, ns

it were, the sale is conditional, and there

arise various technical legal relationships

far beyond the sphere of mental interest,

if not the comprehension, of most in-

vestors.

Yet as regards the actual business
j

record of these securities there is a most
uniform story of bed rock security. In

practice the rolling stock of a railroad is 1

usually as necessary to it in ease of in- I

solvency as a mechanic’s tools which are

exempt from seizure in bankruptcy,

are to that person- In practically all

railroad receiverships the courts have
provided for the payments of equipment
obligations, to prevent the owners from

taking the cars away, even when mort-
gage bonds have suffered. In a sense

equipments stand almost as high in

priority of payment as wages.

I) AILROADS are nearly always re-
* ^ quired to serve the public, no matter
how poor they ure. This means they must

,

havecarsand locomotives. There area few
exceptions to this rule, those of companies
so extremely poor and with so little traffic

to take care of that only a modicum of

rolling stock Is needed. With these few

marked exceptions equipment obliga-

tions are unlike other corporate obliga-

tions in that they are not entirely dc- •

Nearly
Always

Some
Bad Judgment

about food or drink causes

the headaches, sleepless-

ness. bowel troubles, heart

failure, nervousness and a

dozen and one other dis-

turbances.

It’s easy to prove

Whether or not

Coffee
is the hidden cause.

Some persons are really

anxious enough to recover

lost health, to make the

experiment and find out.

Qyit coffee absolutely

for 10 days and use hot,

well-made

POSTUM

A genuine food-drink

made of wheat and a small

percent of New Orleans
molasses. It supplies a

hot table beverage with a

coffee color and a snappy
flavour much resembling

Old Dutch Java. Postum
is pure and absolutely free

from caffeine, or drug of

any kind.

If the aches and ails

begin to disappear in a few
days, you will know how
to avoid that kind of trouble

in the future.

Postum comes in two
forms:

Regular Postum—must
be well boiled.

Instant Postum is a sol-

uble powder. A teaspoon-

ful dissolves quickly in a

cup of hot water and, with
the addition of cream and
sugar, makes a delicious

beverage instantly.

It’s a lot of fun to be
perfectly well.

“There’s a Reason”
for

POSTUM
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Simply press a button and
electricity shifts the gears
Shifting the gears in the new Haynes models is a mere
matter of pressing push buttons located in a handy dial

on the steering wheel.

The wonderful Vulcan Electric Gear Shift removes ninety
per cent of the bother of driving a car, and eliminate! all work.
Starting, lighting, horn and gear shifting button! arc under your
finger tips, while you lit back and enjoy care-free driving.

America's First Car
has many other new improvements, including mechanical tire pump,
prr»»urc iriuolinc feed, riilumcetl l«aut>- of design. mid superior cx>» I txuird
equipment We cmililn t improve the famous llnynr* motor— the result
of m year* experience, or the fundamental mcvlumtm of the llayito.

Writ O *or ^‘lwoo ‘* H«yn«a* great book. "The Complete
, V'* Motorut.**- In thUtmnk the creator of America* f.r-i Car

X'vei a brief eipunalion ol how an automobile is built and the reasons lor different
type* ol rnastructlon Tells hose to care far your cat to a* «r> gel the must service
at less! espente. Tells about the Vulcan Electric Hear Shift, and the other food
poutis m the new Hayac* mode is. beet upon receipt ol to cent

41 Main St.

Your Money and How
to Make It Earn
A New Department in McClure*a Magazine

If you have a hundred dollars, or a thousand, there

is a good investment waiting somewhere for you—an
investment which will give you the greatest possible

return onyourprineipal consistent with absolute safety.

You want to know more about real estute, insur-

ance, mortgages, before you place your capital in

anv of them.

HOW TO MAKE MONEY MAKE MONEY,
as told in the new Financial Department, will be a
regular monthly feature in McClure’s, beginning in

the October number.

What shall I invest in?

How do I go about it?

Are the securities I have safe?

Where can I sell them?
What sort of insurance do I want?

These and any other questions will be answered by
the Financial Service Bureau of McClure’s Maga/.ine.

Address all communications to Albert W. Atwood,
Editor Financial Department.

pendent upon tin* financial condition of

the corfroration itself.

Since 1885 then* has been an average

of at least one railroad a year, including

many small ones, to defuult on its direct

obligations. All these companies hud
equipment securities and yet there are

certainly not more than two or three

well authenticated cases of failure to pay
up on this class of bonds. There appears
to Ik* only one really striking instance

of loss and that was where the railroad

was hopelessly poor and devoid of traffic.

Another company, now in receivership,

hus delayed payment, but the final out-

come has not been announced. Both of
these companies are small and relatively

uuimportant.

Physical and Financial Safety

\ DM1TTING the strictly historical

possibly the financial safety of

equipments, how about the physical side

of the subject, assuming that the two cull

lx* separated? Are not curs and loco-

motives prone to destruction from acci-

dent anti fire? Railroad accidents appear
to increase. How about the reeent New
Haven collision? The wear and tear

U|k>ii rolling stock is tremendous. Well,

all that has been cared for. The agree-

ments between railroads and trustees

provide for proper insurance and replace-

ment. The average life of equipment has
Itcen figured out minutely by the Master
Car Builders, and the increasing use of

steel makc*s the average life of ears much
longer than formerly. The vital point,

however, is that rolling stork does not

lose value os fast as the mortgage cover-

ing it diminishes in size. It is all a ques-

tion of arithmetic. Unless the trust

company which acts as trustee is in

criminal collusion with the railroad, as

yet an unheard of form of rascality, there

is no physical danger.

It Is Easy To Buy, But,

—

/”\NE suggestive fact to be observed

is that equipments are quoted solely

on a “basis." This ineuns that if you
were to buy Illinois Central equipments

the broker would not say the price was
1(H) or 105 or any other figure indicating

the per cent, of par value at which these

securities were selling. He would quote

them to you at from 4.90 |x*r cent, to

5.35 per cent. Here then is an invest-

ment measured solely in terms of income

return, investment yield. It is Solely

the net return with which men are con-

cerned in this ease. Apparently no
thought is given to the principal.

Equipments are measured thus ex-

clusively in terms of income for several

reasons. Certainly they would not l>e

quoted in this manner if the principal

were not so safe as to be beyond the reach

of worn*. Another reason is that this

class of security is created for such a

short period that any possible fluctuation

in the market prirc of the principal is

almost out of question. The brokers

are not dealing in market fluctuations.

They are dealing in incomes, the fine

shades of variation in these incomes being

largely determined by which one of the

twenty semi-annual instalments is under

consideration.

McClure’s
All News-stands

SINCE securities are payable at their

face value there is never much likeli-

hood that a bond shortly to lie paid off will

go above or below that figure. No one

will take the chance of pushing it

Fifteen Cents i above or below par knowing how shortly
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it is to be liquidated at a fixed sum.

A bond that runs for one hundred
years can with impunity be put up
or down, for who can tell what may
not justify such movements within a

century’s span. Five year securities are

too short lived to be well known, or

actively bid for over and over uguiii.

These facts together with the lack of

public familiarity with equipments have
not only kept them from being actively

speculated in, but in the main account
for the high rate of return which they
afford.

¥T is possible to buy equipment bonds of

* the richest railroads to yield 5 per cent,

when even in these times of low IKind

prices the first mortgage issues of the

same companies return not more than

4.60 per cent., and in most cases appreci-

ably less. Equipments are not listed on

any exchange ami they have no open
market. But the best class of bond firms

deal in them more and more. They need

no open market, a fact tliat is true of

any exceptionally short term bond.

Although not legal savings bank invest-

ments in New York state, equipments

are extensively purchased by insurance

companies and with even more reason

by banks. The latter class of investors

always seek securities which will shortly

be paid off, thus maintaining their funds

in fluid condition. So there is always

a demand for very short term "stuff."

Fairy Magic—Telephone Reality

A tent large enough to

shelter his vast army, yet so
small that he could fold it in

his hand, was the gift de-
manded by a certain sultan of

India of his son, the prince

who married the fairy Pari-

Banou.

or table, and yet extends over

the entire country.

When you grasp it in your
hand, it is as easily possible

to talk a hundred or a thou-

sand miles away as to the

nearest town or city.

It makes its own market, as it were.

The individual investor need have no
fear on the score of saleability. It is

a bond which because of its nearness to

pay day automatically sells itself.

XTATURALLY a bond of this type does
x * not offer theattractivcncas in timesof

market depression that others possess be-

cause it is not subject to the forces that play

upon theopen market. The growing popu-

larity of equipment obligations has in it

certain seeds of danger. It is unfortu-

nately true that any cluss of investment

whose merits become conspicuous is open
to abuse. Restrictions are thrown to

tlie winds' and everything and anything

is converted into the popular form. But
no such unfortunate condition has yet

been reached.

It was not difficult for the

fairy to produce the tent
When it was stretched out the

suttan’s army conveniently

encamped under it and, as the

army grew, the tent extended
of its own accord.

A reality more wonderful
than Prince Ahmed’s magic
tent is the Bell Telephone.
It occupies but a few square
inches of space on your desk

American Telephone

In the Bell System, 7,500,-

000 telephones are connected
and work together to take

care of the telephone needs
of the people of this country.

As these needs grow, and
as the number of telephone

users increases, the system
must inevitably expand. For
the Bell System must always
provide a service adequate to

the demands of the people.

and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

What
Think

They

of Us

One Policy

Thos. Speed Motby (Jefferson City, Mo.)
Permit me to express my great delight

at the manner in which you arc conduct-

ing the new Harper's Weekly. You
are making it the leading periodical of

the world.

Lot Angeles (Cal.) Tribune

A friend objects strenuously to the

statement that the illustrations in Har-
per's Weekly are rotten. He explains

that they are of the impressionistic

school and wondrous fine.

Every person to his taste. The friend

clearly it within his rights. To others

less esthetic, there seems more merit to

a picture that looks like something than

in one that suggests that the artist soul

has been torn by a passing idea and had
mule an effort to set down in black and
white a map of its emotions.

When in the construction of a picture

there is occasion to portray a man, why

One Symtem Univertal Service

It is the aim of the publishers of

Harper’s Weekly to render its readers

who are interested in sound investments

the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert

W. Atwood, the Editor of the Financial Depart-
ment, deals with the broad principles that un-
derlie legitimate investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladly answer, by
correspondence, any request for information re-

garding specific investment securities. Authori-
tative and disinterested information regarding

the rating of securities, the history of investment

issues, the earnings of properties and the stand-

ing of financial institutions and houses will be
gladly furnished any reader of Harper's Weekly
who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries

deal with matters pertaining to investment rather

than speculation. The Financial Department is

edited for investors.

All communication! should he addressed to Albert IV.

Atwood, Financial Editor Harper t Weekly, McClure
Building

,
Srw York City.

Digitized by Google
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not portray a man? Even a prize fighter

is human in shape, and not a cross be-

tween a gorilla and the typical figure

of Satan.

Louisville- (Ky.) Herald

We like a spirit of modernism and free-

dom about the newH a kpek’hWeekly. 1 1

is going to talk frankly. It has an atti-

tude of looking life in the eye. We are

glad to see the work of such artists as

Cesare, Sloan, Glackcns, and Davis

featured in its pages. These men do
strong work tliat compels thought.

They are real commentators on life. It

is liard to dodge the bludgeon of John
Sloan, for example, or to side-step the

tlirust of Cesare.

The Denver (Col.) Times

It may be well to keep away from
department store journalism, whatever

that is. but when the quest for something

new in art leads to the {wychopatliic

ward and padded cell the public should

call for protection from the postal laws.

Fence painters who fall down stairs with

a bucket of lamp black and then try to

put over the result as modem magazine art

ought to be gently but firmly shot instead

of being encouraged with real money.

M D. Hite (Gentilly Terrace Company,
New Orleans, La.)

This is simply to express my appre-

ciation of the revivifying influence that

Hahpkk'k Weekly has received thru

you. The August 16th issue is like

nothing else I’ve seen and it is a very

splendid beginning. I for one shall

henceforth become a regular reader of

this now modem and dear-seeing jour-

nal. If it shall only be what its old-

time sub-title states, A Journal of Civil-

ization. one can ask for no more. But
it all depends on what the interpretation

of that civilization is, and niv faith goes

out to you for its correct expression.

Your artists are great delineators of

character! Print more like those of this

week.

Philip Mindil (Universal Sales Co.,

New York)

Permit me to compliment you on the

quick change for the better in Harper's
Weekly. Having spent my life in the

newspaper and magazine business, I can

appreciate the achievement.

Columbia (S. C.) Record

Mr. Hapgood is one of the reformers

who has lieen helping along the fight

against the “while slave" traffic Inith

with voice and pen. It is to the credit

of his candor as well us that of his intel-

ligence, therefore, tliat he points out the

defect in the Mann "white slavery" act.

Charles L. Hillings (Chicago, 111.)

For more tlian twenty years I liave been

a reader of IIakpek’h Weekly. During

that time I have not always agreed with

it in matters political, but have, never-

theless, thought it interesting, entertain-

ing and instructive both in illustration

and reading matter. I was, therefore,

surprised and grieved at the shocking

display of had taste shown in the “No-
vember Mom" cover design. I hope to

continue to Ik* one of your readers, al-

though I confess I may “first endure,

then pity, then embrace."

('has. F. Sundcll (Chicago, 111.)

Your editoriul in Harper’s Weekly on
the danger of such law's as the Mann
Act, I consider very timely. I do not

believe that in this glorious land of the

free (?) government has a right to in-

terfere with the personal relations be-

tween men and women; that is after

they have come to man’s and woman's
estate. I hold that I have absolute

right over my person, to do with t as

I see fit.

Raymond Crairford Eicer (New York City)

You seem to delight in reaching down
in the garbage can of evil and dragging

it before the public in all its seeming
reality, when how in the name of God
are we going to conquer evil unless we
make an unreality out of it?

Lewis C. Gandy, Editor, “ The Printing

Art ’’ (Cambridge, Mass.)

Permit the writer to join the chorus
of those who have congratulated you
upon the improved appearance of the

new Harper’s Weekly. Aside from
the characteristic editorials, the inter-

esting articles, and the merits of the car-

toons, what interests me most is the

ty|K>graphic Arrangement of the magazine,

which is almost beyond criticism.

•Vcm* York Shipping, Illustrated

The brilliancy of its articles—and
their authors’ names alone would sjieak

for that—is only eclipsed by the rare

delights of a fascinatingly clever “make
up.” Politics, poetry, pictures, philoso-

phy. feminism, finance are all staged for

their best effect; and well to the front

—

not, however, in its usual advertisy

pose—is the drama, “most popular of

all the arts.”

Watcrbury (Conn.) American
In presenting his idea of what such a

journal as Harper's Weekly ought to

be, and of the kind of material he profioses

to use in making it such, anil considering

the kind of people who would buy and
read it. Editor Norman Hapgood said;

“We are not to be a high-brow publica-

tion, in the limited sense, but we do not

intend to collect a lot of low-brows.’’

This adds to the interest of theexperiment.

Too many publishers think they have got

to have low-brow money to make it go.

San Francisco (Cal.) Chronicle

The first number is full of promise,

and if Hapgood can keep up to this stand-

ard. his will easily Ik* the first among the

weekly papers. We believe there is a

big enough constituency of educated

Americans to make a weekly paper,

edited on the lines indicated by Hapgood,
a great success.

F. W. Forsce (Rome, N. Y.)

It Is a long time since I have seen such

a magazine as Harper's Weekly de-

generate into the kind of magazine it

now is. It seems almost a siiamc to

think that Harper’* Weekly which

formerly represented everytiling good
and noble should have fallen to be the

means by which degenerate artists are

brought to the notice of the public.

//. C. Rrmcn (New York City)

The first issue of Harper’s Weekly
under your management is before me, and
I hasten to extend . my congratulations

on its greatly improved appearance.

I was hoping that possibly you might
give us a larger measure of foreign subjects

in the illustrated pages. By that I mean
something uf the Ixnidon Graphic or News
flavor—something that would give it

more of a world-wide atmosphere. A few

of us have been farther west than .Yon-

kers, and farther south than Jersey City,

and are ridiculous enough to entertain

kindly memories of other peoples and
other lands.

That cartoon idea is good, and the
work shown in this number has a quality

of rare interest.

Journal of the American Medical Associ-

ation (Chicago)

The aforetime readers of Harper's
Weekly—the oldest illustrated weekly
newspaper in the country—will hardly

recognize it under its new ownership and
editorship. The change is radical; every-

thing is new but the name; typography,

make-up, arrangement—all are different,

and better. But the greatest difference Is

in the character of its contents—and of

course this might have been expected
with Norman Hapgood as editor. Har-
per’s Weekly is no longer mainly politi-

cal; it is so only incidentally. As its

sub-title has already had it. it Is indeed

again “A Journal of Civilization”; or

probably it would be better to say "for

civilization.” . . . We congratulate Mr.
Hapgood on the fact that he lias the cour-

age of his convictions anil Is not afraid

to express them. Also, we congratulate

him on the various good things he has

introduced into this new journal published

under an old name.

Rochester (N. Y.) Chronicle

The new Harper’s Weekly has variety

and vitality; it is interesting from be-

ginning to end; the touch of a master

hand is to be seen on every page. “Some-
thing tliat everybody wants to read"
might be well its motto.

Texarkana (Ark.) Texarkanian

Probably the old Harper's Weekly
would not have espoused quite so many
"Isms” or approved the same varieties

of “isf’art us the new Harper’s Weekly.

Lafayette (Ind.) Courier

Whether one agrees with him or not,

no man in the United States is more cap-

able of editing a weekly, of country-wide

circulation, than Mr. Hapgood. It Is

a job he was born to perform, and it is

gratifying that he may keep to work for

which he is so markedly fitted.

Oakland (Calif.) Tribune

In the initial number of Harper’s
Weekly under the new management,
Norman Hapgood says the political en-

franchisement of women necessitates

revising our moral and intellectual stand-

ards. Mr. Hapgood mistakes the effect

for the cause. Women are being relieved

of their political disabilities and per-

mitted to share in the activities of gov-

ernment and the making of laws because

the intellectual and moral standard*

are chunging. It was the change in

men thut gave the ballot to women in

California. In every State where women
liave been enfranchised, the enfranchise-

ment has been the work of men. The
readjustment has been due to the fact

that the masculineattitude towurd women
has changed as a consequence of the male

point of view being altered and masculine

opinions revised.

William Griffith, Editor , “Semi-Monthly

Magazine”, New York City

Personality is always startling when
it finds successful expression in a maga-

zine?—anti there can be no doubt but

that the man and the medium have

found themselves in the new Harper’s
Weekly. It’s different.
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Zo-Ophiliam Regulation and Ruination

NTI-VTVISECTIONISTS are incurable in

their stupidity and their ostrich-like dis-

regard for facts. They never cease in their

inane hostility to Pasteur and Lister and in

their kindergarten rejection of the germ theory

of disease. A certain Dr. Hodge has been in-

dulging in an extraordinary diatribe, which

entirely ignores the absolute demonstrations of

Reed, Lazear, and others in Havana, the work
of Gorgas at Panama, the diagnosis of malaria

by finding the parasite of Laveran, the diagnosis

of typhoid by finding its germ, the value of the

anti-typhoid inoculations in our army in Texas,

and all the rest of the rapid contemporary

progress. His letter is published with obvious

sympathy by a magazine devoted to the cause

of zo-ophilism. He is one of those few doctors

who have forgotten nothing but also have learned

nothing. A physician, he well represents the

extremely small number in his profession who
are stupid enough to block the path of progress.

The Cincinnati Election

THE principles at stake in Cincinnati in the

November election are very much like those

at stake in New York. Henry T. Hunt is the

leader aguinst the old Cox machine. He is

running on a modern, intelligent platform, and
he has a record which shows he is very excep-

tionally qualified to bring city government in

this country up to the standard it ought to reach.

Opposed to him is a machine which is the Tam-
many Hall of Ohio. We can hardly believe

that the citizens of Cincinnati will fail to give

Mayor Hunt an overwhelming victory.

If ever a Mayor of Cincinnati deserved re-

election, Mr. Hunt does. He has shown cour-

age and judgment in equal parts. He settled

a particularly difficult street-railway strike in

ten days. When there was a strike among the

ice-men during the heated spell, he obtained

the authority of the Board of Health to seize and

operate the ice plant. Regarding tenement

houses, disorderly elements, schools, loan sharks

and other aspects of general social problems,

he has not only been very progressive and well

informed, but he has been wonderfully successful

in action. The candidate running against him

is a judge who unsuccessfully endeavored by the

use of the injunction to thwart some of the

Mayor’s work. Mr. Hunt is not afraid of any-

thing. He has even attacked the smoke nui-

sance, which, in Cincinnati, means a great deal.

He is brave and a wise executive and Cincinnati

needs him.

Representative glass made a good
point ugainst the bankers who have been

fighting the Currency Bill, and their political

allies, by quoting, in his opening speech in favor

of the bill, from the opinions of the notable

Senators of another generation concerning the

Interstate Commerce Commission Bill. Senator

Hoar said that it would be “destructive to great

business interests”; Seuator Aldrich, that it

would “demoralize the whole commerce of the

country”; Senator Platt of Connecticut, that it

would “ruthlessly demoralize business”; Sen-

ator Leland Stanford, that it would be “most
disastrous to the various business interests of

the country”; and Senator Joseph E. Brown of

Georgia, that it would “seriously cripple the

great railroad interests of the country and de-

stroy the property invested in by hundreds of

thousands of |>eople.” The National Republican

of Washington, said: “It is fair to suppose that

Congress did not intend to wreck railways, ruin

communities, destroy private property, impover-

ish whole sections of the country, give foreign

traders the advantage over home ones, discrim-

inate over one port in favor of another, advance
the interests of the Canadian Railways, or reen-

act the Civil Rights Bill, yet it did all these

things when it passed the bill entitled ‘A Bill to

Regulate Commerce.’” Mr. Glass might have
quoted from Dickens’ “Hard Times,” to show
how often the millers of Coketown had been

“ruined.” Ruined when inspectors insisted that

they should not chop up so many people, ruined

when it was suggested that the child-workers

should be sent to school, ruined when it was
hinted that there ought to be less smoke. And
their final threat was, that, rather than submit

to unother regulation they “would pitch their

property into the Atlantic.”

Four years from now, if Congress proposes

to amend the Glass-Owen Act, our bankers who
are now predicting all sorts of dire results will

protest that the Act as it stands is an admirable
one and should not be tampered with.

Tariffs and Panics

A PANIC is a state of mind. It has been the

somewhat ungracious task of the high-pro-

tection Senators to prophesy that a financial

panic will follow the enactment of the Tariff

Bill. Senator Sutherland, of Utah, like one of

Milton’s characters whom we shall not name,

skilled “to make the worse appear the better

reason ” based his prophecy on the old allegation

that the panic of 1893 was due to the Wilson Bill.

li Coogle
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The logic books declare that post hoc, propter

hoc is an unsafe method of reasoning. But this

is a case of ante hoc,
propter hoc—the panic was

the result of the law which followed it more than

a year afterwards. Senator Iloke Smith, who
,

was a member of Cleveland's Cabinet, and there-

fore spoke with the authority of experience,

made a masterly reply to this shelf-worn con-

tention. He showed that the lowering of tariff

rates in 184G was followed by abounding pros-

perity, that the panics of 1873 and 1907 occurred

when high tariffs were in force, and that the

panic of 1893 came upon the country under the ,

McKinley tariff, which by prohibitive duties

reduced the revenue fifty millions a year, while
|

appropriations had been increased a hundred
|

millions annually. He quoted from Secretary

of the Treasury Foster, who stated in December,
189*2, that heavy deficit in revenue was impending

and that the whole machinery of government

was imperilled, and showed that Harrison turned

the government over to Cleveland with less than

a million dollars above the traditional gold re-

serve of a hundred millions, and with only

twenty-five millions of available cash in the

Treasury. Today, the Treasury contains

$1,250,000,000, in gold, and is able to lend

a hundred millions for moving the crops.

Conditions began to improve with the repeal

of the Silver Purchase Act. The prophet

of evil, just now, is neither a philosopher nor

a patriot.

Montesquieu Again

I
T is refreshing to see a Democratic Senator

questioning Montesquieu’s infallibility. Sen-

ator Thomas of Colorado is one of the new
Senators who has come to the front rank in his

first session of Congress. He made a notable

speech during the tariff debate in defence of

President Wilson’s exertion of his powerful in-

fluence in the modifications of the Tariff Bill and
for its passage. Senator Thomas said: “I
believe thoroughly in the alliance of the executive

with the legislative authority. Montesquieu’s

theory of the division and coordination of powers,

has, I think, no place in government beyond the

United States of America. He based it upon the

assumption that such was the government of

England, a fallacy which Burke immediately

exposed. The latter declared that these powers

could not be wholly separated and he was right.

He also said that if separated they would be

productive of what he termed ‘hideous corrup-

tion,’ and in that he may have been right. I do
not pretend to say whether he was or not, but

I am confident that if the heads of our depart-

ments were Members of the House and entitled

to seats in that body, with power to initiate and
direct the course of legislation, the great

cause of democracy would be better served

than it is at present. And our democracy i

has distinctly gained from what are called

the legislative activities of Presidents Roose-
velt and Wilson, which, in my judgment,
have been entirely within the range of their

constitutional prerogatives, and wholly con-

sistent with the demands of an enlightened

public opinion.”

Now let us listen to Senator Cummins: “Its

author is now the most powerful man in the

world. His word Is law to more meml>ers of

Congress than ever before listened to the word
of an executive . . . for whom I have person-

ally the highest esteem and of whom, as much as

I criticize what he is doing and his interference

with the legislative branch of government, I am
glad to be able to say that I believe he is, from
his point of view, trying to serve the American
people. His name is Woodrow Wilson.”

Cummins is undoubtedly a man of great

ability and unswerving integrity. He grew
indignant at the aspersion upon the honor of the

Senate when the President made his remarks

about the powerful lobby that was attempting

to poison the springs of public sentiment, and
was doubtless the most surprised member of the

investigating committee when the facts came out.

We think he is needlessly troubled by the

assumption that the Senate and the House have
ulwlieated all their powers ami made the White
House supreme. We used to hear that Governor
Cummins had some influence with the legislature

of Iowa.

An Inverted Sign-Post

THE thought, is sometimes suggested that,

in spite of all appearances to the contrary,

the presiding genius of the New York Sun must
be in favor of social and political reforms, only

it has learned that the best way to secure them
is for it to oppose them. It may have been for

this reason that the Sun fought Cleveland in the

days of Dana, and Roosevelt in the days of

Laffan, as today it opposes Woodrow Wilson and
all that he stands for in national affairs and sides

with Tammuny in municipal contests. It was
a brilliant paper in former days and people read

it for other reasons than that they agreed with its

policies. But now that it is not even smart, and
has lost the power to amuse, how shall those who
once enjoyed it know how to vote, if they no
longer note the way it points so as to take the

opposite course?

The Children’s Bureau

THE Southern Sociological Congress which

recently met in Atlanta adopted only one
resolution, which “heartily endorses the work of

the Federal Children’s Bureau and earnestly

petitions the Congress of the United States to

grant this Bureau adequate appropriations for

the task assigned, of investigating and reporting

upon all the facts relating to children and child-

life in this Republic.” The present annual ap-

propriation of about $30,000 does seem rather

insignificant for this task. The Bureau, under

the direction of the only woman who is chief of a

Federal Bureau, Miss Julia Lathrop, has already

justified its existence in the publication of the

monograph on the care of babies and its agitation

for birth registration so that every child may
have a birthday record; ami incidentally has

given one illustration of the need of women
in public life. It is hoped that Uncle Sam’s
association with Aunt Julia will help to human-
ize the old fellow and open up his purse in the

effort to give better care to some twenty mil-

lion children.
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A Prudent Prophet

SENATOR SMOOT was careful to cast an
anchor to windward in his predictions of

;

calamity sure to follow the lowering of tariff

duties. Not discerning any cloud on the finan-

cial sky now, even so large as a man’s hand, he
declared that with prices high all over the world

and workers employed, we should he able for a
while to stand the competition of foreign goods,

but whenever these conditions changed wc should

be flooded with cheap foreign wares while our fac-

tories would close, and so forth and so forth. The
Senator has put himself in position to say “I told

you so,” whenever trouble conies.

Undesirables

SENATOR TILLMAN got into hot water not

long ago by inserting in the Congressional
' Record an article, which he had not read, attack-

ing woman suffrage but also containing a dia-

tribe against “Northern women” in general,

which was written by a Dr. Bledsoe who has
been a long time dead. Why should the Senator
now cumber the Record with the letter of a man
so ignorant as to assert that “hunt year, 500,000

people—undesirables -were dumped on our
shores?” As for the number, the records of the

Immigration Bureau are public, and as to all

being undesirables, does not the Senator rather

invite comparison to the desirables, all of “pure
Anglo-Saxon stock,” of South Carolina, who used
to desire Tillman and nowT desire Blease?

Era of Good Feeling

THE welcome extended the Grand Army of

the Republic by Chattanooga, where it met
in September, celebrating the fiftieth anniversary

of the Battle of Chickamauga, was not to be dis-

tinguished from the hospitality the same South-
ern city showed to the Confederate veterans who
held their reunion there last spring. One inci-

dent, unfortunate in some respects, served only

to reveal the spirit of fraternity betwrcen the

soldiers of the two armies. Colonel Hanson of
1 Forsythe Post, Toledo, Ohio, invited the Forrest

Camp of Confederate Veterans, under Colonel L.

T. Dickinson, their Commander, to march in the

G. A. R. parade, and the old Confederates put on

j

their grey uniforms and made ready to fall in

line, when there came an emphatic reminder of

General Order No. 10, which read that “Women
and civilians are prohibited from participating in

the parade,” and the invitation had to be with-

. drawn. Colonel Dickinson, instead of manifest-

[

ing any resentment, said: “We regretted the in-

cident very much, but I believe our comrades,

I

especially those in the Forsythe Post, were even

|

more distressed. The boys in blue are with us

and for us and we are with and for them. We
1

are tendering an invitation to visit our camp to-

[

morrow night.” However, several Confederates
were captured from among the cheering crowds
that lined the sidewalks and made to march any-
way. The soldiers on cither side at Chickamauga
did not regard each other as “civilians” then.

It was a Union or a Confederate victory ac-

cording to the taste and fancy of the historian.

The Confederates held thefieldof battle, the Union

troops retained Chattanooga, with its mountain
passes, North, West and South. It was General
Thomas, the “ Rock of Chickamauga,” who saved l

i

the Union Army, from disastrous rout. English
General Wolsclcy ranks Thomas as the third great
soldier developed by the Civil War, Lee coming

|

first in his estimation and Jackson second, and all
i

three were Virginians. The nation owes a peculiar

debt of gratitude to the quarter of a million sol-

diers from Southern States who regarded the

Nation rather than the State as the Fatherland.

Soldiers in the Senate

WITH Gettysburg and Chickamauga and
the other great battles of ’63 fifty years

agonc, there are still eleven soldiers of the Civil

War in the United States Senate. On the Union
side were Bardley, du Pont, Goff, Nelson, War-
ren and Works, and on the Confederate, Bacon,
Bankhead, Catron, Martin and Thornton. Catron
is the first Republican Confederate since the days
of General Mahone of Virginia, to attain a seat in

the Senate, and his Republican colleague from
New Mexico, Senator Fall, is the son of a Con-

i federate soldier and was one of the Rough Riders

in the Spanish War. Five of these old soldiers

have recently come to the Senate, so there may be
others yet to come. Bradley relates that at the

age of fourteen he ran awray from home twice and i

joined the Union army but “on account of youth-
fulness” was taken by his father from the army on ,

each occasion. Fortunately, none of these soldier

Senators is a waver of the bloody shirt, and it is

hoped that with the departure of Senator Heybum
we have seen the last of that article of apparel.

Kicking Long Ago

I
F in this autumn weather the strenuous game
of the colleges seems altogether out of propor-

tion in the general scheme of disorder, reflect

that this is no new thing. For in the Kueiachi-

ticn-lu you shall read of that most human of em-
perors of the Han dynasty who, one hundred 1

years before the Christian era, “made football

his chief occupation so that literary studies fell !

into disrepute.” When tousle-headed youths in
1

|
padded jerseys divert more than their just share

of attention from impeachment, murder, and the
;

social evil remember Hsi Tsung, that magnificent

sportsman, who two thousand years ago put to

death his prime minister for daring to butt into
i

! the game with trivial matters of State. Of that !

modem time, so long ago, it is also written that

the people came in great numbers to the football

grounds where “the ball flew across like the

moon.” Just as it is now, victory then was glori-

ous, defeat bitter. For while the winners, their

foreheads bound with flowers, broke training with

fruit and wine and “rich gifts of brocade,” from
i

a neighboring compound rose the sound of

mighty lashings where the captain of the losing
|

I

side was being publicly flogged. So in these crisp

afternoons, in key with the changing seasons, it

is an age-old motif that now dominates the sym-
phony of sport. Staecato notes of baseballs meet- i

ing bats grow momentlycrescendo before they fade
|

into a sonorous prelude of wood winds appropriate 1

to the falling leaves and a football booms into

the major with the note of a big bassoon.



Bryan of the Nineties
By C. S. THOMAS

United States Senator from Colorado

I "nriffU Vndtrwood and Undtnmad

MY acquaintance with Mr. Bryan began in 18(X.

Mr. Bryan was then nhout thirty-two years of

age. His powerful figure was well proportioned.

His singularly handsome features bore a strong resem-

blance to those of the lute Samuel J. Randall of Penn-
sylvania. The likeness was indeed so marked that I at

once referred to it, asking if others had noticed it. He
said that it had been observed by those who had known
Mr. Randall in his younger days, that he had never seen

Mr. Randall, but felt much flattered by the resemblance.

There was, however, one great dissimilarity between
them. Mr. Randall, though a strong and impressive

debater, had a somewhat harsh and raucous voice

especially in its upper registers; while Mr. Bryan, with

the possible exception of Wendell Phillips and the late

Justice Brewer, has, as a public speaker, the most
beautiful voice to which I have ever listened.

'T'HE silver question, as it was popularly called, was
then nn active and persistent issue. It appealed

with special force to the masses and particularly to those

of the West. Mr. Bryan had given it much study and was
even then its enthusiastic advocate. We discussed it,

but in somewhat academic fashion on that occasion,

yet enough to convince me that in him it had a sup-

porter whose ardor would soon transform him into one
of its foremost apostles. I *do not suppose that Mr.
Bryan retains any memory of that short and somewhat
hurried interview, but it is indelibly stamped uj>on my
own. His youth, his earnestness, and his wonderfully

attractive personality made a lasting impression ii|»on me;
and I felt that if his constituency appreciating his worth
would continue him in Congress, he would undoubtedly
become one of its most useful and powerful members.

I did not see him again until the National Demo-
cratic Convention met at Chicago in July. He was
there as a visitor, the leaders of his party in Nebraska
having denied him a place on the delegation because they

disapproved of his radical demands for silver. But the;,

could not keep him away from the Convention where h»-

met and mingled with delegates, extended the circle

of his rapidly growing acquaintance and inspired many
of them with the zeal of his ow'n convictions.

Mr. Bryan was re-elected to the Fifty-third Con-
gress by a narrow majority. He was one of its most
conspicuous members. It was called into special ses-

sion by Mr. Cleveland in August, 1898, to repeal the

purchasing clause of the Sherman silver law. Needless
to say he resisted its unconditional repeal with all his

might. Long before the end of that Congress he had
become a national figure. He did not attempt to succeed

himself, and so his legislative record closed w'ith four

years of service. During that period Mr. Bryan had
visited many parts of the country addressing audiences

upon current issues, coming into contact with the

people and extending his acquaintance with
men and women everywhere. With the end
of his congressional service he devoted himself

almost wholly to this sort of political evan-
gelism; so that before the next two years had passed

he had visited and addressed audiences in every accessi-

ble portion of the country.

IT was during this period that I came to know him in-
1 timately; although I never dreamed until the spring of

1899 that he was an aspirant for immediate Presidential

honors. I knew in a general way that he had lofty

ideals and ambitions, and ho|>ed in time to attain

them. But he hod never said a word in public or in

private remotely suggestive of an intention to coni|>ete

for the nomination of 189(5. Moreover, his whole en-

vironment negatived the realization of such a purpose

had he entertained it. But such was nevertheless the

fact as I learned very abruptly and very soon afterwards.

The masses of the Democratic party always advo-

cated bimetallism. Their faith in the gold and silver

money of the Constitution was so strong that the

assaults of their own administration upon it, only seemed
to intensify their devotion to it. This Mr. Bryan knew'.

He was therefore able to make it a test of party faith in

1890, against the uncompromising opposition of nearly

one-half of its members, Iwicked by the authority of

President Cleveland’s administration. He formulated

the silver plank which in the spring of that year was
adopted by nearly every State delegate convention in the

country, and which was afterward incorporated without

any change into the national platform of that year.

TMIE Colorado Convention was called for April 15.
1 Four or five days before it met, I received a letter

from Mr. Bryan enclosing a draft of his plank, and urging

its literal adoption; which was done. Two days later I

received a letter from him, bearing date the sixteenth,

which I have treasured ever since; at first because of the

audacity of its announcement, and afterward because

of its historic value. In that letter, after expressing his

pleasure over the insertion of his plank into our platform,

he said: **I don’t suppose your delegation is committed
to any candidate. If we succeed in getting a sixteen-

to-onc plank in Chicago, our delegation may present my
name. Whether it goes further than a compliment will

depend upon the feeling of other states. I am not

saying this to the public but write you in confidence.

The State would instruct for me, but I prefer to be a

delegate so that I can help to secure the right kind of a
platform. I think I can be more useful as a worker

than I could as an ornament.”

I READ this missive, and then I read it again, to

Ik* sure that 1 correctly comprehended its contents.

1 then laid it down, and u'ondered whether I would ever

ugam encounter such an exhibition of superlative assur-

ance. Here was a young man barely thirty-six years of
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age, living in a comparatively unimportant Republican

State west of the Mississippi River, audaciously announc-

ing his probablecandidacy for the Presidential nomination

of the national Democracy. The very seriousness of the

suggestion emphasized its absurdity. I had never sus-

pected such a situation and hence was at a loss just how
to meet it. I did not want to encourage the notion,

but on the other hand I was equally reluctant to say

anything in disparagement of it. A third reading of

the letter made me realize that neither my counsel nor

support had been solicited; and that relieved me from
all embarrassment. So I laid it aside as an unanswered
curiosity.

Mr. Bryan's delegation to Chicago was contested,

and the National Committee, of which I was a mem-
ber, was charged with the duty of determining which

delegation should go upon the preliminary roll. This

was a matter of grave importance, since its decision might
determine the fate of the silver issue. A small majority

of the Committee with the Chairman, Mr. Harrity, were
gold standard men, Mr. Tobias Castor, the Nebraska
member and a member of the contesting delegation, being

one of them. An extended hearing was given, and when
the roll was called Mr. Castor was permitted over my
objection to vote for his delegation. The decision was
against Mr. Bryan who was thus excluded from taking

part in the exciting controversy over the preliminary

organization in which the silver men were finally vic-

torious. But the credentials committee made short

work of Mr. Bryan’s opponents. Upon its report his

delegation was seated and he took his place upon the

resolutions committee to which I had been assigned by
my delegation.

A N interesting story could be told of that committee’s

conferences. Many of its members were eminent

men nearly all of whom have passed away. I recall the

names of Senators Hill, Vilas, Jones, George, Turpie,

White, and Governors Altgeld and Russell. Its ma-
jority formulated and presented to the Convention

the famous platform of that year. Needless to say

that Mr. Bryan was largely instrumental in its

construction.

The minority of the committee under the leadership of

the late Senator David B. Hill of New York withdrew

and formulated a report of its own. Hill, Vilas and
ex-Governor Russell of Massachusetts were selected to

present it to the Convention. Shortly before the t\fo

reports were submitted Mr. Bryan said to me that he

desired very much to close the debate in the majority

rej>ort, and requested me to mnke the fact known to

Senator Jones of Arkansas, the Chairman. This I did

promptly. Senator Jones was equally prompt in making
the designation, and pursuant to this arrangement Mr.
Bryan made thnt historic speech which carried the

Convention away and gave him his first nomination

for the presidency.

The debate was opened for the majority by Senator

Tillman, who was followed by Senator Hill for the

minority report. Then came Jones and Russell, each of

whom spoke briefly. Senator Vilas closed the discussion

for the minority. His argument was most able and
scholarly, but his voice soon broke under the strain; after

which the audience, naturally hostile, treated him with

scant courtesy.

I was seated with Mr. Bryan on the floor of the Con-
vention when Vilas began. Later, one of his colleagues

brought to Mr. Bryan a huge sandwich and a cup of

coffee, both of wrhich he vigorously attacked. I ven-

tured a suggestion to him relative to one of Mr. Hill's

arguments. He said he was thoroughly prepared; that

he should reply neither to Hill nor to Vilas; that

he would speak to the Convention for the platform, ns

though nothing had been urged against it; that the time
for argument had passed, and the time for action had
arrived. As soon as he finished his sandwich he arose

and proceeded to the platform, taking his scat to the
-

right of the Chairman, Senator White of California. Ten

minutes later he was on his feet, with twenty thousand
people hanging on his every word.

rPHE effect upon the vast audience that heard it, of
1

that marvelous speech, has been so frequently de-

scribed that all are familiar with the story. I shall not

dwell upon it. The enthusiasm was spontaneous, over-

whelming, and long continued. After the hysteria had
somewhat subsided and a semblance of returning reason

became manifest, I gradually forced my way through the
disorderly mass of delegates to the Nebraska section

whither Mr. Bryan had returned as soon as his speech had
ended. He sat in his seat with a face as white as chalk

and streaming with perspiration. A cordon of Nebraska
delegates massed between him and a howling crowd.

When he saw me he reached out, grasped my hand and
drew me toward him, saying. “Well, I think everybody
will admit now that this is a silver convention.” I re-

plied that he had made it unanimous. Then for the first

time I referred to his letter of April sixteenth. “Yes,”
he said, “my name will be presented to the convention

and I shall be nominated. In a few minutes I shall go to

my hotel and stay there. I shall not return to the con-

vention.” I expressed grave doubt as to such a result,

which greatly surprised him. He asked why there could

be any doubt about it. I referred to the misfortune at

Cincinnati, of Blaine, who would have been nominated
had the balloting begun soon after Ingersoll's nomi-
nating speech. But the convention adjourned to the

next day, and the golden opportunity was gone. I said

that history' might repeat itself here, for all candidates

would now make common cause against him with time

as their ally.

“No,” he said, “I shall receive the nomination. It is

as certain as any human event can be.” In the afternoon

of the next day, he was acclaimed as the Democratic
nominee.

Before the day closed I saw him at his hotel. He
had a modest apartment at the Clifton on Monroe
Street opj>ositc the Palmer House. The lobby and pas-

sageways were crowded with people eager to get a glimpse

of him, and making it extremely difficult to gain access to

his floor. The badge of a National Committeeman was
finally effective, however, and I was admitted. In the

room were Senators Jones, Cockrell, and White. As I

passed through the door, his face broadened into a grin

and he said “ Are you still a doubting Thomas? ” I readily

acknowledged that my faith was now as firm as the

mountains.

V17HILK there, we discussed ways and means for tne

ensuing campaign. We had to make a poor

man's fight with all the wealth of the nation against us.

We would have to depend upon scanty and uncertain

contributions from the country at large and upon volun-

teers in the field. I felt that I could pledge some sub-

stantial assistance from my State and said so. Similar

assurances from other mining States were given. The
conference was brief, and at its dose Mr. Bryan said:

“Gentlemen, it is of course understood that as much as we
need money for our expenses we promise nothing l>eyond

the platform. That is our pledge, and our only induce-

ment." And I know that the meager campaign fund of

that year came from the pockets of men whose devotion

to the party program and whose faith in the integrity of

its leadership had all the fervor of a religious enthusiasm.

It was pitifully inadequate for the campaign demands,

but it was capably and efficiently administered. The
Democratic vote of 1890 was the largest in its history,

Mr. Bryan was overcome by the sinister influence of the

most enormous corruption fund ever placed at the dis-

posal of a campaign committee; and when we reflect that

a change of 25,000 votes would have elected him, we are

able to estimate the hold which Bryan and his platform

had upon the hearts and consciences of his countrymen.

His defeat was a personal triumph; for it entrenched him
the more securely in the confidence and the affection of

the masses of his party.



why Not Be Interesting?
By LINCOLN STEFFENS

“fTMM SULLIVAN lies thirteen days in the morgue."

I That is news. It’s news about the newspapers.

It shows that they don't “cover" the morgue
any more. It shows that they don’t “cover" mystery,

crime or human interest stories the way they did in

the “good old days." What do they "cover"? I

think myself that it shows they don't “cover.”

"Big Tim" was the best beloved Tammany leader

of the lower East Side; a state senator, a congress-

man, and a millionaire. He was old and ill, but his face

and figure were known to more people and more news-

paper men than any other man’s in New York. Be-

cause of the weakening of his mind, he was kept under the

watch of guards in a country place in the Bronx. One
night he escaped. The guards and his relatives did not

report to the papers that he was missing for some four or

five days, so the newspapers did not know it for some
four or five days.

¥ N my day as a news editor “we" would not have to be
4

told. Tim was killed the night he escaped. lie was
struck near Pelham by a train which stopped and went
back, and the train-men reported the accident to the

police, who took charge of the body for the coroner and
reported to headquarters, with a description of the un-

known man. The newspapers have access to such police

reports; to the coroner's reports; and to the morgue.

When I was a police rej>orter some one or more of the

“headquarters bunch" would have gone out on that

report. If we hadn’t, the reporters who covered

the coroner’s office would have inquired into the

case. If they hudn’t, the reporters who covered the

morgue would have looked at the body. And that

would have been all that was necessary. That is all

that was necessary in this case. “A policeman hap-

|>cned to look,” the newspapers report, and he recognized

those well-known features.

T)UT until the policeman happened to look at him.

Big Tim lay there, first in one morgue, then in a

second, then in a third, for thirteen days. And, mean-
while, the papers hail been told. What did they do
then? What would “we" have done in the good old

days? We would have sent a reporter to the morgue;

not a star man; the star would have been put on the

search and he would have been told to look for accidents

around Pelham. Any reporter who knew Big Tim per-

sonally would have been good enough to go to the morgue.

And he would not have got the "scoop” that lay there

for over a week in these degenerate days. He would

have dashed into the morgue almost at the same mo-
ment with reporters from every pajier in town.

What did the up-to-date news editors do? They
reported what the relatives told them: that Big Tim
was missing. They “hit it up” for days, which shows

that they still are willing to print a mystery story,

if anybody will kindly tell them one. They will gladly

report even the old-fashioned news. They reported all

that they were told by the j»olice, relatives, friends and
guards of the search for Big Tim. They simply don’t

like themselves to “cover” anything. They will take

news given them even from the morgue. As one of them
naively, honestly, but shamelessly reported, when the

"policeman who happened to look at the laxly, recog-

nized Tim ” (from his pictures), he “ran and told the re-

porters.” Then they ran and told us the news, the news
about Tim, and the news about themselves—that Tim
Sullivan had lain thirteen days in three morgues while

the police, his friends and—not the newspapers, had lx*en

looking for him. I am not complaining of this; I’m
only laughing at it. I like that line of news: “the po-

liceman ran and told the reporters."

Will Irwin, after his study of the newspapers all

over the country, said that he couldn’t help won-

8

dering what had become of those old-fashioned re-

porters who went personally to the scenes of news, saw
things with their own eyes and painted them so that we.

the readers and the editors, saw the pictures; wonderful
pictures; such as we get now-a-days only in the moving-
picture shows. There were so many of these reporters

and they “covered," actually “covered" so much of the

daily news that the newspaper reader had a sense of see-

ing the world go round. Now-a-days we only hear it.

Irwin said that he found, in all his search, but one such
reporter left; an old chap on some Southern paper.

“Where are the rest gone?" he asked.

I KNOW where they have gone. They have all gone
4

to the telephone to let some layman tell them some
news which they will telephone to the office where some
desk-man will write it third-hand for me to read fourth-

hand and blind-eyed. “The desk," which used to be

a few copy-readers, has grown in the last few years, and
instead of merely editing the reporters’ copy, the many
desk-men write a lot of it. The reporter is a messenger;

he doesn't have to be able to set! and to write; and he.

therefore, often can’t. That’s one change. The second is

like unto it. The city news bureau, which is a common
news-gathering service akin to the Associated Press, has

grown along with the desk. It collects the news system-

atically for the newspapers. In brief, the profession of

going and seeing and showing the events of the day, has

l>een organized and reduced to a business, like the rest

of journalism.

It will be called a change for the better
—

“progress”,

an “improvement”. But the question I would like

to ask is, “What are they giving us—by telephone?

Are we getting the new-fashioned news which the

old-fashioned journalism never saw or heard of—

I

mean the news you can’t see with the eye and pic-

ture with a pencil: the new's in ideas? IIarpeh’s

Weekly has been “running" a good example of it in

Honors Willsie articles on "Mr. Lane and the Public

Domain”. She shows how the new Secretary of the

Interior is working in the new spirit of this new admin-

istration. And it is so simple, so "undignified,” so

ifuman and so democratic thut it shocks the old spirit

which is the gist of all that wc all arc fighting in this

country.

“I rode up home on a street car,” Mr. Lane told the

reporter. “A government man caught me at it, and
remonstrated all the way up. It seems that a Cab-
inet man must subscribe to the caste system or be accused

of playing polities.”

This is a trivial example of a big thing: the Newr Free-

dom which President Wilson is putting into all his legis-

lation and all his policies. It’s the big news of the day.

But the newspapers don't rejxjrt it; they don’t even

hear it over the telephone;—not with understanding.

Their reports and their comments on Bryan's lecturing

show's that they are with the government man on the

back platform of the street car, remonstrating with Sec-

retary Italic for being there. They aren’t “covering"

Lane, so they don’t know about him, but they have been

told about Bryan, and so they are writing him up—on

“the Desk." The Secretary himself has noted and ex-

claimed that the reporters seem never to have “covered"

a Chautauqua entertainment. I have.

T^HE Chautauqua and the 1-ecture Lyceums repre-

* sent the New Freedom that President Wilson rep-

resents. They are one of the chief sources of that spirit;

they made both Wilson and Bryan possible. They are

great seasonal gatherings of the common people for rest,

for fun, for common thinking. And more effective

thinking has been done there than in all the editorial

rooms of all the newspapers put together. And more

“news” is published there and more “news” is made
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there: new news, I mean—ideas; new-fashioned news.

There is freedom there; free thought; free speech, and
some day there may be a free people there.

V/f R. BRYAN knows all this. When he was defeated
^ 1

for the presidency —both times—the newspapers

pronounced him dead, politically, and they proceeded to

kill him. The Germans have a good word for what they

did: Tndtschweigen. They set out to “silence him to

death.” They ceased to “cover" him. They would re-

port nothiug that he said or did, and he might have been

killed and forgotten. But the Lyceums and the Chau-
tauqua said: “No. There is still some freedom of

speech in this country. Come and talk to the peo-

ple.” And he went, and he lectured, and “the galoots”

heard him gladly. They not only heard, they paid

him for the service, so that he could not only preach,

he could live.

Others besides Bryan have been saved by the

people of the Chautauqua and the lecture Lyceums.

In the olden days, Garrison and Wendell Phillips—all the

old fighters who

for presidents, cabinet officers and other public officers

practising law, speculating in real estate, and in the

stocks and bonds of corporations which are forever for

or against legislation, etc., and let even Bryan publish

a newspaper! And what business is more businesslike

than that?

UROM the new point of view, which, unreported by
the newspapers, is coming to prevail, it would seem

to be better for a secretary of state who thinks he needs
more money than his office pays, to go and get it from
the people direct than by some parasitical, round-about
Wall Street, Business method. It keeps him dependent
upon and in the hold of the people. And that’s what
political “reform" is after: to make the government
represent the people.

But, say the newspapers, he is neglecting his work.
I don’t believe it. I don’t believe William Jennings
Bryan would neglect any public work, and I do believe

that he will quit lecturing if he finds that he can’t do
both jobs up to the handle. But neither do I be-

lieve that all the

could get no

hearing from the

press and the

better people,

were welcomed
and they were

senton to victory

by the Lyceums.

And in our day.

La Follette,
II e n ey , Dr.
Wileyandothers,
oh, many others,

have had that

appeal from the

press and the

system, to—the

people.

It may be
thought that
the newspapers

are jealous of the

Chautauqua. I

doubt it. That
would imply a

sort of malicious

intelligence
which they have
not. And they

don’t say that

the Chautauqua
is dangerous.
They say it is

undignified; it

is a business and
run for money;
it provides vaudeville entertainment, along with

lectures by Dr. W’iley, Senator La Follette and
Mr. Bryan; and that it is undignified for a secretary of

state to appear there as part of a “show.” The history

of the Lyceums, including the Chautauqua, is at least

as dignified as the history of the Supreme Court and
more so than that of most of the newspapers. And the

gatherings I have seen were all dignified in the real sense.

They are democratic; they are very unarlstocratic; they

are utterly unplutocratic; and they may sometimes
seem pretty radical—to the press. But there is decorum,
always. The Secretary of State is treated with more
respect there than he is by the newspapers. There is

music, there is what might be called vaudeville. But the

vaudeville Secretary Bryan appears with at the Chautau-
qua is not so offensive as that of the comic supplements
with which he would have to appear in the newspapers.

They say that it is very objectionable for Mr. Bryan
to take pay for his lectures; that his salary should

be sufficient. I agree with this last. I’d like to see no-

body in the world get more than $12,000 a year, but the

newspapers wouldn't stand for that. And they do stand

“ There is still some freedom of speech in this country; come and talk to the people.''

newspapers that

are raising this,

the strongest ob-

jection, are sin-

cere in it. Too
many of them
want him to neg-

lect his job
more. They
want him to re-

sign. They don’t

like his Mexican
policy. They
want to inter-

vene in the in-

terest of Ameri-
can Business
down there.

And that
brings us to the

last stated reason

for the news-
paper criticism

of Mr. Bryan.

They are dread-

fully afraid lest

the foreign em-
bassies and
foreign nations

will lose all re-

spect for Mr.
Bryan. I’m not.

In the first

place I rejoice to

have the secret,

aristocratic, plu-

tocratic, diplomatic sendee of Europe see that “dig-

nity”—what they and our newspapers call dignity—is

not needed in honest, open, democratic relations with

other nations. And I feel quite sure that the agents

here of the foreign embassies are telling them that

it’s no use: that President Wilson and his Secretary of

State are being fair, patient, sincere friends of Mexico and

the Mexican people; that the American government will

not makewar on or even try to bluff them in the interest of

American business; and that we will not let any other foreign

nation “intervene” in the interest of European Business.

And they know this; all the European chancellories

do; they know about President Wilson’s New Free-

dom policy of letting people alone whether in Mexico, in

the United States or even in the Cabinet; and they know

about Mr. Bryan’s practice of it, in Mexico, in the Cabi-

net and at the Chautauqua. In a word, the Kuropenn

chancellories know the news; and for a very good reason:

they "cover” it. And our newspapers do not. And
that’s what’s the matterwith them, as shown in t he case of

Big Tim and also in the case of Bryan. They don’t

know the news when they don’t see it.
. by iogle



After a flight at a great height an ariatur frequently suffers severely from the cold.

Flying Ten Thousand Miles

Part II

By CLAUDE GRAHAME-WHITE

ALWAYS, in writing of aviation, one
feels the presence of a wall of preju-

k
dice. If you leave terru-firma in

an aeroplane, you risk your neck every

moment you fly—such is the delusion; and
there is. no doubt, some excuse for it. In

the newspapers, day by day, one sees re-

|x»rts of aeroplane accidents; and, should

you read enough of them, you picture

the pilot as an aerial equilibrist, balancing

himself perilously in every gust.

Yet, for every accident that happens,

if sceptics would only realize the fact,

many thousands of miles are flown

safely. At the aviation schools, for in-

stance, now springing up on every hand,

hundreds of miles a day are flown with-

out mishap; while aerial journeys between
Loudon aud Paris and Paris and Berlin

have lost their novelty, for the reason

that they are mude so often, and iu high

winds as well as in calms.

It is not easy, unless one has flown,

to realize the stability of a well-

designed aeroplane, or to grasp the fact

that a machine, losing its equilibrium in

a gust, may pitch earthward, only to

regain its balance—sometimes automatic-

ally—In-forc there is danger of striking

the ground. An instance occurs in what
is known as “side-slip.’* Here an aero-

plane tilts over laterally under the im-

pact of a gust, until it ceases to move
forward, and begins to skid like a car

on a greasy road. But the airman,

granted that he be flying high enough,
is not unduly concerned. He dives

abruptly, checking the sideway slip by
a forward plunge, and then brings back
his craft to an even keel. Strange illus-

trations, which arc well authentic. (

have l>ccn given on the inherent stability

of aircraft. While being flown in France

in a gusty wind, a monoplane turned

10

completely upside-down, and one might
have been excused for reckoning its pilot

a dead man. But what happened act-

ually was this; the airmun clung grimly

to his seat and the machine, after flying

a little way in an inverted position,

righted itself as unexpectedly as it had
turned over.

Caught in a squall, while upon a re-

connoitering flight, un English military

pilot fell 1.500 feet in a biplane that

had rolled over sideways, and was com-
pletely out of control. The muchine living

lightly loaded, however, its big planes

acted as parachutes, and it fluttered down
so gradually that the pitot, jumping
clear when some ten feet from the sur-

face of a field, escaped with a few bruises.

T \/dIERE risk does exist is in flying
* ’ low in a wind. Then, should a gust

destroy your equilibrium, you “side-slip"

or dive, aud your muchinc, before it can
lie righted, wrecks itself upon the ground.

Proof of this was afforded me at Dover,
when flying almvc the cliffs in the test of

a new biplane. The machine needed ad-

justment. and did not "climb" well; thus

I wasat low altitude when a dangerous gust

caught me. Heeling over, the aircraft re-

fused to answer its coutrols, und fell heav-

ily. I was cut by wires and rather badly

shaken, but otherwise little the worse;

and the accident impressed upon me the

fact that the higher you fly in qn aero-

plune the safer you are. Hence, when
upon long journeys today, a pilot will

sometimes rise as high as 10.000 feet;

and at this altitude, should low-lying

clouds make the earth Ik*Iow invisible,

he steers accuni Is by aid of his

compass.

But when flying i year or so ago. it was
scarcely wise to r« fleet upon the risks

one ran, there were too many; today, in

the air, one's mind is easy, and a tour by

aeroplane has become practicable and
pleasant.

ONE peril of the pioneer lay in the

breakage of his machine; and this

risk was grave, through insufficiency of

knowledge as to strains set up in flight.

Analyzing thirty of the early fatalities,

I found that almost half were due to the

weakness of machines. On one of my
London-Manchester flights, the canvas

fabric of my lower tail-plane became
unstuck. /through the machine having

stood out in the rain. The loosened

fabric bellied out suddenly, like a sail,

and put an effective brake upon the bi-

plane's progress. Sitting in front. I

could not see what was happening; but,

olvscrving my speed grow less. I glanced

over my shoulder, noted what the trouble

was aud made a rapid descent fearing

the whole plane might rip itself off. and
the machine become unmanageable.

An ex perimental flight at Pau which

I made as a passenger with M. Bleriot,

is still in my mind. We were trying

a plane of his own invention; the

machine had a powerful motor, and was

very fast. Also—but this we discovered

en route, so to say—the new craft was
awkward to turn. We rose and flew

at a great pace; then a wood appeared

ahead. M. Bleriot sought to circle

In-fore reaching the obstruction, seeing

that we were not high enough to pass

above it. He tried to swing round, but

the rudder of the machine was too small.

Hems- it responded sluggishly; and the

pilot realized he must alight instantly,

or crash into the wood. Our descent

was so hasty we could uot pick our land-

ing. We hit a hedge first, at the speed

Digitized by Google
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of an express train, then plunged into a

ditch; and little was left of that experi-

mental craft save fractured spars and
strips of fabric. We, however, were not

more than shaken. I should explain

perhaps without delay what one may
term the elasticity of an aeroplane.

When a machine strikes ground, and
wrecks itself, the process of fracture is

to a certain extent gradual—one stay

or strut breaking after another, with a

cushioning effect that absorbs the shock

before it can reach the pilot in his seat.

Thus, if he is placed safely in his machine,

it may shatter itself all round him without

his suffering more than cuts and bruises.

Illustrations are forthcoming in the case

of "side-slip” near the ground. Here

a machine falls often upon one wing, and
this crushes like a concertina, deadening

the shock before the body of the machine
can strike ground. In many biplanes.

Chester race, I flew on even after a wind
had sprung up,—my pursuit being in the

nature of a forlorn hope. But gusts

began to hit me so hard that the biplane

swung right round under their impact,

then passed temporarily out of control,

and was at length beaten down into a

field. A modern-type machine would
have forced its way through such a

wind.

rPHE first men who could fly watched
* flags before ascending; unless these

hung limp—indicating a flat calm—they

did not dare to leave the ground. Now,
at our aerodromes, men fly cheerfully in

winds tliut blow spectators’ hats off. and
we see a sixty-mile-an-hour machine, a

thousand feet or more above the earth,

fighting gusts which blow it backwards
with the violence of their thrust. Dur-
ing eighty per cent of the year—so stable

and it is now so familiar they prepare

themselves for it. But numbers of eddies

—many no doubt of perilous strength

—

lurk in the air unknown; accidents which

arc inexplicable may be due to (hem; and
we need urgently an aerial chart, like that

of the mariner, indicating danger zones.

Over rivers, notably the Thames, eddies

are to be found; and an amusing experi-

ence, bearing upon the Thames eddy,

befell me in carrying a passenger from

Hendon to Ranclagh. I was using a

biplane with extensions to its mainplanes.

It was stable, but slow flying, and in dis-

turbed air it rolled. The wind was fluky;

and I guessed that over the river there

would be pronounced eddies. So I thought

it fair to tell my passenger—a traveler and
shooter of big game—that our journey

might be "bumpy," and that perhaps it

would be wise to post]>onc it. But this

he would not hear of.

For every accident that happens many thousands of mites are flown safely

nowadays, an airman sits well behind his

engine and main-wings, and such craft

can crash down bow-first, breaking their

landing-gear and planes but without

injuring the occupant who is strapped

firmly in his seat.

TMHS is how apparent miracles happen,
1 and a man emerges unseat hod from

the wreck of a fallen machine; and it

also explains how 130,000 miles were
flown, with the crudest of first machines,

at a cost of only three lives.

But many lessons had to be (earned and
it was dangerous to learn them in the air.

Bleriot, for instance, who seemed really

to bear a charmed life, broke one machine
after another with almost monotonous
regularity while perfecting the mono-
plane upon which eventually he crossed

the Channel. We did not realize the

fuults in early aeroplanes, or we should

never have flown. The first biplane I

owned was slow flying, and offered much
head-resistance to its own passage through

the air. Hence, in a wind, it was buffeted

mercilessly; and ' v-n in moderate gusts

was extremely difficult to handle. When
following Paulhan in our Luiidon-Mun-

have craft become— it is now possible

to navigate the air.

’’HE atmosphere, none the less, is

full of treacherous currents, and

many of its movements are incompletely

understood. The unexpected is always
happening. and a pilot who makes a

manoeuvre safely one day. finds it dan-
geruus to repeat it on another. While
accustoming myself to the monoplane.

I was circling one day alx»ve the aero-

drome, ami hud made several turns with

planes banked steeply. Then I tried a

last. But this time, though I repeated

my previous actions precisely, the ma-
chine slipped sideways, and a moment
or two later I found myself, with a

Imd Iy -damaged craft, in the bed of a

shullow stream. The monoplane had
passed suddenly beyond control.

The contour of the ground over which

it blows has curious effects upon wind.

Sometimes two hills and a wood, placed

in peculiar relation to one another,

will set up an eddy which persists

—

should the wind lie in a certain quarter.

At u flying school in England there is an
eddy all pilots feci at a particular spot.

"If it’s possible to fly,” he said, "let’s

start."

A% the wind was not dangerous, I

agreed; but the machine rolled even

before we reached the river. Then we
were caught up by the up-river eddies

—

rising one instant, falling the next, and
rucking sideways until it seemed we could

not right ourselves. Unpleasant it was,

but not uctuully dangerous—the biplunc

being quite within control. I was not

sorry, though, when we planed down to

our lunding; uud then, for the first

time, I had an opportunity to insi>cct

my passenger.

He climtied from the machine without

speaking; then. being habitually a man
of few words, he expressed himself tersely.

A wounded lion might cause one quulins,

lie said, but no incident of that sort,

however perturbing, could compare in

unpleasantness with the experience he had

just been through. Strong-nerved man
though he was, he had been shuken; and

he walked away from the hipluue like

one who, after a storm at sea. sets foot

thankfully upon dry lurid.

Thf tkirS of (lit irrirs of ar*ietn Claudt (Irakant-

H'hilt it ill appear m the next aanlrr.
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In Backyard Bohemia
By ROBERT W. SNEDDON

A N almost imperceptible breeze stirs

/-A the gas-jets overhead and gently

undulates the twined French and
American flags. There is a faint smell of

warm damp earth from the little flowerbed

in the corner. A loose cord taps against

the awning above, almost unheard in the

clatter of plates, the buzz of talk, and the

scraping of chairs on the wooden flooring.

We have just finished the soup and are

nibbling at our bread in anticipation of

the entree. Will it be veal cutlet or pig’s

feet? Bottles clink on glasses as the ml
wine is poured in, and for the hundredth
time I marvel at the barbarism which im-

pels us to add ice and still more ice. The
air is warm, moist and still.

rT,HE bolder spirits among us have
* flung convention into a corner and

ait airily divested of waistcoat and jacket.

We flaunt delicate shirt fabrics, girdled

ut the waist by leather belts, and fear no
reproof. The heat and what we once

thought was good form are unfriendly for

the time. One during fellow in a freshly

laundered linen suit, who has regarded

the passing of the soup tureen with vigi-

lant preparation for mishap, now leans

back in his chair and smiles. Bare arms
rest on the table, heedless of nursery

manners—elbows off the table, children.

There is not a woman there whose neck

does not show the kiss of the sun. For

it is a hot season even for New York, and
the knowing ones have sought the hospi-

tality of the Maison des Trout Soeurs.

That is not the real name—publicity

would ruin the tiny paradise, hut many
a New Yorker, and many a traveling

stranger now in studio, author's den,

editorial office, or behind the foot-

lights in London and Paris will recog-

nise it at once. Who does not know
and pay tribute to Marie, Josephine

and Cclestine, those brave and comely

maidens from Brittany?

THE long table at the end of the little

backyard, presided over by the

Seigneur, the oldest of us all. is full. Still

we can always squeeze a little closer to

admit a friend, and we have many. And
then there is talk and again talk. Snntches

of it reach my ears.

"A woman has only two means of

charming a man—by yielding or by hold-

ing him at arm’s length —

”

“ Wills, the dramatist, was never happy
till he was engaged to some girl and
wretched till he was free again

“I try to like him but he is only an

American child—grown up!”

“Why are Galsworthy, Bennett, Con-

rad and Masefield coining to the front

here? I wonder if it is because Amer-
ican authors aren’t allowed to lie

original
”

“Patriotism kills art. You can’t

change an imported play and expect it to

have the same value. You don’t turn

Wagner into ragtime surely?”

“American hustle! Oh, Britishers

aren’t so sleepy after all. Little Eng-

lish girl wanted the kid part in Preserv-

ing Mr. Panmure. They told her she

was too big. Did she say ‘Thank you*

and retire to cry her eyes out? Not a

bit. Went away—put on a short frock,

a little girl’s hat, put her hair in pigtails

and came back. She got the part all

right
”

OUDDENLY a cold nose rubs against^ my hand and I start. It belongs to

the intelligent Spot—puppy beloved of all

for his bonhomie and his skill in the merry
dance-waltz

—“What’s wrong with my
tail?"—but his investigation is abruptly

cut short. The dark-eyed Celcstine

snatches him up anil hr vanishes in squirm-

ing submission. It is growing darker.

The sky deepens to turquoise blue against

which the trees interlacing in the neigh-

boring yards stand darkly silhouetted.

What a night it is—a night for lovers and
poets. The young moon climbs blithely

up the ladder of stars and paust's to smile

down upon us. A yellow light flickers

behind a darkened window and a gas-jet

is lit. A hare arm hurriedly draws the

curtains of mystery closer. Somewhere
a dreamer is plucking the willing strings

of a guitar—-chords—snatches of plain-

tive melody. Shut your eyes and you
can hear in fancy the slow |mssage of gon-

dolas on enchanted canals.
“Wake up and pass the salad

!”

Our Englishman, the Star of Comedy,
noisily proclaims that I must surely be pre-

paring another extempore epigram, and I

hastily help myself to the salad and pass it

on. It is sacrilege to think of eating on a
night like this, but what would you?

rPHE determined looking woman with
* the tender eyes fans herself energet-

ically in spite of the scowls of those who
hate even the suggestion of exercise.

“Don’t tell me that the place for wo-

man is Home. It isn’t," she interrupts

suddenly.

“Then you would have her and her

children slave in factories,” asks the lit-

erary editor, lighting his fourth cigarette.

“Work—yes. Under well-regulated

sane conditions. She needs something

to occupy her mind—to prevent her be-

coming a social mollusc——

”

"Ah," demands the Star of Comedy

—

“Isn’t man her oyster? That’s enough
surely?”

rPHE determined looking woman squares
* her -.1 ii >i 1 1 1 1 1 r>

“I never knew a man who could dis-

cuss the question fairly. Why should it

always be war?”
“Economic conditions,” mutters the

socialistic subeditor, smiling into the eyes

of the girl at his side.

“I deny
—

” says the Seigneur, ami the

battle of words is on.

rPHK wife of the celebrated portrait

* painter is busy with a pencil behind

the cruet, and I know what that lady of

the auburn hair and the violet eyes is do-

ing. The determined looking woman is

being immortalised in a caricature such as

I would challenge Max Beerbohm with.

She will not mind—for we are all models

for that satiric pencil.

A WISTFUL-EYED woman is mur-
muring into my ear.

“I just lovu to sit all day and write at

my novel!"

“Don’t use such a word os 'love’about

art,” says the Seigneur; “in painting or

writing it’s not love—it’s pain—anguish.

There are only two short moments of

pleasure—the conception of the idea and
the realization of its completion. The
time between is torture!”

“I’m so sorry. I know what you mean
—but you know—I can’t express it. I

always use such trite phrases—that’s my
newspaper work—” she says penitently.

“It was Goethe said that. . . the

Seigneur i>egins.

“Oh, I just dote on Goethe! " the novel-

ist sighs.

The Seigneur’s eye regards her with

momentary irritation. Ah, well, who
could be cross witb her long?

\A,THAT a deal of talk and laughter
* ' there is at the smaller tables!

Here and there one can see literary gods
who have descended from Olympus for

tlie time, forgetful of royalties. “Five
hundred for every one of the series and
one a week," whispers the poet with the

mop of hair over his eyes. He is looking

happier tonight. Lust week he scuttled

past me with a muffler round his neck

—

was it to hide the lack of a collar?

"Your turn next," someone says con-

solingly. as we look at the jolly exile

from Manchester who is making such a

hit with his stories of Hebrew doakmak-
ers. The merry fellow next to him ought
to be weeping. His first play ran a week.

Still it is something to get a play on, so

why worn,*. That newspaper man has

been an English army captain and war
correspondent and knows the secrets of

European politics backwards. The man
who seems to know nobody is an American
who served in Frantic’s Foreign Legion,

He compiles school books now. The man
who is laughing loudest in the corner has

just finished playing lead in Strindberg’s

grim play
—"The Father." The quiet

smiling man with the tight lips is the ed-

itor of a weekly with a million and a half

circulation—for the people. The lady

in riding dress is a noted sob-artist on
one of the leading newspapers. The Eng-
lishman with the drooping moustache who
has just convulsed his party with mirth

is the American editor of two large Eng-
lish monthlies. The three men with pipes

are noted English illustrators lured hither

by hopes of American dollars. The dis-

turbance in the corner proceeds from one

of the editors of a humorous weekly. He
has just l>ecn told by one of his contrib-

utors that if his paper Is meant to be hu-

morous it is a serious affair, and if it is a

serious weekly then it is a joke.

A T the next table is a French group.

Among them I can see a contented

couple from Marseilles, a barber and
his wife—a hair-dresser. They sit silent

anil happy, for the farm they are

going to buy in the south of France gets

nearer daily.

T>OP! Behold the two young waiters—
* the kids generally known as the

“keeds” are having a night off. Amer-
ican champagne is the only drink for

them in the corner with the pretty French

milliner. There is constant bubbling of

laughter from the fountain of Youth,

and Mile. Josephine smiles upon them.

"Eel is good bccsttcs for the 'ouse, n'est

ce pas?”

r\H, we are a motley crew out of the^ hungry lands who rub shoulders

here. Friends all, for are we not guests

rather than clients of our three hostesses.

The cash bond hardly exists between us.

IS
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True we do not hesitate to pay and they

to receive our modest addition but we do

it in a manner fitting their attitude. If

one is liked that will almost pay the way.

ami many a Bohemian whose sky is over-

cast. for the moment knows that his credit

is still unclouded and that he cun count on

a good meal to sustain his efforts. Ah,

the good hearts of those Frenchwomen!

(The French heart is superior to the

Saxon in a matter of this sort, and the

evidences of a sympathetic race are never

plainer than in the courtesies of a French

restauranteur to his clients.) A guest is

welcomed for his or her own sake—the

monetary consideration is secondary.

Croesus knocking at the gate, were he an

overbearing fellow who desired to give

his command rather than his request

would find no entrance, and strangers

who have carried in manners acquired in

eternal warfare with waiters have been

plainly shown that u second visit was im-

possible. To dispute an account is to

east you out of ull favor, for the house has

a reputation for honesty—are not the

Bretons honest as the day -and the reck-

oning is kept with proud and scrupulous

care.

WE are pleased if the house is full

—

lea affairea marchent trim—and our

hostesses, you may l»e sure, will not

fail to share that good fortune with us in

the slu»|H* of some extra delicacy on the

night following. Christmas and New-

Year's Eve arc occasions for a party to

their guests and we are made to feel that

we are indeed welcome. To anyone liv-

ing a solitary bachelor life, or an exile

from his own lund there could be nothing

(tetter than the kindly feeling of fellow-

ship engendered by this treatment. I

have often smiled at the inscription in

British theatrical lodgings—"A Home
from Home”—but here it is verity of the

verities, and when I count the friendships

I have made altout this hospitable board

I bless the day which took me first to the

Maison des Trois Socurs. It was my first

tasteof that abundunt hospitality given so

freely and without thought of return which

makes an American the most charming
of hosts and the dearest of friends.

” This is jolly," says the Oxford don and
historian, breaking upon my musings with

a chuckle, “ I shall eomeevery night I’m in

New York. Everyone is so equal here.”

“There run be no progress nor lilicrty

for that matter without inequality,” says

the Seigneur, lighting his cigar, and the

challenge is accepted.

rPHE smoke hangs heavy in the air.

* It is the smoke of battle. A mos-

quito like an aerial scout dashes its planes

into the gas-jet. Mile. Marie, her cooking

over, stands at the doorway of the

kitchen. Behind her one can sec the ser-

ried array of liqueur bottles which Mile.

Celestine as willing virandiere will pres-

ently In-ur from table to table to revive

the fainting conversation. The night is

young and we are all poets, playwrights,

artists and comrades. Let us remember
wp are in Bohemia and forget the bills of

tomorrow. Let me light my pipe and
plan u masterpiece.

Ballade of Cities
By MICHAEL MONAHAN

/"NF all the cities that ask my praise
A-' From slant-eyed Pekin to sly Paree,

In one alone would I pass my days

While the Laird He letteth his servant be:

Dear little Dublin is fair to sec.

And Shandon bells ring a peal to Cork
That sits so snug on the river Ian?,

But—what’s the matter with old New-York?

T ONDON’S the place, the swells all say.

Where the sun of fashion doth rise and set.

And Piccadilly has precincts gay,

Which he that has seen will not forget.

Then ’Is Majesty’s there, and for a bet

You can sec In ’audio ’is knife and fork

Like a bloomin' himpcrial cove—but yet
We’ve Teddy himself in old New-York!

nPHERE’S a charming town on the river Seine
* Where the Goddess of Pleasure holds her sway.

And if for a frolic you’re in the vein.

Not a demoiselle there will say you nay.

Anti then they have auch a winning way.
You could not demur without remark;

But should you at home elect to stay.

Why—it might be arranged in old New-York.

DERIJN has lovers, an endless tale,

* * While Antwerp schnapps has inspired a few.

And some do swear that no words avail

Till Peter’s city anti dome you view.

Prague liath her praisers; Venice too.

Tliat holds the horses of brave St. Mark,
But tho’ of these I would none eschew,

—

Pray let me tarry in old New-Y'ork.

"tijEE Naples and die,” was said of old:
k ^ See York and live, I would fain amend;

Wliate’er your quest be it lieautv or gold.

Your heart’s desire shall have here an end.

But should you fail, then on this depend:

Steer not elsewhither your wnnd’ring bark,

For the world hath not the thing to lend

—

The sum of all is in old New-York.

L'Envoi

ORIXCE, let us toast with glasses high
^ All fair cities of shining mark
Where a man would gladly forget to die

—

And the Queen of them all is our New-York!
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PEN AND INKLINGS

Confessions of a Caricaturist

I ’M sorry William Taft is out
1 Of Politics, without a doubt
Of all the Presidential crew

He was the easiest to do.

DEW faces interest me less

Than Rockefeller’s I confess,

Twould vastly better suit my whim
To draw his bank account, than him.

By OLIVER HERFORD

AT THE COLONY CLUB

“/ icould never marry a man who smokes”

'"THE evil that men write or paint
* lives after them. The good is oft

interred in their tomes. Too often only

the worst mannerisms of a great artist

are perpetuated by the imitators that live

after him.

In a lute number of Collier's is an ex-

ample of the evil that has lived after one

of the most original artists of this gen-

eration, Aubrey Beardsley. The pic-

ture in question resembles that inky

product of an idle pastime known as the

Gobolink, achieved by folding the paper

over a wet signature or smudge of ink and
getting a kaleidoscopic effect of design

by repetition in reverse.

Underneath this evil relic of Beardsley

is printed a quatrain which if it were in-

tended for nonsense verse might he taken

seriously as an evil that has survived

Lewis Carroll. It is entitled “The Soul

of a Spider." Before inspecting the

freak, however, let us listen to the mega-
phone of the Shownun who exhibits it

in the pages of ('oilier's.

"These words,” he says, “will !>ear

mouthing both mentally and physically.

The Inildneas of that figure, the undying
soul of a monster spider crouching on a
vast gloomy beach and eating rotting

stars is all but stupefying; yet signifi-

cance breaks iu like a lightning flash when
the poet compares this giant spider soul

Joking Aside

in the hunul influence of materialism."

—Whew!—Now for the quatrain.

The Soul of a Spider

The thing that cats the rotting stars.

On the black sea beach of shame
Is a giant Spider’s deathless Soul,

King Mammon is its name.

Once more the megaphone, this time

announcing a curiosity called “The
Trap.”
"Take these lines from “The Trap"

and read them aloud with emotional but

well-weighted utterance—What close-

eyed sympathy! What blasts of scorn!

What realistic portraiture!"

The Trap

She was taught «leaire in the street.

Not at the angels’ fret.

By the good no word was said

Of the worth of tin* bridal bed.

'the secret was learned from the vile.

Not from her Mother’s smile.

Home spoke not; And the girl

Was caught in the public whirl.

A school of “Desire" at an angel’s feet

ought to succeed without the aid of a

megaphone but as the Browningesque
Ben£t remarks in the October Century—
“But that’s enough, let’s talk of some-

thing else."

Speaking of the Century since that

dear old lady discarded her crinoline

and felt slippers for French heels and a

slit skirt, she has been trying her best

to make up for lost time. Concealed

in the October number is a batch, or

should one say a covey, of Beauties

drawn by W. T. Benda, which, had they

been used for cover designs, would have

made up for centuries of sobriety and

high art.

A remarkable thing about them is

that, besides being well drawn, each one

represents an individual type. Their

piquant presence in the Century Maga-
zine Is a pleasing illustration of the

“enthusiasm of the convert."

Dll) .ILL / C 14
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The Blizzard
How the young radical is sometimes merely ignorant of life

By C. A. NESOM
Illustrated by O. E. CESARE

S
INCE early afternoon they had been

Hying along hard prairie roads

amidst a spring-like calm; but at

ul tout four o'clock the man was vaguely

disturbed to discover a gray mist hanging

in the northwest and to note that the

calm had given way to sudden gusts of

wind, that rose and fell and then ruse

again with increasing chill and vehemence.

In a brief half hour the blizzard was upon

them.
The girl was too ignorant of the chang-

ing western weather to share the man's

fear. To be sure, she was accustomed to

snow-storms, bad ones, too; but these

merely caused inconvenience, they were

never dangerous. Besides, she was ex-

citedly happy, the shifting walls of snow
swaying about them only adding to her

sense of shut-in security with the man
beside her. She snuggled comfortably

down into the buffalo rolies as the wind

made more furious onslaughts, her eyes

shining up at her companion like blue

stars.

The man did not want to stop. It had
taken lung waiting and endless pleading

to achieve this moment; he wished to

take advantage of it, now that it was here.

But he had already in his lifetime passed

through three cyclones and half a dozen

blizzards, so he hail the frontier-man’s

awe of the elemental forces of snow and
cold and wind. “It’s no use," he mut-

tered. “We'll have to turn in at the next

house."

The girl’s face paled as though he liad

struck it. She sat up straight, drawing

one hand from her muff anil grasping

the fur of his coat sleeve. “We mustn’t

stop,” she gas|>ed.

The man shook his head slowly, not

once glancing at her as he picked his

machine’s way through the baffling snowy
mists ahead of them. He knew the peril

of stopping as well as she. but he had no
wish to subject this animated creature

at his side to any physical danger. “You
never saw a March blizzard in Colorado,"

he explained. “They’d find us in the

middle of the prairie, frozen stiff. Now
if I had horses they might keep the road. I

can't do it with this machine. I'm sorry.”

I T had grown unreasonably dark in the

* few brief moments since the storm had
struck. They crossed two culverts, nar-

rowly missing the edge of each one.

They went so close that the man gasped

after clearing them. “I hope we don’t

have to chance another one,” he said.

"The snow gets in my eyes
—

" It was

just then, when the girl’s fear of stopping

was rapidly giving way to u greater fear

of remaining out among those threatening

ever-shifting walls of snow, that a feeble

light came streaming down a bank at the

right, and with a final burst of energy' the

automobile drew up before the low, deep

door of a “soddy.” A man’s form was
framed in the doorway os the muffled

note of the auto-hom was split into a
thousand fragments by the driving wind.

The man at the door fell back with a
cry as the two travelers entered the room.

"God," he said. “Ain’t it the doctor?”

His look was wild. “Oh, my God, my
God," he repeated frantically.

The house they had entered was the

typical one-room soddy of the plains. In

18

one corner glowed a stove ml-hot; in

unother was the kitchen “safe” on the

top of which stood the lamp that hail

guided the strangers thither. Ill another
corner stood a new oaken dresser, its

top decked out with doilies and palpable

wedding presents of glass and erix*kery.

The lloor of the room was covered half

way across with rag carjiet to mark off the

living-rooiu from the bedroom, anil the

windows displayed white curtains, that

fluttered feebly with each new gust of

the fury outside. The lied hail been

drawn from its corner and placed as near

the stove as possible. It, too, was new,

and of white enamel. Upon it. beneath

the heaped covering lay a human form
and from the depths of the quilts came
the long, tortured moan of a woman in

her supremest agony.

'T’HE suffering creature paid not the
* slightest attention to the intruders,

but calks! unceasingly for her mother, in

tones that struck white the young girl’s

face and brought her to her knees lieside

the btsl.

“What is it?” she cried pityingly.

"What is the matter? Can't I help?"

As she patted the woman’s cheek anil

futildy rearranged the bed-coverings the

girl became aware of a murmured colloquy

between the two men behind her, and
presently she found her eompanion stand-

ing by her side. Ilis voice was gruff in

his efforts to ap{>car matter-of-fact.

"The baby Ls alxiut due," he announced

bluntly. “And the doctor isn’t here. I

know what to do if you'll help."

She staggered to her feet, her lips

parted, staring at the S|xjaker, as realiza-

tion heal 11 1 Kin her brain. Through all

the intimacy of their love she had main-

tained a spirit of delicate reserve. They
had never in their conversation touched

upon the deep issues of life and of sex.

And to be thrust in a moment into the

midst of the primitive and naked and
elemental—it was like taking a forced

leap from a preeipiec. But her voice was
as composed as the man's own as she

asked him what she was to do. She re-

mcmliered now that he was the father of

children.

Trembling with the shock of the

unexpected situation, yet yielding to

the position demanded of her by her

companion, she mutely joined him in

a search through the poor little home for

articles nwssary for the coming crisis.

In the dresser they found clean sheets

and clothes neatly ironed and folded;

in its bottom drawer they came upon
little shirts and dresses laid out in pitiful

preparation.

"Sure you know what to do, all right?”

The young husband turned suddenly to

the strangers when they seated them-

selves. silent and watchful, at the moaning
woman's side. The man. masterful and
efficient, sileuced him with a nod. As
the birth-pangs lore the slight body of

the mother soon-to-be, the sensitive girl

sat sileut and appalled. The man had
lost himself in the role of physieian.

IT was after midnight when the man
* and the girl ceased their lalxirs at

the Ixtlside. The mother lay silent and
rapturous. The vouug husband was

holding his wife’s hand and wlri*[)cring

to her. Their faces reflected frightened

smiles. " Tough luck, old girl.” he was say-

ing as he pushed hack a strand of her hair,

“but you’re all right now, and so’s the

kid. You’d better go to sleep, hadn’t you?"
The strangers prepared a meal, going

alxiut it with the same impersonal de-

tachment. The girl was grave and pale.

“We don’t live very high,” the young
father turned to remark. “My corn

wasn’t no good last year. But such ns

we’ve got, take it and welcome. I guess

you’ve saved her
—

” lie dropped his

head suddenly u|xm his wife’s bosom.

The farmer, ashamed of his emotion,

was talkative and jovial throughout the

meal. “I couldn't place you right off,"

he remarked, genially, to the man across

the table. “But I know' you now all

right. I’ve seen you at the county con-

ventions, and then I was on the jury in

that cuse you had with the railroad.

Your name’s Knapp, ain’t it? And I

s’pose this lady
—

” with an awkward
obeisance toward the girl

—
“is Mis’

Knapp?"

rPIIE girl started, panic-stricken, but
* her companion maintained his usual

self-control.

"No, this is Miss Mary Riley, the

teacher up at the ranch school-house.

You know, it’s the spring vacation now
and I’m taking her to Bruce to catrh the

flyer. Every time she has a vacation

she runs off and leaves us and puls back
for Iowa. Funny alxiut these Iowa
people. She says the only reason why
she left Iowa is iMcau-w she couldn’t

bring it with her.”

Mary Riley was feverishly thankful

for his composure. The blood hammered
at her temples, and she was ufraid. With
all her depending nature she leaned Ui-

ward his stronger one; he liad never

suffered defeat. And for love of her

this master of countless acres was alxiut

to become a fugitive from his kingdom
of a thousand hills.

The time dragged wofully in the two
days that, followed. Spring blizzards

and spring rains in Colorado usually

continue throughout three days, and this

was true to precedent. The young farmer

liad stocked the little house with fcxxl

and fuel against the day of the coming
of the child. The two men improvised a

lx*d for themselves in the corner; Mary
Riley slept, when she slept at all, at the

side of the woman. During the intermin-

able hours of the gray days she read

from the old books and papers she found

alxiut the house. The second day she

chanced upon a little, dilapidated Bible,

from which she read furtively, yet eagerly.

She found in the ragged Ixxik a strange

solace. Shut in with the very presence of

the miracle of life, funned subtly with the

passing breath ofdeath, the self-sufficiency

of youth fell away; with the humility of

those who have heard the Voice in the

flaming hush she tried to gro|x; her way
to something she haul ver before mxxicd.

There were meals to get and dishes

to wash; and the baby took much can-.

She liad never iu her life held a baby in

her arms for five minutes at a time, hut

the mother praised her for her deftness.

The feel of the little warm Ixxly against
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her own was a wonder and delight, and
the joy shining in the young mother’s

eves whenever the habv was laid by her

side appeared to Mary Riley as the finest

thing she had ever seen. She l*cgan to

understand the meaning of "the light

that ne\rer was on sea or land."

T hk two men talked for hours in a

friendly fashion, alaiut the crops, the

cuttle business, the storm. Sometimes

they turned to playing cards on,the oil-

cloth-covered table. When chore time

came they went out together to the barn,

guided thither by a rofie the farmer bail

mind,” Knapp said to the farmer, as

he buttoned himself into his fur overcoat.

“That is, if you’ll let me have those

ponies out there for the rest of the trip.

I’ll send them bark tomorrow if I don’t

come this way myself.”

"Sure Mike!" the farmer responded

with fervor. "I ain’t a very good hand
at thankin’ people, but 1 just want to

say that anything the old lady and me
can do for you

"

Knapp waved a restraining hand.

“The doctor’ll be along now pretty soon,

I guess," he assured his host. “I hope
he finds everything all O. K.” It took

The man reached over and tenderly

pulled the covering away from her eyes.

“Tliat’s right,” he urged. “Do talk.

I’m as blue as a weaned calf. Those
cattle up in the ravines get on my nerves.”

He hod to explain to her what the spot-

less, glistening mounds at the ravine heads

meant. “It’s a shame," he ejaculated.

“Damn this country, anyway. I’m glad

I’m leaving it."

Mary Riley did not know how to begin

the words she had tested over and over

to herself back in the little sod house.

She had never seen anyone come out

victorious in a contest against the will

“ What is the mattery Can I helpf"

stretched at the beginning of the storm, both men to harness the unruly ponies, of the man beside her; it seemed foolish

The husband ami wife were enjoying the “By the way," Knapp remarked lightly to put her strength against his. By
stay of the travelers: they talked wist- as he hooked the last tug, “I left a birth- tilting her head to the left a little she

fully of the time when the storm would day present for the youngster in the could just see his strong chin, above the

“let up" and the two must go. “The sugar bowl. 1 thought I’d better tell burly chest panting beneath his fur over-

Lord sent you," the young mother suid you.” coat; she knew that tinder the shielding

to Mary Riley on the morning of the A little later he was tucking the buffalo cap visor blazed a pair of shrewd, uncon-

third day, hiding as l>cst she could the robes about Mary Riley’s feet. "So long, quered eyes. She was glad she could not

emotion that arose to her lips with the pardner," he called to the farmer. He see these as she haltingly began to speak,

words. “I only hope somebody will be leaped in beside the girl and the lean “You’re not going to leave this eoun-

as good to you when von come to have ponies bounded away. try,*’ she announced. 44At least not with

your baby." The girl turned quickly The frozen road was swept entirely me. And I’m not going to San Francisco,

away; her throat ached for the relief of bare in some places, while throughout Tin going home, and I’m not coming back,

tears. most of its length enormous drifts blocked You’ll have to get somebody else to finish

That afternoon, at almost precisely the the passage. out the term.”

hour when the blizzard had l>cgun three Mary Riley's face was shrouded in a
days before, the wind began to subside, thick blue silk veil, behind which she lay LH)I1 five full minutes the man did not

It died away to a bitter breeze, the sun thinking, thinking. When the capering * reply. Then he leaned toward her,

came out in a vivid western blaze, and ponies had quite settled down to an even looking down upon her with the smile

the snow ceased falling. The travelers trot on a particularly long stretch of level one uses when one must coax a child out

prepared to depart. road she spoke. '‘Please pull this veil of its whim. “Come, come," he said

"I’ll leave the machine, if you doti'l up, Ed,” she said. “I want to talk." His heart was leaping wildly at the hurd
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note of decision the girl had managed to

put into her trembling voice, but it would
never do to let her set* his agitation.

"I hope I can persuade you out of that

notion before we reach the burg,” he said

cheerfully. “We’ll just alniut make it,

with fifteen minutes to spare if the trains

are right. I suppose everything is off

schedule since the storm, though.”

The girl shook her head, appalled by
the fierceness of frustrated desire showing

in the man's face, belying his careless

words. "It’s no use, Ed," she repeated

weakly. “You can't talk me out of it

now. I couldn’t take you after that."

She nodded Imck in the direction from

which they had come. “Is it always as

bad as that poor woman—" her voice

trailed off into silence.

“Oh, she got off easy,” Knapp assured

her largely. “If there had been a hitch

anywhere they'd lie walking slow behind

her, and the kid too. You needn’t worry
about her."

“I wasn’t worrying about her; I was
thinking of another woman entirely. I

was just wondering— Where did you
get your knowledge? At the birth of

your own children?"

The directness of the question nettled

him, but he answered calmly enough.

“Oh, yes, some of it. But I tried to study
medicine once. I stuck at it three years,

and then I told father I’d rather hrand

steers than cut up cadavers. So lie sent

me oht here. However, I couldn’t help

picking up some of the rudiments in three

years, and if we hadn't happened along

just when we did—if that woman 'd been

alone with that green-horn of a husband

—

well, I guess she wouldn't have hod a
much better chance than those cows up
under the drifts."

The girl gave a long, tired sigh. “ Poor,

poor women, all of them," she murmured.
She reflected a moment liefore she de-

livered her next remark. “A man is

a coward and a cur who would desert a

woman after she had gone through that

three times."

She could see her companion's face

go red. then white, then settle into grim

lines of anger. “And a woman is a fiend

who would take him." she concluded.

During the remainder of the journey he
wooed her with every resource of which

he was capable; hut as the town loomed
up between them and the setting sun he
knew himself to Ik? beaten. “Go back
to Molly,” she reiterated. "She wouldn’t

hurt me os I intended to hurt her. She
doesn’t need to know what we planned

to do."

Just at the edge of the town he asked

her to kiss him. She did so gravely,

sealing her renunciation.

“You'll have to let me have a little

money,” she told him. “I haven't ten

dollars to my name. I sent it all home.
I thought I wouldn't need it."

He raichcd into the bosom of his over-

coat and pulling out his purse tucked

it into her muff. “Lord, Lord, how I

had planned to spend that money,” he

groaned. Mary Riley made a swift men-
tal reckoning, then counted out four of

the bills and returned the red leather

case to its owner.

rPHEY drove straight to the station,

* where the east- and west-bound

flyers were due to meet at liulf-pust five.

They learned that the train that would
bear Mary Riley eastward wus the one
that should have gone through at the

same hour the day before. The west-

liouiid had not yet been heard from, the

agent told Knapp.
The delay of the trains had filled the

little waiting-room of the station with

tired, impatient travelers. The foul air

drove Mary Riley out to the hare board

platform; thither, in a few minutes,

Knapp followed and the two paced

silently. A truek-h>ad of empty cream-
cans rattlerl by them unri disappeared

into the baggage room; the station agent,

shivering without an overcoat, came out

and deposited his express packages in

readiness for the hurrying train; the

’bus came over from the hotel with its

freight of traveling men and mail-bags;

lean cowboys happened along, eyeing the

man and girl curiously. Finally, in the

gathering twilight Knapp became con-

scious that one of the men had stopped
and was staring at him with wide,

astonished eyes. “Good Gawd!" the

cowboy shouted. “If it ain’t them!"
Knapp turned to the intruder suavely.

"Well, Sport
—
” he began; it was then

that he recognized in the stammering
cowboy one of his own men. “We
thought sure you was under the drifts

along witli the cows," he hastened to

explain. “Your missus has had every

man of us out senee midnight and we
tracked you to Waverly, but nobody'd

seen anything of you sence the blizzard

struck. They’s a posse formin’ down to

the hotel now to go out and search for

your bodies. I'll go tell ’em, and then

it’s me for the high places. The missus

was most crazy when I left this morning.

The phone wires is ail down and she

won’t know till I get there.”

The man's evident desire to relieve the

suspense of the woman waiting out beyond
the hills was not soothing to Knapp's

pride. A sudden challenge of resentment

sprang into his eyes. He called after the

fellow. “Say, Jim. get me a horse and
I'll be witli you in ten minutes. And say,

tell that livery man to send Si Barry’s

team home tomorrow. Pay the bill.”

Jim seized the fluttering l»ank note from
the extended hand and hurried away.

The next moment Knapp was escorting

a trembling girl to the rear Pullman of the

train which that instant came shrieking

and thundering in. Behind the film of

the veil wltieh swathed her faee he could

see the lights from the ear windows
gleaming on streaming tears.

He stood and stared after the train as

it spisl on through the dreary, huddled

little town. His thoughts were on the

name that she had called him. “A
coward and a cur!” he muttered. The
returning cowboy cut short his hitter

thoughts and the two men galloped off

together across the darkening, snow-

patched prairie.

The Racing Cars

By WILLIAM ROSE BENET

rPHE great cars careening come roaring round the curve,

* The dust clouds screening their onslaught oa they swerve.

The dense crowd watching exhales a thrilling sigh.

Their quick breath catching as the cars boom by.

^PEED on the straightaway—speed is what they need!

Speed down the level—at the banked curves, speed

!

Their sharp staccato thunder awakes the hills to wonder
At the grimed, masked devils that drive the dragon breed.

F CLOSED my eyes gazing, and saw them in my mind
^ Up the far hills blazing, and roaring up the wind.

On the star-roads leaping, black hulks that shoot and sway,

—

Their fierce pace keeping on the fearful Milky Way.

OPEED across the heavens—speed was their need!
^ Speed, with the meteors,—to Doom's gate, speed!

Their sharp staccato thunder shook sun and moon with wonder.

And the stars whirled wildly before the dragon breed.

rPHE great ears careening went ruaring round the world
* With madness for their meaning, ’mid wild dust swirled

And fuster still, and faster, their engines ripped and raced

While man who was their master must drive in haste!

OPEED across the cities—speed was their need!

Speed down the valleys—up the high hills, speed!

Until, a dying wonder, their shurp staceuto thunder
Throblied away through chaos that claimed the dragon breed!
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN
Illustration* by Jam«* Preston

IX

Lemuel Taketh an Auto-Suggestion from

Percy the Fresh

S.-.

PERCY the Bridegroom (they’d lingered a week
At Lemuel's place, ere they started to seek

Honeymoon joys) sat with Father-in-law,

Talking the finest that ever you saw;

He was sure very nice

About giving advice

On pertinent subjects. At last he began.

“Look hither, old man!
I’ve been thinking a bit”—here he puffed an Egyptian

“That fast racing-cars are a sort of conniption

—

Too tearing

And wearing

For settled old age.”

“Such brass.

Go to grass!”

Rumbled Lem, in a rage.

If it's pleasant to you:

I’ll trade my small car for your big one-

“No good, and that’s flat

—

Why, drat

And scat!”

-how’s that?”

“NOT old, then, perhaps, but—well, somewhat V
advanced

“A/OCR car ain’t wuth half mine.” But Percy spake true,
* “My car would lie worth twice what yours is—to you.

She's a trim, cozy thing with a twenty-mile gait,

Her engine is simple, her manners sedate;

She can climb, her own pare, all the hills that there are

—

What more does a grandfather want with a car?

Where once you lost patience and nerve-force and breath

Coaxing an engine that scared you to death.

You now might meander through long, huppy hours.

Stop to see cities, drink water, pluck flowers.

A blithe, happy tourist, by night and by mornin’.

Seeing the sights of the land you were born in.”
" Bingo,

By jingo!

As sure as yer hat

—

Wonder
Why ’n thunder

I ne’er thought o’ that?”

And the next thing Katury’s new husband and Pop
Went to the barn and effected a swap.

“T JOXK HONK!” Looking fully as handsome as glad.
^ ^ Daughter Katurv in bright, bridy blue,

Pereival Brown in a brash Highland plaid.

Sat in the big, sporty gazabazoo.

“Good-bye. Ma-mu!
Happy days. Pa!"

“Bless you. my children!" the old folks were saying

When whizz! Like a rabbit let out of a l»ag.

Straight down the road thundered Hiram J. Scagg,

Driving his Cannibal Six. As he passed

Perce cried, “Not much!"
Threw in the clutch

) And flew after Hi like a hawk from a mast.

His father-in-law snorted twice, fairly pranced,

“I be older ’n you, s’r, and therefore

Don’t care for

Advice from no dudish and dupper
Whip-snapper.”

“The fact that I’m young," Percy’s lip kindly curled,

“ Means, of course. I’ve lived more and seen more of the world.

And. as I was just saying, a fust racing-car

III fits an old man at the age where you are.

It’s like seeing grandpapa in college boy clothing

Singing in glee clubs. I do view with loathing

That which undignifies

Age; for it signifies

Lack of perspective

And proper selective
— ’’

LEM chortled suddenly, “Haw-haw! by gar!

I know that you want, sir—to borrow my car!"

"O mercy!

Not borrow!”

Cried Percy

In sorrow.

“I thought, sir,—a fact—what a chance this would be

To give your machine to Katury and me."

“Well, of all the
—

” Lem started, but Percy broke in.

“ I like a fair trade, though detesting a skin.

Now here’s what 1’U do.

/CRANING his neck from a window above^ I.cm gazed, excited.

See! It was gaining, his scorcher, his love

—

"Bully! Dee-lighted!

Rah for our Percy! Rah for the flag! .

Glory to fish-hooks, he'a beat Hiram Scagg!"
‘

But Mother, who also had witnessed the

race,

Smiled when ’twas finished, though pale

was her face.

Murmured. “I’m glad.

Though it does seem too bad

—

Glad that she’s gone, and I don’t care

how far.”

Lem enquired, shocked, “ W’ho. our girl?"

“No, our car.

“ A ND Pa, I’ve been thinking. Since son-in-law Percy

Left us his roadster (it does seem a mercy
It can’t go much faster than twenty an hour)

Don't you think we might, too, start our own bridal tower.

Two in a car, all the time that we want;

Sort of au elderly honeymoon jaunt?”

And Lem murmured soft, as he kissed her cool cheek.

"Cracky, we will— if it takes a hull week!”
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Otis Skinner and his daughter at their home in Bryn Mater

Lost-A Romantic Actor

I
T was Sterne’s starling that heat its

/utile wings against the hunt of its

cage and cried. "I can’t gel out! I

can't get out!” Could the Reverend

Laurence journey — sentimentally or

otherwise - through the labyrinth of the

present somewhat complicated theatrical

situation, he might detect the voice of

many starlings.

The stage men who in conclave diag-

nose the health of the body dramatic

have been shaking their heads for a dec-

ode and crying for the shows and actors

of yester-year. Of a certain kind of

actor there appears to be a plentiful sup-

ply. It is a pretty good kind, too—the

sort that become favorites with theater-

goers. who possess the power to amuse,

whose personul idiosyncrasies are molded

by their owners into methods that sway
audiences to moods of acceptance and
delight. The actor of to-day is a special-

ist as much so as the patent lawyer or

the throat doctor. He knows the thing

he can do. and docs it. If he is wise, lie

will look well into his assortment of odd-

ities. and cultivate them as carefully as

a gardener docs his roses. Should he lie

lucky enough to have the galumphing

stride or the vocal peculiarities of the

late Sir Henry Irving (I allude only to the

eccentricities of this fine actor), a squeak-

like Stuart Robson, or u crooked smile

like our own beloved Eddie Foy, let him

put up his stand of "Hands off"; for

every little while a manager will take his

nets and go fowling for precisely such a

strange bird os he. And the more fre-

quently lie is exhibited, the oftener the

playwrights will put him into plays and
build incidents around his legs, his lisp,

liis grimaces, or his clothes. Having
created a steady market for his wares,

the specialist actor s4m>ii learns the

kind of thing that sells liest. and he

brings his product to perfection. This

is a fine thing for the actor's peace

of mind, his self-satisfaction, ami Ills

bank ucrount; but it does not make

By OTIS SKINNER

for his advancement as an artist, or his

ability to impersonate.

f F your hair is silvering with years.

* deur reader, and your cxj>erience has

led you along the lanes of delight that

the theater has afforded, you may remem-
ber when one man in his time played

many parts, and his acts were more

—

many more—than seven ages. The man-
agers of that golden country of Long Ago
did not go about looking for "types.”

There were two main divisions of players

—the serious and the comic; and of these

the first group was often subdivided into

romantic actors and villains. Then, of

course. evervln>dy was either young or

old. The mar. with fair, round belly and
vis comica was never required to play

Hamlet, nor the tragedian to play Mr.
Toodle. but otherwise it was the player's

province to impersonate; and be the

part light or heavy, grave or gay, he
must give it semblance and smoothness.

^TMIIS school was of particular value in
* developing one kind of actor—the

leading juvenile. Romeo, t'laude Melmttlc .

Elliot Grey, Charles Surface. Marc Antony,

Alfred Erelyn. wen- his especial property,

and while he might be better in some than
in others, he had no difficulty in giving

free expression to a spirit of grace ami
romance in them all. It seems as if this

race of players has become extinct.

Whenever I or my associate managers

have made a production of a play, our

inevitable vexation comes in the search

for the young romantic actor. The other

kinds are known by their labels, and are

found in g«>odly assortment; but the anx-

ious manager's oft-repealed cry is: "You
don’t seem to be able to find a decent

young man for the romuntic parts."

I can not believe that this condition is

caused by the death of sentiment. Lov-

ers love just os liurd us they always did.

and the world is made to go around by
the same means; but the motive (lower is

no longer exhibited on the stage. The
young fellow of the playhouse is a smart -

flip, manicured person, conscious of his

hands and his coat, monotonous of utter-

ance, and ashamed of expressing a tender

emotion. His attitude toward the ob-

ject of his affection has the air of confi-

dent possession, like that of the Apache
toward his dancing partner at the Mou-
lin Rouge. Of fervor, sweetness, and
tenderness there is small trace. Could
there be a reincarnated Charles Thorne,

his Armand Dural upon Broadway would
hlaxc brighter than all the electric signs.

T)I T the fault docs not lie wholly with

the actor. The voice of passion often

cries within him, but. like the starling, it

ean't get out. In the present mode of

stage management the free expression of

emotion is often prohibited, but by fur the

greater bar lies in the poverty of oppor-

tunities for such demonstrations in the

work of our dramatists; they are afraid of

frankness in a love acenc, and Rumen, even

though he sigh like a furnace, can not

make bricks without straw.

Perhaps the (K-ndulum of the stage

fashion will swing back again it has a

way of doing such things—and give us

a renascence of tender emotions and their

expression. It would be a great relief from

the plays filled with politicians, crooks,

cadets, white slaves, gunmen, grafters,

gamblers, saloonkeepers, and detectives

t hut are fretting their hour—let us pray

it lie a brief hour—upon our stage.

The announcements that various pro-

ducers are mukiug for the present season

lead to a suspicion that such renascence

may not be far distant. It will be wel-

comed by every one—the public, the

critic, the actor, and above all by the

producer of plays who may plan a pro-

cess of cultivation for the lieiiefit of the

young men and women who feel it all,

und can not express it. und who one day
may learn the art of "putting it over the

footlights.*'



Tammany and Harper’s Weekly
Pictures drawn by Nast and published in this Weekly during the Tweed campaign

"THE ONLY THING
THEY RESPECT OR

FEAR"

Nast tool- his idea for this

picture from a remark in the
“Xation " that if theae men cloacd

their careers in peace and afflu-

ence. it would be a tcrriUe blow

to political and prieale morality.

The cartoon fits today aa well

as it fitted at the time of Ttreed.

This {right) was one of Xoat's

real inspirations. If he were

alire today he could probably

draw a head consisting of a
money bag with a dollar sign on
it and make it look just like

Charles F. Murphy.

This {left) cartoon bore the re-

mark: “As long as l count the

votes, what are you going to do
about it?" The chances for an
honest count are bettertoday than

they were forty-ttco years ago.

but they are none too good.

RETAIL..

It is still much m.siet for our police to knock

about petty law breaker* or loafers than it is for

them to cooperate with the political rulers in

protecting the city ‘reoe>ry.

The Tammany leaders still grow rich out of con-

tracts. They still make a great show of individual

charily among the ftoor, at thesametime that their bad

government makes the poor grow poorer. Theyforce

up expenses through mandatory legislation from

Albany, and they make every bitof street building. and

policing, and schooling, and lighting cttsl more than

it irould cost under an honest system of government.
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The Collector

Tammany man mapped the plan out to me just seven

months ahead.

Now, who is McCall? All his life he has been noth-

ing but an exponent of Tammany and rewarded by

Tammany for his services. But there is more to be
said about him than that. Charles E. Hughes drafted

the report of the insurance investigation. And that

report as well as the evidence on which it was based

are accessible.

According to the report, Edward E. McCall actively

cottperated in a scheme by which his client, the New
York Life Insurance Co., covered up and concealed

from the State Insurance Department payments made
to Andy Hamilton, the notorious insurance lobbyist

who maintained “the house of mirth" at Albany. If

these payments were made to Hamilton for proper

purposes there would have been no reason whatever

for concealing them from the State Insurance Depart-

ment. Nobody will credit McCall with being so stupid

as not to have understood fully the improper purpuses

for which these payments presumably were made; and
in no case can he justify his actively cooperating in

concealing the payments from the State Insurance

Department, the public and the policy holders of the

New York Life.

Edward E. McCall took a retainer from the Provi-

dent Savings Life under the following conditions: (a)

the president of the Provident Savings Life understood

that McCall was receiving for his services payment
from no other source than that Company and made
the agreement with McCall for reasonable compensa-
tion on that basis; (b) at the same time McCall had

an arrangement to be paid by the New York Life a

contingent fee consisting of a j>erventage of whatever

benefit the New York Life should receive from a favor-

able decision in the Provident Savings Life suit; (c)

under this contingent fee agreement McCall appears

to have received #40.000 from the New York Life for

the payment of which the Hughes Report properly

states there was no reason, that is. no justification;

and (d) McCall's bn tt -r ».i< at the time the president

of the New York Life

Here is an extract fm:i the Report itself:

"It is said they w rx
'(

-r general purposes of his

EARLY in February, a certain conversation took

place between me and a man very high up in

Tammany Hall. Please remember that this was

seven months before eight men met at Ddmonico’s
and decided that William J. Gaynor should not be re-

nominated byTammany Hall. Here is the conversation :

I: “Why was McCall picked out for Public Service

Commissioner?
”

He: “They are grooming him for mayor.”
I: "I thought was likely to be chosen."

He: “Do not believe it. They don’t want anybody
with so much independence."

I: “But Sulzer made the appointment of McCall.

What is he going to get out of it?"

He: “He has already gotten it. He got it last

summer during the campaign."

I: "In what form?”
He: “Campaign funds."

If you realize how long that was before the campaign
funds were heard of by the general public, and before

McCall was selected by the eight men, you will realize

that this man had some knowledge of inside Tam-
many affairs. To proceed with the conversation:

I: “I thought Sulzer could not be reached with

money."
He: “Well, he can.”

I: “If Tammany intends to nominate McCall, what

about Gaynor? Won’t he make trouble?"

He: “Oh, they will find some way to manage him.”

Of course. Fate came in to put the Gaynor ques-

tion at rest, unless, indeed, his ghost returns to

trouble Murphy. But this conversation shows that

Tammany looks a long time ahead. Later, it went

through the comedy of pretending that Murphy did

not want McCall and that McCall did not want the

office, and all the rest of it, just like the tricks at a

country fair. But the fact remains that the inside

The Duirict Lieutenant

The Tammany
Plot

By NORMAN HAPGOOD
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The Ditckeeper

legislation and taxation bureau expenses.’ Why the

New York Life with its vast resources should have

required moneys for the expenses of its department
to be raised upon the discounted paper of its em-
ployees has not been explained. The Company has

not and never has had any record, voucher or state-

ment justifying the conclusion that the avails of the

notes were used for its purposes. Nevertheless, in

December. 1901, pursuant to an arrangement made
by George W. Perkins, at President McCall's sugges-

tion. these notes were taken up by J. P. Morgan & Co.
on the payment of $56.7*20.50, apparently the ludance

thrti due upon them, and were carried by that firm

until the following October. At that time, under the

same arrangement. J. P. Morgan & Co. repaid itself

by deducting this sum with interest ($50,310.70) in

accounting to the N. Y. Security & Trust Co. for

certain profits upon a participation in the United

States Steel Corporation Syndicate. The New York
Life had a three-quarter interest in this participation,

and the amount retained by J. P. Morgan & Co. was
charged against its share in the profits, the balunce

being remitted to the Company. The result was that

the amounts thus in effect paid by the New York Life

to Hamilton were not charged to the legal expenses

of the Company, nor in uny ledger uccount, and hence

it would appear are not included in any statement

of the expenses of the company reported to the Dcpart-
ment of Insurance.*’

After McCall went upon the Bench, Andy Hamilton
conducted for the Provident Savings Life Insurance

Co. begun by McCall. The Hughes Report bn this

subject says:

“The Provident Savings paid Mr. E. E. McCall in

the matter a retainer of $1,000 in 1902 and paid

Andrew Hamilton $3,000 in 1003 and 1904. The
compensation paid Messrs. McCall and Hamilton by
the Provident Savings was entirely adequate for the

sendees rendered. Yet upon the basis of this decision

it is claimed that the New York Life through a con-

tingent arrangement made with Mr. E. E. McCall
and Mr. Hamilton, both then under a general retainer,

became obligated to pay upward of $130,000, or one-

third of its total refunds of statutes providing for

reciprocal taxation. (Hamilton getting $90,000 of

this, McCall’s share would be $40,000.)

“T TNDER the decision obtained by the Provident

Savings the New York Life l>ccamc entitled to a
refund in this State of $*272,703.47. In the case of

this company and others the refunds were provided

for by credits upon the IkmiIcs of the State Comptroller,

but in order to provide moneys for Hamilton, the New
York Life assigned its credits to other companies to the

extent of $90,380.47, from which Hamilton received

that amount. There appears to have been no reason

for any agreement on the part of the New York Life

to compensate either Mr. E. E. McCall or Mr. Hamil-
ton for services rendered in the case of the Provident

Savings.”

1X7HY, therefore, did it pay McCall so much?
’ ’ We leave our astute readers to surmise. Those
same readers will also surmise why Tammany can

easily have the very biggest campaign fund it can

desire in order to elect Mr. McCall mayor of New
York City.

One of the eight men who chose McCall was James
E. Gaffney, an intimate friend and associate of Charles

Francis Murphy. Gaffney received $30,<MX) for giving

expert advice upon contracting to one individual.

No doubt, the “advice" was worth the $30,000!

Croker is pretty rich.

Murphy is pretty rich.

Where does that money come from?

If Murphy gets in on November 4th, a lot of men
will be pretty rich.

Mayor Gavnor knew how they got rich. His last

statement to the people, just as he left for Europe,

includes these words:

*• I)o you understand the vast amount of contracts which
the Mayor’s thirty-two departments give out in a yeur for

work and material anti also for supplies? If you do. you
understand how much these hungry grafting leaders wish to

control the heads of these departments. They want a mayor
who will appoint their favorite* as heads of departments.”

Everybody knows how C’rokcr got so rich, and a

touch of ideal completeness is added to the situation

Thr *•""»
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when Mr. Croker, with characteristic

frankness, makes a vigorous assault on

Mayor Gaynor. He maintains that he

attacks Mayor Gaynor because he left

"five million or six million dollars," after

having a large family tosupport on a small

salary. If his assault on the former

mayor had been justified, instead of

being a gross exaggeration, the influ-

ences that led to the attack would have

been exactly like those that led to

Tammany's attack on Sulzer. What
Croker objects to is not any money that

Gaynor mode but the way Gaynor limited

the chances of the organization to make
money after their accustomed methods.

Mr. McCall gave out, within a few days

of the same time as Croker's diatribe,

that he too would make a great point of

defending Tammany’s honor against the

aspersions cast upon it. It is certainly a

man-sized job,—this white-washing of

Tammany undertaken by Croker and

McCall. When Croker sets about a

thing, he is thorough. He says, for in-

stanee: "Vice and crime were never so

great in any administration as under the

late Mayor’s term of office.” Presum-

ably, this sentence means tliat Richard

Croker thinks us innocent enough to be-

lieve that Gaynor created the vice and

crime, or a large part of it. instead of its

being a natural product of the long his-

tory of Tammany methods in our biggest

city. To Croker himself, indeed, be-

longs no small share of the responsibility,

and in this very statement he recognized

his power iu various ways. For instance,

he said of a commissioner of the Fire

Department: “It had always been his

policy to carry out my ideas.” And of a

man who was supposed to l>e the leader

of the Democratic parly in Albany, he

said: “I told Senator Grady to acquiesce

in the passage of the bill." He always

exercised absolute power, and it enraged

him when lie saw Gaynor disobeying.

What made Croker angry at Gaynor and

what made Murphy angry at both Sulzer

and Gaynor was their interference, to

some extent, with the system on* which

Croker and Murphy and their hundreds
of followers secured their living.

It Is not only money that Tammany
destroys: it is also human life. In the

triangle fire, one hundred and forty-six

young girls were sacrificed through in-

efficiency and greed, and there are one
hundred and fifteen thousand women and
girls employed in factories in New York
in similar perilous condition. After this

horror, there was a great demand for a

fire prevention bureau. The law was
passed, signed by Mayor Gaynor, and
went into effect October, 1911. As soon

as the money for it hod lieen appropriated

by the Board of Estimate, a raid was
made upon the Fire Department by Tam-
many, and the positions distributed at

the rate of one position to a district, with

no test of fitness, many of the employes
recruited from pool-rooms and gambling
houses. The result will be other similar

fires and other similar tragedies.

rT'HE chance to steal through contracts is

* larger in the next four years than ever

before. The rapid transit extensions in-

volve the spending of about $830.(M)0,000.

The subway scheme is second only to the

Panama Canal in the engineering enter-

prises of today. If Tummany has the

control of all this work, the amount stolen

along the lint’s so graphically indicated by
Mayor Gaynor will reach high in the mil-

lions. One subway question is ended.

There was a difference of opinion al»out

whether the financial help was secured on
the most favorable possible terms to the

City, but that question of judgment is

not an issue now. The subway Issue of

today is whether the lines shall be built

by honest men or by thieves.

Tammany hopes to accomplish two
principal things in the election of No-
vember 4.

1.—To control contracts ami thus to

grow rich.

4.—To control the police and thus to

grow rich in another way.

Mr. Kemble has drawn certain types of

Tammany heelers which you see illus-

trating this article. Tammany could
never win an election in this City without
the active aid of the criminal and semi-

criminal classes. Even with their aid. it

could not win if we had intelligent ballot

laws; that is, if we hud a short ballot and
an absence of party columns. With bal-

lot laws which put a premium on ignor-

ance and party passion, the machine has
its ehancc to survive but, even then, it

needs the devoted assistance of the lowest

members of the community.

VA7E are accustomed to thinking of a“ “
haunted house as hidden in a

clump of sighing evergreens beside a lonely

stretch ofcountry road. The window panes
arc shattered, weeds stand high in the front

yard, and a hanging blind creaks dolefully

in the breeze. A modem contrast to this

impression may be found in the heart of

New York City. A vacant hotel stands so

dose to Times Square that the glare of

Broadway Is the only illumination required

to show the real estate agent's sign that the

property is to Ik- disposed of. A little more
than a year ago, some gunmen drove up
before this building in a yellow motor car.

They murdered a gambler, and drove
away. They felt safe, for they were in co-

operation with the powers high up in

Tammany Hall, who had been accustomed
to delivering immunity for the worst of

crimes. This time, the gunmen did not get

the safety on which they counted. They are

in prison, and they are among those most
interested in the outcome of this election.

The hotel, soon after the shooting, went out
of business for lack of custom. It opened
under another name, but met no better for-

tune, and had to close again. For months,

it has stood vacant. Is it haunted by the

blood of Hermann Rosen tlial ? At any rate,

the people of New York, if they have any
sensitiveness must feel that episode as u

horrid dream. If they have any enter-

prise. any character, any will to achieve

free government, they will not vote on
Novomlicr 4 to put the gunmen back

in power, and to open the treasury of the

city to Charley Murphy and his friends.

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Riglit Wing 1

*)

Big Teams and Their Preliminary Games

YALE and Cornell opened the has made considerable trouble for the

football season impressively, the big fellows. The Ells showed better

former disposing of the Wesleyan football than was the case a year ago.

eleven rather handily, the latter taking und gave promise of increasing in strength

care of Ursinus, a team that now and then as the season advances. The material

was such as has been seen at

New Haven in the last few

years, but the feature of

Yule's play that caught the

eye of the spectator was the

clever interference, much of

it made lieyond the line of

scrimmage.

It was apparent before the

game was two minutes old

that the Elis had gone back

to the style of football for

which they were famous

some years ago— turning the

runner in sharply and Ih>w1-

ing over the secondary de-

fense. Backed by good kick-

Storcr of Harvard should keep up to his last pear's ing it was small wonder that

form if the burden of the ca/ttainep does not the Blue attack was able to

/trine too heavy run up a fair sized score. Yale

showed a powerful line, and an aggressive

set of hacks that seemed to have ab-

sorbed more coaching than has been the

case in recent years. There was little in

the nature of “star" playing, merely a

coordination rather unusual so early in

the season. Did the rub's permit of heav-

ing the runner this particular Yale eleven

undoubtedly would be able to make much
of that type of game, but even under

the restrictions of the modem game the

Elis should show a first-class offense in

their two big games.

Among the most interesting features

of the team arc its evenness in height

and weight, the steadily good work of

backs who are ull-round football players,

and the keen charging of a line that

ought to lie in top form for the November
games. It was impossible to escape the

impression of the effect of clever coaching

both in line and backfichl, and the ear-

nestness of a set of players that works ns

if it was the first that ever took the field

for Yale. Wesleyan turned out the
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high class eleven that one expects from

Middletown at the first stage of the

season, and the Methodists showed the

effect of the smart coaching of “Danny”
Hutchinson, of Pennsylvania. Wesleyan

hod a good kicker, good ends, and a fair

sets of backs. On defense the Middletown
team was not quite as good as previous

elevens that have worn the black and ml.
but the conception and execution of the

forward pass were all but beyond criticism.

It was the forward pass that made most

of the trouble for Yale, and that put
Wesleyan once in a commanding position.

The clever execution of the pass bore out

the prophecy that the smaller elevens

would use this form of attack in the

earlier gam«*s in the hope of scoring a
victory over one of the big teams. Wes-

season. There is every indication that the

Blue wing men will come up to the best Yale

standard when they reach their big games.

The general character of Yale's attack

reminded one of Arthur Howe's team,

albeit the backs did most of their heavy
execution from the simple, old-fashioned

formation, and without using any form

of the shift. It may be that later in the

season the Elis will go back once more to

the Minnesota manoeuvre, but at this

writing it would seem that there was

enough strength in the straightaway

play to do considerable damage.
It is indeed refreshing to find an eleven

with faith enough in itself to play the

simple football that proved so successful

years ago, leaving whatever “trimmings"

may be considered necessary for the latter

r I'HE Yale line is once more a powerful
1 one, and if these Blue forwards

realize on their latent strength they will

be something of a handful for both Prince-

ton and Harvard. Doubtless there will

be considerable shifting before the team
is picked from tackle to tackle, and the

final make-up of the line will hardly be
known before Yale strikes faster company
than Wesleyan, but it seems certain that

there will be plenty of weight, and that

the old-time, steady Yale defense will

be in evidence. Yale teams of the past

have built their attack rather slowly, per-

fecting themselves in defense first, the

coaches apparently feeling that half the

game was the ability to keep the other fel-

low from scoring, and if I read the signs

aright this particular Yale team is working

YALE’S PROMISING BEGINNING
Clever interference by the Blue that led to a high score against Wesleyan. The new coaching system at Sew Haven made an

excellent start, and the Elis showed promise of power and versatility

leyan’s type of play was well suited to an

early season game, but it remains for the

Middletown men to build up an all-

round, sound attack by the time they

strike the heavy part of their schedule.

From the Yale point of view the opening

game was more than satisfactory. It is

upparent that the Elis once more are

digging deep into the system that earned

them so many victories in years gone by.

and are putting together a team that,

whether beaten or triumphant, will play

the sort of football that is an open book

to coaches like Hinkcy ami Camp, who
have seen many a successful season. Even
this one game was enough to prove that

the Elis had made no mistake in pinning

their faith to Howard Jones as head

coach, and had been more than fortunate

in choosing the men who are instructing

the ends.

UNLESS I am greatly mistaken, ends

will figure this year quite as much
as they have in the post—not merely in

looking after the “ loose ball.” but in

making interference beyond the line of

scrimmage. The Yule ends in the play

against Wesleyan were almost always

good for one man in the Middletown de-

fense, and when it was necessary to cut

in and care for one of the secondary

defense they did better w.-rk than I have
usually seen on Yale Field so eurl.v in the

part of the season. I have always be-

lieved that the simple run from the forma-

tion of three men in a row and the quarter-

back to feed the ball to them was os

effective in these piping times of open

football as at any time in the past, and

Yale's opening performance certainly

proved that it was good enough for the

early part of the season.

Shifts depend no more upon accurate

timing than the simple plays with which

the Elis opened their season, and the

fact that these simple plays were nicely

timed was a vindication of the couching

system. Certain of the Yale backs,

notably Knowles, may achieve stardom
larfore the season is over, but even if

they should fail in that they have al-

ready shown that they were considerably

above average, taken as a quartet. It

would not surprise me were Knowles to be

taught to kick as did Mitchell some years

ago. for to my way of thinking he is one of

the most premising men who have booted

pigskin in recent years, and the quick kick

close to the line will he one of the most
important fueturs in the big games.

Knowles kicks quickly and easily,

and his punts should be difficult indeed

to block. He is the type of man that

can be run from a position very close to

the line, -id if the threat. of u kick can
also be sed, he will make trouble for

Yale’s l.s s later in the season.

along that line. Only, the attack is better

than usual at this stage of the season.

Since the Elis no longer play West
Point it will be more difficult than xisual

to obtain an accurate estimate of their

strength on the cvc of the big games, for

most Yale teams have been made or

unmude by the Arrnv game—have gone

uphill or down thereafter. Even a Yale

team that was beaten on the “plains”

has sometimes won both of its big games,

and it has usually taken the match aguinst

the Army to bring out the individual and
team faults that arc to be found in mid-
season even among real champions.

The Yale schedule this year is not par-

ticularly difficult, save that the Elis

probably will tackle more weight than

usual, and whatever the outcome of the

earlier games it will probably remain for

Brown to provide the crucial test, for no
mutter what the character of the material

at Providence the coaching system Is so

good that the Brunoniuns will take a lot

of l>cating. Indeed the Brown game is

an excellmt test for both Harvurd and
Yale, because the Providence men arc

usually in good form for both. Even
when Brown defeated Yale by the score

of <1 to 0 the Brown coaches had a good

word to say for the Eli line. And at

that time Yale was far from being a fav-

orite for the big games.

Cornell's topheavy score aguinst Ur-
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sinus came as something of a surprise,

for the Ithacans, although beginning

scrimmage work unusually early, were

not supposed to he much stronger than

last year. Apparently Dr. Sharpe’s

coaching has taken root, and the founda-

tions laid a year ago have proved stable.

Cornell faces a hard schedule this season,

although there is no game with Dart-

mouth, and it will lx? interesting to see

what the Ithacans do with such elevens

as the Carlisle Indians and Harvard.

/~\NE of the most interesting figures

on the gridiron this year is R. T. P.

Storer, captain of the Harvard eleven.

It was his recovery of a kick on Yale

Field last year that led to the rout of the

Blue, and it was only natural that he

TO most readers, travelers and other

citizdffe the New York Central

Railroad seems like a fairly com-
pleted enterprise. There is a certain

solidity and permanence about this

concern which smacks of nothing un-

finished. Not to mention the long con-

nection with the railroad of perhaps the

Iicst known family in the American
oligarchy there are patent facts about

the New York Central, such as its loca-

tion, entrance into New York City, and
certainty of trunk line traffic, which

invests the company with all the dignity

of great wealth, age, and stability.

But the New York Central lines are

akin to all other great American railroad

systems in their historically corporate

and financial complexity. Even the

New York Central & Hudson River Rail-

road Company, which as all men know,
operates a well-advertised four-track line

from New York City to Buffalo, is a

nexus of many, many older and smaller

corporations. Only in the last few
months has this legal |ierson consolidated

with or absorbed into itself nearly a score

of other legal persons, or as they are

Ix-tter known, corporations, such as the

Tivoli Hollow, Mahopac Falls, New York
Central, Niagara River, Buffalo Erie

Basin, Carthage, Watertown & Sacketts

Harbor. Little Falls it Dolgevillc, Utica St

Black River, Rome, Watertown &Ogdens-
hurg, Oswego St Rome*, Sputyen Duyvil

& Port Morris, Mohawk & Malone,
Carthage & Adirondack. Gouvcrneur Ik

Oswegalchie, New York it Putnam, New
York & Ottawa and numerous other cor-

porations chartered by the sovereign

State of Newr York for railroad purpose.

The reader may dodge from the in-

fliction of such a list, but it is reproduced

here as hut a fraction of the corporate

complexity which goes to make up a

typical, large American railroad system.

From Buffalo to Chicago the New York
Central owns more than 90 per cent of

the stock of the great Lake Shore it

Michigan Southern Railroad, and this

company in turn owns such powerful

railroads as the Big Four and the Pitts-

burgh it Lake Erie, the latter commonly
known as the Little Giant. Then there

an* the Michigan Central, a railroad

empire in itself, the New' York & Harlem,

the Boston it Albany (controlled by lease

for 999 years) the West Shore and the

Niclde Plate. The mind wearies at even
au enumeration of these companies.

should have lx*t*n chosen to lead the

Crimson this year. He finds himself at

the head of a team that has played re-

markable football, ami that worked its

wuv to an undisputed championship.
Not an enviable position for a football

leader. A first class all-round player and
a man who has shown the effect of ex-

cellent coachiug, Storer shonld keep up
his last year’s form if the burden of the

captaincy does not prove too heavy.

Dartmouth and Pennsylvania should

provide one of the best games of the

season for both the Quakers and the

men from Hanover seem to have fair ma-
terial this year, and in Whi tney Dartmou t

h

has one of the l*est backs in the country.

Under the new coaching regime at Phila-

delphia there seems to have been less

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Riveting The New York Central

There is no end to these subsidiaries.

There is no limit to the number of di-

rectorates a man may hold by merely

being on official of the New' York Central.

Evolution from Little to Big

OUT in simple language, the history

* of the New York Central like that

of other great systems has l>ecn in the

main the acquirement of more and more
railroads, and for the most part the re-

tainment of these railroads as separate

corporate entities. It is a cell formation,

one upon another, a piecemeal growth.

Probably the acquirement process is

done, or nearly so. Harriman is dead.

There is no further disposition upon the

|>art of our Morgans and Rockefellers

and Bakers to form giant combinations.

The pressing, imminent problem is to

cement and simplify what was long ago
brought together by stork certificate,

to consolidate for economy and efficiency

and not merely for aggrandizement.

J. P. Morgan, hanker for the New
York Central, recently testified that the

“assets and earnings are there.” Every
person will know at once what Mr.
Morgan intended to convey, and his

statement of facts is indubitable. The
assets and earnings are there, but of late

years the stock has sagged and new financ-

ing through stock issues has been impos-

sible, which as a rule is an unhealthy

symptom. Further issue of bonds was
not feasible. So to raise needed capital

huge emissions of ordinary promissory

notes have been the rule. At present

there are more than $100,000,000 of these

notes on the entire system.

Why bus the stock dropped? Well,

there are persons unkind enough to say

that a sort of absentee landlordism has

been partly responsible. Professor Taus-
sig of Harvard speaks of the securities

owned by those who live on their income
especially where several generations have
lived in that way. as a sort of distilled

property. New York Central in the

hands of the Vanderbilts is quite con-

ceivably a more languid form of property,

as it were, than the stock in trade of a
newly landed Italian peddler. But a
more immediate and tangible reason for

the decline in New York Central has

been the enormous and not immediately
productive expense which the company
has been put to for miprovemen's such as

the new passenger terminal in this city.

emphasis on speed and more weight in the

back-field, and if the two trams come
together with anything like evenly

matched lines the work of both sets of

hacks should be well worth watching.

Both teams are likely to have clever

kiekers and good ends, so that if they

take to open play the game should be one
of the prettiest of the season.

TOY the time this appears the season

will be in full swing and the big

teams will liave hail a chance to sift their

material and work out their type of play.

It will probably be well into November,
however, before the more progressive

of the ct»achos will lx* ahle to try out new
theories. In the meantime, if Yale lives

up to form the Elis will lie hard to beat.

I do not wish to arouse the ire of anyone
connected with that marvellously effi-

cient railroad machine, perhaps the most
efficient in the country, the Pennsylvania

Railroad. But it is true that the New
York Central is in a sense the first and
most prominent railroad in the country.

That is a fine advertisement, hut it is a
diseouragingly expensive one to live up
to. So much is demanded of a railroad

in its position. A hundred million dollar

passenger station is the worst. But there

Is electrification, new' passenger fares,

almost hourly express trains for 500 or

1000 miles where most other so-called

trunk lines run two or three trains a day,

and similar decorative but none too re-

munerative outlays.

Two Kintis of Minority

Stockholders

rT,HK New York Central maintains
'

that these improvements benefit

such railroads as the Lake Shore, the

Michigan Central and Pittsburgh & Lake
Eric, and that these companies should

pay their share. But an apportionment

of expense Is difficult. They are separate

corporations. The maintenance of proper

financial relations is intricate and ad-

justments are hard to make. So the

New York Central proposes to consolidate

as many of these companies as it legally

can into itself. Then their surplus earn-

ings, which are large, will benefit the

whole system more directly than is now
the case.

It is proposed to consolidate and sim-

plify the eoqioratc and financial structures

that go to make up the New York Central

Lines. The purpose is a commendable
one in every respect. If there is one

thing which makes for more graft than

another, it is a corporation within a cor-

poration. If. for example, it were con-

ceivable that a small strip of railroad line

between Spuyten Duyvil and the Harlem

River, or the bridge over the Hudson
River at Albany, were owned by separate

corporations, most of the stock of which

was owned by directors of the New York
Central, these gentlemen might not care

how small dividends New York Central

paid provided dividends on these little

companies were larg' -

The New York t -ntral plan is thus

wholly in the right . rcction. But there

are minority stock adders in the sub-

sidiary companies, and it is not easy to
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adjust their interests. There are many
kinds of minority stockholders, but in

the case of these corporations, there seem

to be chiefly two. One class consists

largely of what might be called profes-

sional minority stockholders, that is.

the kind that always make trouble.

'The other class consists largely of insur-

ance companies which have held fairly

large blocks of Lake Shore and New York
& Harlem and other subsidiary company
stocks and will not sell out except on
terms very advantageous to themselves.

Naturally as a business proposition the

big corporation will pay no more than it

has to. It is doubtful if it would care

to pay from $.500 to $1000 a share for

the minority Lake Shore stock, but that

is the price some holders say they will ask.

The Lake Shore Gold Mine

TV>fANY years ago when the New York
* Central bought more than 90

per cent, of Lake Shore stock it paid $<00

a share in its own 3}^ per cent, bonds.

The agreement made with the I.ake Shore

stockholders prevented a further increase

of Lake Shore stock, which is now ab-

surdly small for the value of the property,

and also limited the issue of Lake Shore
lionds. This agreement Is now a serious

restriction upon the proper financing of

New York Central improvements, so

the New York Central proposes to ex-

change these bonds for a new 4 per eent.

bond of an issue to lx* large enough to

finally include practically all the mortgage
securities on both railroads. More tech-

nically stated the new 4 |>cr cent, issue

will refund, or take up, all the bonds out-

standing. There will he one. single issue

of 4 per cents, at first $167,000,000, but

to lx* increased within ten years by from
$350,000,000 to $500,000,000 for neces-

sary improvements. This huge bond
issue will conform to the standards of

investment for insurance companies and
New York state savings banks, which is

worth between one quarter and one half

of one per cent, in interest rates saved to

the railroad. At present the two com-
panies are so tied up that they can sell

only notes, debentures and collateral

trust bonds, which savings (tanks cannot
take, and two of which classes insurance

companies cannot buy. The great new
Itond issue is to be a mortgage on both
companies, and os soon as possible the

companies themselves will he consoli-

dated and Lake Shore stock wiped out.

A Charge on the Future

A LONG comes United States Senator

Norris and asks the Interstate Com-
merce Commission to inquire whether it

is proper for the New York Central to

impose upon the public $450,000 addi-

tional interest charges for 85 years, the

length of the new IkuhI issue, or a total

of $38,500,000, the difference between
per cent, and 4 per cent, on the

amount of the honds for the time speci-

fied. The objection is not a weighty one.

because the extra charge is small as

compared with the savings to be effected

in raising capital. Anyone with a glim-

mering of financial knowledge need not

lx* told that one huge first mortgage bond
issue on the New York Central from

New York to Chicago will, other things

being equal, sell like the proverbial hot

cake.

“We believe,” said J. P. Morgan,
‘‘that they (the proposed 4 per cents)

would take the position of a stable bond
and, therefore, would lie of greater ad-

Made by a Specialist

EVERY maker, we
suppose, is produc-
ing the best car

he knows how to build.

Yet no two makes are alike, and
no two makes are of equal value.

Some one maker knows better

than any other maker how to

produce small, cheap cars. Some
one maker knows better than
any other maker how to produce
superb electric cars. And
Alexander Winton knows better

than any other maker how to

produce the world’s finest six-

cylinder car.

Specialists Lead the World

There’s nothing accidental

about it It isn’t luck or genius,

but hard work, concentration,

and experience. We live in an
age of specialists. Specialists

lead the world, and easily out-

distance the straddlers, the

Hoppers, the men who do not
know their own minds well

enough to stick to some one
thing.

Cars That Don’t Make Good

It’s so in every profession

every business, and especially

in the complicated automobile

business, where a single mistake

can ruin a season's output.
That’s why some cars are up
one year and down the next.

Also, that’s why so many makers
are forced to announce sweep-
ing changes from year to year.
How can you expect excel-

lence in the car of any maker
who switches and revises and
discards his models so rapidly

that he never has a chance to

perfect any one of them? What
sort of specialist is he? How
can he hope to equal the Winton
Six, which has been the sole
product of the great Winton
factory for seven consecutive
years?

WINTON SIX
Long stroke motor, left

drive, center control, elec-

tric lights, self-starter, finest

mohair top, easily handled
curtains, rain-vision glass
front, best Warner speed-

ometer, Waltham eight-day

clock. Klaxon electric horn,

tire carriers, four-cylinder

tire pump, demountable
rims, full set of tools.German
silver radiator, metal parts

nickel finished.

Fully equipped,

One Maker’s Method

Mr. Winton never tried to

make more cars than any other

maker. He never tried to see

how many different models he
could make. He did not flop

around from one thing to

another, trying to monopolize
the entire automobile market
But on the contrary, for longer

than seven years, he has devoted
himself to a single object— the

perfection of one six-cylinder

car, the Winton Six.

The Result is Excellence

That’s what has made Alexan-
der Winton the world’s most
experienced six-cylinder spe-

cialist, and the Winton Six the

world's standard six-cylinder

car. No wonder the Winton
Six won high-grade demand
away from four-cylinder cars.

No wonder the Winton Six holds

the world’s lowest repair expense
record. No wonder it is a car

of exceptional beauty and of

goodness that stays good. For
it is the one car in the world

that has been most thoroughly

proved, developed, and per-

fected— the most satisfying car

that money can buy.

The Winton Motor Car Company
118 Berea Road, Cleveland, Ohio

Our Book No. IS tells automobile trade facts that you ought to know
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Plain Facts

about

Champagne

Can Ihe custom* oflken im-

part lile. bouquet, flavor to

a wine?

Can a transatlantic steamship

freight department improve the purity and ddi>

bousnesa of a champagne?

If to. by all means pay $2.00 for your cham-

pagne—of which Uncle Sam gels 60c for duty

and a steamship company 40c for freight. But

if not—buy Cook's Imperial and get the best

of champagnes, all of whose cost goes into

quality.

5oU F.wrywhtrt and S»rvJ Ev*ryvrK»rm

American Wine Co., St. Louia, Mo.

Club
1

Cocktails

S3 S3

rT"HERE’S many a man who
1 has built a rare reputation

as a mixologist who lets us do
his mixing for him and keeps
his sideboard stocked with
Club Cocktails.

Made from better materials than a
bar cocktail is apt to be.

Mixed to measure ;
— not

to gueaa work— aa a bar

n addition to resident

1

Tie University of Chicago

HOME
STUDY a

U.sfCON*. C> Okies*.. III.

vantage than small groups of collateral

trust bonds and debentures have been
done in the past. In our experience it

lias always been easier to sell a bond on
a larger than on a smaller property, pro-

vided the larger property were doing

equally well with the smaller. There
is a broader basis for the bonds, there is

a larger amount outstanding, and a more
open and belter market for them. They
are disposed of more easily.”

That Morgan is right is proven by the

efforts other great railroads are making
to consolidate and simplify their bond
issues. The Great Northern, Burlington.

St. Paul and Southern Railways are all

anxious to fund numerous small Issues

into one large issue. Of course the fur-

ther this tendency goes the less confusing

will railroad finance lie to the investor.

At present no one but a special student

can possibly understand the relations

one with another of the fretfully intricate

bond issues on most railroads.

A Little Forehandness

T3UT to return to the New York Central

and finish with it. There may lie

another reason why the company is

anxious to consolidate its corporate and
financial segments. The company owns
several parallel and originally intended

What They
Itocheeter (N. Y.) Herald

Mr. Hapgood is quite right in holding

that a publication of the kind which he

edits should be written for adults, and
not adapted to the requirements of imma-
ture minds. It is really a manifestation

of the intellectual weakness of the Ameri-

can people that so much insistence has

emanated from them that every piece

of writing must conform to the require-

ments of the sixteen-year-old school girl

or the boy of equally tender years. Let

the juveniles be juveniles, and read and
hear and see nothing which is unadapted

to the juvenile mind; but to insist that

every piece of literature and work of art

must conform to the requirements of the

younger ones among us, is to insist that

age itself will remain as immature as

extreme youth. No progress in thought

ever will be made so long as we adhere to

that foolish notion. Because the habes

must needs lie fed upon milk is no reason

why their elders should be denied a beef-

steak or roast pork, and because imma-
ture minds are unable to assimilate the

products of the deepest thinking is no
reason why mature minds should not

have an opportunity to exercise their

powers of mental digestion.

to lie competing lines. The sooner u

complete consolidation is formed the

harder the Government will have to work
if it ever desires to unscramble this

railroad omelet. There can be nothing

illegal in the absorption of Lake Shore

by New York Central because they do

not compete in any sense and one is the

extension of the other. But absorption

of West Shore by New York Cent nil

would be another story, and so would the

merger of the Michigan Central or Nickel

Plate into the big consolidation of Central

and Lake Shore. Here is a case where

the legal representatives of the people

need to be vigilant. Big corporations

have been known to “put over” the good
with the bad.

Wall Street easily exaggerates the

saving in operating cx|>cnscs to lie effected

by a merger of these companies. For
there will be a saving in this respect as

well as in financing. But at least the

huge undistributed surpluses and earning

power of such companies as the Lake
Shore and the Pittsburgh & Lake Erie

will be brought more directly into the

open as add«*d strength behind New
York Central stock. The result should

be to improve ultimately the position of

New York Central stock, and the material

and mental comfort of its scores of thou-

sands of owners.

Think of Us
cartoons, we are one of those "inartistic

people” that have always believed that

“pleasantness." "decorativeness,” and
“the suggestion of sympathetic anec-

dote” are worth while; in fact they all

seem like things worth while. We arc

afraid that we are one of those “inartis-

tic people" whose conceptions of art seem
to be very much out of date. We have

not been able to suppress a smile at your

“men of character, humor and insight”

who gave us "Cats,” “Jack’s.” “The Hot
Spell in New York." Too much for us.

.4. .4. H., Boston (Mass.)

At last! Some one lias nerve to get

away from trash and publish real art-
congratulations, and don’t give up!

George II. Tripp , Librarian Free Public

Library, New Bedford (Mass.)

I am very sorry to see that Harper's
Weekly had deteriorated as it has within

the last four weeks. It is a poor promise

for the future if we are to judge by the

so-called cartoons by Stuart Davis, which

have absolutely nothing to recommend
them, and are about as inane products of

decadent art as can be found in contem-

porary publications.

E. L„ Rockwood. Tenn.
You may be. as an editor, what Jack

calls a live wire, but your "shredded
wheat” style of illustrations are horrid.

Do you employ them because they are

cheap?

Detroit (Mich.) Evening Hem
So far the newspapers have a monopoly

on masculinity, crude though much of it

is. Maybe Harper’s can help us out

with leisurely developed standards of

magazine art virility.

Be Sure You Get

"A Corner on Sadie”

in the next

HARPER'S WEEKLY

IF. J. McKane, Albion (Mich.)

Like hundreds of others, we have
awaited the change in management and
policy of Hahpek'h Weekly. We had
hoped to have its visits continued but we
fear we are not at all in accord with the

new magazine. We have been keeping

it on a reading table in our High School

building but do not believe that it will be

useful in that collection. From the very

first issue we have failed to enjoy your

Samuel RuaeeU, Salt Luke City (Utah)

You are certainly going strong for the

new freedom of the feminine gender. It

is all very interesting.

Long Branch. N. J.

Norman Hapgood writes in what the

Sew York Sun calls his “journal of

snivilization ” an article on “What
Women Are After.” It is scarcely neces-

sary to fill a page to enlighten us on this
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subject. Women are after men and

money, or perhaps better in these days

—

money and men. We live in hope

that the new editor of Harper’s will

cultivate the boiling down process in

his literature.

Chicago (111.) Post

Norman Hapgood says he is going to

make the rejuvenated Harper’s the organ

of feminism in America. That means

we are going to hear a good deal more
about this movement in the future. They
have been talking very frankly about it in

Europe for some time. It is inevitable

that what they are discussing as a human
trend across the Atlantic should sooner or

later become a topic of general interest

in the United States. If it is indeed a

human trend we are not to be left out.

We are a little slower to be frank about

such matters because the restraint of

Puritanism is still upon us. and many of

us have not outgrown the idea that cer-

tain subjects are talioo. But there are

indications easily visible that this re-

straint is chafing the minds of our

thinkers.

Moody Magazine & Book Co. (New York)

A. W. Ferrin, Pres.

I have just read the current number
of the “New” Harper'h Weekly, in

which you state editorially that your

publication is the “organ of the feminist

movement in America" and remark on

the fact that such an article as " Unmar-
ried Mothers" would not have been

tolerated a generation ago. There are

many persons who will not tolerate such

articles now.

If “Feminism" means, as intimated in

the article referred to, the "landing" of

innocent men like James with a “ Ixniise

who has both syphilis and gonorrhea and
is pregnant,” the Lord have mercy on us

men. It is enough to have to bear the

responsibility of our own errors without

having the officials of maternity hospitals

conspire with their diseased inmates to

place upon us the results of John Doc's

doings.

Mrt. Winnie Woodward, Oakland (Cal.)

I just read your article headed un-

married mothers, and oh, I want to praise

you for having such articles printed. I

have been a social worker in a private way
in connection with my profession as a

nurse and in connection with my Chris-

tian Endeavor work, and oh, the heart-

aches one meets, the sorrow before which

one stands dumb, and all because—all

because—mothers think so little of their

high calling that they actually think it a

disgrace and think their girls impure if

they begin to question about these things.

Oh, Mr. Editor, go on with your great

work, go on and many saved girls’ bodies

will be the result.

•San Diego (Calif.) Tribune

In Harper's Weekly, Mary Roberts
Coolidge, who appends doctor (or doc-

tress) of philosophy to her name, sneers

through two pages of excellent character-

ization of our world-famed Bull Moose
legislature.

There arc rude cynics who aver that

women cannot reason and that they jump
at their conclusions from the altitude of

their intuition; but there are doctors of

philosophy who, while not taking the

trouble to deny the cynicism, insist that

a woman's “intuition" or whatever it

may be called is usually more accuratcund
substantial than the tiousted “reason" of

most men. But whether Dr. Coolidge

was guided by her reason or her intuition

it must be confessed that she gauged that

Bull Moose legislature in the plenitude

of its mooseness very close to its real

measure; and she threatens that the

next session there will be another circle

of women, “larger, more assured, more
obstinate, and with more experience in

the psychological practice of legislators.”

Wherefore it is prescribed in the lit-

any of that legislature: From battle,

murder, sudden death, and these women.
Good Lord, deliver us!

Winnepeg (Canada) Saturday Post

Norman Hapgood. the new editor of

Harper's Weekly, has enunciated an
editorial policy for his journal which is to

include a consistent advocacy of all that

is proven best in the great modern wo-

man's movement. He sees in that move-
ment, as must all unprejudiced students

of the trend of the times, not merely an
agitation to be condemned or supported

as the mood dictates, but a deep, univer-

sal upheaval with which we must all reck-

on in the most intelligent manner of which

we are capable.

The Philadelphia (Pa.) Anatomical Record

Anatomists and zoologists, as well as

other investigators who are adding so

materially to the fundamental knowledge
upon which scientific medicine is based,

who depend upon the use of living animals

for their researches, will l>e gratified to

realize that one of the leading popular

magazines has taken a firm stand in fa-

vor of medical progress.

Eugene W. Carr, Salisbury (N. C.)

I wish every schoolboy in America
could know and appreciate the full mean-
ing of your article on heroism. You have
given us a sermon in yourfew words on jus-

tice, and every true patriot's heart will beat

faster if he reads what you have to say on,

“What is a nation?" You appeal to our

risibilities when you talk al>out Baseball

English, and to the aesthetic side of our

natures when you quote us Alfred de
Vigny on beauty; and add your own
words of wisdom to bis. But the fitting

climax to all is your beautiful prose poem
on “Instinct” which suggests that humatr
nature is the same now as it was in 1300

B. C., that the maternal instinct and mo-
ther love is the greatest thing in the world.

“The hope of the nation ", and that nature

indeed takes care of us.

I am glud you are back at the editorial

desk. “One of the virtues of the crowd

is that it likes to listen to the leaders" of

thought.

George C. Paine, Aberdeen (Miss.)

The pictures are daub! Can’t you
improve on this department? The edi-

torial d“*>artment is namby-pamby, shilly-

shally. Harper’s Weekly deserves bet-

ter treatment.

The Vagabond, Mineral Wells (Tex.)

Emerson, in one of his Essays, says

something about what happens when a

thinker is turned loose in the world.

With Norman Hapgood as the new edi-

tor of Harper's Weekly we have an in-

stance of a modern thinker turned loose

in a very complex world. The first two
numbers of Harper's show a marked
change in the policy and make-up of the

Weekly and the publication is destined

to great achievements. Norman Hap-
good is the most powerful editorial writer

of this age, and for vision and scholarship

he has no superior.
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HAS STOOD
THE TEST
OF AGES

AND IS STILL
THE FINEST
CORDIAL EXTANT

Help Wanted
Male and Female

The McClure Organization has a few more
positions open for men and women who are

tactful, aggressive, industrious, and — who
possess ginger.

If you have these qualifications, we will

provide the employment and pay you well.

We want representatives on our Three
Great Magazines, McClure’s, Harper’s
Weekly and The Ladies’ World.

The subscription season is about to open.

Everybody will soon be subscribing for next

year’s magazines. Thousands use our publi-

cations each year for Christmas presents.

The subscription solicitor will soon be reap-

ing his annual harvest; you can have your

share of this easy money.

We pay liberal commissions, and also good
bonuses ; not the bonus that is next to impos-

sible to earn, but a genuine extra remunera-

tion that is almost impossible to avoid earning.

You can devote your entire time or spare

hours to the work.

It will cost you nothing to try; attractive

samples, instructions, etc., are sent you free

of all cost. •

Address:

Sales Manager,

The McClure Publications

McClure Building New York, N. Y.

Amelia von Unde, Takoma Park (I). C.)

I have just seen a copy of Harper's
Weekly, the first since I went abroad
some two years ago, and I am especially

delighted with your intention of handling

such problems as "Unmarried Mothers."

The problem has for some years been

studied and freely discussed by German
feminists and sociologists, men and
women.

Modeste 11aan is Jordan, New York City

I am editor of a successful magazine,

president and treasurer of a publishing

company. National President of The
Human Welfare League—and I haven't

a vote! My porter has, and my negro
janitor has, but I haven’t- I pay my tax

to the state, regularly and promptly,

and 1 haven't a vote! I am a woman!

Milwaukee (Wis.) Press

j

It is becoming the (topular fad nowa-

days for those behind the footlights as

|

with others who are constantly before the

public to fall in line whenever Norman

I

Hapgood’s premier brand of feminism is

challenged and vehemently to declare

they were addicted to the gospel of equal

rights long before even its able masculine

standard bearer came forth to battle in

its defense.

Columbia (S. C.) State

Senator Tillman's speech against wom-
an suffrage has aroused Harper’s
Weekly but, never mind, Norman, the

South Carolina suffragette party will

attend to him when she gets a chance.

Clifford Howard, Editor of The Womans

I

Bulletin, Los Angeles (Cal.)

Naturally. I am keenly interested in

your magazine as the avowed organ of the

Woman’s cause. The epiphany of the new
woman undoubtedly calls for recognition

thru some such national medium; and
that Harper's Weekly should l>e that

medium is indeed cause for gratification.

Belle Ferguson Beers, New York
I wish to add my cpiota to the expres-

sions of opinion concerning the “new"
Harper’s Weekly. This is to praise the

quiet, conservative, uniform cover de-

sign. It is indeed refreshing after the

lurid, screaming, shrieking covers that we
have been (and an*) compelled to look at

i
on every hand. That you will continue

the policy and that others will follow your

most excellent example is devoutly to lx*

hoped.

Ingalls Kimball, New York City

Your publication is a nuisance.

In the conduct of an advertising busi-

ness, it is essential that I should know
something about all prominent publica-

tions no matter how inadequate that

something be.

When I got back from Europe the oilier

day 1 undertook to glance through several

copies of Hahper'h Weekly.
I thought half an hour would do.

This glancing has resulted in my send-

ing out for the earlier issues, and aside

from the fiction and the stage, I think I

have read everything you have printed

from the beginning.

Obviously it is out of the question for

me to give one publication as much time

ns this sort of thing takes.

What is worse, I huve actually bought

several copies for real money, and sent

them away to people.

So the expense has become now not

only one of time but of money.

Something must really lx* done about it.

Digitized by VjOOS le
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The Money Trust

PROGRESSIVE legislation is always opposed,

and then, after it has been tried out, it is

likely to be supported most energetically by the

same conservative classes who objected in the first

place. We believe most earnestly that the Cur-
rency Bill ought to be passed at tills session,

and that, after it is passed, no retreat will ever

be made. Any further ehanges will be in the

direction of strengthening it, as, although it is

a decided step in advance, it by no means ulti-

mately solves the problem of credit. Some
people still say that no money trust exists,

although the number who make that, statement

is much smaller than it was before the investi-

gation by the Pujo Committee and the wide-

spread discussion of the Currency Bill. In

our opinion, Mr. Brandeis understands financial

matters ns well as anybody in the United States,

and he is nearly always able, when he objects

to a condition, to offer a constructive plan for

betterment. He has the mind of a great business

man combined with the outlook of a philosopher,

and very democratic sympathies. His series

called “Breaking the Money Trust’* will begin

in our issue of November 8. The first two articles

arc largely a diagnosis of the situation. The
next six deal mainly with remedies. The ninth

will show the general gain in economic and social

efficiency that may be expected as the result

of the decentralization of power. It will bring

out, among other things, the remarkable results

which have been attained in England in connec-

tion with wholesale cobperation, where thirty-

six men, none of whose salaries exceeds eighteen

hundred dollars a year, are conducting a business

of $150,000,000, in successful competition with

the best capitalist manufacturing producing

ami merchandising businesses in England. Some
idea of the scope of the series may be gained from
such titles as these:

Our Financial Oligarchy

How the Combiners Combine
Interlocking Directorates

Serve One Master Only
What Publicity Will Do
Where the Banker Is Superfluous

The Curse of Bigness

Banks That Are Not Such
The Inefficiency of the Oligarchs

The era of destructive criticism has been a

valuable and necessary one, but the country is

now culling for constructive thought. Pointing

out the evils of the present credit situation is

interesting, but it is preliminary to the task of

explaining how business and credit ought to be

controlled, and that is the task undertaken in

this scries.

Using Power

I
P Secretary McAdoo had not at the right mo-
ment decided to use the powers of his office in

behalf of the business interests of the country,

we might easily have had a panic. The batiks

thought at first that they could not furnish what
money was needed, but as soon as Mr. McAdoo
announced that if the banks did not furnish it he
would furnish it the bankers suddenly decided it

was possible. Those individuals who were afraid

that the Wilson administration would be a fail-

ure through unwillingness to use sufficient power
must have learned a good deal already.

Bird

BOTH of the old parties in Massachusetts need
a lesson. Neither can be trusted to carry out

to any reasonable extent the wishes of the people

and the needs of the State. Mr. Bird is ideally

suited for the governorship. His election on
November fourth would do much to keep Massa-
chusetts in that proud position of leadership

which she has always so highly deserved.

John Purroy Mitchel

MR. MITCHEL is entirely fitted for mayor
of New York. The time should be past

when we are afraid of young men. Although only
thirty-four years old, he has been in active public

life seven years, in positions of great responsibil-

ity dealing with exactly the most important busi-

ness questions that will be before him as mayor.
Those who know him best trust him most. He has
a quick, clear mind, administrative ability, abso-

lute frankness and courage, and an enthusisatic

interest in those problems which confront the city.

He is a combination of progressiveness and cau-
tion. He is attractive, manly, full of humor, broad
in sympathy. He believes in those changes in

which the most intelligent thinkers believe, but he .

fully realizes that they can be mude only under
right conditions. The men on the ticket with him
are the best and most experienced business men
who could be found. If the ticket is elected,

New York will have the most satisfactory city

government it has ever had in its history.

McGill, Murphy, Croker

M R. RICHARD CROKER stated on the

witness stand many years ago that he

worked for his own pocket all the time. That

9y Google
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remark has entered into history. He also

stated that Van Wyck was a mayor who was ab-

solutely satisfactory to him. He has recently

declared that McCall would also be the kind of

mayor who would be satisfactory to him, and on

this last question, as on the two others, there can

be no possible doubt of Mr. Croker’s accuracy.

McCall, Murphy, and Croker have taken the

same attitude toward the forthcoming election.

They took the same attitude toward Sulzer and
toward Gaynor. They are all perfect types of

the Tammany product. If McCall is elected,

Murphy will not only rule the City. He will

rule the State.

A Quality of Shelley

THE most poetical of English poets, probably,

since the Elizabethans, is also the one who
says the profoundest and wisest things in a line

or two in passing. You remember Alestor, the

Spirit of Solitude, who was not understood by
cottager, or mountaineer, or child,

. . . but youthful maidens, taught

By nature, would interpret half the woe
That wasted him.

The italics, it need scarcely be said, are not

Shelley’s, who stoops not to such emphasis.

Here is a summary of a great man:

Sydney, as he fought

And as he fell and as he lived and loved.

Sublimely mild.

How swift is this:

. . . those cruel twins

—

Error and Truth.

And what depths has this:

mark at all at the moment, but merely saying that

a certain play was the thing with which he would
catch the conscience of the king.

A more important misinterpretation is the use

of a line of Kipling’s to indicate the hopelessness

of the Orient and the Occident understanding

each other. If you say that

East Ls East and West is Went,

And never the twain shall meet

—

and stop there, it sounds rather discouraging;

but suppose you finish the sentence:

Till Earth and Sky stand presently at

God's great Judgment-Seat;

But there is neither East nor West,

Border, nor Breed, nor Birth,

When two strong men stand face to face,

Tho’ they come from the ends of the earth!

When you have read it all, you get the entirely

different impression that, although differences

must continue to exist, the best types of mind
will be able completely to understand one another.

Probably a few simple changes will make this

ability much greater. President Eliot, who is

constantly saying original things in a simple way,
pointed out the fact that the Chinese have not

yet learned inductive reasoning. It Ls a mere
accident of tradition and convention that they

have not, for they certainly are entirely capable of

it; and when they do learn it, that one thing alone

will bring them immeasurably nearer to our

Western point of view.

A boy scout of Amsterdam, Holland, not long

ago wrote to a boy scout in China, whose name
he selected at random, and his letter was to this

general effect: You and I have skins of different

color, and I do not stand for the things that you
stand for, but that seems to me no reason why
we should not correspond and be friends.

If you divide suffering and dross, you may
Diminish till it is consumed away;

If you divide pleasure and love and thought.

Each part excels the whole.

Well known, indeed, is that one line:

He hath awakened from the dream of life.

W’ell known, and a frequent thought, and

only a line; but where has it been better said?

How different in meaning it is from Shake-

speare’s:

After life’s fitful fever he sleeps well.

and certainly it carries its less bitter meaning
not less well.

Putting great spiritual truth into few words,

is, indeed, not a surprising quality in a poet,

but the essence of what makes poetry.

East and West

MANY quotations are used in so incomplete

a manner as to give an entirely wrong idea

of their meaning. Take “The play’s the thing,”

for instance. Usually it is used as an argument

that the play itself, rather than the acting or

setting, is the important thing. As a matter of

fact, Hamlet w is not making a philosophic re-

I
N a certain issue of Collier

1

> appeared an edi-

torial called “ Misinformation,” in which the

author deals severely with Mr. Charles Zueblin’s
“ Political Snapshots ” that appeared in this paper.

The chastisement wus administered not only to

i

Mr. Zueblin but to “every hasty-spirited rudicul

who doesn’t take time to bother about facts.”

By the time we had finished this editorial, our

usually exuberant spirits were slightly chastened,

and we passed on to the next. The opening

words were, “Many of the stern young moralists

who are winning fame by their pictures,” and
,

these stern young moralists were scolded because
|

the people they draw are "gawky, greasy, febrile, ,

and mean”; because they were “doing contempt-
|

ible things in a graceless animal sort of fashion”;
j

because “their backgrounds are dingy, tawdry,
i

and slovenly or unsanitary.” Now we feel par-
|

ticularly guilty in allowing to appear in our paper .

any artist whose backgrounds are unsanitary,
jNo one hereafter will draw anything for Har-

per’s Weekly that does not show people who
wear good clothes, are well nourished, good to

their aunts, and live against perfectly sanitary

backgrounds. The author picks out Mr. Bel-

low's, for particular chastisement, saying: “They
prove it by drawing a revolting bunch of cats and
dogs prowling about some overturned garbage

cans.” He thinks that our artists ought to
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depict courtesy in the subway and devotion to

duty in the shops. We may or may not be able

to find artists who will furnish us with a series

of pictures depicting spiritual individuals carry-

ing out the ten commandments, but whether

or not we are able to make good on what is pop-

ularly known as idealism, we shall, unless we
cool off later, post in the office a rule against the

depiction of such horrible sights as dogs prowling

in the early morning or men and women showing
the follies of human nature. Down with satire,

say we, and up with the valentine and the Christ-

mas card. Hereafter, we promise to be good!

Pretty Women, Etc.

SOMETIMES it seems, from looking at

newspapers and magazines, as if pretty

women, wealth, and baseball were the only

interests in our land of liberty that are universal.

Let us realize, however, that improvement would
consist, not in diminishing these interests, but

in increasing others. What were the prevailing

interests of Greece at her greatest period? They
were wealth and other forms of success, athletics,

and human beauty—between them and us the

difference under the last head being that they

were as much interested in the beauty of men
as in the beauty of women. The picture of

Jason is thus drawn by Pindcr:

“So in the fullness of time he came, wielding

two spears, a wondrous man; and the vesture

that was on him was twofold, the garb of the

Magnetos country close fitting to his splendid

limbs; but above he wore a leopard’s skin to

turn the hissing showers; nor were the bright

locks of his hair shorn from him, but over all his

back ran rippling down. Swiftly he went
straight on, and took his stand, making trial

of his dauntless soul, in the market-place when
the multitude was full.”

Obviously, today we write like that only about
women. Socrates is emphatic about the pleasure

it gives him to talk about living women rather

than dead art. It wits in the variety of their

intellectual interests that the Athenian public

differed from us, and in the distinction and seri-

ousness with which it followed up its interests.

Pericles said: “We provide plenty of means for

! men to refresh themselves from business. We
'

have games and sacrifices throughout the year.”

The men refreshing themselves from business,

however, went to the greatest tragedies written.

The Greeks had nothing corresponding to our

musical comedy.
If we want to approach in culture the city

which, with less than 200,000 inhabitants, pro-

duced in one short period more great men of

genius than the whole world has now, the way to

do it is not to be scornful of the simple and uni-

versal interests, but to fit those very interests

into a scheme of life and a point of view that

have not only energy but also proportion and
refinement.

A Key-note

A CAREFUL READER of this Weekly
suggests that the standpoint of the publica-

tion, the spirit it ought to recommend, almost

its motto, should be found in these verses of

Euripides, in which one of the Greek gods is thus

described

:

"No grudge hath he of the great.

No scorn of the mean estate;

But to all that liveth his mind he giveth,

Griefless, immaculate;

Only to them that spurn

Joy, may his anger burn."

Would, indeed, our country might live up to

that. And there are other splendid and superbly

modern touches in the same chorus in the

“Bacchus”:

"A God of Heaven is he.

And bom in majesty;

Yet hath he mirth in the joy of the Earth,

And he loveth constantly

Her who brings increase.

The Feeder of Children. Peace. . . .

Love then the Day and the Night;

Be glad of the Dark and the Light . . .

The simple nameless herd of humanity

Hath deeds and faith that are true enough for me!'’

Thus nearly two thousand and four hundred
years ago, centuries before the birth of Christ,

were spoken worths which have not been surpassed

in fitness to the ideal which humanity endeavors

to work out today,—the spirit of joy, combined
with the love of men. Murray, whose transla-

tions have recently made the soul of Euripides

accessible to millions, says of Herodotus that

the charm of his work often seems to be

mainly in a certain strong and kindly joyous-

ness, persistent even amid his most horrifying

stories, which must have been the spirit of

Athens before it was strangled and supplanted

by the spirit of the Peloponnesian war. Herod-
otus said, “It is clear, not alone in one thing,

but wherever you test it, what a good thing is

equality among men."
While a few of our journals, politicians, and

investors arc howling at President Wilson for a

trivial war read this:

"Great Heaven, set both out plain, and all can tell

The False word from the True, and III from Well,

And how much Peace is better! Dear is Peace
To every Muse; nlic walks her ways and sees

No haunting Spirit of Judgment. Glad is she

With noise of happy children running free."

We Americans today may also heed what was
said by Cleon, successor of Pericles: “Democracy
cannot govern an empire,”—said when the spirit

of conquest was destroying the spirit of democ-
racy in Greece. Thucydides tells how war took

away from Greece the higher motives, and frantic

energy became the quality most prized. “Infe-

rior characters succeeded best. The highest

kinds of men were too thoughtful, and were

swept aside.” A striking feature of Euripides is

that he puts many of his most nobly ethical lines

in the mouths of women. Says Hecuba, in

bitterness

:

"There is no free man in all this world!

Slaves of possessions, slaves of fortune, hurled

This way and that. Or else the multitude

Hath hold on him: or laws of stone and wood
Constrain, and will not let him use the soul

Within him!"

Can that be bettered? And Euripides was

driven from decaying Athens!



During rainy afternoons society finds diversion in auction bridge

Society You Read About
By HARRISON RHODES

Illustrated by Wallace Morgan

I
T is not given to all of us to be “in society"—that

indeed we may naively and modestly assume to be
the essence of “society’s” exclusiveness—but it is

possible for all of us to know all about it. This privilege

is freely extended to us by the newspapers. Their sur-

vey of “society" is so able and magnificent that it is

sheer folly to attempt to secure first-hand knowledge.

Indeed those who have at all penetrated those sacred

regions and have returned in brief periods of social in-

activity to enliven us who sit patiently outside the gates

report that real “society" is much less glittering, pas-

sionate, and vile than newspaper “society". Who, in

his senses, confronted with such a choice, could fail to

prefer the richer picture from the editorial rooms? If

“society" is not what the newspapers say it is—well, so

much the worse for “ society ".

The first thing to be observed about “society” is what
might be termed its prevalence. Now you and I have
lived in Centerville—or at least wc have visited our cou-

sins there. We never thought there was anything like

“society" in the town. Cousin Emma never had parties,

but in any case she would have asked everyone she knew
except the village idiot and the village drunkard. She
didn’t “dine out". She didn't divorce Cousin Elwell.

But when she was in that railway accident going to Chi-

cago she was dcscri!>ed in all the papers as a “society

leader" of Centerville. It is just possible that if she had
not had her hip injured we should never have known that

she was a woman of fashion.

fANE of the most curious things about life, as one can
learn about it from the newspapers, is that nothing

much happens in this world except to people in society.

To take a very obvious example, the simpler pleasures

of the operation for appendicitis; a woman has no chance

unless she has some social standing. If one is to judge

by the papers, in the frame of a female without position

the appendix remains permanently immured, beyond
the reach of surgery. At least every woman whose visit

to a hospital is noted is invariably described as a “so-

ciety woman”. In the matter of an automobile acci-

dent there is a curious and interesting exception—it may
happen to a "show-girl”. Otherwise the victim is al-

ways a “society woman" unless she is “wife or daughter
of a millionaire", another class very much favored by the

incidents and accidents of life, which, however, may be

assumed to be synonymous with the society group. And
divorces seem almost never applied for except by society

women—whether the others don’t want them or couldn’t

get them remains mysterious. Unconsciously our minds
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become accustomed to this great newspaper view of life.

Such a head-line for example as

:

“ I)AIL Denied to Society Woman Accused of Black-
* mail” attracts no special attention from us. That is

to say that we assume that anyone engaged in blackmail

and consequently denied bail will be a society woman.
This is the class for whom life is rich and melodramatic,

lived fully and freely. Take the mere matter of murder-

ing and being murdered (one of our leading sports to

judge by the papers); these are activities from which
women not in society are to all intents and purposes ex-

cluded. Who ever heard of a dismembered body dragged

from a dark river which was not that of a young society

woman? What unhappy husband, dying of a slow and
subtle poison, not thus paying the penalty for having

married some bright ornament of the inner circle? What
human vulture ever succeeded in luring away, for the

vile purposes of his slave-trade, anyone but a pure young
“society girl”? It really does seem as if these people

had all the luck.

Privileged as “society” people thus exclusively arc, to

enjoy the deeper and more poignant experiences of life,

they are equally fortunate in its lighter and brighter hap-

penings. So many things seem to happen merely that

they may be “among those present'’. When, for ex-

ample, an especially pleasant divorce case takes place, or

Harry K. Thaw makes a peculiarly piquant ap|>carance

before a judge, it is interesting to note, invariably, in the

papers that “ in the court room were women prominent

in the city’s social life”. Of course they were there,

bless them; their presence seems indeed the only thing

which gives the tired old world courage to go on.

The writer saw, last June, the international polo

games on Long Island, and was interested not only

in the matches, but in the diverse character of the twen-

ty or thirty thousand who made up the attendance. He
learned soon enough the folly of thinking or observing for

himself. The newspapers headed their accounts, “So-

ciety Enjoys Polo” and he realized that tliis, after all,

was what really mattered.

The phrase is characteristic; it is to be noted that

“society” not merely saw the polo, it enjoyed it, as a

matter of course. It enjoys every tiling, its life is evident-

ly one continuous high sparkle. For example after a

dismal day and night of bad weather in town you get

your morning paper and find that the glad news has been

flashed over the wires from Newport, “During rainy

afternoon society finds diversion in auction bridge”.

Now when it rains in the country people not in society

curse and revile the climate; then turn sullenly to the

card table as a last hopeless resort and find very little

diversion in it. Not so society; they have an inextin-

guishable joie de trierc, they take up auction on a bad

afternoon with that high bright courage with

which the aristocrats of the French Revolution faced

the tumbrils.

L1VERY little event in their lives seems to take on a

golden charm. Sometimes for example you take up

the paper and find that among those entertaining at din-

ner at the Ritz-Carlton last night were—perhaps Mr. and
Mrs. James Brown of St. Louis. Their guests were the

Misses Grace and Trixie Brown and Mr. and Mrs.

Everard Skinner of New York (Mrs. Skinner was Miss

Celeste Brown) and Master Fred Harcourt Brown. By
this you know that the reporter knows that the James
Browns arc society people out there. If they had not

been the whole thing would have been just a family

dinner, no dinner-party, and there would have been no

question whatever of “entertainment” involved.

The moment is perhaps appropriate for a personal

reminiscence, for the anecdote of the one delightful

though still inexplicable occasion when sonic newspaper

reporter evidently was under the impression that the

writer was “in society". It was a January morning
when he woke up and turning naturally at once to the

society news read that “among those entertaining” the
evening before at the Knickerbocker had been,—to his

intense bewilderment and delight—himself. After a

little he grew calmer and he could remember. He had
been going to the play, quite alone. He had been late.

At ten minutes before eight, he had ordered roast beef for

one, fresh string beans, a Scotch high-ball and a small

cup of coffee. The bill had been $1.70 and he had
tipped the waiter a quarter. At ten minutes past eight

he had left for the theatre. These are the facta. But
once he had been mistaken for a person in society every-

thing of course became different. He was “among those

entertaining” because society people are always either

entertaining or being entertained. As a matter of fact,

when you come to think of it, a man dining alone really

combines very happily both functions; the writer now
wished he could have read “Among those entertaining

and being entertained was ”

A LIFE “in society” is evidently a thing quite apart
from life anywhere else. For example one is con-

stantly reading something like this, “ Millionaire's daugh-
ter gives up society to become teacher ”. It is hard to un-
derstand. One might suppose that even a teacher would
like to keep some of her old friends, could find an occa-

sional evening to dine out, or to visit the opera or a play;

that one, in short, could lie “in society” and still exer-

cise some slight personal choice as to which of its varied

pleasures one would accept, instead of behaving like a

python. But this is evidently not possible. A recent

article ended with an absolutely heart-breaking descrip-

tion of such a “society girl” putting away forever the

frocks she had worn “in society” and would never wear
again in Brooklyn or Salina or wherever it was she was
going to live. You cannot, in short, be in newspaper
society and be like any human creature that ever was by
sea or land.

What, in Heaven’s name, to speak quite seriously,

is the use of writing and printing such arrant non-
sense? The point is not, in the least, that the j>eople

written about either as in or as out of society are misrep-

resented; that would really be of no very great impor-
tance. What is misrepresented is our national good
sense and our American good taste. Is it or is it not

true that the only fact which interests us in our fellow

citizens is that they are “in society”? We are, of course,

according to the papers, violently interested in them
when they are rich, but this in the journalistic cosmos is

the same thing as being fashionable. The morning
papers tell us that at a ball on board an incoming trans-

Atlantic liner the fortunes of “those present” amounted
to a billion dollars. This may well be, but what of it?

Is it true that we are so vulgar that this fact is what
chiefly catches our attention about any set of ladies and
gentlemen dancing? That a ball of such elegant size

can exist upon a steamship is piquant; it is a bit of news
which, without stirring anyone to the depths, inay be
presumed to please all. But just the sum total of their

fortunes !

SOCIETY does exist, there is no intention here of

questioning that fact. But does it not exist side by
side with, suplementary to, other activities? Is it not
conceivable that the thriee-happy people in it do not con-

sider it the whole end and aim of life? And if so, is it not
unwise to teach the great mass of newspaper readers that

somewhere, in the golden midst of millions, there goes on
this radiant sacrosanct existence, which, though led ap-
parently by utter fools, is still the one thing which can
give publicity and excite interest? If we are not all

snubs, is it worth while to try so hard to make us so?

iogIe



Bird for Governor
By FREDERICK T. FULLER

Charles Sumner Bird

U NLESS the foresight of a good

many experienced politicians is

at fault, Massachusetts is likely

to elect in November a governor of a rare,

if not a vanishing type, a candidate of

whom it may be said without any tinge

of the common office-seeking cant that he

is in the field against his own inclinations,

simply because he has been forced to Im*-

lieve that in this way better than in any
other he can contribute to the triumph of

the fundamental principles of the Pro-

gressive program and that if he had
refused to run no 'one else at present

available could at all have made good his

place. And it is certain that if elected

Charles Sumner Bird will mainly owe
his success neither to the strength of the

Progressive party nor to the divisions

in both opposing camps, but to the fact

that, in his campaign, he convinced the

rank and file of the voters not only of his

disinterested sincerity but of his preemi-

nent fitness for the highest office in the

gift of the citizens of the state.

I shall not soon forget Mr. Bird’s d£but

as a campaign speaker in Tremont Tem-
ple, little more than a year ago. When
as a friend and fellow-townsman I was

urging llim, a few weeks before, to recon-

sider his first positive refusal to be a

candidate, he pleaded his entire lack of

experience and training as a public

speaker, and I assured him that in my
experience as a political reporter I had

always noticed that plain, business-like

talks, such as I had heard from him in

town meetings, carried more weight and
made more votes than the most eloquent

efforts of trained special pleaders; and
yet I confess that when he rose before

that great and highly intelligent audience

I was not wholly confident of the result.

Certainly, the graces of oratory were

seldom more conspicuouslyabsent than on

that occasion. Tall, gaunt and angular,

closely tied to a manuscript from which

8

he read in a high, strained voice and with

occasional difficulties of deciphering.

Air. Bird made use of but a single gesture

—a stiffly up-pointing forefinger waved
to and fro with more or less vigor as the

requirements of emphasis appeared to

demand—and gave other tokens of the

physical discomfort of a tyro at public

speaking. But I was delighted to see

that the impression made on the audience

by the evident sincerity of the speaker

and the good sense and generous feeling

of his address were strengthened rather

than weakened by these technical defects.

From several groups near me I heard such

comments as: “That man is no poli-

tician! He means what he says, and
knows what he is talking al>out!” And
the heartiness of the applause which

punctuated and followed his speech was

so unmistakably genuine as to show that

such was the common impression. In

the following campaign Mr. Bird, speak-

ing almost daily to audiences of all sorts

and sizes, of course soon acquired the

faculty of speaking freely without any
close dependence on manuscript or notes;

but he retained throughout what seems
to me his chief political asset, the ability

of impressing upon his hearers a convic-

tion of his sincerity and earnestness and
also of his sane and thorough mastery of

the topics in hand.

¥ T was an instance of Mr. Bird’s gener-
* osity to those in his employ that first

aroused my interest in him. It was in

1906, soon after I came to live in Walpole.

A near neighbor of mine, a young man who
had worked up through the mechanical

department of the Bird mill and had
become a draughtsman at a comfortable

salary, was working after office hours one

day when an important machine became
disabled. The mechanic in charge of

the machine had gon- ’ i.>y

friend had formerly Wo>-,«h1 <i. I his de-

partment he volunteered to put the

mechanism in running order. In doing
so his right hand was caught in the gears

and so mangled that his forearm had to

be amputated. Mr. Bird was away at
the time, but on his return telephoned

to learn the extent of the injury. When
told that the right arm was gone he said:

“Tell Ralph that it is his brain and not

his arm that I have been paying for, and
that his job is all right just the same."

A S to the loyalty of Mr. Bird’s emplov-
ees there is indeed no mannerofdoubt,

and such instances as I have mentioned

have of course a good deal to do with it.

Any one of his older workmen will eagerly

cite to you parallel cases showing that

this put-yourself-in-his-place attitude is

not an occasional impulse but a matter

of habit. Here is another instance. A
couple of years ago, to test the applica-

bility to his industry of the new theories

of "scientific management,” Mr. Bird

put an efficiency expert in temporary
command of certain departments, with

full powers as to employment and dis-

charge. A week or so later he happened
to meet, leaving the yard at an unusual

hour, an old man who for many years

had been one of the lower grade of helpers

about the mill. Mr. Bird asked where
the old man was going. “The efficiency

shark has bounced me," said the poor

old fellow. The "shark” explained, and
proverV'that the discharged man was
entirely unable to fit into the new scheme
or give a fair return for his wages. It was
impossible, of course, to override the
expert’s authority; but Mr. Bird directed

that the old man be given some simple

work in the factory and placed upon his

—

Mr. Bird's—private pay-roll.

13UT the enthusiastic loyalty of Mr.
Bird's employees appears to rest less

on these individual instances of generous

consideration than upon the whole tenor

of his treatment of those in bis em-
ploy. It is not too much to say that,

from the moment when he established

his business upon a firm and prosper-

ous fooling, his constant aim has been

to share the benefits of prosperity with

his employees as fully and as rapidly

as the exigencies of business competition

would permit. Speaking to him one day
of Socialism, I said that the Socialists

of my acquaintance could have no quarrel

with millionaires such as he. who have
accumulated wealth by the creation and
introduction of a product of real economic
value, but only with the great fortunes

that are due to inheritance, unearned
increments, speculation, or predatory

activities and represent no fair equivalent

of service or helpful activity on the part

of their possessors.

“Ah, but,” he said, “I often doubt
whether I have not received more than

my fair share of the rewards of our
industry!"

Impelled, no doubt, in part, by this

unusual scruple, Mr. Bird a dozen years

ago. when all his competitors were operat-

ing their mills on two daily shifts of twelve

hours each, changed over to three shifts

of eight hours without reducing the wages
of his tour-workers, an incident unique,

so far as I have ever heard, in the history

of competitive hi«»orv He has also

voluntarily red-m-d iii~ hour* of hi* ••.*>*
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workers from ten to nine, and has granted

the Saturday hulf-holiday, all without

reduction of pay—in refreshing contrast

to the course of such concerns as the

American Woolen Company, which, after

a dozen years of enormous profits, de-

ducted two-fifty-sixths of the meagre

contents of the operatives' pay envelopes

when the legislature reduced the hours

of labor from 56 to 54 a week. Among
tin* many other evidences of his sincere

desire to “pass prosperity around"

—

long before the birth of the new party

slogan—may be mentioned his fixing for

his unskilled men workers a minimum
wage of' 81.75 a day, his liberal financial

aid to a mutual benefit association of his

employees, his provision of a free hall,

reading-room and pleasure grounds for

their use. and on arrangement by which

the employees who hire his tenements

may become home-owners after paying

a moderate rental for a certain number
of years.

¥ N* view of all these facts it is not
* surprising that, although Mr. Bird

is a firm friend of trade unionism and
would gladly see his employees organized,

they have never considered it to their

advantage to become so; nor that Mr.
Bird himself is convinced that not com-
pulsory arbitration but the removal of

just grounds for complaint is the true

remedy for labor troubles and the one

reliable specific against industrial revo-

lution. And yet all that he has done is

regarded by him as little more than

tentative in solving the problem of a

just distribution of the rewards of la-

. bor. When a suggestion was made last

winter by influential Democrats 'in the

legislature (a suggestion also welcomes!

by some inde{>endciit Republicans, that

if he would allow the use of his name
he would very probably be chosen to

succeed Senator Crane by the addition

of enough anti-Weeks Republicans to

the solid Democratic vote to control

the joint convention, the chief reason

he gave inc for positively refusing

his consent was that if such a scheme

should succeed and he be obliged to spend

his time in Washington for six or more
years it would he im|K>ssiblc for him to

carry out his cherished plan of devoting

his declining years to devising and work-

ing out some profit-sharing or cooperative

arrangement under which the Bird mills

might reasonably be expected to con-

tinue as a great and growing liencfit to

the operatives and to the whole commun-
ity when he can no longer direct its alfairs.

ALTHOUGH Mr. Bird has had neither

leisure nor inclination for politics

or office-seeking he has always taken a

keen interest in town affairs, and his

fellow-townsmen have many permanent
reminders of his public spirit. For sev-

eral years he accepted the office of super-

intendent of highways, and besides de-

voting much of his own time to their

supervision employed at his own expense

a civil engineer as his deputy, supplied

improved road-making machinery free

of coat to the town, and drew freely on

his own bank account to supplement

insufficient appropriations. The charm-

ing village of Walpole Center owes much
of its attraetivemesa to the expense

incurred by him in beautifying the village

green, and the transformation of the ex-

tensive high-school grounds from unsight-

liness to beauty is largely due to his gener-

osity also. The unobtrusiveness of all

these and many similar contributions to

the common good is highly characteristic

of the man—there is nothing to show
that they are due to the generosity of a
private giver.

TlifANY other New England towns have
^ * in recent years been beautified by
private munificence, but unhappily often

there is a drawback which must largely

lessen the satisfaction of both giver and
receiver, who can hardly avoid the occa-

sional reflection that but for the ever-

present offence of tax-dodging there

would be no lack of puhlic funds for these

and other public purposes. Were it

not for the almost universal habit of

our men of wealth—excused but hardly

justified by the alleged injustice of our

tax laws—of evading assessment upon
a large part of their personal property,

a habit, which I fear, has tainted the

integrity of more than one former gov-

ernor of Massachusetts, it would be
almost an insult to enumerate among
Mr. Bird's good points the fact that he is

no tax-dodger! How old-fashioned his

ideas are on this subject may be gathered

from the following anecdote, vouched
for bv one of the Walpole assessors. For

a number of years the assessors, after the

manner of their tribe in many a country

town, had been extremely lenient in

their dealings with the larger tax-payers,

especially on the score of personal prop-

erty. Certain fellows of the baser

sort, instigated by some demagogue who
made them believe that whatever tax

legally due from a rich man was evaded

by him and had to be mode good, di-

rectly or indirectly, by his poorer neigh-

bors, raised a rumpus in town meeting

and put in a brand-new lx>ard of assessors,

who thereupon sent to all the tax-pavers

a circular telling them what personal

property was taxable and asking for full

returns. Mr. Bird sent for one of the

assessors, went over the list with him,

and told him that he had supposed many
of the items not to l>e subject to taxation.

With the assessor's aid, he made out a

return increasing his assessment some
$85,000; and thereafter supplied the

assessors, year by year, with vouchers

showing the cost of every new piece of

machinery and all other facts and figures

likely to help them in making his assess-

ment complete.

ENOUGH has ivrhaps been said to

explain why Mr. Bird’s fellow-towns-

mrn, who up to last year have been not

very unevenly divided between the two
old parties, though with a slight prepon-

derance of Republican voters, gave him
last year 548 votes against 144 for Foss

and 93 for Walker; but other qualities

than justice, generosity and conspicuous

business ability are needed to account

for the personal affection which he al-

most always inspires in those who come
for any length of time into more than

ordinarily intimate relations. He is not

an effusive man. Many years of the

sole direction of an extensive business

and the absolute command of many sub-

ordinates have given him self-reliance,

the habit of swift decision, and a full com-
mand of the means of terminating an
interview which is wasting valuable time.

Because of this his manner often seems

on first acquaintance somewhat cold and
repellent, an impression that Is apt to

be confirmed by the rather stem and
severe cast of his features in repose.

But on closer acquaintance one instinc-

tively feels that this seeming austerity,

like the protective coloring of some plants

and animals, is external only and the

natural reaction against a strenuous

environment; and that the real man Is

revealed hy the frank and cordial smile

which now and then transfigures his face

like a hurst of sunshine on a wintry day.

I would not willingly make this sketch

a flattering one, and would conclude it

if I could with some allusion to offsetting

shortcomings and faults; hut I confess

that I know of none that can fairly be

cited as an imperfection in his public

or private relations as a citizen, a man
of business, a relative or a friend. Mr.
Bird himself says that his friends are too

fond of him to judge him fairly; and it

may be that even my brief acquaintance

has cast over me some uncanny s|>ell.

Certainly he seems to me a rara arti

among the politicians that I have known
and studied for the last forty years, and
more like than any other to the political

idol of my boyhood. Ahraham Lincoln, in

his simple tastes, crystalline sincerity,

dislike of ostentation, and self-forgetting

devotion to that long-dreamed-of hut

never yet realized form of government

which shall “break every yoke and let

the oppressed go free.”

V/f R. BIRD’S election, if he is elected,
^ ^ will mean much to the outlook of

the Progressive party in the state and
nation, but very little in the way of any
striking change in the trend of legislation,

the administration of the public business

or the enforcement of the many salutary

laws which have long been a dead letter

because distasteful to powerful business

interests or inconvenient to the operation

of the old party machines: for. as he Is

already partly aware but will I think

still more fully realize if actually in office,

a web has been woven around the chair

of the “chief executive” that renders its

occupant little better than a figure-head.

All the important functions of the execu-

tive office are either vested in indepen-

dently elected officials, whose subordi-

nate place on the ballot makes the nomi-

nee of the dominant party organization

ordinarily sure of success, or confided to

irresponsible commissions whose major-

ity control the governor could not change
in one year, even if his ostensible power
of appointment were not made nugatory

by the veto of an irresponsible and in-

tensely partisan executive council. Fur-

thermore the executive office is over-

whelmed hy an avalanche of routine

duties either trivial in their nature or

wrongly assigned—hundreds of suhordi-

natc appointments that should be made
by heads of departments or by the courts,

and the examination of hundreds of in-

dividual salary increases or other petty

or special statutes which waste the time
of the legislature also—to such an extent

that the most conscientious and hard-

working governor has little leisure for

the study of important questions of State.

Fortunately Mr. Bird, thanks to an iron

constitution and a life-long fidelity to

simple and abstemious habits, is at the

age of fifty-eight in the prime of his phys-

ical and mental (lowers, and can endure

without apparent distress an amount of

sustained effort that was the wonder and
envy of his aaMx-ialcs in last year's cam-
paign. Still the fact remains that even

superhuman industry and endurance

could accomplish hut little under such

hampered conditions; and perhaps the

most to he hoped under the circumstances

is that as governor he may find some
time, and a little better viewpoint than

that of a private citizen, to study our

frame of government, and may gain a

wider influence in persuading the voters

to amend it.



A Corner on Sadie
A story of social adventure in a Western University
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piece of our crowd and the last

word in togs about the campus
was mopping suds over the

library window, Carrie Cupid
was chasing cobwebs with a
couple of Sophs, and the Owl,

whose parents had failed to

recognize her gum-shoe possi-

bilities when they gave her the

inappropriate Christian name
of Mary, acted as job boss.

Hated breath is the natural

order in rushing season and
everyhotly had ideas. “It’s

going to be a big season," "The
While Hope from I’asadena is

coming to college,” “The
Kulfa Fees caught a good girl

asleep last year. If they are

real foxy they may get two this

year," and “Who wouldn’t

join our crowd and be a

Kappa?” permeated the air.

I was just thinking of some
thousands of people who
weren't Kap|>as and who were

still philosophical when I saw
Half-Mile Jones, my last year’s

steady, ambling past and went
out on the porch to look at the

rut of his suit in the back and
be sure I had no regrets.

“.In argument iras certainly going on"

I
LIVE in New York where the women
of the Slate have not yet presen ted

the ladies with the vote, but I wonder
if the fair sex is not pretty much mixed
up in politics anyway. For example,

today I patched up a fuss in the Ladies'

Aid Society. I counted ten dozen spoons

before accusing the cook of something I

wus sure of and gave a dinner in honor of

a man from Detroit who knows the future

of oil in Texas. A day of political ma-
noeuvering when I wanted to embroider!

Made me think back six years to rush-

ing season at college—that two weeks of

furious entertaining and string pulling

each fall when we vied with the Kappa
Fees, the Gemmas and a dozen other

sororities for a few paltry freshmen.

Letters came from alumnae, men with

sweethearts from their home town and
sisters of our last year’s beaux telling us

so and so was a wonderful girl and ought

to be asked to join Kappa because she was
our “type.”

There were many factors to be reck-

oned with in rushing. It took some head

work to counteract such diverting influ-

ences as the new tennis court behind the

Kalfa Fee house, the presence of the

daughter of the State’s governor in the

Gemma house and the cook at the Zelta

house who could turn out French pastry

at a minute’s notice. Some frcshics were

strong for a studious atmosphere, others

wanted a butterfly existence—we had to

study each cose and figure out an individ-

ual system of capture.

The year of the Sadie episode was my
fourth at Langford.

Sorority house cleaning was on when I

arrived. The Fashion Aid. the show

HPHE Doormat walked
* briskly up the drive to

our house and leaped up the

steps two at a time. Some col-

legian in sour-gra|»c frenzy hud
dubbed him the Kappa Door-

mat—all because he had been our firm

male ally during the past six years of his

elongated student career. He was so in-

finitely good-natured and supremely indif-

ferent to the jibes of the other men that

Indore his first year of Kappa devotion was
out numbers envied him and tried to arouse

a heart interest in ouraorority themselves.

Tradition had come down that the

Doormat was engages I to a girl "back
home.” At college his interest centered

in Kappa en matte and he always took our

less facially fortunate sisters to parties

in rcgulur turn, never alighting, never

loving, in more than twenty Kap|>a hearts

at the same time. His concern in the fall

rushing was os keen as our own for two
reasons.

The Doormat was a born financier, for

hadn't his crowd the finest chandeliers in

college—all scrolls, opal glass and beads,

and bought because the Doormat hud
conceived the idea of starting a house

furnishing hank to be filled by the half

dollar fines of fellows who swore at table?

He had pulled more classes and clubs out

of the mire of debt than any man in the

school and although the members of the

Y. M. C. A. knew he was not pure in

heart they had been forced to make him
treasurer because he was the only man
who could look another in the eye and
make him dig up dues without a whimper.

The Doormat’s most successful finan-

cial venture from a personal standpoint

was the stock market. Each fall he
skillfully looked over the freshie field and
conducted a lotting jkjoI among the

“studes" as to which sorority each girl

would join. Of course the faculty hud
their suspicions but they couldn't be sure.

10

The work of the Doormat required a deep
intuition, a knowledge of all the back
issues of Nick Carter, lots of all-round

good-fellow stuff and an utter disregard of

the classroom. The Doormat had an or-

ganized force of window peckers, sliad-

owers and sorority house waiters whose
daily reports of news gave him great

pecuniary advantage. He had the "gout"
of the college and had cleaned up big

pools each year by picking the winners,

putting his money on them for Rappa
and then skillfully helping us to engineer

them into our sorority.

Carrie Cupid came up from the girls’

dorm and handed me the evening mail.

From a pile of last year’s laundry bills I

extricated a letter from Bess Cushman

—

an alumnus from a nearby city.

“T OOK up Sadie Sears,” I read. “Her
*-J best friend is Snake Eyes Brown in

the Kalfa Fee house but Kappa may be
able to get her away. Sadie’s a power.

That’s all I can say. Lovingly in the

lionds. Bess.”

Snake Eyes Brown! She was the

strongest member under our rival roof up
the street—a tall, dark girl with slanting

eyes and a cunning uuderhund way of

grasping a freshman in the mood for

scandalmonging and delivering a series

of knocks about our reputation.

As I pressed my lavender muslin I won-
dered why Bess hadn't mentioned any of

Sadie's assets. When old Kappas wanted
us to rush a girl they usually wrote, “Her
futhcr is president of so und so, has good
summer resort home for summer
rushing, two motor cars, yacht, gets

Turkish rugs at cost which would help

refurnish the library, etc.
—
” Not a

word of this about Sadie. When I went
down on the porch again the Doormat
said she came from a small town and that

her people had never done anything out

of the ordinary.

The landlady at Sadie's boarding-house

said she was out but that we could sit in

her domicile and wait until she came back.

Her bureau scarf and silver were of a
country department store order. We
had a good chance to get a line on her

photos and her clothes were only sepa-

rated from us by a piece of flowered cre-

tonne so we glanced them over aud they

were just plain—not bad taste, but little

style and no dash.

Just when we were beginning to hate

Bess for writing us to waste time on any-

thing so commonplace Snake Eves Brown
and Sadie Scars came in together. Brown
gave a sour smile but squeezed an intro-

duction out of her system aud sat down
with a stay -all-afternoon expression.

OADIE sat down and didn't apologize

^ for her room as though it wasn’t the

plainest in school. She was rather plain

looking too and slight in figure, but her

best feature was a couple of large gray

eyes that looked out from long lashes in

odd fashion, and dark hair, wavy at the

front and dressed simply. She didn't try

in the least to make an impression and
wasn't talkative but answered our “How-
do-you-like-collegc-lifc” line of Muff w ith

fair intelligence. If Snake Eyes Brown
hadn't kissed her with such ufl"« lion " ien

she at last went I don’t thin! «• mould

gitized by CoogleDi
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even have asked her over to the house to

meet the rest of the crowd. At any rate

she'd remember an impressive evening at

the Kappa house in later years!

That night the united sorority, wearing

our best clothes and our social airs on the

outside, gathered below stairs to greet the

new freshies. From long experience with

looking over the new fall material 1 men-

tally picked ten freshies in the room whom
I thought most advisable for future con-

centration. The other Kappas agreed

with my choice but we hadn't counted on

one thing!

Sadie Sears came in late. The Owl and
myself were camped on each arm of a

chair in which a pretty curly-haired dar-

ling sat and gurgled about doings at Cata-

Wc cultivated Sadie and asked her for

more dates. She had already given her

best hours to Snake Eyes for the Kalfa

Fees and some to the Gemmas and

smaller crowds. We took what we could

get.

The Doormat was over early the next

morning to get a line on the girls we liked

best. I gave him a list of the ten with

Sadie’s name too, and told him we planned

to rush them for the remainder of the two
weeks.

"Same girls the Kalfa Fees and Gem-
mas have chosen," he noted.

“Betting started already?"

“Yes. Dope sheet's down in the back

room of the barber shop. The Kalfa Fees

have all the bets so far.*’

for us on the sheet consisted mostly of his

own money with Touchdown's and a few

other friends of years' standing, and that

we were vulgarly far down the list. We
couldn’t stand that—to have every man
over at the barber-shop secretly laughing

at Kappa's position. We must discover

Sadie's hobby and begin the intimate

stuff.

Perhaps she was a little sad or home-
sick. so I whispered to one of the Sophs.

“Jolly things up—just a little rough

stuff and see if Sears takes to it.’* The
girls were live as young kittens and some-

body started playing on "Helen Blazes."

our time-worn pianoforte. The Juniors

chased each other around the library

table playfully. Sadie smiled with hore-

lina Island. She fairly leaped from her

place as Sadie entered. " Dear Sadie, you
in college? We must live in the same
place!"

HPHE ten chosen freshmen repeated the
* name performance and before five

minutes had passed they had all made
arrangements to move over to Sadie's

boarding-house the next morning. Our
girls were flabbergasted and the Owl gave
me a knowing look and got it from the

Los Angeles cherub that they knew her at

the summer resort the year before and
adored her.

We hadn’t planned to waste much
precious time on Sadie Sears but the hint

gave me the idea we had better give her a

little service. We twanged Hawaiian

cucalalics. turned the lights low and sang

softly. We had always prided ourselves

on the attractiveness of the girls in our

crowd and ordinarily it would have Itccn

some impressive evening; but that night

Sadie was the center of interest and our

habitual sang-froid, our cats and our

pretty house lost what magnetism they

once possessed. The freshmen children

fairly clung around Sadie and grasped and
swung on her every word.

A LINE of girls moved across the
** campus in the distance carrying bun-

dles and boxes. The I>oormat pointed

to them.

“That’s the reason.”

“Faculty at home?" I asked, puzzled,

and watching the procession.

"No, the ten freshies are moving over

to Sadie Sears* boarding-house! The
Kalfu Fees have more dutes with Sadie

than any other crowd—which means
something."

“Do you mean she’d influence the ten

freshies to join any crowd she said?”

“That's the pretty wise opinion." he
answered, hunching his corduroys.

For five years we had only lost four

girls to the Kalfa Fees and three to the

Gemmas. If we lost the whole eleven

girls I’d leave college rather than let

Snake Eyes Brown rub it in all year!

“I’ll take Sadie canoeing mornings,"

the Doormat offered condescendingly.

That was truly unselfish, I thought, for

his time meant rousing more bets in

rushing season.

OADIE still retained an air of aloofness^ and indifference with us that was ex-

asperating. The Doormat said the bets

dom. The Fashion Aid talked about the

new clothes with no result.

Suddenly she turned tome with a look

of intense interest. "May I take a nap?"
An earthquake couldn't have given me
more of a shock. We had had freshmen

in the past ask us to have green ice-cream,

to borrow rouge or a petticoat pattern or

even take a hath when the dorm water was
cold, but never in the history of the soro-

rity had we had requests for sleep.

The girls gave her the Fashion Aid’s

"home beautiful" room and we gathered

below on the porch.

“She’s plain queer," the Owl an-

nounced. “I think the only way we'll

make an impression is to lead It toaman."
Everyone nodded, for the way Half-

Mile Jones had been courting Sadie

proved the Kalfa Fees were using this

method and their bets climbed ever

higher, leaving us almost out of the gam-
bling race.

"Touchdown and the Doormat have
been with her a lot already." the Owl
went on, “but they don't count!" At
that lime I agreed. "It's got to l»e the

best looking man on the campus."

I saw Carrie Cupid quiver and look

scared for everyone agreed her devoted
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beau was the leading male beauty of the

college. In an age of the high cost of

thrills it was u blow, but Carrie Cupid

had seen the sacrifice made before and
knew it hud to be.

'IX/E planned a dance. Nathan’s danc-
^ ~ tng was superb. Sometimes I

ponder concerning the future of his career

when the dancing days are over; but the

outlook is too unpleasant. Just thru lie

was supreme. His glides were masterful,

his curves sure, and the slanting softness

of his eyes and the fine line of his physique

made one remember that little quib about

the strength of the weak. His Corliss-

Cooo head always dipped a little in

mothering fashion and every third curve

he held his |>arlncr a Jew inches away and
looked straight into her eyes. We were

certain even Sadie would lx* impressed

by that.

The doorbell rang and the Doormat
arrived. Every freckle was alight with

news.

“Sadie’s got a brother here in school,’’

he announced.

“You ought to have him over to some-

thing—it would have to be mild for he
plays baseball on tin* scrub and Ls awful

afraid of hurting his hatting eye.”

So we asked him to the dance and the

next day we cut classes and got ready for

it. The Owl sank into a deep chair in her

room all day and concentrated on the best

way to impress Sadie. She said thinking

was more important than anything else.

The rest of us painted cards, hung smilax

and rubbed fioorwax until it was time to

pin on our aigrettes.

I was quite enthused over the prospect

of our new plan with Nathan and the hope
of hearing news from Sadie's brother.

The dance began ami all the prominent

men in college from the captain of footlmll

to the stroke of the crew came in one by
one. The Doormat navigated Sadie

Sears’s brother down the receiving line.

He was a stocky, rod-cheeked youth whose
dress suit hunched at the shoulders with

evident baseball muscle. He was tre-

mendously impressed by being asked to

our house and made the comment that he

had seen our girts on the campus lots of

times but hud shunned society. The Owl
bravely volunteered to dance the first

dance with him, but getting into difficul-

ties Indore they got from the parlor into

the hall she told him she would rather

hear about baseball, so they sat it out.

We gooed and chirped over him by turns

all evening and gave him the Fashion Aid

for Ills supper dance, but the sister hadn't

given him her confidence and we hail

no news.

Nathan took the majority of Sadie's

dances. Carrie Cupid took one look at

him during the first dance and shot up-

stairs to her room with dewy lashes. I

wanted to go and ease her findings but

there were too many political moves
goitig on below. During an encore I

heard Doormat squabbling with Nathan
over a dance. I concluded his pride was

hurt Ixcause Sadie liad been passed over

to a Creek God.

' I 'HINGS were just going fine when the
* orchestra rose and packed up. The

faculty rule said twelve. However, os Sadie

and Nathan were talking under the rub-

ber plant, the Fashion Aid stipped over to

the piano-stool to play a few more dances,

but Bixby of the faculty phoned to fell us

he knew’ we had not stopped our party

even if he did live four blocks away!
It gave me hope to see the Doormat the

next day on corners, in the book store or

down by the law library making little fig-

ures on a card and talking with deep con-

viction. The news of Nathan’s attention

at our dance had raised the bets on our

side for Sadie and the ten. Never had
the Duormat rounded in such numbers of

betters before. In years past serious-

minded debaters and Greek majors had
shunned the chance to turn quick fortunes

so enticingly held out by the ringleader,

hut this year the whole college, even the

Jap students, were up to the margin of

last month's hills. The stock list was
rear! before coffee and the 8.1.5 or the day
was not judiciously begun. “Brother”
was being patronized by all the politi-

cians in college and asked out socially

everywhere.

We only had one more date with Sadie

before the “bidding” and as I walked

through the moonlight I gave her a line of

talk on how grand it is to lx- a college

woman. I tried to make the “Good-
night" deep and impressive.

On the way home I met Nathan with

Touchdown Smith.

“Betting's awful high tonight.” said

Touchdown with excitement. “There’s

a perfect mob down at the barber-shop.”
“ Let me go down and peek in,” I pro-

posed.

“It’s no place for you," argued Touch-
down with authority. Being a woman
I pleaded. “This is my last year in col-

lege and if I don’t see l>ctting this time I

never shall.”

“We might let her peek through the

I>ark window.” Nathan suggested. At
that we trotted across the dark campus
toward the tnnsorial parlors. A half-

drawn shade gave us the place we wanted.

About twenty men. the leading political

and social lights of our college community,
were gathered inside, the large betting

sheet prominently displayed on the wall.

Bottles and soap were piled in the back-

ground and the barber with his black

waxed moustache stood listening to the

talk with reverence for these learned

youths. An argument, was certainly go-

ing on. I had never thought the Door-

mat really conceited before but he sat

there and bragged about getting the

“goat" of the college on those two girls

from Denver last year. Just then Half-

Mile Jones came in the front door and
heard the line of talk. He said real sar-

castically, ** Have the ltappas or one of the

rmaUercrowdsa chance with Sadie Sears?”

" I IE called us a smaller crowd.” I

* * whispered, indignantly.

“No,” answered the Doormat awful

wise, “ because I have a new bet.”

“Well, out with it," several voices

called.

“I’ll bet Sadie doesn’t go any crowd at

all!”

Everybody hollered. One of the Door-

mat’s frat brothers edged over toward
him. “Are you crazy?” he said.

“No; follow my bet and you’ll make
money,” the Doormat whispered.

“A girl of no particular family or

money being rushed by every crowd in

college and turn them down?" somebody
argued. “Not this year!”

The Doormat looked stem and marked
down a space for the new bet. They
couldn’t crowd their money over fast

enough and the place became a seething

stock market in a greedy attempt to take

up the new bet before the Doormat
changed his mind. The racket was awful

and just as the Doormat had everything

to suit his new whim Proxy came from

the astronomy tower and stepped quietly

into the shop.

"Report to me in my office in fifteen

minutes,” he ordered, pointing to the

Doormat and two or three others near

him.

“Oh. if lie’s fired from college we’ll

certainly lose Sadie and the ten !
” I wailed

despondently.

"Haven’t you got me?” asked Nathan,
squaring his shoulders. I guess I looked

quite as sick as I felt. How Nathan's

beauty paled beside the convolutions of

the Doormat’s brain.

“Let’s go down to Proxy's office and see

what we can find out,” Touchdown sug-

gested, so we slowly followed the little

group of culprits. Proxy’s office was on
the second floor, the waiting room below.

We hung far in the open windows of the

latter. The Doormat. Lefty Shark, and
Mig were inside, pending investigation

concerning the “disgraceful betting on the

young ladies whom they should honor and
respect.” The men sat on a long bench and
the Doormat was dealing out a puck of

cards as they waited the summons to go
above. It w-as always rumored that the

Doormat’s head for figures and natural

poker bluff had materially assisted his

father's waning business career. The
Doormat wore a cheerful grin befitting

the excitement of a crisis and as he saw us

he sung softly, “Oh, why the deuce does

college keep when students are so busy?”
“Aren’t you afraid they’ll fire you?”

I asked.

"Not a chance in the world,” he re-

sponded. cheerfully. “We’ve got. a fine

line of excuses hatched up.”

J
UST then the president of the Y. M.
C. A. came out of the darkness behind

us and approached the door. I smelled

dunger and waved to the Doormat who
swept the cards up into his sleeve with one
hand. The youth entered the room and
handed a letter to the Doormat.

“I heard you were over here and I

thought you’d like to see this.”

The Doormat whistled. “Bill due

—

WOO!”
“Proxy has already seen it.” said the

Y. M.. as he went out in a spirit of true

humility.

The Doormat turner! to us. “Now of

course tills bill for the new gym. appa-

ratus would come just this minute. It’s

in the pool. I staked the whole thing on

my new bet and can't cheek out till next

week!”
Proxy’s secretary came to call the boys

and we vanished. It was a gorxl two
hours before the Doormat came up the

steps to our group on the Rappa porch.

“Out for good,” he announcer!.

“And now?” I asked.

“I’ll go over to the Maple Valley Hotel

in the next town and hang around. Can't

stay within two miles of the campus."
”1 don't know what will become of

rushing with you gone,” I said appeal-

ingly. “Oh. why did you make that crazy

!>et and start a noise?” He offered no
explanation and didn’t even look sad over

the thought of leaving college and the

betting possibilities. That night I slept

fitfully, dreaming of roulette wheels and
w-heat pits.

The next day the Haifa Fees, Snake
Eye Brown, und Half-Mile Jones were

smiling all over the campus at our loss of

the Doormat, and the money on Haifa

Fee swelled in proportion. We had only

one more date with Sadie—dinner that

night. I was bavin* the black blur’s

anyway, when she phoned to say she

didn't feel well and co'ildn’t come. To
cap the climax the otli-r ten phoned ex-

cuses and wc actually aw them going to
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dinner at other houses on the campus.

Our united sorority were livid with rage

and to a girl mounted to their rooms,

donned the sacred bath robes and green

eye shades as in exam. time.

“Are we to lose every freshman wc
want? ” the younger girls moaned.

“I’ll never get Nuthan away from

Sadie," Carrie Cupid wailed. They sat

huddled in my room on the couch and
floor like a lot of cold sheep. I paced

the floor till I could gather my wits

together.

“We’ll find out where Sadie is to-night.

If she’s at the Kalfa Fee house she prob-

ably intends to join that crowd and take

the ten kids with her.”

'T'HE Owl rang up every house on the
* campus, said she was long distance

operator and had a message for Miss

Sears from her father. The girl wasn't

to be found. We tried the same stunt at

her l>oarding-housc. the women’s club-

house; the ice-cream saloon and a few

other impossible places with no luck.

“If the Doormat were only here," the

girls repeated.

The station agent from the depot

phoned. “Miss Scars dropped her hat-

pin when she got on the train to go to the

city,” he drawled. So she was up in

Frisco but who with? Half-Mile Jones?

We must find out. I phoned wildly for

Nathan.
"Yes, I’ll get Touchdown and we’ll

find her if we can," he answered. We
paced the floor hulf the night. The
Owl studied calculus to relieve her

mind. At twelve a phone call came
from Nathan.
“They’re eating oysters together," he

stated pleasantly. I marvelled at the

incongruity between Nathan's beauty and
his gray matter.

“Who’s eating oysters?” I fairly

yelled. That beauty-deep slogan was a

wise one.

“Why, Sadie and the Doormat,” came
across the wire. I breathed again and

heard the united sorority sigh as they saw

my change of expression. He went on.

"We sneaked into Tate’s, saw them sit-

ting there laughing, so got out without

speaking to them. Depend on the Door-

mat. He’ll make her join Rappa.”
Carrie grasped the receiver from my

hand and used up two dollars' worth of

long distance cooing to Nathan. We all

went to bed believing our luck was
changing.

The next morning, according to an old

custom, all the sororities on the campus
mailed invitations to the freshmen asking

them to join their particular crowd.

The freshmen girls were to answer their

invitations in |>erson at seven that even-

ing by coming to the chosen sorority

house. At six-thirty wc were flat on our

stomachs before the parlor windows and
had the shades raised a half inch. Great

crowds of men stood up and down the

street talking excitedly. The men feared

the Doormat’s financial faculties, yet

common sense told them Sadie would
join some crowd and so they bet against

him. hoping to turn the table on him
this year if never again.

We saw “brother’s" clumsy figure

swuggering alxrnt among the groups, de-

spised, yet tolerated for his possibilities

of stock-market knowledge and respect

for his sister’s sweep of popularity. Hulf-

Mile Jones couldn’t help bragging of a

coming victory for the Kalfa Fees and
Touchdown Smith and Nathan stood in

front of the crowd anxiously peering up
and down the street. How the Doormat
would have reveled in all this! I could

imagine him chewing the doorposts of the

Maple Valley Hotel in his desire to be

here.

TX7E saw several insignificant fresides
’ * we had dropped the first week go-

ing toward their chosen sorority houses.

Behind Wc saw a group of ten-—the ten

we wanted so much. I counted them
over and over but there were only ten.

Was Sadie there? Wc burst buttons

straining to see if they went lip the Geiu-

mu walk but they passed it by. I could

picture a crowd of fainting hearts behind

the Gemma shades.

The freshmen hung their heads in em-
barrassment before the seething mass of

men. Prexy would have had to fire the
whole student body if he tried to break

up this custom.
With mischief on their faces they

passed our house, turned, came back and
ran up our steps. We rose and dashed

to the door with the mob outside howling

in pleasure and disappointment, as per

the direction of recent bets.

No Sadie in the throng! We clasped

the other children and pinned on their

pledge pins. “Where is she?" we asked.

The freshmen looked no wiser.

“Not at the house when we left, al-

though we talked it all over last night

and she advised us this was the only
crowd to join.”

could hear the mob outside
* » shouting, "Sadie Sears!" I looked

out and saw a diminutive telegraph mes-
senger trying to make a path under their

elbows. He fairly crawled to our porch

and rang the hell. I reached for the

message with fearful gaze. I read:

"Sadie and I just married. Best

wishes and good luck with the ten fresides.

The Doormat.”

I dropped the message on the porch

and fled into the house. The mob
crowded toward it and as the word was
passed from mouth to mouth I heard the

Doormat’s name taken in vain. His bet
was founded on an inside tip—that Sadie

wasn’t going to join any crowd at all!

Again he had the goat of the college.

Doormat had a comer on Sadie for life

and the bets would buy the house and lot

and a parlor rug!

We distinctly heard Half-Mile Jones
say, “Go home, go down into the base-

ment and shoot yourself, Jones.” Poli-

tics ar'n't in it with a rushing season.

Carrie Cupid looked radiant when she

heart] the news and took Natlian’s next

proposal in earnest, so we luul to stand an
engager! couple about the house the rest

of the year!

The The Dansant
By CHARLES HANSON TOWNE

I thought of the groat Silence

More eloquent than .sound,

Of the music in the meadows.
The gospel of the ground.

V\fHEN I saw them whirling and twirling

In the golden afternoon;

When I heard the loud band playing

Its reckless, shameless tune;

When I saw their painted faces

Drifting wildly hy,

I too forgot the glory

Of the wonderful Spring sky.

Outside, the world was singing

Its marvelous old song;

I thought of scented woodlands

Far from this maddened throng;

And I thought, IIow can they dance here,

In the golden afternoon.

When the earth is wild with rapture,

And Spring will vanish soon?

The scented air—I loathed it.

As the dancers hurried by. . . ,

I looked through a little window
At the stillness of the sky.

Then suddenly the music

Ended in one loud flare. . . .

The dancers turned to their goblets

—

I turned to drink God’s air.
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Tim
Sullivan’s

Power

By

ROY
CRANDALL

FOR thirteen days the body of

Timothy “Dry Dollar” Sullivan,

best known and most beloved of

Tammany leaders, lay unidentified in

the Fordham Morgue and narrowly

escaped interment in Potter's Field.

Yet many think that the "Big Fellow”
was loved by more men. women and
children than any other individual in

America; and that he did more, by direct

gift, to bring happiness to more (>cdplc

than any other single man in the land;

he relieved more distress; fed more who
were hungry; clothed more who were

naked; buried more who had died; and

paid the fees for the weddiugs of more
couples who desired matrimony than any
other individual.

He was the King of the Bowery, the

most powerful boss, bar alone the leader

of Tammany Hall in New York City,

and he held undisputed sway for many
year* over the largest polyglot legion of

voters this, or any other country can

produce. Practically six hundred thou-

sand men, women, ami children believed

as “Dry Dollar” wanted them to believe

and the voting strength of the great east-

ern section of lower New York believed

it to be the part of their religion to vote

as he would thut they should vote.

Through a score of campaigns hi* word

was the will of all; he sent his lieutenants

throughout nine Assembly districts to

whisper the words: "The Big Fellow

wants Tom So-and-So to be elected this

year.” That was enough. And on the

night prior to the election the Big Fellow

would appear in person at a mass-meeting

and expound the principles of the cam-

paign. And again that was enough.

The votes rolled in; the majority was

what he wished it to In*.

GRAFT there was to a certainty; crime

there was in plenty. Sullivan shared

in one and aided or benefited through the

other. When the political battles were

hottest ami votes were needed, criminal*

were employed to see that the votes were

secured; repeaters were shipped by
trainload* from Philadelphia; housed in

the lodging-houses along the Bowery and,

on the day of the election they voted;

not once, hut often, and they voted os

"Dry Dollar” wanted them to vote.

He made possible those criminal viola-

14

tions of the election law* and lie and hi*

clan profited from them. He profited

front gambling, und money flowed into

hi* liands in an unending stream. But
he spent freely. As one man said, “To
see 'Dry Dollar' playing poker one

would think that money was worth ten

cents a pound and that he had ton* of it."

As has been said lie politically ruled

nearly six hundred thousand men, women,
und children. And he didn't rule them
with a rod of iron. He ruled through

love ami kindness and a prodigal gener-

osity. Murphy rules today through the

power of his great organization and

through the power that organization

gives him. Men obey him because they

must obey or sink into political nothing-

ness. No man loves Murphy, ever did

or ever will. No more did any man
ever love Croker. The present boss of

the Hall is a cold, silent man-7-a shrewd,

cold, calculating machine with a marvel-

ous grasp on affair* ami a most thorough

understanding of the weakness of human
nature. Croker was even colder. He
was a dominating Czar. He ruled through

fear. No man dared place himself in

opposition to the will of Croker and hope

to escape punishment or political ruin.

NOT so with Timothy Sullivan.

Power he had. and power he could

wield, but the power that kept him where

he wa* for many years was obtained

through the affectionate regard of the

legion of lowly ones who looked up to

him a* a sort of demi-god. He was their

idol; their hope of success. He secured

positions for thousands and thus com-
manded their loyalty, hut for thousands

who had no positions he did much.

Though his poker came through the

loving regard of his subjects his political

acumen worked ever in conjunction with

his warm heart, to the end that he could

continue in power. To that end he made
the people love him. Some may say

lhat he was wicked so to do, especially

as he used for base political purposes, the

affections thus created, but the people

who were placed hack in tenemeut houses

after landlords hail dispossessed them
probably never stopped to discuss the

ethics of the rase, nor the ulterior motive

of the man who had given them a shel-

tering roof, fuel and food. When the

youthful swain from the sweat, shop

wanted to marry and had no funds Sul-

livan paid the fee to the Rabbi and sent

present* to the bride and groom. Did

the bridegroom stop to ponder on the

uprightness of political problems when

a ward captain whispered to him the fact

that "The Big Fellow" wanted him to

vote for his friend?

No man ever lived with sufficient in-

tellect to play that sort of politics day

after day, and year after year unless his

heart was in it. And that's why Sullivan

made so profound a success of the system.

He made men and women love him and do
his bidding because he loved his fellow-man

and because he was willing to do all that

he could to redress the pitiful conditions

of the poor and the unfortunate. Crime
didn’t seem to impress him as unusual

and it is not recorded that he ever took

any advanced step* to stamp crime out;

but poverty ami hunger he did deplore

and he spent vast sums of mouey to

relieve both.

THERE was a wonderful system main-

tained for years by Senator Sulli-

van's lieutenants for the relief of the lowly

und the suffering ones of the Bowery
and of the adjacent ami contiguous street*.

Four attorneys were on call at any time

of the day or night to take the troubles

of any tenant who had been dispossessed

for non-payment of rent. And in the

slums of New York there are thousands of

such cases each year. The rent for a

miserable room in a squalid tenement,

scarce fit to stable a horse, is overdue.

The pale-faced, tubercular toiler who
culls that miserable stall his home is

unable to pay, and in the dead of Winter,

ami mayhap in the night, deputy-sheriffs

throw the miserable scraps of furniture

into the street uml drive the family

after them. It was an important part

of Senator Sullivan's life plan—call, it

political foresight or call it kindness as

you will—to have all such eases instantly

reported to his ward captains, to the

end that a home be at once secured for

the dispossessed family and that lawyers

in the Sullivan pay investigate the ease

and force restitution if an injustice were

done—as in many cases there had been.

Well do I recall a visit I made with the

late Floreuce Sullivan, a cousin of the
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deceased “Big Fellow.” to a room in the

Bowery, which more than all other things,

proved to me the far-seeing, almost ironic

political wisdom of the man whose remains

were followed to the grave the other day

by nearly one hundred thousand men,

women and children. This was a Jewish

Synagogue, and here was the reason for

its existence: Sullivan was Irish. In

the early days the Bowery was Irish.

But, within the past twenty years the

Jews from Russia and Poland have been

•coming in. The Jews are a clannish lot

and along the Bowery they have settled

in enormous numbers. Also where are

large numbers of men there votes are

to be found and in the ballot box a Jewish

vote weighs as much as does that cast

by an Irishman. Sullivan wanted votes

in the ballot box and he was too far-seeing

a politician to quarrel with any race or

any faction to his own political undoing.

I
N this room in the Bowery, some
tough young Irishmen maintained

a dubroom. That clubroom was the

festering spot. It made crooks, thieves

and ruffians. The membership was in

excess of one hundred and that member-

ship was largely Irish. Krgo. the Jews

in the neighborhood suffered from as-

saults and insults. The club members,

in coming and going from the room,

thought it fine sport to seize the ancient

Jews by their flowing beards and haul

them about the street; to punch the

younger ones who were as yet beardless,

and to insult the Jewish girls. Word
was brought to Senator Sullivan. He
-caused one of his shrewd lieutenants to

look into the matter. Then he sent word

to many of the leading Jewish men in

the neighborhood that he would see that

they were no longer molested by the

members of that club. He sent police

to arrest the club members until the club

was fairly shattered. Then he caused

the landlord to drive them from the

premises. Then he rented the rooms

himself and sent furnishers to have it

entirely refitted as a fine branch syna-

gogue. That done he gave it to the scores

of thousands of Jews in that vicinity

as a place of worship. “ Florrv ” Sullivan

had succeeded Martin Engel as district

leader at the time and a few who were

ignorant of the real state of affairs thought

that Florrv was the donor of that syna-

gogue and the political gainer. The plan

was the plan of Big Tim and Florry gained

because Tim allowed him to gain and only

to the extent tliat vicegerent gains as

his ruler gains. Florry ruled simply

twrausc Tim willed that he should and his

rule was ever under a stronger ruler from

whom he drew inspiration and direction.

THE driving out of the men who
formed that club solidified the

Jew'ish vote for Sullivan and it did not

lose for him a single Irish vote, for the

men he drove from their rooms were

ruffians who dared not revolt against his

rule. They would be found at the elec-

tion district voting place* on the following

election working for the Tammany ticket;

especially for that in which Tim was

interested because the very livelihood of

such men depended upon the good will

of The Big Fellow, and they knew that

he would place no stones in their pathway

as long as they did the things that he

wished done. The law-abiding men of'

the race, of course, had no sympathy for

them. The crooks, down-and-out, might

be thugs or thieves, short-card gamblers

or even gun-men, but they wen? all units

to be handled for the general betterment

of the political fortunes of the clan of

Sullivan and their shortcomings made
them in nowise unavailable. In fact,

in many instances their criminal short-

comings were assets; now and then

desperate men were needed to carry an
election district that was being especially

assailed by the Reformers who frequently

made unavailing efforts to find a crevice

in the citadel of Tammany supremacy

—

the lower East Side wherein Sullivan and
his underlings ruled. In such instance,

it has been charged, obliging authorities

at Blackwell’s Island and even, it is said,

at Sing Sing, have temporarily released

efficient political blacklegs or sling-shot

artists who were needed by the Senator

for the holding together of his forces.

In needful and stormy times some of

these prison birds have been promptly

sworn in as deputy-sheriffs, and with the

badge of authority pinned to their coat

lapels, and the revolver and "spring

billy” of officialdom in their hip pockets

have worked all day at the |k>11s along

the Bowery and in the election districts

of the lower East side Assembly districts;

voting occasionally when the voting was
good, and preventing many from voting

who were suspected of a desire to vote

against the supreme will of the political

Czar.

A LSO, such as they were of great

usefulness on those occasions when
it was needful that the Bowery pile up
a big plurality; when in fact. New York
wanted to "go to the Bronx with 105,-

000.” In the g«K)d old days that were

bad, it was sometimes needful to bring

to New York more criminal voters than

it housed. The slum section of Phila-

delphia was drawn on in such instances.

Train-loads of Pennsylvania repeaters

have been brought to New York a day or

so Inrforc election on more than one occa-

sion; packed into the low lodging-houses

of the section and on election day
brought forth and voted in the names of

dead men, and of men who had moved
from the city, and of men who were in

prison. The claim was made that when
William Randolph Hearst vainly sought

to elect one of his editors. Max Ihmsen,

sheriff against Tom Foley, the life-long

friend of tile deceased Bowery king, there

were Philadelphia re|K*ateni in plenty sent

from the hotbed of Pennsylvania’s ras-

cality and that they voted with right

good-will and with appreciable effect

on the Foley plurality. But they weren’t

needed. Also it Is remembered that one

lowly follower of Sullivan raised a laugh

that day by voicing the following bit

of philosophy, the foresight embraced
within it having been credited to Big Tim.

“Dry Dollar would lie sore if he saw
that bunch,” said this political Jack Cade.

"They’re ull smooth-faced.”

“Well, can’t a smooth-faced guy vote

as well as one with lilacs?” sneered a

listener.

“Vote just as well, onc’t,” was the

answer; “but one vote lots him out, if the

inspectors are inclined to make trouble.

Dry Dollar said once that when you were

getting rc|»catcrs in the district always

get guys with whiskers. When you’ve

voted ’em with their whiskers on you take

’em to a barber and scrape off the chin-

fringe. Then you vote ’em again with

side lilacs and a moustache. Then to a

barber again, off comes the skiers and you
vote ’em a third time with the moustache.

If that ain’t enough and the box can

stand a few more ballots clean off the

moustache and vote ’em plain face. That
mal^s every one of ’em goes! forfou r votes.”

"VTO MAN will ever say for certain^ whether that bit of political fore-

thought originally emanated from the lips

of the late Senator-Congressman, but those
who know him best would have laughed
with joy at the utterance had they heard
him make it, and by the token, would have
promptly searched the alums for pur-

chasable voters equipped with beards

like the late Senator Peffer of Kansas,

for the merest Sullivan suggestion along

political lines was like an edict. It was
instantly set into operation and the

voicing of the w'ish was the beginning of

its accomplishment.
Sullivan was the idol of every prize-

fighter in the land; the patron saint of

every keeper of stuss games; the king

of gamblers himself and the backer and
good-wisher of others. And he profited

from gambling though those who fat-

tened from his political good-will main-
tain that no money paid for police pro-

tection by the keeper of a gambling house
ever reached his hands. But politicians

who merely looked up to him as the great

leader of the pack were free with the state-

ment that at one time <50 poolrooms
flourished in New York, paying from $00
to $300 a week for the privilege of carry-

ing on business unmolested and that not

one dared even open its doors for an
instant without first “seeing Tim."

Sullivan ruled for more than two
decades in a vast territory infested

with a legion of criminals who needed
political protection that they might
practise their criminality with the least

possible percentage of danger. That he

leaves an estate of only two-and-onc-holf

million dollars Is convincing evidence

of the generosity of the mau’s nature

for he could have hud that much a year

had he been os dollar hungry as many.
Five other prominent men in The Hall

well recall one instance which proves

that statement. It was on the Sul-

livan special en route to the St. Louis

Convention which nought to make Alton

B. Parker President of the United States,

despite the wishes of most of the Demo-
crats in New York State and half of those

in the Democratic solid South. Sullivan,

with the five others, was playing poker.

There were no chips and money was
being used. A twenty dollar jack-pot

came. Five twenty-dollar bills were

on the table. Palpably one man was
“shy.”

“COMEBODY slipped,” said one of the

^players. "Wasn’t me! That bill on
the side of the table was put in by Dry
Dollar. I was the second man in." But
nonewould admit that he was the thought-

less one. There was a protracted argu-

ment which the smiling Senator suddenly

brought to a startling ending. He reached

out. took the five twenty dollar bills, and
tearing them into bits tossed them non-

chalantly out of the window of the whizzing

train.

“There, boys, that puts a stop to all

argument.” he said, as he tussed another

twenty on the case; "let’s all put in

again and there can’t be any misunder-

standing.”

Sullivan has been known to fill his coat

pockets with two- and five-dollar bills

preliminary to a stroll on the Bowery, the

two pocket loads comprising $8500,

and of passing it out within the

radius of eight blocks from the Occi-

dental Hotel.

And for all such reasons sincere tears

of sorrow were shed by that bereaved

army of a hundred thousand who fol-

lowed him to the grave.
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Safety in Railroads'
By WILLIAM H. DEARDEN

I
T is safer to ride in the subway or on
the elevated road of an American

city than it is to spend the same time

in one's own home. Fast subway and
elevated trains carry millions of passen-

gers without a collision, while the inter-

state commerce commission keeps a corps

of inspectors busy investigating smash-

ups on steam railroads. If the motorman
fails to notice danger ahead in the sub-

way, the sure arm of a watchful machine
reaches out to put on the brakes. The
motorman and the automatic train-stop,

working together, have abolished colli-

sions. On the steam ruilroad the engi-

neer has been given no sueli co-worker.

Most people do not know yet what
automatic train-stops are. When they

do know, then will come the demand.
“Impractical for steam railroads,"

"not perfected," have been the answers

of railroad officials, with much reason

until very recently. A very few rail-

roads today are investigating the idea

with the evident hope of adopting this

modem protection ugainst collision. A
few more are investigating with much
show of enthusiasm. Most railroads are

doing nothing, or attending to those more
pressing demands of patrons.

In simple terms, ail automatic train-

stop is a mechanical device which will

shut off the power of an engine and put

on the train brakes, whenever the en-

gineer fails to obey a caution or a danger

signal. Together with the device goes

some system of caution and danger signals

which will give ample warning of a train

ahead. On most of the elevated systems,

the busy part of the automatic train-stop

is a little T shaped sled, railed a ramp,

that ordinarily lies down between the

rails, but when there is danger ahead turns

up high enough to strike a lever on the

bottom of the first ear. This lever in turn

will stop the train, if the motorman fails

to do so. On steam railroads an auto-

matic train-stop system will not be so

simple, hut it will work to the same
purpose.

THE automatic train-stop, it will be

seen, is an advance over automatic

block signals. The old method of o|xrratiug

trains on railroads was to control their

running by orders to the crews from a
train dispatcher. The block signal sys-

tem came along, with more or less auto-

matic signals at regular intervals along

the track, to inform an engineer definitely

as to whether or not the track ahead was
dear. The automatic train atop is in-

tended to make it certain that the train

does not proceed if the track ahead is

not clear.

Commissioner McChord has shown the

succession of ideas, in discussing the his-

tory of ten years of investigating acci-

dents by inspectors of the commission.

These reports on accidents on railroads

operating trains under the train order

system, lie says, "quickly brought into

prominence the weakness of the personal

equation in railroading, showing that by
far the greater number of these harrowing

train accidents were due to human error.

Dispatchers give wTong orders, or fail to

give orders where they are required; op-

erators fail to copy orders correctly, or do
not deliverorders that should In* delivered;

conductors and enginciuen misread, mis-

interpret, overlook or forget orders."

1H

rPHK block system, Commissioner Mr-
4 Chord points out, is a great improve-

ment over the train-order system, elim-

inating a great many causes of accident,

but he continues, “Notwithstanding the

theoretical merits of the block system as

a means of safety, it by no in«*ans insures

immunity from collisions. Obviously,

the block system can only afford protec-

tion when its danger learnings are ob-

served and obeyed. The intensity of

attention and quickness of perception re-

quired of enginemen on our modern, high-

speed trains leads to the result that they

sometimes fail to observe or obey signal

indications, and when this happens, dis-

astrous consequences arc almost sun* to

follow.

"Noting these disasters due to human
error, under the most highly approved
system of train operation, the question

naturally suggested itself, 'Is it not pos-

sible to employ mechanical means that will

automatically ussuinc control of a train

and bring it to a stop whenever a danger

signal is for any reason disregarded?”’

rTHE Block Signal and Train Control
* board appointed by the interstatecom-
merce commission studied devices of this

kind for six years. Two years ago they

declared "there are several types of ap-

paratus and methods of application,

which, if put into use by the railroads,

would quickly develop to a degree of

efficiency adequate to meet all reasonable

demands. In many situations, under

conditions existing in this country, the

board is convinced that the use of auto-

matic train stops is necessary to the safety

of trains."

In its concluding report a year ago the

l>ourd reiterated its confidence in auto-

matic stops, and even more definitely

expressed its opinion that workable de-

vices were available.

The scries of wrecks on the New York,

New Haven and Hartford railroad have

been leading the interstate commerce
commission, with Mr. McChord usually

as spokesman, to take a constantly

stronger position in favor of automatic

train-stops. After the Westport wreck

of Octoiler 3. 1914. the commission said,

"Railroads ought to unitedly ex|>erimciit

with the automatic train-stop until a de-

vice of practicability for general use shall

be available.”

In its report on the recent Wallingford

wreck, the interstate commerce commis-
sion did not go so far as to call again for

automatic stops on this system, finding

more immediate causes for bluiuc in lack

of effective supervision and in the failure

to install block signals, which naturally

would precede any installation of auto-

matic stops. Yet a hint of a future

movement by the commission for the new
device is given in the announcement that

the commission intends to ask Congress

for the right to order railroads to adopt

such methods and devices as the commis-
sion thinks are required for safe operation.

The New Haven road has the unique

distinction of doing more passenger busi-

ness than freight business, in money re-

turns, ami as a consequence its operating

conditions are nearer those of a subway
or elevated system than almost any other

railroad in the country. The logic of the

situation, to the commission, is that rail-

roads which have congested lines should

be the first to adopt automatic stops, and
that experience should determine how
far the system ought to be applied to rail-

roads of different operating conditions.

rPHE recent Wallingford wreck, it is true,

* is as much a lesson for block signals

as it is for automatic train stops. Under
the block system an engineman will re-

ceive a caution signal long before he
reaches a danger signal, or will receive

a danger signal in ample time to stop his

train. In that wreck the old system of

signals used on that section of the rail-

road did not give a danger signal to the

engineman of the White Mountain train

until he was almost on the Bar Harbor
train. Block signals, if he had obeyed
them, would have caused him to stop

in ample time. Automatic train-stops,

however, would have farced him to stop

in ample time whether he was giving at-

tention or not.

The most striking illustration of the

need for some system of automutir train-

stops, however, is not the wrecks on the

New Haven, but the wreck on the mod-
ernly-equipped Pennsylvania railroad,

at Tyrone. Pa., on July 30, a wreck in

which not a passenger was killed, owing

solely to the fart that cars were of the

latest all-steel construction. One en-

gineman was killed, however, and a great

many passengers and employes injured.

Train 13, running at 45 miles an hour,

ran into the rear of Train 15 which was
standing still at a passenger station, throw-

ing the cars about helter-skelter. On
the engine of Train 13 was riding Assist-

ant - Road - Foreman - of - Engines Miller,

whose duty it was to ride with various

engineers and see to it that they operated

their trains properly and according to

rules. Ilis presence on the engine was
for the very purpose, among other things,

of insuring observance of signals by the

engineman. On Train 13 at the time

were riding a number of officials of the

ruilroad in charge of the signal system.

The road was fully equipped with the

most modern automatic block signals, in

perfect working order.

UNDER these extraordinary condi-

tions, the engineman of Train 13

passed, without slowing up at ull. a cau-

tion signal of the block system, almost a

mile before he came on Train 15. Still

farther along, the engineman passed a
danger signal, which ordered him to stop,

and which still left him enough track to

stop his train fully before he came on
Train 15. At a distance of 1150 feet be-

yond this stop signal, his engine crashed

into the rear of Train 15.

“This accident," says H. W. Bclnap,

chief inspector of safety appliances for

the interstate commerce commission,

"again calls attention to the necessity for

some form of automatic train-stopping

device. The signals installed at this

point were of the most modern type, the

signal system was very complete, and
there seems to be no question but that

the signals operated properly. The en-

gineman of Train 13 was a man of long

experience; the fireniun had been in the

employ of this company as u fireman for

about eleven years and his record was

good; and the assistant foreman of road

engines was riding on the engine. Yet
all three of these experieneed men

i

*i
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failed to observe a caution signal indi-

cation, the cngincman failed to obey

a danger signal indication, and the

accident resulted.

“A consideration of accidents of this

character which have occurred within the

past two years leads inevitably to the

conclusion that even the most complete

and modern system of fixed signals is not

adequate under all circumstances to in-

sure the safe operation of trains.”

TN contrast with this is the fact that in

* eight years the New York subway
carried 1,554,516,842 passengers without

a death due to train accident, and did this

with trains o[>craling less than two min-

utes apart, carrying more than two thirds

of these passengers at speeds of 40 to 50

miles an hour. The sole credit for this

is not due of course to automatic train-

stops, hut without that device no such

safety would have been achieved.

An enthusiast for automatic train-

stops, member of a firm which has a de-

vice of this character, whose testimony

must be considered accordingly, told a
convention of electrical railroad engineers

last winter that G4.8 per cent of all the

train accidents in the United States from

July 1, 1908, to Jan. 1, 1913, would have

been prevented by a complete signal sys-

tem. The 361 accidents preventable he

divided os follows: open switch, 38; dis-

regarding danger signal. 46; disregarding

caution signal. 6; head-on collision due
to neglect of orders by crew, 97; due to

neglect by operator, 48; to error of dis-

patcher, 14; rear end collision due to neg-

ligence of flagman, 38; excessive speed.

15; broken rail, 10; derailment due to

excessive speed, 49; dead cngincman, 1;

unknown, 10.

It Is true that if all the railroad direct-

ors tomorrow ordered automatic train-

slops, and were able to raise the money to

meet the enormous cost, they could not

be installed immediately. Most railroad

engineers do not agree that the systems

are perfected as yet,

HPHERE arc other objections raised by
* the railroads to the installation of

automatic train-stops b<-sides the one of

mechanical imperfection. The one given

most prominence is that automatic train-

sto|Ki would tend to make an cngincman
an automaton, careless of his responsi-

bilities, as expressed by D. F. Jurgenson

of the Minnesota railroads that the burden
will simply be shifted from the engine-

men to the track maintainers and the

equipment maintainers. But Paul Win-
sor, chief engineer of the M., P. & R. I.,

points out that most of the automatic

train-slop systems have attachments

which make it known to the superiors

whenever an enginemaii fails to stop the

train himself, and the device steps in to

do it for him. The Boston elevated, he
says, has found no dis|>oHition on the part

of its motormcn to let the automatic stop

do their work, or to fail to report any
failures of the system.

Many railroad men believe that the

only way to prevent wrecks is to enforce

Irettor discipline among the men. "Safety

first,” the new slogan of most American
railroads, is accomplishing a great deal of

good.

President George F. Baer of the Read-
ing has recently said, "By discipline

—

firm, unyielding discipline-alone, can
railroad wrecks be averted. I do not be-

lieve in all-steel cars. I think the half-

steel cars are the safest. But steel cars

will not prevent wrecks. Discipline alone

can do that."

,T,HAT probably applied to the New
1 Haven wrecks. But the Tyrone wreck
shows that even when the most earnest

efforts are made to insure obedience to

orders and safe operation, the human
element may still fail. The lesson of the

Tyrone wreck is to have all the disci-

pline that President Baer calls for, and
something more in addition.

A. G. Shaver, signal engineer of the

Rock Island lines, is of the opinion that

automatic stops would come into opera-

tion to prevent collisions in only rare in-

stances, while the loss of life from other

causes on railroads, especially the killing

of trespassers, is a much more immediate
problem, and that efforts should l>e ex-

erted to treat the other causes first.

The question of expense is a very im-

portant one at this time when the rail-

roads feel that they are handicapped by
increased wages and increased cost of

materials without increased freight rates.

Automatic train-stops not only would be
expensive to install, but would be expen-

sive to maintain.

The difference between operating trains

in a subway or on an elevated structure

and operating trains in the open country,

is very great. Weather conditions alone

are very different Automatic train-

stops in a subway are not disabled by
snow or rain or ice, and on elevated lines

can easily be protected from the elements.

In the open country weather conditions

will be severe on any such automatic sys-

tem. Then the subway or elevat'd

track is always protected from trespassers

of all sorts, while the steam railroad not

only has trespassers who may interfere,

hut has grade crossings, yards, etc., where
the system would be in constant danger.

One essential point of a successful auto-

matic train-stop has killed most of the

aspiring devices. That is, that if any part

of the whole device breaks or gets out of

order at any time, the train-stop will

thereby automatically go into action and
stop the next train coining along.

fYF the investigations by railrouds into

the subject, those of the New Haven
have attracted the most attention, though
other railroads have unquestionably gone

into the question more earnestly and prob-

ably at more expense than the New
Haven is at present assuming. After the

Westport accident of October, 1914, Pres-

ident Mellen publicly offered $10,000 for

the use of a successful automatic train-

stop. 'Hie fact that a successful system
will mean hundreds of thousands of dol-

lars and possibly millions to its owners
made the 910,000 offer sound questionable

at that time, and later some remarks by
President Mellen made the earnestness of

the company still more doubtful. In

March he announced the number of let-

ters and devices received by the com-
pany and went out of his way to say,
“ The competitors represent nearly every

walk of life from clergymen to jailbirds.

Four of them are now in jail und an equal

number are inmates of insane asylums."

Under the new management the New
Haveu is proceeding with its investiga-

tions, presumably with earnestness and
good faith. Altogether 4816 persons

entered the conq»etition and 704 devices

were submitted, a time allowance Itcing

given the other competitors in which to

file their plans. No one of the devices,

it is said, meets with the first require-

ment that the removal or the failure of

any part must result in fixing a stop sig-

nal, yet it is agreed that some of the de-

vices very likely can be altered to meet
tliat requirement. Two devices, those

of the International Switch Company and
of the Union Switch and Signal Company,
arc to be tested on the division between
Hartford and Newington. Incidentally,

both of these devices were seeking recog-

nition of railroads before the $10,000 offer

was made.

A canvass by the Railway Age Ga-
zette this spring showed that automatic
train-stops are now' in use on the Boston
elevated, Hudson and Manhattan Inter-

borough. Long Island, Pennsylvania (on

the electrified line through the Hudson
tunnel, etc.), Philadelphia elevated. San
Francisco. Oakland and San Jose, and the

Washington Power Company, these uses

practically all being on subway or ele-

vated lines or similar operating condi-

tions. The Great Western Railway of

England has a very similar device, de-

pending upon audible signals at the cn-

gineman’s ear in the cab. in use on parts

of its lines. The Erie had stops on some
of its line which it lias replaced by block

signals. The Maryland and Pennsyl-

vania Iuls the Jones system in use in and
near Baltimore, a system in which shoes

ou the engine come in contact with so-

called contact rails at various places, and
the control operated by electricity.

Experiment* wen! then in progress on
the Canadian Pacific, C., B. & Q., Chi-

cago and Eastern Illinois, IutcrlKirough,

New York Central, Pennsylvania, Staten

Island rapid transit and the Miller sys-

tem was about ready for extended tests

on the Chicago and Eastern. A number
of other roads had recently conducted
experiments, the number of roads more
or less actively interested amounting to
46 all told. The Delaware ti Hudson has

been testing the Federal system, an audi-

ble system, which causes a series of tor-

pedoes to explode if the engineer den's not

obey signaLs. The I)., L. & W. has been
trying the International system, which

operates by ramps, and also the Federal

and the Union Switch systems. The
Gray-Thurber. the Siminen cab signal,

the Wooding contact rail system, the

Patterson induction system, and the

Safety Block Signal system arc among
the other devices which have l>een sub-

mitted by inventors and promoters to the

railroads ami arc undergoing tests.

r
I ’HE need for automatic stops has not

been recognised to any extent in Eng-
land, but the audible cab signal used by
the Great Western gives signs of advanc-
ing rapidly there. This is not acompletely
automatic system, for it does not actually

puton the brakes, simply operating tocom-
pcl the engineer to do it or to listen to loud
protests and see a record against him mark-
ed on a can! for his su|»eriora to see later.

Just at present much attention is being

given in England to the trial of the Pren-
tice system on the Ixindou and South
Western. Tliis system has a wire fol-

lowing the track and a current collector

on the engine, electric current from the

wire along the track being caught by
wireless, or more exactly, by induction, in

the engine apparatus, so that the caution

and danger signul* along the track can !>e

made to operate the brakes on the engine.

The real demand now is that the rail-

roads moke it their business, either united-

ly or individually, but preferably together,

to take all the existing systems and work
out a successful device if they cannot

find any single one to lie satisfactory.

Some of the big companies are evidently

sincerely trying. Most of them are just

waiting. A vigorous public demand back

of Commissioner McChord will bring

this great protection into early use.



Flying Ten Thousand Miles

Part III

By CLAUDE GRAHAM E-WHITE

TODAY, when men learn to fly, they

go to organized schools and are

taught tn e t hodi ca 1 ly—as they

might be taught to drive a car. This

tends to safety, and the benefit of their

pockets; but they miss the thrill of the

pioneer—of him who, with neither system

nor safeguard, took out his craft at dawn,
and did deeds—ami broke wood—while

others slept.

Then we were the supermen, pursued

by cameras and making history hour by

hour; and no recollection is printed

sharper in my mind thuii of one winter

morning four years ago at Isay, when,

alone save for the aid of a novice, I took

out for trial the fastest plane of its day.

For three months prior to the escapade,

I had been working daily in the factory of

M. Bleriot. aiding skilled craftsmen in

the building of this, my own machine and
seeking to learn the constructor’s art. I

hud ordered a monoplane of u new type,

and, as it was my very first machine, 1

was athirst to take the air. and driven

nearly frantic by delay. But at last one

tlav, too late for an immediate test, it was
delivered; and so I arranged with a
friend who had been acting with me as a

factory hand, that we drive next morning

to the flying ground, and make the prac-

tical acquaintance of the craft we had
helped to build.

Concerning this machine, much might
lie written. M. Bleriot, planniug a speed

craft, had built the first of its type for that

memorable Rheims meeting of 1909; and,

seeing the monoplane in contest, 1 had

contracted to buy it when the races were

at an end. But the fates willed otherwise;

at high speed in the air, with M. Bleriot

in control, the machine burst suddenly

into flumes, and fell from a height of one

20

hundred feet. We thought the airman

dead, but he escaped with bums and
bruises. The monoplane, however, was
reduced to cinders, and I had no machine
in view. Whereupon M. Bleriot. de-

claring he would put a sister craft in

hand, promised me this in place of the

first; and it was the second machine,

which we named "White Eagle." that

now stood waiting for us at Issy. At that

time, in view of its 80 h. p. motor, it was
regarded with a mingling of admiration

and of awe. In the first monoplanes he
built. M. Bleriot hud been content with

three-cylinder engines, developing 25 h.p..

and it was a drastic step from these tn the

eight-cylinder monster I hud seen fitted

to my machine. Speed was the aim of

this leap in power, ulso greater weight-

lifting; ordinary Bleriots did not carry a

passenger, but mine should do so easily.

As to how fast the machine would prove

in flight, few ventured to prediet, but
there was a suggestive raising of eyebrows,

accompanied by suitable exclamation.

TI7E, the two would-be airmen, had
* ’ intended to sleep, and rise be-

times. but we were too excited to go to

bed, and at 2 A. M.—hours before it

would be light enough to fly—we motored
to the aerodrome and awaited the coming
of the dawn. As soon as there was light

enough to see, we burned to wheel the

machine from its shed; but M. Bleriot 's

mechanics, their ardor blunted by broken

rest, and with little in prospect save exer-

cise and the likely breaking of a machine,

were in no great haste to arrive. We
walked about and waited till beyond the

hour fixed; then endurance gave way, and
we dragged the monoplane forth.

In the gathering light, certainly, it

appeared formidable and we waited again

for our sleepy mechanics: but although

the morning was perfect, with practically

no wind, not one of them appeared. Then
it was tliut we decided to test that ma-
chine ourselves.

A FIRST problem was this—how to

start the motor without men to ns
strain the machine? When its pro|H•Her

revolves, a craft durts forward, and if it

is not gripped by the tail it will leap into

the air—as one did, without a rider, at

this very Issy ground, ending its wavering

flight in a crash. One man’s weight u|hiii

our machine, even that of two, would

have been insufficient; whut, then, was
to Ik* done? The sight of some rope, ly-

ing within the shed, gave us our idea.

We hitched the monoplune. like a restive

horse, to a fence that stood nearby; thru

my friend stationed himself by the ropes

while I. standing at the front of the ma-
chine, swung the propeller to start the

engine. It fired at once—and I fell on my
back. We had forgotten in our hurry to

take up the slack of the rope, ami the

monoplane, springing forward a foot or so,

had knocked me over. I jumped up
and sprang to the driver's seat, which in

this machine was placed beneath the

planes; and ut the same time my friend,

after freeing the restraining rope, muttaged

to scramble in beside me before the ma-

chine could gather speed. The motor, for

which I had due respect, was throttled

down, and we ran across the aerodrome

on the ground. In the language of flight

this first process is now known as"roll-

iug", or "taxyuig"; and a machine is pre-

pared for the pupil, so that it will rush to

and fro at a gratifying speed, but never

under any inducement seek the air. Ours,
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though, was hardly one of these. Nearly

a mile we sped, our pare increasing; then,

from out of the morning mist, loomed

disconcertingly a boundary wall. Turning,

even on the ground, is no trivial matter

for a novice; and though I slowed down
instantly, and did frantic rudder work, a

collision with this wall threatened a
prompt end to our career.

“Jump out and hold the tail." I

shouted to my friend—no child’s play, by
the way, rememl>ering our speed to be

twenty miles an hour. But it was the

only thing I could think of.

SOMEHOW or other he did scramble

clear, our extremity giving him a cat-

like skill, and then, sliding and slipping

and gripping the tail, he brought us to a

halt just under the wall, and scarcely

more than a foot from its surface.

Duly chastened by so narrow an escape,

we maneuvered cautiously for the next

quarter of an hour—passing here and
there across the aerodrome, and growing

more familiar both with our

sensations and with speed.

Then, just after we hud

circled at one end of the

ground and were beginning

to run hack again. 1 called

to my friend: "I’m going to

try a flight this time.” He
merely nodded his head and
held on tight—ready, in his

enthusiasm, to trust himself

even to me.

So I accelerated the big

motor, which roared out

fiercely; and our pace leapt

to sixty miles an hour—a wild

wind-rush l>cating against us.

And then, very gingerly, I

mode the movement of the

controlling lever, which would

raise our elevating plane.

jPOR a moment or so, I am
* sure, we did not realize

we were in the air. Nochange
was perceptible, save that the

slight swaying and bumping,
which we felt when traversing

the ground, had ceased

abruptly. Then I gavea glance

down; the surface of the aero-

drome lay thirty feet below!

Since then, on many
flights, I have found myself

thousands of feet high; but

never, from the moment of

that first swift leap from mother earth,

have I felt again such exultation. Fast os

an express train we rushed through the

air; and then, in some way or other

—

candidly I cannot say how—I managed
to make a landing safely and we were
slowing down at the end of the ground.

Just a “hop”—in the vernacular of the

flying school—was all we had made, but

it was one that has lived in my mind, and
no other flight will eclipse it.

We turned, flew again, and landed safely

;

then "hopped” back towards the sheds.

But now we were no longer alone. Our
mechanics appeared through the mist, aud
with them—hoping perhaps to chronicle

something lurid in the way of a wreck—
came pressmen and photographers. In

this, however, they were disappointed; but

their journey, all the same, was not in vain.

Our lonely combat with that 80 h. p. plane

had in it material for a “story,” and so next

day in the Paris press they made us fumous.

rPHE humor that attends aviation, and
* there is plenty, may lie found inainlv

where novices congregate; happenings

at the schools arc often most ludicrous.

Picture the aspirant who, despite many
warnings, fitted to his machine a motor
of 140 h. p. and—when released for a ten-

tative wobble across the aerodrome—
shot violently into the air and flew nearly

a mile, himself unwilling, in the driver’s

seat, but for the moment helpless. Wien,
recovering from a temporary paralysis

of surprise, he fumbled for the switch and
stopped his motor, he alighted pell-mell

but without mishap, enjoying that prover-

bial luck of the novice—such luck as will

allow the most awkward of pupils, when in

a dilemma, to steer with breath-taking

accuracy l>etween two trees, his wing-tips

brushing branches upon either hand.

The motor which took charge, und ran

away with its pilot, reminds me of another

predicament, quite as disconcerting. De-
scending from a flight with his engine in

motion, and running towards the sheds, a

pilot reached for his switch as he neared

them and moved it to cut off his power.

But nothing happened; the switch was

udded intensity to the cold. At forty

miles an hour and unshielded in my ma-
chine, as pilots were in those days, I soon

Ixcainc numbed—despite the protection

of a wool-lined suit, ('hanging hands
on the control-lever enabled me to retain

the use of my fingers; but when above

Bletchley railway station, some fifty

miles from London, I found a wave of

faintness began to steal over me. Such
sensations, when steering aeroplanes,

constitute a peril; and—but for a piece of

forethought—I should have been obliged

to plane down. In the outside breast-

pocket of my flying suit had been placed,

with the stopper already removed, a
flask of brandy; and this, with my free

hand, I was able to extract. A nip of

spirit, followed by the chewing of some
chocolate, just tided me over the threat-

ened collapse, and I was able to fly on.

Nowadays, builders of aeroplanes are be-

coming solicitous for the steerman’s wcll-

being, and we have machines with neat

wind-screens and effectively shielded

bodies. Latest -type craft

have, indeed, the ease of a
touring car; and so will

progress march from one
comfort to the next until we
have the first of these pas-

senger craft which, operated

commercially and according

to schedule, will fly daily

between the capitals of

Europe.

Nc

He, irho, with neither system nnr safeguard, took out his croft at

dawn and did deeds.

out of order, the engine ran on, and he

found himself rushing upon the sheds

—

where a crowd stood wailing. Dreading
the results of a dash among the people, he

swerved upon one side; then, voluntarily

charging a bunk to the amazement of his

friends—who had no idea his motor was

out of hand—he wrecked his machine
completely, but himself escaped unhurt.

A N experience as awkward, and even
** more curious, was that of an English

airman, when flying in hittcrcold. Intend-

ing to land, he bent forward to stop his

engine; but Ills fingers had become so

numb that they refused to turn the switch;

and so he was forced to circle several

times, beating his fingers against his l>ody,

before he could restore to them either

sensation or movement.
My worst experience of cold when in

the air—and the bite of it is parulyzing in

the early hours—was on the first of my
Ixtndon to Manchester flights.

I ascended just after 5 o’clock on a

morning when there had been a hard,

white frost; and a chill easterly wind

OT over-large, but seat-

ing perhaps twenty or

twenty -five people, these

machines will—by the very

swiftness of their non-stop

flights—revolutionize our no-

tions both of distance and
of time.

Occasionally one sees a man
unfitted for flight, as he would

be for driving a car, or con-

trolling any mechanism. He
may l*e reckless, or criminally

careless; but he goes to prove

no rule. That ordinary men
can fly is shown daily, at the

schools, where hundreds of

pupils — quick and slow,

clumsy and adept—are taught

without accident; und as the

art moves to perfection, and

machines are more stable,

piloting will become as simple

as the handling of a cycle-

car. Then we shull have flying clubs, and
the world will take to the air. The produc-

tion of small, cheap machines, which can tie

flown with safety, should Ik* a question of

time. As yet, aeroplanes waste power, but

thus is a passing phase. Progress in design

will spell economy, os it has done with

the motor-car; and then the aerial tourist

need not be a man of wealth.

WE cannot standardize craft as yet.

but we are building them of steel,

and risk of breakage is being eliminated.

Thus precision, ousting rule-of-thumb,

turns designers’ thoughts to a machine,

big, mechanically sound, and of high

speed—which shall do battle with a gale.

To prophesy that something should hap-

pen, within the possible confines of one’s

own life, shows questionable judgment;

but one prediction I shull risk, and it is

this: that, l>efore twenty-five years have

passed, aircraft will be passing between

England and America at a speed of two

hundred miles an hour.

>gle



How Murphy Works
J.—In Albany

By EDMUND R. TERRY
Member of ihe New York Assembly in 1911 from the First District of Rings

MY first experience as an assembly-

man was us a member of the

Democratic minority in 1908.

The minority in the legislature has little

of legislative responsibility and there is

little or no cracking of the whip, except

at times when the independent spirits

among the majority are raising a ruction;

and I could not but observe how the old

organization men in my own party rallied

to the assistance of the Regulars on the

other side of the House on such occasions.

During the sessions of 1!)09 and 1910, I

was not a member. The latter year I did

not take the nomination. In the fall of

1910, indications seemed to point to the

election of a Democratic assembly, and I

took the nomination, for I was curious to

see what my experience would be as a
second year man. I was elected and my
party was. as I had expected, in the ma-
jority and I had my ex|»eriences,—they

were varied and instructive.

They began even before election. In

my speech of acceptance, I explained to

my constituents the nature anil duties of

an assemblyman, as I understood them,

and it was evident from the manner of the

leader of my assembly district, that his con

ception of the functions of an assemblyman
were radically different from mine. I may
say, that those differences became more
and more marked during the succeeding

months. After election my education in

government by organization continued.

rpiIERE was a United States senator to
* be elected by the legislature of which

I had become a member. From my studies

of the constitution, I had supposed that it

devolved upon the members of the legisla-

ture to determine who should represent

the people of the Empire State in the most

important legislative body in the world.

As time went on, I observed that Mr.

Murphy’s opinion as to who was to hold

that office was given greut weight, and
that the opinion of other leaders also re-

ceived great consideration, but I nowhere

noticed any attention paid to the opinions

of the members of the legislature. I know
my opinion was not asked. It seemed to

be regarded as a negligible matter.

At the club one night, in the latter part

of December, speaking with Mayor Gay-
nor and one or two others on various po-

litical topics, I ventured to bring up the

matter of the election of a United Slates

senator. He voiced what I had found

to be a prevailing opinion. “Why,” he

said, “what is the use of talking about

tliat ? They will make up their minds

whom they want, and you will vote for

him.” But I said, “Mr. Mayor, you
may have noticed that a good many
Democrats have been elected to this com-
ing assembly, that are out of the ordinary

run of assemblymen, coming as they do
from doubtful districts, where the party

had to put its best men forward.” “ Well,

what of that-," he said. “Why,” I replied,

“if eighteen or twenty of those men
should get together, they would be strong

enough to protect themselves in matters of

legislation and strong enough at the same

time to prevent the election of any candi-

date they thought undesirable." “Oh,"
he said, “don’t talk like a rattle-brained

idiot. You could not get a dozen of those

88

men to hold together twenty-four hours.”

I am giving the substance of what he said.

I subsided, as profitless discussion Is not

to my liking.

I WAS myself an enthusiastic Shep-
A ard man. Mr. Shepard being an old

and valued acquaintance and a constitu-

ent voting in my own assembly district.

As the time went on. it became more and
more evident that Mr. Shepard was not

to receive the support of Mr. Murphy. I

believed, however, that he would receive

an honest support in Kings County, his

own county. I was strengthened iu this

belief by the consultation, that I had with

two of the leaders,—my own district

leader. Sheriff Quinn and Mr. John A.

McCooey, the leader of Kings County;
both these men solemnly informed me,
that I should not tie up in any way with

Tammany, that Kings County had an

organization of its own and proposed to

maintain its automony. Under these cir-

cumstances, I was naturally surprised

when I arrived in Albany and found Mr.
McCooey a devoted follower of Mr. Mur-
phy and in the words of Shakespeare,

“Must bend his body, if Caesar carelessly

but nod on him.”

From inquiries that I and other assem-

blymen made when the assembly con-

vened on the first Wednesday of Jan-

ary, 1911, we were satisfied that an

uncontrolled vote of the Democrats in the

legislature taken then would have elected

Mr. Shepard as senator, but it soon l>e-

rame evident, that something was doing.

Members who at the outset were frankly

in favor of Mr. Shepard grew evasive.

The State committeemen controlled by
Mr. Murphy were present in a large force

and exercised all the control they could

over the assemblymen from their dis-

tricts. The extent of their devotion to

the cause of Mr. Murphy, I then sus-

pected, but di<l not realize fully until later.

All sorts of inducements, persuasions and
more cogent methods were up plied by
Mr. Murphy’s agents throughout the

State to coerce the assemblymen into a

compliance with his will. Not only did

the adherents of Mr. Shepard feel this,

but the friends of other candidates, too,

all felt that they were fighting an unseen

force, playing, in other words, against

loaded dice. The power of the Tammany
leader was significantly shown at the

organization of the assembly. Every
officer was of liis selection. Even the page

boys, in order to secure appointment, had
to have the mystic “O. K.—C. F. M„”
endorsed on their application.

'"PHE committees, appointment to which
1 meant a great deal to the assembly-

men, were held back in order, as it was
generally believed and with reason, to

bring wandering lambs into the fold.

These conditions created a feeling of re-

sentment in the minds of many of us. On
the Thursday night, preceding the Mon-
day on which the caucus was to be held,

the appointments for a second time were

postponed to the following Monday.
That night the opposition to Mr. Sheehan
crystallized. The underlying cause was as

I have stated,—the feeling of resentment

against the usurpation of the functions

of legislators by one man in Fourteenth-

Street and the character of the candidate

and his record in Albany served to-

strengthen and intensify the opposition.

That night eighteen or twenty of us de-

cided of our own motion, uninfluenced by
outsiders, that we would not enter the

caucus if Mr. Sheehan was to be candidate

for United States senator, and would not

vote for him during tliat session of the

legislature. Mr. Murphy was notified of

our action that night. Mr. McCooey and
the Governor the following day.

rPHE following Monduy night, the night
* appointed for the caucus, the commit-

tees were finally given out. It is not more
than right to say that they were very fair

and on the whole well selected, but our
feeling in regard to the committees was,

after all. only a small factor in influencing

us. We had entered into an agreement

about six o’clock that afternoon not to go
into the party caucus. One of the num-
ber called the simple agreement we then

signed, “The Legislative Declaration of

Independence,** We did not go into the

caucus. The fight that followed is well

known, but there were little side-lights,

that may be of interest to our present

subject. Mr. Murphy seemed unable to

comprehend that a continued opposition

to his mandates by Democratic legislators

could come from principle. His first reli-

ance was upon the ability of his vassals in

the various Assembly districts through

the State to coerce the rebels into submis-

sion. Failing in tliat and still unable to

comprehend the motives that actuated it,

he wasted more than a month trying by
every means in his power to find out what
big |N)litician or what great interest was
behind the movement. As there was no
such animating purpose behind the Insur-

gency, these efforts were futile and
merely served to show the character of

Mr. Murphy and his organization. More
significant than anything else during that

entire contest was the personal good feel-

ing between the Insurgents and the Regu-
lars. At the very beginning of the con-

test the sympathies of many even of the

Tammany assemblymen were with us.

One prominent member said tliat he
would give $5,000 if he only dared to join

us. Others said that they were abso-

lutely with us and begged us to stick it out

and not give up, even if they did not dare

to vote with us. As one prominent Insur-

gent told Al. Smith, the majority leader of

the assembly, when asked by him if he
could not see his way to end the difficulty

by voting for Mr. Sheehan, “Why, if you
and the rest of you would only be real

assemblymen and do your sworn duty, we
could settle this matter at the next joint

session.” The floor leader flushed, but had
no reply to make. He had been asked to

do what was impossible. The telephone

to the headquarters in Fourteenth Street

was his political conscience and judgment.

HPHE working of the organization was
4 particularly noticeable in the various

committees controlled by Tammany.
There were bills in which ' r' ns >f the

Insurgents were interested. These were

put off from week to week, from nu« ting to

meeting, until the chairman < mhl insult
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with Mr. Murphy of New York to the

detriment of a good many honest and
legitimate measures that should have been

passed. At times the influence of the

telephone upon the proceeding was almost

farcical. The first caucus being proved

a failure, the Democrats held conferences

at which it was distinctly understood no
attempt would be nuule to bind anyone by
caucus action. The first of these was in

regard to the election of the United States

senator and all through the proceeding the

telephone at the rear of the room was in

active operation and two or three of the

Tammany assemblymen kept up a con-

stant communication between Leader Al.

Smith and the man of mystery at the other

end of the telephone. The leader was in

just as direct touch with hismen us if he had

remained in Albany at the Ten Eyck, only

the Governor was relieved of his presence.

You see. when a representative form of

government was originally inaugurated

the telephone had not been invented.

I T WAS perfectly evident that the organ-
* ization under Mr. Murphy affected the

entire State and it wan absolutely farcical

to sec before the committees bodies of

representative citizens from various cities

in advocacy of good bills or protesting

against bad legislation, only to have

action upon the measures held up until

Mr. Murphy could be heard from. In

other words, the Tammany theory and
practice, so far as legislation of 1911 was

concerned, was an absolute negat ion of the

idea of representative form of govern-

ment. We Insurgents were told we were

not Democrats, because we refused to be

governed by this one-man power. In

fact, as one member put it, it would be

cheaper for llic State, if. instead of paying

the expenses of one hundred and fifty men
at Albany, dummy elections were to be

held in all the districts absolutely con-

trolled by either one or the other of the

organizations, and, in accordance with the

result, to let Mr. Murphy have so many
votes and Mr. Barnes so many votes, to

lie cast by a dummy for each and merely

pay the salaries of such members only

as should be elected from doubtful dis-

tricts, who ought to be practically inde-

pendent of cither of the two leaders and

let their independent votes count in the

passage of bills. Under such a rule the

voters of the State would have a better

understanding of what is done in Albany.

rPHE work of the two organizations
* seemed to be largely devoted to two

things,—on the part of the Democrats to

replace as many Republicans as possible

holding good positions by Democrats, and
to increase the pay of all offices held by
Democrats and also to secure the passage

of such bills as made big appropriations on

which contracts might be given out. The
Republican organization of course op-

posed. Of such a nature was the High-

way Commission Bill passed in that year,

which supplanted one of the best highway
bills ever passed by a legislature and
which at the time was working so smooth-
ly and efficiently that two of the threecom-
missioners who composed the board that

was legislated out, were immediately called

to take cliarge of the road building in other

states. That bill was distinctly an organi-

zation measure. Assemblyman Wendcl,

since elected to the State senate, aptly de-

scribed the situation. When asked by the

leader to vote for a measure because it was
an organization measure, he replied," Well,

Al., if the fact that it is an organization bill

is the only tiling that can Ik* said in its

favor, it must be an infernally bad bill and
I’ll vote against it." Andhedid. Ofcourse
the Republican organization members
voted solidly against every such bill pro-

posed by the Democrats, but then* was one
class of bill, that both organizations united

in opposing—those were bills, the object of

which was to give the citizens a l>ctter op-

portunity to express their wishes in the

selection of candidates. Those that were

passed purporting to better the conditions

surrounding elections, carefully analyzed,

show clearly that they served to make it

more difficult for citizens to accomplish

anything as Against either organization.

We did pass at that session a direct nomi-

nations bill, the one good feature of which
was that it contained a provision for a
secret ballot at the primaries; but there

was enough interjected into that bill to

nullify nearly all the good that it con-

tained. During the all-night contest at

which that bill was passed, there was one

significant vote, that held out a promise

for the future.

fT'HE bill came from the senate three
^ hours before the time set for adjourn-

ing both houses sine die, and was never in-

tended to be brought before the House at

all, hut an Insurgent in the Judiciary

Committee, to which it was referred, forced

it out. It was a real direct nominations

bill, and after interminable wrangling,

the vote upon it finally stood, eighty odd
to sixty odd in favor of its passage. The
sixty odd represented all the votes that

the two organizations, working shoulder to

shoulder, could get together; the eighty

represented those wrho were really trying

to represent their constituents.

After that vote, however, politics came
in. A recess was called. The Republi-

cans liad a caucus. The Democrats held

a conference at which the telephone again

played an important part. Al. Smith,

the leader, boldly stated that if that Bill

passed, it would wipe out the organization

in New York City, and if they thought

that was desirable then they should pass

the bill. Another bill was produced by
Leader Smith, which, it was claimed,

would give practically the same result,

but would avoid the drastic effect upon

the organization in New York City.

rpHE hour was late. It was one
* o'clock in the morning after a long

and busy day. The new bill was too long

for any one to read intelligently. The
Republican caucus had made it a party

measure, so the substitute bill was finally

passed by the assembly just before five

o’clock on Sunday morning—just twelve

hours after the time that had been fixed

for final adjournment. One important

fact that influenced a number of us in

finally accepting the sultstitute bill was
the precarious position of the city charter,

that Tammany wanted to put through.

They needed two or three more votes in

the senate to secure its passuge and we
were afraid that in a long fight at the end

of the longest session of the legislature on
record, the charter might slip through.

In other words, as shown by the legisla-

ture of 1911 and again by the present leg-

islature of 1913. government by organiza-

tion. when that organization Is Tammany,
does not produce laws that are for the

benefit of the people of the State. There
were some of us, who did in that session

try to do our duty by the constituents

we represented, but it was an awdully

uphill fight. To retain our standing as

Democrats and our influence with many
of our fellow members we were compelled

to vote for some of the less harmful of the

organization measures.

I WISH to cast no slur upon any one of
* my Tammany associates in that as-

sembly; personally they were a clever,

intelligent lot of men. They had been

brought up from their early days to be-

lieve in Tammany Hall and its doctrine

of following a leader. The idea of politi-

cal virtue, firmly implanted in every one of

them, was that strict allegiance to their

leaders meant, on the whole, the best

government for the State; that while

following this rule, they must shut their

eyes to the evils of some of the measures;

on the whole, following the party rule

strictly would accomplish more for

good government than any other way.

I believe most of them were sincerely

honest in that belief, but I thought and
still think that that belief was radically

wrong.

The theory of a representative govern-

ment by the people is that where one hun-

dred and fifty men fairly representative of

their respective constituents get together,

the results that they arrive at. under

ordinary parliamentary rules, will be good

legislation. I believe the designers of our

Constitution were right in that belief. The
results attained by our legislators os at

present selected is no arraignment of

representative government. It only

shows the bad effects of a departure from

that form of government and the adoption

of our present system of government by
organization.

Sni >rrrlt't iiiw rill rontain “IIor Jiarphy H'orki m

The Wilderness

By MABEL W. BREWER

from the tent of Abraham
Went Hagar with her child.

And turned her face in sorrow, toward

The desert place, lone, wild.

So from thy tent, loved one, I go,

Like Ilagnr toward the wild—
But unlike Hagar, there, of old,

O God, I have no child!
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

AT THE UNION CLUB

"Why have you given up smoking?*'

“I consider it effeminate,”

A Manhattan Magna Charta

NORTHBOUND

FIFTH AVENUE COACH COMPANY

CONFESSIONS OF A
CARICATURIST

V

CULZER’S an easy man to draw.

As Ce&arc will agree;

A hank of hair, a lanky jaw
And no anatomy.

VI

JF 1 were forced upon the rack
*

My views of Comstock to impart,

I should confess he is a Jack
The Ripper of the nude in art.

THERE is a Strip of territory thirty One of the most interesting sights of empty) and into none of them may
feet long—at the corner of Nine- the city is to watch the citizens, drunk the wean* citizen climb. His charter,

ticth Street and Fifth Avenue, with unwonted liberty, stalking haughtily issued by the Fifth Avenue Coach Com-
where, hy the grace of the Fifth Avenue up anil down this strip of sidewalk, while party, permits him only to stand and talk.

Coach Company, the police-harried New the baffled police, powerless to interfere, or contemplate. Nothing else. When
Yorker may stand—from dusk to dawn gnaw their night-sticks and moan. he is tired of enjoying the wiki liberty of

if be will and from dawn to dusk—holding Time passes. this comer of refuge, ho has the healthful

sweet converse with his friends. No A bus comes up going Northward, but privilege of walking home or calling

police officer may pommel, club, shoot the licensed citizen is not permitted to a taxi,

or arrest him for disorderly conduct get in; it is full;

should he refuse to "move on.” comes then a
This is the one free spot in New York, Southward going

where the lioss-riddcn citizen may cock bus; the licensed

his hut at Mr. Waldo and his men of the citizen is not per-

club. Here for ten paces up or down— mi tted to enter; it

he has the freedom of the city. There is is empty,
one proviso: He must have in his posses- Bus after bus,

sion one of the special licenses issued by processions of bus-

the Fifth Avenue Coach Company at »es—going North
the low price of ten cents and good for (always full) and
mi entire day. South (always

34
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AVAST amount of barking has been

going on in theNew York papers be-

cause the Sociological Fund of the

Medical Review of Review* announced that

on the afternoon of Friday, November
14th. it would give a private performance

of “The Guilty Man,” a play based upon
one of Francois Copple’a novels. It was
this same sociological organization that

gave “Damaged Goods” last year. When
the Brieux play was first produced, nine

out of ten persons whom I met declared

that such a subject might properly be dis-

cussed under certain circumstances but

was entirely unsuiled to the stage. I

invariably tried to find out why it was
unsuited to the stage, and usually learned

that the speaker did not like to see that

kind of play. I then ventured that I did

not like to see the kind of plays usually

produced, and asked why I should be pre-

vented from seeing the kind of play I did

like, merely because other persons did not

care to go, being at complete lil>erty to

stay away. I failed to get any answer

that I could understand, and apparently

so did a great many other persons, be-

cause the success of the play at the pri-

vate performances was so great that it

was put on commercially and has been a
profitable enterprise. Some people may
object to this profit, thinking apparently

that nothing ought to make money ex-

cept those things that have no value.

Drama
By N. H.

I. The Guilty Man

“The Guilty Man" touches, in a sen-

tence here and there, on other problems,

but the main theme is simple, namely
that a man who treats his responsi-

bilities to a woman lightly is guilty

not only of extraordinary meanness
toward her, but of whatever evil deeds

are done by his illegitimate offspring.

The man in this play has not stamina

enough to do the right thing by the

woman whose love he has won. He
marries another woman lietter placed

socially. The first woman has a son.

A few years later, she dies. The son

is brought up in a so-called reformatory,

and on account of poverty, the absence

of guiding influences, and the disgrace

of illegitimacy, he commits a crime.

The father is prosecuting attorney, and
in the end his better understanding is

so awakened that he declares in court

that he himself is in the real sense the

guilty man.

XTO doubt it is terrible that good pco-
* ’ pie of the United States should be

compelled to know that such a play is

being given, although they will not be

compelled to see it. Indeed, they will

not be allowed to sec it unless they are

able to secure tickets from those in charge,

who mean to have no one present except

serious students. Anybody who does

the play can be influenced in no di-

rection except toward more generosity,

sympathy and responsibility for his acts.

He will, however, be duly scolded by
serious citizens, although he will be quite

free to go around the comer to the Winter
Garden without l>eing criticized. No
doubt, if such a play as “Oedipus the

King”, by many considered the greatest

drama ever written, were produced in

our time, it would l»e deemed totally un-

fit. The Greek tragedian depicted the

results of Fate, and our serious play-

writers desire to depict the results of

error and selfishness. The Athenians
loved pleasure, but they took pleasure in

contemplating the higher tragic facts.

One singular thing about this contro-

versy of whether we arc to Ik- free to con-

sider such important topics, or whether it

is our duty to be ostriches, is that wom-
en are most in favor of frankness. Wom-
en were the Imckbonc of the support
given to “Damaged Goods” and prob-

ably will Ik- the principal sup|K>rters of

"The Guilty Man." Men. on the other

hand, seem to prefer a universe in which
certain deadly evils arc kept alive as trib-

utary to unbridled indulgence. They
think it better that their wives and
daughters should not know about these

things. But the wives and daughters

are rapidly making up their minds not

only to know about them, but to end
them.

II. Two Plays by Barrie

TWO powerful one-act plays by the

most gifted dramatist now writing

in English mark the opening of the season.

Each is absolutely dramatic, and yet

each drives in an intellectual idea with a
force that will make it live. Barrie may
not be more intelligent than other play-

wrights; he may not lie superior to cer-

tain men technically, he may not write

better than some others; but he combines

all these qualities in a way that makes
him certainly the most notable artist now
producing plays in our language. He lias

not only the almo-st unanalvzabie and
supremely important combination that

results in what we call gift or genius, but

he has the highest artistic conscience, and
he never puts out anything which does

not satisfy himself. The consequence is

that every work from his pen Is an event.

It is nearly always a popular success, and
it is always a contribution.

“Half an Hour,” well presented by
Grace George and her company, shows

with splendid concentrated narrative the

tragedy of the woman who has not been

brought up to earn her way in the world.

Lillian Carton has ability, daring, under-

standing, highmindedness, hut she is

helpless to lead her life right because she

is a parasite, and she Is a parasite through

no fault of her own, but as an inevitable

product of the social system. Like the

aristocrats of the French revolution she

can carry herself superbly but she cannot
live visibly. Her parents were aristo-

cratic and they married her to a rich

brute who had ability to get on in the

world. She feds that living with a man
merely liecause he sup|mrted her Is a deg-

radation, but her marriage hod been a

sale, ami she endeavors to carry out her

end of it. Finally, however, his brutality

Grace George in “Half an Hour”
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John Drew and //. E. Herbert in " The Will'

becomes so extreme that she decides to

nin away with a man who loves her and

whom she loves. The man is killed in

calling a taxicab, and in a most exciting

and theatrical situation she returns to

her husband without his learning of her

elopement. While it is so thrilling that it

almost suggests melodrama, it is heart-

rending in the ruthless clearness with

which a noble woman is shown going back

to a despicable situation because she can

do nothing else.

MONEY and false standards are also the

theme of “The Will". Before de-

scribing that play, let me pause a moment
to rejoice that John Drew has done so

splendid a piece of work so far outside of

the line in which he is familiar. He Is a

real actor, and in this drama he shows it.

There is not one touch of those light, per-

sonal charms and graces which have fit-

ted into most of his recent plays. It is

an accomplishment of sheer strength and
technical mastery, and it gives that kind

of higher pleasure that acting gives when
it is objective, when, in other words, it is

a vehicle for the embodiment of differ-

I
T is appropriate that the young man-
ager who last year produced "The
Poor Little Rich Girl,” a play which

touched imaginatively one of Uie most

real facts about American life, should

be the man to put Evangeline on the

stage. In the theater there is harmony
between plays on important conditions of

the time and plays that are literature.

The contrast is between the drama which

is alive, either with the thought of today

or the thought of yesterday, and the

drama which is merely standardized

mechanical amusement.
When I was u boy, it was customary

at Christmas to give companion volumes
of Longfellow and Tennyson. The per-

centage of Americans who arc now inno-

cent enough to rank I.ongfellow as high

os Tennyson is smaller than it was; but it

20

cut characters, rather than for the ex-

pression of the dominant characteristics

of the actor. It may well be doubted
whether any other person in the United

States could have ucted this part as well.

The illustration of Mr. Drew's range is

all the more striking by the fact that the

Barrie play is given with the revival of

Haddon Chambers’ "The Tyranny of

Tears", one of the most delightful of

contemporary comedies, in which Mr.
Drew’s lighter side is shown, perhaps,

better than in any other play he has given

in recent years.

nPWO young persona visit the office of

* a lawyer to have the will of the hus-

lumd drawn. They are charming. They
love each other. They are full of ardor.

Only one trait is over-developed. They
seem a little too much interested in

money. Their dreams of the future

center too much around what his salary

is ultimately to be. The curtain falls

for a moment. Many years have
|>usscd. Money has come in abundance
and it has changed them both. There is

no sweetness left. Grossness and selfish-

III. Evangeline

is common in estimating literature to

swing to an extreme, and certainly those

who dismiss Longfellow are us fur wrong
as thusc who rank him among the great.

He has sincerity; he tells good stories;

and he tells the truth, even though it be
not the truth at its pinnacle. Evangeline

is the most populur of his stories, and
deserves to be. Hawthorne first became
interested in the tale, and he knew a

good story. When Longfellow hnd fin-

ished it, Hawthorne stated that he hud
read it “with more pleasure than it

would be decorous to express." and Long-
fellow gratefully thanked Hawthorne for

foregoing “th** pleasure of writing a prose

talc which mai 1

;

* oiile would have taken

for poetry, tli.i I might write a poem
which many i

" 'uke for prose." Oli-

ver Wendell ll .ics proclaimed it Long-

ness have forced out the gentler quali-

ties. Again the curtain falls for a
moment, and again many years have

passed. The man is now making his

lost will. In the first, he had wished

to give everything to his wife, and she

had wished him to be generous to poor

relatives and to institutions. In the

second, she had pleaded against any
bequests that conflicted with her unnec-

essarily large share. As he approaches

the third will, he has recognized that

money is a curse. His wife is dead; his

own life is ghastly. It has occurred to

him that he will leave his fortune to

his principal competitors, os the worst

curse he can visit upon them. He
offers it to the lawyer, to anybody who
will take it, and all this is expressed in

horrible and most true bursts of savage

irony. From this play, as from the

other, we go away having heard and seen

a story, a masterly narrative, and from
this as from the other, we have learned

more about money and its place in the

world than we can learn from any other

contemporary literature with which I am
familiar.

fellow’s masterpiece. Probably no line in

American literature is more familiar than:

"This is the forest primeval.
"

The story that follows has become part of

our thought about the history of this

country. Much debate took place among
historians regarding the literary accuracy

of the account, but iu spite of research

Longfellow’s version stands now as close

to the truth.

The Hopkins production gave me
much pleasure. The story was treated

with judgment, the necessary amplifica-

tions being all in the direction of illus-

trating and enforcing what was in the

poem. The only mistake was at the

very end. In the stage version, Evange-

line speaks her la«t line before the death

of Gabriel. Certainly it is more effective

osk



Edna Goodrich and John Harrington in “Evangeline *’

that his death should he fully recognized

by the audience before she bows her head

and murmurs:

“Father, I thank Thee.”

A large part of the dialogue, especially

in the longer speeches, is taken directly

from the poem, and turns out to be

splendidly fitted to dramatic recitation.

The familiar pictures touch our human-
ity, and likewise our interest in those far

off happenings connected with the build-

ing up of our country, from Michigan

to Louisiana. Any impressionable young
mind (or old mind that is impressionable)

will be exhilarated by this story on the

stage. It will be a pleasure to hear and
see one of our country's most populur

poems. It will be a pleasure to livft in

the dramatic and poetic episodes of our

country’s history. Evangeline is an epic

but it is wholly suited to drama, and
the story, whether in epic or drama,
is one that Americans should enjoy. The
production marks the second notable ac-

complishment of a young manager from
whom much is to be expected.

The Conqueror
By EDMUND VANCE COOKE

\X7ITHIN me is the world-old might,
* * Born of the first primeval night.

Which stirred the first atomic mite.

Which turns the lily toward the light.

Which bears the eagle in its flight.

Which urges man to heaven’s height.

Which is my heritage, my right

In all its total sum,

—

The purpose and the power to fight.

To fight and overcome!

(And yet—and yet— I cannot choose

But ponder on the ones who lose.)

Tribe after tribe and race on race

Have lived, have died, to gain this grace

For me, so must I keep the pier,

No matter what the task or place.

I wear the crown, or Itear the mace,

I cleanse the cups, or loose the lace.

Yet shall I never bow my face.

Nor shall my soul be dumb.
Upon my right I rest my case

To fight, to overcome!

(Yet if the struggle be the end

My greatest foe is most my friend.)

My heritage, the Past, is great.

The Present is my broad estate;

The Future is my open gate.

Yet should some seeming Terror wuit,

I shall not shirk nor hesitate.

I march serenely on, and straight;

No storm nor struggle, wrath nor hate

May blast me, or benumb.
I tilt into the face of Fate;

I fight and overcome!

(For conquering Fear and conquering Pride,

I conquer Self—and all beside.)

Di ,7 '.oogle



Under the coaching of George Brooke, the Quakers wilt derelop slowly this year, reaching their top form for the big game

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Ping”)

Early season progress of the big elevens

T TE TITO all the leading teams. East

Y y and West, in full swing, the

attention of the coaches turns

now to the further development of plays

that' were successful last year, and to the

invention of new plays designed to take

full advantage of the now thoroughly

settled rules. Doubtless we shall see all

the standard formations of the last few

years, notably the Harvard “square”
and the form of Minnesota shift used by
Princeton. The Princeton style of attack

has taken shape as was the case last year

at a very early date, while there seems to

be every indication that Pennsylvania’s

diagonal tandem will continue to be the

stock in trade of George Brooke, the new
Quaker coach, as it was of his predecessors.

In the game against the heavy Frank-
lin and Marshall eleven, on a soggy field

at Philadelphia, the Quakers used this

tandem in the second half as a "rescue

play.” It was all the more effective in

that it was led by a big. blonde tackle

named Carter, who promises to be one of

the leading forwards of the year. The play

itself is far from being new. since it was
invented by Glen S. Warner of Carlisle

manyyearsago. Given a speedy backficld,

at least one husky lineman to open the

way for the play, plus the certainty that

the direct pass from the center will l>c

cleverly handled by the last man in the

backfield, and the play is most effective.

The continued use of this play (dia-

gramed in Fig. ?) raises again the old ques-

tion of the value of the direct pass from

center. There are many good judges of

football who believe that this form of pass

is entirely too dangerous for general use.

especially in dashes from tackle to tackle,

unless thoroughly covered, and who still

think that it isan asset only when a sweep-

ing end run is attempted. Warner holds

the opposite view, and there are excellent

coaches who agree with him. But it must
be remembered that tile average Indian

backfield is not only very fast but also ac-

customed to handling a football with the

same precision that they would catch a

baseball. It is seldom that this same pre-

cision can be found among the big and
nigged backs that are seen almost an-

nually at New Haven and Cambridge.

WALE’S experience with the direct pass

* in the last few years has been almost

uniformly disastrous. Last season the

coaches were of two minds in the matter

until too late in the season to make
either system of permanent value. Penn-

sylvania’s experiment, therefore, should

be of the utmost interest to the football

world, inasmuch as with Min<ls looming

up as perhaps the best ground gainer on

the eleven the pass will almost always go

to the last man in the attack, in other

words, to the danger point. It may be

that the Quakers will swing an end
around to cover the play, although it

would seem perhaps a better plan to drop

a tackle or guard around for that purpose.

A T this writing Brooke has sprung noth-
** ing new or startling, which was to be

expected, as he is not yet satisfied with

the combination in the backfield. Much
depends upon Captain Young and his

ability to play behind the line. Should

he prove as good a man as some of Penn-

sylvania’s old time stars it would seem
that with him Minds and Marshall work-

ing well together Brooke should be able

to effect some highly interesting com-

binations. The Pennsylvania material

as it appeared in its early games is fur

from impressive, but I am glad to note

that there seems no longer to be a tend-

ency to put the burden of the work in ad-

vancing the ball on the shoulders of a

man who has little more to recommend
him than Ills ability to cover a hundred

yards on the track in close to even time.

The present set of Pennsylvania backs is

not remarkably fast, but the men keep

their feet well and are everlastingly going

ahead when tackled.

I am inclined to think that under the

coaching of Brooke, a man in whom I

huve a vast amount of faith, the Quakers

will developslowly this year, reaching their

top form for the big game—which is as
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it should bo. I have never felt that the

Pennsylvania defense was quite up to the

standard of that of the other leading

eastern elevens, although there may be
reasons for the extremely dose play of

the backs which will develop at a later

stage of the season. As the team plays

at this writing there does not seem to be

an adequate defense against the forward

pass, and part of the defense seems to

have been robbed away in order to sup-

port a rather shaky right side of the line. ;

T IKE Harvard and Yale, and unlike^ Princeton, at this stage. Pennsylvania

is doing remarkably good work in making
interference beyond the line of scrimmage,

the ends being especially active in shoot-

ing across and putting the defensive

backs out of business. If the Quakers

continue to use their diagonal tandem
throughout the season there would seem
to be a vast amount of work in store for

Carter, the big tackle, unless another

man almost equally good can l>c devel-

oped on the opposite side of the line. It

would seein to the man in the stand that

Simpson, another promising forward, now
playing at center, might well be paired

with Carter to lead the tandem, in which

case the Quaker type of attack would lie

difficult indeed to stop unless the defen-

sivc ends drive in very fast across the play.

Perhaps the most interesting feature

of the early season was the game be-

tween Princeton and Rutgers at Prince-

ton, winch the Tigers won, although

rather hard pressed for a time. George

Foster Sanford has l*een an interesting

figure in football for so many years
j

that he hardly needs an introduction !

to the great mass of the followers of
j

the game. A man of intensely inter-

esting theories and of unusual ability as
.

a field coach, he has set the stamp of his

personality on the work of many an

eleven in the past. When it was an-
j

non need that he would coach the Rut-

gers team preparatory to its meeting with
\

Princeton, football men throughout the I

East suddenly became extremely inter-

ested. They felt that even with an eleven

in a crude state of preparation, practi-

cally without training or seasoning, he

would turn out some sort of novelty when

it came down to action on the field.

It must Ijc remembered that Sanford

played and coaches! in the days of that

mats play which the rulemakers have

spent so much time and trouble in at-

tempting to eliminate from the game. I

do not think that he has ever had a change

of heart as to the value of what has come

to be called the old-fashioned game; as a
.

strategist he has always placid a great

deal of emphasis on power, cleverly applied,
,

not only on attack, but also on defense.

THOSE who looked for something new

at Princeton were far from disappoint-

ed. They saw an eleven that lined up with

more solidity than any other that has

taken the field since the new rules went

into effect. The diagram (Fig. 1) gives a

fair idea of the play, which might well

be called a revival of the old mass forma-

tion. Three backs were lined up behind

and practically against the center, guard,

and tackle, while the back who was to

carry the ball was only a couple of yards

behind this heavy interference. As the
'

ball was snapped the mass surged for-

ward, opening a wide gap in the Prince- ,

ton line, while the man with the ball
;

cameon at top speed and either practically

“rode" through on the backs of his inter- ^

fercnce, or found sufficiently easy going to i

get clear through to the secondary defense.
|
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rPHE Rutgers line was well suited to the

* purpose of this play, but the backs

were not up to the mark, and so. although

the play gained quantities of ground from

time to time, the advances were not con-

secutive as is necessary if the average of

two-and-a-half yards to every rush neces-

sary for a first down is to be sustained.

Too frequently the man with the ball

proved very slow and the opening was

closed by the time he reached the line, or.

as Sanford himself put it,
" He stopped to

buy a paper." One trembles to think

what a powerful and well coached eleven

would do with a play like this, although

it is barely possible that they might be-

come exhausted through their own tre-

mendous efforts. Had the Rutgers team

been able to vary the play with almost

any other maneuver it is probable that

more damage would have been done to the

Tigers; but as it turned out, Princeton,

although victorious, largely through the

mistakes of their opponents, knew at the

final whistle that they had been in some-

thing like an old-fashioned football game.

Just what the future of this play will

be, or whether indeed, any other team
will take it up, only time will tell. Cer-

tainly, it is a formidable engine of de-

struction, and while within the letter of

the rules, still quite without their spirit

pRINCETON’S early showing, save
* from the viewpoint of considerable

weight and strength in the line, has been

rather disappointing. TheTigers’ opening

game showed so little variety that it was
impossible to tell much about the future of

the team. As was thecase last year, Prince-

ton opened the season with the constant

use of their particular brand of Minnesota

shift, without variation from the formation

that proved of so much value in the big

game last year. Against Rutgers, theshift

was most unsatisfactory. The backs ex-

perienced considerable difficulty in finding

their places, and there was a double delay

in getting the maneuver under way that

made it far from difficult for a heavily

massed defense tostop it without gain again

and again. Indeed, had the Rutgers men
known the beginnings of the art of tack-

ling, it is doubtful in the extreme if the

Tigers would have scored at all.

As in former years, there seemed to be
a tendency to place too much dependence
in the captain of the team, H. A. II.

UNITED STATES government
bonds fell five points below their

face value in July last and after

temporary support in August uguin de-

clined in September and October to about
the same level. If this does not create

the impression of investment illness it is

hard to say what would have that effect.

Complete dearth of a market for the

bonds of one of the world's strongest and
most powerful nations—if that does not

mean the dropping out of investment
bottoms, what does?

Apparently there are those who arc

dazed by this decline, who do not compre-
hend it at all. For many, many years a
government bond has been something to

conjure with. It has been the stand-

ard by which all investment securities

were judged. Its strength was under-

M inch, of Pennsylvania, kicking

from, placement

Baker, who was called upon far too often

to carry the ball, and who assumed too

much of the burden of the defense for so

early in the season. Undoubtedly Baker

is a harder man to bring down when
tackled than was Pendelton last year,

but he has still a long distance to travel

to reach the ranks of star backs who are

something more than mere clever broken

field runners. I think' that Baker is

keeping his feet a little better than he did

last season, and that in the end he will be

better even than last year in the open, but
he has a great deal left to learn in the mat-

ter of turning quickly into the openings.

HrHERE are other backs on the Prince-

* ton team who show considerable

promise, notably Slreit, F. Trenkman, who

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

The Slump in Government Bonds

stood by the mast humble and financially

uneducated citizen as well as by the most
sophisticated of brokers. Every com-
mon swindler bent upon extracting from

only too willing servant girls their last

penny of savings was wont to compare
bis filthy offerings with government bonds.

Jack Johnson, flushed with dollars and
with victory ever the last white man’s
hope, boasted that government bonds
were good enough for him, and amid the

approval of millions of his fellow citizens

invested scores of thousands in the obli-

gations of h country. Every piece of

swamp-covert •< I . no piito-invested real

estate sold to gullible investors a thousand

miles uway is glibly >*id to be as safe as

a government h» nd. In short the latter

has been not mil/ the premier investment
of A*** ~ i tne sole and final basis

looks to be improved already over his last

year's form, and a husky and willing worker
named Doolittle. This young man is

still quite green, but to my way of think-

ing shows a great deal of promise. As a
kicker he is very awkward, although get-

ting plenty of distance and good direc-

tion. It seems impossible for him to get

the ball away without taking two steps,

which is so often fatal in a big game. But
ball in hand, and turning well inside the

ends, he is a great fighter for territory.

Click is another young man of promise,

whose speed undoubtedly will increase

as the season grows older, and who, in-

deed, keeps hu feet rather better than

any of his comrades.

17ROM New Haven comes the annual
* announcement that Tom Shevlin has

come out of the West—perhaps direct

from Dr. Williams—with a pocketful of

new and fancy plays. Everybody will

remember that it was Shevlin who
brought the Minnesota shift to the East.

Almost any play that has any real funda-

mental worth, no matter how odd in ap-

pearance, is worth trying at least once, and
should work at least once, and if Shevlin

has brought along any such play it will be

welcomed by the football public, which is

always looking for novelties. I seriously

doubt, however, if Yale will pin its faith this

year toany particular play or seriesof plays.

Old heads and wise heads arc in charge

of the Yale squad this year—men who
have seen plays of all sorts come and go,

and who realize that the foundation of

winning Yale football is laid less upon
deception than upon superb execution and
a thorough grounding in the fundamen-
tals. There have been shifts innumer-

able among the Yale forwards, but when
the big games roll around I shall be dis-

appointed if the Blue doesn’t take the

field equipped with one of the best lines

in recent years. This, of course, barring

accidents. When the Yale line is right,

the entire Yale team is apt to be right.

There is plenty of material up forward

this year, and it will get better coaching

than it has had in many a long day. The
very best of the Yale coaches are in ac-

tion this season, and the mere fact of the

presence of Frank Hinkey at so early a

stage, gives an air of confidence to all

those connected with Y'ale football that

was markedly absent last year.

of comparison for every other form of

investment—the one true metal by which

all baser coins would ring false.

Why Have Government Bonds
Fallen ?

T ISTEN to the surprised and pained

inquiry of a reader in Iowa:

"Early in the year I started in to

buy $10,000 of Panama 3s of 1901,

paying 10S-103 for them and being

assured that the bonds depreciateonly

toward maturity. What is the rea-

son of present depreciation and what

is the future prospect of these bonds?

The safety of principal was the pri-

mary object. I would not have

made the purchase had anyone

intimated the loss of the first year’s
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interest owing to present deprecia-

tion.

What is the reason for present low

prices, i. e„ 99 to 100, and what are

the future prospects? To the lay-

man government Imnds selling or

quoted below their face value comes
as a surprise."

Now for the answer.

Unless the conditions surrounding the

sale of government bonds entirely change
future prospects are for much lower

prices. The safest and strongest under-

lying first mortgage railroad bonds can

he had to return 4J4 per cent, on the in-

vestment. Surely even a government
obligation is not enough safer than the

very best steam railroad boud to make it

worth more than 54 of 1 per cent, in ex-

cess of the railroad security. That would

mean that a true investment basis for

Governments would be S}^ per cent. In

other words, on their investment worth

alone, governments should sell to return

3H per cent. net. Now turn to any bond
table and you will find that a bond bearing

8 per cent, interest and maturing in 19H1,

as do the l'anama 8s, should be quoted

at exactly 88.42 to yield 3 per cent.

And this is not the worst of it. In

course of time the government will be

obliged to issue two or three hundred
million more of these bonds to complete

payment for the Panama Canal, that is.

to reimburse the Treasury for payments
already made. Such a sale is almost cer-

tain to depress prices. There is still an-

other factor making for depression. If

the Owen-Glass Currency Bill becomes
law and national banks are so dissatis-

fied with it as to leave the national bunk-

ing system there will of necessity be a
large quantity of government bonds, now
used to secure bank notes and deposits,

thrown upon the market.

The great bulk of United States bonds
are and long have been owned by, or in

some cases loaned by, national banks.

About five-sixths of the total 91.142,000,-

000 are held in this way. National banks

must have government bonds as security

for bank notes and for deposits of govern-

ment money which the Treasury from

time to time makes with the national

banks. These bond secured national

bank notes, originally created solely for

Civil War purposes, have long been re-

guarded as unscientific currency by all

reformers, and all plans of currency re-

form have contemplated their immediate
or gradual abolition. There arc 9725,-

000,000 of these notes and practically the

name amount of government bonds arc

held in trust in the vaults of the Treas-

ury building at Washington for the banks

which have bought or borrowed them as

the necessary security for note issues.

The demand for government bonds
from banks desiring to issue notes has

given these bonds an artificially' high

price. For years past they have been
kept far higher by this demand than they

otherwise wrould have been. As com-
pared with all other bonds a 3 per cent,

government bond is not worth 102 or 103.

It is worth about 90.

Uncertainty Kills

(GOVERNMENTS declined in July^ because dealers were all at sea in re-

gard to what provision would be made for

the bond-secured bank notes in the Owen-
Glass bill. They are still uncertain on
this point, and until the gigantic political

issues involved in that legislation are set-

tled, no one can tell what will become of

these bank notes. The bill to date pro-

vides that banks can refund 5 per cent,

of all l he 2 per cent, governments they
,

own each year for twenty years into 3
j

per cents., but that the 3s shall be without

the "circulation” privilege, that is, they
will not be available as security for further

j

bank notes. But it is just that nvaila-

bility which has given government l»onds

their absurdly high price for years past.

Therefore no other than a sagging mar-
ket. can lie expected, even if the provi-

sion of the bill allowing the exchange of
[

2s for 3s continues to stand and becomes
j

law, because the “circulation" privilege i

has in the past been looked upon by* na-

tional banks as worth more than the differ-

ence between 2 aud 3 per cent, interest.

Wc must take sharp issue with the

inquirer when he says he has lost his

first year’s interest. He has lost nothing I

of the kind. He also intimates that when
he bought he supposed the principal was
safe. Unless a comet strikes and destroys

the earth or unless Germany or Japan
“wipes us off the map," the principal of

these bonds Is and will continue to be ab-

solutely safe. The bond will be paid off

at 100 when it comes due and in the mean-
time the Government will pay 3 per cent,

interest each year. The gentleman from
Iowa has lost nothing. What he has
done is to buy a bond for a great deal

more than it was worth, and it is strange

indeed that whoever sold it to him did

not tell him that United States bonds
were selling at least ten points above their

true investment value because of a de-

mand from national banks for a purpose
which reform legislation might at any

(

time wipe out. Of course if the owner of !

these $10,000 of Panama 3s is compelled

to sell he has lost something. But if he
holds on he loses nothing.

The Right Way Out

rPHE writer is firmly' of the opinion
* that the government bond situation

in this country will never tie normal until

the government learns to sell bonds at

retail instead of wholesale, to the indi-

vidual investor instead of to the National

City Bunk and others. Certainly* sueh

a policy would lie in line with the views

of the present Administration. Presi-

dent Wilson has shown as have few other

presidents an earnest desire to benefit the

small man. Nothing would benefit the

average citizen mure than to be able to

buy government lionds at reasonable

prices.

A popular sale of Governments on a

3 per cent, or any other basis will not be

possible until after the problem of pro-
j

viding for the bonds owned by national
j

banks has been finally cared for. As
|

long os there is danger of these securities
|

being thrown upon the market it would be l

foolish to sell to individual investors.

But after all this uncertainty has been
j

cleared away, and it will have to be if the

Government is to continue in business,

then the day will come for a direct ap-

peal to the people for funds.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

X
Lemuel Taketh an Encore Honeymoon and

Gaineth Wisdom

PERCIVAL'S car (as the Boggs quickly named it)

Boasted no racing-blood—nobody blamed it.

Neat enough.

Sweet enough.

Room in the seat enough.

Easy to run; it was awfully sane.

Built with a sort of mechanical brain.

“Isn’t no use to try racin' a train

With a small one like this;

But 'er engine don’t miss

And she’ll keep right along from Ohio to Maine,’’

Lemuel Bogg took the time to explain

To his wife, as the two.

On their second day out.

Stopped to take in the view

Nigh a stream where the trout

Played in the cool

Glint of a pool

And the sun in the willows danced gaily about.

/"YNCE, as they sped by a farmhouse—worse luck!

—

Lemuel’s vehicle murdered a duck.

Out boiled the farmer and thundered, “See here!

Gol durned, smart city folks, coinin’ this way
Slaughter my fowls without conscience or kcer.

/ seen y’ do it. I’ll thank y’ to pay!”
Lemuel chuckled, “Don’t raise such a holler!

Honest, friend stranger,

I too am a granger

And know them blamed autos is pests. Here’s a dollar."

“Gosh!” gasped the farmer, and touched the machine,

“Ye’re the queerest durned autoist I ever seen!”

Lemuel laughed, “ Well, a few months ago

I hated them blash-dingled gas-machines so

I was ready to rush in the road

With a load

Of glassware or bricks

Or dynamite sticks

And bust their machines

Plum to greens.

Smithereens.

TYUT all of a sudden I found—it was strange

—

My mind undergoin’ a marvellous rhange.

When ehirkens fell slaughtered and busted dogs yelped

I found myself sayin’, ’It couldn’t be helped.’

When dust filled the landscape and flew in my eyes

I caught myself thinkin', ‘I quite realize

How dust, proper flavored, is good for digestion.’

I grew sort o* mild on the gasolene question.

I used to think autos was divvils, and then

I suddenly found they was human like men ...”
"What caused that quick change?’’ asked the rustical elf.

Lemuel burbled, “I got one myself!”

rT1HE seventh day out—still the weather looked grand
* With Lemuel whistling the tune “Beulah Land”

—

How, as he put it, “tie dumb if I knowed,”
They suddenly bumped on the Boston Post Road.

Fine looking touring cars, runabouts, too.

Gave them their dust. Lem. at first, appeared blue,

Then straightened right up with the sunniest smile,

“Shucks! Let the young bust their necks for awhile.

But a man o’ my age has his fortune to thank

That his tires is still good and ther’s gas in the tank.

Hello! Here’s the inn of Leonidas Skinner.

We’ll hitch up our steed, Ma, and drop in to dinner."

AS he hacked in the shed
** To the rear of the place

Lem, turning his head, •

Looked square in the face

Of his Parthian enemy, Hiram J. Scagg.

But Oh! what a change had come over the ag-

-- gressivcly gumptious
And formerly bumptious

Features which Lem had detested so well!

And the reason was plain

As a lighthouse in Maine;
For Hiram J. Seagg was ensconced in the seat

Of a small, humble runabout, safe, sane and neat.

“My, my.
Why Si!"

Lem managed to say,

“Though I don't

And I won’t

Be inquisitive—pray
What under the sun

Have you been, gone and done
With yer sixty-two ogre-power Cannibal Six?”

“117ELL, Lem,” answered Si, “since ye ask, might as well
’ » Out with the truth—though ther ain’t much to tell.

I just gave up speed when this thought struck me cold;

Some cars is for young folks and some is for old

—

And a greybeard like me in a racin’ machine

Is like an old fool who weds sweet seventeen.

So I just swapped my dragon for this little, tame
Roadster—but say! In Jchosaphat’s name,

“What did you do with your giant?”

“The same!”

82

SO they all joined at lunch, quite re-

vived from the shock.

And ate pork and beans from the

very same crock;

A rite so revered in New England, they

say.

That friendship till death is cemented

that way.

And so it appeared.

For that meal so endeared

Onee rankerous Lem and once canker-

ous Si

That they quaffed cider straight

This pledge to libate,

“Here’s hopin’ wc live till the day that

we die!"

(Part Two of the Autopilgrim'» Progress,

“ The Bridal Tour”, begin* in the next issue.)
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Electric Cranking Lighting Ignition

THE DELCO SYSTEM
has made the powerful gaso-

lene car as easy to operate
as an electric carriage

Up to two years ago the high powered gasolene

car was essentially a Man’s Car.

Expert knowledge and a strong right arm were

required to operate it.

Then came the Delco System—and overnight,

almost, the whole status of the gasolene car was
changed.

The glaring crudities that had for

years impeded its progress were
eliminated.

The crank was done away with

—

the necessity of getting out in the

rain or mud to light or adjust the

lamps was abolished— the danger
of a stalled engine in the midst of

congested traffic or on a railway

crossing was removed.

At one stroke the gasolene car

was refined, simplified, tamed,
brought easily within the limitations

of a woman’s guiding hand.

The Delco System has greatly

broadened the scope and usefulness

of the gasolene car.

It has made it so easy to operate

— so safe and dependable that

thousands of women and other
thousands of men who have here-

tofore felt the automobile too

complicated and heavy for them to

manage, are now enjoying the de-

lights of driving with perfect ease

and freedom.

The first electrically cranked car

appeared two years ago. It was
equipped with the Delco System.

Today more than fifty thousand
Delco equipped cars are giving de-

pendable, efficient service to their

owners.

And the great factories at Dayton
and Chicago are working night and
day to produce over 100,000 Delco

equipments now under contract for

the coming year.

There is a tremendous and steadily increasing demand

among thoughtful buyers for Delco Equipped Cars.
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Trust the President

THAT the Currency Bill should pass at the

present session is necessary to the welfare

of the country. Although matters are quiet

on the surface, and the President’s tact and cool-

ness have made any great outbursts impossible,

yet there is, underneath, the same bitter contro-

versy between him and plutocracy that is going

on all the time between the forces of progress and
the forces of privilege. Mr. Wilson at the pres-

ent moment is the leader in the movement to-
j

ward democracy, political and industrial. He
is a wise leader. He has been thinking for more .

than thirty years with an excellent and a highly

trained mind about the human problems of our

time. He has seen them against the background
of history, with a disposition that has been con-

servatively tempered by his occupation. He once

spoke of himself as a man who sought radical

ends by conservative means. What he is asking

in the case of currency is not too much. In-

deed, it is not enough for an ultimate solution,

but it is necessary that that amount shall be con-

quered now in order that the forces of progress

shall remain dominant. If he is victorious in his

currency measure, he will have a much better

chance in the desperate fight that lies immediate-

ly ahead, when amendments to the Sherman Act

come up. If he is beaten in the currency meas-
ure, it will mean much more t^ian a delay of

needed reforms—it will mean that the democratic

movement in this country, the progressive move-
ment, has received a set-back, and those who are

afraid of greater equality in the world have won
a notable victory over their foremost antagonist,

which will strengthen them in confidence and in

pasition, and correspondingly weaken him. It

is no time for hesitation. Let those who are

overmuch impressed by detailed criticism by
Bankers remember that country bankers, unless

they are very exceptional men, hardly dare to do
j

anything but agree with the big men in New
|

York. Let them also remember how the Tariff

Bill wras criticized and how quiet everything is

now; how the Railroad Bill in Mr. Roosevelt’s

administration was criticized, and how it is ap-

proved now; how the Interstate Commerce
Commission was treated as a menace to republi-

can institutions only a few years ago; how La
Follette, a dozen years since, was looked upon as

a dangerous anarchist, while he was forcing

through measures in Wisconsin that the railroad

men and bankers of that state now approve.

This is no time for cowardice, inaction, or mob
psychology. Von Moltke said: “First consider,

then dare.” The currency question has been

considered for many, many years. The present

bill has taken what was valuable in the expert

knowledge of the Aldrich Bill, and it has added
features which give the people control, through

their government, and reduce the excessive con-

trol of a few over-wealthy men. Such a step is

not violent democratic progress; it is only slow

and patient common sense. Let us take that step.

" Making Medicine
”

I
N the New Mexico legislature, the saying is

that a minority has no rights save the in-

alienable one of “making medicine.” So long

as the minority considers obstruction its function,

making party capital its end, it cannot expect

to be allowed participation in constructive

action. When the Glass Currency Bill was
referred to the Senate Committee, Chairman
Owen announced his hope that the bill might
be perfected and passed without being made
a party measure. Such an important subject

needs all the light that can be contributed by
any Senator with the good of the country at

heart. But the Republican members of the

committee have been ‘‘making medicine” by
representing the House bill as so crude and un-
sound that a great many hearings must be had
and all possible objections considered. Senator

Bristow, for example, while not displaying any
profound knowledge of the questions at issue,

is certain that the House bill is “an abortion.”

The Republican members of the committee have
been aided by two Democratic members, Hitch-

cock of Nebraska and O’Gorman of New York.

This combination makes a majority of the com-
mittee and if committee action is unduly pro-

longed there will be no alternative left but for

the Democratic members of the committee to

report to the Democratic caucus and make the

bill a party measure.

The Senate and the Currency

THE Democratic members of the Currency
Committee are Owen, Chairman ; Hitchcock,

O’Gorman, Reed, Pomcrenc, Shafroth, and Hol-

lis. Owen is a practical banker, has read widely

upon banking, is committed to the principles

of the Glass bill which he had a hand in framing,

and is abundantly able to defend his position.

Hitchcock is so independent that he left the

Democratic caucus on the tariff measure because

it would not adopt his plan of taxing the trusts.

O’Gorman is playing politics all the time and
playing with Tammany most of the time. The
other four members are studying the bill. The 1

Republican members are Nelson, Bristow, Craw-
ford, McLean, and Weeks, only the last named

Die jogle
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being able to contribute anything of value to

the discussion. Outside of the committee, Hoke
Smith was a student of the currency question

in free silver days. John Sharp Williams sheds

light on any subject he discusses. Root, Lodge,

Borah, Cummins and La Follette, will have ideas

of their own to express. Perhaps where there

are so few shepherds, more will play the role of

sheep, and few will act the goat. It may be,

that if the bill is reported to the Senate by
November 1, the refuge for ignorance will be

silence, and those who will have nothing to say

will say it.

Folk

I
T is fortunate that Joseph W. Folk has be-

come associated with the Administration.
|

He has been a notable figure in the life of the

Middle West, and his work as Prosecuting At-

torney in St. Louis and Governor of Missouri

had no small part in creating the public spirit of

today. Since he left the governorship, he has

had a very hard fight in his own state, being al-

most universally opposed by the politicians and

reactionaries. In Washington, not only will his

ability and clear-sightedness be of general value,

but his influence on federal appointments in his

native state will inevitably make decidedly for

improvement.

Most Important

THE Secretary of Agriculture has said: *‘I

am convinced that the biggest problem con-

fronting us is the rural life problem, and yet it is

one which in its largest aspects has been ignored.”

Mr. Houston made this remark in connection

with the proposed School of Country Life in

Nashville, Tennessee. This school is appropri-

ately to bear the name of Seaman A. Knapp, who
did so much pioneer work in connection with

country life in the South, and it is to be run in

connection with the George Peabody College for

Teachers at Nashville. It will represent the

first attempt in America to build an institution

devoted exclusively to the study of rural life.

Eighty-five per cent of the people in the South
live in the country. This school will not only

teach the principles of better farming with which

Mr. Knapp’s name is so closely associated, but it
,

will also teach such subjects as the best system

of buying land and equipping farms, establish-

ing farm credits, taxing agricultural property,

cooperation of various kinds, better marketing.

The question of the best, memorial to I)r. Knapp
arose immediately after his death, two and one

half years ago. A committee was organized

with representatives from every Southern state,

and it certainly reached the right decision in

selecting a school so profoundly needed, espe-

cially by the South. The General Education

Board olTered to give $250,000, the interest of

which is to go to running expenses. The Memo-
rial Committee undertook to raise $150,000 for

the building and the farm. The trustees of the

Peabody Education Fund have given to the

George Peabody College for Teachers the sum of

One million dollars, concurrent with gifts of

money by the State of Tennessee, the County of

Davidson, and the City of Nashville, amounting

to $550,000, and sixteen acres of land, with* build- :

ings and appurtenances, by the University of
;

Nashville. In closing the Peabody Trust and !

founding the College for Teachers, the Peabody
fund offered to endow the college with the ad-

ditional sum of Five hundred thousand dollars.

provided that by November /, 1913, the College

should raise the further sum of One million dollars.

Of that amount, eight hundred thousand dollars

has been raised as we go to press, leaving two
hundred thousand dollars to be raised this month.
It seems impossible that so much money for such

a noble purpose could be lost through a failure to

raise an additional two hundred thousand dollars,

and we have the utmost confidence that the

money will be found. There is no possible way
in which it could lie used to more profound ad-

vantage.

Celebrating Perry

THE centennial celebration to Perry is

thoroughly deserved by the historical im-

portance of what that Commodore did, but it

is impossible to think that Buffalo was fortunate

in the way it was carried out. When that city

undertook to raise money, enthusiasm was in-

sufficient and the credit of the city was saved

by the Honorable W. J. (Fingy) Connors. On
|

the grandstand, alternate panels depicted* first,

j

Perry, next an advertisement, third, the ship

I Niagara , fourth, an advertisement, fifth, the

I battle on Lake Erie, sixth, an advertisement,

and so on. The side shows flanking the grand
stand may have been thoroughly appropriate

in their place, but they hardly added much to

the celebration of a significant event. In the

evening, there was a banquet, the reputed cost

of which was .fifteen dollars a plate, at which five

hundred persons enjoyed the hospitality of the

state at no expense to themselves. Such things

certainly might be handled better.

Mr. Lane’s Idea

WHEN the Secretary of the Interior refused

a banquet in Denver because it was to

cost seven and one-half dollars a plate, and ac-

cepted when the cost was reduced to fifty cents

a plate, he took a stand of importance. We
cannot work out democracy without applying

it to simple, fundamental, essential things.

False money standards reach in every direction.

One of the great causes of Mr. Taft’s failure as

president was that he was inclined to conclude

that a man who gave an excellent dinner was an
excellent man, and when he went to the Pacific

coast, he saw all the members of the chambers of

commerce and none of the other people. Mr.
Lane is on the right track. He is showing it in

the whole conduct of his Department, and he

showed it no less significantly in the little episode

at Denver.

Cheer Up, Walt!

THE Emporia Gazette is one of the most ad-

mirable newspapers in the United States,

—

honest, able, diverting, a regular institution in

the country which it ornaments. To be chastised

by such a paper is a pleasure. The distinguished
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poet who has written most of the editorials since

Mr. White began to deal rather with the United

States as a whole, and with the Universe, has

gone after our scalp on the feminist movement.
' If we started with all of his premises, we should

i
certainly end with his conclusions. He inter-

!

prets Harper’s Weekly as declaring that “the
I feminist movement should give mother a latch-

key,” and goes on to say that “the feminist

movement in Emporia is largely devoted to

taking the latchkey from father, and throwing all

latchkeys into the cistern.” Now his picturesque

language leaves one a little in doubt about, what he

means. So astute an observer as he can scarcely

have overlooked the fact that, in the opinion of

|

this Weekly, taking illicit liberty away from men

I

is one of the central features of the feminist,

movement, properly interpreted. If women are

to have a latchkey, it is only for purposes of

getting in after spending an evening in such a way
as even Walt might approve of.

The laureate of the prairie also alleges with

praiseworthy fire: “The feminist movement in

Kansas surely is a movement to put sex down
and keep it in its entirely proper but secondary

place in life.” Now, it will take us probably a

year or more to explain in all its details what we
think about suppression, in this delicate but ex-

tremely important subject, and what we think

about honest expansion. We certainly do not
‘

believe that the problems will be settled by a

Puritan horror of considering the topic at all. If

Walt was brought up in a town as small and as

bad rs the one we were brought up in, he prob-

ably knows that the idea that, vice exists only in

big cities is a silly dream, and he also knows
that the world as governed by decorous silence

is not a wholly beautiful world. Think it over,

old man. Perhaps you can reach the conclusion

that we can study this subject a little without

driving the universe off of its axis.

Men, Women and Frankness

LET not Walt, or any other philosopher,

imagine that “radicalism” is the most correct

word to describe the spirit of this journal. The
phrase we prefer is “progressive liberalism.” Rad-
icalism suggests a more insistent doctrine or

mood than ours; whereas liberalism indicates

a general disposition to work for improvement
rather than to defend existing things merely

because they exist. Harper’s Weekly will

be hospitable to the new when it happens to

like the new, and devoted to the old when it

happens to like the old. Indeed, it. will judge

a thing not at all from the point of view of nov-

elty or familiarity, but merely from the point of

view of truthfulness and utility. In the general

desire to represent the free and liberal thought
of the community, it includes the thought and
desires of women as much as men, and puts

a special emphasis on this because it does not

believe there is in existence any powerful

organ which adequately expresses the point

of view of the many thousands of women,
especially of young women, who are not entirely

satisfied with civilization as it has been worked
out by men.
The question of pr *priety, or decency, or

whatever it is called, is one that wc are willing

to meet, although in the main it is a substitute

for real thinking. While we do not wish to

over-emphasize certain questions, we mean to

consider them carefully, no matter how much
barking may result. Most of the complaints

against this spirit coine from men. The com-
plaints from women are almost negligible. On
the other hand, the enthusiastic approval we
are getting from women all over the country

shows the soundness of the belief we began with,

that they desired a place where their point of

view could be interpreted, and are most ardently

welcoming it. For instance, here is a letter

that has just come in:

I have just finished reading your fine review of Dell’s

book and also your editorial on “Two Kinds of Mothers.”

I cannot express to you the comfort and feeling of peace your

words have been to me. I think that none can understand

the peculiar psychological condition of women as you seem
to do. That is what we most want—intelligent understand-

ing—this cry ahout rights is all bosh—we do not want
“rights"—any noble man or woman will give up their

rights any time when it is needful—are wc not doing it all

the time—but we do want the right to live—to know that

society was made for us—and not we for society.

That praise, of course, is much higher than we
deserve, but the generous exaggeration indicates

that women realize they have not had a fair

interpretation. We mean to throw our columns

open to the wisest thought put forth about women
and by women, and especially by those younger
women who feel the courage and the energy to

re-shape the world to approach more nearly their

ideals. Most newspapers are run by men, and it

is to be noticed that some of them describe this

paper as “effeminate” because it considers the

woman’s point of view as important as the man’s.

The Man on the Front Porch

I
N the necessarily experimental task of working

out an illustration scheme that shall be

sincere, strong, and expressive, and, yet at the

same time one that can be digested by our public,

our thoughts have been forced a good deal onto

the difference between the situation in the Euro-
pean countries and the situation in the United
States. An intellectual, satirical free-speaking

publication in Austria, Germany, France or

even Englund, receives support from a class

that does not exist, in this country. It is not

a class which means a big circulation, but it is

a class much more cultivated than any group in

this country and it means a moderate circulation

for a kind of paper that here would be called

“high-brow,” coarse, and plenty of other easy

names. The man who sits on the front porch in

a moderate-sized town in the Middle West after

a good day’s work, and placidly talks over simple

matters with his wife and children, is the back-

bone of American civilization. There are hun-
dreds of thousands of him. He is not highly

cultivated, but he is half cultivated, and what
he has is extremely healthy. This strikes us as

the most interesting country in the world to live

in. Much more interesting thnn a small, highly

cultivated minority in the old country is this

large, half cultivated, but sincere and ambitious

element in American life. In the half cultivated,

moderately prosperous class of Americans today

lies the future of our country.



Dr. carl alsburg
is y o u n g , only
thirty-six. Also he is

a scientist and dislikes pub-

licity. So lie was an un-

known quantity to the

general public when he l»e-

carae chief of the Bureau of

Chemistry which I)r. Wiley
had made famous. Nor has

the public been able to

gather much information

al>out the new head since

his promotion. Yet the

young chief down in the

little Chemistry Bureau
building in Washington is

putting into practical form

some big dreams about

feeding America.

There are two types of scientific mind. One is the in-

vestigating type, the runner-down of minute details. It

sees things with the microscopic eye only. The other is

the creative mind; the mind that sees details in their

whole relationship, not only to each other but to univer-

sal problems. Both minds are equally valuable to the

world. Dr. Alsburg’s happens to Ik* of the hitter, the

creative type, which is an extremely fortunate thing

for the American household.

He knew that the policing of our foods is important

and that the police work of the Bureau must continue

to lie active and efficient. But he saw, too, that policing

was not enough. He snw that unless the work of the

Bureau were creative and helpful as well analytic and
punitive it would miss its greatest opportunity, that of

finding food for this strange, crowding new’ century of

ours. And not only must it find the food but it must train

the hurried and skeptical American public to eat it.

The need in America for more food is imminent; more
food and new processes for preparing foods. Any house-

holder does not. need to read the newspapers or magazines

to learn that food prices are advancing rapidly. There

are many causes. Undoubtedly part of the high prices

is due to the middle man and to the stupid and greedy

methods of preparing and handling. But, just as surely, a

very important cause of the high price of some of the

necessary foods is their scarcity. Of no food is this

truer than of beef and of mutton.

Since the beginning of 1907, the number of beef cattle

in the United States has decreased from over fifty-one

millions to thirty millions and the number of sheep from
fifty-three to fifty-one millions. In this same jieriod the

population has increased by ten millions.

The great ranches of the West are giving up cattle

raising. Their great ranges are being cut up into farms
for the crowding populace. Housekeepers have grown
a little panic-stricken.

“What shall we eat,” they exclaim, “when beef be-

comes out of the question?"

Most of the effort of people who have seen the menace
has been toward inducing the farmer to raise more beef

cattle. This is fundamentally a good policy. But Dr.

Alsburg has viewed the problem from another ungle.

6

Fighting the
By HONORE

“Why always beef?" he asks. “Is there no other

foot!, easy to obtain, as valuable os a food? Why not

fish?”

The visitor invariably blinks w'hen the doctor says

this. “Why—er,” replies the visitor, “fish is not as

nourishing as beef. It's all right as a brain food and nice

to balance the roast on the menu. But I suppose that

the real reason is that human instincts are safe to follow

and instinct tells us we must have beef."

Being a gentleman. Dr. Alsburg’s voice is not as bored
as his expression. “Fish, like meat, is a nitrogenous

fowl. Its place on the menu, like that of meat, is to sup-

plement the vegetables."
“ But how," asks the visitor, “can the Bureau of Chem-

istry he interested in fish? I thought fish belonged to the

Bureau of Fisheries."

“The exploitation of our waters as a source of food,"

replies the chief, “belongs to the Bureau of Fisheries until

sea food or fresh water food passes into interstate com-
merce. Then we over here become interested. It is

then in the control of the Department of Agriculture to

which our Bureau belongs.

“And let me tell you that this department has a deep
interest in fish food other than as an article of interstate

commerce and other than as a mere edible. Every pound
of food taken from the sea relieves the land of

producing a corresponding amount of meat. This re-

leases so many more acres for the production of fruit and
grain. Every pound of food produced on land uses tip

some of our soil fertility. Sea food is a net gain to the

land. And it furnishes fertilizer to the land, directly

enriching the soil.”

Not only the direct loss of food has been great in the

decrease of our beef cattle industry blit the indirect loss

to the land in fertilizer has l»een excessive. The greatest

ultimate profit to a farmer is in feeding every pound of

grain and forage raised on his farm to live stock on his

farm. His gain is then two-fold, in the selling of the

live stock and in the fertilization of his soil. When
the farmer does not raise live stock to any degree the

loss is not only in food for you and for me, but for him,

in the up-keep of his soil fertility.

The “fish for beef," idea is a big one. But it is new
only in its application to America. The remarkable

thing about the matter is that any man. particularly a

man as young as Dr. Alsburg, should have recognized the

fact that America has reached the point w’here the fish

diet was becoming necessary. It took the far-seeing, the

bird’s vision to perceive that.

We have lived only a short time yet we have reached the

fish era, long know’n to the economic history of other

nations.

Ages ago, China reached the point where her crowded

people could no longer rapport themselves and any great

number of food animal Lint there is no crowding the

sea. There is no expen.-e i„i re i sing fish. Bong ago there

crept into Chinese legends the story that in seasons when
sea food was plentiful the god *>f wisdom and the goddess

Digitized by Coogle
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of love appeared, each riding a fish, and in those seasons,

marriages were many.
Dr. Alsburg is peculiarly fitted to cooperate with the

Bureau of Fisheries in this new work. lie is a graduate

physician. He is a l>kxheuiist. During the summers
of 1906, 1907, 1908 he held a special appointment as in-

vestigator on the value of sea foods for the Bureau of

Fisheries. The business of this Bureau is to increase the

propagation of fish for food.

Dr. Alsburg’s direct, practical effort will lie not

only to increase the popularity of fish already used

for food, but at the same time to overcome our national

prejudice against certain fish that are plentiful and
in many cases are used freely by other countries. We
have put the ban on many fish because they offend our

aesthetic sense!

Just why Americans eat the oyster and spurn the sea

mussel, no one knows. In Europe the sea mussel is

eaten in huge quantities. It is quite as pleasant in ap-

pearance us the oyster and it should take no more courage

to eat the first mussel than the first oyster. Dr. Als-

burg wants America to liegin to eat the sea mussel and is

planning a campaign to increase its popularity as well as

that of several other fish.

Take the dogfish for exnmplc. It belongs to the shark

fumily and its favorite diet is lobster. The dogfish is

probably so called 1>ccausc it in no way resembles a dog.

It is extremely ugly, but its general features, particularly

in profile, are not nearly so depressing as is the sole, one

of our favorite delicacies. Nature struck a very fair

balance between the lobster and the dogfish, its arch

enemy. A female lobster will produce 15,000 eggs while

the dogfish produces from four to twelve young. But
nnlure did not count on man. Dogfish and man on our

Atlantic coast are so enormously destructive of the lobster

that the latter is threatened with extinction, unless

—

man can be persuaded to eat the dogfish ! The flesh of

the dogfish is very sweet und delicate and it will cut in

steaks like the cod. The dogfish should be used as a

direct food, but it so abounds on our coasts that it should

be used as a fertilizer also. The oil from its liver is quite

as good as that from the cod.

The sword fish looks vicious and he is notable among
sea folk as a slabber of whales. But his flesh is peculiarly

tender and well flavored and is eaten in Mediterranean

countries. One finds a few of them in our great const

markets where our South Europeans demand them.

We may be forgiven for disliking the jicrsonul appear-

ance of the skate, though he utterly lacks the varied

ugliness of our favorite, the lobster. The skate goes

against all our prc-conceivcd ideas of fish symmetry.
He has a triangular figure and a mouth on the under side

of his body. But his big pectoral fins are such good eat-

ing that great quantities of the skate are sold in England
and France and Italy. We arc beginning to have him in

our New York markets now where the Italians demand
him. He grows abundantly on our coasts.

The squid is a soul-terrifying animal, with a rolling.

prominent eye, with eight or ten arms furnished with
suckers and with an ink bag with which to bemurk his

enemies. Yet some of the southern peoples have closed

their eyes, roasted his tentacles and found them excellent.

Abalones aliound on the Pacific coast. They hnve a

huge and very lovely iridescent shell. Yet Americans

do not eat them while the Chinese devour them with

gusto. Denuded of his shell and served with aesthetic

impartiality, the abnlone is not half so repulsive as the

oyster and, as a matter of fact, stands close to the oyster

in food value.

The oyster is in many ways the very prince of sea foods.

A quart of oysters contains alnnit the same food value as

a quart of milk or ns three-quarters of a pound of beef.

In fact, us regards the relative value of sea foods and
meat, the only considerable difference is in fat where
meat has the advantage. They are about equally di-

gestible. It takes ubout six pounds of sirloin steak to

furnish a pound of protein and about an equal amount of

cod-fish but cod is about sixteen cents a pound and sirloin

ubout thirty. Herring has the same nitrogen value as

pork, and mackerel nearly as much.
The popular belief that fish is a special brain food lie-

cause of the phosphorus in fish is not warranted. Fish

have no more phosphorus in their flesh than other food

animals and physiologists say that phosphorus is no
more essential to the brain than nitrogen or potassium
or its other elements.

The work of the Department does not rest with the in-

crease of our fish supply. It plans to stop the wanton
destruction of fish in the spawning season. The shad
industry is now entirely dependent on artificial perpetua-

tion by the Bureau of Fisheries. Mackerel and halibut

are in danger of being destroyed.

The Bureau of Chemistry will start a campaign regard-

ing the packing, marketing and refrigeration of fish food

which up to now has been very little investigated. Facts

like these will be forced on fishermen and the public:

fish caught by gill nets and allowed to die slowly under
water decompose easily, as also do fish landed alive and
allowed to die slowly. Fish killed immediately after

catching keep the best and their flavor is better. Fish

should not be kept in a temperature over 45° F. but oys-

ters should not be frozen. Oysters deteriorate very'

rapidly when taken from the water, especially when in

spawn, though they arc considered to lie most palatable

when in spawn.

The wide-spread and growing fear that the oyster is a

source of disease and is not a safe food is undoubtedly one
of the ranny factors that adds to the high cost of living.

Oysters should be plentiful, cheap and much eaten.

Public opinion to the contrary, the great bulk of oysters

sold are wholesome. The number of beds where pollu-

tion is even possible is relatively small.

The Department of Agriculture wants to stimulate the

production of oysters and is planning a special oyster

campaign. Thousands of acres of shallow waters are

available all along our sea lioards for oyster beds and the

oyster producing possibilities of the gulf states have
scarcely been touched.

“The oyster grower of the shallow reaches of the sea,”

says Dr. Alsburg, “is as much a producer of wealth as the

breaker of new prairie land. But need for developing the

new beds will come only when the present distrust of the
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oyster is overcome and it is restored to the confidence its

food value warrants.”

The Department is planning to deal with the oyster

situation in a new and constructive way. This policy

differs widely from the old one under which shippers of

inferior oysters were punished but nothing was done to

help producers keep oysters wholesome. Uncle Sam is

about to begin a systematic, sanitary study of the entire

question of oyster production. The first thing will be

to learn what beds from Cape Cod to Texas are polluted.

These will probably prove to l>c few. The Depart rneut
will then control interstate shipments from these beds

and this publicity will prevent local sales.

The second step will be to sec that the oysters from
wholesome beds are handled in a sanitary manner. These
two steps should go far toward restoring public confidence

in the oyster. The industry will increase and do its

share toward making up for our beef loss.

Dr. Alsburg's ideal is not to stop with punishing the

offender. People must be protected, of course, from
tainted oysters. But in getting after the wrongdoer, the

chief proposes to aid all the producers of wholesome
oysters to increase their business. This idea of helpfulness

and cooperation will go a long way toward increasing not

only the oyster business but the fish industry in general.

When one first watches Dr. Alsburg in his office in the

Chemistry building, one wonders why a man of his type
should have taken the position of chief of the Bureau of

Chemistry. Dr. Alsburg does not say why. He does
not talk about himself. But he is a man whose silences

are eloquent.

His days are filled with details of rotten egg seizures

and stories of swill that has been bottled and labelled

“Catsup.” One does not know just where or when he
does the creative work of which his Fish for Beef idea is a

fair sample. His mind is inherently creative, yet he seems
to devote his days to police duty on food malefactors.

He has received a fine training in this country and in

Europe in medicine and physiological chemistry’. Why
should he be willing to devote his dnys to food?

The answer is not far to seek. It is the thing not seen

with the eye that counts. Because we have always taken
our food for granted and have looked down on the people

who prepare aud handle it, we are now wildly trying to

account for the deterioration of our food industries. Dr.

Alsburg’s mind and the training of it have made him cap-

able of recognizing the significance of facts that we have
not heeded. He doesn’t seem to object much to his days
of bad catsup and worse eggs. He knows he has his

finger on the nation's pulse. He knows that to learn

the essentials of life one must “live in comers and
drudge and do chores."

War Trusts
By DAVID STARR JORDAN

UNDER the head of “The War
Traders” Mr. George H. Perris

of London has given a very inter-

esting analysis of the Interlocking Directo-

rate System as applied to the mast greedy
und dangerous of all corporations—those

who deal in the munitions of war.

He shows that the several British firms

are for the most part not real competitors
hut joined in a generui trust, and that this

trust is by no means confined to one
country. The scandals in the case of

the Krupp Company and the Deutsche
Waffens and Munitions Fabrik have their

(Mirallels in every country. The Nolnrl

Dynamite Trust affords an illustration

of the “cosmopolitan character which
the modern war trade is assuming."
"This British company with its capital

of £3,283.400. its net profits for 1911-12
of 13,819,000 and its regular ten per cent
dividends is a shareholding rather than
a manufacturing concern. It is in brief

an Anglo-German dynamite alliance.”

It holds the entire capital of the Nobel
Explosive Company, Ltd. ami it has large

holdings in the British South African
Explosive Company, the Birmingham
Metal and Munitions Company, the
Chilworth Gunpowder Company, as well

as in the Dynamite Actien Gesellschaft

of Hamburg, the Dresdner Dynamit
Fabrik and two other German firms.

With the extension of the great navies.

the smaller nations have patriotically es-

tablished armor plate industries and ship-

building of their own. but this is only in

appearance. Most or all of these, in

Russia, in Canuda, in Spain, in Portugal,

in Italy, in Jupan are but tentacles of the
great British trust, the subsidiary being

formed by the Vickers, Armstrongs and
Browns to meet the feelings of the people

they rob or serve. “Time was when
England bled for Portugal, now our old

ally must bleed for us.”

\ MOST remarkable combination is

that of the Harvey 1111111^1 Steel

Company. “Although u dividend of

seven and a half per cent had liecn paid

in 1911, it was decided last year to wind

t lie concern up. Why. it does not appear.

The managing director was Mr. Albert

Vickers, chairman of Vickers. Ltd. with

a holding of 2697 shares. Other directors

were Mr. Beardmorc. of William Beard-

more & Company. Mr. J. M. Falkner,

of Armstrong-Whitworth ami Mr. C. E.

Ellis, with a holding of 7438 shares, rep-

resenting John Brown & Company,
Coventry Company and Thomus Firth

& Company. The chief American part-

ner was the Bethlehem Steel Company,
holding 4301 shares. The chief French
partner was the Schneider Company with
9862 shares. The combine had four

French directors; two of these held 2000

shares each. This did not in any way
prevent the collaboration of the two
German armament firms condemned in

the Reichstag by Herr Licbknccht—the

Essen Company, holding 4731 shares and
having two representatives on the board

and the Eillinen Company, having one
representative and holding 2731 shares.

Finally the Italian Tcrne Steel Company
held 8000 shares. Behind the managers
stood the bankers, the same extraordinary

amity prevailing. The house of Ernest

Ruffer with 6169 shares linked hands w ith

the Bougeres Freres of Paris (3000) on
the one side and the Deutsche Bank of

Berlin (1350) on the other.

"In forty years all the Peace Societies

have not succeeded in effecting such a

Franco-German reconciliation as this.

In the share list Mr. Newbold found the

names of one British General and two
Major Generals, and behind these wen*

the shadowy figures of a vast host of

Princes, Peers, Ministers of the Crown,
soldiers, sailors and clerics! A veritable

brotherhood in arms. I cannot believe

that the Harvey United Steel Company
was really dead. Somewhere it has

surely had a glorious resurrection. It

surely lives and works to prove the petti-

ness of national prejudice, with ease of

forgetting such sores as Alsace-Lorraine,

when men have learned the golden wisdom
of good business.”



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

VII

IfALL CAINE, I must confess I do
* * Not like to drnw, for when I’m

through.

Just which it is I am not sure,

A portrait or a caricature.

VIII

* If Tiikodore means “The
of God,”

Let us give thanks ut any rate,

The Gift was not a duplicate.

IX

GEORGE WETTINGS every inch

a king;

So after careful reckoning.

And knowing figures cannot lie,

I make him almost one inch high.

X

SHAKESPEARE, the
’ * Baconians say

Was the Belasco of his day—
Others more plausibly maintain

He was the uncle of Hall Caine.

H UMAN people have a

lot to say about the

Study of Physiognomy,

but what do they really know?
llathcr less I should say than

a mole knows about astronomy.

Now. in my family, the first

thing one has to do is to learn

to read faces, for our human
companions are such wretched

felinguists it is hard to mukc
out what they really mean
unless one is a face-reader.

T OOK at these two pictures

—I found them on the big

desk in the study. Now please tell me

—

judging only by the expression of the

two fuces—which is the nobler animal?

Don’t show race-prejudice. Try to for-

get you are a human !>eing and that

one of the portraits is that of a Man.
while the other is a portrait of a kinsman

of mine.

You refuse to answer?

How human!
By your very silence you admit the

nobler face of the two is that of ray late

relative, who was a member of a royal

family of West Africa. The other is

the face of a well-known gunman and
(as the murderer of my royal kinsman)

a regicide.

H AVE you forgotten that

famous crime, which is now
a part of feline history? It is all

recorded in Scribner's Magazine.

with photographs of the scene of

the murder, and of the victim, to-

gether with a full confession

of the crime by the gunman
himself. About a year ago an

attempt was made to punish

him by crushing him under a

gigantic steam - roller. The
gunman emerged unscathed.

The steam-roller wras dented

beyond hope of repair.

The last I heard of the

notorious gunman was that

he liad escaped to South

America If he is still carry-

ing on the Vendetta against

my race, I am glad the only

relations of mine he will

meet there belong to an inferior branch

of the family.

Also they are very spotty and

cantankerous.

I)
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How Murphy Works
II. In New York City

By HON. EDMUND R. TERRY
Member of the New York Assembly in 1908 and 1911 from the First District of Kings

FOR many years it had been my am-
bition to be an assemblyman at

Albany, but the district in which

I resided, the First of Kings, was con-

sidered a hopelessly Republican district,

uml besides, my ambition to serve in that

office had always been qualified by my
determination not to pflt myself under

obligation to get it.

In the month of September, 1907, my
ambitions hod been laid on the shelf as

hopeless. The latter part of that month
1 was called up by our congressman, who,

to my amazement asked me, if I would
consider the Democratic nomination to

the assembly from that district. I told

him, that I had always been independent

and always intended to be. He replied,

"That is all right.” “Then,” I said,
**

I will accept with pleasure.” I accepted

and was. to the consternation of a number
of people, elected. As a Republican leader

of that district said to me later, “If we

10

Illustrated by O. EL Cesare

had only known that you were so strong,

Quinn (my leader) would have fixed it

all right. Your election was a joke on
him.” It was a fact. I had noticed

during the campaign the lack of enthusi-

asm at headquarters over my running

and on election night when the votes were

counted, I, myself, saw in each of four

different districts, over twenty otherwise

Democratic ballots on each of which the

name of the Democratic candidate for

alderman and my own were scratched

and our Republican opponents voted for

instead. Now. it happened that my asso-

ciate on the ticket, the candidate for

alderman, was a saloon-keeper, but of

a very superior type, while I represented

in popular estimation, the silk-stocking

element. It is easy to see why a friend

of Mr. Shanahan, my fellow candidate,

might have a prejudice against voting

for me. It Is also easy to sec why some
of my friends might object to voting for

Mr. Shanahan, and as I was informed

that this condition existed in nearly every

election district in the assembly district

it is impossible to avoid the conclusion,

that neither of us was nominated to

be elected; ami that the deal had been

made between the Democratic and the

Republican leaders of my district to

defeat both Mr. Shanahan and myself.

I happened to get several hundred more

than he, so I pulled through. I mention

this to show the treachery of the organiza-

tion to its own people. It i-s typical of

the Tammany organization as it exists

outside of Manhattan; there it has at

least the virtue of being true to its own.

I
COULD understand then, why my
statement of independence made no

difference as to my nomination. 1 here

was a time when Kings County was a

factor.—an independent factor in state

politics. That was when we had the
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ward as a political unit and later with the

election district as the unit, it was the

same. In lioth these systems, ordinary

citizens could make their desires effective,

if they chose. Under the assembly dis-

trict system, the average citizen has and
can have but little to say in the conduct
of the party organization or in the se-

lection of the various candidates for office.

That system is the basis of the strength

of Tammany Hall in New York City and
its adoption in King9 County was the

lieginning of making Kings County a

sort of second-class annex to Tammany
Hall. In the assembly of 1011, the pet

nickname of the Tammany men for their

Kings County brethren was "Petty
Larceny Grafters.” All this lowering

of tone was due to the fact that the as-

sembly district was the political unit

of organization. Under this system it

is virtually useless to try to dislodge a

crowd that once obtains control in the

assembly district, as it requires much more
than the usual spirit of patriotism that

can be expected of the ordinary citizen.

IT is usually successful only when a
* "Regular." aspires to knock out some
other professional politician, who will

use the practical method of the practical

politician in the primaries and is willing

to spend a good deal more money than can

legally be spent on any election, primary

or otherwise. At the campaign for the

election of Seth Low for Mayor of Greater

New York, former Senator Coffee or-

ganized what was known as the “Brook-

lyn Democracy," for the support of Mr.
I-ow in opposition to the regular Kings

County organization. The feature of

his campaign that gave strength to the

movement was a specific promise that if

the movement were successful, he would

proceed to organize on the election dis-

trict system. The movement won out

handsomely, but Senator Coffee did not

earn- out his promise. The reason that

he gave me for not doing so, was that

"It was a mighty good thing for the peo-

ple, but that it wiped out the ‘boss.’”

I suggested to him, that it was letter

to Ik* a powerful leader than an impotent

boss, as he would be under the circum-

stances, but he chose the latter alter-

native. My own leader, Sheriff Quinn,

gave as his reason for opposition to the

election district system, that “It would
make too many statesmen.” In other

words that under such a system the

citizens at large would take the in-

terest that they should in politics. At
the midnight conference of the Demo-
cratic members in the session of 1911,

when the Hinman-Green Bill, which pro-

vided for the election district as the

real political unit, Al. Smith, the Demo-
cratic leader, boldly stated, “If you
pass this bill it wipes out the organiza-

tion in New York City." So much for

the matter theoretically, if you pleusc.

Now to consider it practically.

I N my own district, the organization
* consists first of men who hold offices

through the organization and of others

who hope to and their friends. There is

also a considerable sprinkling of men rep-

resenting various corporations and in-

terests, that wish to keep in touch with

the organization. While all these, as

the votes on election show', are the real

minority of the Democrats in the district,

yet as a solid body in the district where
there arc betwreen thirty-five hundred
and four thousand Democratic voters,

it is easy to see how their solidarity makes
opposition useless.

llfE did have a primary fight in 1914
’ * under the existing law and found

that an opposition, unless provided with

more funds than could be honestly spent,

was hopeless. All sorts of threats were

made against those who signed our nomi-

nating petitions. Those who had prop-

erty were immediately attacked through
the tenement house commission and other

offices controlled by the Tammanyized

Kings County organization. Relatives

of our men who were employed by the

government were discharged for trivial

reasons. Even children were denied such

changes as would facilitate their getting

to school and the reason boldly given was
that of hostility to the organization.

Saloon-keepers who were with the oppo-

sition were denied privileges, that their

neighbors who were Regulars had without

question. On primary day, the printed

ballots were withheld until an order was
asked for from the Supreme Court com-
pelling the inspectors of election to carry

out the law and receive as valid Itallots,

the circulars on which the names of the

candidates for the various positions were

printed. Hundreds of our people had
gone to the polls aud had not voted Ixrause

there were no official ballots, and the

election officials refused to accept any-

thing else. These were finally given out
about four or five o’clock in the afternoon.

These conditions held all through the

city in every district in which there was
a contest. Every available office-holder

was out working for the organization.

At the poll at which I voted one of the

Justices of Special Sessions was in attend-

ance all the afternoon with Sheriff Quinn,

the district leader. So that we all felt

as if we were really contending, not

against an organization representing

other voters, but a sort of close corpora-

tion of a semi-secret nature.

fT'HE methods of intimidation and
* otherwise to which Tammany and

its allies in other counties will stoop are

contemptible. Their mildest epithet for

anyone opposing them Is "Scalawag."

The worst of it is, that even apparently

respectable men connected with the or-

ganization will lend themselves to the

secret dissemination of anything that will

discredit their opponents, no matter

whether it be true or false. When in the

fall of 1911, I was running as an Inde-

pendent candidate, in many other dis-

tricts aside from my own, in Manhattan
as well as in Brooklyn, when my name was
mentioned, the response would l»e, “Oh,
that fellow, why he was dead drunk ull

the time he was in Albany, an associate

of the lowest women of the . town and
whenever he tried to say anything on
the floor, made himself the laughing

stock of the assembly.” My friends and
acquaintances of course knew to the

contrary, but such foul play cannot but

hurt some, and the more subtle slanders

are worst of all. I heard this from so

many different sources, that I cannot

hut believe its universal currency was
inspired from headquarters. This is no

.Vol trrtk'i iitut will rtiiUiiia " li'tul th.rll or da about it
t"

aid to a man in his business. It Is the

same spirit that led to the impeachment
proceeding against Sulzer. Iu other

words if a man goes to Alltany or holds

any other position and tries to do his

duty, he renders himself liable not only

to criticism from those whose opinions

are honestly different from his own. but
also to secret and irresponsible attacks

upon his character and standing, promul-
gated by a powerful and omnipresent

organization, tliut he has no way of

combatting nor does this end with the

campaign—once down they wish to

keep him there. No organization, the

purpose of which is honestly to seek the

welfare of the city, state or individual

citizen would ever descend to the methods
for the retention of power that are em-
ployed by Tammany to retain its con-

trol and its hold upon the offices and other

sources of emolument of benefit to its

rank and file and to its chieftains,

—

particularly to its chieftains.

rT1HAT is the reason why. though we
* constantly hear of the number of men

of respectability and standing that sur-

round and ai l vise the leader of Tammany
Hall, none of them ever cares to occupy
that position. It is much easier to have
dirty work done by someone else than to

be personally responsible for it. The
Law of Tammany is Rule or Ruin for

their own pecuniar}- gains. As a man
prominent in the Party once said to me,

"Well, what's the use of fooling, you
know and I know that all this stuff

aliout Party principle is simply to fool

the public into keeping us in office."

To insure the rule of Tammany, only
men who will be subservient are allowed _
either to be elected to positions in the

party or nominated for public positions

except once in a while when popular

indignation gets too strong; then some
man of apparent respectability is put
forward in the hope that he may get the

votes—and that the organization may
get him later, or at least they expect

him to give them the appointment of

men in the different departments who will

run politics after the approved Tam-
many plan without scruples. If they

can do that on the quiet, the more the

executive poses the l>ctter pleased the

organization is. Iu Kings County there

is one Democrat against whose regularity

nothing can lie said, than whom no one
stands better with the intelligent aud
self-respecting Democrats (a man of not

only independent mind but of independent

means). He is a man who cannot be
held on leading strings, consequently

Mr. Murphy has no use for him, or for

any other man like him. Ever}’ chance
the organization has had to slap him in

the face, it has taken with avidity.

WHILE Mr. Murphy and what he

represents were satisfied with the

control of Manlialtan Island, it was bad

enough, but now that he has extended

his power to cover the state, the evil is

not only greater in extent but intensified

in degree, and the only way to kill it, is

right at its home in New York City. The
corrupt power grows by what it feeds

upon. Is it not the very height of

absurdity to claim that government by

such an organization is a free government

by the people?
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Thousand

Miles

Pan IV

By

CLAUDE

GRAHAME-WHITE

''Today, after atcents beyond number, my enjoyment of the

air it undiminisked."

MUCH might be written, from
various points of view, about the

nerve-strain of flying. Obviously

there is a strain, as there must be in hand-

ling new apparatus in a new element. But
tlie extent of it depends upon temperament,

and the conditions under which one flies.

Great cross-country pilots, men who make
aerial history, are by disposition buoyant
and combative; but they are daring only

when justifiable, and show caution in-

stantly it may be needed. One man can

remain aloft many hours and climb from

his machine fatigued but not exhausted;

another, after a short flight, alights with

nerves on edge. My rule has been never

to fly when I have felt unwell: a pilot

who is not fit physically may lack the

power to act promptly just when it is

demanded of him. Save for this precau-

tion, and for the temporary shock of

certain falls. I have flown always with

pleasure; and today, after ascents be-

yond number, my enjoyment of the air

is undiminished. Nor have I suffered

in physique or nerve. The exhilaration

is powerful, and there is no reaction

afterwards. Some day physicians will

advise it.

I recommend first flights, always, when
conditions are ideal; then everything ex-

hilarates, and nothing tries the nerves.

Apart from unpleasantness of motion,

flying in a wind is tiring. An aeruplune

in a calm needs the merest touch upon

the controls; often it will practically fly

itself; but in heavy gusts one has to work

hard. At Blackpool, taking part in a

duration contest, I was in the air -save

for two or three short rests—from dawn
till dusk; and. a tricky wind troubling

me all day. I found the ache in my arms

during the last few hours' flying almost

unbearable. In the future, though, such

fatigue will be obviated. When we have

large machines, the movement of their

planes will be by compressed uir, or some
other power, and the pilot will control

his craft as easily us the helmsman of

a liner twirls his wheel. But nowadays,

when pulling und balancing planes against

the thrust of adverse gusts, the airman

needs muscular strength. Often it is

not peril from the wind, but sheer fa-

tigue. which brings a pilot down.

1*

THE rolling and plunging of the plane

may, in very rough weather, pro-

duce a form of air-sickness which is as un-

pleasant as mal-de-mer; and that u pilot

should be ill is not surprising. Sometimes

a monoplane, fighting an ugly wind, may
drop many feet— in one sheer fall

—

before it can he steadied. Airmen, when
flying in contests, have been compelled by

sickness to alight; but, fora curious and
amusing experience, I think the palm goes

to a French pilot in a long-distance race.

He had lost hisway—as moat of us did be-

fore compasses were rel iable. I)esccnd ing

near a village to seek information, he soon

had thepopulace round his machine—all, in

their excitement, givingdirections at once.

The airman shook his head; it was impossi-

ble in such confusion to understand what
was said. Then he had an idea, and called

:

“Will one of you ascend with me and
show me the way?”
A burly rustic pushed to the front.

"If I come,” he asked, “what about get-

ting back to the village?”

“I'll drop you near a railway station,

and pay your fare home," said the pilot.

At this, to the admiration of his neigh-

bors, the rustic climbed into the machine

and was looking down upon his village

a minute or so later, from an altitude of

three hundred feet.

rPHEN the wind rose and the plane
^ heeled. Rising higher, the pilot

soughtasteadiercurrent, but in vain. Con-
ditions, though, were not bud enough to

compel a descent, so he turned to his

passenger.

“You can see the country well, eh?

which is the way to —?”—mentioning
the next “control" on the flight.

But the rustic, huddled in his swaying

wooden seat, and gripping the nearest

upright with convulsive fingers, was be-

yond the power of speech. His face a

chalky white, he pointed dumbly earth-

ward. Air-sickness had him in its throes;

and the pilot, fearing the man, in his

distress, would roll from the machine,

was compelled to glide down.

1X7HEN. today. I motor to an aero-
* ’ drome ami take a plane for flight.

I know three things—not one of which

the pioneer knew; and they spell con-

fidence: 1—My machine is airworthy;
4—My engine is reliable; S—I need not

fear wind—unless abnormal.

But upon rare occasions the best of

motors fail, and then one glides to a land-

ing, casting dubious eyes on what— from

a deceptive altitude— seems a field at-

tractively smooth. Height flattens the

appearance of the land, and a surface

may seem level from an aeroplane, al-

though in reality uneven. To one of my
pilots, bringing a new monoplane from
France by air, came engine failure just

above the English coast, and he glided

for a field thut seemed smooth as a bowl-

ing-green. But, poised on the verge of

landing, he saw what until that moment
had been invisible—a steeply sloping

ridge, cutting the field across its center.

To alight as he had intended would mean
running downhill into a wall. But was
there time, before touching the ground,

to turn and face the ridge? In the

fraction of a second, at such a crisis, a
pilot makes up his mind. Here was a

choice of two evils—a wrecked craft

promising in either. The airman swung
short round, his planes standing almost

vertical; and in nine cast's out of ten.

I suppose, the result would have been

side-slip, and a similar fate to my en-

counter w ith a wall. This time, though,

the gods were kind, and he landed as

neatly as could be wished.

T)I'T an inability to detect small eon-

tours, when alighting unavoidably,

does not add to one's joys when over

strange country—as pilots, shattering gear

upon golf-course buukers, have found to

their cost. Never, when landing, have I

hit a bunker, but I have just missed a river

with a failing motor. It was not a wide

river, but most undesirable as a landing-

place; and I had a lady passenger behind

me. Toueh-and-go it was with us—

a

matter merely of a few feet. All impetus

gone, the biplane seemed for an instant

to stand still in the air; then it fell—not

in the river though, but at the very edge

of the bank, where it crumpled its chassis

and left us unhurt.

Naturully. I join issue now with the

sceptics—those who say the navigation

zed by CoogleDi



"But this is the foundation of my faith: flying can and trill be made safe."

of the air is dangerous, and must always

remain so. On the surface of the earth a
vehicle, whatever it may be, has a firm

and definite resting point, but in the air

—

should some mishap occur—nothing lies

between one and a sheer fall to destruc-

tion; such is the argument. And it forms

a preliminary to the general contention

that, however much craft may improve,

this intangibility of the air must lie the

barrier always, precluding the use ofa large

IMissenger machine, and confining the

aeroplane to its use as a weapon of war.

LI ERE, obviously, there lies a great

f * mountain of prejudice. Of course it

must be moved, and it will be moved —but
only by inches, and by dint of ceaseless ef-

fort. One should remember those meetings

of protest, and campaigns of misrepresenta-

tion, by which it was sought to stifle the

railway pioneers; and as a lesson more
recent, we have the struggle waged by
motorists against repression and slander.

There is this inertia, either passive or ob-

structive, always to be faced; thus it is in-

evitable that aviation, from the very great-

ness and strangeness of its revolution,

should be met by a broadside of abuse.

But this is the foundation of my faith:

Hying can and will be made safe—as

safe as the ocean voyage of a modern

liner. None who are in this new indus-

try—builders, engineers, pilots or me-
chanics—have any shadow of a doubt on
this score. Perils there have been, and
are now, and for some time will be; but

the path of progress opens clearly ahead.

Aeroplanes trill be made stable, even in a
gale. What, in this regard, is the lesson

of those present-type craft which, al-

though still low-powered and small, will

fly in a fifty-mile-an-hour wind? They
tell us plainly that, given logical increases

in power, weight, and speed, the aero-

plane will conquer wind, as ships have the

sea. It is al>surd to be impatient, or to

expect commercial aircraft to spring up,

ready-made, within a day; but if I recall

the slow-flying, sluggish machines upon
which one ventured across country only

three years ago, and contrast these with

that swift, air-worthy plane in which I

made quite recently the flight from Paris

to London, I find this question in my
mind: “If three years can show such

progress, what will another three bring?"

“But," queries the sceptic, “what of

the risk 01 passenger aircraft breaking

when in flight?"

/“\NE might ask similar questions con-

ceming a liner: if one broke its

back, in mid-ocean, the results might be

disastrous. But they do not break their

backs; nor will perfected aeroplanes col-

lapse. And. should all an aircraft's

power-units fail her simultaneously, as

—

very rarely—the steamship's engines

cease their work, she will merely glide to

the surface of the sea, or to the nearest

land station, and remedy the defect.

What would our forefathers have
said had they l*een told traveller*

would dine, quite as a matter of course,

in vehicles moving at sixty miles an

hour? Their mental attitude would

have been that of many folk today when
one informs them that—even within

the span of their own live*—men will

be seated, 10,000 feet above the earth,

in the saloons of an air-craft travelling

£00 miles an hour.

AF the sheer delight of flying, what
can one say? Of that smooth and

seemingly effortless speed? Of the pan-

orama spread forth l>elow—passing slowly,

appearing so far-distant, yet revealed

in ull its detail? And the triumph, above
all else, of riding surely through this

unseen element—spuming woods and
hills and all those obstructions that

bind our carthlmund folk? Some joys

are so deep that they arc dumb: and
this is one.

New Disclosures in Medical Science
By JOHN B. HUBER, A. M„ M. D.

PARACELSUS, in Dr. Jacobi’s sound

opinion, “was not altogether a

charlatan." He and the alchem-

ists of his era. and before him, were con-

stantly seeking substances, physical or

chemical, by which the wasted tissues of

the sick and of the aged might be restored.

Faust, it would seem, was the only indi-

vidual who “ made good ” in the premises;

and even his existence has been only in

legeud and on the operatic stage. An
elixir of life was sought also in prepara-

I. Life Artificially Prolonged

tions of "humors" from bodily tissues and
fluids; and such latter experimentation

was startlingly akin to that reported by
Dr. Alexis Carrel, whose previous ex-

traordinary researches are well known to

civilization. We refer here to his paper:

“Contributions to the Study of the

Mechanism of the Growth of Connec-
tive Tissue" in the September number of

the Journal of Experimental Medicine.

It should be premised that Carrel

knows whut Paracelsus could not know.

but what Virchow, with the modem mi-

croscope for his instrument of detection,

demonstrated : that all life, physical life

at least, is essentially cellular and that all

cells are evolved from cells (omnis cellula

e cellule); that is to say, all physical de-

velopment and growth is by cell develop-

ment and multiplication.

In January last Dr. Carrel reported his

success in activating the processes of re-

pair after wounds and from disease, by

the application of the pulp of organs
Digitized & Google
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known by physiologists to further tissue

growth. He had found that connective

tissue cells (those which an? the frame-

work of the "basement substance" in

which the functionating cells of the body
are imbedded) preserved and multiply-

ing in glass jars, might be accelerated in

their growth from three to forty times

the normal rate, by means of the pulp or

the juices of chick embryo, of the adult

fowl spleen, of musculur tissue; thyroid

extract applied to a dog’s wounds marvel-

ously increased the healing process. The
healing of a skin wound activated only

ten times would be consummated within

a day; a fracture of a long bone would lie

repaired within several days, instead of in

six weeks, as ordinarily.

TAR. CARREL has now made a con-
^ '

siderable advance on his January
report. He tells us that a constant rela-

tion exists between the rate of growth of

tissue and the composition of the medium
by which it is surrounded and penctrutcd.

(Herein is again exemplified how genius,

in whatsoever era it is manifested, is pres-

cient of fails fundamental to existence,

knows them intuitively; Carrel's state-

ment is essentially in accord with Herbert

Spencer's, that “life is the continuous

adjustment of internal relations to ex-

ternal relations,” the latter being the en-

vironment to the muss of cells which make
up the living body. Claude Bernard
wrote too, that life is the result of the in-

teraction of the cells of which the body is

composed, and of their interior medium.

But the nature of the interactions had not

in his time been ascertained; in order to

discover the laws by which they an? regu-

lated it would be necessary to modify the

humors of the body and to study the cf-

rects of these modifications on the growth

of the tissues. This could not then be

done because there lacked such technique

as Carrel has now perfected.) By modi-

D R. HIDEYO NOGUCHI, of the

Rockefeller Institute for Medical

Research in New York, one of the sound-

est of this century’s scientists, and one

who, by his researches, has helped to pre-

vent much human suffering, announces

that he has "obtained certain results"

about the mierosiropic organism essential

to the existence of rabies, one of the most

dreadful of diseases. He made fifty

series of cultivations with brain and

medullary substance removes! antisep-

tically (bo that no other infection could

complicate the experiments), from rab-

bits. guinea pigs and dogs that had in-

fected with the rabies virus. In the cul-

tures of such substance Noguchi discov-

ered very minute granular bodies to

arise, which on subsequent transplanta-

tion, reappeared in the new cultures

through many generations. And “the

new bodies appear to be obtained from

street, passage and fixed virus." (Street

virus is tliut of dogs naturally infected;

passage virus is street virus transferred

from rabic rabbits to rabbits as yet un-

affected, until its potency remains con-

stant, when it is fixed virus. The latter

is futal to rabbits but harmless to men
and dogs; and the emulsion used in the

Pasteur treatment is a saline solution of

this virus.) The method by which No-
guchi discovered the granular Ixxlies

thus found to be characteristic of rabies.

Is similar to that employed in cultivating

the germ of relapsing fever, which germ Is

a protozobn; one infers therefore that the

fving the medium in which, in Carrel’s

experiments, the normal blood plasma of

the chick is basic, he can regulate, accel-

erate- or retard cellular growth. He can

foresee the extent to which a fragment of

tissue will increase in a given time. He
has found that the dynamic condition of

connective tissue cells, which have been

living in a given medium for some time,

is not a definitely acquired characteristic

but a temporary state, and is the product

or function of the medium in which the

cells are living, and is readily modified

by ultering the composition of the medium.

"'HE fact of the constant relation stated

led Dr. Carrel to the belief that the

problem of multiplication, growth and sen-

ility might now lx? properly investigated.

He first determined tliat connective tissue

cells taken from animals of varying ages

were activated according to their age;

the younger the animal supplying the

juice the greater was the tissue growth.

In the juice of an adult fowl the con-

nective tissue lived several weeks, nor

did its mass increase; but when the juice

of a young fowl, or embryonic (pre-natal)

juices were mixed with the medium the

volume of tissue increased with greater

rapidity and was so abundant that it hud
to be divided repeatedly. Thus, con-

nective tissue that hail lived in vilro (in

a glass jar) beyond a year could greatly

increase its mass in a short time; nor in

such a medium had the cells, even of old

animals, lost their vigor. The question

was not so much of cells and their age as

of the medium in which they were growing.

Dr. Carrel found also tliat cells which

were actively developing in a medium
markedly modified the latter and rendered

it progressively unsuited to their life.

Normal death of tissue cultivated in the

laboratory he considered as "possibly

brought alxjut by the exhaustion of the

nutritive substances contained in the

II. A Discovery About Rabies

rabies bodies are protozoa. Assuming
that Noguchi's findings will pass the

tests which inexorable science requires,

we find his discovery most vital, for two
reasons: this disease can now be abso-

lutely identified; and we may now hope

for a cure. Up to this time the "Negri

bodies", found in nerve cells of the brain

and medulla, anil peculiar to tills disease,

have been an absolute assurance of its

presence; but though pathognomonic,

they have not been considered the essen-

tial factor in rabies. Yet. when a sup-

posedly rabid dog tliat has bitten a hu-

man being is killed, and the Negri bodies

are identified in it. both the physician and
the patient must assume tliat the pa-

tient has become infected with rabies.

But there have been dogs unquestion-

ably rabic in which the Negri bodies

could not be found; so that their absence

cannot argue the absence of rabies. No-
guchi's discovery (Ativide* a positive iden-

tification. Here, too, is a certain differ-

entiation between true and false rabies.

False rabies (lyssopbobia) has developed

from the imagination of those fearing they

have the disease; anil so great has been
the psychic perturbation that victims of

such fright have died exhibiting the phe-

nomena of rabies. And one may now si-

lence those sceptics who declare there is

no such disease.

A LSO we may now be sanguine of a
1 cure for rabies. The mortality

from this disease, once it is developed be-

1913

medium ami by the accumulation therein

of certain catabolic substances” (such as

in . the natural biological processes are

excretory).

'I 'HUS can Dr. Carrel indefinitely

* multiply connective tissue cells kept

alive (as manifested by -growth ami mul-

tiplication) outside the organism, the

body from which they were taken. Such
cells live precisely as do micro-organisms
—germs—which are living, multiplying

cellular units. He has kept the frag-

ments of a chick embryo heart which hud
been pulsating in a glass jar for 104 days,

alive after sixteen months of independent

existence and more tlian 100 passages (re-

movals to freshly prepared mixtures of the

culture medium), whilst their rate of

multiplying exceeded that of fresh ron>
nective tissue taken from an eight-day-

old embryo chick. Thus time has no
effect on the tissues Isolated from the or-

ganism and preserved by means of

Carrel’s brilliant technique. Nor were
the tissues oil which he experimented

in a slate merely of survival; they were

indeed in a condition of real life, because

the cells of which they were cmnpost?d

multiplied indefinitely in the medium.

¥ F the future can assure practical re-

* suits from Dr. Carrel’s great work, the

psalmist's three score and ten may be ex-

tended to the years of the Peiilateurlial

patriarchs. The dream, far the most
dreamed and most yearned in by men
from time immemorial, might possibly

oome true; “ really and truly,” and not os

children realize idealisms in fairy tales.

Faust might conceivably become re-

juvenated in this life—a realization to be
viewed not without apprehension, un-

less that individual should become, rather

than him characterized in the Gounod
work, the soul-purified Faust of the sec-

ond part of Goethe’s mighty epic.

yond the incubation period, has thus

far been practically one hundred |K*r

cent—after sufferings as awful as any
known to medical science. The Pasteur

inoculations, blessed though they are,

arc not a cure but a prophylaxis;

they avail not at all after the in-

vasion of the disease; but they prevent

the development, of rabies when in-

jected within a fortnight of the ani-

mal's bite, on the immunizing prin-

ciple by which vaccination fends off

smallpox. We have noted that the rabies

gerin appears to be a protozoan (an ani-

mal parasite) and not, as most physicians

have supposed, a bacterium (a vegetable

parasite). One hopes then, for a cure of

rabies by some such chemical compound
as "000", by which syphilis (the germ of

which is a protozoOn) is cured; or by
some such specific as quinine by which

malaria (also a protozoal disease) is

cured. Indeed, some cures of rabies (one

in a man. two in a dog) have been re-

port«xl; but at present it were wild in-

deed to look upon such reports as other-

wise than sub judice. Should, on the

other hand, Noguchi’s Ixxlies prove after

all to be bacterial, we may equally hope

for the elaboration of a curative serum.

Nor should legal measures for the con-

trol of rabies in dogs by muzzling,

leashing and quarantine be relaxed; more

than ever, indeed, should they lie en-

forced, anil at all seasons, since the

existence of the disease is now established

beyond cavil.



McSorley’s Saloon

An ancient landmark, a relic of one phase of American life that has passed

MCSORLEY’S saloon happens to be

situated in New York City, on
Seventh Street, near Third Ave-

nue, within a stone’s throw of the historic

Cooper Union, but it might have been, as

far as its spirit is concerned, placed al-

most anywhere in this great country of

ours.

It is the type of saloon that is passing

away, but is represented by isolated ex-

ample, here, there, and everywhere,

which still persist.

This famous saloon—and what old

town has not its famous saloon?—is sixty

years old. John McSorlcy, its founder,

dead these three years at the age of

eighty-seven, was one of the historical

figures of our town. His horses were as

good as those of Commodore Vanderbilt.

The quaint portrait of old Peter Cooper

hangs on his saloon walls, also an old

play-bill announcing a comedy by Harri-

gan and Hart called “McSorley’s In-

flation’'. An old copy of the New York

I/rraid, framed on the wall, announced the

assassination of President Lincoln. The
walls are covered with old New York and
national reminiscences. There is a strik-

ing portrait of John McSorley, of his cab-

inet officers and of the mem tiers of his

Chowder Club.

A oue-hundred-years-old safe, an an-

cient slanting ice-chest, old solid chairs

and tabu's, a sedulous care manifested

to keep the place as it always was, help

to establish an atmosphere of tradition

and permanence. Entering the saloon

one seems to leave present day New York
and to find oneself in a quieter and more
aesthetic place.

John McSorley’s son now owns the

saloon, and his one pious passion is to

maintain the spirit of the place and the

spirit of his father. He regards his father

as one of the great moral characters of the

age and he wouldn’t change a thing in the

old saloon, nor fuil in the slightest degree

in carrying out the old man's ideas. Even
old John's cats are still happily basking

in ancient love, aud still gaily boxing for

the delight of the McSorlcy worshippers.

OLD John McSorlcy walked every

morning at five o'clock for thirty years

to the Battery bath, and opened his saloon

at seven. He drank steadily ami solierly

from the age of thirty to the age of fifty-

five und for the lost thirty odd years of

his life he neither smoked nor drank. He
had had enough. No one can sit quietly

in his saloon and open his senses to the

moral atmosphere without feeling that

there is a personality there—a personal-

ity respected and cherished by McSorley,

son.

By HUTCHINS HAPGOOD

Father McSorley sold ale and practi-

cally nothing else. If he sold whiskey
occasionally, he insisted on its being good

and taken “neat”.—no mixtures for him.

His ideas of drinking were as solid as his

ideas of furniture. Nothing flashy for

him. Son McSorley does the same, and
he sells good ale. too, and a lot of it for

five cents.

No woman ever passed or passes the

threshold of McSorley ’s saloon. The
dignified workingmen who sit quietly for

hours over one or two mugs of ale look us

if they never thought of a woman. They
are maturely reflecting in purely male

ways and solemnly discoursing, un-

troubled by skirts or domesticity.

“Drunk*” have never been welcome in

McSorley'* saloon. They often tried and
tried to brace in with a bold look, but

McSorley and his son bad an instinct for

them and for panhandlers and always

gently rejected their nickels. The old

man used to sell once to some young me-
chanic, to whom, if he tried to be a “reg-

ular”, the old man would give a lesson in

deportment and then send back to his job.

The spirit of McSorley ’s is to welcome
the drinker of a mug or two during long

hours and discourage the “flash” party

who spend much but seldom and drive

away the quiet, constant ones. No mat-

ter how many diamonds and money a
light and well-dressed stranger may pos-

sess, he cannot get a real welcome at

McSorley’s, and on no account is he
admitted to the l»ack room at lunch time,

unless he will content himself with a sand-

wich and a mug of ale and not disturb

the habits of the serious workingmen.

McSorley’s closes always at midnight.

Under the law it could lx* kept open till

one o’clock, but old John McSorley
wanted to go to bed at twelve, and so his

son doe*, too. The tradition is as zeal-

ously maintained as in any aristocratic

old French family.

RAW onions and ale—these arc the

staples, and both are strong and
pure. Rembrandt would iiavc delighted

in McSorley’s and I think that Velasquez

would have found hi* account there, too,

as our own John Sloan docs. The wives

of the men who go to McSorley’s know
where the husbands have been. There is

no mistaking a McSorley onion.

Old John McSorley was, among his

other qualities, a good deal of a prophet.

He used solemnly to warn his brother

saloon-keepers that if they yielded to the

wiles of the devil, for the sake of imme-
diate gold, the liquor license would be

raised on them. And, behold, since his

early time, the license has gone from

$75 to $1,400 a year. The toll on the

wicked Is great and heavy, and unfortu-

nately involves the good, for we arc all

brothers in misfortune.

Since the breweries got possession of

the saloons, they exact so much of the

profit that the poor saloon-keeper is often

forced to do shoddy and careless and hasty

:

or in other words, evil thing*, in order to

live. But McSorley, son, owns his own
saloon, and, strong in the spirit of his

father, maintains the ways of balance,

form, and virtue.

T F there were more saloons like Me-
* Sorley’s in the country, and fewer of

the other kind, there would probably now
be no strong temperance movement, at-

tacking the price of the grape or the com
—that element of civilization recognized

from Plato to Omar as emphasized by
Fitzgerald ami accepted as a stimulating

spark kindling our poetry, our literature,

our temperamental sociability, inciting

our fancy, and warming the world in

which we live.

McSorley ‘s saloon is, as I have said,

mainly frequented by quiet workingmen
win* sip their ale and look as if they are

philosophizing. It is true that the sa-

loon in general tixlay—(good and bad) is

the principal place in which ideas under-

lying the labor movement originate, or at

any rate become consciously held. It is

there where men talk over, think, and ex-

change feeling* and ideas relating to their

labor and their lives. The social philos-

ophers take their fragmentary thoughts

and construct them as to programme* and
systems.

COME of these programmes and pro-

^ jected systems are extreme, some un-

balanced. Now, it Is probable that in

McSorley’* saloon the thinking work-
ingman takes more things into account

than he does in a brutal, hasty and vio-

lent saloon of the more frequent type.

There is a correcting conservation in

the atmosphere of McSorley’* which

tenils to eliminate from the worker’s

feeling and thought that which is hastily

considered.

The heavy, solid chairs, the rich, dark

colors, the trailing mementos of the past

give pause to the hcudlong spirits, tend-

ing to take away what is imbalanced.

Yes, os one sits in McSorley’s saloon,

watching the subtle cats, conscious of the

old slanting ice-chest, aware of the quiet

workingmen sipping their genial ale.

wrapped in the shadows of tradition, one

feels a little solemn, as in a quiet retreat,

though not too remote from human na-

ture’s daily luxuries.
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The Woman of It

By F.THF.L WATTS MUMFORD
Illustrations by the Author

*' TET us be done, if you please, with self-denial. Why is she here? Watching /~XXCE the curtain goes up and the

I i tliis sort of hypocrisy.” This her. the conviction comes that, from this Y-' lights are turned low in the house,

line occurs in the last act of play of human folly, she has slaved to the kept woman and the street walker

"Damaged Goods,” the Brieux play witness, she seeks to learn the truth to come slinking in—alone always, never in

that has been condemned and lauded witli some hideous puzzle in her own environ- groups pitiful, fearful, frightened at

equal violence by an excited public, incut, a puzzle to which her ignorance coming, yet impelled to hear what may
It refers to the conspiracy of silence with could give no answer, and concerning be a death warrant. A half defiant air

which custom has surrounded the facts which custom has tied her questioning about them, as if they would deny their

of sex life, and invariably this line is tongue. She comes in and out, with very presence. They sit far back. In

billowed by applause—the appluuse of pitiful apprehension of l>eing seen. Yet the enlre act* they do not go out to prom-
women, for of the crowd that fills the who should know her? She bears the enade the foyer. They sit. waxen pale

theater 90 per cent, are women. They marks of service and the livery of the under the rouge, their poor painted lips

come from every class and grade, and tenements. It seems strange that one twisted in agony. Slow tears have fur-

they do not come out of idle curiosity, in her walk of life should not have rowed the powder on their cheeks. They
nor to pass judgment on a play. They found foul facts a matter of everyday— do not even glance about to ascertain if

do not care if the first two acts of the then why is she here at all? She is a some one has a newer coiffure than theirs,

drama are masterpieces of construction, type, and her like is always present at or is wearing a more during gown. "The
They are even less concerned that critics these performances. woman at the gate!” She hears herself

have pronounced the third act a medical reviled and pitied. She sees herself

treatise, and no act at all. They are

there to learn, they are there to assert

their right to knowledge—their right to

protect themselves and to protect their

children. The sight of them in serried

and serious ranks gives one pause, makes
one think.

nPIIERE are many, very many, gray.
* haired matrons in the throng: women

who, a few years ago, would have been

the first to criticize a frank word or

discussion of the great Taboo. Now,
they are facing serious facts. They arc

voicing approval of the physician who
cries out from the depths of sorrowful

experience, “Silence is criminal!”

“Would that I could cry the truth from
the housetops.” Courageous mothers
have come, shepherding their little flock

of wide-eyed daughters and growing boys.

They are the pioneers who have realized

that ignorance is uot. and never can lie.

bliss, but is Danger in a (Missive form.

To observe these audiences closely

is to be deeply touched. Tragedy plucks

one by the sleeve. Courage nods to

courage. "The old order passeth.” car-

rying with it the veils of silence and nega-

tion. And the women who have dwelt
for centuries curtained behind Utese

veils, are blinking in the liffht that reveals

to them their work, their place, their

honors and dishonors in a world of

realities.

\ WOMAN, bent and gruy. dressed in

faded and antiquated black, creeps in-

to the theater, and stands behind a pillar,

watching with hunted eyes. The money
wherewith to pay for her entrance ticket

must have been hoarded with bitter

pictured, “at once the victim and the

cause." They come out from this “place
of public entertainment." haggard and
absorbed in terrified contemplation.

C'MIEKK by jowl with these outcast sls-

ters sit groups.—gregarious these,—of

mouse-like women, one pigeon-holt's as the

wives and sisters of suburban clergymen.

They gaze with question in their eves,

huddled together, as if for warmth—why
have they come?—such daring would seem
beyond their drab will (lowers. Well

down toward the front of the house,

ostentatious in manner and in the “suit-

ableness" of their raiment, are rows of

women from the various "Leagues" and
"Societies” for the invention and pre-

vention of all sorts of things. They
arrive with, “wait-till-I-tell-all-the-neigh-

bors-about-this ” air, but they leave with

the stricken faces of those who have gazed

on Truth of Evil in all its nakedness.

rpHKRE Is hardly a face in all the
* crowded house tliat does not sootier

or later take on an expression of painful

reminiscent understanding. The “why”
of many an illness, many a death, many a

broken life is made plain. Puzzling trage-

dies are slowly illumined and solved. The
inexorable light of fact fuids and settles

on them like some burning calcium, a

spot-light which reveals decay and death,

helpless sorrow and innocent suffering.

Yet they leave with courage in their

eyes, these women; fight and determina-

tion may tie seen ten time's where is seen

one crushed and aimless spirit.

What had l>eeri a mysterious Thing,

has become suddenly a link in a chain of

avoidable disaster.
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THE first two acts of the play leave

this strange audience silent and tense.

They feel too deeply the human import.

They follow too closely the painful story.

They do not applaud a good piece of act-

ing. nor nod intelligent approval of a

well-built scene. When the curluin falls

on the first act, they have applauded but

once—the doctors speech calling for

publicity. After the second act, which

really doses the example-story, there is

but a slight outburst. The burst is all

inwards—'whole areas of prejudices have

been dynamited.

A WORD for the submerged tenth—
the masculine element in these ex-

traordinary audiences. Curiously enough,

two types are represented in overwhelm-

ing majority: The one fat, pursy, middle-

aged, gross in person and manner, with

a roll of fat at the back of the collar,

punctuated by stubby hairs, looking for

all the world like the cylinder of an old-

fashioned music box. He wears glasses

and stubby moustache, and smokes lurge

cigars between the acta with an cfTort to

appear indifferent and patronizing. His

profession, whatever it is, cunnot l>e

savory—the sight of him, collectively, is

revolting. The other predominant type

is lean, blond, nervous and small, per-

haps a professor or a school teacher. He
is very intent, but seems self-conscious

and annoyed when he finds himself emo-
tionally affected. This male minority

serves, in several very noticeable instances,

to mark the divergence of the male and the

female points of view in matters ethical.

Take the episode in the first act. The
unspeakable treachery of the— shall he

he called ‘‘hero?”—toward his friend und
the wife of his friend; his dastardly sel-

fishness and ruthless cruelty. An appall-

ing confession made to his physician in

a spirit of seif-laudation und exculjmtion

appears to create not so much as a ripple

among the men present. To the Women
this incident is very different. A wave
of horror seems to pass over them. There
is denunciation, protest, in the feminine

movement that undulates every head from
white-haired to henna-dyed.

\ GAIN, when the grandmother calls

** on God to renew to her poor dried

breast the life-giving stream, that she

may suckle the ailing child, born with the

cursed hereditary taint, the men remain

unmoved. But when, in savage determi-

nation to shield her own, she proposes to

sacrifice the life and welfare of the nurse or

anyone else, by any means, however in-

human, there passes from man to umn a

surge of angry protest, a shocked astonish-

ment ut such criminal hcartlcssness—while

in every woman’s eyes, young and old,

comesaglint of primitive ferocity that cries

aloud. “So would I do—and more!”

The thin! act is presented-
—

" medical

discussion,” “lecture,” “clinic”—what
you will; aud now constantly the applause

breaks forth. And therein lies the answer,

the reason for the presence of these

throngs of women. This is wlial the

women are applauding. This is the

common bond, “Let there be light.”

rTIIESE are the lines, marked as they
^ met with vociferous clapping, that re-

ceive the instant approval, day after day,

night after night, of these mature, deter-

mined audiences of women— they are

enlightening:

The Doctor: “If I could. I would cry

the facts aloud from the housetops.”

The Doctor: “You mode no inquiries

concerning the health of your daughter's

betrothed?”

The Father: "No.”
The DocUir: “And why?”
The Father: "Because it is not the

custom.”
The Doctor: "Well, it ought to be

made the dustom."

The Doctor: “Let the manufacture of

poisonous liquors be prohibited, and the

number of licenses cut down."

The Doctor (Of tuberculosis): “The
real remedy is to pay sufficient wages,

and have unsanitary buildings torn

down.”

The Doctor: “As for the other
—

‘the

woman who prowls at the gate,’—per-

haps some day, she will have a little

attention paid to her."

The Doctor: “‘I didn't know,' is the

cry. People, ought to know! Young men
must be taught the responsibilities they

assume and the misfortunes they may
bring on themselves.”

The applause rises, diminishes, renews
itself again and again when The Doctor

speaks: "It is the future of the race I

am defending!”

Talent and Genius

By MABLE W. BREWER

TWLENT must have clothes and food,

* A place to lay his head,

A fire to warm his hearthstone.

Else he will die, instead.

Genius is naked, unashamed.

Upon himself he feeds,

Hearthlcss, a fire burns in his breast;

Himself is all he needs.
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The Drama of the Under-Dog
By ARTHUR POLLOCK

I
N cue of those charming though

discursive little preambles brought

all too early to an end with the fa-

miliar, if not now almost classic, phrase

“but that is another story,’* Rudyard

Kipling has told of the necessity of nip-

ping in the bud all epidemics of hysteria.

He instances a girls’ school, where, if

she Ik* wise, the teacher will, at the first

giggling symptoms of hysterics, snap

out a few stem words and so forestall

u silly panic. But, unluckily or other-

wise, there is no sensibly severe mentor
in the world of the stage who, with a crisp

word or two, can bring the culprits to

their senses and stop the spread of hys-

teria among the producer* of theatrical

entertainment.

And sometimes it is just as well that

there is not. Most men tell the truth,

though inadvertently, when they have

drunk too deep. And, similarly, the truths

of life often work their way to the sur-

face at the giddiest moments of pulse-

lessness in the drama; the periods when
it is feeling gropingly about to find itself

—

as American drama of today is obviously

doing—are apt to Ik* productive in the

end. Therefore we have reason to ex-

pect the drama eventually to profit by
the present "epidemic" of plays of the

type whose advent Hugo, when he

launched that greater "epidemic” of

Roman ticisin, made inevitable—the play

of the underworld.

\XfHEN Hugo in 1830 produced “Her-
’ * mini," he set to work the wheels

that were eventually to evolve our con-

temporary drama of the under-dog; and
it has only been a question of time before

leu mixerables should receive more specific

treatment on the stage.

Two things Hugo added to the drama

—

and to literature in general—which have

paved the way for the underworld play

of our time: the "sympathetic" villain,

—

that is, the wrongdoer for whom the

author enlists the sympathies of the aud-

itor,—and the factor of environment.

Hernani was a bandit, Ditlier a bastard,

Lucriee Borgia a murderess who somehow
or other, despite her infamy, called forth

from us a measure of compassion. "Lars

Miserables" was all that its name denoted

and in the "Notre Dame de Paris," so

strong is the influenee of environment

that the old cathedral itself becomes
virtually the hero of the tale.

Making a hero of the man whose char-

acteristics had hitherto fitted him only to

Ik* villain, aroused in his In-half the fellow-

feeling of the spectators, and thereby en-

sured a hearing for him—for sympathy
breeds understanding. The added element
ofenvironment did much toward supplying

a universal solution of the greut first cause

of crime; by revealing what crime battens

on, it showed us why and how the villain

came to Ik a villain. For the crook is just

a product of circumstance and environ-

ment, as we have come to realize, and it

was inevitable that s<x>ner or later some
one should discover that simple fact.

rpi!E elder Dumas, too, as noticeable

* particularly in “Antony,” depicted

with characteristic gusto the deviltries

of the under-dog. Dumas fils went

further in presenting the case of the out-

casts of society, at the same lime evolv-

ing a dramatic form that the modern
druttiutiser id the underworld would
do well to stick more closely to. All

three seemed to like to show the com-
mon man pushing up through the crust

of society.

IT is this trend that the playwright
A of today bus taken up, “Raffles.”

"Get-Rich-Quick Wallingford," “Alias

Jimmy Valentine,” “The Easiest Way,"
“The Only Way,” and, most illuminating

of them ull, " Kindling.” have given us,

with gradually increasing understanding,

glimpses into the lives of the latter day
Us miserables. They murk the modern
growth of the type that has culminated

in the great wave of underworld plays

that broke out in the dramatic world last

season and has steadily been spreading

ever since. Anil little until lately bus been

done to cheek it. Mrs. Grundy, that

austere and usually consulted— if seldom

actually respected—eeiusor, has seemed
for the most part to hold herself aloof,

possibly because at most of these pro-

ductions the purifying influence of her

presence has not tioen needed , more likely

l>ecause she has felt that we are growing

rather wisely to discard our stultifying

fear of her illogical and bothersome af-

fectations. Nor has the gentle but per-

sistent chiding of the critics who seem to

di.*K-ern evils in this obsession served in

the least to retard its progress. Rather
has it gained force steadily, since, with

“Within the Law” in the early weeks of

last season, it fully seized the men of the

theater in its thraldom.

* I "'HIS rapid and somewhat forced
L evolution of the underworld play

has been called ai> “hysterical wave.”

But, unlike much of the hysteria known
to the physician, seldom is hysteria in

play-producing deep seated. That is

the trouble. The type-play, whether

it be of the underworld or merely musical

comedy, when hysterically pushed, tries

to outdo its rivals in novelty alone. It

does not strive for depth. So it has been

with the plays of the under-dog. This

type is to be condemned not because

it is objectionable in that it necessitates

dealing with phases of life which hitherto

we have liked to turn our backs upon and

conspired to conceal, not because such

subjects are not as proper material for

the dramatist as for the sociologist, but

simply for the reason that the plays made
upon them are superficial. It is because

su few of them succeed in getting under

the skin of life or even strive to do so

that they merit adverse criticism. En-

tertainingly their authors scratch about

upon the surface only. They rarely

trouble to glance underneath. They lift

up a corner here uud there and gain pop-

ularity. They sit back, then, supremely

satisfied. That is why a play like “The
Lure," though it hardly can do harm, does

only a portion of the good it might do.

The facts of crime need not to Ik |>nradcd

and exploited but illumined and explained.

The present list of Us miserable dramas
playing throughout the country is a large

one, and all indications are that it will

grow-. But the majority of them, being

plays of plot and incident primarily,

topical in subject matter, and having

their effectiveness enhanced by opportune
newspaper revelations of the plethora of

sensational current crimes, are necessarily,

even were they perfectly conceived and
impeccably written—which none of them
is—but ephemeral concoctions for the

theater. To Ik* enduring drama they

must go deeper.

'T'HA'T defect, we may hope, will Ik
* remedied by time. For when these

plays have spread as far as possible, it

is not foolish to forecast that they will

deepen. And. doing so, even though

they continue to be bad plays as drama
purely, they will, by getting nearer to

the roots of modern society, become the

invaluable sociological demonstrations

of sociul conditions that they should lie.

For it is not to the play that merely

exploits the under-dog that we should

look for unis to progress, but to the play

that aims to tell us why the under-dog

is under, why crooks an- crooks, how pros-

titutes were lead to prostitution. We
need more plays like Charles Kenyon's
“Kindling," in subject matter and inspirit

at least, an ideal crook play. Already we
have progressed to the point where we
have grown tired of seeing, melodramatic-

ally portrayed, tin* criminal brought

triumphantly to justice or miraculously

reformed to make an effective final cur-

tain.

\X7E are interested now, or ought to
' ’ be, in tin* youth who happens to Ik

born in the midst of crime, where crime

is a virtue or at least an accomplishment,

morality not even a familiar word in his

ears, and the crooked way the only way
within Ills knowledge; in the honest man
brought fui-c to face with the opportunity

and the necessity for crime simultaneously;

the criminal whom civilization itself hus

criminally oppressed and who, to live,

must often be a law unto himself—the
man who is a criminal because of fantastic

nomenclature which confuses crime with

the struggle for survival. We need to

know more of the girl who goes wrong

because there seems no valid reason why
she shouldn't. Who has open to her no
easy wfay, only a choice of ways to sell

herself—a choice that lies between drudg-

ery und shame, the former of which may
seem to her no less prostitution than the

latter since it is merely selling what she

has for smaller pay. These are the un-

derlings in whose case against society the

profouudtT-mindcd playwrright will find

material for deep and cuduring drama.
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Forest Fires

DURING the laat few weeks, very

serious forest fires have raged in

many parts of the country. In

the whole conservation movement, the

prevention of such fires constitutes one of

the moat difficult problems, as one little

piece of carelessness may destroy an enor-

mous amount of our natural resources

without good to anyone. These partic-

ular fires in California were not started

from carelessness, however, hut hy
lightning. When these pictures were

taken, the fires had been burning a

week. They were driven up the Mesa
Grande and buck to within eighteen

miles of San Diego by changing winds.

As Mesa Grande is at an elevation

of alnmt 4000 feet, it was particularly

difficult to get sufficient men to fight

the fire. Romona, where the pictures

were taken, is at the center of the

burning district. East and West, the

same story is told, and the problem

of how to reduce the luss to the lowest

terms is seriously occupying all conser-

vationists. including the department of

agriculture.
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Peanut Politics and the Short Ballot
By RICHARD S. CHILDS

OURS i-S not govemim*nt-Hy-Un-
people so much as a governments

by-politicians. The census has

never counted the politicians as such, but

it will serve our purpose to guess high and

call it S per cent. A government tliat is

largely under the control of 8 per cent, (or

even 5 per cent, or 10 per cent.) of the pop-

ulation is not democracy. It is oligarchy

—rule by Uie few—rule by a "governing

class.”

Of course every citizen is supposed to

enter the gloomy jungle of peanut politics

and learn the devious paths and byways
unUl he becomes one of that expert S per

cent. But he doesn't. Our plan of gov-

ernment depends for its success upon get-

ting a certain amount of popular partici-

pation, but in the test of actual practice it

fails to get it. The plan simply hasn't

worked, that’s all. It is just as surely

oligarchy if the 97 per cent, can control

but don’t, as it would be if they wen* ex-

cluded from control by force of arms.

There is no use in saying “it ought to

work” or "it looks as if it tcould work”
or “the people are to blame for not par-

ticipating so as to make it work." To
blame the people when they fail to do

what a hundred lawyers in a state consti-

tutional convention devised for them to

do is like blaming the circumambient air

if it fails to support your flying machine.

Your flying maehinc is intended to Ik* a
flying machine—but it doesn’t fly. The
government is intended to be a democracy
but it isn’t.

In taking this attitude we are jolting

a hoary old political superstition—the

belief that "all good citizens should go

into politics.” No! All good citizens

should not go into politics. Economic
forces compel each man to work to his

maximum efficiency in profitable occupa-

tion. The man who lias time for much
unpaid work in politics could better

use that time in paid work at his busi-

ness, so as to give his children letter

schooling or his wife a new haL It is

because they are doing their duty that our

|H*oplc do not go into polities. Duty to

the family outweighs duty to the State in

the minds uf average men—and it should.

A more volatile people than ours—a Latin

race in a South American republic, for in-

stance—might have responded to the

frenzied calls to duty at political head-

quarters. The result would have been

absurd excitement and demoralization,

injury to industry and economic loss.

And calm observers of such doings would
say
—"What a lack of balance! What a

|.KK»r sense of proportion they have, to let

an election create such an upheaval!”

Really, does not the silent refusal of our

people to obey that summons constitute

a tribute to our sober, wholesome Anglo-

Saxon good sense and stability?

CO let’s not undertake to change the

people! There are too many of them
anyway and human nature is a rather

stable institution. Let’s leave the people

just as they are, happily busy at their

firesides or going to bed at nine o’clock

just when the caucus is being culled to

order ten blocks away!
Let’s see if a form of government cannot

be devised, adapted for just such a peo-

ple! If they were 97 per cent, illiterate,

we would provide a system that required

no knowledge of writing ami reading on
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the part of the voter, otherwise the re-

maining S per cent, would have an im-

proper advantage. If the 97 per cent
were too lazy to travel a mile to the polls

we would not put the polls a mile away
hut near enough to attract a full vote.

And if. as the case is, 97 per cent, are

stav-at-homes who simply can’t and won’t

“go into politics,” wouldn’t it be wise to

provide a system that will work without

such participation?

Now there are some political duties

which these 97 per cent, stay-at-home

voters perform very well—better perhaps

than the experts at political headquarters.

They can discuss Wilson with wisdom,

insight am! a pretty full knowledge. If

they choose him instead of Roosevelt on

election day they can tell you why for an

hour at a lime. In this matter they are

in full control. The politician will all hut

break his neck in his haste to get on the

side of these stay-at-homes and nominate
the man who suits their taste. Also they

generally control the selection of govern-

ors and mayors. Without going to the

primaries or caucuses, just by the threat

of their vote on election day, they get sat-

isfaction (getting buncoed, now and then,

for of course you can fool all of the

people some of the time). Tanmianv
.caters to them to such an extent that

when it elects its mayor and no one due,

it considers its victory utterly barren.

This superior control which the people

exert over the conspicuous offices is due to

the fact that those are the only ones on
which shines enough of the light of in-

formation and discussion to enable the

people to see the nominees and develop

opinions of their own altoul them. And
to a democracy, such light is vital.

T7H)R the people may be the most re-

^ -ceptive and intelligent on earth, the

election conducted with the greatest care,

the conditions of nomination safeguarded

and every precaution taken to register

with precision the will of the electorate,

yet if the issue of the election is not

clearly illuminated, the people will have
no will to express and the answer given to

the ballot’s queries will not Ik* the voice of

the people but that of the interested few.

The result is then not democracy hut

oligarchy.

It is no reflection upon the intelligence

of the people of New York, for instance,

to state the simple fact that they do not

choose inforinedly between rival candi-

dates for the obscure office of secretary of

state—it is only saying that being men
and not cats, they do not sec in the dark

!

Neither is it a reflection upon them to say

that they allow themselves, when voting

for this office, to bp led around by the nose

by politicians. To accept such guidance

and throw responsibility on the machine is

by all odds letter than to vote at random.
The peril of blind dependence upon the

machine lies in the inability of the ma-
chine to protect its membership against

contamination, under present notions of

what constitutes correct party organiza-

tion. The party by its very nature is one
thing today and another tomorrow.

Any man can join a party; any man by
work can climb to a captaincy in it am!
direct its affairs. Ix-t a party become
powerful and the grafters immediately

raid it. The original meinhcrs may lie

ap|>alleil at the influx hut they must not

repel it. State regulation of party affairs

often only makes it more certain that the

original members will not lie able to resist

capture.

rTO give such an easily-contaminated
* organization the privilege of recom-

mending candidates for conspicuous of-

fices is not improper or dangerous. But
to allow it to put through recommenda-
tions for obscure offices, where there is no
cluso and suspicious public scrutiny, is to

invite the nomination of men whom the

l>eople would never elect if they knew
more bIkkiI them.

Now, it is not a difficult thing to re-

model the organization of state, county
and city and get a plan with no obscure

elective offices—a plan that will bring

every elective servant within the vision

of all the people. In other words, we can

simplify politics sufficiently to make it

truly popular from end to end.

In some 289 cities we have already

achieved this with the Commission plan

of municipal government. This plan

vests all power in a l»oard of five men.
Five names can l>e easily remembered by
any voter without the help of roosters or

eagles or stars. Each of these five is ex-

actly as important as the others. The
limelight docs not focus upon the head of

the ticket to the virtual exclusion or over-

shadowing of the rest, for the ticket has

no head or tail. It is like electing a
board of five mayors. Mr. Stay-at-home

in those eities hears a lot about the candi-

dates for every office and when he votes on

election day he votes a ticket that Ls 100

per cent, of his own making. ("A crazy

election,” reports the politician, "with
every citizen cooking up his own i>et list

of candidates and no two alike!”) And
so these commission-governed cities are

now getting on very nicely, thank you,

without the uid of private political ma-
chines to act as interested intermediaries

between the voters and the city govern-

ment. And those cities are learning, too,

that these commissions, owing little or

nothing to the machines, are more defer-

ential to real public opinion and less

mindful of how their acts will affect the

“organization.’’ If the number of men
to Ik- elected had been twenty instead of

five, things would have worked out as of

old, for Mr. Stay-at-home would decline

to remember much more than five of the

twenty names and would "take program”
from some civic club or some party

machine, as to the remainder, and the

resulting administration would he olie-

quurter citizen-chosen and three-quarters

|K>litician-made.

THE Commission plan, or at least its

vital Short Ballot feature is In-gin-

ning to be applied to counties in Califor-

nia, the only state thus far which allows

its counties to remodel their own systems

of government. The privilege was con-

ferred in 1912 and two counties have

taken advantage of it. The new charter

of I,os Angeles County provides for an

elected board of five su|>ervisors and an

elected sheriff, district attorney and

auditor. The Ixmrd of supervisors a|>-

poiuts everybody else. Formerly the

county ballot carried thirteen offices.

Now. as the supervisors are elected two at

one time and three at another, it only

carries five.
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San Bernardino County (Cal.) which is

larger than the State of New Jersey, by
the wav, has carried simplification still

further by making the five county super-

visors the only elective officers. They
serve for five years and are elected one

each year. If any rascals ever slip

through that needle’s eye of intensive

public scrutiny, it can then at lust l>e

fuirly averred that it is “the people’s

fault.’’

The application of the same principles

of simplicity to the state government is an

easy matter since we have a familiar

model in the na-

tional constitution.

The election of gov-

ernor, I i e u t e n a n t-

governor and legis-

lature is ample to

satisfy the require-

ments of democracy.

New Jersey is even

simpler, for it elects

only the governor

and legislature.

The .succession to

the governorship
devolves upon the

chairman of the

statesenate and Mr.
Fielder, who is gov-

ernor now through

the resignation of

Wilson, attained his

position by that
route.

ciary, he would prol»ably not think of that

if faced with the question of having ap-

pointive judges in his state. An inter-

esting compromise has been proposed in

New York, the scheme of “governor's

nomination*' in which the governor rec-

ommends a candidate to the people and

cities, the San Bernardino plan for coun-

ties. the New Jersey State administrative

system, modified if necessary as to the

judiciary, and the New York single-

member-district legislature. With suit-

able separation of elections, the schedule

could easily be so arranged that the |k*o-

NOT only are the

subordinate of-

ficers of the state

administration ap-

pointed but also the

judiciary and the

district attorneys in

the counties, whence
ensues the famous
efficient “Jersey
justice." Propose

such a plan in some
other state and, to

hear its opponents

rail against it, you
would suppose that

giving a governor

such power would

make him a self-

perpetuating despot

and the voters his

slaves. That is what
they are saying right now in Ohio where
a much more moderate proposal is pend-

ing. In fact, however, our states have
such small budgets and such modest ad-

ministrative establishments that making
the governor the real head of the adminis-

tration in this way still loaves him very

much weaker in patronage than the

mayors of our major cities.

The legislative system, however, in

New Jersey is no model. It is elected at

large by counties, which makes a long

ballot after all, in the populous counties,

and the small rural counties hold such a

disproportionate membership in the

legislature that Privilege only needs to

connect with a few strategic rural politi-

cal powers tocontrol the legislature. The majority of cases to the election of the

single-member district, periodically reap- governor's nominee without opposition.

then counter-nominations may l>e made pie would never be compelled to pick

by petition if anybody is dissatisfied with more than five officers at one time,

this selection. This introduces an ele-

ment of responsibility into the judicial rT'WO states have started the march in

nominations, reduces the influence of at * this direction. California has reoont-

Irast one machine, that of the governor's ly taken off the ballot the offices of state

party, and would probably lead in the printer, the three railroad commis-
sioners and the clerk

of the supreme
court and made
them appointive.

Ohio has just
taken off the ballot

the offices of In-

firmary directors
(3), dairy and food

commissioner,
state school com-
missioner, clerk of

the supreme court

and the public
works commission
(3). It has granted

tothe cities the right

to frame their own
charters and two
amendments to the

constitution are

: waiting approval

by the people in No-
vember. One rf

these makes appoin-

tive by the governor
the now elective
offices of auditor,

treasurer, secretary

of state and attor-

ney-general. The
other removes the

requirement that all

county officers must
be elective and
leaves future legis-

latures free to sim-

plify and consoli-

date tlic county
organization.

The handy ballot of England; one

office only to be filled, namely,

councillorfor the ttartl ( tiro name#

—

size, 2 8-It by 8 .1-j inches)

portioned, as in New York and elsewhere,

is better, despite the risk of gerrymander.

r
f

,HK appointed judiciaries in various

States and in the national govern-

In effect this would shorten the bullot,

giving an appointive system, subject al-

ways to popular correction.

So, to sum it all up, we can make poli-

tics so simple that all the people would
lent have been fully as popular in their automatically and effortlessly become
leanings os the elective benches, but while proficient politicians, hv merely making a
the average layman lives quite comfort- composite of the liest parts of various

ably under an appointive Federal judi- existing systems—commission plan for

1X/TIAT lias thus
* * been explain-

ed is described in

civie circles as,
*
*The

Short Ballot Prin-

ciple." Nearly 300 towns and cities have
adopted the commission plan of govern-

ment, crediting its mysterious success,

however, to every feature of the scheme
except the right one—the flood of light

upon the elective offices. The coming
generation in the political science classes

at the colleges is learning the short bal-

lot principle as one of the vital axioms of

the science of government. Every living

American political scientist is on record,

in his own hooks or elsewhere, »in support

of the doctrine. Ex-Presidetit Eliot of

Harvard says: "Ilia thegist of the whole
matter—the only way to get rid of bosses

and machines." Woodrow Wilson says:

“I believe the short ballot is the key to

the whole problem of the restoration of

popular government in this country.”
“ Peanut politics" is a unique American

institution. “Taking an interest in poli-

tics "ought to mean something bigger than

hanging around political headquarters or

learning the names of the county com-
mittee. orgel ting upchowder parties. The
“short bullot" would leuve no basis for

the further existence of peanut politics or

the oligarchy which it creates.



The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two— The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

For Lo! the Bridegroom Ilummeth

WHEN Mr. and Mrs. J. Percival Brown.
(We left them, some chapters before, in a race

Or they, rather, left ua at as a rapid |nmv

As ever !>efluttered a new bridal gown).
When the Browns, as I say,

Being well on their way.
Had passed every car on the road for the day
In I)ad-in-law Lemuel's racing machine,

Love perched on the hood
And ah! Life it seemed good—

A smooth road and plenty of fresh gasolene.

" A/f Y joy!" spake the Bridegroom, “my dream.
* * my delight.

O spur to my youth—here we turn to the right

—

O beauty unequalled!*’

Katura was thrilled;

But her growing cnthuseincnl was suddenly chilled

When she saw that her husband —it caused hera jar—
Addressed these remarks not to her but the car.

Thus being flouted

The bride rather pouted.

“You love your new auto, the fact is undoubted;

But your poor, patient bride.

Have you cast her aside

For a rival of steel to be openly flouted?"

"Oh mercy.

Dear Katty!”

Cried Percy,

“What’s matty?
You know that I worship you, just as you are

—

"

“If you’d talk to me once as you talk to your car.

I'd feel more at ease.

Dear Sir. if you please
—

”

The Groom drew his auto up under the trees;

For the Engine of Love, Percy knew, when it “misses"
Runs smoothly again, if you oil it with kisses.

A ND a few miles ahead, when again scorchingiy madly,
** The engine itself ’gan to act rather badly

And Perce, getting down
To lift up the hood,

Rcinurkcd with a frown,
“ You old block of wood

!

You flim-flammed and jim-jammed Colonial hack!
—

"

“My dear." murmured Katty, “I lake it

all back.

Though once I was jealous, I now put a bur

On you tulking to me as you talk to your

T WAS just after sunset, the fault was
made good.

They were boiling along nigh to Sondcrviilc

Wood

When whizz, from behind

A new-fangled kind

Of a road-eating dreadnought passed by with a blind

Sort of fury. ‘

Katurv
Cried. “ Don't let ’em sass us

And pass us!"

With a mutter defiant Perce hiked up the spark
And hurdled ahead through the gathering dark.

Creeping more, creeping more
On the monster before.

Like a swift-scooting sword-fish pursuing a shark.

When bang!

O curse!

And dang!

What worse

Could fall to a car on a road scarcely known?
She skidded, she stopped. For the front tire was “blown."
But the worst of it was. (and can sophistries soothe
The lover who knows that Love’s road’s never smooth?)

That, in hastily starting

From Lemuel's cot.

The couple departing

Had, somehow, forgot

That useful equipment which lovers require

As well as the rest—for it’s called “extra

tire."

THE road was deserted, the breezes grew

chill

As the moon rose forlorn o’er an Easterly

hill.

Katurah brought out a thumbed road-book
and sat

By the headlight, to find where the deuce
they were “at."

She was searching in vain when, with

splutter and splatter.

Clutter and clatter.

A farmer, propelling a crazy machine.
Drew up beside them, reviewing the scene.

“Need a shoe?"
"Thai’s what!"

“I tell yew,
They got.

Up to Billing's Garage,—just a

spell 'round the bend

—

The finest ther is. Shall I

take y* there, friend?"

Perce looked at the man in the

tumble-down car

And asked, rather worried.

"Perhaps—is it far?"

"Dew tell!

Just a spell.

Forty rods, half a snack;

I'll give v' a lift and (perhaps)

bring y* back."

“ Vf Y darling," said Percy, ad-
A * dressing his bride,

*

“Can you stay by the ear for a minute?” The pride

Of New England flashed bright in her optical spark.

“Yes, dearest! I’m never afraid of

the dark."

So he kissed her eight times, as the

farmer repeated,

“Y’ needn’t be skeered, ma’am

—

it’s only a spell."

Then Percy got in and the auto

retreated

To seek the adventures which next

I shall tell.

_ N -
;

Jf'vi- i .T> 1

(TO HE CONTINUED)
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The Country Gods
Lines on a Visit to Town

By RICHARD LE GALUENNE

I
DWELL with all things great and fair,

The green earth and the lustral air;

The sacred spaces of the sea.

Day in, day out, companion me.

Pure-faced, pure-thoughted folk art* mine

With whom to sit and laugh and dine.

In every sunlit room is heard

Love singing like an April bird.

And everywhere the moonlit eyes

Of beauty guard oui^paradise;

While, at the ending of the day.

To the kind country gods, we pray.

And dues of our fair living, pay.

So, when, reluctant, to the town

I go, with country sunshine brown,

So small and strange all seems to me

—

I, the boon-fellow of the sea

—

That these town-people say and be:

Their insect lives, their insect talk,

Their busy little insect walk.

Their busy little insect stings

—

And, all the while, the sea-weed savings

Against the rock, and the wide roar

Rises foam-lipped along the shore.

Ah ! Then how good my life I know*.

How good it is each day to go

Where the great voices call, and where

The eternal rhythms flow' and flow.

In that august companionship

The subtle, poisoned words that drip.

With guileless guile, from friendly lip.

The lie that flits from ear to ear,

Ye shall not speak, ye shall not hear;

Nor shall you fear your heart to say.

Lest he who listens should betray.

The man who hearkens all day long

To the sea’s cosmic-thoughted song

Comes with purged ears to lesser speech;

And something of the skyey reach

Greatens the gaze that feeds on space;

The starlight writes upon his face

That bathes in starlight, and the morn
Chrisms with dew, when day is bom.
The eyes that drink the holy light

Welling from the deep springs of night.

And so—how good to catch the train

Back to the country gods again

!

The Most Interesting Cities
By MARGARETTA TUTTLE

I
T is the useless men that living does Loudon. London, where you enter But if you need to dream, if you ought

not change, and the most interesting a restaurant and hear no buzz of convcr- to get away from the rushing present,

thing alters with the years, sometimes Ration, see no exuberance of moving hands then Florence, where color and form will

with the mood. It is so with the cities of and nodding heads; where men and lie in the breath you draw. Aud Rome
the world, and the marvel of the cities, women sit sedately drinking their tea for the days of response to past power;

like the niurvel of life, is that there is and occasionally commenting thereon not for art; Rome borrowed its art, but
such abundant variety. The marvel of with restraint and discretion. It is not for glory; for regal living and royal

human beings is that they can feel the to be said what of enthusiasm or impulse dying; for the message of builded stone

distinctive note of the cities, aud what may lie beneath; it is curbed. The great and massive brick, for the palaces of

this note does to them. Different needs hotel men consider their profits as good Caesars and the shrines of saints. Rome
at different times, “to every one accord- as doubled when Americans begin to come in which to say good-bye to some long

ing to his need, from every one according to their restaurants, not only because cherished ambition. But Naples for

to his ability.” There are those whose of the money spent, but because the good-bye to the heart’s desire; the

sluggish emotions need rousing, whose American talks and laughs and makes !>eautiful bay la-fore you, the hill-

fears of what another may say need gestures and brightens the atmosphere hung gardens la-hind you, renunciation

quelling—for them, Paris. In Paris with a variety the Knglishman cannot, in the air!

emotion is in the air. it cannot la* escaped ; achieve. Sobriety hovers over the streets

and not only emotion but permission for of London and in the homes high and AND your days of moodiness gone,

it, recognition of it, arrangement for it. low. It is the city of reasonable public thenNewYorktobringyouintotoueh
Nobody's eyebrows are raised when the conduct and undramatir private proee- with the living, struggling, striving world;

man at the table next to your own reaches dure. The very epithets the English- New York for knowledge of the Zeit

across it to take the hand of the woman man uses display his moderation. A view Gheiat, for the stimulation of the appre-

dining with him; it is expected. Nor is not entrancing as it probably would hension—nerves. And the importance

does the waiter intrude when the woman be in France—it is pleasing. A woman is of these cities to you lies in what you

at the other table whispers, with eves not adorable—she is a good sort; a hat think of them, in the manner that they

alight, to the man with her; it is custom- is not “ravishing on Mudame” it is— affect you. For William James knew
ary. You may smile as a taxi twinkles “quite all right." Have you lived too when he wrote. “The cosmic objects,

past you on the Champs Elvs6es while hard, or played too recklessly, or talked too so far as experience yields them, are but
within, the woman’s head lies on the much, or been overwhelmed by another’s ideal pictures of something whose exist-

man’s shoulder; but the Frenchman just sensational folly? then London for you. enre we do not inwardly possess but only

shrugs. Indeed the French shrug orig- point at outwardly, whereas what we
inated in tolerance of another’s displayed II7I1ILE Italy has been, Germany in. feel about them, our inner state, is our

emotion. Do you hope she will say yes? ' ’ So if vour mood is one of present very experience itself; its reality ami that

Take her to Paris. endeavor you will like Berlin; or if you of our experience are one; the motor
Then there are those whose emotions need to be roused from idle dreams to currents of the world run through the

need curbing and pruning. For them practical deeds. like of it.”

M
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“
Doe* the Duchess buy gloves like these?”

I
KNOW in Paris u shrewd old lady

who keeps a little glove shop in a
region seasonably resounding witli

the American language, at which times her

business thrives and her profits are fair to

her eyes. About forty years of commerce
have keen-edged her powers of observation,

which were goes! to start with.

One day. in early September. I found

her ulone in her bandbox of a place,

and chuckling immoderately to herself.

Nothing to laugh about appeared on the

surface of things; the summer had been
altominahly cold that year and all the

missing heat units had returned in a
bunch and were poured out upon us in

seven days that made Paris like Bombay.
“Why all the mirth?” said I. sourly.

“You Americans are funny people."

says she. "There was one of you in

here a moment ago — a young man. He
was wearing one of those thick, dark

green plush hats that make your head

hut just to look at. I never saw any-

body so uncoinfortable. He took it off

and wiped his wet forehead which was as

ml as fire. I said to him

;

‘“IXfHY do you wear that thing? It
’ * must be very painful on a scorch-

ing day like this.'

“‘Why,’ says he proudly, ‘the king

wears it.’

‘“What king?’ I say.

“‘Why, King Edward,' says he.
”

' He's no king of yours,* I say.

‘“Hc*s all the king we’ve got.’ says he.

‘I went all the way to Marienliad to sec

him and he was wearing a hat exactly

like this.’

‘“So that is why you feel obliged to

make yourself suffer.’ said I. He didn't

seem to understand, he was so grave and

itt

naive about it, and that was what I was
laughing at. Of all the people I have

ever known. Americans are the strangest

because they are the only ones that seem
to wish they were somebody else.

Haven’t you any country?”
“You shouldn’t judge us by one speci-

men,” said I severely. “It is not fair;

besides he may have been joking.”

She battl'd her eyes at me four times

in swift succession, then tapped with her

finger ends u|m>ii some long and thin green

boxes that lay on her shelves.

“Joking, you think, eh?” said she.

“See those?”

rpHEY were marked in large, pluin let-

* ters, "Duchess of Marlltorough,’'
’* Duchess of Manchester.” and some other

names of nobility that I have forgotten.

“When an American woman comes in

here and thinks she can’t find gloves to

suit her, I quietly hand down one of these

boxes. No more is needed. Say the

gloves are unsuitable: it is nothing.

‘Does the Duchess buy gloves like these?’

‘Oh, yes, madam,’ I say. Then si e buys.

From these boxes she would buy— what
is your barbarous American phrase?”

"Any old thing," I said.

“Yes, any old thing. She would buy
it. It is so with all of them about
gloves, about everything. I hear them
talking among themselves. Therefore

I know. And I ask you again what it

is? You imitate? Yes? Why do you im-

itate? And your country is very large,

is it not? And rich? And you imitate

smaller countries? Holland. Switzerland,

Belgium, my faith, are small countries,

but the people are content to be them-
selves. You want to be somebody else.

Is it not so? And you have nothing

Is

America

on the

Map?
By

CHARLES EDWARD RUSSELL

^Illustrated by
William II. Walker

American, nothing of your own; but

you imitate. Is it not so?"

“No, it is not,” said I. with emphasis,

being touched in my |>atriolism. which ever

vibrates strongly within me. “ You don’t

know us. You would talk very differently

if you could see us on our native heath.”

Yet. I fear me. some of this was on my
part but patriotic bluff.

TAO you know what are the most popular

names for towns in America? Can-
ton, Newport, Chester. Contemplate that

fact for a time. Oh Philosopher, ami then

read me the riddle of it. Canton —
why should any community desire to

l>c known as Canton? The original

Canton is a huge, crowded, recking, re-

pulsive, ill-smelling and unsanitary hu-

man warren, without one feature of

beauty. Until very recent months it

was the world’s symbol of everything a
place of habitation ought not to be.

Instead of being perpetuated, the thing

Canton stood for ought to have been

blotted from the recollection of man.

But twenty-seven towns and cities in the

United States have elected to honor this

horrible spot by adopting its name, and
but for the government regulation that

forbids more than one postoffice of the

same name in the same state I believe

we should be afflicted with two hundred

and maybe three hundred Cantons.

There’s Manchester. The Indians had

a word for this spot, a beautiful, rolling

musical name, that expressed an essential

of its physical characteristics, a name
that meant clear water stream, or bright

sunshine or sunny slope or cottonwood
bend, something at once native, pleasing

and appropriate. We care not a rap for

that. Call the place Manchester. Man-
chester means smoke and soot and grime

and toiling, unhappy thousands. Man-
chester for us.

I
T P in beautiful Lake Minnetonka, which

is near Minneapolis, is a great, hand-

some. wooded island that was a historic spot

in Indian history and is haunted now with

Indian legends. Great battles have been

fought there; hundreds of warriors are

buried in the mounds that still staud as

monuments to valor; on a conspicuous

bluff, councils were regularly held and
policies decided. Every prominent feature

of the island bore in the resonant Indian

language a beautiful and expressive name.

Two or three years ago the place began

to attract summer residents: roads were

cut, cottages were built, localities were
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renamed, and thesewere the names selected

for spots around which clustered the very

spirits ofIndian romanceand history : Pem-
broke, Oxford, Bedford, Avalon, Wych-
wood, Essex Road, Dorchester I.ane, Lan-

cashire, Somerset, Spring Park, Button.

r
I 'HE great American protective system,
1

.so efficient to save us against foreign-

made shirts and alien half-hose, seems to

have broken down when we come to the

importing of names. Here are some
others among hundreds we have lugged

in, and the number of communities in

the United States now adorned with each:

5 Nineveh*. (I Bagdads, 6 Westmorelands,

7 Buckinghams, 8 Falmouth*, 0 Edin-

burgh*. 9 Glasgows, 10 I>ondons (omitting

New Londons;) 11 Baths, 12 Smyrna*. 12

Leeds, 12 Toledos, it Romes. 15 l liras.

10 Athenses, 10 Spartan, 17 Albions, 17

Carlisles. 18 Avons, 18 Parises. 20 Clydes,

20 Windsors. 23 Auburas, 24 Belmonts. 24

Waverlys, 25 Oxfords, 27 Cantons, 28

Troys, SO Newport*. 32 Chesters.

Contemplating these names, your
thought is that surely the choice was
prompted by fond recollections of the

dear old home — colonists in the new
world looking back tenderly to the well-

beloved scenes of youth.

The same sort of loyalty has disfigured

many another fair section of the world’s

map. One of the most beautiful, at-

tractive and progressive countries on

earth is geographically libeled under the

singularly incongruous name of New
Zealand, and all Ixcause superfluous

patriotism burned high in a Dutch skip-

|K*r’s bosom: New Zealand resembling

Old Zealand as much as an apple doth

an oyster. Similarly we account for

a name so much out of joint as New South
Wales, and fair Australia itself narrowly

escaped a like horrible fate, the loyal

Tastnun not being restraints I by Provi-

dence from clubbing it New Holland.

I know not by what sudden access of

good sense the early settlers revolted

against such a monstrosity, but blessed

lx- their memory for the same.

OUT the truth is, we can’t work very'

1 * fur this defense al>out touching loyalty

to the fatherland. Very few colonists

have come to us from Canton or Pekin,

and they have had nothing to do with

naming anything more important than

a laundry. All the colonists from Chester

put together could not reasonably account

for one of the thirty-two Chesters tliat

now make sad the national map. What
is it, then, that obsesses us? Nobody
else seems to labor now under this pecu-

liar affliction. Colonists from the dear

old fatherland have settled also Australia

and New Zealand, but for the most part

they have kept their muddling fingers

off the new country’s nomenclature.

For this is the mast astounding fact of

all, that in the United States of America
of 2000 names of towns taken at random
only 120 could be called American and of

400 similarly chosen in Australia and
New' Zealand only 34 were other than

native. Some big cities, to be sure,

Wellington, Auckland, Melbourne. Syd-

ney, Adelaide, Brisbane, allowed old

country feeling to make its usual expres-

sion, but these arc more than set-off

by a thousand mellifluous native names
that have been appropriately retained

where we should l»c still going abroad

and lugging in something by the ears.

A PART of the City of Wellington is

called Te Aro. If we had the naming
of it we should call it either Kenwood or

Brighton, I am not sure which; both if

there was a ghost of a chance.

A few years ago a new line of railroad

was opened to the Pacific coast. Part

of it traversed a new country, picturesque

and romantic. Stations were placed, as

usual, uImiuI seven miles apart. For
these, all the world of appropriate names
was open, names native to the localities,

names bright in American history, names
of great Indian chiefs that bad enlivened

things in tliat part of the world; and
here are some of the names that were

chosen: Harlow ton, Selkirk, Ringling,

Josephine. bombard, Alcazar, Piedmont.

Vendome, Cedric, Ravenna, Sorrento,

Marengo, Othello, Corfu, Smyrna, Rye,
Laconia.

I confess that my poor brain whirls

when I eontemplate this puzzle, partic-

ularly when I reflect that few all the Ven-

domes, Marengo*, Smyrna*. Ryes, Ra-
vennas and the rest existed in the pleas-

ant labials of the Sioux, the Crows and
the Black foots, alternatives that meant
something, to say nothing of the possi-

bilities in the wide range of American
history.

In contrast to the foregoing list I offer

the following collection of the names of

New Zealand towns taken in order from

the government time tables of trains

between Auckland and Wellington: Oio,

Mataraca. Porewa, Winiata, Te Koura,

Kickic, Pupukuru. Waimiha, Owhango.
Te Kumi, Te Horo. Tokomaru. Taihupe,

Okoia.

Of 104 stations on this line 131 have
retained their native names.

I F we could do nothing else one would
^ think we might occasionally think of

the men and deeds that made this country

;

but any inqiartial observer would surely

conclude that our story has taken but the

slightest hold upon our imaginations:

we are far more loyal to the great men of

other nations than to our own. We have
almost as many Bismarck* as Waynes;
we have 21 Waterloo* to 7 Bunker Hills;

9 Marengo* to only 10 Saratogas; 8

Putnams to 8 Marlborough*. De Kalb

is not so much to us as Cromwell, judging

from these lists, tieneral Braddock
fares about as well a* Sumter, the hero of

so many Revolutionary battles. If there

is a figure in American history that might

be supiNised to appeal to American enthu-

siasm it is that of Stephen Decatur. But
the odd fact is we care much more for the

naval hero of another country: we have

14 Decaturs and 22 Nelsons. Wash-
ington might be thought one man well-

remembered by his countrymen, but

against the 28 Washingtons may be set

15 Wellingtons and 13 Wellesleys. Gen-
eral Havelock is commemorated in as

,

many towns as Commodore Rainbridge.

There is but 1 Farragut, but there are 9

Raleighs, 7 Drakes, 1 Hen how and 7
Blake*. Indian history and the great

Indian chiefs arc practically obliterated

— 4 Blackhawks, 1 Keokuk. 3 Red Wings
and a few others.

Some of thus imitative habit of mind,

apparently fixed upon us. has manifesta-

tions of much interest to philosophers.

IAO but consider our daily bread of

orthography. At one time we bad

developed an American system of spell-

ing suited to our needs and customs.

Being a busy people, with a sense of the

value of time, we struck from many words
a fine collection of old fossil letters; we
spelled color, behavior, favor, flavor,

honor, labor, savior, without the useless

u; took a useless g from wagon and per-

formed other laudable feats of this kind

in the interest of humanity. English

orthographers naturally adhered to their

old established time-wasting forms.

Within the last fifteen years has developed

in this country a determined effort to

break down the American orthography
and compel us to restore the superfluous

letters that we so happily excised.

I N all this would appear to be some-
* tiling more than natural if philosophy
could find it out. One visitiug from Mars,
let us say, would |xThaps expect another

nation to look to us for guidance but would
never expect us so to look to another

nation. If we have a president to in-

augurate, what is the fundamental reason

that avowedly we strive to make the

ceremonies repeat those observed in the
coronation ofan English king? If wo desire

to change the organization of our navy
why do we merely adopt that of Great
Britain? Or. to come to homely things

and small, why do we take from abroad

our Cue for the fashion of our clothes,

the shape of our hats, the colors of our
ties and the hour of the day at which we
may lawfully lie seen in a claw-hammer
coat? Why not legislate for ourselves

about our customs? The Boston Tea
Party and some things of that kind seem
not to gibe perfectly with all this.

Many a foreign visitor, duly impressed
with the great size, wealth, resources,

energy and progress of this country has

pondered in vain over these manifesta-

tions. Not long ago I was conducting

a traveled German friend about a famous
American university. It struck tue

before I had gone far that I had precious

little to show him that could interest

him. "That tower you recognize, of

course,” said I. "It is an exact duplicate

of the tower of Magdalen at Oxford.
This hall is an i*xact reproduction of the

lus.ll of Christchurch; we have even re-

produced the armorial bearings of the

scions of nobility that have been Christ-

church undergrads. That row of buildings

as you will see, repeats the architecture of

Merton. In fact, I think we have every-

thing of Oxford here except the now* of

Bruenose. Then* goes a procession of stu-

dents. See how natural they look in

mortarl>oards and gowns? Yes, we think

we have done pretty well here; you might
think you were in Oxford itself.”

“Weil," said he, "Oxford is Oxford and
this America. Now show me something
American."

“There’s a football game,” said I.

“Rugby,” said he. “I tell you what
I think.—I don't believe there is any-

thing American now except cock tails and
skyscrapers and some brands of weather.

Your national emblem is, I believe, an
eagle. You will not think me discour-

teous. will you? I’ve looked so long for

something American. It has at times

seemed to me that a more strictly correct

emblem would be a parrot-’’

"And yet,” said 1 reproachfully,

“you have traveled in our sleeping ears:

you must be aware that there are no
others like them in all the world.”

“Thunk heaven!" lie gasped.

T) L’T wlmt I want to know is, where is

the United States of America and why
we wonder at the sincere, honest belief of

so many of our English friends that it is

a province of the British Empire.

“Show it to me on the map," said old

pop-eyed Lord North on a celebrated

occasion when a question about America
was agitating what he called his mind.

That is about the way of it still.



Preliminary drill at Harvard JaUing on the bat
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Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right (Ting”)

FROM the very Iwginnings of the

game at Cambridge Harvard foot-

ball has been inseparably conneeted

with star backfield players. The list is as

long as a man's arm. The poorest of

Harvard teams has hail at least one

splendid back, and the better teams all

the way from two to five. It is almost

uncanny. While at other universities

backs have been brought up to the front

rank by clever coaching—at work on a cer-

tain amount of natural ability—the ball

carriers have appeared at Cambridge
practically ready made. Not that the

Crimson coaches are not among the best

in developing backs. They arc. But
the work has been made easy for them
with great frequency because of the ap-

pearance of sheer genius.

Since Freshmen arc no longer permit-

ted to play on 'Varsity teams, the new
Harvard backs get an extra year of school-

ing and ripening with the first year eleven,

so that when they finally appear with the

'Varsity they step right in at top speed

and give a polished performance, even

in the early games, rarely to be witnessed

at the other great universities.

NOW in this matter of backs the Crim-

son has outdone even iLsown remark-

able self this year, for there is at Soldier’s

Field today a trio that, barring uccidenl

—

and the men are being carefully handled

by "Pooch" Donovan, the wary trainer

—should outshine any trio of the past.

In Harwick, Brickley, and Malian, the

Crimson "has everything" that the most

exacting coach could ask—and they are

improving all the time. It is no dispar-

agement of Brickley, the popular idol of

last season, to say that Hardwick was

quite as good if not a better back, save

only in kicking. This year "Tack" is

being groomed for a punter under the

tuition of the ablest kicking coach of

them all, Percy I). Haughton. and by the

time these lines appear Hardwick should

lie in the front rank in the punting game,
both in distance and in placing. The
drop-kicking of Brickley requires no com-
ment. since it is (lawless. But Harvard
has a third kicker in Kdward Mahan, who
is both a punter and a drop-kicker—

a

little erratic just now, but certain to Ik*

in form for the big games.

Here is u backfield that combines

weight and speed. Every member of

it is a born football player, every member

<8

of it seems to lie able to combine fire and
dash with splendid headwork and cool-

ness in tight places, and every member of

it should l>e better than he was a year ago.

Brickley and Hardwick are heavy backs,

ideal men for the square formation used

so effectively by the Crimson, and while

Muhan looks slender in comparison with

them, he is a fine figure of a football play-

er, and has more natural ease and grace

then either of his comrades. There is

more sweep to his style of play, and if

any man can run the ends this year that

man should be Mahun. Thus latest re-

cruit to the Harvard backfield is deadly

swift and sure in running baek kicks, and
a stellar performer at cither end of the

forward pass, a play with which I expect to

see the Crimson do well, both offensively

and defensively. Indeed, I think Har-
vard has the best planned and individ-

ually keenest defense against the forward

pass of any team I have seen so far. and I

expect to find it at its best in thebig games.

ZOOMING now to the line, we find con-

ditions much as they wereayearago

—

a really fine first string, plentifully be-

sprinkled with veterans, ami a set of only

average substitutes. Splendidly equipped
with tackles and ends, the veterans, Capt.

Storer and Hilchcock, being the pivots of

both uttack and defense, the Harvard

"Eduard Mahan, both a punter and
a drop-kicker"

line should measure up to the standard of

a year ago, and perhaps even surpass that

standard. There will be need of this

line living right up to the brim of its rep-

utation, I think, for, unless I am sorely

mistaken, both Yale and Princeton will

put fast and powerful forwards in the

field, and even though the rules now per-

mit of more variety in backfield play and
furnish opportunities unknown to the old-

fashioned game, it is hopelessly impossi-

ble to over-estimate even the slightest

superiority in the line.

Should Harvard meet a heavy attack

in either of the big games—and there is

more than a possibility that this is what
will happen—there will be need of rein-

forcements, and just where these rein-

forcements are coming from I do not see

at present.

Granting that in material Harvard has

all that a team could expect to have in

forwards and ball carriers, what of the

most important position of all. the quar-

terback? Here I confess to disappoint-

ment, for the three quarters I saw in ac-

tion at Cambridge would have had diffi-

culty in finding a place on a good small

college team. And there is no Charlie

Daly to coach them this year. Whatever
there may be of "drive” in the make-up of

Bradlee, Freedley and Ix>gan seems to be

merely on the surface. They have plenty

of lung power, and they make themselves

conspicuous through waste effort when the

bull is dead, but there is none of that quiet

defiance before the starting signal, none

of that “gearing-up” of the team

when it is in action, that mark the

high class quarter, and alt the young
men in question will have to improve

mightily if they are to make names for

themselves ugainst Yale and Princeton.

These young men are palpably machine-

made quurtcrs, judging by their work to

date, and I have not been able to discover

in any one of them the real gift for the

play of their position and the handling of

a great engine of attuck that should have

been in evidence even in the earliest

games of the season. Logan I considered

to have more promise than the others.

II ARVARD is in the unenviable posi-
‘ * tion of being popularly regarded as

unbeatable, and no amount of argument
u ill convince any but the keenest follow-

ers of football that the path of practically

an all-star team is not always strewn

Digitized by Google
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with roses. Stars frequently need as

much work as raw recruits, and the train-

er is usually so anxious over them that he

puts in his veto just when the coaches are

mast anxious to polish up the combination.

The question naturally arises. Is Har-

vard really unbeatable this year? Aa
football is played today there is often

only a slight difference in the merits of

the play between being defeated by 20

to 0 and winning by 7 to 0. The differ-

ence arises from “breaks'’ in the game,

which are far more frequent nowadays
than they used to be. One little “ break

”

will carry a team from what appears to be

a winning position on its opponents’ “ ten-

yard line," to a defensive position on its

own ten-yard line—and this not once,

but frequently three or four times in the

course of the game. Comes the psycho-

logical moment, and the team that seizes

it instanter will sometimes turn what ap-

pears to be a perfectly even buttle into

something approaching a rout. It is

sometimes temperamental, this sudden

turn of a football tide, and even all-star

teams are high-strung on the day of the

big game.

'"PHE modern generalship, if it is to suc-

1 cccd, must require perfect individ-

ual play of every member of the team, l>e

he the poorest man on the eleven or the

best, and a fighting defense has more

than once stood off a team immeasurably

superior in personnel. It has happened

many times in the past that two great

lines have fought each other to a stand-

still. and that a superior offensive back-

field—robbed of the help of the line in

this way—has been beaten off by backs

who were failures as ball carriers, yet who
were born defensive players.

TlflTH Harvard playing the best
* ’ football of which the Crimson is

capable, and making no individual mis-

takes, the team can be beaten. I think,

only by really great football, and it is up
to the Harvard forwards to do the bril-

liant work they did last year, to endure

through the heat of the battle, and to

"come on” in the last quarter faster than

in the first. The type of team that

stands the best chance of defeating the

Crimson Is the type that recks nothing of

the reputation of its opponents—made
up of men to whom the star Cambridge
backs are just backs, and not great names.

Such types Yale has turned out in the

past, and although there are not the stars

at New Haven that one finds at Cam-
bridge, there should be an evenly devel-

oped, balanced team by the time the

Blue faces the Crimson in the Stadium.

Here, indeed, should be a great battle and
an acid test for Harvard's great backfield.

H APPY the eleven this season that

makes the first score, for the psy-

chological value of early points Is very

great under the present rules. Here is

where the drop-kickers figure. There is

nothing so disheartening to an eleven, not

even a fatal fumble, as taring scored upon

early in the game by thedrop-kick method.

There were many who thought when the

rules were revised so as to put more of a

premium on the running game, that the

day of the drop-kicker was about over.

The conclusion was a hasty one, for if one

studies football history at all carefully he

will find that the drop-kick has been a

deadly weapon at all times, and has won
many a game no matter what the state

of the rules at the time.

If. therefore. Harvard sticks to can-

nonading early in the game as the Crim-

son did last year, and brings either Brick-

ley or Mahan within striking distance,

the opposing eleven will have an uphill

fight on its hands. The Crimson de-

fense remains, at this writing, to Ik- seri-

ously tested, and I should not be sur-

prised to see a good deal of ground made
aguinst Harvard even before the games
with Princeton and Yale, but this need

hardly shake the confidence of the sup-

porters of the Cambridge men. One
thing is patent, however, and that is

that when another man is substituted for

either Hardwick, Brickley or Mahan in

the backfield. the “punch” comes out of

the attack noticeably.

rPHE sudden departure of Tom Shcvlin
* from New Haven came os something

of a surprise to his hast of followers who
believe implicitly in his ability to whip
a Blue eleven into shape for the big

games. It need not have been a surprise,

however, for no amount of shift plays can

make up for the kind of shortcomings

Yale showed in other directions last

year. Over-emphasis on short cuts to

victory I do not believe to be any part of

Yale’s real coaching plans this season,

and while Shevlin has made a reputation

as a rescuer, he found a team that was

not ripe for anything fancy. Coincident

with the departure of Shevlin, Capt.
Keteham was moved back to centre

where he belongs, and it is to be hoped
that no more experiments will be made
with this remarkable player and leader.

Ketcham’s position as “roving" cen-

tre is ideal for a captain and for a man of

Kctcham's type—watchful, keen, having

that extra sense that divines the oppo-

nent's play in its inception. In the cir-

cumstances Keteham would never have

played any other position better than

the one he now occupies. If it had been

intended to fit him for any other position

the attempt should have been made long

ago. for just now Keteham is a centre by
habit nnd experience, and should prove

one of the greatest players the game has

seen by the time the season is ended.

The Elis have been suffering more than

their share of injuries, especially in the

backfield. hut with Knowles out ugnin

the kicking is l>cing well cared for. and
there Is opportunity to try out any num-
ber of candidates. Again, there Is every
reason why the Yale attack can Ik* (level-

oj>ed slowly, since there is this year no
gruelling test with the strong Army eleven.

There Is plenty of time before working

up new plays for the big game, and it is

a certainty tliat new plays do not go well

until the cruder coaching work is over

and the team is able to play with preci-

sion the various plunges and dashes from
the simpler formations. To the average
follower of the game the real strength of

the Blue prol>ably will not l»e apparent
until the team gets into action in the

first big game, but if the coaching system
continues to work smoothly, as I expect

it will, there will be a first class lot of

Yale football players on the field in the

latter part of November.

TYEFORE this issue of the WexxlT is

out the Carlisle-Comell game will

have been played, and the undoubtedly
fine Indian attack tested against a theo-

retically sound defense. Next week I

shall have something to sav of this game,
not forgetting a few diagrams of the Car-
lisle attack, always theoretically bril-

liant. and to be seen in New York against

Dartmouth. November 15. At the same
time I shall take up the work of both
Dartmouth and Cornell.

1913

The
Red Man’s

Gift

When the Pilgrims came to

America the chief article of

food of the Indians (one of
most stalwart races of men
the world has ever produced)
was "Indian Com."

The women ground it in

hollowed stones, and cooked
it in a rude manner, but it,

together with meat taken in

the chase, sustained a race of
muscular giants.

Two or three hundred years
of cultivation has resulted in

a very superior grade of this

Indian Com, and the food ex-

pert has produced therefrom,
by skillful cooking, a food
delicious beyond the com-
prehension of the past

—

Post

Toasties
"Toasties" have a flavor

wonderfully tempting, and
come ready to eat direct from
package with cream or milk
—and a little sugar, if you like.

Grocers everywhere sell

Post Toasties
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Facing the Music

THE newspapers recently told of the

suicide of a Col. James E. Tate,

of Baltimore, a member of a dis-

tinguished Maryland family, a cousin of

the late Admiral Schley, and a "former

capitalist.’’ From the news reports it

appears that Col. Tate had many years

ago invested $200,000 in stock of the

American Express Company. When he

saw the Parcels Post approaching he tried

to sell this stock, but could do so only

at a great sacrifice. His losses so preyed

upon his mind that a self-inflicted death

resulted.

Recently there was printed on this page

a letter from a reader in Iowa who was
surprised and pained because his holdings

of government bonds showed a consider-

able loss as compared with the price at

which he purchased them. Herewith

is printed another letter of somewhat
similar nature. The two letters and the

reported cause of suicide all illustrate

a most serious investment fallacy. Here

is the letter:

"I have about 86,000. all of which is

in six savings banks except $2,000 which

I invested in Xew York State and New
York City 4 per cent, bonds in 1909.

These bonds are now very much depre-

ciated. in value now about 96. although

I paid 102 Would you ail vise me
to sell then even at the present price

and put the money back into the savings

bank, or in your opinion have they

reached bottom, and will they go up
soon ?

"My sole motive in converting my
money into such bonds was the greater

security of them, and now I have lost

say about 8120, w'hich, if I had had

confidence in the banks would not have

resulted. Can you suggest any better

investment for the money where there

is not likely to be any fluctuation."

Market Losses and Investment

Worth

THE alleged cause of Col. Tate’s

suicide and the two letters referred

to point directly to a strange but persist-

ent investment fallacy. It is one which

troubles thousands of persons in these

times, and while it will continue to trouble

long after this magazine page has faded

away I propose to do my best to attack it.

The fact that a bond, or even a share of

stock, has declined iji price does not

necessarily mean that it is devoid of

value. Take, first, the gravest and most

pitiful instance, that o u man killing

himself because of the great loss in Ameri-

can Express tock. Let it be admitted

that the Paifcelfl Post will cut deeply into

express earnings. Let it be admitted

that the big reduction in express rates

ordered by the Interstate Commerce
Commission will further reduce express

profits. Admit perhaps that in time the

government will drive the express com-
panies out of business.

To begin with, there are many who
believe that he express companies can

engage in vurious operations which the

Parcds Post will never be able to reach.

Already Wells, Fargo & Co. has extended

its operations in many useful ways. Fur-

thermore, both this company and the

American have become the European
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agents for two of the largest American
railroad systems, respectively. The
American already has a large and lucrative

business abroad, transportation, banking

and tourist. Even .assuming that the

Parcels Post should reduce rates to a

point where express companies should Ik*

obliged to quit, the American has at

least $10,000,000 of property such as

real estate and equipment which it could

sell at somewhere near its real value.

In additiou the company has a surplus

in cash, bonds and stocks of other con- i

cerns of $41,000,000. Its stock issue
|

amounts to only $18,000,000, so that if the

company were obliges! to stop business

today it could liquidate at more than

the par value of its stock.

No doubt that the suicide paid more
than par for his stock, but on the other

hand the stock has paid 14 per cent,

dividends each year for seven years, 8

per cent, for five years before that and

6 per cent, for very many years. Accord-

ing to newspaper reports the suicide

bought his stock “many years ago.”

Assume that it was twenty years ago.

In that time he received more than 170

per cent, of the face value of his stock in

dividends.

It may seem a little cruel to find fault

with the mental processes of a man who
kills himself, but the purpose of these

details should be evident to all. The
real test of the value of a stock is not

whether it fluctuates in market price,

but the total sum of dividends it pays

and the assets and earning power back

of the shares. (M course the man who
owns a stock on margin or who borrows

on it cannot face the decline with equa-

nimity. llanks are heartless. When
stocks fall they demand more collateral.

But he who owns securities outright

and unencumbered can face falling prices

without flinching, provided he knows
there is merit behind the price.

Why Bonds Have Fallen

NEW YORK City has issued such vast

quantities of bonds in recent years that

investment capacity for them has been

surfeited. There is a limit to the powers

of any digestive apparatus even for the

best of food. That is one reason New
York City bonds have fallen. But to

assume that they are thereby in the slight-

est degree endangered is undcfensible.
|

If there ever should be even the least ele-

ment of danger the city could temporarily

stop its vast outlay for improvements
and quickly pile up an unwieldy surplus.

Indeed there are those who believe that

before many years the city will be in

receipt of an enormous income from its new
subways. Judging from its past growth

the last prophecy a far-sighted man
would make for the metropolis is a lark

of income.

Bonds of this city and state have

fallen primarily because all other

bonds have fallen. The one outstanding

financial fart of the present decade is the

decline in the purchasing power of money.

Expressed in other words, prices of com-
modities, such as food products, have
risen. A man who buys a bond at $1,000,

payable in cash fifty years hence ut $1,000

and bearing $40 interest year each, must
not expect that l>ond to sell as high us

formerly, now that the $40 buys one third

less than it used to buy. A given sum
of money is worth about one third less

than formerly. What is more natural

than that bonds should decline to a purity

with the buying power of money?
Bonds of this state and city are only

What do vou see in

an adding machine?
Some bookkeepers see in an adding machine only a device by which the employer gets

more work out of the bookkeeper.

Some bookkeepers see in an adding machine a means of saving time and making
work easier.

Others see in an adding machine the means of improving their status as bookkeepers,
of increasing the scope of their work, their opportunities for advancement, the salaries they
can command.

What do you think ?

$50 in cash for the best answer!
To the bookkeeper who writes us a letter giving the most explicit, most hclp-

IUI nim iimii ui uia views ui iciius as tu auuui^ uuaiuncs _

— favorable or unfavorable—we will pay #50 cash
For the next best letter we will pay $25 cash
For each of the five next best we will pay $10 cash
For the *s next best letters we will pay. for each $5 cash

Say Exactly What You Think
It makes no difference whether there is an adding

machine in your office or not. Your opinion will be
valuable in either case. If there is no adding ma-
chine in your office

.
you can tell u» whether you.

personally. would like to have one oe not. and why
you would or would not. If there ii an adding ma-
chine in your office, you can tell us how it helps you
in your work, if it does, and to what extent it has
netrated your earning capacity, your efficiency, if

it has.
Wc should like to know what you think, what you

feel, what your MUHtlltl has been, what your
opinion is—whether favorable cir unfavorable—to
adding machines or to us.

Why We Value Your Opinion
What bookkeepers think about adding machines

directly and vitally affect* our market
The more that bookkeepers realise Sow adding

machines lighten labor, the more machines will wc
sell through their influence.

The more that bookkeepers see how adding ma-
chines broaden the scope of the bookkeeper's func-
tion. put a premium on brain work and originality,

the greater will grow the demand through book-
keener interest,

The more that we know about bookkeepers' ex-
periences with adding machines - about whatever
advantages or disadvantages they hove found in

use—the better prepared are we to sell the Wales.
Because we will know better what feature of the
Wales will appeal most to bookkeepers, the actual

We take this means, therefore, of gauging the
present mental attitude of bookkeepers towards
adding machine*—*o that wc may the more intelli-

gently plan our advertising and vale* work.

How W» Will Judge Your Letter*
Literary quality wifi nut be the basis of our judg-

ment of the letters we receive. We arc not par-
ticularly concerned as to the way you express your-
self.

We make no restrictions a* to brevity and scope
of subject matter
What we will value roost will be the letters which

will give us the clearest inmght into the actual
present attitude of bookkeepers towards adding
machine*.
What we are looking for is your candid opinion.

No Office Secrete Wanted
Of course, we do no want you to give us any in-

formation or go into any detail that will jeopardise
your employer's interests in the least.

You need not consider that you have committed

— „i the usual
course of our sales work, ever approach your em-
ployer. wc will not refer to you. in any way. unless

you request it.

nient. instead of using coupon, simply state

that you saw this ud in Harper's and give
other information indicated.

Adder Machine Co., <“w*- • o» »)

Wilkes-Barre, Pa.

Gentlemen:

In the attached letter I tell you what 1

think about adding machines.

My Name -

Company I am with

Address
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The Device

That Makes The
Profitable Motor Truck

Possible

The real point in figuring the cost of Motor
Truck operation—and for that matter the cost of

operating horse wagons—is WASTED TIME.
Time lost on the road—time lost at loading and unload-

ing stations—bst time which amounts to far more than

the combined waste of tires, gas, oil. repairs and depre-

ciation. It is impossible to secure, by human supervis-

ion alone, accurate data on the movements of vehicles.

Checking sheets and cost-keeping systems may show
some of the loss, but they do not go far enough—they
miss that vital and expensive item “WASTED TIME.”
THE SERVIS RECORDER dnli only with time— it give* an
accurate, tamper-proof record of every movement of the vehicle during
every minute of the 24 hour*— It give* mechanical supervision, accurate

and impartial— It plays no favorites— It prevents any unlicensed use of
vehicle*— It work* equally well on motor trucks, hone-drawn
wagon*, or sleighs—h has no gears, shaft, or outside connection of any
kind— It can be attached to any vehicle in ten minutes.

THE SERVIS RECORDER will demonstrate whether horse wagons
or motor trucks are the most profitable for any particular line of work,
and often will show, how the same work, can be performed with
less equipment.

THE SERVIS RECORDER isinuse by firms and individuals in

more than 50 lines of business, in 43 cities, and by
56 railroads, for use in twitching locomotivrs.

How The Servis Recorder operates— the economy
it will effect— the improvements it will produce

in delivery service— the experience of its

owners, will be told without obli-

gation.

The Service Recorder Co. j

2310 E. 105th St. , Cleveland, 0/
Braacha ia 20 Ctita—

I

Club
Coclft&ils

'THERE’S many a man who
4 has built a rare reputation
as a mixologist who lets us do
his mixing for him and keeps
his sideboard stocked with
Club Cocktails.

Made from better materials than a
bar cocktail ia apt to be.

Mixed to measure ;
— not

to eueas work— aa a bar
cocktail always is.

Softened by aging before
bottling— aa no bar cock-
tail can be.

The University of Chicago
||/\ag|* in addition to resident

HOME
STUDY *

U WC.iPit. cUttcw.m. ‘

READ
McCALL IN STRIPES

An ArtiHe Which Will Command the
Attention of Kerry Voter

in the next Harper’s Weekly

THE WOMANWHO SANG
Was the woman for whom two
men were searching the China
Coast. One of these men was
her husband: the other waa

ANTHONY THE ABSOLJTE
the hero of SAMUEL MER-
WIN'S great new romance in

the

November McClure's

two out of several thousands of issues

in this country which have declined.

Moreover if our correspondent will read

the financial papers he will diseoverthat

the same thing is happening in England.
France. Germany. Austria. Italy. Brazil.

Argentine— in fact all over the civilized

world. If anything Europe has felt

the drop in securities more severely

than this country. At least one great

European country has lieen much nearer

panic than the United States.

When Will the End Come ?

/TUR correspondent wants to know if

his bonds have reached bottom and
if they will go up soon. That is too big

a nut for as to crack. The man who
can answer that question possesses almost
infinite wisdom. But this much is cer-

tain: periods of international illness in

the security markets have never lasted

permanently. Similar downward move-
ments have taken place before and they

haw never lasted. However, the owner
of .state and city bonds would be foolish

to sell. The turn will come some time.

He says he has lost $120. He has lost

nothing unless he sells.

He wants to know whether it would lie

well to put his money back into the sav-

ings banks. These banks in New York
State are models of souud investment

institutions, but it is hard to see how
our correspondent would be much better

off. Savings banks invest in just the

same kind of bonds that lie has Ixiught.

The only difference between him and the

savings bank is that the bank can buy
so many different securities that the

paper loss on some is partly offset by
the paper guiu in others. We do not see

why our reader should not have had full

confidence in the savings banks in the

first place. There are no institutions in

the world which arc more carefully

regulated or more strictly confined to

the safest of investments. However, he
would have been no better off in the sav-

ings bank, for they have suffered the

same nature of paper loss that lie is com-
plaining about.

While it is true that savings banks have
made up in part from real estate mort-

gages what they have lost on Ixinds, the

net loss is very great, and has for several

years been the subject of a never-ending

technical discussion. Their surpluses,

in many cases, have been eaten into

Ix-eausc of the sinking market value of

their bonds. But as the hanks keep the

bulk of their holdings to maturity it is hurd

to see that they have really lost anything.

The next time the writer of the fore-

going letter wants to invest money in

such a way that there will Ik* no fluctua-

tion let him buy a first mortgage upon
real estate. But let not him or anyone
else deceive themselves. Real estate

mortgages do not fluctuate, it is true, but

this merit they have not because they

are necessarily better than equally well

secured bonds, but simply because they

are issued in such small units thut no

market exists for them. Any security

which has a broad market is !>ound to

fluctuate because countless forces play

upon it. Fluctuation may lie, and often

is, a bad thing for the peace of mind of an

investor, but it <k>cs not necessarily

signify loss unless the owner sells. The
security which has no market doe* not

Puctuate to the eye, but often it can-

not lx? sold ut any price. The vital ques-

tion to ask about an investment is whether

it is backed by earnings and assets, not

whether it fluctuates or does not fluctuate.
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FORBES-ROBERTSON IN “ MICE AND MEN"
Mr. Flagg has drawn the distinguished English actor in a modern piece in which he and his wife

have been successfid for a number of years. The farewell tour of so elevated and refined an artist has

a sad importance fur those who love the theater. It is a wide and worthy field Forbes-Robertson has

covered. And even the repertory of this one trip shows several sides of his distinguished art. It in-

cludes the greatest of all plays, ' Hamlet,” interesting modem works like Shaw's “ Caesar and Cleo-

patra,” the dramatization of Kipling's “ The Light that Failed” and Jerome's “ The Passing

of the Third Floor Back ”

*
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Edited by NORMAN HAPGOOD

Week ending Saturday, November 1, 1913

Mexico

MANY criticisms have been made of the ad-

ministration policy toward Mexico, but
no suggestion has been put forward for a propo-

sition that would have been wiser. What the

administration has done has met the approval of

the most impartial citizens, and especially of

those citizens who believe in the new attitude

toward war. Gone is the day when it is accepted

without question that thousands of lives should

be sacrificed, millions of hard-earned dollars

wasted, and the hearts of men degraded, in order

to protect a few investors who knew what kind

of country they were going into when they made
their investments, or in order to enable Americans

to live in such a country without running the

risks natural to their residence. The present ad-

ministration has a great constructive work to do
at home. It leads and interprets the wishes of

a new America. There could hardly be a greater

disaster than for the attention of the country and
the work of Congress and the President to be

turned away from a task which will make men
happier to the exciting but degrading occupation

of war. That has been the President’s stand-

point, and he has acted throughout on the best

information he could get, and with penetration,

tact, and confidence in his own well-matured

Mrs. Pankhurst

LAWS and regulations can never cover every

case, and they are intended to be carried

out by officials intelligent enough not to apply

restrictions and penalties to persons for whom
they never were intended. In our immigration

rules, we have been particularly unfortunate.

Undertaking to exclude the lower forms of labor

from the Orient, we have frequently created

wholly needless annoyance for Chinese and Jap-

anese students. The landing of Mrs. Pankhurst
ought never to have been questioned for an in-

stant. We happen to be among those who be-

lieve that the cause of woman suffrage in Eng-
land was much forwarded by her up to about two
years ago, and has been held back by her activ-

ities since, but, even if that belief is well founded,

Mrs. Pankhurst’s good or bad judgment has

nothing whatever to do with the episode at Ellis

Island. To treat her as if she belonged to the

criminal classes is rough and stupid. The prob-

lem of dealing with her is for the English not an

easy one, but in our case there is no problem at

all. Mrs. Pankhurst did not come over to try

to get American women to burn empty buildings

or to smash windows, but merely to explain why

she was carrying on that kind of campaign in

another country. If Mr. Haywood went to

England to lecture on the methods of the

I. W. W. in the United States, he certainly would
not be interfered with, although if he undertook
to stir up English working men to greater

violence the authorities would very likely send
him home. Those who are alarmed cannot
suppose that Mrs. Pankhurst will do America
any physical harm. They are merely aligning

themselves with those who chronically fear the ex-

plosive quality of ideas, or perhaps they are antis.

Two Men

JOHN PURROY MITCIIEL has been in the
service of the City of New York and the

United States government for about seven years.

Comptroller Prendergast, who knows, says that
Mitchel has had the best experience to equip him
for the position of Mayor of New York of any
man in the history of that city who has ever run
for the office, w'ith the single exception of Seth
Low. The only crimes charged against Mitchel
are that he is young and that he is radical. To
l>e thirty-four years old is not a crime, even in a

candidate for mayor, provided he has had the ex-

perience that Mitchel has had, and has shown
the same talent and enthusiasm for economy and
efficiency. To be radical in these days is not a

drawback, provided one combines radical sym-
pathies and beliefs with an exact comprehension
of the difficulties and the methods and restric-

tions of the established order. Mr. Mitchel has

a very luminous understanding of the financial

situation in New York City. He is a cautious

man; a thorough student; a born administrator.

He has been working for many years with Mc-
Aneny, Prendergast, Pounds, Cromwell and
Mathewson, all nominated by the Fusion forces

to serve with him on the Board of Estimate.

The remarkable economies brought about by
the present Fusion government, in spite of the

preceding Tammany graft and waste for which

they had to pay, have been fully set before the

voters.

On the other hand, behold a small-minded and
weak tool of Charlie Murphy as candidate for

mayor, backed by a ticket made up almost ex-

clusively of mere Tammany politicians. Mc-
Call’s idea of economy is to sell such parks as

Dreamland and Rockaway Beach, the only places

where the poor men, the poor women, and the

suffering children of the congested city have any
chance to enjoy the ocean air that McCall’s none-

too-well-gotten wealth enables him to breathe in

his private summer home. Tammany’s econ-

omy is to steal and to waste, and to make

Digitized by Google
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up for it by cutting off groat projects of public
1

welfare. The Fusion method is to do more, and

by doing it honestly and well, to spend less.

Newspapers in Washington

I
N a letter to the editor of the Washington

Post, President Wilson said, “Sir, I am quoted

in your issue of this morning as saying that any

one who does not support me is no Democrat, but
,

a rebel. Of course, I never said any such thing.”
i

The sting in that last sentence, “of course,” can

be made to apply either to the habitual course of

the Post in slandering this Administration or to I

the impossibility of any one, not fatally muddled
in his intellectuals, supposing that the President

would have said such a thing. On the same after-

noon in which the Post thus trangressed, the

Evening Star of Washington attributed to the

President the statement that he neither expected

nor wanted the support of any Republican on the

Currency Measure. To this Senator Thomas
replied in the Senate by saying, “I have it from

the President’s own lips that the statements

attributed to him are without foundation.”

Reinsch

Underwood

HE is fifty-one years of age and looks younger.

When his present term in the House expires,

in 1915, he will have served there for twenty

years, representing the Birmingham District.

As Chairman of the Ways and Means Committee
of the last Congress and of this, his position has

been a far more powerful one than that of the

Speaker, his committee, instead of the Speaker,

now having the appointment of all the other com-
mittees of the House. With the election of a

Democratic House three years ago, he had the

responsibility of so guiding its action as to make
victory possible in the Presidential campaign
following. He has fixed political principles

which he refuses to yield even for a cause that

has his sympathy. For example, he refused to

vote for the match-phosphorus bill, believing

that it is an unwise use of the taxing power to

destroy an industry. He allowed himself to be

used by the reactionary party in some of the

Southern states in their effort to defeat the nomi-

nation of Woodrow Wilson, and it is not to his

credit that Ryan furnished more than half his

campaign fund, as he did for Harmon, and as he

would have done for any likely candidate after

Woodrow Wilson had declined his aid. But
there has not been the slightest suspicion of

Underwood’s disloyalty to the nominee of his

party or to the President of the United States.

With his fortune invested in the iron and steel

industry, he insisted on sweeping reductions in

those schedules in the Tariff Bill. He defied the

efforts of the Steel Trust to defeat his candidacy

for Congress by postponing the erection of its

projected plants of enormous size in Birming-

ham, and there has not been a whisper of scandal

about his personal management of the Tariff

Bill which bears his name. With the signing of

the bill by the President, he felt that he had
reached the climax of his long term of service in

the House.

Hobson poses as the most progressive of Ala-

bama statesmen but has posed overmuch.

THE new Minister to China is an excellent

type of American citizen. Born in Mil-
waukee, Paul Samuel was graduated from the

University of Wisconsin in 1892, and two years

later from the Law School. After trying for a
! year to finance his own meal ticket, he returned

I

to the University for post-graduate work in letters

;

And science. He was instructor for a while in

i English, then studied abroad for a year
and came buck to the University to teach

political science. He distinguished himself

I through his grasp of international relations,

i His classes were popular on account of the

easy conversational way in w^iicli he exhibited

his knowledge and his spirit of fairness. He
had the ability to make students work and
think without forcing them. Those who "knew

him in college think of him as an easy and
natural diplomat, simple, unpretentious, com-
fortable as an old shoe, and substantial as

Gibraltar. He has been the Roosevelt professor

abroad, and the United States delegate to two
Pan-American conferences and several other Pan-
American meetings, and is the author of a num-
ber of books on international relations,which have
been translated into other languages and have
had the singular fate of bringing in some money.
With part of this he made a collection of paint-

!
ings to illustrate the history and development of

I European art, a collection now loaned for an in-

definite period to the University of Wisconsin.

In Wisconsin politics, he has always stood with

La Follette. He is a believer in peace and a spe-

cial student of the problems of the people of Asia, i

He ought to fill his new job with exceptional '

felicity.

The Valuation of the Railroads

1
A FOLLETTE won a long fight when Con-
-J gress authorized the Interstate Commerce

Commission to make a valuation of the actual

property owned by railroads, interurbun lines,

steamship lines, pipe-lines and telegraph and
telephone systems, coming under the jurisdict ion

,

of the Commission. A preliminary survey of

the work to lie done and the methods to be em-
ployed has just been made by a committee com-
posed of Assistant-Secretory of the Treasury
John Skelton Williams, Chairman, C. F. Staples

of the Minnesota Railroad Commission, formerly

president of the Association of Railroad Com-
missioners, Professor Bcainis of Chicago Univer-
sity, Professor H. C. Adams of the University of

Michigan, and O. T. Crosby, of Virginia. The
committee submitted a plan for organizing a de-

partment for this particular work with a state-

ment about the kind of experts needed. The
investing public is interested in the thoroughness
of this work, as are the taxing authorities and
state and national public utility commissions
and the general public, which is taxed upon the

,

myriad products of soil and mine and forest and
factory that enter into transportation. That the

|

problems, although difficult, are not insoluble,

such states as Wisconsin and Minnesota are indi-

cating. The valuation of these properties in the

United States will take six years to complete and
will cost not less than $15,000,000. A permanent
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board of valuation will then keep the work up to

date. The railroads must furnish most of the

data and it will be the business of the valuation

board to sec that the data are trustworthy. If

the work had been done a generation ago, the

country would be better off now.

Social Legislation in Tennessee

THE Tennessee legislature, whose regular ses-

sion was followed by an extra session, was
chiefly noted for the struggle between Gover-
nor Hooper and the Regular Democrats over the i

law enforcement measures. These would have
j

given the Governor the power to enforce the pro-

hibition law in the cities. The two political

groups, one consisting of Republicans and In-

dependent Democrats and the other, the Regular
Democrats, were evenly matched and were each
striving for popular favor, and therefore a con-

siderable advance in social legislation was made.-

Among these were a compulsory school attendance
law for children between eight and fourteen

—

sixteen if unemployed; the Uniform Law on
Vital Statistics, for the registration of births and
deaths; the enlargement of the Department of

Factory Inspection, with increased appropria-

tions and an added force of inspectors; a law'

compelling the erection of adequate fire-escapes;

the adoption of the parole system for prisoners;

provision for rescue crews and first aid supplies

for the mines; and the establishment of a Work- 1

men’s Compensation Commission. The Child

Labor law was amended by prohibiting night-
,

work for children under sixteen and eliminating

the exemption for the employment of children in

agricultural or domestic service during the school
'

term, while the sixty-hour week for women and
children was reduced two hours this year and an-

other hour next year. Most of these measures
were advocated by the labor organizations, under
wise and effective leadership.

In The Year 1913

THE Honorable Stephen Coleridge is the son

of Lord Chief Justice Coleridge, strange as

it may seem, as the father was a very able and a

very sensible man. The Honorable Stephen Cole-

ridge is one of the best known of the English lead-

ers of the anti-vivisection movement, and is also

familiar to Americans on account of two trips over

here. Here is the latest contribution to science

by Mr. Coleridge that has fallen under our eye:

“Knowledge and reason have always been,

and must always be, miserable bases on which
to build conduct, character, and life. It is true

that Science has conferred some benefits upon
mankind; it has enabled the slothful to bemore

j

slothful, the self-indulgent to be more self-in-

dulgent, and the loquacious to be more communi-
cative. It may have, perhaps, prolonged human
life by a few years, or even have kept alive some I

who had better be dead. But the accumulation I

of knowledge has no relation to the acquisition

of wisdom or the conservation of virtue; and
Science has no exhortations for us on the beauty

|

of unselfishness, on the nobility of self-sacrifice,
|

on the splendor of patriotism, on the sanctity of

honor, or on the glory of God, and these things
j

matter more to us than the origin of the species,
|

the excretions of earthworms, the pressure bf the

blood in dog’s veins, or the battles of bacteria.”

New Books and Old

OF all the new books announced for publica-

tion this fall, how many do you take to be
indispensable? Two or three occur to us offhand;

the new volumes of the Emerson “Journals”;

Charles Eliot Norton’s “Letters”; John Gals-

worthy’s “Dark Flower.” Yet the literary re-

views will teem with adjectives; libraries will

buy, and men and women will give their time to

crisply bound banalities in preference to books of

tried value. The right point of view was ex-

pressed a good while ago by a British essayist

—

“On Reading New Books”:

When I consider the countless volumes that lie unopened,

unregarded, unread, and unthought of, I cannot enter into

the pathetic complaints that I hear made that Sir Walter

writes no more—that the press is idle—that Lord Byron is

dead. If I have not read a book before, it is, to all intents

and purposes, new to me, whether it was printed yesterday

or three hundred years ago. If it be urged that it has no
modem, passing incidents, and is out of date and old-fash-

ioned, then it is so much the newer; it is farther removed
from other works that I have lately read, from the familiar,

routine of ordinary life, and makes so much more addition

to my knowledge.

William Hazlilt's little sermon is all the more
pointed in un age which gives too much atten-

tion to ephemeral journalism—mostly fiction.

We wish there were more readers like the middle-

aged gentleman we know, who took with him on
his vacation for light reading last month, Bal-

zac’s “Caesar Birotteau” (some one had told

him it was the first novel in which the almighty

dollar is the leading character), and some of

Parkman’s histories of New France and of New
England. The man we write of is a business

man of rather more than average common sense.

He must have enjoyed his vacation.

Noblesse Oblige!

DOMESTIC servants in France who can

prove that for thirty years they have been

good and faithful are entitled to the right to wear
tri-colored ribbons in their buttonholes. A new
order instituted by laws passed this summer is

nowr being enlisted—the Order of Distinguished

Domestic Service. The plan is a credit to a na-

tion already famous for ideas that combine prac-

ticality and sentiment. That humble service may
assert a legal claim to a share of rank und dis-

tinction sounds like a corollary to noblesse oblige.

One Kind of Hospitality

AMONG popular discussions, one that, calls

out genuine feeling is about “what is the

most disagreeable of all usual experiences?” We
should enter a plea for hospitable urgency at

table. Reluctant glutting is a most depressing

fate. Sad enough arc the indigestion, auto-

intoxication, and general stagnation that come
from cramming in the pursuit of pleasure, or

from one’s own nervousness; but when one is

entirely happy with sufficient food for nourish-

ment, and wretched with more, and yet is driven

by a hostess to “have just a little more” meat, or

pudding, the result is a crime.



Our Foreign Markets
By AMOS STOTE

I
N the issue of October 4, of Harper’s Weekly there

appeared an article by Mr. C. M. Keys entitled, “ Is

American Business Failing?” The article quoted

facts concerning several of our basic industries. It gave

convincing proof that under present conditions the costs

of manufacture, administration, selling and competition

left no actual margin of profit. These statements re-

lated to the giant corporations of our country—most of

them being such as come under the rather liberal classi-

fication of trusts—and chiefly to the railways.

Aside from the railways, and they must carry the

goods to the sea ports, practically all these concerns are

doing a large export business. Whether they are con-

ducting their export business along lines best suited to

the peculiar conditions of each market is another ques-

tion. Just what high form of efficiency could bring

about for them in the cost of manufacture, administra-

tion, selling and competition, both at home and abroad,

is still another matter. Assuming, though it is not of

necessity a reasonable assumption, that such concerns

are already operating under the highest form of effi-

ciency that industry has reached in our country, it

would seem that export has little to offer in the way of

relief.

AND that is just where we would be entirely wrong.

The article referred to dealt only with basic industries;

it contained a frank admission the deductions made had
nothing to do with the ten thousand other branches of

manufacturing, that would continue to pay so long as the

country remained healthy. Mr. Keys discussed the pro-

duction of staples—food, clothing, steel, transportation

—the wrecking of which would mean national disaster,

and the certain failure of many of the other concerns,

those that will pay so long as commercial health is with

us. Yet there is help in export.

Whether greater tension comes into the ranks of the

staple industries or not, whether or not their costs make
export as little profitable as home trade; the fact has

been proven beyond peradventure that to all the

countless other industries a rightly organized and
conducted export business is a profitable business

—

and a safe and sure safety valve in case commercial

depression of any kind does reduce the purchasing power

of our country.

Export kept many a business alive in 1J)08. It kept fac-

tories running. It kept workmen employed at a time

when there was little employment. Export will do more
than bring relief in times of stress; it will tend to stave

off periods of depression by saving the home market

from over-production and by bringing money from

other countries.

Our great difficulty with export is that we have been

too American in our foreign dealings. We are too fond

of the word invasion, when persuasion is a far more prac-

tical, commercial term. We like to flood countries with

certain wares; and forget that floods always recede and
leave an unhealthy deposit, which we'arc likely to cash

in at the bank of Failure. We please ourselves with talk

of showing the foreigner how to do business; and over-

look the fact that long before Mr. Christopher Columbus
pulled off a big deal with Ferdinand and Isabella, where-

by he got three modem ships on credit, with nothing but

a few more or less imaginary countries to offer as security

—I say that we neglect to take notice of the fact that

long before this time some of the Caesars were letting

contracts for rood building that would give any railway

a right of way that would take figures off upkeep expen-

ses; and also, that during the morning hours of the

world, the Ptolemy boys of Egypt were importing one-

humped camels for the establishment of a fast freight

line with India, while some of their predecessors had al-

ready accomplished some of the slickest jobs of construc-

tion along the pyramid line that may be found any-

where. Yes, we must get over the idea that the United
States invented business.

How We Stand

CO far as production is concerned we arc better able to
^ go after foreign trade than any other country. While
we are weak in this branch of finance, it offers no insur-

mountable barrier and, even if not taken in hand at

once, conditions will improve by the very increase in a
trade that requires its improvement. We certainly

have the goods; we can just as surely meet any fair com-
petition, and make a profit; there are good markets
abroad, fine markets, that only need to be properly

handled to put our wares in the highway and byway of

foreign desire. Here we must stop all self-praise

—

come to the question of selling, properly handling the

markets. Behold us falter, stumble, fall, struggle; oh,

how pitifully, futilely we struggle! If there is romance in

our industry, then there is certainly tragedy in our

selling abroad.

England has been so long the great distributor by sea

that she has acquired a knowledge of other countries we
may only equal through the most energetic and well-

directed efforts. And even England makes mistakes.

Germany, that within so few years has turned from an
agricultural to an industrial nation, began its study of

foreign markets before it had need of them. Yet Ger-

many has its troubles. It sent out experts to investigate

the attitude, requirements and conditions of other coun-

tries so as to be armed for export at all times. Many of

us, on the other hand, appear hardly to realize these

markets exist; or if we do realize it we are likely to take

the complacent view that it will be time enough to study

them when we have a surplus stock of goods taking up
space in the warehouse. Later, when Experience sends

in a bill of a hundred items at so much per, we feel like

getting even with the foreigner by taking our wares
away from him.

We are too much inclined to think we are the doctor

and the foreigner our patient, and are surprised when he

objects to treatment before we have diagnosed his case.

The Egg-Cup Error

tJAVE you ever heard how Germany took the Far-
1 1 East egg-cup trade away from England? A Ger-

man who was scouting for business, in the land from

which the sun comes, noticed that the native egg always

did a disappearing act when put in the imported egg-cup.

The native hen was—and undoubtedly is—-unable to

compete with its English sister in size production. The
German manufacturer brought out a cup to fit, and got

the business.

For a good many years a number of African tribes

were heavy consumers of scissors made in Sheffield. A
German got hold of the information that these scissors

had been the cause of considerable blood-letting at times

of political and social gatherings. In fact the glistening

points often proved irresistible to many a young buck
possessed of an overplus of animal spirits. A German
manufacturer made a specialty of blunt nosed scissors

for this market, and he soon knew it so well he could

call it by its first name.
As to incidents where conclusions were the other way

around, we need look no further than home. When the

typewriter was a novelty there was a machine manu-

factured in our country which, I believe, was called the

Hartford. A German who saw it went wild with de-

light, bought one hundred and fifty of them, and hurried

to his native soil to make a fortune; with a good prospect

of making some considerable of a fortune for the Amer-
ican manufacturers, as well. So far as I know these

machines are still looking for good homes. The German
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letterhead is so much wider than ours it refused to enter

the carriage of the machine. It was too much to ask

the printers, paper dealers and consumers of commercial

stationery to change the size of letterheads; so it was a
case of “leave it lay” with the narrow gauge Hartford.

All the satisfaction the purchaser could get out of the

American maker was something very like our present-day

expression, “I should worry.” And when we figure it

out the American certainly was not to blame; nor could

he be expected to go to the trouble of bringing out a

wider carriage for so small an order. No, he could not

be blamed; but he was open to the most severe criticism.

That one hundred and fifty might have grown to one
hundred and fifty thousand in the years which have
passed. Had German requirements been met the ma-
chine would have had a running start in control of the

trade. That we do hold the bulk of this business today is

pleasing—but this experience has been no help in the work.

Our bicycle makers had the German market all their

own way during the first years of the business. But
they shipped over the flimsy framed affairs our speed

ambitious cyclers demanded. The heavy German soon
reduced this thing to a mass of hopelessness. German
capital saw it and smiled; then it brought out an armor
plate wheel you could ride down stone steps with safety

—to the bicycle. Of course it won the home market
away from us, and holds it now. It is still worth having.

The Germans who adopted it have found the bicycle

trade as effective an introduction for the automobile as

have our manufacturers in this country.

The Peevish Agent

An appreciable number of English business men of the

smaller type still look at our wares and our methods with

a measure of suspicion; simply because there was a time
when a great many American products sent into that

country did not make good, and because our dealings

with English agents were sometimes open to criticism.

Hardly does it seem necessary to dwell on the “ so-many-
millions" of people in England and on the Continent
who form logical markets for our wares. We have been
hearing statistics of this kind for so long the figures have
lost their impressiveness. No manufacturer worthy the

title of business man has the right to deny the value of

world trade. His difficulty is in knowing how to com-
pass it; how to establish a trade in countries where he
knows nothing of the language, laws, coinage, custom
and methods of business approach. Exporting through
some broker or chance agent seldom brings satisfactory

returns. Moreover these methods give him no control of

the work, and, at best, they carry little of the feeling of

true export.

There is no greater instruction and inspiration to be
found in the world of international trade than may be
gained through the study of our successful houses abroad.

We have now, most of us, passed that period of self-

sufficiency when we were inclined to look on other coun-
tries of the world as poor and unsafe markets, filled with

strange peoples left over from a former age, too back-

ward to appreciate modern productions. We have yet

to learn, however, to give them due commercial appre-

ciation. The very lack of industry so evident in some
offers us all the greater opportunity through lack of

competition.

T JNFORTUNATELY, our share in the automobile^ business in Germany is not without its darker side,

though our trade there is growing so rapidly it is likely

the error will be lived down without any serious loss to

those not involved.

The Teuton is not generally communicative concerning

his business, unless he has a grievance. I was somewhat
startled, therefore, when calling at the German agency of

an American motor-car company, at being almost

dragged into a private office and told a long tale of woe.

I brought this man no introduction or credentials, so it

is probable he talked in the same unrestrained manner
whenever opportunity presented itself. The unfortu-

nate part of the affair is that the American manufacturer

kicked up the trouble while acting entirely within the

limits of their agreement. The situation was this:

The agent had spent some twenty thousand dollars

building up a trade. His introduction of the machine
had been successful to such an extent that the manufac-
turer refused to renew the contract but decided to take

over the agency when the agreement expired, and es-

tablish a branch house. The agent had been calmly told

that he would be expected to turn over the good-will,

offices, organization and statistics. No mention of

bonus for labor and exj>ense had been written into the

contract, so none would be paid.

We arc familiar with this type of contract for it is not

unusual with us. But the German agent! His working
knowledge of profanity was too limited to permit com-
prehensive expression. “I know those Americans!” he
shouted, without thought for my feelings, “I know them
and their ways of doing business! I have seen them in

the hotels of Paris and London, and right here in Berlin.

When they are not robbing each other they get together

and rob their foreign agents. This company is trying to

do to me just what it did to their French agent. I know
them; they have millions, and we have no money to

fight them!”
The contract had nearly a year to run and if the agent

is still “representing" the American manufacturer to the

German public as he did to me it looks like the new repre-

sentatives would have some interesting experiences when
they take over the business.

Misunderstandings of this kind have always proven
exj>ensive, not only to the manufacturer involved, but
in a more or less direct way to all our export interests in

the country where it occurred.

Our Competitive Advantage

TN the matter of competition the United States stands
1

in a most enviable position. Our wares in England
and in France, in competition with German goods, have all

the advantage of popular sentiment. In Germany w'e

hold the same handicap over French and English prod-

ucts. And this attitude is by no means negative nor

confined to certain classes. In France the feeling is so

strong against the Teuton that if a view of the Kaiser is

shown in a picture-playhouse the audience will make its

contempt and animosity very audible.

The English arc less demonstrative in showing their

feeling; but from a commercial viewpoint they are just

as effective. I happened to be standing at a counter in

a big, London store when a silk-hatted, frock-coated

Britisher—and his wife—came in to purchase a bath robe

for the husband. During the process of inspection the

wife noticed the “made in Germany" label. Without
saying anything she held it so the husband might read

the incriminating mark. They glanced at each other;

and the latter asked to see a greater variety. Without
show or demonstration the label of each garment was
examined. As all the robes brought out were of the

same material it was soon evident they all came from the

same maker. At length the husband asked if the store

had any robes made in some country other than Germany,
stating frankly, though placidly, that they would prefer

not to patronize German industries.

These statements must not be taken as suggesting any
preconcerted effort at boycott. There are probably
very few people in any of these countries who would let

their international feelings get the better of their judg-

ment in a business transaction; but certainly when we
have every advantage offered by that valuable asset,

good-will, the odds are nothing if not in our favor.

Far too much guesswork has entered into our efforts

after foreign trade. Many houses have worked seriously

and with determination, have planned the export de-

partment at home and the branch organization abroad
with the same care and judgment any other department
has received; but they have neglected, or have not

known how, to estimate the foreign influence and di-

rection that must be understood to achieve success. The
business methods of Europe, and largely so of England,

are as unlike our methods as arc the languages of the

Continent unlike our speech.
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One of the first things to do when establishing a for-

eign office is to learn what to avoid. Each market must
t>e known, intimately known, and not from an American

point of view, but in the peculiar way it is considered by
the native. Just as the mariner needs to know not only

his course but the hidden rocks along his course; so the

man after export business must know there are hid-

den causes of offense as well as approved methods of

attack. And the hidden things, when known, often ap-

pear of such trifling importance to us; though nothing

is really trifling when it concerns our business success.

U'ROM our American understanding it seems absurd
1

that serious business should lx? forced to recognize

habits or customs that have no relation to sensible com-
mercial operations. The young man who wrent to Ger-

many, after studying the languugc for two years at home,

to get business, did not think the consequence trifling

when he lost a good order because he put his hands

into his trouser pockets when talking with the head of a
big German house. This act constitutes something very

near an insult in Germany. It is even worse than

wearing tan shoes or a Norfolk coat into the office of

an English business man.
A man who is now vice-president of one of our big cor-

porations was, several years ago, the managing director

of a subsidiary company which this concern had estab-

lished in England. One Saturday afternoon, when he

happened to be alone in the offices, the telephone rang.

The call was from the General Postoffice; something had
happened to one of the machines purchased from the

American company and it was very necessary that it be
repaired at once. As the managing director was well

acquainted with the workings of the machine he did just

what any other live American would have done; grabbed

up a mechanic’s tool case, jumped into a taxi, and hur-

ried to the postoffice as fast as possible. The neces-

sary adjustment was easily accomplished and the man-
aging director turned to go. He was ubout to pass out

A aeries by Mr. Stole on our foreign trade will follow this introductory article.

“ The Crime Against the Motor"

when a man on guard at the door politely informed him
that it was a government rule no visitor to the private

departments of the postoffice could take out anything
without leaving his name and address. The tool case

brought him under that regulation. Without thought of

the consequences the American drew out a card and
tossed it through the doorkeeper’s wicket.

Monday morning a salesman for the American house
had a telephone call from a postal employee, a friend.

In awe-struck tones the latter informed the salesman of

what had happened on Saturday, and said he hoped the

managing director might be warned against ever doing

such a thing again. The postoffice appreciated help in

time of trouble; but it would have been far better to

let it wait until Monday than that so important a man
should grossly ignore English precedent.

A N English salesman, with a drawing account of fifteen

dollars a week, would have known better. He would
have known that to draw off a glove, turn a screw, and
so bring about a prompt resumption of service for a cus-

tomer would be an unwise business move*. He wrould

have sent for a mechanic, a person whose class and train-

ing fitted him for the work, and let him turn the screw.

How laughable, almost contemptible, these customs
seem to us; yet how essential is recognition of them to

successful export trade. “ I hate to wear this long-tailed

coat and high hat,” an American in Ixmdon remarked,

“but you have to do it to make good with the English-

man; and while I am here for business they can prescribe

pajamas and I’ll be with them.” This man should take

one more step. He should try so determinedly to get

the Englishman's view of the matter that he will lose all

feeling of antagonism toward the frock coat and high hat.

It is folly to try and ape the foreigner with whom you
wish to do business; just as it is wise to respect his pe-

culiarities and conform to them. It’s the business we
want, and the best way to get it is the way that seems
right to the man with whom we are dealing.

The one next week will be called

Canning and the Cost of Living
By HONORfe WIELSIE

“I put up all our vegetables and fruits"

THE new Chief of the Bureau of

Chemistry has some very definite

ideas about the relation of his work
to the cost of living in America.

It takes a complicated kind of mind
to think along fundamentally simple

lines. Dr. Alsburg has set himself the

task of taking all the many intricate

and apparently irrelevant facts of our

every-day living and correlating them
into a simple, helpful policy for us ordi-

nary citizens. Notice that Dr. Alsburg

says helpful and not punitive. The
distinction is illuminative of the new
chief’s ideas.

“The I)c|>artinciit," he says, “will do
its duty, not merely in exercising con-

trol over interstate commerce, but also

in helping food producers to bring their

food up to the proper qualifications; und
it will thus add materially to the supply

of honest and safe food in the country.

The great purpose of the Department
is a constructive one, namely, not merely

to punish adulterers of food, but to help

honest manufacturers to discharge their

duty to the community by supplying

wholesome products. The Bureau of

Chemistry belongs not only to the con-

sumer but also to the manufacturer.”

One must not understand from these

remarks of Dr. Alsburg that his idea is

to lessen the vigilance of the police of his

Bureau. The policing will continue to

be as ardent as ever, but the new chief



"Canning has left the home and gone into jrublic life
"

will endeavor to balance detective work by
scientific research and practical help for

the manufacturer as well as the consumer.

A mun who canned asparagus was
fined by the government for putting a

poisonous preservative in his cans. The
man paid his fine, but he was bewildered.

“My chemist told me.” he said, “that

he had found a perfect perservative.

That it was a salt. I supposed salt was

harmless aud used it.”

The man was honest. To him a salt is

just salt! The Bureau of Chemistry saw
this and proceeded to show the man how
to can asparagus in a wholesome way.

rPHIS was constructive work. But
* Dr. Alsburg does not stop here. He

gets the whole relation of canning to our

civilization and to the cost of our daily

living and acts upon this relationship.

Probably no kind of food has been

before the public eye so much of late

as canned food. And probably no kind

of food is used so much, yet is at the same
time so much criticized. We resent

canned food, but we continue aud shall

continue to use more and more of it.

Canning processes are something over a

hundred years old, yet somewhere in

the back of our minds still lingers the

idea that canned fuods are uot normal
foods. We also have the feeling that if

there must be canned stuffs, nothing can

be so good as the kind mother “puts up.”

And mother doesn’t “put up” any more!

And finally since 1900, when the Food and
Drug Act was passed, wc have found such

wholesale dishonesty and uncleanliness

in the methods of the canning industry

that we have lost faith.

We take the attitude thut canned food

has been thrust upon us by the greed and
business sleight-of-hand of the men who
control the cunning industry. Wc talk

as if the demand for canned food were

an artificial one created by the canner.

As a matter of fact, canned and pre-

served food will be one of the staples

of the new century. We are becoming
more and more crowded, more and more
specialized in our economic functions.

The time has passed when each family

can rely on its own food resources.

Canned food will become the great

food reserve fund of the nation, the ab-

solutely necessary national storage with-

out which a steady flow of supply to de-

mand will be impossible.

On our method of handling the canning
industry depentlsoncof the most important

aspects of the new century’s cost of living.

The demand for canned food is a
natural one. Canning has left the home
and gone into public life quite for the

same reasons that boot-making and
weaving and the other fine old home
activities have become public utilities.

Canning as a non-domestic industry is

another manifestation of the new econ-

omy that is making of women bread-

winners instead of bread-makers.

It is still not uncommon to hear a house-

wife say with pride, “I put up all our
vegetables and fruits. I never buy a

can of anything!”

LI KRS is a fine, yet mistaken en-
* * thusiasm. Even though she counts

her lime and labor worth nothing, a wom-
an cannot can and preserve her vegetables

and fruit, using the best of materials,

and compete in price with the best of

the great canneries. Moreover, you will

observe that she admits the necessity of

canned foods yet she fails to see that it

was division of labor that Ingot them and
that she is failing to accept her division.

She is only setting her l>aek against the

current of the times which tends to lift

from her the burden of domestic hand
lalior and give her an opportunity for

specialization, regardless of sex, that the

new century deiuu:i<l».

Canned goods are here to stay. But
in enforcing the economic side of the Food
and Drug Act we are by* no means realiz-

ing the full relation of the canning and pre-

serving industries to our new life.

IT is not enough, now, says the Bu-
* rcau of Chemistry, that your can of un-

sweetened condensed milk Is pure and
correctly labelled. It ought to be,

and some day will be. so canned
and so labelled that the mother,

buying it for her baby, can know the vol-

ume of real milk that has been reduced to

thecompassof the can. Dr. Alsburg wants
established some standard for food quality.

It is now, says the Bureau of Chemis-
try, not enough that your can of tomatoes

is pure. Tomatoes are a food product

that can be canned without addition of

other material. If you add water, you
arc adulterating them. Tomato pulp

is not a normal ingredient of canned
tomatoes, and if found in your can is adul-

teration. Also, if more juice is added

than would be normally present, this is

called adulteration. In other words, if

we can get a standard of food quantities

in our canned goods, we have a standard

on which to base their actual cost and
worth to us us food.

It is through the canning industry

that one of our most important add
fundamental strides toward national

frugality is to be taken if Dr. Alsburg

is enabled to carry out some of his ideas.

We have been wanton wasters of our re-

sources. private as well as public.

“Why not,” says Dr. Albsurg, “con-

servation of our food as well as conserva-

tion of our forests?’”

Why not? There are pessimists who
say that fifty per cent, of what the uver-

age housewife spends for food will be

found to be divided al>out equally between

the garbage pail and the wuste pipe of

the kitchen sink. Nor arc they so pcssi-
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mistic that they Hu not, on this occasion,

speak a large truth!

rPHE canning trade is an outgrowth
* of the kitchen. It has grown by

rule of thumb and lias taken with it

from the kitchen the kitchen's wasteful

and careless habits. The average woman
tries her cake with a broom-straw because

her grandmother did. The average cat-

sup-maker lets his tomato skins go dirty

and fermented liecausc his father did.

The waste that was unnoticed in the

kitchen, when takeu in relation to the

whole canning and preserving nidustry,

is a national detriment.

After we have made what is in the can

wholesome, we still have left the waste

with which we do little or nothing. This

fact has a direct and indirect relation

to the cost of living. The greater the

waste in canning, the greater the cost of

production. The greater the waste,

tile greater the actual loss of food to the

country and also the greater the loss of

by-products. If a portiou of the waste

may be turned to fertilizer and is not.

still a further loss comes to the land

by the decrease of our eattlc industry,

and the increase of vegetable- and
fruit-canning.

No branch of the canning business

shows more clearly our national wasteful-

ness than the sardine-packing business.

The attitude of the Bureau of Chemis-

try toward it is illuminative of the new
policy.

TO re-establish the important American

sardine industry aud to improve the

quality of the American fish product,

the Department has established a special

Sardine laboratory at Eastport, Maine.

This field experiment station will make a

thorough study of the fish caught in the

Maine sardine waters, and the methods
of packing them employed by the Maine
canners. The object is to improve the

quality and reputation of the American

sardines which of late with few excep-

tions have been of inferior quality, and

often packed when unfit for pocking; or

else so packed as to be a very poor

article of diet. The attention of the

Department was called to the situation

very forcibly when it was found neces-

sary to seize aliout ninety thousand

rails of American sardines in Pittsburgh

and two thousand cases or nearly

one hundred und fifty thousand cans

in Norfolk.

The American sardine industry at

present, the canners themselves admit,

is in u deplorable condition. The whole

aim is to pack quantity and give no

thought to the quality of the product.

There are. of course, a few packers who
maintain quality, but many, it is found,

pack “feedv ’* fish, a condition resulting

from the decomposition of certain food

that the fish cat. Or they are packing

soft fish or discards from other factories.

These are unfit for food and are absolute

ruin to the reputation of the American

sardine.

Some of the packers have volunteered

to allow the government specialists to

use their factories for complete experi-

ments ami have expressed u desire to co-

operate with the Department in all |x»ssi-

ble ways to restore the American pro-

ducts to favor.

The new laljuratory has already dis-

covered one iiu|H»rtanl point in the pack-

ing process that causes loss. The Maine
packers pack as large fish as they are

able to get into a box—fish from seven

to eight inches are packed in so-called

% mustard size. The smaller fish are

packed in the small quarter size cans

anti many of them are too large for the

gtaxl sardine size. To make the fish fit

the cans the head, a small part of the tail

and from H to V* of the best part of the

fish is cut off with a pair of scissors. By
actual determination, 4i per cent, of the

fish goes to waste and of this, .»< per rent.

Is good, edible meat.

'"PHE newly established laboratory will

* begin at once an investigation of the

best method of packing American sardines

in oil and mustard, and will give particular

attention to the size of fish aduptrd for

canning in the small sizes. It will begin

at once an investigation of the best wavs
and means of overcoming the “red feed"

condition which is a troublesome factor

at certain seasons of the year, in packing

American sardines. It is believed that if

the fish that have been eating the "red

feed," arc allowed to stay in wiers

until they have digested it they can

Ik- packed perfectly, and will not de-

teriorate if properly processed. If they

are worked while this "ml feed" is in

their stomachs, however, they decompose

rapidly before being put into tile cans

and make a very inferior produet when
they are canned.

The new laboratory will make investi-

gations as to the best uses to which to

put the part of the fish which is discarded.

Whenever it is edible the government will

find a way of canning it as a food that

shall Ik- cheap and wholesome as well as

delicious. For the non-edible portions

the government will find uses that will

be profitable not only to the packer

but to the public id large.

One important fact the consumer is

apt to forget is that it is more expensive

to produce a first-class can of goods than

a poor one. After our canners are taught

to use all their waste, the cost of pro-

duction will be reduced and still the result

of the enforcement of the Food and Drugs
Act must l>e in many cases to increase

the price to the consumer. The reduc-

tion of tile cost of living will be at first

brought aljout indirectly.

MOST of us look with horror on any
but. a new-laid egg with an unbroken

shell, and a guaranteed date thereon.

The phrase, canned eggs, brings to our

minds a horrid picture of a yellow, evil-

smelling mess used by unscrupulous

bakers in their rampuigu uguinst the

public stomach.

Yet the time is < oniing when the canned
egg will lie with us as fuiniliarly as the

storage egg and far more acceptably.

The fresh egg go-s higher and higher in

price as our population increases and the

feeding of hens becomes more expensive.

To can lilt- eggs in times and localities of

plenty is the next step.

Up in New York state Is an egg factory

where eggs are canned under sanitary

conditions that approximate those of a

first-class hospital. In a sterilized room
are the canners d xwrd in white. Their

hands have been made surgically clean.

Before each girl is a tray of eggs at exactly

the right temperature for canning. The
eggs have been candled. A glass jar that

has been sterilized is set. by the eggs.

The girl picks up an egg ami breaks

and inspects it. It is a perfect egg and
goes into the sterilized jar. She breaks

another egg. It has escaped the randier

and is bad. The had egg is rushed out,

the girl washes her bunds and the process

goes on until she has a jar of perfect eggs

which are sealed. Nothing could Ik-

cleaner or more wholesome than this

completed product.

Under the inspiration of the Bureau
of Chemistry and its police and creative

work, a new spirit has been shown lately

by the canning industry of the country.

Many methods that were thought to be

trade secrets have been found to Ik* com-
mon practices and a new spirit of co-

o|K*ration has appeared. Many of their

methods were only partly understood by
the canners themselves.

rPIIREE years ago. because of some of
* the requirements of the Food and
Drug Art u research committee was
appointed by the National Canners’ Asso-

ciation to bring modern scientific thought

to hear on the methods and problems of

the canners. The work of this committee
demonstrated to the members of the asso-

ciation that material progress could Ik*

made if scientific men with properly

rquip|x-d lalmratorics were to give their

entire attention to the needs of the indus-

try. So, recently, a research laboratory

has Ikk-ii established ut Washington for the

purpose of studying the broad questions

of the Nutional Canners’ Association.

The work of the Association bus shown
that spinach packed tightly and with

a good exhaust Is a superior article to

spinach that is loosely |Jacked and only

partly filled. In many cases the proper

amount of sugar to add to different kinds

of fruit has not been known and the work
of the new laboratory may result in classi-

fied information regarding the effects of

varying amounts of sugar on the flavor

of fruits.

Not the least interesting to note of

the many results of the activities of the

Bureau of Chemistry is the fact that so

many of our food manufacturers have

come to realize the value of cooperation

in working out the scientific problems

that the government has forced on them.
There was a time when the power of a

man to meet the cost of living depended
almost entirely on himself. Now, in

our new eentury of s|K*eialization, of

overcrowded cities and under-worked

lands, the power of any one of us to meet
the cost of living d«-|>cnds on the co-

operation not of our neighbors alone, but
on that of the whole nation.

It is just another instunre of the curi-

ous relation of everyday living to the

whole of life that an industry that has

been ahus<-d by the manufacturers und

resented by the consumer should prove

to Ik- a vital factor in the new century’s

cost of living.

And it is curiously comforting to

observe that while we humans produce

men capahle of poisoning our daily food,

we produce just us surely men capable of

detecting and counter-acting not only

the poison hut the economic stupidity

that produced it.



The Gauntlet
By GEORGE CREEL

I
NSTEAD of walking a shaded high-

way leading to the pleasant places,

the honest official runs a gauntlet

as cruel as any ever devised by the sav-

ages of the primeval forests. It is not

enough that he keeps the faith as far as

his position is concerned and discharges

his duties with an eye single to his oath

and to the best interests of the people.

In addition to absolute official probity,

the faithful public servant must be

prepared to repel slanderous assaults

upon his private life, personal habits,

family relations, business affairs and

social record.

Sulzer is not a pleasing illustration.

It cannot be truly said that the man ever

lifted his head above the drab level

of mediocrity, while at times he plumbed

the depths of absurdity with his Henry
Clay grotesquerics and Thomas Jefferson

posturings. But had it not been for

his determination to serve the people

there would have been no impeachment

proceedings.

Special Privilege was never in doubt as

to Sulzer’s character. Where tools are

concerned it takes no chances. It knew
him for what he was during the eighteen

years it kept him in Congress, and stood

grinningly at liis shoulder throughout

the stock gambling, “panhandling” days

of the gubernatorial cam|M»ign.

It was only when Sulzer commenced
to believe his own speeches that the

System fround him unfit. Not until

he revolted against corrupt domination

and refused to let grimy liauds bury

themselves in the people’s money did

the Interests scourge their traitor servant

the gauntlet's length. But for the dream
of freedom that took shape in his muddy
brain—intoxicating him with its pictures

of adoring multitudes and a fulsome

press—William Sulzer would have served

his term in honor ami glory, and, in all

likelihood, would have been Tammany's
candidate for the presidency in 1916.

FROM coast to coast the gauntlet

stretches. It runs through cities,

states and the nation. Franchise seekers,

liquor interests, masters of monopolies,

‘‘kept” papers, professional politicians,

vice syndicates, grafting contractors, |k»-

scssors of special privileges of all kinds

go to form the parallel lines between

which the honest official must run.

In nothing has Special Privilege been

more cunning than in its insistence upon
the personal note in every reform move-
ment. In nothing have the people been

more stupid than in permitting principles

to be subordinated by these personal

attacks of the enemy.

Is there anything in the honest

official's post life that may be unearthed

to his discredit? Hus he ever figured

in any “woman scra|K*
M
? Was he ever

seen in a saloon or caught in a condition

resembling intoxication? Can lie Ik* sued

on a note? Does he play cards or gamhlc
on the stock market? Is it possible to

twist some of his utterances or actions

into Socialism or Anarchism? Did he
ever s|>eak slightingly of the llug? Has
he ever had any trouble with his wife,

mother, sister, aunt, or brother? Is

there a skclctou in the family eloset?

Only the boldest and the cleanest may
dare to protect the people from rapacity

or take part in a movement that lias for

its object any radical change in the es-

tablished order. Even then there is no
assurance that reputation will not be

lost and career mined, for some of the

slanders of the System are so insidious

that the community takes them in with

the air that it breathes.

Tlprre is the case of Francis J. Heney,
for instance. Here was a man who gave

up a practice of $50,000 a year to fight

for the people against the San Francisco

graft ring, and who, in the course of that

fight received a bullet wound that brought

him to the grave’s edge. Yet when he

ran for the small-salaried office of dis-

trict attorney in order to be able to finish

his work, he was defeated.

'I 1WO lies accomplished this rejection

* of a faithful servant by the sovereign

voter. One wus to the effect that Heney
had ra|M*d a young girl and had stead-

fastly refused to support the child. This
amazing falsehood was circulated secretly

and systematically by the eminently

respectable gentlemen who were of the

opinion that Mr. Heney ’s election would

hurt business.

The other slander was with regard to

Heney's would-be assassin. Tins crea-

ture was made to appear as a hard-

working shopkeeper who had lived down
a “past," and who when the brutal Heney
ruthlessly disclosed the fact that he had

served a sentence in the penitentiary,

went mad with grief and attempted the

death of his cmel persecutor.

The mau. in point of fact, was the

keeper of a low groggery, a dissolute per-

son who had boasted openly that his

fortune would be made could he but get

on the Rucf jury, and who was not heard

of for seven montlis after his failure to

be accepted. Then, plied with drink and
encouraged by promises of speedy pardon

and rich reward, the murderous wretch

crept into the court room during Rucf's

second trial, and spent two weeks waiting

for an opportunity to place his revolver

against Heney’s head.

Judge William P. Lawlor presides I at

the graft trials. lie was far and away the
ablest and the most popular jurist in San
Francisco and it was generally agreed that

he would s<K>n l>e elevated to the supreme
bench of the state. But when Judge
Lawlor refused to invent technicalities,

protect pettifoggery and lend himself and
his office to the grafters, that minute the

System commenced to whip him up and
down the gauntlet.

Traps were laid for him, lies were told

about him, pressure was brought to bear

that robbed him of friends and pleasant

associations and secured his practical

ostracism by social clubs and business

organizations. That he won last Novem-
ber, being reelected b\ a scant majority,

was due to the vote of the women.

MTHROUGHOUT the years in which
* Francis Heney and Judge Lawlor
knew isolation, loneliness, heartbreak and
struggle, there* was never one single

moment in which those whom they fought

in the name of law vere compelled to

undergo like penalties or privations.

Even today, when the two fuithful serv-

ants are* still feeling the effects of the

gauntlet, the corruptionists themselves

lead in society, and head the principal

civic organizations.

Sulzer, the mediocre, kept in Congress

for eighteen years, tossed the governor-

ship of the greatest state in the Union,

and ruined only when he showed signs

of wanting to become a faithful public

servant! McCall, another prince of

commonplace, given promotion uftcr

promotion for no other reason than his

complacence! And men like Heney
and Lawlor forced to fight for every

political breath they draty and compelled

to walk unceasingly the bitter way of

sacrifice!

Can it be denied that Joseph \V. Folk
was a faithful servant? At any time

during his term as circuit attorney of

St. Louis he could have had wealth and
honor, had he chosen to abate the violence

of his assaults on intrenched corruption.

In 1908, when he left the governor's

office, it was the money gained from the

sale of carriage horses that paid his rail-

road fan* to St. Louis.

A S in the cases of Lawlor and Heney,
isolation, loneliness and practical

ostracism were penalties that Special

Privilege made Folk pay for his devotion.

As for the men he prosecuted—the rich

traffickers in official honor—it cannot be
said that they ever suffered anything
save the loss of the money that went for

attorneys’ fees.

Judge Ben B. Lindsey, of Denver, how-
ever, is the man most properly entitled

to la* tagged Exhibit A in this case against

the Grateful People superstition. For fif-

teen years the “kids’ judge” has beenmade
to run a gauntlet that is without parallel

for cruel malignancy. Special Privilege

has aceused him of every imaginable crime

and subjected him to every conceivable

persecution. He has been charged with

falsehood, larceny, insanity, beating his

mother, blackmail, gross immorality and
a myriad other things, each more fan-

tastic than the last.

The latest attack upon Judge Lindsey

—for even after fifteen years the gauntlet

is still doing business at the old stand

—

is to the effect that he is the protector

of rape fiends and that he is going to

lie recalled. The Woman's Protective

League is a fake organization with head-

quarters in the office of the street car

monopoly and as for a recall, no petition

has even been framed nor could they

buy a thousand signatures if one were
circulated.

Many worthy souls have said, “ It seems
to me they'd get tired of telling lies on

Judge Lindsey and quit.”

THERE you have the secret of the

gauntlet! Exhaustion! Noton the

part of Special Privilege—it never gets

tired—but on the part of the people, or

on the part of the victim himself. It

takes money, time, mental ami physical

effort to keep on refuting slanders.

Judge Lindsey, for instance, is impover-

ished by his generosities, philanthropies

and practical support of the Equal Jus-

tice campaign in Colorado. He is ill.

for hay fever and asthma make his sum-

mers terrible, and he u* exhausted because

his small body is too frail for the giant

energy that propels him. This laid

attack, with rare chivalry, was launched

by his enemies while he lay on an operat-

ing table.

The men who bought officials and dealt

11
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in Denver's public servants as though
the}' hod been merchandise—base crea-

tures who made the $75 a month clerks

in their employ commit forgery and per-

jury under penalty of discharge—are

now lickspittled by the civic organiza-

tions that have been most active in de-

nouncing Judge Lindsey as an "ill bird.”

Seattle is a more recent recruit to the

gauntlet class than Denver or San
Francisco. Mayor George F. Cotterill,

as the inevitable consequence of his bold

stand against the usual community com-
bination of Privilege. Vice and Liquor, has

had the blood drawn at ever)' step.

It was in 1911 that Mayor "Hi" Gill

was recalled. The women, who had just

lieen given the vote, were of the opinion

that they did not want a chief executive

who built munici|>al brothels in the public

streets. Wappenstein, Gill’s chief of

police, was convicted of collecting tribute

from women of the underworld, and many
"higher-ups” would have followed him
but for that bold abuse of the judicial

power which is fast making Seattle

notorious.

pVERYTHING that "Hi” Gill was,

George Cotterill is not. Gill consid-

ered prostitution an indispensable adjunct

to metropolitanism ; Cotterill disputes the

theory of necessary evil, has almllshcd the

red-light district and Is making Seattle

one of the cleanest, most wholesome cities

in the country. Gill championed the

saloon; Cotterill loathes the entire liquor

traffic; Gill was the tool of the franchise-

grabbing public service corporations:

Cotterill is a firm believer in municipal

ownership of public utilities. Under
his efficient handling, the municipal water

plant is giving greater satisfaction than

ever before, the municipal electric plant

has brought about a reduction of one half

in the rates, over four miles of municipal

street-car trackage is under construction,

and in his last message he advanced an
attractive plan for a municipal telephone

plant in connection with other cities and
independent systems.

Shortly after his election he was given a

delicate intimation of the treatment

that a people's mayor might expect. It

was during an interview in the office of

Alden J. Blethen, owner of the Seattle

Timet, the friend and champion of Gill

New

I
T is not merely that New York is our

largest town; proportionately more
people eat there, as it were, in the

open than anywhere else in the country

—

it is the great restaurant city of the land.

People who do not live in the metropolis

understand the reason of this easily; they

have always read in the newspapers that

New Yorkers have no homes. And New
Yorkers also understand—they, too, read

the papers,—that people—especially west

of the Allcghauies—have no homes the

charms of which can keep their possessors

from the Broadway restaurant*. It is

intended in this article to assume that no
one wunts to eat at home, and that, in

consequence, information, gossip and
philosophy dealing with the eating-houses

of Manhattan will bo, if tastily cooked

and seasoned, welcome to all.

Strangers may think what they like of

the melro|>olis as a center of civilization.

and Wappenstein, and one of those whose
indictment had been quashed on a

technicality. It is well to use the printed

words of Mr. Cotterill himself in relating

the incident:

“At that time Alden J. Blethen was
bitter in his denunciations of Dr. Mat-
thews (a clergyman). Prosecuting-Attor-

ney Murphy, and others connected with

the grand jury that had indicted him.

With singular boldness he forced upon my
attention two disgraceful pliotograplis

l>earing the heads of the two gentlemen

above named upon human figures in in-

describably loathsome relations. He—
Alden J. Blethen -explained in detail

how and why he had conceived the idea

of these vile photographs, securing foun-

dation pictures by searching out some in-

decencies from a Paris collection, engaged

one of the l>cst Seattle artists to combine
them with perfect photographic skill

with the heads and fact's of Dr. Matthews
and Prosecuting-Attomey Murphy.”

Sweet-seented little attentions like these

were not original with Seattle. A SL
Louis lobbyist first conceived the idea

of blackmail by photographs, and used

to get his material after he had enter-

tained rustic meml>crs of the legislature

at wine suppers. Nor was there anything
very new or interesting in the variuus

traps and pita that were meant to prove
Mayor Cotterill a “moral leper.”

r I ,HE "red flag” furore, however, had
* a distinct creative value. This rather

clever attack was made possible by Mayor
Cotterill’s Free Speech policy that per-

mitted all sorts and conditions of street

meetings without other restrictions than

those imposed by the law relating to in-

dividual conduct. His refusal to throw

Socialists, Lubnr leaders and Syndicalists

into jail gave his enemies the opportunity

they desired.

Of a sudden the Timet sweated red ink

in a frenzied announcement that a red-

flag parade had thrown tike American
colors in the dust and trampled upon

them. There is not the slightest doubt
in the world tliat the men responsible

for the outrage were hired thugs, as

many of them were recognized, but

with this as a foundation. Privilege

ran the gamut of frenzied demand
that Cotterill l»e recalled, and tliat

By HARRISON RHODES

Illustrated by Wallace Morgan

as a matter of fact they do think of it,

when they are here, almost wholly as a

cooking center. It is our privilege to

know a Philadelphia gentleman of such

pride of birth that socially he dues not

even admit New York’s existence, consid-

ering it an upstart town peopled by vul-

garly and newly rich, whom it might be

doubted whether even people living in

North Broad Street would care to know.

It is his boost that he has never broken

bread in any private house upon Manhat-
tan Island! But in any, almost every

restaurant of any importance in the same
area he is like a fish in water. New York
is his playground; it doubtless helps him
to realize, more satisfactorily and pro-

foundly. that he is a Philadelphian. As
for Bostonians, the writer had the pleas-

ure of introducing rinc of them to the de-

lights of supper »t the Knickerbocker

Grill Room, wliieh was pronounced by

every "undesirable citizen" lie jailed or

deport«“d.

The climax came in the July riots in

which soldiers and sailors were supposed
to have risen in defense of the flag against

I. W. W. members. As a matter of fact,

according to thorough ami impartial in-

vestigations, the first trouble arose when
three or four drunken sailors attacked a
Mrs. Miller who was making a "votes
for women" speech. They took away
her stand, insulted her. and were soundly

thrashed by the crowd that gathered.

Seemingly commanded to riot by false

reports, and led by ward heelers and
tools of the vice ring, the soldiers and
sailors on shore leave burned a Socialist

bookstore and might have started a

general conflagration but for the police.

This is the sort of life that Seattle’s

"best mayor in history” leads. As for

Blethen, outside of the fact that the

student body of thr state university voted

to reject his proffered chimes on the

ground tluit they were !>ought with loath-

some money, he has suffered no loss of so-

cial or business prestige, and ranks with

Ballinger as "leading citizen.”

Look where one will, and the gaunt-

let may be seen. In Toledo, Brand
Whitlock, three times elected mayor and
one of the world’s great souls, is hounded
from one campaign to another as ” the idol

of the criminal classes." and leader of " the

element that is fighting for the privilege

of debaucliing your boys and girls.”

In Wisconsin the fight is on Im FoUette.

It was whispered, “Didn’t you know that

he had lost his mind?" In Philadelphia

the old MacNichol gang is using every

effort to damn Blankenburg. Down in

Atlanta, Chief Beavers, who abolished

the red-light district is hounded by detec-

tives. hi Colorado the enemies of Lind-

sey take time enough to lie viciously and
persistently about “Tom" Tynan, the

great warden whose "honor and trust"

idea has revolutionized American penal

methods. In Los Angeles the attack is on
Chief of Police Sebastian who stands for a

clean town. In Minneapolis the gauntlet is

arranged for the benefit of A. S. Stuck well,

the "crank”and “busybody"who has made
a twenty years’ struggle against Privilege.

Of a certainty, the wonder is not that

we have so few honest men in public

office but that we have any.

the New Englander noisy, vulgar and
New Yorkishly distasteful. Unhappily

for his reputation for consistency he was
discovered the following night, nearly cut

in two by the crimson velvet rope which
was excluding those who wished for but

had not reserved supper tables! The
country’s heart may l>c—wc hope it is

—

where the home Is. but the national stom-

ach is not far from where Forty-second

Street crosses Broadway and Fifth

Avenue.
There arc, of course, other American

cuisines. There is Baltimore, offering in

profusion all the fish and oysters and
crabs which inhabit her great boy of

Chesapeake, and quarreling forever with

Philadelphia os to how to cook terrapin.

There is New Orleans, cherishing the

secrets of the Purisian cookery—which
modem Paris lias forgotten. There is

Chicago, where they first planked the

York Restaurants
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white fish and even now occasionally pro-

vide the prairie-chicken, the lovely queen

of western game-birds, under the quaintly

unappetizing name of "young owl.”

There is San Francisco, where, according

to its enthusiastic inhabitants (who have

traveled across the continent to dine in

New York) living is so good and cheap

that they almost pay you if you will eat an

exquisite table d'hbte repast, tin compris.

There is the pie-belt. And there is,

though the fact is reluctantly set down,

Boston, proffering her baked bean. But

it is New York that sets the best table,

to employ a humble phrase. She is the

place to which the provincial resorts to

get fresh ideas, new gastronomical inspira-

tions,—and indigestion.

NO complete catalogue of restaurants

can of course be attempted. In-

deed such a thing would be an insult to

the well-fed reader: he knows them all.

But he certainly will at least

allow a few of the more lus-

cious names to be rolled once

again beneath the tongue.

This mentioning of real names
is. by the way, more than

the ordinary magazine editor

will allow in his columns.

The present writer had printed

once, in a best-selling peri-

odical, a story in which the

hero, in the course of his in-

fatuated pursuit of. the hero-

ine, offered her a dinner

party at Sherry’s. She was

a lady of the very highest

fashion, and Sherry's was, in

that remote year of grace, the

only restaurant at which such

a festivity could suitably

have taken place. That is

the plain fact, neither then

nor now, had or lias the

writer any special reason to

wish to advertise Mr. Sherry.

The magazine editor’s con-

science was not so clear; he

corrected the proofs. Thcdin-

ner took place at
“
Madeira’sP

’

rPHIS. it is submitted, was
* just silly. Furthermore,

it hid nothing, being the kind

of blue-pencil change in a

manuscript which an ostrich

might make with the off claw

while its head was hid in the

sand. If real concealment

ui to be aimed at, something

much better could be ac-

complished. For example, it might l>e

asserted that the one agreeable gastro-

nomic function of this past summer, the

life-saving event of the heated spell, was
the opening of the roof-garden restaurant

of the Adlercron. One might describe its

tent-like roof of striped green und white,

its hanging baskets of pink and scarlet

flowers, green trailing vines and electric

lights, its tiny enclosing hedge of clipped

box. One might describe the magnificent

table of plate froidit by the entrance. One
might praise the restaurant's coolness,

and grow lyric over the loveliness of the

ladies who frequent it. One might assert

truly that its clientele was almost like a
club, in the sense that if anyone is in town
you are sure to see him or her “on the

roof.” One might add that Antonio,

who used to be at the Cosmopolitan and
Francois, who was at Madeira's, havecome
to be head waiters at the Adlercron.

But. unless the reader happens to know,
thia would put him to a great deal of

trouble and confusion. It is much easier

reminiscent of summer days in Paris. A
scries of rooms facing north with a nar-

row terrace upon the street hints at the

Bois de Boulogne; there arc lattices cover-

ing the walls, many flowers, cool wicker
chairs, and magnificent sculpture in ice

blocks adorning the “buffet froid.” And
the admirable Charles, himself always
cool and collected as befits a summer
maitre d'hdtel, ushers you to your table.

The Plaza's main room puts on a cooler

dress, also latticed, this being much the

mude for summer wear for restaurants.

And a little terrace protected by heavy
awning curtaius allows a few to eat in the
actual open air of the Plaza. Just across,

the Savoy puts forth a kind of flowery

fringe of tables upon its narrow terrace and
balcony, and people obviously dine there.

/^AF the real open-air, half-country eating

places Claremont of course has long

reigned supreme. The lovely historic old

house, sitting above the
Hudson, with a long view
north of that lordly stream
coming down from the Adi-

rondacks and the Catskills, is

one of the town’s very

prettiest sights. In winter

even the glass-enclosed ver-

anda is agreeable. And fi-

nally, with summer, the gar-

dens that surround the man-
sion are all white with tables,

and in agreat confusion many
waiters carry very good food

and very high bills to a replete

and contented clientele. The
Casino in Central Park ought
to be one of the most agree-

able restaurants this side the

Atlantic, but it is not quite

that. The food is passable

and the waiters do fetch it

to you, though in a stern

and somewhat forbidding

Teutonic fashion. And the

air on the terrace is as open
as open air almost invariably

is. The haunting charm of

the Casino is, however, the

legend which has existed

from time immemorial that

it is "not a place where ladies

really ought to go.” It is,

of course, as a matter of fact,

one of the last refuges of

respectability;—prolific Ger-

man families from the upper
East Side give it its most
characteristic note. But one

may always, over a stein of

beer or a cup of moselle, sentimentally

indulge the hope of seeing one of these

lovely legendary birds of too brilliant

plumage whose presence perhaps made
the place doubtful for correct mid-nine-

teenth century ladies.

CO much for summer. With winter,

^ eating becomes a more serious problem,

and high-minded epicures turn their at-

tention to the great question of where the

best food in New York is to be found. It

is a question, fortunately, which must l>e

constantly restudied. For food varies;

with the years it runs good or bad, like

shad or women. laud year all the New
York restaurants were a little below the

standard; this year they may be marvel-

ous. Delmonico’s is a very steady res-

taurant, and so pcrha|>s a little dull. But

it is the resort year in and year out of some

of the most thoughtful eaters. Sherry’s

and the Hi tz-Carl ton are like fashionable

ladies, temperamental and uneven. The
Knickerbocker three or four years ago set

to say that Pierre from Sherry’s is now at

the Ritz-Carltou, and Luigi, who was in

the down-stairs Grill Room of the Knick-

erbocker Hotel, is there too. and now says,

rather wittily, that he is always either in

the cellar or on the roof. Equipped with

this information, the reader knows per-

fectly where to dine the first hot night he

is in New York.

rT1HE places where one can dine out-of-

* doors are lamentably few in New
York, but they are inconsequence easier to

deal with. There is the Ritz roof, as per de-

scription above, where everybody goes.

There is the Astor roof, where many more
people go, only—nobody. The Astor roof

the more closely of the two resembles the

famous hanging gardens of Babylon. The
view indeed is fantastically lovely in the

most modern way;—once even in Venice

the writer was arrested,-pleased, and then

made homesick by a painting of this in-

V

"Excluding those icho wished but had not reserved supper tables."

credible night view of the summer Broad-

way. Dclinonico's roof is agreeable,

but, like I>elmonico’s always, it rests on
a solid culinary foundation more titan

upon any adventitious charms or gaiety.

The new McAlpin has an alleged roof

garden; a pleasant enough room, up
twenty or forty stories, but scarcely a
garden. After any meal except break-

fast at the McAlpin you can dance,

but that is still another story. There is

now a class of restaurant in New York
where eating i^ a mere pretext for dancing.

Fortunately the McAlpin food is a fairly

convincing excuse. The Waldorf-Astoria

has a roof too, a pleasant, small, old-

fashioned place, but no report has come of

anyone dining there, it being devoted to

cooling drinks, cigarettes, and contempla-
tive conversation.

Where hotels and restaurants have no
s|)ccial "gardens" they transform rooms.

The Knickerbocker at the approach of hot

weather opens its "d'Armenonville res-

taurant,” so pleasantly (at least in name)
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a new pace; it had, first in the town, liar-

wagons, and great silver roulants for the

the plat* du jour and amazing vintage

champagnes and free toast for everybody

—all the latest European “wrinkles.”

Now. its chefs seem to he for the moment
resting a little too easily on fragrant beds

of roses—or parsley. The Plaza has food

that one can cat. The Holland House
too. if you can submit to the head waiter’s

domineering ways. “Joe” is famous for

knowing a good lunch and forcing his regu-

lar clients to eat one. But of food that

one can cat so have at least a thousand

There are “kosher" restaurants innumer-

able. and a pest of Chinese eating-places

ull over the town. There is an excellent

Armenian restaurant in the East Twen-
tieth Streets and occasionally one in Lex-

ington Avenue, both frequented by the

best rug-buyers for the purpose of eating

fried meat strung on what appear to be um-
brella ribs. There is a Syrian cafe inWash-
ington Street. In fact the strangest foods

lurk around each New York corner wait-

ing for the unwary or the romantic eater.

There are at least two famous Hun-
garian places. The Cafe Boulevard on

street is Castle Cave, a fantastic place

where you may eat your dinner in what
appears to be a dooryard in a little village

street—and be glad that you are in no
other village than New York.

Mouquin's. domiciled in one of the few

historic relics of Sixth Avenue, is one of the

best known of the French restaurants

where a meal does not necessarily cost a

fortune. It somehow manages, in a low

room filled with intolerable clatter of the

street, something of u Parisian air,

even a touch of that literary' atmosphere
which is so eagerly sought for by

"It somehow manages something of a Parisian air."

other places, one hastens to add, so that

one may not seem silly. There an* people

of no despicable gastronomic taste but of

no snobbish standards who will tell you
that the Athens Hotel in Forty-second

Street has the last cooking in town. The
reader shall judge for himself.

rpllIS is still no catalogue, but one
* must continue to name names.

Thirty-sixth Stn*et is all chop-houses

which, though largely conducted by Ger-

mans, have a thoroughly English air, as

that is understood outside England.

There are whole quarters of the town, like

the West Twenties, and perhaps even

more the streets so elegantly termed the

“muring Forties" which are all restau-

rants. There are a million French table

d ’botes, and half that number Italian.

Second Avenue is to move to Broadway,
a municipal scandal, no less. The dinner

was just edible, but the band, refreshed,

if you could manage it, with a little red

Hungarian wine, really gave you a trip to

Budu-Pestli. Little Hungary in Hous-
ton Street is. if you are to measure gayety

by noise, the gayest place in the world

—

on a Saturday or Sunday winter night.

It is earnestly recommended that every-

one dine there, at least once in a life-time.

If among the Italians one mentions

GufTanti’s in Seventh Avenue it is be-

cause it is in one way unique in the

whole world—the whole of this writer’s

world, he only means. The menu for

dinner is unvaried, each day of each

month of each year it is exactly the same.

And good! And cheap! Seventh Avenue
is u dining center in fact, for across the

strangers and even by New York’s

own haute Ifoh?me.

A LAS, that a passage upon literary

** restaurants should be almost cynic-

ally sa<l. The Brcvoort and the Lafay-

ette (ci-devant Martin’s) are near Washing-

ton Square, the Quartier Latin of our fic-

tion writers; there is that to l»e said for

their picturesqueness. And a covey of

poets has been flushed in the cafe of the

Lafayette as late as a year ago. But
Literary Bohemia dines at home a good

deal—two men helping the butler to

serve. The part which does not feast in

such splendor is alleged to dine in little

restaurants which display no sign upon

the street and are approached by l>ase-

ment doors where a proper introduction

and a sworn statement that y*u like
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neither Robert W. Chambers' work nor

that of any of the best sellers are essential

before the proprietor at the iron grating

will admit you. Something very like

this does exist—let the reader find it—in

West Tenth and in West Forty-seventh

Streets. If you can find and enter

Pogliani's you will find excellent Italian

food and, at least at lunch, people excellent

in their various ways to look at.

Supper places—at the mention of them
the pen should shed fireworks! But sup-

|mt places are no longer especially eating

places; they are devoted rather to drink-

did not dare to. Enough about supper;

the writer advises against it and the reader

knows he had much better be in bed.

COME female readers may think that

^ too much has been said about food.

When they are in New York they want to

go to restaurants not to eat, but to see the

people they read alx>ut in the society

news. In short, Mr. Baedeker, writing

of New York, must “three-star" and indi-

cate the resorts of fashion. The Ritz-

Carlton still leads, at present; so many
people in the very best society own stock

If you don’t remember, try to. His

whereabouts is a real item of gastronomic

news. I^et the reader lie assured that

although an acquaintance with head
waiters is not—as some |>coplc lately re-

moved to New York seem to think it—the

same as an entree into society, it is

probably a step.

rT,HK writer dreams sometimes of or-
1 ganizing this eating in New York

restaurants into something more defi-

nitely civilizing to the country, gostrononi-

ically elevating to the whole land. He

_ V
‘ ~V

" But supper places are no longer especially eating-places : they are devoted rather to drinking, dancing, and seeing vaudeville."

ing. dancing and seeing vaudeville. Their

names are legion. (For a catalogue con-

sult an evening paper or the driver

of a taxicab.) They seem perpetually

changing proprietors and the various

Rectors and Martins move gradually

northward toward Columbus Circle,

where that famous “night-life" of New
York seems likely soon to Ik? centered.

Rector’s, by the way, induces philo-

sophic reflection. It had gained a for-

tune as a “gay” restaurant. It lost

one as a hotel of sober and dignified

splendor. The gay people no longer

wanted to go there and the ungay still

in it that it will hold its own for some time.

But it is very dignified to go to Delmon-
ieo’s or the Plaza if you happen to be near

there. And it is coming to be rather the

thing to go back to Sherry's, it is chic to

say you find the Ritz a little crowded and
vulgar, although of course you do see all

your friends. Then there are special

places for lunch. It is probable, for ex-

ample, that that meal will often be

taken this winter in the Della Robbia
Room of the Vanderbilt Hotel, largely

because Umberto will be in charge there.

You remember him at Martin’s in the old

days, sleek, smiling, kind and efficient.

would like to organize an eating sch'

conducted tour with explanatory

by some great authority. F
cially like the lovely ladie

to learn what u man’
believes you should

water fountains nor

but unhlushingly

the food is. He
authority, but bl-

est are authentic

proposals from

and fashinu-M
of resta

this sea
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Stripes on McCall
By N. H.

THE Tammany issue is not a local

issue. It is, to be sure, of the

greatest importance to the welfare

of the four million people living in New
York City and the more than twice that

numlKT who live in New York Stale,

but it also has an immediate hearing on
government throughout the United States.

Tammany Hall is so powerful that it has

often exercised preponderating influence

in presidential conventions and in con-

trolling legislation in Washington. Mr.
Fitzgerald, of the House of Representa-

tives, made himself famous by siding

with Uncle Joe Cannon when Cannon
was making his last fight to perpetuate

the old regime. This was a perfectly

logical performance, as a certain element

in the Democratic Party and a certain

element in the Republican Party belong

naturally together, and in a crisis can

always be trusted to act together. Re-

garding the contest for Mayor of New
York now going on, Fitzgerald declared

in the House:

A campaign of momentous importance to

the Democratic Party is being waged. AU the
enemies of Democracy in the city and in the

country are aligned in an effort to overthrow
the organized Democracy in their attempt to

place Democratic officials in power

It will be noticed that Mr. Fitzgerald is

rather sweeping in his language. Who
is the " Democratic Party," and who are

its enemies? His speech proceeded as

follows:

The candidate of those enemies of the

Democratic Party is a Democratic official ap-
pointed by a Democratic president and con-
firmed by a Democratic senate.

In other words, Mr. Mitchel, Mr. Wood-
row Wilson and the members of the

Senate are not properly “Democrats"
but regenades and enemies to their

parly. There is no doubt that Mr.
Fitzgerald is right in recognizing that

there is nothing whatever in common be-

tween what he calls the Democracy
(namely, Tammany Hall in New York
and similar machines in Indiana, Illinois

and certain other states) and the Demo-
crat Party as it is represented by Wood-
row Wilson, William J. Bryan, William

G. McAdoo, Secretary Lane, Secretary

Houston, and the many others who are

energetically endeavoring to serve their

country, aud not their private purses or

the purses of corporations that keep
machines alive. How will the voters

of New York look upon thus question

raised by Mr. Fitzgerald, and raised a few

weeks earlier by Mr. Croker in only a

slightly different form?

SUPPOSE you area Republican. Will

^ you vote to strengthenTammany Hall,

and thereby to continue a situation in

which a compact body* headed by thugs,

is able to win elections often where other

nominees would win on anything like

a fair expression of opinion?

Suppose you are a Democrat. Will

you vote that when there is a Democratic
victory it shall be a sad day for the com-
munity, or will you so vote that tin?

Democratic Party in New York may
ultimately be made worthy of its present

leadership in the nation?

The most tiresome statement that has

obtained wide currency during the pres-

ent campaign in New York City is that

Mr. McCall is a respectable candidate,

18

his greatest weakness coming from the fact

that he is lending his name to the service

of a crooked organization. Mr. McCall is

nothing of the sort. He is a rough-necked
product of the organization. He may be

a little abler than Augustus Van Wyck,
hut he certainly is not superior to him in

independence or political morality.

IT seems impossible that the business
* men of thus city should Im* fooled by
the principal argument that Mr. McCall
is putting forth, namely economy. He
is trying to make them believe that the

economy issue is the same as the question

of how much the city shall undertake to

do. Of course, the question of the scope

of the city's activities docs have an ulti-

mate bearing on the cost of city govern-

ment. but, in the first place, many of our

greatest and most needless expenses have
been forced upon us by mandatory legisla-

tion brought about in Albany by Tam-
many influence in order to increase

patronage; and, in the second place, the

great and pressing question ofeconomy just

now has little to do with the scope of the

city's undertakings. It has everything to

do with the manner ofcarrying out thecon-

tracts to wliieh the city is already com-
mitted. During the next four years, the

city has to spend for rapid transit ex-

tension afxnit three hundred and thirty

million dollars. The economy question

now pressing is whether that three hun-

dred and thirty million dollars wnll be

spent under the supervision of Mr.
Mitchel or Mr. Murphy. Which is

the more honest? Which will see that

in the carrying out of those contracts

there are no favors, no trifling with speci-

fications, no enrichment of insiders?

Mr. McCall's connection with the in-

surance scandal has already been fully

narrated in this Weekly. Commenting
on that connection, Charles Edward
Russell says:

“ When a degree of public attention

was called to Andy Hamilton's opera-

tions, that astute person departed in

haste for Europe, where subpoenas of the

State of New York are not valid. Subse-

quent proceedings established the fact

that Mr. Hamilton's judgment as to the

relative healthfulness of climates at that

particular time was exceedingly good.

Here in New York the temperature was
much too high for one of his florid habit.

There Ls an Edward E. McCall, now a

candidate for the office of Mayor of New
York, and what many citizens that have
not forgotten their history would like to

know is whether this Edward E. McCall
is the Edward E. McCall that made those

notes and was alleged to have been con-

nected with Andv Hamilton in certain of

Hamilton's activities. Because, if it is

the same Edward E. McCall, he would
seem to be of a nerve too colossal for

practical use in public affairs.”

XTOW, let us take up this question of
* ’ whether McCall himself is a respect-

able individual. We showed in our issue

of October 11 several things. 1. That
he had been picked out at least as early

as February by the inside leaders of

Tammany to lx* their candidate for

Mayor, and had been put on the Public

Service Commission in order to groom
him for that place. 2. That he was
smirched by the Insurance Report drawn

up by Charles E. Hughes. Now let us
go a little further into what was meant by
Mayor Gaynor when he said , "They are

all of one stripe.” Cesare's picture,

immediately preceding this article, indi-

cates the principal question of the cam-
paign—whether anybody can successfully

rub the tiger stripes off of McCall.
When Gaynor said they were all of one
stripe, he meant these men:

CHARLES F. MURPHY,
EDWARD E. McCALL,
JOHN H. McCOOEY.
THOMAS FOLEY.
PHILIP DONAHUE,
JOHN C. FITZGERALD,
ARTHUR MURPHY,
JOHN GALVIN.

It is generally believed that when the

rank and file of Tammany Hall raised

a howl over the prospect of Gaynor’s
being turned down by the leaders, the

man who was most firm in insisting that

the Mayen* should lie set aside and McCall
put in was “Big Tom" Foley. Foley
was once indicted as a dive-keeper, and
he is well known for his red-light career.

When he was seventeen years old, he
was a hanger-on at a dive in Brooklyn.

A year later, he was part owner of a dive,

and three years later he was arrested

when his dive was raided, was indicted

for running a disorderly place, and, when
he was released on bail, fled the coun-
try*. A year after that, he joined Tam-
many Hall, working in a saloon and
making himself useful at the polls.

Three years later, he was a saloon-keeper

himself, and ultimately the keeper of

several saloons. Another year found him
captain of on election district. Tammany
men, however, when they become useful,

graduate from such occupations into

lines of business where they have oppor-

tunities for investment. In lftOS, Foley

opened a “real estate" office, and has

been doing a large l>ail-lH>iiding business

ever since. It was Foley who was quoted,

about the time the eight men met at

Dclmonico's (and he had never denied

the statement) ns saying: “he is one of

our own kind,” and "McCall is my
gladiator.”

XTEXT to Folev in Ills energetic deter-^ mination that Gaynor should be put
aside and McCall substitute 1 is supposed

to have been Mr. John H. MeCooey. Mc-
Cooey is now the boss of the crooked

Democratic machine in Brooklyn* lx*ing

successor to Pat McCarren. Every-

thing that Murphy is on one side of the

River, MeCooey is on the other.

Another of these gentlemen is a noto-

rious member of the Gas Lobby at

Albany; but there Is really not much
use in wasting time discussing them, as

none of them has done anything worse

than McCall himself did when he abetted

Murphy in his attempt to use the facts

he had against Sulzer as a weapon to

induce the governor to turn over the

whole State to Murphy aud his friends.

The eight men, as Gaynor said, are

not only of "one stripe,” hut of u stripe

“fit even to cast lots on the garments of

the city.” Further light on whether

McCall is a respectable citizen merely

working with Tammanv Hall, or one of

the innermost gang im- If can easily

be found by consult- 1 n? certain of his

appointments.
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HEN Tammany put McCall on the
* ’ Bench, it was up to him to make

good. One of the ways he did it was to

appoint as his personal attendant John J.

Markin, who was at that time a district

captain for Murphy. The amount which

the community had to pay Mackin, how-

ever, for helping to don McCall’s robe

was not sufficient for Mackin's needs and
so McCall made him a receiver in sixty-

five cases.

McCall, after being raised to the Bench
by Tammany, selected us his private

clerk Charles A. Hickey. As his salary

of twenty-five hundred dollars u year was
not enough for Hickey, McCall made him
a receiver in twenty-two cases, although

it is not looked upon by the bar as de-

sirable for a justice to appoint his own
elerk to receiverships.

One of the men McCall selected as

a referee was John F. Roesch, generally

known as “Red-light Roesch” because

in the Lexow investigation it had lieen

shown that he acted us counsel for the

managers of disreputable house’s. The
ap|K*intment by McCall was made after

the Bar Association had denounced

Roesch as an unfit candidate for the posi-

tion of City Court Judge.

Another appointment was that of

J. Sidney Bernstein, who shares his office

with former Alderman Samuel Marks,

known through the scandal in the pur-

chase of fireworks for the city, and Bern-

stein himself was removed by Justice

Page for demanding an advance payment
of five hundred dollars on a fee as referee.

John V. Coggey, Tammany district

President

ON a Monday morning at ten o’clock

a score or more newspajx.T men
come bustling in the entranre to

the executive offices at the White House
at Washington, primed with the questions

they intend to ask, and with glowing ideas

which they have evolved from reading

the morning papers.

It is the time for their semi-weekly

interview with the President, at which the

“big" news stories of the Capitol origi-

nate. This conference is one of the new
institutions President Wilson has brought

to Washington and he regards it as an
important one.

They gather in the lobby to await a
signal from Patrick McKenna, the Presi-

dent’s doorman, that Mr. Wilson has

come over from the White House. Soon

the signal is given and they file into the

President’s office. Mr. Wilson is found

standing at his (Irak ami greets them smil-

ingly. Probably if the number is unusually

large or small, he advances a humorous ex-

planation for this fact and then, by a sub-

missive gesture, signifies that the field

guns of curiosity may lie unlimbcrcd.

The questions come in rapid succession.

First, there is: “Mr. President, will you
tell us something about the Mexican
situation;” or “Mr. President, is a reply

soon to be made to Ambassador Cliinda’s

last note on the Jajmnese land contro-

versy." Then somebody wants to know
if there are any Illinois appointments
pending. Follow questions about the

President’s position on the wool tariff,

on the suggestion of the American Bank-
ers Association for cliangus in the Ad-
ministration Currency Bill, as to whether
Mr. Wilson really expects to get down to

the Panama Canal this full.

leader, was also on the McCall list of

ap|x>int.ments. In the legislative inquiry

of December 10. 1907, Coggey, it de-

veloped, had Ijecn running the Correction

Department as a patronage machine to

such an extent that after the Kings
County penitentiary was abolished, he
transferred the warden and head keeper,

as well as all the rest of his staff, to Black-

well’s Island, thus duplicating the force

in order to make as many |xxsitions as

possible, and he also appointed forty new
orderlies “ on the advice of friends." This

is a typical instance of the kind of econo-

my we always get from Tammany Hall.

/'"YI'IIER appointees by McCall in-^ elude two of the Cohalan brothers:

Daniel F. Cohalan. who was whitewashed
by the state legislature before which he

was tried on charges, and Dennis O’Leary
Cohalan, who was in the bonding busi-

ness with State Senator Frawley, who was
head of the committee that made the

charges against Governor Sulzer,

Asa Bird Gardiner, who got two ap-

pointments from McCall, is now one of

his chief advisers. Gardiner was onee

a Tammany district attorney, but was
removed by Governor Roosevelt, and
his fame really rests on his classic remark:

“To Hell with reform."

Richard Croker’s lieutenant, Thomas F.

Donnelly, had forty references from Mc-
Call. Sullivan’s henchman, GeorgeM. En-
gel, had four. VincentT. Coughlin, a thor-

oughly undesirable Tammany Assembly-

man, received six. Thomas T. Grady, the

late silver-tongued Tammany orator, re-

Wilson and
By L. AMES BROWN

Mr. Wilson is somewhat in the position

of a baseball catcher receiving balls

from all the hascinen and the shortstop

coincidentally. He handles his mit with

precision, however, und makes returns

in every case where he thinks it wise.

¥N these conferences, Mr. Wilson re-

* veals his character perhaps with

greater frankness than at any other time

in the routine of his official day. The
President thinks quickly and accurately

and always he lets his answers stand

once they are made. He shows himself

a precisionist in the use of words. Also

he is somewhat quick-tempered. At the

time when Secretary of State Bryan was
on the Chautauqua Circuit along with

certain Swiss yodlers and such, a corre-

spondent submitted this question:

“Mr. President, would you tell us what
your attitude is toward the criticisms of

Mr. Bryan’s literary efforts which have

been made in foreign newspapers?”

The President replied that his attitude

was that which he maintained towards all

statements made by persons who “could

not mind their own business." His face

was flushed and plainly he was angry.

The serious questions aud answers arc

interspersed with humorous incidents of

the President’s muking, however. One
of these resulted from his desire to evade

a question as to what he wanted the

Senate to do alxml hearings on the tariff.

For the President to nave answered

directly would have suggested that he
was seeking to dictate to the Senate.

Mr. Wilson recalled u saying of Ar-

temus Ward:—“Whenever I see a snake’s

hole. I say to myself, ‘that’s the snake’s

hole,’ and I leave it alone."

ccived three. Emanuel Blumcnstahl. one
of Big Tim's closest advisers, received

three. One of the worst of the Foley
and Sullivan henehinen.Max S. Levine,

received one receivership and three

references.

On June 18 last, McCall, on the recom-

meiuiulion of some Brooklyn politicians

appointed, as Assistant Electrical Engi-

neer, Abraham L. Fennell, a man who
had never had anything to do with

electricity.

rI'HESE are but samples. The list

* could be made three times as long.

If the people want a dyed-in-the-wool,

crooked, wusteful Tammany admin-
istration in New York city, with an
increased Tammany control in the

state, and on increased Tammany in-

fluence in Washington, they know how
to get it; but there is no sense in telling

anybody but a child or a defective that

McCall is in any way superior to the

rest of the bunch with whom he works.

Since he went onto the Public Service

Commission, he has had. himself, at

least six receiverships, and every one of

the six was given to him by a Tammany
judge. He is at the present writing re-

fusing to resign from his 915,000 job,

while he is spending all of his time

campaigning. Tammany knows that, if

elected, he will pay back many fold.

He is no Sulzer, to attempt foolishly to

reform and rebel. He is no Gaynor, too

big to be satisfactory to the bunch of

eight. He is, as Foley put it, “one of

our own kind."

Publicity

Mr. Wilson said the Senate’s attitude

was the Senate's business. Tills time

he was smiling.

The President shows fine skill in choos-

ing words for his answers and lie demands,
most of the time, that his questioners

phrase their questions with nicety. In-

deed, this leaning toward precision more
than once has given a correspondent

the wrong idea of what was in the Presi-

dent's mind and opened the way for his

writing a story giving exactly the opposite

impression from that the President really

meant to convey.

A N illustration of this was furnished

by the President’s discussion of the

plan brought forward by Attorney-Gen-

eral McRevnolds in June for taxing the

giant tobacco corporations so heavily

that it would lx: impossible for them to

operate profitably at monopoly size. Mr.
McRcynohls hud advanced this idea at

a Cabinet meeting and had been advised

to confer with Senate leaders with regard

to it. Notwithstanding these facts, when
a correspondent subsequently asked the

President: "What is your attitude to-

ward Mr. McRevnolds* tobacco tax

plan?" the President replied:

“As far as I know, Mr. MeReynolds has
no tobacco tax plan.”

The corres|xmdents were taken aback,

for they had been informed of Mr. Mc-
Rcynolds* submission of his idea by a
high official of the Administration.

Afterward, a questioner who knew of

the President’s partiality for precision

asked about the Attorney-General’s “sug-

gestion” and the desired information was
forthcoming from the President. It

developed that the President considered
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that the McReynolds idea was merely

a suggestion, which had not been formu-

lated into a plan.

President Wilson has played no favor-

ites among the newspaper correspondents

in Washington since his inauguration.

No "special privileges" in news matters

have been granted because of their loyalty,

to the men who stood by him when he
was a candidate for the nomination or

for the Presidency.

Mr. Wilson and his secretary, Mr.
Tumulty, have played fair and when
they had any confidence to make on

by them upon important current events.

His secretary has “seen” them each
morning and afternoon. The big stories

that have come out of the White House
since March have resulted from these

conferences.

Mr. Wilson's experience and study have
brought him to a full realization of the

important part the newspapers play in

the success or failure of an Administration.

He has gone about procuring publicity

in businesslike fashion and his program
has been singularly successful.

His “open door" policy lias Ism

Wilson had not accomplished a single step

of his program, legislative and executive.

He stood on the brink of his Administra-
tion and his remarks should lie interest-

ing, measured in the light of developments
since they were delivered. Today the

President looks hack upon the handling
of the Japanese and Mexican situations

—

two of the most perplexing foreign diffi-

culties that have faced this government
in recent years—and upon his fight for

tariff revision and currency reform.

This is what he said to the ncws|>aper

men in March:

11
¥ FEEL that a large part of the success of public affairs de-

* pends on the newspaper men—not somuch on the editorial

writers, because we can live down what they say. as u|xm the

news writers, because the news is the atmosphere of public

affairs. Unless you get the right setting to affairs—disperse

the right impression—things go wrong. The United Staters

is just now at a very critical turning point in respect to public

opinion; not in respect of parties, for that is not the part

that is most interesting. They may go to pieces or they may
hold together. So far as the United States isconcerned, itdoes

not make much difference whether they do or not, because a
party has no vitality whatever, unless it is an embodiment
of something real in the way of public opinion and public pur-

pose. I am not interested in a party that is not an embodied
program based upon a set of principles; and our present job

is to get the people who believe in principles to stand

shoulder to shoulder to do things from one side of this

continent to the other.

“Now, that being the case, I can illustrate one of the bad
things that the newspapers may do in order to speak of the

good things they may do. If you play up every morning dif-

ferences of opinion and predict difficulties, and say there are

going to be so many sections to this and so many groups to

that, and things will pull at such and such cross purposes, you
are not so much doing an injury to an individual or to any
one of the groups of individuals you arc talking about as im-

peding the public business. Our present business is to get

together, not to get divided, and to draw a line and say,

‘Now, you fellows who do not believe that genuine public

government will work, please stand on that side' (I choose

the left because it is Scriptural); ‘and you fellows who do
believe that it will work, get on that side. And all the fellows

who get on this side, then get together and just put these

fellows to rout in such fashion that they will not stop until

Doomsday.’
“ In order to do that you have got to have a lot of fellows

who in the news try to interpret the times and to get the

momentum in things without which they will not go. I do
not mean in the least to imply that any of you gentlemen are

interested in making trouble. That is not the point. I would

be a mighty proud man if I could get it into your imagina-

tions that you can oblige people, almost, to get together by
the atmosphere with which you surround them in the daily

news. And the atmosphere has got to come, not from Wash-
ington, but from the country. You have got to write from

the country' in, and not from Washington out. The only way
I can succeed is by not having my mind live in Washington.

My body has got to live there, but my mind has got to live in

the United States, or else I will fail. Now. you fellows can

help me and help everybody else by just swathing my mind
and other people’s minds in the atmosphere of the thought

of the United States. The great advantage that you enjoy

is that you represent papers all over the country, and there-

fore you can import the opinion and the impulses of the coun-
try into Washington, and import it after a fashion that nobody
else can employ. A Congressman has to import opinion

according to the repairing of his fences*—or, at least, he thinks

he has; I do not think so. You have not got any fences to

repair or to keep in order. Your interest is simply to see that

the thinking of the people comes pressing in all the time on
Washington. It would help me immensely, and it would help

every man in public life immensely, should you do that.

“CO the thought I have in dealing with you fellows is this:^ that you, more than any other persons, can lubricate

—

quicken—the processes by which you are going to do, what?
Serve the people of the United States. If we do not serve

them (the *we‘ now applies to politicians) then wc will go out

of business; and we ought to go out of business. We will go

out of business with the applause of the world; because if

wc do not serve the people of the United States, there is

going to be a radical change of venue—and it will be a new
kind of trial for public men. So that I do not feel that I am
engaged in a partisan enterprise or a party enterprise, or in

anything except interpreting what you men ought to make it

your business to bring the country. I have got to understand

the country, or I will not understand my job. Therefore, I

have brought you here to say to you the very simple thing,

‘Please do not tell the country what Washington is thinking,

for that does not make any difference. Tell Washington what
the country is thinking,’ and then we will get things with a

move on, we will get them so refreshed, so shocked through

with airs from every wholesome part of the country, that they

can not go stale, they can not go rotten, and men will stand

up and take notice, and know that they have got to vote

according to the purposes of the country, and the needs of

the country, and the interpreted general interests of the

country, and in no other way.

“I sent for you, therefore, to ask that you go into partner-

ship with me, that you lend me your assistance as nobody
else can. and tlieu after you have brought this precious freight

of opinion into Washington, let us try and make true gold

here that will go out from Washington. Because nothing

better will go out than comes in. It is the old law of com-
pensation, the law of equivalence. In proportion that Wash-
ington is enriched, so will the fruition in Washington itself be

rich. Now, all this is obvious enough to you gcntlcmcu. I

am not telling you anything that you did not know before,

but I did want you to fed that I was depending upon you, and

from what I can learn of you, I think I have a reason to depend

with confidence on you to do this thing, not for me, but for

the United States, for the people of the United States, and
so bring about a day which will be a little better than the

days that have gone before us. I think we can cooperate

with enthusiasm along that line, and if you agree with me, I

shall be very happy."

Administration affairs, these have been

placed in the newspaper men as a body.

Unlike previous administrations, this

one has chosen to give the inside of the

"big” news story that happened to

hold the boards at Washington to all

correspondents of established reputation

who sought the information. Other

administrations relied upon a few trusted

correspondents to receivesuchconfidences.

'T’HE President has trusted a greater

* numl>er of newspaper men than has

any previous President.

Mr. Wilson has met the newspaper
correspondents twice weekly since his

inauguration and submitted to questioning

vindicated by the treatment he has re-

ceived from the newspaper men of Wash-
ington and from the newspapers of the

country.

The second week of his Administration

Mr. Wilson had the correspondents meet
him in the East Room at the White
House and there addressed to them some
remarks on his purposes and the way he

wanted them to help him consummate
these purposes. These remarks were

made in the strictest confidence and no

word of them was printed.

I am authorized by the White House

to make public for the first time this

“speech" of the President.

At the time of its deliverance Mr.

THE President and Secretary Tu-
multy have established that they

believe in the widest sort of publicity.

They have taken pains to get the White
House viewpoint before the country on
all important questions, “hot from the

bat." At times it has been deemed wise

by them that this viewpor t i >uld be

described to the newspap* r m n joid in-

corporated in news stories wit < >ut being

formalized by an official statement from

the White House.

In no case, however, has the White
House been far behind its critics in get-

ting its side of a case into print.

The president’s Mini-weekly < iference

with the newspaper men one of the
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new institutions which the President

brought to Washington with him in March
and which. like many another of his be-

longings was declared to be unworkable

by conservative old-timers.

It has “worked” through that stage

of the Japanese negotiations when the

Japanese public mind was inflamed at

what was considered a violation of the

national honor; a Mexican embroglio

wherein a war-like ultimatum was given

at Mexico City and then recalled;

through the early stages of the special

session of Congress when President

Wilson was counselling zealously with his

“legislative colleagues” at the Capitol

on the tariff and currency revision, with

the strong desire that his efforts should

not be prejudiced by the idea among
the members of Congress that he was
attempting to dictate to them.

The new institution has survived and
flourished because both the President and
the newspaper correspondents have rec-

ognized their responsibilities and ac-

counted for them. The President has

been frank whenever possible. He has

spoken freely at times for publication

and at others with the strict understand-

ing that what he said should never get in-

to print. He has discussed “ between our-

selves" matters so ticklish that his state-

ments might have broughton international

complications had they been published.

The newspaper men have appreciated

the President's confidence in them and
have vindicated it. In only one instance

has a story been printed containing

information which the President ex-

pressly conditioned should be regarded

as confidential. The only effect of

this incident was the turning away
of one newspaper man from the

conference. The President maintained

unimpaired his belief in the others

who had consistently respected his

confidences.

The confidences are strange looking

spectacles to old-timers here in Wash-
ington and many never have been able

to become accustomed to them.

The House of the Nations
By CHARLES CAMPBELL JONES

ALL the busy street could have

seen that the Dutchman was

broad of face, big-bodied, and
slow moving. His mustache and im-

perial seemed as out of place upon his

ruddy countenance as his periodical out-

bursts of choler seemed out of sympathy
with his placid disposition. He wore a

blue suit, a wide gray hat. and shiny

shoes; he was dean with the glow and
polish of a scoured kettle; his indepen-

dence was to be observed in every look

and action; he moved os if he knew well

where he wanted to go. what he wauted

to go for. and could be just stubborn

enough to carry out his intention in spite

of any or all circumstances.

Now that he was not so young as once,

and since he had mule anJ saved some-

thing upon which to live in his ow'ii unas-

suming manner, the Dutchman did not

attempt to continue in business. All the

work he felt called upon to do was the

necessary pottering about his yard and
cottage, the cultivation of what he hoped
would prove a good, new kitchen garden,

and the careful tending of innumerable

old-fashioned flowers. To these light

labors he gave—as befitted an honest,

tlirifty citizen of a hustling republic

—

his strict attention. In his times of idle-

ness he sat. summer or winter, puffing

meditatively at a long-stemmed pipe,

—

in summer under the long, dirn-vistacd

grape-arbor; in winter I efore the pleas-

antly crackling kitchen fire. And since

lie had no regular occupation, and more
time to think of things in general, his tem-

per was growing just a bit more peppery

and he was wont to remember longer.

He was giving little heed to the tu-

multuous clanging and clattering that

surged about him now. He was bent

upon the spending of not more than

twenty-five cents.—an adventure to l>e

considered gravely and performed with

some caution.

The spending of this particular money
was of more than ordinary importance

to the Dutchman's temper. He wanted
some greeu stuff; and whenever he

thought of green stuff, he straightway

grew ruddier of face ami neck and wished

fervently that he might have a pet Ital-

ian of his own to kick and pummel when-
ever his feelings upon the subject needed
a safety vent.

In the yard about the neat little cot-

tage there had been a strip reserved for a
kitchen garden ever since the lot was first

ixj * l
C .oogle
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laid out. A wrinkled, jabbering Italian

had builded a flat building on the next

lot to the .south, thereby spoiling the strip

as far as its regular use was coneerned.

AT times the Dutchman believed he

saw something radically askew in

the conduct of a country that allowed an

Italian to own rentable flats, while he

owned nothing but the cottage that shel-

tered hint. Much slow reflection in the

shade of the grape arbor, w'ith the red

bricks of the flat building in plain sight,

hud given him what he was pleased to

suppose a fixed opinion. He spoke with

open contempt of those who seemed will-

ing to live in a manner quite beneath the

dignity of a first -class citizen, to sleep

und live several in a room, to clutter al-

ready over-crowded quarters with the

stock-in-trade of a huckster,—and all just

to be able, after many laborious years,

to build and rent flats. He felt that he

had excellent reason to dislike all manner
of “Dagoes”; and, if possible, he would

not buy his green stuff from one of them.

But he meant to get value for his money

—

above everything, best value for the

money was the thing to be considered.

The city market was nearly a full block

long, and about one hundred feet wide;

a low, dingy-raftered, musty structure

with a passage straight down the long

center and a row of stalls on either side.

There was an atmosphere of bluster and
hurry and a scent of stale vegetable; the

floor was dirty, tracked with street mud
and trodden, discarded produce, yet in

the hollows still damp with the usual

early morning attempt at cleanliness.

Through the long space between the

stalls passed and repassed a variegated

confusion of races,—all the motley pop-

ulation of a city come to morning market.

Most of the people were very poor; all

wanted the value in full for their scarce

dimes.

At a fat butcher's stall a tall Chinaman,
impassive and unemotional, discussed the

price of a picked roast with the meat
cutter. The bargaining was sharp, and
the two men, as inwardly intent and
alert, as outwardly calm and uninterested,

paid no real heed to anything else.

Beyond, at an Italian greengrocer’s,

a white-eyed, shiny-faced negress cast a

scornful glance at the insolent clerk,

waved her large hand in u gesture convey-

ing utter annihilation, and, nose-in-air,

shouldered her disdainful way through

the unheeding crowd to another stall.

The negress, still shaking her head and
muttering, over ut the other stall bumped
against a Jewess —lean, harsh featured,

and stooped weurily with the three-fold

burden of child-bearing, years, and lalxjr.

rT,HE block woman strove to gain the
“ attention of the stall attendant, in

spite of the patent transaction going on

between the man and the Jewess. The
lean featured bargainer, exhibiting a swift

readiness to fight for her privilege of prece-

dence, accepted the attempt quite as a

matter of course. She could understand

people who ignored the rights of others,

people who wanted the best of it for them-
selves; she was of that turn herself.

From the racket of the vociferous trades-

men. from the bullying clang of gongs,

the hoot of horns, and clatter of wheels

outside, and from the pushing unmannerly
throng about her, she drew justification

of her philosophy.

As the Dutchman, his methmlical

mind upon the green stuff, entered the

market, he inadvertently jostled a swart,

slit-eyed Sicilian woman, heavy with

child. She was squut, grimy of clothes

and skin, and the Dutchman instinctively

moved liis immaculately clean person

away. It could not have seemed to him
that he could possibly have anything in

common with her. He was not inter-

ested in her, nor in her kind, except to

wish that these aliens, these late comers,

these scum and scou rings of that part of

Europe not to Ik: blessed with the be-

loved title 'of Vaterland, might, firmly

and without delay, be kept out of this

rapidly becoming too free country.

rIMIE woman, in her turn, swept the
1 Dutchman with hot black eves,

snapp'd something in the scaring anger

speech of the sun-lands, hated the man
for a fat, clumsy pig of a foreigner, and
battled on into the seething mob ahead.

Over at one of the middle stalls a
greengrocer's—a flat-cared, wide mouthed,
cosmo|K>lite—by courtesy “American”

—

suddenly and aggressively began to cry

cheap produce.

Then: was an instinctive movement
toward the crier; as the marketers came
closer and parked tighter they caught,

one from another, a certain contagion of

fierce eagerness. Every unit of this

working, squirming mass wanted to get

nearest the same stall; not altogether for

the bargains which they well knew were

not at all likely to prove such wonderful

values, but because the wide-mouthed

man had -succeeded in directing the

combative selfishness that existed in all

of them. The wide-mouthed man pre-

tended to offer the first coiners—strong-

est, or luckiest, it mattered nothing—the

best of it for themselves; it was ever}’ one
for the best of it, and whatever might be
left for the hindmost.

IN the press of the crowd the Dutch-
* man found himself jammed against the

Sicilian woman. He had the sume feel-

ing of aversion that had been his at the

entrance, only intensified now as he was
crowded closer. Sourly, he wondered
why the woman did not choose to buy
from one of her own kind, instead of

from this American; then he grunted and

considered that she probably wanted the

best of it from wherever it was to be had,

that mayt>e she wanted n bargain so that

her man might in time, with such slowly

accumulated savings, build ugly, ml
brick flats next door to some more de-

serving person. He strove to get away,
but gave it up after one or two grumb-
lingly ineffectual attempts. The crowd
was too dense, tcx> eager, ami quite too

careless of the interests of anyone.

The Sicilian woman was being roughly

jostled. She was just recognizing the

Dutchman for the fat pig of a foreigner

when a strange expression, slowly and
oddly beginning, passed across her face.

There wus in the look something that

was old when the first of life was young.
It left the swart face holy, and lit with

the high glow of endeavor.

The woman swayed uncertainly, put out
her crooked hands against the unyielding

backs in front, and, with an inarticulate

“Aa—aa—aa—a!” sank down to the

refuse strewn pavement.
The Dutchman paused in blinking con-

sternation. Hi mind. like his Ixxly,

moved slowly. Then, in a stunned in-

stant, he knew. He did not bother about
the things he hid thought back there at

the entrance: lit did not appreciate that

he hod been try ng strongly to reach the

stall beyond to : pend, maybe, the whole

twenty-five cents, and not with an alien

—

a long hated Italian; he did not recall or

consider that he had struggled—as he

sup|KXHed at the time, to the best of

his ability and power,—to increase the

distance between himself and this very

person.

rPHERE was a sense of awful need
* upon him. Something that dwelt

in a far recess of being, untroubled by the

oldest, most cherished racial differences

ami animosities, stirred him. He braced

his thick legs to the solid floor, heaved
his broad back, and cleared a space.

He reached the stall nearest him—the

one next to the American greengrocer's

—and a place was made for the woman.
The wide-mouthed man still bawled
loudly of liargains to be had; the: crowd

gave to him the greater shah? of its atten-

tion. Between a fighting chance for the

best of it, and the attraction offered by

some unknown disturbance in which a
fat, flustered Dutchv seemed to be inter-

ested. there could be*, in reason, but one
choice. The big man turned his red und
sober face* to a negress and a lean Jew-

ess, who, side by side and equally eager

but not now warring for precedence, came
silently forward on the one errand.

Above the market noises the waiting

Dutchman heard, three times repeated,

a faint wailing cry that thrilled him as

the first cry of little Ruelolph in tliat in-

tense morning hour, long ago. Once
ugain lie stexxl at the sacreel gate, and
heard, thin-toned ami holy, the echo of

God's voice where lately He passed by.

As he remembered that it had not been

given the little Rudolph to laugh and
thrive amL immeasurably gladden the

lives of himself and the patient wife, the

iuqx'rial lost something of its stiff fierce-

ness, quivered strangely, and a clicking

roughness caught in his old throat.

In a dull wonder of vision he saw again

the awful years Ix-forc the little girl come
to make a strange house in a strange land

—homo.

He wondered if “it" would live ami
laugh and thrive; if it was a first born,

and a soldier of hope; if they, its father

ami mother, hud ever lost a little pledge

and proof of a new nationality—a race

—

constituted, yet ever mutable, member of

a greut, human, native family. A sense

of cosmopolitan kinship, a newborn under-

standing of brotherhood with all these

peoples,—snow-land or sun-hind, flat-

buying and cottage-dwelling —followed

the sunset memory of little Rudolph.

rPHE Dutchman was not much of a
1 philosopher, but he remembered his

first sight of the inaternal statue of lib-

erty. He recollected what the new world,

shouldering up out of the western deep,

had meant to him; and he realized that

it must mean the same to ull—even us

the light in the grasp of the heroic figure

was meant to shine for all. He pictured

the fare that, even though so little under-

standing then, must have been rapt and
glowing as he looked; and he felt again

the reverent, brotherly thrill.

Over the heads of the silence-stricken,

slowly apprehending crowd he looked into

the slant, quiet eyes of the tall China-

man ami surprised then? a flicker of the

same sympathetic understanding that was
warm in his own soul.

The Dutchman felt that he must talk

with somelMxly. He drew out a blue

figured handkerchief, and mopped his

sweat gemmed forehead, scowling darkly

and anxiously:

"Mein Golv!" he blurted in heavy con-

fusion, “bndt I wnuldt hate to half me
iu this blnce a liddle baby. Hey?”



Aunt Suzanne

MY great-auntSuzanne had twenty-

one children. I only learned

this on a recent visit to the old

home where the original brothers and
sisters founded our people and where

Aunt Suzanne did at least her share. I

was astounded ut tills record of Aunt
Suzanne, whose name I do not remember
ever having heard before. Such an

amazing woman ! Incredible that I could

grow to be thirty years old without ever

hearing her unusual story. Twenty-
one children! Not seven or eight or ten

nor even seventeen! But twenty-one!

Once my senses rallied from the

shock of this news I tried to con-

sider Aunt Suzanne more calmly, to

ponder on the sort of woman she must.

Iiave been. A most remarkable soul!

Infinite resources must have flowed to

her straight from the Source of all Good.
“Tell me something al>out Aunt Su-

zanne,” I asked my uncles and aunts, of

their aunt.

“Did you never know that she had

twenty-one children?" they said.

“Yes, yes, I have just learned that,

but what else about her? What was she

like? What kind of a woman?”
“Oh, bless you, she was a busy woman.”
“I know, but . .

.”

“ Well, you see Unde Lawler was a very

peculiar man. He quarreled with all the

relations and wouldn’t even let Aunt
Suzanne come to her own father’s funeral.

There was a funeral way back before that

in the family. And it seem! Unde
Lawler's carriage wasn't as far front in the

procession as he thought it ought to huve

been on account of Aunt Suzanne’s being

the oldest sister. He took it as a serious

slight to him. We never saw much of any

of them after that. He drew them out of

the relationship. They sort of harbored

his grudge and handed it on, that is, those

that are left of the twenty-one.”

“Oh, then they didn’t all grow up?"
“No. There were six of them till a

few years ago, and now I believe there

are only four left. You see some were

twins, delicate, lota of care and then died

early. Some went with the regular dis-

eases of childhood. The rest dropped

off in the teens. One boy ran away.”
“But of the four that are left? What

are they like?"

“Well, you see Uncle Lawler was as

queer as Dick’s hat hand. The children

were pure Lawler—the whole tribe!”

“Were thev smart, brainv you know,

at all?”

“IT’S hard to sav. You see. Uncle I.aw-
4 Ut was educated in Ireland to be a

lawyer or a poet or something way up in the

classics. He was laying for a big career.

Then when he came to this country he

thought he saw big money in farming.

But he never was cut out for farming und
never made much of a go of it. So he

turned uguinst learning. He said it was
his undoing atul none of his children

should ever w'aste their time as he had.

Nothing but the devil’s snare, he calks 1 it.

None of the children were ever allowed

near a school. All the learning they ever

got was what Aunt Suzanne could manage
to give them.”
"Well, what about Aunt Suzanne, then?

What became of her?”
"Oh, you see, she was a busy woman,

anti 1 suppose when the last child grew

By CORNELIA L. F. BROWN

lip there was nothing more to do for a
moment, the machinery had time to stop

anti it did. Just stopped running is

all.”

“I sec. The process of relaxing was
too much for it.”

CO that is the last that history has to^ say of Aunt Suzanne! Alas! Where
is the Conan Doyle of such a heroine?

Surely she must have left at least a huger

print on a window sill! Is her story said

in the fact that she was a "busy” woman?
Is it nowhere written that she was happy
or that she was sad? That she felt that

her life was a glorious work, or that she

saw it to he a tragedy? Was she a vic-

tim of Nature’s extravugunt fertility?

Or did she believe she could outdo Cor-

nelia in being the mother of many Grac-

chi? Wus her work a welcome field for

the expression of many talents? Or was
the expression of those particular talents

merely a courageous meeting of demands
put upon her by the twenty-one? Belter

soy twenty-two, for it seems evident

that Unde I^iwler counted.

Whatever her belief, when all of her

great work was done there w’ere only four

children left, just an average sized

modern family, four* humdrum country
folk wdth a grudge in their hearts. And
Aunt Suzanne had still left no record of

herself.

Yet Aunt Suzanne’s talents numbered
vastly more than the child-bearing one.

And they were just such talents as you
and I make into a neat income, a revenue

of inspiration and a heritage of happiness

fur our children!

¥ HAVE borne four children, so I can
* vaguely, impressionistically, catch a

glimmering of what it must huve meant
to give birth to five times as many and the

one more, who might have been christened

Last Straw. A woman of no mean vi-

tality was Aunt Suzanne! Such a phy-
sique would l»car up well under the tests

that are breaking down Mrs. Punk-

hurst in her fight for her fellow-

women.
But, in bearing the babies, only the

first great talent has been called forth

from its latency. Even Iwrkwuods babies

must be clothed. Aunt Suzanne must
have been an unconscious forerunner of

those clever girls who arc now telling

mothers the world over, on attractive

pages, how to cut the inanyest little

garments from the least doth. If neces-

sity was the mother of invention, in those

days, I dare say Aunt Suzanne in-

vented this idea that young, fresh women
of a brighter, more hopeful era are taking

advantage of. Girls, you arc tucking

away money Aunt Suzanne should have

had. But women who have twenty-one

children are not heard from.

With twenty-one, twenty-two, twenty-

three hungers to satisfy Aunt Suzanne
was doubtless an excellent cook, and
knew as much about buying food to

advantage as the women who have

made a reputation telling the same
helpful information to-da> . I fancy she

could cut up a beef into its proper di-

visions, make soup of ull superfluous

grease; and of the left-overs—Ah yes,

but Mrs. Borer and Marion Harland.

there were no leftovers on Aunt Suzanne’s

pantry shelves!

The good woman came hefore the day
of Montessori and child study. But. if

abundance of material argues anything,

she may have been an unknown, unap-
preciated pioneer in the study of child

riature. Some manner of kindergarten

she must have run, even a private dis-

trict school to compass Uncle Lawler's

prejudice.

A ND if Uncle Lawler was the sort of
* man the relations say he whs. Aunt

Suzanne must have had quaint reflections

on married life that would make interest-

ing reading to us today, if she had had
time to jot tlicin down. But whatever

the message of Aunt Suzanne, it docs not

come to us. Unless it be that the son

who ran awray carried her whispered

secret of revenge and went to be the

founder of the 1181*0 Suicide move-
ment.

You and I are no less productive than
women of the old school. That we have
unanimously agreed against large families

does not mean that wc have wearied of

producing. On the contrary, it is in the

cause of better production that we limit

the uumlier to those born of strength and
gladness. Then, to get more work out

of the machine, we give that set of muscles

a rest ami take up the work of creation

with a fresh set. For there is the |mjm-

sibility that another generation may
think that my progeny are like Uncle
I-awler. as queer as Dick's hut baud.

\/0U ami I do not put all our eggs in

* one liaskct. I do not feel flowing in

my veins all the talents my blessed Aunt
Suzanne must have hnd. But I am strong

and I huve some of the talents—and I,

too, yes, you may never believe it, but
I too, I am not a shirk, want to have
twenty-one children ! But oh ! dear shade

of Aunt Suzanne! not the same kind of

children. I have as many of the fh*sh

and blood kind as Aunt Suzanne saved.

And the spirit of creation is not all

spent. I hope to create something that

shall last, something by which the next

generation shall know me for more than

a “busy” woman. I must yield at least

one little dream child of thought who can

go forth to further the perfection of the

world. Most of us have as much energy

as Aunt Suzanne. We must not stop

expressing the spirit of reproduction

when we stop bearing physical children.

We have much to do and much to think

about before we go on to compare notes

with Aunt Suzanne.
Wr

c have put ourselves out of Aunt
Suzanne’s class forever. But she has

left in the figure €1 an arithmetical

sign of the estimate of woman’s physical

capacity.

During tiie twilight time when Aunt
Suzanne pumped water and heated it on
the kitchen range to bathe the twenty-

one, you and I liavc a pause that could

be called the hour of opportunity.

“ rT,HK kingdom of heaven will not
* come till your women stop bearing

children.”

The simple heaven of everyday life

will not come till we mothers stop bearing

more babies than we can do justice to and
give birth to ideas that shall help not

only our immediate families but our

fellow-men.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN
Illustrations by James Preston

II.

The Bridegroom Seeketh

Through bye-ways
And shy-ways.

Down valleys, ’cross highways

The farmer-chauffeur bore the Bridegroom who, worried.

Tried to keep tab on the road as it varied.

Meanwhile the farmer, a genial old cove.

Boasted the worth of the car that he drove.

“This little buggy
May sound kind o’ chuggy

—

Never mind that. Mr. Man! She's a prize.

Hark! Somethin’s boilin’

—

Guess she needs oilin’

—

Nevertheless, she’s the beat of *er size.”

As Billing’s Garage showed its marvelous front

The farmer’s machine “died away” with a grunt.

And Brown left the rustic repairing his shay.

Fumbling inside in a dazed sort of way.

¥71ROM honest Jeb Billings Brown purchased a tire

* For five dollars more
Than the best city store

Would ask for the same. But the city man’s ire

Had no room to expand; for his mind ill forbode

Concerning his bride, out alone on the road.

Brown paid down the money and carried his tire

Out to the street, where he hoped he could hire

The farmer-mechanic to carry him back;

But he groaned in his heart when he noticed, alack!

That the rustic had fled

With the car, and instead

The road lay deserted, a desolate track.

Mr. Jeb Billings, a soul sympathetic.

Pitied Brown’s autoplight peripatetic.

Remarking, "Too bad! I could help ye, no doubt.

But my cars is all out.

I think, though. I know where yer auto is stuck.

It’s down by Hoyt’s Crossin*—Ye’re sort of in luck.

Jest a Icctlc, short stroll, though that tire is some heft

—

Walk to the schoolhouse, then

turn to yer left,

Turn again

At the Main
Marked MehitabeTs Stile

Take the South Fork and proceed ’bout a mile.

Then bear through the grave-yard a piece till y’ strike

The road—y' can’t miss it—it’s Kitty ville Pike."

r
J
, ELI. me, kind reader, hast ever yet tried.

* In the midst of the night, on a strange country road.

To carry a tire and go seek a lust bride

Through infinite lanes, while each moment your load

Weighs more and more, till your bruised, weary shoulder

Feels like old Atlas’s, bearing its boulder?

If you’ve ever experienced such a delight

You’ll know how poor Pcrcival, lost in the night.

Stumbled

And tumbled
Through thoroughfares jumbled;

Once he was proud, but now thoroughly humbled.
He questioned each passer with modest inflections

And got from each one a new set of directions:

“Kittyville Pike? It's just over the hill.”

Or “Fuller the railroad," or “Turn at the Mill.”

Not a car was in sight.

The moon, shining bright.

Should have charmed the romantic;

But the Bridegroom, in pain.

Found his efforts so vain

The moon drove him frantic.

He was half in a swound
When the grave-yard he found

Where he tripped on a headstone

and falling, a wreck.

That dash-bingled tire Imundcd
twice on his neck.

Broke loose with a sort of

demoniac skill

And rolled o’er the mounds to the

foot of the hill;

And once

But why dwell on that

tortuous stroll.

More painful and slow than a dash

to the Pole,

More footless and vague than a

Cook expedition?

Poor Brown, on a grave, in reclining position.

Looked at his watch, cursed all species of cars,

And lifted his plaint to the pitiless stars.

“If I was a kiddie, by Jove, I would blubber!"

So saying, he took up his burden of rubber,

Drew up his chest

And continued his quest.

T^HE moon was reclining when Percy could see
* A ruby-red light ’neath a far distant tree.

“ Bright star.

It’s my car!

O gee!”

Dead beat as lie was, he outspeeded the deer

As he leaped to his Love, to his Car—drawing near

Something or other looked awfully queer.

"Katurah!" he cried,

"Speak, my Bride!”

But on peeking inside.

The Truth chilled his brain like a
serpent’s vile hissing:

The car was deserted—Katurah
was missing!

(to be continued)
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How Murphy Works

What Shalt We Do About It ?

By

HON. EDMUND R. TERRY

Member of the New York

Assembly in 1908 and

1911 from the First

District of Kings

Illustrated by O. E. Cesare

S
OMETIMES the people wonder why
after a sustained and intelligent cam-
paign to elect a better typeof officials,

the results are not more lasting, for

presently the body politic is back again

in the old slough.

The reason is very simple. We may
elect reform governors, reform mayors

and I have even known of a successful

movement to elect a reform register,

but that does not reach the source of

bad government. The wily professional

politician is like the astute soldier who
draws the enemies’ fire by thrusting above

the ramparts a hat perched upon a stick.

The hat may be riddled through and
through, but the wily soldier escapes.

People desirous of better things in govern-

ment elect their executive officers in

vain unless they control the legislature;

for all these executive offices, including

that of governor, are under the strict

control of the legislatures and their every

effort for good is easily thwarted by a

legislature controlled by the organization.

The Bosses can smile at the election

of other officials so long as they control

the legislature.

The ignorance of the ordinary citizen

as to the power inherent in the legislature

is not shared by the Party Boss. He
knows that the legislature is the control-

ling force in our government. Every
law that is passed, to Ik- effective, must
have with it the enacting clause; that

clause reads: “The People of the State

of New York, represented in the Senate

and Assembly, do enact as follows:”

That clause distinctly sets forth the rela-

tion of the legislature to the state and all

in it, for the people constitute the gov-

ernment and the legislature Is that one

of the coordinate branches of the state

government, which represents the real

power.—that is, "The People.” The
best mayor that ever lived may be
thwarted in every endeavor he makes
by a legislature under improper control.

The same is true of the Governor and
of every official under the state govern-

ment. The charter under which the

Mayor and the Board of Estimate and

Apportionment act can be changed at

any time by the legislature. In the

session of 1911, it was only the refusal

to wear Mr. Murphy’s collar by a few

determined men in the legislature that

prevented radical changes in the city

charter, that would practically have
eliminated the Board of Estimate and
Apportionment, as an effective part of

the city government.

lirrmiN the last few months the
* ' power of the Assembly has been

signally shown in the impeachment of

Governor Sulzer. No power on earth

can remove the Governor, except the

Court of Impeachment, and no power on
earth can bring the impeachment pro-

ceedings except the Assembly, and the

only power that can remove a Senator or

an Assemblyman from his seal is the

House to which he belongs. The Con-
stitution specifically prescribes,

—“Each
House shall determine the rules of its

own proceedings and be the judge of the

election returns and qualifications of its

own members." Of course a member of

either House convicted of a felony loses

all rights as a citizen and that includes

the right to sit as a member of the legis-

lature. The present Assembly has also

given another instance of the enormous
power inherent in that body. They have
arrested a citizen of the state for con-

tempt and imprisoned him for the balance

of the legislative term. By the Constitu-

tion no power outside of the Assembly
can release him. The courts are power-

less agaiqst that body. These enormous
powers would be all right if our legis-

lature were composed of men who really

and individually represented their con-

stituents; but when the legislature, by
the control of a majority of its members,

is simply a tool of Mr. Murphy’s or of

any other Ikiss, these powers arc tre-

mendously dangerous. As it is under
ideal organization rule, the Assemblyman
obeys his district leafier, except in small

matters that have no political significance

whatever, or that affect some part of the

stale other than his own district or

county. The district leader obeys the

county leader and the county leader obeys

the big chief on Fourteenth street. Is

there anyone that pretends that the big

chief in Fourteenth street receives his

orders from the people?

The average citizen docs not sufficiently

realize that perhaps the most important

man to him personally and as a citizen is

the man who is to represent him in the

Assembly at Albany. Aside from all the

laws of a political complexion, the laws

that prescribe the conduct of business

throughout the state are in the hands of

the legislature. While it takes both

Houses to agree on a bill, either House can

kill it ami the influence of an intelligent,

honest and capable member in the As-

sembly is very great. Now suppose an
average citizen wakes up some morning
and finds an unjust measure is proposed,

that is likely to injure if not destroy the

particular business in which he happens

to be engaged, or a bill that, while it may
be good generally, yet requires amend-
ment to make it a just measure. If he
has an Assemblyman who is a fit man for

his position his remedy is easy. He can

see him and lay it before* him. If his

representative, however, has lH*en elected

simply because he is a good fellow, faith-

ful in his party work, but otherwise

of no particular force, the Lord help the

injured citizen.

THE moat efficient Assemblymen are

not those who introduce the greatest

number of bills, but those who by careful

reading and careful consideration of

the letters they receive from their con-

slitutcnts determine what bills are g<K>d

and what bad and vote and work ac-

cordingly,—particularly work. An As-

semblyman is on fewer committees than

a Senator and consequently has less of*

routine work and more time to arrive at

a wise discrimination as to the bills that

come before the House.

The fact that the Assemblyman re-

ceives a salary of only fifteen hundred

dollars and that his nunu* is way, way
down at the bottom of the list of the

*5
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candidates on the ballot partly accounts

for the almost total lack of understanding

on the part of the public as to the real

functions and powers of the body to

which they elect their Assemblyman.

Every Assemblyman in New York State

represents a constituency of over sixty

thousand people. Voters seem to realize

this in the country districts, but not in

the big cities. The functions of an As-

semblyman are tremendously important

and it makes an enormous difference to

the people of the state whether those

functions be exercised by an intelligent

and fit man from each of the hundred and
fifty Assembly districts or whether the

majority of them are merely rubber

stamps in the hands of a “Boss,” who
exercises their functions for them.

rT,HE sphere of influence of an individual

^ Assemblyman is as great as the state,

and concerns every individual in it

The laws that he has a say in passing

affect the individual inhabitants of the

state from the time they are bom until

the day of their death,—yes, even before

they are born and after they die, in every

relation of business and social life. I am
speaking of the powers that arc inherent

in the office. Those powers ore exercised

by some one: if by intelligent and con-

scientious representatives, it would be

all right, but if exercised by a Boss, using

the representatives merely as rubber

stamps, the result always has been and
always must be to the injury of the state

and of its people. In other words, we
cannut have the government we should

have in this state until its citizens come
to a realizing sense of what their legisla-

ture means to them, and select their

representatives accordingly.

The purpose of tikis article is only to

draw attention to the source from

which improvement in our political meth-
ods must come, if it comes at all. Only
the legislature can give us a real Direct

Nominations Bill, which should also make
the election district the real |Mtlilical unit.

What we need is such a bill.

nPHE Recall and Referendum are, if

* necessary at all, only necessary

because wc have not today a real repre-

sentative government. If we attain that,

and the Recall and Referendum are found

then to be necessary, the voters have in

their hands the power so to enact.

Tammany had control of the legislature

to a large extent in 1911 and has full

control in 1913 and we cannot expect that

organization to commit |K)litical suicide,

no matter how beneficial to the party

such an act might be. It is useless,

therefore, to vote, except in rare ca*s,

for a candidate of that party for the

Assembly with any ex|icctation of liis

voting or working for any measure that

would take the control away from the

organization and place it with the voters.

Anyone who knows the workings of the

Assembly district system, which is the

basis of the present organization of the

Democratic Party, in whatever counties

Tammany controls, can only be amused
at the assertion that the candidates put

forward represent the real desires of the

voters of the party in the district. These

desires have been so long held in alieyance

that to a large extent they arc atrophied

and the voters have no recourse, but sim-

ply to accept the man who is selected by
their candidate. Should an attempt be
made to run an independent candidate

by those citizens dissatisfied with the

nominees of the regular party, the way
is licsct with great difficulties. In the

first place, it is necessary to have a peti-

tion to which five hundred voters of the

district have affixed their names and
acknowledged before a notary that they

have done so. The only safe way in

which this can be done, is to liave each

petitioner have both his signature and
acknowledgement, before a notary on a

separate sheet. The reason for this is

the lovely joker in the existing law by
which any sheet on which five per cent,

of the names are fraudulent or forged must
be discarded, though every oilier name on
that sheet may be genuine and legal.

When my petition was presented, I

fondly imagined that I hail some five

hundred and sixty petitioners, but on
different sheets forged and fraudulent

names were shown, which knocked out
so many genuine ones that were on the

same sheets, that the number was brought
down below the five hundred limit and
I was out Nor is it easy to get men to

sign a petition. There are eighteen or

twenty men who will vote for an inde-

pendent candidate on election day who
will not sign a petition to one who will do
so. The ballot is secret and unless he

sees fit to proclaim his vote no one knows
how he has voted. Signing a petition,

however, is coming right out in the open
and any one who does so renders himself

at once liable to all the little, petty per-

secutions and annoyances that every

district leader knows very well how to

inflict through his satellites in various

city departments. Everyone knows how
the regular candidate is chosen. He
really represents nothing except the will

of the leader. The designating commit-
tee consisting of fairly reputable citizens

who have been selected the previous year

on account of their respectability anil

ductility arc called together by the leader,

and either he or one of the number known
to represent him tells the others whom to

vote for. The man so selected becomes
the regular candidate at the primary and
with all the force behind him, is usually

made the party candidate.

OPPOSITION at the primaries is

almost useless because the odds
against the men engaged in the move-
ment are entirely too great. While

there are fewer names demanded on the

independent petitions for contest in the

primary, nevertheless, every name must
he that of an enrolled voter in the Party.

This makes it difficult; for the number
to draw from is comparatively limited and
as in the case of the petitions for an inde-

pendent candidate at the regular election,

the lists are made public and every man
who signs is subject to all sorts of urging,

treaty, abuse and, where it is practicable

coercion. The regular forces are so

organized, anil most of them have such

a personal interest in the outcome, that

they woultl ilo almost anything to maintain

the supremacy of the regular organization,

not in the interests of good government,

but for the complete protection of those

who are nourished at the public crib. This

is perfectly natural. but is not a good thing

for the interests of the public at large;

who after all are more interested in their

government than they seem to realize.

In my own case in the fall of 1911. a
context in the primaries might possibly

have carried, but I was attending to my
duties in Albany up to anti beyond the

date of the primaries. My chances in

the primaries might have I ecu good.

On election day five hundred and sixty-

five voters wrote my name on the Indlot,

as provided for hv law. more than two
hundred others wTote my name on the

ballot, but owing to intricacies of the

ballot law their votes could not be counted
and their entire ballots were thrown out
as irregular or void. This showed
strength with the voters.

With the election district as the unit,

the story would probably have been dif-

ferent. There, each election district is

a law unto itself and is not governed so

much by the Assembly District Associa-

tion. For instance, as the law is at present

a man may represent my district in the

general committee or on the designating

committee who might not be able to get a

dozen votes in the district. He is elected

by the voters of the Assembly district at

large, and so with every other election dis-

trict,—neither of them have anything to

say for themselves, but the choice for each
is merely the echo of the wishes of the

crowd—or rather the leader—thatcontrols

the Assembly district.

had at one time in Kings County
y ~ a real election-district system.

Each election district elected its own
representative to the various conventions

and any attempt made on the party of

any central power to coerce the choice

of an election district only assured the

success of the opposition. An election

district unit is so small that the ma-
jority of the voters of any party in it

come to know each other, and know each

other so well that ten or twelve men of

character and standing can, without
expenditure of any money or of much
time, carry the election district as they
please. Some election districts, of course,

in an Assembly district, will be carried

by the regular organization at first, but
through the district at large, it will usu-

ally be found that those districts that

are a law unto themselves would be in

the majority, and so control and he the

regular organization t>f that district: but
it will be an organization in which there

is no room for an absolute Ihmis, as at

present. If, in addition to that, we have

a reasonable system of direct nominations,

the representatives in the general com-
mittee throughout the Assembly district

being in thorough touch with the people

voting in their respective districts, will

be in a position to suggest for the party

nomination for Assembly. For instance, a
candidate, that will be acceptable to the

majority of the voters of that party in the

district, anil where the officials of the As-

sembly district are the selection of the

real representatives of various election

districts, their selection of candidates at

the Primary for Congress and other offices

will he made intelligently and in conform-

ity with the desires of the voters.

THE government by organization, as it

is at present, is neither Democratic

nor Republican, nor has it even the vir-

tues of a despotic monarchy. There are

things to be said in favor of even oli-

garchy, that cannot be urged in favor of

organization rule, as we have it under

Tammany.. Whomever else you vote

for, vote for Assemblymen that arc

really competent for the great office of

representatives in the State Assembly,

who are honest in the belief that this

should be a government really by the

People. Elect such Assemblymen and the

other things that every good citizen desires

will follow as a matter of course, and if the

success we all expect follows the present

effort to elect capable, efficient, honrst and

independent city officials, we will not suf-

fer the murtification later of seeing their

efforts nullified by the higher power of

Murphy working through the legislature.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XI

|
F you should ask me, whether Dante

Drank Benedictine or Chianti,

I should reply, “ I cannot say.

But I can draw him either way.”

XII

J
'M told the Artist who aspires

To draw Forbes-Robertson requires

A Sargent’s brush. Dear me! how sad!

I’ve lost the ?nly one I had.

XIII

|
LOVE to picture Daniel Frohman

In costume of a noble Roman.

For Dan has just the style of hair.

That Julius Caesar used to wear.

XIV

J
ONCE called Bernard Shaw, in rhyme

"The Greatest Playwright of his time.”

Next day he cabled ** Incorrect,

For ‘his’ read ‘all,’ ” signed Shaw—Collect.

The Secret of the Skimpy Skirt

WHEN King Solomon in all his

boredom exclaimed, “There i.i

no new thing under the sun,”

he was only expressing a sentiment as

old as the sun itself.

Eve said the very same thing many
years before in the ennui of Paradise.

“Tell me something new!” she wailed,

and the Serpent—he had never seen a

lady cry before—was deeply moved
(the Serpent has always been misjudged)

and—there being no National Board of

Censors—told her everything he knew.

When he had finished. Eve looked

bored-er than ever. “Is that all?” she

•aid.

'R own Alan Dale asks the same hope-
less question on the first nightof every

new play. “Will there never be an end
of these crook plays," he moans, ponder-

ing darkly the while how he may butcher

the title to make a Roman headline.

Father Time has nothing to say on
the matter. If you ask him to show you
a new tiling, he shrugs his wings and says.

“You can search me.” Things old and
things new are all alike to Father Time.

Peradventure, in the uttermost recess

of the Sphinx lies a hair of an unknown
color, or a blueprint of the fourth dimen-
sion, or better still the Ms. of a new play,

or a joke that has never been cracked.

IX THEN a Roman bath is unearthed in

* V Kent or a milliner’s shop in Pompeii

we wait breathless to hear of the discovery

of a new story, or a new dress pattern,

but always it is the same old skull, the

name old amphora.
Even the newness of Fashion is a jest

of antiquity.

In an Italian honk printed ill the six-

teenth century is a story (says “The
Lounger” in the London Sketch) of a

fool "who went about the streets naked,

carrying a piece of cloth upon his shoul-

ders. He was asked by some one why he

did not dress himself, since he had the

materials. * Because,’ replied he. ‘ I wait to

see in what manner the fashions will end.

I do not like to use my cloth for a dress

which in a little time will be of no use to

me. on account of some new fashion.’”

There may be a newer version of this

story in the ashes of the Alexandrian

library or beneath the ruins of Babylon,

but this has at least the freshness and

luster of its four-hundred years. Also it

throws a light, a very searchlight, on the

translucent demoiselles of today (see them
shyly run to rover at the mere mention

of a searchlight).

VfOW we know their guilty secret.^ Each of them has, hoarded away in a

secret drawer (as money in panicky

times) a roll of fine silk or voile, or panne
velvet, or crepe de chine which she is spar-

ing from the scissors till the Wheel of

Fashion shall oscillate with less fury.

Then she will put away the skimpy, flimsy

makeshift garments of transformed win-

dow curtains and bath towels, converted

roftee de nuit and remnants of net or

chiffon she has been vainly trying to hide

behind—and then—then alus, we shall see

her no more!
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CORNELL’S ATTACK AGAINST CARLISLE
.4 rride opening icar mat/e just outside of tackle and the runner made good gains in midfield. The Cornell attack failed, however,

when set in motion under the shadow of the Carlisle goal

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right ring”)

O

CARLISLE and Cornell were among
the first of the Eastern elevens to

show an advanced form of attack,

and in defeating the Ithacans at Percy

Field the Indians disclosed certain forma-

tions that were based largely on sheer

power. Warner’s pupils had been ex-

pected to play a wide-open game, with a

plentiful sprinkling of forward passes and
wide end runs, but they surprised the

Comedians by making a heavy assault

on the guard positions and upon center,

using the remarkable Guyon to carry the

ball much of the time. The result was

that the Itliaca line, playing en-

tirely too high, was swept off its

feet in the first quarter, and the

secondary defense, on guard for

open play, was chary about

comiug up to support the line.

Neither team's defense was
up to the best Eastern standards,

and although from the conclusion

of the first quarter to the finish

of the game Carlisle’s attack was
pretty well bottled up, the In-

dians gave evidence of strength at

all times, save on the ends, where

Warner's charges seem to be

weaker than they have been in

several years. In running back

kicks and in handling the ball

generally Captain Welch of Car-

lisle did not live up to last year’s

reputation, and with the exception

of Guyon it was the line that earned the

honors of the day. The Indian team is

much heavier than the figures sent out

from Carlisle would indicate, and the

weight is close to the ground. The In-

dians charge very hard, very fast and very

low, and it was this splendid charging as

much as anything else that gave them the

whip hand in the first quarter.

TV/fOST of Carlisle's play was based on
* ^ three formations, shown in the ac-

companying diagrams. The quick dash
from the always dangerous kick forma-

tion is found in Fig. 1. In this play two
ends were sent over to take care of the

defensive Cornell end on one side, a

method frequently employed by Fielding

H. Yost at Michigan, and successfully

Q
ptrtsse

o

6^§ QD

kt-ruK

Fig. 1.—Quick defense from kick formation

met again and agaiu by Pennsylvania.

The defense against this mauoeuvcr is

usually a simple mathematical problem.

Cornell’s defensive end simply carried the

two men “paired’’ against him as wide

as possible, the defense thus losing only

one mau to two for the attack, with the

possibility that the end may be able to

get into the play after all. I doubt if

this offensive system will work well

against Dartmouth, a team equipped with

unusually good ends this year. Latest

advices from Hanover lead one to be-

lieve that although the material is not

nearly as husky as last year, there will

not be the same tendency toward high

charging that made so much trouble for

the Green against Princeton last year.

Carlisle's wide tackle run, shown in

Fig. 2 is one of the best built plays

I have seen used this year, the

serious flaw in it being that it is

a trifle slow and cumbersome, so

that it is possible at times for

the defense to break it up with

only one man. There is a wall of

interference, but in this play, as

s is the case with the one first

Cj mentioned, there is a "pairing” of

I

the ends on attack. Theformation
shown in Fig. 3 deals with the

much debated problem of "false

attack” and is apparently effective

October football. It is extreme-

ly doubtful if the formation will

be so effective against Dartmouth
when the teams meet inNew York.

rPHE Indians made less effort

* beyond the line of scrimmage

than former Carlisle teams have done, and
the Indian defense is none too strong,

especially against the kicking game, a

type of play that Dartmouth probably will

use to the limit agaiust the Redskins.

O
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False attack
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Against Cornell Welsh repeatedly signalled

for a fair catch when facing thegood punt-
ing of Barrett, and there was no sign of the

quick formation around the catcher that

has marked Carlisle elevens in the past.

But for the initial Iwd play of the line,

uud serious mistakes in generalship, such,

for instance, as throwing away u strong

kicking game in favor of a running at-

tack in defensive territory, Cornell might
well have made a far better showing. It

is difficult to understand why it is neces-

sary for any team to give the bull to its

opponents on fourth down, and why, if

the forward pass is to be used at all, it

should be brought out only as an emer-

gency measure. Cornell’s ability to

draw the secondary defense away from

the territory of the pass was so noticeable

that it seemed a pity the play was not

used extensively on first or second down.
It seems difficult to make the average
football follower, and in some cases the

coach, realize that the threat of the for-

ward pass is almost as valuable ns its

successful execution, and that this threat

must go hand in hand with any well

planned running game.

DROM what I can learn of Dartmouth's
* system this year it seems certain that

the Indians will have to face some ex-

cellent forward passing engineered by
good quarterbacks and unusually good
ends. In Captain Hogsett and in Louden
the Green seems to be as well equipped
on the wings as almost any eleven in the

East. Dartmouth men who arc close to

the team arc not expecting to see a star

aggregation in the field, but they pin their

faith to the speed und versatility of the

Hanoverians. Dartmouth is equipped
with a good punter in Curtis, and a good
placement and drop-kicker in Captain
Hogsett. I’nder the existing rules the

kicking game is at a premium, and when
Dartmouth and the Indians meet, the

Hanover kicking game will hardly suffer

by comparison, I think. Earlier in the

season the odds against Dartmouth in

this important game might well have been

heavy, but even if the Green suffers re-

verses before meeting Carlisle I expect

to see a well-coached eleven of better than

average individual strength on the big

day in New York.

All scores aside, most of the big Eastern

elevens seem to average better this year
than a year ago, and while the advantage
of prestige still lies with Harvard, the

Crimson, to be successful, will have to

beat better teams. I think, than was the

case in U)li. At this writing there is little

to choose among the leaders, save in indi-

vidual positions. Then, too, while the

Navy seems quite up to the standard of

a year ago, there is every evidence that

Lieut. Daly Ls building up a high-class

eleven at West Point. The Army-Navy
game this year should be a fitting climax
to the season.

'T’HE Comell-Carlislc game empha-
* sized the faults of the direct pass

from center to the backs. Cornell's

tackle plays were well conceived, and
well executed, so far as the opening was
concerned, but there were many times

when the back failed to come up promptly
to the opening, having been slowed up by
the direct pass. There Ls no blinking the
fact that the back who has to make a
plunge into the line anywhere between
the two tackles must have his mind re-

lieved of all thought of the hall, and to

this extent I lie ieve that the direct pass is
t

a failure. I know that some of the IkwI

coaches in the country use it constantly,
|

Economy of the Bell System
Consider this significant

fact: While most of tne neces-
saries of life have gone up,

the price of telephone service,

which is one of the essential

factors in our commercial and
social life, has moved steadily

downward.

At the same time, the effi-

ciency and value of the service

to the subscriber has vastly

increased. Today he can talk

to an average of five times as
many persons in each ex-
change as he could eighteen
years ago.

Although a pound of these

necessities still contains but
sixteen ounces, the telephone
user has been getting more and
more service for less money.

On the average, the people
of this country pay 49% more
today for food, fuel and cloth-

ing than they did in 1895.

Since then, the decrease in the

average rates for telephone

service has been more than

one-half.

This is the inevitable re-

sult of the comprehensive
policy of the Bell System,
which brings together the as-

sociated Bell companies and
the communities they serve.

Through the very size and
efficiency of their organization

they accomplish improve-
ments and effect economies
which give the greatest ser-

vice at the lowest rates.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Univereal Service

It is the aim of the publishers of

Harper’s Weekly to render its readers

who are interested in sound investments
the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert

W. Atwood, the Editor of the Financial Depart-
ment, deals with the broad principles that un-
derlie legitimate investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladly answer, by
corresj)oitdence, any request for information re-

garding specific investment securities. Authori-

tative and disinterested information regarding

the rating of securities, the history of investment

issues, the earnings of properties and the stand-

ing of financial institutions and houses will be

gladly furnished any reader of Harper's Weekly
who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries

deal with n..itters pertaining to investment rather

than 'peculation. The Financial Department is

edited ior investors.

All communications should be addressed to Albert IF.

Atwood, Financial Editor Harper's Weekly, McClure
ButUmg, Aw York City.
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One of the chain of twenty-

seven Borden Condensenes,

reaching Irom Maine to

Washington.

Cleanliness is the first thought

at every Borden. Plant.

EAGLE
CONDENSED
MILK

THE ORIGINAL

Made from pure, rich milk from
clean cows, and prepared under

the most rigid sanitary regulations.

As a food for infants. Eagle Brand
has no equal.

Send tor Bj>y Book"
aad "Where Cleanliness

Brito i Supreme."

BORDENS
CONDENSED
MILK CO.

of Qoollty"

Now York

ol

When
You ’re

the Guest

Put yourself in the
host's place

He would really pre-

fer Cook’s—but he hes-

itates for fear you’ll
hink he’s trying to save
the "treat." If you

host and he suggested

it Cook’s you’d applaud
«nse and his knowledge

Unsurpassed In palate pleating flavor,

fragrant bouquet and tparkllng life. Pure.

Hell the price you pay lor Imported
champagnes goes for ocean freight and
import duty Every penny of the price

you pay for Cook's goea for quality.

AMERICAN WINE CO.

ST. LOUIS

but the testimony of the stop-watch is

against it, and the line coaches who are

teaching forwards to make quick openings

are almost to a man against the pass.

Cornell made many quick openingsagainst

Carlisle, only to find that the backs could

not get up to them in a pinch.

It must be remembered that even in

the ten-yard zone behind the goal line

the defensive backs can come up very

fast, and unless they have been pulled

out of their position by the threat of the

forward pass are always ripe to choke a

quick opening. With the direct pass in

action, save when it is used for runs from
kick formation and wide end runs in

general, the hacks start entirely too far

behind the line of scrimmage, and no
matter how well protected by interference

their work is hampered through having to

slow up to take the hall and through

having to do considerable running before

they reach the line.

COME yearsago Yale showed what could
^ he done in the way of quick openings,

sending Chadwick through them twice in

the Princeton game for runs of half the

length of the field, and it seems strange

that only a few of the coaches have

worked on the theory of starting their

backs very close to the line.

To get back to the Comcll-Carlisle

game for a momen t . There were so many
serious mistakes in generalship in this

contest that it will he interesting to see

how much Cornell improves in headwork
before the season is over, for a team han-

dled as was the Camelian and White the

other day will hardly beat Pennsylvania

on Thanksgiving Day. In the first half

What They
Brand Whitlock, Mayor of Toledo (Ohio)

I have been up in the woods of Michigan

for several weeks, and while I was there

I used to think, in the intervals of golf

and dancing and writing the concluding

chapters of a book, that one of the things

I most wished to do was to write and tell

you that I was glad you were the editor

of Harper’* Weekly. For I am glad,

and I wish to congratulate you on the

numbers that have appeared thus far.

For me they have the interest of a publica-

tion that is inspired by and expressive

of your personality, and aside from your

own work I liave found great pleasure in

the cartoons. They are quite the higgest

thing of that sort that has l»eeii done in

America, and I am glad that in them and

in the attitude you have assumed toward

public questions there is evidence that

we are at last to have a literature and an

art in America for minds that have been

developed beyond a merely childish range

of interest in intellectual affairs.

Jenkn Cameron. Seattle (Washington)

You err in addressing anyone as a

reader of Harper’s Weekly. There

are no such readers; there is no such

weekly. There is a thing that calls

itself that but then there was once an

ass that acquire! n lion’s skin—by pur-

chase perhaps. i all know about that

aas. His roarings fooled nobody.

George M. Iran, C< ’ irado Springs (Colo.)

It seems to me indeed a sad commen-
tary if American people of sense and taxte

can prefer tin' • tutf in writing and so-

called cartoon* whic h now fill Hamper '»

Weekly to the very brilliant comment of

Cornell three times lost the ball to Car-
lisle through poor judgment in the selec-

tion of plays. Poor passing from the
center was another stumbling block for

the Ithacans for with the direct pass the

center has a serious burden to carry. Ex-
treme care in his passing, necessary when
a man has to shoot the ball to three or
four different spots, helps to spoil the

center’s charge on attack, and this charge

is of the utmost importance. One more
word about the generalship, or lack of it,

against the Indians. Barrett, running

the eleven, and a man who before the

season is over probably will rank with the

best, sent too many of his plays into the

strongest triangle of the Indian defense

at critical stages, and having wasted the

downs on which he might well have done
bis experimenting, was practically forced

to the use of the forward pass.

The Yale prospects at this writing are

far better than they were two weeks ago.

More men without reputations but with

plenty of promise have been out with the

team, and it is a safe guess that the Elis

will put a first-class eleven in the field for

the big games. There will be more diffi-

culty than usual in getting a line on the

respective merits of Yale and Harvard,

since Brown, the standby as a “trial

horse”, seems to be below the standard

this season. In years gone by the opin-

ion of the Brown players has been ex-

tremely valuable on the eve of the Har-
vard-Yalc game. This year the entire

season of both the Blue and the Crimson
will have to be studied before the follow-

ers of the gridiron game will be able to

work out a reasonable comparison of the

two.

Think of Us
Mr. Harvey and the pictures and other

contents so long included in the old and
real "Journal of Civilization.”

Hon. Josephus Daniels, Secretary of the

Navy, Washington, D. C.

I wish to congratulate you u|k>ii the

artistic appearance of Harper’s Weekly.
In its new dress it is a " tiling of beauty.”

Though I feel you may not lie spared as

long as your friends would like so as to

make it “a joy forever," its weekly visits

will be warmly welcomed by thousands

of Americans who have come to need the

weekly tonic which your writings always
impart

Boston (Mass.) Herald

If these issues are to be considered a
foretaste of what is to come, us well as a
demonstration of what he has already

accomplished, there would seem to be
every- reason to assume that this venerable

weekly has resumed its earlier vigor and
popularity

Netc York Tribune

Guess Norman will recover his balance,

once he gets used to the excitement out

yonder on the floor. Otherwise, won’t

he catch the dingbats.

Manchester (N. H.) Leader

We congratulate Mr. Hapgood upon his

success in so completely, and so accept-

ably, changing Harper’*, both as to con-

tents and physical appearance.

Eau Claire (Wis.) Leader

No one will ever recognize the old

Weekly in the new garb. The cartoons
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are striking enough to he puzzling, the

articles are clean cut, up to date and quite

fearless on different lines than of yore.

It will be a leader in the feminist

movement, which it says is “a poor

name for a big thing." The paper, no

doubt, will be successful and deserves

success.

Worcester (Mass.) Gazette

People will .soon In* wondering what
Hapgood will have to offer next.

T. F. Vickers, in the " Plumbing News."

Pittsburgh (Pa.)

It is a pleasure to note the attractive

new form of Harper's Weekly. You are

to be congratulated for providing such

an interesting and valuable weekly in

the new form.

Birmingham (Ala.) Agc-HeraUi

The editorial pages arc scintillating.

Hapgood ’s pen is at its best, and every

article is not only readable, but it is full

of snap and vigor.

Favorite for over 70 years

—

For its delicate flavor that

pleases critical palates

—

for the cheering refresh-

ment it invariably supplies—

Eustace Hale Ball, (President the His-

torical Film Company, New York
City)

Hakper'h Weekly, in this one edition,

is certainly better than any other maga-
zine I have seen in many years.

Long may it wave!

Chicago (III.) Evening Post

Friday is going to In* a black day for

husbands. Friday is the day upon which

Mr. Norman Hapgood publishes Ham-
per's Weekly.
The immediate effect of this event

seems to be to excite a large number of

feminine readers of the "Journal of Civ-

ilization" to hold their husbands guilty

of cherishing the “feminist” views there-

in set forth and to punish them therefor

in the various wavs known to the mind of

woman from Eve down.

“It makes ’em mad as wet hens." is

the report conveyed to us from a depot
news agent, who says, incidentally, that

he is now selling 150 copies of the Weekly
where he used to sell ten.

The Sacramento (Cal.) Bee

It is particularly to be hoped that Nor-
man Hapgood, who has done such yeoman
work in an effort to emancipate human-
ity. will not give aid to his revivified

effort to shame womanhood under the

lying banner of emancipation—to exalt

the courtesan and to degrade the wife.

And it is even more to Ik* hoped that he
has misunderstood entirely the feminist

movement: that as a whole it stands for

purity and not for adultery; that Ellen

Key nowise represents it, but Is merely

the mouthpiece of her own personal erotic

ideas.

Council Bluffs (la.) Sonparcil

The magazine ought to find a large

clientele of readers, in spite of its old

title. There is an increasing number
of people in the country who want to

know the truth which the new editor

hus an established reputation for telling.

Frederick //. Robinson, “Medical Review

of Reviews"

The metamorphosis is w-onderful and
it is easy to see that you are going to pro-

duce a vital publication which will take

its place among the leading periodicals

of America. We cannot have loo many
publications with red blood in them and
we are sure t lust the reading public will

he grateful to you for your work.

for its uniform high quality.

England’s choice for more
than three generations.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

An Unripe Melon

FINANCE and Investment are sup-

posed to be dry, matter-of-fact

subjects. But along with the in-

vestment of hard-earned savings goes a

“take a chance”, audacious spirit. It

has been wdl said that many unwise in-

vestments are due to the desire of the

lonely and humble to shine and lie sig-

nificant, to ally themselves with mystery,

to become identified with a marvelously

productive tropical fruit orchard in a

far-away dreamy hind, or with the untam-

able oil-gusher in the new state but lately

roamed by noble red men.

The true story of Harrirnaii's life

would lie fur more “romantic” than

the most thrilling talc of adventure that

goes by the name of fiction. In 1893 the

Union Pacific had but $8,000,000 of net

earnings to pay $14,000,000 of charges.

The little, unknown Wall Street broker

forced his then none too welcome person

into the councils of this company and ex-

panded the property physically, geograph-

ically and financially until it reached

from Puget Sound to the Gulf of Mexico,

with a $50,000,000 lap over into old Mex-
ico, and developed such an overflowing

treasury that for several years past the

one recurring subject which most excites

Wall Street's imagination is whether and
when the Union Pacific directors will de-

clare a “ melon ”,

Melons and Lemons

MELONS are the exact reverse of

lemons. One is sweet in the mouth
and the other is sour. “When a company
makes a large extra distribution to its

stockholders in cash or stock”, says

Smith's Financial Dictionary, “the act

is colloquially described as cutting a

melon".

It has always been the fortune, or mis-

fortune, of Ilarriman and his successors,

to fire the imagination. That is, no com-
pany has been surrounded with a larger

body of favorable and glowing rumors

than the Union Pacific. Union Pacific

stock has for years galvanized a jaded

stock market. The company became
under Harriman *s wizard like manage-
ment, and still remains, fully as much of

a banking and investment institution

as a railroad. Now there has just

ended another period of melon rumors
and corresponding speculation, and a

complete damper on the whole affair by
Judge Levett'a cold blooded deniul. But
let us look at the melon itself.

Fruit from Many Trees

WHEN Harriman took a hold of the

broken-down Union Pacific line

between Omaha an<l Salt Lake City he
went al>out strengthening it in every pos-

sible way. One of the first things he did

was to buy the Southern Pacific, which
the Unitill Stall’s Supreme Court has

just pried apart from Union. This pur-

chase was not for investment purposes

at all, but none the less it has nettl’d the

Union Pacific a profit of at least $30,000.-

000. Then Ilarriman tried to get an in-

terest in the Burlington road and when it

was refused him he took sweet revenge by
purcliasing a great interest in the North-

ern Pacific, also a James J. Hill enterprise.

34

Later, when Harriman found he could not

control the Hill pro|>erties he sold the

stock purchased at a profit of $58,000,000.

With this huge sum and other monies the

Union Pacific then bought

:

Il!im4* Ontral utiwrk 900.000
tUllinmrr am) Ohio iimuoon 3<.331.100
Raltinuirr & Ohio IWffcfrwJ 17.10B.400

St. Pmil prrfrrrrcl IN,*30.000
Nnrthwr»1rm nxnromi . . *,01H,700
N«« York Crntnil , . 17.HS7.100

Cliirmro it Alton prrfrrml 10,343,100

Now it is true there has been a loss in

market values on these latter stocks of

more than $30,000,000, although the

shares net a fair average income return.

But the company has put hack into its

property in the last twelve or thirteen

years about $150,000,000 out of earnings.

Although dividends of 10 per cent, have
been paid on the stock since 1906 there

has been a surplus each year after divi-

dends as follows:

1M« •l«,*3*.*49 1010 $19,319,S3*
1907 , li.0W.HS4 Iflll 14 .

3U.414

1908 . li.lH8 .74< Ml. 8.393,411
1909 17 .93S.i40

W hat to Do W/ilh the Cash

I
N addition to this showing everyone

knows that early this summer the Un-
ion Pacific was compelled to sell more
than $88,000,000 of Southern Pacific

stock to a syndicate. This stock was
sold at 94 (or 88 including 4 |>cr cent, of

accumulated dividends). It is true that

Union Pacific had to borrow to buy
Southern Pacific originally. It sold its

own convertible bonds for the purpose,

but nearly all of these have been ex-

changed for stock so that now there are

practically no fixed charges representing

the investment in Southern Pacific. For
its Southern Pacific stock Union Pacific

received nl>out $80,000,000 in cash, which
added to the $63,000,000 in cash which it

had on June 30. 1914 (1913 report has not

yet been issued) makes more than $143,-

000,000 in cash. Moreover, for all its

Southern Pacific stock Union paid an
average of only about two-thirds of its

par value, whereas the selling price was
for about nine-tenths of pur value.

One thing is clear then, without further

painful analysis: Union Pacific is a very

rich railroud company, with enormous as-

sets, not unlike the old Standard Oil

Company.
Early last summer when plans were

perfected for the sale of $88,000,000

Southern Pacific stock Wall Street grad-

ually awoke to the fart that Union Pa-

cific would be richer in cash than ever.

Rumors of a ripe melon-cutting grew to

fabulous proportions. It was the only

relief in a summer of pessimism. On
June 13, Union Pacific, a seasoned 10

per cent, stock, sold as low as 137%.
Funned by the melon rumors it had risen

to 164% by September 30, a gain of

nearly 45 points. Then mysteriously the

stock began to slide back. By Wednes-
day, October 8. it had fallen to 153%
ami the next day Robert S. Lovett, chair-

man of the board of directors, announced

there would he no extra distribution at

present and even if the directors had de-

cided upon one they would have reduced

the regular 10 |>er cent, dividend to cor-

respond. so he said. By Saturday, « »clo-

ber 11, the stock had falleu to ;

ami is now at 147.

Inside Opportunities

T TNION PACIFIC has always been a
stock which afforded great oppor-

tunities to the “insider”. I do not mean
to say the directors and their associates

have availed themselves of what lay in

their path. Once the Interstate Com-
merce Commission tried to find out about
big inside Union Pacific deals hut it was
able to get so far and no farther. There
were questions which directors refused

to answer, and the courts upheld their

silence.

Whether advantage was taken of the de-

cided up aud down movements in Union
Pacific in the last few months by “in-

siders” I do not know. But the stock at

147, yielding 6.80 per cent., is by no means
an unattractive semi-speculative invest-

ment. Perhaps it is unfair to call it

“semi-speculative”, so great are the as-

sets behind it. But its market behavior

is often so speculative that in a seuse it is

removed from conservative securities de-

spite the wealth back of the paper certifi-

cates. In the eleven years from 1901

to 1911 inclusive Union Pacific furnished

11.57 per cent, of the total trading in

stocks on the New York Exchange,

slightly more thau the nearest second.

Reading. It is distinctly a speculative

“leader”.

Union Pacific is one of those stocks in

which money is made and lost in large

chunks. It is ideal as a quick road to

fortune, or the reverse. But suppose the

stock goes to 137% again, as it surely

will if there is another real flurry in the

market. At that price it returns 7.45

per cent, on the investment, a real, true

enough bargain.

Keeping the Cake

CAREFUL students believe Union
Pacific is worth as an investment as

much as 160 or 165, which is probably

about as close* as one can coine to it. Of
course if the $80.000.000 of cash obtained

from Southern Pacific were given away
dividends would have to be reduced.

Moreover the company has many nec-

essary extensions to make in Oregon and
Washington and not long ago announced
a $75,000,000 improvement program. If

it. gave away its assets the company would

be giving away its capital in large part,

which it has no right to do. Possibly the

company would be justified in striking uu

actual balance on its investment profits

ami declaring an extra dividend to cor-

respond to those profits.

Attorney-General McReynolds will

bring a suit to compel the Southern

Pacific to give up the Central Pacific, a

line which both the Southern and Union

Pacific desire to own. Union Pacific

needs cash to buy in case it has the

opportunity. Of course no railroad is

warranted in keeping $140,000,000 in

cash indefinitely. But there will be

plenty of legitimate uses to which Union

Pacific can put this money. One thing

is certain : there does not ap|K.-ar to be any

good reason why this company should not

continue to pay 10 per cent, dividends or

its equivalent for some time to come—

a

remarkable’ achievement in these days of

upposed railroad poverty.
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Prices, Trusts, and Credit

THE relations between monopoly of credit

and monopoly in production are extremely

close. We have already announced a series of

nine articles by Mr. Brandeis discussing various

aspects of monopoly of credit, of the so-called

Money Trust, and proposed specific remedies.

Since the President has announced that trust

legislation will be the principal business of Con-

gress as soon as the money bill lias passed, Mr.
Brandeis has decided to precede his Money Trust

articles with two articles on the general trust

situation. One of them outlines a program for

legislation and the other discusses price main-

tenance, explaining how, rightly conducted, it

works against monopoly and not for it. The
first of these two articles appears in this issue;

the other will be printed next week; and then

the Money Trust articles will follow, beginning

with November 22d.

they resemble somewhat the articles on drink

which the early prohibitionist used to have
printed. They are shrill and they exaggerate.

Fashionable Diseases

COMPLAINTS of the body have their social

standing. There is a hierarchy of disease,

and in it are many surprises. Tuberculosis, for

instance, to which no obloquy really attaches, is

usually concealed, at least in its earlier stages,

and called by some other name. Locomotor
ataxia, on the other hand, in spite of its usually

discreditable origin, has l»een one of the diseases

in the highest social standing. People almost

boust of it. Probably, as the cause becomes
more generally known, it will lose its glory. We
change most slowly in little things. This is one of

the absurdities that has survived since the days of

aristocracies, in spite of our theories on the dig-

nity of poverty and the disgrucefulness of vice.

How Their Minds Work

SPEAKING of Mr. Brandeis, we are reminded
of the standpat. view' of him and of his in-

fluence. While he is appearing to progressive

minds as the most penetrating and constructive

thinker at present studying industrial needs, to

the reactionary he looks like the power denoted

by horns, tail and hoofs. Discussing the latest

wreck on the New Haven railway soon after Mr.
Brandeis’s “Banker-Management” appeared in

Harper’s Weeki.v, a group of conservative busi-

ness men were trying to explain the latest terrible

wreck on the New Haven. They decided it was

due to a general demoralization of the personnel,

caused by investigations and criticisms. In

other words, the wrecks were caused by Mr.
Brandeis. Wherever any unfortunate condition

is shown up, and any step ahead prepared for,

that is the way the stundpat mind works. It

blames the doctor for the existence of the disease.

Morals of Christabel

SAVAGE attacks have been made in some of the

British papers, and in some American papers,

on the articles which Christabel Pankhurst has

been running in The Suffragette on the dangers of

marriage. They have been accused of immorality

and indecency. Certainly they are neither im-

moral nor indecent. They are perfectly straight-

forward, and also, in substance they are en-

tirely true, constitute a needed and valuable

warning, and increase the pressure on men to im-
,

prove in sympathy with women and in restraint. I

The criticism to which they are fairly open is that

The Arkansas Idea

TWO constitutional amendments were re-

cently submitted to the Arkansas elector-

ate. One disfranchised the mass of illiterate

voters and was aimed especially at the negroes.

The other outlawed the saloon. Either w'ould

have been adopted if submitted alone, but the

Anti-Prohibitionists combined with the negroes,

saw that they were registered and voted, and
both amendments were defeated. The legis-

lature was elected by the white voters and
was overwhelmingly for state prohibition. A
new' expedient was adopted. A law was enacted
providing that liquor licenses should be granted
by city officials only upon a petition signed by
a majority of the white residents, men and
women. The law has just been declared con-
stitutional by the state Supreme Court. By
national law, we prohibit the sale of liquor

to Indians, and by international agreement to

the South Sea Islanders, and it is a matter of

common knowledge that whiskey is as demoraliz-
ing to the negroes in the South as fire-water ever
was to the Indians. Arkansas lawyers contend
that this form of petition is not an exercise of the
suffrage, and that the matter is one relating solely

to the exercise of the police power of the State
for the good of society. The lnwr aims at the

protection of the negro population from its chief

curse. It is unique in recognizing the interest of

the women in the abolition of the saloon. If the

Supreme Court upholds the Arkunsas Court, not
a saloon license can be granted in a single city

in that state, and Arkansas will join the ranks

of the Prohibition states of the South.
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Kent of CaliforniaAftermaths

THERE was an obvious connection between

the votes in the Senate against free lumber,

in the Payne-Aldrich tariff bill, and the votes for

the acquittal of Loritner, and there has also been

a singular fatality for those who voted thus.

Bailey refused to entrust himself again to the

suffrages of the Texans. Paynter did not long

contest the issue with Ollie James in Kentucky.

Simmons voted for Lorimcr the first time and
against him the second, because of additional

evidence, and in his campaign for re-election,

which was successful, a good part of his time was
taken up explaining his votes. John Walter
Smith of Maryland and Fletcher of Florida have
their explaining yet to do, and there is strong

opposition to their re-election. The Lorimer

issue did not come up in the House, of course, but

free lumber was an issue, and Underwood gave

a body blow to Hobson, in their recent war of

words on the floor, by reminding him of his vote

against free lumber, in violation of his party plat-

form , because of thelumber interestsof hiscongress-

ional district, and Hobson will have to explain.

Hobson is an amusing character, but like

others of the oratorical type, his thinking is fre-

quently marked by somewhat more heat than light.

How to Whiten the Seas

CONGRESSIONAL discussion about our

merchant marine always begins with the

statement that once our sails “whitened the

seas,” an expression that occurs more often in the

Congressional Record, than “leaving no stone

unturned.” The Panama Canal Act, passed

last year, adopted the free-ship policy, yet not a

single ship has thus far been added to American
registry. In the present Tariff Bill the House
tried the old plan of discriminatory duties for

goods carried in ships of American registry, but
that involved treaty relations and the Senate

rejected it. John Sharp Williams gave a terse

description of the cause of the disappearance of

the merchant marine. After showing how the
!

“sails of our ships whitened the seas” up to 1860,

because of the abundance and excellence of the

live-oak shipbuilding material and the efficiency

of our shipbuilders, giving us a marked advantage
over Great Britain, he said:

“Just about that time it was discovered

that you could make a ship out of iron and
that it would float. So the Virginia, which

had been the Merrimac, was clothed with rail-

road iron, and then that little cockleshell of a

cheese-box came down and they had their fight,

and after that time the ship-building business was
revolutionized. They first began to build iron

ships and then they began to build steel ships,

and the position between us and Great Britain

was reversed. Great Britain at that time pro-

duced iron and steel at one-half in the one c*ase

and one-third in the other case, the price at which
we could produce them.”
Has not the time arrived when we can Com-

pete again with the nations of the world in b uild-

ing steel ships, considering the fact that w<» can
compete in the manufacture of so many other
products of our steel mills? It is a subject that

President Wilson has very much at heart.

I
ISTEN to his picturesque description of

United States currency: “Our present
J

currency system is a crazy-quilt of mutual and
reciprocal profanities—gold, silver at a false

ratio, gold certificates, silver certificates calling

for fifty cents on the dollar’s worth of metal, !

Treasury certificates redeemable in coin, a few

outstanding blood-stained and pensioned green-

backs, and bank notes which in their basic char-

acter remind one of the struggle of the bankrupt
to live on the interest of his debts.”

As to compelling national banks to come into 1

I

the new banking system: “I do not object to

I the mandatory feature, for the bill will prove

a source of profit to legitimate banking, and those
I not willing to accept its provisions should not

claim the federal brand, but, as we cowmen say,

’should be vented and re-branded.’ Banks can-

not claim the federal good-will and tilt; federal ,

name without complying with the federal law.

They can take their little dishes and play in the

state yards, if they see fit.”

The most completely independent men in the

House; a progressive Republican who voted for

Roosevelt and for the first two great measures

of the Wilson Administration; who opposed
intervention in Mexico, because he would not

have a drop of blood shed to protect his invest-
|

meats there, who does his thinking under his

own hat, wears no party shackles upon his wrists,

j

and never prostitutes his tongue or pen to the

support of what he does not believe in, that is

Kent. Yale helped to start his ideals, Chicago
gave his training in the fight for efficiency in

government, and the Pacific Coast is now rejoic-

ing in his wTidc and tolerant outlook upon life.

Freedom in Massachusetts

THE Boston Journal deserves a good boost

for the fight it is making for free journalism,

and, at the same time, a great, strong boost ought
to be given to George W. Anderson, the new

j

Public Service Commissioner. For three years,

Mr. Brandeis has been trying in various proceed- I

ings to get an itemized account of the expendi-

tures of the New Haven for lobbying and pub-
;

licity, but this attempt, until recently, has been

unsuccessful. In connection with the proposed

sixty-scven-million-dollar bond issue, he suggested L

to the counsel for the Public Service Commission
\

that that Commission should call for such a state-
j

inent. In response to the call for information
j

by the Commission, the railroad filed a state-

ment which has created consternation, because

it discloses not only payments to many lobbyists

and some legislators but also to newspaper

writers. The Journal has been particularly

fearless in uncovering the amounts paid, not

only to such sheets as the Boston News Bureau,

but to many reporters on the newspapers of

Boston and other Massachusetts towns.

The press is truly a mighty power and one news-

paper which sets out. to accomplish its real duty

of remaining free and telling the whole truth on

matters of importance can make itself the spokes-

man of those working for progress and count

very seriously in the history of even so large a

city as Boston.

I
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Fidelity

LOYTS that varies in its object may be fine

in quality; but it is not the type; it is

not the norm; it departs from what is instinctively

demanded by the passion of love itself,

when most completely developed; and it also

fails to help the development of the stable

I family unit, wrhich is the most satisfactory unit

of civilization, because it gives to children the

warmth they crave and the individual at-

|

tention they need, and because it encourages

the virtues of devotion, self-control, sobriety,

and the social spirit.

George Sand was an example of the high soul

that is yet unfitted for constancy. Her change-

ableness in love was part of her unceasing search

for material. She said:

To great minds the entire universe is necessary : the works
I of God and the works of man. The fountain of pure water

|

invites and charms you, but not for an instant do you repose

there. You must exhaust Michelangelo and Raphael before

you linger on the wayside; and when you have washed off

the dust of the journey in the waters of the spring, you pass

i on, saying: “Let us see what more there is under the sun.”

Even the poets and artists, however, who
naturally seek what gives intellectual stimulation

i!

more than what helps the usual conduct of life,

|

have, on the whole, praised permanence in love.

! Shakespeare says

:

Love is not love

Which alters when it alteration finds.

Or bends with the remover to remove.

Oh, no! it is an ever-fixed mark
That looks on tempests and is never shaken.

It is the star to any wandering bark

Whose worth’s unknown, although his height be taken.

Love’s not Time’s fool, though rosy lips and cheeks

Within his bending sickle’s compass come;

Love alters not with his brief hours and weeks.

But bears it out even to the edge of doom.

Shakespeare’s is the nobler ideal, as it Is the

nobler poetry. Women are more steadily im-

bued with this ideal than men, perhaps because
fidelity in woman means that her burdens are

shared by another. Naturally, therefore, it is

in her an instinct. In man, on the contrary,

faithfulness means the assumption of burdens
that he might escape. It calls, therefore, for

training, for imaginative realization of others.

\\
r

e need, for the working out of civilization, the

creation of a new' man—one less predatory, less

cruel, more tender, more just. Women must help.

These lines of Stephen Phillips’ must cease to

be true

:

What is the love of men that women seek?

In its beginning pale with cruelty.

But 1laving sipped of beauty, negligent.

And full of languor and distaste.

Under the sole rule of man, the differences

between himself and woman have been exag-

gerated. When she is no longer encouraged to be
without one set of virtues, and he is no longer

excused for being without another set, there will

be a new world. It will be a world with more
freedom, but it will be a world in which ethical

standards are not lower or looser than they are

today, but higher and more exacting; made more
welcome because they are more just.

Prose and Verse

THOSE larger conventions, as long as they

are fresh and true, are a true stimulus to

genius, which literalism seldom is. Thomas
Hardy says: “The shortest way to good prose

is by the route of good verse.” Nietzsche has

i
written:

“One writes good prose only face to face with

poetry. . . . Apart from Goethe, who is justly

claimed by the century that produced him, I re-

guard only Giacomo I^eopardi, Prosper Merimee,
Ralph YY'aldo Emerson, and \Yr

alter Savage Lan-

dor, author of the ‘ Imaginary Conversations,’ as

worthy to be called masters of prose.”

Nietzsche was writing of the nineteenth cen-

tury. Hardy, Kipling, Stevenson, and Mere-
dith, in our day, although better known in prose,

have wrritten verse, as did Hazlitt, Land), and

j

De Quincey in their century. Lafcadio Hearn,

i Edith Wharton, George Santayana, are among
those of our contemporaries who have written

good verse, although their reputation is mostly

1

in prose. Will the rule hold of the future? It

is not an era of verse, and, the realistic move-
ment having spent its greatest force, the time

may w'ell be near when there will be a return

to the language of the larger conventions.

Facing the Music

A SECTION man shoveling dirt nine hours a

day, and taking his nine or ten dollars a

week home to his family, is not doing that work
because he loves it. He would like to run away
from it; he would love to go fishing, idle a month,

do a thousand things. But he faces the music,

because of the wife and children at home, to pay

; his debts, to earn the bread he eats, to be a self-

i respecting man. On the railroads, in the mines,

in the big woods, w'herever men toil, they risk

their lives, spend their strength, face drudgery,

|

and most of them face the music with a song.

Progress

ARISTOTLE, who defended slavery as a neces-

sity, said that if every instrument would
wrork by itself, if the shuttle would weave alone,

the manufacturer would dispense with workmen
and the master with slaves. Aristotle had a real

thought, and the time which he conceived of as

imaginary promises in effect to arrive. The ad-

vance in machinery means not only so great an

increase in production that everybody ought to

enjoy ordinary comfort and education; it means
also that the rough, heavy work of the world will

practically all be done by instruments. The scien-

tific foundation has been laid. Nothing is required

now except social and political intelligence to bring

about a timewhen there will be no large class of men
engaged in the kind of labor that requires no skill.

Age Then and Now

THERE were no spectacles, no ear-trum-

pets, no dentists, and no occupations that

did not require bodily agility, none of the simple

medical devices by which we check some of the

internal results of sedentary life. After youth,

it was no snap to live in the “good old days.”

sle
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Mr. Rockefeller’s Dilemma
By LOUIS WALLIS

M R. ROCKERFELLER’S dilemma is bound to

grow more serious every year, so long as the

tension between rich and poor increases at its

present rate. We trust that the Standard Oil magnate
is renewing his youth. He plays golf, takes auto rides,

eats imported cheese, and does many other things that

are sure to lengthen life. VVe hope that he will live to be

one hundred. This will give him over a quarter of a cen-

tury' yet. And think where the trusts, and corporations,

and rich and poor will be by that time! It is quite pos-

sible that when Mr. Rockefeller is one hundred he will

be tolerably “set” in his ways; and by that time he will

probably have made a permanent choice of one or the

other horn of his great dilemma.
Everybody is supposed to know that Mr. Rockefeller’s

persona] representative on the Board of Trustees of the

University of Chicago has left the Board permanently,

and that Mr. Rockefeller's personal connection with the

University has thus been severed. Also, that he has, of

late years, given to various other philanthropies amounts
large enough to create several universities equal in size

to the Chicago institution. A number of years ago, one
of the newspapers published a cartoon showing Presi-

dent Harper sitting astride a college building marked
“ U. of C.,” and looking in alarm toward another college

building marked “Yale,” while Mr. Rockerfeller was in

the act of giving a million dollars to the rival institution.

The cartoon had more significance than many' people

realized. President Harper was widely quoted as declar-

ing that a successful university should have an annual

deficit. Dr. Harper was a very great man—one of the

greatest educators in human history. His virtues will lie

remembered long after his follies have been forgotten.

He was a man of whom any nation could lie proud; and
nothing can detract from the brightness of his fame.

But all great men have their weaknesses; and one of

Or. Harper’s weaknesses was his remark about successful

universities and yearly deficits. It irritated Mr. Rocke-
feller; and nobody can blame him for being irritated.

He is accustomed to administer enterprises on other

principles. l)r. Harper would have wrecked the United

States Treasury, if he could have got at it—not dishon-

estly. of course, but in the same naive fashion in which a

small boy innocently smashes a plate-glass window'.

Now', there is nothing that Mr. Rockefeller dislikes more
than being “worked.” It gets on his nerves. If he has

the remotest suspicion that he is being made the object

of some scheme—watch out! In this case, what. Mr.
Rockefeller said to President Harper can lie summarized,
abridged, and boiled dow’n into the following sentence:

“William. I simply won’t stand for it!” And notice that

it wasn’t “can’t,” but “won’t.”

T T NDOIJBTEDLY, Dr. Harper was exactly the man^ to be the first presidential administrator of the

great University of Chicago. He was like an engineer

who climbs into the cab of his locomotive, [lulls the

throttle wide open, and says, “Clear the road, boys;

and we’ll travel under a full head of steam!” Such a

policy makes a record, and attracts attention—which

was precisely what Harper wanted. He was a first-rate

advertiser; and he got things coming his way. But the

ful1-head-of-steam policy ate up money as fast as an
express locomotive eats up coal. Harper’s death, com-
ing when it did, wras the best thing for his fame. He was
only fifty-one; and his constitution was wrecked by the

strenuous life. Everybody who came within the range

of his influence felt the tension; und it’s no wonder
that Mr. Rockefeller called a halt. Nobody likes to

lie tied to an express train. Dr. Harper was suc-

ceeded in the presidency by an administrator of a

different stamp, who knows how to plan a budget and
live up to it with the consistency of the head of a great

business enterprise.

Mr. Rockefeller says, and believes, that he dissolved

partnership with the University of Chicago because he
had succeeded in putting it on a business basis, where it

would run itself, on its own stated resources, without a

yearly deficit. If he were pressed further, he might pos-

sibly admit that he wanted to show that no university

managed on wide-open principles could look to him for

support. But even the grilling of the Day of Judgment
would fail to draw from him anything more than a per-

sonal explanation of some kind—because the founder of

the University of Chicago thinks in |iersonal terms and
avoids abstractions, as far as possible. Nevertheless, it

is not difficult to point to certain facts which carry the

suggestion that the University of Chicago is a powerful

impcrsonnl influence upon the course of Rockefeller

philanthropy.

T^YERYBODY knowrs that the big institution on the
l j Midway has the reputation of being one of the most
all-round radical centers of learning in existence. Radi-

calism, a few' centuries ago, touched the world only at one
point—in its conceptions of the physical universe.

People thought the sun rose in the east, set in the wre.st,

and sailed round the earth every' day. Then the astrono-

mers came along and turned this idea topsy-turvy. But
radicalism today touches life at three points—in the

domains of biology', of theology, and of sociology. And
at all of these points, the University of Chicago is in the

vanguard. Evolution is presupposed in the departments

of biology. Miracles, in the older sense of the word, have
been eliminated from the departments of theology,

where higher criticism reigns writh undisputed sw'ay, one
of the professors having recently said that the older con-

ceptions of the authority and infallibility of the Bible

are “hopelessly shattered." In sociology’, the head of

the department—who was a close friend of Dr. Harper,

and w’ho has been with the University from its early'

years—has just come out with a startling new book,

which is the most radical arraignment of the present

social order since the days of Karl Marx and Henry’

George, containing chapters on “The Superstition of

Property" and “The Illusion of Capitalism.*’

p>R our present purposes, it makes no difference

w'hethcr other schools have professors who are as

rail ical as those of Chicago or not. That consideration

counts for nothing, either with the general public or with

Mr. Rockefeller. But the fact that cannot fail to count

is, that Mr. Rockefeller turns out to have set up an insti-

tution which teaches things contrary' to what he himself

lielieves. For he has “ideas” on sociology and theology.

According to his opinion, property and capitalism are just

exactly' as sacred, in their way, as his mother’s Bible.

Not being a college man, Mr. Rockefeller knew little

nbout colleges and universities when he licgan to

found the University' of Chicago. (We say “began.’’

liecausc the founding process took time.) He pictured

to himself a great institution where [icoplc could learn

mathematics, and Latin, and Greek, and physiology', and
history, and lawr

, and medicine, and all sorts of conven-

tional knowledge; and also where young men could come
and study the Bible, and learn to lie ministers and mis-

sionaries. He was especially’ particular about religion.

He had heard youthful Professor Harper talk about the

Bible; and he thought the aspiring pedagogue looked

pretty good. In those days. Harper discoursed on the

“J, E, D, and P documents” with varying emphasis,

according to his audience. But he was always strong on

the Prophets and the New Testament; and he had

enough to do in teaching Hebrew’ by mail and fighting

Professor W. II. Green of Princeton, without raising un-

comfortable issues about “miracles.” While as for the

great principle that a successful university should have

a deficit every’ year—it’s a fact that Professor Har|ier

never mentioned it to anyliody in those days. So we sec

that when Mr. Rockefeller t>egan to found the University

7
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of Chicago, lit* didn't know much about universities, nor

much about Harper.

To a big business man, it may look like a small matter

to start a school. A man who has organized a giant cor-

poration may think it isn’t much of a job to put up a few

buildings and pay the salaries of a hunch of professors.

While there isn't much use in prophesying after the

event, nor in trying to figure out what “might" have
happened if something else hadn’t happened, it’s a fair

guess that if Mr. Rockefeller had known a little more
alK>ut the inside of the great process of education—not

a great deal more, but just a little—he would never have

been the founder of the University of Chicago, but would

have confined his philanthropies to more conventional

enterprises. • Because after he had committed himself,

and put his hand to the plow, he became aware that he
had brought into existence an institution which wouldn’t

stand still and be conventional. But after he had begun,

he couldn’t let go very well without doing something

fairly handsome. In the struggle between the founder

and the first president, Mr. Rockefeller won out on the

question of organization: but Harper won a spiritual vic-

tor}' by impressing upon the institution a radical, demo-
cratic tendency which it will always retain.

’’HE outlines of Mr. Rockefeller’s dilemma now begin

to loom up more clearly. He isn’t fully conscious

of the dilemma. Few great philanthropists of the present

day are conscious of it. But he is instinctively aware of

it. All wealthy men who go into philanthropy are more
and more subject to the tug and pull of two huge forces,

one of which tends to perpetuate the existing order of

society, while the other tends to modify the present social

system in the interests of the future. If the wealthy

man puts his benefactions in “safe and sane" enterprises,

which are calculated not to revolutionize the status quo,

he is applauded by his friends and criticized by his ene-

mies. But if he puts his money where it fertilizes the

unconventional, then his enemies become friendly, while

his wealthy acquaintances raise their eyebrows and be-

gin to cool off. He is l>etween the horns of this dilemma;
and he cannot hclp» making a choice. Take the “Sage
Foundation," for example. It paid the expenses of the

now famous “Pittsburgh Survey,” which resulted in sen-

sational disclosures about the housing problem in the

Smoky City. Workers in the big, steel metropolis have

to live in wretched slums, because land is held out of use

on speculation at such high figures that the laboring

people cannot afford to pay rent enough to get a healthy

amount of light and air. The “Survey" has opened the

eyes of Pittsburgh; and now the city administration, the

civic commission, and the real estate board have put

through the state legislature a law permitting the

taxation of land values at a rate double the rate on
buildings—with the object of making hart! the way
of the land speculator. The wisdom of this measure

doesn’t concern us here in the least. What we are

emphasizing is, that the "Sage Foundation" is a force

that has led up to a radical proposal to modify the

existing social order.

V STILL more striking illustration of our point is

furnished by Joseph Fels, the Jewish millionaire who
helped to finance the British Liberal Party in its fight

for the Budget which imposed heavier taxes on land

values, and which was indirectly the means of depriving

the House of lords of its immemorial veto power over

legislation. This is Fels’ conception of philanthropy

—

the modification of the social mechanism itself. All of

which goes to prove that a man cannot go into philan-

thropy without doing something either to confirm or to

change the status quo.

Mr. Rockefeller got his start at a time when America

did its thinking in terms of “individualism," and when
the “ self-made ” man could worship his maker in some
comfort. But we have lighted on other days; and in-

stead of agreeing, as we used to, that a man “ makes" his

fortune, wc say that wealth is “a social product," in the

making of which the wealthy man is a kind of superin-

tendent, acting under the forms of individual, private

property, but not really “producing” all of the goods

to which the laws of private property entitle him. All of

our new talk about “graft," and “exploitation of labor,”

and the like, is merely a loose, popular, inexact way of

trying to adjust our mental vision to a new insight into

the process of wealth-production. If everybody (mil-

lionaires and laborers included) will keep cool while the

subject is under discussion, there will lie no danger of

another French Revolution.

IN the meanwhile, we should take note that the Stand-

ard Oil magnute is founding no new philanthropies

that lead away from his inherited individualistic views of

the world. Since he began to druw in the reins on the

University of Chicago, his aid goes into purely conven-

tional undertakings, designed to help the world by help-

ing individuals, but not by modifying the social system.

Rockefeller money goes into the endowment of hook-
worm research in the South, and medical research in the

North; it helps mission schools in China, and fallen

women in America; it goes judiciously through the pipe-

lines of “The General Education Board" to the help of

safe and sane colleges; and Inst, but not least, it goes into

the recently established “Rockefeller Foundation for

the Improvement of Mankind,’’ administered by a board
having the Rockefeller point of view. All these things do
good, of course. Nobody disputes that. Moreover, we
all ought to admit that Mr. Rockefeller has only the

noblest and most disinterested aims. He isn’t trying to

buy us up. Nevertheless, all of his philanthropies are

only one horn of the rich man’s dilemma! The more
Mr. Rockefeller gives, the more he raises the insistent

question how one man can have so much to give. The
situation has been very neatly struck off by one of

the most popular clergymen that have preached in

the University of Chicago, Bishop Charles D. Williams,

of Michigan.

“Twenty years ago," says the Bishop, “when a man
mnde us a present of a university, we said, ‘Thank you!
How kind you are!* But today, when a man makes us a
present of a university, we say, ‘Thank you! Where did

you get it?’”

'pill S we return to the point where we began—the
rich man’s knowledge of the process by which wealth

is created. Mr. Rockefeller, up to date, has acted on the

view that his fortune is a personal creation; that the

disposition of it is a purely private mntter; and that his

money should go into projects of individual relief and
improvement. His official advisers tell him to hold fast to

the regular forms of philanthropy; so that his hands and
his heart arc full in helping humanity forward along

universally accepted lines of progress; and he is deftly

steered away from all projects that lool. unconventional.

We write, not to quarrel with the underlying logic of Mr.
Rockefeller's benefactions, but to emphasize that no
philanthropist, however good his intentions, can escape

the problem here pointed out. We cherish no dark de-

sign to put. an economic treatise over on the unsuspecting

reader; so we close by throwing on the screen a picture

of two millionaires tightly perched on the opposite horns

of the rich man’s dilemma. Both have their critics nnd
enemies. We don’t ask which is right, or which is wrong.

Comparisons are odious. We merely call attention to

these men as interesting factors in a contrast which marks
the present age.



Waste

"The man of science and not the business man is shoeing the nation how to economize”

in

Food

Shipping

By

HONORE WILLSIE

an established fact of our living today.

The Department of Agriculture wants to

know if our methods of shipping some of

our most important staples of food are

the best to be had. The study of han-
dling perishable food to prevent wastes is

a new science. The department bus had

to invent its own methods, interpret

its results without the aid of precedents.

But it is making its way slowly and surely

toward practical facts.

The price of eggs is almost prohibitively

high. The Department says that a large

part of this is due to poor methods of ship-

ping. Over eleven million dozens of eggs

shipped to New York City in a year arrived

there broken and unfit for food. The losses

ure so great that railroads ure complaining

that egg-shipping Is not a profitable

business. And the consumer pays!

WE always, as individuals, have
had a fairly good idea of how-

to economize on food. By
buying a little more here ami a little less

there, by "raising things." ourselves,

we always have managed to keep our

personal food costs pretty well under

control. And. diet cranks to the contrary,

we have instinctively chosen a well-

balanced ration.

The fact that has fretted and confus«d

us of late has been that all our old econ-

omies have gone for little or nothing.

Try as we will, one after another, all

our cherished methods of retrenchment,

bunded down from our greati-st great

grandparents, we have not been able to

head off the steady rise of our food

expense.

Most of us continue to muke our econ-

omies individual. Therein lies the root

of our failure. The time has come when
we must think of our food, kinds and
costs both, in terms that are nation-wide.

In protesting on the price of broilers,

we must think not of the individual

chicken we bought yesterday, but of

American Dressed Poultry and its whole

relation, as a food industry, to the new
century. Then only shull we begin to luv

our fingers on the wirak spots in poultry

prices.

It is quite as difficult to get away from
the personal outlook on food as it is on
any other vital matter. You cannot
make me transfer my ungcr from niv

butcher and his extortions on my own

private purse, to the nation-wide ig-

norancc of shipper and consumer until

you have made me understand that the

wider application of my wrath will

ultimately ease my flattened pocket-book.

Yet this is the difficult task to which

the Department of Agriculture has ad-

dressed itself. National wastes—where
are they?—what do they do to you ami
to me?—how shall they lie stopped? It

is a matter of vital import to the cost of

living, the Department lielievcs, to dis-

cover where are our great national wastes

and how' to stop them. And in order

that real help may come from the govern-

ment ’s investigations, it is necessary that

the consumer shull understand the na-

tional scope of the work, shall get the

new idea of national food wuste os a

personal loss.

/BANNING alone cannot equalize sca-

sonal over- and under-production!

As our populucc grows more and more
crowded, we tend more and more to re-

gional specializing in food products. Cer-

tain sections of the country, especially

adapted to raising certain kinds of crops,

raise to the limit of their soil capacity und
send their surplus to sections of non-pro-

duction or shortage. This tendency leads

more and more to the lengthening of the

time between production and consump-
tion. ami bus developed our complicated

system of storage and shipping.

The shipping of perishable final thou-

sands of miles to market has become

rPHK Bureau of Chemistry is carrying
1 on experiments on how to ship an egg.

No detail has lioen too small or apparently

too trivial for their observation. The
study has included not only how to chill

the egg, but also the best type of carton

to use. the best kind of wood and nails to

use for cases, and the numticr ami placing

of nails for each case. To test the

amount und kind of jarring that an egg

receives in a freight car, the Bureau
adapted a machine used to meusure
earthquake shucks and sent it across

the country with a carload of eggs. It

studied carefully the nice problem as to

whether an egg should Ik* packed stand-

ing on end or lying down, and if the

latter, whether lengthwise or cross-

wise of the car. Infinitesimal details.

Too small for the greet mind. And yet.

the demonstration cur which the Depart-

ment sent to the great producing centers

this summer will save the egg industry

thousands of dollars in waste.

There is other waste than breakage in

shipping eggs. An enormous nuinlM*r of

eggs spoil between the producer and the

consumer. The shipper sends a great

nuinlier of eggs that are not fit to stand

the railroad handling. Often so many
eggs spoil rn route that the shipper gets

back nothing on his shipment. The
tendency has t>cvn for the trade to de-

velop a method of getting spoiled eggs

into use os food. This is a fundamen-
tally wrong solution, a beginning ut the

wrong end of the trouble, and is demoral-

izing to the shipper, to the consumer and
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to tin* new economic principle for which

America must stand if it is to have food

enough for its crowding population.

As little waste as possible, says tin?

Department and that waste returned to

productive uses. The Department's

study of freezing and drying eggs shows

that these met hot Is will Ik* more and more
used for eggs intended for eooking pur-

poses; and such methods arc economic-

ally desirable so long as the centers of

’ egg production and consumption urc

so far apart, ami so long us the |>oor han-

dling methods bring to tbc concentrators

of the producing centers such an enor-

mous number of eggs I lint an* whole-

some but not available for long hauls.

VX7E arc going to use the chicken more
” T and more us b«*ef grows scarcer.

The time may eome when we will all

raise chickens, even when hard pressed

for riM>m. allowing them to share our

ImsIs with us as do (he Sicilians! Itut

at present the great jloultrv proditeing

districts of the l nited States center about

the Mississippi Valley, where the fowl

has range and feed. The Department
wants to know if there is waste in |K»ultry

shipping, utid it has lieen studying the

.situation. We all know the still ten)

liopulur method of shipping dressed

|Hiiiltry —a barrel containing alternate

layers of chickens and ire, with a gunny
sack lii*d over the top and only the earn-

est wish of the ship|M*r to keep the mess

sweet. The soaking of the birds in the

melted ice. the dirty heads and feet, and
the gradual dissolving out of the soluble

parts of the flesh, causes, in actual decay,

a great loss in eating quality anil in food

value. The barrel thus packed was pul

into a freight car and "rushed" to its

destiual ion.

The Food Research Laboratory of the

Bureau of Chemistry is carrying on ex-

tensive investigations as to the least

wasteful nnd most sanitary methods of

killing, packing ami dressing poultry.

The Laboratory Ls trying to cooperate

with the shipper and educate the eon-

sinner a large undertaking. Every

householder ought to know the things

that the lailmratory U saving. It says

that chicken should In* starved, except

for plenty of water, for twenty-four hours

before killing. This docs away with the

necessity of eviscerating which gives

such great opport unity for pollution.

When a chicken is killed it should Ik*

properly hied. At least thirty jkt cent,

of all chickens coming to the New York
market have been improperly bled.

These chickens low in flavor and ki*ep ill.

A careful sLudy is being made in the

laboratory of the relative keeping qual-

ities of well- and ill-bled fowls. This Ls

iM'ing determined for every phase of

their marketing— their condition after

chilling in the packing house, at the end

of the railroad haul, and when they have
pushed through the various channels of

a great city to the consumer.

\\.rHKX the bird is killed the portion of
* ’ the brain tissue that controls the

muscles holding t he fen thers in place must
In* destroyed so tliat dry picking is easy.

After packing, chilling. When chickens

are alive their temperature is 103° F.

This must Ik* reduced to 3^° F. or less

before the birds can be packed for the

long, hard haul in the refrigerator car.

But the range of temperature permit led

is smull. Below 30° F. the flesh is fronted.

The Laboratory says that gowl re-

frigeration is necessary from start to

finish of the chicken's journey to the

consumer. We are to Ih*couu* as de-

|M'iidcnt on our refrigerator cars for our
food supply as England is upon her ships.

The modern refrigerator ear must become
a chill room on wheels, says the Iad>ora-

tory, if it is to serve the public satisfac-

torily and bring tinauciul profit to the

railroads. It ought to have good insula-

tion. The same ear with its tiuhrokcu

load must not vary in temperature over

five degrees, stoves must be used iu one
part of such a journey and ice in others.

A great many experimental shipments

of poultry have been made by the I ai bo-

rnlory to learn the best available way of

conducting the handling. It has de-

vised a refrigerator ear which meets the

r(*quircnicnts found in its investigation

and it has found first-class packers glad

to profit by the suggestions it makes.
The specialists of the Department

have found another type of waste that

is very large. In several particulars,

they say. the systems lists I by ship|K*rs

in the I’nited States are far less econom-
ical than those cmploytsi by foreign ship-

pers, notably those in Germany. As a

result, the specialists find that certain

kinds of food are started on long jour-

neys in such condition thut heavy freight

charges must Ik* paid on elements t iiat have
to Ik* taken out of the food at the end of

the trip. Iicforr it can Im* used as food.

/~\NE of the heaviest waste freight

-

items is thut paid for transporting ex-

cessive moisture in corn nnd in potato**

to Ik* used for stock fund or in the man-
ufacture of starch. In (iermauy. the

culls and faulty |H>tatocs, which iu this

country are thrown away, are dried so

as to remove all ex<*ess water anil then

shipped to various |H»iiit* for stock-feeil

purjKises. This practice of drying |H»ta-

toe* for stock-feed and uses in the arts is

little known in Amrricu. As a result,

here the culls are thrown away and starch

is made from potatoes when excess crops

make a cheap p.*iee eueoiiragiug ship-

mi*nt to the factories.

Potatoes in their natural state contain

upwards of 70 jn*r cent, of water which has

no nutritive value. Long shipments of

potatoes. tlu*r»*f . iu then* natural state

an* not practicable, whereas the (ieniiuus

who dry out the excessive water find it

pnu’tieable to ship the dried prmluct.

TMIE waste water now being shipped in

* com iu the l ’nited States has. aeeonl-

ingto the De|Mirtment sjK'eialists.a serious

bearing on the cost of corn and also is

one cause for the shortage of cars at the

corn-shipping seasons. The s|Ks*ialists

find, for example, that the American
people are paying freight oil tons

of water each year in shipping their rum
from tlu* producing sections to the market.

This means tha* at a time when there is

annually a great shortage of ears, there is

the equivalent of nearly 1.5,000 freight

ears loaded with water. This water is re-

sponsible for the deterioration of shelled

com Ik*fore it is finally eousuined.

The sproialis's have figured this loss

in several ways. Every year, they say,

a train over 110 miles lung, not counting

locomotives, U engaged in nothing more
profitable than in hauling water from a
few miles up to a thousand mill's, from

the corn pnMlucing slates to tin* sea-

board or the mountain districts. Ex-
actly bow tniieli excess freight cost this

represe* iot Ik* accurately de-

i i be seen thut as the

freight i rn is uIkuiI one cent |K*r

mile ih of useless water in

com add* a. dally to the cost of

product lH*fore it reaches the consumer.
The excess of water shipped amounts to

the equivalent in weight for about 10
million bushels of corn.

rT^lIE waste in shipping moist coni is
1 not alone in freight charges on

water, which add to the net cost of the

corn after it Ls delivered, but the producer

who ships corn over the moisture limit

has the grade of his corn lowered and
with this the prat* for his produce.

Still another cost is added when many
com dealers, on receipt of the com. have
to dry out the excessive water although

many store the moist corn and do not

dry it out until it iM'gius to show signs

of deterioration.

Many of the big elevators in the cen-

tral corn murkets now have machinery
for drying out excessive moisture. But
very few of the mi taller collecting ele-

vators have these drying muchincs and
tlu* only method of drying com used by
most producer* is that of storing it in

cribs. Com shipped in the summer
months has a chance to dry out iu the

cribs but iu tlu* cold and wet months
crib-drying is not effective and corn
'hipped at this time has u heavy moisture

content.

This question of moisture content

and the tremendous waste it brings

about at every point, with the con-

sumer paying the nliimate oust for all.

has not. the spociiilr.ts insist, received

the attention its very great importance
demands. The animal shortage of cars

at the great shipping |K>ints in the corn-

moving seasons alone should have made
a change iu mcllusls long ago. they claim.

They waul the farmers to pay more
attention to the growing of curlier matur-
ing varieties of com. They want all

corn dried to a minimum amount of

moisture content. Com would then

bulk less and weigh more jht volume so

that more uctuul corn could be packed
iu each freight ear of any given capacity.

This they figure would make available

each year, throughout the pcriml when
excessive moisture Is '•hipped, nearly

fifteen thousand additional freight ears

for moving corn or other freight. This
would lift another common cause of

expense. The wet corn, when shippi-d.

frequently spoils rn route ami leads to

claims and expensive lawsuits between
ship|K*r and railroads arising from such

losses. Tlu* consumer pays the claims

in the ultimate price of the com.

nPIIK Department is investigating the
1 moisture content of flour and meal.

It Ls carrying on extensive experiments

with the packing ami shipping of fruits.

As iu the ease of its work with poultry

ami with corn mi detail escapes notice.

It is uncovering expense items of which

tin* consumer has never dreamed. The
men who an* doing a great part of the

work of investigation ure chemists, men
who work habit iiullv with minute details.

It is an exceedingly interesting comment
on modern life that it should be the man
of science and not the business man who
is showing the nation how to economize.

It Ls a new idea, that of asking a chem-
ist to tell us why it is iui]>ossihlc for our

{Mickel-hooks to keep up with the cost

of living. It is a new idea to the chemist

thut his marvelous capacity for observa-

tion can Ik* made to encompass tbc na-

tion, Ami it is a new idea to all of us

tliul much of our over-cost of living may
come, not from under-production, but

from over-waste, even in so common a

thing as shipping fowl.



PEN AND INKLINGS
Bv OLIVER HERFORD

The Land of the Free

Ten little Gothamites sitting over wine; one sat after one o'clock, then there were nine

Irk V> 'V 0W#{*'.’ D'& !;[

Nine little Gothamites at the Subway wait; one lighted a cigar, then there were eight

Kiglit little Gothamites gazing up at heaven; one wouldn’t “move on.” then there were seven,

Seven little Gothamites playing rowdy tricks; one asked the cop In’s name, then there were siv

Six little Gothamites out for a drive; one broke a traffic rule, then there were five.

Five little Gothamites watched the baseball score; one made a little bet, then there were four.

Four little Gothamites bathing in the sen; one forgot his bathing suit, then there were llirc

Three little Gothamites don’t know what to do; one a bench, then there were two.

Two little Gothamites strolling in the sun; one expectorated, then there was one

One little Gothamite went to City Hall; told the Mayor what he thought, now there’s none
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The Crime Against the Motor
By AMOS STOTE

L
VBORING up the gentle slope of the

j Boulevard Raspuil to where it

*
4toshcs the Boulevard Montpar-

nasse earne a string of horses, five deep,

straining at the burden of the cart they

drew. It was four o’clock in the after-

noon. an hour when the streets of Paris,

away from the shopping districts, are

more idle than at any other time of day.

It was fortunate that such was the case,

for. as the caravan attempted to negoti-

ate an 5-shaped turning, a front wheel of

thi' wagon slipped into the depression

some cobble stones hail left when re-

moved for the repairing of a street car

Irai'k. Perhaps the driver should be
blamed for the uccident. but as he was
walking 4»n the other side of the wagon the

hole was not visible to him; and, even

hail he seen it. could hanlly have been in

time to change the course* of the lead

horse, which plodded along nearly fifty

feet in advance of the driver’s position.

/'Y\LV five minutes were required to

swing the horses to an angle and re-

lease the loud. But during that time the

four lines of street-car tracks traversing the

two boulevards were blocked at the point

of their intersection, omnibuses covering

the same routes wen* stalled, and other ve-

hicles of all descriptions gathered to make
the congestion as complete anil voluble as

could l»e reasonably expected from the

united efforts of fifty excited Frenchmen.
When the seventy-five feet of horse flesh,

harncas and wagou got on its way uguiu

the n*maining tangle of traffic spent an-

other minuteor two uuliKtsing itsown snarl.

The loud on that wagou hull left a

stone-cutter's yard, outside the wadis of

Paris, beyond Montmartre, between ten

and eleven o'clock tliat morning. The
driver, with his six horses and wagon, hail

waited for nearly two hours Ik*cuukc three

other loads had to Ik* first gotten under
way, uud four such outfits in a stone-yard

ure ca|»able of considerable delay without
any outside help. When at last the start

was made the route had to lie lengthened

somewhat, to avoid the extremely con-

gested districts, yet even with the best

calculations five im|>ortant street inter-

sections hud to lie crossed, uud each time
th® traffic held up.

At nine o'clock that night the weary
driver and six tired horses had finished

their day's work—consisting of the delivery

of one stone six feel long und not quite so

high or wide—and had returned to the
stables.

To contrast such an effort with that of

a motor-truck is more unfair than to com-

pare the efficiency of an old sailing vessel

with that of the mislem liner. The loaded

stone wagon cam make little more than

two miles an hour, uud to curry a stone

six feet long will occupy seventy-five feet

of roadway. The driver always wulks

beside his cart, so it is as ini|M>ssihlc for

him to command a view of both sides of

the street as it is to wutch properly the

crossings.

1I71TH motor-trucks in the stone-yard.
* * instead of twenty-four horses and

four wagons to Ik* manipulated before the

loading derrick of mornings, there would
Ik* four motor-trucks, occupying no more
space than one of the horse-drawn vehi-

cles, so that each could stand beside its

loud without delay. As to delivery com-
parisons, while trying to let the horse save

its face, it must be confessed that one
motor would have time to loaf along the

way, and still do more work thun two
wagons and twelve horses.

The congestion of traffic these and
other horse-drawn vehicles are constantly

creating in all parts of Paris is practieally

Ik-voiuI the understanding of one who has

not seen it. Paris is very active these

days, and it is not unusual to sis* several

of the long-drawn-out conveyances, on
the wav to u new building, trailing one
another through some busy street, para-

lyzing traffic for bbx'ks at a time. And I

have yet to air a motor-truck employed in

any hranch of the building trades. There
seem as many varieties of vehicles used

in delivering building wares as there are

materials used in construction.

TJ1 LECTRICAL houses contracting to
*-•t do the installation work in a new
apartment building may deliver all the

tools and equipment, from wire to chan-

deliers. in assorted sizes of pushcarts.

Equally up-to-date methods are followed

by painters, paper-hangers, glass com-
panies—even the wood for interior trim

may come by pushcart.

A climax in strictly hand-made deliv-

eries is reached when the building is com-
pleted and tenants l>egin to move in.

The victim who is about to transplant his

hearth-stone goes about among the dear,

old. friendly furniture after the maiiuer

of one who bids good-bye. It was my
questionable pleasure to witness one art

of the removal of an American family

from one French flat to another. The

accumulation of seven years had to be
upriKited. According to an unvarying,

international custom the people who bail

agreed to undertake the work were a half

day late in making their initial apppar-

anee. The first thirty minutes after

their officially tartly arrival 1 spent in the

flat. Curiosity then compelled me to

force an exit und sic what was happening
in the street. The entry-hall and side-

walk were festooned with all manner of

household wares.

Drawn up at the curb were three sturdy

pushcarts, resting on two wheels and a

wooden prop. The French are experts at

balancing a loud on one of these vehicles.

And they need to be. for if the earl Ls

moved in any direction the prop will

drop, giving the load whatever impetus it

may receive from the rapid swing of u

quarter arc. I stayed in the street long

enough to see a piano, hoisted by four

men. actually placed on a cart which was
being steadied by two others. It wus a

novel scene, but one inclined to leave un
unfavorable impression of French meth-
ikIh of locomotion.

rPIIE evidences of these crimes against

* the motor, found all over Eurn|M*

and in England, arc* excessive in France.

Both the English ami the French con-

tinue to do homage to that old juggernaut

of bygone road traffic, the traction-

engine. It continues to be heard and
felt and seen; as it roars at fifty miles an
hour while making a puce of five, as it

shakes the pavements and rattles the

windows whenever its huge bulk looms

into view. In England the traction-

engine introduced the nearest approach

to the long haul, which the motor-truck

has since developed, that has Incn jx>s-

sible since the establishment of railways.

The fact that they have proven the econ-

omy in l»oth time and money in road

transportation proves nothing so em-
phatically as it does the efficiency of the

motor-truck. The tract inn-engine is as

far iH'hind the motor-truck as it is ahead

of the horse*. Their system of ItKimiotion

is slow, expensive, requires an excess of

dead weight and space, and the services

of two men to operate; yet it wins over

the horse in this service, even while abdi-

cating to the modern power van.

While England and Germany are

remarkable for their backwardness

in merchandise delivery, they are laith

ahead of France. England offers us a

wonderful market for the lighter type of
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" The loaded stone wagon can make little more than two miles an hour"

uutomobilc wagons thut may Ik* soM at u

moderate price, something that will du-

plicate in the commercial car the low-

priced American-made pleasure machines

that have found in the Britisher so ready a

buyer. The largest stores have already

adopted the motor-wagon to a consider-

able extent, but they arc so far in the

minority that, instead of the cream of the

business being gone, it has only been

dipped into enough to bring up examples

of the value of motor methods.

Germany is without doubt the most

advanced of the European countries in the

use of the power vehicle for business.

Moreover, the conditions bringing this

ubout are also the best evidences of the

healthy future of the trade. The German
is quick to see and eager to accept any
pro|xisilioii that promises to give practical

aid to his business. He has money to

spend, is not hampered by precedent as

are those of so many other countries, and
has already adopted many of our innova-

tions. An equally important influence

is that the German government Ls ready

to share the expense of private corpora-

tions in the purchase of automobile de-

livery wagons, for the use of the latter in

times of peace—and for the service of the

Fathcrlund in times of war.

But to return to the French situation.

The American who is impressed with the

costliness and antiquated im*thods of

delivery in Germany and in England, is

aghast at the mediaeval efforts of France.

In this country, where the ex|Kslitious

travel of the individual is provided for in

so extraordinary a manner by the taxicab,

which may l»e hired ut an initial cost of

fifteen cents, the lack of proper facilities

for merchandise delivery is almost

inconceivable.

r I ’HE great public service cur|M>rations

* of Paris, alone, were there no other

selling opportunities in the whole of

Frame, offer a fruitful field well worth an

American invasion. To see the million-

aire organization controlling the gas in-

terests of the French capital represented

on the pavements by four or five men
harnessed to a two-wheeled cart, strug-

gling along at a couple of miles an hour!

The contrast of its own modem appli-

ances, ass4iciutcd with transportation

methods of a hundred years ago. puts a

powerful argument into the hands of the

motor-truck salesman.

Similar conditions exist in the organiza-

tions of the water and electrical cor|»oru-

tions. They apparently muke a wild

endeavor to carry on their commerce by
man power, just as far as possible; but

when the load becomes too great for the

toiliug efforts of a half dozen men they

uppeol to the horse. Ixmdon is planning

a clearing house for the delivery of goods

so tiiat there may Ik* no empty vehicles

on the return trip. Paris must first se-

cure some adequate means of merchandise

delivery liefore it can consider plans for

its concentration. The over-burdened

man und the heavilv-luden horse require

the relief that comes from having nothing

but the empty vehicle to pro]K*l on the

homeward journey.

As to the street railways, they scent to

realize their limitations. Instead of using

men for the hauliug of their repair wagons,

these ambulating towers employed in

overhead-wire emergencies^ engage the

services of a horse. The Normandy
draught horse is a wonder when it comes

to walking off with a load, but that is all

there Ls to it; it Ls as difficult to urge these

massive animals to anything fuster than

a two-mile gait as it would be to persuade

a rooster to lay eggs.

THE French government, in some
branches of its service, is inclined to

set a worthy example to the business men
of the country. As a matter of fact it has

been rather keen to adopt many of our

most modern, labor-saving devices. You
will find a iiumlier of American houses in

France which have long accounts with the

State. In the matter of motor deliveries,

the |K»stal service offers a fine example
with their big, speedy auto-vans. The
city of Paris, however. giv«*s a picturesque

contrast to these modern methods ill the

army of men it employs, in the work of

the munici|Nility, to trundle pushcarts of

all descriptions. You will frequently see

four or five workmen sweating up a slight

grade, pulling ami pushing at a double-

decked cart, loaded with potted flowers in

bloom, on the way to some public garden.

It is hardly likely the officials attempt to

keep any record of the amount of work
these men accomplish under such condi-

tions. To wheel, by hand , many dozen

plants act in heavy, damp earth, and to

keep tliLs up for several miles, requires

time—but it would hx»k like a pitifully

small performance to set down on record

to the score of five strong men.

IIOWEVER cheap lalior may be it can
* * never lie less than excessive when
such transportation is used where the

motor-truck Ls available. In a sense,

where labor is cheap time is of equally

small value; but the fact remains thut

while cheap labor may produce cheap

time—and it certainly will in ut least one
sense—ex|H*dition in the matter of deliv-

ery may yet hold good value from the

viewpoint of offering prompt service. It

Ls the habit of cities to look with a lenient,

eye on incompetence—but a business

house has to keep an eye open toward

economy.

France Ls waiting for us to come over

with the motor-wagon to put a new
phase on competition—the competition

of service.

At the present time the pushcart prac-

tice is almost u pusxion with the French-

man. You will see a line of these vehi-

cle! tes in front of a big Itakcshop, fre-

quently eight or ten at one time. Each
requires human power, of one sex or the

othrr—and yet the tasks of them all could

1m* placed on the strong shoulders of one

small motor-wagon, and still leave time

to take on the increasing territory of u
growing trade.

The cousin to the pushcart, once re-

moved. is seen in the cycle-cart. Grocery

store's of dimensions and grandeur as may
hardly Ik* equalled in our capital cities;

grts-ery stores with palm-decorated tea

nionw, where the lady of fashion may bo

refreshed while giving her orders; stores

with luxuries from ull parts of the world,

even green corn on the cob and water-

melon; stores with perfect telephone-

order service ami every modern internal

equipment —wealthy corporations with

branches iu various parts of the city

—

these will have their curb lined with a

whole buttery of cycle-carts and pushcarts.

It is a strange sight to view the vehicles of

commerce standing beside the luxurious

pleasure car of the wealthy patron who
chooses to do her own marketing.

¥ N the lines of heavier trade-delivery

* operations an* just as backward.

Coal, ice, wood, they ull travel by push-

cart or two-wheeled affairs engaging the

services of from one to three horses.

Though many of the streets of Paris, and
in fact of all French cities, ure so narrow

and so winding that it Lh nect'xsary to

drive any nundK*r of horses tandem, the

motor-truck seldom puts in an apjK-ar-

unce, notwithstanding the fact that they

could do so much to relieve these endless

chains of traffic.

The lack of the commercial automobile

iu France is so marked, the observer im-

mediately wonders just what the insur-

mountable reasons must be for this neg-

lect of opportunity. The always ready

suggestion of lack of money may. iu thL*

case, be just as readily laid aside, for

France Ls t<x> notoriously rich to need to

hesitate over anything it desires or deems
practical. The business men arc rikkI

buyers of all other kinds of modem con-

veniences, so we may not lay this to

cither indifference or thickheadedness.

“ The French are experts at

balancing a load on one

of these vehicles"

;le
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Of course Mime uiif is going to say

tilings about the French tariff placing a

harrier in the way of our entrance. But

no one who has looked into the matter,

and really made a study of it. w ill pay any
attention to that perfectly invisible

ghost. That our passenger automobiles

are doing an increasing business in

France, the very country that once held

this market anchored fore und uft. is

enough to show that American-made
machines an- not without favor in

the eyes of Frenchmen. It also in-

dicates that tariff rates, rather than

making their price prohibitive, even on a

sharp competitive market, are permit-

ting our muunfaeturers to tuke over

the business on a strictly price-quality

standard.

rTM) lay any further doubt on this ques-

* tion, for it must l»e confessed that

the French government has great variety

and division in its classification of im-

ports. an examination of these schedule

will show that rates an* all in fuvor of the

merchandise automobile. Where chassis,

motor and ImmIv are shipped complete,

or where the chassis is ship]x-d separately,

the greater the weight the less the duty.

On automobile bodies, the tariff on cars

for tran*|>orting merchandise is less than

one-sixth of that for the carrying of

passengers.

That their own manufacturers are not

in a position to meet the golden opportu-

nity stamls without contradiction. Frumv
seems to have overlooked the commercial

ear. When the whole question i> sifted

to the Ixittom, the fault lies right here in

the industrial states of America. We.
who wear the commcrcial-car market as

a decoration, gained through the excel-

lence of our products, have a Idol on the

‘scutcheon—it’s France.

When the American inannfaetiirer

opens up the French market for this com-
modity he will certainly strip the country
of some of the scenes that urc most pic-

turesque to the visitor. But this phase

of French picturesquciicss is just aland as

suited to the rest of the lar.dsca|H- as
would lie. with its. a vision of Wall

Street brokers going gaily to their offices

in sedan chairs—or a western farmer

cutting his thousuiid-ucrc wheat field

with a scythe.

Ami besides that— we need the business.

Out 0’ Doors
By WILLARD A. WATTLES

F AR have I wuiidcrcd from the wide ami sunny prairie-laud;

Fur on the mountain-side, down to the sea;

With the ringing road beneath me and a lariat in hand

I have trailed the white Sierras into Laramie;

From where Seattle sets her foot upon the silver ocean sand.

California to the Lukes and down to Tennessee.

From New Hampshire's hooded hills to the shilling Bio (iruude,

But everywhere I wandered was my own country.

Everywhere I wandered there was song and jest mid story;

There was love in lordly midnights when the day was done;

Then the stars went reeling drunken, till the east awoke in glory

And I leaped to meet the welcome of the great red sun.

There is time to creep to shelter when tin- thatch of life i- hoary

And the walls la-gin to tremble, then good-bye to fun.

But it’s tip with the sails, boy. and right about the dory.

Out to the broad sea the rivers run.

Out to the broad sea! Who could stay the hurrying

White-footed freshet from tin- April moon?
Down the empty shingle-bar the little waves are scurrying

And the sea-weed settles on the naked dune.

Oh. there’s thunder in the surges where the giddy k«-cl is furrowing.

Where whirling waters an- with foum-Hccks strewn;

There is time to limit the barlxir when the winter winds are worrying

And you sniff the message of he white typhoon.

There is time to hunt the harbor and to anchor where the ripples lie

Soft on the Imlsoiii of the wurm sea sand.

Snug in a cove while the great clean winds go roaring by
Snug in u cove in a quiet land.

But it’s just the joy of swinging feet, sweet air, and s«s-ing eye.

Sleeping at night by 1 1 le stars spanned.

So it's out to the hrond sea, h gh hills, ami o|M'ii sky.

With the clean w ind, t n- st ing wind, hand in hand.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Itridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN
llhi»lnilion« l>y Jiimc- I'rr-luii

III

The Bridegroom Continuelh to Seek ami

Makcth Strange Findings

CHANGING a tire

Is a task we admire
When surroundings are ealm and

there's someoneclsedoingit.

lint to tackle the jot)

When one's soul is uthmh
With grief is so painful there’s no use

pursuing it.

Vet Percy the Bridegroom attempted the task

With all the fine courage a martyr could ask.

Fitting the inner tube, starting to pumping
In rhythmical time to his heart’s troubled

jumping.

"Angels above.

Where is my Love?"
“Squ«*ak-squeak!'’ the air-pump rcspomhsl in hric

C
'lODS!" Percy muttered -

* And just then there fluttered

A message of Iio|k- which gave instant relief;

For Katurah. it seems, luul attached to the scut

This short, scribbled message which fell at Brown's feet:

"Dear—Don't be worried. I got quite a chill

And went in a car with a nice Mr. Hill

To Johnson's Hotel, which is near here, they say.

I'm awfully frightened. So hurry up.

K."
Brown set his teeth down and cursed w ith u will

The virulent nerve of that "nice Mr. Hill."

And w here ill the Dickens was Johnson's Hotel?

He looked for tig* Itoud Guide and found, us he thought.

The volume was lost. Maddened. Percival fell

To cranking the engine, as though if had wrought
This douhlcsome.

Troublesome,

Automobubblesome
Sirt of a bad-fairy-godmother spell.

He flew to the wheel. With demoniac yawn
The strenuous car. like some dragon's fierce s|»uwn.

Shot through the grayness that hcruhhsl duwn.

Swallowing leagues at a gulp as it tore.

Spitting cxplosious and growling for more.

Yf AD, baffled Bridegroom! Why speed, can you tell.

1 * If you don't know the road to this Johnson's Hotel.*

This thought, ’twas a mercy.

Came sudden to Percy

Who dwindled his speed as he lessened bis ire.

“I'll waken some furmcr." he thought, "and enquire."

He throttled the song of the valves to />iano—
Then he cocked up his ear.

For he plainly could hear

A feminine cry in appealing soprano.

Musical plaint of some ladylike witch.

It rose from the .shrubbery hard by a ditch.

“Oh me!

It is she!"
Percy called loud uud dear.

"Arp you there, honey dear?”
From the shrubbery near

Came the coldly distinctive reply, “Yes. I’n

here!”

And out of the dawn gludca vision of danger

It wasn't his bride, but a beautiful stranger!

I I EH hair it was yellow,
* * Her lips rather nice:

A girl any fellow

Would look at, say. twice.

She was clad in diuphaiious motor attire;

And fact which lit Perrival’s chivalrous fire-

Slic'd plainly been weeping

While others were sleeping;

And. e'en as she paused, us though aid to

require.

She Muhin-red. "Boo-hoo!
O take me. please do!"

"Certainly. Miss! But where to. can you tell?"

Answered the Vision

With some indecision.

"Take me to take me to Johnson's IIuUl!"

I lope rose amain
In Percival's bruin.

"Johnson's Hotel! Do
you know where it is?”

"No. I am lost.

Never licell to the

place."

Perce threw on spis-d

with a dcs|ierate whizz

And started again at

a desperate pace.

Si,K *

i us|>cct was roblM-d,

sat in the seal

which bclongtsl to

In* bride

—

Was ever a wandering
hero more tried?

Distracted and lone.

In search of his Own.
He was acting Sir Knight

to a lovely I’liknown.

And the deed of its valom
For the faster lie drove her the harder she sobM-d.

Tin lovely I'liknown lapsed to silence at last

As desolate moors in the dawn-light they passed.

And Percival noted with air rather cheap
Her golden head nod. She was fulling asleep.

And a fact quite sutunic

Alarmed him to panie

As one who sits close to the Furies that smoulder;

For the dec|H-r she slept

The closer she crept

Till her lieud dropped ul lust in the notch of his shoulder.

“ft MERCY!"
L' Cried Percy,

" I can't bear to wake her.

Plague take her!

But this would Ik- nice if
"

(to ItE CONTIN l.' :t>)
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The Solution of the Trust Problem
A Program

By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

THE trust problem was. perhaps, maintained in every branch of private designed In crush a rival. And experi-

the leading issue in the Presi- industry: mid that cni»|>ctition cun Im> ence has taught us likewise many uf the

dential campaign. The recent and should Ik* restore! in those branches specific methods or means by which the

letter of President Wilson to Congress- of industry in which it has been suppressed great trusts, utilizing their huge resources

mini Clayton indicates that the solution by the trusts. They believe that no or particularly favored |Misitions. com-

of this problem will be made the principal methods of regulation ever have lava numly crush rivals; for instance, "cut

task of the coming session of Congress, or can la? devised to remove the menace throat ” coiii|K'titioii; discrimination

Much vuluuble preliminary work has inherent in private niono]K)ly and over* against customers who would not deul

already l>ecn dune. The muin facts weening financial power; ami that if. exclusively with the combination; cx-

eonccniiiig the Money Trust have been at any future time, mono|)oly should eluding tsnn|x*titors from access to «**-

collected bv the Pujo Committee; and up|x>ar to Ik- desirable in any branch of sential raw material; espionage: doing

the report pro|»oses certain remedies. industry, the moiio|ioiy should be a public business under false names: and as

The fart* concerning industrial monop* one—a monopoly owned by tin* people. "fake independents;" sreuring unfair

olies have been developed in a series of and not by tlie capitalists. The difference advantage through railroad rebates: or

investigations, the list of which is so long lx;tween these two economic policies is acquiring. otherwise than through ef-

thal it reminds oneof Homer’s “Catalogue fundamental and irreconcilable. It is ficiency. such a control over the market
if Ships." The Industrial Commission the differviiee lictwecn industrial liberty us to dominate the trade. The time lias

made its re|xirt on Trusts and Industrial ami industrial absolutism. come to utilize that cx|K*rience and to

Combinations in 1901. It lias liccn fol- embody its dictates into rules of positive

lowed by separate rc|x>rts of the Conunis- Regulating ( .om/ietition law, which will instruct the many busi-

sionvr of Corporations on the Beef Trust, ness men who desire to obey the statute.

1 lie Oil Trust, the TobaeeoTrust. the Steel T'NEMOCRATIC leaders and Senator what they should avoid—and admonish

Trust, the Harvester Trust, and the bum* * '
ba Pollet te alike advix'ate "regu- those less conscientious what they must

Iwr'l'nist. TheConiiiiissnincrof Ijiborhaa lat ion of competition.” They believe avoid. In the course of deciding Slier-

reported on conditions of employees in the that the Sliennaii Anti-Trust Act has man law eases, the Supreme Com l has

steel mill*. Different committee* of Con- in the paatbecn little more than a deelura- specified many illegal inetluxls, but by
gress have investigated the Steel 'Crust, lion of our economic policy: but that making the prohibitions upon comhi-

t lie Sugar Trust, and the Shipping Trust, the experience gained in the twenty-three nations thus definite, the umxTtainly

There was some discussion of the Shoe years since the Act was passed has servisl of the Act. about wliich business men most
Maebinery Trust before the Jutlieiary some useful pur|x>se. It has established cmii|ilaiu. will Im* still further removed.

Committee. And the Patent Committee the soundness of tin- economic policy and the enforcement of the law will

(saisidered. to some extent, the relation which it cinlxxlicd mid it has taught us become much simpler and more effective,

of trusts to the patent law. The Senate some of the defwLs in the Statute which

Committee on Interstate Commerce eon- prevented, in large part, its effective Second: Facilitate the Enforce-
dueled a prolonged impure into met IHills operation. These leaders agreed that merit of the ImIV by the Foill'tS
<>f dealing w ith trusts, the record of which additional and comprehensive legislation

fills "iTS'-i |»ages. In the last Congress, is necessary to make the Sherman law \ GREATadvance in regulating eonipe-

trust bills were reported to the House a controlling fores- to preserve coni|»c« 1 * tilion and preventing niono|xi|y will

by the Stanley Committee and by the tit ion where it now exists, and to restore result from making the judicial machin-
Oidlichl Committee: C 'ongressmaii Ism- coinjK'tition where •! lias been suppressed; cry efficient; and several measures.

riMit also introduced an important bill, that to this end the prohibition of com* wisely framed to further this end are also

Senator Xcwlands and Senator Cuunnius biuatioii euiitained in the Act must be emlxxlied in the 1-a Fullette-Stanley

iulrutlueeil bills to establish an Interstate made more definite; tliul mellMxIs for auti-tnisL bills. Efficient judicial nta-

Trade Commission, and two bills dealing enforcing the prohibition by the Court ehinery will give relief to the people by
eoinprelieiisively with the subject of must lie improved; uud that the judicial effecting a real disintegration of those

trusts were intrixlueed by Senator La remedies must lw supplemented by other trusts which have heretofore suppressed
Fol lei te. Several of these have been re- adequate machinery to be administered competition mid will ulso enable iudivid-

iiitrnduecd in the present Congress and by a federal board or a ounimission. uals who have suffered from illegal acts

are now |x.*nding. As Congress is to resume now its eon- to secure adequate com|Mmsatioii. Klli-

sidiTution of the trust problem, il may lx.- cienl judicial maebinery will lie even more
The Issue Drawn valuable to re-stale the general character potent as a deterrent than ns u cun':

of the trust legi.eation which has lieen for inefficient judicial pruentm are tin*

rPHE dec ision in the Standard Oil advocated by those who favor llie ” regu- greatest encouragement to law-breaking.
* ease. May, 101 1, led to an active dis- lation of competition." although there Despite the tolerance of trusts heretofore

Mission of the trust question throughout are many differences in matters uf detail, exhibited by the government, it is hardly
the country; and this discussion, which conceivable that private iuono|>oly would
was continued until the end of the presi- First: Remove the Uncertainties have acquired its present sway in Amer*
dential cuinpuigii. served to clarify jjj //jf. Sherman Law iea, if the judicial machinery for cnforc-

thoiight. The issue w us distinctly drawn ing the prohibitions of the Sherman law

between two economic |xilicic*s which r|MIIS cun lx- accomplished, in large had I teen adequate; and it is certain that

differ fundamentally, namely: Are the * measure, by mukiiig the prohibitions the lamentable failure of the proceedings
admitted evils incident to Irusts to be upon combinations more definite, some- against the Standard Oil could have Ix-en

prevented by “regulating monopoly” what as the l*a Follette-Stanley Anti- averted. For the failure of those pro-

or by "regulating competition?" Those Trust bills propose, and the recent New ccedings was not due primarily to inabil-

who advix’ute “regulation of monopoly” Jersey legislation hus to some extent .ity of courts to prevent or to disintegrate

insist that private uiono|H>ly may Ik* done. The Sherman law, as interpreted illegal combinations. It wus due to

desirable in some branches of industry, by the United State* Supreme Court, defect* in judicial machinery or methods,
or is, at all events, inevitable: uud that prohibits monopolies and combinations or to a failure of the courts to recognize

existing trust* should not lie dismcmliered "unreasonably” in restraint of trade, or upply existing powers,
nor forcibly dislodged from those branches Experience has taught iis. in the main. The Standard Oil and Tobacco Trust
of business in which they have already what combinations are thus “unreason- suits present, among other tilings, this

ucquircd a monop,,iv. but should be made able.” They ar»- the combinations which glaring defect in judicial processes;

“good" by regulation. The advocates suppress cnm|x-tition. And experience namely, the failure to afford redress for

of this view do not four commercial |»ower. hus also taugh! us that competition is wrongs done in the |wst. Each of these

however great, iT «<mI,v method* for regu- never sup| r< - • • the greater efficiency trusts hini extorted hundrisl i illions

hit ion are provid,. *. Those w ho advo- of one cone. -n t is suppressed either of dollars from the public i.-id ii. 1 .c prn-
eiile “rrg illation „ eoni|M'tition" insist by ngm-incnl i> rm a mooo|xily or by cess had ruthlessly erushe! In,ml ds of
that (suiqx'titiou can la- und should be those excel s i oni|>ctitioii which are independent business con- n* l’|x>u

,M
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the admitted facts the Supreme Court Third: Create a Hoard or Coni- The inequality Ih’Iwwii the great corpo-

dcclared unaniinoualy that the coinbina- mission to Aid in Administering rations with huge resources and the small

lions and their acts were illegal; but the Sherman I aw competitor anti others is such tiiut equal-

corporations were left in undisputed ‘

it.v before the law will no longer be se-

|h issession «>f their ill-gotten gains, ami rTIIK functions of government should cured merely by supplying adequate

no reparation was made to anyone for * not Ik* limitetl to the enactment <»f machinery for enforcing the law. To
the great wrongs so profitably pursued wise ndes of action, and the providing prevent oppression and injustice the

by the trusts.—obviously a failure of of efficient judicial machinery, by which government must. I»e prepared to lend

justice destined to bring into disrepute those guilty of breaking the law may be its aid.

not only the Sherman law, but all law. punished, and those injured, secure com-
This failure is not inherent in judicial pensutiou. The government, at least Fourth: Trade Agreements

processes. It is due wholly to a surpris- where the general public is concerned, is

ing hick of effective legal methods ami charged with securing, also, compliance VI/HII.K we have acquired much infor-

machinerv. The judicial «lelermiuatiou with the luw
#
We need the ins|>eclor ’ ’ uiation concerning the great moim-

of the illegality of the combination and and the policeman, even more tliun we polistic trusts like the oil. tobacco, steel,

its praetiees should result, under any need the prosecuting attorney; and wc sugar, and beef trusts, which have been

proper system of law, as a matter of need for the enforcement of the Sherman investigated by the Bureau of Cor|*oratiniis

course, in compensation to the injured, law and regulation of coui|H*lition. an or congressional committees, little data

the restoration to the public in some form administrative l)oard with broad powers, have been collected and made puhlic

of the profits wrongfully obtained. The What the pre<-ise powers of such u board concerning the many competitive «m-
Sherman law contemplated in part such should Ik* is u subject which will require errus eugug<d in many different lines of

a result: for it provided that anyone themostcarefulcoiisidcratiou of Congress, business, ami which have entered into

injured by uu illegal combination might The bill introduced by Senutor New lands. some sort of agreement with one another

recover three times the damages actually and Senator La Fnlh-I te's Federal Trade to limit prices or output, or concerning

suffered. But that provision has been Commission bill contain ntuny sugges- trade rules ami practices. Some of

practically a dead letter; because under tions of great value. It is clear that the these agreements are doubtless reasonable

the gchcrul rules of law the decisions in scope of the duties of any board that may and l>enefirent restraints upon trude and
proceedings instituted hy the govern- Ik- created, should Ih- broad: and it is should be permitted others are doubtless

rnent do not inure in any resj>cct to the probable that whatever (lowers are eon- vicious and should he abrogated. But in

individual benefit of those who have been ferred upon the board at the outset, will the alwrnee of comprehensive ami dc-

iujured. In order to gel redress, the lie increased from time to time aa we learn tailed knowledge of the subjects, we

injured person or eor|iorati»ii would have from experience what powers may Ik- are not in a position to lay down general

to institute an entirely iiidc|M.-udcnt suit, sufely conferred upon the liuurd. Then- rules or to legislate intelligently i-onccm-

pna-eeding exactly as if the government is. however, little room for difference of iug them.

had never acted. In other words the pri- opinion on the following; The trade commission should Ik- empow-
vate litigant would derive no legal aid from 1: The Isiard should have ample |H>wcrs cfed and'dirccted to obtain such detailed

the decree in favor of the government. of investigation, not only as mainly for uml eomprehensive knowledge, and to

the purpose of detecting and ex|>osiug that end all those eom|M-titive eou-
rpilIS rule of general law has afforded lawless business but in order to foster corns now purties to such agreements
* to the trusts immunity for wrong and build up luw-uhidiiig business. In the should be directed to file the same with

done. Few injun-d individuals or eon- complicated questions involved in dealing till- commission and also to furnish other

corns could afford to eondiirt the ex|H-n- with “ Big Business" the first rispiLsite relevant iiiforinatiou eoiieerning their

sive litigation necessary to establish the Ls knowledge.—comprehensive, accurate, business. Ijwn so doing, throe concerns

illegality of the trusts. Few could, ami up-to-date,—of the details of busi- .should Im- relieved from any criminal

regardless of expense, obtain the evi- ness o|M-rutioiis. liability for having enteri-d into such

denc-e required for that purpose until it The Bureau if <*orporn lions has, to agreements in the past and should not Ik*

was disclosed in the proceeding instituted a slight extent, collected sin-li information liable criminally for continuing such ex-

by the government. But before the gov- in the past, and a part of it lias been pub- isting agreements or arrangements, unless

ernmeut's protracted litigation dosed, the fished with much U-m-til to the public, they an* continued after the department

Statute of Limitation wnuhl ordinarily bar The current collection and prompt publi- of justice or the trude commission shall

any suits of individual com-cnts to recover cation of such information concerning the have given notice that it dwms the same
compensation for the wrongs done. various brunches of business would prove to be in contravention of law.

The bills now (lending in Congress of great value in preserving competition,

supply them- gross defects in the judicial The methods of destructive competition rPHIS would not involve giving inumin-

machinery by a very simple device. They will not bear the light of day. The mere ^ ity for any civil liability that may
jirovide in suitstance, that whenever in substitution of knowledge for ignorance exist, nor tin- mukingof any decision by the

a proceeding instituted hy the govern- —of (mblieity for secrecy will go far i-nminissioii or the department of justice

men l a final judgment is rendered dcclar- toward preventing monopoly. But asi«le as to whether a liability, criminal or civil,

ing that the defendant has enter'd into from the questions hearing s|n-cifically existed. It merely prescribes a means of

a combination in unreasonable restraint ii|>on the Sherman law. the collection securing. in aid of justice, und of further

of trade, that finding shall Im- conclusive of this data would prove ef inestimable iieccssury legislation. full, comprehensive

as against the defendant ill any other advantage to husiuess. and detailed information concerning cx-

proeccding brought against tin- defendant £: The Board should cooperate with isting trade agreements relating to com-

ity any one. so that the injured (M-rsou the Department of Justice in securing jietilive business, knowledge of which is

would thereafter merely have to establish compliance with tin- Sherman law. The essential to wise und just action hy Coii-

the amount of the hiss suffered; ami the eomprehensive knowledge of the differ- gress. the Department of Justice ami the

danger of losing the right to corupensu- cut branches of husiuess systematically promised trade commission. Of course,

lion while awaiting the results of the acquired hv the liourd would greatly any i-oneem which failed to furnish the

government suit is averted by tin- further facilitate and expedite the work of the required information or made a false

simple device of providing that the Slat- Department of Justice ami would enable return would remain subject to criiniiud

ute of Limitations shall not run while it to supply the Court with that detailed liability for the past, as well as for

the government suit is pending. and expert knowledge required to deal the future.

intelligently with tin- intricate cummer- When all this information shall have

T^lIKSE are a few of the many improve- rial problems involved in administering Imx-u collected, published, and opportun-

* incuts in judicial machinery which, the Sherman law. ity for its due consideration shall have

if adopted, would go far toward making 3 : The Isiurd shouM
'

em|M»wercd Im-cii presented, we shall Im* able to deal

the Sherman law u controlling forre. It to aid in securing compliance with the intelligently with tin- problem of the ex-

is largely bv similar improvements in our law. not only in tin* interests of the gen- tent to which trade agreements among
judicial, machinery (hat the inefficiency cral public, but at the request and for competitors should be permitted. We
of our courts will be overcome, n just ail- the benefit of those particular individuals cannot do it now. Our present duty i-.

ministration of law l*e attained, and re- or com-erns who huve been injured or fear to put ourselves into a position to ileal

s|K-et for the courts be restored. injury by infractions of the law hy others, with it wisely hereafter.
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The Children in the Corridors
By CHARLES HANSON TOWNE

I
HAVE seen children playing in the corridors of great hotels

—

Pathetic, lonely little creatures.

Surrounded by rich velvet curtains and disinterested nurses.

Trying to play hide-and-seek quietly in the hushed hallways,

Behind shining pillars, as country children play behind trees;

Or teasing the bell-boys, for lack of other companionship,

xVs the bell-boys hurry about their duties.

These are the children that seldom see their parents;

They are, sadly enough, the product of accident.

And their parents are indifferent to them.

They ure tragic little beings;

I am sorry for them with as much pity

As one can retain who lives forever in a crowded metropolis.

In the afternoons I have seen their nurses take them
Out of the silent corridors of the big hotels

Into the noisy stone corridors of the streets.

And parade them solemnly up and down, up and down.
As if they were mere wooden images instead of human beings.

And always the wise little children's eyes follow other little children

Who are in a like predicament.

As if to say, if they could, “We are all one Masonic breed.

And we understand one another.”

They are led to the broader corridor of the Avenue,
And toward the park, with its pitiful spaces of green.

Its gravel walks, and its inhospitable signs

That warn them from the grass. They are always surrounded by walls;

There is never any real freedom, even in the park,

And the gray, great buildings, the immaculate hotels.

Are visible in the near distance, and seem to sav,

“You cannot escape us! Our windows are eyes that watch yon.

And we shall call you back soon."

These children have never learned to play;

They have never learned the wonder of real companionship
With someone who loves them. I pity them more than 1 pity

The children of jioorer |»eople, for the children of poorer |>eoplc are loved.

And these are cast out because they are in the way,
And given into the keeping of paid servants

Who slight them or secretly frighten them.
They live forever in a state of semi-neglect.

And they will grow up—(iod pity them!

—

Selfish, inconsequential men and women;
For their characters are formed in corridors.

And corridors are narrow, dim places.

The Last Laugh
By CARLYLE ELLIS

" A W, ’twas a kind of a joke,” said

/A Gunner Dave Shackles sooth-

ingly, as he turned some canned
beef stew into a plate for me.

But I was beyond soothing. Some-
thing had happened—something hig and
significant. And I had missed it. In

consequence my pajx-r had been scooped

and. as I half fell from my tired horse

In-side Dave’s caui|>-firc. my refuge

through all the weary campaign, I still

held in my hand the wire that fired me.

“It was serious enough to lose me my
job,” I answered bitterly, but eating

ravenously the while.

“Job, is it?" replied Dave cheerfully.

“Well, it's likely to lose all of us our jobs,

from the General up. aud for good at that.

If you ask me. this fool killin’-match

is over."

"But what slid we do?” I liegged

weakly.

O)

“Just ran down into the valley." said he,

“and shook hands and said. 'Hello, mates,

let’s have a drink,’ same as we lists I to do
before we’d shot eight thousaud ot ’em

—

peuceful-abidiu’ white men talking our

lingo and mostly pals —full of bungholes."

“Surrendered!” I gasped, my whirling

head confused by Dave’s hyperlxde.

“Surrendered nmwthin’!” roared Dave
indignantly, "Ain’t I tollin' you, we just

turned human being and forgot we were

soldiers, as we ought to have done when
they began this sickenin’ target-practice

—to feed the maw of a hoggish trust that

has a damn sight too much already.

“I’ve fit benighted mid fanatical lieu-

thensof all colors in my time and it was real

fighting, for they hated us worse'n soap.

But this— Hell! And they call it war!

Man-shoutin' under scientifiral manage-
ment—three-platoon system und hourly

reports to the board of directors—shifts

change when the whistle blows (thank

God!) and scale and a half for over-time.

The General ’phones wireless to his oppo-

nent (ain’t no more enemies in the war
game): ’What was your score Unlay,

General?’ Answer real polite: ‘Only
five hundred and fifty-six, not countin'

wounded*. What’s yours?’ ‘Oh. you’ve

beaten us by ten today.’ ’Sorry, General.

Better luck Unnorrow.’ ‘Good-bye. old

chap. See you at the bally club soon.’”

rpiH ,

S these men had jester! while they
* killed—and gone to their own deaths

cursing horribly.

"Tell me what lias happened," I begged

again, abjectly, and Dave stretcher! him-

self out on his blankets. leered lazily at

me. waved his arm ah> ve I I head anti,

began theatrically—a i >k of bis:

“The enemy’s rapid -lit* rifle-* had been
pouring a rain of lead in -is . .1 day long.
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With ranges corrected to the lust inch, the

slaughter was terrific. And hot
"

“Dave,” I interrupted, "I didn't ask

you to dictate a dispatch. It’s too late

for tliat. All I want is a few cold, salient

facts.”

“Gosh!” grumbled the gunner. “ You're

an ungrateful cuss. Them were salient

and. what’s more, they’re true. It was a

right disagreeable day.

“And yet. somehow, we couldn’t get

mad at them—just sick inside and ull

over —for we knew the States boys over

the way hated the devilish job as much as

wc did. But there were black looks and
muttering* all over the shop -lots more

than there ought to be among regulars —

more than I’d ever seen in action before,

and I didn't like it. Somethin' not nice

seemed to l>e getting ready to happen

—

you could fairly feel the air growin’ tight

and heady. It wusn't the States and it

wasn't our off"cer* we were muttering at.

either. It was them lily-white old ginks

pulling the wires at roll-top desks up
country. We knew about them. Now.
it's duty to obey off’cers* orders, but is it

duty, says we, to kill ourselves doin’ a
trust magnate’s dirty work just because

he’s rich, when we don’t owe him nothing?

“At four o’clock the new-fangled gun
relief came on and Hy Briggs edged in

beside me.
‘“Mike Brown’s gone,’ he shouted in

my ear. * That wipes out the old twenty-

eighth. A sweet-smelling score for old

Securities Consolidated! And I’m the

guy that voted for their president. Bought
and paid for. by God!’

“Powerful lot of real thinkin' goin’ on
in them trenches that day. believe me,
son!

“I turned to drop to the rear and there

stood the General—yes, sir. the Old Man
himself and his frightened aides twenty

yards back. He was on a knoll above the

trench, very straight and still, a choice

mark for sharp-shooters—just like the old

dare-devil! That tight mouth of his was
drawn down hard and his face was paaty-

gray, but it wasn’t fear that made ’em so.

He was looking along at the boys in the

first ditch as if he was feelin' dam sorry

for 'em. You could tell he was thinkin'

hard, too, anti not so very different from

the rest of us.

I
SAW him raise his binoculars and
study the firing line across the valley

anti it was as if he was trying to set* whut
they over there were thinkin'. He
pointed them kind of absent-mindedly

down into the valley, bark and forth.

Then they stopped and he kind of stif-

fened. He looked hard a long time, wiped
his eyes, wiped the glasses anti tries! again.

No go. He turned to cull un aide, saw
that he was practically alone anti looked

around kind of foolish. It was the queer-

est (performance I ever saw under fire and
I’ve seen a trifle of fighting.

“I was the nearest man to liiin. and as I

was passing back, gol-dumcd if he didn't

spot me anti signal me up—always acted

as if a general was bigger than the regula-

tions—built that way, I reckon.

‘“Gunner,* says he, handing me the

glasses, ‘what is that white spot in the

garden just to the right of the red cabin?’

“I took one good look.

‘“My God, sir,’ says I, scared stiff, ‘it’s

a kid.’

"I’d expect to feel that way about it in

the eity if I saw a baby in front of a

trolley-car but out in that bloody battle-

field what was one youngster more or less?

At least, that’s the way I tried to fed

about it in front of the General, for I was

some ashamed. But it wouldn’t work
that way. Some fool twist in my head

—

what with the strain and the dyin’ and the

thinkin'—made it seem as if saving tliat

kid was more important than all the

damned wars on earth.

“But the General snapped me up quick.

“‘Well, what, of it?’ says he. with u

sharp, fierce look as if I had touched him
on the raw.

“‘It—it’ll be killed, sir,’ I stammered
like a fool.

“‘Not an unusual thing ou a battle-

field, ’ he said dryly, but a shade slower.

“I answered him right hack this time.

‘Yes. sir." I says, ‘hut this somehow
seems a lot different.’

Perhupa it is.' he says, looking at me
sliarp and keen. And then he turned

away. Just then an aide and a bugler

rode up. The General studied that white

spot for quite a spell, the tight muscles in

llis face lettin’ go one by one. Then they

all screwed up again. He nodded short to

himself and ripped out an order:

“‘Sound Cease firing. Raise a truce

flag and ask Captain Foster to report

here to me with six cavalrymen at once.'

“ IX^HEN the aide had gone I stepped
’ ’ up to hand the General his

glasses, but he waved them off and his

hand wasn't steady.

“‘See, gunner. ’ said he, ‘if it is—a boy
or a girl.’

“And him thirty-two years in the serv-

ice!

“I picked out the little bobbing figure

in the flower garden, and watched it

through the dust clouds.

“‘It seems, sir,* says I, ‘to be a girl

—

about four, in a white dress, and lookin’

for something she’s lost, sir.’

“Just then a queer thing happened.

We hadn't quit firing thirty seconds be-

fore the Stall's guns quit too. and there

was the whole, bloomin’ Ipeautiful valley

in the deadest silence you ever heard

—

not a bird-call, of course, nor even a

cricket. And we hadn't more than got

the white flag out of its tin case Ipcforc up
went one on the other side. And Cap-
tain Foster hail no more than got his or-

ders (staring and smiling like mad, hut

wholesome) to ride out for the kiddie and
auything living tliat belonged to it, than

out from the other side rode a corporal’s

guard ami an officer and headed straight

for the little red cabin.

“Our rescue party was off at a trot and
when it saw the other party coming at a

gallop it lifted to a gallop too, and the

pace stiffened.

‘“It's a race!' shouted a voice in the

first trench, ami tousled heads and grimy
Ixxlies ami legs rose up like ten thousand

gophers. Bets were being laid before

the runners were a hundred yards off, and
I noticed men’s heads along the line turn-

ing rear and front, telling the cripples

down there in the trenches how it was
going.

“The General (horse-flesh is his soft

spot, you know) was leaning forward still

a* stone. He seemed Up liavc forgotten

all about being a general with a job of

killing on. but then so hail everyone else

forgotten. Now what do you know about
that? I mean, seriously. Wallace, they

say, culled it reaction, whatever that is.

I say we were just over-trained. But it

felt like a sort of cornin’ to life.

“Anyway the General was certainly

huppv—for him. I eould hear him talkin'

to himself

:

'“Good riding! Good riding!—Ah,
nearly a cropper! Lift her, man, lift her!

Steady now!—Good!’

“A breeze had cleared the air ami we
could see plain into the valley. Both (Parties

were spurring now and gosh! how those
boys were scooting down the slopes and
raising the dust! Looked like two sure-

enough whirlwinds in a tournament.
That's what it was, a tournament, and the
’way-down-deep sporting instinct in every
mother’s son of us was on top. Twenty
thousand men were yellin' their heads off

around us and wavin’ anything they
could lay hands on. One guy to the left

wus swinging a long, blood-red bandage
in circles over his head and reeling at

every swing.

“
"VTOW they were getting close to the
^ ’ cabin and it seemed an even break

between our men and theirs. Our cheer-

ing stopped suddenly—all at the same
second, os if we'd been turned off at the

main switch. Then the low npar of the

cheering army on the other side came
across like a challenge. It wasn’t a raw-

war challenge cither, but a big, warm,
good-fellow challenge and we yelled buck
like demons, climbing over the trenches

regardless.

“Now our boys had hit the road and
wheeled right. The others were cutting

across lots on a slant and they hurdled
two fences as we looked. In front of the

cabin there's a big clear farmyard. That
was the goal. The little speck of white

had retreated to the doorway, frightened

by the horsemen. Into the yard they
dashed from opposite aides at the same
instunt—ami turned into one mass of

men and horse in a cloud of dust. It

looked bad. For five seconds nobody
breathed. Then the dust blew off—and
everybody was shaking lumds.

“The General threw up his arm and
called shaqilv for his horse with some wild

notion, I reckon, of stopping tilings him-
self before they went so far that they
couldn't be stopped. Then he changed
his nu'nd and stood his ground with the
rest of us as the next act in the big ring

began.

“The twenty nu*n in the valley dis-

mounted and walked together to the door
of the cabin where that blessed mite was
standing her ground like u regular, but

scared white.

“‘I frightened,* she whimpered (as

Dinny told us afterward), before any of

them big gawks eould think of a won! to

say to her.

"‘Mustn’t Ik* frightened.’ says Big Bob
Scott, as soft as his foghorn voice would
let him. ‘We’ve come to show you our
nice horsies.’ Hell of a line of talk for a
case-hardened cavalryman, what? But
the kirl came right out to Bob and took

his hand, him blushing like a real lady.

I’d give a year in clink to have seen it.

‘“Naughty Joe runned away,’ says
Missy next. ‘He must come back.’

‘"Who’s Joe?’ asks Bob.

‘“Joe’s my doggie,’ says she lookin’ sur-

prised that he didn’t know.
“‘We’ll find him for you,’ promises

reckless Bob, forgetting he wasn’t quite

the commander-in-chicf.

“‘Now?’ she asks.

“DOB looked at Captain Faster and he
k* looked at the States officer and

everyone looked at everyone else and
grinned like sin.

‘“I want him now!* says the Kid im-

perative.

‘“All right.’ says Captain Foster, kneel-

ing down Ipeside her. ‘But first tell me
where Daddy is.* And they all gathered

’round while the two had a heart-to-

heart.
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“In a minute or two tlu* watching

armies saw Uie men in front of the ml
eahin mount ami instead of starting hack

for the lines they licgau to sea tier all over

the valley. Big Bob ami u States man
went tearing off down the mad together

and another pair ru«-ed the other way.

“‘What in -* says the General, ami
stepped to his horse and mounted in a

flash, while his staff, which had ridden in

from the rear, gathered around open-

mouthed.
Most extraordinary conduct/ says

the General, important, just us if it wasn't

his doing. ‘A most serious matter. I

consider it advisable to investigate it in

person. Forward, gentlemen!'

“And out he rode beyond the lines,

very dignified ami slow, with the whole

bloomin' stuff trailin' liehimi.

"Then out of the lines across the valley

came unother mounted party and it was
rulin’ slow ami dignified too. Well, you
can guess them trenches buzzed some.

“Hut I got to thinking ulxHit the time

when we’d have to go back to the killing

again—like you keep thinking about the

shop when you’re off on a picnic—ami I

liked it less than ever.

"The two bunches of officers met ill

front of the red cabin, and at first they

just saluted very stiffly; but in a minute

they were shaking hands too. uud dis-

mounting and talking to the Kid.

‘'HEN up through the silence cane-

something that went to our heads

like liquor ami set us crazy. It was the

deep laughing of men. free und strong and

hearty. Now, why should that have gut

to us so hanl!'

“Of course it was the Kid tluit did it.

She shook her finger at the two generals,

they say. and piped up:

"“You go find my doggie/

“Just then then- was a long ‘Iveeeoc-

(>«!'—Bob's ear-splitting cowlioy veil

from away down the valley, and a little

puff of dust began to come back up the

road. The call was answered from some-

where else and a cavalryman began racing

in from the other side. Then faint across

the valley came the yell again, thus time

all multiplied up. We answered, and in a

jiffy the noise was worse than u million

coyotes.

“I don't recollect exactly what did hap-

pen next but I have a confused notion of

seeing more men coming from the States

lines and it seemed as if everything in the

landscape was headed for the red cabin.

Suddenly I found myself sprinting down
the rough hillside faster than if seventeen

hundred devils were after me. which, you
might say. there was and more. loo. Hut

I didn’t, know that, for the air was thick

with huniuii yell ami excitement und the

only thing in life seemed to lie to get first

to the Indtom of that valley.

“ You've seen a crowd gather to a street

accident, closing in on the run from all

sides like a lot of crazy sheep. This was

like that, only a million times bigger and

wilder and crazier. All the officers in com-

mission couldn't have stopped that stain-

|>ede if they had tried—which they may
have, for all 1 know. Nothing but a bul-

let would have stop|M-d me.
" 1 hail almost reached the road and was

pretty well winded when Big Bob Scott—

*

lie's only six foot three -came riding by

like the devil hiniM-lf. and in one hand,

held high over his lu-ad. was a little yelp-

ing. yellow mut.

“‘Make way for the queen’s mes-

senger,' he sang out ns he weld by. and at

that 1 got to laughing like a fool —and I

couldn't stop. I had to quit running,

though, and lie down to have it out.

Then I heard the air full of laugh instead

of yells. At least it was still yell, but a

different sort. And there all around me
was one army running plumb into the

arms of another and rolling on the ground
together uud busting theft- sides some-
thing shameless. Then ‘they’d shake

hands ami start to suy something and go
off again like a lot of girls.

IV g'*sh, that laugh was a comfort!
* *

It just seemed to wipe the whole

world clean. It made everything look

entirely different, from religion to |>olitics.

and it made the war game seem tin- most
useless, sensel.-ss dam-foolishness ever
invented. There was a message from the

Almighty in that laugh if there ever was
one since the world began.

“ When I could get to my feet I looked

around und there were acres ami acres of

soldiers us thick as peas and all laughing

ami chinning like mad. A great crowd
was in front of the red cubin and I was
wondering how I was going to butt in.

when I raised my hand to shade my eyes

and then I saw I was still carrying the

General's binoculars. That settled it.

Those glasses must go back, uud off I

went.

"That was a gay crowd of soldier boys.

In the middle, alum- the level of klmki

caps, was the Kid. sitting on a shoulder

and hugging the recovered mut to her like

u doll. And highly pleased with the

world she was, tin- minx, und luughin' und
cliuttcrin* ami sliakin* her taffy curls at

everything in a uniform that could get

near her. It was her that hud them ull

holding their selves light to keep from

aching in two.

“A space had Ixs-ti desired around the

cabin and the two generals were standing

in the doorway alone, their staffs together

a little to one side. 1 slipped by the

guard and wulki-d up as bold as brass,

holding the glasses in plain sight.

"The look on the faces of the two old

fighting men made me rememl*er what
they were up against—boards of strategy,

und presidents, courts-murtial. trust mag-
nates and hell generally. It made me
glad to Ih’ only a private. They didn't

sec me ut first uud I couldn't help heuring

something that wasn't meant for me.

'“FT can't be done/ said the Stales

^ chief. ‘The private soldier is a
thinking human being in this day and age

ami he's just seen a big white light. All

bell won't make him go bark to the guns

in this tem|n-r. We must finA some
other wav.’

‘‘‘If my death/ said the Old Man,
very solemn and slow, 'would end this

wretched Imsincxs and save what's left of

my men I'd go gladly. That's strange

talk to you, sir. But these are strange

times/

“Then lu- saw me there, with the glasses

in my hand, and turning to the other gen-

eral with a dry sort of smile, he said,

‘This is the man. General, who is likely

to Ih* the death of me.’ And turning to

me with a twinkle in his eye that I could

Imrdly believe, snvs be:

“’Gunner, you’re the man who helped

to get us into this. Now. as man to mun.
how are you going to get as out?’

‘“As man to mail. General, sines- you
ask it.* says I. thinking hard. 'I’m afraid

we’re ull in it to stay. But if we all stick

together down here (I'm a union man back
home, sir) and keep the peucc like lau-

ahidin’ citizens, so to speak. sonu-l»ody up
there will have to find another way than

killin’ to settle what we were sent here to

settle, ami the war (Gud save the mark,
sir!) will lie dead and done for.’

‘“Gunner/ says the States general,

laughing, ‘you’re a philosopher after my
own heart, but you’re a queer sort of

soldier.’

‘“There’s a lot of old-fashioned human
nature, sir. been croppin* out of uniforms
in these parts lately/ says I.

“Just then in comes all officer with

word to tlu- generals that things were
warming up between us ami the States

men over which side was entitled to keep

the Kid. Of course wo were all wild to

have the darlin’.

THAT has our Solomon here to

suggest / says the Slates general,

looking at me. He meant it for a joke

and laiightsl. but the Old Man turned to

me real kindly, and waited to sec if I bud
anything to say,

"‘Askin’ your pardon, sir/ says I.

*How would uuother tournament do?*
‘“Another tournament?' says they,

lookin' puzzled.

“‘Sun*,’ says I. * More horse races and
foot races uud (Mixing ami wrestling for

points and the best army wins the Kid.

It’ll keep tlu* boys out of devilment for a

day or two. anyhow/
‘“Thank you. gunner,* said the Old

Man. nodding fast, and blamed if he
didn't hold out his hand to me. and be
looki-d mighty happy over something.

Wc may. gunner, have done some
service in the world today, this genth-unm
and you uml 1/ lie says, 'ami wc must not

count the coat I am ready, sir (turning

to the other general), if you are. to plai n
my stake.'

"That’s what happened to your Uncle
Dave. son. only yesterday— to me. Dave
Shaekies. gunner.

“Well, the touriiuments are on for to-

morrow morning, and the boys have been
training like fury. The General’s still

scaled up ut headquarters keeping the

wire to the capital hot (God pity him!);

takin* tlu- brunt of it all. us they say. auff

waiting for the worst to happen. I.ordy.

I wish wc knew what was going oil back

home.”
Dave gazed into the fire in silence, bit-

ing away on his pipe-stem, and I got up
stiffly and stumbled away through tin-

dark camp to headquarters. On the

bulletin board of the corres|>otidciit*‘ lent

an orderly was pinning some fresh flimsy

from the wireless, und my confreres were
gathered around, too ahsorlM-d to see me.
The first read

:

“A dispatch from London to the Trilt-

une says: The amazing and laughable col-

lapse of the Federated States campaign on
the field of Little Valiev has drawn an

echo of mirth from all England. The
press is unuiiimous in declaring it to Ih-

the greatest single blow for world-peace

ever struck, if it cun be said to have been

struck at all. ’Henceforth/ the Timrx will

suy editorially tomorrow, ‘a war In-tween

Knglish-s|>raking nations, and proluihlv

Ih*tween any of the world-powers will he

virtually impossible. In u day. war has

been changed from n tragic and awful

menace to u monstrous absurdity. It

has been laughed out of court. It is

dead as dueling/”



A Ballad of Woman
Bv RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

'/'HIS poem, published in HARPER'S WEEKLY under its former management, is republished now because it is real

poetry and because it is-an appropriate greeting to the visiting Englishiroman. Even those Americans irho beliere

that, like many crusaders. Mrs. Pankhurst has in the last gear or two let her enthusiasm run an'tiy with her judgment,

may well pay tribute to her deration, her courage and her pioneer spirit.

( Respectfully, Admiringly, and Gratefully

Dedicated to Mrs. Pankhurst)

QHK bore us in her dreaming womb.

And laughed into the faeeof Death;

She laughed, ill her strange agony,

—

To give her little baby breath.

Then, by some holy mystery,

She fed us from her sacred breast.

Soothed us with little birdlike words —
To rest— to rest -to rest—to rest;

Yea, softly, fed us with her life

—

Her bosom like the world in May:
* Can it be true that men, thus fed.

Feed women -as I hear them say?

Long ere we grew to girl and boy.

She sewed the little things we wore,

And smiled unto herself for joy

Mysterious Portress of the Door.

Shall she who bore the son of God,

And made the rose of Sappho’s song.

She who saved Franco, and beat the drum
Of freedom, brook this vulgar wrong?

I wonder if such men as these

Had once a sister with blue eyes.

Kind as the soothing hand of God,

And, as the quiet heaven, wise.

I wonder if they ever saw

A soldier lying on a bed

On some lone battle-field, and watched

Some holy woman bind his head.

I wonder if they ever walked

Lost in a black and weary land.

And suddenly a flower came

And took them softly by the hand.

I wonder iT they ever heard

The silver scream, in some gray morn,

High in a lit ami listening tower.

Because a man-child then was born.

1 wonder if they ever saw

A woman’s hair, or in her eye

Read the eternal mystery

Or ever saw a woman die.

I wonder, when all friends hud gone

The gay companions, the brave men
If in some fragile girl they found

Their only stay and comrade then.

She who thus went through (fuming hell

To make us, put into our cloy

Ail that there is of heaven, shall she

Mother and sister, wife ami fay —

Have no part ill the world she made-

—

Serf of the rainbow, vassal flower

—

Save knitting in the afternoon.

And rocking cradles, hour by hour!
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Looking at Mrs. Pankhurst
By JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG

A LITTLE gray mouse defying the

lion. Tying fancy knots in his

wrinkled old tail and slapping his

sagging chops. What part of that frail

little body showed the sublime courage

she surely had? That was the question

that interested me. as I knew that some
line or contour, however subtle, must
inevitably indicate it.

Her whole appearance was that of a
slender, tiny gentlewoman, a sheltered

woman with small bones. The rather

middle-aged slump of her shoulders and
the small neck and the sweetness of her

expression were misleading, as w'ere the

weak feminine gestures.

But in examining more closely I found

two physical signs of her spirit—her

jaw—although I hesitate to use the

term—indicating the fighter, and I

rather fancied the fearless straight line

of the hack of her neck was another

indication.

Her confession of a portion of Irish

blood in her veins accounted for a number
of qualities, including the human.
Her clear, simple and eloquent speech

was in marked contrast to that of the

solemnly fumbled rhetoric of the gen*

tlcman who introduced her. The im-

pression was strong that here was a good
woman, and a great spirit. A spirit that

seemed to regard humorously her puny
body. It didn’t matter. There was
nothing hysterical or self-conscious in her.

There was no false modesty, on the other

hand. She knew that she stood for a

big idea—that she was a leader, and said

so, but not with self-aggrandizement. I

could not help feeling that she had what
some call “the vision.” When she said

that the reason she and they iu Englund
were resorting to militancy was because

every other means had been tried, you
felt that she spoke bitter truth.

When she compared her coming to

America for sympathy and money for

the war chest with Benjamin Franklin's

journey to Paris, there was something so

beautifully appealing and whimsically

pathetic about it all that it brought tears

to my eyes. She spoke truth when she

called the men the sentimental and un-

practical sex!

She said she was naturally law-abiding.

You felt sure of it.

And if any lout had laughed I knew I

should walk right over thousands of re-

spectable ladies’ laps and kick a portion

of his face in! Sitting near me there

were one or two serious suffragettes with

watery eyes and blue noses and I thought

to myself "I really don't give a whoop
whether you get the vote or not”—which
was silly, and so like a man to confound
issues with personalities! But although

Mrs. Pankhurst is far from beautiful

—

although she has only a certain piquant
prettiness—I knew that if it were in my
power to give her the vote I should be

glad to, for the simple reason that she

wanted it so much’—and so sweetly!

The Rebellion in China

Being an extract from a private letter to the editor of Harper's Weekly from a Chinese friend

I
CAN assure you that living as I do

among the people it has been astonish-

ing to see how rapidly the empty
pretensions of the so-called “people’s

party,** Kuo ming tang, have been rated

at their true worth.

Two years ago, at. the revolution against

the Manchu government, they were wel-

comed from the south anti followed so

obsequiously, and deferred to so much as

being liberal and enlightened. Now to

a man, with the exception of their own
I»aid party and a few enthusiasts,

everyone who has anything to lose,

whether business, land, or money, de-

clares that the country, collectively and

individually, has had enough of them,

and desires now to settle down to straight-

ening out financial and business matters

and state organization: hut alas, alack,

and well-a-day, we have some neighbors

whose last desire is that we shall Ik.* con-

solidated. They keep up and fan the

flame of party strife, both openly and

secretly, till the President is often driven

to take a very different stand from what
he would wish and it is really now a fight

with Japan using the discontented ele-

ments of the country as her weapon, the

same old game that she played in Korea,

which the southerners are forwarding for

personal reasons without regard to the

good of the country at large.

The unfortunate part is that while the

Kuo Ming tong are not able to substan-

tiate their own claim to regard, they are

loud mouthed and cast much suspicion on

those who would bring law and order to

the country.

It is quite true that some of the means
are not exactly what would meet with

approval from the sentimentalists, but I

think that if one should ask any American
who had had the actual burden of ad-

ministration in the Philippines, he would

agree that Yuan has been patient to the

verge of weakness in dealing with the re-

fractory elements. He knows his own
people, and also some of the Europeans

with whom he has to deal, better than

they would like to acknowledge at all

times. No one who has had to govern

an oriental country hut realizes that it is

not as easy as to manage a European
population. Yet I dare say your own
president will declare that his office is no
sinecure.

For example, just now, Nanking city is

fallen into the hands of the government
troops and is undergoing all the horror

inseparable from war. I send you a slip

published some duys ago telling of what
they suffered from the "republican”

troops. Now it is somewhat worse under

C’hang hsun and his coadjutor Feng Kuo
chang is having his own troubles with him,

as well as in restraining his own troops.

This man. Chang hsun, is a man of the

old type of troo|>s under the dynasties

that have prevailed iu China, and I can-

not give a better idea than to say he

might stand for the originul I\>o-bah of

Mikado fame, only realistically, which is

not always so picturesque os in a play.

Hisfollowers neverexpect or give quarter,

and while they are in a sense loyal to him
would feel grievously wronged out of their

immemorial rights and privileges, were

they not allowed to loot and pillage a fal-

len city. Yet the man is loyal to Yuan
and in all the fighting his troops have

stood the brunt of the fight, so that out

of the ten thousand that started, it is

said there are but seven left. And peo-

ple say they ought to lx* killed too!

Europeans say why send such a man
to fight? In the first place, he had a

private grudge to pay off, as he was
driven out of Nanking with the revolu-

tion two years ago, 1Krause he did not

obey Yuan's orders to stop fighting and
cornc out when the peace between the

north and the south was declared. One
of his secondary wives, who fell into the

hands of the “People’s Party,” they
made a display of in various cities and
houses and after using her as they pleased

sent her back. Now Chang hsun would
never rest till he hod been given a chance
to pay off old scores and regain his face,

so it would have been an impossible mat-
ter to have kept him from going if there

was to be fighting in Nanking, since the

rebels had taken it for their headquarters.

Next it ensured Yuan the fact that he
would have some one who would fight

with a will, if the resistance offered by
the rebels should amount to anything.

To keep hold of the doings Feng Kuo
rhang, who is on the new order with the

new troops, was sent down too. This is

a fine man. straightforward and business-

like and since he is just as kindly, and a

good administrator, his troops have been

welcomed in the districts that they have
gone into. Some differences have arisen

between the two sets but the president

will settle them after he has disposed of

the more refractory ones. You will say

what a loss of life, in one sense, yes, yet

in another, no. The Americans have
found in their dealing with the Morns
for example, there is nothing else to do.

It is not possible to tame some people any
more than one can teach a panther to

plough.

Sentimentalists will make an outcry

at this statement, but you and I know that

there is nothing like actual experience to

teach people facts. Moreover, with us

the most imperative need is not the pres-

ervation of a lot of banditti, hut restor-

ation of peace and order as rapidly as

possible. Our population increases fast

enough to replace the loss. The banditti

do some good in putting down the re-

fractory rebels, and it is something on the

order of the fighting Kilkenny cats, hut

it leaves the world rid of the whole lot of

them and that is about the only use I can

see for war.
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END OF A FAKE KICK PLAY

Robinson of Colgate stopped by the Army taclders after a good gain

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing”)

THERE is promise of a better Army-
Navy game this year than in

many a long season. The sailors

have at command a formidable list of

veterans, while at West Point there is a
wealth of high-class material at work
under unusually competent coaching.

The loss of the Yale game undoubtedly

has proves! a good thing for the Army for

this year at least, as the team has not

I ns*n brought along t<M> fast, and there is

every evidence of careful building for the

big date. The Colgate game, which for

thrills has seldom had an equal, was taken

in the regular stride, although toward the

close of that stiff contest the Army un-

covered a series of forward passes that

probably were not intended for use until

later in the season.

One of the outstanding features of the

season to date is the prominence of cer-

tain of the smaller college teams—elevens

that are giving the best in the country,

hard battles through sheer good foothall.

Colgate was no exception. Here was a

team for whom the Army team's prestige

had no terrors, and which was probably

two weeks ahead of the soldiers in the

matter of development. There were

many veterans on the eleven, and the

new material measured close to their

standard. For sheer speed no team that

I had seen up to that time could match
the men from Northern New York. The
offensive play was founded on a nice

combination of deception ami power ami
the handling of the bull in the criss-crosses

am! delayed pass<*s would have done credit

to any eleven in the country.

This small college team proved thut

what is known among the coaches as

"old stuff” is still valuable, ami al-

though later in the season it will 1m* harder

to fool the defense, smart |>assing behind

the line is still a factor in up-to-date foot-

hull. Couch Bankhart's team caught the

West Pointers off guard, and proceeded

to make the most of the situation, so that,

although ultimately defeated, the team
provided just the test for the Army play-

ers that was badly needed.

One form of the play that earned a

touchdown for Colgate is shown in the

diugram. (Figure 1). This pluy wus
originated by Harvard three years ago.

and has been adopted with good results

by many other elevens East and West.
The quarter bikes a direct pass from the

center and poises the hall alayve his

shoulder as if to make a forward pass.

Two men go down the field to complete

the bluff, while the end comes around
from his (Misition and takes the l»all while

in full stride. Colgate used a back to

take the bull, but in other respects the

play was the same for all practical pur-

poses as its Ilurvurd predecessor, and
much like the play used successfully by
Dartmouth against Princeton last year.

A variation of the play, built on the

same principle, however, was used seven

times on the same day that Colgate was
usiug it for a touchdown at West Point.

rPHIS game, like many others, notably
* the Harvard-Holy Cross contest,

proved, if proof were needed, the value of

the run from kick formation. A sample

run of the kind is shown in the diagram
(Figure <). There is un excellent chance

to get a tackle into the interference, ami
indeed, some elevens swing a guard

around from his position. Since the run

starts from well back of the line of scrim-

mage there is plenty of room for line men
to swing around into the play.

Little by little, many coaches are com-
ing to believe in the value of the simple

backfield shift combined with the start-

ing signal. With this shift used lM*hind a

balanced line as Colgate used it and as

the Navy used it a couple of years ago.

the backs have little difficulty in finishing

their places, and the play is off like a

flash. Sliding the line in the defence or

dropping back a tackle, effective against

line shifts, do not seem to work so well in

meeting the simple back shift. With the

starting signal in use the forwards do not

have to keep their eyes on the ball, and
there is every chance to beat the leather

—

a process that is noticeable from the top-

most row of the grandstand but that is

difficult for the official on the field to

detect.

The development at West Point this

year seems to have been somewhat slower

than usuul. but the team under Lieut.

Charles I). Daly is undoubtedly being

coached on sound lines. The backs have

been running from the square form so fa-

miliar at Cambridge, the famous Harvard
wheel-shift has been used with good re-

sults, and indeed throughout the work of

the team, especially in details, there is

evidence of udherence to the Harvard
system. Close judges of football have

come to believe that the Harvard system

of coaching may well be copied with

profit, and Daly who always has been a

thinker in football and is also thoroughly

conversant with Haughton's methods,

makes almost an ideal coach. There is

every* reason to believe that when the

soldiers meet the sailors in New York on

November £1), the black, gold and gray

will have on the field an eleven up to the

standard of the best of former Army
teams. Especially impressive is the

J)e f-tv se. Persist

o O

Fig .

—

2: Run from kick formation
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development of the kickinggame.nl though

against Colgate it was not as effective as

the army coaches had hoped it would be.

THE West Point theory seems to be

the development of an entire backfield

of kickers, who can punt both for dis-

tance and direction, can drop-kick and

also shift at the goal from placement.

When tliia style of game has reached the

zenith of efficiency it should be extremely

dangerous in any part of the field. Against

Colgate the Army was plainly in the

throes of a mid-season falling off from

form, but in the end the game was won
largely through the maximum of indi-

vidual interference. When this inter-

ference becomes a habit as has bean the

case of Harvard it should provide more
than one opportunity to score, besides be-

ing the bulwurk of down-field work and
running back kicks. The Army did less

kicking in its first really hard game than

one would have expected but the handling

of the ball was not clean through the first

half, and the running game was used to

make up the ground lost in the punting

duel.

On the attack, ball in hand, there Is

every promise of coining power, and no

doubt the necessary deception will be

added to the play later in the season, to

make thesoldiers' running gameextremely
formidable. In the meantime the Navy
eleven, boasting a lot of husky veterans,

has had smooth sailing to dutc, and it is

doubtful if the midshipmen’s full hand

will lie shown until the team tackles the

rival government institution. In a gen-

eral way the type of game played by the

two service schools is noticeably similar.

The two coaching systems have been

drawing closer and closer together in the

last five years.

It hus been said of the Army-Navy
game that it provided more thrills and
less good football than any of the big

games. In their over-anxietv to get at

each other, the players of the two teams

('a /it. flogsett, Dartmouth's

star end. who has been kick-

ing in fine form all season

have frequently for-

gotten much that

they had been
taught. This year,

however, both
elevens have vete-

rans who have
been under fire on
Franklin Field, and
who arc extremely

unlikely to lose
their heads. Further-

more, there is a

coolness in the atti-

tude of this year’s

Army team that is

ruthcr unusual.
The men know the

rules thoroughly,

and seem to have
the gift of thinking

on the field. The
defence against Col-

gate was not as

alert as it might

have been, but I

think that is a fault

that will not be in

evidence on the day
of the big gumc.
In the Colgate game, theArmy team found
its first opportunity to tackle a very shifty

and very fast type of fairly open play, and
should benefit mightily by the experience.

VTEW YORK will have its first oppor-

tunity in many years to witness a
high-class football game within the city

limits when Dartmouth und Carlisle clash

on November 15. The Indians are always
popular in all sections of the country,

but they seem to have an unusually

enthusiastic following in New York.
Whatever may have happened to both

these teams by the time these lines ap-

pear, both will probably play up-to-date

football when they get together.

Curiouslyenough. Dartmouth was founded
as an Indian school, and the redskins are

still welcomed there, although Carlisle will

put in the field more Indians than have
appeared at Dartmouth in many years.

This year’s Indian eleven boasts of five

members of the Chippewu tribe, u tribe

already
made fa-

mous in all

forms of

athletics.

The right

tackle and
right end
are both
members

of this tribe, as are also Welch,
the quarterback and Guion,

one of the half-backs. Brtx-k-

lan. another Chippewa, is also

a half-back. Other trilies

represented on the team are

the Colville from Washington,

the Mission from California,

the Tuscarora from New York,

the Porno from Califor-

nia, the Sac and Fox
from Oklahoma, and
the Shoshone from Wyo-
ming. The star of the

Ghee, Dartmouth's

fast quarterback,

about to throw the

ball for a forward

pass

team is Guion, the big liack who raised so

much havoc with Cornell, and who was a

terror in the tackle position last year.

Guion is one of the hardest backs to stop

on the field this year. He runs low and
hard, keeps his feet well, and is hardly to

be brought down by a single tackier.

Welch, the captain and quarter-lwck, has

yet to live up to his reputation of a year
ago. He was then a veteran, while Guion
waa just beginning to learn the game.
Glenn Warner, Carlisle’s athletic director,

and head coach, bemoans the Indian ten-

dency toward carelessness on defence in

the backfield. and attributes to this more
than any other factor the frequent

scores against Carlisle even when the
Indians have triumphed, but in spite of

this, there hus been some splendid han-
dling of the ball on kicks, and when the
redskins are not troubled by vagaries

of the wind on a strange field, they are

apt to give any pair of ends an ex-

tremely busy ufternoon. While Warner
up to this time has clung to the closer

style of attack, he is known to be u

master of the open game, was one of

the first coaches, indeed, if mem-
ory serves, the very first, to develop the

shifts, and when he sends his team against

the Green, it is fairly certain that he will

use every resource at his command. By
the date of that game, Dartmouth will

have been put to the acid test against

Princeton, und whatever the outcome of

that match (fought out before this issue

of Harper’s Weekly appears) the Hun-
over eleven shoidd be close to the top of

its form, although a defeat at the hands
of the Indians would hardly be consid-

ered as a serious blot on the Dartmouth
escutcheon. One of the interesting fea-

tures of the game should be the probable

sharp contrast in style of attack, the

Indians still dinging to the use of the

direct pass from center, while Dartmouth
makes use of the quarterback in most of

the Green’s best plays.
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Telling the Truth to Mike Smith
By PAUL E. TRIEM

ALTHOUGH it was neither noon
nor a holiday, the great wheels

w and shafts, with their intricate

interlacing of belts, were still; men in

greasy overalls and jumpers lounged un-

easily about, some of them leaning against

the massive machinery, some standing

stiffly on guard against—against what?

The men didn't know.

Then a man in a plain business suit of

gray mounted briskly to the top of a

rough little stand that had been erected

near the door of the greet room, and in-

stantly the attention of the crowd was
focused upon him. Something unusual

was about to happen—for the wheels

were stopped, and eleven hundred
"hands” had been given a half hour off

to listen to this man in the gray suit.

Eleven hundred half hours—nearly sev-

enty days of eight hours each! And the

company, a great, steel-hearted, con-

scienceless corporation, had given this

time! Certainly there must lx- a "joker”
hidden in the thing, somewhere.

Then the man on the rostrum begun to

speak. He was one of those strong-

faced. kern-eved. unhurried individuals

who can look a crowd in the face and talk

to it as he would talk man to man. And
he began to speak of that old, old subject

which has been hidden in a garment of

mystery since Adam and Eve left the

garden.

IT E spoke slowly, telling of the dangers
* * to which the animal in man subjects

the angel in man when lie dictates the path
of action. And as he spoke, his eyes wan-
dered over the audience, and he seemed to

be seeking something. Presently his glance

paused, resting on a grimy face; a young
face, in spite of the grime, from which the

innocence of youth seemed not to have
departed. And suddenly the speaker’s

voice thrilled, and he was speuking

directly to tliut one man in the audience.
" I know men,” the voice of the speaker

declared, “and I know that many of you
at this very moment are saying, ‘A lad

must have his fling—it never hurt anyone
to sow his wild oats!' And 1 tell you
frankly that I don’t care what you do;

you’re welcome to go this very night and
seek the path tltal goes down to death-
hut 1 intend that you shall know. You
have heard that your souls would suffer

for your sinning; but I tell you tluit

every time you take this chance, you arc

risking a life of suffering, of insanity and
heart disease, of corruption such as you
cannot even imagine. I see that some of

you are smiling; that you think I am
trying to scare you with statements that

are not true. Now let me read to you
from this l>ook, which was written by a
physician for physicians; remember, it

was not written to scare you, but was
written by a specialist, for others in his

profession."

By this time I he smiles were gone, and

the audience was still. They listened

breathlessly as the man on the platform

read from the medical book before him.

And he read the old, miserable story, di-

vested as far as might be of technical

language, of the man who had sinned and
who was paying the price.

So it is that the "Society of Social and
Moral Hygiene of Seattle" works. This

lecture took place in the machine-shop of

one of the largest construction firms on
the coast. The physician who delivered

the lecture was a member of the society.

He gave Ids time, while the corfiorntion

gave the time of the men. The lec-

turer went on to tell his audience of the

odds against them if they insisted on
trying to beat the devil at his own game,
where the dice arc always loaded. And he
told them of three typical sufferers from
one of these diseases, which is ignorantly

supposed to lx of little significance.

TMIE first admitted that he had been
* infected, but that it had amounted to

“little more than a cold”—had left him
in a little while, none the worse in mind
or laxly.

The second told of having been in-

fected; he udmitted that the trouble had
persisted longer than he liked, but that

it had left him in good health.

The third had also been infected; he
had been disordered for months, but

finally he had been “cured."
“Now, all those men thought they

were telling the truth,” the physician on
the rostrum admitted. "But what they

did not tell, because they did not connect

it with the taint which had come and ap-

iwrcnlly had gone, was the fact that a
wife had been operated on. repeatedly,

and had escaped death from an abdominal
trouble by a miracle; or that a child had
liocn boro later, into whose life the light

of the sun would never shine—for he was
blind. But I can tell you what the fam-

ily physician knew: that the repeated

operations, with death narrowly averted,

and the little sightless eyes—these things

were among the consequences of the in-

fection that was *uo worse than a cold.’”

rPHE lecture was finished, and the men
^ filed silently back to their work. And

the result? What has been the actual re-

sult from this campaign of education?

Every school-house in Seattle, with

two exceptions, was used; a physician

and a layman speaker presided over each

meeting. The physician talked to the

parents. He told them that it was not

enough to go to the polls and vote the

“reform” ticket; they must get down to

more serious work; must care for their

sons and daughters while they were still

in the shelter of the home, must build up
healthy bodies and clean minds.

At these meetings, booklets were dis-

tributed, setting forth in detail the mes-

sage of the society.

rT,HE lectures in factories and mills and
* mines were undertaken later. At first

some employers objected to giving the

necessary time, but as the nature ami
purpose of the campaign became known,
this resistance ceased.

Other members were taken into the
organization, paying a memlx-rship fee to

help cover the actual expenses, such as

the printing of booklets, etc.

And now, once more, tliut old Amer-
ican question of results: Did the campaign
“make good”? Well, it is only begun,
in the first place; and in the second, it

must be remembered that when a fly-wheel

has Iwen revolving as long as has this fly-

wheel of reticence and wilful blindness

which surrounds all sex questions, it can
not lx* stopped or reversed in a moment.
One of the physicians with whom 1

talked, frankly admitted that the lectures

to parents hud seemed less successful and
productive than had those with the work-
ing men. On about half the faces in the

school-house audiences, a certain intol-

erant hostility had been evident; the

others were interested, some of them per-

haps convinced. Of this part of the cam-
paign it may be said that it is an invest-

ment in tlie community’s future; it will

bear fruit, but it is impossible to say how
many fold.

THE lectures to the men were more un-

mistakably productive. In the first

place, there was no prejudice against dis-

cussing these things; in the second place,

the appeal was u more direct, and if it

must be admitted, a more selfish one.

When you tell a woman that her young-
sters may lx* corrupted by corrupt chil-

dren around the comer, no matter how
tactfully you make the statement, you
are pretty apt to arouse her opposition.

She knows her children “aren’t that

kind.” But when you tdl Mike Smith,

down at the mill, that his sins are sure to

find him out, and then follow the argu-

ment up by showing him in just what per-

centage of eases the devil wins his stakes,

and just how heavy liis hand is on those

who lose. Mike Isn’t in shape to offer any
such argument. He knows that he is

guilty; but he lias never heard anyone
state, authoritatively, the penalty. Now,
when he is told that he is pluying with
the terrors of death and insanity and
life-long suffering, first for himself

and afterwards for the innocent wife

and child who may sometime come
to share his name, he has to stop and
think.

And when you make a man think,

you’ve got him, provided your cause is a
good one. A certain number of Mike
Smiths will go to the devil in spite of all

the warning in the world; but a good

many will not go, if they have to go
with the bandage of ignorance tom from
their eyes. Ignorance is the devil’s

greatest weapon.

*8
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Telephone Securities and Gov-
ernment Ownership

R UMORS from Washington that

the Administration has been con-
'

sidering the advisability of gov-

ernment ownership of telegraph and long-

distance telephone lines have been dis-

tinctly unnerving to owners of telephone

and telegraph securities. Following the

news despatches, stock of the American
Telephone & Telegraph Company, which,

in addition to owuiug the Western Union

Telegraph, is the central organization of

all the Bell telephone companies, fell

ll a
4 points in fifteen days. Usually Tel.

and Tel. holds as steady as a rock in any
stock market and its decline from 131

on September £9 to 1 19-**
^ on October 14

was of direct concern to fifty thousand

owners.

The government has recently entered

into competition with the express com-

panies and talk of government ownership

of telegraph lines is no new thing. But
this is the first occasion on which any se-

rious proposal has lieen made for govern-

ment ownership of telephone lines. Nat-

urally many stockholders have been

aroused by the suggestion. The capital

stock. Ininds and notes payable of the

Bell system in the hands of the investing

public on December 31 last, amounted to

no less than $7£5,900,G<J0. The numlter

of shareholders of the American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company alone stood

at 30.£®7, of whom a majority were wom-
en; 43,533 held 100 shares or less, and
31.953 held £5 shares or leas. This does

not take into account the thousands of

owners and bondholders, other than the

Tel. & Tel., in the Western Union Tele-

graph Company, the Mackay Companies
(which own the Postal Telegraph and
Commercial Cables) or of the <0,000 inde-

pendent telephone companies.

A Gigantic Task

ONE tiling is clear. If the govern-

ment attempts to enter the tele-

phone field the number of citizens whose

pecuniary interests will be involved is

very great indeed. The following letter

from one of them, in Holyoke, Mass., is

typical

:

“I wish to inquire into American
Telephone stock and its outlook. I

have about $£,000 to invest for iny

father, who, in years to come, must de-

pend somewhat upon the income de-

rived. American Telephone has long

been one of my favorites. Within the

past week or two this stuck has dropped
considerable, due, no doubt, to govern-

ment agitation against the company,
and naturally I wish to inquire what,

in your opinion, will be the outcome?
Do you think that the company can

pay 8 per cent, in years to come? Do
you think the government can find the

company guilty of restraint of trade?

I read in the papers that the Post-

master-General has made suggestions

that the government operate telegraph

wires of its own in competition with

the Tel. & Tel.”

Our Holyoke reader can form his own
opinion after reading this article. In the

first place the present Postmaster-Gen-

eral has not reported in favor of govern-

ment ownership of telegraph and tele-

phone lines, as far as Is generally known.
Frank Hitchcock, who was Postmaster-

General under President Taft, did tenta-

tively suggest government ownership of

telegraphs, but no action of any sort was
taken. The suggestion was not a new
one in this country. It had been brought

up before many times in the last forty

years. David J. Lewis, a Congressman
from Maryland, w'ho was active in the

discussious which preceded t he adopt ion of

of a Parcel Post, has been studying the

advisability of government ownership of

lw)th telegraphs and telephones, and he
has probably conferred with Post-

master-General Burleson and others.

No doubt in time I^ewis will intro-

duce a bill looking towurd government
ownership.

Unlike the Parcel Post

npHERE is a certain consistency in

* maintaining that if the government
operates all postal communications it

should likewise operate all wire communi-
cations. But it must be remembered that

the government already had plant and
machinery for parcel post. Indeed there

an* numerous students who maintain that

the American government never intended

private express companies to spring up,

and that only carelessness permitted it.

Certainly there is grave doubt whether

the founders of the Post-Office ever in-

tended it to be other than a monopoly.

Thus the express companies have been

interlopers, as it were. For more than

half a century there has l>een an expensive

duplication of postal facilities. The gov-

ernment had one post-office and three or

four closely related private concerns ran

another post-office. Finally the absurd-

ity of this duplication of functions be-

came evident—the more evident because

express rates had long been outrageously

high, ami further because there hud not

been any cash investment to speak of, in

these companies. They had grown fat

solely through their charges upon the

public.

Now telephone rates have never been

subject to anything like the complaint

and dissatisfaction which express rates

caused. Moreover the telephone com-
panics while making large profits have
not done business wholly on surplus pro-

fits like the express companies. Within
a generation investors have actually put
several hundred millions of their savings

into telephone plants. Thus the telephone

companies cannot be regurded. like ex-

press companies, as in a sense parasites

upon the public post mods (railroads).

And the government, to enter the tele-

phone business, would not merely employ
machinery which it already has, but would
either have to buy the present plant or

build a new one to compete with the ex-

isting system.

Local and Long Distance

VVfASHINGTON reports say the pre-
’ * vailing idea is to take over only

the long-distance wires. This is not

practical. The government would have
to take over the whole system or nothing.

Blue Jabel1

Ketchup
‘

Kemp* After Opening

Vine ripened tomatoes, from
selected seed, grown under
our personal supervision,

carefully handled in sanitary

kitchens, same day as picked;

cooked but lightly so that the

natural flavor is retained;
seasoned delicately with pure

spices
;

placed in sterilized

bottles— this is Blue Label

Ketchup.

Contain* only those ingredient

*

Recognised and Endorsed

by the U. S. Government

Our other products. Soup*, Jam*.
Jellies, Preserve*, Meat*. Canned

Fruits and Vegetable*, you will

find equally a* pleasing as

Blue Label Ketchup.

OngtnalMmut" item mteieit

•

mg booklet,full */luggemeni
far the hostess and busy house-
wife. H 'ntrfar it today, riving
your grater s name, and met
tinning this magazine.

Curtice Brothers Co.

Rochester, N. Y.

Club
!! 8

CocM&.ils

'"THERE’S many a man who
A has built a rare reputation

as a mixologist who lets us do
his mixing for him and keeps
his sideboard stocked with

Club Cocktails.

Made from better materials than a

bar cocktail i* apt to be.

Mixed to measure; — not

to gueas work— as a bar
cocktail always is.

Softened by aging before
bottling— ns no bar cock-
tail can be.

ioogle

i
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What better way of living up to the

full meaning of Christmas Time?
Buy Red Goo Chrotma* Seals to

teal your Chrolmai mail and pack-

ages and kelp the fight agamsl tuber-

culous in your community. One cent.

II the seals are not on sale in your

town, write to Red Gross Seal
Headquarters, 715 Union Trust

Building, Washington. D. C.

It is the aim of the publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its readers who are interested in

sound investments the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert W. Atwood,
the Editor of the Financial Department, deals with the broad
principles that underlie legitimate investment, and with types

of securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladlyanswer, by correspondence,

any request for information regarding specific investment

securities. Authoritative and disinterested information regard-

ing the rating of securities, the history of investment issues, the

earnings of properties and the standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly furnished any reader of Harper’s
Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries deal with matters

pertaining to investment rather than speculation. The Finan-

cial Department is edited for investors.

All communications should be addressed to Albert W, Atwood, Financial

Editor Harper's Weekly
,
McClure Building, New York City.
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HAS STOOD
THE TEST
OF AGES

AND IS STILL
THE FINEST
CORDIAL EXTANT

~ Win* Mmhanu.

Sole Astrals .

for United Ststci.
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Local and lung-distance service are ton

closely related to separate them. A man
in Boston wishes to talk with a man in

New York, and then desires to 'phone his

wife in Newton (a few miles away) that

he will be home late for dinner. Do not

suppose for a moment that different ma-
chinery is used for the two conversations.

The Bostonian in both cases calls up the

same “central.” The long-distance wire

is the least of the mechanism employed.
If the government took over the long-

distance wires it would have to make an
arrangement with the company to utilize

all of its local facilities, take over the local

facilities themselves, or duplicate them.
Total assets of the American Telephone

& Telegraph Company stand on the com-
pany’s hooks ut WW4.000.000. (It is re-

ported that Congressman Ix-w is has said

it would cast the government 9900,000,-

000 to take over the system.) But an

unprejudiced appraisal of the company's

i
plant recently showed that to reproduce,

j

it would cost 901,000,000 more, or a total

of 99&5.000.000. The total debts of every
conceivable kind are 9366.000,000, leav-

ing a physical reproduction value of 9619,-

000,000 to care for 9303.000.000 of stock,

owned, as we have seen, mostly by worn-
i en and small investors in general. But
to be generous let us write off SO per cent.

I
or 9160.000.000, for depreciation, or |k*s-

sible error of the engineers. That still

leaves 9439.000.000. or 9117 on each

share of stock, without taking into con-

sideration any intangible assets, such as

.

good-will, patents, franchises, cost of de-

veloping the business, or going concern

values. It may also be said that some of

the company's investment holdings are

worth more than they arc carried on the

books.

I

What the Government Can Do

VTET no one should dodge the fact

* that the government could injure

the company if it really set out to do
so. Governments tlo not have to com-
pete with private industries on a business

basis, for they can raise money by taxa-

tion to make up the deficit. That the

government should enter into competi-

tion with the telephone system is almast

i
incredible. It would take twenty years,

prolmlily, to build up a plant and organ-

ization as efficient as the private one now-

in existence.

Suppose the government takes over the

telephone system at a fair price for all

concerned. It would probably take Con-
gress years to decide upon such an expetl-

sive step. But suppose such action is

taken, where do the <0,000 independent

companies and the Postal Telegraph

stand? Either they will have to be ruth-

lessly and cold-bloodedly driven out of

business, or bought out. The problem,

it may be seen, is one not easily to Ik*

settled.

Then there is the question of whether

the telephone company is a trust. Mr.
Wickersham, President Taft’s Attorney-

General. took up that suhject and de-

cided after a prolonged study that suits

against the company would be inadvisa-

ble. He suggested that the Interstate

Commerce Commission make an exhaust-

ive study of the industry and regulate it

thoroughly. This the Commission is now
doing. The present Attorney-General

has brought one suit against one portion

of the telephone system. Whether other

suits will be brought is not known. In

many respects the business is logically a

monopoly. It cannot be broken up into

obacco, oil ami steel luu-
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incsses might conceivably he. It is in a
wholly different class from all manufac-
turing enterprises. It is a public service

company. There are only two logical

lines of procedure, strict government
regulation or government ownership.

The breaking up of the system into many
small, privately owned and managed units

is inconceivably absurd. That is the

one thing which ussuredly will not be

brought about.

A Strong Financial Position

T AM not competent to act as a prophet.
4

I cannot tell what the people or

the government of this country will do
in decades to come. But I do know that

a corporation which is sound and finan-

cially strong is in a better position to dick-

er with other private parties or with the

people at large than one which is w'euk.

The American Telephone & Telegraph

Company is in an enviable financial po-

sition. In the first place it hi not over-

burdened with debt. Its debts are rela-

tively small. It has a third more stock

than bonds. And of its debt, a large

amount consists of bonds which are con-

What
Judge Ben B. Lindsey Denver (Colo.)

I have been following Harper’s
Weekly with the greatest interest. I

am delighted at some of the subjects you
are taking up. That recent article on
unmarried mothers is the finest thing I

have seen in a long time.

Joseph R. Rhoads, Overhrook (Pa.)

Your reading matter is. I think, very

poor and very wild.

Helen Ring Robinson, Denver (Colo.)

It is late, I know, to congratulate you
on the article “What Women Are After,”

in Hakpeh’h Weekly of August 10—but I

have just discovered it.

"Then felt I like some watcher of the

skies."

(Mrs. Robinson is a meml>er of the

Senate in the suffrage state of Colorado.

—

Eil. Harper’s Weekly.]

II. S. Warwick, Secretary of the Ohio State

University Association, Columbus (Ohio)

Now I read Harper’s Weekly. It has

the PI PP, which being interpreted, signi-

fies, Pep, Interest, Personality and Power.

ffaiuau (Wis.) Daily Record-Herald

The only thing that is really regrettable

Ls that the Weekly was not permitted to

•lie outright. The real tragedy is the

qiectaele of the poor, puling, saffron-

tinted thing that now calls itself Har-
pers Weekly, wallowing, like a bastard

half-breed, under the shallow of a great

name.

Richmond (Va.) Virginian

Comes a critic who says that Norman’s
editorials arc the weakest thing about the

publication. Nevertheless, Hapgood Ls

getting out an interesting publication.

He is usually wrong, and his grammar
may be slightly off color, his editorials are

not to be compared with Colonel Har-
vey’s, its cartoons run the editorial policy
a close race for the badge of futurism, but
the magazine is different from the others,

w interesting in form and make-up. and
everything in it is interesting. Norman

getting out an interesting, entertain-

,ng. and valuable weekly. Otherwise

vertible into stock, and an* being so ex-

changed every day. In the last five

years, interest payments on debt have
increased less than $4,000,000. while divi-

dends have increased more than $11,000.-

000. In five years assets have grown
$311,000,000, while all capital obliga-

tions have increased slightly less than

$200 ,000 ,000.

Maintaining 8 per cent.

Dividends

\X7ILL the company continue to
T " earn 8 per cent, dividends? Of

course no one can predict years ahead
what any business will earn. The un-

certainties of human affairs are too great

for that. But the telephone business is

a steady one. It fluctuates as little as

any important industry. It resembles

the post-office in stability of revenue.

Earnings do not fall off in panics. Its

revenues never stop. They come in

with far more certainty than even the re-

ceipts of the largest and most firmly es-

tablished steam railroads. Telephonecom-
ptmies extend very little credit. Their busi-

ness Ls practically on a rash basis, and they

They Think
people would not take the trouble to

criticize it.

Detroit (Mich.) Keening Sews
What Hapgood has done with Har-

per’s Weekly Ls a fright to the old readers

who were young fifty years ago, before the

invention of art, industry, organization,

and ideas.

San Diego (Cal.) Union
The other day the Century Club of

San Francisco, an organization of women
blue stockings, burned Brietix liecausc he
wrote “Damaged Hoods. "Maternity,”
and “The Three Daughters of Monsieur
Dupont." Fortunately then* was no
Strindberg in the Century Club library or

there would have been a conflagration to

rival the disaster of 1 90C. Brieux merely

offended the modesty of these precieuses

ridicxdcs; Strindlicrg would have shcxrked

their womanhood to its uttermost founda-

tions. Largely in ronsequenee of the

Strindberg assault, there Ls no more fem-

inism in Norway, or. for that matter, in

Northern Etiro|»e. The feminists of

America don’t know that. Even Norman
Hapgood doesn’t know that feminism is a

hack number fad in Europe. It is like

feminine fashions—out of fashion in the

place of its origin when it is just coming
into fashion hen*.

Sew York Keening Sun
A West Virginia school boy is puzzling

the doctors liecause he persists in writing

upside down. The little chap should not

l>e discouraged. He may yet grow up to

become an editor of Harper's Weekly.

Youngstown (Ohio) Vindicator

While the paper has lost the distinction

of thought and expression which George
Harvey gave it, nevertheless it’s filled

with “stuff” we all want to see. He is

devoting himself chiefly to the Wilson

administration and to the sex problem.

Of this last, he writes and permits his con-

tributors to write with a frankness which

will startle the old ladies among his read-

ers. but will swell his subscription lists,

anil yet there’s not a prurient word in it

all, and it’s sound to the core. The

deal in u commodity which is being used
in all parts of the country and shows every
sign of being used more as lime gix*s on.

The outstanding obligations of the

Tel. & Tel. are so low in comparison with

the acluul plant that the company has to

earn only h i»er cent, on that plant to pay
its 8 per cent, dividends. There is cer-

tainly little traceable water in the stock.

Of course, if telephone rates the country

over were reduced materially, it might

not he as easy as now to pay the 8 per

cent. But there is a lot of room between

the present earnings and the 8 per cent,

dividend. In 1912 the combined oper-

ating companies after setting aside

$3.?,(HH),(MK) for depreciation, and paying
interest and dividends, had surplus earn-

ings of more than $13.000,(MH). There is

room here for considerable reduction in

rates without making the stockholders

forego dividends, and the best part of it is

that for a good many years past Lhc same
wise policy has been followed.

No one can undertake to say just what
the future has in store for the telephone

system, hut judging by its present condi-

tion it ought to be able to weather some
severe storms.

of Us
sketches by T. P. O'Connor, M.P., of

“Orators Who Have Influenced Me,” are

delightfully interesting and informing ami
the cartoons are surely “different,”

—

they’re coarse and mast, of the women
subjects are vulgar, but the pictures are

haunting in the impression they must
create for the typical “Broadway Girl”

and her pale reflection to be seen in the

grill rooms of every city.

Youngstown (N. C.) Telegram

You will enjoy the new' Harper's
Weekly if you sit in the farthest comer of

the room und have someone read it to you.

Harry Kdward Freund, Kditor "The
Musical Age," New York City

Harper's Weekly with Norman Hap-
good as editor has ojiened a new field of

really great journalism, and that class of

journalism that leads the way to true

civilization.

The American people must appreciate

the new Harper’s Weekly as today the

minds of people of all Nations are being

educated to the higher phases of life ami of

natural living.

.San Francisco (Cal.) Star

Many readers have waited to see what
Hapgood (and the McClures) can do
with Hakper’h Weekly. Well, they ap-

pear to aim at the masterword of these

modern days: " Service," for the good of

all of us. No off-color stories here

things which too muny publications still

think profitable. It will prove otherwise;

sex questions are not omnipresent and
eternal in the average normal human
being; toil, knowledge, friemLship. the

things of the spirit and the intellect and
love as life’s ally and helper, not as its

tyrant; such is the healthy wav to put it.

Sincere literary artists found this out

ages ago. Harper's Weekly is on the

right track.

Stratford Lee Merton, Central Agent, The

Connecticut Mutual Life Insurance

Company of Hartford, St. LouLs (Mo.)

Keep up the good work and give us

more of your “shredded wheat” illustra-

tions.



Molly promptly seised the rope in both

hands and fastened the ends together

in a secure knot

I
T has been my great good fortune,

during the past eight months, to he

able to observe almost daily the re-

markable group of anthropoid apes

included in the collection of that splendid

institution, the New York Zoological

Park. The group comprises five orang-

utans, and four chimpanzees, all perfect

specimens, usually in excellent health

and spirits, and constituting an exhibit

far superior, I believe, to any other of

the kind in this country or in Europe.

Apes and monkeys of all kinds fur-

nish an inexhaustible supply of mere

amusement for all ages of humans, and

I. for one, hope that I shall never grow

too old to laugh at their antics, and the

practical jokes they play on one another.

At the same time. I am often surprised

by the apparent failure of seemingly

intelligent adults to note the real under-

standing which much of this play in-

volves. especially in the case of the

authropoid apes.

One day I joined a group of about

twenty persons, who were gazing into

the cage occupied by the orangs, “Mimi”
and “Molly,” both remarkably fine

specimens, and both females, though

“Molly” is frequently called “Mike,"

for facial reasons which show in the

accompanying illustrations. Both are

approximately the same age—about eight

years—and have been in the Park since

they were about a year old. But Mimi
is much the heavier, her weight being

144 pounds, her height about forty-two

inches, and her reach six feet, eight and

one-half inches, while Molly’s weight is

ninety-eight pounds, and her height about

the same ax Mimi’s, and her reach six

feet, seven and one-half inches.

Molly was sitting on the ledge in the

rear of the cage, hohliug in one foot

the bar of the trapeze, which hangs

normally five or six feet from, and about

on a level with the ledge. In the one

hand, she held a piece of heavy manila

twine, which evidently she had just found

iu the straw. As I watched her, she

passed the twine over the trapeze bar,

and then deliberately tied the ends together

in a hard knot.

That it was a hard knot became
apparent, because immediately it was

fashioned, Molly put her long hand
through the loop, and swung herself off

the ledge, to which she held with the free

A
Knot-Tying

Orang-Utan

By GEORGE GLADDEN

hand, carefully testing the strength of

the cord and the knot with more and more
of her weight, until she was hanging free

of the ledge. The knot held.

I TER next performance displayed
* * another kind of intelligence. Ap-
parently satisfied as to the strength of

the twine and the security of the knot,

she dropj>ed to the floor, seized two foot-

fulls of straw, and climbed back to the

ledge, pulling the trapeze bar along.

She then twisted the straw closely about

the twine, and aguin swung off from the

ledge, hanging by one hand from the

straw covered loop. Is there any room
for speculation as to why the straw was

used in this way?
Subsequently I saw Molly tie a knot

under conditions which indicated a

pretty clear idea of its utility in an emer-

gency. On this occasion. Keeper Fred
Engeholm (who has charge of the Prim-

ates’ House), threw a piece of clothes-

line, about twenty feet long, to Molly
who sat near the wall in the open cage,

part of which is shown in the accompany-
ing illustrations. In the cage at the time

were the other orangs, Mimi. Sam, Babe
and Lewie, and thechimpanzees, Dick and
Susie. All of these apes, and especially

Dick and Susie, love to get hold of a rope

and drag each other around with it, and

in this instance the chimpanzees promptly
pounced on the rope and tried to pull

it away from Mike. Now. Molly Is a very

powerful ape, and much more than a

match for Dick and Susie combined.

But she is neither as aggressive nor as

active as the chimpanzees, and further-

more she doesn’t care much for their

rough and tumble methods of getting

what they want.

CO when Dick and Susie made common^ cause, and hauled away on the line, like

a couple of sailors on a mainsail sheet,

Molly, making two or three turns of the

rope around her powerful arm, calmly

backed up to the wall, easily pulling along

the tugging little chimpanzees. Once
under the rail (shown in the illustrations)

she deliberately passed the line over it,

and made it fast with a double square

knot. Then she sat down and, with

what I fancied was a grin on her usually

impassive countenance, watched the

frantic but futile efforts of Dick and Susie,

The clever ape needed no particular urg-

ing to attempt the feat of untying

the knot she had tied

as they danced about and tugged on the

line. But the knot held, and Keeper
Engeholm was obliged to go into the
cage and untie it, w'hich he did only with
considerable effort.

Molly’8 knot-tying accomplishment so

interested me, that I resolved to catch

and record her in the very act. This I

have been able to do. The photographs
from which the accompanying illustrations

were made, were taken in the large outside

cage (used in summer by the anthro|x>id

apes), with Molly as the performer, and
Keeper Engeholm and Mimi as audience.

Under these conditions, although the

light is much dimmed by the roof and
bare of the cage, necessitating the use of

a very slow shutter speed in my camera.

I managed to get the accompanying
photographs of Molly in the very act of

tying and untying knots.

The clever ape needed no particular

urging to induce her to attempt the

feats. Keeper Engeholm looped the

rope double over the trapeze bar, as it

is shown in the illustrations, and then

simply said:

“Go ahead, now, Molly, and tie your

knot.”

Molly promptly ambled over under-

neath the trapeze, seized the rope in

both hands, and with a few deliberate

motions, fastened the ends together in

a secure knot. One of the accompanying
illustrations shows the beginning of the

operation. In the other photograph, she

is untying a knot which she herself

had tied.

In reply to my questions as to how
Molly learned to perform this feat, I

have been assured by Keeper Engeholm
and his assistants that she had no in-

struction from any of them, and that she

must have studied out the act on her

own initiative. This, of course, makes

the performance the more remarkable.

Lacking a more plausible explanation of

how she gut the idea of a knot at all, I am
inclined to think that she must have no-

ticed one in a cord which came into her

possession accidentally or otherwise,

that her nutural curiosity prompted her

to untie it. and that this, in turn, sug-

gested the reverse operation. In this

connection, I may add that the orangs

frequently twist straw into a sort of

rope, which they loop over the trapeze

bar, tic, and then swing on until it breaks.
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The Way They Do It

THE expression “Invisible Government” to

denote the quiet but effective methods of

financial influence came into immediate favor

because of its accuracy. The power of the con-

centrated money interests is as great as it is

hidden and smooth. A hint is given and all the

forces act together. Take an example in the

recent attack of Mr. Aldrich on Mr. Bryan
and the Currency Bill. Mr. Bryan has long been

a red rag to the large property interests, and Mr.
Aldrich is an expert in giving the signals. When
his speech was made, word was sent out at once

by many of the lurge financial institutions to

small banks everywhere to cut down credit to

the utmost. They were to give it to merchants

when they deemed it absolutely necessary,

but they were at the same time to create a strin-

gency in their neighborhood. A person would
come into a country bank with abundant security

and the bank officials would say: “Yes, your
security is ample. Yes, we have plenty of money,
but we are not making loans. We are afraid the

Currency Bill is going to plunge the country

into ruin, and very likely this bank itself may be

destroyed.” No wonder, with this policy pur-

sued all over the country, Congressmen and
Senators were deluged with letters.

Making a reform against the wishes of the

money power is no joke; it is not a buggy ride;

it requires persistence, courage and knowledge.

It will be a dire misfortune for the country if the

money powers win this straight fight against the

President. For our part, we think the Currency
Bill does not go far enough, but we think it is

an extremely valuable step forward, doubly

valuable because it is a test of strength between

a progressive government and a hard-fighting

financial opposition. Just what we think ought
to be done in addition will be made clear in the

series of articles on the money trust by Mr.
Brandeis which begins next week.

Coordination

REACTIONARY newspapers and the class

whom they represent call the President a
boss because he tries to induce Congress to live

up to its pledges and to the principles on which
it was chosen. The same charge against him
was made when he was Governor of New Jersey.

The same charge is now being made against

most efficient governors; for instance, against

Governor Cox of Ohio, who is following the

same determination to see that pledges are

carried out. This kind of coordination is abso-

lutely necessary if our scheme of government is

to work. It is the method by which the people,

the legislative department, and the executive

department work smoothly together. If such
coordination w'ere interfered with, our system
would break down. If Mr. Taft had understood
this situation fully, and had undertaken to force

Congress to carry out strictly the principles

of legislation to which it was committed, the
Progressive Party would never have been bom.
The Constitution of the United States was be-

yond doubt one of the most brilliant and ade-

quate documents ever produced, but the state of

mind that regards it as unchangeable can only
exist in a brain that does not realize that life

and growth are inseparable.

Morals and Sense

HOW quickly the spirit of a country, and
even of a civilized world, may change!

Only a few weeks ago, when Woodrow Wilson
declared his intention of following out simple

altruistic rules in his Mexican policy, a jeer went
up from the investing classes in this country, and
from several of the nations in Europe. He stood
calmly by his policy, however, and when a little

later, before the Southern Commercial Congress,
he declared that never again would the United
States seek to obtain one additional foot of terri-

tory by conquest, and prophesied the end of the

policy of material interest, there was scarcely a

dissenting voice. He pointed out acutely why
we do not hear of concessions to foreign capital-

ists in the United States. They may be invited

to make investments, but wc do not grant them
concessions. “The work is ours though they are

welcome to invest in it.” With sympathy, he

pointed out that in those States which are forced

to grant concessions, foreign interests are likely to

dominate domestic affairs, which is a condition

always dangerous and likely to become intoler-

able. In saying that the Latin-American States

had had harder bargains driven with them in the
matter of loans than any other people in the

world, he indicated a characteristic of his mind,

—

that his sympathy, general and ethical as it is, is

concrete and business-like, as when he added,
“Interest has been exacted of them that was not

exacted of anybody else, because the risk was said

to be greater, and then securities were taken that

destroyed the risks. An admirable arrangement,

for those who were forcing the terms!” It is

exciting to have in the White House a man cap-

able of focusing the most progressive moral prin-

ciples of the time and applying them successfully

to the most complicated situations,—fearless of

mere conventional criticism, and confident of the

triumph of right ideas.
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The Rights of Seamen

FOR twenty years the International Seamen’s

Union of America has been tusking for

changes in the law which would release them from

a position akin to peonage. Andrew Fureseth,

the President of the Union, has passed many
years in Washington, subsisting on a seaman’s

wages, and working to secure this seaman’s bill.

Last winter a seamen’s bill which was satis-

factory to Mr. Fureseth passed the House; but it

was much vetoed by President Taft. Mr. Fureseth

feared the seamen would lose till hope of having !

their wrongs righted by Congress, hastened
\

to attend a Convention of the Seamen’s Union
j

that he might urge them to renewed patience and
|

effort for lawful redress of their wrongs. The
j

morning of his departure he came to bid good-bye
to Senator La Follette, who had championed his

|

bill, and he took from the Senator a message to

the seamen that he would renew his efforts on
their behalf, in the incoming Congress. “ I don’t

know a man I lore more than Andrew Fureseth.

He is the very soul of loyalty,” was the Senator’s

remark as the seaman went downstairs.

When Congress came to sitting in Special Ses-

sion, Senator I*a Follette, true to his word, intro-

duced the seaman’s bill. The Senate took favor-

able action upon it on October 23. As this bill

is identical with the bill that passed the House
last session, it is confidently expected that it will

pass again, and so become law.

Besides the provisions for the protection of the

men, the La Follette bill provides for a standard

of efficiency, certainly not unreasonable, since it

is equal only to the lowest standard allowed for-

eign countries. It requires that two ‘‘able sea-

men” shall be provided for each lifeboat, and that

seventy-five per cent, of the crew must be able to

understand the officers.

It is probable that the low standard of effi-
,

eiency in the crews is responsible for the heavy I

loss of life in a long list of sea disasters. The
passage of the La Follette bill in the Senate is

justly claimed by Fureseth “as a victory for the

safekeeping of lives at sea, and the making of

American seamen again free men.”

The Turk on Atkins

A COMMENTARY on the ups and downs of

human affairs is the report by the Turkish

attache at the recent British military man-
oeuvres, in which he condemns in unmeasured
terms Thomas Atkins’ lack of efficiency in the

field. Most of the books which appeared in

flocks during and after the Turko-Balkan war

were of British authorship. Almost all of them
smote the supposedly beaten Turk. Such also

was the tenor of the correspondence from military

and other observers at the front, or as near as

they could get to the front, printed in British

journals during the war. A few of these critics
\

admitted extenuating circumstances, but aill of
|

them exposed the glaring inefficiency of the Turk
in all his military departments, artillery, infan-

try, commissariat, and field-hospitals. Some put
the blame on Von der Goltz and his German sys-

tem; others accused Abdullah anti poor old mar-

tyred Nazim Pasha. Too much politics in the

army, said some; too much army in the govern-

ment, said others. But one and all they found the

Turk no longer terrible, except terribly inefficient.

And now the irony. Facing the efficient Bul-

gar the inefficient Turk is back almost where he
was before the war began, while it is by no means
certain that he has permanently lost all hold on
Macedonia and Albania. Finally here is the
Turkish attache, hardened by many months of

actual campaigning, trim in his German-made uni-

form, superbly at ease on a horse, and requiring

next to nothing in camp, surveying with some-
thing like scorn the flustered evolutions of regi-

ments softened by town barracks and accus-

tomed to parade.

Just as there was much exaggeration in the

reports of Turkish inefficiency developed in the

stress of war, so in the reported unreadiness for

war, which peace-time manoeuvres have more
than once developed in the British army, there

is more than a grain of truth.

The Christian Associations

A RECENT campaign of the Young Men’s
Christian Association and the Young Wom-

en’s Christian Association has served to show
the tremendous backing behind those organiza-

tions, both in numbers interested and in wealth

I

accessible. The two associations have under-
taken to obtain in New York City, in the two

|
weeks beginning November 10, four million dol-

l

lars for new buildings. Miss Grace H. Dodge,
well known for her support of educational and
progressive causes here and abroad, has pledged

$250,000. Mrs. James S. Cushman. Mrs. Wm.
Fellowes Morgan, Mr. George W. Perkins, Mr.
Henry P. Davidson and may other men and
women of wealth have taken energetic interest in

the cause. Some idea of the backing of this work
may be obtained from the fact that Mr. Charles

S. Ward has raised $20,000,000 in the last

eight years, anti raised a million dollars on one
effort alone in London. Women are to get the

larger share of the present $4,000,000 fund.

Three million is to go to them for buildings.

One reason that the work of these associations

has so strong a hold on the loyalty of so many
people is that it is closely connected with the

actual material welfare of the poor. This is true

not only of citizens but of new arrivals. Last

July, Y. M. C. A. secretaries met sixty-seven

ships in eleven European ports, distributing lit-

erature, giving two thousand cards of introduc-

tion and writing four hundred and twenty-two
letters for the new-comers. In August, the sec-

retaries on Ellis Island, or on New York piers and
in Quebec met one hundred and six ships, dis-

tributing fifteen hundred and eighty-one explan-

atory cards, wrote one hundred and sixty-seven

letters and gave assistance to thirteen hundred
and sixty i>ersons. The Association follows the

work to the point of ultimate destination. It

is made clear to the immigrant that Association

workers are interested in his material welfare, his

safety and industrial progress, and that he will be

helped if he needs help. His wife is trained in

various domestic branches. His children are

taught many things, including safe-guarding life

and limb against street and factory accidents.

It is no w'onder that so needed a work receives
|

such remarkable support.
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Irony and Time

SOUTHEY wrote this note on Leland’s

“History of Ireland”:

Plantation of Ulster by James. Ireland must grate-

fully acknowledge that here were the first foundations laid of its

affluence and security.

Time is the best ironist. What would Southey
say in the light of the Irish situation of today?
It is not an easy situation, and England is

naturally timid because of foreign complications

and the fear of having as her immediate neighbor

a nation which might cooperate with her enemies

on the continent. Nevertheless the only solu-

tion is toward more and more self-government

for Ireland, and until that self-government is

secured, Ireland will be extremely unlikely grate-

fully to acknowledge the services of James.

A Triumph

AN easy stone’s throw from the heart of the

city of Portland, Maine, has been built the

new City Hall to replace the old, destroyed by
fire in 1908. The new building is u striking ex-

pression of the public life of this peculiarly repre-

sentative Newr England city. The two wings and
the basement are given up to municipal offices

and chambers. Connecting these wings is the

auditorium with its seating capacity of 3,051.

It was planned and built particularly to accommo-
date a municipal organ, the second largest in the

United States and the fourth largest in the world,

a gift to the city from Mr. Cyrus H. K. Curtis of

Philadelphia, a native of Portland, as a memorial
to Professor Hermann Kotzschmar, who, in the

words of Mr. Curtis, “did something to make us

better men and women and to appreciate that

indefinable something that is an expression of the

soul.” Here every afternoon in the large audi-

torium occurs a municipal organ recital, executed

by a municipal orgunist, Mr. Will C. Maefarlane

of New York. Here for a nominal sum anyone
may wander in and enjoy a peaceful hour or half

hour of inspiring music. Here, too, the citizens

of Portland have a hall capable of accommodating
all municipal gatherings, a people's union. This

conservative Newr England city has been broad
enough to recognize some of the fundamental

principles of government: that society and gov-

ernment are one; that society is an association

of individuals for mutual aid to self-develop-

ment; and that the object of administration is to

help society forward to its ends. By this inter-

relation of recreation and municipal matters a

more personal interest in the various departments

of city government will be excited among Port-

land’s 36,000 people, and by diffusion in the citi-

zens of other towns. Under the same roof with

this pealing organ will be heard, discussed, and
perhaps solved, problems of public welfare and
even of nation-wide import. In contemplating

the breadth und grandeur of this instrument we
are reminded of the words of Washington Irv-

ing in his impressions in Westminster Abbey:
“Suddenly the notes of the deep, laboring organ

burst upon the ear, falling with doubled and re-

doubled intensity, and rolling as it were, huge
billows of sound. How wr

cll do their volume and
grandeur accord with this mighty building.”

A Loss

FOR many years William Garrott Brown was
a sound and earnest thinker and writer

about public affairs in the United States. He
was a valued editorial contributor to this

Weekly. For a long time before he died, he suf-

fered much, and the way he accepted life en-

deared him to his friends as much as the enthusi-

asm and thoroughness with which he always did

his work. He was one of a group of men who
have recently so well represented the progressive

spirit of the South. President Wilson wrote, after

his death: “It is really an irreparable loss to the

scholarship and thought of the country.”

Standardizing City Improvements

WITH commission government overcoming

graft, and city-planning preventing ugli-

ness, the American municipality is wiping out

its stain of incompetence. Illinois University is

of service in the movement by establishing a

chair of civic design, and by appointing Charles

Mulford Robinson as professor. Harvard and
the University of Michigan have given courses

in the subject for some years. Columbia has had
an outside lecturer on the subject, and Cornell

and Wisconsin have recognized it in their work,

respectively, of Landscape Architecture and
Engineering. But Illinois is the first American
University to make it a distinct chair, and to

establish a professorship, which is a step ahead.

Ben Remains

THE attacks on Ben Lindsey in Denver have
subsided. His enemies thought he was

sicker than he was. When they found he was
able to present his own case, the probabilities

of attempting a recall vanished. There never

was anything in it but oppression. There never
was any doubt in the mind of the awakened
and free part of the population of Denver
that Ben Lindsey has done more for the wel-

fare of that city and of its inhabitants, and of

generations to come, than the city can ever

repay. Those who attack him are those who
think they profit from a system iniquitous in

its essence.

Puritans and Greeks

THE reader of the Scarlet Letter gets a vivid

idea of the Puritan conscience; it had its

strength, but that lx»ok principally show's its nar-

rowness and its cruelty. What a different thing

was the attitude toward life of the most gifted

people in history. The Greeks in their great

period had nothing of what we call a sense of sin.

When they did anything wrong, they called it “a
bad shot”—something that was bound to happen
from time to time and was best forgotten. As
Livingston puts it, it was useless to spend
thought and remorse on bad shots; it w'as better

to go forward and improve the aim for next time.

Many a person of Puritan descent, tortured need-

lessly by remorse, could gain much by acquiring

the habit of looking at any transgression as a de-

fective aim, and making up his mind to get nearer

the bull’s-eye next time.
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The Books I Read Now
By RICHARD LE GALUENNE

I
T has been my custom all my life to carry a book

with me, as I carry a cane, or as other men wear

a flower in their button-holes. As I ((row older, it

might be well taken as a badge of my servitude—to pen

and ink. Am I not a scrivener, and thus, naturally,

go about carrying the tools of my trade? Simple folk,

observing me thus accompanied,—as an Italian with

his shovel—in train or trolley, doubtless conceive of me
as a profound student, eternally with nose in book.

Would that I were! The book, I fear, is carried all too

thoughtlessly—actually indeed like a cane or a flower.

For I am seldom caught reading it. But, doubtless,

others who also carry books—and I sometimes observe

them with a thrill of comradeship—will understand. It

is not an insatiable thirst for wisdom or useful information

that prompts us to this, I trust, pardonable eccentricity;

but it is the sense the book in hand gives us of being

invisibly companioned by some engaging personality,

some distinguished and delightful presence, some “shape

of beauty,” some inspiring form of thought, of whom,
though we may not visibly confer with them, in the form

of reading, we arc agreeably and magnetically conscious.

Usually they are books we know’ well, and scarcely need

to read again. To hold them by the hand is enough, as

with old friends—or a word or two now and again of the

old converse, lighting up whole vistas of familiar spiritual

territory, familiar yet never to be staled, as we turn

our eyes to the stars. Amid the many small interests

and worries that perforce make up so much of our day’s

work, their mere names or titles are silent remembrancers

of the universal and the eternal. Or, to open them at

random, say. as our morning train approaches the Grand
Central, and we arc unconsciously squaring our shoulders

for the day before us, or as we speed in the subway to

keep an appointment, how strange, in the heart of roar

and jostle, suddenly to come on

:

That’s the appropriate country—there, man's thought.

Rarer, intenser.

Self-gathered for an outbreak,

Chafes in the censer!

Leave we the unlettered plain its herd and crop;

Seek arc sepulture

On a tall mountain, citied to the top.

Crowded with culture?

Thither o«r path lies—wind we up the heights

—

Wait ye the warning!

Our low life was the level’s and the night's;

He’s for the morning!

Step to a tune, square chests, erect the head,

’Ware the beholders!

This is our master, famous, calm and dead.

Borne on our shoulders

—

Sleep, crop and herd ! sleep, darkling thorpe and croft.

Safe from the weather!

He, whom we convey to his grave aloft.

Singing together.

He was a man born with thy face and throat.

Lyric Apollo!

And so on with the grand climbing march of it. I tell

you it is great to come suddenly on such a passage in

the subway—there is no such place to make such splendid

breathless contrasts in—like a rift of blue, like a cup of

spring water brimming with starlight.

course, you run a risk in carrying such old books

along with you. Some one may catch you at it

—

say, “What’s the hook?” and, when you have shown it

to him, exclaim, “Browning?” with raised eyebrows, and
a surprised, rather pitying, look at you. You are very
evidently entering the period of fossilization, to be reading

Browning at this time of day? Now, if it had been

Bergson, or Suderiuann, or Shaw or Brieux! Sorry! hut

it was Browning. The other day I was caught with a

volume of Gibbon, still another day with Boswell, and

yet again with Scott! Can there be any doubt that a

hardening of the mental arteries is setting in, and that

I shall soon be joining the superannuated old gentlemen
who drink nothing but port and read nothing but Horace?
Well, I can conceive of worse drinking, and worse reading;

and I know no modem company to match either.

J-
SUPPOSE that to be caught red-handed with Scott

is most incriminating of all. Dickens and Thackeray
a man may still read and escape the suspicion of second

childhood. But Scott! Well, I suppose that there was
a period when we all felt like that. Probably it was what
we might call our Meredith period—generally our form-

ative, fermenting period, when we were busy finding

ourselves spiritually and mentally, impatiently shattering

the scheme of things in which we had been reared, and
feverishly rebuilding another, nearer to the heart’s desire.

Scott is not for such periods. He is for the boy, and the

grown man. For the intermediate evolutionary and
revolutionary adolescent, he seems wingless, flameless,

lacking in sidereul fire. The romanticism which charmed
the boy seems a plaything and the humanity which

holds the man seems earth-bom, earth-limited. H re.

says the young impatient, is nothing for my soul; and
flies off somewhere in search of the thrill, the ache, the

rapture of life. He reads the fashionable doctors of the

soul, inevitably fascinated by sundry brilliant quacks

of the mind, drawn, as is natural, by flashing novelty in

utterance, which he fondly takes for newly sounded pro-

fundities. All Is so new, so amazing. Because he is

living life for the first time, it never occurs to him that it

has been lived before; yes, and lived in almost precisely

the same manner by that old fogy, who, in a world of

radium and aeroplanes, not to speak of “eugenics,” is

discovered in the criminal enjoyment of Scott. But

I must not sound too superior. It is comparatively

only the other day that I re-discovered Scott for myself.

I had come to the end of Dumas for the third or fourth

time; and, happening to face a set of Scott on.my book-

shelves, I had asked myself
—

“Is it possible to read Scott

nowadays?” I determined to try, and, for the good

fortune of my experiment, I lighted on the “Fortunes of

Nigel." It was, indeed, a fortunate movement. What
a vivid, real world I found myself in! What character,

what movement, what genuine romance! Then I tried

“Quentin Durward," then “Rob Roy.” We are sup-

posed to have improved on the historical novel since

Scott’s day. In certain minor matters of artistry, doubt-

less, we have. Yet, I should like to know what we have to

match those three full-blooded, high-mettled, wise-hearted

books I have named; and I own myself Mr. Maurice
Hewlett’s willing slave. But, after all, whatever class of

book we arc dealing with, it Is the man behind the book

that counts, that finally decides its relative caliber.

IT is easy to grant a certain heaviness occasionally in

Scott’s style, though our feeling of that comes, I am in-

clined to think, less of any fault in him than in our own
vitiated tastes, grown too accustomed to over-pungent,

highly-sauced, effect-at-any-price, styles. His English

is too good, too much of “ the center,” for our paradox-

fed, Meredithizcd generation. lie is deficient in fire-

works, and the fantastic-forcible. But the fullness of the

man! How one is struck at every turn by the careless

wealth of his mind, the depth and breadth of his experience,

the stores of his observation, the range of his reading!

With the majority of writers, even writers of real stamina,

one feels that one can gauge the depths of the soil. It

is thus and thus deep, and then rock. Much has been

done with it. But its fertility has a limit. With Scott,

on the contrary, every page seems to suggest a rich loam

incalculably deep and fertile. His writing suggests the

inexhaustibility of life itself. In this, of all English

writers, he is nearest of kin to Shakespeare, as perhaps

7
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no other novelist approaches Shakespeare in the abso-

lutely concrete humanity of his characters. Where,

out of Shakespeare, will we find such a character as

Bailey Nicol Jarire in “Rob Roy” and those who have

admired Mr. Hewlett’s Captain Brazenhead, and the

numerous other imitations of Captain Dalgetty, let them
seek that great original in “The legend of Montrose”

and acknowledge the joyous open-handed master, to

whom the careless creation of such figures was, after all,

only part of the activity of a life, whose other daily

business was more than enough for one brimful existence.

And, as if all his activity as lawyer, novelist and poet,

was not sufficient, the pen that never tired must needs

overflow, just for fun, into that “Journal” where we can

look right into the great noble, simple heart of the man
himself; and if we are right-minded, feel dwarfed and
ashamed, puny “moderns” as we are, before that revela-

tion of a great and generous child-hearted nature, that

was a great genius as well.

^^ES, as I said, it is the man behind the lx>oks that

makes them great and keeps them alive,and that is al-

ways the determining difference between the great talent

and the work of genius. But I am not writing an essay on
Scott, else I might proceed further to illustrate his many-
sidedness, ask whether, in the matter of heroines, “A
Meredith woman” is more than a match for I)i Vernon,

or if the romantic passion of our modern novels is more
truly passionate for its sexual outspokenness, compared
with the hard-won self-control of Scott. What I am
most concerned with here is Scott’s possession of that

quality which one might call human homeliness, which
is common to most of those great writers, to whom, when
our period of sturm und drang is post, we find ourselves

instinctively returning. As a rule, great writers set us

at our ease by making us feel, or letting us imagine, that

they are like beings with ourselves. Even when they

take us on starry journeys, it is as companions, presum-

ably with the same starry inclinations as themselves.

Their first effort is to make themselves understood by
the reader, to enlist him on their side. The present-day

fashion seems to be precisely the reverse. A writer’s

chief aim seems to be to impress his reader with his own
superior cleverness, to dazzle, to dumfound him; to

club him into bewildered agreement, and to humiliate

him with a sense of his pitiful mediocrity. But nothing

goes to so early a doom as mere cleverness. There is

nothing of which we so rapidly wean,'. The merely

clever fellow is one to whom we soon learn to say, “O
Pshaw!” So many clever fellows have gone down into

the darkness—the reason being that they are usually

the flashy purveyors of stolen goods, the pert popularizers

of the deeply meditated thoughts of serious, individual

natures; often the real, misunderstood men of a genera-

tion or two before.

All can raise the flower now
Pur all luivc got the seed.

rPHERE is a great deal of such flowering at the present

moment, and, for all the excitement in this and that

direction, very little original will have been missed by
a man who has not opened a book printed within the

last twenty years. All the motifs so exuberantly re-

peated—rather than developed—whether in philosophy,

sociology, poetry or fiction, were already formulated

twenty and more years ago, either in masterpieces, or works
of brilliant talent. But this flowering is, of course, all

to the good, as illustrating the vitality of the sowing.

Much that was sowed in tears is coming up in joy; a
matter surely for profound rejoicing. But, for that very

reason, we may still go about carrying the old seminal

books, leaving their merely disseminating offspring to

do the good work of sending the voracious younger
generation back to their originals. With Emerson in

my hand. I can forego Bergson, or even James. With
Ibsen and Grant Allen, I can forego Shaw—who indeed

said all he had to say twenty years ago, and whose
later antics are merely galvanizations of his young dust.

With Meredith and Pater ami Wilde—well, there is no
need to specify what multitudinous illegitimate progeny

of theirs it is possible to forego; while, so long as you leave

me a copy of William Morris’s “The Well at the World’s

End," you can keep all the novels of the last twenty
years. Poetry is different, and there are one or twoyoung
poets, whose volumes I am to be found carrying who,
however much they may derive, as all young poets must,
from their greater predecessors, are still, in a fine devo-

tion, carrying on the torches of beauty and dream.

S for poetry in general, I wonder if my contemporaries

in fogeydom find that the reading of poetry grows
n more serious, I would almost say, religious, matter with

them as they grow older; and, that, perhaps, for that

reason they read less of it. The reading of it goes deeper

with them than it did in the days when they devoured
it wildly—all and sundry. It is a pleasure curiously shot

through with pain nowadays, when the sorrow that wells

up in all beauty has become intensified by experience,

and the sentiment of loss enters so keenly into the love-

liness of things. The feeling that Burns expresses in

You'll break my heart, you bonnie bird

Thai warbles in the lift so hie,

grows more and more familiar with us face to face with
emotional moments; and poetry, being the intensest

expression of our intensest feelings, presents life to us

with such concentrated poignancy that we almost shrink

from exposing our hearts to its divine agonies. As, too,

we grew less to seek it for those intellectual messages
long since delivered, the poetry we read is necessarily

that which is the most quintessential—and therefore,

the most searching—the poetry of pure beauty, sheer

emotion, essential music, most mystic meditation. Thus
we find ourselves back again—after whatsoever wander-
ings among minor novelties—with the few great masters

rapturously divined in boyhood, but, as manhood deepens,

more and more surely known as the inspired interpreters

of the holy spirit of the universe, the seers and avatit-

couriers of humanity. The verbal and lyrical gymnasts,
the metaphysical contortionists, the dainty confec-

tioners, are there still on our shelves. We may amuse
ourselves with them at times—but the poet we carry in

our hand, maybe, has something to say like this:

To suffer woes which Hope thinks infinite;

To forgive wrongs darker than death or night;

To defy Power, which seems omnipotent;

To love, to In-ar; to hope till Hope creates

From its own wreck the being it contemplates;

Neither to change, nor falter, nor repent;

This, like thy glory. Titan, is to be
Good, great and joyous, beautiful and free;

This is alone Life, Joy, Empire and Victory

—

or he may he one who sings:

The holy time is quiet as a nun
Breathless with adoration

—

or, again, it may be one who tells:

I met a lady in the meads.

Full beautiful—a fairy's child.

Her hair was long, her foot was light

And her eyes were wild

—

or yet, once more, it may be his song is:

Lovely are the curves of the white owl sweeping

Wavy in tile dusk lit by one large star.

But the reading of poetry, as I said, grows more and
more like a high religious service, or like going out to see

the moonrise. It is to Ik* feared that we too often shrink

from its keen stirring up of those “thoughts beyond the

reaches of our soul," and seek the fireside, instead, with

some companionable romancer, some worldly historian,

some genial gossip, or some stimulating critic. As we look

out on the starry night our soul, maybe, suggests Plato;

but our frailty pulls down the blind, hinting at the pleas-

antness of Anatole France, and we end our evening

with the epicurean wisdom of the Abbe Jerome Coignard.



The End of an Era
A comparison of the recent tariff victory with the events of Cleveland's time,

and McKinley's, and Taft's

THE scene is set in the chamber of

the Senate of the United States.

The hour of four o'clock in the af-

ternoon of Tuesday, September 9, is ap-

proaching, when the Senate has agreed to

begin voting on House bill 3331, known
as the Uuderwood-Simmons bill, or better

still, the Under-Woodrow bill. The gal-

leries are thronged with a sympathetic

audience, many of them the wives and
daughters of Democratic Congressmen,

while Democratic Representatives, with

the p.-ivilege of the floor, line the walls of

the chamber. For this is a Republican

funeral and is not well attended by the

members of that party, save those offi-

cially designated to take part in the ob-

sequies. Secretary Tumulty's beaming
countenance is recognized in the Presi-

dent's gallery. La Follette is speaking.

Senator Gore, at Senator Simmons’ sug-

gestion, having terminated his speech in

defense of the bill to give the Wisconsin

Senator all the time he wants. He criti-

cizes and commends the pending measure,

not neglecting to pay his final respects to

the Payne-Aldrich iniquity.

The tariff debate, these lost few days,

has begun to show the strain on the Sen-

atorial nerves and has tended toward
acrimony. La Follette has told Gallin-

gcr that there must be a few more Sen-

atorial vacancies, of men of his type, be-

fore the Republican party can win public

favor, and Senator Hollis has claimed

that he and not his New Hampshire col-

league represents the sentiments of that

state toward tariff reform. Senator Wil-

liams has referred pointedly to the fact

that the duties have been lowered on the

goods which Senator Lippilt "himself

manufactures," has even read Jefferson’s

manual to prove that “where the private

interests of a member arc concerned in a
bill or question, he is to withdraw." 0
tempora, 0 mores! To be sent to the

Senate, to succeed Aldrich und represent

the textile interests of New England, and
then to have not only his advice rejected

but his very vote challenged! Senator
James fires a story at Senator Bristow,

to represent the Progressive attitude to

the Republican Party, relating how a
soldier advised his comrades: “If the

enemy are too few, we'll whip 'cm; if

they arc too many, we’ll jine ’em."

T A FOLLETTE yields the floor to

Senator Thornton, who sings a little

swan-song to the memory of Louisiana

sugar, and at four o’clock the voting on the

amendments begins. A few are adopted,

but only those recommended by the Fi-

nance Committee. Other amendments
break in vain against the Democratic ma-
jority. The vote is uncomfortably close on
the amendment to strike free sugar from
the bill, and Senator Newlands does not

vote. An hour and a half is consumed
in this tiresome process. Let us take

the opportunity of indulging in tariff

reminiscences.

When Randall, Pennsylvanian Pro-

tectionist, was Speaker of the Demo-
cratic House, Puck published a significant

cartoon, representing Tariff Reform as a
foundling infant, left midway between

the doorsteps of two rcs|>cctable old gen-

tlemen, the Republican and Democratic
parties, while each with violent depre-

catory gestures disclaimed paternity.

Poor old General Hancock, from his

retreat on Governor’s Isluud, issued his

tariff platform in saying that the tariff

was “ largely a local issue.” And so it has

too often proved. The lines were fairly

drawn in the Cleveland campaign of 1884.

Yet Cleveland shocked his complacent

|>arty with his vigorous tariff message of

1887, and brought about his own defeat

in the campaign of 1888. Then the Re-

publican Party went to the other extreme

with the McKinley bill, boldly avowing
protection as necessary for giant as well as

infant industries, and Cleveland was mag-
nificently vindicated, with the doctrine

that he had made Democratic doctrine,

in 1893. “The shopping women did it,”

was Tom Reed’s comment. Most un-

fortunately, the country’s credit had to

be first established, by the repeal of the

Sherman Silver Purchasing Act. on Cleve-

land’s recommendation, and this disrupted

his party and gave the opportunity for

the Democratic traitors in the Senate to

work their will. William L. W’ilson

passed a Democratic bill through the

House, but it became the Wilson-Gorman
bill in the Senate.

rPHE scene this afternoon brings forci-
* bly to mind the vote on the passage

of that other bill on July 5, 1894. Smith
of New* Jersey, now the last surviving

member of the Big Four, announced that

as the income tax had been changed to

suit his ideas somewhat, he would sup-

port the hill. Hill, David Bennett,

voted against the bill on the ground of

the inclusion of the "populistic" income

tax, and Populist Pettingrew helped to

make up the Democratic majority of

five votes. It has taken twenty-nine

years, nearly a generation, to pass another

income tax measure. Only three mem-
bers of the present Senate voted then,

Gollinger, Lodge, and Perkins.

The tariff question was virtually shelved

during the disastrous silver campaigns
of 1896 and 1900. But wliatdid William

McKinley have in mind of unfulfilled

purpose when he said in his last public

utterance, at a World’s Exposition, “The
era of exclusiveness is past?” Did he
foresee the reaction from the Dinglcy
Act? And suppose that Theodore Roose-

velt had chosen to accept freer trade with

all the world as one of the McKinley
policies which he bound himself to carry

out? Would not the history of men and
of parties have been different?

The demand for lower duties became
insistent again in the campaign of 1908,

and Mr. Taft went ull over the country
declaring for a revision downward. But
the Payne bill was no fulfilment of that

pledge, and when the Aldrich substitute

was introduced Senator l^xlge coolly in-

formed the Senate that the Republican
platform had indeed declared for a re-

vision of the tariff, but not for revision

downward. Dollivcr and Beveridge and
Bristow and Clapp and Cummins and
La Follette aroused the country to the

iniquities of the Payne-Aldrich bill and
cast their votes against it.

One cannot forget that last great

speech of Dolliver’s. "There have been
two unique hoaxes practised upon the

American people this year," he said, "the
discovery of the North Pole by Dr. Cook,
and the revision of the tariff downward by
the Senator from Rhode Lsland ; and each

has received the highest official sanction.”

For President Taft signed the bill, naively

confessing that the combination of wool-

growers and woolen manufacturers had
been too much for the virtue of his party,

and later he pronounced the bill "the
best ever.”

rPHK hour of half-past five finds all

1 the amendments disposed of. The
Vice-President: "The question is upon
the passage of the bill as amended, and
the secretary will call the roll.”

Interest immediately centers upon the

Republican Progressives, who have helped

so largely in bringing about this political

revolution. Can they find any princi-

ple to stand upon, that will justify them
in voting for the only alternative, the

continuance of the Payne-Aldrich tariff

rates? But Borah and Bristow and
Clapp and Crawford and Cummins vote

"No.” Gronna, absent, releases Lewis

from his pair. Kenyon votes “No."
The Secretory: “Mr. La FoUetc." And
La Follette raises his head from his arm
on the desk and says: “Aye.” A wave of

applause breaks over the galleries and
sweeps over the Democratic side of the

chamber. Mr. Penrose votes “no.” "Mr.
Poindexter”: “Aye.” There is another
round of applause. The young Senator
from Washington, a Virginian by birth

and rearing, becoming a Progressive Re-
publican in the Northwest, and now the

only National Progressive in the Senate,

thus casts the unanimous vote of the new
party for the Democratic bill.

Three factors were essential to the re-

sult obtained. First, Oscar Underwood's
knowledge of tariff problems, the only

man in cither house who could shut him-
self up in a room and write a tariff bill,

“from Agate to Zinc,” that could stand

criticism. His leadership in the House
will be sorely missed when he goes to the

Senate from Alabama.
Second. Woodrow Wilson's influence

as the representative of the whole people

and the head of his party. He had the

sense of the public will when he insisted

on free wool and free sugar, and the

ending of the scunduls connected with

the sugar schedule and Schedule K, the

“citadel of Protection.” His timely re-

marks about the "insidious lobby,”

amply vindicated now, demolished
Democratic opfKNiition.

Third, the reorganization of the Senate

for which Hoke Smith w'as largely respon-

sible. The work began Indore the fall

elections for the Sonute were held. It

was a delicate task to put progressives in

charge without giving the older statesmen

an excuse for revolt. But the Senate also

has l>cen Democratized. Otherwise, the

tragedy of 1901 might have been repeated

in 1913.
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Cutthroat

Prices

The Competition That Kills

By

LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

|V/f R. BRANDEIS has been the most profound and brilliant de-

fender of competition in the recent great struggle that has taken

place on that subject. It is well known that his investigations and his

philosophic thought greatly influenced the Im Follette anti-trust bill and

the Stanley anti-trust bill, and formed the basis of the attack made
by Governor Wilson upon regulated monopoly in the campaign for the

presidency. lie has spoken incidentally of the evils of unregulated

competition also, but he has not gone into that subject with any fulness.

It is particularly interesting, therefore , to present that side of the

question from Mr. Brandeis* own pen.

I
CANNOT believe, *’ said Mr. Justice

Holmes, "that in the long run the

public will profit by this course, per-

mitting knaves to cut reasonable prices for

mere ulterior purposes of their own, and
thus to impair, if not destroy, the produc-

tion and the sale of articles which it is

assumed to be desirable the people should

be able to gel.”

Such was the dissent registered by this

forward-looking judge when, two years

ago, the Supreme Court of the United

States declared invalid contracts by
which a manufacturer of trade-marked
goods sought to prevent retailers from

cutting the price lie hud established.*

Shortly before, the Court had held that

mere possession of a copyright did not give

the maker of an article power to fix by
notice the price at which it should be sold

to the consumer.! And now the Court,

by a five-to-four decision, has applied

the same rule to patented articles,

thus dealing a third blow at the prac-

tice of retailing nationally advertised

goods at a uniform price throughout

the country,^

• Dr. M3« Medical Co. v». Park & Sons Co. *40 U. S. «».
t fioMn Merrill Co. v». SI ran* 410 U. S. SSD.

t Baurr v,. OIMonrll 449 U. 8. ».

Primitive barter was a contest of wits,

instead of an exchange of ascertained

values. It was, indeed, an equation of

two unknown quantities.

'T’RADIXG took its first great advance
1 when money was adopted as the

medium of exchange. That removed one-

half of the uncertainty incident to a trade;

but only one-half. The transaction of buy-

ing and selling remained still a contest of

wits. The seller still gave as little in value

and got as much in money as hccould. And
the law looked on at the contest, declaring

solemnly and ominously: "Iart the buyer

beware." Within ample limits the seller

might legally lie with impunity; und, al-

most without limits, lie might legally

deceive by silence. The law gave no
redress because it detuned reliance upou
sellers’ talk unreasonable; and not to dis-

cover for oneself the defects in an article

purchased was ordinarily proof of negli-

gence. A good bargain meant a transac-

tion in which one person got the better of

another. Trading in the “good old days"
imposed upon the seller no obligation

either to tell the truth, or to give value, or

to treat all customers alike. Hut in the

last generation trude morals have made

great strides. New methods essentia) to

doing business on a large scale were intro-

duced. They arc time-saving and labor-

saving: and have proved also conscience-

saving devices.

rPHE greatest progress in this respect has
* been made in the retail trade; and the

first important step was the introduction

of the one-price store. That eliminated

the constant haggling about prices, and
the unjust discrimination among custom-
ers. But it did far more. It tended to

secure fair prices; for' it compelled the

dealer to make, deliberately, prices by
which lie was prepared to stand or fall.

It involved a publicity of prices which
invited a comparison in detail with those

of competitors; and it subjected all his

prices to the criticism of nil his customers.

But while the one-price store marked a

great advance, it did not bring the full

assurance that the seller was giving value.

The day’s price of the article offered was
fixed and every customer was treated

alike; but there was still no adequate
guarantee of value; both because there

was ordinarily no recognized standard of

quality for the particular article, and be-

cause there was no standard price even for

the article of standard quality.

Under such conditions the purchaser

had still to rely for protection on his

own acumen, or on the character and
judgment of the retailer; and the indi-

vidual producer had little encouragement
to establish or to maintain a reputation.

The unscrupulous or unskilful dealer

might Ik? led to abandon his goods for

cheaper and inferior substitutes. This
ever present danger led to an ever widen-

ing use of trade-marks. Thereby the pro-

ducer secured the reward for well doing

and the consumer the desired guarantee

of quality. Later the sale of trade-

marked good* at retail in original track-

ages supplied a further assurance of

quality, and ulso the assurance that the

proper quantity was delivered. The en-

actment of the Federal Pure Food Low
and similar state legislation strengthened

these guarantees.

But the standard of value in retail

trade was not fully secured until a method
was devised by wliich a uniform retail

selling price was established for trade-

marked articles sold in the original pack-

age. In that way, widely extended use of

a trade-marked article fostered by na-

tional advertising could create both a

10
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reputation for the article, and a common competition; but no man is bound to public mind the value of the maker's
knowledge of its established selling price compete with himself. And when the brand and render it unprofitable not only
or value. With the introduction of that same trade-marked article is sold in the for the maker but for other middlemen?
device the evolution of the modem pur- same market by one dealer at a less price Why should one middleman l>c allowed to

chase became complete. The ordinary tlian by another, the producer, in effect, indulge in a practice of price-cutting,

retail sale—the transaction which had competes with himself. To avoid such which tends to drive the maker’s goods
once been an equation of two unknown competition, the producer of a trade- out of the market and in the end inter-

quantities—became an equation of two marked article often sells it to hut a sin- feres with people getting the goods at all?

known quantities. Uncertainty in trade gle dealer in a city or town; or he estab-

is eliminated by "A Dollar and the In- lishes an exclusive sales agency. No one Cut-Prices—the "Mis-leader'
gcraoll Watch," or “Five cents and the has questioned the legal right of an inde-

Uneeda Biscuits.” pendent producer to create such exclusive 1XTHEN a trade-marked article is ad-
outlets for his produet. But if exclusive ’ * vertised to be sold at loss than the

The Court’s Prohibition selling agencies are legal, why should the standard price, it is generally done to at-

iudividua! manufacturer of a trade- tract persons to the particular store by the
OUCH is the one-price system to which marked article be prevented from estab- offer of an obviously extraordinary bar-

the United States Supreme Court de- lishing a marketing system under which gain. It is a bait—called by the dealers

nied its sanction. The courts of Great his several agencies for distribution will a "leader.” But the cut-price article

Britain had recognized this method of sell at the same price? There is no differ- would more appropriately be termed a
marketing goods as legal. The Supreme cnee, in substance, between an agent who "mis-leader"; because ordinarily the very
Court of Massachusetts hud approved it. retails the article and a dealer who purpose of the cut-price is to create a false

The Supreme Court of California has retails it. impression.

wholly approved it. The system was For muny business Coucerns the policy The dealer who sells the Dollar Ingersoll

introduced into America many years ago, of maintaining a standard price for a watch for sixty-seven cents, necessarily

and has become widely extended. To standard article is simple. The village loses money in that particular transaction,

abandon it now would disturb many lines baker readily maintained the quality and He has no desire to sell any article on
of business and seriously impair the pros- price of his product, by sale ami delivery which he must lose money. He adver-

perity of many concerns. over his own counter. The great Stand- tises the sale partly to attract customers
When the United States Supreme ard Oil monopoly maintains quality and to his store; but mainly to create in the

Court denied to makers of copyrighted or price (when it desires so to do) by selling minds of those customers the false im-
patented goods the power to fix by notice throughout the world to the individual pression that other articles in which he
the prices at which the guods should he customer from its own tank-wagons. But deals and which are not of a standard or
retailed, the Court merely interpreter! the for most producers the jobber und t^ie known value will lie sold upon like favor-

patent and copyright acts and declared retailer are the necessary means of distri- able terms. The customer is expected to

that they do not confer any such s|M?cial bution—as necessary as the railroad, the believe that if an Ingersoll watch is sold

privilege. But when the Court denied express, or the parcel post. The Stand- ut tliirty-thrci and one-third per cent,

the validity of contracts for price- ard Oil Company can without entering less than others charge for it. a ready- to-
maintenanre of trade-marked goods, it into contracts with dealers maintain the wear suit or a gold ring will t>e sold os

decided a very different matter. It did price through its dominant power. Shall cheap. The more successful the individ-

not rest its decision upon the interpreta- the law' discriminate against the lesser ual producer of a trade-marked article

tion of a statute; for there is no statute concerns which have not that power, and has been in creating for it a recognized
which in terms prohibits price-main tc- deny them the legal right to contract with value as well as a wide sale, the greater is

nance, or, indeed, deals directly with the dealers to accomplish u like result? For the temptation to the unscrupulous to cut
subject. It did not refuse to grant a spe- in order to insure to the small producer the price. Indeed a cut-price article can
cial- privilege to certain manufacturers; the ability to maintain the price of his ordinarily be effective as a ** mis-leader

”

it denied a common right to all producers, product, the law must afford him contract only when both the merits and the estab-

Nor does the decision of the Court pro- protection, when he deals through the lished selling price are widely known,
coed upon any fundamental or technical middleman.

rule of law. The decision rests upon gen- But the Supreme Court says that a con- How Cut-Prices Hurt
eral reasoning as to public policy; und tract which prevents a dealer of trade-

tliat reasoning is largely from analogy. marked articles from cutting the estab- HPHE evil resulLs of priec-cutting are
lished selling price, restrains trade. In a * far-reaching. It is sometimes urged

The Demands of Public Policy sense every contract restrains trade; for that price-cutting of a trade-wurked arti-

after one has entered into a contract, he de injures no one; that the producer is

IXfHEN a court decides a case upon is not us free in trading as he was before not injured, since he received his full
’ * grounds of public policy, the he bound himself. But the right to bind price in the original sale to jobber or re-

judges become, in effect, legislators. The oneself is essential to trade development, lailer; and indeed may be benefited by in-

question then involved Ls no longer one for And it is not every contract in restraint of creased sales, since lower prices ordinarily

lawyers only. It seems fitting, therefore, trade, but only contracts unreasonably in stimulate trade; that the retailer cannot
to inquire whether this judicial legislation restraint of trade, which are invalid, lx* harmed, since he has cut the price

is sound—whether the common trade Whether a contract docs unreasonably voluntarily to advance his own interests;

practice of maintaining the price of trade- restrain trade is not to Ik- determined by that the consumer is surely benefited

marked articles lias been justly con- abstract reasoning. Facts only can be because he gets the article cheaper. But
demned. And when making that inquiry safely relied upon to teach us whether a this reasoning is most superficial and mis-

we may well bear in mind this admonition trade practice is consistent with the gen- leading.

of Sir George Jcssel. a very wise English eral welfare. And abundant experience To sell a Dollar Ingersoll watch for sixty-

judge: establishes that the one-price system seven cents injures both the manufacturer
“If there is one thing which more than which murks so important an advance in and the regular dealer; because it tends

any other public policy requires, it is that the ethics of trade, lias also greatly in- to make the public believe that either the

men of full age and competent under- creased the efficiency of merchandising manufacturer's or the dealer’s profits are

standing shall have the utmost liberty of not only for the producer, but for the ordinarily exorbitant; or, in other words,
contracting, and that their contracts, dealer and the consumer as well. that the watch is not worth a dollar,

when entered into freely and voluntarily. Such a cut necessarily impairs the reputa-

shall lie held sacred, and shall lx? enforced The Producers’ Plea tion of the article and, by impairing repu-

by courts of justice. Therefore, you have tation, lessens the demand. It may even

this paramount public policy toconsider, T F a dealer is selling unknown goods or destroy the manufacturer’s market. A
that you are not lightly to interfere with ^ goods under his own name, he alone few conspicuous “cut-price sales" in any
this freedom of contract." should set the price; but when a dealer market will demoralize the trade of the

has to use somebody else’s name or brand regular dealers in that article. They can-

The Court’s Objection in order to sell goods, then the owner of not sell it at cut prices without losing

that name or brand has an interest which money. They might be able to sell a few
rPHE Supreme Court says that a con- should be respected. The transaction is of the articles at the established price; but
* tract by which a producer binds a essentially one between the two principals they would do so at the risk to their own

retailer to maintain the established selling —the maker and the user. All others ore reputations. The cut by others, if

price of his trade-marked product is void; middlemen or agents; for the product Ls known, would create the impression on
because it prevents competition between not really sold until it has been bought by their own customers of having lxx*n over-

retailers of the article and restrains trade, the consumer. Why should one middle- charged. It is better policy for the regu-

Such a contract does, in a way, limit man have the power to depreciate in the lar dealer to drop the line altogether. On
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the other hand, the demand for the article

from the irregular dealer who cuts the

price is short-lived. The cut-price article

cannot long remain his “ leader.” His use

for it is sporadic and temporary. One
“leader” is soon discarded for another.

Then the cut-price outlet is closed to the

producer; and. meanwhile, the regular

trade has been lost. Thus a single promi-

nent price-cutter can ruin a market for

both the producer and the regular re-

tailer. And the loss to the retailer is

serious.

ON the other hand, the consumer's

gain from price-cutting is only spora-

dic and temporary. The few who buy a

standard article for less than its value do

benefit—unless they have, at the same
time, been misled into buying some other

article at more than its value. But the

public generally is the loser; and the

losses are often permanent. If the price-

cutting is not stayed, and the manufac-

turer reduces the price to his regular cus-

tomers in order to enable them to retain

their market, he is tempted to deteriorate

the article in order to preserve liis own
prohts. If the manufacturer cannot or

will not reduce his price to the dealer,

and the regular retailers abandon the

line, the consumer suffers at least the

inconvenience of not being able to buy
the article.

Price Maintenance is Not Price

Fixing

THE independent producer of an arti-

cle which bears his name or trade-

mark—be he manufacturer or grower

—

seeks no special privilege when he makes
contracts to prevent retailers from cutting

his established selling price. The pro-

ducer says in effect : “That which I create,

in which I embody my experience, to

which I give my reputation, is my prop-

erty. By my own effort I have created a

product valuable not only to myself, but

to the consumer; for I have endowed this

specific article with qualities which the

consumer desires, and which the con-

sumer should be able to rely confidently

upon receiving when he purchases my
article in the original package. To be

able to buy my article with the assurance

that it possesses the desired qualities. Is

quite as much of value to the consumer

who purchases it, as it is of value to the

maker who is seeking to find customers for

it. It is essential that the consumer

should have confidence not only in the

quality of my product, but in the fairness

of the price he pays. And to accomplish

a proper and adequate distribution of

product guaranteed both as to quality

and price, I must provide by contract

against the retail price being cut.”

The position of the independent pro-

ducer who establishes the price at which

his own trade-marked article shall be sold

to the consumer must not be confused

with that of a combination or trust which,

controlling the market, fixes the price of a

staple article. The independent pro-

ducer is engaged in a business open to

competition. He establishes his price at

his peril—the peril that if he sets it too

high, either the consumer will not buy or,

if the article is, nevertheless, popular, the

high profits will invite even more compe-
tition. The consumer who pays the price

established by an independent producer in

a competitive line of business does so vol-

untarily ; he pays the price asked, because

he deems the article worth that price as

coinpured with the cost of other compet-
ing articles. But when a trust fixes,

through its monopoly power, the price of

a staple article in common use, the con-

sumer does not pay the price voluntarily.

He pays under compulsion. There being

no competitor he must pay the price

fixed by the trust, or be deprived of the

use of the article.

Price-cutting has, naturally, played a
prominent part in the history of nearly

every American industrial monopoly.
Commissioner Herl>ert Knox Smith

found after the elaborate investigation

undertaken by the Federal Bureau of

Corporations that.:

“One of the most effective means em-
ployed by the Standard Oil Company to

secure and maintain the large degree of

monopoly which it possesses, is the cut in

prices to the particular customers, or in

the particular markets of its competitors,

while maintaining them at a higher level

elsewhere."

A ND Chief Justice White, in delivering

the opinion of the United States

Supreme Court in the Tol>aeco Trust

case, said:

“
. . . the intention existed to use the

power of the combination as a vantage

ground to further monopolize the trade in

tol>oeeo by means of trade conflicts de-

signed to injure others, either by driving

competitors out of the business or com-
pelling them to become parties to a com-
bination—a purpose whose execution was
illustrated by the plug war which ensued

and its results, by the snuff war which fol-

lowed and its results, and by the conflict

which immediately followed the entry of

the combination in England and the

division of the world's business by the

two foreign contracts which ensued.”

Therefore recent legislative attempts

to stay monopoly commonly include in

some form prohibition against the making
of cut-throat prices, with a view' to sup-

pressing competition. Such provisions

will be found in the bills proposed by
Senator I-a Follette, Congressman Stan-

ley, and Senator Cummins to supplement
the Sherman Anti-Trust law; and stat-

utes dealing with the subject have been
enacted in several States.

President Wilson urged mast wisely

that instead of sanctioning and reguluting

private monopoly, we should regulate

competition. Undoubtedly statutes must
be enacted to secure adequate and effect-

ive regulation; but shall our courts pro-

hibit voluntary regulation of competition

by those engaged in business? And is

not the one-price system for trade-

marked nrticles a most desirable form
of regulation?

Price-Cutting -the Road to

Monopoly

T'HE competition attaint'd by prohib-
* iting the producer of a trade-marked

article from maintaining his established

price offers nothing substantial. Such
competition is superficial merely. It is

s[H»rudic, temporary, delusive. It fails to

protect the public where protection is

needed. It is powerless to prevent the

trust from fixing extortionate prices for its

product. The great corporation with

ample capital, a perfected organization

and a large volume of business, can estab-

lish its own agencies or sell direct to the

consumer, and is in no danger of having
its business destroyed by price-cutting

among retailers. But the prohibition of

price-maintenance imposes upon the

small and independent producers a serious

handicap. Some avenue of escape must
be sought by them; and it may be found

in combination. Independent manufac-

turers without the capital or the volume
of business requisite for engaging alone

in the retail trade, will be apt to combine
with existing chains of stores, or to join

with other manufacturers similarly situ-

ated in establishing new chains of retail

stores through w'hich to market their prod-

ucts direct to the consumer. The proc-

ess of exterminating the small independ-

ent retailer already hard pressed by capi-

talistic combinations—the mail-order

houses, existing chains of stores, and the

large department stores—would be greatly

accelerated by such a movement. Al-

ready the displacement of the small inde-

pendent business man by the huge cor-

poration with its myriad of employees, its

absentee ownership, and its financier con-

trol, presents a grave danger to our de-

mocracy. The social loss is great; and
there is no economic gain. But the proc-

ess of capitalizing free Americans is not

an inevitable one. It is not even in ac-

cord with the natural law of business. It

is largely the result of unwise, man-made,
privilege-creating law, which has stimu-

lated existing tendencies to inequality

instead of discouraging them. Shall we,

under the guise of protecting competition,

further faster monopoly by creating

immunity for the price-cutters?

Monopoly's Easiest Way

A MERICANS should lie under no illu-

sions as to the value or effect of price-

cutting. It has been the most potent

weapon of monopoly—a means of killing

the small rival to which the great trusts

have resorted most frequently. It is so

simple, so effective. Far-seeing organized

capital secures by this means the coopera-

tion of the short-sighted unorganized

consumer to his own uudoing. Thought-
less or weak, he yields to the temptation

of trifling immediate gain; and selling his

birthright for a mess of pottage, becomes
himself an instrument of monopoly.

Digitii



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XV

L-JERE is the War Lord, fitly named.
For deeds of blood and valor famed.

When roused, he has been known to slay

Forty or more tame stags a day.

XVI

I *D best beware how I make free

With Brander Matthews L. L. D.
Since Proxy Wilson’s paved the way
He may be President some day.

XVII

\\fHEN Paderewski is forgot.

Our children’s children, like as not,

Will worship in the Hall of Fame,
Some great piano-maker's name.

XVIII

I TNLESS I’m very much misled,

Chesterton’s easier done than said.

I have not seen him, but his looks

I can imagine from his books.

The Feminist Movement
In Masculine Dress

I
T seemed such a little thing to put the first tremor of a seismic upheaval that

bow at the back instead of at the now threatens to shake the world of dress

side of the hat. Some of us frowned to ita very foundations,

at it, but we let it pass, little dreaming
tliat Ibis seemingly insiguificant shifting A LREADY the show windows (once so

in position of a very small bow was the stern and manly) of the hatter are be-

ginning to look less stem and less manly.

The hard, implacable lines of the ‘"top-

per” and the beetling brow of the

‘‘bowler’* (by some called “derby,’*—as

inappropriately as if a pugilist should be

christened Herbert) have disappeared, as

wrinkles under the hand of a Beauty
Doctor, ami in its place the shimmer of

an almost sapphire ribbon, the gleam of

a very nearly emerald feather, the smirk

of a bow whose dimpled fashioning tells us

that the once dividing-line between the

milliner and the haberdasher (the fruit

and the vegetable) is no more.

T^ROM the green plush hats and the
* shirred waistcoat of last season to the

accordion-pleated trousers of next season,

is a small, not to say a mincing step.

S long ago as 1797 Doctor Albrecb
Hulfe, of Bavaria, predicted the

'modulating of the man-attire and the

woman-attire into a harmonious unity.”

Part of the good Professor’s prophecy bids

fair to come true—their paths are nar-

rowing as they converge. Soon the ac-

cordion-pleated trouser and the bifur-

cated skirt must meet where there will be

no room to pass.

f~\NE or the other must give way—the
result may be unity, but harmonious

unity—never. Though they wear the

same uniform, the war
of the sexes will go on.

rT,HE bargain-coun-
* ter rush will be

more terrible than

ever before. Added
to its former fury will

be the fury of male

competition; and the

fight for the front

page of the Gentle-

men's Home Com-
panion will be even

fiercer than the bar-

gain rush.



“ Within forty years government has come to stand in an altogether new relation to the people
”

Governmental Mothering
By CHARLES W. ELIOT

President Emeritus of Harvard University

(From the President’s address to the International Congress on School Hygiene, at Buffalo]

S
INCE this century opened there has

taken place among thinking people

a great increase of interest in pre-

ventive medicine, and in school hygiene

as one branch of preventive medicine.

The reason for this fresh interest is,

I think, a better appreciation of the fact

that modern civilization, that is. the

progressive civilization of the last hun-

dred years, has worked terribly against

the health and the perpetuity of the

white race. Within that time the fac-

tory system has come into common use,

making multitudes tenders of machines

indoors; the cities have attracted in some
countries or parts of countries the ma-
jority of the population; democracy has

abolished some ancient, wholesome re-

straints and brought in some dangerous

new liberties; applied science has quick-

ened the rate of living both at work aud
at play, and has brought about a high

degree of nervous tension for the most
intelligent and ambitious |x>rtion of the

community. The consequences of this

remarkable development are seen in the

reduced vitality of the multitudes that

inhabit closely built cities, in the dimin-

ishing size of families, in the incapacity

of many women for liearing and nursing

children, in the prevalence of venereal

diseases, and in the disproportionate

increase in the number of the insane,

the defective, and the criminally iucliucd.

Such cities as Paris, London, Berlin,

New York and Chicago bear witness to

the fact tliat modern civilization is all

the time preparing and promoting its

own destruction. Urban life and easy

morals bring in selfish luxury and de-

structive vice; and through the shelter-

ing from hardships, the physical comfort,

and the gregarious excitements and pass-

ing emotions with no sequence in action

which city life supplies, the human race

is enfeebled and made less resistant to

the evils, new and old, which continually

assault both body and soul.

The same applied sciences, however,

which have made modern urlian life

possible, supply defenses against the

evils which accompany civilization.

Thus, they supply all the forces which

have built up the new and wonderful

structure of preventive medicine. Among
defensive measures against the evils

which crowded cities and the factory

system have brought on mankind. School

Hygiene is of first importance. The evils

14

which result from l>ad housing, over-

crowding. and unwholesome excitement

in cities, and from the factory system
which prevails in many important in-

dustries. take their worst effect on chil-

dren und young |>coplc. Remedies and
preventives should therefore be applied

during childhood and adolescence. More-
over, the grown-up generation has already

suffered the losses and damages, and the

adults arc in many cases beyond remedy.

It is to the rising generation that preven-

tive und remedial measures may tie most
hopefully applied.

AT innumerable points aristocratic

government and democratic govern-

ment alike, in both Euro|>c and America,
arc interfering as they never did before

with the individual, the family, and the

industrial methods which yield a large

part of the livelihood of the people.

Under all forms of modem government
the collective forces and resources of

the people are freely used in the interest

of society as a whole, against individual

rights, parental rights, and what used

to lie considered clear business und prop-

erty rights. Society as a whole means
to control and does control the placing,

building, ventilating, heating, und light-

ing of school buildings. States and prov-

inces, as well as cities and towns, feel

responsible for the health of school chil-

dren. und desire to direct and enforce

suitable care of that health, whether
the parents and fumilics ore interested

or not, or roawnt or not.

New kinds of instruction are being

introduced into elementary ami secon-

dary schools, much of it relathig to the

prevention of disease. It is interesting

to note that it would have been quite

impossible to give much of this desired

instruction twenty years ago, liecause

the biological chemists, the physicists,

and the naturalists have only discovered

within that period the facts and princi-

ples they now wish to impart to children,

aud to llie parents ami teachers of chil-

dren. One of the most urgent demands
for the introduction of a new subject into

the programmes of schools Is the demand
for teaching sex hygiene. It is only

within about five years that any consid-

erable amount of public attention has

been directed to this subject—for this

reason among others, that until recently

there were no accurate testa for the latent

presence of the diseases which in mankind
accompany perverted sex relations. More-
over, the laws ami the public hospitals took

no cognizance of the worst of contagious

diseases; and State. Church, and family

were silent about the worst of human vices.

YAOCTORS and teachers are studying

the effects of modern urban civiliza-

tion on the nervous and mental diseases of

children. These experts are inclined to

attack on medical grounds some long-

standing practices in schools, such as

frequent examinations, lessons at home,

and keen competitions. They are also

interested in the causes of fatigue. It

is to lie hoped that these researches in

the interests of school children will yield

results applicable to adults engaged in

professional, business, or industrial life; for

the phenomena of strain and fatigue are

common in all the modern industries and
occupations, and the efficiency of society

as a whole would be greatly promoted
if such disorders and sufferings would be

prevented. They are commonly attrib-

uted to over-work, whether they occur

in children or adults; but it may be
doubted whether they are caused by too

much work. Most probably they are

caused by uninteresting and worrisome

work done without cheerful motives and
therefore without enjoyment. Children,

especially, need free and keen interest

in their work, ami can hardly lie strained

in work which they enjoy. The same
is true of adults in all occupations. It

is hard to hurt any person, man or

woman, by work, provided he or she

enjoy the work ami observe the simplest

rules of healthy living. The factory

system with minute division of labor needs

short hours, or a short working day,

liecause close attention hus to be given

to a small task incessantly repeated, the

performance of which has often become
almost automatic, and success in which

yields but little pleasure. Factory- labor

w therefore peculiarly unsuitable for

children and any school work which at

all resembles factory work may safely

be condemned on that ground alone.

AAUCH has been written against cora-
* * petition in schools, but no one has

yet proposed a satisfactory alternative

f.»r competition with its two great merits,

•'irst, competition with one's own peers

and superiors seems thus far to be the
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only way in which any one can arrive at

a reasonable understanding of his own
powers. Now an understanding of one’s

own powers and confidence in the powers

understood are necessary to the continu-

ous development of any human being

during the whole period of active life.

Secondly, it has been abundantly dem-
onstrated in the industries of ail civilized

countries that competition is necessary to

progress in any industry large or small,

old or new, personal or corporate. When
competition is killed, progress ceases.

That is the history of monopoly the world

over, and the past and the present alike

prophesy in no doubtful tones the future.

Thus, any industry which rests upon
patents stands still for the period of the

patent, unless it is forced to buy and
adopt new patents. In this country,

though not in Europe, such a business

may stand still in spite of buying new
patents, because the patents purchased

may be pigeon-holed.

\ GAINST fatigue during school work
1 * two prescriptions have already proved

effective—variety in work, and short

periods for strenuousattention. The same
prescriptions will go far to prevent fatigue

in the occupation of adults, and it is

also to lie observed that Imth children

and adults are greatly helped by feeling

a personal interest in whatever work
they do, whether by the minute, the

hour, or the day. An adult will be much
sooner fatigued by work in which he takes

no interest than by work which interests

him; although an enthusiast’s passion may
of course carry him to unwholesome ex-

tremes. No professional man, mechanic,

or operative can do his best work unless

he feds a personal interest in it, or enjoy

work without loyalty to his culling or

trade, and to his employer, whether that

employer he the nation, the state, the

city, a corporation, a firm, or a person.

In school work, and in the later earning

of a livelihood, these principles must be put
in practice as part of school hygiene and
part of every sound philosophy of life.

The past fifty years have witnessed

a great improvement in the conduct of

schools and in home discipline. The
motives of fear, submission, and un-

questioning ol»edieuee are much less

appealed to than they used to be; and
in their place have come in the motives

of natural interest, emulation and will-

ingness to follow a winning guide. This

is an immense improvement as regards

the health as well as the happiness of

children. It is a very trustworthy part

of school hygiene.

'T'HE success of the Playground and
* Recreation Association of America

during the past four years has been very

encouraging. The Association resists ef-

fectively one of the worst evils of city life,

the cutting off of children from open-air

sports and games. The country child not

only takes appropriate part in the outdoor
labors of the family, but is free to roam at

will through fields and woods amid the

pleasant sights and sounds of nature. The
city child can only contribute to the indoor

labors of the family, and for open-air rec-

reation is confined for the most part to the

hrick sidewalk and the paved street, from
which he can look up to only u narrow
strip ofsky. Theschoo! rarely supplies him
with anything more than a small gravelled

area in which he can move a little during

recess. To be sure, within the school

he may be given some gymnastic exercises,

but they will he indoors, and will probably

be some kind of drill or simultaneous ex-

ercises which change at the word of com-
mand. They will not Ik* free sports.

The short experience of the Playground
Association, and of some American cities

which have maintained fur a few years

past well-arranged pluygrounds, has

demonstrated that public playgrounds
need for their best work to be supervised

by teachers of games and sports, and to

be well policed. Playgrounds, like

parks, large or small, in or near cities,

may easily liecuine public uuisancea if not

well polices!

.

r
I 'O teach and follow good hygienic
* methods in schools is far the t>cst way

in a democratic society to improve the hy-

giene of the home. It is the Boy Scouts

and the Camp-Fire Girls that can clean

up a village ami the country highways, and
keep them clcun. If a high school gives

to all its girls good instruction in buying,

cooking, and serving food, it will affect the

diet of cvery family represented in the

school; and such teaching, persevered in

year after year, will ultimately improve
the foml of a large community.
The medical inspection of schools is

a subject of great importance which Is

as yet only beginning to receive the at-

tention it deserves. The theory of the

subject has been well developed, and the

reasons for effective action liave been
often explained, but as yet school com-
mittees, the trustees of endowed schools

and the owners of privutc schools huve
been slow to put into execution the wise

policy, and to recommend the expendi-

ture of the money necessary to carry

out such a policy. In order to improve
the public health we need to know the

actual conditions as regards both bodily

and mental health which prevail in

homes, schools, and colleges; and the

facts can only lie ascertained through well

organized medical inspection in all edu-

cational institutions. We need not only

thorough periodical examinations of all

school children, but also to know the

family and personal history of the chil-

dren. These examinations should not

only reveal the diseases actually present,

hut the tendencies of each child due to

cither inheritance or environment; so

that the child’s parents may receive

competent advice concerning the treat-

ment of any diseases from which the child

may be suffering, and concerning desirable

changes in its environment and defenses

against its undesirable inheritances. The
school must take these measures of pre-

vention, because in an immense majority

of cases the parents are wholly unable to

make the diagnosis of their children’s dis-

eases, or to plan the defence of each child

against its probable exposure to harm or

the development of latent ills.

rPHE success of the Rockefeller San-
* itarv Commission in the Southern

States iii dealing on a great scale with

the hookworm disease, which for many
years has enfeebled a large proportion

of the population, encourages us to ex-

pect great improvements in the public

health from any well-devised and well-

executed system of medicul inspection

in schools and collegia. This Commis-
sion has not only shown that it is possible

to cure sufferers by the hundred thousand,

but also to prevent the spread of the

hookworm disease through the imputa-

tion of both the present and the future.

What systematic medical inspection

can accomplish in a woman's college in

remedying one sort of bodily defect is

well illustrated in the records and dia-

grams preserved by the Woman's Col-

lege at Baltimore, which for more than
twenty years has paid speciul attention

to the remedying of spinal curvature in

young women, a defect common among
American young women. The records

show complete or partial correction of

that defect in thousands of cases, ob-

tained by carefully regulated use of the

Swedish machines for correcting spinal

curvature and by other appropriate gym-
nastic exercises under medical direction.

There an* many such defects and dis-

arrangements in children and young
adults which competent medieal super-

vision and a sound medical discipline

could do much to remedy and prevent

during the school and college ages. The
organs of sense in youth afford a great

field for the exercise of medical judgment
and skill in the way of arresting and pre-

venting unfortunate developments.

rT'HE same reasons which have led irre-
1 slstihly to the maintenance of city

hospitals, city physicians, and boards of

health, justify the maintenance in any
city or large town of a system of district

nursing, not. for the gratuitous service of

the poor alone, but for the paid service

of self-supporting and self-respecting

futilities. A family whose breadwinner
brings home from fifteen to thirty dollars

a week cannot possibly afford to hire a
trained nurse to give her whole time to a
sick or injured mcml>er at home. The
wages of such a nurse and her food might

easily absorb the breadwinner’s entire

weekly earnings. At the same time such

a family is not an object of charity. It

can afford, and would be willing, to pay
from twenty-five to fifty cents for a daily

visit from the city nurse, whose compe-

tency would be certified by her position,

and who would lie teacher as well as

nurse. Here again, the needs of chil-

dren and adults are much alike.

The study and treatment of flat feci

in both children and adults Is another

contribution which medical science and
skill are making in private and hospital

practice to the efficiency of the commun-
ity. There is need of a public service

to overcome and prevent this crippling

deformity. Stated examinations of the

teeth of school children should lie pro-

vided at public expense, to prevent suffer-

ing, maintain goisl digestion, and pro-

long industrial efficiency and life itself.

In a few towns and cities which have

experimented with dental inspection in

schools, an alarming amount of disease,

and malformation has been disclosed.

These disorders can as a rule be remedied

by tlie parents, who, acting on the ad-

vice of the public inspectors and nurses,

secure the proper treatment for their

children from private practitioners or

public infirmaries.

Profound changes have taken place

in most of the conditions of life for the

individual and for society as a whole

within the past hundred years. The
environment of each individual, child

or adult, has changed. The ideals of

the family have changed; all the indus-

tries by which the white race lives have

taken on new forms, and within forty

years government, and particularly dem-
ocratic government, has come to stand

in ail altogether new relation to the people.

Government is now cme of the agencies

for enlightening society concerning the

means of defending civilization against

its own tendencies to decay and dissolu-

tion. and for strengthening the social

resolution to put into execution all the

measures which Christian ethics and the

mistical arts and sciences recommend.
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What is generally railed “peace” in Europe, in our present state of civilization, is an irony. It n

lives of hundreds of thousands of wage-earners cease to be devoted to keeping up armies ?
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' merely the absence of some great European war. When will real peace come? When will the
n will the nations cease to be merely resting after one war or getting ready for another?
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The Three Beggars
By WILLIAM BUTLER YEATS

THOUGH to mv feathers in the wet

I have stood here from break of day,

I have not found a thing to cat

For only rubbish comes my way.

Am I to live on Lebeen-lone?

”

Muttered the old crane of Gorl.

“For all my pains on Lebeen-lone.**

King Guari walked amid his court.

The palace-yard and river-side.

And there to three old beggars said

:

“You have wandered far and wide,

Can ravel out what’s in my head.

Do men who least desire get most,

Or get the most who most desire?”

A beggar said: “They get the most

Whom man or devil cannot tire,

And what could make their muscles taut

Unless desire had made them so.”

But Guari laughed with secret thought
“ If that be true as it seems true.

One of you three is a rich man,
For he shall have a thousand pounds
Who is first asleep if but he can,

Sleep before the tlurd noon sounds.”

And thereon merry as a bird.

With his old thoughts King Guari went
From river-side and palace-vard.

And left them to their argument.

“And if I win,” one beggar said,

“Though I am old I shall persuade

A pretty girl to share my bed.”

Another said: “And I will trade

Among the Kings of Greece and France.”

But the third cried: “I’ll to the course

Among the other gentlemen.

And lay it all upon a horse.”

“But now that I have thought again,

There is a solid dignity

About a farm,” the second cried.

The exorbitant dreams of beggary
That idleness had borne to pride

Sang through their teeth from noon to noon
Ami when the second twilight brought
The frenzy of the beggar’s moon
They closed their blood-shot eyes for naught.

One beggar cried: “You’re shamming sleep,”

And thereupon their anger grew.

Till they were whirling in a heap.

They’d mauled and bitten the night through.

Or sat upon their heels to rail

And when old Guari came and stood

Before the three to end this tale.

They were commingling lice and blood.

“Time’s up,” he cried, and all the three

With blood-shot eyes upon him stared.

“Time’s up,” he cried, and all the three

Fell down upon the dust and snored.

“Maybe I shall be lucky yet.

Now they are silent,” said the crane.

“Though to my feathers in the wet.

I’ve stood as I were made of stone

And seen the rubbish run about.

It’s certain there are trout somewhere
And maybe I shall take a trout

If but I do not seem to care.”

Our German Market
How American Business Men Can Make a Great Deal of Money Abroad

By AMOS STOTE

I
N’ an out-of-the-way corner of a Ber- completed efforts, some records at which have been purchased in fourteen years; in

lin business house then* works a I viewed in the making, it is likely to add another district covering more than a

quiet little man who is drawing a good to the faith it now possesses a large con- dozen cities, the chief of which has a pop-

salary for doing something in which his signment of activity. Even the few ran- ulation of seventy-two thousand, only

employers have slight interest anti less dom facts I was able to bring away after two of their machines have been pur-

understanding, and for which the con- my interview are enough to suggest at chased within the same period; and in

ccm in whose offices he sits have hail a least what an expert Is able to do in a the city of Bonn, with its eighty-three

positive dislike. Yet he is already prov- foreign sales organization. thousand inhabitants and one hundred

ing that in less than two years he will and three lines of industry, only six mu-
most certainly add materially to the TNURING the month of December, chines have been sold, three to the postal

profits of both companies; the one a ^ 1912, the German agency did a little service and three to savings banks.

Michigan manufacturing corporation and more than forty-eight thousand dollars’ From these few facts it is apparent that

the other a German importing house, worth of business for the Michigan corpo- the satisfaction the Michigan company
the former's selling agents in Austria and ration. This the home office knows and derives from the work of the agency

Germany. delights in. Some facts it docs not know, comes from their ignorunce of conditions.

As the importers have been showing a and which are likely soon to transform its In the United States and Canada thiseor-

steady, if slow, increase in business done joyfulness into criticism of both its own poration averaged, during the last year,

for the Michigan concern, neither of them and its agent's methods are that: In all more than six hundred thousand dollars'

is able to understand why this man elected the great commercial interests of the city worth of business per month; in Germany
himself to his present job. But the home of Breslau, with its six hundred thousand and Austria, healthy commercial coun-

office has faith—and when it sees the inhabitants, only nine of their machines tries with a combined population greater
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than that of the United Staten and Can-

ada, they have done but one twelfth that

amount of business, or as much in the

whole year as the home office averages

each month.

The German agency for this house

handles two additional lines—another

American product, and office furniture

of its own manufacturing. While the

three may be considered as playing into

each others' hands quite happily yet in

the long run they earh suffer through

the division in selling operations. This

is especially so in the case of Lhc Micltigun

product, which is by far the most costly

and demands a higher grade of salesman-

ship. The result is the common fate of

many American products handled by a

foreign agent who is not under the direct

supervision of a representative of the

home office. If the agent makes a fair

showing hr is permitted to continue, and
if the agent’s salesmen do a reasonable

business in any of the three lines they are

not molested by their employer. In

other words there is no one solely inter-

ested in each line and who judges results

only by the returns in each district, on
his product.

What the American representative of

the Michigan corporation is undertaking

is the detailed analysis of the entire

territory of the German agency. He
is the only man not satisfied with the

German business, because he is the only

one of the home organisation who lias an

intelligent idea of the amount of business

the agency should do. When his present

work is completed the Michigan people

will have an accurate classification of the

entire German and Austrian nations; one

that will show the strength and nature of

the representation and the amount of

business done—a classification that will

not omit one town with one industry

large enough to be a user of one of their

machines.

Uncommercial Confusion of
Tongues

'
I 'HE truth about Germany is tliat the
* number of complex situations it

presents to the foreigner looking for busi-

ness is exceeded only by the good busi-

ness the country offers the wise man who
rightly approaches it. From the point

of view of an American representative in

Europe, concerns which have not pro-

gressed beyond the catalog stage arc con-

sidered as making no genuine effort for

international commerce. Even where

goods are handled by foreign agents, if

there is no direct representative of the

American house in the field the company
is looked upon as merely dabbling in ex-

port. The trade specialist in Germany
today has gone so far beyond these stages

that he is now only content when he is

able to recognize and cater to even the

sectional feeling that exists in so many
parts of the country.

And no one but the man on the ground,

who has been there with both feet for

some time, is able to grasp the real com-
mercial importance of avoiding the points

of difference that exist between the vari-

ous German states. The average Amer-
ican business man has forgotten that the

present great empire was at one time

made up of twenty independent powers

and that over these, at this day, there

arc twenty ruling kings and princes and
grand dukes; and he has probably never

heard tliat the various peoples who go to

make up these states are by no means all

on friendly terms. One American busi-

ness man found this out whern he estab-

lished a continental office in Berlin and,

with the help of some German employee,
went after the national trade by mail.

He hod spent ten thousand dollars with

very small results when a veteran at the

work explained to him that national dis-

tribution could not be accomplished from

Berlin because the people of many of the

states would throw any advertising mat-
ter in the waste basket if it bore a Berlin

postmark. After that he made arrange-

ments to have hLs printed matter distrib-

uted from the chief city of each state.

Even the relation between Germany and
Austria, which is so brotherly and recip-

rocal in diplomatic circles, is not always

so cordial when commercial affairs are

attempted. It is rather generally under-

stood that the Berlin business man is not

wonderfully popular in Vienna. Nor is

the Vienna man entirely removed from

the envy of his fellow countrymen as the

following cireumstam-c witnesses: An
Austrian, with offices in Vienna, repre-

senting an American house, wrote a letter

to an important business concern located

in one of the cities of Bohemia. The
letter was naturally in German, the recog-

nized language of both districts. In due
course of time this reply was received,

written in pure Bohcininu: “We can not

reatl your letter but think it must lie

written in the Japanese tongue.” The
American coin|>any now lias a branch

office in Bohemia, with only Bohemian
employees.

A NOTHER thing this company has

learned is not to letter “Berlin,"

its continental headquarters, on any
wares designed for branch offices; and
while it is a product of American manu-
facture, yet the name of the home cor-

poration appears nowhere on the device.

Beneath the famous trademark which the

article carries is the title of the German
organization; after which the machines

an* apportioned to the branch offices ami
given their city addresses. In this way
each district is made to feel that it is sup-

porting a local business; which is in

many respects very true as, practically

without exception, the work is in charge

of resident agents and assistants.

Contrary to this internal feeling of

rivalry, the attitude of the average Ger-

man toward American wares (I here ex-

cept the German competitor) is one of

friendliness. He by no means shares the

feeling of suspicion held by many pro-

vincial Englishmen. In one sense the

German is very much like an American
advertising man who was given u rush

order to prepare some copy for a new
fountain pen, and who was presented with

two of them. He first made a list of the

pen’s selling points, after which he traded

the pair for one of another make and
settled down to hard work. The Ger-
man of today is really looking fur any-

thing that will save him time and money
and is apt to smother patriotism relating

to home products if the commercial ad-

vantage to be gained is at all alluring.

Even the direct competitor may some-

times l»e approached with success. I

was recently shown through the offices of

a Berlin manufacturing company that not

only makes a typewriter but has the sell-

ing rights for an American machine. The
only example of their own product in

sight was one set apart for exhibition pur-

poses; while the entire force of stenog-

raphers worked away on the American
machines.

Freedom of distribution may be car-

net! too fur, however, and the best way
to avoid over-indulgence in this respect

is not to do business via England. An
American concern trying to secure Ger-
man patronage through a Loudon branch
is really up against a more difficult prop-

osition than is the strictly English house
making the same attempt. The Teuton
genuinely admires the creative and initia-

tive ability of the American and is act-

ually jealous of any apparent al-

liance with England. His lock of love for

the Briton mukes him feel that if direct

representation is worth while in England
then Germany, to say the least, should

be shown equal consideration. More
than one American house had discovered

the false economy in attempting to cover

Germany from a London branch. The
nearest successful approach to this situ-

ation is where the German selling force is

composed entirely of men of that country

and only the general offices for the Conti-

nent are located in London.

The Invincible Government

rPHERK is only one place where the
* German draws the line on all foreign

goods when entered in competition with

any article of his own make—this is in the

service of the government- It is an un-

written law and one which every official,

from the mightiest to the lowliest, is ex-

pected to hold as sacred. Quality, price,

service—none of these are to be consid-

ered when an im|x»rted article is offered to

officialdom in competition with a home
product. Any infraction of this rule is

sure to bring vehement protests from

press and public and more especially

from the defeated home producers. There

is no spirit of the law, or benefits gained,

to Ik: considered in this connection; the

German sticks to the letter of the teach-

ing with all the doggedness of his military

mind.

The Crown Prince very seriously in-

jured his popularity, if not with the gen-

eral public, at any rate with a great num-
ber of influential business men, when he

neglected the opportunity to set an ex-

ample and carry' this rule into personal

matters and bearded public opinion

to the extent of buying an American
automobile.

Not long ugo a German sales corpora-

tion, owned by an American company',

which has been doing business in Ger-

many for more tliun twenty years, which

operates forty offices and employs hun-

dreds of natives, offered its product, in

competition, to a newly organized gov-

ernmental department- By some strange

freak of fate the head of the department

had not been instructed in the unwritten

law and as the American article proved

itself better adapted to his service an

order was given for one hundred and fifty.

Before the facts l>ceame public the ma-
chines had hern delivered and paid for;

but when the German manufacturers

learned the truth they raised such a furore

the matter has been scheduled to be

brought up at the next session of the

Reichstag.

The narrowness of the German mind
in this connection would be laughable

were it not for the losses, cither threatened

or actually sustained, as a result of such

a confined outlook. German sewing-

machine manufacturers, who realize they

are entirely outclassed by American pro-

ducers, have seriously tried to secure the

government ban on the purchase of Amer-

ican machines by the families of the

officers and soldiers of the army. Ami
even this might have been given some
consideration were it not for the fact

that the chief American competitor had
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erected an extensive plant in one of the
provinces of their country.

Inconsistent Liberality

T OSS of official patronage is not, how-^ ever, without its full counterbalance

of unusual opportunities. The imported

factory proposition is one of inestimable

value to many foreigners. Exceedingly

satisfactory returns are offered any good
product intelligently pushed, but the

factory on German soil, operated along

American lines, only sufficiently modified

to meet certain h*cal conditions, will cer-

tainly be a better competitive organiza-

tion than the all-German plant. More-
over the cost of German labor is less than
fifty per cent that of American lal>or; and
the skill of the German mechanic is of

too world-wide renown to need elabor-

ation. If increased facility in reaching

the German market could he counted as

the only gain to the imported factory it

would be a profitable investment, but in

the gross result that is only one impor-
tant item.

In the matter of freight rates and
freight service the land of the Teuton is

certainly the land of Utopia—with no
discrimination against the plant con-

trolled by foreign capital. From Kaiser

to clerk the whole of official Germany
fairly aches to increase its industrial and
export efforts. The factory not only has

excellent facilities offered it for trails-

portation to all points in Germany at

reasonable rates, but goods for export

are given very appreciable reductions,

not only over home rails but on the high

seas as well. Much of this is due to the

fact that both the railways and steam-

ship lines are, in the majority of instances,

under government control. Still another

very important advantage Is the fine sys-

tem of invoicing in vogue, by which it is

(Missible to ship goods to both the near and
far East at a lump rate and without any
of the complicated features so frequently

met with in export trade. This last

named advantage has frequently resulted

in giving the German the competitive

margin in many fields. South America
not the least of them, where he has taken

orders away from our houses because he
was able to practically put the goods on
the purchasers’ shelves while we struggled

with, “f. o. b. our factory siding.”

IT is impossible to do more than sug-
4 gest here the manifold advantages
accruing to the American house estab-

lishing a branch factor}' on German soil;

but it must not be forgotten that in ad-

dition to those already itemized the taking

of this step puts the concern on the right

side of the unwritten law and throws

open to it the ri|>e market of all official-

dom. There would be no Reichstag

rumpus this winter over the purchase of

one hundred and fifty American machines

by the new insurance department if

that article had borne the magic symbol
Made in Germany. The German agent
for another American product told me
that if the home plant would only allow

him to make the moat trifling part of

their device he could do a big and profit-

able business with the government.

The foreigner must be warned against

an excess of zeal in endeavoring to indi-

cate that his goods arc of German make
when such is not the case. The Berlin

office of an American corporation was re-

cently presented with a surprise in the

shape of a lawsuit brought by German
competitors who claimed the company
endeavored to mislead the public and to

create the impression that it was handling

a German product. The cause of the

trouble turned out to be an obscure agent
in a distant territory, who, the competi-
tors claimed, had put a sign over the front

of his shop that was painted in the na-

tional colors. No one in the Berlin

offiee knew of the sign's existence and
though the lawsuit turned out to be
nothing more serious than an irritation,

it is enough to be a warning. It might
be mentioned here that while the cost of

living is increasing in Germany the cost

of lawsuits averages less than cupper
money given to clerks who work over-

time. The lawyer’s fee in connection
with a five dollar suit is twenty-five cents

and often, though the German law fre-

quently makes it a matter of small con-

cern whether you win or lose a civil suit,

it is a diversion in which almost anyone
can afford to indulge.

Dodging Taxes

nPHESE incidents should not be al-
4 lowed, however, to increase the

human inclination to emphasize the dif-

ficulties to the extent that opportunity Is

obscured. There have been such pitiful

tales told of hardship through govern-

mental restrictions yoked to all business,

of unkind laws, and especially of ruinous

taxes imposed, until some have come to

believe it costs more to succeed than to

fail in Germany. Such tales lose much of

their color when it is known that the same
laws which impose so heavily also pro-

vide a way by which the foreign company
organizing in Germany may legally evade
practically all taxes.

There is no denying that tuxes in Ger-

many an* high. The German business

man carries a load of them such us would
make the good men of other countries

ready to give odds against their own
loyalty. But the German is not only

doing business—and the "handsome
thing” by his government—he is getting

rich, as well. And if he can accomplish

this, there is no earthly reason why the

average American business house can

not do as much, and more*, for it is given

an open opportunity to dodge taxes, a

legitimate act recognized by the German
courts as a routine business procedure.

The way to step from under these taxes

is to establish a separate German corpor-

ation, w'hich is in reality a limited liability

association. A corporation of this char-

acter may be formed by two persons, and
five thousand dollars capital, for the pur-

pose of representing an American house.

Stock subscriptions may be mode either

by the home company or the representa-

tive uad not necessarily entirely in cash,

as the conferring of the rights of the

representative under his contract on
the association makes only a partial

cash payment requisite. Even if the

representative be made president of the

association such an action will in no
wise weaken the control of the home
concern.

While the initial costs of organiza-

tion are comparatively high and while

the income tax levied tin this type of cor-

|M>ration is really excessive; the first cost

is only an item in proportion to the bene-

fit gained—and the second may be re-

duced to a postage stamp. In other

words this style of corporation need show-

no profit; it is organized for the purpose

of never showing a profit. Not only is

tin* validity of such a company above
question but the courts recognize the

fact that they ore formed almost exclu-

sively to save taxes.

Ambassadors of Commerce

TER all. the most economical and
constructive method by which a

company, realizing the enormous busi-

ness opportunities Germany offers, may
attack the problem of so important an
export undertaking is first to send out a
man of training and initiative ability;

not a salesman, nor any other man who
has in mind the taking of random orders

which an* likely to prove of more bother

than they arc worth to all parties con-

cerned. The man who g<x*s to Germany
as a real Ambassador of Commerce, if he
has not already had the opportunity of

foreign travel, should at least be one who
has given the question sufficient study
to know the nature of the information he
should secure, the general methods to

employ in securing it, and. most impor-

tant of all, to know when he has actual!}'

acquired this material in such form as

to give it working value. He must be

prepared to grind out such facts, in de-

tail, concerning the laws, industries,

finance, transportation, labor and sales as

his company will require in the upbuild-

ing of an export business.

The great trouble has been that many
concerns have tried to reach the foreign

markets without having first learned how.
A painfully striking experience of this

kind recently came to the notice of the

foreign manager of a Pennsylvania man-
ufacturing company. He was return-

ing to his post after a visit to the home
plant, and on board the boat was a man
seut out by some American concern to,

as the fellow modestly explained it,

"clean up a bale of orders and show the

foreigners how to do business." It was
his first trip abroad, he knew no word of

a foreign lauguage, nothing of the moneys
of other countries, not an item of foreign

laws, customs, or methods of commercial
approach—he did not even know enough
to keep liquor out of his head while on
the boat, nor to keep still about the fat-

ness of his letter of credit. The man from

Pennsylvania said that he refrained from
trying to find out the concern the novice

represented for fear of losing his respect

for some house he had come to admire.

IIERE was a man, who showed the
* * most wonderful facility in evading

all good advice and suggestion thrown

in his way by the men with whom he came
in contact, sent out at great expense to

circle the globe in the interests of some
corporation. If these employers are not

already disgusted with the prospects of

foreign trade—fate has certainly stopped

short their “Ambassador,” for the good

of all concerned.

Tliis elimination process of going after

any foreign trade is worse than no at-

tempt at all and when it is applied to Ger-

many, to anyone who has had the oppor-

tunity to appreciate the buying power of

this people, it seems heartbreaking. It

is so very costly to secure German trade

in the same way you guess at the number
of seeds a watermelon contains; but

when you have put the country to the

acid test of careful and complete investi-

gation, if you work on even approxi-

mately right lines, the cost of operation

will lx* less than at home. Perhaps this

last statement sounds like unnecessary

exaggeration, especially when said of a
country supposed to have such keen com-
petitive schemes; yet the fact remains

that scores of American firms in Germany
are doing business there at ten per cent

less cost—some at even a greater saving

—than are the home companies.



The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Ttvo—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN
HInstratioiu by James Preston

IV

The Bridegroom Findcth Motor Trouble of a

Domestic Kind

WITH the beautiful head of a girl he knew not

Reclined on his bridegroom)}' shoulder—the spot

Where the locks of his bride

Should have rested in pride

—

Percy drove on and more fidgety got.

He realized well that the lovely Unknown,
Worn by her vigil, so sleepy had grown
She was quite unaware, as she drooped like a willow.

Whether a man or a rock was her pillow.

Nevertheless

You may vividly guess

PercivoTs ever-increasing distress

When the lady iu slumber lopped over so far

He had to hold on or she’d dropped from the car.

If E tried once to shake her
^ * In hopes he could wake her

—

The act merely caused her to smile in her sleep.

He sent bis car bolting

O’er thank-ee-inn*ams jolting

—

She groaned in her slumbers and started to weep.

Again heaven's mercy
Implored frightened Percy,

“ Say, this would be ni«c, if . .

No sooner 'twaa said

Than round a sharp curve in the woodland ahead

There came a “Hoot! Hoot!”
And a dangerous brute

Of a blue-bodied runabout swung into view,

A mighty two-seater with passengers two;

A man and a woman were they.

In dismay

Pcrcival shook out the charms
In his arms.

All in vain,

For ’twas plain

Tliat the calm Sleeping Beauty was there to remain.

T)ERCY, suppressing a furious blush,

^ Deep-dreading the leer

From the car drawing near.

Too shamed to look up in the ominous hush.

Was jamming on speed to pass by with a rush

When u voice from the other car rose to a yell

And spoke in an accent he knew very well:

“Mercy!
My Pen?}'!!”

And, raising his eyes, he beheld, pale with fury,

Kutury!

At the moment, the slumberous maid from her dream
Instanter emerged with a tenuous scream.

Swift as an antelope leaping a gorge.

She sprung to the road, crying, “Georgie, my George!"
Whereat the strange man, sitting solemn and still,

(As Pcrcival guessed, ’twas the “nice Mr. Ilill*’)

Coldly addressed her in boreal tones,

“What are you doing there, Gwendolaidc Joues?”

SHE might have explained, but Katurah broke in:

“Pcrcival Brown, this is rather too thin!

First you leave me at night in your automobile.

Marooned on the road without shelter or meal.

While you are, no doubt.

Just gadding about,

Having no end of a jolly good time
—

”

(Pcrcival thought of his seven-mile climb

Bearing that tire

Through thistle and mire.

Yet he said not a word. Such reserve is sublime.)—“You not only desert me, but when you appear,"

Here her occeut sardonic

Was more than ironic,—“ Well, I hope you were both

very cozy, my dear.

You looked just as snug

As a bug
In a rug

—

That is. I mean, you looked very

—Oh drat!

Who is that Cat?”

rpi!EN up spake the man in

* the blur-bodied car:

“See here, Madam, Mias, or

whatever you are

—

The lady you mention

With jeering intention

As Cat is the woman who’s pledged

as my wife.

If you’ll kindly select

A tone of respect
—

"

Here Pcrcival suddenly leaped into strife.

For the woes of the night

Had aroused him to fight

And he greeted the chance of a row with delight.

“ A ND you, sir, beware!

Be cautious! Take care!

Wbat tones you employ to the lady up there,

For she is my bride

Anti the man who would elude

My Pet does the trick at the risk of his hide!”

f I 'HE champions drew closer. They almost touched noses,
* Doubling their fists in belligerent poses;

One fractional move of the tenth of a hair

No doubt had spilled buckets of blood then

and there.

Had not the enchantress called GweudoUude
Jones '

Rushed forth and exclaimed in angelical

tones,

“Hold, gentlemen, hold!

Not a blow, not a swear.

Till the truth has been told

Of this midnight affair!”

(to be continued)
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An Irishman, a Clergyman,

and a Playwright
By SYDNEY BROOKS

S
OME time in October Mr. Arnold

Daly will be producing "General

John Regan" by "George A. Bir-

mingham." What is more "Mr. Birming-

ham ” himself will be in New York to

supervise its production. I can safely,

therefore, prophesy, for Americans who
are interested in the drama and in Ireland

and in Irishmen, two treats. They will

see an amusing and original comedy that

has been one of the few hits of the London

theatrical season—it was played by Mr.

Hawtrev 250 times—that is all the more
refreshing for its nearness to the realities

of Irish life and character; and they will

meet one of the most vivid and under-

standing and accomplished Irishmen of

the day.

Mr. "George A. Birmingham" still

clings to his pseudonym in his books and

plays, but it has long since ceased to he a

disguise. Every one who knows anything

about Ireland is aware that the man be-

hind the name is the Rev. Jumes O.

IIannay. honorary Canon of St. Patrick’s,

Dublin, and for the past twenty-odd years,

up to a few weeks ago, the rector of West-

port in County Mayo. The first book

—

or. at any rate, the first novel—he ever

wrote, “The Seething Pot,” published

some eightyearsago. plunged him into such

hot water that his nom de plume—nobody,

in any case, can be really pseudonymous

in such a whispering-gallery us Ireland

—

quickly peeled off him.

r I'HE scene of “The Seething Pot" was
I apparently laid in Canon Hannay's

own parish of Westport; many of the

characters ill it were men and women to

whom the neighborhood had no difficulty

in giving a name; and Westport, which

had probably never read a l>ook before,

read this one eagerly, and, reading it, be-

came a seething pot itself.

With the peculiar asininity and wrong-

hcadedness that seems to be reserved for

|H>pular judgments oil hooks and their

authors, Mr. Ilannay was held to have

libeled the Catholic faith and the Irish

priesthood. Public l>odics passed resolu-

tions demanding his retirement from the

chaplaincy of the Westport Infirmary;

he was excluded from the locul committee

of the Gaelic League; he became the cen-

ter of one of those inimitable rows of

which, for her perfect tranquillity. Ins

land has too muny. Nobody, of course,

took the outcry seriously, least of all the

average Catholic men and women in

Westport, ntnong whom the Canon has

spent the best part of his Life, who knew
him as intimately as Ills own congregation,

and to whom he has endeared himself by
a thousand ties.

T>UT it was not this that sent "The
Seething Pot” through half a dozen

editions, and that made its .successors,

"Hyacinth" and "Benedict Kavanagli,"

almost as widely read. I know of no lict-

tcr or more beguiling introduction to

Irish life and to politics than is to be

found in these three novels. In the first,

('anon Ilannay makes it clear how little

Ireland can Ik* redeemed by “polities”;

in the second how futile are the benefits

ti

she derives from bating England and fight-

ing against her, and from being spoon-fed

intoa make-believeof industrial vigor; and
in the third how absolutely and inexorably

her salvation depends on the character

and efforts of her own people. Nothing,

he asserts in effect, ran be done for the

Irish; everything in time can, and will,

Ik? tlone by them.

Just because they are true and do not
flinch from facts, "The Seething Pot"
and "Hyacinth,” like “John Bull’s Other
Island." are maddeningly depressing and
inconclusive. They left me, I well re-

member, throwing up my hands at the

whole Irish question—the precise effect,

I learned afterward, that their author in-

tended to produce. In them he showed
us how not to help Ireland, a lesson that

both Englishmen and Irishmen have still

to learn. In "Benedict Kavanagh" he
went beyond negatives and gave us the

key for which we were waiting.

T3UT the moral to be druwn from these
* * novels is only one of their recommen-
dations. They are all written in a pleasant,

easy, pointed style; they all turn one or

another aspect of the Irish “question"

into living tnen and women, and show
you the crucial interplay of vital hates and
strivings In-hind the inanimate abstrac-

tion of this "problem” and of tliat; they

all supplement one another in providing

a full gallery of Irish characters and move-
ments. They are all delightfully inter-

spersed with caustic, illuminating digres-

sions; they all moke Ireland real. To-
gether they form a trilogy that throws a
truer light on the inner impulses of Irish

life and the Irish temperament than a

whole library of blue-books and reports.

To these should In* added Canon Han-
nay’s fourth and latest political novel,

"The Red Hand of Ulster." It is a de-

liciously suave and ironical and good-

humored study of the situation in Ulster

as it is today—a situation that Canon
Hannny. himself u Ulsterman, understands

to the ground. The spirit of the “ Black

North,” its vaporings and rhodomontade,
its incredible earnestness of self-deception,

have never been more happily seized or

woven into a more exciting narrative.

Anybody who wants to know whether

Ulster will fight, and whethershe is sincere,

and the forces that really influence her,

and the character of her polities and of

Iter leaders, will learn it all from this

singularly tirlwne and sapient novel.

p.VNON HANNAY holds a place of^ his own in the public life of Ireland.

He is a Protestant clergyman, bom and
reared in Ulster, but at the same time an
ardent Home Ruler and a still more anient

Gaelic Leaguer, liolh of them enthusiasms
that are anathema to nine hundred and
ninety-nine out of every thousand of his

co-religionists. A man of much charm
and sensibility, alert, tolerant, cultivated,

and practical, he has none of the preju-

dices either of this class or of his profes-

sion. When In; speaks out he does it

with a sincerity at least as great as his

humor. lie has plenty of idealism and a
sustained power of enthusiasm, but very

few illusions, and none whatever about

Ireland and the Irish. He knows the
country through and through; not a sin-

gle stitch in the many seams of Irish life

and politics and character escapes his

cool, clear gaze. Yet he never despairs

either of the land or its people. Beneath
the caustic and unsparing writer there is

the toiler and the patriot, hopeful, inde-

fatigable, and undismayed.

“General John Regan" is not Canon
Hannay's first play. Some eighteen

months ago he brought out a comedy in

Dublin, where it met with a lively suc-

cess. But it is with "General John Re-
gan"—which he wrote, by the by, in

three evenings—that he has made his

first hit with the play-going public of

London, and scored a success which, I

feel very"sure, he will repeat in New York.
Mr. Hannay has recently written a

book round the play, but the original

germ of it is to be found in a short story

he contributed a few years ago to Har-
per's Magazine. The “General” of the

title Is a purely mythical general of al-

lege Irish birth, who Is made out to have
been the hero and savior of some South

American republic. Nobody in the

townlct of his reputed birth had ever

heard of him until some practical joker

from America, to relieve the tedium of a

motor tour through the west of Ireland,

invented him on the spot and announced
himself us the hero's biographer, piously

searching for memorials and reminis-

cences of his early days, and calling upon
the villagers to guide him to the home of

the Liberator’s childhood.

rPHE villagers are Irish, with the Irish

* genius for dissimulation; they'

promptly conceal the fact that this is the

first time they have ever heard of their

distinguished fellow townsman. They arc

Irish, too, with the Irish genius for agree-

ableness, for humoring people, for saying

wlml they think will please; and they

promptly supply the investigator with

everything he wants. He isshown the hut

where the General was bom; his ancestry

and connections ure fully detailed. Anec-

dotes and recollections multiply apace;

a niece of the great man is even forth-

coming for the American’s edification;

and within a week the hero who never

existed is the idol of the village where he

never was liom.

How meetings are held to erect a stat-

ue in the General's honor; how the proj-

ect is linked on to a great scheme for get-

ting u pier built ut the government’s ex-

pense; how every step in the transaction

becomes u starting-point for separate deals

and intrigues and complications thatevolve

themselves under a perfect cloudburst of

what a dull Anglo-Saxon would probably

call lies, but what, to any one who really

knows Ireland, are nothing of the kind

—

all this is the stuff and substaiu-e of the

play. It is excellent humor, excellently

rendered. And it is a good deal more
than that : it is a good-natured but at the

same time a very sure and shrewd satire

on some of the more obviously amiable

weaknesses of the Irish character—a joke

at their expense whi« h no one has relished

in I-xmdon or will relish in New York more
keenly than l lie Irish themselves.
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Mr. Sothern in Hamlet

1.

Sothern ami Marlowe
Audiences

I
N playing Shakespeare* almost ex-

'•lusively, Edward Sothem and Julia

Marlowe give to a large class of

Americans something for which they are

eager, but which is supplied to them in

pitifully small quantities by the American
stage. The people of the United States

cannot be properly judged on Broadway,
and the unfortunate fact that New York
is the principal producing center, and that

the willingness of outside managers to take

a play is largely determined by its fate in

New York, causes our theater to be more
trifling than it would l>e if it fairly rep-

resented the American people. The sup-

port of Shakespeare, and of Sothem and
Marlowe, conies from those classes that

represent our country.

It seemed to me. the other day. us if

literally thousands of sixteen-year-old

girls were in the audience—no doubt

partly because the college and school

requirements force them to In-come fu-

miliar with “Macbeth" or "The Mer-
chant of Venice," but partly also because

culture in general in this country is more
diffused among the women, and the

parents are giving these girls what they

recognize as an op|Kirtunity.

Why doesn’t somebody write u great

novel about the small-town girl of to-

day, eager for culture*, much more re-

stricted in her opportuni ties tliun need

lie? If an interesting play goes to her

town for u mutinec and an evening per-

formance, she is free to go in the after-

noon only if some young man, or n

parent, or some other girl wonts to go.

If she goes alone, it is in no way dangerous

<4

or unpleasant, but it is unusual, and
therefore, when she gets home, her mother
says: “What will you Ik* doing next?

Smoking, I suppose!" A singular con-

trast to this is that she is free, in the same
kind of a town, to drop into the moving-

picture theaters. One would think it

might be just the other way. Probably
the reason is that dropping into the

moving-picture theater is a casual affair

that can be done in a few moments, and
therefore the conventional mind looks

upon it as natural; whereas to go off

alone for a whole afternoon’s attendance

on a play would lie recognized at once

as too much of a departure from the

norm. The big cities and the small

towns alike arc full of people who are

hungry for better things than they get,

and the theater will one day achieve a

position where it will beckon the public

upward to its best possibilities instead of

merely trying to strike the greatest com-
mon denominator from the standpoint of

Forty-second Street and Broadway.

2.

Sothem's ”Benedick
”

\ LL the parts played hy Sothern and
Marlowe this season have been

played by them before; but, os “Much
Ado al>out Nothing” has been promoted
to a more important place this scuson,

it gives the excuse for a tribute to Mr.
Sothem’s Benedick. It is a truly satis-

fying creation of one of the most lovable

personalities in literature. It lias Bene-
dick’s sweetness, oddity, and gay exu-

berance. Technically, it is altogether

sound. There is not a moment, from the

first entrance to the final curtain, that

Mr. Sothern d«K*s not seem to Ik* identi-

Stage

Notes
By N. H.

Red entirely with the charming creature

all composed of geniality and wit. Be-

sides being a good actor, Mr. Sothem
has in himself much brilliancy and much
fun, and he plays Benedick as if he knew
him intimately, sympathized with him,

loved him, enjoyed him.

3.

A Barrie Skit

/~\NE of the most remarkable tilings^ about the three Barrie pieces that

have been produced so far in this coun-

try this season is the absurdity of some
of the comments on them. Criticism

of a compelling kind, enthusiastically

cxplaining and extolling what is real

in the drama, would do much to lift

it. The third Barrie piece, called “The
Censor and the Dramatist,” is not easy

to place correctly unless one knows
Barrie's mind, knows the English situa-

tion, and knows the circumstances under

which the play was written. Mr. Barrie

is as fond of mere sport as a small child.

I have seen him put a piece of stick on
a croquet wicket. Iiccause lie realized that

the stick at a little distance would look

like a bird, and then get all his guests out
skilfully in the right neighborhood and be-

gin throwing things at the wicket until

he slipped into their minds the idea that

the bird sitting on the wicket was ex-

traordinarily tame. Several times, when
benefits have been about to be given, he
has sat down and dashed off a trifle for

one performance. In one the point of

the burlesque was the conventions of the

stage and when the heroine comes on she

calls her mother on the telephone, and
delivers a long speech beginning, as I

remember it. about like this:

“Hello, Mother! Is that you? It

doesn’t matter who you are. Anybody will

do. I want to tell the plot of the play.

I am your daughter Mary. Don’t you re-

member? I married Mr. Jones. He is my
husband. We don’t get on together. The
telephone is so useful in a one-act play,

because you can tell the whole plot without

breaking into a soliloquy.”

The husband and wife discover that

they are* leading perfectly innocent lives.

They cannot stand this, so they under-

take to separate.

He: I suppose you will keep the house.

She: Yea, I will keep the house.

He: Well, can I have the dining-room

clock?

She: No!
He: May I keep my studs?

She: Yes. you may keep your studs.

He: Well, what about the child?

She: There is no child.

He: Oh, yes—I forgoL

The program for “The Censor and the

Dramatist” contains some verses evi-

dently written by some product of New
York wholly misinterpreting tin* nature

and purpose of the play, which is an

entirely playful trifle setting forth amus-
ingly certain conventions of the problem

drama, such as that a wife’s bedroom must
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always o|x*n off from the living-room, in it is better to leave it to the police than the Sergeant'll get his, and the Lieutenant

order that certain familiar situations to any individual, because as a rule the and the Captain and all the rest of them 'll

which are used in all of these plays can be police represent the public, and the public get theirs—and when there ain't nothin’

more readily presented to the audience, has a right to make its own mistakes, more to give up— (Smiles wanly )—maybe
The censor is laughed at in a spirit almost To be sure, sometimes the policemen are I’ll get mine.”

of farce, and of course the censor is un- amusing. Mr. Waldo, police coimnis-

known here, but he is a very present, very sioner, is reported to have ordered a sig- And this:

annoying, and very familiar affair in Great niScant change in “Any Night,” one of Policeman: “Can it. kid. can it. I seen

Britain. The later play has the intelligent the earlier examples of the swarm of vice her when she Hogged va—but if you want
lightness and unusualness of Barrie. It is plays tliut have sprung up recently to to full fer it, go as far us ya like; I've

in no way to lx* dossed with the two one- meet the demand of the public that one given ya the inside info', so don’t holler

" Eyes. look your last! Arms, take your last embrace!'

act plays which he did seriously, but the

fact that an American manager puts it on
for a run has an encouraging meaning;
namely, that a public too long deprived
of u fuir proportion of drama worth
listening to can now lx- caught and
attracted by the name of Barrie.

4. Police Censorship

*EAKIXG of censorships, there must
always be somebody, of course, to

decide whether a play offends morals loo

flagrantly to be permitted, or not. and

great evil of life shall no longer lx* ignored.

What did Mr. Waldo have taken out?

That part of the play that criticized the

police—to wit:

Policeman: “Say, kid. I’m sorry about

the lungs.”

Mary: “Oh. forget it.”

Policeman: "And, Mary, after this

there ain’t going to be nothin’ doin’ in the

piece-of-chauge line.”

Mary: "That’s all right. Mike—you’re

entitled to it. and as long as I keep goin’

you’ll get yours—(Half to hertelf) —and

if the harpoon hurts. And say. Birdie,

yer a new edition to me, so let me wise

ya up; if yer goin' to scatter yer line of

chirp along this alley fer the season, don’t

fergit Little Boy Blue. Got me. Baby?”

Perhaps if there were a referendum, it

would lx- decided that the Police Com-
missioner did not represent public opinion

in taking out of a play that (tart of it which

tied up a terrible existing evil with a |x»lice

system. However, Christabel Pankhurst's

opinion atxiut this evil was suppressed in

this country, so what do you expect?



FAST GOING IN THE MUD
A remarkable instance of how well the backs kept their feet in the slippery footing in the course of the Dartmouth-Princeton game.

Whitney's fast starting would hare done credit to a dusty gridiron

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing”)

Dartmouth won it* game with

Princeton with something to spore,

and in mo doing uncovered in

Curtis one of the best punters of the year.

The Hanover kicking game, covered by
a pair of first-class ends, had been to some
exteut discounted, but few who had

followed the work of the two elevens were

prepared for the high-class running game
used by the Green—a type that probably

would have done considerably more

execution on a dry field. Whatever the

result of subsequent games in which the

Hanoverians and the Tigers figure, it has

been settled to the satisfaction of most

followers of the game that the Dartmouth
system is brtter than the Princeton sys-

tem. And that means a great deal. It

means that Dartmouth, despite com-

parative geographic isolation and other

handicaps, has founded a system of foot-

ball that will compare favorably, theoreti-

cally, with that at any other college in the

country, and will l>ear comparison with

the systems in use at more than one uni-

versity that boasts of a wider range of

material.

The Dartmouth-Indian Came

THERE can be no doubt that in the

course of time the Green will once more
be on the Harvard schedule, but in the

meantime the Hanoverians probably will

have to seek conquest far afield. This

week the team from New Hampshire
meets the Carlisle Indians, one of the

shiftiest elevens in the country, and has

already threshed it out with Pennsyl-

vania. It would seem that in course of

time Dartmouth must drift into an alli-

ance of some sort, instead of being, as at

present, something of a wanderer. Penn-

sylvania. for instance, could do worse,

and hurdly better, especially as Dart-
mouth will soon attain a position in other

branches of athletics that will entitle the

institution that was startl'd for redskins

and has been monopolized by whiteskins

for many a long year, to a forward position

in the ranking on track and field. There

have been good coaches both at Dart-

mouth and Princeton and it is possible

that the present incumbents at both

institutions will not exert a lasting in-

fluence on the type of play, but I am in-

clined to believe that Dartmouth will

profit more than Princeton from this

year’s campaign. But in the long run,

unless there is something Ordering on a
revolution in Tigertown, the Dartmouth
method, founded as it Is on the roots of

football. will achieve better results.

Quite early in the season it was pre-

dicted in these columns that Llewellyn

would prove one of the best quarter-

backs of the year, and his work in the

Princeton game alone was enough to

place him in the front rank. Easily one
of the best in the lists last year from the

viewpoint of personal skill, his judgment

was to br questioned in the important

games. Even now. on the offense, I

doubt if the Dartmouth method of play-

ing the quarters will bear scrutiny.

When little Pishon was running the

team—a man who weighed not more than

125 pounds—it seemed a good idea to

play close up under the center, but both

Ghee ami Llewellyn are so much bigger

than Pishon that an aggressive defense

lias an excellent chance of upsetting

them.

excuse.

One of the best coaches in the country

has said that the work back of the line is

a “shell game.” and Dartmouth, with a

Whitney , a Star

"//obey" linker. Princeton's

caj/tain, and the fleetest man
hrhind the Orange and Black

line

I
N Whitney the Green has one of the

best backs I have everseen, not alone in

carrying the ball, but in interference and
in making "false attack.” Had it not

been for Whitney’s plunge into the line

when Llewellyn made his touchdown it

is doubtful if the Tiger team could have

been coaxed in from its normal “spread”
defense. No doubt the Hanover men
had been sizing up the Princeton type of

end play for some time. Certainly their

attack would lead to that conclusion.

The Dartmouth ends, on the contrary,

bored in and upset the Princeton shifts

in their incipiency. The fact that the

field was wet will hardly serve as an
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Curtis, Dart-
mouth's punter,

one of the Itcst

kickers of the

year

Bullin. the Princeton tackle, who is a mainstay in the

Tigers' forward line

Digitized by Coogle

quick shift of the backs, was playing a

“shell game" against Princeton. The
point was that when Whitney did not

have the ball he looked as though he had

it. The Princeton shifts, on the con-

trary, looked and acted as though they

had nothing, which assuredly they had not.

mouth, and above all. that employed by
Harvard, and it may be that the other big

games will uncover it, but at this writing

the sound and solid method of kicking,

both on attack and defense, has earned

its way to an opening or two for a score

just as it always has.

Princeton Must Change Tactics

DY the time these lines appear I’rince-

ton probably will have begun building

some sort of offense not entirely dej>endctit

upon the shifts that have proved to be

failures, although why the Tigers have

spent so much time on that form of the

“Minnesota” that is best known, without

using the variations that have been in

existence for some years, but not even

used by Minnesota, is beyond guessing.

The same defense that stops the extant

form of the “Minnesota,” however, will

stop the yet to be uncovered Minnesota
shifts, and there is no health in them
save when done to perfection.

The same amount of perfection, however,

will “get over” a play much simpler than

the “Minnesota," which the Dartmouth-
Princeton game amply proved if proof were

needed. Supreme precision would have

made effective a simpler play than any
Princeton used.

The Value of the Old Kicking
Game

/'“'VN'E of the joys of the big games is the

simplicityof the play or plays that win

—the realization that they are founded on
footliall principles that are as old as the

hills. It has been said of Princeton that

there was some new form of kicking un-

der cover at Tigcrtown, that not alone

was there a new kicker but also a new
kink in kicking. Yet when the test came,

the Hanoverians, playing the kicking

game an it is best understood by most

football men, triumphed, and triumphed

deservedly. There is a way to meet such

a kicking game as that used by Dart-

The "Lively” End vs. The
"Waiting” End

rPHE Darmouth victory over the Tigers
* emphasizes as no game to the time of

wTiting the superiority of the "lively" end

over the “waiting end.” Criticism of

Princeton's method of end play is hopeless,

save for general, and non-Princetonian

consumption. The theory of the “smash-

ing end ” is best expressed in the words of

a famous coach. “You are running

through signals,” said he. “The play is

working smoothly. There Is not a flaw

in it Wien, all of a sudden, some one

comes along and throws a railroad tie into

it—a mere log of wood. And what are

you going to do about it?” The question

must go unanswered until the biggest

games swing around.

Penalties a Big Factor Now

PENALTIES, doubtless, will be big fac-

* tors in thegames that are played toward

the close of the season, which revives the old

suggestion that the hockey rule be applied to

footliall—the sending of a man to the side

lines for a stated period, and compelling

the offending team to play with ten men for

that period. Since the rules are so free in

the matter of substitutions, they might

well be expanded to cover disqualifications

of a temporary nature. The disgrace of

expulsion from the field of play sometimes

follows a man in after life, and it must
lie rememla*rrd that his offence Is meas-

ured by the judgment of one man. The
immediate disgrace would lie great, I

think, were he sent to the side lines for a

short time, and the permanent disgrace

would depend upon his diaractcr as a

"Hank" Llewellyn, Dartmouth’s field

general, who was the brainiest player

in the Princeton game

player—the judgment, not of an official,

but of his fellows. It is a serious thing to

hrand a man as on intentionally rough

player, and the branding should not he left

to an official, who admittedly is fallible.

The Yale-Princeton Battle

117HEN this issue of the Weekly is out
' ’ the Yale-Princeton game will have

been played—a game that will have a great

deal to do with the future coaching policy

at the institutions involved. Yale is al-

ready committed to a resident and salaried

coach, while the Tigers are going through

a form of coaching responsibility from

which the Elis have been graduated.

Older and wiser heads will have to get

into closer touch with Princeton, I think,

if the younger men are to make the team

what the Tiger material ought to make it,

and my opinion about Princeton will not

la* changed by the sheer fact of victory,

if victory there is to be. There is a chance,

of course, that Princeton will win big games
now and for many years to come, but I

firmly believe that the time for intro-

spection at Old Nassau lias come at last,

and come with a vengeance.



As They Do It in France
By ALICE GEUBEL DE LA RUELLE

One answer to the policeman argument against woman suffrage

THE official journal of August 11,

1913, publishes a long list of emi-

nent persons decorated with the

cross of the Legion of Honor, and among
them are three women: Madam C’lfam-

inade, the great composer. Mile. Stoude,

Founder-director of the Moliere College,

and Madame Prevast, Inspectrice De-
partementale du Travail, my colleague

and friend. All those who know Madame
Provost will applaud her nomination, for

no woman deserves more respect and
sympathy in the very delicate functions

which she lias fulfilled for twenty years.

The men Inspectors and the women In-

spectors of Lal>or are. since the law of

November 4. 1894, appointed by the
government after a public competition,

u fact worthy of remark. The extent of

powers, the salaries, the conditions for

pensions, etc., are the same for both sexes.

It is a rather amusing fact that, ac-

cording to the law of pensions of June,

1851, any functionary employed in the

category of active service has the right,

after twenty-five years, toa pension equiv-

alent to the half at least of his actual

salary. In case of death, the minor chil-

dren and the surviving "spouse'* have a
right to a third of that pension. Those
words, the “surviving spouse,” do not
designate the sex, but in 1851 there were

no women functionaries in France. It

was then only the widow* who was able to

benefit from this measure but note for a

woman functionary the surviving spouse

is a widower. Will the State pension a
man who has lost his functionary wife?

By so doing, the Slate would recognize

that she was supporting him! I think

that this has not yet been tested, but the

terms of the law are formal and states

that the surviving spouse shall receive a

pension. Tempo mores!

'THIERE are aboutone hundred and fifty

* Inspectors of Labor in France; and of

this number, twelve in Paris and five in

the provinces are women. They are in

charge of the laws of Labor and Hygiene

in industry. Accordingly, they have the

right to enter at any moment of the day
or night into any establishment or de-

pendencies of establishments where it is

believed or even suspected that an in-

dustry is carried on. This power lias

been considered absolute. In fact, an

officier de la police judiciaire, even armed
with the warrant of arrest, cannot enter

a building to arrest even the worst male-

factor after the setting or before the ris-

ing of the sun. Article 84 of the Pcual

Code formally interdicts him, but the

legal protection of workers would have
keen ill great |»art illusory if the ins| lector

of lalior hail not lieen able to control it in

the night as well as in the day. The in-

spector of labor who enters an establish-

ment where he is not yet. known proves

his identity by the production of a service

card. If entrance is refused in spite of

that, he makes a written statement and
sends it to the court, and the employer,

according to article 444 of the Penal Code,

is condemned for contempt of a public

functionary in the exercise of his duties;

the penalty varies from 1(5 to 5(8) frs

fine and 8 days to G mouths’ imprison-

ment. If the inspector sees any infrac-

tion of the Labor laws, he generally gives

a notice to the employer which must lie

immediately complied with, the notice

calling for a removal or cessation of the

infraction. Or he grants a delay, as long

as eighteen months in some instances, if

changes in the building arc required for

hygiene; but if the inspector finds a very

evident ill-will or illdntent, or where the

case is grave, he makes a written state-

ment {proems verba/) without having even

to warn tin* offending employer. This re-

port is sent to the Proeureur de la Re-

pulAique (Public Prosecutor).

¥ X consequence of this report, the em-
* ploycr is called before the court, where
he has the right to defend himself; but in

this defense, neither liis own testimony
nor the testimony of any of his employees
Is accepted against the written statement

of the Inspector. He is under the necessity

of proving a material fact; for instance,

that the required window* already exists,

which is hardly protiablc. Generally, he
pleads his good faith, or extenuating cir-

cumstances. But good faith cannot fie

taken into consideration in matters of

“infraction,” It is only for misde-

meanors or crimes that intention is one
of the necessary conditions of culpability.

Extenuating circumstances, too, are very

limited in questions of infractions of the

laws of labor, and are determined by
special legislation, in fact, the article

+63 of tlie Penal Code Is generally

not applicable except in matters of

hygienic laws.

In England, the Inspector of Labor

must prove the infractions of law which

he has discovered. I remember having

assisted in London at a session of a tri-

bunal when Dr. Thomas. Inspector of

I.ahor, was suing an employer. He was
very much surprised when he learned

from me that in France I would not have

had even to explain the facts personally

—

my prods verbal or written statement be-

ing considered entirely satisfactory. In

Germany, the jurisdiction for lalior legis-

lation is chiefly administrative, and con-

sequently the inspectors of lalior have no
judiciary power. In thecase of the Brook-

lyn Rapid Transit Comiiany, as much of

it as I have read in the newspapers* this

would be much simplified with us.

T^HE Inspectors of Labor also have au-
* thority to grant permission to prolong

work in cases of emergency, after acci-

dents which require immediate repairs, or

in the manufacture of conserves when the

goods, such as fish, fruits, flowers, must
be utilized immediately or loss results.

The “midinettes” (Parisian working

girls) are not now allowed to work after

nine o’clock in the evening, at the liuau-

tiful gowns and bewitching hats ordered

by elegant Parisian and American women
who compose nine-tenths of the clientele

of the Rue de la Paix, Paris.

INALLY, the Inspectors compile
* statistics used by the Board of

Lalior, and frequently give reports of

their observations and investigations as to

the results of actual laws or in the case of

projected laws.

As may be seen, the functions of the

Inspector of I«ulx>r in France are numer-
ous and important. They require a
great expenditure of physical strength.

There are no elevators in the houses

where the small workshops are. It re-

quires also strength of character to face,

at times, with culm and dignity, angry

and sometimes even threatening people.

It is necessary also to know thoroughly

the legislation of lalior, for every employer

avails himself of a skilled lawyer who seeks

to find weak or vulnerable points in our

statements. But the Inspectors of labor,

and chiefly the women, have a mission,

very noble, very fine, since it is to protect

against abuses, and to assure the best con-

ditions for work and existence of women
and children, full of courage if not always

of health, wishing to work for their living,

and lining it so valiantly, so nobly. For
instance, it happens frequently that we
find a child employed in a position bad for

her health and development. If she is

under sixteen, the law of November 4,

1894, gives us the right to forbid her em-
ployer employing that child under those

conditions. We have to do this, but we
would consider that our duty was not

completed if we failed to procure another

position for the girl, and that is what we
always do; it would be doing her a poor

service to take away her bread in order to

keep her health. I owe it to the truth to

say that, often the employer himself pro-

cures other work for the young employee

when we appeal to his humanity and to

his real interests. In fact, is it not to his

interests to have a personnel in good

health, satisfied to work for him. and co-

operating joyfully in the common work?

Many employers in France, as well as in

America, understand this. In the little

time I have been here, I have already

seen firms which might be models* and

which I have sincerely admired.

SPACE does not permit a complete de-

scription of all the duties included in

the mission of an Inspector of Labor.

To sum up then, I will say that it is not

so much for her a question of being a po-

lice officer to punish infractions of labor

laws, but much more to prevent as much
as possible such infractions, and to in-

struct the employer and the employee in

their reciprocal rights and duties, to help

them, to prove to them that their mutuul

interests are to help each other loyally;

and that there is no real prosperity and

happiness when they rely upon abuse,

oppression anil hatred.

48
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

THE one financial subject which is

of most interest to large numbers
of persons, next to how to make

a good living, is how to invest money
safely ut a high rate of interest. Cur-

rency reform, tariff and trusts fade into

shadows besides this knotty little problem.

It is practical. There is no theory or

“ hot air" about it, and most of the letters

of inquiry received by this department
have to do with it.

In Harper’s Weekly for September C

the subject of C per cent, and safety was
discussed. Most investors would like

to get that combination if they can.

The following letter is typical:

"I find I have about $500 to invest,

and as I have never done anything of the

sort systematically I would like to do
this right. There may be some more
later. I want two things sure, safety

and reasonable marketability; those

anyhow, and something that comes in

small amounts. Then of course all the

interest 1 can get without sacrificing

the above. Can I get 6 per cent, and
have safety and marketability?'*

It is proposed in this article to give a
list of safe investments, and most of the

securities to be mentioned will yield

from 5.50 to 5.70 per cent, rather tlian

6 |rt cent. There arc many safe securi-

ties which yield 6 per cent, but we cannot
give a list of them to advantage.

V/fANY real estate mortgages, or
^ * bonds based upon such mortgages,

yield 6 per cent, and are safe. But
these securities are local in character, and
randy have any marketability, or sale-

ability, except such as the dealer from

whom they were tonight chooses to make
for them. There are many thousands

of such mortgages. To select them wisely

one must rely upon the dealer. Every-

thing depends upon the dealer.

There are many new or small, local

industries against which securities are

issued to return 6 per cent, or more.

Many of these an* safe, but they |m>sscsa

only narrow* markets, and again the in-

vestor must depend upon the dealer

entirely or upon a knowledge of local

conditions.

Several of the strongest and most re-

liable of the investment banking firms

offer bonds, notes and preferred stuck

based upon relatively new or small

electric light, power and traction com-
panies to yield from 51* to 6 per cent.

Many of these securities are safe, but

here again everything depends upon the

dealer. These firms have built up large

organizations solely for the purpose of

securing safe securities to sell to investors.

The investor should get into touch with

one or more of these greut organizations.

Usually he will be supplied with securi-

ties whose safety is sure to be demon-
strated by experience. The ready sale-

ability of such securities is sometimes

called into question. While there is

often much information available in re-

gard to this class of bonds, the companies
issuing them are generally comparatively

new*, and the standing of the bonds is

more often judged by the standing of

the firm which sponsors them than by
widely known facts concerning the in-

dustry itself.

Finally there at . numerous stocks

listed on the Stock Exchange which re-

turn 6 per cent, or more. But the aver-

age conservative investor of moderate
means will do well to buy a few bouds
before he ventures u|>on stocks at all.

For all these and other reasons I have
selected a list of bonds which arc all dealt,

in on the New York Stock Exchange and
are lutsed upon the property of the larger

and better-known companies. They are

securities regarding which information

is readily available, and which stand

primarily on their own merit, irrespective,

for the most part, of the sponsorship of

any one firm. Less well known securi-

ties may be as good, but to determine
their merit more special and individual

inquiry is needed.

Botuh in $500 Amounts

r I ’HK list of bonds which shortly fol-

* lows includes only those which may
Ik? had in $500 pieces. All of these

bonds are listed on the New York
Stock Exchange, and mast of them enjoy

an active market there. They are all

safe enough for any practical purpose.

Southern Pacific, first and refunding

mortgage 4s, 44 years to run, yield 4.50

per cent.

Baltimore & Ohio, first mortgage 4s,

35 yrs.. 4.45 per cent.

Northern Pacific, general lien and land

grant mortgage 3s. 134 yrs., 4.60 per

cent.

Atchison, adjustment mortgage 4s,

85 yrs., 4.65 per cent.

Oregon Short Line (Union Pacific)

consolidated first mortgage 5s, 33 yrs.,

45
b per cent.

New York Telephone, first and general

mortgage 4t$a, 46 yrs., 4.60 per cent.

General Electric debenture S l »s, 39

yrs., 4?a per cent.

United States Steel, sinking fund 5s,

50 yrs., 5 per cent.

Southern Bell Telephone Si Telegraph,

first mortgage 5s. 48 vrs., 5!» per cent.

Cumlierland (Bell) Telephone Si Tele-

graph. first mortgage 5s, 44 yrs., 5.45

per cent-

Baltimore & Ohio, convertible deben-

ture 4t$s, 40 yrs., 5yi per cent.

Most of these bonds are secured by
first mortgage on properties wliich are

among the largest and most valuable in

the country. The first three are dis-

tinctly of the “Gilt-edge" class. The
first named is legal for savings banks in

this state, the highest known technical

test for a bond. Not only is there a good

market for all these bonds on the New
York Stock Exchange, but one of them,

the United States Steel 5s. enjoys prob-

ably the broadest market of any lnmd
in the world-

There might possibly lie added to the

above list the first mortgage 5s of the

Central Leather Company, which may be

had in amounts of $100 as well. These
bonds run for twelve years and net a re-

turn of 53 g per cent. There might pos-

sibly also be added the first and refunding

4s of the Third Avenue Railroad of New
York City, which run for 47 years and
return 5.40 per cent. I would not advise

an investor to buy either of these bonds,

however, until after making something

of a study of the position and condition

of the two companies and judging for

himself. Both bonds enjoy an active

market.

Insurance
TIIF POSTAL LIFE is

* the only Company that

opens ilt doors io ihc public

so that those desiring sound
insurance-protection at low

cost can deal directly for

| it, either personally or

by correspondence.
Whether you call or write, you make a

guaranteed saving corresponding to the agent's
commission the first year, less the moderate
advertising charge. The first-year commission
ranges up to

40% of the Premium
on Whole-Life Policies

In subsoqaoat years you save the Renewal Com-
mission other companies pay their agents. namely
7H**. and you also receive an Office-Expense Saving
of 2%. making up the

Annual Dividend of

>4-%
Guaranteed in the Policy
If you were to call at the office of any other com-

pany. or write to it. you might secure insurance, of
course, hut not direct ; the policy would so to you
through some aaoat or agency that would |tet the
commission. You wouldn't act it.

In (Act. the other company wouldn't be permitted
to give it to you unless all other applicants sol it;

to do so would he >11* sol discrimination,
The Postal Llle. however, dispenses entirely

with agents. Its policyholders—all of tham alike—
get the benefit of the saving thus ejected by direct
insurance.

STRONG POSTAL POINTS

Rest ! Standard polity
reserves. now *1000U.OUl
Imuranft in fortt, nearly

Second : Old line legal

reserve snturanti—not fra-

ternal or assessment.

Third j Standard feller

fmfdNK approved bj
the State Insurance De-
partment
Fourth :

Operates under
strut State requirements
and subject to the United
Stah-s postal authorities.

Fifth! High mediea

I

standards In tbc selec-

tion of risks.

Sisth: Feisty holder s'

Health ffureau provides
one free medical examina-
tion each year, if desired.

See How Easy It Is
In writing simply say; "Mail me tnsu

Partstulars for my age as per HdEPEE'S
WEEKL Y of November IS."

In Your letter be sure to give

1. Your Fall Name.
2. Your Occupation.
3. The Enact bate of Yoar Birth.

Postal Life Insurance Company
WM. R. MALONE. President

35 NASSAU STREET NEW YORK
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Tobacco Baby Bonds

nPWO of the companies which formerly
* went to make up the American

Tobacco Co., or Trust, Issue bonds in

$100 denominations, which are worthy
of close attention. The Liggett & Myers
Tobacco Company, one of the oldest

and moat prosperous segments of the

former Trust, issues debenture 5s which
run for 38 years and return 5.10 per cent,

on the investment. They are not se-

cured by mortgage, hut in 1914 the earn-

ings were more than five limes the in-

terest charge on these bonds. The
P. Lorillard Tobacco Co. also has bonds
which are of much the same character.

They retuni about 5J4 per cent. There
is a market for both issues. These bonds
would hardly be suitable for the most
conservative class of investors, but are

preeminently adapted to the wants of

the business man who is able to keep in

touch with developments affecting his

investments.

Safe $1000 Bonds

WHEN it comes to bonds of the $1000

class the choice is far greater.

Still confining ourselves to those which

have an active market on the New York
Stock Exchange the following list may Ik.*

of help:

Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul, general

mortgage 4}^s, 76 years to run, 4.45 per

cent. A New York savings bank bond,

and one of the l>eflt bargains in that class.

Louisville & Nashville, unified 4s.

47 yra., 4.45 per cent. Also a New York
savings bank bond, and among the

most attractive of this, the highest of

all types.

Illinois Central, refunding mortgage

4s, 44 yra.. 4.50 per cent. Also a New
York savings bank investment.

Southern Railway, first consolidated

mortgage 5s, first mortgage on 900 miles,

81 years to run. 4.85 per cent. These

bonds are followed by $63,000,000 de-

velopment mortgage and general devel-

opment 4s and $60,000,000 preferred

stock, on which 5 per cent, dividends are

being paid.

Interborough Rapid Transit Company,
first and refunding mortgage 5s, 53 years

to run, 5.10 per cent. An agreement be-

tween the company and the City of New
York makes these bonds, in effect, a

quasi-municipal security. In addition,

they are backed by the enormous and

growing earnings which, as everyone

knows, are furnished by the New York
subway and elevated lines. Safe and
attractive.

Scal>oard Air Line, refunding mort-

gage 4s, 4(1 yrs., 5.35 per cent. These

bonds are billowed by $45,000,000

adjustment bonds, on which 5 per cent,

interest is being paid, and $44,000,000

of preferred stock on which dividends

have just begun.

Armour & Co., first mortgage real estate

4j/£s, 46 yrs.. 5.08 per cent Earnings

are probably about four times the cliarges

on these bonds.

Southern Pacific, convertible 4s, 13

yrs., 5.40 per cent. These bonds ar? not

secured by mortgage, but are in reality

safer than many good mortgage bonds.

In 1914-13 the company earned more than

$46,000,000 above all interest require-

ments, including the interest on this

issue of bonds. In addition to being safe,

returning a high rate of income and liaving

a broad and active market, these bonds

always have the possibility of a consid-

erable advance in price.

Digitized by Google

New Scribner Publications

EDITH WHARTON
Ha* Scored Another Great Triumph in Her New Novel

The Custom of the Country
Leading Reviewer* Place It Beside “The House of

Mirth” ; Declare It “Triumphant Fiction”; “A
Graphic Picture of Modern Life”; “Undine

Sprague a Memorable Figure”

$1.35 net; by mail, $1*47

The Dark Flower
Described as “Daring in the True Sense”; as Present-

ing “The Truth”; as the Finest Presentation in

Any Novel of “Passion in All Its Moods”

John Galsworthy
Acclaimed on All Sides by Reviewers for This Account

of “The Love Life of a Man”
$1.35 net; by mail, $1.47

Admiral Dewey’s
Career it Syackroann* with the Develop-

ment of Ike American Naey

The Autobiography of

George Dewey, Ad-

miral of the Navy
is Oar Created Livia* Sea-Fifkter's

Stery e( Service Through Two War*

12.50 net ; by mail 13 M.

Reminiscences of a

Soldier’s Wife
la Both Biography and Autobiography

Mrs. John A. Logan
In Recoaatin* Her Own Eventful Career

from Pioneer Day* in Illinoi*, Give*

a Life af Her Celebrated Hatband

12.50 nett by mail 52.00.

Theodore Roosevelt

Write* Upon Important Topics, Literary,

Hidorical, Scientific, in Hu
New Book

History as Literature

and Other Essays

Combine* the Attitude of a Deep Scholar

with That of a Man ia Vital

Taack with National Life

$1.50 net | by moil $1.45.

Ernest Peixotto

Describes with Word and Pictare a

Beautiful Voyac* Altai Spanish

America an the Pacific ia

Pacific Shores from

Panama
Ute* Pea and Pencil with Eqaal and

Almost Unequalled Skill

$2.50 net; by mail $2.73.

George L Rives

Former Assistant Secretary of State,

etc. , Ha* Written a Definite

History of oar Relation* With

Mexico ap to 1845 ia

The United States

and Mexico

A Book of Immense Importance at any

Time, bat Especially at the Pre*

Critical I*

2 VoU. $8.00 net.

Senator Lodge

Describe* Many Celebrities af a Gen-

eration Afo, and Recounts Many
Significant Events ia His

Early Memories

A Record of His Experiences from

Before the War to Hi* Early

Day* ia Congress

Joseph Bucklin

Bishop

Secretary of the Isthmian Canal

Commission, Civet the Entire

History of the Canal ia

The

Panama Gateway

The Authoritative Story of the Caaal

from Conception Through Exe-

cution, Told ia a Papalar

bat Exact Manner

$1.50 net; by mnll $1.65.

CHARLES SCRIBNER’S SONS, Fifth Ave.,at 48th St., New York
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Union Pacific, convertible 4a, 14 yra.,

4.95 per cent. These bonds stand in

about the same position aa the Southern

Pacific convertibles, except that they are

perhaps even better secured, as their

lower income yield seems to indicate.

The Union Pacific earned more than

$36,(>(K>,(XM) last year, after providing for

the interest on this bond issue.

New York Gas, Electric Light, Heat
& Power Co., first mortgage 5s, 35 yra.,

4 li per cent. This is an underlying txmd
of the New York Edison Co., one of the

most prosperous electric lighting and
power companies in the United States.

Thebond is secured by enormous earnings.

Norfolk & Western, divisional first

lien and general mortgage 4s, 31 yrs.,

4.70 per cent. A very strong railroad

system, any bond of which should prove

satisfactory.

Among the bonds which may be re-

garded as theoretically more speculative,

but which are probably amply secured in

every practical way are the following >

Virginia-Carolina Chemical, first mort-

gage 5s, 10 yrs., 5.70 per cent. At one

time the continuance of the 8 per cent,

dividend on the large issue of preferred

stock was questioned, but prospects

seem brighter now, and under any cir-

cumstances the bonds appear safe.

Public Service Corporation of New
Jersey, general mortgage 5s, 46 yrs.,

5.65 per cent. These bonds are not a
first mortgage, and it must be admitted

that the finances of this great corporation

are far from easy to understand. But
its earnings are large, and the bonds safe

enough for most purposes.

Watch the Rock Island

\ N interesting issue of bonds at this^ moment are the general mortgage

4s of the Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific

Railway Company. They are practically

a first mortgage on 2396 miles of railroad

and around 83 and 84 return 4.80 'per

cent, on the investment. If th.e condi-

tion of the company improves, which is

likely, the bonds should advance in price.

Even if the company does not improve

these bonds are safe. In fact they would

probably not be disturbed much if any
even in a reorganization. This bond is

probably a bargain, but owing to the low

prices of the company’s junior securities

should not tie purchased without the

investor making a further study for him-

self. They are legal for New York savings

banks. They are preceded by only

$7,000,000 first mortgage 6s, which fall

due in a few years, and are followed by
$95,000,000 refunding mortgage 4s and

$20,000,000 debenture 5s, in addition to

$75,000,000 stock on which 5 per cent,

dividends are being paid, and just barely

earned.

No reference has been made to equip-

ment trust bonds as they are not dealt

in on the Stock Exchange, and run for

short periods, ten years and less, than the

securities described. Equipment secur-

ities have t>ecn described in a previous

issue and there is no question as to their

safety. Although not listed on the

Stock Exchange they can be sold readily

enough. Those of such railroads us the

Atlantic Coast Line, Baltimore & Ohio,

Boston & Albany, Chicago A North-
western, Delaware & Hudson, Illinois

Central, IxmLsville & Nashville, New
York Central, Norfolk Si Western, Penn-
sylvania and Southern Pacific may be had
to yield 4.70 to 5 per cent. Those of the

Erie, Seaboard Air Line and one or two
others return us high as 5j^ per cent.

Every
minute

on
record^

Whether
you operate motor
trucks o r horse

wagons —
•WASTED TIME"

is costing you more money
than you realize.

1

Eliminate this waste of time and your equipment will return you

a handsome profit—Cost sheets and checking systems are good

as far as they go. but they don’t go far enough. The

ServiS
RECORDE R

will give you accurate, impartial mechanical supervision over
'
k your equipment at all limes. It will show you clearly the time

1 a vehicle is in use—the time spent on the road—the time spent

in loading and unloading— It will demonstrate whether the cost

is out of proportion to the work performed—whether you need

more or fewer vehicles—which is best adapted for your needs,

motor trucks or horse vehicles.

The Servis Recorder has no gears or outside connections— ,

it is tamper-proof and works equally well on all vehicles— It will
{

expose instantly any unlicensed use of a vehicle. Without cost

to you we would like to demonstrate on your own vehicles how
the Servis Kecorder will save you money.

The Service Recorder Co.
2311 E. 105th St.. Cleveland, O.

Branches la Twenty-Two Cities
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What
Mary Stuart, Dean of Women, University

of Montana, Missoula (Mont.)

The new Harper's Weekly is good,

every bit of it; live issues treated with

intelligence and sincerity, with insight and

courage—and that’s rare, as you your-

self know. It provides a clear atmos-

phere in which a growing brain can

breathe freely; and that's restful—for

growing brains.

I am especially grateful to you for your
sanity on the “feminist movement."

After all the side-stepping and sentimen-

tality. the ranting and railing and quib-

bling, it’s good to read the clean, simple

truth about woman as she is.

Laris J. Johnson, Professor of Engineer-

ing, Harvard University, Cambridge
(Mass.)

Warm congratulations upon the Har-
per's Weekly of the present day.

Walter Storey, Peoria Child Welfare Ex-

hibition (III.)

I trust that adverse criticism will not

deter you from the splendid ami inspiring

step you have taken toward freeing us

from dead but unburied magazine pic-

tures of the past. I write this both from

the standpoint of social advance and of

art.

That said, it seems to me that a good

deal of the social effect of some of the pic-

tun’s is lost because of lack of correlation

betw-een such pictures and the text or

spirit of the particular issue. Most peo-

ple still lack the imagination and knowl-

edge necessary to connect garbage cans

ami Kant Side life with their own fireside.

California Outlook

The Hapgood incident seems to indicate

that the worst is over. There still re-

mains in England a considerable public

that cares for good writing with substance

in it. Surface croppings here and there

suggest the existence of a similar public

in America.

Springfield (Mass.) Republican

It is noteworthy that the I'acific Coast,

which is long on woman suffrage, is ex-

ceedingly short on feminism. The strange

doctrines which are being preached by
Norman Hapgood in the ‘‘journal of civ-

ilization" are as disturbing to Governor

Hiram Johnson's progressive state as they

perhaps would have been to G. W. Curtis.

Mrs. Margaret R. Clements, Vice-President,

Ten nesses IK. C. T. U., Dickson

(Tenn.)

Please allow me to congratulate you on

the improvements that you have made in

Hakpkk'm Weekly. I am delighted with

its newr dress and with the promise that it

holds forth that it will be a progressive

journal, its pages devoted to whatever

concerns the welfare of the race regardless

of sex. It delights my soul that you
recognize the fart that God made the

world for women, too.

Los Angeles (Cal.) Tribune

Editor Hapgood, by the projection of

his personality into Harper’s Weekly,
has rejuvenated tliat publication. It

ranks with the best now.

Hapgood is a man of ideas, often right,

and, in any case, logical and frank. His

utterances are on u high plane and his

views those of a cultured gentleman of

wide vision.
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They Think
mt

Even the abominable illustrations that

his paper puts forth as art, may lie art,

although they don't look it.

T. S. Gurney, Hart (Mich.)

It is anarchistic. It is unpatriotic,

frivolous, and the pictures are daubs, and
I do not take it to my house any more,

for my grandchildren to read. And I do
not want to renew my subscription.

George S. Chappell, New York City.

It is perhaps needless to say that the

attitude toward modem life taken by
Harper's Weekly since your manage-
ment came into office numbers me among
the thousands of enthusiastic supporters.

McKeesport (Pa.) News
The change i- occasion for comment

upon the new editor’s uniqueness and
preeminence in American journalism.

Broadsword, axe. and bludgeon, tools

favored of Greeley, Dana. Prentiss and
Grady, he swings not; neither has the

stuffed duh c place convenient to his

tapering hand. For him the thin, keen
rapier, the silken swishing of which

pleases his ear no less than it is affronted

by a ruder, cruder weapon's crashing

thwack. But, for all the daintimss of his

warpath equipment, he spills as much
blood as any of his militant forebears ever

shed,—a fact his trail, cluttered with the

corses of Unde Joe. Jim Watson, Old
Figgers Groavenor, Ballinger et al., at-

tests. His style is grace itself. He is

courteous, always. Sometimes he is so

gentlemanly as to be ladylike, almost.

Withal, he is there* with the punch; and in

the year 1913 there is none who can with

any chance of success contest his right to

title as the greatest American editor.

Fort Worth (Texas; Star-Telegram

Upon the whole the new Harper’s
Weekly is a jam-up good magazine for

a town of New York’s size, and for those

who like that kind of thing it’s the very-

kind of thing they would like—with due
apologies to the great emancipator of

men passed away, and cordial will toward

a great intending emancipator of women
now on the job.

Floyd Dell, Chicago Keening Post

let me express my appreciation of

your article on "Woman as World Build-

ers,” and also and especially, the way
you dealt with an idea in which I am
particularly interested, in "Two Kinds

of Mothers."
It occurs to me that, you will he inter-

ested in u certain opinion of Harper’s
Weekly that I have come across here in

Chicago. This one is an unfavorable

opinion, and in its absurdity utuusing.

And yet it is a clue to a certain attitude

of people whom you want to reach, and
pcrha|>s can only reach by taking into

account that attitude.

It concerns the pictures by John Sloan

and Davis and the rest. These pictures,

which I admin? so much, which seem to

me to represent the most vital art now
lx*ing produced in America, strike these

people as being sordid. And in associ-

ation with the feminist policy of the paper

it has the curious effect of making fem-

inism distasteful to them.

M. A. 0. Packard, Plymouth (Ind.)

It looks like obtaining money under

false pretences to obtain our rash for a

of Us
joumul edited by- that greatest American
Editor and democrat—Col. George Har-
vey, and tum us over to a Bull Mooser.

A. S. Le Vino, Boston (Mass.)

I cannot say anything nicer about Har-
per’s Weekly than that Friday of each

week has been made a red-letter day,

just because Harper’s comes out that

morning.

Howard M. Holmes, Cleveland (Ohio)

Formerly I glanced over Harper’s
Weekly occasionally at the Public Li-

brary; now- I buy it at the news-stand.

It’s “bully” -as Teddy would say.

L. W. Mida

,

Buffalo (N. Y.)

At last! there is a magazine deserving

of the name—one built for the (>eople that

understand!

Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser

Mr. Lincoln Steffens, the press agent
for and the apologist for the McNamara
brothers, the dynamiters, is an honored

contributor to the revamped Harper's
Weekly. Mr. Steffens is a type of the
class of magazine writers who have made
a good living attacking all the institutions

which now exist, and in advocating every
new idea, particularly- socialism. Mr.
Steffens falls naturally into his clement

when he becomes a preferred contributor

to Harper's Weekly, the new organ of

the dcstructionists.

Chicago (111.) Record Herald

Oneof Harper’s Weekly’s poets makes
New York rhyme with mark and hurl;. Is

this quite in line with Mr. Hapgood ’s

determination to make the Weekly stand

for the feminist movement on this conti-

nent?

Ralph Parletic, Editor “ The Lyceum
Magazine." Chicago (III.)

I want to congratulate you on your
rejuvenating power on old Harper's
Weekly. This is the proof : For twenty

years I have lived on trains all over the

U. S. in Lyceum and Chautauqua lectur-

ing. Excepting De Witt Miller who
always rend Harper’s, I can't remember
seeing it on the trains. Now every day- as

I ride the train, I see folks with Harper's
in their hands. The drummer, the old

dad. and some women.

San Francisco News-Letter

Whatever Norman Hapgood, now-

editor of Harper's Weekly, may be in

the eyes of those who are? not his warm
admirers, he is at least outspoken, and
ventures opinions regardless of the fact

that they may prove displeasing to a
great many of his readers.

II . M. Hall. M. D., Wheeling (W. Va.)

Here in Wheeling—the kind you want
—not many—not especially high-browed

—good red-blooded, virile men—have
found you out—and notwitlistauding

you have no girl on the cover—voraciously

read you every Friday- night.

Norwood MacGilvary

,

New York City

If there were more [leriodicals with

Harper's Weekly’s frank speech and
courage of leadership we should soon see

an end to the furtive and hypocritical

attitude toward beauty and health and
life, and we should still remain at least

as " moral " as we are now.
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Credit and Freedom

HAVING printed the two preliminary arti-

cles of Mr. Brandeis on the financial situ-

ation, we now begin the series which deals with

the money trust. Under all of our trust prob-
lems lies the question of a trust in credit. When
Woodrow Wilson was still Governor of New
Jersey, he said:

The great monopoly in this country is the money mo-
|

nopolv. So long as that exists, our old variety and freedom
and individual energy of development are out of the ques-

tion. A great industrial nation is controlled by its system
of credit. Our system of credit is concentrated. The
growth of the nation, therefore, and all our activities are

in the hands of a few men, who, even if their actions 1m*

honest and intended for the public interest, arc necessarily

concentrated upon the great undertakings in which their

own money is involved and who, necessarily, by every
reason of their own limitations, chill and check and destroy

genuine economic freedom. This is the greatest question

|

of all; and to this, statesmen must address themselves with
an earnest determination to serve the long future and the

true liberties of men.

The facts which the Pujo Investigating Com-
mittee and its able counsel, Mr. Samuel Unter-

myer, have laid before the country, show the

means by which a few men control the business

of America. That committee says: “Far more
dangerous than all that has happened to us in the
past in the way of elimination of competition in

industry is the control of credit through the dom-
ination of these groups over our banks and in-

dustries.” . . . “Whether under a different cur-

rency system the resources in our banks would
be greater or less is comparatively immaterial if

!
they continue to be controlled by a small group.”

I
The Report proposes certain measures which

promise relief. Additional remedies will be
proposed. Congress will soon be called upon
to act.

How shall the emancipation be wrought? On
what lines shall we proceed? The facts, when
fully understood, will teach us.

In the extremely important series of which the

publication begins in this issue, Mr. Brandeis

first tells the facts and makes them fully under-
stood; and then he draws his conclusions, ex-

plaining the steps that ought to be taken to real-

ize the financial freedom that was proclaimed
when Woodrow Wilson was elected president on
November 6, 1912.

The Schoolmaster

WOODROW WILSON continues to amaze
by his handling of politicians. Not long

ago, he sent for Senators Reed, Hitchcock and
O’Gorman, of the Currency Committee, seeing

them each in turn. Senator Reed had already

the Currency Bill was needed; Senator Hitch-

cock was more encouraging in his remarks about
j

early action on the hill than before; and Senator
|

O’Gorman expressed the opinion that the bill
j

would pass the Senate by December 1. Mann,
;

seeing the failure of his efforts to force an adjourn-

ment of both Houses by demanding a quorum in

the House, took issue with the President, but the

next thing we know the President may be able

to mollify even him. The secret is not in pat-

ronage, used either as bribe or threat. The Pres-

ident is trying the new method of appealing to

the reason and relying upon the patriotism of his

temporary opponents. It was the prospect of

currency legislation that delayed the passage of

the Tariff Bill, just as it has been the shadow' of

trust legislation at the regular session that has

delayed the Currency Bill. The prospect of an

extra session next fall, when Representatives and
a third of the Senators arc up for reflection will

probably make the regular session one of the

busiest ever known. The Schoolmaster stays

with the scholars when he keeps them in.

Mexico

OUR political interests, interpreted in the light

of the President’s very modem philosophy,

are the same as the political interests of Mexico.

The strength of the President lies in the correct-

ness of his principles and in his quulity of being a

last-ditch fighter. In Mexico, he has gone very
slowly and very gently, but everybody, both in

this country and abroad, understands the firm-

ness that lies in reserve. His patience has enabled

him to advance his domestic problem. It has

increased the confidence of South America. It

has given the world an uplifting example.

Those who attempt to draw a parallel

between the Mexican situation and that in Cuba
in the clays of Weyler need to think again. In i

Cuba there were patriots fighting for the libera- i

tion of their country from the oppression of a 1

foreign power, and exciting the generous impulses

of the American people in their behalf, while the

destruction of the Maine caused an explosion of

indignation in America. The only threat to

Mexico of foreign aggression comes from those

wrho are calling for intervention by the United

States. Huerta and Carranza alike oppose in-

tervention, and it would only unite all factions

in Mexico in resistance to the authority of

the United States. Order would at length be

restored, of course, but at the sacrifice of many
American lives and of more Mexican lives than

would be lost in several revolutions. So there is

little danger of the commission of some overt act

)igitizcd by Google
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with the design of compelling intervention, and

there are few Americans left in Mexico for whose

protection it would be necessary to use the mili-

tary forces of our nation. President Wilson’s

programme gradually unfolds itself: the refusal

to recognize Huerta’s bloody title to the Presi-

dency; the disregard of the recent farcical elec-

tions as giving him or any one any better title; the

insistence upon the establishment of constitu-

tional government.; “the steady pressure of

moral force” not only upon the Huerta regime

but upon the European powers, overmuch con-

cerned about the material interests of their citi-

zens; the lifting of the embargo upon the im-

portation of arms and ammunition by the Consti-

tutionalists, with probably their recognition as

belligerents. With the ability to make good his

promises of concessions growing more doubtful,

Hnerta will be unable to make another foreign

loan; heavier taxation will only increase the

forces of revolt against his usurpation; an unpaid
soldiery will become a greater menace to him than
to his enemies; while the recognition of Carranza
and the Constitutionalist Party, even in the slight

matter of allowing them to arm themselves, will

bring to their side the speculators who are always

!
to be found investing in the leader of a possibly

successful revolution. But peace will be more en-

during and order will be secured more promptly
by letting the Mexican factions fight it out among

|

themselves, while Mexico’s powerful neighbor

stands ready to promote order and peace in any
way acceptable to the Mexican people.

The House Leadership

UNDERWOOD will not return to the House
in the next Congress, whether elected to

:
the Senate or not. Claude Kitchin, of North
Carolina, ranking next on the W’ays and
Means Committee, stands the best chance of

succeeding him in the past of majority leader.

He is more radical than Underwood, and a readier
J

debater on the floor. Palmer, of Pennsylvania,

is spoken of, blit it is probable that he will con-

test for the Senatorship with Penrose, trusting

that the National Progressives will either sup-

I>ort him or effectively divide the old Republican
vote with a good candidate of their own.

Other Senatorial Changes

BLAIR LEE, Progressive Democrat for Mary-
land, will strengthen the President’s hand,

i

Kentucky is now represented by a Republican

Senator, Bradley, and the contest for the Demo-
j

cratic nomination is l>etween former Governor
|

Beckham and Representative Stanley, of the !

Steel Trust Investigation Committee. The
Democratic nominee will almost certainly win

the Senatorship. In North Carolina, Senator

Overman will have a strenuous fight with E. J. 1

Justice, a contender against railroad domina-

I
tion in that state, but with the chances now
favoring Overman. Culberson, of Texas, is in

failing health, and Henry has a mind to try

for the senatorial toga, if Culberson does not

run. Galliger will be bitterly fought in New
Hampshire, and ought to be beaten. The first

,

popular elections for the Senate will probably

j

increase the present Democratic majority.

Gorgas to the Mines

I
N other times to be sent to the mines was equiv-

alent to one’s death doom; the going of

Gorgas to the Witwatersrand mines will instead

mean assured length of days to many who will

otherwise have died untimely and mast pathet-
|

ically. Colonel Gorgas is proceeding by con- I

sent and approval of our War Department, be-

cause the Kaffirs working the Rand gold mines
are dying off in great numbers of pneumonia,
epidemics of which infection are rapidly succeed-

ing one another. And why Colonel Gorgas?
Because as everybody now knows our great san-

itarian has solved most beneficently tins prob-

lem of pneumonia prevention, among several

other age-long problems—of malaria, yellow fever,

typhoid, the tropical dysenteries and the like

—

in our Canal Zone; that Panama now' rivals

Palm Beach as a health resort, and has a mortal-

ity rate which is justly the envy of most Amer-
ican communities and one that only two or three

can get under. Well indeed may this work of

Gorgas be his Godspeed. His record for August
last, the month marking probably the high tide of

our Canal Zone occupancy, shows not a single

death from disease in the American colony num-
bering 13,481 and but 39 deaths from all causes

among the employees of the canal commissioners.

As in the Canal Zone, so in the Rand, Colonel

Gorgas believes the pneumonia problem inheres

in the grippe problem, because it is reported

to him that in almost all cases pneumonia fol-

lows on, is sequel to, attacks of the grippe. Peo-
ple all over the world might profitably consider

this. We can abolish grippe if we choose; the

germ of it is known and tlje method of prevention

is clear: only there is the erroneous impression

that grippe is too trivial a matter to bother about.

The Dutch have put up a proverb in the house
where Peter the Great studied ship building:

Den Grooten man is niets te klein—to the

great man there is nothing too slight; and that

is why we are confident Gorgas will clean up the

pneumonia job in the Rand, and the grippe job

along with it. And no doubt while he is down
there, he will be asked to look also into consump-
tion (which, with pneumonia, kills off half the

human race) among the miners. Up to recent

years the consumption mortality among these

wretched negroes in South Africa was murder-
ously high, because the work was dry mining,

and therefore evolving gritty dust which, when
inhaled, cut into the tender lung tissue and made
an ideal soil for the consumption germ to thrive

and multiply in. In ours and in English coal

mines the consumption mortality among the

workers has been lower than among the clergy

even, only farmers, bankers, brokers and com-
pany officials faring better because coal mining
is “wet” and not dusty. A death rate of 70 per

1,000 has been cited among white rock drill

miners (averaging 35 years of age) in the South
African gold fields, as against 0.3 among English

|

coal miners. The Transvaal Chamber of Mines
some years ago humanely secured water-drills !

and like apparatus, by which dust is laid and the

fumes generated in the blasting disposed of; and
this has, no doubt, materially reduced the dry
miner death rate. Yet Gorgas will reduce it

further.
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Anti-Vivisection Genius

AS J. W. Hodge, M.D., seems to be carrying

the banner for the anti-vivisectionists at

present, we are glad to give more general publicity

to some of his fits of inspiration. Those who pre-

fer the old system of allowing the household fly

to light in garbage of the worst kind, and then

plant his feet in the dishes at the table will sym-
pathize with the following:

“The house-fly bugaboo is not only the latest,

but is also the silliest and most asinine fad that

has ever seized the minds of a gullible and ignor-

ant populace.”

Dr. Hodge is logical. He knows why the fly is

harmless. It is because what is generally con-

sidered the greatest discovery of modern science;

namely the germ origin of disease, is a mere dream

:

“The present idiotic crusade which is being

frantically waged against the harmless house-fly,

is a necessary outgrowth of a stupid belief in the

doctors’ ‘pipe-dream,’ called the ‘germ theory’ of

disease, the silliest and most pernicious patholog-

ical doctrine ever evolved from the fuddled

brain-pan of a visionary medical theorist.”

Dr. Hodge also declares that the idea that mos-
quitoes carry yellow fever is “a fool hypothesis.”

Having put the ideas thus before thegeneral public,

we arc willing to allow them speak for themselves.

Decency

I
T has long been the custom in England and
America to refer to diseases growing out of

low sex standards in some roundabout way.

Calmly calling them by their names has been con-

sidered one of the worst of sins. In an article

published in this paper, “Unmarried Mothers,”

the two principal diseases of this kind were act-

ually named, and a huge wail has arisen. This

wail is, however, entirely from men. As fnr as we
know, not one woman has objected. Reflecting on

the reason for this, we have reached the following

conclusions. Men have been so long accustomed
to looking upon this evil, not as one of the most
serious topics in the world, but as a matter to be

referred to in secret ribaldry, that they cannot
get over the habit of thinking any reference to

it must be as indecent as their own thoughts.

A, B, C

OI’R dear friend the Record of Fort Worth,
Texas, apparently needs a few elementary

lessons in the details of government. It says:

“He was so busy editing Harpkk’s Wkekl.t and giving

advice to the world in general tliat he never thought it

necessary to become a tax-payer or a registered voter.”

It happens that the editor of Harper's
Weekly was the first person in his election dis-

trict to register, and that he also voted early in

the morning. Just what was stirring the intel-

lect of the Fort Worth Record, it is impossible to

surmise with certainty, but probably our friend

down there had read that the editor of Harper’s
Weekly had not enrolled,and got enrollment gen-

erally mixed up with taxation, registration and
voting. A little study of the subject will show our
Texas statesman that it is impossible to enroll in

New York unless you enroll in one of the |>olitica!

|

parties; and, therefore, one who wishes to be in-

dependent in politics does not enroll, no matter
how faithfully he may register and vote. We trust

the disturbance in the Southwest will now end.

Real Journalism

I
N the destruction of Tammany’s power, which
will probably result from the recent over-

i

whelming defeat, no small part of the credit is

due to the editorials in the New York World.

From the beginning of the fight, these editorials

seized upon the essential arguments, and pre-

sented them with clearness, variety, conviction,

and singular power. The newspapers as a whole
did extremely well, but the newspaper men them-
selves will in the main agree with us that a spe-

cial tribute is due to the splendid vigor and the

unfaltering grasp with which the campaign was
assisted by the World.

What Now?

\\THEN individuals or newspapers have been
* » prophesying defeat at most steps in a

campaign, and overwhelming victory comes, it is

natural for them to escape from embarrassment
by attributing the result to some event near the

end of the contest. Many, therefore, speak of

the Sulzer-IIennessey speeches as “turning de-

feat into victory”; which is childish, considering

j

the size of the victory and the parts of the city in

which it was mainly won. Of Mitchel’s plurality

of over 120,000, far and away the most sweeping
triumph in the history of New York, possibly

(though not probably), 20,000 votes were won by
Hennessey. None were won by Sulzer’s speeches;

probably some were lost; although a large num-
ber (let us guess 40,000) resulted from the bald
fact that Murphy had the arrogance to impeach
Sulzcr for disobedience. Many changed because
of the unfitness of McCall, made clear in his

record of appointments, in his part in the in-

|

suranee scandals, and in his childish speeches.

Mitchel won many by his own wholly admirable
campaign. Victory, however, was already as-

sured as soon as the death of Mayor Gaynor
meant that there was to be a simple stand-up
fight between a typical Tammany ticket on the

one hand, and on the other a ticket made up of

experts, most of whom, including Mitchel, Mc-
Aneny, Prendergast, and Pounds, had already

proved themselves fully in the service of the city.

Tammany has never been through eight years
of starvation before. That a Democrat is mayor,

|

and congenial to the national administration,

will make that starvation worse. That New
j

,

York will continue, and even much improve the i

I

excellent government of the last four years, will I

still further weaken the Tiger. But who is to

hold the advantage thus gained? A voluntary i

! committee this year interfered and was able to

|

force fusion. It is an unsafe method. What
will the Republicans, the Progressives, the In-

dependent Democrats do four years hence? In

;

city affairs, there should be no Republicans, Dem-
ocrats, or Progressives. Let the clamor from the

great city be so insistent that it will force the as-

sembly to grant a short ballot, and a ballot with-

out party columns, and the citizens of New York
will forever rule themselves.



A Day in Dr. Alsberg’s Office
By HONORS WILLSIE

DR. CARL ALSBERG is a chemist. It is doubtful

if he has any commercial instincts. The man who
is creative along scientific lines seldom is a good

tradesman. And yet, more than any business man in

the country. Dr. Alsberg influences the direction of the
business growth of the food industries of America. Part

of this influence is due to his position as head of the

Bureau of Chemistry. More of it is due to his con-

structive imagination, backed by his splendid scientific

training.

It would be difficult to over-estimate the service done
to America by the Bureau of Chemistry since the passing

of the Food and Drug Act in 1D0G. It has used the Act
as a club to beat into the food industry the lesson that

scientific ethics must be used codrdinately with business

ethics. The national effect has been cleansing and
wholesome.

But Dr. Alsberg wants to be something more than

a club-wielder. He wants the Bureau of Chemistry to

Ik* made to stand for great scientific achievement as well

as for police service. And he wants the business men
of America to codperate with him in his scientific work,

instead of forcing him to use his own highly specialized

brains and those of his assistants in detective service on
business.

“A man's ignorance ought to be taken into considera-

tion,” says Dr. Alsberg. “in enforcing the Food and
Drug Act. Nearly all the food handling and packing in

the country is done by guess. If n man is putting harm-
ful matter into his food, he ought to be told how to do
better and be given a chance to do so. If he then persists,

he should be thoroughly punished. I don’t mean that we
should not enforce the Food and Drug Act. Its enforce-

ment should never be neglected for a moment. But I do
mean that if we continually punish without showing the

guilty how to do better, we shall never get anywhere.”

0

To sit in Dr. Alsberg’s office for a day, watching the

ordinary* day’s work, is to understand what the Chief

means by cooperation.

One day this fall a group of eight or ten business men
held a conference with Dr. Alsberg in his office. The
men were makers of flavoring extracts. They came with

a grip full of empty bottles, familiar to every housewife,

as the ten-cent size, with some of the larger variety.

They were clean cut, intelligent looking men, very much
in earnest, but with an obvious desire to conciliate that

was very' significant of the power behind the Chief’s quiet

and youthful exterior. They wanted to know what
leeway the Bureau of Chemistry was going to allow

them in labelling the amount of extract in their bottles.

“1A7K thought it would be a good idea," said one of
v ’ their number, “before we got into trouble with

the government for misrepresenting the contents of the

bottles to explain to you what we were up against.”

Dr. Alsberg examined one of the small bottles. It

was panelled, appearing to hold several times what
it really did.

“We can’t get a uniform size bottle," the man w*ent on.

“We order the eight dram size. We get anything from
four and a half to eight drams, all looking exactly alike.

We can’t measure each bottle. How* much leeway are

we to be allowed in stating ‘how* much’ on the label?”

Dr. Alsberg continued to examine the bottle. “Of
course, these panel bottles are made to deceive the

public, aren’t they?” he asked.

The man hesitated and then smiled sheepishly. “Yes,

but the women insist on that size and shape, and on the

fancy carton, and you insist on pure flavoring extracts

until there is really no profit at all in the small sizes at

ten cents. And now, if we arc to be in trouble as to

size and content— !”
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"Can't you force the glass factories to turn out uni-

form content?" asked Dr. Alsberg.

The man threw up with hands. “Glass factories and
force! Why, doctor, the glass-blowers’ union is one of

the strongest in the country. They turn out exactly

the kind of bottles they want to. We complain to the

factory owner and the factory owner goes to his blowers

and they tell him to go to thunder. Dr. Alsberg. we
extract men are just up against the fence and we have
to ask you to help us over. We have made up our minds
to get together and come to get you people here to tell

us what to do. How are we going to stay in business

and do all the things the government and the consumer

demand of us?”
Dr. Alsberg smiled, started to speak and the telephone

rang. Someone had made a seizure of rotten eggs in

New York and wanted to talk with the Chief about it.

He settled the egg difficulty, then turned back to the

fruit-extract men.

“We must help you, of course. You may l»e very

sure that we will do our utmost to deal with you fairly.

There should be some kind of bottle used where decep-

tion is not so easy and uniformity easier to get. We will

look into it. You must realize, of course, that the con-

sumer must be protected.”

rPHE business man answered soberly, “I guess all
1

of us here have been in business long enough to

realize that the best good to the consumer ultimately

works to the best good of the

manufacturer. We’ve had to real-

ize it, particularly of late!" He
looked meaningly at Dr. Alsberg.

His associates in the manufacture

of extracts nodded. “We have to

make good extract. We have to

put it in honest containers. Now
we have come to you to help

us make it pay!”

The fruit-extract man had gotten

the point. And the situation was
not without its pathetic as well as

its humorous side. Men who had
grown old in business were asking

the young man of science to

withhold the club until they

had learned how to play the game
with scientific integrity.

The young Chief is calm and
keen and sympathetic and entirely uninfluenced whether

he is listening to the sorrows of extract men or to the

abandoned grief of a wine importer, sued by the govern-

ment for calling champagne by some other name. His

task is u complex one, even when he is merely doing

the day’s routine of work.

To administer the Food and Drug Act justly requires

an intimate knowledge of practical chemistry. This

administering alone is one man’s job. But Dr. Alsberg

is to do more. He is to swing the Bureau of Chemistry

into creative work. Every man in the Bureau of Chem-
istry is encouraged to give birth to ideas. Such ideas

are written out and from time to time Dr. Alslierg goes

over the list, eliminating the futile, amending, changing
and encouraging the good. To sit in judgment on in-

vestigations and research suggested by chemical experts

demands a creative mind, an imagination clarified by
the finest type of training. And finally, the young doc-

tor's ultimate task is to take the results of the administer-

ing of the Drug Act and of the scientific searchings of

his Bureau and make them a directing force in the eco-

nomic life of the new century. And the interesting and
inspiring part of the matter is that it is Dr. Alsbcrg’s

own qualities that have created his job.

After the fruit-extract men had left, a lean young man
wearing spectacles came into the room. He talked

earnestly for some moments. Dr. Alsberg appeared to

understand exactly what was said, for he smiled approval.

The layman who listened eagerly knew that the man was
speaking English but otherwise got no sense from the

flow of words.

“He was talking in chemical phraseology about some-

thing. What was it?" asked the layman when the man
had gone.

The doctor laughed. “He was telling me ubout ex-

periments in candy-making. How he hoped to stop the

crumbling of the sugar, the bane of the candy industry.

I asked if he knew of a good biologic chemist and he was
telling me of the scientific escapades of a man he thought

eligible."

TMIE door opened and an elderly man in a frock coat
1

greeted the doctor.

“I’ve come to Washington,” said the elderly man,
“ to have you tell me how you want us to label our acid

phosphate."

“But, my dear sir," protested Dr. Alsberg, “I can’t

write your label for you!”
“Well, you won't stand for the one we write," cried

the man. “ For instance, why won’t you let us say it’s

a brain food?”
“Because nobody can prove that it is,” returned the

doctor.

The man looked bewildered. “But for years, physi-

cians have been recommending it," he protested. " Whal
shall we say on our label?”

“Just say what you can prove to be so,” urged Dr.

Alsberg. liowing the bewildered phosphate man out as

two other men came in.

These were men from the Bureau of Animal Industry

who art* planning with Dr. Als-

lierg for a nation-wide cleaning-

up of the milk industry. They
planned to do more than exercise

mere police control over inter-

state shipments. They are going

to show the milk producer how
to produce lietter milk, and that

it will pay him to produce his

milk under the best conditions.
' “The educat ional and regulatory

work must goon together," said Dr.

Alsberg. “ It’s an ancient combina-

tion much used by the old-fash-

ioned school teacher who taught by
precept when he could and resorted

to the switch, when he had to!"

• Dr. AUbtrt't own qmlUia kmt moled kU jab." AFTER the group of men had
thoroughly thrashed out the

details of the Milk Campaign, Dr. Alsberg said, “Do
you know of some highly trained physiological chemist

I can get? 1 find it almost impossible to find them
and after finding them, to get them to consider a

government salary-”

His two listeners shook their heads. The Department
of Agriculture keeps a drag-net set for highly trained

experts. There are always at least three important

berths at un-important salaries waiting for the compe-
tent men in the Department. No Bureau over has any
superfluous expert to spare to another Bureau.

One of the Bureau’s police department came in next

with an ann-lond of seizure papers for the chief to sign.

This past summer the work of the Bureau was greatly

increased by the putting of domestic meat and food

products fully under the provisions of the Food and Drug
Act, Hitherto, the Department could not proceed

against the manufacturers of meat foods under the Pure

Food Law or order seizures and prosecutions for mis-

branding or adulterating domestic meats.

Under the Meat Inspection Law, meat inspectors have

absolutely no power to seize meat or meat-food products

that have become bnd or been adulterated after they

have left a federally inspected establishment. The only

remedy possible under the Meat Act is to proceed

criminally against any one selling bnd meat, but even

in this event, bad meat cannot be seized nor its sale

prohibited.

With the meat product fully under the Food and
Drug Act, the Department can now seize bad meat
or adulterated meat, once it has gotten into interstate

agle
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commerce. Under this new decision, the government
can control meat foods in interstate commerce from

the hoof to the retailer. The Department can now
also apply fully to meat products its rules regarding

statements as to weight or volume or number of pieces

in a package, required of other foods.

A committee has been appointed by the Secretary of

Agriculture to provide an effective cooperation between

the Bureau of Chemistry and of Animal Industry to

control to the fullest extent allowed by the law, meat
foods of all kinds.

This was the most radical and far-reaching extension

of the Food and Drug Act ever made. Its wholesome
effect is obvious, as well as its great addition to the police

work of the Bureau of Chemistry.

While the doctor was signing his papers, a man with

a determined jaw came up to his desk.

“I’m going to finish the inspection of the catsup

factories. Doctor. Have you any further instructions?”

The doctor shook his head, then he looked at the man
of the firm jaw quizzically. “What is your private

opinion of catsup factories?”

“Some of them are good, first class,” answered the

man. Then he lowered his voice. “And some of them
are garbage cans. Just plain garbage," and with his

firm jaw set, the inspector left for his tour. There was
something almost eager about the light in his eye, as

though he courted battle.

rPIIE day moved on rapidly. Reports on the making
1

of commercial rubber from sage brush, on the killing

of fly larvae in manure with common borax, were inter-

spersed with hearings from manufacturing chemists.

protesting, or asking for advice as the case might be.

The hearings were interrupted by telephone calls from
other Bureau Chiefs and there was a constant waiting

list of visitors, and the Bureau solicitors tramped steadily

in and out with opinions loading their arms while they

sniffed at malodorous cases of salmon or eyed askance
mislabeled bottles of brandy.

The Chief left his chair only to greet or speed a
guest. At noon his lunch was brought in to him in

a paper bag. They actually eat food, these Bureau
of Chemistry men, though one wonders at their

temerity! All the afternoon the procession continued

without a moment’s pause. At five o’clock the tele-

phone again called. The young doctor’s voice was
polite but unenthusiastic as he answered. “Yes, this

is Alsberg speaking."

He listened intently, then his face lightened. He
looked at his heaped-up desk, at the waiting line in his

office, then he half whispered through the telephone

“Send a taxi-cab up here and I’ll get my tennis racket

and he there in half an hour.” He hung up the receiver

and turned to his secretary. “I’m going out. I’ll be

back at nine tomorrow morning. I’ll go over all those

reports tonight,”—and was gone!

He is cool and given to silences except about the work
at hand. He has tremendous responsibilities and has

been given the head and shoulders fit for carrying them.

Yet one’s clearest impressions of the new Chief are of his

youth and of the possibilities his youth opens for his

Bureau, optimism, enthusiasm, work capacity and ideal-

ism, anti when he is fifty-six instead of thirty-six, he will

have this same youth, for it is the priceless adjunct of

the creative mind.

The Independence of China
By an American Traveller

I
T Ls difficult to tell whether the recent

developments in and concerning

China are in the nature of progress or

of retrogression. The effect of change,

however, continues to be vivid. A frock-

coutetl President Yuan Shih-kai, enter-

taining the diplomatic corps in the pene-

tralia of the Empress Dowager's once

mysterious Forbidden City, while tea is

served by his wife and daughters nearby

in the Throne Room of the Manchus, is an
epitome, a tableau, of that change. The
imperialistic barriers are all down now;
the dragon’s skin completely sloughed off.

For the present stability of the un-

wieldy republic the most reassuring

event is the recent—October 10,—elec-

tion by the Assembly of Yuan Shih-kai

—

hitherto merely Provisional President

and, in reality. Dictator—as first Consti-

tutional President, In the two years of

republican ferment since the fall of the

Empire no other Chinese official has come
to the surface who seriously threatens

the "Strong Man’s" ascendency. For
six years to come, then-fore, wc may
expect a degree of that effectiveness in

office which often marks one man power

by whatever constitutional limits theoret-

ically surrounded, a Panama situation

which, it is to be fervently hoped, will not

be tempered by assassination.

On the other hand the foreign relations

of China have recently undergone a

change which is not at ull reassuring for

the future unity and inviolability of the

Republic. The recent withdrawal of

the British Government from the organi-

sed group of European Powers which has

for more than three years been endeavor-

ing to administrate and, in fart, to dictate

the finances and the exploitation of

China, leaves the way open to a renewal

of the old scramble of the last generation.

Spheres of foreign influence will grow
more sharply demarcated, and the Powers
who assume their several exploitations,

more mutually apprehensive: Shantung
for the Germans; no international

liberty, egalile, fraternity in Yunan: a
Japanese kick to the half-open door in

Manchuria, and Mongolia the happy
hunting ground of Adam Zad, the Bear
who walks like a Man. Once more the

Hotel Wagon* Lit* at Peking will lie

colonized by a vulture flock of con-

cession hunters, even although never

again may they expect quite the rich

picking of the later Empire, when official

“squeeze” was upholstered by officiul

ignorance. Nominally, as the Quintuple

Group now breaks up. there is a corre-

sponding gain in the indc|K.*udence of

China. It remains to be seen whether
such independence may not mean a slip

toward dismemberment.

A ND where docs the United States

come in? It is an interesting tra-

vesty on the so-called Six-I^ower Group
that, even before President Wilson with-

drew diplomatic support from the Ameri-
can syndicate wliich formed part of that

very loose, paper association, an unas-

suming little Belgian by the name of

dc Vos, under the very noses of the wrang-
ling Six-Power financiers, quietly put

through two of the largest railway con-

cessions ever granted in China; loan

agreements involving more than a hun-

dred millions of dollars signed and sealed,

and survey work already begun. Un-
doubtedly this government is well out of

such an artificial, ineffective, bund and
paternalistic monopoly as the Six-Power

Group always was. In spite of the mis-

takes of the Knox diplomacy, the Ameri-
can Group played its part at least in good
faith. So much can hardly be said for

some of the other constituent elements.

Due to the well-founded belief that both

France ami Russia have scuttled the quin-

tuple ship in cooperating with the Bel-

gian loans, and the evident fact that both

Japan and Russia severally repudiate

anything approaching a joint exploita-

tion of either Manchuria or Mongolia,

Great Britain lias also now been filially

driven back to independent relations with

China.

rpHE sound Far-Eastern policy of the
* Hay and Root regimes would never

have permitted the inclusion of the United

States in the original Four-Power, or the

eventual Six-Power, Group. It was an
entangling alliance from which we had
nothing commensurate to gain for the loss

of our traditional and unique position

toward China. From the start it was,

moreover, an alliance so opposed to the

self-interest of two, at least, of the con-

stituent powers, whose concern in China
is immeasurably more vital than is ours

to the people of this country, that it was
predestined to disloyalty and doomed to

dissolution.

Commercially this country is back

where it was ten years ago or further,

with its former altruism, although still

tenable, a little tarnished by its recent

associations and strident methods. But
to balance the present pessimistic con-

sular reports from China due. on analysis,

partly to revolutionary disorders, our

appropriate independent relations with

the new republic are, in every other

respect, already ground for mutual

congratulation.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

FIRST AID TO THE AWFUL

'Y'HK guest who’s twenty minutes late

For dinner, is a Reprobate.

The guest who comes ahead of time

Is capable of any crime.

VEVER massage your plate, unless

You’re of the Table d’Haute

Noblesse,

Or Hochgeboren (of noble line).

And own a castle on the Rhine.

'TO tell a Falsehood is a Sin,

Except to say you are not “in;”

And when you bid your Host good-night,

A Lie is oftentimes polite.

fy'HK man of caution will refrain

From jumping on a moving train;

This is particularly true

When there’s a lady hitched thereto.

The Sport of the Masses

BEYOND dispute, the greatest and
mast popular of American outdoor
sports, the one that gives excite-

ment and relaxation to the greatest num-
ber of citizens at the same time, is that

of sitting on a wooden bench and strain-

ing vocal organs while wutching a few

highly trained (and still more highly paid)

workmen exercise their muscles to their

utmost capacity.

rPHESE sedentary sportsmen arc
* counted by the hundred thousand.

There are hundreds of thousands more
who, unable to watch the toilers, content

themselves with mechanical representa-

tions of them—or bulletins announcing
the progress of the game.

And when all these are counted there are

still millions more who only stand and wait

for each edition of the

newspapers where the fas-

ciuationof vicariousenergy

is conveyed in an un-

known tongue (unknown
to any but its votaries).

If you don’t believe

that the great American
sport is watching people

work, look at the crowd
gathered round theexcava-

tion for a new skyscraper.

VJ EE the faces of the
"

watchers thrilled to un
ecstasy of Inertia (the

state called Khef by the Arabs) by the

visible sweat of the toilers.

It is the same on the curb, when the

roadway laid down last week is being

torn up to be laid again next week, and
torn up again the week after, at so many
hundred thousand per.

It is the same in Heaven where

(according to John Calvin) the cool

joy of the saved is intensified by
the sight, their sole recreation, of

the hot torment of their friends the

damned.

TT is the secret of the success of rapidly
* moving melodrama und still more
rapidly moving pictures. Next to Baseball

os a vicarious muscular exercise comes
Football, where the work is harder and
more dangerous.

COME day it will be Golf and that will

Ik* the l>cginning of the end as it has

l»een of every country where Golf has be-

come the national sport. The Hungarian
savant. Dr. Albrecht Hulfe. during his

exile witnessed a game of Golf in Dumfries

and predicted the downfall of Scotland,

and it was Hulfe who traced the sinking

of the city of Atlantis to the same cause.

Golf is not a sport. Golf is something

between a vice nnd an obsession lacking

withal the elegance of the one, the imag-

ination of the other, and the amenability

to treatment of both.

IN his previous incarnation the Golf-
I player was probably an inch-worm

—

and yet even Golf has its perfect |>ossi-

bilities. Go to the Hippodrome and see

how the players have l»cen transformed

from inch-worms into

angels.

And Football -nolonger

is it a melee of mud-cov-

f/'t* eredmadmenstruggling for

the possession of a solitaryW (A hall. Through thegeneros-

ity of Mr. Shubert each of

|

* thctastcfully dressed play-

's, H ers has a ball of her very

\ ,1 own. Thus the vulgar

, / ' struggle for iLs possession

is eliminated. No longer

is there any danger—and
the breakages may be

computed in sidceombs.

0
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Breaking the Money Trust
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Part I—Our Financial Oligarchy

THE dominant clement in our finan-

cial oligarchy is the investment

banker. Associated banks, trust

companies ami life insurance companies

arc his tools. C ontrolled railroads, public

service and industrial corporations are

his subjects. Though properly but

middlemen, these bankers Iwstride ns

masters America's business world, so

that practically no large enterprise can Ik;

undertaken successfully without their

participation or approval. These bunk-

ers are. of course, able men possessed of

large fortunes; but the most potent fac-

tor in their control of business is not the

possession of extraordinary ability or

huge wealth. The key to their power
is Combination concentration intensive

and comprehensive—advancing on throe

distinct lines;

First: There is the obvious consoli-

dation of banks and trust companies;

the less obvious affiliations, through

stockholdings, voting trusts und inter-

locking directorate's, -of banking institu-

tions which are not legally connected;

and the joint transactions, gentlemen's

agreements, und “banking ethics’’ which
eliminate competition among the in-

vestment bankers.

•Second: There is the consolidation of

railroads into huge systems, the large

combinations of public service corfioru-

lions und the formation of industrial

trusts, which, by making businesses so
"big'' that local, indc[x*ndcnt bunking
concerns cannot alone supply the neces-

sary funds, has created dependence upon
the associated New York bankers.

But combination, however intensive,

along these Uni’s only, could not have pro-

duced theMoneyTrust another and mure
|H>(eiit factor of combination was added.

10

Third: Investment bankers, like J.

I*. Morgan & Co., dealers in bonds, stocks

and notes, encroached upon the functions

of the three other classes of corporations

with which their business brought them
into contact. They became the directing

power in railrouds, public service and
industrial companies through which our

great business operations are conducted

—

the makers of Imnds and slocks. They
liecame the directing power in the life

insurance companies, and other corporate

reservoirs of the people’s savings— the

buyers of bonds and stocks. They Ikv

caine the directing power also in banksaud
and trust companies the depositaries of

the quick capital of the country -the

life blood of business, with which they and
others carried on their operations. Thus
four distinct functions, each essential to

business, and each exercised, originally,

by u distinct set of men. hccumc united in

the investment banker. It is to this union

of business functions that the existence

of the Money Trust is mainly due.

rPHE development of our financial oli-

* garehy followed, in this respect, lines

with which the history of political

despotism has familiarized us:—usurpa-

tion. proceeding by gradual encroach-

ment rather than by violent acts; subtle

and often long-concealed concentration

of distinct functions, which are bcncfici-nt

when separately administered, and dan-

gerous only when combined in the same
persons. It was by processes such as

these that Ciesar Augustus became mas-

ter of Rome. The makers of our own
Constitution hnd in mind like dangers

to our political liberty when they pro-

vides! so carefully for the separation of

governmental powers.

The Proper Sphere of the

Investment Hanker

rPHE original function of the invest-

^ incut banker was that of dealer in

bonds, stocks and notes; buying mainly

at wholesale from corporations, municipali-

ties. stales and governments which need

money, and selling to those seeking invest-

ments. The banker performs, ill this re-

spect. the function of a merchant; and the

function is a very useful one. Large busi-

ness enterprises arc conducted generally by
corporations. The permanent capital of

cor|K>rutions is represented by bonds ami
stocks. The lionds ami stocks of the more
imfiortunl corporations are owned, in large

part, by small investors,whodo not partici-

pate in the management of the company.
Cor| Mirations require the uid of a hunker-

middleman, for they lack generally the

reputation and clientele essential to selling

their own Itonds and stocks direct to the

investor. Investors in corporate securi-

ties, also, require the service* of u banker-

middleman. The numlier of securities

upon the market is very large. Only a

part of these securities is listed on the

New York Stock Exchange: but its

listings alone comprise about sixteen

hundred different issues aggregating about

t-Jti.jOO.OOO.OOO, and each year new list-

ings are made averaging al>out two hun-

dred and thirty-three to an amount of

*1.500.000.000. For a small investor

to make an intelligent selection from

these many cor|M>rute securities—indeed,

to pass an intelligent judgment ii|>ou a

single one— is ordinarily impossible. He
lacks the ability, the facilities, the train-

ing and the time essential to a proper in-

vestigation. Unless his purchase is to l>e

little better than a gamble, lie mills the

Digitized by Google
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advice of an expert, who. combining

special knowledge with judgment, has the

facilities and incentive to make a thorough

investigation. This dependence, both

of corporations and investors, upon the

banker lias grown in recent years, since

women and others who do not participate

in the management, have become the

owners of so large a part of the stocks and
bonds of our great corporations. Over
half of the stockholders of the American
Sugar Refining Company and nearly half

of the stockholders of the Pennsylvania

Railroad and of the New York, New
Haven & Hartford Railroad are women.

/~1 OOD-WILL—the possession by a

dealer of numerous and valuable

regular customers— is always an impor-

tant element in merchandising. But in

the business of selling bonds and stocks,

it is of exceptional value, for the very

reason that the small investor relies so

largely upon the banker's

judgment. This confidential

relation of the banker to cus-

tomers and the knowledge
of the customers’ private af-

fairs acquired incidentally, is

often a determining fuctor in

the marketing of securities.

With the advent of Big Busi-

ness such good-will possessed

by tJie older banking houses,

preeminently J. P. Morgan &
Co. and their Philadelphia

House called Drexel & Co., by
I>ee. Higginson & Co. and
Kidder. Peabody. & Co. of

Boston, and by Kuhn, Loch
& Co. of New York, became
of enhanced importance. The
volume of new security issues

was greutly increases! by huge

railroad consolidations, the

development of the holding

companies, and particularly

by the formation of industrial

trusts. The rapidly accumu-
lating savings of our people

sought investment. The field

of operations for the dealer

in securities was thus much
enlarged. And. as the securi-

ties wire new and untried, the

services of the investment banker were in

great demand, and his powers and profits

increased accordingly.

Controlling the Security Makers

I) I T this enlargement of their legiti-

mate field of operations did not

satisfy investment bankers. They were

not content merely to deal in securities.

They desired to manufacture them also;

and became promoters, or allied them-
selves with promoters. Thus it was that

J. P. Morgan & Company formed the

Steel Trust, the Harvester Trust and
the Shipping Trust. And, adding the

duties of undertaker to those of midwife,

the investment bankers became in times

of corporate disaster. meinlicrs of the

security-holders’ “ Protective Commit-
tees”; then they participated as “Re-
organization Managers” in the reincar-

nation of the unsuccessful corporations

and ultimately became directors. It was
in this wav that the Morgan associates

acquired their hold upon the Southern
Railwuv, the Northern Pacific, the Read-
ing. the Erie, the Pere Marquette, the

Chicago and Great Western, and the

Cincinnati, Hamilton & Dayton. O ten

they insured the continuance of that

control by the device of the voting rust;

but even where no voting trust was

created, a secure hold was acquired upon
reorganization. It was in this way
also that Kuhn, Loeb & Co. became
potent in the Union Pacific and the Balti-

more & Ohio.

But the banker’s participation in the

management of the corporations was not

limited to cases of promotion or reorgan-

ization. An urgent or extensive need of

new money was considered a sufficient rea-

son for the banker's entering a board of

directors. And often without even such

excuse the investment banker has secured

a place U|x»n the Board of Directors,

through his powerful influence or the con-

trol of his customers’ proxies. Such
seems to have lieen the fatal entrance of

Mr. Morgan into the management of the

then pros|ierous New York, New Haven
& Hartford Railroad, in 1892. And
when once a banker has entered the

Board,—whatever may have been the
occasion.—his grip proves tenacious and

his influence usually supreme, for he

controls the supply of new money.

rPHE investment banker is naturally
* on the lookout for good bargains

in bonds and stocks. Like other mer-

chants, he wants to buy his mcchaudisc

cheap. But when he becomes director

of a corporation he occupies a position

which prevents the transaction by which

he acquires its corporate securities from
living properly called a bargain. Cau
there be real bargaining where the same
man is on both sides of a trade? The
investment banker, through his control-

ling influence on the Board of Directors,

decides that the cor|Miration shall issue

and sell the securities, decides the price

at which it shall sell them, and decides

that it shall sell the securities to himself.

The fact that there are other directors

In-sides the banker on the Board does not,

in practice, prevent this being the result.

The banker, who holds the purse-strings,

becomes usually the dominant spirit.

Through voting-trusteeships, exclusive

financial agencies. memlM-rship on execu-

tive or finance committees, or by mere

directorships, J. P. Morgan & Co., and
their associates, hold such financial power
in at least thirty-two transportation

systems, public utility corporations and

industrial companies—companies with an

aggregate capitalization of $17,273,000,-

000. Mainly for corporations so con-

trolled, J. P. Morgan & Co. procured the

public marketing in ten years of security

issues aggregating 91,950,000,000. This

huge sum docs not include any issues

marketed privately, nor any issues, how-

ever marketed, of intra-slate corporations.

Kuhn, I>oeb & Co. and a few- other invest-

ment bankers exercise similar control over

many other corporations.

Controlling Security- Buyers

SUCH control of railroads, public

service and industrial corporations

assures to the investment bankers an

ample supply of securities at attractive

prices; and merchandise well bought

is half sold. But these bond and stock

merchants are not disposed to take even

a slight risk as to their ability to market

their goods. They saw that if they could

control the security-buyers,

as well as thesecurity-makers,

investment banking would,

indeed. I>e “a happy hunting

ground”; and they have
made it so.

The numerous small invest-

ors cannot, in the strict sense,

lie controlled; but their de-

pendence upon the banker
insures their being duly influ-

enced. A large part, how-
ever, of all bonds issued and
of many stocks are bought by
the prominent corporate in-

vestors; and most prominent

among these arc the Life insur-

ance companies, the trust

companies, and the banks.

The purchase of a security

by these institutions not only

relieves the banker of the

merchandise, but recom-
mends it strongly to the small

investor, who believes that

these institutions are wisely

managed. These controlled

corporate investors are not

only large customers, but may
be particularly accommodat-
ing ones. Individual invest-

ors are moody. They buy
only when they want to do so. They
are sometimes inconveniently reluctant.

Corporate investors, if controlled, may be
made to buy when the bankers need a
market. It was natural that the invest-

ment (tankers proceeded to get control of

the great life insurance companies, as well

as of the trust companies and the banks.

The field thus occupied is uncommonly
rich. The life insurance companies are

our leading institutions for savings.

Their huge surplus and reserves, aug-

mented daily, are always clamoring for

investment. No panic or money shortage-

stops the inflow of new money from the

perennial stream of premiums on existing

policies and interest on existing invest-

ments. The three great companies

—

the New York Life, the Mutual of New
York, and the Equitable—would have
over 955,000,000 of new money to invest

annually, even if they did not issue a

single new policy. In 1904,—just before

the Armstrong investigation,—these

three companies had together 91,247,-

331,738.18 of assets. They had issued

in that year 91,025,071,120 of new poli-

cies. The New York legislature placed

in 1900 certain restrictions upon their

growth; so that their new business since

has averaged 9547,384,212, or only

fifty-three per cent, of what it was in

1904. But the aggregate assets of these

Henry Higginson
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companies increased in tin* Iasi eight

years to $1,817,092,260.30. At the time

of the Armstrong investigation the aver-

age age of these three companies was
fifty-six years. The growth of ousels in

the last right years was about half

as large as the total grouih in the

preceding fifty-six years. These

three companies must invest an-

nually about $70,000,000 of new
money; and besides, many old

investments expire or are

changed and the proceeds must
be reinvested. A large part of

all life insurance surplus ami re-

serves are invested in bonds.

The aggregate bond invest-

ments of these three companies

on January 1. 1013, v/us

$ 1.010. 1.53. *08.03.

IT was natural tliat the in-

* vestmentbankersshouldseek
to control these never-failing

reservoirs of capital. George IV.

Perkins was Vice-President of

the New York Life, the lurgest

of the companies. While re-

maining such he was made u

partner in J. P. Morgan & Co.,

and in the four years preceding

theArmstrong investigation, his

firm sold theNew York Life$38,804,018.51

iti securities. The New York is a mutual

company, supposed to be controlled by its

policy-holders. But “the so-called control

of life insurance companies by policy-hold-

ers through mutualization is a farce" an«l

"its only result is to keep in officea self-con-

stituted, self-perpetuating management."
The Equitable Life Assurance Society

is a stock company and Is controlled by

$100,000 of stock. The dividend on this

slock is limited by law to seven per cent.;

but in 1910 Mr. Morgan paid about

$3,000,000 for $51,000. par vuluc of this

stock, or $5,882.35 a share. The dividend

return on the stuck investment is less than

one-eighth of one |K*r cent.; but the

assets controlled amount now to over

$500,000,000. And certain of these assets

had an especial value for investment

bankers;—namely, the large holdings of

stock in banks and trust companies.

THE Armstrong investigation dis-

closed the extent of financial power
exerted through the insuraucc company
holdings of bank nnd tmst company
stock. The Committee recommended
legislation compelling the insurance com-
panies to dispose of the stock within five

years. A law to that

effect was enacted,
but the time was later

extended. The com-
panies then disposed

of a part of their bank
and trust company
s locks; but , beingcon-

trolled by the invest-

ment bankers, these

gentlemen sold the

bank and trust com-
pany stocks to them-

selves.

The banks and trust

companies are deposi-

taries. in the main, not

of the people's sav-

ings. but of the busi-

ness man's quirk
capital. Yet. since

theinvestment banker

acquired control of

banks and trust com-
panies, these institu-

tions also have be-

come. like the life companies, large

purchasers of IKinds and stocks. Many
of our national banks have invested in

this manner a large part of all their re-

sources, including cupital, surplus and

* Jacob II. Schijf

deposits. The bond investmeutsof some
banks exceed by far the aggregate of their

capital and surplus, and nearly equal

their loanable deposits.

Controlling Other
People's Quick

Capital

rPHE goose tliat lays

* golden eggs has

been considered a most
valuable possession.

But even more profit-

able is the privilege of

taking the golden eggs

laid by somebody else *

goose. The investment

bankers and their asso-

ciates now enjoy that

privilege. They control

the people through the

people’s own money. If

the bankers' power were
commensurate only

with their wealth, they

would have relatively

little influence on

American business.

Vast fortunes like those

of the Astors arc no doubt regrettable.

They are inconsistent with democracy.

They an* unsocial. And they seem pecu-

liarly unjust when they represent largely

unearned increment. But the wealth of

the Astors does not endanger political or

industrial liberty. It is insignificant in

amount as compared with the aggregate

wealth of America, or even of New York
City. It lacks significance largely because

its owners have only the income from their

.own wealth. The Astor wealth is static.

The wealth of the Morgan associates is

dynamic. The power and the growth

of power of our financial oligarchs comes
from wielding the savings and quick capi-

tal of others. In two of the three great

life insurance companies the influence

of J. P. Morgan & Co. and their asso-

ciates is exerted without any individual

investment by them whatsoever. Even
in the Equitable, where Mr. Morgan
bought an actual majority of all the out-

standing stock, his investment amounts
to little more than one-half of one per

cent, of the assets of the company.
The fetters which bind the people are

forged from the people’s own gold.

Dl'T the reservoir of other |M*oplc’s^ money, from which the investment

bankers now draw their greatest

power, is not the life insurance

companies, but the banks and
the trust companies. Bank de-

posits represent the really quick

capital of the nation. They
are the life blood of businesses.

Their effective force is much
greater than that of an equal

amount of wealth permanently

invested. The 34 banks and
trust companies, which the Pujo
Committee declared to be di-

rectly controlled by the Morgan
associates, held 81.983.000.000

in deposits. Control of these

institutions means the ability

to lend a large part of these

funds, directly and indirectly,

to themselves; and what is

often even more important, the

power to prevent the funds

being lent to any rival inter-

ests. These huge deposits can.

in the discretion of those in

control, be used to meet the

temporary needs of their sub-

ject corporations. When bonds and stocks

are issued to finance permanently these

corporations, the bank deposits can in

large part be loaned by the investment

Fun A. Vanderlip
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hankers in control to themselves and their

associates; so that the securities may Ik*

carried i>y them until sold to investors. Or
these bank deposits may be loaned to

allied tankers. or jobbers in securities, or

to speculators, to enable them to carry the

bonds or stocks. Easy money tends to

make securities rise in the market. Tight

money nearly ulways makes them fall.

The control by the leading investment

hankers over the banks and trust com-
panies is so great, that they can often

determine for a time the market, for

money by lending or refusing to lend

on the Stuck Exchange. In tliis way,

among others, they have power to affect

the general trend of prices in bonds and
stocks. Their power over a particular

security is even greater. Its sale on the

market may depend upon whether the

security is favored or discriminated

against when offered to the banks and
trust companies, as collateral for loans.

Furthermore, it is the investment

banker's access to other people's money
in controlled banks and trust companies
which alone enables any individual

banking concern to take so large part

of the annual output of bonds and stocks.

The banker's own capital, however large,

would soon be exhausted. And even the

loanable funds of the banks wrould often

be exhausted, but for tile large deposits

made in those banks bv the life insurance,

railroud, public service, and industrial

corporations which the bankers also ixm-

trol. On December 31. lllf, the three

leading life insurance companies had
deposits in banks ami trust companies

aggregating *13.839.189.06. As the

Pujo Committee finds:

"The men who through their control

over the funds of our railroads and in-

dustrial companies are able to direct

where such funds shall be kept and thus

to create these great reservoirs of the

people’s money, are the ones who are in

position to tap those reservoirs for the

ventures in which they are interested

and to prevent their being tapped for

purposes of which they do not approve.

The latter is quite as important a factor

as the former. It is the controlling con-

sideration in its effect on competition

in the railroad and industrial world.”

Having Your Cake aiul Eating

It Too

BUT the power of the investment

banker over other people’s money
is often more direct ami effective than

that exerted through controlled banks and
trust companies. J. P. Morgan Ik Co.

achieve the supposedly impossible feat of

having their cake and eating it too.

They buy the bonds ami stocks of con-

trolled railroads and industrial concerns,

and pay the purchase price; and still

do not part with their money. This

is accomplishes! by the simple device of

becoming the bank of deposit of the con-

trolled corporations, instead of having

the company deposit in some merely con-

trolled bank in whose operation others

have at least some share. When J. P.

Morgan & Co. buy an issue of securities

the purchase money, instead of being

paid over to the corporation, is retained

by the banker for the corporation, to

be drawn upon only as the funds are

needed by the corporation. And as the

securities are issued in large blocks, and
the money raised is often not all spent

until long thereafter, the aggregate of

the balances remaining in the bunker's

hands are huge. Thus J. P. Morgan &
Co. (including their Philadelphia house,

called Drexel & Co.) held on November
1. I0H, deposits aggregating *16<,491,-

819.65.

Tower and Pelf

rPHE operations of so comprehensive a
1 system of concentration necessarily

developed in the bankers overweening

power. And the hankers' power grows

by what it feeds on. Power begets wealth

;

and added wealth opens ever new oppor-

tunities for the acquisition of wealth

ami flower. The operations of these

bankers are so vast and numerous that

even a very reasonable conifamsation

for the service performed by the bankers,

would, in the aggregate, produce for them
incomes so large as to result in huge
accumulations of cupital. But the com-
pensation taken by the bankers as com-
missions or profits is far from reasonable.

Occupying, as they so frequently do. the

inconsistent position of being at the same
time seller and buyer.—the standard for

so-called compensation actually applitsl.

is not the “Rule of reason” but “All

the traffic will bear." And this is true

even where there is no sinister motive.

The weakness of human nature prevents

men from being good judges of their own
deservings.

The syndicate formed by J. P. Mor-
gan Sc Co. to underwrite the United States

Steel Corporation took for their services

securities which netted >6<.500,0<X) in

cash. Of this huge sum J. P. Morgan
& Co. received, as syndicate managers,

*1 <,500.000 in addition to the share

which they were entitled to receive as

syndicate mem tars. This sum of *G<>-

500,000 was only a part of the fee* paid

for the service of monopolizing the steel

industry. In addition to the commis-
sions taken specifically for organizing

the United States Sled Corporation,

large sums were [mid for organizing the

several companies of which it is composed.

For instance, the National Tube Com-
pany was capitalized at *80,000,000 of

stock: *40.00<ff000 of which was com-
mon stock. Half of this *40,000,000 was
taken by J. P. Morgan & Co. and associ-

ates for promotion services; and the

*<0,000,000 stock so taken became later

exchangeable into *<5,000,000 of Steel

Common. Commissioner of CorfMira-

tions Herbert Knox Smith, found that:

"More than *150.000.000 of the stock

of the Steel Corporation was issued direc-

rectly or indirectly (through exchange)

for mere promotion or underwriting

services. In other words, nearly one-

seventh of the total capital stock of the

Steel Corporation appears to have been

issued directly or indirectly to promoters*

services.”

TPHE so-called fees ami commissions
* token by the bankers and associates

upon the organization of the trusts have

been exceptionally large. But even after

the trusts are successfully launched the

exactions of the hankers are often ex-

tortionate. The syndicate which under-

wrote, in 1901, tin* Steel Corporation’s

preferred stock conversion plan, ad-

vanced only *<0.000,000 in cash and
received an underwriting commission of

*6.800,000.

The exaction of huge commissions is

not confined to trust and other industrial

concerns. The Intrrbomugh Railway
is a most prosperous corporation. It

earned last year nearly <1 per cent, on
its capital stock, and secured from New
York City, in connection with the subway
extension, a very favorable contract.

But when it financed its *170.000.000
bond Issue it was agreed thul <1. 1’. Morgan
& Co. should receive three per cent.;

that is. *5,100,000, for forming this

syndicate. More recently, the New
York, New Haven & Hartford Railroad

agreed to pay J. P. Morgan & Co. a
commission of *1.680.000; that is.

<!i per cent., to form a syndicate to

underwrite an issue at par of *67.000,-

000 <0-ycar 6 per cent, convertible de-

bentures. That means: The bunkers

bound themselves to take at 97Yi any
of these six per cent, convertible bonds
which stockholders might Ik* unwilling

to buy at 100. When the contract was
made the New Haven’s then outstanding

six per cent, convertible l>onds were selling

at 114. And the new Issue, as soon as

announced, was in such demand that the

public offered and has ever since been
willing to buy at 106;—bonds which the

Company were to pay J. P. Morgan &
Co. *1.680.000 to Ik* willing to take at

par.

Why the Banks Became
Investment Bankers

HHHESE large profits from promotions.
* underwritings and security pur-

cliases led to a revolutionary change

in the conduct of our leading banking
institutions. It was obvious that con-

trol by the investment bankers of the

deposits in banks and trust companies
was on essential element in their securing

these huge profits. And the bank
officers naturally asked, “Why then

should not the banks and trust companies

share in so profitable a field? Why
should not they themselves Ikvoiuc in-

vestment bonkers too, with all the new
functions incident to ‘Big Business'?”

To do so would involve a departure from

the legitimate sphere of the banking busi-

ness,—which is the making of temporary

loans to other business concerns. But
the temptation was irresistible. The
invasion of the investment banker into

the banks’ field of operation was fol-

lowed by a counter invuxion by the tanks

into the realm of the investment hanker.

And most prominent among the tanks
were the National City and the First

National of New York. But theirs was

not a hostile invasion. The contending

forces met as allies, joined forces to

control the business of the country, and
to “divide the spoils.” The alliance was
cemented by voting trusts, by inter-

locking directorates and by joint owner-

ships. There resulted the fullest “co-

operation”; and more railroads, public

service corporations, and great industrial

concerns were brought into complete

subjection.

The second article of this series, "Iloir the Combiners Combine," trill apjtear next ireek



"Once caught up in the powerful surging maelstrom of commuters, my uncle lost control of his temper and of his hat-hoe"

Uncle and the Green Parrot
By DONALD BARTHOLOMEW

AS my uncle appeared upon the

/-% threshold of his private office, the

heads of his many accountants

suddenly ducked lower over their ledgers,

presenting much the appearance of a field

of wheat swept down by a gust of wind.

“Mr. Block,*' he said in his crisp, stac-

cato manner, “please see that this letter

is delivered at the bank by three-fifteen.”

The head bookkeeper studied his

watch for a moment. “It is three now,

sir,” he said. “I am afraid that you are

asking an impossibility.”

“Precisely,*' returned my uncle tartly,—“else I should have given the commis-
sion to an office boy.”

The head bookkeeper stiffened.
44 There

appears.” he said, “to have been some
misunderstanding, sir. I am an expert

accountant. If you want miracles per-

formed, I suggest you employ an apostle."

“I accept your suggestion,” replied

my uncle briskly. “There will be one to

fill your place at eight-thirty tomorrow

morning. The cashier will give you your
salary to date at once.” And. placing

the packet in his breast pocket, he turned

on his heel, took down his hat, and strode

out of the office. My unde was always

quick enough to act, but often not quick

enough not to act.

To return to his office would be to ac-

knowledge himself beaten,—to cap an

anti-climax on his artistically perfect exit.

The keltic of fish was spilled, and he

must preserve the unities hv letting it

appear that the spilling was deliberate.

Therefore must he cast about for some
means of entertaining himself for the

remainder of the afternoon.

IT wus a hot, listless day, and about
1 him, tlie city lay in a sort of stupor,

drugged with humidity. The only evi-

dences of activity were the mercury
which movi*! up,—starched collars which
moved down, and family entrances which
moved sideways. Now at mid-after-

noon the urban muse of Divertisement

invariably takes a nap. There is nothing

doing. The matinee is well over and the

baseball extra still lurks in the linotype

room. Three P. M. is too late to start

anything but the two o’clock trains on
the Erie.

My unde fared on till he found himself in

the water-front district of the North River

—that huge maw of the Gotham giant.

Pickwickian like, he paused, wiped the

14

mist from his spectacles and gazed be-

wildered at the paiiorutna of confused

activity stretched before him. Then as

his eye fell upon a warped weather-

scarred structure on the next corner, there

spread over his perspiring face an ex-

pression you might attribute to our ex-

plorer who Has unexpectedly run across

a friend in the vicinity of the South Pole.

The very building on which my uncle's

binocular-like spectacle* were focused

lay like a tattered Rip Van Winkle in the

shadow of its modern neighlwrs.

V/fY uncle gave his great spectacles an
* * extra polish and trained them on the

dingy sign that swung in the wind above
the dingy door. He was not mistaken.

Here was the oldest hostelry in the city,

—‘“The Mad Bull” famed through a cen-

tury and a half, for its veal pies and a
certain brew of golden ale.

In a trice my uncle’s mind was made.
And if a portly gentleman can be said to

whisk at all, ray uncle whisked into the

doorway of the “Mad Bull” for ail the

world like a rabbit into his burrow.

Ordinarily, my good uncle would as soon

have slept with the devil himself as have
graced the bar of a public house. But
you must remember that we are living in

the Era of the Elastic Code. It is not

the act, but the “atmosphere” that

counts. Psyche may go nude on Par-

nassus. but never on Broadway!
It was, then, the mellow historical set-

ting of the “Mod Bull" that dignified the

situation of my strait-laced unde, call-

ing for a veal pie and a mug of “half with

a dash " at a water-front ale house. He
lifted the pot of brew and, with a sharp

puff, blew therefrom a deep collar of

froth. The act served as an inunodiute

and intimate introduction to one who
stood next liim at the bar, -for the glob of

foam landed squarely on the newly pol-

ished boot of that personage.

Tell Colonel Culpepper, if you like,

that he doesn’t know a julep from a jack-

daw. lay down five aces in a Deadgulch

poker game, set a torch to Rome or tweak

a monarch's beard, but never, as did my
uncle on that afternoon, spill October ale

over the toilet of a seaman dressed for a

holiday ashore.

My uncle was on the point of framing

an apology, but the fuse had been lighted;

this bomb in theperson of a sca-fari ng Beau
Brutnmel exploded 'ere he could speak.

"Ere now,” he bellowed, banging his

pot down on the mahogany bar,
—“Wot

abaht it! Wot abaht it! Yer poor ham,
yer! wot abaht it!"

“What about it,” repeated my aston-

ished uncle,

—

44 what about what?”
“Wr

ot abaht wot, eh? That’s good,

that is! Wot abaht the other boot. Can
yer ’it that? Wot do yer want ter slop

yer beer on me fer, yer big aggriwalin'

stevedore!”

"I apologize, sir,” said my uncle hast-

ily. “It teas clumsy. I apologize, I as-

sure you.”

“I take my beer inside, not outside,”

stated the seaman, stolidly.
44
Very proper,” returned my uncle, re-

lieved.
44
Will you finish your mug and be

my guest ? I don't often getdown this way.
”

fT,HE war eloud dispelled, my unde
* would now have departed, but, like

a certain wedding guest, he was held by
the moist eye of the thirsty mariner.

“Wot I sy, guv’nor, is that this ’ere’s

a perculiar world,—you an’ me bein’

thrown together so fortunate, an’ gettin’

on so smooth. An' wot 1 sy farther, is,

I don’t often take to a new rummy. Yer
earu’t be too careful, I says. ’Ere’s

George Ducky, now,’*—-and the seaman
jerked his thumb toward the bartender.

"Take Dueky, fr a ’orrible example, says

I. Wot abaht ’im? says you. Why,
says I,—married a woman f'r life, forty-

eight minutes arter ’e’d seen ’er. Did ’e

regret wot ’e done? Did 'e regret wot '»

done! ’E did! The bloomin’ wixen
laid awake nights thinkin* o' ways ter

aggriwate ’im, an' arter a while she got

mad as a centerpede with tobaccer juice

in ’is eye every time George come ‘ome
lit, eh, George? Well, wot then? says

you. Why, she took wiolent, one day,

an’ they sent ’er up to the Island an’ put
‘cr in a strait jacket. An’ every time

old George thinks of "er, eh George?,

—

'e nearly laffs ’isself ter death. Wot'll

’appen to ’er when she pops off, says you.
Will George claim the precious fragments?

Not *e!”

The mariner paused to refresh himself

with another draught, and my uncle mur-
mured “Good gracious!”

“’Ere I gel back from the Indies an’

lose a friend an’ make a friend,” con-

tinued the seaman, drawing his sleeve

across his mouth.
"Lost a friend!” exclaimed my uncle.

Google
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“Croaked,” said the other.

“Croaked?”
"Dead," explained the seaman. “An'

Vre I’ve brought ’im a couple of bloomin’

parrots from the Indies, but they ain't no

use to ’im now with ’itn dead. Wot’s

more, parrots ain’t in my line. Ycr don't

want a good reliable parrot, do yer, guv'-

nor -cause if yer do, why welcome to

’im. says I. That there’s my wav.

—

free an' easy with a rummy I takes to.”

“Well,” said my uncle, “that de-

pends. I have been looking for a good

parrot for some time. If I could get one

reasonably,
"

“Reasonable my eye!” broke in the

sea-going man. “ Didn’t I ay as how
you was welcome to the bird! an’ a good
un, too! Wot I sy, is, tho ’ow are we
goin’ ter get ’im. There’s the row! Wot
row? says you. Why, says I, the buz-

aard's over in Hoboken—-at my sister-in-

law's. Wot then? says you. Wait till I

tell yer. The old she-pirate give me a

dollar this morning an’ says ter fetch ’er

some catnip. Well, ’ere I am an’ ’ave

I got the catnip? No! An’ wot’a more.

I ain’t got the bloomin’ dollar neither.

’Ow am I goin’ back, I ask yer.’’

'T'HE seaman fortified himself with an-

* other draught. “Mebbe now,” he

continued, “ if you was to run over an* get

’im yourself,
—

"

To my uncle, who had something of a

Pickwickian yearning for adventure, the

nature of the excursion strongly appealed.

He looked at his watch.

“That’s not a bad idea,” he exclaimed

warmly,—“if I can get bock in two
hours?”

“Arf the time! Yer can run over,

—

sec the old dear, get the bird an* back in

an hour. But ’ere now.—wot are yer

goin’ ter carry ’im in? I ain’t got no poll-

parrot cage. ’Ow abaht a 'at box, then?

They’ll think yer was carryin’ ’ome a ’at

except fer the ’oles. Yer got ter ’ave

’oles ter wentilate the bloomin' bird.

Parrots revels in wentilation; and a 'at

box is more of a gent's luggage than a

blarsted bird-cage, ain’t it?”

“A hat-box ought to do very nieely,”

rejoined my uncle. So, settling his score

with the “Mad Bull," he set forth with

the sea-going man in quest of a hat-store.

As they walked, the mariner reflected

aloud.—a habit formed (my uncle con-

jectured) in the lonely night watches on

board ship.

•Til write a line to the old Tartar on

the inside o’ the cover,” he ruminated,

“telliu' ’cr to hand over one o’ the birds.

Wot bird ’ll you pick, says you. Why,
says I, the blue one, o’ course. Wot’s
the row abaht the gray one, says you.

Gray parrots is rum birds, says I. ’Ow’s

that, says you. Why, says I, yer wake
up one morning an’ the idiots has pecked

’emselves as bare as a boiled owl. Where
docs the feathers go, then, says you.

That’s it! You don’t know. / don’t

know. Nobody knows!”
“Extraordinary,” murmured my uncle.

"An’ ’ere's another thing,” continued

the seaman. “Wot abaht feedin' ’im.

Wot are yer goin’ ter give 'im ter eat? I

dunno. says you. I thought so, says I;

Give ’im anything but oranges. 'Cause

why? says you. ’Cause the seeds sticks

in ’is throat an’ *e croaks!"

The last observation brought them to

a hat-store. Before my uncle could speak,

the seaman hail opened negotiations in

hi* own fashion. “Sec ’ere,” he barked at

the clerk, “wot we want is a 'at-box,

empty. ’Ow abaht it, now?"
“Down Fido!” from the clerk. “Some

one’s been feedin’ you raw meat. What
kind of a hat-box?” he asked, turning to

my uncle.

“I'd like to get one about the size that

would hold a tall hat,” said my uncle.
" Haven't got one,” answered the clerk,

“would thus do?” and he fetched one of

the elongated variety designed to hold

a dozen hats or more.

“Picks ’issclf as Imre as a boiled owl,

eh!” muttered my exasperated uncle as

he trudged along in the twilight. “Dam-
me. I'll pick him as bare us a boiled

owl if I have to walk all night to find

him!”
Once more, puffing now like a sea lion,

he climbed the steps of a house he judged

to lie number twenty-six, and gave the

bell a vicious yank.

f T was getting late and my uncle was
h becoming impatient to be off. He
took the box, and, turning to his com-
panion, pressed a two-dollar bill in that

person’s hand, bidding him good-bye
and expressing his warm appreciation

for the chance that had brought them
together.

“Guv’nor,” responded the seaman,

gazing at the bill and giving emphasis to

his remarks by jerking my uncle’s hand
like a pump handle,

—“Guv’nor, wot I

say, is, I’ve took to yer, ’eaven bless yer.

Once a rummy’s friend,—alius a friend.

. . . Don’t ferget abaht pickin’ the blue

one; gray ones is bad eggs!” And, squar-

ing away, the seaman walked out of the

door and disappeared.

A moment later my uncle emerged

briskly with his box tucked horizontally

under bis arm.

Once caught up in the powerful surging

maelstrom of commuters, my uncle lost

control of his temper and of his hat-box.

He soon felt like a man going over Ni-

agara hanging onto the tail of a shark.

The thing rammed people in the back and
butted them in the stomach,—got be-

tween his legs and knocked off his hat.

He would have swapped it then and there

for a full-grown ostrich,—or would have
dropped it overboard; but the picture

of a furious citizen heaving a four-foot

hat-box off a crowded ferryboat had its

drawbacks.

\T0 mythological fleece-hunting Jason,
^ ’ encountering every variety of era-

harassment in the revised catalog of Tor-
ments, bad anything on my uncle when
he found himself, at last, at the dilapi-

dated street which marked his journey’s

end. Through the twilight, up the step*

of the nearest tenement, he scuttled, but

before he could put a civil question, a

hook-nosed housewife sprang out like a

jack-in-the-box, brandishing

spoou.

“Here* you!” she cried, “I told you
once before I didn’t want no writin’ paper

nor no toilet soap an' I don't wunttu sub-

scribe ter any magazines an' 1

don’t want no enlarged crayon
{K>rtraits o’ the old man fer his

birthday! an’ if yer come bnm-
min’ around here again yer ’I I

get a pail o’ slops on yer head.

D'ycr get me?"
“I beg your

pardon,” concili-

ated my astonished

uncle, “I haven't

got anything to

sell. I’m looking

for a Mrs. Yoke
at number twenty-

six. Can you tell

me where she
lives?”

“This here's
number eighty an’

my name’s none of

your business,”
snapped the wom-
an, and slammed
the door on my
uncle and his liat-

box.

“Does a Mrs. Voke,”—began my
unde,—
“I just told yer,” interrupted the

woman,

—

“Pardon me, madam,” said my uncle

vehemently, “you couldn’t have just

told me anything because this Is the

first,”

—

“Sumpin’s ealin’ you," broke in the

other, “ I told you five minutes ago there

ain’t nobody on this street named Voke,

nor anything like it,—on' never teas; an'

if there was any number twenty-six,

which there ain’t also, it would lx* across

the street!” and my uncle looking where

the woman pointed, behdd a vacant

lot.

What he beheld immediately there-

after caused his jaw to drop in stupefied

astonishment.

Trudging by, as if weary with long

walking, was one carrying under his arm
a hat-box punched full of holes, identical

to his own.

“Hey!” called my uncle, “hold on a

minute!” and os he came up. a curious

understanding look passed between

them.
“ Pardon me," said the stranger quietly,

“but it looks a little like rain, doesn’t it?

Could you tell me the quickest way to

the New York ferry?”

“I’m going that way myself," an-

swered my uncle. “I’ll go with you.”

For a few moments they walked in si-

lence, then the stranger spoke. “I was

wondering,” he said, half to himself,

“what does become of their feathers.

They eat ’em, I suppose.”

“So I understand," replied my uncle.

“.I hook-

nosed hottSC-

irife sprang

out like a

jack-in-the-box, brand-

ishing an iron spt*tn.‘'
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Our Foreign Legion
By AMOS STOTE

THERE is frequently the feeling,

when business house’s go after

world trade, that foreign sales-

men do not exhibit the same loyalty

in handling imported goods as they do
when representing a home industry. If

there is any country that finds itself the

exception to this rule it is our own: and
if there is any country where we are held

as favorites by salesmen, that country is

Germany. American houses with experi-

ences tliat fail to verify this statement

have been either unfortunate in their con-

nections, or negligent in the drawing up
of agreements that were understood in

detail by the representative.

The lure of the dollar is somettiing to be

reckoned with when securing salesmen in

Germany. Many of these men prefer to

work for an American company, both for

the added importance such a connection

actually gives them among their fellows,

and because of the greater opportunities

for advancement. TTie idea of being able

to learn American ways, the hope of being

sent to the United States -these condi-

tions tend to attract good salesmen to our

houses engaged in business in Germany.
As to opportunities for the securing of

capable men in the Kaiser's kingdom,

they are excellent. While the men of

each profession form a social class, yet the

class distinction in business life, which in

many countries makes it almost impossi-

ble for a man to grow out of the work to

which his earliest endeavors assigned him,

is by no means hampering in its definition.

This liberal characteristic, that permits

a man to thrust aside precedent and climb

to the utmost of his ability, has, however,

a peculiar Teutonic turn. The ambitious

man of that country is looking for more
than wealth. Most of them will forego a

goodly share of financial gain for any title

or degree or office suggestive of power.

The average German has a genuine fond-

ness for being “ bossed ” and so. naturally,

holds in great respect any one who may
attach some expression of authority to

his name.

Lieutenants of the Reserve

TJUSINESS does not hesitate to take" advantage of this situation. One of

our corporations, with two factories in

Germany and os fine a sales organization

an there is on the Continent, makes a spe-

cialty of Lieutenants of the Reserve

—

petty officers of a military body that

holds a silent partnership in the standing

army. The Berlin sales department of

this corporation is never without two or

three of these men; and as rapidly as they

are able to secure recruits the older ones

arc sent to take charge of branch offices

in other cities of the Empire.

The exceedingly prominent bump of

admiration and deference the people of

this country exhibit in the presence of the

army accounts for the commercial value

of the title. The fact that the bearer may
have no authority whatever in the busi-

ness he represents in no way depreciates

his standing with the public he solicits.

The American house referred to manufac-
tures commodities that necessitate fre-

quent dealings with municipal authorities

on questions relating to permits and in-

spections. There are two resident direc-

tors: an American and a German

-

American. The former never attempts

18

to deal personally with any branch of the

government or with builders. The latter,

though a German of good family and
prominent in commercial circles, could

hardly get a building-inspector to answer

the telephone, except that worthy had

been informed that “Director” Schmidt
wished to speak with him—and Schmidt

might be director of anything from the

slate railways to a second-hand store.

When prompt action is required, a

salesman, getting ten dollars a week, per-

liaps, is sent to the building department.

All he must do is show a card with “Lieu-

tenant of the Reserve” engraved in one

corner, and then state his desires.

While army rank will secure an audi-

ence almost anywhere, it will not sell

goods unless hacked by the right training.

To make sure of their ability and fitness

the company puts all of its prospective

salesmen through a complete course in

this branch of the business. Whatever
the German may lack in speed in acquir-

ing training he makes up, with interest, in

thoroughness. He is rather generally a

hustler when out for business; but it is

unfair to compare him with the man who
does that work in our country. Neither

conditions nor the men lend themselves to

the important undertakings so usual with

our salesmen.

A TTEMPTS have been made, with the

highest grade men obtainable in

Germany, to allot extensive territories

and cover them from two to four times a
year. But it has never proven effective

in holding the market. Business cus-

toms in vogue, as well as the personality

of both buyer and seller, ore not favorable

to this plan. The rule of the German
merchant to buy in small quantities makes
it impossible for the average house and
commodity to adopt this method. An-
other reason for its lack of success is that

the majority of salesmen require more
personal supervision than they do with

us; not because there is any disposition to

neglect duties or shirk responsibilities, but

rather that the methods of organization

and control of the sales force do not favor

such operations. Even where our sales

systems have been introducer! human lim-

itations have prevented large individual

results. The German employer takes a
paternal attitude toward his employees.

He tells his salesmen what to do, and they

do it, or receive a scolding. It is merely

another example of being “bossed.”

This situation must not be taken as

suggesting that the cost of selling is higher

in Germany than with us. Tests have
proven the reverse to be true. One of our

concerns with a factory in Germany, that

has been producing drug preparations

over there for more than twenty years,

finds that while the average order is less

than half what it is at home, the cost of

selling is also less than it is in the States.

And this in spite of the fact that almost

twice as many salesmen are required to

cover an equal amount of territory. The
men work entirely on commission and
there are plenty of good ones to be had.

Beards of Commerce

IT*ROM Berlin to Paris, commercially,
* is rather a far cry, yet not half so dis-

tant as the Frenchmen wish it. The last

way to sell goods in France Is through »

German agent. One of our manufac-

turers had. because of the novelty of his

wares, built up a mast profitable business

in France. Later the market got hope-

lessly away from him as a result of a series

of mistakes in trying to do business on the

same plan as at bona’. His French finish

came when a German was put in to man-
age the office and sales forces. In a little

more than a year after this inauguration

the business was closed out. At one time

it had profitably employed between fifty

and seventy-five people.

OOMETIMES Opportunity responds to

an encore. Recently this company
has been successful in building up a

French trade in one of its new products.

The work ’is being done entirely by
Frenchmen. Only the most general

supervision is undertaken by the Ameri-
can who represents the company both in

England and on the Continent and whose
offices are in London.
Not long ago one of the officials of a new

but flourishing American manufacturing
concern went over to Paris to start some-
thing. The business had been put to-

gether by several energetic young men,
and they decided it was time to open up a
European agency. They cast lots to see

who should devote a year to this task.

The lucky member set out at once for

Paris. By the time he had learned it was
not necessary to tip the concierge every

morning, and could find the way to the

office he had rented without taking a taxi

or carrying the address in his hat-band, he
decided to advertise for salesmen. He
wrote an American style advertisement

and put it in the Paris editions of the

London Daily Mail and the Sere York
Herald. At the time he really did not
know what he expected in the way of

results. The nearest to a tangible idea

was something vary hazy, possibly origi-

nal, possibly borrowed, that a number of

Americans and Englishmen were looking

for jobs that would give them a chance to

use their kitchen French.

A few of this type did appear, but a

business acquaintance who knew condi-

tions happily warned the newcomer in

time and agreed to occupy the chair at the

hour of the advertised meeting. The
first time the door-bell rang—for French
offices have door-bells—a small man ap-

peared on the scene. Though seemingly
very agile it required but a glance to make
the American positive the caller had al-

ready torn the fiftieth page off life’s calen-

dar. He had a beard any of us would
immediately recognize as long and silky.

His salute was elaborate and included con-

siderable elevation of his head gear.

The second visitor was not unlike the
first, except that Nature had used a

wider gauged planter in sowing his beard,

so that the hairs stood out in rugged
isolation.

As the friend who had offered to help

pick the winners concluded it was time to

commence he made a suggestion to that

effect; but the future employer looked

distinctly worried.

“Say," he !>cgan, in an undertone,
" what was wrong with that ad? Did I say

anything that means something else to

thcne Frenchmen, or has this government
shut off some old-age pension? I don’t

want to be adopted; I want salesmen.”

“The whiskers are one reason why I
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came.” the friend replied. "I knew you
would hardly come up for air after the first

sight. At my premier experience, when
one of these came in as a salesman. I

thought it was some form of French joke,

and a false decoration. But let me tell

you that if I were hiring salesmen today,

other qualifications being equal, the man
with the beard would always get the

decision.”

Romance and Plumbers

\T0 matter if an American has as many
* ^ lives as a cat. if he be a real, honest

American with one of those healthv-

though-local, mental horizons, the French

scheme of piecing out stature with whisk-

ers never approaches him without a shock.

Yet there is no getting around the practi-

cal value they set on beards in business;

and let the man who belittles the French

for their peculiarities remember that he

may in turn appear somewhat strange to

his neighbor. The beard does for the

Frenchman, in the matter of putting up a

substantial appearance, just what five-

feet-eleven, with a good chin and nose and
a pleasant smile accomplishes for our men
of the road.

As to being boated, the little Frenchman
is as unlike the big German as salad is un-

like steak. They are energetic and good

talkers; loyal to the house they represent,

ambitious to advance, exceedingly saving

both in personal matters and for thrir

employers. But they will not be driven.

To attempt the strict routine of opera-

tions and reports, found so essential with

us, is sure to create friction, dampen ar-

dor, and reduce the powers of initiative

that under favorable conditions are so

valuable an asset to the employer. In

the matter of wages, the Frenchman is

paid about one-third the American scale.

They are like the German in that more
salesmen and smaller territories bring

best results.

These facts are the condensed findings

of several American houses, widely differ-

ent in the wares they handle, that are

doing profitable business in France. One
of these corporations, that is also strongly

entrenches! in Germany, has proven tliat

the Frenchman is much better able to use

his personality in holding trade than the

German. Their goods are handled by
plumbers, and one salesman who attends

this fraternity in several good-sized

French towns has practically eliminated

competition for the last five years by
means of a most unusual expression of

personality.

TT seems this fellow, in a cleverly lialf-

A concealed manner, gave out the im-

pression that he was a man of some for-

tune; more than the average Frenchman
considers necessary for retirement. By
careful direction of the conversation the

shop-keeper was always given the oppor-

tunity to ask why a man of such means
preferred daily employment to the luxury

of leisure. Beginning in on offhand

manner, the salesman would then speak of

the greatness of the company with which

he had accepted employment, his lofty

position in being sole representative in a

territory tliat held such important cus-

tomers as his present host, and of the gen-

erous attitude of the company toward all

employees. Then he would deftly press

down the loud pedul; tell of the enormous
wealth of the house and hoar it con-

tinued to manufacture only because of

the service it was able to render human-
ity in offering so perfect and beneficial

a commodity at about the cost of pro-

duction. He expatiated on the won-

derful advantages of the device, made
talking points of commonplace particu-

lars. and mentioned in conclusion the

enviable position the handling of such
wares gave local merchants.

Each new store at which this romantic
young man presents himself inevitably

hears the story. Each visit to old cus-

tomers is embellished with an account of

some recent happening that brings out

fresh evidence of his own commanding
position, some noble undertaking of his

employers, some hitherto unseen perfec-

tion of the commodity, or possibly a new
use to which it is adaptable.

So much personality might be thought
perilous tu the house, were it not built on
the wares they manufacture. Even then

such a plan could hardly be carried out,

or permitted, in any country save France,

the home of delight in all things romantic.

The Very Stolid Briton

TO turn from the commercial romance
of France to that of England is al-

most. like being sentenced to hard labor;

yet there is something substantial and
satisfying in the proverbial stick-to-it-

ive-neas with which the Britisher sells

goods, and does everything else. His

idea of romance in trade is to get an order

in three months that usually requires a

year to land. The glory of the English

salesman is that nothing daunts him.

Once he has decided a certain house has

need of the article he sells, that house will

eventually have either to buy or go out of

business.

He does not hold the enthusiasm of the

French and German in the matter of rep-

resenting an American company; but en-

thusiasm is hardly proper from his view-

point—and after all he is very loyal.

Certain sixteenth century ideas of class

distinction still possess him. and this has

done much to keep out of selling the type
of man who is doing the best work in our
country. The bright young chap with
the preliminary training that makes him
capable of meeting almost anyone without

giving offense; the young man who, with

us, sees in selling the highway to the heart

of the business. Is seldom in the market
in England.

There is an Oxford man selling Ameri-

can goods in Englund who has lost most of

his college friends; Is not recognized by a
sister whose husband is earning less in a
month tliun the salesman makes in a

week; who until quite recently was
treated by his parents us the family dis-

grace—and all liccause of his business re-

lations. This man has spent just enough
time in the Slates to realize that he must
either go against the rulings of his class as

to wliat constitutes a gentleman’s occupa-

tion, or suffer from dry rot. And his de-

cision required more courage than we can

ever realize.

IT must not be taken from this that
* England offers no salesmen of ability.

There are bright boys in the lower classes

who consider work of this character a re-

markable elevation. There arc others in

almost every class who through chance or

influence—often dire necessity—get into

selling and grow in it because they realize

the opportunities it offers. The great

trouble is the shortness of the market
supply of salesmen who are above the

mediocre or inefficient type.

It is more nearly possible to transplant

our selling methods in England than in

either France or Germany. Very little

modification Is necessary in the first in-

stance; and very good results have been
obtained through their use. One of our

corporations conducts quite an extensive

course in salesmanship in its London
offices. This work has not only brought

results in giving the men who enter the

sales department a careful and practical

training; hut it has actually encouraged

some who wondered if selling could really

be quite the right thing for them. Be-

cause educational metho<Ls were em-
ployed. the dignity of the individual en-

gaging in it seemed better protected—and
it lent a real importance to the work.

Yet when all is said and done and
argued—no one is so able as the Briton

to hold the trail with the tireless patience

necessary to sell to a Briton. An Ameri-
can salesman takes pride in hanging on to

a prospect until he has convinced the lat-

ter of the value and need of the goods

offered. But it takes the crack English

salesman of one of our branch houses to

bring a man to admit these points, and
then work three years longer to get the

order. In the incident referred to the

salesman did not even see the man in

authority for more than two weeks from

the time he first began his siege. Convic-

tion did not seem long in coming and dur-

ing the second successful call the agent

gave facts that forced the other man to

admit everything; and yet be delayed

ordering. Always, after this, the sales-

man made his visits under the cloak of a

new argument to present; and he never

pressed the subject to a final conclusion.

His calls were far enough apart to avoid

offense but not to ullow the business man
to forget him; and they were as brief

as could be made the registering of a now
point for consideration. He never asked

questions, never became demonstrative,

never suggested impatience—but he

stored up in that man’s mind a stock of

facts that created a desire to purchase.

I
T required three years to get that con-

cern’s name transferred from the list

of prospects to that of customers. But
it was worth the time and trouble, for the

first order amounted to practically

twenty-one thousand dollars. When the

order came it was the usual thing sanc-

tioned by boards of directors. There was

no romantic offering of a junior partner-

ship to the persistent salesman; not even

a word of praise from the man who had

acted as host during these years. As to the

man who got the order, though his hand
shook a little when reaching out for the

signed form, thankfulness was kept well

below flood tide. Each seemed to take

the experience and its conclusion as quite

the usual thing.

It is true the salesman took his wife to

dine that night at the Cecil. It is also

true they were very unhappy because of

the withering formality of their peers

—

the waiters.



The Work of
''Nature I Loved and

By JOHN

McSorlry'

»

THE cry in every human heart is to

escape from the discords and dis-

order of life into some region of

order and peace. This in art is called

the instinct for beauty; and if some of us

live but dreary lives it is because we try

to stifle this cry of the heart. On the

other hand, turning away from distrac-

tion and from everything that could si-

lence hLs longing, the artist, in his own
way always an ascetic, takes life into his

inventing hands and mukcs it plastic in

dreams and in works of art; and because

of his inborn sensitiveness to facts does

it no convincingly that we can all say of

the good painter or poet or dreamer that

he docs not falsify nature, but that he
interprets iL

Mr. Sloan is a thinker as well as a
painter. He engages in a war of opinion

and here let me make a distinction.

There are men who are all alive with the

spirit of controversy, they are the great

army of the dissuasive who convince us

ugainst our will. The true artist is per-

suasive. He enters into controversy

without the spirit of controversy and we
yield to him because he plays all so se-

ductively upon our imaginative longings.

William Morris’ opponents read his so-

cialist tracts as eagerly as his friends and
often more intelligently. Morris under-

stood his opponents too well to hate

them except in some passing moment of

characteristic irascibility which never got

into his writings, and which with him al-

ways ended in laughter. Leonardo da
Vinci “flew before the .storm" because

the storm was hatred which contracts the

heart and limits the sympathies and
blinds the intellect, extinguishing the

three lights of the soul. In every work
of true art there is always as final result,

a something, a magic, an incantation, a

music, which sweetens and releases the

spirit. To discover thus something and
where it lies is the duty of criti-

cism; for this something is the old rec-

onciling hint and wavering suggestion

of beauty.

“McSorley’s Back Room" depicts a

large lonely room. By the window
through which out of the grey skies

comes hardly any light is the lonely

figure of an old man. large in stature

and in bulk. He is taking his ale in

short sips and at long intervals; his

thoughts arc heavy and long drawn out.

Bad Room

Except close by the window the whole

room is in shadow, a richly colored

darkness in which we can just make
out the figures of two other men. talk-

ing together. There are also numer-
ous small objects, a cluck, a picture of

Bryan, the model of a ship in full sail

in a glass case, and things, we know not

what. Slowly the picture draws the at-

tention and then holds it. One can

never he tired of peering iuto that gloom
as one us never tired of looking to the far

horizon when darkness is coming on.

Every painter, from the time of Leonardo
da Vinci has felt the charm of chiaroscuro.

Mr. Sloan is one of the few who have

painted it. To paint chiaroscuro is to

make a picture of infinity.

“ r|'HE Dust Storm" us a picture thul

* could not have been painted by Ho-
garth. At first glance we see approaching

a great cloud ofwind and rain with the Flat-

iron building towering up till it is lost in

the overhead darkness. Just beneath the

advancing cloud

are the trees of

Madison Square

bending under

the weight of the

wind. They are

fully foliaged be-

cause it is late

summer and the

leaves have
t unied a spectral

gray, reflecting

the blue light of

the clouds. So
much we see at

once. Searching

for detail we dis-

cover the human
drama. There is

an uutomobile
and a quantity of

scattered chil-

dren running and
tumbling over

each other in

their flight, only

not this time

from the auto-

mobile. but from

the dust and the

wind and the
rain anil the noise

of the storm; for

somehow we know that at the moment
the thunder is crashing.

The theme of this picture is the great

cloud rapidly advancing and spreading a

sudden darkness with u glimpse beyond

into t he beauty of serene and sunny skies.

The children that to Hogarth would have
been the whole matter are here only a

detail, and in the painting little more thun

indicated. If Hogurtli or anylaxly else in

the eighteenth century looked at the sky

it was to ascertain weather conditions.

Hogarth has also been called an artist

of the ugly, yet in his pictures are many
lovely ladies. Only in his day and down
even to these times the English conception

of beauty is something quite different from

tliat set before us by Mr. Sloan.

Once when I was talking with Mr.

Sloan of Hogarth and of his terrible skill

in depicting the hideous physiognomies

of the corrupt and drunken underworld

of Loudon, he offerer! what seemed a r»--

vealing criticism. He said that what we
hate we fly from and that Hogarth's

knowledge of these people proved that

he loved them for that otherwise he would

not have studied them. Mr. Sloan spoke

out of knowledge of his own methods.

Take for instance his picture “The Hair-

dresser's Window." Here we have an
old woman plying her art as hair-dresser

a la mode to the surrounding community.
She is bleaching the hair of a young girl

and, as is indicated by her wearing gloves,

using some powerful chemical. It is done
at the open window because the hot sun

is a necessary participant. Of the subject

of the treatment we see only her long and
abundant hair falling down her back and
of the girl attendant we get only her thin

hand holding the saucer. It is a window

in the second story. The crowd below

The llair-dre-aaer's Window

*0



John Sloan
Next to Nature Art"

BUTLER YEATS

oa the street are gazing upward; among
them a lively group of three very young
girls laughing and whispering together

and no doubt making guesses as to who
the girl may be. IX> we hate this woinuu

so realistically presented to us? Is that

the artist's intention? She is hideous as

though Hogarth had painted her. She has

yellowed hair and thick lips and a short

turned up noseand amanyfolded chin and
short fat arms. On the contrary we laugh

genially even while we flinch at this figure

of grouneas. tills artist in hair, and enjoy

her intentuess at her work, and we realize

that she is shrewd and strong and that

she knows every girl’s secret. The Dust Storm

IN ‘‘Scrubwomen in the Old Astor
4 Library " there is no liintof gaiety or of

youth. In the immediate foreground Is a

teuin of scrubwomen each with her pail and
broom, one washing the floor, the other two
as they pass, furtively speaking to her. In

theroom beyond we can just make out two
readers like phantoms bowed over their

books at the big table. Why does this pic-

ture interest anyone? What is thecharm of

this sail colored arrangement in brown? Is

it the old women or the two readers? Or
the walls lined with books or the atmos-

phere made thick, as one fancies, by the

dust of so many mouldering volumes? Are
we looking at a picture of silence made
visible? I cannot say. It is not in words

ever to tell all of a picture's meaning.

Painters exist that they may tell in their

painter's language what cannot be said in

prose or verse or in marble or in music.

Each urt has its own incommunicable

secret. Incommunicable, tliat is, by any

other art. A work of art that can be put

into words is picture writing and bv no

means a work of art; even though to a

people more conversant with words than

with painting it would be preferable.

Mr. Sloan's pictures will excite strong

enthusiasm but also many antagonisms.

For one thing he does not arrange his

pictures according to the laws of good

taste nor does he care at all for the

purely decorative picture which, how-
ever charming it may be. is only

like a pretty woman prettily dressed

or a pretty room prettily furnished.

In fuel, he dues not arrange his pic-

tures at all. He is an impressionist,

that is, an imaginative painter, and
paints by the inner life. “Ills subject

directs him." to quote the words of

Charles Lainb who, long Indore the im-

pressionists. defined the meaning of im-

aginative painting. One has to live many
duvs with one of liis pictures to find its

sweetness, its poetic charm. He does

not take Ills art lightly. Like the great

medieval painters, he is serious about both

life and art. And if at first his severity

offends we will turn to him again and
again and find

in his strangeness

something rest-

ful; for his se-

verity is the
self -reslrai nt
of a man who
will not be de-

ceived, who,
while looking
everywhere for

visions of tender-

ness and beauty,

refuses to shut

his eyes to facts.

Scrubwomen in the Old Astor Library

rTHE artist has
1

told me some-

thing of his early

struggles. And
to my mind it

w a s an ideal
education for an
artist of genius.

While still a bov

he was intro-

duced to a man’s

life; at sixteen

earning his own
keep and help-

ing others, while

finding time to

study drawing

and painting. Also he kept good com-
pany; fortune having favored him with

such friends as Robert Henri andGlackens
and other original men. There was also

the public library in Philadelphia (for the

joy of readiug was upon him) where he
read everySaturday all day long from early

morning, bringing hb lunch with him so

thut there should be no interruption.

Ever}’ painter and every poet is first of all

an observer, only unlike the scientist,

what he observes must come to him in

moments of heightened sensibility; and
if he be born artist and lives the right life

almost every hour will bring its crisis.

Mr. Sloan's school of art was life itself,

his own and that of others, and finally the

streets of two great cities—New York and
Philadelphia. In the evenings he studied

technique, with one evening set apart for

conversation. Blessed conversation of

young men, whereby they learn to know-

each other in friendship and in the gener-

ous ardorand courageof mutual challenge!

TO the great art schools of Parb mid
* Europe thronging crowds of young
men and women make a fashionable pil-

grimage, hoping to learn the great secret,

and they study the planes and curves of

the posed model as to whom they know-

nothing and care nothing, and yet so far

it b good; only the circumstances are

such that these students are during the

most susceptible and receptive season of

their lives, for long hours and for many
years, shut up in art schools and taught

that nothing mutters except technique,

so tliat all their talk b of technique and
not at all of life. Is it wonderful that the

great picture shows of Ixmdon and Paris

are so dull compares! with what one sees

in the Louvre or the National Gallery of

London or that there should have de-

scended on the world that great monot-
ony of clever puinters with scarcely an
artist or artistic vision to vary the prosjicot ?

“Art for art's .sake” is a saying thut has its

value, but technique for the sake of tech-

nique Is misleading nonsense. At any rate

it gives us the puiutcr who is not the artist,

the man with the clever busy fingers and
the idle soul und the sleepy intellect.

We do indeed require of the painter or of

the poet, technique, the best thut he can

give us: that we may have the consecra-

tion of the (loot's dream and everything

else1 that b in his well-filled mind.



A Theme for Social Religion
By CHARLES ERVIN REITZEL

AGE-LONG civilization has been chained and
/% shackled by an economic and social standard

which places money above men, profits above

principle, and gold above God. However, we now com-
memorate as our Ideal, the birth of One whose sole

interest was centered in humanity; whose very Being

breathed the spirit of brotherhood and service as stand-

ing above greed and power. We therefore can give no
better proof of our appreciation of Jesus and his teach-

ings than by an every-day application of his doctrines

to the maladjustments existing in our present social

order.

I
WISH EI> to give Helena Momething

for Christmas. Ever since I married

Helena I have been wanting to give

her things, over and above the present of

myself and of all my worldly goods. I

have given her a great many things that

she did not want. Helena wants nothing

tliat she cannot turn to immediate practi-

cal good. When I married her she was a

wonderfully pretty, gay, courted girl, full

of energy, high spirits, coquetry and desire

for amusement. But she proved that she

was beyond all else practical by marrying

me. I was some ten years older than

herself, with a good professional position

and in additiou a private income. I was

deeply in love with her and have been ever

since. Years passed, we acquired three

children and a house in New York, and
Helena developed into a most conscientious

and able manager of the family. She is a
good housekeeper, with a firm luutd over

the servants; she supervises most carefully

the children’s health, morals and education,

and she maintains an atmosphere of cheer

and comfort in the home. She works about

fifteen hours a day. She is economical in

her personal expenditures. She makes

both ends meet over a large monthly
budget. She has the bank account and
the checkbook. She pays my tailor and
dub dues by check, and allows me a few

dollars a week for my luncheons and cur-

fares. I seldom want any more.

DUT with the approach of the happyu holiday season, I felt a keen desire to

give Helena something. Helena hates

Christmas. She always hits a large family

dinner on that day, besides the tree for the

children, presents to relatives and friends

and tMwknotcs to the servants. She
rushes madly from morning to night, con-

cealing her feelings under an appearance

of festal joy. Knowing all this, I deter-

mined to give her a little pleasure, oral

least a reminder, so to s|>eak, of my affec-

tion. But I hadn't any money, and as she

had just had to write the check for my
Christmas fees to the servants at the club,

I really didn’t like to ask her for any,

especially as she would, of course, have
asked what I wanted it for.

However, I had credit. I didn’t dare

give her anytiling very expensive, so the

day before Christmas I stopped at the

florist’s, round the corner from our house,

and looked for something Hint looked like

Helena. I wouldn’t have orchids, those

purple dowagers, nor the hypocritical lilies.

Roses
By NEITH BOYCE

nor the smug violets, nor commonplace
carnations. Among the rosea too there

hail to lx* a careful choice. But I found

a rose that really was like Helena—deep,

in color, richly curved in form, with strong

stems and leaves, firm and full of sap.

I ordered a dozen—doubled in price, of

course, on account of the season of re-

joicing—charged them, and took them
round to Helena.

She greeted me with her usual cheerful-

ness over the tea-table. When I presented

the roses, with a gallant little speech, she

cried meclianicallv, “Oh,how sweet of you!
How lovely!" But I saw her face fall,

and she couldn’t help adding, “But you
extravagant old dear, they must have cost

a fortune!’’

“You shouldn’t look a gift-horse in the

bill,” I suid, rather piqued.

"No, I know it,” she said repentantly.

“They are lovely, and just what I
”

“Just what I wanted, thank you so

much, as the man said when the brick

fell on his head," I interrupted ironically.

r
|
'HEN she got up and kissed me and

* said a few pleasant tilings, and put

the roses in a vase, where they looked

very handsome, and we had tea cosily to-

gether. . . .

But after Christmas comes New Year’s,

and that means bills. Helena is ulways

in a frightful tein|)croii the first of January,

and doesn’t try to conceal it. I always try

to keep out of the way when she is wrestling

with the bills and her checkbook, for, after

all. that is her business, and if I moke
the money she ought to Ik* willing to

spend it.

But on this particular day she did not

sjiare me. She almost flung the bill at

me.

“To one dozen ruses . . . $15.00.”

“Now, George, how could you?” she

cried tearfully. “Fifteen dollars for roses!

Hoses at Christmas! Do you know what
I have to pay for coal?"

“I don’t care,” 1 said peevishly.

“No. I know you don’t! And here I

am, slaving and contriving and at my
wits’ end to pay the bills, and with the cost

of living almost out of sight, anil I need

a new evening coat and can’t afford it,

and it was agrcetl we shouldn’t give one

another presents, and
”

She sai«l a lot more, along that line, for

Helena, like all conscientious and energetic

people. Is a bit of a nagger. Finally I

interrupted with these remarks: “You’re

right, Helena, gifts arc absurd -especially

between business partners. It’s ridiculous

for me to give you rases and expect you to

pay the bill. I apologize. It was sdf-

iiululgcnce on my part. It always is.

A gift means quid pro quo. Nothing for

nothing. I hud a romantic feeling for

your beauty and charm. I tried to find

something that would express it- The
roses seemed to me like you in color, fra-

grance and form. I gave them to you to

please myself. You did not want them.

You object to paying fifteen dollars for

them when there are fifteen tons of coal

to be paid for. You are right, Helena;
coal is a necessity

“T AST year I gave you a little book of

' love sonnets, dedicated to you, and
printed at my own expense. Another

piece of self-indulgence. You thought

the sonnets rather pretty, but wondered
how I could write surh things, at my age.

The year before that I ‘gave you my his-

torical tragedy, likewise printed atmy own
expense. Ami tliat you didn’t even read.

—And long before that, I gave you my
heart, Helena, and you never quite read

that, either. You turned down the page,

and forgot to go on— And for all of them,

you’ve liad to pay, haven’t you, and the

bills have been heavy. Greek gifts!

Poor Helena
!

"

My voice broke as I uttered these words,

looking at her listening profile. She was
writing during ihc last part of my speech

—a cheek, which she slipped into the en-

velope along with the futal bill. In her

check, turned toward me, I suddenly per-

ceived a dimple— in love, you know,

there is always one who kisses, and one

who turns the cheek. Helena had al-

ways turned her cheek—with the dimple

in it.

All she said then was, looking up at me
with a smile:

“You are a sweet, old, romantic, silly

thing, and how you can talk!—You con

give me a gold brick if you want to, after

that, and I’ll pay for it and go in debt

for coal, rather tluin hurt a single one of

vour precious feelings- And it Isn’t true

—

I did read the tragedy. It was too sweet

for words.”

This year, I have resolved to present

to Helena one single pure white rose,

and as I give it to her, I shall say

meekly: “I paid for it out of mv own
money.”

I rather think she will like that.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustration* by James Preston

Gwendolaidc Jones Telleth an Autobiographical

Autodrama

The gentleman-drivers forebore from the code

Duello and drew up their ears by the road;

Their looks lens disdainful,

Their poses less painful.

The ladies suppressing their monologues plainful,

laulen with epithets more tlian a trainful.

It was merely armed peace, au observer might see.

As they sat in a circle out under a tree.

Hostility still

Showed in the men.

HPHE “nice Mr. Hill"
* Coldly sat by his Gwen,
And near as ho dared to Kuturah lolled Percy,

Dumbly, in pantomime, (legging for mercy.

And the angel whom humans call Gwendolaidc Jones

Began her uceount in angelical tones:

“Since automobiles were invented I’ve been

Gripped by 'em.

Hipped by 'em.

Mentally dipped by ’em.

Wrecked by ’em, saved by ’em, frightened and tipped by ’em:

And when I am dead well. I hope 1 11 lie shipp'd by 'em!

“ \ FEW years ago, when my father was wealthy,

My automnmania ’gan growing unhealthy.

Pu bought me runaliouls. phaetons, touring-ears,

Chubby electrics and long-nm-enduring ears.

But I clamored for more -for you see I was cursed

With that modem dementia, a gasolene thirst.

One morning jioor Father to bankruptcy woke.

For the market in Limited Bunco went broke.

And Pu said to Ma. ‘Though your pride it einharrus<

I’ve pawned all our jew-els with L’ncle Abe Harris;

You. too. must deny yourself fashions from Paris;

I’ll give up my valet, my yacht and cigars

—

And, Gwendolaidc, dear, you must |>urt with

your ears.’

Gone, my heart’s sweet massage!
1 sought the garage

And kis«ed all my road-running darlings good-bye;

My runabout slender, my touring-car big

And my cute, little, chubby electrical gig. . .

(She dosed her bright eyes, as to shut out the vision.

Then took up the tale with increasing decision.)

“ U'KOM that moment my soul was embittered,
1 Ere long I would revel in aulon once more.

My plottings Imre fruit,

For I smiled on the suit

Of Marmaduke Priggles, u bit of a Imre,

Who mimin'red his cars by the dozen and score.

Another adorer more suite*] my will,

But alas!” (Here a sigh from the “nice Mr. Hill.

“Oh. how with a partner for life could I

toddle

Who’ll only two cars of a former year’s

model?

HOWEVER, the poorer man wooed
me so well

All cold, worldly hope meant
Mere hollow conceit.

We planned an elopement

And promised to meet
Last night to be wedded at Johnson's

Hotel.

I was packing my grip.

Prepared for the trip

When a taxi (I’d called one) drew up to

the door.

rF,HE driver. I noticed, remarkably bore
* Resemblance to someone I’d met with before. ..."

(“Twas Priggles!" deep-muttered the “Nice Mr. Hill.*’)

" It was. But I guessed not his perfidy, till

Seventeen miles down the Kittyvillc Pike

I saw through the wdndow the chauffeur's right ear

’Pon which wa* a birthmark, remarkably like

The one which marred Priggles. Made fearless by fear

I o|»cned the door of the taxicab light

And. keeping my balance, leaped into the night

While the villainous Marmaduke Priggles, disguised.

Drove out of sight.

Oblivious quite

Of the silent escape of the treasure be prized.

Thus, left quite alone, I. . .

A rattle like hail

On a stretch of tin roofing broke in on her tale

Midst a wheezing asthmatic

Yet very emphatic
And a chug like the gasp of a gricf-stricken whale.

/ “Look, look!" whispered Gwen, all her features

turned waxy.

"It sounds like,

u 'it"

All shouted, A taxi!’

(TO BE CONTIMEl>)
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John Mason in Augustus Thomas's “Indian Summer"

By James Montgomery Flagg
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Augustus

Thomas
and the

Time Spirit

By N. H.

ONCE Augustus Thomas wrote plays

that did not strain anybody's in-

tellect, and amused so large a pro-

portion of the human race that the plays,

almost without exception, filled theaters

and therefore produced much wealth for

the author. The distinguished German
dramatist, Ludwig Fulda, who landed on

our shores the other day. said, as one of his

first observations, tliat America seemed to

take the drama not as an art but as an
amusement, Augustus Thomas is now
putting more into his plays than he once

put into them, and they are not so suc-

cessful. Out of his last seven plays. I

believe only two have been successes, and

the fate of the seventh is now in the bal-

ance. New York critics did not like it.

If it were not for the possession of an over-

supply of tact, I should In* willing to con-

fess that the disapproval of the New York
critics does not necessarily condemn a

play. Personally, I hope “Indian Sum-
mer’' will be one of the many praise-

worthy dramatic productions that get

away from Broadway with more or less

bruises, and find a juster reception in the

rest of the country, popularly known as

“The Road."

NOT that “Indian Summer” is without

faults. It has conspicuously two

faults. Theeffect isat times scattered, vari-

ous bits of dialogue and some incidents be-

ing put in that do not converge toward a

central result. That is fault number one.

Fault number two is tliat the third act has

an over-dose of melodrama, jerking us

roughly from an atmosphere of pleasant

thinking into scenes of tearing about und

shooting pistols. This much granted,

however. “Indian Summer" remains one

of Mr. Thomas's most interesting plays.

I saw a revival of “Arizona” not long

ago. and it made me wish I was in the

country or at home reading a good bonk.

A friend of mine has a little son uncom-
monly interested in a number of topics.

Sheer frivolity, however, is not one of

them. Therefore at a parly recently he

was found in a corner crying, and when
asked what was the matter he sobbed out.

“I am wastiug my time. I am wasting

my time!” I dropped in to see "Indian
Summer" on a particularly busy after-

noon, and I did not at all fed that I was
wasting my time. It is not only superior

to such plays us "Arizona," which are

more or leas skillful mechanical exploita-

tions of popular and stereotyped themes,

but it is superior to a play like "The
Witching Hour,” because Mr. Thomas
exhibited little knowledge of hypnotism
in the earlier play, but shows an intimate

i5
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"Martha Iledman act* a* few American actrestes can act"

and cordial understanding of the mind of a

middle-aged artist living today, and he
throws in for good measure an uncommon
inkling of what an independent young
woman of our time is sometimes like.

PRANK WHITNEY is the person
* who is going through his Indian Sum-
mer. He is a gifted artist—by profession,

a sculptor, but capable of writing poetry

and deeply appreciating music. In many
of the novels of the last few years and in

numerous plays middle-aged men und very

young women arc hero and heroine as

they are in Galsworthy’s latest, reviewed

in this issue, and in more than one novel

by Wells. Where this happens in ordi-

nary plays, there is usually a sentimental

and unreal treatment and ending. Mr.
Thomas, however, handles the situation

with sincerity, and while he has not quite

the heart to give the audience a sensible

instead of a sympathetic ending, he re-

frains from giving a mushy one, tactfully

leaving the matter at the end so that the

more typical spectators can go home and

imagine the hero and his young friend

were married, while the minority can

think that he quietly, gently and gradu-

ally shook her off and sent her back to the

young man to whom she had been en-

gaged before, and whom she found unin-

teresting when her imagination was
stirred by the new visions of life opened

up to her by contact with a more experi-

enced nature; or, indeed, hack to some
other young man; it doesn’t make very

much difference whether it was the same
young man or another, the point being,

as was fully understood by the hero, that

a marriage between him and his young
friend and admirer would have been un-

true to his own knowledge of life and un-

fair to the girl, who had plenty of intelli-

gence, but whose intelligence did not have

sufficient life-material to work on.

Mr. Thomas comes pretty near to

having created a real character in the

hero, and this impression is much helped by

the admirable acting of Mr. Mason. He
realizes not only the main characteristics

of such a man, but many of the pleasant

little half-lights and contradicting princi-

ples. He is a philosopher as well as an
artist. He hus that love of youth, of life,

and of loving, which usually goes with

creative talent, but he is also a singularly

normal, wLse and kindly person. I shall

not try to reproduce here the dialogue

l>etween him and his friends, but it Iioh

humor, observation of life, and what the

Germans call gem iitlichkcit. a word of

more color and significance than our word
"amiability.” The girl, too, is real, and
here again the author is fortunate in his

interpreter. Martha Hcdman acts as few

American actresses can act. She comes
over from an old-world city in which it is

possible to get a training that is impossi-

ble here, and where solid technique and
sure, strong, subdued effects stand out

delightfully from the prevailing acting

that we see. so largely made up of idiosyn-

cracies combined with inexperience, with

the result that strong effects are nearly

always sought with obvious effort, and
quiet is ineffective. Several scenes be-

tween these two have mueh loveliness.

The romance is one that is not complete

because it happens when one life is in its

autumn, but none the less it is genuine

romance, as written and as acted. It is

not so surprising, perhaps, that Mr.
Thomas should gauge so accurately the

moods of this man of middle age as it is

that he should be able to present the won-
derful maturity of a young woman, the

maturity given wholly by instinct and
character without experience, a maturity

then-fore that is able to draw an attract-

ive ideal although it is an ideal that can-

not be realized. If the melodrama in this

play were tempered, and the one or two
slight concessions to the audience on the

side of sentiment removed, I should

feel that it was without much doubt
the most artistic play Mr. Thomas has

produced.



A SAMPLE OF HARVARD’S POWERFUL ATTACK
Huntington Hardwick, one of the Crinuron'/t bent ground-gainers, making a slashing run through the Cornell line and secondary

defense for a ten-yard gain, irhich gate Brickley his chance to make a touchdown on the neet play.

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED King")

H ARVARD’S smooth offense, built

around both power and deception,

was shown to advantage against

Cornell, although the Ithacans used such

faulty generalship in the Stadium that

the Crimson was not forced to depart

even for a moment from the settled plan

of campaign. Then? was not even the

shadow of a flaw in the Cambridge selec-

tion of plays, for, accepting the Harvurd

premises, one reaches the Harvard con-

clusion in action, as was notably the case

against Cornell. Against sun and wind

Harvard scored three points against the

Ithacans and did it by perfect choice of

plays when there was. for the only time

in the game, a temptat ion to take a chance.

The Crimson found itself in Cornell terri-

tory on fourth down with only two yards to

go for a first down. Considering the way
in which the Harvard attack was moving

there wasevery chance that another thrust

into the line would have yielded a first

down. Yet Ix>gan. the Crimson field gen-

eral. chose not only the sufest, but abut

the wisest course, for he called for a drop-

kick. This was successful, anti the entire

Harvard scheme of things was at once

justified. Thence to the finul whistle the

Crimson played standard football.

LI ARVARD’S running attack is one of
1 * the best features of modem offensive

football, combining as it does, speed, de-

ception and power. The diagram (Figure

1.) shows the normal formation of the

backs liehind a shifted, or lop-sided line.

There is plenty of strength in u play that

goes through the long side of the forma-

tion, and strength plus deception in a

play that goes around the short side.

Until the advent of Mahan the real power

of the Harvard attack has been turned

on between the parallel lines shown in

the diagram. The arrows indicate the

runge of the backs, the most interesting

feature, perhaps, being the wide, out-

ward thrust of the front back. With
this man going out the play switches

in at an acute angle to the line of defen-

sive forwards. Mahan has shown so

much speed, however, that he has lieen

used for wide end runs just as Corbett

was use< I some years ago. Doubtless

the call to Corbett to come all the way
from the Pacific Coast was due to the

desire to have Mahan get the benefit

of the teaching of a man who was built

much like the newcomer, and employed
much the same methods. Equipped with

hardy, heavy men. Harvard has done

more than any other university toward
making the greatest possible use of the

backs in interference. The Crimson has

had the audacity to require a back to

handle a tackle without assistance, as well

as a solitary back to remove an end from
the path of progress.

'T'HE Crimson attack is a typical thrust-
* ing game, the backs starting close to

the line and reaching their openings

quickly, and with full speed ahead. Almust
invariably the ball is handled by the

quartcrbuck. thus disposing of any chance

of a fumble or a missed pass such as

allowed Sam White of Princeton to make
his winning runs against both Harvard

and Yale. There is a concealment of

the ball in the Harvard attack not found

in most other systems, and the delny

that is so great a factor in the deception

worked into the play, is made in the

simplest possible manner. The forma-

tion lends itself to deception, for the

quarter can easily hide the ball, and the

run that includes the deception and delay,

is so much like the regular runs that the

defense is frequently drawn out of posi-

tion. The Harvard running game, there-

fore, is not only strong, but also subtle,

and I doubt if the latter feature has

ever received its due meed of praise. So
successful lias the attack proved in the

recent past that the average s|>ectator

has lieen inclined to attribute its drive

and finish to sheer power and the presence

on the team of remarkable backs. Be-

yond u doubt Harvard has been better

equipped in the backfield for some years

than any other eleven on the gridiron,

but it must be remembered that the play

quite as much as the men has been re-

s|Mmsiblc for the steady upward progress

of Uie Cambridge institution. The foot-

ball public may be in doubt about it.

but the Crimson’s opponents know what
they are facing.

There is sharp contrast between Har-
vard and Yale on the offense. The
Elis have made greater progress in work-

ing out the theory of the kick formation,

and have used it in their own territory

front time to time with better results

than any attained by the Crimson sys-

tem. In the diagram. Figure i. is shown
a sample of the run from kick formation,

a variation of which has been used by the

Elis. The backs break to the right, us

indicated by the arrows, and there Is

what might be called u secondary inter-

ference by the guard and tackle from the

side opposite to the direction of the run.

It Is in the clever timing of this line inter-

ference that the play excels. The in-

terferers from the line swing around

unexpectedly just in time, when the play

Is working well, to cut down the first

man in the secondary defense.

'INHERE can be little doubt, I think.

that the run from kick formation

is one of the strongest ground gainers in

the game, especially in midfield territory,

since it combines the greatest possible

deception with the least possible waste.

It is also a good formation for the forward

pass, and whenever the formation is

used there is a double threat well calcu-

lated to spread the defense.

The run from kick formation, like the

double |»ossc3, and the other open, de-

ceptive plays, is of greatest value on
first, or second down, may be used effec-

tively on thin! down when there is con-

siderable distance to gain, but should bo

automatically barred on fourth down.

There has been instance after instance

this season of teams giving away the

ball on fourth down, cither by forward

passing or by runs from the kick forma-

tion. The actual kick, indeed, is far

more dangerous on an early down than

it is on the fourth, and should seldom

Ik- delayed beyond the third, in order

to allow for a possible bod pass from the

center or a fumble.

DARTMOUTH defeated Princeton by
using the hettcr generalship. Har-

vard rolled up a high score against Cornell

by the same process, and while in the

latter instance the Crimson had a more
powerful team anti probably would have

won iu any event, the fact remains that

the |>erfect generalship saved the team

a lot of hard work, and the storing up ofFig. /.—Formation of backs behind a shifted line Fig. 2.—Run from kick formation

id
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energy is a big factor in the modern

game. With the best kicker on the Belt!

Cornell let him go to waste, and with an

attack that was good for ground against

any defense Cornell used it where it did

not count. I doubt if Cornell will use

the plan of campaign shown in the Har-

vard Stadium against Pennsylvania, and

I doubt if Harvard will de|>art far from its

familiar generalship against Yale. Yale's

problem, granting that the Eli material is

anywhere nearly on an equal footing with

that at Cambridge, is to upset the perfect

Harvard method by forcing the Crimson

into a situation that makes the field

general think twice instead of once.

nTHERE is no football system proof

* against the handicap of natural con-

ditions—notably wind and sun. It re-

mains to be seen what Yale will do with

the natural advantage in the Stadium
should the Blue win the toss. On this

more than any other one thing depends

the chance of the Elis, and this no matter

what has happened to Harvard at Prince-

ton in the meantime. There is no gain-

saying the fact tliat Yale has had trouble

with the material from almost the be-

ginning of the season. There has been

a hospital list as long as a man's arm, and

men on whom much dependence had

been placed have not lived up to expecta-

tions. But it is many a long year since

there has been such an array of capable

coaches at New Haven, or such perfect

harmony among them. In reestablish-

ing Yale football the New Haven coaches

have had to struggle aguinst the handicap

due to a long series of defeats. Yale has

lost the “habit of victory,” something

that meant a great deal at New Haven
in the past, and the undergraduate body

has lost the knowledge of Yale football

history and Yale football heroes in which

theatudentof years ago was supposed to lie

letter perfect. To the uninitiated this

might seem a small matter, but when many
of the students leave the stand before the

gameisover, and with the team losingthere

must be something wrong with the much
talked of Yale spirit. Throughout the

early season there has not been the fighting

spirit of old in the Yale team when on the

defensive in its own territory. Whether
this can be overcome in a single year of

the return to basic Yale football remains

to be seen. In common with other

coaches the football tutors at Yale have

Harvard's unexcelled Imekfield

found that the team was not to Ik* brought

to life by coaching alone, good as that

coaching might be. One by one Yale

has experimented with the newest meth-

ods of play and lias dropped several that

could not stand the acid test of a big

game—notably the direct pass to the

backs for runs from tackle to tackle.

It takes time to lest the various manoeu-
vres made possible by the existing rules.

Up to this writing there has been lit-

tle that was distinctly new save San-

ford's revived mass play used by the

Rutgers eleven. Prof. Gettell. the in-

genious Trinity coach, brought down a

team to meet New York University that

was equipped with a great variety of

open play, not forgetting what for lack

of a better name may be called an inde-

terminate run—the back carrying the

ball around the end in position to pass

should the defense show signs of lieing

drawn in. and continuing the run should

the defense stain! fast or dispose itself to

Mahan. BrieMey and Hardtrick

meet the passing game. Unfortunately for

lovers of open football, however, Trinity

hud games scheduled with Rutgers and
Wesleyan, and the coaches of these two
teams were in the stand. The result was
that the Hartford team uncovered very

little of their open game, and what they

did do was not well done. It was a case

of a strong team playing below its form.

These passes worked with deadly effect

against the soldiers but largely because

of the loitering play of the Army ends,

who failed to drive in and hurry the

passer. The Notre Dame quarter had
plenty of time to wait until he could

6nd a man uncovered and shoot the

l»all to him. Many good coaches teach

their ends to hurry the passer, and this

system has borne fruit in more than one
fairly important game. The essence of the

success of the forward pass is delay, ami
when the delay is impossible the pass it-

self is all but impossible. This is a truth

that is slow of acceptance, it seems.

CORNELLS FATAL FORWARD PASSING

The Ithacans persisted in making the pas» u'hen in their own territory, with the result that the Itall teas nipped by the alert Harvard

secondary defense. In this instance llrirkley caught the ball and carried it back so far that he paved

the way for a Crimson score even against the sun and the wind



Galsworthy s Latest
By N. H.

NO writer expresses the character-

istic mood of the thinking world

more accurately than Mr. Gales-

worthy. He is very critical and very

sympathetic; very radical and very

skeptical; very mature ami at the same
time full of geutle hope for a better world.

Sometimes when an art is civilized, it

seems to lx* the end of an impulse. Mr.
Galsworthy and the writers who deserve

to be classed with him today seem to be

using their culture and their sophistica-

tion in the service of new things and broad

human needs, and, therefore, extreme

refinement in their ease seems to mean
no lessened vigor. If a repentant stand

patter should ask me for a novel to read

that would give him a just idea of what
careful but thoroughly progressive minds

today were thinking, and feeling, I should

be inclined, if I thought he had a mind,

to give him Galsworthy's “Fraternity.”

If he had no special mind, there would, of

course, be little use in giving him anything.
“The Dark Flower,”* unlike many of

Mr. Galsworthy's hooks, has little to do
with classes. It deals with a characteristic

of men and women that is either a recent

growth in the world, or, what is more
probable, something that lias been per-

sistently ignored. It is not altogether

a pleasant subject, and in the hands of

one less skilled and less refined than Mr.
Galsworthy it might easily (x* harsh.

It treats four phases in the love life of

u man, and, incidentally, phases in the

love life of women who figure in this

man's story. It is not a book for the

very young, and it will pain those adults

who are not able to see that the way to

manage human weaknesses is not alto-

gether the traditional English way of

keeping them out of the conversation.

The person who is at all likely to lead the

life depicted by Mr. Galsworthy will Ik*

steadied by this book, and made more
determined to be the master of his own
existence, and to keep it in proportion.

Christabel Pankhurst. in one of those

articles that our virtuous community has

suppressed, stated that the very gist of

the feminist movement had to do with

sex standards, and her analysis Is correct.

Women, therefore, are particularly likely

to be interested in this book of Gals-

worthy’s, as they, and especially the

younger ones, form the class that are

most interested in the whole upheaval

now going on in the world regarding the

natures of mail and woman and the ethics

that are justified by those natures. Try-

ing to stop the contemplation of such a

subject is sweeping back the ocean with

a broom, and it is wholesome to have

forward movements guided by men of

such fineness as John Galsworthy. In-

deed, advance and intellectual poise

ought to remain together. As Woodrow
Wilson once said, the student Is the

natural radical.

* The Dark FW>»n," by Jims 0tmwuarm . Cbarlca
Hrribnrr’f Sam, New York. ISIS.

¥T would not be surprising if the changes
* brought about in English and Amer-
ican thinking and feeling by Galsworthy's

subtle art were greater than those brought

about by Wells or Chesterton or anybody
who specifically endeavors to combat pre-

vailing ideas.

In one part of his book. Mr. Galsworthy
says:

“These two good souls had stumbled

on a problem which has divided the

world from birth. Shall cases l>e de-

cided on their individual merits, or ac-

cording to formal ixkIcs ?
”

He himself docs not undertake to de-

cide the problem at all. He shows this

boy of eighteen loved by a woman much
older, carried away by his admiration

for her, but swinging easily away when
proximity to a young girl near his own
uge gives opportunity for the natural

rail of youth to youth. That is Book
One, colled “Spring.”

In Book Two, called "Summer,” the

author reaches his fullest and strong-

est emotion and brings out fully what
is one of the richest aspects of his

talent,—his exceptional fineness and
critical quality in no way diminish the

intensity of his passion and of his

sentiment. These intensities, however,

arc reached without any of the ordi-

nary tricks, without any of the conven-

tional appeals:

“Not much of the conquering male
in him, nor in her of the ordinary en-

chantress.”

He sees men and women in their

feelings as they are seen by cultivated

people today ; the vividness Is not lessened

and the sense of truth is increased. Gals-

worthy Lh capable of showing rough, al-

most alarming power, as he does in de-

picting the husband in tills second book.

This rough power, applied to the much
higher love between liis wife and the

protagonist in the book, brings about
tragedy, even as death might be brought
about by something as meaningless as

a bolt of lightning.

The third book is called “Autumn."
Mark Lcnnan is now married to Sylvia,

the girl who had taken him away from

his older love in the first book, and hap-

pily married to her, but there comes a

time, when he is forty-six or forty-seven

years old, when something in him wan-
tonly seeks change, and he allows himself,

all the time knowing the folly of it, to

get well started in a love affair with a

young girl of eighteen.

He had known real love once, and it

had been tom away from him, and
this perhaps made the autumn budding
easier.

"Only once could a man feel the love

that passed all things, the love before

which the world was but a spark in a
draught of wind; the love that, what-

ever dishonor, grief, and unrest it might

come through, alone had in it the heart

of peace and joy and honor. Fate had

torn that love from him, nipped it off a

s

a sharp wind nips off a perfect flower.

This new feeling was but a fever, a pas-

sionate fancy, a grasping once more at

Youth and Warmth."

'T'HE struggle is made more natural
* by the tact that the artist who feels

it has none of the ordinary moral in-

hibitions—no sense of absolute right and
wrong:

"Thinking had made nothing clear.

Here was offered what every warm-
blooded roan whose spring is past de-

sires—youth and beauty, and in lliat

youth a renewal of his own; what all

men save hypocrites and Englishmen
would even admit that they desired.

And it was offered to one who had neither

religious nor moral scruples, as they ure

commonly understood. In theory he
could accept. In practice he did not as

yet know what he could do. One thing

only he had discovered during the night’s

reflections: That those who scouted be-

lief in the principle of Liberty made no
greater mistake than to suppose that

Liberty was dangerous because it made
a man a libertine. To those with any
decency, the cTeed of Freedom was—of

all—the most enchaining.”

He himself Is the judge. By his own
verdict and decision he must abide, anil

his own wish to lie fair to his wife, and
also to the young girl, leads him after

a mighty struggle to the same conclusion

that he would have l>een led to by ordi-

nary morality, had his been a nature to

live by rules. He pulls up in time, and
explains the state of his mind to his wife,

and goes off with her to Italy, tearing

temptation behind him.

Thus Galsworthy, in dealing with
these subtle tendencies in men and women
in great capitals, and in the expressive

arts, does not go to extremes. The older

woman in the first lx>ok, who has felt the
charm of the youth of eighteen, and has
followed it with a melancholy desperation,

does not wreck her life, or rather does not

endeavor to substitute for her wholly

unsatisfactory marriage relation what
must have been after a little at least an
unsatisfactory for her, and pitifully

unfair to the youth. Likewise, the tend-

ency toward new adventures of the middle-

aged mail, who happened to be a sculptor

and highly impressionable, a man who
resembled a tree putting out leaves in

autumn—is only a tendency, and one of

which he remains the master. In general,

important literary narrative tells of

normal action, of events which represent

the main lines of life. lived according to

the prevailing standards of the race, but
no rule Is universal, and Mr. Galsworthy
is able to take these subtle half shade:*

that usually express only morbidness
and make out of them genuine art—art

that sends the reader away not only with

his mind fed but with his lungs full of

air and his strength increased.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

The Case of the American Locomotive

A LTHOUGH the writer of this arti-

clc makes ki9 living by composing

paragraphs on the subject of

finance he firmly believes there is too

much finance in modern business. No
one can accuse him of self-destructive

altruism any more than the average physi-

cian is open to the similar impeachment

when he tries to prevent disease. Here

and there, too strong a tendency toward

sulx»rdinating all interests to the strictly

banking-financial point of view may be

scotched, just as disease is minimized

here and there, but probably there will

be plenty of finance to write about long

after the writer is dead, just as there will

be plenty of illness to combat hmg after

all the physicians now alive have suc-

cumbed to old age.

Mr. Braudeis is pounding away at the

evils of banker-management and the re-

lation of interlocking directors to public

welfare. From the more limited point

of view of technical investment values it

is the purpose of this article to consider

the case of the American Locomotive

Company. What bearing has the rather

ugly row at the recent stockholders’

meeting of this company upon the value

of its stock and of the stocks of other

companies similarly conditioned?

Specific Charges

STIRRED by the mess into which New
Haven Railroad affairs had fallen,

stockholders of large corporations, even

the smull stockholders, have recently

shown an awakening of interest in their

property. The small stockholder in the

large corporation is always being written

about, but he rarely shows his hand and
until recently has been essentially a

figurative person. Corporation officials

have been more accustomed to what
might be called professional minority

stockholders, those who make large for-

tunes out of objecting to every corporate

activity. But the small shareholder who
is neither a crook nor a crank has at last

made his appearance, and it is a better

augury for the building up of sound in-

vestment values than a McKinley pros-

perity boom. For all that prosperity can

do Is to furnish business. It docs not in-

sure sound or disinterested management,
whereas a keen interest in a corporation’s

affairs on the part of many stockholders

means honesty and efficiency.

(hie Isaac M. Cate, of Baltimore, a

stockholder and said to be a former

officer oremployee, early last month issued

a fifty-page broadside against the manage-
ment of the American Locomotive Com-
pany, containing a wealth of specific

allegation, which Is serious if all the inti-

mations therein are true. This company,
it may be said in passing, is the largest

manufacturer of locomotives in the coun-

try, having only one large competitor;

it owns several enormous plants, and has

large issues of stock widely distributes!

among investors, and is usually much
esteemed. Finally, does it need !>c said

that the steam and electrical locomotive

business, from the very nature of the

case, ought to be one of the most de-

pendable and splendidly suited to gen-

eral investment purposes. For of course

railroads must have locomotives.

Too Much Interlocking

A/f R. CATE alleges that the company
buys its steel springs, for too high a

price, from the Railway Steel Spring Com-
pany, a large corporation. He of course

gives figures, which I am not competent to

pass on. But he asserts that President

Marshall of the Loco and W. M. Barnum,
a director of Loco, arc directors and
Executive Committee members of the

Railway Steel Spring Co., that Pliny

Fisk, another director, is a member of the

banking firm of Harvey Fisk & Sons,

transfer agents for the Spring Co., that
,

Mr. Barnum was formerly a partner

of Harvey Fisk & Sons, and that another

director of Loco, Albert H. Wiggin, is

president of the bank which acts as regis-

trar for Steel Spring stock. Most of these

statements may be confirmed by any
j

corporation manual.

Cate also alleges that the tool super- I

viserof Loco is interested in a tool supply 1

company, that one of loco's vice-presi-

dents and his brother are interested in a
castings company, and that the big con-

cern buys from both these smaller com-
panies. Mr. Cate refers to the abandon-
ment of the manufacture of Alco auto-

mobiles at a cost estimated by the com-
pany itself of $*2,300,000, and he says the

company also abandoned the manufac-

ture of steam shovels, which are now
being made a-plenty by the Bucyrus

Company, of which President Marshall

of Loco is a director. He also says if the

company had its general offices in Schenec-

tady or Dunkirk, where the large plants

are, instead of in New York, a saving

of $500,000 would be effected.

Among other statements of Mr. Cate
is that the Baldwin Company, the chief

competitor, although doing a smaller

business and having less valuable plants,

made relatively twice as large profits

in 1012 as the Loco. It may be noted

that not until two or three years ago did

the Baldwin Works come under banker

management or interlocking directorates.

For nearly three quarters of a century up
to 1910 or 1911 these works were con-

ducted as a private partnership. They
have not yet hud the time to feel the

benumbing effects of the loss of individual

ownership and business rather than finan-

cial organization.

What Do They Knoiv About
Locomotives ?

n^HE remoteness of the present form
^ of management of our great cor-

porations is beautifully illustrated by the

American Locomotive Co. This great

enterprise, one of the largest and most
important in America, has eleven direc-

tors, of whom only three. President Mar-
shall. Vice-President McNaughton and
F. H. Stevens, can be regarded by any
stretch of imagination as being primarily

locomotive men. The other directors are

Pliny Fish, of the banking firm which

handles the company's finances, George

R. Sheldon, a banker, Charles M. Schwab,
the steel manufacturer, three other men
who arc solely bankers or banker-finan-

ciers, Harry Brouner, Lewis L. Clarke

and Albert H. Wiggin and John W.
Griggs, a lawyer.

True

As the Tick

Of a Watch
The healthy heart beats about 72

times each minute. Disturb its regu-

larity and the penalty is to shorten life

and lessen one's comfort.

Many persons unconsciously “whip"
their hearts into unnatural action by

use of coffee, which contains a drug,

caffeine. Its effects are subtle, but sure.

If you find an irregularity in your

own heart-beat and value future health

and comfort

Stop Coffee
And try

P0STUM
The Breakfast cup will be just as

hot and satisfying, and you will have a

rebuilder at work in place of a de-

stroyer.

Postum is made of choice wheat;

contains genuine nourishment; and has

a rich Java-bke flavour; but is abso-

lutely free from the coffee drug, caf-

feine.

Postum comes in two forms.

Regular Postum — must be well

boiled.

Instant Postum is a soluble powder.

A teaspoonful dissolves quickly in a

cup of hot water and, with the addition

of cream and sugar, makes a delicious

beverage Instantly.

“There’s a Reason*

POSTUM
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the taste

There’s refreshing enjoyment in

every cup of Ridgways. The ex-

pert blending of first choice India

and Ceylon crops not only makes
Ridgways Tea more refreshing

than green tea but it also goes

much further. Its uniform high

quality has made it England’s

favorite for over 70 years.

is packed in air-tight, dustproof

packages which keep the flavor

in and dirt and dampness out.

The last brewing from a package

of Ridgways is as full of aroma

and as delicate in flavor as the

first. The more critical your

taste the better you’ll like it.

In M pound, Vi pound and 1 pound

packages— every one guaranteed full

weight— at 50c, 60c, 70c and $1.00 per

pound.

All good grocers sell

‘i^idgiaqysTea

RIDGWAYS INC.
Ill-Ill Hudson St. 301 No. MIcKicon A«*.

New York Chicago. III.

It appears that Mr. Cate began to
make his objections to the company
itself before he published his attack
upon it, and a committee was appointed
to investigate his charges. Instead of

appointing a disinterested committee
of outside experts or stockholders unre-
lated to the management, there was
appointed a committee consisting of

two of the directors, Wiggin and (iriggs,

and Thomas Thacher, a lawyer who is

said to act as general counsel for both the

American Locomotive Company and the
Railway Steel Spring Company, and who
has his office in the little family bank
building of Harvey Fisk & Sons, bankers
for the Ixicomutive Company.

Cate’s circular ap|iearcd shortly liefore

the annual meeting of the stockholders.

At the meeting, one Charles Whiting
Baker, editor-in-chief of the Engineering

Scum and a well known authority on
several important economic and financial

questions, arose and after stating that

he held 41 shares of stock, suggested as

an investigating committee William R.

Willcox, former Chairman of the Public

Service Commission of New York, Hcr-
l*ort Knox Smith, former Commissioner of
Corporations, and William J. Wilgus, a
distinguished consulting engineer. Such
a committee would of course make a dis-

interested report, but the directors easily

i defeated Mr. Baker's proposal by the
weight of their proxies, which indifferent

and complaisant stockholders usually semi
to any management which asks for them.
Then arose L. Clark Srclyc, now-

eighty years of age, and the man who
created the great educational institution

for women. Smith College. He repre-
sented the holdings of Smith College and
wanted to ask some pertinent questions.

President Marshall promised that the
investigating committee would ultimately

make a report on Mr. Cate’s charges,

and he vouchsafed some interesting in-

formation regarding the company's finan-

cial condition, although not touching
upon the main charges. He said he re-

ceived a salary of $50,000 a year, one vice-

president gets $35,000, another $£5,000.
and the comptroller and secretary and
treasurer $1£,000. Then when business

is especially good there are bonuses which
add about £3 per cent, to these salaries.

Directors get $£0 for attending meetings.
The venerable educator, I)r. Soelye.
thought the salaries large enough with-
out the bonuses, as they surely do seem
to be. Mr. Griggs, one of the directors,

intimated that some of Mr. Cate's sugges-
tions “may be followed in a modification
of some of the con pany’a affairs." A
few weeks later, the directors, amongwhom
arc several men with up-to-date tendencies,

appointed Dr. Scelyeand Mr. W illiam R.
Willcox. as a special advisory committee,
to confer with the regular investigating

committee.

Now the reason this meeting has been
described in this article is because it

indicates a new spirit among stockholders.

It indicates a sort of revival of financial

democracy. Corporation officials can-

not accuse men like Dr. Seelye and Mr.
Baker of being cranks. Mr. Cate, who
brought the original charges, is said to

have worked for the company, and there-

fore may not be wholly in the position

of a disinterested outsider. But the

other men arc strictly outside except as

owners of stock. No financial oligarchy

can in the long run afford to neglect the

protests of aroused stockholders. Per-

haps if the directors themselves were
enormous stockholders the case might
be different. But President Marshall
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admitted that some directors held as little

as 100 shares. There are 500,000 shares

altogether. He owns but 1000 shares

himself.

It is sad but true that many if not

most of the directors of large corporations

are not large stockholders. There seem
to be other reasons which induce them
to become stockholders. The theory, of

course, is that a community of interest and
interlocking directors strengthen a busi-

ness. The result seems to be that a direc-

tor never quite knows to which corpora-

tion to give his best service or allegiance.

This is especially true where one corpora-

tion buys supplies from another or com-
petes with another. The whole system

is so well calculated to confuse and ob-

fusticate the small investor, and is so

essentially vicious that no really strong

defense of it has yet been produced or

even attempted.

How can the most honorable man in

the world properly serve as a director

of competing companies or companies
one of which buys from another? Even
if he tries to do right the amount of his

relative stockholdings in the two com-
panies raises delicate questions of mo-
tives. and makes the outside investor and
the public at large suspicious.

The Value of Publicity

T I 'HE airing of these Locomotive
* grievances is a good thing. As

John Moody, a well known writer on

investment subjects, says: “Just how
much or how little truth there may lie in

them (Cate’s charges) remains to be

seen. It is of course true that there is a
natural tendency in corporation man-
agements which remains unchanged too

long to become somewhat wasteful or

corrupt, just as there is in municipal

or state governments. However, these

needed discussions tend principally to put

a management on its mettle, and elimi-

nate any inefficiency or corruption which

may have grown up."

/CERTAINLY the rumpus in American
Locomotive affairs should stimulate

the management to its best efforts. The
locomotive business in the last three

years has been active, and the company
earned a surplus of $3,835,305 in the

year ending June 30 last, after paying

interest on its $0,800,000 notes and seven

per cent, dividends on its $£5,000,000

preferred stock. This preferred stock

has recently sold as low as 1)4 and around

that price, with its uninterrupted seven per

cent, dividend, seems reasonably cheap.

No dividends have been paid on the com-
mon stock since 1908, but with such

large earnings this stock ought in time to

have speculative possibilities.

The locomotive business is a liighly

fluctuating one, hut it is sure to increase,

and if the stockholders of this company
continue to keep after the management
there is no reason why their securities

should nut prove desirable.

What They Think of Us

Club
8 8 8

Cocktails
'"THERE'S many a man who
1 has built a rare reputation
as a mixologist who lets us do
his mixing for him and keeps
his sideboard stocked with
Club Cocktails.

Made from better materials than a
bar cocktail is apt to be.

Mixed to measure;— not

to gueaa work— aa a bar
cocktail always is.

Softened by aging before
bottling— aa no bar cock-
tail can be.

It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatest assistance possible.

Albuifurrtfue (N. M.) Herald

One must admit that under the diligent

editorship of Mr. Norman Hapgood.
IIahper’m Weekly has become a more
lively publication than under its former

sedate management. In fact, it is so

lively that it fairly sizzles. It is ad-

vanced, it is virile, it is colorful and jingle-

fill and thrillful. It is about everything

that the Hapgood newspaper policy has

become famous for; it is the real tiling.

It is the militant advocate of militant

woman, and it militates all the time. It

militates along the lines that sell papers;

which, after all, is what really matters.

Rochester (N. Y.) Herald

Mr. Hapgood says that under its new
management Harper’s Weekly will

stand for “progressive liberalism;” that

it desires “ to represent the free and liberal

thought of the community.” This is

a laudable ambition and determination.

“The question of propriety, or decency,

or whatever it is called,” says the editor,

“is one that we are willing to meet, al-

though in the main it is a substitute for

real thinking. While we do not wish to

over-emphasizc certain questions, we
mean to consider them carefully, no
matter how much harking may result."

Well, this is a sound position to take also,

and we shall be pleased to ol>servc the

carrying out of the programme. But
the editor of Harper’s Weekly may dis-

cover that there are rocks ahead upon his

path, which are big enough to block his

purpose.

A writer or an editor who desires to be

frank, who wishes to speak the truth as

he sees it, at all times, will, sooner or

later, regret the fact that he was born in

Anglo-Saxondom. if he were bom, as

Mr. Hapgood was, in that realm. A
Frenchman, a German, or an Italian

can speak his mind freely and unre-

servedly upon practically every question

that concerns humanity vitally. An
Englishman and an Amcricau cannot.

Frenchmen, Germans, and Italians are

ready to consider any point of view, no
matter how novel or radical it may lie.

but Englishmen and Americans insist

that the writer shall respect and, if

necessary, defend their prejudices. The
case is rather worse in America than it is

in England, hut it is bad enough there.

There is not intellectual freedom in

either country, and neither is there an
intellectual atmosphere in which a gen-

uinely free mind can breathe.

The only thing for the American and
English writer of today to do is to repeat

all tile stale old platitudes that have

passed muster for a century or more, or

learn to write in a style like the one that

George Meredith employed, or the one

that Henry Janies employs, a style that has

thorns in it to keep the bulk of the popu-

lation out of his intellectual demesne.

There are some very good thinkers in

both countries, but most of them write,

not for the public, but for each other, as

William James said, not long before he

died. We Anglo-Saxons have Income
too squeamish, too prudish, too prej udicial,

too much enamored with our multiform

taboos, to desire frankness, and the '

natural result Is that the great majority

of our writers turn hypocrites and com-
mercialists, and write nothing but dreary,

vacuous stuff that would have put any
ancient Atheniun to sleep in some thirty

seconds or less by the clock.

Bridgeport (Conn.) Farmer
Norman Hapgood takes over Harper’s

Weekly, which, in its day, was a necessity

in the households of educated persons.

But the weekly ceased many years since

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Depart-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladlyanswer, by correspondence,

any request for information

regarding specific investment

securities. Authoritative and dis-

interested information regarding

the rating of securities, the his-

tory of investment issues, the

earnings of properties and the

standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly fur-

nished any reader of Harper’s
Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however,

that inquiries deal with matters

pertaining to investment rather

than to speculation. The Finan-

cial Department is edited for

investors.

AH communications should he ad-

dressed to Albert W. Arwood, Financial

Editor
,
Harpers Weekly

,
McClure Build-

inf, Nenu York City.

FKT University of Chicago

HOME
STUDY s-

Coogle
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to represent American philosophy, hopes,

and aspirations, and sank into a lingering

decadence. The Hapgood control ought,

to bring new life to the old periodical.

He can restore its old ideals, make it

helpful again, and bring back to the

paper the host of its former friends.

We expect that result. Mr. Hapgood
has ideals. He knows what the

people want. His paper will “tell the

truth and shame the devil," as they

used to say.

Wm. Ford, Chicago (III.)

I see some of your subscribers do not

think much of your cartoons. The ones

that do not appreciate them know- little

of actual life. They are as true as life

and anything that is true to life cannot

but do good. Anyone can learn a lot

if he will but study out what the cartoons

portray. Keep them up.

Waller Bennett, Bridgeport (Conn.)

I hope to subscribe next month, if you
do not grow insane through feminine at-

tacks on the absolutely satisfying and
surely truly grounded lead you are

giving us on the feminist movement.
Maybe, however, the male of the species

will repel the light thrown on real life,

more fiercely. Take it from me that

the male will resist the most, for he
stamis to lose a possession he held, altho

wrongfully.

James Wallen, Buffalo. (N. Y.)

The new Hahper'h WEEKLY will

make some people mad, but those of us

who try not to think with our lungs it will

moke glad.

The first three numbers indicate that

the Journal of Civilization will express

the ideas and ideals as well os the fac ts

and figures which contribute to the mak-
ing of a better world to live in.

If there is any other use for a world,

I do not know what it is.

Yorick, in the San Diego (Cal.) Union
The mantle of Mr. Edward Bok,

formerly editor of the Ixidies' Home
Journal, has “ descended " upon the

shoulders of Mr. Norman Hapgood, editor

of Harper’s Weekly. It doesn’t ex-

actly “fit him like the pa|>cr on the wall,"

but it is “becoming" enough and it is

unslitted, modestly opaque and cut high

on the neck. The garment is of the

“Tailor” variety, ankle-high in the skirt,

and the lady’s hat flaunts no aigrettes.

There is no frivolity in the outward

seeming of the new leader of the feminist

movement : on the contrary, if we would

seek for faults in the Hapgood costume

we would urge that it is too decorous;

there is no color in it; the material is

either indescribably “dark” or neutral

gray; the collars and cuffs are stiff-

starched like those of a professional

president of a votes-for-women club,

or an inaccessible stenographer in a whole-

sale drug store; the “boots” are “com-
fortably large" anti made expressly

for hiking or golfing; there are no
trimmings anywhere, ami altogether

the “dress” is in exact aecord with the

expression of the wearer's countenance,

wliich lias a precise and prim aspect

as if the lips were uttering the words
’’ papa, potatoes, poultry, prunes and
prism,”

—
“all very good words for lips,

—especially prunes and prism.” Har-
per’s Weekly is now what it never

was, even in the time when George
William Curtis sat in the sanctum writing

effeminate politics for old maids of the

Mugwump party.

Minneapolis (Minn.) Journal

Norman Hapiguod says: “The time

is past when we should be afraid of young
men”—except in autos or behind cigar-

ettes.

A. E. Hamilton, New York City

Permit me to express myself relative to

Harper’s Weekly, as I find the cartoons

good, stories better, and editorials the

best of any of the publications. Har-
per’s Weekly ns I find it is without any
question ten years ahead today of any
of the current magazines, and every page
of the weekly issues is read with much
pleasure and interest; in fact I am a little

on edge until it reaches me as I begin to

look forward to the surprises it will have
in every issue.

Waco (Texas) Timee-Herald

Harper

'

a Weekly says—that the

passage of the Currency Bill at the present

session of the Congress is necessary to the

welfare of the country. It is our under-

standing that Hapgood is a Roosevelt

follower, which makes his expressed con-

fidence in Wilson all the more notable.

Chicago (111.) Record-Herald

Richmond P. Hobson lias been elected

a life member of the Woman’s Christian

Temperance Union. We thought Nor-
man Hapgood was going to be the leader

of the feminist movement.

St. Paul (Minn.) Pioneer Press

Hahper’hWeek ly gravely assures uswe
never con be happy unless the Currency
Bill is passed at the extra session. This

assurance conveys to us the certainty

that Harvey may go ami Hapgood may
coine and the Weekly will have the same
abiding confidence in President Wilson.

Johnstown (Pa.) Democrat

Harper's Weekly under Norman
Hapgood is not the Harpek'h Weekly
we knew of yore under George Harvey
and earlier under George William Curtis,

but it is a pretty good Harper's Weekly
nevertheless—chipper, tart, facile, cheery

and sometimes almost ribald, yet gen-

erally approximating the finer ideals of

the old days. Its tone Is fresh, ita

characteristics pleasing ami its methods
robustly free, conventions counting little

with it and common sense quite a good

deal. Harper’s Weekly should, there-

fore, continue to l>e a power in the laud.

It may never again be the power it was

in Curtis's best days, but it will go on
exerting a wholesome influence wliich will

be worthy of its fine traditions.

Omaha (Neb.) World-Herald

Mr. Norman Hapgood and his asso-

ciates simply look us over, examine our

teeth and tonsils, take our blood pressure,

make an analysis or two. put as through

a catechism ami then say: “No. 64,582

male, is assigned to No. 78,903 female;

No. 23,078 male, to No. 17,355 female”

and so on and so on. Then the various

numbers,—first, we presume, having

been formally introduced—are taken

Indore the Secretary of Matrimony and
given a permit or license. At this stage

there is paid over to them the first in-

stallment of their compensation for the

service they are to render society, and
the second installment comes along when-
ever the service shall have been completed.

They have nothing to worry about.

They have no responsibilities or duties,

except those the success of which is as-

sured in advance by scientific manage-
ment.

Thou. L. Stir, Cincinnati (Ohio)

With the force of a Roosevelt, the pro-

verbial truth of a Washington, with the
courage of a Lincoln; Norman Hapgood,
in his editorial column, faces the problems
of the day.

Charlotte (N. C.) Observer

Harper'* Weekly strikes the right

note when it says: “That the Currency
Bill should pass at the present session is

necessary to the welfare of the country.”

It is further right when it advises the
people to “trust the President.”

Irving Davis, 645 Madison Avenue, New
York City

You’ve published the best as well as

most significant cartoon in “The Ex-
hausted Rubber” during this campaign.

Julius Chambers in Daily Eagle, Brooklyn,

(N. Y.)

Mr. Hapgood'* new Harper’s Weekly
is a neat publication, highly creditable

to the management. Why Hoes not the

new editor try some black-and-white work
in true Parisian style—such as a man like,

say, George Luks, could do?

The day of cross-hatching has passed;

artists with a broad sweep of the brush

that carries India ink and another with

Chinese white are in demand.

L. J. Callahan, President, The Bookcraft
Company (Detroit. Mich.)

There is no doubt but that you will

make Harper’s the National Weekly,
uud I wish you every success.

Laura B. Poe (Editor, Woman’s Page,

Daily Times -Recorder, Zanesville,

Ohio)

I am so pleased that the feminist

movement lias a real champion in you.

and that art will find an expression in

your columns. It makes the world a

better place in which to live when
“uplift” movements have the sanction

and support of an organ so powerful.

J. F. Hurley, Editor The Salisbury Post,

Salisbury (N. C.)

The reading publir ought to thank
you for the new Harper's Weekly.
which, under your direction, started good,

and has improved with each issue.

Detroit (Mich.) News
One of Norman Hapgood's weekly ex-

cuses for existence is John Sloan. He
looms up big and vital as a man who can

draw life— life that pulsates, and throbs,

and suffers, and hopes and yearns and lives.

Chicago (III.) Tribune

Many actors babble in the columns of

Harper’s Weekly (behind Mr. Hap>-

good’s back, no doubt), but none with

such elegance and authority as does Otis

Skinner.

Charleston (S. C.) Courier

Dr. David Starr Jordan seems to have

stopped helping his fellow evolutionists in

their crusade against su|K.Tstition and in-

stead Is devoting all his energies to helping

the crusade against war. He makes a

vicious wliack at his new enemy by sum-
marizing in Hakpkr’h Weekly a paper

by Mr. George H. Perris, of London, in

which it is stated that there is in existence

an almost world wide trust made up of

corporations the very existence of which

depends on war and which may be counted

u|K>n to do all in their power to block

arbitration and disarmament plans and
postpone the day of universal peace.
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By Harriet Meade Olcott



Edited by NORMAN HAPGOOD

Week ending Saturday, November 29, 1913

Justified

THE more the Mexican situation develops,

the more is the policy of the Administration

justified. President Wilson has the advantage
of being able to understand the control of the

world’s politics by the world’s business interests.

It is no mystery to him why investors and the

governments influenced by them favored Diaz,

opposed Madero, and again favored Huerta.

His policy has been guided by the simple prin-

ciple that our influence should not be thrown
toward government of Mexico in the inter-

ests of investors. The European governments,

finding Huerta satisfactory to their investors,

were inclined to be ugly. They could call it

amateurish, if they got any satisfaction out

of that, but soon they were compelled to

accept our stand. At first few but the President

understood. Now most Americans and many
Europeans understand. It is safe to say that this

country will not recognize any government in

Mexico until somebody is in reasonable control

there who represents, as nearly as may be, the

desires and the welfare of the Mexican people.

We shall publish next week and the week after,

a history of how the present Mexican situation

developed out of the land situation, and we think

anybody reading this story will realize what
Huerta represents, and why the position of the

American government could not be different.

The Principal Issue

THE reason the reactionary’ interests wished

Huerta recognized was that they could

count on him for obedience and therefore for

the furthering of their Mexican investments.

But they had another reason for being gkd to

have the Washington administration embarrassed

in its Mexican policy, and that was their hope
that the situation would remain complicated and
unsatisfactory so that the Currency Bill might
have less prospect of passing. If they could

beat it now, they thought the accidents of the

immediate future might ward off legislation alto-

gether, or make possible legislation that should

really work for concentration of credit still more
than it is concentrated now. Mr. Brandeis’s

series shows that a number of results outside of

the present Currency Bill will be needed before

we can have “the new freedom” in the business

world, but let it not be forgotten for a moment
that any one of these expected bills will have
a better chance passing after the Owen-Glass
bill is passed, and indeed would have but poor

prospect for the present if that measure were

defeated.

McCall as a Spectacle

THE mushiness of a community is a matter
on which the community’ frequently prides

itself. Judge McCall (until he was hopelessly

shown up) was eulogized by even that part of

the press of New York which opposed him and
he has been treated with courtesy. Since the

election he has come out and offers to cooperate
with Mayor-elect Mitchel, and a feeble-willed

public automatically applauds. Why should he
be allowed to cooperate with the Mayor? Why

i

should he be allowed to remain on the Public

]

Service Commission at all, a disgrace to the
state whose governor put him there? Every-
body knows the facts now'. Everybody knows
his part in the insurance scandals; where his

sympathy lay in the police investigations; what
immoral appointments he made to office; how
he was enriched through the favor of Tammany
Hall; and yet the citizens of the great Empire
State seem happy in the spectacle of him
regulating corporations, as Chairman of the

Commission, and sanctimoniously offering to

cooperate with a reform government.

Easy to Understand

ONLY little by little do the people become
interested in improved devices for govern-

ing themselves. At one moment La Follette

will succeed in stirring up Wisconsin; at another,

a group of men will arouse Kansas; Oregon re-

sponds to the teaching of U’Ren; California is

stirred into new ideas, after long domination,

j

Winston Churchill and a few others start the ball

I rolling in New Hampshire. Wherever the move-
! ment gets well started, some advantages arc

reaped in actual legislation. Occasionally wc find

a number of improvements accepted at once;

|

more often they come one at a time.

Brand Whitlock, Mayor of Toledo, will give his

! personal experiences in an early issue, and let the

reader see how they bear on the importance of

the short ballot,—possibly it is the most impor-

tant single step in legislation now being urged.

President Wilson is the head of the Short Ballot

Association, and the principle has had the en-

thusiastic support of Colonel Roosevelt, President

Eliot and most other leaders of present-day

thought. If New’ York City could win the short

ballot, without party designations, within the

next four years, it would make a permanent
reality of the recent crushing of Tammany. It

happens, however, that w’hile Governor Hughes
succeeded in awakening the state on direct

primaries, nobody as yet has stirred it into a sem-
blance of life on an even more important issue.
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A Question to Socialism

ONE of the most interesting books we know
al>out socialism is that of Professor Sim-

khovitch, “Marxism versus Socialism," published

this year. In it he presents very effectively a

group of facts making against the theory of in-

creasing misery, on which Marx based his argu-

ment. Here is an example of the amount of

consumption of various articles in England in

18-Mi and in 1881

:
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Similar figures are given about other countries,

but these are enough to illustrate. We have not

happened to see any effective socialistic answer

to such figures, and should be glad to know from
some member of that party what the best answer

is. Socialism certainly stands on a different

footing if it has to depend merely on the allega-

tion that, although the world is improving with

great speed now, socialism could make it im-

prove even more rapidly, than it would stand on

if it could demonstrate that the misery of the

laboring classes really has increased.

The South and the Panama Canal

THE genius of the New' South and the senti-

ment of the Old South were both in evidence

at the meeting of the Southern Commercial Con-
gress, at Mobile, to celebrate, ahead of San Fran-

cisco, the opening of the Panama Canal. Mobile
itself is a mingling of the old and the new, modern
skyscrapers looking down upon Moorish archi-

tecture inherited from the Spanish regime; hospi-

tality is not. forgotten in the hustling for business.

It is also nearest to the (.’anal, among the more
important ports of the Gulf. The theme of all

the papers and addresses was the advantage that

with proper effort will accrue to the South with

the completion of the great water-way; yet the

noon hour of one day was given to memorial ad-

dresses, in thirteen auditoriums, in honor of Sen-

ator John T. Morgan, the great advocate of the

(.’anal. Those who listened to his long speeches

in the Senate may have sometimes thought that

he was trying to make himself immortal by mak-
ing himself eternal, but there was another .side.

Sibert, of the Engineering Corps, testified that

every difficulty he had to meet had been forecast

by Senator Morgan, and that he had derived more
information about the geology, topography and
soil formation of the canal zone from those

s|>eeches than from all other sources combined.

The Congress, on its excursion to the Canal, fol-

lowing the meeting in Mobile, erected a monu-
ment at the Atlantic entrance to the memory of

John Tyler Morgan. Alabama claims (iorgas,

and also Sibert, who built the dams and locks;

South Carolina, Gailliard, of Culcbra Cut fame,

and Jackson Smith, who organized the labor force

from other lands for the construction work. The
South does not forget.

What Is Feminism?

MRS. MARY AUSTIN lias written a book
called “Love and the Soul Maker," which

seems to us to express, with wonderful charm,

insight and clearness, the very essence of the fem-

inist movement and it is a pleasure to us that
,

we are soon to begin the publication in serial

form. It seems to us to equal in imagination

and ethical vision Ellen Key’s monumental work,
and much to surpass it in the definiteness with

wdiich are outlined those changes needed to bring

the recognized ideals of the world into conform-

ity with the requirements of the highest female i

natures.

Since the new management began to publish
|

Harper’s Weekly on August 10, it has cov-

ered a number of the aspects of that great and
new striving toward higher and fairer standards

j

in morals, politics, and economics wdiich are
|

classed generally together under the head of the
:

Feminist Movement. In “What Women Are !

After” on August 16, the editor endeavored to !

sketch the outlines of the movement. On August
23, Mrs. Coolidge painted a feminist view of the 1

politics of men. On August 30, was published
;

“Modesty in Women’s Clothes” by Francis R.
McCabe; on September 6, “Unmarried Mothers,"
by Edith Livingston Smith; on September 13.

“Physical Freedom for Women,” by Bliss Car-

man; on September 20, “Two Kinds of Mothers”
by the editor, and “Women as World Builders.”

On September 27, “The Younger Suffragists,”

by Winnifred Harper Cooley, and a fiction story

by Corra Harris that depicted the attitude of

women toward men, and another fiction story by
Neith Boyce showing the first awakening of love

in a young girl; on October 4. “Marriage Today
and Tomorrow,” by Anna Gariin Spencer, and a
description of how Oscar Wilde ran a remarkable

up-to-date woman’s magazine, by Arthur Fish; 1

much of our fiction also is feminist, as for ex-

ample on October 11, a story by Maude Springer

Nesom, showing how earnest young people, en-

deavoring to be progressive and radical in their

attitude toward marriage and love, frequently act

from ignorance of profoundly important human
:

facts; on October 18, a discussion by the editor
1

of one play pointing out how much misery

results from the double standard of morality,

and of another play showing how ideal free-

dom for women is impossible without eco-

nomic freedom; on October 25, “The Woman
of It,” by Ethel Watts Mumford; on Novem-
ber 8, a tribute with pen and pencil to Mrs.
Pankhurst by James Montgomery Flagg, “A
Ballad of Woman,” by Richard Le Gallienne,

and “Telling the Truth to Mike Smith,”
about the injury men do to women, by Paul

E. Triem; on November 15, an answer to

certain objections to woman suffrage by Alice

Geubel de la Ruelle.

Thus it will be seen that we have been steadily

endeavoring to work our way toward a corapre- !

hensive treatment of the feminist movement on
j

its many sides. A number of features already

arranged for will show the intelligent men and
;

women of the country cooperating with us in
j

this effort, for of course it is only through them !

that any editor can hope successfully to deal with

so large a subject.
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Sitting on the Fence

MOST estimable is the Evening Pod of

Chicago, and entitled to its own opinions.

It says of Harper’s Weekly that it “dodges
and evades on the vexed question of militancy.”

What does it mean by dodging and evading?

Apparently it means merely that we are not

scolding at militancy, for it says:
44
Everywhere, sentiment drips out thickly upon

the subject. Nowhere is it considered in the

cold light of fact and intelligence.”
44Now, militancy is good or bad, or both. In

any case, it seems to us that it rests upon an
editor who aims to speak for women to say so,

and to say why. To patronize and to sentimen-

talize is to straddle, and not even to take the

straddle seriously.”

We are not worried at all at having sentiment

drip out thickly upon the subject, for sentiment

changes the world, and the sentiment which
lies behind the woman movement is a sentiment

of life, of justice, anil of freedom. Whatever
pain it brings to the Chicago publication, we
shull continue to ooze sentiment on the fight

that women are making for their rights, and at

the same time we shall continue to say just what

|

we mean, and no more, on militancy as a method.

|

W'e have indicated that we believed it was a

[

successful method up to about two years ago,

and is now holding back progress in England,

i
If the Post wants to find a publication that will

;

say that militancy is the best thing that ever

|

existed, it doubtless can do so by reading any
: one of various feminist organs. But we take

it that is not what it wishes. It wishes rather

to find a publication that scolds bitterly at Mrs.

Pankhurst and militancy, for somewhat over-

doing the cause, and letting their faith run away
i
with their judgment. It can also find plenty of

i standpat organs everywhere that will satisfy it

!

with their shrill disapproval. It will only

waste its time reading Harper’s Weekly in

search of either extreme, when neither happens
to be our real conviction. So we hope it will

read us with other ends in mind.

A Word with Vigilance

WHn>E engaged in the wholly pleasant

pastime of boxing with our critics, we
wish to make a remark upon the publication

known as Vigilance, a useful and needed publica-

tion,—the organ of the American Vigilance

Association, which is doing noble work in break-

ing down the white slave traffic. With most of

the papers that have misrepresented our attitude

on the Mann Law, we need not bother. When
we commented on the opinion of Judge Van
Fleet, we had not read the details of the Diggs-

Caminetti case, and we have not read them
since. \ve were not commenting on a particular

event, but on a principle announced. The
judge .said: “It is immaterial what the character

of the two girls involved in these two charges

was at the time of the ucts charged.” Our
position was, that for the government to go into

every case of illicit love, whether anybody was
deceived in it or not, and whether there was any
misleading temptation of the young, or any other

element except the illegality itself, was to bring

about the danger of reaction and the consequent
weakening of the splendid crusade against

organized vice. Vigilance ought not to be among
the publications misrepresenting our position.

When, however, it publishes quotations from the

Galesburg (111.) Register and the Waterloo (Iowa)

Courier, without any indication that those papers

wholly missed the point of our comment, it

does not seem to us to be acting quite carefully

enough for so responsible a publication.

Two Dancers

I
SADORA DUNCAN leaves a memory as defi-

nite as a Grecian frieze, or of a series of mov-
ing Grecian friezes, or of any other recorded

world of beautiful experiences. Rhythm, the

essence of the dance, goes through all things that

are beautiful, whatever the special art may be.

Nature dances to all who are sensitive to her;

painting, through its proportions and its color,

dances; and in a solemn and stately way archi-

tecture and religion dance. The rhythm of life

shows itself in the play of the child, and the

lay of the lovers, and in the triumph of the imagi-

native statesman. There is certainly rhythm,
if not music, in the action of the stars.

Each lovely specific thing is caught by this

universal rhythm and, within the conditions of

its own personality, expresses it.

Isadora Duncan is rhythm and Pavlowa is

rhythm. The dance of neither is separated from
the universal dance of life.

In these past few years America is beginning

to dance—and following the dance will come
rhythmical art and literature and justice and
peace. There can be no real evil in the soul of a
dancing community. Evil thrives in dark and
stiff and formless places, physical and moral, and
it is driven away by happy children and dancing
artists and enlightened, working men and women.
Pavlowa makes her contributions to the world’s

harmony and joy under strict rules and regu-

lations. Her dancing is like other ballets except

that it is much better and more fully realised,

more intensely rhythmical. It is true that she

and the wider impulse that formed her mark a
departure from the traditional ballet, but she is

nevertheless beautifully subjected to a complex
technical art. A touch of the acrobat is in it,

and it is a remarkable fact that crowds of people

can appreciate technical excellence. Many more
persons understand the rules and the regulations

of any art than they do the deeper law of the art.

Here is a contrast between her and Isadora Dun-
can. Pavlowa dances expertly within the rules

and Miss Duncan seems outside of or above the

rules, guided only by some simple law of rhythm
which becomes the highest poetry of expression.

The classic quality of Miss Duncan’s dancing
lies not merely in its obvious relation to moving
and fusing sculpture, but in the eternal law of

rhythm, the law that nature when purely and
intensely felt obeys—that is, the law that all pure
art obeys. This law we cannot name or define,

but those who have felt it know that Isadora

obeys it. When we sec this wonderful creature

dance, we have tears in our eyes, because we feel

again, in a new way, the eternal beauty, the

eternal rhythm, and we again worship and
adoringly subscribe.
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Two Embassies
By SYDNEY BROOKS

THE United States possesses some rather dingy

offices in the west end of London that call them-
selves an Embassy,—but it has no Ambassador's

residence. It acts with republican severity on the theory

that all work and no sleep, let alone play, makes a good
Ambassador. It provides him accordingly with a desk-

chair, pens and paper, and the paraphernalia of his

official business, but takes no account of his human
longing for a bed, or a roof over his head, or anything

that might serve him as a temporary home. These are

luxuries he is expected to furnish for himself and to pay
for out of his salary; and the way he meets the emer-

gency, the sort of house and location he decides u|)on,

is a pretty sure index of the general scale of living he
means to adopt.

This, again, is mainly determined by the amount of

his private income—his official salary of $17,500 a year

being totally inadequate to the task of defraying house-

rent and living expenses in any of the principal European
capitals and at the same time of keeping up the state

that the diplomacy of today more or less insists upon.

The consequence is that in one capital you will find an

American Ambassador living in a palace, the rent of

which exceeds the exiguous honorarium paid him by his

government; and in another you will find him as poorly

housed as the average representative of a Balkan State.

I have known American Ambassadors in London, Paris

and Berlin who can hardly have spent. less than from
$50,000 to $150,000 a year out of their private purses.

/~\NE had almost, indeed* begun to fear that the old

type of scholar-diplomat, once America’s unique and
most agreeable contribution to international intercourse,

the type so admirably represented by men like Bancroft,

IiOwell, Washington Irving, and Motley, was extinct,

and that the United States had ceased, or was ceasing,

to send abroad men who were appointed and welcomed
on the strength of their literary laurels and from whom
nothing in the way of a great establishment was expected.

In London, especially, Mr. Page’s three immediate

predecessors were men of very large private means which
they spent ungrudgingly in their country's service, and
there was an inevitable embarrassment in asking any
man to step into their shoes who was financially incap-

able of maintaining their style of doing things. The
embarrassment, however, was never of England's making.

I mean by that that neither the British court nor Iondon
society nor the press of the country would ever be guilty

of the sort of comments and hinted objections that greeted

the appointment of Dr. Hill to the Berlin Embassy a

few years ago. Neither the Kaiser nor Berlin came out

of that episode with credit. They showed very plainly

that they preferred to see the United States represented

at the German capital by men of large wealth rather

than by men, however cultivated and accomplished,

whose circumstances did not permit them to make a great

social splash. But in London we prize the American
Ambassador for his personality and achievements and
character, and for the degree in which he brings with him
the true flavor of American life; and so far from regarding

a huge income as essential to the occupant of the London
Embassy we are more disposed to find something incon-

gruous in the spectacle of a representative of the United

States, a republic and popularly associated with a certain

tradition of a Jeffersonian simplicity, inhabiting the finest

mansion in the metropolis and keeping up a more than
ducal state. There is no capital I know of where lavish

entertainments and over-elaborate appointments count,

socially, for so little and where men and women make
their way so much on their own merits; and it is partly

because Mr. Page has restored a juster sense of proportion

than has always been observed by other American Am-
bassadors in these matters that his advent among us has

been so cordially welcomed.

rPHERE is not the smallest doubt of his having suc-

ceeded. Yet the post upon which he has entered

is one that might well try the capacities of any man.
Of all diplomatic offices it is at once the pleasantest and
the most peculiar and exacting. The English people

insist on treating the American Ambassador rather as

a national guest whom it is a delight to honor, and from

whom a full measure of entertainment Is expected in

return, than as an official emissary. He stands apart

from all his colleagues of the diplomatic corps. They are

foreigners and he Is not. From the day of his arrival

he becomes an intimate part of London society and a still

more intimate part of the world of English art and letters

and public—by which, of course, 1 do not mean political.

—life. Other Ambassadors may be as lavishly enter-

tained, may be able to show as full an engagement list,

may dispense in return an equally brilliant hospitality.

But the quality of the welcome extended to them differs

altogether from that which greets theirAmerican confrere.

He alone gets behind the scenes, is shown the best of

whatever England has to offer, and becomes at once a
public character. Of him alone is it expected that he

will l)e less of an official and more of a man. One hears,

perhaps, once in a lifetime of the Russian or German or

Italian Ambassador being asked to lecture before an
educational or philosophical society or invited to a

literary dinner. However great their command of

English, they still stand outside all but a fraction of the

national life. The public knows nothing about them,

and does not care to know anything. A paragraph in

the Court Circular is enough to announce their advent

or recall, while their American colleague, on his arrival

as well as his departure, receives a full-blown editorial

from the entire London press. The one is merely an
incident of officialdom—the other is a national event.

rTHIS is a state of affairs that raises some peculiar
1

perplexities and embarrassments. English hospi-

tality, successfully, as a rule, escapes the charge of

exuberance. But I am not sure that there is not some-
thing short of inexorable in the attentions we shower
upon the American Ambassador, and that we are not at

times positively brutal in our kindness. We never really

give the poor man a moment’s rest. Throughout his

stay among us we presume inordinately on his acquaint-

ance with English. There must, indeed, be times when
we force him to wish he spoke Basque and Basque only,

and did not the faith and morals hold that Milton held.

So might he live among us and possess his soul in quietude

—a diplomatist and not a public institution. But as it

is, no sooner has he reached London than the bombard-
ment begins. I must admit at once that it Is most

vigorously replied to. England and the American
Ambassador set to, forthwith, to see which can entertain

the other the best. It is true that not all the depreda-

tions upon his leisure are committed by Englishmen;

his own countrymen and countrywomen have something

to answer for. They take possession of his house on

every' July-the-Fourth, and squeeze his hand to a pulp

without breaking down his smile; and they demand his

presence and his speech at the yearly banquets on Inde-

pendence Day, Thanksgiving Day and Washington’s

Birthday. They are among the penalties of his position

and I do not underrate them; hut they can hardly stand

a moment’s comparison with all that is inflicted upon him

by English insistence.

T ONDON, and indeed all England* calmly takes it^ for granted that the representative of the United

States, whoever he may be, will be a first-class after-

dinner speaker, familiar with the whole of American

history and the whole of English literature, omniscient

and omnipresent, and able and willing at any moment
to read a paper, deliver an address, open a library.
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distribute prizes at a school, unveil a monument, lay

a foundation-stone, and figure as the guest of the evening

at dinners of remorseless frequency and racking variety.

We turn him into a sort of lecturer to the nation. We
launch him on a full tide of oratory from Land’s End to

John O’Groat’s, thrusting upon him, as he sweeps along,

the presidency of innumerable societies. We scout the

idea that protocols and despatches and all the banalities

of international negotiations can have any claim upon
him. Knowing him to be an American, and therefore

interested in education, we play tipon his weakness and
shamelessly take toll of his democratic sympathies.

'"THINGS indeed have come to such a pass that an
1 American Ambassador who was content to be merely

an Ambassador, who loathed public occasions and
shunned a platform, and who screened himself behind

the ramparts of officialdom, w’ould be reckoned not only

a freak of nature but a disappointment and a failure. It

is partly, however, America’s own fuult. She should not

send us such charming, cultivated, good-natured men,
every one of them triply armed with the capacity to

discharge our exactions in full. Adams, Phelps, Lowell,

Bayard, Hay, Choate and Whitelaw Reid—what other

Embassy in the world can show so brilliant a line of occu-

pants? Every one of them was distinguished as a lawyer,

citizen, or litterateur before he became eminent as a dip-

lomatist. Every one of them had interests and affiliations

that stretched far beyond the humdrum official routine.

Every one of them warmed both hands at the cheerful

fire of English existence with a palpable relish. Every
one of them was a great social success, and a success not

less pronounced in his purely business and bargaining

hours. Every one of them touched life at a hundred
more points than the average professional diplomatist.

Indeed, a tongue-tied, unsociable, narrow-gauged, in-

flexibly official Ambassador from the United States has

become unthinkable to us: he is not less incredible to

you in America. America insists on sending us her

best, and we return the compliment by laying out the

gift to the most ample advantage.

M^OTHING like this extreme of versatility is required

from the British Ambassador at Washington. Yet
he, too, occupies a post of singular difficulty. Times have
changed since Sir Stratford Canning descrilad the Wash-
ington Embassy os very pleasant socially, but not re-

quiring any great talents politically. During the past

decade and a half, the office of British representative at

Washington has been in many ways one of the most
exacting in the service. I know, indeed, of no post which
makes so insistent a demand on the level-headedness and
adaptability of its occupants. I say occupants in the

plural, because in Washington less than in any other

capital can the British Ambassador's wife be dissociated

from her husband’s failure or success. The prestige of

the British Embassy will often depend more on her social

flexibility and manner than on her husband’s merits as a

diplomatist. Very few Englishwomen, so far as my ob-

servation goes, are really happy or popular in the United

States, or know how to take Americans, or can help

being jarred, and, what is more, showing that they are

jarred, by the thousand and one little differences between
English and American social standards and usages and
ways of doing tilings. The wife of the British Ambassa-
dor has to accommodate herself to a social environment

that is all the more difficult to gauge because of its sim-

ilarity in general outline and its dissimilarity in detail

to what she is used to at home or in thecapitals of Europe.

It asks a very high degree of tact and self-control, some-
times, to accept persons and things os they come, with-

out comment or surprise, and to recognize that what
might be counted easv-going-ness or curiosity in London
may in Washington be merely a novel token of friendli-

ness and interest. A British Ambassador’s wife in the

American capital has always to bear in mind that in

matters of social usage the English and Americans,

while aiming at the same murk and meaning essentially

the same thing, often behave and express themselves in

op|>osite senses. Not every British Ambassador at

Washington has had a wife who possessed these qualities

of perception; and more than one hostess at the Embassy
on Connecticut Avenue has passed her life, like Lady
Barberina in Mr. Henry James' incomparable talc,

in a state of hopeless alienation from, and misunder-

standing of, her new surroundings. When this is the

case the result Is retroactively disastrous, because

Washington resembles nothing so much as a whispering-

gallery, its society is small, exceedingly intimate, and
enjoys a highly specialized code of etiquette that is all

its own—and a mistake, and especially a mistake on the

part of the British Ambassador’s wife, becomes public

property at once. It certainly was not among the least

of the causes of Mr. Bryce's success as Ambassador that a
mastery of all these social nuances and minutiae was with

Mrs. Bryce a matter of instinct, fortified by a thorough

knowledge of American life and of the American people.

TJUT if the conditions thus impose on the wife of the

British Ambassador an unusual degree of diplomatic

wariness, the Ambassador himself has to be doubly on
his guard. For one thing, he finds the duties of his office

carried on in a glare of publicity that in Europe is not
only unknown but unimaginable. For another, there

is always a party in the United States unxious to score

a point against Great Britain, and there are always votes

to bo won—though not many, happily, in these days

—

by an anti-British campaign. The Ambassador, there-

fore, has to practice in the sphere of politics the same
tactfulness and discrimination demanded from his

wife in the sphere of society. He must ever be ready
to make allowances; he must constantly remember that

America is the exception; he must know what to dis-

count. This is a kind of knowledge—like the not less

essential knowledge of all the intricacies of the American
system of government—that can hardly ever be gained

by instinct or patched up by a few' months’ study. It

is the sort of knowledge that only a man with a pro-

longed and intimate acquaintance with the United States

is likely to possess, and that the ordinary type of British

diplomatist, pitchforked into Washington from one of

the capitals of Europe, is not only most certain to lack

but to be unable to acquire. But what, al>ovc all, is

necessary is that the British Ambassador should have the

instinct for taking Americans in the right way. If he has

that he has done the one thing needful. If. on the other

hand, he confirms the average American’s worst suspicions

of British angularity and reserve, if he seems stiff and
self-contained and unable to let himself go, if he has not a
natural sympathy with the American people and with the

spirit of their social life, his abilities are as good as wasted.

]V/f R. BRYCE, of course, possessed all these advantages
1 1 and qualifications, and many others, in an extraor-

dinary degree. He won for the British Embassy in

Washington a position analogous to that of the American
Embassy in London. There Is and can be only one
Bryce, but I venture to predict that in their own way
Sir Cecil and Lady Spring-Rice will achieve a success not
less pronounced. Lady Spring-Rice, the daughter of

Sir Frank Lascelles, who for many anxious years repre-

sented Great Britain at Berlin and proved himself an
exceptionally capable diplomat, is making her first

acquaintance with the United States; but she has the

qualities of insight, and flexibility that a British Ambassa-
dor’s wife at. Washington ought to possess. Sir Cecil,

on the other hand, has the supreme advantage of being

already known to Americans and liked wherever he is

known. He served in Washington some years ago as an
attache, formed many friendships that he must already

have found it delightful to renew, and left behind him a

reputation and a popularity that never ceased to be cher-

ished even in that city of endless leave-takings and forget

-

tings. A man of alert and winning personality, with a ripe

and understanding mind and the easiest, and most sym-
pathetic manner, blessed with a native store of humor that

has been vivified by contact with men and things in many
diverse lands, and absolutely devoid of any sort of preten-

tiousness, he knows by instinct how to mingle with Ameri-
cans in the broad, human way that most appeals to them.



How the Combiners Combine
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Being Part II of Breaking the Money Trust

In the first article, “Our Financial Oligarchy Mr. Brandeis described the concentration of

power in the hands of a few financiers by consolidation of banks and trust companies, by the com-

bination of railroads into systems, and by the concentration of functions in the investment banker.

AMONG the allies, two New’ York
hanks,—the National City and the

First National—stand preeminent. They
constitute, with theMorgan firm, the inner

group of the Money Trust. Each of the

two banks, like J. P. Morgan & Co., has

huge resources. Each of the two lunb,
like the firm of J. P. Morgan & Co., has

been dominated by a genius in combina-

tion. In the National City it is James
Stillman; in the First Xutional. George F.

Baker. Each of three gentlemen was
formerly President, and is now Chair-

man of the Board of Directors. The
resources of the National City Bank (in-

cluding its Siamese-twin security com-
pany) are about #300,000.000; those

of the First National Bank (including its

Siamese-twin security compauy) arc

about $£00,000,000. The resources of

the Morgan firm have not been disclosed.

But it appears that they have available

for their operations, also, huge deposits

from their subjects; deposits reported as

$162,500,000.

The private fortunes of the chief actors

in the combination have not been ascer-

tained. But sporadic evidence indicates

how great arc the possibilities of accumu-

lation when one has the use of "other

people's money." Mr. Morgan’s wealth

became proverbial. Of Mr. Stillman's

many investments, only one was spe-

cifically referred to, as he was in Europe
during the investigation, and did not

testify. But that one is significant.

His 47,498 shares in the National City

Bank are worth about $18,000,000. Mr.
Jacob H. Schiff aptly described this as

“a very nice investment.”

Of Mr. Baker’s investments we know
more, as he testified on many subjects.

His £0,000 shares in the First National

Bank are worth at least $£0,000,000.

His stocks in six other New York banks

and trust companies arc together worth

about $8,000,000. The scale of his in-

vestment in railroads may be inferred

from his former holdings in the Central
A

Railroad of New Jersey. He was its

largest stockholder—so large that with

a few friends he held a majority of the

$£7,436,800 par value of outstanding

stock, which the Reading bought at

$160 a share. He is a director in £8 other

railroad companies; and presumably a

stockholder in, at least, as many. The
full extent of his fortune was not inquired

into, for that was not an issue in the in-

vestigation. But it is not surprising

that Mr. Baker saw little need of new
laws. When asked;

“You think everything is all right as

it is in this world, do you not?”

He answered:

“Pretty nearly.”

Ramifications of Power

TJUT wealth expressed in figures givesD a wholly inadequate picture of the

allies' power. Their wealth is dynamic.

It is wielded by geniuses in combination.

It finds its proper expression in means of

control. To comprehend the power of the

allies we must try to visualize the ramifica-

tions through which the forces operate.

Mr. Baker is a director in ££ corpora-

tions having, with their many subsidiaries,

aggregate resources or capitalization of

$7,£7£,000,000. But the direct and visi-

ble power of the First National Bank,
which Mr. Baker dominates, extends

further. The Pujo report shows that its

directors (including Mr. Baker's son) are

directors in at least £7 other corporations

with resources of $4,£70,000,000. That
is, the First National is represented in 49

corporations, with aggregate resources or

capitalization of $1I,54£,000,000.

IT may help to an appreciation of the
^ allies’ power to name a few of the

more prominent corporations in which,

for instance, Mr. Baker's influence is

exerted— visibly and directly—as voting

trustee, executive committee man or

simple director.

1. Banks, Trust, and Life Insurance

Companies: First National Bank of New
York; National Bank of Commerce;
Farmers’ Loan and Trust Company; Mu-
tual Life Insurance Company.

£. Railroad Companies: New York
Central Lines; New Haven. Reading.

Erie. Lackawannu, Lehigh Valley, Sou th-

em, Northern Pacific, Chicago, Burling-

ton & Quincy;
3. Public Service Corporations: Amer-

ican Telegraph & Telephone Company,
Adams Express Company.

4. Industrial Corporations: United

States Steel Corporation, Pullman
Company.
Mr. Stillman Is a director in only 7 cor-

porations, with aggregate assets of #£,-

476.000,000; but the directors in the

National City Bank, which he dominates,

are directors in at least 41 other corpo-

rations which, with their subsidiaries, have

an aggregate capitalization or resources

of $10,564,000,000. The members of the

firm of J. P. Morgan & Co., the acknowl-

edged leader of the allied forces, hojd

7£ directorships in 47 of the largest

corporations of the country.

The Pujo Committee finds that the

members of J. P. Morgan & Co. and
the directors of their controlled trust

companies and of the First National

and the National City Bank together

hold

:

“One hundrrd and eighteen di-

rectorships in 34 banks and trust com-

I
Ninics having total resources of

$£.679,000,000 and total deposits of

81.983,000,000.

"Thirty directorships in 10 insur-

ance companies having total assets

of $£,£93,000,000.
“ One hundred and five directorships

in 3£ transportation systems having a

total capitalization of $11,784,000,000

and a total mileage (excluding express

companies ami steamship lines) of

150,£00.

“Sixty-three directorships in £4

9
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producing and trading corporations

having a total capitalization of

$3,389,000,000.

"Twenty-five directorships in 12

public-utility corporations having a

total capitalization of $<.150,000,000.

“In all. 841 directorships in 112 cor-

porations having aggregate resources

or capitalization of $22,245,000,000."

Twenty-two Billion Dollars

rPWENTY-TWO billion dollars is a
1 large sum—so large that we have

difficulty in grasping its significance. The
mind realizes size only through com-
parisons. With what can we compare
twenty-two billions of dollars? Twenty-

two billions of dollars is more than three

times the assessed value of ull the proper-

ty, real and personal, in all New England.

It is nearly three times the assessed value

of all the real estate in the City of New
York. It is more than twice the assessed

value of all the property in the thirteen

Southern states. It is more than the as-

sessed value of all the property in the

twenty-two states, north and south, lying

west of the Mississippi River.

But the huge sum of twenty-two billion

dollars is not large enough to include all

the corporations to which the "influence”

of the three allies, directly and visibly,

extends, for

First: There are 56 other corporations

(not included in the Pujo schedule) each

with capital or resources of over $5,000.-

000. ami aggregating nearly $1 ,350,000,-

000. in which the Morgan allies are

represented according to the Directory of

Directors.

Second: The Pujo schedule does not

include any corporation with resources

of less than $5,000,000. But these finan-

cial giants have shown their humility

by becoming directors in many such.

For instance, members of J. P. Morgan
& Co., and directors in the National City

Bank and the First National Bank are

also directors in 158 such corporations.

Available publications disclose the cap-

italization of only 38 of these, but those

38 aggregate $78,609,375.

Third: The Pujo schedule includes

only the corporations in which the Mor-
gan associates actually appear by name
as directors. It does not include those

in which they are represented by dum-
mies, or otherwise. For instance, the

Morgan influence certainly extends to the

Kansas City Terminal Railway Com-
pany, for which they have marketed
since 1910 (in connection with others.)

four issues aggregating $41,761,000. But
no member of J. P. Morgan & Co., of

the National City Bank, or of the First

National Bank appears on the Kansas
City Terminal directorate.

Fourth: The Pujo schedule does not

include all the subsidiaries of the corpor-

ations scheduled. For instance, the cap-

italization of the New Haven System Is

given as $385,000,090. That sum rep-

resents the bond and stock capital of the

New Haven Railroad. But the New
Haven System comprises many controlled

corporations whose capitalization is only

to a slight extent included directly or in-

directly in the New Haven Railroad hal-

ance sheet. The New Haven, like most
large corporations, is a holding compuny
also; and a holding company may con-

trol subsidiaries while owning but a
small jwrt of the latters' outstanding se-

curities. Only the small part so held,

will be represented in the holding com-
pany’s balance sheet. Thus, while the

Now Haven Railroad's capitalization is

only $385,000,000— and that sum only

appears in the Pujo schedule— the cap-

italization of the New Haven System, as

shown by a chart submitted to the Com-
mittee. is over twice as great; namely,

$849,(8)0,000.

It is clear, therefore, that the $22,000,-

000,000, referred to by the Pujo Com-
mittee, understates the extent of concen-

tration effected by the inner group of the

Money Trust.

Cementing the Triple Alliance

ARE was taken by these buildersof ini-

perial power that their structure should

Ik* enduring. It has been buttressed on
every side by joint ownerships and mutual

stockholdings, us well os close personal

relationships ; for directorships are ephe-

meral and may end with a new election.

Mr. Morgan and his partners acquired

one-sixth of the stock of the First Na-
tional Bank, and made a $6,000,000 in-

vestment in the stuck of the National

City Bank. Then J. P. Morgan & Co.,

the National City, and the First Nutionul

(or their dominant officers— Mr. Still-

man and Mr. Baker) acquired together,

by stock purchases and voting trusts, con-

trol of tile National Bank of Commerce,
with its $190,000,000 of resources; of

the Chase Nutionul, with $125,000,000;

of the Guaranty Trust Company, with

$232,000,000; of the Bankers* Trust

Company, with $205,000,000; and of a

number of smaller, but important, finan-

cial institutions. The}' became joint

voting trustees in great railroad systems;

and finally (as if the allies were united

into a single concern) loyal and efficient

service in the banks—like that rendered

by Mr. Davison and Mr. Lainont in the

First National—was rcwardid by pro-

motion to membership in the firm of J. P.

Morgan & Co.

The Provincial Allies

THUS equipped and bound together,

J. P. Morgan & Co. the Nutionul

City, ami the First National easily dom-
inated Ameriea’s financial center—New
York; for certain other important hank-

ers, to be hereafter mentioned, were held

in restraint by "gentlemen’s" agree-

ments. The three allies dominated Phil-

adelphia too; for the firm of Drexel &
Co. is J. I*. Morgan & Co. under another

name. But there are two other impor-

tant money centers in America—Boston

and Chicago.

In Boston there are two large inter-

national Imnking houses—Lee, Higgin-

son & Co., and Kidder, Peabody & Co.

—

both long established and rich; and each

possessing an extensive, wealthy clientele

of eager investors in bonds and stocks.

Since 1907 each of these firms has pur-

chased or underwritten (principally in

conjunction with other hankers) about
100 different security issues of the greater

interstate corporations—the issues of

each banker amounting in the aggregate

to over $1 ,000,000,000. Concentration

of banking capital has proceed«*d even
further in Boston than in New York. By
successive consolidations the number of

national banks lias been reduced from 58
in 1898 to 19 in 1913. There are in

Boston now also 23 trust companies.

The National Shawmut Bank, the

First National Bank of Boston and the

Old Colony Trust Co., which these two
Boston banking houses and their as-

sociates control, alone have aggregate

resourecs of $288,380,294, constituting

about one-half of the hanking resources

of the city. These great banking in-

stitutions, which are themselves the re-

sult of many consolidations, and the 21

other hanks and trust companies, in

which their directors are also directors,

hold together 90 per cent, of the total

hanking resources of Boston. And linked

to them by interlocking directorates are

9 other banks and trust companies whose
aggregate resources are about 2*^ per

cent, of Boston's total. Tims of 42 bank-
ing institutions, S3, with aggregate

resources of $560,51G,239; holding about
92% per cent of the aggregate banking
resources of Boston, are interlocked. But
even the remaining 9 banks and trust

companies, which together hold but 7U£
per cent, of Boston banking resources,

are not all inde|>cndcnt of one another.

Three are linked together; so that there

appear to be only six banks in all Boston
that are free from interlocking directorate

relations. They together represent but

5 per cent, of Boston's hanking resources.

And it may well be doubted whether all

of even those 6 are entirely free from
affiliation with the other groups.

Boston’s banking concentration is not

limited to the legal confines of the city.

Around Boston proper are over thirty

suburbs, which with it form what is pop-

ularly known as "Greater Boston."

These suburban municipalities, and also

either important cities like Worcester and
Springfield, arc, in many respects, within

Boston’s “ sphere of influence.” Boston ’»

inner banking group has interlocked, not

only S3 of the 42 hanks of Boston proper,

as above shown, but lias linked with them,

by interlocking directorships, at least 42

other hanks and trust companies in 35
other municipalities.

Once Lee, Higginson & Co. and Kidder,

Peal>ody & Co. were active competitors.

They are so still in some small, or purely

local matters; but both are devoted co-

operators with tlu* Morgan associates in

larger and interstate transactions; and the

alliance with these great Boston hanking
houses has been cemented by mutual
stockholdings and co-directorships. Finan-

cial concentration seems to have found
its highest expression in Boston.

Similar relations exist between the

triple alliance and Chicago's great finan-

cial institutions—its First National Bank,

the Illinois Trust and Savings Bank,
and the Continental & Commercial
National Bank—which together control

resources of $501,000,009. And similar

relations would doubtless be found to ex-

ist with the leading hankers of the other

important financial centers of America,

as to which the Pujo Committee was pre-

vented by lack of time from making
investigation.

The Auxiliaries

SUCH are the primary, such the sec-

ondary powers which comprise the

Money Trust; but these arc supple-

mented by forces of magnitude.

"Radiating from these principal

groups,” says the Pujo Committee,
"and closely affiliated with them are

smaller but important banking houses,

such as Kissel. Kinnicut & Co., White,

Weld & Co., and Harvey Fisk & Sons,

who receive large and lucrative patron-

age from the dominating groups, and
are used by the latter as jobbers or dis-

tributors of securities, the issuing of

which they control, but which for rea-

sons of their own they prefer not to

have issued or distributed under their

own names. Lee, Higginson & Co., be-

sides being partners with the inner
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group, are also frequently utilized in

this service because of their facilities

as distributors of securities.”

For instance, J. P. Morgan & Co. as

fiscal agents of the New Haven Railroad

have the right to market its securities

and that of its subsidiaries. Among the

numerous New Haven subsidiaries, is the

New York, Westchester and Boston—
the road which eost $1,500,000 a mile to

build, and which earned a deficit last

year of nearly $1,500,000, besides failing

to earn any return upon the New Haven's

own stock and bond investment of

$8,441,951. When the New Haven con-

cluded to market $17,400,000 of these

bonds. J. P. Morgan & Co. "for reasons

of their own,” "preferred not to have

these bonds issued or distributed under

their own name.” The Morgan firm

took the bonds at 94j^ net; and the

bonds were marketed by Kissel, Kinnicut

& Co. and others at 96^.

The Satellites

THE alliance is still further supple-

mented, as the Pujo Committee
shows

:

" Beyond these inner groups and
subgroups are banks and bankers

throughout the country who cooperate

with them in underwriting or guaran-

teeing the sale of securities offered to

the public, and who also act as distrib-

utors of such securities. It was im-

possible to learn the identity of these

corporations, owing to the unwilling-

ness of the members of the inner group

to disclose the names of their under-

writers, but sufficient appears to justi-

fy the statement that there arc at least

hundreds of them and that they extend

into many of the cities throughout this

and foreign countries.

"The patronage thus proceeding

from the inner group and its subgroups

is of great value to these banks and

bankers, who arc thus tied by self-in-

terest to the great issuing houses and
may be regarded os a part of this vast

financial organization. Such patron-

age yields no inconsiderable part

of the income of these banks and bank-

ers and without much risk on account

of the facilities of the principal groups

for placing issues of securities through

their domination of great banks and

trust companies and their other do-

mestic affiliations and their foreign

connections. The underwriting com-

missions on issues made by this inner

group are usually easily earned and do

not ordinarily involve the underwriters

in the purchase of the underwritten

securities. Their interest in the trans-

action is generally adjusted unless they

choose to purchase part of the secur-

ities. by the payment to them of a com-
mission. There are, however, occa-

sions on which this is not the case. The
underwriters are then required to take

the securities. Bankers and brokers

are so anxious to be permitted to par-

ticipate in these transactions under the

the lead of the inner group that as a

rule they join when invited to do so,

regardless of their approval of the par-

ticular business, lest by refusing they

should thereafter cease to lie invited.”

T X other words, an invitation from these
* royal bankers is interpreted as a

command. As a result, these great

bankers frequently get huge commis-

sions without themselves distributing

any of the bonds, or ever having taken

any actual risk.

"In the case of the pending New
York subway financing of $170,000,000

of bonds by Messrs. Morgan & Co.

and their associates. Mr. Davison [as

the Pujo Committee reports) esti-

mated that there were from 100 to 145

such underwriters who were apparently

glad to agree that Messrs. Morgan &
Co., the First National Bank, and the

National City Bank should receive 3
per cent., equal to $5,100,000- for form-

ing this syndicate, thus relieving them-
selves from all liability, whilst the un-

derwriters assumed the risk of what the

bonds would realize and of being re-

quired to take their share of the unsold

portion.”

The Protection of Pseudo-Ethics

HPHE organization of the Money
Trust is intensive, the combination

comprehensive; but one other element

was recognized as necessary to render it

stable, and to make its dynamic force

irresistible. Despotism, be it financial or

political, is vulnerable unless it is be-

lieved to rest upon a moral sanction.

The longing for freedom is ineradicable.

It will express itself in protest against

servitude and in action;—unless the

striving for freedom lie made to seem im-

moral. lyong ago monarchs invented,

as a preservative of absolutism, the fic-

tion of "The divine right of kings.”

Bankers, imitating royalty, invented re-

cently that precious rule of ao-culled

“Ethics”, by which it is declared un-

professional to come to the financial re-

lief of any corporation which is already

the prey of another "reputable” banker.

"The possibility of competition l>e-

tween these banking houses in the pur-

chase of securities,” says the Pujo
Committee, "is further removed by
the understanding between them and
others, that one will not seek, by offer-

ing better terms, to take away from

another, a customer which it has there-

tofore served, and by corollary of this,

namely, that where given bankers

have once satisfactorily united in bring-

ing out an issue of a corj Miration, they

shall also join in bringing out any
subsequent issue of the same eorjM>ru-

tions. This is described as a principle

of hanking ethics.”

The "Ethical “ basis of the rule must be

that the interests of the combined bank-

ers are superior to the interests of the

rest, of the community. Their attitude

reminds one of the "Spheres of Influence"

with ample "hinterlan<Ls" by which rapa-

cious nations are adjusting differences.

Important banking concerns, too am-
bitious to 1m; willing to take a subordi-

nate position in the alliance, und too

powerful to be suppressed, are accorded

a financial "sphere of influence" upon the

understanding that the rule of banking

ethics will l»c faithfully observed. Most
prominent among such lesser potentates

arc Kuhn. Loeb & Co., of New York,

—

an international banking house of great

wealth, with lurge clientele and connec-

tions. They are accorded an important

"sphere of influence" in American rail-

roading. including, umong other sys-

tems the Baltimore & Ohio, the Tnion

I*! rifle and the Southern Pacific. They
a the Morgan group have with few

ex. ptions preempted the banking busi-

ne of the important railroads of the

coir. try. But even Kuhn, Loch & Co.
are pot wholly independent. They are

"qualified allies of the inner group”; and
thre h their “ close relations with the Na-
tion!. City Bank and the National Bank

of Commerce and other financial institu-

tions” have "many interests in common
with the Morgan associates, conducting

large joint-account operations with them."

The Evils Resultant

Firtt: These banker-barons levy,

through their excessive exactions, a heavy
toll upon the whole community; upon
owners of money for leave to invest it;

u|>on railroads, public service and indus-

trial companies, for leave to use this

money of other people; and. through

these corporations, upon consumers.

“The charge of capital.” says the

Pujo Committee, "which of course

enters universally into the price of

commodities and of service, is thus

in effect determined bv agreement
amongst those supplying it und not

under the check of competition. If

there lx* any virtue in the principle of

competition, certainly any plan or ar-

rangement which prevents its operation

in the performance of so fundamental a

commercial function us the supplying

of capital is peculiarly injurious."

Second: More serious, however, is the

effect of the Money Trust in directly sup-

pressing competition. That suppression

enables the monopolist to extort exten-

sive profits; but monopoly increases the

burden of the consumer even more in

other ways. Monopoly arrests develop-

ment; and through arresting develop-

ment, prevents that lessening of the cost

of production and of distribution which
would otlxerwise take place.

Can real competition exist among the

anthracite coal railroads when the Mor-
gan associates are potent in all of

them? And with like conditions prevail-

ing, what competition is to be expected

between the Northern Pacific and the
Great Northern, the Southern, the Louis-

ville and Nashville, and the Atlantic

Coast Line; or between the Westing-

house Manufacturing Company and the

General Electric Company. As the Pujo
Committee finds:

“Such affiliations tend as a rover and
conduit for secret arrangements and
understandings in restriction of com-
petition through the agency of the
banking house thus situated."

And under existing conditions of com-
bination, relief through other banking
houses is precluded.

“It can hardly be expected that the

l>anks, trust companies, and other in-

stitutions that are thus seeking parti-

cipation from this inner group would be
likely to engage in business of a char-

acter that would he displeasing to the
latter or would interfere with their

plans or prestige. And so the pro-

tection that can be afforded by the

memlM’rs of the inner group constitutes

the safest refuge of our great industrial

combinations against future competi-

tion. The powerful grip of these gen-

tlemen is upon the throttle that con-

trols the wheels of credit and upon their

signal, those wheels will turn or stop.”

Third: But far more serious even than
the suppression of competition Is the sup-

pression of industrial liberty, indeed of

manhood itself, which this overweening

financial jmwer entails. The intimida-

tion which it effects extends far Wyond
"the banks, trust companies, and other

institutions seeking participation from
this inner group in their lucrative under-

writings"; far beyond those interested in

the great corporations directly dependent
upon the inner group. Its blighting and
benumbing effect extends as well to the
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.small and seemingly independent business

man,—tothe vastarmy of professional men
ami others directly dependent upon “Big
Business,” and u|K»n many another; for

1. Nearly every enterprising business

man needs bank credit. The granting of

credit involves the exercise of judgment
of the bank officials; and however honest-

ly the hank officials may wish to exercise

their discretion, experience shows that

their judgment is warped by the existence

of the all-pervading power of the Money
Trust. He who openly opposes the great

interests will often be found to lack that

The first step in remedying existing

quality of "safe and sane”-ness which is

the basis of financial credit.

2. Nearly every enterprising business

man and a large part of our professional

men have something to sell to, or must buy
something from, the great corporations

to which the control or influence of the

money lords extends directly,or from or to

affiliated interests. Sometimes it is mer-

chandise; sometimes it is service; some-
times they have nothing either to buy
or to sell, but desire political or sociul

advancement. Sometimes they want
merely peace. Experience shows that “ it

conditions trill be discussed in the nert issu

is not healthy to buck against a locomo-

tive." and “Business is business.”

II ERE and there you will find a hero,
* * —red-blooded, ami courageous,

—

loving manhood more than wealth, place

or security,—who dared to fight for in-

dependence and won. Here and there

you may find the martyr, who resisted in

silence and suffered with resignation.

But America, which seeks “the greatest

good of the greatest number,” cannot be
content with conditions tliat fit only the

hero, the martyr or the slave.

• under “ Interlocking Directorates
”

The Culture Club of Deadham
By MARY SWAIN WAGNER

THE Woman’s Club of Deadham,
after a heated discussion (104° F.)

decider! to permit a traveling

suffragette to speak at their next regular

meeting. 0 yes, the meetings were reg-

ular all right, there was no doubt about

that; hadn't they convened at three

o’clock, sharp, every Tuesday afternoon

for twenty-five years, to imbibe culture?

'T’HESE culturists were insatiable in

* their desire to absorb culture; they

were positively intemperate in their crav-

ing; they could swallow Italian art with

one gul]>, washing it down merely with a

concoction of Roman history in a diluted

form. They simmered down the poets

of the Elizal>ethan period and hashed the

Freuch Revolution. The more they

were saturated with culture the greater

became their obsession. They liad al-

ready reduced to pulp ten sets of ency-

clopaedias bound in calf, which had l»een

purchased from time to time by the un-

complaining citizens of Deadham in their

desire to fill this aching culture void.

The state legislature liud for some
inexplicable reason passed a bill pertain-

ing to woman suffrage; just what this

meant they scarcely knew, but they

thought it had something to do with

womeu going to the polls to vote. The
members of the legislature were queer,

it is true, but still they w-ere the law -

makers of the state and it would not do

to ignore them entirely. Moreover, the

state federation of women’s clubs, while

it could not conscientiously endorse this

IkjIiI reform suggested by the suffrage

bill and passed by the solous of the state,

did recommend to the various clubs

that the subject be investigated—a most

startling and progressive act for such

an organization.

Thus it happened that an invitation

was sent to Miss S. Tonethrower to come
and cxjiound her views to them the fol-

lowing Tuesday. Susan apfieared at

the appointed hour, and as no one seemed

res|H»n-sibIe for her entertainment she

retired to an inconspicuous scat in the

comer. Mrs. $400 opened the meeting

by calling the roll; not a soul was missing,

not even those who bitterly' opposed this

rash step away from the safe and beaten

tracks of conservatism. As her name
was called, each member responded by
reciting a verse or paragraph culled from
the Woman’s pugc of the local newspaper

or from the Ladies' Home Journal.

Judging from these brief and scholarly

recitations the womeu of Deadham were

certainly' able to conceal their sense of

humor and their ap|>arent seriousness

alarmed the little suffragette; she won-

dered how they would receive her simple

earnest speech ami she longed for the

stirring eloquence of Susan B. Anthony.

'T'HEN the minutes (which seemed like
1 hours) were read by Mrs. $398. after

which the fatal moment arrived when
Mrs. Never-Die introduced Miss S.

Tonethrower to the august assemblage.

At the word every' woman settled back
in her chair, dug up a bag from some place

and began to crochet. This was a new
stunt for Susan and it rattled her con-

siderably—rattled her more than the

throwing of stones or the crashing of

windows. It was the first time she liad

ever spoken l»cfore a culture club and it

was most disconcerting to discover that

their time was so valuable; she heartily

wished that she were at home where she
would not l>e mude to feel that she was
interfering with the world’s work.

A S they gradually settled down to their
* * afternoon’s work Susan could see their

lips move os they counted the stitches.

She tried to explain to them that woman
suffrage is a world-wide movement that

it is not confined to Deadliam alone, nor

to the United States, nor England, and
still they kept on crocheting. She told

them that in some states women were not

considered as parents of their own chil-

dren, that in case of wedlock there was
only one parent, the father; that when
an illegitimate child is born there is

still only one (lareut but in this case it

is the mother, and still they sat crochet-

ing. Susan told them that the age of

consent or protection for girls was dis-

gracefully low, being only' twelve years,

and thut if they did not feel concerned

about their own children they should re-

member tliat all women were not equally'

capable of guarding their girls from harm,

and the women crocheted on. In a fit

of desperation Susan said
—“Don’t you

know that this is your campaign?” One
old lady woke up with a start and dropped

a stitch. “Don’t you know,” she con-

tinued, “tliat the whole world is looking

at you?” Hereupon the young woman
with earrings surreptitiously powdered
her nose.

Susan’s heart sank, but she made a

desperate effort to pull herself to-

gether. If she could onl.v hurl a ter
stones or smash a few windows or

something to break through this knit' -d

fabric of indifference! Even the er p-

tionul wisdom and advice of Bea, ice

Fairfax and Lillian Russell com! ned
would have failed her in this crisis and
she knew it. She had spoken hundreds
of times before in the presence of y-ast

audiences in London, New York ami
Chicago. She had been received with
enthusiasm by* suffrage societies, labor

unions and churches; she liad always felt

that she held their attention, that she
was addressing intelligent people, men
and women with their minds open for

conviction. But now, how different!

What could she do!

Mrs. $390, being a kind hearted lady,

noticed Susan’s discomfiture and rising

to her feet said in a most impressive

manner: "Madam President, I move tliat

a vote of thanks be given Miss Tone-
thrower for her most eloquent and enter-

taining address and that we then con-

tinue with the important work of the
day, our study of Spain.” The motion
was promptly seconded and unanimously
passed by all the “I’s.”

Thereupon Mrs. $400 announced that
a paper would be read by Mrs. $35. It

was very evident that all the work was
done by those whose names could be
represented by two figures, their willing-

ness to do I he drudgery being their open
sesame to this most exclusive dub.

rPHKSK women of Deadham became
1

so interested in that defunct insti-

tution with a Hapshurg jaw called a king,

that they sat with their mouths wide open
and actually forgot to crochet. They had
pictures of Alphonso’s cute little deaf and
dumb child “so afflicted by a kind and
loving providence for some wise purpose.”
Susan groaned inwardly at all she heard
and longed to tell them what she knew of

eugenics and to explain to them that it

was not providence but a law of nature
that the sins of the fathers are visited

upon the children unto the thin! and
fourth generations.

Our glorious victories in the Spanish
War were discussed with glee and they
were unasliatned that this great country-

should have condescended to whip poor
little Spain. Neither did they earc*

that the battle of San Juan Hill might
have been averted if a lighter] cigar-

ette had not been dropped into the

hold of the Maine by the tobacco trust

or some other capitalists having interests

in Cuba.
Susan l>cing an ardent advocate of

the universal peace movement could

endure no more. She slipped quietly’

to the door and escaped unnoticed. She
bared her head to the cooling breezes

of the late afternoon; a breath of fresh

air revived her indomitable spirit; her

thoughtful face was beautified by the
reflected glory of the hour os she breathed
the prayer “how long, O Lord, how
long?”



Bakst and the

Russian Ballet

By

HARRY BIRNBAUM

“ AINile
"

- from “ Scheherazade"

THE furore that greeted the work of

I>on Bakst in Paris in 1909 and in

London in 1914, leaves no doubt
as to the poaition that he has won
as an artist. It Ls strange that his art

eould not thrive in his native land, seeing

that the Russian ballet was his direct in-

spiration, and that the Russian people
were eager to welcome an art which aimed
to express emotions they had so long been
forced to suppress. However, it is not to

be regretted that Bakst broke away from
the conservative spirit which hovered
about the imperial ballet in Russia, und
that he became oue of the leading forces of

an inde|H*ndeut company, directed by M.
Serge de Diaghilew. This company en-

listed the services of such eminent artists

as \1. Pokinc, the organizer of the ballet,

M. Tcherepnin, the conductor, and Ni-

jinsky. Pavlowa, Karsavina, M. Bolm
and Ida Rulxmstcin among its lending

mimes and dancers. This group of artists

determined to experiment freely with new
ideals, and the attention of the world was
quickly directed to their productions,

after their first ap|iearances in Paris. It

was soon felt that one of its most distin-

guished features was the daring and bril-

liant work of L6on Bakst, one of a group

of painters who were called upon to design

the costumes and stage decorations.

M. Arsene Alexandre gives us a few
facts in the life of Bakst. He was born in

SL Petersburg in 1808 and was a student

in the Academy of Fine Arts there, but
grew tired of the work and left. He went
to Paris, where we hear of him in 1H95 as

the pupil of Edelfelt, a Finnish artist; but
it was not until 1900 that he began to win
a prominent place for himself in the world
of art. In that year he was commissioned
by Diaghilew to do a piece of decorative

work for an important Russian Arts ex-

hibition, and from that time on he took

the artistic world by storm. His decor-

ations for the ballet, notably his Scheher-

azade, revealed a poet and a master of

color, who seemed to possess the power to

conjure up from his imagination the char-

acters of the “Arabian Nights" and to

weave garments of magic about them.

I I IS work, of course, is only one element
1 * in a three-fold harmony created by
Russian music, dancing, and Bakst's own
art. The history of its ballet feature

dates as far back as Peter the Great, who
paved the way for its real beginning under

Didelot in 1804. The latter advocated a

severe and systematic training of chil-

dren for the ballet under the supervision

of the State. Half a century later, after

a history involving romantic love-episodes

and grim tragedy, the ballet had gained a

very strong hold in Russia, because of its

national, patriotic character, due to the

reforms of Petipa, a Frenchman. It was.

however, not until the ap|x*arance of

Lsudora Duncan that the Russian I Millet

made its recent and most important de-

velopment. She was the first to return

to the ancient religious dance, to the

primal synthesis of pantomime and music.

In comparison with the present Russian

ballet, Isadora Duncan is considerably

antiquated, but the credit for being the

first to revolt against the artifices of the

modern dance, which showed no traces

of emotional movement, is hers. Follow-

ing closely upon her reforms, came the

development of the chorus and the folk-

dance. which mirrored Russian life with

its crude passions and showed the triumph

of the body over the spirit. Nothing
could so well express the seuse of the body
as the expressive silence anti the plastic art

of the Russian. It was this physical or

sensual element in the dance that sounded
a sympathetic note in the soul of Bakst

and caused him to become one of the

foremost liberators of the art of the stage.

There is another and more important

cause which helped the development of

the Duncan dance into the folk-dance,

namely the choral spirit which pervades

all Russian music and dancing. In Rus-
sia. the note of the folk-song has not yet

died and the flower of popular myth has

not faded. Almost all Russian music is

based upon folk and choral motifs, and
from the time of Glinka’s reforms there is

a logical development down to the appear-

ance of Fokine, the distinguished maUre de

ballet. The dance under the latter’s direc-

tion became such a dignified form of art

that the most prominent Russian com-
posers, Moussorgsky, Rimsky-Korsakov.
Glazounov, Tchaikovsky, Borodin. Bal-

akirew, and Tcherepnin, contributed their

works for its further development. Rus-
sian music, os exemplified by these great

composers, has made its powerful in-

fluence felt in America, and the Russian
ballet, with Pavlowa and Mordkin, out-

growing the feature of mere amusement,
and entering the arena of the lyric music

drumu is already a force to lx* reckoned

with hen*. Russian life, with its savage

und romantic spirit, is its dominating

featun* and the wonderful imagination of

Bakst, stirred by these elements, has

created new visions of beauty, of which

one, at least, the “Orientate,” Pavlowa
will introduce to us.

rPHE feature of the art of Bakst that

* distinguishes him from other Rus-

sian decorators for the theater is that his

work throbs with life and that there seems

to be no period or national style which he

cannot assimilate with ease. The " Arab-

ian Nights," with their wild orgies, the

Orient, and Greece, and the charming

characters of ancient myth, with their ,

13
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graceful, rhythmic move-
ments, form a portion of his

material. Perhaps the best

key to his work is afforded

by his own statement, “ Every
subject, every model, every

part of the human body, that

is designed without [Mission,

without the joy of life, is a

work utterly barren and
false. Color should afford a

joy for the eye.” The effect

of looking at his work, the

voluptuous Bacchantes, the

sinuous slaves, the majestic

high-priests, the stupid

Eunuchs, the youths in gor-

geous robes, the graceful

nymphs, is that of a carnival

in which the human emotions

are masked as passionate

colors. The bewitchingdances

of the bayaderes in “Scheher-

azade." and the perhaps too

eloquent movements of the

slaves in “Cleopatre” con-

quered Paris and all the other

capitals in quick succession.

It is with small wonder that

his designs for these ballets

and the individuals which

compose them have been

acquired enthusiastically by
admirers throughout Europe.

The Bakst Exhibition held

this fall at 305 Madison Ave-

nue, New York, afforded lov-

ers of art an excellent oppor-

tunity of seeing many of his

best designs. Not only are

they superbly drawn, but the

amazing colors in which the

whirling figures arc enveloped

have the effect of heavy per-

fumes. Grotesque dancers in

green, maroon and gold sug-

gest the sparkling beauty of spotted

pythons. The Jeune Beotien playing the

pipes, a figure of perfect grace, and the

study of a Greek maiden in delicate blue,

white and silver, would arouse the admira-

shameless Sultana Jaune who
calls Munet's “Olympia” to

mind,—each of these strikes

upon our senses exactly the

note which Bakst intended.

The scenic effects of Bakst

are even more startling than

his designs for single figures.

He leads us through the

caves and mysterious grot-

toes of Araby, through the

sacred groves of Greece.
His landscapes seem to be

in a constant process of

change. The colors seem to

melt away before the eye.

His drawings reveal the

stimulating reformer, and
when we realize that “Boris
Godounoff,” an opera not

artistically perfect, but with

a gripping elemental appeal,

was received in New York
with wild outbursts of enthu-

siasm, what triumph must
await the art of Bakst, at

once technically perfect and
vital!

PVEN if the less critical

and analytical fail to

sec the artistic unity of mist

en scene, music and panto-

mime, they cannot fail to

revel in these intoxicating

combinations of color. If

they do not inaugurate a

genuine reform in stage deco-

ration, these works will at

least arouse the enthusiasm

of those who sympathize
with Walter Pater’s com-
ment on the Renaissance,

“While all melts under our

feet, we may well grasp at

any passion, or any contri-

bution to Knowledge that seems by a

lifted horizon to set the spirit free for

a moment, or any stirring of the senses,

strange dyes, strange colors, and curious

“ PapiUons"

tion of a Hellenist. St. Sel>astien and Pisan-

clla weave a mediaeval spell. The intensely

virile Segret Argents, the weird malachite-

skinned Dieu Bleu, interpreted by Ni-

jinsky, the dancing shepherds and the

Taboo!
By BERTON BRALEY

V/'OU may put on a show that is full of suggestion

And subtle appeal to the sense.

And no one will murmur or mutter a question

But simply remark, "It’s immense!”
You may crowd it with girls in the filmiest dresses

Or almost no garments at all.

And have them perform all the latest excesses

Of “bunnyhug,” “grizzly” and “cruwl.”

You may hold up the truth as a subject for laughter.

Make vice look attractive and gay.

Give praise to the rounder, the crook and the grafter

And no one will whisper you nay;

But put on a play that is truthful and vital

In showing the wages of sin,

A speedy arrest is your certain requital

With plenty of newspaper din!

You may cover debauchery thinly with glamor

And no one will utter a word.

But strip off the veil, and the raucous-voiced clamor

Of “Indignant Virtue” is heard!

So put on your shows that are daintily shady.

Where vice wears her pleasantest mien.

But shun, shun the Truth—she’s a very nude lady

And therefore should never be seen!
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The San Diego

Exposition

CLYDE H. OSBORN

I
N many respects the San Diego Expo-
sition. jls it is popularly known, is

a radical departure from precedent.

It shares with the Panama-l'acifir In-

ternational Exposition the distinction of

being the first to be held in commemora-
tion of a contemporaneous event the

completion of the most wonderful en-

gineering feat of the ages, accomplished

by men who arc still alive.

It is probably true that preceding ex-

positions have been great economic wastes

in large measure, for they have been main-

ly reminiscent. The San Diego Exposi-

tion is unique in that it will not only bear
messages from the past and the present,

but in greater degree it will strive to

build for the future. It is an exposition

with a mission, and a really big one.

'T'HE greatest problem confronting the
* United States today is epitomised in

the phrase, “high cost of living." Analysis

shows the main causes to be the enormous
growth of our cities and the consequent

depopulation of our rural communities.

The mission of this exposition, as con-

ceived by its sponsors, is to b«- instrumen-

tal in turning the tide. This it aims to

do. not in an academic way, but by
tangible, convincing demonstrations of

the joys, the rewards and the |Risi-

bilities of rural life today. Elabo-

rate outdoor exhibits will

comprehensively illustrate

the most successful sys-

tems of reclamation and
irrigation, pumping and
distributing. Modern
methods of tillage, farming

and fruit-raising in every

branch, and the marketing
of products as well, will he
shown in every detail.

'T'HE wonderfully ef-

* ficient farm machin-

ery which so lighteus

the burden of the agri-

culturalist of today will be
exhibited in actuul use.

Model farms upou the ex-

position grounds will go
through their doily rou-

tine. raising, storing and
marketing crops, for the

education of visitors. The
“Little Landers” will

have a farm upon the

grounds by which they

expect to prove that a sin-

gle acre properly and in-

tensively cultivated will

yield a living for the

average family.

The principal industrial

exhibits will be of excep-

tional educational value

along the same lines, for

The “ Home Economy" building—main entrance, showing the Spanish-Colonial style

of architecture
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tlic San Diego Exposition is to be one of

processes rather than of products. For ex-

ample: the International Harvester Com-
pany of America has five acres upon which

are being planted alfalfa, grain and an

orchard. In the last will be demonstrated

their orchard tillage instruments ami trac-

tors; upon the rest of their ground their

hay and grain machinery will be in actual

use. On other parts of the grounds mam-
moth tractors will demonstrate their

plows, seeders, harrows and various other

tillage implements in operation. So far as

possible, all exhibitors will be required to

make active demonstrations, and some
of these will be upon a very large scale.

''I 'HE Exposition docs not stop at the
* effort to inspire in its visitors a de-

sire to return to the land. It goes further.

It will show compre-

hensively, by huge
graphic maps and
convincing data, the

possibilities await-

ing the homeseeker

in every part of the

United States, the

character and ap-

proximate value of

land in every county

and township, and
the product to which

each is best adapted.

As well as being a

big undertaking this

would seem to lie a
magnanimous one,

inasmuch as San
Diego has millions of

fertile, untilled acres

at her door; but it

Ls typical of the

spirit of the San
Diego enterprise.

The scope of this

vast text-book of

opportunity is na-

tional. The East-

erner will be shown
where in his own
state potential, un-

cultivatcd land
beckons to him. He
will, incidentally
only, be shown the

possibilities of the

great West. Here
the man who is in-

terested in produc-

ing the great staples

of life, the stock-

grower, the farmer,

the fruit-raiser, the

market- gardener,

will find a complete digest of the oppor-

tunities awaiting him in this country.

I X short, the prime aim and ultimate
* object of the San Diego Exposition

is to foster the “back to the soil” move-
ment; first, by actively demonstrating

the rewards in health and wealt h and con-

tentment that await him who goes back
to nature; second, by telling him where
he can go with the capital at his command
and secure the particular home or type of

farm that appeals to him.

Although the San Diego Exposition

will be held during the same year as the

World’s Fair in San Francisco it is in no
sense a competitor—rather is it a comple-

ment. Greatest stress will be laid upon
two exhibits which will be peculiarly its

own: one depicting the history of the

primitive peoples of the earth; the other,

a horticultural exhibit. The directors,

with the assistance of the Smithsonian

beautiful. Already the principal build-

ings are in course of construction,—one
of them finished and eight others rapidly

nearing completion. Picturesque Ca-
brillo Carton bisects Balboa Park and it

will be spanned by an immense viaduct,

the "Puente Cabrillo,” whose last arch is

now being built. All construction work
Ls under the supervision of Mr. Frank P.

Allen, Director of Works. Mr. Allen

built the Seattle Exposition and it is

claimed for him that he is the first expo-

sition-builder who was ever ready to open
his fair on time. From present indica-

tions he will live up to that record.

Balboa Park covers 1400 acres and is

about ten minutes’ ride from the business

center of San Diego. The site of the Ex-
position comprises some 600 acres in the

center of the Park and on the crest of a

hill whence one has

a wonderful view of

the city, the bay,

Coronado, Point

Lomn, the Pacific,

the Coronado Is-

lands, and can even

peer into Mexico.

rTHE idea of an
1

international ex-

position commemo-
rating the formal

opening of the Pana-
ma Canal was first

evolved in San
Diego. At a meet-

ing of the locul

Chamber of Com-
merce in September,

1909, Mr. G. Aubrey
Davidson made the

suggestion. It met
with acclaim and
the exposition cor-

poration was imme-
diately organized.

Subsequently San
Francisco and New
Orleans eutered the

field. A deadlock

resulted in Congress,

and San Diego threw

her votes to San
Francisco upon the

agreement that the

latter should co-

operate in securing

federal recognition

for the San Diego
Exposition, which
was now under way,
as an exposition ex-

ploiting primarily

the Great South-

west. Men whose names are words to

conjure with in Southern California are

Imcking the project,—David C. Collier

(the president), John D. Spreckels, G.

Aubrey Davidson, Ulysses S. Grant, Jr.,

Frank Belcher and a score of others.

The general management of the enter-

prise is in the hands of Mr. Harry O.

Davis. Subscriptions have been met
promptly and the bond issue voted

by the city found an immediate

market, consequently the manage-
ment has at all times had ample
funds. Congress has accorded official

recognition. State legislatures and
county commissioners have made gen-

erous appropriations, as have rnauy of

our sister republics on the South.

The irresistible conclusion is that,

instead of a local state fair, San
Diego will hold a real exposition in

1915, original and of splendid economic

value.

Institution, expect to make the former the

largest and most complete anthropologi-

cal and ethnological exhibit ever assem-

bled. That Ls a rather large undertaking,

but one hesitates about discounting their

statements very much when confronted

with some things which they have already

accomplished. As bearing upon the ab-

original tribes of the Great Southwest, it

is interesting to note that the Sunta Fe
Railroad will occupy ten acres with Indian

villages,—and a Fred Harvey eating house

under the management of Harvey, ./M*.

Ever)’ Indian tribe in the southwestern

states, each in itsown village, will be gener-

ously represented. It is even rumored that,

for the first time away from their respec-

tive reservations, one may see various re-

ligious and ceremonial dances anil rites

performed by the simon-pure American.

Another view of the “ Home Economy ” building—the arcade

The horticultural exhibit ranks next in

importance. It purposes to embrace the

plant life of the entire world, from the

torrid zone to the frigid. That, too, is a
fairly sizable task; but already tremen-

dous strides have been made. Over 200,-

000 trees and shrubs have been planted

on the grounds, and in the nurseries are

said to be some 2,000.000 specimens of

ever)' known species of plant life. This

count was not verified for the purposes of

this article, but from a rather bewildering

inspection one is impelled to believe the

statement. Moreover, this is the first ex-

position that has been favored with cli-

matic conditions which render such an
undertaking feasible.

The architecture will be uniformly of

the Spanish-Colonial type. Every build-

ing will be a duplicate of one of the fa-

mous buildings of Central or South Amer-
ica. Surrounded by almost tropical ver-

dure, the result should be harmoniously



Mendel

THE Beilis case is the latest of one

hundred and twenty odd cases of

the sort that have been brought

on since the year 1144 a.d., and it

may be noted that the very first took

place at Norwich, in England. But the

Germanic countries have developed the

largest number of these trials against

Hebrews for alleged ritual murder, while

at the present time this antiquated

charge is the tool of government persecu-

tion in the Slavonic part of Europe.

As a result of these charges, often

hatched by revengeful proselytes and
still more often by princes who craved for

Jewish money, hundreds of men and
women mounted the gallows, or were

burned at the pyre. A thrilling chapter

of Jewish history Is the march of the

seventeen Jewesses condemned to death

in one city who walked bravely on. sing-

ing “Halcou.” Thousands more lost

their homes and had their wealth confis-

cated. In the case of Tisza-Eszlor ( 1884),

the son of the official Jewish slaughterer,

bribed with trifles and coins, swore to an
apparently straightforward story of how
his own father cut the throat of a Chris-

tian girl, and how the assistants caught

up the blood in a vessel and used the

fluid in Passover celebrations, and masses

of Jews suffered from blood-riots that fol-

lowed, until tlie alleged victim was found

in the river Theiss, her throat uncut and
her body in good condition.

YTO less than four Pupal bulls were is-
1 ^ sued from Home in efforts to convince
the ignorant masses that the Jews were
not guilty of the charge made, and the

monarchs of Germany, Bohemia, Poland
and other nations liave at various times

condemned the persecution. One of the
most important books in defense of the
Jew was written by one Frank, a priest of

the Catholic Church. There is not a cus-
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tom or hubil, a rite or law ihut warrants

the slightest credit to the shallow belief of

the consumption of blood for religious

purposes.

t'ROM the time of Moses, when one of

the Commandments reud "Thou
shalt not kill," down to the last rule of the

peaceful and almost dispirited Rabbis of

Russia, every written word or spoken
sermon has spelled "Peace. Non-resist-

ance, Mercy, and Charity." The posi-

tive laws are particularly vigorous in the

prohibition of the use of blowl for any
purpose whatsoever.

Ye shall eat no manner of blood, whether it

he of fowl or of beast, in any of your dwell-

ings. Whatsoever soul it be, that eateth any
manner of blood, even that soul shall be cut
off from his people.—Leviticus, Chapter VII, 26.

Not aloue in this general law is there

strict prohibition, but there are numerous
regulations which forbid even a possi-

ble taste of blood. In the Talmud it

is laid down that if a person shall find

that the bread he eats has been stained

by blood from his mouth, he must stop

and remove the part of the bread so

tainted, although he may cat the rest of it.

and he must as well rinse his mouth of any
of the blood that may remain upon his

teeth or tongue, for no blood must be

swallowed. The rule is also laid down
that when a person eats an egg, and finds

a drop of blood or a nucleus in it, that

egg must be discarded and cannot be

eaten. Rule 49 of the “ Yoreh De Ah” (a

compilation of Jewish laws) provides that

before meat of an animal may be eaten,

it must be soaked in clean water for no
less than one-half hour and after that

must be thoroughly covered with salt and
allowed to stay under its effect for at least

one hour, so that any possible blood that

may remain in the meat shall l>e thor-

The

Ritual

Murder

Trial

By

ROBERT SEELAV

oughly dried and washed out, and it was
further directed that whereas no way is

known to draw the blocxi out of the liver

of the animal, the additional provision is

made that that meat be first raked over

the fire thoroughly before it may be

eaten. Rabbi Teomim adds that the offi-

cial slaughterer was forbidden to use for

killing of animals a knife which, it was
found, had been used by the executioner,

so that even the remotest effect of human
blood may be eliminated completely.

A method for the slaughter of ani-

mals Is universally employed by the Jews
designed to have the animal lose the

largest portion of its blood, while water

and salt draw out the rest; and a careful

law prescribes further that one may not

eat of the flesh of an animal t hat has been

strangled or struck down, since in one

ease the blood remains in the carcass,

while in the other the blood clogs and
cannot be druwm out. There are laws,

regulations and Rabbinical commentaries

by the scores of pages in which the pro-

hibition agaiuxt the use or taste of blow I

is absolute and unqualified, anti punish-

ment is accorded to those who may trans-

gress the law.

We are often confronted with the ques-

tion us to the origin and source of these

fatal charges. The Christians were the

first to be accused of this exact charge of

killing human beings for the use of blood.

The first of such charges were made by
the heathens in the second and third cen-

tury after Christ, when the adherents of

Jesus met in the catacombs of Rome and
were accused of meeting in such hidden

recesses to offer human sacrifices. The
Church Fathers often appealed for clem-

ency on behalf of these early Christians

in the same manner that Jewish Rabbis

plead, and have so often pleaded, in vain.

The charge against the Christians contin-

ued almost to the Middle Ages, and only

recently was repeated in China during the

anti-Christian rebellion.

Jewish historians narrate the occur-

rence of a wholesale slaughter of Chris-

tians at the hands of Mussulmans,
whereby no less than 400,000 perished,

after accusing the unfortunate Nazarencs

of ritual murder, the exact charge after-

ward employed by the Christians in the

persecution of the Jews.
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The Converted Senate
By McGregor

HOW (-hanged the Senate is. cornea

to one with something of a shock

with the statement that of the

ninety Senators who met at the loginning

of Roosevelt’s second term, only eight

years ago, only nineteen remain. Hawlcv
und Hoar and Hanna and Quay and
(^uarlus, who were members of the Senate

preceding that, seem to belong to a for-

gotten era. It is a grim story, this of

senatorial mortality. Many of these

elder statesmen have gone the way of

all the earth. But many more have been

the victims of an aroused public opinion

which demanded that the Senate which

op|KMcd or emasculated the measures for

which Roosevelt stood should conform

to the popular will. The magazines,

weekly and monthly, "them there mag-
azine fellers.” as Senator Scott called

them, turned their cruel searchlights upon
senatorial reputations, disclosing devious

connections with “the Interests.” and
the people did the rest.

The Republican majority of 1005 con-

tained a notable group of men, such as

Platt of Connecticut, Hale and Frvc

of Maine. Proctor of Vermont, Aldrich

of Rhwlc Island, Crane and Lodge of

Massachusetts, Elkins and Scott of West
Virginia, Dryden of New Jersey, Platt

and Depew of New York, Foraker of

Ohio, Fulton of Oregon, Heybum of

Idaho. Cullom of Illinois, Beveridge of

Indiana, Allison and Dolliver of Iowa,

Spooner and I*a Follette of Wisconsin.

Of these, only Lodge and Lu Follette

remain, and "Cabot” was then the chosen

defender of “Theodore” on the floor of

the Senate.

“Many of these vacant, scats will be

vacated permanently,” said the grim

Senator from Wisconsin, when the Sen-

ators left their seats in a body while

La Follette was speaking.

/'BALLINGER was a member of^ that Senate, but could hardly be

classed with the first group, while Perkins,

Dillingham, du Pont, Nelson, Clark and
Warren of Wyoming, and Penrose, who
was considered merely the “Me Too” of

Quay, reached their later prominence by
regularity, experience, and the o|XTation

of the old priority rule. Yet these, with

Lodge, Root, and Burton of Ohio, form

the Regular Republican leadership of

the Senate today.

Clapp was also a member of the Senate

of 1905, though not liaving earned his

reputation then by iusurging against

the Aldrich regime. Undoubtedly, the

aggressive leadership of the Republican

side of the Chamber has passed to the

Progressive group, consisting of La Fol-

lette and Clapp and their later allies,

Borah, Bristow, Cummins, Crawford,

Kenyon, Gronna, Norris, Sterling, Works,

with Poindexter, National Progressive, and
Sherman of Illinois, a near-Progressive.

On the Democratic side of the Cham-
Imt the changes through death huve

l>een many, hut there has also been a

gradual evolution toward progressive-

ness within the party and a political

revolution in the country, which, work-

ing together, have converted a Repub-
lican majority of two-thirds, four years

ago, when Taft was inaugurated, into

a Democratic majority of six, the Dem-
ocrats numbering fifty-one, and the

OpjMMition. forty-five, including Repub-

licans, Progressive Republicans and one

National Progressive. The Democratic
minority of eight years ago was largely

composed of old-fashioned Southern

statesmen, many of them Confederate
veterans. Again omitting unimportant

men who have passed out, there were

Morgan und Pettus of Alabama, Berry

of Arkansas, Teller of Colorado, Mall-

ory of Florida. Clay of Georgia. Black-

burn and Me-Creary of Kentucky,
McKnerv and Foster of l»ui.siana. Gor-

man und Bljntr of Man.'land, McLauriu
and Money of Mississippi, Bate mid
Carmack of Tennessee, Builev of Texas,

Daniel of Virginia, while Bacon. Martin,

Clarke, Culberson, Stone, Tillman, New-
lands. Simmons and Overman remain.

Of these, only Clarke. Culberson and Ncw-
lands could be called Progressives. But
they were presently reinforced by the

arrival of Owen and Gore from Okla-

homa. Then Bankhead and Johnston,

Reactionaries both, succeeded Morgan
and Pettus. Next came Chamberlain of

Oregon and Fletcher of Florida, pro-

gressive except in their votes on the Aid-

rich bill. Shively of Indiana, Smith of

South Carolina, and Swanson of Virginia,

came with Progressive leanings, Thorn-

ton of Louisiana and Chilton of West
Virginia, Reactionaries.

IN the Senate of 1911, the Progressive
* Democrats received such notable

allies as Bryan of Florida. Leu of Ten-
nessee. Hitchcock of Nebraska, Johnson

of Maine, Kern of Indiana. Martine of

New Jersey, at least an acceptable

alternative to Janies Smith, Myers of

Montana, O’Goraian of New York,

Pomereue of Ohio. Reed of Missouri

and John Sharp Williams of Missis-

sippi, former minority leader of the

House, and as such the supporter of

all the Roosevelt policies that received

legislative enactment, the Democratic
scholar in politics, with a good deal of

politics in the scholar. But when the

lines were drawn, Bailey succeeded in

getting Martin elected minority lender

instead of Shively. loiter in the year

came Hoke Smith of Georgia, who had
smashed the railroad machine into little

bits in his campaigns for Governor before

his election to the Senate. In 1914
Ashurst and Smith entered the Senate
from the Progressive new state of Arizona.

With Republican division, the Taft Ad-
ministration being comparable only to

the plan of the city of New York, "no
mistake liaving been left unmade,” and
with Woodrow Wilson nominated at

Baltimore, the problems arose, first, of

electing a Democratic Senate, and then

of re-organizing it ou Progressive lines.

TTOKE SMITH, during the Presi-
* * dential contest, was mainly con-

cerned with the election of Democratic
Legislatures which would elect Democratic
Senators. Naturally, he kept in close

touch with the candidates for the Senate,

and practically all who were elected were

Progressives, Hollis of New Hampshire.
Hughes of New Jersey, James of Ken-
tucky, I-ane of Oregon, Lewis of Illinois.

Pitman of Nevada, Robinson of Arkansas.

Saulsbury of Delaware. Shafroth and
Thomas of Colorado. Shields of Tennessee.

Thompson of Kansas, Sheppard of Texas,

succeeding Bailey, Vardanian of Missis-

sippi, and Kansdell of Ixjuisiana. Only
this month the Progressive Democrat.
Blair Lee was chosen in the first direct

senatorial election ever held in Maryland.
The Tariff was uppermost in view.

It was known that Thornton and Kans-
dell had pledged their constituents that

they would vote against a tariff bill

reducing the duties on sugar. That left

the narrow majority of two on the Demo-
cratic side. Yet the Progressives declared

that they would not “make generals out

of traitors.” For some of those who
ranked first according to the priority

rule, had been known as "Aldrich Dem-
ocrats.” on account of their numerous
votes with him on the Payne-Aldrich
hill, many hud voted against free lumlx-r.

in defiance of the Democratic Platform,

and of these several had betrayed the

connection between Lorimer and Luiu-

l»cr by voting for Lorimer’s acquittal.

Yet to have driven these men to revolt

by deposing them from the Committee
Chairmanships which they could claim as

the ranking members, would have been to

endanger if not defeat all tariff legislation.

OO the reorganization proceeded on this^ wise: The Caucus made Hoke Smith
Chairman of a nominating committee,

muking report to the Caucus. Clarke

was elected President pro tem. instead

of Bacon, hut Bacon was given his

Chairmanship of the Committee on
Foreign Relations. Martin was deposed

from Ills position us Chairman of the

Caucus, earning with it the responsi-

bility of Majority Leader, and Kern was

given that position, which he is admirably

qualified to fill. Simmons was ranking

member 011 the important Committee on

Finance, dealing with Tariff and Currency
problems. So this committee was di-

vided. Owen being made Chairman of the

Committee on Hanking and Currency and
Simmons of the Finance Committee, thus

confined to tariff matters. Martin was

made Chairman of the Appropriations

Committee, Tillman, of Naval Affairs,

Smith of Maryland, of the Committee
ou the District of Columbia. Culberson

was entitled to the Chairmanship of the

Judiciary; Newlands. of Interstate Com-
merce; Bankhead, of Postoffices and
Post Roads; Overman, of Rules; Stone,

of Indian Affairs, and those were given

them. But the important committees

were literally packed with Progressive

members. The Chairmen were further

controlled by the rule that a meeting shall

l>e called to consider any bill at the re-

quest of a majority of the Democratic

membership of that committee. This

prevents smothering good measures in

pigeon-holes. Finally, the Chairmen were

put on t heir g<xxl behavior by the notice

that, in the next Senate, the committees

appointed by the caucus will elect their

own Chairmen. Thus the rule of ability

and character will prevail over the rule

of priority through length of service.

And a Steering Committee, with Kern
as Chairman, and Progressive Democrats

in control, are given the duty of watching

and furthering legislation in the public

interest.

So the Senate of the United States has

become Progressive. Progressives con-

trol the Democratic majority, and with

the Republican Progressives they are a

majority of all. It is a converted Senate.
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The Littlest

Theater

Ellen Van Volkenhurg a.t llcruba in

"The Trojan Women"

I
TS size is the least significant tiling

about it—but an interesting tiling,

nevertheless. Tucked away around

a corridor on the fourth floor of the Fine

Arts building, in a space no larger than a

good-sized studio, it eludes the observa-

tion of the casual Chicago theater-goer,

though its reputation has traveled ahroud.

The stage measures 15x^0 feet, and there

arc seats for ninety-three people.

This apparently undemocratic restric-

tion of the size of the audience, anil the

circumstance that in an adjoining room
tea is served in the intermission, caused

the suspicion, when the theater o|>ened

last year, that the Chicago Little Theater

was a “society” affair, an amusement for

a few well-to-do [lcople of exotic cultural

pretensions. This suspicion was natural

enough, so inevitable, indeed, that it is

rather worth while to explain just why it

was—as it has proved—unjust.

In the first place, the precise size of the

theater is an accident. It was intended

to lie small. And the idea of the little

theater, the thfdtre inlime, hardly needs,

in this year of grace, any defense. It is a
natural result of the demand for the pro-

duction of a more psychological, less ob-

jectively exciting sort of play than Amer-
ica has been accustomed to. anil the de-

mand. moreover, for a more immediate
relation between the players and their

audience. There is also the purely com-
mercial ideulism which insists that when a

a

Chicago's Experiment in the Production of Poetic Drama

By FLOYD DELL

man pays for u seat he should get one
within seeing and bearing distance of the

stage. But there are at least two other

reasons for small t heaters. One of them
is the fact that the demand for the psycho-

logical and poetic drama is not as yet very

large. The other—and this was the ori-

gin of the excessive littleness of the Chi-

cago Little Theater—is lack of money.
When you are "hell-bent” for producing
poet ic drama, and you have raised all the

money you can ruise, you simply go
ahead and do the l>est you can with the

little you have got.

r IMIAT was what Maurice Browne did,

* anyway. Maurice Browne is the

director and creator of the Chicago Little

Theater. He is an Englishman, a poet,

and an ex-publisher of poetry. Now and
then one picks up beautifully printed and
inexpensive volumes of poems by some of

the younger English and American poets,

bearing the imprint of the Samurai Press.

Mr. Browne was the Samurai -Press.

From having been an entrepreneur of

modern poetry, he turned to become a
theatrical manager in Chicago—-a place

known abroad, as in New York, for its

live interest in druniu.

Mr. Browne is an enthusiast, which as

commonly understood means an imprae-

t ical person. Perhaps he is so overflowing

with impracticality as to imbue everyone
with whom lie comes in contact with the

same delightful quality; or perhaps he is

really a shrewd business man. At all

events, when it became apparent that

there was no money to pay salaries, he
persuaded a good-sized company of ama-
teur actors—in this case people most of

whom had training ami some of whom had
practical experience of the stage—to work
for nothing. Among them were persons

with taste in costume and stage decora-

tion. He put them to work on Gilbert

Murray's verse translation of Euripides’

"Trojan Women."

VTOW it has been the unhappy lot of
^ ' most people who are seriously inter-

ested in the theater to witness (one “wit-

nesses” a crime, and the word is peculiarly

appropriate here) a performance in Eng-
lish of some Greek tragedy. The effect

cannot usually be described as being that

spiritual catharsis to which Aeschylus

(as every schoolboy knows) referred. The
soul is generally not shaken with sympa-
thy and awe. If we learn anything from

such productions, it is that Greek tragedy

is not perfonnanee-proof. Something
more than dressing up in white night-

gowns and reciting the lines is required.

Mr. Browne, it seems, had ideas of his

own about the production of poetic

drama, lie realized that the ordinary

methods of the theater arc inadequate to

"putting over" a poetic play. The the-

ater of today, it may be said, engages to

take a citizen, slightly flushed with din-

ner, to coax and cajole him, tickle and
fascinate him—and then, when it has

him fully under its spell, to raise his soul

for a moment to the height of a crisis.

But for a moment only! The tension is

relaxed, the denouement arrives swiftly.

The ordinary play provides the ordinary

theater no harder task than this. But
the poetic play, which neither amuses nor

cajoles, which requires of the audience

from beginning to end a sustained inten-

sity of attention, cannot be managed so

easily. The poetic play postulates a cer-

tain mood in the audience, the mood nec-

essary to its fullest appreciation. But
the poetic play does not itself suffice to

create that mood : the mood must be cre-

ated for it by—the theater. What Wag-
ner’s music is to the presentation of the

love ofTristan and Isolde, what the deeply

religious significance of the Dionysian

myth was to the Athenian playgoers who
looked on the madness of Agave—a force

tearing aside the protective epidermis of

the soul and leaving its nerves bare to the

intimate contacts of emotion— this the art

of the theater must be to the poetic drama.

HPIIE art of the theater, as this producer
* saw it, then, was the creation of what

is called atmosphere. And Mr. Browne
was perfectly sure he could create atmos-
phere as well as any man. What was
necessary was a use of the elements of

theatrical art—action, scene and voice

—

to effect a miracle. So he set to work
with a score of red. amber and blue elec-

tric lights, a few yards of colored

cloth, a post-impressionistic canvas wall

and a dozen amateurs, to create in the

mind of his audience that emotional state

which should predispose them to appre-

ciate most keenly and fully the tragedy

of the women of captured Troy.

It was, perhaps, absurd that he should

succeed. But if anyone thinks that there

has ever been given in this generation a
better rendering of a Greek play, then he
will have to quarrel with persons more
acquainted with the subject than I.

There is Richard G. Moulton of the Uni-

versity of Chicago, for instance. Profes-

sor Moulton wrote: “It seems to me the

most successful attempt I have seen,

either in England or in this country, to

preserve the real spirit of the ancient class-

ical drama in reproduction on a modern
stage. Instead of attempting the minute
archeological niceties of the ancient Greek
theater, a thing which is possible only

with an open-air stage, the performance

used all the modern effects of artifice,

light and shade, with singularly beautiful

effect. Yet the performance retained the

essential spirit of Greek drama, which is

the harmony of ull the arts, beauty of

color, flowing draperies, statuesque fig-

urea, and gliding movements, rhythmic

intonations—all were united in lyric

harmony. . . . The effect on my mind—
and I find the same impression in all with

whom I haveconversed—was a continuous
spell of pathetic charm from first to last.

It was a performance worthy of Euripides

as the world’s greatest master of pathos.”

The production, to speak with due
restraint, was uot without faults; but its

( )(
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whole effect was to pierce the minds of the

Audience with a tragic beauty. It was a

successful production of a poetic play.

Perhaps even more successful was the

production of W. B. Yeats’ "On Haile's

Strand," which occupied half of the bill

for the first month, along with “Women*
kind." by Wilfrid Wilson Gibson. The
task here was easier. But another Yeats
play, “The Sliadowy Waters,” furnished

the most difficult task of all, and one to

"On Haile’s Strand
”

which the ardor of Mr. Browne hardly

proved adequate. The attempt to rescue

this play, which was never written for the

stage, from the category of “closet

drama" cannot be considered a success.

It was a forlorn hope, anyhow.
Strindberg, whether one is particularly

interested in him or not, is a good test for

such a producer. Though written in

prose, his plays belong, as do many prose

plays by virtue of the methods necessary

to their successful production, in the

class of poetic drama. They demand
a heightening of the spell by subtle

management of voice and costume
and scene. TwoStrindberg plays were

produced at the Chicago LittleThcatcr

in its first season—“Creditors” and
"The Stronger.” The latter, at least,

was an unquestionable artistic suc-

cess. It may be added that Strindberg

in some of his prefaces has indicated

the pro|H*r methods for the production

of his plays, along exactly the lines

of the Chicago Little Theater at-

tempt—a simplicity which permits of

un emotionul und suggestive use of the
elements of stagecraft.

HPHE other plays given last year were
1

less certain tests of these methods.
They included “Anatol" (in an unex-

purgated and unvulgarized version),

and several light comedies. This year
the "Medea" of Euripides, in Gilbert

Murray's wonderful verse transla-

tion, will be given, ami “The Trojan
Women" repeated. Lascelles Aber-
crombie's blank verse tragedy, “Dc-
borah," is otherwise the most ambi-
tious project on the season’s program,
unless one gives that place to a

pageant out of the Egyptian " Book of

the Dead."
Mr. Browne also threatens to pro-

duce "Mr. Faust," by a young Amer-
ican poet. Arthur Davison Ficke: u
play most interesting to read, but

utterly impossible to imagine on the

stage. But it is Mr. Browne's habit

to |M'rform the impossible, and he may
yet startle his friends by finding some
inconceivable combination of sound
itml form and color which shall drive

the magnificent philosophy of that

most iindramatic drama into the

hearts of an audience.

The accomplishment of the Chicago
I.ittle Theater so far is summed up
thus by Mr. Browne: “We have tried

to prove that those people are wrong
who say that the time for poetic dramu
is past. We think it is beginning.

And we believe that this country, so

far from being a place where poetic

drama cannot find an audience, is

the read cradle of its renaissance.

We have found that bv using the right

methods, poetic drama can be made
as interesting as any other kind of drama.

That Is our accomplishment. Moreover,

we have brought before our audiences

some of the best work of the men who
ore re-creating the drama of the modern
world. Best of all. we arc making
Euripides a contemporary.”

Poetic drama, it seems, hus a future

in America.

Forbes-Robertson in "Hamlet”
By A. H. GLEASON

HE comes with manners of fair courtesy, h poise of

bearing, a demeanor, eager and gentle. And
over it all in calm, level flight the intelligence which

out soars matter and plays upon it from an inaccessible

height.

The speaking voice is the loveliest of instruments for

carrying sound to the heart of man. And when ngain

shall we hear a voice like his, all compact of music, flexi-

ble in cadence,—and that natural organ freighted with the

thought of silent years. His voice lifted the verse, l>cnring

it with throbbing wings from troubled regions to the final

silence. The greatest work of the greatest man in the span

of human consciousness was here rendered so that never

the gentle accents, laden with pain, stoop under their

precious burden.

To enter his theater is to rediscover that great gentle-

man. Hamlet, gracious, eager to be loved, hemmed in by
baser natures, desiring to flourish, and nipped by a tainted

air. Where for him was there escape in this world? So

he is swiftly drawn to his ending, and in that brief earthly

interlude Ijefore his spirit regained its felicity, he breathed

out the sweetest words of human tongue.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XIX

J
ONCE drew Ibsen, looking bored

Across n deep Norwegian Fjord,

And very nearly every one

Mistook him for the midnight sun.

XX

£JOLUMBUS is an easy one

To draw, for when the picture’s done.

Where is the captious critic who
Can say the likeness is not t rue?

XXI

j^ SKETCH of Hammerstein without

The hat would make the public doubt

Its truth, so I have shown in mine

The hat without the Hammerstein.

When Playwrights Playwrong

Said Georgie B., “I should have taken

A leaf from out the book of Bacon.

And in your play a cipher hid."*

Said Bayard V’., “That’s all you did.”

J
L'ST because after much noise we
have rid ourselves of a municipal

Boss, let us not be weary of well-

doing. There is a worse Boss than Chief

Murphy—the Boss of American Drama

—

the Tired Business Man.
With the fear of the T. B. M. on his

soul the playwright pays tribute with

a wretched play, the manager with a

magnificent production and the critic

with a glowing advance notice.

If the play is very awful indeed, too

awful even for the Tired Business Man,
then is heard a huge noise of UPLIFT as

the Newspaper Moralist prates yellowly

of its MESSAGE in a sermon bristling

with capitalized words, each a verbal dig

in the T. B. M.'s stomach, to stimulate

The Boss of the Drama

his waning attention. And of all the

tribute-payers The Newspaper Moralist

is the wisest, for he moralizes at special

advertising rates, payable in advance.

Nevertheless, there is hope. The Tired

Business Men are deserting the sinking

Drama and flocking by thousands to the

Movies. Here as in a dim, wordless Pur-

gatory. he may become purified and from

hearing no speech at all, his taste for

decayed dialogue be starved out of him.

pERADVENTURE, for the sheer joy of
x hearing the human voice again, the

Tired Business Man may be led to laugh

at the genuine humor of such a speech as

that in "Prunella,” where Searainel, hear-

ing Pierrot bewail the lack of a ladder

to mount to Prunella's window, says to

him, “How careless of you to go out at

night without a ladder.”

It will lie hard at first but the Tired

Business Man may in time learn to as-

similate even more subtle conceits than

tiolf at plnyrd bit fV T. B. St . an the link

*

this. For the present, however, his obese

mirth can only be aroused by such stuff

as the comic grief of the widow in the

“Temjyeramental Journey,” who exposes

her side-splitting sorrow in a wreath in-

scribed with that ancient motto, "Rest

in peace—till I come.” This is greeted

every night by a roof-rending roar from

Tired Business Men, and the Tired

Thinking Man groaning, "Oh, what's the

use!” steals out into the comparative

quiet of Broadway.

io
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CARTER SCORES FOR PENNSYLVANIA
The Quaker*' big blond tackle making his run for a touchdown against the strong Dartmouth eleven that outfought the Red atul

Blue in a spectacular and high-scaring contest on Franklin Field

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing”)

ARMY and Navy meet this week in

the culminating battle of the foot-
L

ball season, and it will he interest-

ing to see how the game will work on

the basis of a season’s experience. When
the two service schools meet in New
York they will have had the l>cst of

couching by college men who are familiar

with all the coaching systems East and
West. In the early days of service foot-

bull the Army had something of a walk-

over. for the simple reason that at that

institution there was an early grip on the

Ilost of college coaching. The Navy
first took up with Princeton coaching, and
afterward drifted toward the Yale method
and it may be fairly said that nowadays

there is no fundamental difference l>e-

tweeu the two methods of coaching.

EXlR some years the material at West
* Point was superior to that ut Annapo-

lis, but in recent years the midshipmen

have not had to worry greatly about mate-

rial. The styles of game played at the two

(APT. IIOGE, OF THE ARM A’

The veteran soldier end will lead his team

against the sailors in the big game on the

Polo Grounds. He has Iwen one of the best

wing men of the season in downfield irork

institutions have drawn nearer and nearer

together, for both coaching systems have
drawn heavily upon Yale. Harvard, and
Princeton. There have been times when
the two service schools have played a

brand of football that bore all the ear-

marks of a consensus of the best collegi-

ate opinion. This year, for instance, the

soldiers are handled by Charlie Daly,

who is a Harvard football man if ever

anyone was. and his assistants are well

versed in the Harvard system. The
Navy, “fed” with the best of material,

has been accustomed for years to Prince-

ton coaching, only in the last few years

to take up with the Yale idea, at least

in line play.

T T has been said, and unjustly, I think,
1 that the Army and Navy play poor foot-

ball when they get together —due to over-

eagerness. As a matter of cold fact they

have played some of the best foot hull seen

in the East. No doubt the members of

the team are crazy to get at each other.

So much is admitted. But that they do
not play high-class football is a statement

that cannot he supported.

The Navy was among the first to show
theback shift, and theArmy has always had
better than an average system of attack,

especially in the early games against A'ale,

Harvard or Princeton, us the case

might be, and this year against such

strong visitors as Colgate, Notre
Dame, and others.

Harvard's defeat of Princeton was
accomplished by a better knowledge
of football—better theory and better

execution. The Crimson has worked
steadily for some time upon what I

consider the standard form of gen-

eralship, and has built up individual

efficiency upon that basis. The Dart-

mouth triumph over Pennsylvania
was to have been expected, for the

Green has developed a style of play

that makes the most of the present

rules. Fortunately it is built on the

souitd principles of line play that have
marked most of the Eastern and u
few of the Western elevens.

OROBABLA' one of the best things

that could have happened to

football was the recent dinner given

by “Pa” Corbin to his Yale eleven

of 1888. Next to the A’alc '91 din-

ner this gathering was one of the

most notable in football.

There are many incidents connected
with the experience and workings of

the Yale football team of 1888 which

may Ik* intending after the lapse

of a quarter of a century. The head
coaches of the Yale team were really

Mr. and Mrs. Walter Camp. They had
been inurried in the summer of 1888

and were boarding with relatives in

New Haven. Mr. Camp had just begun
his connection with a New Haven corpo-

ration. It was necessary, therefore, for

him to attend strictly to his duties at tie*

factory. Mrs. ('amp was at A’ale Field

every day at the football practice and made
careful note of the plays, the players ami
anything that should be observed in con-

nection with the style of play and the indi-

vidual weakness or strength. She gave
her observations in detail to her husband
at supper every night and when Capt.

Corbin arrived at the house Mr. Camp
was familiar with that day’s practice

and was ready for suggestions as to plays

and players. This method was pursued

during the entire season und was practi-

cally the only systematic coaching the

team received. Of course there were

several old players like Tompkins ’84.

Terry ’85 and Knapp ’84 who came to

the field frequently.

A T this time it was customary for the

center to snap the ball back to the

quarter with his foot. “ By standing the

ball on end and exercising a certain pressure

CAP!'. GILC HRIST. OF THE NAVY
Chosen by many experts as one of the foremost

ends of last season, the Nary leader is expected to

crown a conspicuous gridiron career with a fine

exhibition of wing play at the Polo Grounds

by Google
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PRINCETON'S LAST RALLY
Tigers cut loose lltcir running game in the last quarter against the Crimson, only to hare

it diagnosed and stopped within u-hat seemed to be striking distance of the goal

on the same.” says Corbin, “it was pos-

sible to have it bound into the quarter-

back’s hands.” It was necessary, there-

fore, for the center to attend to this detail

as well as to block his opponent and make
holes through the line for the backs.

While the rules of the game at that time

provided on umpire as well os a referee,

the fact tliat there was no neutral zone

and players were in dose contact with

each other on the line of scrimmage gave
opportunity for more roughness than is

customary at the present time. Nor
were the officials so strict about their

rulings. It was often a case of give and
take. In the first Pennsylvania game
played by the Yale tram in the fall of

1888, there had been considerable rough
work and the umpire’s attention had
been called to it with the request that

there be disqualifications of certain play-

era. This was without avail, however.
Finally Gill, the left tackle on the Yale
team, was struck a blow which knocked
out two of his front teeth. “These
teeth were put back into their previous

places by a dentist that night.” and
while Gill was unable to play for several

weeks, he played iu the final Princeton

guuie with the teeth restored to their

original positions.

IT had Ixvn customary to give wrord
A

signals for the different plays, the

same bring certain words which were used

in various sentences relating to football

and the progress of the game. Capt.
Corbtn, as center, was so tall that a sys-

tem of sign signals was devised which
he used iu the Princeton game. The
pulling of the visor of his cap was a kick

signal. Everything that he did with his

left hand in touching different parts of

his uniform on the left side from collar

to shoe-lace meant a signal for a play at

different points on the left side of the

line. Similar signals with his right hand
meant similar plays on the right side of

the line. The system worked perfectly

and there was no case of missed signals.

'T’HE next year the use of numbers for
*

signals began. The work of the Yale
team during the season was retarded by

injuries. Tbc pajiers were so filh*d with

these accounts that the general opinion

was that the team would l>e in poor
physical condition to meet Princeton.

As luck would liave it, however, the in-

valids reached a convalescing stage in

time to enter the Wesleyan game on the

Saturday before the one to be played
with Princeton in fairly good condition.

rjAPT. CORBIN and Head Coach
Camp attended the Princeton-Har-

vard game at Princeton on that day.

Upon their return to New York they re-

ceived a telegram from Mrs. Camp to the

effect that the score made by Yale against

Wesleyan was 103 to 0. One of the grad-

uate coaches was much impressed with

the opportunity to turn a few pennies, and
he requested that the information be kept

quiet until he could sec a few Princeton

men. The result was that he negotiated

the small end of several stakes at long

odds against Yale. When the news of the

Wesleyan score was made public the

next morning, the opinion of the public

had changed somewhat as to the merit

of the team. It nevertheless went into

the Princeton game as not living the fav-

orite, and in the opinion of disinterested

persons it was expected tliat Princeton

would win handsomely.

GEORGE WOODRUFF of the ‘88

team later coached the University

of Pennsylvania football team. Judge
Woodruff was later appointed Assistant

Attorney-General of the United States,

and had entire charge of the legal work of

the Interior Department when Garfield

was Secretary of the Interior. He was
later appointed by President Taft as

Judge of the Federal Court in Hawaii.

He was compelled to resign and leave

tliat country because of the illness of

his wife. He is now treasurer and gen-

eral counsel of a large coal producing

company.
It is probably true that no football

eleven out of college twenty-five years has

as many men w-ho are actually interested

in the game as the ‘88 team. Prof. Stagg
of Chicago University is the active coach
of their football team, and has developed

muny teams which have won the Western
championship. Dr, Bull is at present

one of the best coaches for punting and
drop-kicking in the country, and has

liccn with the Yale team practically all

season.

IJ KFFELFIXGKR continues his ac-
* * tive interest in the game and can
any time give a very impressive object

lesson in the line. Last Thanksgiving
iu Minneapolis he played one half of

the game. Corbin has followed the

game at New Haven closely each year,

anil is at present a member of the

Yale Football Advisory Committee.
It is rather remarkable tliat the *88

score of 698 to 0 docs not seem to have

been duplicated by any bona-fide college

playing strictly college teams, and it also

is a coincidence that while this record

stands today, the rowing record of New
London made by the Yale crew in 1888,

also stands, both records, made in the

same calendar year, having weathered

a period of a quarter of a century.

BR1CKLEY MAKES HARVARD'S ONLY SCORE
Crimson's drop-kick artist sending the ball orer the cross bar for the three points that

brought defeat to Old Xassau. The o/wning was well earned through the blocking of Law’s

kick after the Tiger punter had received a poor pass from E. Trenkman
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN
Illustrations by James Preston

VI.

The Auto Scooteth, but the Taxi Getteth Around

“TT looks like u taxi!" they all of them cried,

I And surer than shootin'.

Careenin’ and scootin’.

Rattled a little, red. Chorus Girls' Pride,

Humping the ruts just as merry and gay.

As once it hail rounded the curves of Broadway;
And with every shock

Round flew its clock

Mounting up dollars—with no one to pay!

TAISGl’ISED us u driver—though hadlv con-
^ ^ coaled,'

—

Marmaduke Priggles was plainly revealed;

His large false moustache twisted somewhat awry.

Hatred and fear in his villainous eye.

First he saw nought of the party who lurked;

Then quick, catching sight

Of his perilous plight.

The gear of his car to reverse speed he jerked.

And, ere Mr. Hill

Or Percival Brown
Could muster the will

To pursue the man down.
The crazy muchine, with an air of disdain.

He turned down a twisted and kill-devil lane.

*'/^ATCH him!" raved Hill: and with virtuous oath.

Seizing their motors and cranking them both.

The men bade their lady-loves sit down beside ’em.

Ami were off like the winds and the demons who ride ’em.

Airships and bullets, they tell us, can fly,

Whitehead torpedoes are geared rather high;

But if anything solid was ever propelled

By gas, air or dynamite quicker than
now.

I lay down my cards and my bet is withheld

And Speed is a hollow delusion. I'll vow.

IT ILL in his blue-bodied car led the ran-.
* * But Perdval's projectile crowded for

place.

Forgetting their nerves.

They skidded round curves.

Hurdling deep chuck-holes. With horrible swerves.

Through valleys,

Up alleys,

Down tow-paths

And cow-paths

That demonized taxicab bobbed like a cork

In the man-killing manner they learn in New York;
Ami following closer than sleuth-hounds on wheels.

Thundered and rumbled those automobiles.

Dogging the wriggles

Of villainous Priggles,

Crowding so closely they almost could snatch him.

Four minds attuned to the battle-cry, "Catch him!"

VTOW the merit of taxis, if merit it be,
^ ’ Is to scuttle through holes

That would trouble men’s souls

And loop sudden loops that would puzzle a flea.

And so. in the race in which we are concerned.

The cars which pursued
Were for speeding wcll-thcwcd.

But they always lost time on the curves when they turned;

And we'll give sinful Priggles the praise he deserves

—

He picked out a road that was nearly all curves.

AT last, on a byway near Buck's Township
Pike,

Priggles cut straight through a hen-vard and
passed

Twixt a l>arn and a house
And, as slick as a mouse.

Doubled the well-sweep and managed to strike

The high-road beyond. He’d escaped ’em ul

last!

“ RACK!” shouted Percy and “Back!" shouted
13

Hill.

"Sure a needle

can pass
through a

camel, but
will

A full - Ixxlied racing - car

enter that hole

And ever get through?"
“Yes, a march he

has stole,”

Said Percy. “But quick!

Down yon lane let us
strike

And cut off the villain at

Buck’s Township Pike."

Dead ahead

Off they sped.

But they’d scarce got away
Than a voice shouted, "Hey!"
They halted. Approaching them, coming

’crosslots.

Deputy-Constable Pilkington Butts,

The local Speedkiller, upheld his right hand
And spoke in the thunder of fearful com-

mand,
“Stir not an inch—ye

Ain’t goin’ free.

I legally pinch ye.

Come, follcr me!”

i—

(TO BE CONTINUE!*}
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Why Pennsylvania Stock Has
Fallen

I
N course of time it becomes discourag-

ing to write solely about stocks and

bonds which go down. Surely it

must be still more discouraging to own
them. By way of variety a forthcoming

article will deal with the Standard CHI

stocks, about the only group which has

shown a consistent tendency to seek

higher levels. But for the present we
will confine ourselves to things that are

low and depressed. Consider for a

moment this inquiry from a woman in

Wilmington. Delaware, aud a possible

answer:

“Pennsylvania Railroad stock is

now down almost to 54. Isn't this

one of the best stocks at the present

time? Do you think it will go much
lower? I am a worker, and have

thought it a good plan to buy a share

of stock every time possible, when the

prices were down. I had thought of

Pennsylvania Railroad as the next

purchase.”

The Pennsylvania, like other rail-

roads incorporated in the state of Penn-

sylvania, puts its stock out in sliares of

$50 each instead of $100, the common
practice. That is, a one-share certificate

of Pennsylvania stock has a par, or face,

value of $50. and on the Philadelphia

Stock Exchange it is quoted so many dol-

lars a share, on the day of this writing at

53 9-18. But in New York the price

is expressed by percentages of 100 , and,

so on the same day New York sells it at

107*4. Wilmington in ageographical sense
naturally follows Philadelphia nomen-
clature, hut all lilt* same the New York
way of quoting stocks is more generally

employed, and we will use it.

On a Panic Basis

AT its lowest price in 1907 Pennsyl-

vania did not fall below lOSj-j, It

is now selling at 107, that is, at panic

levels. Why should this scale of prices

exist, and is the stock safe? These are

the two vital questions to answer. It

would also he interesting to know whether

a still lower quotation may be expected.

But to answer that question reuuircs a
complete foreknowledge of all eco-

nomic and financial tendencies and
events, which only cheap fakirs pretend

to have.

There are many reasons why Pennsyl-

vania has fallen. Of course if its decline

l>e compared with that of nearly all other

stocks there is less to explain, indeed com-
paratively little. But like the New Ha-
ven, although for utterly different reasons,

attention seems to have been riveted upon

this particular investment perhaps be-

cause there is so very much of it. Thus
let us try to explain the decline in refer-

ence to this company alone, and forget

temporarily that nearly all other securities

have passed through the same vale

of tears

AA/HAT has most excited criticism of
’ ’ Pennsylvania has been the great pol-

icy of expansion which this company en-

tered upon in 1903 when Cassatt started

All-Weather
Treads

The Latest Goodyear Invention

In Eight Ways Excelling All Other Anti-Skids

Thi* tread is double-thick
It is extra tough — toughened by a

secret process.

The grips are deep and enduring.
They last for thousands of miles.

The edges are sharp, and they stay

sharp. They slant 45 degrees to face

the skidding direction. On wet
roads, soft or sotid, they afford a

bull-dog grip.

The blocks are broad and flat,

offering plain-tread smoothness.
The blocks are regular, causing
no vibration as do irregular pro-
jections.

The blocks widen out so they meet
at the base. They don’t center the
strains at small points in the fabric

as do separate projections.

This means a long-lived tire.

In winter, every wheel of every car
should have All-Weather treads. You
will find no anti-skid which even com-
pares with them. Yet eight anti-skids
cost more.

All These Things

Go With It
No-Rim-Cut tires are final-cured on

air hags shaped like inner tubes. They
arc cured under actual road conditions,

at an extra cost to us of $1,500 daily.

This is done to save the countless blow-

outs due to wrinkled fabric. No other
maker docs that, because it costs so much
No-Rim-Cut tires combat tread sepa-

ration by a patent, efficient method.
We paid $50,000 for it. In no other tire

is anything like it used to combat this

ruin.

So No*Rim-Cut tires meet your three

greatest tire troubles in ways which wc
control. They are saving motor car

owners millions of dollars.

They are saving so much that these

tires outsell any other tire in the world.

You arc bound to adopt them. Every
rim-cut, every needless blow-out, every
loose tread suggests them.

Go now and see them — now when
winter tires arc wanted, when these All-

Weather treads arc essential.

No-Rim-Cut Tires
With All-Weather Treads

THE GOODYEAR TIRE & RUBBER COMPANY, AKRON, OHIO
Toronto, Canada London, England Mexico City, Mexico

Dealers Everywhere
Branches and A.encles in 103 Principal Citlee. Write Us mi Anythin* You Want In Rubber

0«W>

This All-Weather tread is our latest

invention. It has taken five years to per-

fect it.

It is being adopted as fast as men find

it out. Months ago it came to outsell

our smooth tread with users. And on
Goodyear tires, the largest-selling tires

in the world.

It solves all the anti-skid prohlcms.
It gives the smoothness of plain triads.

It gives plain tread economy. And yet,

when you need it, it offers the wet road
an almost irresistible grip.

And note that it comes on No-Rim-
Cut tires, go all of these things go with it.

They Save
Rim-Cutting.
Blow-Outs.
I-oose Treails.

No-Rim-Cut tires make rim-cutting
impossible. And wc control the only
feasible method ever found to do this.

With old-type tires rim-cutting ruins
almost one lire in three. This is proved
by actual statistics.
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In
Every Glass
—the glowring, sparkling
warmth of sunshine and the

fragrance of the fully ripened

grapes, all mingled with th<, all mingled with the

r and bouquet which only

age can give—

JOTAtfJ
—«„ Bxstra Cwy ,

OoaiifiBpea^au®

The best champagne, but

less expensive than foreign

nude wines by just the

sum they pay for ocean

freight and import duty.

You pay for quality alone

whenyoubuyCook's^ the

choice of the connoisseur.

Sold Everywhere
Served Rvwyeuhur*

American Wine Co.
ST. LOUIS «r^—

It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatest assistance possible.

upon the realization of a vision which

many before him had glimpsed, namely,

to carry to something like completion the

monster highroad between Pittsburgh

and New York. Probably more than

half a billion dollars lias gone into

this line in these ten years, including

4tllKl.tXXJ.CKM) to build the New York
terminal alone.

IN 1903 the company had $451,000,000

of stock. Today it has close to

$500,000,000. Such a tremendous in-

crease in share capital has caused much
wagging of heads and many doleful com-

ments. Then too all along the line the

Pennsylvania has gone to the utmost ex-

pense to afford its passengers comfortable

service. The $100,000,000 station is but
one item, and the expenditure for pas-

senger service has been none too remuner-

ative. The net profit from this branch

of the business has steadily fallen. And
it is said that one out of every seven

passengers carried in this country rides

upon a Pennsylvania train. So vast

too is this enterprise that when en-

gineers. firemen and finally trainmen

insist up&i higher wages, and get

them, the largest burden falls on the

Pennsylvania.

More immediately affecting the stock

was an increase of 10 cent, in its

amount last April, and the recent an-

nouncement of the contemplated creation

of a $1,000,000,000 mortgage to core

for future requirements in the way of

new capital. Although all of last April's

new $41,000,000 stock issue was taken

by old stockholders without resort to an

expensive underwriting syndicate, vet

in the then condition of stock mar-

kets the meal proved a hard one to

digest. Also the proposed billion-dollar

bond issue is to eventuate only through

many, many years, but the immediate
sentimental effect is to make share-

holders fed less secure.

Unreal Over-Capitalization

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Depart-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladly answer, by correspondence,

any request for information

regarding specific investment

securities. Authoritative and dis-

interested information regarding

the rating of securities, the his-

tory of investment issues, the

earnings of properties and the

standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly fur-

nished any reader of Harper’s
Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however,

that inquiries deal with matters

pertaining to investment rather

than to speculation. The Finan-

cial Department is edited for

investors.

All communication! should be ad-
dreued to Albert W. Atwood, Financial
Editor

,
Harper i Weekly, McClure Build-

ing, Hero York City.

rP0 make a complete analysis of Penn-
^ sylvania's affairs would be unneces-

sary and confusing. The system is so

vast that its operations are staggering to

the ordinary investor. It all looks so

big and so perplexing. But the essence

«»f a large corporation is just as easy to

get at. and often easier, than the vitals

of a smaller one. The simple truth is

that Pennsy’s gross earnings, net

earnings and surplus have all kept up
with an increased capital. Moreover,

while stock issues have increased, bonded
indebtedness has fallen. It is today

fifty millions haw than it was five years

ago, despite the costly New York
terminal.

If the New Y’ork station were not

considered the increase in capital would

be strikingly less than the growth in

traffic. But despite this vast and unre-
munerative monument the earnings on

Pennsylvania stock have averaged from

8 to 10 or 11 per cent, for many years

past, and in the last few years, includ-

ing 1914 and even 1913, there has

been but a slight decliue in this aver-

age. In other words the 0 per cent,

dividend does not seem to meet with

any threat.

A FACT which is often lost sight of is

that the Pennsylvania Railroad

owns all or most of the stork iu many
other lines which are au integral part of

,
1913

its system, such as the Pennsylvania

Company. The undistributed surpluses

of these companies do not appear at all

on the books of the Pennsylvania Rail-

road, which merely receives dividends on
the stocks which it owns in them. These
surpluses vary from $7,000,000 to

$13,000,000 a year. Nor does the Penn-
sylvania Railroad carry these stocks at

inflated prices. Far from it. These
securities are carried at $331,000,000.

and there arc persons who say they
are worth two hundred millions more
than that. It would be unwise of

course to absorb all of such surpluses and
mark up the price at which stocks are

held, but to investors it is comforting

to know the values are there.

Abreast With the Times

IT has been well said that, taking a
* broad view, the value of Pennsylvania
stock lies in the extraordinary efficiency

of the management. This efficiency is

shown by an ability to keep expenses

down when business falls off. Certainly

no other large business enterprise in

America has such a long record of suc-

cessful management. And even to the

novice in railroad analytics it has long

been known that for every dollar in

dividends there has been expended a
dollar in improvements. The literal-

ness with which this principle is ap-
plied may l>c modified in cases, but in

general it holds good.

Another quality of Pennsylvania man-
agement fully as important, I believe,

as its ability, is its farsightedness, its

nose to the ground instinct. This humble
but necessary equipment is what the

New Haven has so sadly lacked, and
from want of wdiich a nobly rich

property has fallen into a decline. The
kundred-million-dollar tunnel and pas-

senger station on Seventh Avenue may
seem expensive. For all that, the Penn-
sylvania would be better off from the

mere point of view of dollars and ccuts

if it could stop carrying passengers on
all its lines today. BuL from the broad
point of view its unceasing efforts

to handle its passengers in comfort
brings in big dividends in public sat-

isfaction, or at least, iu preventing

dissatisfaction.

rPODAY the Pennsylvania enjoys pub-
lit* confidence. It seeks to tilt

against no trust laws. Once its owner-

ship of nearly every coal carrying railroad

was thought essential !>ccaiisc the com-
pany derives lialf its traffic from coal.

But both the Chesapeake & Ohio and
Baltimore & Ohio liavc been sold. And
although half its traffic comes from coal

the company has announced that it will

sell such coal lands as it chances to own.
It also experts to part with its holdings

in the Cambria Steel Company. Public

opinion no longer approves of a railroad

owning all manner of miscellaneous

companies, and the Pcnnsy does not

propose to argue with public opinion.

But while the railroad will part with

these extraneous concerns it will not

lose the traffic they originate. It does

not need to own coal companies to

carry coal. Its lines cover the Appala-

chian district like a net-work, the coal

production of this district has mounted
by leap* and bounds in the last gener-

ation, and the amount of unmined soft

coal is estimated at five hundred
billion tons.
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How the Stock Is Held

3

/^P course every one knows how Penn-^ sylvnnia has paid dividends without

a break for half a century. Since 1856 it

lias paid less than 3 per cent, only once.

Of course this does not prove that profits

will continue in the same way in years to

come. But it does show why Pennsyl-

vania shareholders are so loyal and why
there arc so many of them. Last figures

show 86,41i stockholders, widely scat-

tered throughout the world, and about

half of them women. Of course in such

a vast corporation the directors cannot
own much of the stock, and yet Henry
C. Frick, one of the richest and most
powerful men in the country, is probably

the largest stockholder as well as a

director. Mr. Frick recently broke his

usual policy of silence to deny that he had
sold stock, insisting instead that he had
increased his ownership. In 1906 he had
86.000 shares. The Adams Express Com-
pany, which has always been a shrewd
investor, is one of the largest owners, and
so is the Mutual Life Insurance Company,
which has surely enjoyed good financial

advice. John D. Rockefeller and the

Astons rank high on the list.

PENNSYLVANIA is easily the favorite

investment of all manner of insurance

companies and educational institutions,

the trustees of both of which usually have
pretty fair ideas on investment subjects.

One big fire insurance company has

15,000 sliarcs. Columbia University has

10.000 shares, or three times as much as

of any other stock, and Harvard has

7,351 shares, also three times as much as

of any other.

IN 1914, when many forces were at
4 work to depress Pennsylvania, only

658,017 of its shares changed hands
compared with nearly 11,000,000 of Union
Pacific, which has a smaller stock issue,

and 43,000,000 shares of Readiug. which

has only one-seventh as much stock out-

standing. In the week ending November
8, 1913, although Pennsy fell to low prices,

only 13,396 shares were sold on the New
York Exchange as compared with 143,000

Reading. Even in 1893, when gcncrul

conditions were far worse than they have
ever been since and compared with which
the present outlook is of the rosiest,

Pennsylvania only fell to 93, which
on the then 5 per cent, dividend, was
a basis of 5.38 as compared with 5.56

now. That is the stock now sells cheaper
than in 1893 when most railroads were
in receivership.

INVESTORS own Pennsy1vania ami
4 have fared well by it. In the years
1900-1914 inclusive the ownerof this stock
has received more than 100 per cent, in

dividends and new stock. Offcringsufcosh

new shares ut prices below the prevailing

market level to old owners have been
frequent. Time and again prices have
beeu driven down for one reason or an-
other, but time and ugain they huve
recovered.

Pennsylvania may never sell in the
forties and fifties again (140 and 150) and
it is not a stock with great speculative

chances l>ecause earnings can never be
fabulously large in relation to the capital

employed owing to the cliaractcr of

traffic. But as a steady divideud paver,
with earnings always conservatively above
the amount paid out, the future Uioks
bright enough. As for the company's
bonds, it may be safely asserted that
none are more secure.

“This Six Months’ Guarantee
Made Me Buy My First Holeproofs

I buy them now for superior quality

—

for soft comfort and for style”
Wo made *U palm of hour that wore kIx— before a guarantee wan lbou~‘"

if suggested the guarantor.
.tna more uian two million people know that

not a Mingle wanted hoolrry advantage Is sacri-
ficed In Holeproof for wear. Yet alx paint are
guaranteed si* months, and we replace every
pair that falls. But 05 per cent <to**r /o it.

We pay an average of 74c per lb. for our
yarn—the best the world affords. l<ong-

flbred yarn which means strength without
bulk—and three-ply. which means soft [ina-
bility. Common yarn ran be bought fur 33c.
Buy a box and ace what this difference

direct where no dealer it near, chargee prepaid
on receipt of remittance. Write for free book,
which tell* all about Holeproof.

HoleproofHasieruMM row —/min. WOMEN MMAMO CHILORls-/
HOLEPROOF HOSIERY COMPANY, Milwaukee, Wisconsin

Holeproof Hosiery Company of Canada. Ltd , London. Canada
Holeproof Hosiery Company. 10 Church Alley, Liverpool. England

I15-, _ -.
... — op per box and up tor si* pairs

_ •» and children ‘a; $1.1X1 per bo*
fur four pairs of infants'. Above boxes
guaranteed si* months.

S3 00 per box [or three pain
w/e Holeproof socks; S3 00 per ....
three pairs of women’s ,nt HotrprouM
stockinet. Boxes of MIX guaranteed —
m-ruHu.

For long wear, lit and

nvfzpzsfawsrn&si
POR WOMEN

w in l ms nappen 101 our r amity

:
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T HAPPENED to another man's family. As long as the father lived bis wife

and children enjoyed a comfortable home, hut he forgot the uncertainty of

fife, and dying left nothing. The mother had to take in sewing for a living

No man who loves his family has any right to live another day without
wurance policy like the Ia>w Cost Monthly Income Policy of The

Travelers Insurance Company of Hartford, Conn.
It guarantees the wife and children a safe and certain income

paid regularly every month for life.

This income cannot be lost or diminished by the inexperience

of the wife or the misconduct of others, neither can it be diverted

from the purpose for which it was taken out.
The policy doe* not cease if the Innurrd become* unable to pay the pre-

mium* on account of permanent ami total disability, but mature* lmnudiiit'lv,
mid is (Mid in tile form «if instalments a* jmivsded in the contract to the
insured nimsetf. ami on hi* death to Iho beneficiary.

MORAL: Insure in The TRAVELERS

The TRAVELERS INSURANCE CO., Hertford, Conn.
Pleas* send me particulars regarding your Guaranteed Low Coat Monthly Incot

My name, addrses, occupation and date of birth are written belowi
Policy.



Eternal Youth
By REINA MELCHER MARQUIS

T I THEN I first met him I scarce

^^ credited him with forty years,

so fresh was his cheek, so clear

his eye, so vigorous anti alert every move-
ment of his sturdy little figure. There
was, indeed, an air of actuul boyishness

about him, heightened, of course, by his

being rather small and slender, and at a

glance one would more readily have sup-

posed him twenty rather than forty;

but a closer gaze revealed him os a
man of some years and experience. Nev-
ertheless, when he spoke of his married

son, I started so perceptibly that he
offered me the explanation

:

"My boy ran off from college to the

altar,” he told me, with a shake of his

head tlial was belied by the sympathetic

twinkle in his eyes. "His mother died

when he was a tiny chap, and I spoiled

him afterward, trying to make up to him
for his loss. He hail whatever he wanted
—and when he wanted a wife, he got her

too! So now,” he finished blithely,

“I am a grandfather.”

IT was at the country club that we had
* become acquainted and had grown
thus friendly, and after a morning of

tennis and a luncheon together on the

pleasant club-house veranda, he further

confided to me tliat he was in town as

the guest of Felicia Alien. Bob Allen

bad introduced us—and then made* off

to the business tliat he could never long
forget. The mention of Felicia's name
did not, therefore, surprise me, though
something in my companion's tone drew
my eves to his face. There I encountered

the unmistakable elation of the newly-
accepted lover. He was engaged to

Felicia— I knew it, and be knew that

1 knew it, though not a word had been

said.

For a moment I had recalled his con-

fession of graiulfuthcrhood. I had re-

called it with a picture of Felicia in my
mind—nineteen-year-old Felicia of the

dewy, wild-rose sweetness, the wild-rose

innocence of life. For a moment, then,

I ha<l thought the marriage unsuitable,

fur all the bridegroom's youthful aspect.

But as 1 listened to him, I begun to feel

that he was nearer Felicia’s nineteen than

to my staid thirty. 1 In-gait to see, as

I have said, tliat he uus eternal youth.
I began to feel safe for Felicia—and for

him. IIow lie would hold his own!
How he would triumph over mere years!

T DID not see him again until the night
1 of his wedding, which occurred early

in the autumn. And then he justified

my confidence in him—justified it glori-

ously. His was the sort of golden hlond-

ness that lends itself so wonderfully to

the illusion of youth, and tliat blondness,

illumined by the unquenchable youth
and joy of his spirit, was really a beauti-

ful and vivid thing; he looked a splendid

and shining little figure, set quite apart
from the common frailties of our flesh.

Oh, he would hold his own, I thought!
He was in very truth one whom age could
not wither.

Felicia, herself the type that Is crcabsl
for a bridal veil, lifted to him eyes tliat

dung and udored. It was evident that
for her there had never been any ques-
tion of the years between them; from the
first she liad recognized the eternal youth
within him.

St

His married son and the sou's girlish

wife were there, and I heard them address

him affectionately as “Jack.” He seemed,

indeed, to be of their own generation, and
as he and Felicia stood beside them, a

laughing, rosy group. I would have de-

clared them all of the same generation

myself, had I not known of “Jack's”

fatherhood—and grandfatherhood

!

Straight from their merry wedding
"Jack” and Felicia went to Paris, and
three years passed before their return.

Then, at the country club again, I found

him one afternoon—the Eternal Youth.

“We’re just back.” he told me. “We
liked Paris so much that we couldn't

brave it. Felicia was enchanted with the

life over there. .Vs for me—well, I alwuvs

knew that Paris was my city! It's the

city of youth—the youth that lost»!"

IT was the first time that I had heard
* him refer, even indirectly, to his

youthful quality, and it struck me some-
how as a challenging, an almost uneasy
note. Was this bright youth of his a

little tarnished ufter all? Were its wings

a little heavy that he needed thus to

hearten it, to remind it of its own perma-
nence? I starts! at him with sudden
scrutiny, and he struck me as—well-

preserved ! Well-preserved !—he who,

only three years before, hail seemed to defy

the necessity of preservation. I lowered

my eyes swiftly, usliamed that I had seen.

And yet, I argued, it was not defeat —this

needof his to use carefully, toexpend spar-

ingly, the flame that still burned within

him. It would last, thus guarded.

“We’ve a little daughter,” he told me
a moment later. “You must wait for

her—you must wait for Felicia. My
father-in-law will bring them out this

afternoon for tea.”

So I lingered, and presently they came;
Felicia the center of the joyous group;

her father, proud and t>enign, wearing

the silver crown of grandfatherhood;

her baby, crowing gleefully upon the arm
of a smart French bonne. But it was
upon Felicia herself that my gaze stayed,

a Felicia transformed by the matron's,

the mother’s, self-assurance, smooth-
skinned, shining-eyed, suave, radiant.
“ WeUf

"
breathed her husband.

“She's amazing!" I answered. “Fe-
licia was always lovely, but now—even

for her—she’s amazing!”

A ND amazing she was—amazing in her

sheer, unexpected magnificence. She
hud left us a slender nymph etched in

silver. She had returned a deep-lmsomed
madonna, painted in splendid strokes of

gold

—

his gold! For he hud done it—

I

realized that at once. Felieia’s paler jx-r-

sonality could never have achieved such

richness of itself. Was it any wonder that

he himself was a bit tarnished, considering

how generously he had given himself?

“Yes,” he assented to my exclamation,

“she’s amazing.” And then, as if he hail

heard my thought,
“
She'* my miracle!”

It was us if he hud said: "She's my
miracle —noir"—-being a miracle himself

no longer. And then he remarked, “It's

for me to keep up with her, you know."

“You'll do it," I assured him. And
now I thought, with a certain sense of

relief, of how well-pn-servisl he was!

He could do it—after that fashion.

“Yes, I’ll do it,” he murmured. But

the tone was not triumphant; rather had
it the listlessness of a too great effort.

The child was in Mr. Allen's arms now,
and she constantly addressed him. in

her two-year-old language as “Daddy-
gran.”

"Isn’t he the ideal grundfather?" de-

manded Felicia delightedly.

“Well, I ought to be!” declared Mr.
Allen, raising his silvered head as if at

the touch of an honor. “I ought to be.

It’s a great privilege—this thing of being

a grandfather!”

And the Eternal Youth echoed softly:

“Yes—a great privilege.”

Was that a wistful note in his voice?

He was a grandfather himself—I remem-
l>ered that—and yet he spoke as if of

a boon denied him.

URESENTLY’ Felicia left her husband
1 alone with me in our quiet veranda
corner, while she trailed her rosy draperies

hither and thither, her father following

with the child upon his arm.

“Daddy-gran! Daddy-gran!” Every
now and then the shrill, high little voice

floated l>aek to us, and when we turned

our heads towards the call, we would see

the baby figure nestling still against Mr.
Allen’s shoulder.

"He it the ideal grandfather!” said

my companion slowly. “That's what
a man ought to lie— that’s what a man
•ought to Itave—at fifty-seven."

“Oh, at fifty-seven—yes," I concede* 1

safely, so sure was I that Felicia’s hus-

band was well under fifty.

“/ am fifty-seven,” he told me then.

“You?” I cried incredulously, “you?”
“Yes—I."

"Then,” .said I, “you're more amazing
than Felicia. She’s surpassed herself,

but you

—

you've surpassed nature!"

“Yes,” he admitted—and now I heard

clearly, unmistakably, the wistful note

that, muffled, had yet reached me before—“yes, I’ve surpassed nature. That’s

the trouble—that's how I lose.”

“Lose? But, my dear man, haven't

you gained the priceless? Haven’t you
gained eternal youth?”

VA/K gazed at each other, my question
' ’ hanging in the air between us,

and never had he seemed more youthful.

Lithe and vigorously slender still, his

figure showed like a boy's against the

background of his large chair; in the

late, soft light of the afternoon, his

smooth, blond head looked as bright as

ever, his cheek as fresh, hi* eyes as blue.

Fur an instant I thought it had been only

my own fancy that luul seen him a little

dim. a little blurred.

Then, like a belated answer to my ques-

tion—an answer that needed translating,

but none the less an answer for that

—

came the shrill childish cry, “ Daddy

-

gran! Daddy-gran!” At sound of it,

my friend leaned forward: "My grand-

child call* me ’Jack!'” he said. And
then,

“Don’t you understand? Don’t you
realize—now—what I’ve lost? I've lost

the right to groic old!"

“But does it matter?” I pleaded, trying

to comfort him.

“Matter?” he asked. “ Matter ? Why,
nothing else matters—at last—to any

of us. That’s what we spend our lives

to earn!”
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The Character of Meilen

AN event showing how up-to-date is the Money
Trust Series, is the onslaught of former

President Meilen on the management of the new
Huven Railroad while he was at the head of it.

The gist of Mr. Mellen’s declaration is that while

he was nominally at the head of the road, the

financial policy was dictated by the financiers of

New York and Boston who controlled the road.

Mr, Mellon is sore at present, what he says should

be taken with reserve, and when he declares

that it was the Boston financiers who wanted to

suppress him, we do not think he spoke accur-

ately. Nevertheless his outbreak confirms much
that we have been printing. When he left the

road his mouth was closed because of heavy
cash payments and the promise of thirty

thousand dollars a year for five years. The pub-
lic outcry against this magnanimity with the

stockholders’ money caused a declination of the

gift by Mr. Meilen, and it is possible he was glad

to give up the money for the sake of free expres-

i

sion. He wanted to be a despot, and it made
I him angry that he could not act independently

of the men who raised him. “If I live fifteen

years,” he said to an acquaintance, “I shall have

j

the world by the tail.” He had the mania of

bigness, and he was fond of praise. As he grew

|

in importance, he chafed more at being called a

messenger boy for Mr. Morgan. It will be re-

membered that when Alexander the Great came
to a town, he would get together all the promi-

nent men and have them killed. Thus he de-

stroyed competition. His empire fell, neverthe-

less, even as Napoleon’s begun to crumble when
he attempted more than lav within human power.

Mr. Morgan probably organized The Interna-

tional Mercantile Marine more from the habit of

undertaking everything than in coolness of judg-

ment. Indeed, it is reported of Mr. Morgan
that he declared: “We are getting things now
where a few men can sit down and settle all the

affairs of the country.” And Senator Cummins
answered: “I do not think that plan would
work, unless the Almighty was chairman of the

board.”

A New Idea

1 1 MIE whole series on Breaking the Money
-k Trust is as full of originality as it is of im-

portance. One conception is especially worth

|

emphasis. Gradually the wrorld comes to accept

certain kinds of private businesses as so imine-

! diately connected with public welfare and public )

necessity that they are called public-service cor- I

porations. Among these, heretofore, banks have
j

not been included. Lately, however, the busi-

ness of receiving deposits and making loans has !

come to be recognized as so general in nature
j

that it is in many ways already regulated by law.
’

Therefore, as Mr. Brandeis points out, and as

Senator Owen has also pointed out, this principle

being accepted, it follows logically that banks are

subject to the rule which forbids public-service

corporations from making unjust discriminations

and giving undue preferences;

How Things Work Together

THE greatest importance of the series is that

it solves with masterly grasp the economic
problem now facing us—the problem which, as

President Wilson says, lies at the very root of the

new freedom. Second in importance is the fact

that Congress is about to legislate not only on
currency but on many sides of the trust problem,

and this scries is the best foundation for such

legislation. There are also many incidental con-

nections of the series with current events. For
instance, in the instalment carried this week is a
discussion about efficiency and graft in relation

to railroad rates. Everybody remembers the

famous argument of Mr. Brandeis about how
railroads could save $1 ,000,000 a day by modem
methods, which probably was the argument that

persuaded the Interstate Commerce Commission
to refuse the former application for an advance.

Mr. Brandeis is again counsel for the Interstate
j

Commerce Commission in the present advance
freight-rate case, and therefore is carrying out ^

before this legal body one aspect of the work
he has put into the general unfolding of his I

philosophy given in the Money Trust series.

Speed

SOME people might call Mr. Brandeis radical,

and yet it is difficult even for Mr. Brandeis

to keep up with the facts, so rapidly do they
develop. In last week’s issue he stated the num-
ber of banks and directorates locked together in

Boston. Since that issue went to press, the

figures have changed. Two more Boston banks
have consolidated.

Prosperity in the South

“ qPHE best year since the war,” is a common
expression in the Atlantic and Gulf States.

The tobacco farmers of Virginia and North
Carolina are getting top prices for leaf tobacco,

thanks to the real competition, in spite of com-
mon ownership, between the buyers, the com-
panies of the dissolved Tobacco Trust. The
drought in Texas and Oklahoma cut short the

D
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Texas cotton crop a million hales and lifted the

price of cotton. In Georgia, two and a half

million bales were produced this year, which

means, at 500 pounds to the bale, at the price of

fourteen cents a pound, $70.00 a bale, with $10 :

added for the cotton seed, from which is made the

poor man’s butter and the rich man’s salad oil,

—

$200,000,000 dollars for Georgia’s cotton crop;

$1,120,000,000 for the fourteen million bales the

South produces this year. The banks in the

cotton belt show greater assets and deposits

than ever before. The cotton factories are run-

ning full time, in spite of wails of calamity their

owners uttered while the Tariff Rill was pending. 1

With the tariff question settled, the Currency Bill

soon to pass, freeing the smaller banks from dorni- i

nation bv the larger, the way will be cleared for
|

carrying out the administration program of trust

legislation at the regular session of Congress.

The Beiliss Jury

WHEN Mendel Beiliss was acquitted, after

a two years’ utterly occasionless incar-

ceration, of “ritual murder” at Kiev, the verdict

of “not guilty” was rendered by a jury of six

peasants, three minor government officials, two
tradesmen and one professional man—ordinary

1

men, rather below the average, as a whole, in
j

education and intellect. It was by common
|

sense, a most precious gift widespread among
men, that they saw through the several weeks of

obfuscations by theologians and experts. An-
other gift this jury had was explained in an
observation reported of a member of the Duma:
“A Russian peasant's conscience will not allow

him to find a man guilty when he sees no proof.”

An ingenuous writer, who surely has forgotten

that he ever read LcBon’s book on “The Crowd:
A Study of the Popular Mind,” observed that I

the acquittal of Beiliss “is a cheerful sign. It

demonstrates that the fair temper shown during

the trial by the more educated classes has per-

meated the lower.” Are we, then, to assume that

high officials and journalists, official or otherwise,

are not of the educated classes? Knowledge
and wisdom are far from synonymous terms.

In the famous bank fraud case Robin fooled

nil the insanity experts, those called by the

prosecution as well as those called by the defense,

but the jury found him out.

The Hetch Hetchy Controversy

HOW do you explain the fact that a fierce agi-

tation all over the country is kept up
against a measure which has had the support of

Gifford Pinchot, James R. Garfield, Janies D.
Phelan, William Kent and a number of other con-

spicuous fighters for conservation in this country?
Gifford Pinchot says:

“I am fully persuaded that there is no other

comparable source of water supply available at

anything like a reasonable cost to the cities

around San Francisco Bay.
“Second: That the supply of surface water

furnished by the Spring Valley Water Company
is adequate neither in quality nor in quantity.

“Third: That the injury to Hetch Hetchy by
substituting a lake for the present swampy floor

of the valley, all due allowances being made for

whatever reduction in the height of the walls

there may be, is altogether unimportant com-
pared with the benefits to be derived from its use

as a reservoir.

“Fourth: That the sanitary regulations in-

cluded in the bill absolutely dispose of the plea,

untenable at all times, that what San Francisco is

asking for is control of half of the Yosemite Park
instead of merely the Hetch Hetchy Reservoir.

“Fifth: That much of the opposition has its

root in the unwillingness of water-power and
transportation interests in and around San Fran-

|

cisco to see the city get possession of the large
i

power it will develop if the grant goes through.”

The forces in opposition are two. The water-
I

power companies who know exactly what they

are doing, and the sentimental lovers of scenery

who do not know at all what they are doing. A I

very few of them, like John Muir, may know the

facts and be out of perspective on the relative ’

importance of things, but most of them are per- I

sons unaccustomed to studying exact conditions,

who merely go up in the air when somebody tells
|

them that some scenery is going to be hurt some-
where. If there is any injury to scenery at all

'

in this case, it will be slight and the economic
gain will be so great as to explain why conserva-

tionists of the type we have mentioned are so
j

enthusiastic for the bill now before Congress.

ROGER SULLIVAN is an avowed candidate

for the Senate. He even has a chance of

election, although it is to be hoped, for the honor

of the State of Illinois, that this chance is not as

strong as many well-informed observers think.

There is in the United States no more complete

example of the old-fashioned American boss, the

go-between who rules the small politicians by
catering to the predatory corporations. One ques-

tion at least ought to be asked of Mr. Sullivan

before the election: Has he sold his gas stock!

Ohio Schools

PROBABLY at least six thousand meetings

were held in schoolhouses in Ohio on the

night of Friday, November 14. That means
more even than the fact that six thousand dele-

gates were elected to the Educational Congress

which met in Columbus on December 5 and 6.

It means that at least six thousand schools talked

about their own local needs, and how the com-
munity could meet local school prqblems. It is,

wc believe, the first time in the history of the

United States that a governor has called a legis-

lature in special session chiefly for the purpose of

improving the system of education. Physical

and" intellectual conditions alike were considered.

Out of three thousand teachers in one-room town-

ship schools less than one thousand had gradu-

ated from four-year high schools. Leas than one-

fourth of them had had any professional training.

The physical conditions in many of the schools

are dangerous to health. As Governor Cox said,

the trend from the country to the cities is in no

small degree due to the decline of the rural
j

. bool system. In attacking the problem with
i

such energy, Ohio promises to improve where
j

improvement will have a far-reaching influence.
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Single Tax Progress

NO economic gospel of the day is progressing

faster that the doctrine rather unfortunate-

ly named the Single Tax; unfortunately because

a great many persons are sympathetic with the I

movement to throw heavier taxation on unitn-

proved real estate, and remove taxes from im- i

proved property who are not willing to go the dis-
]

tance of saying that there should be no other

form of taxation, and this unwillingness applies

even to some who want to carry taxation of land

values so far as to nationalize the land. Pueblo,

Colorado, last month accepted the Single Tax,

t
thus following the example of various places in

New Zealand, Australia, and Canada. Pueblo is
;

!
not a big city, but it is the biggest in the

'

United States to try this taxation plan. Natur-
1 ally, therefore, the results will be wratched with

]

peculiar interest.

Alcoholism

SINCE Aeneas at least, has Italy been a wine- !

drinking country. Ferrero declares the vine
;

; was a most potent instrument of subjugating i

I

the Barbarian. Rome taught Gaul, Spain, 1

Helvetia, the Danube regions many things— law',

war, road construction, city building, the Latin

and Hellenic arts and civilizations; but unfor-

i tunatcly for those races she taught them also

how* to ferment the juice of the grape. Sep-

tember last the Fourteenth International Con-

,

gress on Alcoholism met in Milan to deliberate

upon it—in Italy, perhaps the largest wine-

I

producing country, in proportion to its area, in

I the world. That country is supposed to have
had, up to recent years, the smallest alcoholism

I

death rate. Signor Falcioni, in welcoming the

delegates, urged not the suppression of wine
1 drinking (which is a source of enormous wealth

|

to the Italian wine-growers) but a fight against

its abuse. The enormous emigration from the

|

Italian rural districts of recent years has favored

the spread of drunkenness, because those going

to countries where alcoholism prevails return

victims of the habit.

In Munich also, world-famed for its amber,

I

foain-topped fluid, anti-alcohol physicians are

concerning themselves especially with children

(some of whom begin beer-drinking with infancy),

youths, and those who, when intoxicated, are a

direct menace to the communal welfare. There
is, however, no desire to reprehend liquor dealers

or to antagonize non-abstaining parents. No
excuse is to be given for such a letter as was
once written by an irate Teuton to his child’s

teacher at school: “You teach mine child dot

beer ruins der coats of der stomach: you please

mind your owm business.”

A New Club

THE City Club of Boston has been a conspicu-

ous success in advancing democratic gov-

ernment through democratic scx*ial relations, and
now the women of that city have organized their

own city club. Edward A. Filene, speaking to

them at their first dinner, described the hardships

of industry, the social shortcomings, and named
,
various remedies, putting highest of all fellowship.

coming to know one another, with the resulting

increase of understanding and good-will:

“By simply breaking bread together—and
learning to understand each other—learning to

sympathize with all kinds of women, you shall

set in operation forces that will never rest.”

That is the secret. Many things help for-

ward, but nothing helps so much as real knowl-
edge of our fellow beings.

Periodicals and Styles

THE Women’s Magazines have had a serious

effect upon the garment-making industry.

Circulating in great numbers throughout the

country, they keep the women of Podtink and of

Lame Duck promptly informed of all the changes,

as they are hurried across from Paris to New
York. Formerly the garment industry could

be regular, l>t*cause after supplying a certain

style to the big centers it could keep on manu-
facturing it for the smaller places. This meant
steady employment. Now that four principal

changes in style every year, and about twenty-

six minor changes, on every one of many gar-

ments, making a total of several thousands, have
to be supplied for the whole country in hot haste,

the old evenness of manufacture and dis-

tribution and employment seems impossible to

maintain. The New York firms do all they can

to get ideas from Paris far enough ahead to give

them comfortable time for meeting the American
demand, but the secrets are so well kept, or the

decisions so late, that there is a great rush always

for our big cities, followed by an equal rush for the

small places. If Mr. Bok succeeds in his endeavor

to divorce American from Paris styles he will

accomplish an interesting and desirable victory,

but the change will do nothing to meet the par-

i

ticular difficulty. That difficulty cannot be
lessened until the average woman through the

eountry ceases to compete with the New' York
female plutocrat.

Poe’s Reason

POE wrote that perhaps a certain Barrow was
right, and the dearth of genius in Amer-

ican literature was “owing to the continual

teasing of the mosquitoes.” There are few’er

mosquitoes to-day—and no Poe.

Query

THE story is told of a man in England who
was highly praised for heroically rescuing

another man from drowning. He disclaimed all

courage, how'ever, and said it wras a very simple

matter: “I merely swam alongside of him and
turned him over on his back, just to make sure

it wasn’t Lloyd George, and then pulled him in to

shore.” Suppose you were telling this story in

America and w’ished to substitute for Lloyd

George a native of this country. If you were

a stand-patter, who would be your choice?

Would it be the President of the United States,

for example, or Senator LaFollette, or Secretary

Bryan, or Col. Roosevelt? And if you were a

Progressive what would be yours ? Or, if you
want to choose some patriot w-ithout classifying

yourself, that answer also will be welcome.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XXII

JJEIIOLD Belasco in his den,

Wielding the scissors, paste and pen.

And writing with consummate skill

A play by W. De Mille.

wn
„
EN

:
Ilafiz saw the portrait free.

By Monty Flagg, of him and me.
He made remarks one can't repeat

In any reputable sheet.

Mile. Fauteuil and J. M. Barrie

I
T is harder for a table or chair to

behave naturally on the stage than

for a camel to be free and easy in

a needle’s eye, or for that matter for Mr.
Rockefeller to get into Heaven.

What can be more pathetic than the

spectacle of a helpless young chair or

table or settee starting on a stage career

shining with gilt varnish and high ambi-

tion to reflect in art’s mirror the drawing-

room manners of the furniture of real life.

LLE. FAUTEUIL (that is her stage
A A name, in private life she is just plain

Settee) is fresh, charming and of the best

manufacture. She appears nightly in a
Broadway theater, yet she has attracted

no attention. She has received no press

notices.

Certainly this is from no lack of charm
on her part. Her legs are delightful.

Iii the contemplation of their gilded

curves, one scarcely notices that she has

no arms or that her back is slightlycurved,

and her upholstery, a brocade of the

season before last.

IN a hushed papier-mache voice the
A

property man told me the story of

Mile. Fuuteuil’s persecution—how, at the

first rehearsal with scenery, she occupied

a perfectly proper position between the

center table and the bay window, how
the Is-ading Lady insisted on her being

moved as she obstructed that superior

person’s path when, after writing the

letter, she crosses to the window to see

if her Husband is in the garden.

Mile. Fauteuil was then transferred to

a station between the tabic and the fire-

place. This was all right, until the scene

between the Husband and Wife, when the

Husband walks back an<l forth (quickly

up stage and slowly down stage), between

the table aiul the fire- i*lace.

6

This time it was not a case of politely

requesting the intervention of the stage-

manager. *•***•«
r>OOR mangled Fauteuil! When she
* was picked up from -the orchestra pit

it was found that two of her rungs were
fractured ami her left castor was broken

dean off at the ankle.

After half a day in the hospital without

either anesthetics, flowers or press notices,

she reappeared on the left side of the stage,

between the center table and the safe.

Here she was conspicuous and happy
until it was found that the Erring Soil in

his voyage from the window to the safe,

was compelled to take a difficult step to

one side to avoid the fauteuil.

Bandied from right to left, up stage

and down stage, at last Mile. Fauteuil

landed in her present obscure position, to

the right of the stairway pillar, where,

though miserably obscure, she interferes

with nobody’s stage business.

TN the interior set as now played there
* is only one chair with a speaking

part—this is, the Jacoliean chair on which

the leading man leans when talking to

the ingenue. In the first act, it faces

left so that he may show his favorite

profile. In the second act, the chair is

reversed in order that the audience may
enjoy his more popular and extensively

photographed right profile.

The moral of this story is that the

furniture on the stage must never appear
more intelligent than the actors.

In this play the intelligence is equally

divided, and the production bids fair

to mn all season.

A BOUT three weeks ago (if any one
in these rapid times can remember

so far Iwick) u comedy entitled “The

Younger Generation” ended its brief run

at the Lyceum. Its failure was chiefly

due to the realistic acting of the furniture

in the parlor set. In consequence of

this, the actors were compelled to behave
exactly as real people la-have in a real

parlor. The result was an artistic effect

of nuturalncss that killed one of the

best comedies that has licen seen in

Now York since “Hindle Wakes.”

‘C'VEN the meritricious glitter of the

subsequent curtain-dropper, “Half
an Hour" by Barrie, could not save “The
Younger Generation."

Talk about a mauvais quart d'heure.'

Here was a double dose, with a ven-

geance. Mr. Alan Dale, with evasive en-

thusiasm, called the play wonderful.

What a wonderful word “wonderful”
is! What would one do without it when
meeting a sudden demand for payment
of compliments on anything, from a bad
book to a bawling baby?

In justice to Mr. Barrie it should be
stated that in the English production “the
brutality of the husband” did not ex-

press itself so violently in his wearing

apparel—wearing apparel is I believe what
the tailor calls them.

AA/HY do our “stage gentlemen" al-
’ ' ways strive to appear as if they had

just left the hands of the tailor? Is it any
less vulgar to suggest a tailor’s shop in the

newness of one’s clothes I bun tosuggest the

burlier shop in the dressing of one’s hair?

There is something unspeakably grue-

some in the thought of the wife returning

in half an hour to the arms of such an
atrociously dressed husband.

Mr. Barrie is a master of whimsical

comedy. In the amusingly pathetic he

has few equals. In tragic drama he is

hopelessly out of his depth.
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FOR a long time, we of the United States maintained
a contemptuous attitude toward the Latin-Amer-
ican nations to the South of us. A South American

republic seemed a contradiction in terms. We com-
placently regarded ourselves, graciously including Can-
ada, with our Anglo-Saxon heritage, as the only people

of the Western world capable of self-government, and our

free institutions as beyond the attainment of peoples

with their roots in Spain or Portugal. So we cracked

our jokes at their revolutions, served daily for breakfast,

latterly, with some wholesome truths we have been learn-

ing about ourselves, the mis-government of our cities,

the control of state and even national politics by corrupt

bosses, we have come to recognize that revolutions are

things of the past in the great, progressive. South Amer-
ican States, Brazil, the Argentine, Chili, Peru, and that

wars between them had ceased. The Central American
States are still a by-word, but we have begun to learn the

real truth about the causes of the revolutions that used

to be so frequent. The South American States have se-

cured stability of government because for them, in large

measure, the era of concessions is past and the era of in-

vestments has set in. In the days of their weakness and
poverty and undeveloped resources they were forced to

borrow money and the borrower was subject to the

lender. President Wilson aptly described the process in

his speech in Mobile.

rPIIE process was simple enough. When a loan was
made, a concession was demanded. The concession

had to be ratified by legal processes. So the concessionaire

supported the party that was able to ratify the conces-

sion. Sometimes rival concessionaires supported rival

parties and blood was shed for the rich financial rewards

that the victorious party could bestow. Sometimes na-

tive capital combined with foreign, and this was espe-

cially the case in Mexico under the rule of Diaz. The
revolution was often brought al>out by the revolt of the

people against these exploiters of their country. It has

been a singular perversion of international morals that

the great nations of the world have used their power to

protect their citizens engaged in such enterprises, and
only the Monroe Doctrine has saved the South American
nations from being European colonies, under the plea

that order had to be restored for the protection of Euro-

I»can investors. It will be remembered also how near

the Asphalt Trust came to involving us with Venezuela,

even the notorious Castro, in this matter, apparently

acting the part of patriot. But Europe has been the

chief sinner with regard to South America, while we
have been mainly at fault in our dealings with Mexico
and Central America.

T^HE truth about Mexico has been hard to establish,
1 mainly because the springs of news have been
poisoned and the commercial interests that control so

large a part of the American press have published what
was most favorable, in both news and views, to the

interests involved. In a letter addressed to a committee

of the United States Senate, investigating conditions in

Mexico, we find this striking sentiment from the pen

of one of the Revolutionists, Braulio Hernandez: “Truth
is elusive; it is a white dove that only permits those

who love her to approach her nest: the paths that lead

to it are humanity and sincerity.”

Porfirio Diaz was long held up to public view as a wise

and virtuous President, re-elected continuously because of

the love and affection borne him by his people. When
the facts concerning his iron rule of tyranny began to

come out, his alienation of the nationnl lands and of the

petty holdings of the peons alike, to his favorites, the

graft and scandals of his administration, the debauching

of a sober and clean-living people with pulque and mes-

cal to enrich his liquor monopoly, his treatment of the

Yaqui Indians, and the enforced slavery of the peons

—

these facts were bitterly denied. Madero had the sym-

pathy of the Americans along the border and of disin-

terested folk generally throughout the country. But

7
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as soon as he had been elected to the Presidency and the

counter-revolution of Orozco was arranged, the com-
mercialized press became clamorous for intervention be-

cause of the sacrifice of American lives and property.

Then Madero was deposed and assassinated. Instantly

the same sources of news )>cgnn to praise Huerta as the

one strong man who could pacify Mexico, and his recog-

nition by our government was imperatively demanded,
although the counter-revolution by Carranza began im-

mediately, and has attained far greater proportions than

that of Orozco. Intervention had lost its attractions

over-niglit.

At bottom, the Mexican question is a land question.

The land is held today largely by the Spanish de-

scendants. in regular line, of the old Conquistadores.

The situation with regard to the land is not unlike that

which brought on the French Revolution, the poverty of

the peasantry leading to starvation in Paris and the other

cities. In France, when the Revolution began, there

were 130,000 landlords. After the Revolution, 4,000,000

land owners. This result has already been accomplished

beyond recall in the Mexican State of Morelos, in the

Southwest, where Zapata has been operating. There
were 28 landlords in a population of 200,000. Hut the

200,000, in spite of the efforts of Diaz and Madero
and Huerta, the last ordering a massacre of the people

at the behest and through the money raised by the 28
landlords, have already divided up the lands and are

cultivating them.

^CCORDING to an estimate by M. Bonilla, in the

bulletin of the Sociedad (leografica y Extadistiea,

published in Mexico City in July Inst, the landed property
of Mexico is divided os follows:

Total «rc», Valor prt Total value,
mj. kin. ,i; kni «ilvrr.

KHCMMIO #<70 K37,900.000
00,000 00 I7.<00,000

i M.ooo no lo.ooo.oou
I <0.000 171 <1,000.000
400.000 900 790,000,000
<00.000 not vBlunt

Total <,000.000 *0311.000,000

So 11,000 landlords of great estates own 44 per cent,

of the land, while the land companies own 10 per cent,

more, which they have bought from the landlords. In
Lower California three land companies, Mexican, own
78 per cent, of the land. And there is no land tax, in

Mexico, but only a tax on production. The landlords

refuse to sell their lands to the jx*ons but hold them for

sale in Inrge tracts. In the testimony before the sub-com-
mittee of the Senate Committee on Foreign Relations of

the preceding Congress, there were brought out such facts

as these: Mr. George Ixxik owned a “small ranch” of

75.000 acres, Mr. Charles Newman, one of 100,000, which
he valued at 82.50 an acre. Charles K. Warren had
250.000 acres. Morris and Company own 1,250,000 acres.

While Luiz Terraza Ls reputed to own from 15,000,-

000 to 16,000,000 acres, and Enrique Creel, formerly
Minister to the United States, under Diaz, 5,000,000
acres. The Corralitos Company owns 5,000,000 acres.

One of the witnesses was the man that surveyed the land
for the Creels and the Terrazas, a German civil engineer,

living in Mexico since 1882, and he summed up the case

thus: “During this time Porfirio Diaz and his Minister,

Pacheco, commenced to divide and sell the national lands

among the big landowners and some surveying companies,

giving them large tracts of land for the work of surveying
and selling the other lands to the big landowners and
land speculators, who often included some lands possessed

by other people into theirs. Very few persons of the

middle class had the luck to buy some good piece of land,

the very poor people had no chance at all to get a piece

of land to live on. Therefore in Mexico you will not
find, like in the United States, numerous small farmers
and small landowners, but only big “ haeiendados,”
with one army of slaves, who gain so low wages as
scarcely to provide them with a living.

The foundation of the recent and present revolutions

in Mexico was laid in the Survey Laws enacted from
1885 to 1894. It was deer«*ed that the titles to all lands

should be recorded. Under the ancient “Law of the

Kgido,” every village possessed a sort of common con-

sisting of three square leagues, which furnished the vil-

lagers gardens and pasturage for their cattle. The new
laws confined this land to one square league, and the

landlords, already holding from the time of the Spanish

Conquest great estates, were not content with buying up
or receiving as a gift the national lands then surveyed and
divided, but would advertise, the small holders of land
being kept in ignorance, their purpose to purchase these

unrecorded lands, and would then dispossess the rightful

owners. Then to secure laborers, they l>ought, generally

for a song, the egidos, with the exception of the one
square league remaining, and put the people out of their

homes and fields, so that the alternative was to work for

the landlords or starve.

'P’lIERE would have been a revolution any time within

the last ten years but for two factors. Diaz wel-

comed foreign investors, granting with lavish hand rich

concessions, and thus maintaining the ability to make
large loans sufficient to keep up the army and to over-

come op|K).sition whether at the so-called elections or by
force of arms. Then the idea was industriously spread

that Mexico’s big neighbor to the North would inevitably

intervene to protect the large American possessions, in

the way of mines, railroads, cattle ranches, rubber plan-

tations, and industrial enterprises. Since there is no
land tax, it is computed that Americans own 42 per cent,

of the taxable property of Mexico. Their mining com-
panies, in Chihuahua and Sonora alone, the two large and
populous states bordering on Arizona, New Mexico and
Texas, are legion for number. The American Smelling
and Refining Company owns great mining interests, the

Cnnanea Consolidated Copper Company has an invest-

ment of $12,000,000, the Santoy, of $(>,000,000. It

wras in accord with international precedents that the

Utiited States would intervene if the property of its

citizens was threatened by a revolution. And the

Mexican people, more than anything else in the world,

dread the conquest of their country by the United
States.

But Diaz had no illusions. He was fnr-sighted enough
to dread the agrarian revolution, and saw it impend-
ing. The millions of small land-owners who had been
driven from their homes in the egidos and from their little

farms, because they knew not how to record anew the

titles to their lands, were growing desperate. Zapata
started his guerrilla warfare in the South, and Orozco be-

gan a similar movement in the North. And when Fran-
cesco I. Madero, of the famous family that is reputed to

own a hundred million dollars in property, with the favor

of their large army of employees, liberally treated, en-

tered Mexico from his exile in the United States, and
captured Juarez, opposite El Paso, on the border, Diaz
did not wrait for the issue to be fought out. He sent

for dc la Barra, his representative in Washington,
made him Minister of Foreign Affairs, and thus suc-

cessor to the Presidency, anti Diaz resigned and
sailed away to France. The uprising of the people was
general.

rPHE Senate Committee, instructed to find out whether
any persons or corporations domiciled in the United

States have heretofore been or are now engaged in

fomenting or financing rebellion in Mexico, “conducted”
exhaustive hearings on the border and in Washington
and were able only to find hearsay evidence that

Standard Oil had financed the Madero Revolution and
this was from a confusion of Standard Oil with the

Waters - Pierce Oil Company, which, though partly

owned by Standard Oil, had been freed from its man-
agement. This company had been engaged in exposing

the graft connected with the oil concessions obtained

by Lord Cowdray, known as the Pearson interests.

Foreign investors, American and European, were
opposed to Madero, as he afterwards found to his

cost, and were in favor of the continuance of the Diaz
regime.

The part played in the overthrow of Modern and the upholding of Huerta by the concessiona ires is another story and will be told in

next week's issue



"It was finally decided that I should remain and see if we suited each other"

Secretarying for a Woman Author
How one woman has worked out the most difficult of all the feminist's problems

TANTED: A young woman to

Y V tu^ e dictation from writer in

the mornings and to transcribe

notes in the afternoons. One accustomed
to manuscript work. Please answer,

giving experience . . .

This advertisement at once attracted

me. At the time it appeared. I was
twenty-four years of age and for five years

I had been working in a lawyer’s office.

For many reasons I was beginning to

wish for a change. So I replied to

the blind advertisement and. to my
gratification, within two days I received

an answer.

When I read the signature to the letter

I was astonished to recognize it as the

name of a well-known woman writer

whose stories and books I had read with

much interest. Also I was surprised to

learn that she lived in my city.

Going to Mrs. Iv 's home, as in her

letter she requested, was by way of an
adventure. What would Mrs. L be
like? What would it mean to me, if I

secured the position, to be in daily con-

tact with a woman who must dwell in an
ideal world?

When I arrived at the street and num-
ber indicated in Mrs. L ’s letter I

found a plain apartment building. I rang
the bell of the third floor, and when an
Hibernian voice answered me and asked
me to walk up, my knees actually shook.

Illustrated by May Wilson Preston

You see I had never before met, face to

face, any celebrity.

The person who opened the door was
not the trim maid I had rather expected,

but a middle-aged woman, scrupulously

tidy, wearing an enveloping gingham
apron. She smiled at me and cordially

invited me to enter. I found myself in a
hall that led directly into a large, modern
sitting-room, opening into a smaller room,

Mrs. L ’s studio.

“Just sit down and make yourself com-
fortable.” said the woman I afterward

knew as Jane. Then she left me.

IN a short time Mrs. L appeared.
* She was young, and had a half-shy air

that was immediately attractive to me.

She wore a little pink lawn dress. Her
hair was a soft brown, drawn back from
her face and fastened in a knot at the

nape of her neck. Her eyes were brown,

childlike in their direct gaze, but with the

power to estimate another at once. I

felt that with one sweeping glance she

knew me through and through, that there

was little I might expect to hide from her.

She drew up a choir and sat down.

“I wanted to see you at once.” she began,

“so I didn’t stop to remove my apron.

I’ve just finished bathing the baby."

Since I was too tongue-tied to reply, she

went on:

“You said in your letter that you could

take shorthand rapidly and that you be-

lieved you would like my kind of work.”

I nodded.

“ I WANT some one who could rather
* eliminate her personality during the

time I dictate.” she went on. “That is. I

don’t wish to be interrupted if you should

fail to get a word—and please assure me
that you can turn your shorthand !>ook

without rustling the leaves.”

I smiled back at her. “I can be very

quiet and unobtrusive,” I said.

“You may remain here in the after-

noons to transcrilM* your notes or do the

transcribing at your own home,” she said.

“I have no typewriter of my own at

pre-sent." I told her.

“Well, you would have to stay here,

then.” she answered.

We discussed the matter of my refer-

ences. and terms and it was finally

decided that I should remain and see if

we suited each other.

So I started in as Mrs. L ’s secretary.

On my second morning Mrs. L came
into the studio to give me some directions.

“Open any business letters on my desk.

Those from editors speaking about work
put in one pile. Those obviously reply-

ing to questions of mine about work put

in another pile. And place any re-

turned manuscripts in the drawer marked
‘Cooler.’”

0
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rPH£N she went away. "Returned
* manuscripts!" and “Cooler.” She

evidently believed something to be wrong
with a returned manuscript and so put it

aside for consideration ! When I had the

letters arranged, she returned again, this

time bearing a baby in her arms, half on
the way to sleepy land. The mother's

face as she looked down at her child was
Madonna-like.

"This little girl,” she said to roe, “has
been bathed and fed and should by all

scientific rules be put in her crib and al-

lowed to go to sleep alone. But she so

charms me that I feel I must keep her

with me. If it will not distract your at-

tention I will try to dictate with her in

roy arms.” And she began.

TT was a romantic story she started,
1 looking every once in a while at notes

I gave her; thrillinglv interesting I found

it, though I had to liend every energy to

keep up with her. The baby fell asleep,

and instinctively the speaker lowered her

voice. But her words flowed steadily on.

I don’t believe she hesitated while I filled

half a shorthand book. She gazed most
of the time out of the window, but her

physical eyes saw nothing. She was
absolutely living and moving with her

characters.

At last she brought her eyes back to

me. “Now that’s as it should be,” she

ended, “to write quickly and easily."

Then she went away, her child held

close in her arms, and I did not see her

again till about two o’clock, when she

appeared in the doorway dressed for the

street. She said: ‘Tm going out as

usual with the two children.” That was

the first time I knew she had two children.

"And when you’ve finished transcribing

your notes you may go home.”

I couldn’t help it. I went to the win-

dow in a few moments and looked out.

Down in the street I saw Mrs.L start-

ing away, wheeling the baby in her per-

ambulator, the young son gamlioliug joy-

ously at her side. She seemed just like

any one of a number of other women tak-

ing their children out for an airing, but I

decided that she was very different from

any I had ever known in that she had

mastered the art of having both children

and a career!

and I was very happy, since I enjoyed the

work and its variety, very different as it

was from the cut-and-dricd declarations,

petitions and affidavits I had been grind-

ing out for five years. Also I enjoyed being

with Mrs. L . She was very magnetic

and she had a keen sense of humor
which lightened many a situation holdiug

elements of danger. But a flashing

observation from Mrs. L , a brilliant

smile and the day was saved for all

about her.

She had her work, of course, well organ-

ized. She was not naturally systematic,

she told me, but had trained herself to

orderly observances in every department

of her life, and she let nothing interfere

with her household routine. In the morn-

ings she bathed her children, put the

baby to bed, saw the little boy off to

kindergarten in the care of a young
woman, then made out her list for the day,

sometimes with Jane’s help, but often

personally going out to her ice-box and
her pantry. She gave Jane each day an

outline of duties, a rather flexible outline,

of necessity, but never too many tasks for

Jane to perform comfortably. She em-
ployed, besides Jane, a man to do the

heavy cleaning weekly, and a laundress.

.All those who worked for her did their

best; sometimes I thought it was because
Mrs. L treated them so humanly
—not perfunctorily nor indifferently—she

was really interested in them and their

lives, and they felt her interest.

OUT how she could bring her mind
from eggs and butter to the task of

mapping out an imaginary situation with

imaginary characters and making them
live and breathe was a feat I couldn’t

understand—naturally. I suppose. After

her work in the home she w'ould come to

her studio, pick up a scenario, and per-

haps begin to dictate without pause for

an hour.

Of course one great dement in Mrs.

L *s ability to do so many things well.

was her superb health. She never neg-

lected taking long walks in the afternoons,

either with her children or leaving them
in the care of Jane, and she transgressed

no law of living, eating the simplest food

regularly, drinking plenty of water, sleep-

ing out of doors; therefore she could get

through an immense amount of work with

little resultant fatigue.

One morning she was late in starting to

dictate. She sat in her big chair near the

window and leaned back. “I haven't a
thought in my head,” she confessed. “I
intended this morning to dictate the first

part of an ordered story, but I don't know
just how to begin, nor how to progress,

nor when to stop, if I do get started.”

She smiled over at me quizzically. Out
of an impulse I said

:

“Why, I thought you had to be inspired

before you could write anything!”

Then she did laugh. “My dear.” she

said, “I wouldn’t average two stories a

year if I waited always for the drive of

inspiration. I suppose most persons

think of a writer as being always in a tine

frenzy. Well, it’s an altogether wrong
picture. Writing is hard work! And to

have any success you must possess a spirit

of perseverance, of stick-to-it-iveness, and
a training that gives you the strength to

hob up serenely after each discourage-

ment—and there are many of them."
"Well, then,” I asked, “why do you

write, Mrs. L ?”

"Because I can’t help it,” she answered
promptly. “Because I love to write!

Now Tm ready!”

T ALMOST j limited at her quick change.
* She started. And she was in the mid-
dle of her o|>cning paragraph, concentrat-

ing, as I could feel, with every bit of her

mind, when a noise like an earthquake

tearing everything before it assailed our

ears; and in another moment a small fig-

ure had pushed its way into the room,

flung itself upon its mother and was pour-

ing out a story of which I. for one, could

make no sense.

Closely following came Jane, flushed

and excited. “I couldn’t do anything

with him," she cried. “I tried my best

to keep him back."

Mrs. L said, quietly; "Very well.

Jane,” and Jane disap|)cared to hush the

wailing baby awakened by her brother’s

impetuous onrush.

The mother simply held her boy, an
intense child, until he had nin down b

little. Then she said very quietly:

“Now, tell me why kindergarten was dis-

missed, Jack.” Her tone soothed him at

once and he went on with his story.

When it was finished : “That’s very

interesting,” said his mother. “And
have you any plans for the rest of the

morning?”

“I’d like to ride my velocipede up and
down in front of the house,” he said.

“Very well,” his mother answered.

After a time there was quiet again and
Mrs. L went on dictating, going to

the window every little while to look

down at hpr little son.

"She is wonderfully equipped." I

thought, " physically, mentally and
spiritually.”

DlIT later I felt that the greatest

attribute of all she possessed, was
the power of setring things in rotation to

one another; and next greatest, the clear

vision to get out of every situation some-

thing worth while, and not to sink be-

neath its weight and throw up her hands,

as I’ve seen other women do, at the mad-
dening interruptions in a woman’s day!

I found Mrs. L one morning in the

kitchen where Jane conducted me. Over

a steaming kettle roy employer was bend-

ing. She was making jelly. Her cheeks

were flushed and her eyes bright

"I didn’t realize that Damson plums
were nearly out of the market," she said.

"And so Tm making conserve today.’’

I didn’t know what service she would
require of me, and so I just stood in the

doorway watching her. The baby was
taking her nap. Jock’s kindergarten still

being closed, he was actively present

and engaged in removing all the small

kitchen utensils out of the kitchen

table drawer. Jane was miserably cog-

nizant of liis employment, but she dared

not request him to stop his din, since his

mother allowed him any pleasure within

the realm of legitimacy. He was very,

very happy fitting different parts together,

and though his noise was car-splitting,

his mother only smiled over at him.

"A Montcssori oufit in that kitchen

drawer,” she told me. “Will you bring

your book out here?”

I OBTAINED my book somewhat.
* fearfully. Could I hear above the

racket? I sat down on the edge of a
kitchen chair. Mrs. L went on stir-

ring anti watching her jelly. Jane brought

forth glasses from the pantry, Jack was
intently interested in assembling the dif-

ferent parts of the food-chopper.

“Yesterday,” said Mrs. L after a

time, ”1 met one of the most charming
philosophers I’ve talked with for a long

time, a janitor’s wife with twin babies.”

So saying, she lifted her eyes from the

stove, and I knew by their expression

that she had struck fire with some new
thought. With the blue enamelled spoon

still in her hand, she began to talk, rapidly

evolving an uplifting urtide based on that

one meeting with the janitor’s wife.

After a moment Jane stopped her

clamor with the jelly-glasses; Jack left

his food-chopper and went close to bis

mother, and with his big eyes gazing up
earnestly at her, seemed, child as he was,

to be lifted on the wings of her inspiration.

And 1 went on taking notes.

I don’t think I shall ever forget that

little scene in Mrs. L ’s kitchen. It

typified to me a woman who lived out

every possibility in her nature; one who
had so deliberately and intelligently

organized her life that she could express

all her powers.

But though, as I have said, she so

systematically arranged her days that

she could live broadly, she had, of course,

irritations to contend with. But she

didn’t permit them to grow into limita-

tions and so block her progress. Instead

she sought the cause of the irritations

and when possible removed that, so
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that she was the least nervous woman
I’ve ever known. I couldn’t imagine her

bemoaning the fact that Jane might ruin

or lose some of the fine linens the dining-

room boasted; instead, when she found

they were a care not commensurate with

the enjoyment they gave, she replaced

them with easily-laundered Chinese

cloths and napkins. And she went fur-

ther, for into those exasperations that will

come at times, she read an interpretation

which quite robbed them of their power

to check. Indeed she made those

“Very well, Jane. Buy half a dozen

of the fruit. And Jane, lie sure and pick

out good ones.”

At which suggestion Jane would fairly

scintillate.

A FTER one of these interruptions Mrs.

L did not continue her revising.

Instead she said to me: “Did you ever

look behind Jane when she stands gloating

over the fact that she is saving a few

cents for me?”
“Look behind her?”

Mrs. L . She did make you think big.

From the talk that day I carried with me
the thought of trying to be more kindly,

more really interested in others. Not as

before I had been, because traditionally

it was right to be so, but because there

was a real, scientific fact underlying that

way of vision.

IT was with real regret tliat I left Mrs.
* L ’s employ. Her husband moved
his business headquarters from one city

to another, and his family went with him.

" .So saying she lifted her eyes from the stave, and l knew by their expression that she had struck fire with same new thought ”

same exasperations foundations for large

thought and so increased capability.

LV)R instance, there was Jane, good,
* loyal Jane, who yet couldn’t refrain

from occasionally interrupting Mrs. L
in the studio. Her ruling passion forecon-

omy was her undoing on those occasions.

She would appear in the studio door, apol-

ogetically, looking just like a naughty
child. She would begin

:

“ Mrs. L , excuse me for cornin’ in on
you now, but there’s a man at the back

door with the finest fruit ever I see.”

“I don’t care for any now, Jane,” from
Mrs. L .

“ I know you don’t care for any, but his

grapefruit is three cents cheaper than

you’re paying the grocer!” Jane’s tones

would be actually pitiful in their prayer-

ful appeal.

“Yes. I always see her background, a
poor little home with money a terribly

scarcecommodity. Jane growing up in that

atmosphere of pinching, worrying, won-
dering ! Oh. seeing others with their back-

grounds makes one more tolerant always!”

“Yes, I get that truth,” I said after a

time, “but really, Mrs. L , don’t you
find Jane’s interruptions annoying at

times?"

“No, not when I consider her as a hu-

man being with a human's frailties and
instincts. I realize that those instincts

are at times too strong for her control. I

see her with socially-opened eyes, that’s

it Not just as an individual rather

annoying because I can’t bend her to my
every desire. And when you do sec

others racially, you get some fine under-

standings.”

Now that was the joy of being with

Mrs. L asked me to accompany her.

but for personal reasons I could not leave

my home city.

From my association with her I look

very many fine ideals; also I parted with

some cherished traditions. A mother, 1

had thought, must give every moment to

her children, have no outside interest.

Yet I saw that Mrs. L ’s children bene-

fited by their mother’s full and varied

life, since living to her highest as she did.

she lived poiscfully and humanly, so that

her motherhood was progressive, finely

understanding, never fretful. Active in

her profession os she was during the two
years I was with her, I never heard her

put her children aside with the cry that

she was busy. She fully recognizes! their

spiritual nets! of her, and she fully recog-

nized that their very need of her strength-

ened her, gave her a clearer vision.
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Chrystal Heme, who played the title role in the New York Staye Society's performance of Schn itzlcr'e “Countess Hitzi."

No. 1. " Ourselves

T * 7TIENEVER Rachel Crotlicrs

V'^ touches a subject, the result is

at least a solid contribution.

If “Ourselves" had been produced last

season or even in September, it would

have attracted much more attention.

There is a climax to the interest of the

public in certain species of drama, and the

climax of interest in plays dealing with

sex-morality was reached some time ago.

This does not mean the end of the interest

1*

Stage Notes
By N. H.

by any means, but it docs mean the end

of the exciting vogue. What is desirable

is persistence, understanding and ability,

and not fashion in treating so permanent
and important a theme. When it was
discovered that the public really wished

to see (indeed insisted on seeing) reflected

upon the stage one of the new and mag-
nificent moral enterprises of our time, the

business men in charge of the theaters,

and the play-writing contingent naturally

rushed in to meet this demand. Any-
thing supposed to be scandalous re-

ceives exceptional publicity; therefore

there was an agitation even out of

proportion to the interest; the law was

appealed to; excisions were made from

some of the plays most conspicuously

under fire; and a general idea went

around that the climax had passed.

Some of the plays which helped to give

excess to the reflection of this new move-
ment were melodramatic and shallow;

some were sound and adequate. As
“Ourselves" was written by Rachel

Crothers, what it says is true.

Digitized by Google
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VTOT that the truth is without alight

’ over-emphasis, at least as far as my
experience of men and their weaknesses is

a test. The husband portrayed in this

play not only exhibits those faults which
social tradition has encouraged in men,
and which may or may not be rooted in

their natures as developed by evolution,

but he exhibits masculine nature with a

harshness and cruelty unfamiliar to me.
Possibly it is true that the great majority

of men who fail to live up to their duty
regarding women are as inhuman about it

as the person so ruthlessly shown up by
Miss Crothers, but more probably there is

in every such case of weakness a mixture
of ordinary human sympathy. The
main point of the play, however, is that

this will never be as good a world for

women as it ought to be until men treat

sex much less as an opportunity for casual

pleasure and more as a matter of the

first human importance and the highest

obligation, and this point is made with

terrible impressiveness. It is the same
moral, by the way, that stands out

from “The Guilty Man”; and when
that play was being discussed in a
church presided over by a very pro-

gressive minister, one of the hymns
sung was by John Greenleaf Whittier,

containing these words:

O Pure Reformer*! Sot ia rain
Your trait ia human kiwi;

The good which hjoodibad muld not (ala.
Your peaceful teal itudl hod.

* borer abroad
cry wuxi ana tide:

t of nature and of God

The weapoiu which your hands have found
Are there- which Heaven hath wrought,

Ught, Truth and Love; your battles
The free, broad field of Thought.

What would Whittier have thought of

a so-called moral agitation that leaves

the Winter Garden untouched and
turns its heavy guns against “The
Guilty Man,” and writings like Christabel

Pank hurst's?

No. 2. "General John Regan'*

fY.NE class of drama that is clearly in^ the ascendant in public interest, is

the drama of types and nationalities.

"General John Regan" is a very favor-

able example of this kind of drama. The
play and its author were discussed in our

issue of November 15. I mention it now
merely to point out that the public taste

during the present season as far as we can
tell is going to run decidedly toward that

type of drama. It is a decidedly pleasant

entertainment with a fresh Irish comic

idea presented with buoyancy throughout.

It is amusement, and amusement of a

superior type, and its success is a cause

for nothing but satisfaction.

No. 3. The Stage Society

fT'HERE arc many plays that the gen-
1 eral public cannot beexpected to take

to its heart, which deserve to be produced

and produced very well, and there is a

place for special associations producing

plays for special audiences. The Stage

Society of New York has been giving such
especially good plays with such admirable

all-around acting that it has amplyproved
what can be done toward educating audi-

ences, managers and actors. It is the eti-

quette of these societies that plays and
actors are not to be criticised in detail.

Actors appreciate how the present long

run system tends to monotony in their

work and makes all-around experience im-

possible. They enthusiastically cooperate

with any organization which shows ability

in enlarging their opportunities.

The two plays produced at the last per-

formances were “ By-products” by Joseph

Medill Patterson, a stirringone act drama,
showing poverty and its moral results, with

a knowledge and rclcntlcssnesa character-

istic of Mr. Patterson, and “Countess
Mitzi " by Schnitzler,an absolute contrast

to Mr. Patterson’s play, because, instead of

the militant moral enthusiasm of aciviliza-

tion just about making itself, it represents

the finish, and satire, and non-committal

interest of an old civilization in which there

is much observation, much taste and lit-

tle formative purpose. The “Countess
Mitzi” could not possibly succeed in an
ordinary theater, because it is entirely uu-

suitrd to the American j>eoplc as at present

developed, but it is a marvelous piece of

easy ingenuity and ripe wit, and one would
go a long distance before finding a play

that would give keener pleasure to that

class in the community which has been to

sophisticated colleges, or has read all kinds

of literature all its life or traveled a great

deal, or lived in great cities and discussed

everything in heaven and earth. If the

Princess Theater lives up to its best oppor-

tunities, it will tend toward catering espe-

cially to this class, and less and less to

people interested in shocks, and I can
imagine the “Countess Milan ” being a

great success at that theater in New York
and possibly at a few similar houses in other

big cities. The drama is more alive in the

United States now than it has ever been.

It will progress through many agencies;

through the moving pictures, which stir up
the interest of the millions, many of whom
will afterward wish to go on and study

plays in the regular drama; it will progress

through the great movement that is bring-

ing about the production of plays by chil-

dren all over the country ; it has progressed

a great deal since the Shuberts broke away
from the syndicate, encouraging competi-

tion and the consequent invitation to

young playwrights. (I hope very much
the new arrangements for harmony that

are on foot will not mean the end of com-
petition in play-buying.) It will progress

also through the work of various drama
leagues and drama societies. Any of these

that does as well as the Stage Society of

New York will, however few people it

actually reaches, exert an influence felt

throughout the American theater.

The Endless Chain
INTERLOCKING DIRECTORATES

By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

JN the previews articles of this series Mr. Brandeis has described the concentration of financial power in the hands

of a few bankers, “ our financial oligarchy,” by means of the consolidation of banks and trust companies, the

combination of railroad systems, and the undue multiplication of the functions of the investment banker. He has given

in detail methods by which the bankers form their combinations and the way in which this control of credit affects

the individual American.

THE practice of interlocking direc-

torates is the root of rnuny evils.

It offends laws human and divine.

Applied to rival corporations, it tends to

the suppression of competition and to

violation of the Sherman law1 . Applied

to corporations which deal with each

other, it tends to disloyalty and to viola-

tion of the fundamental law that no man
can serve two masters. In either event
it tends to inefficiency; for it removes in-

centive and destroys soundness of judg-

ment.* It is undemocratic, for it rejects

the platform: "A fair field and no favors,”

’ Tbi* aspect at lb* subject win diirussnl by Mr. Bran-
dei« ia the issue at Aur. Ifl, IBIS, under the tide at
“Banker-Management —Why it bos (ailed: A Lesion
(ram the New Haven."

—substituting the pull of privilege for the

push of manhood. It is the most potent

instrument of the Money Trust, t Break
the control so exercised by the iiivcstme.nt

bankers over railroads, public-service and
industrial corporations, over banks, life

insurance and trust companies, and a long

step will have been taken toward attain-

ment of the New Freedom.
The term “interlocking directorates" is

here used in a broad sense as including all

intertwined conflicting interests, whatever
the form, and by whatever device effected.

The objection extends alike to contracts of

a corporation whether with one of itsdirec-

t This subject *u ditcuswcd in Farts I and (I of this
«rie» entitled. “Out Financial Oligarchy” and "Hon the
Combiner* Combine.”

tors individually, orwith a firm of which he
is amember ; orwith anothercorporation in

which he is interested as an officer or direc-

tor or stockholder. The objection extends

likewise to men holding the inconsistent po-

sition ofdirector in two potentially compet-
ingcorporations, even if those corporations

do not actually deal with each other.

The Endless Chain

A SINGLE example will illustrate the

vicious circle of control—the endless

chain—through which our financial oli-

garchy now operates:

J. P. Morgan (or a partner), a director

of the New York, New Haven & Hartford
gle
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Railroad, causes that company to sell to

J. P. Morgan & Co. un issue of bonds.

J. P. Morgan & Co. borrow the money
with which to pay for the bonds from the

Guaranty Trust Company, of which Mr.
Morgan (or a partner) is a director. J. P.

Morgan & Co. sell the bonds to the Penn
Mutual Life Insurance Company, of

which Mr. Morgan (or a partner) is a

director. The New Haven spends the

proceeds of the bonds in purrhasing steel

rails from the United States Steel Corpor-

ation, of which Mr. Mor-
gan (or a partner) is a di-

rector. The United States

Steel Corporation spends

the proceeds of the rails in

purchasing electrical sup-

plies from the General

Electric Company, of

which Mr. Morgan (or a

partner) is a director. The
General Electric sells sup-

plies to the Western Union
Telegraph Company, a

subsidiary of the American

Telephone and Telegraph

Company, and in both Mr.

Morgan (or a partner) Is a

director. The Telegraph

Company has a special wire

contract with the Reading,

of which Mr. Morgan (or

a partner) is a director.

The Reading buys its pas-

senger cars from the Pull-

man Company, of which

Mr. Morgan (or a partner)

is a director. The Pull-

man Company buys (for

local use) locomotives from

the Baldwin Locomotive

Company, of which Mr.
Morgan (or a partner) is a

director. The Reading,

the General Electric, the

Steel Corporation and the

New Haven, like the Pull-

man, buy locomotives from

the Baldwin Company.
The Steel Corporation, the

Telephone Company, the

New Haven, the Reading,

the Pullmau and the Bald-

win Companies, like the

Western Union, buy elec-

trical supplies from the

General Electric. The
Baldwin, the Pullman, the

Reading, the Telephone,

the Telegraph and the

General Electric compa-
nies. like the New Haven,
buy steel products from

the Steel Corporation.

Each and every one of the

companies last n am ed
markets its securities
through J. P. Morgan &
Co.; each deposits its

funds with J. I*. Morgan
&: Co.; and with these

funds of each, the Arm enters upon
further operations.

This specific illustration is in part sup-

posititious; but it represents truthfully

the operation of interlocking directorates.

Only it must be multiplied many times

and with many permutations to represent

fully the extent to which the interests of a
few men are intertwined. Instead of tak-

ing the New Haven as the railroad start-

ing point iu our example, the New York
Central, the Santa Fe, the Southern, the

Lehigh Valley, the Chicago and Great
Western, the Erie or the Pere Marquette
might have been selected; instead of the

Guaranty Trust Company as the banking

largest in the world. They are directors

in forty machinery and similar steel-using

companies; in many gas. oil and watercom-
panies, extensive users of iron products;

and in the great wire-using telephone and
telegraph companies. The aggregate

assets of these different corporations

—

through which these few men exert their

influence over the business of the United

States—exceeds sixteen billion dollars.

Obviously, interlocking directorates,

and all that term implies, must be effec-

tually prohibited before

the freedom of American
business can be regained.

The prohibition will not

be an innovation. It will

merely give full legal sanc-

tion to the fundamental

law of morals and of

human nature: that "No
man can serve two mas-
ters.” The surprising fact

is that a principle of

equity so firmly rooted

should have been departed

from at all in dealing with

corporations. For no rule

of law has, in other con-

nections. been more rigor-

ously applied, than that

which prohibits a trustee

from occupying inconsis-

tent positions, from deal-

ing with himself, or from
using his fiduciary position

for personal profit. And
a director of a corporation

is as obviously a trustee,

os persons holding similar

positions in an unincorpo-

rated association, or in a

private trust estate, who
are railed specifically by
that name. The Courts
have recognized this fully.

Nullifying the Law

But this wholesome ru!

,

of business, so clearly laid

down, was practically nul-

lified by courts in creating

two unfortunate limita-

tions osconcessions doubt-

less to the supposed needs

of commerce.
First: Courts held valid

contracts between a cor-

poration and a director, or

between two corporations

with a common director,

where it was shown that

in making the contract,

the corporation was rep-

resented by independent

directors and that the vote

of the interested director

was unnecessary to carry

the motion and his pres-

ence was not needed to

constitute a quorum.
Second: Courts held that even where

a common director participated actively

in the making of a contract between two

corporations, the contract was not abso-

lutely void, but voidable only at the elec-

tion of the corporation.

The first exception ignored the rule of

law that a beneficiary is entitled to disin-

terested advice from all his trustees, and

not merely from some; and that a trustee

may violate his trust by inaction as well

as by action. It ignored, also, the laws

of human nature, in assuming that the

influence of a director is confined to the

act of voting. Every one knows that the

most effective work is done before any

reservoir, any one of a dozen other impor-

tant banks or trust companies; instead of

the Penn Mutual as purchaser of the

bonds, other insurance companies; in-

stead of the Genera] Electric, its alleged

competitor, the VVcatinghou.se Electric and
Manufacturing Company. The chain is

indeed endless; for each controlled cor-

poration is entwined with many others.

As the nexus of "Big Business" the

Steel Corporation stands, of course, pre-

eminent. The Stanley Committee showed

The Bankers Trust Building, ichere J. P. J/organ <t Co. hare their new offices

that the few men who control the Steel

Corporation, itself an owner of important

railroads, arc directors also in twenty-

nine other railroad systems, with WtJ.OOO

miles of line (more than half the railroad

mileage of the United States) and in im-

portant steamship companies. Through
all these alliances and the huge traffic it

controls, the Steel Corporation's influence

pervades railroad and steamship compa-
nies—not as carriers only—but as the

largest customers for steel. And its influ-

ence with users of steel extends much
further. These same few men are also

directors in twelve steel-using street

railway systems, including some of the
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vote is taken,—subtly, and without prov-

able participation. Every one should

know that the denial of minority repre-

sentation on hoards of directors has

resulted in the domination of most cor-

porations by one or two men; and in

practically banishing all criticism of the

dominant power. And even where the

board is not so dominated, there is too

often that “harmonious cooperation”

among directors which secures for each,

in his own line, a due share of the

corporation’s favors.

The second limitation—by which con-

tracts, in the making of which the inter-

ested director participates actively, are

held merely voidable instead of absolutely

void—ignores the teachings of experience.

To hold such contracts merely voidable

has resulted practically in declaring them
valid. It is the directors who control

corporate action ; and there is little reason

to expect that any contract, however un-

fair, entered into by a board with a fellow

director, would be subsequently avoided.

Appeals from Philip drunk to Philip

sober are not of frequent occurrence,

nor very fruitful. But here we lack even

an appealing party. Directors and the

dominant stockholders would, of course,

not appeal; and the minority stockhold-

ers have rarely the knowledge of facts

which is essential to an effective appeal,

whether it be made to the directors, to

the whole body of stockholders, or to the

courts. Besides, the financial burden
and the risks incident to any attempt of

individual stockholders to interfere with

an existing management is ordinarily

prohibitive.

The Essentials of Protection

Protection to minority stockholders

demands that corporations be prohibited

absolutely from making contracts in

which a director lias a private interest,

and that all such contracts be declared

not voidable merely, but absolutely void.

In the case of railroads and public-serv-

ice corporations (in contradistinction to

private industrial companies), such pro-

hibition is demanded, also, in the interests

of the general public. For interlocking

interests breed inefficiency and disloy-

alty; and the public pays in higher rates

or in poor service, a large part of the pen-

alty for graft and inefficiency. Indeed,

whether rates are adequate or excessive,

cannot be determined until it is known
whether the gross earnings of the corpora-

tion are properly expended. For when a
company's important contracts arc made
through directors who are interested on

both sides, the common presumption that

money spent has been properly spent, does

not prevail. And this is particularly true

in railroading, where the company so

often lacks effective competition in its

own field.

But the compelling reason for prohibit-

ing interlocking directorates is neither the

protection of stockholders, nor the pro-

tection of the public from the incidents of

inefficiency and graft. Conclusive evi-

dence (if obtainable) that the practice

of interlocking directorates benefited all

stockholders and was the most efficient

form of organisation, would not remove
the objections. For even more important
than efficiency are industrial and political

liberty; and these are imperiled by the

Money Trust. Interlocking directorate*

mu*t be prohibited, because it i* impos-
sible to break the Money Trust without

These questions will

putting an end to the practice in the larger

corporations.

Banks as Public-Service

Corporations

The practice of interlocking director-

ates is peculiarly objectionable when ap-

plied to banks, because of the nature and
functions of those institutions. Bank
deposits are an important part of our cur-

rency system. They are almost as essen-

tial a factor in commerce as our railways.

Receiving deposits and making loans

therefrom should be treated by the law

not os a private business, but as one of the

public sendees. And recognizing it to be

such, the law already regulates it in many
ways. The function of a bank is to re-

ceive and to loan money. It has no more
right than a common carrier to use its

powers specifically to build up or to

destroy other businesses. The granting

or withholding of a loan should be deter-

mined, so far as concerns the borrower,

solely by the interest rate and the risk

involved; and not by favoritism or other

considerations foreign to the banking
function. Men may safely be allowed to

grant or to deny loans of their own money
to whomsoever they see fit, whatsoever

their motive may be. But bank re-

sources are. in the main, not owned by the

stockholders nor by the directors. Nearly

three-fourths of the aggregate resources of

the thirty-four banking institutions in

which the Morgan associates hold a pre-

dominant influence are represented by
deposits. The dependence of commerce
and industry upon bank deposits as the

common reservoir of quick capital is so

complete, that deposit hanking should be

recognized as one of the businesses “af-

fectcd with a public interest." And the

general rule which forbids public service

corporations from making unjust discrimi-

nations or giving undue preference should

be applied to the operations of such tanks.

Senator Owen, Chairman of the Com-
mittee on Banking and Currency, said

recently:

“My own judgment is that a bunk
is a public-utility institution and can

not be treated as a private affair, for

the simple reason that the public is

invited, under the safeguards of the

government, to deposit its money with

the bank, and the public has a right

to have its interests safeguarded

through organized authorities. The
logic of this is beyond escape. All

bunks in the United States, public and
private, should be treated as public-

utility institutions, where they receive

public deposits."

The directors and officers of banking

institutions must, of course, be entrusted

with wide discretion in the granting or

denying of loans. But that discretion

should be exercised, not only honestly as it

affects stockholders, but also impartially

as it affects the public. Mere honesty to

the stockholders demands that the inter-

ests to be considered by the directors be

the interests of all the stockholders; not

the profit of the part of them who happen
to be its directors. But the general wel-

fare demands of the director, as trustee

for the public, performance of a stricter

duty. The fact that the granting of

loans involves a delicate exercise of dis-

cretion, makes it difficult to determine

whether the rule of equality of treatment,

which every public -service corporation

owes, has been performed. But that dif-

be discussed in the next issue under “ Serve

ficulty merely emphasizes the importance

of making absolute the rule that banks of

deposit shall not make any loan nor engage

in any transaction in which a director has

a private interest. And wc should l>ear

this in mind: If privately-owned banks
fall in the public duty to afford borrowers

equality of opportunity, there will arise

a demand for government-owned banks,

which will become irresistible.

The statement of Mr. Justice Holmes
of the Supreme Court of the United

States, in the Oklahoma Bank case is

significant

:

“We cannot say that the public inter-

ests to which we have adverted, and
others, are not sufficient to warrant the

State in taking the whole business of

banking under its control. On the

contrary we are of opinion that it may
go on from regulation to prohibition

except upon such conditions as it may
prescribe."

Official Precedents

Nor would the requirement that tanks
stall make no loan in which a director has

a private interest impose undue hardships

or restrictions upon bank directors. It

might make a bank director dispose of

some of his investments and refrain from
making others; but it often happens that

the holding of one office precludes a man
from holding another, or compels him to

dispose of certain financial interests.

A judge is disqualified from sitting in

any case in which he has even the smallest

financial interest; and most judges, in

order to be free to act in any matters aris-

ing in their court, proceed, upon taking

office, to dispose of all investments which

could conceivably bias their judgment
in any matter that might come before

them. An Interstate Commerce Com-
missioner is prohibited from owning any
bon<ls or stocks in any corporation sub-

ject to the jurisdiction of the Commission.

It is a serious criminal offence for any
executive officer of the federal govern-

ment to transact government business

with any corporation in the pecuniary

profits of which he is directly or in-

directly interested.

Anil the directors of our great banking

institutions, as the ultimate judges of

bauk credit, exercise today a function no
less important to the country’s welfare,

than that of the judges of our courts, the

interstate commerce commissioners, and
departmental heads.

Scope of the Prohibition

Li the proposals for legislation on this

subject, five important questions are pre-

sented:

1. Shall tile principle of prohibiting

interlocking directorates' in potentially

competing corporation be applied to state

banking institutions, as well as to na-

tional banks?
2. Shall it Ik* applied to all kinds of

corporations or only to banking institu-

tions?

3. Shall the principle of prohibiting cor-

porations from entering into transactions

in which the management lias a private

interest be applied to both directors and
officers or be confined in its application

to officers only?

4. Shall the principle be applied so as

to prohibit transactions with another cor-

poration in which one of its directors is

interested merely as a stockholder?

One Master Only."
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Tom Smith trailing for the returns

With Murphy at Waterloo
By PETER M. MICHELSON

Illustrated by Herb Roth

I
T is unwritten law at Tammany Hall

that "the chief” must be there on
election night. He shall come in

victory when the voters have swept into

the tiger maw all the choice pickings of

city offices, city contract und city loot.

Then there is plenty for all and the pack
greets him with the cry of good hunting.

He shall come in defeat when the ob-

scured sun and gray clouds are signs of

a long, hard winter and the pack must
subsist as best it can on the few bones

it can scrape from beneath the frozen

surface of the snow.

He shall ride through streets crowded
with people out to make u Roman holiday.

He will hear the horns toot and the bands
play. They are playing the funeral

dirge for his political hopes buried until

the next election. Being something of

a philosopher, he knows that the horns

would toot just as loudly, the bands play

as joyous airs, to celebrate his victory

as they now do in exultation over his

defeat. He knows, too, that another

six months may bring a change in that

unknown quantity, the American people.

So he lives and waits and hopes. That
is the reason why political "chiefs”

don’t more often retire to insane asylums
or to castles in Scotland.

"rPHE CHIEF” shall have none of the
^ human emotions. That is the law

of the pack. When victory perches on
the flag pole of the Wigwam, "the chief”

shall receive the news as a matter of course.

Defeat throws her mantle of gloom over

the disheartened and wavering cohorts;

he alone shall not give expression to

natural disappointment but shall mask
his feeling behind the inscrutable smile

and the equally inscrutable cigar. Smil-

ing he shall receive the sympathy of

friends. Smiling, he shall answer them,
“Better luck next time.” In mystery
there is strength.

Once let him break “the law.” Once
let him stay away from the Wigwam on
election night, his day of power is over.

18

In this natural desire to be alone in his

hour of disappointment, the pack will

read the true meaning of defeat. It will

spring upon the wounded leader, tear

him to pieces, and he who leads the on-

slaught. whose jaws are strongest, will be

the leader of tomorrow.

So we of the faithful waited that night

at Tammany Hall. There were two
hundred of us in the room that had l>cen

used as the speakers’ bureau during the

campaign. There would have been more
if Paddy Crea, jealous of his prerogative

as if he had been Tom Smith and privi-

leged to whisper in Murphy’s car, had
not held the door against intruders.

HPOM SMITH, pink and |>olitic. held
* the field telephone. He received the

returns from the district captains. He.
too, was officer of the day, with power to

act in all emergencies in the absence of

‘‘the chief." Back of him stood young
Mr. Martin, commander of light horse, of

the speakers who were sent out to capture

the big guns of the enemy. Now lie

read the ticker-tape and learned the fate

of light horse that goes up aguiust big

guns. To his left at the long table were

the tabulators, men who received the

skeleton returns us Smith read them,

compared them with the total registration

and estimated the vote. For the rest,

who made up the faithful, they were a
labor leader , whose bald pate was fringed

with silver lucks like Horace Greeley but

who, unlike Greeley, served Tammany
and received his reward in office; a mag-
istrate; a justice of tire Supreme Court;

a contractor; a saloon-keeper; district

captains; and men who wore the black

cloth of the church. In fact, one had
only to look at that room to get a com-
posite picture of the Tammany organiza-

tion. Except for "the chief," not an
clement was missing.

Our eyes smarted from tobacco smoke
as we waited for the nii ing chief. The
golden letters, mounted on a marble
tablet at the back of the room, which

told of battles that the Tammany regi-

ment had fought in the Civil War, were
yellow in the smoke. George Washing-
ton, who had been imperviously attached

to the wall, might have suffered an attack

of jaundice, while Patrick Henry, who
looked uncomfortably like William Sulzer,

stared down with eyes that were gray and
ghostlike. Still "the chief” did not come.

1_JE had not come when Tom Smith
* * cheerfully announced the result

from the first election precinct. It was
from a gang district on the lower Weal
Side and showed the gang loyally standing

by the colors. The next was from the

district in which the Waldorf is located,

"a silk stocking district,” proudly pro-

claimed Mr. Smith as he announced the

result, a heavy vote for McCall. Then
the Tammany leaders began to report and
the McCall lead climbed steadily up-

ward. Yet “ the chief” did not come,

A few of us went out to get a breuth of

air. We climbed the broad stairway that

led to the ballroom. It was worn to

splinters by the tramp of many feel.

At its turn was another tablet , emblazoned

with more letters of gold. It proclaimed:

Society of Tammany or Columbian Order

Founded A. D. 1783

Civil Liberty is the Glory of Man.
This suggested that once Tammany

Hall had really l>een the temple of the

plum people. That was in the day of the

Society of Cincinnatus when privilege,

with its purpose openly avowed, set out

to capture the citadel. Privilege has

since learned to work more skilfully. It

now knows that the way to rule the

people is through the people, themselves

—witness Tammany Hall.

We went on to the ballroom. A sign

outside advised all gentlemen to remove

their "hats and caps.” But on election

night, the ban is off. We looked inside.

Hats and caps, set at every conceivable

angle to denote every degree of mob au-

thority, were scattered through the crowd

inside. Feather dusters and tin horns

[ized by Google
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were much in evidence. The crowd faced

an immense stage protected by two heroic

figures in armor in front while a papier

m&che angel looked over the fortunes of

Tammany from above. In a wall panel,

the Tammany tiger roamed, far from his

native haunts, through the mountain

gorges of the high Sierras; in a second

panel, deer drank the cooling waters of

an apple-green lake, after which they

must have run off somewhere to die from

poisoning; and in still a third panel, a

Persian gentleman was carried in a sedan

chair beneath date palms und California

redwoods. This was where the people

received the election returns after they

had been scrutinized in the council

chamber below.

Y\7E returned to the council chamber.
* * Now all was suppressed excitement.

Men buzzed everywhere. Sweat trickled

down their faces as if they had come out

of a Hammum bath. They leaned over

the table, intensely eager to catch the

story of the ticker, unrelenting and un-

prejudiced champion of the truth. It

was a story of rout, utter rout. Queens
was reported. Queens had directed an

onslaught on the Tammany horde. What
then of Brooklyn? Brooklyn was worse

than Queens. Then Manhattan—what
of Manhattan; Manhattan with its red-

lights; Manhattan with its millionaires,

who voted with Tammany gangsters;

Manhattan, mother of Tammany; could

Manhattan stem the tide? Manhattan,

too. was beginning to waver. A newsboy
cried "Mitchel Elected.” Other news-

boys cried
“
Mitchel Elected.” Then

someone closed the window. Where was
“the chief?”

"The chief” obeyed the law that

night. Even as the cries of the news-

boys began outside, some one called for

“Three cheers for Charles F. Murphy,
leader of Tammany Hall." We of the

faithful, two hundred strong, got up from

our chairs and the cheers were given.

In walked the man who had ruled over

8,000,000 people by proxy, who had
politically decapitated the Governor of

the Empire State. He was a man of

average height, gross and heavy as his

pictures. He wore a black derby hat

and a black overcoat. His hair was

Murphy listening to one of his lieutenants

gray. .Vs he walked to an inconspic-

uous seat on the side of the room flanked

by a wealthy real estate man and a judge

of the municipal court, he smiled and
smoked his cigar.

“rpiCK, tick, tick” came the story of

1 the rout. McCall, the candidate for

Mayor, had to be abandoned. The hope

was that the people would make a typic-

ally American blunder, bowl over the

Tammany candidate for Mayor, but set

up a Tammany Board of Aldermen, elect

a Tammany county ticket; in short tie

the hands of the Mayor they had just

elected so that Tammany could loot the

city as of old.

“Tick, tick, tick." It seemed that

the people had done just this tiling.

Metz, the Tammany hojn* for comptroller,

was leading > Prendergast of Fusion by

When Murphy arrived

more than 10,000. Prendergast could

not hope to overcome this lead.

“Thank God for that." exclaimed u

fat attache of the municipal court who
sat in a front seat watching the returns.

The real estate man, who had come with

Murphy, took down the figures. “The
chief” smiled and smoked.

“Tick, tick, tick." Prendergast was
gaining. Metz's lead was not as great

as had been first reported. This was due
to the fact that the earlier reports had
come from the Tammany districts.

Prendergast would win. The emotional

court attache wiped his brow. “The
chief” smiled and smoked.

“'T’K’K, tick.tick.” Tammany was now
* rallying around Goulden, who com-

manded the left w'ing opposed to Mr-
Anenv. Fusion’s choice for President of

the Board of Aldermen. "The chief"

smiled and smoked. “Tick, tick, tick.”

the fateful ticker told of Goulden *s

retreat. “We’ll save the county ticket,

anyway." exclaimed the apoplectic

court attache while "the chief” smiled

and smoked.

A prosperous-looking business man
now spoke to “the chief.” He was
a demonstrative gentleman and what
he said was not alone for Murphy’s
ear.

“ If you can stand all these guns and
still look young,” announced the busi-

ness man with the air of a prophet,

“you’re a young fellow."

“I never worry," Murphy said.

Now the Supreme Court judge was
speaking. “If these newspapers stand

together, they can make lots of trouble,

Mr. Murphy."
"They don’t stand together," Murphy

said.

The business man and the judge

left the room. Others slipper! quietly

tlirough the half open door but we of

the faithful, one hundred and seventy-

five strong, remained behind.

“Tick, tick, tick." The aldermen
were lost to Fusion. A district cap-

tain whispered in “the chief’s" ear and
then walked away. Now was heard the
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shuffling of many feet as others slipped

out. We of the faithful waited, One-

IIundred-and-Fifty Strong.

It was getting late. The newspaper-

men wanted a statement.

“We’ll give a statement before we go,"

Murphy said.

“Tick, tick, tick.” The county ticket

was lost. "Tick, tick, tick.” The state

assembly had been lost to Tammany.
The door creaked often now os men stole

silently from the room. We of the faith-

ful waited One Hundred Strong.

The newspapermen wanted that state-

ment.

“It isn’t over yet,” Murphy said.

“Tick, tick, tick.” William Sulzer,

like Banquo’s ghost, had risen. The

;S WEEKLY for December 6,

loyal East Siders had picked up his

politically decapitated head and set it

once more upon his shoulders. “Tick,

tick, tick.” It was Waterloo.

And Murphy still smiled and smoked,

still obeyed “the law.”

Now Tom Smith disappeared to reap-

pear in the room again in a few minutes,

a sheet of paper in his hand. It contained

Murphy’s message to the people of New
York. It had been written by Smith
and read:

“The result speaks for itself. Mr.
Mitchel has been elected by a majority

of the voters. His opponents join in the

wish that he may have a successful

administration.”

Thus the boat, who had ruled by proxy,

1913

himself became a proxy through which
another man spoke to the public.

Still smiling and smoking, still obeying
“the law," Charles F. Murphy, leader of

Tammany Hall, got up from his chair.

W« of the faithful. Fifty Strong, stood

as he walked to the door.

"Good night,” he said to the old door-

keeper as he passed out.

“Good night, chief,” answered Paddy.
“And let me tell you,” he said, turning

to Tommy Riley, “he’ll be chief as long

as he wants to be.”

“What?" asked Tommy, suddenly
starting. Tommy had been lost in spec-

ulation. He wondered if the new chief

would give him the much desired post

now held by the faithful Paddy.

“Boas” Murphy in carious moods

After Two Years
By OLGA NETHERSOLE

AN English interviewer came to me
not long ago. and this was his

question: “Can you, in your

wildest fancy, imagine a female Lord
Kitchener?" That was supposed to be

a stunner.

“What is it that makes Lord Kitch-

ener what he is?” I asked in reply.

“His brain,” replied the interviewer.

And science will tell you that there

is no such thing as a man’s brain and a

woman’s brain. It is just brain! The
world knows that bruin exists among
men and the world honors the man. The
world is coming to know that brain

also exists in the heads of women. What
we want to do is to give such women the

opportunity to share equally with men.
That’s all we want, just the opportunity.

I am sometimes asked what in my
opinion lias given the present impetus to

the feminist movement and my reply has

been misquoted. 1 believe it is explained

by the decrease in the birth rate. This

has been distorted into the report that

I said the birth rate should decrease,

that women should be thinking of other

things than the raising of children, that

society has a right to demand of them
something more, that they have no right

to confine their energies to their own
homes.

On the contrary, I have always at-

tempted to say that in my opinion the

woman who becomes a mother has ful-

filled the highest mission of woman and
that no woman has fulfilled her mission

until she has become a mother. To be

the greatest actress in the world, the

greatest singer or the most renowned
woman in any of the arts does not equal

it—there is always something lacking if

the woman has not given a child or chil-

dren to the world. She owes that to

nature and to herself. It is the only

“eternal life” we must expect, the only

eternal life we can expect.

1DUT the fact remains that the birthU
rate is decreasing amazingly. Our

grandmothers raised large families and
considered it their duty to devote their

lives to the home. There are fewer

children today, consequently the family

requires less time and attention and the

mother has more time for thought.

Some women are forced to reject the

normal responsibilities of maternity,

others are denied the crowning joy of

motherhood by reason of ill-health and

disease, often innocently contracted

through marriage and through no fault

of their own, and their inherent energy,

their endurance, has driven them to take

up alternative responsibilities. And it is

well that they should take up these re-

sponsibilities, for the problems of our day
are of a kind that require woman's thought

especially.

How fast the movement grows! I

have been away from America only two
years, and it already seems intellectually

like a different place. Once when I

was quoted in the public press as saying

that the time would come when young
women would require a certificate of

health from their prospective husbands,

ulong with the license to wed, until

that day arrived when no certificate

of health would be necessary, because

people would be ashamed to have it

necessary, I was accused editorially in

the newspapers of indelicacy, vulgarity.

Now I find that women arc frankly and
truthfully discussing those things that

concern them vitally. Light on dark

corners will bring improvement. Women
are thinking; they are being allowed to

use their brains, and the world will be

the happier for it.
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

VII

This Chapter Harketh Back to the Adventures of

Lemuel Bogg

NOW Lemuel Bogg, as we left him (recall

About Chapter X of Adventures foregoing).

Sat as peaceful at lunch as two sheep in a stall

With his former foe. Skugg—and their friendship was growing;

While Lemuel's wife

Beamed on the scene.

And buried the knife

In the Boston Baked Bean.

A S Aeneas of Troy might have sat with Ulysses

After the tumult and shouting were done.

Boasting of golf-scores and conquests with misses,

And trading cigars 'neath the mild Attic sun.

So Lem'l and Si

Sat eye to eye,

Sat nose to nose

In perfect repose.

‘•'Trouble 'twixt us ain’t no more to be feared

—

Life, after this, 'll run awful low-geared.

With slow-risin’ passion and slow-goin' thought—oh
We'll each jog along in his slow-goin' auto."

Lem said to Si

Who made the reply,

“Guess we’ll be friends till the day that we die.”

'WAS a fine afternoon, and as Lem'l proposed
1 A tour of Fern Valley might nicely be ridden.

They cranked their two ears in the shed where they dozed

And took to the road, just to emulate Glidden.

The fumes of hard cider made joy in Lem’s brain.

And when Silas drew up to the road to explain,
“ It’s plain to see. Brother,

That one of us two
Must go 'head of ’tolher,"

Said Lem’l, "then you
Be pilot a spell, for you're bright as a dollar:

And Mother and me is quite

willin’ to foller.”

A VERY good pilot was Silas J.

Skagg.

When led by his instinct and
no one to nag.

And as Lem’l contentedly trailed

in the rear

He muttered, “My dear.

Ain’t it queer?

We’ve lived very near

To the Skaggs many year.

Yet ne’er had the twinklin'

Least of an inkKn',

What a superior

Sort of interior

Mental equipment Si carried inside.

Which all goes to show
That we never will know

The jools that lay close to our door—till we’ve tried.”

T^HEY spun along thus till about four o’clock
1 When a dust-laden breeze very peevishly rose

And j>oor Mrs. Bogg felt a species of shock
As Ix*m, getting some of it lodged in his nose.

Said “Choo!”
Then, “Phew!
Here’s a nice how-de-doo!

That car o* Skagg'h seems to kick up more dust

Than a bull in a flour-mill— I’ll reely be cust

—

Ka-chcc!"
Said he.

Till Ma tried to bulm
This new irritation by saving, "Be calm!"

I_1 E drove along sullenly under
^ ^ the trees.

In silence well punctured by
many a sneeze.

Till at last he rasped out, “I
don’t see why I must

Spend my vacation u-eatin'

Skagg’s dust.

And why in the Dickens

Is Skagg's old road-kickin's

Better’n mine?
Is he King o' the Road, or

His gasolene odor

Extra durn fine?”

“Hush!”
Mother muttered.

“Slush!”

Lem'l spluttered.

And wearing the face of a Trouble-Creator,

He jammed his left toe on the ac-cellerator.

T^HE car felt the spur. But as Fortune was kind,
* Si, unaware of the trouble behind.

Drew up his car at a fork in the road

And, innocent quite of the war that forbode.

Waited with phlegm
The arrival of Lem.

The latter, undoubtedly red in the face.

Drew up beside. “If it’s settin’ a pace

Ye’ve got on yer mind—well. I’m willin' to race!"

Lem spoke these vigorous

Words with a rigorous

Sort of defi.

“Why all tliis danderin'?

I’m just meanderin’,”

Answered friend Si.

Lem spoke politely, disguisin’ a taunt,

“If dreamy meanderin' ’s all that

y’ want.

Why don’t you trail in the rear

. some and hike it,

Eatin’ my dust awhile—see how
’ - ^ y’ like it?”

“Glad to!” said Si.

“Thankee!" said Lem,
Sweeter than pic

Fresh from the stem.

DI'T soon as the autos their

places reversed,

Poor Mrs. Bogg her forebodings

rehearses!.
“ When Lem looks like that

He’s worsc’n Old Scat. . .
.”

(to ue continued)
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The incoming fishing schooner is usually an object of great interest to dealers, more
especially when there is a shortage

The

Fishing

Fleet

at

Boston

By

JAMES THOMSON

MORE fish arc yearly handled at T
Wharf in Boston than at any simi-

lar market in the entire country.

A stirring place is it when the slips

are full of vessels and trading is at its

liveliest. The first of the week is likely

to be busiest. Of a Saturday few vessels

arc tied up. Monday will disclose ships

perhaps three deep. On the wharf is a
jostling muss of men. horses, hand-carts,

ice-teams, express- wagons, fish being

landed, some being shipped.

A long pier, extending from Atlantic

Avenue out to the liarlior line, is the

famous wharf. Running nearly the whole

length of the pier, and punctuated by
a bell-tower in the middle, is a three-

storied building of wood, wherein are

located the dealers' offices and the ship-

ping-rooms of the various interests con-

nected with the industry, though as

a matter of fact the trade long ago out-

ran wharf t»oundaries

and may be found
strung along Atlantic

Avenue and adjacent

side streets. The deal-

ers have been laboring

ut a disadvantage

.

selves owners some day of the typical

T Wharf schooner.

CTEAM trawlers unship quickly by
modern methods, but not so the

schooner. With basket and hand tackle

the fish are raised from the hold and
dumped into a Ik>x which rests on an

ordinary platform scale, from whence
they are pitchforked into waiting hand-

carts. and by man-power trundled away
to the establishment of the buyer. Here

they are further assorted, prepared fur

shipment, packed in chopped ice. and
sent to their destination in perhaps some
distant state. There is much handling

between the fisherman and the ultimate

consumer. With wharf space at a
premium, delays incident to blockades

of wagons, congestion in general in the

handling, so many interests to get a nip

out of it, small wonder fish (which should

be an inexpensive commodity) looms up
in price before it reaches the dining-

table.

Tuke an average day at the wharf,

a certain Monday in this instance. With
fish enough to supply the demand, but

prices well sustained, there arrived eight

mackerel vessels, four sword-fishermen,

and thirteen trawlers, having 03 .000

pounds of mackerel, 278 sword-fish,

219,100 pounds of cod, 252,500 pounds
of haddock, 80,500 pounds of hake,

41,000 pounds of pollock, 18,000 pounds
of cusk, 4,000 pounds of scrod and in

addition, the product of the labors of

the Italian motorbout fraternity which

is not recorded.

rT,HERE is an uneasy feeling amongst
1 the schooner fishermen in the pres-

ence of the steam trawler. The first of

the Boston craft the Spray was for a

'T'HE wharf attracts

* the bummer, the

beat, and the homeless.

For here are rich pick-

ings. There arc men
who exist on the bounty

of the fisherman who.

with perhaps a hundred
dollars in his pocket,

seeks some convenient

barroom and in generous

mood invites all present

to partake. Thus is

money thrown away
which is earned in stress

and storm, in the face

of wintry winds when
the doryman is encased

in an armor of glistening

ice. But among “The
men who go down to

the sea in ships” from

T Wharf are many who
save; men with the

ambition to be them-

These Italian fishermen arc a eery picturesque lot. They go out into the channel with motor boats, and

fish as a rule with hook and line
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time an object of ridicule and sarcastic

comment amongst schooner fishermen.

It really seemed at first as if the steam

trawler in its application to our waters

would be a failure more or less abso-

lute. That it is now a success, “a pay-

ing proposition,” is evident by the

rapid addition to the number in active

service. There are now eight and a

prospect of more. Hence it looks as

if this style of fishing boat would soon

be in the ascendant—the noisy power

boat, and the ruthless steam trawler, in

place of the “romantic" white-winged

fleet of schooners.

YA/HEN the schooner arrives at the” ™
fishing grounds, the crew are as-

signed, two men to a dory, with 1500

baited hooks to a man. There are

usually some ten or twelve dories to

a vessel. A dory leaves the ship and
the trawl is paid out until it rests

on the bottom of the ocean, when the

extremities are anchored; the anchor

is marked by a buoy. At the expiration

of a certain number of hours the trawl

is drawn in and return is then made to

the schooner.

Sometimes, however, all docs not go
well. Fog may suddenly enshroud the

dory and the men be lost, unless picked

up by some passing vessel. Every little

while a schooner heaves in sight, with her

flag at half-mast—one or more men have

been lost. Then for the day will every

vessel at the wharf, and all the establish-

ments doing business there, respond with

colors at half-mast.

The old and the neu\ The typical finking schooner of Massachusetts

Bay, and the steam trawler built after the fashion of

the English vessels of the North Sea
r
I 'HE steam trawler is operated very
* differently from the schooner. In-

stead of the line with its innumerable

baited hooks, there is thrown from the

stern what is known as an “otter" truwl

—a sack-shaped net heavily weighted so

that it cannot fail to sink and be dragged

along the sea bottom, taking in everything

that comes in its way, not omitting lost

anchors, and even boulders. The ship

leisurely sails along for an hour and a

half, towing the drag-net, at the expira-

tion of which period, the net is hauled

in, the catch spread on deck, the market-

able fish separated from the unmarket-

able. cleaned, and |>acked in ice, while

the rejected are shovelled back into the

ocean. The destruction of the small fish

among those rejected, by the way, forms

an immense waste, which in time is

certain to cause a scarcity.

IN the amount of catch the trawler
1 has the advantage. An average fare

of a moderate-sized schooner is some
twenty thousand pounds, and for a

double-dory schooner some sixty to

seventy thousand pounds, while a steam
trawler may bring in as high as a hundred

thousand pounds. The steamer can fish

night and day, in all sorts of weather,

in every month of the year, while the

schooner cannot. A steamer can reach

port quickly, the schooner takes a com-
paratively long time. Once in port a

steamer can unload in a forenoon and be

ready to sail again before night. A
schooner, even after having been cleared

of cargo by the hand method, may not

be ready to start for the fishing grounds

for days. The cleaning must be done,

trawlers must be looked to, bait prepared

and placed on the hooks.

T Wharf, as it has

A jostling mass of men, horses, handcarts, in- team-', express wagons, fish being landed, fish being

shipped; movement and kalcuL’Scopic changes on every side

been known to the

present generation, is

soon to be a thing of the

past. The entire fishing

industry in 1914 will re-

move to quartersnow in

process of construction

on the South Boston

shore. In the new con-

crete structure there

will be a loss in pictur-

esqueness but a great

gain in efficiency.

Yet from the pic-

turesque point of view

there is compensation

in the vessels, com-
ing into port on a
winter’s day covered

with glistening ice.

and in the fishermen,

sturdy fellows in

oilskins—men from

the Western Islands,

from Italy, from
Portugal, from Brit-

tany, from Scandina-

via, from Nova Sco-

tia. And among them
arc men with noble
faces and with features

of classic mold.
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Newspapers, Morals, and Women
By E. L. CLIFFORD

DOES it puv a publisher, for money,

to sell Florida lands by the gallon

to his subscribers? Does it pay.

for a profit, to advise your neighbor to

dope his sick child to death? Does it

pay to take the money of wage-earners

for stock-jobbing bubbles? Does it pay
to arouse false hopes in the hearts of the

poor, the discouraged, the sick?

Then* is quite an army of “Chocolate
Soldier” publishers in America—a sort of

stuffed-shirt brigade—with a greut front

but a weak backbone -shooting bonl»ons

instead of real cartridges. Ready to

reform anybody and anything except

themselves and their publications. Lovely
editorials; rotten advertising. They an*

cheating themselves at solitaire. They
would clean up a city on a page with

filthy, criminal announcements. They
invite the world—men. women, and ehil-

dren—to have a drink, at the end of a
sermon on temperance. They jolly the

preacher and wink at the devil. They
mix in pile-cures with art features; tips on
the races with preachments on gambling.

They develop your bust and bust your
development all on the same page.

Chemise fiction follows a patriotic expo-

sure of congressional misdeeds in maga-
zines that endeavor to harpoon the whole

household from Pa to the hired girl.

Filthy, dangerous, fraudulent medical

and near-medical advertising should be
driven out of every publication in Amer-
ica. It is a positive injury to dean,

legitimate advertising. It taints the

decent, and makes it less productive.

A newspaper may have a million-dollar

building, a million-dollar equipment, a

million-dollar man behind it—but you
readers ore the newspaper publisher's

stock in trade. Your good-will is worth

more than all his equipment, all his

building—ten times over. You read

and respond to the advertisements—the

source of his revenue. If he won’t make
his newspaper dean, if he won't cut out

the frauds—you do it for him.

V/OU will find that the great majority
1

of publishers will cooperate with you
when they know wliat you want—when
they know you mean business—when
there's a light of fight in your eye.

The reason so many newspapers are not
better than they arc is that publishers are

left to grope in the dark. They think you
don't care because you don’t assert your-

self, becauscyou don’t hold out a guiding

hand; because you don't help to make
your newspaper what you want it to be.

Don’t sit on a fence. We must take a
decided stand on questions of public mor-
ality and public decency, to exert our

greatest influence. We all know that the

forces which tend to demoralize society, to

make virtue a laughing-stock and dee a
delight, are very strong, very active, very

ubiquitous. But no man. whether lie be a
publisher or a preacher, or an advertising

man, ever accomplishes much, standing

alone. The successful man must have
cooperation—red-blooded cooperation

—

that spurs him on to greater deeds. He
must rally to bis support the people who
believe in the principles for which he
contends.

Watch your newspapers! Boost them
when they are right. Condemn them
when they are wrong. Get better

newspapers.

S4

The world is demanding better things

—

and it is getting them. Better newspa-

pers. better cities, better transportation,

better merchants, better homes, better

politics, though polities is in no danger

of dying of improvements. Isn't it

sometiling wonderful to l>chold. the

Tiger protecting the Lamb, Murphy
shocked at Sulzer in the haunts of the

money-changers?

But men like Wilson. La Follette.

Bryan. Cummins and others as worthy to

he named, have brought in a new stand-

ard of public service. They have re-

nounced patronage, private influence and
the secret caucus, and have taken their

cause la-fore the people. The machine has

been damaged. The caucus Is dying.

We have the public primary and the pub-

lic debate. Non-partisan legislatures are

on the way. Compare the regimes of

Grant and WiLson. Compare the niint-

lx*ds, too. When General Grant was in-

augurated. his relatives swarmed to

Washington to select their offices. Gov-
ernor Wilson invited thirty-eight relatives

to go to Washington to the inaugural.

Hls first announcement after he was
sworn in was that not a blood relation of

hls would get an office. I believe that

Mr. W. B. Wilson, whose name suggested

relationship, had to shin up his family

tree to colonial times and prove a com-
plete alihi Indore he got into the cabinet.

So politics does improve. Publicity will

improve it more.

HPHESE are days of luxury. Com-
* pared with homes of our youth, we

live in palaces. We live much longer

in a shorter space of time. We skip

across the country with an automobile

in an hour or two. It used to take

our fathers all day to make the trip

by team. Every second baby you meet
is cutting its teeth ou a Ford tire.

We travel in trains dc luxe— Pullman
sleepers that furnish every luxury but
sleep und a seclusion from drafts. Few
of the houses of thirty years ago had
steam heat. Gas-light was a luxury and
eleetrie light unknown, and the search-

light of publicity is continually showing
us new ways to comforts and short cuts to

pleasure; finer things to wear and better

ways to wear them, perhaps. Women's
dress, what shall we say of it? There cer-

tainly has been a shrinkage in the volu-

minous skirts of yesterday. The stylish

young woman of today walking down
Fifth Avenue is a paradox. She exhibits

at once bad taste and good form. But
there Is something to be said for woman’s
dress—little as it is. It no longer trails

the street. It takes little cloth, and it

is sanitary. It. doesn’t gather up and
carry home all the dust, germs and cigar

stubs of the city.

Today social customs have changed,

not always for the better. We hove

fewer church sociables and more bridge

parties in society. Your famous four

hundred is increasing because every time

death takes one of its members a sensa-

tional divorce arid* two.

The style in marriages has changed.

In Chicago they tell me the women there

take shorter wedding trips, but more of

them.

The dance has changed. In the old

times we hud the beautiful waltz and the

graceful minuet. The “ bunny-hug.” the

“Gaby glide" aud the “slippery slide”

are here today.

But despite the blemishes, our social

trend has been upward and it has been
because of a revolution in the |>osition

of woman. She has achieved a place

in the world of affairs. She has entered
public life to contribute her share toward
the solution of social questions. She
has gotten into business, the profes-

sions. into politics. She hus ideas of

her own. She can run for mayoress,
build a hospital, manage ail ugency,
preach a sermon, plead a case or remove
your appendix. And some day she is

going to have a vote.

CHE really rules the advertising world

—

^ for she reads the advertisements and
buys the goods. She Is taking an active

part in the making of the new news-

paper—the “Newspaper of Tomorrow”—
and it must lie made clean. She is going

to have the say about tlic influences that

surround her home and children. She
picks the clean publication in preference

to the unclean.

She has driven the slovenly, irresponsi-

ble merchant out of business. She reads

the aiLs und dura the buying and does it

economically. Gone is the old-fashioned

dealer who sanded his sugar and gave you
the worst of it on scales without character.

Gone, too, is the old time grocery where
coal-oil, sugar and crackers had the same
taste. A child can go L> your store and
buy as safely as a professional shopper.

The old caveat emptor theory- is passed.

Now it’s: “Let the seller beware.”

A little girl onre wrote an essay on
“Men” that closed with this gem: “Men
and women sprung from the monkey-, but

the women sprang further than the men.”

V7I7DMAX doesn’t want a newspaper

that isn't square, that isn't clean.

She doesn’t want a newspaper that is

loaded with kidney- cures and liver pills,

bust developers and beauty makers, fat

reducers and fat producers, and the rest

of the long list of health horrors.

So the newspaper of tomorrow is going

to be a HOME newspaper. It is going to

be a newspaper that the whole family can

read without being shocked, nauseated,

scared to death or flim-flammed. The
“Newspaper of Tomorrow” is going to

be a real light that will point the way- to

greater progress and greater happiness.

It is going to have no desire to lie a party

to the crimes that are lieing committed in

a hundred different ways by acting as

a go-between.

The weak, the poor, the sick, the ignor-

ant, tile fickle and the callow- are the un-

fortunates drawn into this whirlpool of

cures and fakes. Not the rich, the intel-

ligent. There’s the pity of it.

Advertising frauds and advertising

fakes are u menace to good advertising.

They are a menace to humanity. And,

you readers and you legitimate advertis-

ers have been patient and long suffering.

Has the newspaper any responsibility?

If it puts a crook in touch with a victim,

isn't it equally guilty with the crook?

The clean newspaper goes to the clean

borne w-here it Is as welcome as a lifr-and-

blood member of the family. And the

clean home wields the accpter that makes
or breaks a newspaper or any other kind

of business.
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The right fide of the Tiger line hoe been neatly shut off, sate that one man, after being spilled, has been able to get one arm around

the runner's leg. The Tiger forwards were first coaxed, then blocked, by the Elis

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right King”)

PRINCETON’S hopes of a triumphal

football finish were dashed when the

Yaleeleven, which had l>ccn through

a checkered early season, held the Tigers

to a tie and really outplayed the Nassau
men from start to finish. Seldom have I

seen such a sharp contrast in coaching

ty|)cs. albeit Princeton for the first time

in years used what has come to be called

the orthodox generalship—kicking in

home territory and using the rushing

game in opponent’s territory. Unfortu-

nately for the Tigers they had no
rushing game save that built upon the

frayed Minnesota shift, which was
hardly the type of play to throw against

so strong and active a line as the EILs

produces!.

The change in Princeton’s generalship

was due to the influence of "Snake”
Ames, who had spent seven weeks with

the eleven teaching the men what to them
was a new type of strategy. Equipped
with a splendid kicker in the person of

Uv, an eighteen-year-old who showed as

much pluck and cool-hcadedness this sea-

son as I have ever seen on a gridiron, the

Tigers went into the Harvard game in-

structed to use the plan of campaign laid

down by Ames—and promptly forget the

new teaching, resorting to the rushing

game in midfield. There was the excuse

of severe temptation due to the fact that

Harvard’s early method of meeting the

shift was not a good one. and the Tigers

believed the Crimson would not diagnose

it in time to stop it short of the goal line.

Vain hope. Hail Princeton adhered to

Ames’ generalship from the start the

Orange and Black might have had a bet-

ter chance for victory. As it was. the

big cliancc was thrown away.

T ITTLK by little the type of generalship
' laid down for this game has come into

use at the leading universities in the East,

and it remained for the Yale game to prove

that Princeton really could remember the

teaching and put it into execution. But
when the generalship was ut its liest the

team found itself pitted against its mas-

ter. using the same style of strategy, with

the result that Princeton's season must go

•it3

down into football history as one of

wusled opportunity.

Now one reason that Ames believed in

the type of generalship he taught was
that to a large extent it had been used by
the Princeton team that defeated Yale at

Berkeley Oval in 1889. To prove it. I quote
from the story of the second half of that

game in Parke II. Davis’s book, "Foot-

ball, the American Intercollegiate Game":
"Yale starts the second half with a V

ami gains twelve yards. McClung gains

fifteen yards. McClung tries a drop-kick

hut the ball falls short. Princeton fum-

bles and it is Yale’s ball on the ten-yard

line. Three times their backs batter the

line, but Riggs ami Janeway stop the

attack. Princeton gets the ball on downs.

Ames punLs to the forty-five yard line and
Warren gets the ball. Ames runs to the

right end, but, just us he reaches the line,

whirls around and makes a long pass to

the left to Cowan, who runs thirty yards
before being downed. Princeton fumbles

ami loses twenty yards, but Channing
recovers the ball. On the line-up Ames
tries for a field goal. The posts are

missed but the ball rolls across the line on
the ground. The Yale bucks fumble it,

and Warren, coming up like a race-horse,

dives along the slippery mud and gets the

ball for a touchdown. The bull is

brought out, and the angle for goal is

wdde ami difficult, but Ames makes it.

“Only fifteen minutes are left to play.

Yale launches the V with great fierce-

ness and follows it up with fast and
desperate playing. Princeton stops the

advance and immediately fumbles, Hart-

well getting the ball. McClung tries for

field goal at twenty yards, but the Iwill

strikes the post. Gill is through and
seizes the ball, carrying it across, but it'

is brought back for offside play. A mo-
ment later McBride tries another drop but

Cash blocks the kick. Princeton gets the

ball and Ames starts off a phenomenal punt,

which he follows up with others, keeping the

ball continually down in Yale's goal. Ames
tries a long drop-kick, which fulls short,

but is fumbled by Yale. Cowan falls on
the ball, but, rising to his feet, staggers

across the line with the Yale team clinging

to him, for a touchdown. The goal fails.

Yule opens with a rush and follows it up
with a kick. Ames runs the boll back

thirty yards, but with only McBride be-

tween him and the line, goes down, and
McBride holds him at the five yard line.

Before the ball can be sent off on the next

play time is called."

What better exposition of the kicking

game as it ought to be played today?
Small wonder that Ames sought to teach

it, and, indeed, did teach it, at Princeton.

This type of play, unfortunately for

Princeton, without the run-backs and the

picked-up fumbles, or indeed, any other

form of attack to support it. was used

against Yale, and it was used largely by
Yale, but although the Elis could not

work the leather across the goal-line they

showed a well-devised attack that, com-
pared with Princeton’s, was several

classes higher.

rPHE Minnesota shift was first used ill

* the East by Yale as a "rescue” play,

and as such sufficed. Then theBluecontin-

ued its use as an entire system of offense,

und failed to make it worth while. In the

meantime it was taken up by Princeton

with the same idea. Against teams that

did not know how to meet it. it rolled up
big scores and provided every op|>ortu-

nitv for getting a fast man free. But the

ball was not hidden, and nothing but the

catching of the defensive line in motion

made the play work. Against. Yale a

year ago the shift found wcuk spots in the

Blue line, and in consequence much
ground was gained. But in the second

season the Army stopped the Yale shift

in its tracks even with such good men as

Scully and Puul leading it, and a few who
were wise adopted the West Point method
of meeting the manoeuvre.
From the very In-ginning of the pres-

ent season it was pointed out that the

first team that hud a strong line and a

correct defense would make the Princeton

shift absolutely useless. There was a

temporary flaw in the Hnrvard defense

against it, hut none in the Yale method,

with the inevitable result, a result fore-

seen long ago. There are none so blind

Di<



Law, the wounded but game and wonderful Nassau punter, getting off a long drive from behind hie oum goal line.

superb kicking that the Tigers owed their ability to keep the Elis away from the goal line

It uxu to Law's

os those who prefer that condition. The
Tigers had nothing else to offer once the

shift was wrecked, and as a result there

was nothing to support Princeton's

clever kicking game. It is not that

Princeton has not the bocks to make dis-

tances by other and better methods.

Law, Streit, Glick and Baker, were good
l>acks, bull in hand, but they were not run

from the proper formations. The Prince-

ton system of attempted deception was
too cumbersome, and as a matter of fact

most of the Tigers' good gains in the

Harvard game were made largely because

of the work of strong, hard-charging for-

wards, rather than because of the use of

the shift.

Princeton nerds to drive only a little

way into its football past to revive a sys-

tem of attack that will make excellent use

of such men as Law, Streit and Glick and
many other promising men who turn out

every year. Some of the old-fashioned

tackle running, the backs starting from

the simple tlirec-man-in-a-row formation

parallel to the line, might serve to re-

suscitate the Princeton attack, or if

shift there must be the Tigers might

well keep abreast of the times and
borrow the simple back shift from Col-

gate. as did Yale, with excellent results.

Or the Tigers might have taken a leaf

from Dartmouth’s book.

When it comes to defense, the Orange
and Black also has a lot to learn.

Equipped with powerful tackles like Bal-

ling and Phillips, Nassau might have

made a better if not a braver showing

against the Elis, and notably against

Dartmouth, had these men been better

grounded in technique, or had there been

lietter support on the part of the ends.

Princeton’s tackles were continually

coaxed, and when so coaxed had not rea-

sonable support on cither side. They
were left to do their work practically

single-handed against heavy odds.

T HAVE spoken to weariness about the
* defensive play of the Princeton ends.

Granting that coaches prefer not to have

their ends go charging in, it is hardly nec-

essary' to go to the opposite extreme, as

does Princeton. Time and again I have

seen a perfectly capable and useful man
left "all standing”—a mere spectator

—

with the play shooting past inside his

position and not even one man to bother

with putting him out of action. There
is so much that is good in Princeton foot-

ball that it seems a pity greater stress has
not been laid upon iL

Princeton is due for an awakening—for

a taking of football stock. The Tiger

horizon will have to be broadened if the

eleven is to win its share of important

games in the future—the share that is

coming to the Orange and Black because

of its great gridiron history, its numerous
really wonderful players, and certain of

its great teams of the past, such as that

of 1803 and that of 189G—teams that

blazed the way in football and let who
would copy. I should like to see more
Princeton veterans watching the work
of other schools of football, and watch-

ing that work with open minds. The
Tigers are not very far from the right

track, and for native power, speed and
brains this year's material was in the

front rank.

Not everything should be sacrificed to

speed and deception, however, and it

is to be hoped that in the near future

Princeton will make better use of

the assets at hand and not depend
so much on the brilliancy of one
individual who is raised to a pedestal

because of flashing work in early sea-

son games.

A CLOSE CALL FOR PRINCETON
" 11obey ” Baker, the Princeton captain, tackled and thrown so close to hie own goal line that a little ertra whirl back would have

meant a safety against the Orange and Black
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Passion and Struggle

Jean-Christophe's Pilgrimage towards Beauty and Freedom

ONE secret of Rolland's power in his

three-volume novel “ Jean-C'ltria-

tophe” is that he makes us share

his idealism. Love of truth is, perhaps,

the author's distinguishing characteristic.

His hero is himself a soldier of the ideal—
though he would have accepted Wilde’s

aphorism: “There is always a certain

amount of danger in any attempt to culti-

vate impossible virtues.” Christophe is

very human; but if he breaks a com-
mandment or two, it is not with Gallic

lightness. He makes his sacrifices

—

sacrifices to freedom and to conscience, to

character and to art. He learns in travail

the futility of self. Christophe is less a

man. however, than an age. He per-

sonifies a generation that has borne “the

burden of the world"—readjustment ami
reconstruction—a burden as heavy as

that of the Saint who bore upon his shoul-

ders “not only the whole world, but Him
that created and made all the world.”

As a boy in Germany Christophe is sore

in spirit because trammeled by personal

limitations and social tyrannies, by
narrowness and blindness and ignorance.

But the boy’s philosophical uncle—

a

middle-aged pedlar who has added the

spirit of tolerance to the sense of wonder
—gives him guod counsel. It is good

counsel for any young man. burning to

change Rome in a day:
" Do not abuse life. Live in today

Be reverent towards each day. Love
it, respect it, do not sully it. . . .

See. It is winter now. Everything is

asleep. The good earth will wake
again. You have only to Im* good and

patient like the earth. Be reverent.

Wait. If you are good, all will go

well. If you are not, if you are weak,

if you do not succeed, well, you must
be happy in that. . . . Why be angry

because of what you cannot do? We
all have to do what we can. Alt ich

kann.” . . .

“You are a vain fellow. You want

to l>e a hero. That is why you do silly

things. A hero! I don’t quite know
what that is: but. you see. I imagine

that a hero it a man irho doet what he

This heroism is an obsession with M.
Rolluud. On another page he writes:

“There is but one heroism in the world:

to see the world as it is—and to love it.”

In spite of the gently ironieal philosophy

of Uncle Gottfried, this novel of "Jean-

Christophe” is anything but an essay in

quietism. Ruthcr is it a plea for vital

energy, sincerity, incessant struggle,

(•ourageous striving: a tragedy of the

generation that is passing dedicated to

“the Free Spirits of all Nations, who
suffer, fight, and will prevail." The
“freethinker who has read Tolstoi"

"Jran Chfjilophr." Tkrrt wtumn. By Romm* Rou-
ASD. Trung*!**] by Gilbert Cnnnau. Nft York: Hrnry
HiJt nod ('»mp«oy.

By W. B. BLAKE

fervently believes that all is good which

exalts life, that there is only one enemy:
“the sensual egoism which tarnishes and
dries up the sources." Holland has none

of the modern morbid terror of saying

some! hing already said. “Nothing would

have induced him.” he writes with ap-

probation of his hero, “ to try to be

original. It seemed to him that a man
must be very commonplace to burden
himself with such an idea. He tried to

be like himself.” This is a message for

groundling and genius alike: not, "Know
thyself,” but, “'lie thyself.” This "Jean-

Christophe" is. indeed, at the opposite

pole from Anatole France’s “ Epicurean

Garden”— where grew beautiful pale

flowers that exhale a sickly hot-house

smell, and take root in rotting corpses.

Braving the mocking Anatolean smile,

"The great enemy is doubt!" shouts

Holland. Life— live it and prize it

and use it—is the music of lus horn.

Such a lunik could have been written only

at a crisis of moral and artistic anaemia.

It is then that youthful spirits, health,

and intensity are best appreciated.

Your Elizabethan age spend* rather than

celebrates the life-force. But go slow in

labelling Holland's France putrescent.

For just how many centuries now has

France been dying? Yet we still go to

Paris—and don’t go as on a graveyard

pilgrimage. Pilgrim Christophe goes to

this Paris out of Germany in quest of

truth and freedom in life and in art.

rPHK nativity of his hero gives inter-
1 nationally-minded Rutland a chance

to contrast, the two civilizations. His

book mukes Germany more understand-

able to France, France more under-

standable to Germany, both countries

more understandable to the Yankee.
“ Jean-Christophe” may well be worth

more to the peace of Europe than Car-

negie’* million*.

Christophe is the son of a peasant

mother, by a drunken musician—issue of

a long line of musicians. Hence his

wonderful vitality and grossness, grafted

upon the artist-stock of him. The leis-

urely opening of the life history is beauti-

ful in its reminiscences of child dreams
become to most of us so thin and faint.

He who understands childhood and
dreams, bus the secret of poetry. “Life

is what we dream it.”

In spite of his ridiculous awkwardness,
Christophe has, from the first, his ro-

mances. Then follow hi* lusts and his

loves. To the New England mind,

nourished on East wind and baked beans,

tliis part of his experience may seem
exaggerated. I doubt it. The world

of Rolland is cruel to women—who are

“too free and not free enough":
“ Freer, they would seek Itonds, they

would find therein a charm and a secur-

ity. Lass free, they would resign

themselves to those bonds which they

would know no way of breaking; and
they would suffer less. But it is the

worst situation of all. this having

IkuuIs that do not bind you, and duties

from which you may free yourself."

Elsewhere Christophe praises women’s
"tremendous effort to escape from the

degrading and unwholesome semi-domes-

ticity, to which our stupid male egoism

condemned them” as “one of the

most splendid facts of our time."

Though their faith be illusory, “it will

make women completer and more hu-

man, as they were in the great ages.”

For Rolland is no cynic. He is true to his

own law that the artist's business is to

create sunshine when the sun fails.

“Life," he writes, “is a series of deaths

and resurrections. Let us die to lie

reborn.”

I N France, till* transcendental novel fills

1 ten volumes— like "I.es Miserables.”

It would have gained by condensation,

—yet into the life of the imaginary

German Rolland has poured more of

understanding, of love, of truth, than is

given to most writers for the whole of

their work three volumes or thirty. The
titles of the volume* hint of the contents:

Dawn. Morning, Youth, Revolt. The
Murket Place. Antoinette. The House.

Love and Friendship, The Burning
Bush, The Neiv Dawn. “The Market
Place” is Paris—where Christophe, ar-

riving as a fugitive, half -starves as

copyist and music-teacher. “Antoinette”

is a novel within a novel.— and not

indispensable.

Then come thought* on society, social-

ism, syndicalism. Without premeditation,

Christophe again becomes a fugitive from

authority. He lias, moreover, lost his

dearest friend. In "The Burning Bush”
the scene shifts to Switzerland, which
l>ecomcs the stage of a new “ Scarlet

Letter.” Here occur the most poignant

and la-autiful pages in tin* whole work;

passages of intensity and simplicity. It

Ls in the first ami the last quarters of the

book that the writer is at his best.

Romain Rolland is dealing here with

modern life and art in their true es-

sences. Nothing could be more stupid

than the action of the New York publish-

ers in branding the work a "musical

novel" —simply because the protagonist

happen* to be a composer, and the au-

thor a lover of music. The l»cst criti-

cism of the novel is one which an artist

made to me. quite unconscious that he

was uttering criticism. I saw him with,

a new Aincricun novel in hi* hand. "Is

it worth reading?” I asked. “No!”
he thundered. “I think I might have en-

joyed it a few month* ago—but every-

thing I try now seems unreal, bloodless,

insincere. Why did you ever lend me
your ‘Jean-Christophe’?”
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dins CHRISTMAS ~

Make it ELECTRICAL
andHave it PRACTICAL

It is ever the desire to find something new
to give expression to the spirit of Christmas.

With the growing trend toward sane and
practical giving the range of choice that is

offered in electrical devices for home com-
fort and home convenience appeals strongly

to one who would select for a gift that

which is attractive both for its novelty and
practicability.

Where is the wife or mother who would
not enthuse over a real electric vacuum
cleaner or an electric washing machine?
Think of the lasting pleasure that would be
present in a home equipped with Inter-

phones which save useless stair-climbing.

Other things which give pleasure and
satisfaction much out of proportion to their

cost, and for which the cost for electric

current to operate is so low that it need
scarcely be considered, are electric irons,

coffee percolators, chafing dishes, bread
toasters and warming pads. All of these

and other electric goods are to be had in

highest quality among the

American Beautu
Electric Ired

*5.00

Western-Electric
Rome Utilities

Vo. /

Anything with the Western Electric

name carries assurance of quality and
guarantee of worth. Every time you
use your Bell Telephone you hold in your
hand an evidence of Western Electric

efficiency. The same degree of excel-

lence is to be found in every other
Western Electric article.

Electrical dealers all over the country
sell our goods. If you cannot find them
at the dealer’s in your town, write to any
of our houses in the cities listed below,

and we will send literature on any
article in which you are
interested, and tell you
where in your vicinity it

can be purchased.

WESTERN ELECTRIC
COMPANY
MiiwtKlmn of I ft* 7.500,OM’BHT Tikpieati

No. 2
at uurn C learnt

*97JO
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The Telephone Doors
of the Nation

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Stocks That Go Up

B Y wav of variety let us glance this

week at a group of stocks which
have risen in price in the last few

years— the Standard Oil shares. By
moving lip instead of down they have
turned the cold shoulder on pretty nearly

all other instruments of investment, not

only in the I'nited States but in other

countries. This contrary spirit, together

with another recent spurt with its paper
profit of scores of millions of dollars,

makes timely the following inquiry from
a woman on Long Island:

“Kindly tell me whether capital in-

vested in Standard Oil is perfectly

safe?"

VV/HEN you lift the Bell Tele-

* * phone receiver from the hook,

the doors of the nation open for you.

Wherever you may be, a multitude

is within reach of your voice. As

easily as you talk across the room,

you can send your thoughts and

words, through the open doors of Bell

Service, into near-by and far-off states

and communities.

At any hour of the day or night

you can talk instantly, directly

with whom you choose, one mile,

or a hundred, or two thousand

miles away.

This is possible because 7,500,000

telephones, in every part of our

country, are connected and work to-

gether in the Bell System to promote

the interests of the people within

the community and beyond its limits.

It is the duty of the Bell System to

make its service universal, giving to

everyone the same privilege of talking

anywhere at any time.

Because as the facilities for direct

communication arc extended, the

people of our country are drawn

closer together, and national welfare

and contentment are promoted.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

Universal ServiceOne Policy One System

Club Cocktails
No one on earth can mix two
cocktails equally well by guess-
work. The whole charm of a
cocktail is in the atnoothneu
that comes from accurate blend-
ing and aging.

That is why Club Cocktails are
always hneand smooth—mixed
to measure—of the best liquors
—then aged in wood.

Get your favorite kind at your
dealer's.

C. F. HEUBLEIN & BROTHER
New York Hartford

Mr. Herbert Reed

the famous

“Right Wing”

one of the foremost

football experts

in the country today

will make his annual

selection of the

All-American

Football Team
in a near number of

Harper’s Weekly

This is brief uml to the point. No
words are wasted by this inquirer. Her
question at once raises many more ques-

tions. It involves technical and aca-

demic as well as practical lines of discus-

sion. What is safety? Arc stocks as n
class safe? Are they ever suitable for a
woman? And so on. But while these

issues will not lie introduced, it might at

once lie said in reply to the apparently

simple request for information that no
direct or positive answer is possible.

There are certain sets of fuels and the best

the writer cun do is to set these forth.

Tlw Age of Oil

V RECENT magazine article described
* * our present stage in mechanical de-

velopment as an age of oil. In u large

sense this is true. Steamships are Ibe-

coming oil ships. The British Navy has
gone far toward suppluntiug coal with
oil. Southern Pacific locomotives are
cquip(>eri with oil. Automobiles increase

in number and they use a form of oil. So
do the roads that the automobiles stir

up for the choking of pedestrians. The
gasoline-driven engine is used more and
more in every direction. Pleasure gaso-

line buggies constitute but a first stage in

a new era of traffic. The motor truck

looms large in every sense and there ap-

pears no limit to its possible consumption

of the oozy substance which makes pos-

sible the researches of u Flexner ami the

existence of the University of Chicago.

In 1914 this country produced more
than half of the world's oil. Russia was
a poor second, ami if peace should ever

Ik* restored in Mexico tliut country might
take Russia’s place. With a Panama
Canal there seems no danger of the world's

oil supremacy getting very far away from
this country.

Thus we are dealing with a basic in-

dustry. with u staple for which miui will

have employment as far ahead as one can

see. Securities based Upon the more jK*r-

nianent and less Huctuatiiig sections of

this industry should be safe and profitable

a priori. In solicr fact they are safe, and
us profitable as Aladdin’s lamp.

Dr. Jeky ll and Mr. Hyde

rpilK oldest, most experienced ami pow-
* erful oil compunics arc those tarred with

the name Standard. Freshmen in college

economics arc taught that high profits

bring capital into industry. Thus there

are hundreds and thousands of new oil

companies ull striving for the fat pickings.

History teaches that many will fail.
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Thousand.* already have failed. All of

which may be a good thing from the eco-

nomic standpoint, but the individual in-

vestor has no desire to sacrifice himself

on the shrine of economic good, or evil,

for that matter. So as investors let us

watch the bold entrepreneur with a repu-

tation to make, risk his own capital, if he

has any, or beg hard for other persons.

But do not give him yours. When we, as

investors, put our capital into oil. let us

by all means place it with the master

minds of that industry, with the men who
have proven themselves capable. Don’t

let us gamble our money with the swarm
of new promoters.

I hardly need refer to the fact that

Standard Oil in its public aspect was long

regarded as a menace. Somehow' the pub-

lic had doubts as to the purely altruistic

nature of its method* of competition.

Much has been written in defense of the

oil trust. Once Elbert Hubbard's facile

pen turned out an article widely reprinted

by a great brokerage firm for advertising

purposes, in which the oil monopoly’.*

first great enemy, Ida Tarbell, was de-

scribed as a disappointed woman whose
view- of Standard Oil was taken from the

ditch where her father's wheelbarrow
was overturned by a Standard Oil tank-
wagon. And I notice that another great

Standard Oil brokerage firm, through one
of its bright and intelligent partners, is

weak-minded enough to chuckle at this

same poor joke. Note well that neither

linn refers in a joking way to the fact that

the supreme judicial tribunal of these

United States was the body that really

swatted the oil monopoly. There is no
joke to that, and betides, brokers like

other persona, rarely refer to arguments
to which they can not find au answer.

The point to this apparently pointless

digression is really an important one.

The man who buys Standard Oil storks

and tries to defend the past policy of that

great monopoly is taking the wrung
course. And I believe the broker who
deals in these stocks, likewise takes the
wrong course in trying to defend these

companies for their past sins. The stocks

are valuable enough in themselves with-

out trying to idealize the cold-blooded

monopolist.* who are now' so busy in giv-

ing aw'ay money to Cornell. Chicago. Am-
herst and other educational institutions.

Hush , Hush

rPHE prospective buyer of Standard Oil

* must also face the fact that the man-
agers of these thirty-three companies
(the Supreme Court broke the trust into

thirty-three parts) still insist on a policy

of silence. In this sense Standard Oil

stocks always were and still are a gamble.
When the trust was “dissolved" on May
15. 1911, two and one half years ago, the

company stated that one year must elapse

before statements of earnings could lie

given out. Two and a half years have
|Missed and of the seven really large com-
panies only two, the Vacuum Oil and the
Stundard Oil of California, have issued

statements of earnings.

Dozens of Wall Street brokers figure

and analyze until they are dizzy in re-

gard to the earnings of these thirty-three

companies. Brokers even travel over
the oil fields, peer wondcringlv at muddy
gushers, urnl otherwise pick up much
technical oil jargon. Then these brokers

turn out reams of fascinating literature.

All of which is very interesting and
industrious but does not alter the

fact that most of the Standard Oil

companies refuse to give out any state-

ment of income to brokers, stockholders

or anybody else.

But the Riches Are There

I T also is probably true tliat control of

* Standard Oil is just about as central-

ized as ever before. The few great own-
ers such as Rockefeller, Harkncss, Pratt,

Payne and Flagler are still the great

owners. The competition which has

been established is a peculiar and wonder-

ful sort, not yet studied by economists.

But there L* a new order of management,

the public conscience or vengeance to-

ward John D. and his associates bus prob-

ably been satisfied, old brutal methods of

competition abolished for the most part,

and the monopoly is no longer tangible

or corporate. Thus the future holds no
threat of battle royal between monopoly
and public.

So much for Mr. Hyde. Now for Dr.

Jckvll. From a purely business point of

view the old Standard Oil Company was,

and most of the separated companies are,

about the best and most conservatively

managed concerns which the world has

ever seen. There has been no stock job-

bing, no stock watering, no excessive divi-

dends, no rake offs for insiders. Appar-
ently the one idea of the managers of these

companies is to make profits for the stock-

holders. Judging from recent exposures

this seems to be the one idea which rail-

road and other corporation directors at

large do not have. The ideal of most
large corporation directors seems to be to

get into sonic fat supply or construction

company for graft for himself and let the

small stockholder of the big parent com-
pany go hang. The sole ideal, so suc-

cessfully realized, of the Standard Oil

director is to make as huge profits us pos-

sible for the stockholders of his company,
and this means small as well os large

stockholders.

There is only one wav to invest in

Standard Oil, and that is to buy the stock

and keep it. The speculative market in

these stocks is about as safe os a mad bull.

To Have and to Hold

fT,HERE are two fairly safe prescrip-
* lions for getting rich. One is to

buy Standard Oil and keep it. The other

is to buy the same stock and sell it when
it has risen a few hundred points. Any
other method is fatal. Of course the sep-

arated companies have paid out many u

king's ransom since their “dissolution.”

Prior to that event dividends of only

$40,000,000 a year were paid. In 1914,

the year following, cash dividends

amounted to $51,813,335. In the first

half of 1913 they amounted to $71,444,-

544, not to mention stock dividends of

$111,100,000 since "dissolution.*’ and
rights to aulufcribe to new stock of a value

of $35,400,000.

Now the natural question to raise is

whether all the assets have not already

been distributed and whether earning

|xiwer has been crippled. I do not think

so. The Standard Oil Company of In-

diana for instance may never again declare

an extra dividend of 4900 per cent, but

it is paying between 40 and 80 per cent,

on its increased stock issue, and probably

earning double that amount.

Where the Hazard Is

Tj1VEN John D. Rockefeller himself has

said that the oil business is “haz-

ardous." but he probably referred to the

producing end. An oil well may give out

ALFRED
NOYES'

COLLECTED
POEMS

Professor Woolsey of Y ale said last

June: “Mr. Noyes has won the ap-

proval of the critics and, what is

more, the car and the heart of all

who read his tongue.” This edition

contains all Mr. Noyes has done up
to the date of publication, including

"The Flower of Old Japan," “Forty
Singing Seamen,” “The Forest of

Wild Thyme," “Drake,” “The En-
chanted Island,” “Sherwood,”
“Talcs of the Mermaid Tavern,”
New Poems, etc.

Two beautifulvolumes ofabout4$opages
each, gilt top, portrait frontispiece.

The set, fj.oo net; postpaid j6

FOOTBALL
FOR PUBLIC AND PLAYER

By HERBERT
REED

This book by the great expert of

Harper's Weekly b of permanent
worth because it dig* down to the

fundamentals of the game and ana-

lyzes the new game in all its features.

Every lover of football will find it

f&scinat ing. Some chapter headings

:

Coaching system*
; Simple Attack and De-

fence; Advanced Font hail; Generalihip;
For the Spectator ; Genius on the Gridiron;
etc. Fully illustrated from photographs
and diagrams.

Cloth. i6mo; ti .jo net; pailpaid tr.6o

FLETCHERISM
WHAT IT IS

By HORACE FLETCHER

This volume is a compact statement of
the gu»pel uf Pietcher ; Iww he recovered
his health at the age of &o. how scientific

experiments established the validity of his

method*, and how they can be applied with
no heroic sacrifice of the enjoyment* of life

or irksome adherence to faddy or incon-
venient routine. While the other Fletcher

books treat the subjects at greater length,
and are devoted to the different aspects of

Mr. Fletcher's beliefs and investigations,

this is a summary of the main points, and
furnishes the latest information on a most
important matter.

Cloth, iimo; $i.oo ntl; postpaid ti.ia

The HEART
of the DESERT
By HONORS WILLSIE

Honor* Willsie's first novel is something
which no reader of Ha«peh’s Weekly
should miss—the exciting tale of a kidnap-
ping which makes vivid the weird charm of

the Am- •tin desert. Mrs. Willsic loves the
desert and know* how to picture it.

ti.iS »*t; postpaid $i.jp

WRITE FOR ILLUSTRATED
HOLIDAY CATALOG

Oir tuoki CIS Ir mkixl at say twkUuw. l*“t »»
shall U fU-J a> nil Irr- fur your lolortustiim m
beautiful nu-.i latwvMing pubUa-

FREDERI CK A. STOKES COMPANY
443-449 Fourth Avo. Now York
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Impartial
Economical
Mechanical
Supervision
The Servu Recorder gives

you supervision at all times
over your delivery and ship-

ping equipment.

The Servis Recorder super-
vision is mechanical— there-

fore accurate, impartial and
economical.

The Servis Recorder tells you
when the vehicle began and
stopped work—
The number of hours it was
in actual service.

How much delay there was
in loading

—

How many stops were made

—

How much time was taken
for lunch—
How much overtime, if any,

was made by the driver.

Lets you know any unauthor-
ized use of the vehicle.

Permits you with certainty to

lay off vehicles in dull season

—

Raises the standard of effi-

ciency of your employees

—

The Servis Recorder is self-

contained. It is not con-
nectedwith therunning gear
or motor in any way.

The Servis Recorder works
equally well on horse wagons,
motor trucks or sleds.

It is the one dependable de-
vice that never fails.

What the Servis Recorder
has done — what it will do for

you— will be gladly told upon
request That it will save
money for you is certain. To
inquire how will not obligate

you.

We invite correspondence.

The Service Recorder Co.
2312 Eut 105th Street

CLEVELAND, OHIO
Branch** in Twalv* CHU*

The Servi* Recorder hn* been adopted

by move then 75 Railtoadi lor u»e on

twitching end bander locomotives.

just as a mine may give out. In the same
way the pipe line companies arc specu-

lative because the Interstate Commerce
Commission is straining every effort to

get them enough inside the common car-

rier prison to regulate their rates. But
the great refining and marketing com-
panies, .such as the Standard Oil of New
Jersey. Standard Oil of New York. Stand-

ard Oil of Indiana, Vacuum Oil. Galena-
Signal Oil. and possibly the Standard Oil

of California and the Atlantic Refining

Company are well worth the permanent
investor's attention.

Take the Standard Oil of New Jersey.

It pays 4 per cent, regular dividends and
sells at 380, a net yield of only .5 per cent.

But an extra dividend of 40 per cent, was
declared lust year, ami the company's
assets are so vast and various that no one
can say at what time anotherextra may not

come. The New York Company is sell-

ing at 100. Last year it paid an enormous
stock dividend and lias not yet this year

paid a cash dividend on its present #75,-

000,000 stock issue. But rumor lias it

that the company may declare 14 per

cent, in cosh before the year is over. Un-
questionably both its assets and profits

are fabulously large, the latter probably

about 40 per cent, even on the increased

capital.

The Strength of Goo<l Business

fTMIU()UGH a long period the Stand-
* ard Oil organization has built up u

system of management which combines an

infinite capacity for taking pains in trade

and technical mutters, aggressiveness in

entering new fields and extreme honesty

and conservatism in financial policy.

The combination is simply irresistible.

Remember that none of these companies
have any ImmkIs whatever, and practically

no dehts of any kind. Only one company
has preferred stock, and a very small is-

sue at that. Thus, the investor always

gets a first lien on the company’s earnings.

There is no jugglery, no high finance.

Many corporations have bonds whic h arc

not bonds, financial subterfuges without

number.

The Standard Oil companies have only

one object, to earn profits for one single

class of persons—the stockholders. Many
corporations have thirty or forty differ-

ent classes of security holders, the inter-

relations of whose claims is enough to

drive a manager either dishonest or crazy.

Coupled with this Standard Oil simplicity

of corporate structure, which makes for

internal honesty, is an extreme conserva-

tism. relatively speaking, in distribution

of profits. There is always enough cash

on hand for any possible contingency.

No Standurd Oil Company is caught with

its clothes off when money is stringent.

They are never at the mercy of banks.

They do their own banking.

Finally it may be observed that at a

time when bonds and other fixed income

bearing obligations are suffering liecause

a fixed amount of money does not pur-

chase as much as it formerly did. there is

a distinct advantage in owning stocks

upon which there is no limit to dividends,

except common sense, anti es|»ecially

stocks that are the only securities issued

by companies engaged in a growing busi-

ness.

But I can not recommend Standard Oil

stocks to nervous dyspeptics unless they

promise not to read the daily quotations.

These are stocks for persons who have

both the means and the temperament to

wait.

1913

It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Dqiart-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladly answer, by correspondence,

any request for information
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A DUENNA

By Ben Ali Haugin

I
-

ITTLE opportunity is given to the general public to enjoy the

1—^ work of the group of brilliant portrait painters which has arisen in

America. It is, therefore , our plan to present in HARPER'S WEEKLY,
from time to time, reproductions of a number of the good examples of
recent American portraiture. This portrait by Ben Ali Ilaggin is of a

descendant of one of the oldest Cuban families and is interesting

for the effective simplicity and individuality of the workmanship.

i Diaitized
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Good Men Needed

AFFAIRS of much moment, not only to rail-

roads blit to shippers, to consumers, to

everybody, are in the hands of the Interstate

Commerce Commission. With three vacancies

to be filled on that body, President Wilson con-

fronts the need of men equipped with special abil-

ity as well as with the highest sense of public

service. The loss of Mr. Marble is severe. When
Franklin K. Lane, who had dominated the Com-
mission, was made Secretary of the Interior, it

was at his earnest request that Mr. Marble was
chosen to fill the vacancy. A terrific load of

work fell upon him, as it had fallen upon Mr.
I^ane, and that work may have hastened his

death. Another of the vacancies arises through

the expiration of the term of Commissioner
Clements. Mr. Clements has done such good

work that we think he ought to be reappointed.

He is advanced in years, to be sure, but men grow
old at different periods, and Mr. Clements is full

of vigor as well as full of experience and ability.

In his two terms and a part of another he has

been absolutely right-minded. At all times, he

has been an admirable representative of the pub-
lic’s interest. At sixty-seven, he has not only

the energy of youth, but its enthusiasm.

All Together

I
ET us not forget, in the various controversies

about railroads and money trusts, or in any
other controversies of the day, that rightly seen,

> the interests of all classes arc the same. When
I

there is a railroad wreck, the public is likely to

I

assume that its interests are in conflict with the

interests of the men who control the railroad.

f

This can be true only in a limited and narrow

I

sense. In the long run, the welfare of the public

and the welfare of the road must be the same, and
this is recognized by the wiser business men, as

; well as by the wiser critics of business. Indeed,

the most encouraging aspect of our study of

economic and business conditions today is that

every month finds many more men engaged in

active business who are studying the public

needs and public welfare, and a larger proportion

of the critical public who, instead of indulging in

mere class hostilities, realize that sound business

and sound government must be in harmony, and
are seeking not for vague agitation but for genuine

constructive solution. Business problems are the

dominating problems today, and what will do
most to make this a genuinely great country will

be a spirit of cooperation, every class in the com-
munity studying not only its own needs, but

sympathetically the needs of all the other classes.

They Come Fast

^ \ 7TIILE Mr. Brandeis’ series on how to break
* up the money trust is progressing, events

i
move so rapidly that it is quite impossible to

keep up with the object lessons. The exposure

;
of evils caused by interlocking directorates was

! already on the presses when further light was shed

|

on this condition by the investigation of the Inter-

.state Commerce Commission into the receiver-

j

ship of the St. Louis and San Francisco Railroad,

commonly known as “The Frisco” road. That
ruilroad failed, a victim to high finance. The
Frisco directors and bankers had formed syndi-

• cates to buy or build connecting railroads which

,
they sold to the Frisco Company at exorbitant

,

prices, which they were able to do because the

same men acted for the purchasers and were them-

]
selves the sellers. Those transactions yielded to

:
the syndicate profits of from seventy-five to one

,

hundred per cent, on the investment. Just stop

! a minute and think of that. The banker
I members of the syndicate not only had their

share of the syndicate profits but in addition re-

ceived bankers’ commissions on the sale of the

Frisco securities issued to raise the money for

paying the syndicates. When the road failed,

bankers who had taken part in the looting con-

trolled the legal proceedings against the roud.

Receivers appointed were members of the syndi-

cates. The financiers who looted the property

seem to be still in control of it. Perhaps, there-

fore, inadequate freight rates are not the main
reason why investors hesitate to buy railroad

securities. Perhaps also this complete exposure

of the money trust comes none too soon.

Honesty

THE Times Union of Jacksonville, Florida, is

not very well known to us, but its methods
are those which we find usually associated with

the most reactionary papers. The following is a

quotation from it:

“Harper’s Weekly advises: ‘Always put the

date so you can add it up with the rest of the bill.’

Mind you, this is in the day of a pure food com-
mission and other progressive institutions.”

Now, of course, Harper’s Weekly advised

nothing of the sort as the Times Union well knew.

Instead of that, it printed a humorous cartoon,

laughingly criticising the grocer wrho gave that

advice to his assistant. While we have no knowl-

edge of this publication, we are so accustomed to

standpat methods of misrepresentation that we
should be willing to wager, in the dark, a modest
sum that the Times Union is the reactionary

agent of its neighborhood.
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Total Eclipse

OF old, the expression “a Sun story” used to

stand among newspaper men, all over the
‘

country, for a piece of writing which crackled

with electricity, and was at the same time abso-
\

lutely clear—good English of the straight-from-
j

the-shoulder sort. But now— Listen to this
j

alleged sentence and guess what Charles A. Dana I

is doing in his grave:

All this time, .skipping lightly over what once was Gree-

ley and now is Herald Square, and Ixmgacre, now Times
Square, and climbing out of the subway at what is now
known as Columbus Circle, but which undoubtedly will In*

changed, after Honorable Hearst builds on his corner lot

I

there, to American and Journal place, one came u|k>ii the

quietest election night crowd, always excepting the boll

I ringers and horn blowers who ring and blow no matter how
I

elections go, that the city has seen.

It is an attempt at the 8lin*s old spirit, and what
an attempt! What chance has gayety against

the sort of English that “prep” school boys are
1 asked to re-write on examination papers?

Where are the Suns of yesteryear?

Wilson and the Bosses

THROUGHOUT the Presidential campaign
last year it was constantly asserted that

j

;

the election of Mr. Wilson meant the triumph of

j

the bosses, those mentioned being always,
I Murphy, Tom Taggart and Roger Sullivan. It

|

would be difficult to find any one now who
believes that Wilson's election resulted in the :

1 triumph of Murphy, especially since the chief

! Federal office in the gift of the Administration

in New York City was first bestowed upon John

;

Purroy Mitchel, and upon his election as the

!

Anti-Tammany Mayor was given to Dudley
1

Field Malone, who left his desk in the Treasury
Department to strike Tammany and Murphy.
As for Tom Taggart, the returns from the elec-

tions in Indiana cities indicate his overthrow,

despite the election of his candidate in Indian-

apolis, through the failure of the opposition to

unite. Has anybody heard of Roger Sullivan

at the White House? And what happened to

Smith in New Jersey? Nothing will do more to

destroy boss rule in the various cities of this

country than the success of the Administration

now struggling in Washington to solve the big-

gest American problems.

The Cost of War

CHAMP CLARK, among American opponents

of big military expenses, argues that every

year money enough is wasted on the armies and
navies of the world to feed, clothe, and educate

all its children. This is indorsing the Winston

Churchill project of a naval holiday for all

the powers. A French ministry, fearful of Ger-

man aggression, has just called for a loan of

$260,000,000 to cover military expenses. This

is four dollars from every man, woman and
child in the French Republic; or about u

! dollar a head more than the cost of the Philip-

pines to date, to each inhabitant of the

United States. We know what Sherman said

about war. What would he have said about
preparations for war?

. ,

Bloodletting in Mexico

THOMAS CARLYLE, in his Life of Cromwell,

defending him from the charge of regicide,

insists that his judges should put themselves

in Cromwell's place, where it was, “My head or

your head.” In the French Revolution, the

same philosophy is expounded under the tragic

title: “The loser pays.” Doubtless the Revo-
lutionists in Mexico are not entirely conforming

to the rules of civilized warfare. Doubtless also,

as is evident when the consular reports come in,

the effort has l>een made to picture the Constitu-

tionalists as blood-thirsty bandits, incapable of

self-government, while the massacres ordered

by Huerta are glossed over. Madero and his

kinsmen and adherents lost and paid. Those
who took part in his overthrow and assassination

have been captured in the defense of besieged

cities, Torreon, Chihuahua. Victoria, and they

have been shot as traitors to the government.
When the ('onstitutiona lists have been captured,

they have paid with their lives. There are

parallels between the French Revolution and the

one in Mexico, and Carlyle is able to give in-

sight into both.

“It was the frightfullc?it tiling ever borne of time! One
of the frightfullcst. This Convention Hid publish lasts of

whut the Reign of Terror had perpetrated. Lists of persons

Guillotined. They contain the names of. How many persona

thinks the Reader? Two Thousand, all hut a few. There
were alxive Four Thousand. erica Montgaillard. It is

a horrible sum of human lives. M. I’Abbe! Some ten times

as many shot rightly on a field of battle, and one might have
had bis Glorious Victory, with Te Drum. It is not far

from the two-hundredth part of what jierished in the entire

Seven Years’ Wur. History, looking lack over tills France

through long timers, confesses mournfully that there is no
period to be met with, in which the general Twenty-Five
Millions of France suffered less than in this period which

they name Reign of Terror. But it was not the dumb mil- I

lions which suffered here; it was the S|»caking Thousands
|

and Hundreds and (’nits; who shrieked and published

and made the world ring with their wail."

It is a sad thing, in short, this death in warfare,

but it is not the worst. The oppression of a

people, such as Mexico has long known, is worse.

Too Old

Henry gassaway davis, who has

just celebrated his ninetieth birthday, is in

good health and hopes others are enjoying the

same. He has lived long enough to acquire a

good part of the State of West Virginia. He was
a voter before the Mexican War and was a com-
paratively young Senator in the Seventies. One .

of the arguments against the election of the

Democratic ticket in 1904 was that Vice-Presi-

dent ial Candidate Davis would lie too old to live

out his term if elected. He has seen three Vice-

Presidents elect cm! since.

Mr. Edward Winston Pettus of Alabama once

called on Senator Pugh and asked for the ap-

pointment to a federal judgeship. Senator

Pugh, so the story goes, replied that Mr. Pettus

was loo old to be a Judge, whereupon Mr. Pettus
I

made the courteous retort that he was not too old

to Ik* United States Senator in the place of Sena-

tor Pugh. The people of Alabama agreed with

Mr. Pettus and he served one full term in the

Senate and part of another, before his death.
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Not So New

THE ‘‘movies” (perhaps we should omit the

quotation marks, the word is working into

the language so fast) are considered a strictly

twentieth-century development. Here is an

amusement advertisement which appeared in the

public prints in England exactly 101 years ago.

At the Duke of Marlborough's Head in Fleetslreet, is

now to be seen a new Invented Machine, comijoscd of five

curious Pictures, with moving Figures, representing the

History of the Heathen Gods, which move os artificially

as if Living: the like not seen before in Europe. The
whole contains near an hundred Figures, beside Ships,

Beasts, Fish, Fowl and other embellishments, some near a

Foot in height; all which have their respective and peculiar

Motions, their very Heads, Legs, and Anns, Hands and

Fingers, Artificially moving to what they perform, and
setting one Foot before another like Living Creatures, in

such a manner that nothing hut Nature can excel it. It

will continue to be seen every Day from 10 in the Morning

j

’till 10 at Night.

This will probably hold you for a while,

although it must be admitted that the moving
pictures of 1814 were different in mechanism and
extent from those which play so large a part in

, the life of 1913.

"Medical Freedom" Tactics

ORGANIZED to fight the growing affiliation

between the State and the “regular”

medical profession, the National League for

Medical Freedom does many things which irnli-

;

cate its definition of “freedom.”

Just now the League is aiming its fire at the

lectures on sex hygiene that have been estab-

I listed in the Chicago public schools by the sensi-

tive and enlightened woman superintendent.

School attendance on these lectures is not com-
pulsory, nor is the abused “taxpayer” on their

account a j>enny out of pocket. The League

is in the position of a group which attempts

not simply to defend its own “rights" but to

deprive the others of something which they want.

Recently the League sent stenographers to re-

port the lecture given at the Bryant School by
Dr. A. C. Cotton, who was president last year

of the Chicago Medical Society, and the lecture

given at the Hyde Park High School by Dr.

C. J. Hopkirk, another reputable physician.

The League took extracts from these lectures,

printed them in a circular, and then submitted

the circular to Postmaster Campbell for an opin-

i ion as to whether these extracts made the leaflet

too “obscene” to circulate in the mails. The
postmaster is the same official who last year barred

the report of the Chicago Vice Commission from
1 the mails. He ruled, after consultation with

his superiors, that the circulars were unmailable.

The secretary of the League then called up the

city editors and got into the newspapers a sensa-

tional account of the character of the lectures

given in the public schools. It was a cheap
triumph. No organization which really cares

for “freedom” will summon the so-called “Com-
stock act” to its aid. That statute places it

in the hands of unknown ami irresponsible federal

officials the power to censor all our literature

dealing with the subject of sex.

The appeal to such a body is a pretty example
of what “ freedom ” means to the I/eague. “ To it,

freedom” means merely hostility to knowledge.

What Some Women Are Doing

I
N a certain community, in a mountainous

l

region of the South, there is almost no money,
no railroads, no commerce. The people can
scarcely scrape together enough to pay taxes.

Nevertheless the women are doing a great deal
;

to make progress possible, and they are doing

it along the lines of traditional domestic indus-

tries. In one house, for instance, that we know
,

of, the women can all the vegetables and fruits i

they use during the winter season, and sell about
two thousand cans a year besides, all of it

in quarts, for ten cents a quart, and including

even’thing from peaches anti cherries to beans

and tomatoes. These women knit their own
stockings, and spin the thread. They wTear :

calicoes and coarse shoes and real bonnets to

church, but they have done much toward revo-

lutionizing diet and thus toward establishing

the health of their community. Children who
formerly lived the year round on bread and meat
and sorghum and had scurvy are now wrell and
vigorous. lessons in canning are being given

to the girls in the crossroads schoolhouses, and
;

every country fair has its exhibit of school-

girls’ canning display. All of which is extremely

constructive work along lines of effort that we
sometimes think of as almost obsolete.

Defoe on the Feminist Movement

THE freedom of women has always had its

champions, and, naturally enough, it has

not been in every case the cavaliers who have
understood them. In 1697 it was Daniel Defoe,

that practical adventurer and brilliant journal-

ist. He was no courtier, but he believed it was

|

barbarous that women should be deprived of

j

the advantages of education, and he suggested,

just one hundred years before our American
Mary Lyon was born, that an academy be
established “differing but little from the public

schools,” w'herein such ladies as desired should

,

have “all the advantages of learning suitable to

to their genius.” He would deny to them “no
i

sort of learning,” but he would advocate es-

pecially history, “that they might understand

the world and be able to know and judge of

things”; music and dancing, “because they are

their darlings”; the graces of speech, that their

conversation might be desirable. The ladies
|

in the academy were to suffer neither “guards
nor spies.” Defoe was canny enough to know’

the opposition, and in his refutation he suggests

the hue and cry against such a project. The hue
and cry today has advanced from education to

suffrage. “It looks,” urges Defoe, “as if we
denied women the advantages of education for

:

fear they should vie with the men in their im-

provements.” He suspects that “the world are I

mistaken in their practice alxjut women”; for

he cannot think that “God Almighty ever made
j

them so delicate, so glorious creatures ... so 1

ngreeahle and delightful to mankind ... all to

be only stewards of our houses, cooks and
slaves.” And he looks ahead confidently. “This
chapter is but an essay at the thing,” he says.

“I refer the practice to those happy days, if

ever they shall be, when men shall be wise

enough to mend it.” The day seems near.



Something

c

New

Under

the Sun
By

ALICE HUBBARD

Illustrated by Oliver llerford

THERE is something new under the sun. There is

something new in the Twentieth Century.

Men and women are finding that it is safe to be

honest with each other; that it is not safe to l>e dis-

honest with themselves.

Fairy tales are living discarded for scientific facts.

Mature English is replacing baby talk. Women are get-

ting the recognition usually accorded to adults. Women
are getting an understanding of the exact rating given

them by men and are facing the facts disclosed.

The finances of the world have not been understood by

women, for men have not considered wives, mothers, or

sweethearts eligible to knowledge of accounts.

Mathematics, formerly supposed to bo masculine, is

now known to lie of common gender. Women are doing

their own bookkeeping and are studying economics.

And they find that it is most improvident to give

all their time, energy, and capacity for earning, in

exchange for an uninsured assurance of food, shelter,

and clothing.

They have proved that it is easy for a woman, endowed
with the usual amount of bruin, physical and moral

strength, to earn a living. An exceptionally intelligent

woman can earn her living and take care of a mother and

sisters, and have a surplus besides. Women have found,

too. that exceptionally intelligent women are no more
rare than are exceptionally intelligent men.
Woman’s possessions, which were formerly in a dream

world, or whose imaginary wealth was in a life to eoine,

now have form and substance.

The old prayer, “Oh, Ixird, make our women virtuous

and our men brave!” has been transposed, and wc are

legislating that men become virtuous, and our women are

becoming brave because they are exploring the world. It

is only the unknown and the untried that is feared.

rPIIE first woman who mounted a bicycle and rode out

of her father’s dooryard into the public highway

blazed a way for woman's physical independence.

The first woman who successfully operated a type-

6

writer and proved that her work was worth a price in the

commercial world, was a pioneer.

Bishop Vincent gave to women a new earth when he
founded the Chautauqua Literary and Scientific Circles

throughout the land.

lie made an opportunity for every woman in Christen-

dom to use her brain as an organ.

The first Woman’s Club opened up a new civilization.

It gave to women moral filler, purpose, courage, deter-

mination, |K>wcr.

When Mary Smith stood on a platform and spoke to

the women in that club, it was impressed ujion her

that she was an entity, a personality. She found that to

speak in public was not so heroic nor so wonderful as

many things she had done in the routine work of her ob-

scure life. And she found, too, that the semi-public rec-

ognition was quite refresiling.

Then followed the conviction that since she was an
individual in this club, away from male protection, she

had individual rights and responsibilities elsewhere, per-

haps everywhere. This aroused her to the recognition of

the fact that she was somebody or nobody in and of her-

self. Then she threw down the shield that had been held

before her by man, and thrust back into its scabbard the

sword that had been said to be used in her defense.

Woman has begun to think for herself, to fight her own
battles, to live for herself, to carry responsibility, to

teach her children to do the same.

When Elisabeth Cady Stanton called the first Woman’s
Rights Meeting in America, those who responded to the

call did not know that they were striking off bonds more
difficult to remove than those which bound black slave

to white owner. It was very plain, the whole world

knew that the white man owned the black nmn. But
men ami women had not eyes that could see that there

was a servitude sanctioned by Church and State, tradi-

tion and sentiment, far more insidious and detrimental

to man’s progress than was openly acknowledged slavery. <

Men and women had not the courage to acknowledge the
'

fact of such servitude even had they been able to set* it.

Digitized by Google
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'T’HE home and family as it was sa|>{>o.scd to have

existed for ages, was supposed, also, to have had
upon it the sanction of a Divinity unchanged and
unchangeable.

The men in the territory of Wyoming did not know
theirs was a modern chivalry incomparable with any
other, when they made demand u|>on the federal govern-

ment that the women of their territory, having done
work equal with theirs iu the development of that country

should be entered as absolute equals in every political

right with them. And no bribe or political advantage

could tempt them to enter the Union on any other terms.

When Wyoming entered the Union as a state, hers was a

true democracy.
These forces, though not recognized except as subjects

for caricatures in the beginning, have been cumulative.

Now they have become a power. All these forces

working together have made the thrill, the stir of new
life, the palpable awakening of conscience and of the

intelligence of the world into what is known as the

“Feminist Movement.”
The change in the world has been so gradual that we

are surprised to find it a new world in which woman exists

as an entity.

Woman finds, to her surprise, that she is really an
equal part of every part of the world.

Her interests are in everything that is. But so new is

this that we arc impressed more with what woman de-

mands than with what man demands.

YA/ITIIIN a year the Feminist Movement has be-
v v come of interest to everyone.

To espouse the cause of the woman suffrage phase

of the Feminist Movement is now popular. Magazines
and newspapers that once set their whole force of artists

to ridiculing the women who asked for primitive, political

rights, now have their caricaturists holding up to ridicule

the men who oppose it. There is even a growing sym-
pathy toward the English militants.

It has been a harder struggle for man to accept femin-

ism than for woman to have established it.

Men, since they took jmssossion of the world, have been
the active, creative element, and women the submissive

and passive. Now, the only discomforts which women
feel are growing pains which carry with them the thrill of

joy—ample compensation for discomfort.

Men have felt that what women gained would l>e

their loss, that they and their world were losing

something.

The woman movement has seemed to men iconoclastic

—their idols have l»een broken. Men's old ideals of

what a woman should be are shattered.

We will part with anything more readily than with

our ideals, "Leave me my dreams! I am accustomed
to the old dreams! Let me dream again !** So have the

dreaming masses cried throughout the ages of the world

whenever new truth has been expressed, and the dream-
ers have been disturbed.

Socrates was killed because he disturbed the dreams of

the Athenians; so was Jesus; so was Stephen. This
was why Hypatia suffered death—Savonarola, Bruno.

Servetus, Mary Dyer, and in our own time Ferrari.

Galileo, Spinoza, Copernicus, Anne Hutchinson, Mary
Wollstonecraft, Thomas Paine. Charles Darwin, Ingcr-

soll, all disturbed the dreams of the ]>cople.

V/|EN have demanded that women be perfect, without
1

their having any responsibility toward perfection

themselves.

Man’s dreams have been of women who were forever

faithful—no matter whether they had cause for faith or

not; of women who were virtuous out of wedlock,
whether the dreamer knew the significance of virtue or

not; of women who were gentle and modest, no matter
how boisterous their own lives; of women beautiful,

contented, charming, sweet-tempered, helpful, hopeful,

gracious, kind, and above all loving and forgiving under
every circumstance that the masters might create.

Woman has been an ideal for man, a dream-woman, a
creation of his own brain, and therefore intrinsically a

|K>ssc.ssion of his own; something to create, recreate

and make to suit his mood.
His understanding of the laws of Nature have had no

effect upon his dreams. Natural causes must not touch

his dream of the child-w'oman.

A LL romance has been woven out of such stuff as

such dreams arc made on; and the little life has

l»ecn rounded by a stupor not overcome by facts. Men
have preferred their dreams to truth—just as women
have. "My little wife! The dearest little mother! I

will ask my wife! My religion is in my wife’s name!
This brave little woman!” are expressions of men who
love their dream-wives.

Should women begin to think for themselves; should

they have ideas of their own; should they prove their

thinking; what then?

Men have feared fearfully about this.

Many men have hid their heads in the sand, and have
said, “ It Is not so. Women do not want entity. Women
want protection; they want to be loved, cherished and
carts! for."

A Southern Senator, when asked his opinion of woman
suffrage, said, “The ladies please me just as they are.”

And he turned with a benevolent smile to his work of

more legislation, and thought he had settled the woman
question.

What will become of the romance of the world if

women become physically strong, if they think, make
decisions, achieve political equality, social equality and
commercial equality? Will not romance die? If there

is no romance, then the great source of feeling is cut off.

Thought is born of feeling. The imagination is depend-

ent upon it. If romance dies, men will neither think nor

work. Then the race will perish from the face of the

earth—chaos will come again. “I do not fear it, my
dear Lord!"

Nature does not die in the Feminist Movement.

'T’HE love which is founded on intelligent friendship
1

is finer and more enduring than a love born of pro-

pinquity and accident.

The old books of romance have plots so devoid of rea-

son that they are like the plays of little children. If

a man saved a woman from drowning he must marry her

if possible. A woman's nursing an eligible gentleman

through a hospital experience, a railroad wreck, a steam-

ship journey, a summer’s outing, a pretty face, quick

repartee, fine physique, have been ample cause for es-

tablishing homes, and have been sanctioned as a fit

foundation for the most serious business of the world.

The old romance would scarcely endure scientific analy-

sis, The songs, poems ami romances never pictured

more than the wooing of shy maidens by anient lovers.

The stories of the lives of mothers and fathers were not

considered subjects for romance.

But wooings are short. Life is long and so arc well-

founded friendships.

The pageantry of the early romances belongs to the

barbarisms of the times in which it flourished.

Love founded on the intelligent understanding of mu-
tual interests belongs to the Twentieth Century.

Only a few men have given serious consideration to the

place of woman in the world, or to woman’s work and
life. Her work and her place us they were in a primitive

civilization have l>ecn accepted. In all this changing

world, woman’s part is the only one that was unchanged

and must not change.

John Stuart Mill and Wendell Phillips are two men of

public prominence who have given serious consideration

to woman’s rights, and they of course received their

reward for espousing this unpopular cause.

A LTHOUGH the ladies may not have pleased indi-

vidual men just as they are, the woman’s place in

their lives has pleased them; and always the romance and
the dreams have been soothing.

Men have come back to their dreams at night after a

day of hart! work; in sickness; after sinning; when
temptation ceased to have a lure; when there was no
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place else to go. And the dreams have become dearer

seen through the mists of repentance.

If man’s dreams were taken away, he must live close

to truth and face it day and night. Without them he

would be left as defenseless as docs excommunication and
anathemization leave him.

To so live would do away with all vicarious atonement
and death-bed repentance.

Bereft of this dream child-woman, and companioned
by a woman with human qualities dominating the

female, man must then be a man living to-day, awake
to scientific Understanding of the consequence of his

every act.

Men have been by no means the only dreamers.

Women have outdreained them, and their cloud fabric

has been more translucent even than men’s.

Men have come back to their dreams. Women have
stayed by theirs «lay and night until they have well

nigh lost a vital understanding of life.

Since the industries of the home were taken into fac-

tories, women have Iwen superdreamers. They have been
romantic in their tastes and artificial in their lives. They
have dreamed of lovers spurring over the plains, masterly

and masterful, who would come and take possession of

them whether they willed it or not, and carry them away
to some fairy castle where they should be worshipped,

idealized, served.

Why women have thought themselves worthy of wor-

ship, why luxuries unlimited should be their natural

right, no one can explain.

But the dreams have not come true, because they were
dreams.

rplIE economic waste in the world through the idleness

and incompetence of women is inestimable. Only
for the fact that the necessity for action in order to live

caused women to stir and awake from their dreams, the

race would have died.

Uncomfortable for men as women's discontent and un-

rest is, it has saved the rn<*e. It has been the greatest

blessing to men whether so recognized or not. For the

great awakening of women has not been just for women.
As a result, men are awakening as well.

Women’s activities are never for themselves alone. A
double power is always with woman; she works for her-

self and for her children. Her natural instinct is to

serve. And as it is a fact that woman and man are one,

man must be affected when woman is.

Woman does not enter this neto world as a child,

but as a youth, with all the enthusiasm and joy of

youth, with the alertness and insight of a discoverer.

She has a few prejudices to overcome. She is primitive

in her instincts.

CHE has caution. She must protect her young. Her
desire is to guard her children against that which

leads to wrong living. She understands that government
is for the people aud its first purpose is to serve them,

whether she has formulated this or not. Woman works
with the idea that education is to develop the best in the

child and to be an equipment for him for work.

Man and woman together ure responsible for the

Feminist Movement. Man and woman together will re-

ceive the benefits from it. Neither can prosper alone;

neither can be ruined alone. Together men and women
go down to death, or together they live.

Together they are learning that to be awake and to

know truth brings more of beauty, more of love, more of

romance into life than untruth and dreams can bring.

rPHERE is something new under the sun. There is

something new in the Twentieth Century. History

has no record such as is now being made.
Throughout the progress of civilization, men and

women have not been honest with each other. Women
have said that men were their superiors, their masters;

that it was their happiness to endure servitude for them;
that their desire was to be absorbed by them. And this

has been true for a brief time in almost ever}- woman’s
life—then she has reluctantly repeated it for hire.

Men have gallantly served to women the sop of

poppy and honey that, women were superior in their

virtue, beauty, loveliness, and in all that is genuinely

worth while.

There were things not fit for ladies’ ears, wailings and
complaints which men must not hear, -men must work
and women must weep.

But not until now have women and men both known
that there is nothing of human interest that is not of

equal importance to women and to men; that inen

and women should, must nnd do participate in all Lhings

together; that whatever man’s life is, he brings it into

his home; it sits at his table; it goes with him into

the intimate relations of his life; that to the woman
whom he is protecting most from the world he is

giving more of the world in which he participates than

to anyone else.

And woman must know that none of her refinements,

none of her follies, none of her uselessness is or can be

kept from the man with whom she shares her life. They
live together and their children arc the common product
of their so living.

And now for the first time in the history of civilization

we arc approaching a time when men and women can
look into each other’s eyes, and with absolute honesty

say to each other, we are equal.

This is the new thing under the sun.
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THE GREATER KINDNESS?

There has been much agitation recently against the conduct of Sing Sing, and indeed all over the country against

penitentiary methods in general, it being thought by many that society ought to hate brains enough to punish

criminals in some manner that might make more for reform and less for discouragement and degradation. Mr.

Cesare's cartoon indicates his belief that imprisonment, in its bad form, is hardly, if at all preferable to the

electric chair. We hate, at any rate, progressed far enough to realize the nature of the problem and to be

seeking a reasonable solution that shall bring the criminal out of jail a better and more useful man than he entered.



Serve One Master Only!
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

IS the previous articles of this series Mr. Urandcis has described the concentration of financial power in the hands
1

of a few bankers, “ our financial oligarchy by means of the consolidation of banks and trust companies, the

combination of railroad systems, and the undue multiplication of the functions of the investment banker. In this issue

he discusses some of the proposals for curing these evils by legislation.

THE Pujo Committee «n«l its aMe The Prohibition of Common pany doing business in the same place,

counsel. Mr. Samuel I'ntermyer, Directors in Potentially Com- The proposed concession opens the door

have presented the facts con- netiiur Cnmamtinn* 10 8rave d*nKpr>- In the first place the

cerning the Money Trust so clearly that I n l provision would permit the interlocking

the conclusions appear inevitable. Their 1. National Banks. The objection to of any national bank not with one

diagnosis discloses intense financial coil- common directors, as applied to bank- trust company only, but with us many
eentration und the means by which it is ing institutions, is clearly shown by the trust companies as the bank has

effected. Combination,—the intertwin- PujoCommittee; and its recommendation directors,

iug of interests,— is shown to lie the all- is in accordance with the legislation or

pervading vice of the present system, practice of other countries. The Hunk T)UT even if the bill were amended SO OS

With a view to freeing industry, the Com- of England, the Hank of France, the u to limit the possible interlocking of

inittee recommends the enactment of National Hank of Belgium, ami the lead- a bank to a single trust company, the

twenty-one specific remedial provisions, ing banks of Scotland all exclude from wisdom of the concession would still be

Each of these measures is wisely framed their boards persons who are directors doubtful. It i9 true, as the Pujo Com-
to meet some abuse disclosed by the in other banks. By law, in Russia mitlce states, tliut “the business that may
evidence; and if all of them are adopted no person is allowed to be on the board be transacted by” a trust company is of

the Pujo legislation would undoubtedly of management of more than one liauk ; "a different character” from that prop-

alleviatc present suffering and aid in and in Massachusetts a similar law has erly transacted by a national bank. But
arresting the disease. But many of the been applied to savings bunks. the business actually conducted by a
remedies proposed are “local” ones, and '2. State Banks and Trust Companies, trust cuni|)any Ls, at least in the East

.

a cure is not possible, without treatment The reason for prohibiting common direc- quite similar; ami the two classes of bauk-

which is fundamental. Indeed, a major tors in banking institutions applies equally iug institutions have these vital elements

o]>eration is necessary. This the Com- to national banks and to state banks in- in common: Each is » bank of deposit,

and each makes
loans from those
deposits. A private

banker may also
transact some busi-

ness of a character

different from that

properly conducted
by a bank; but by
the terms of the

Committee’s bill a

private banker en-

gaged in the business

of receiving deposits

would lie prevented

from being a dim-tor

of a national bank;
and the reasons
underlying that

prohibition apply
et]ually to trust

companies and to

private bankers.

8. Other Corpora-

tion to directors The most potent single source of J. P. Morgan & Co.’s power is the 9t6£,S00j000 depoe- tions. The interlock

-

of national banks, fa including those of 7S interstate railroad, public-service and industrial cor/Mirations. 'nfi banking insti-

Second: TheCom- tutions is only one
mittee recognizes that a eor|Nirution eluding those trust companies which arc of the factors which have developed the

should not make a contract in which one essentially hanks. In New York City Money Trust. The interlocking of

of the management lias a private interest; there are 87 trust companies of which other conjurations has been an equally

but it restricts this prohibition (l) to only 15 are members of the cleariug important element. And the prohibition

national lianks, and (4) to the officers. house; but those 15 had on November 2, of interlocking directorates should be
1912. aggregate resources of $827,875,(153. extended to potentially competing cor-

OROMBITIONS of intertwining rela- Indeed the Bankers' Trust Company poratious whatever the class,—life in-
1

tions so restricted, however supple- with resources of $205,000,000 and the surance companies, railroads and indus-

mented by other provisions, will not end Guaranty Trust Company, with re- trial companies, as well as banking
financial concentration. The Money sources of $232,000,000. are among the institutions. The Pujo Committee has

Trust snake will, at most, tie scotched, not most useful tools of the Money Trust, shown that Mr. George F. Baker is a corn-

killed. The prohibition of a common di- No bank in the country has larger de- moti director in the six railroads which

rector in potentially competing corpora- posits than the latter; and only one bank haul 80 per cent, of all anthracite mar-

tions, should apply to state banks and trust larger deposits than the former. If com- keted and own 88 per cent, of all an-

companies, as well as to national banks; mon directorships were permitted in thracitc deposits. The Morgan osso-

and it should apply to railroad and in- state banks or such trust companies, ciates ore the nexus between such

dustrial corporations os fully as to bank- the charters of leading national banks supposedly competing railroads as the

ing institutions. The prohibition of would doubtless soon Ik* surrendered; Northern Pacific and the Great North-
corporate contracts in which one of the and the institutions would elude federal cm; the Southern, the Louisville &
management has a private interest should control by reincorporating under state Nashville and the Atlantic Coast Line,

apply to directors, as well as to officers, laws. and between supposedly competing in-

nid to Ante banka and trust companies The Pujo Committee has fuiled to apply dustrials like theWestingliou.se Electric

and to other classes of corporations, as the prohibition of common directorships and Manufacturing Company and the

well as to national banks. And, us will in |iotentially competing banking insti- General Electric. The nexus between all

be hereafter shown, such brood legisla- tutions rigorously even to national lianks. the large potentially competing corpora-

tion Ls within the power of Congress. It permits the same man to be a director tions must lie severed, if the Money Trust

Let us examine this further: in one national bank and one trust com- is to be broken.

10
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Prohibiting Corporate Contracts

in Which the Management
Has a Private Interest

THE principle of prohibiting corporate

contracts in which the management

has a private interest is applied, in the

Pujo Committee’s recommendations, only

to national hanks, and in them only to

officers.

The Money Trust would not he dis-

turlied hv a prohibition limited to officers.

Under a law of that character, financial

control would continue to Ik* exercised by

the few without substantial impairment;

but the power would be exerted through

a somewhat different channel. Bank
officers are appointees of thedirectors; and

ordinarily their obedient servants. Indi-

viduals who, as bank officers, are now
important factors in the financial concen-

tration, would doubtless resign as officers

and become merely directors. The loss

of official salaries involved could be easily

compensated. No member of the firm of

J. P. Morgan & Co. is an officer in any

one of the thirteen banking institutions

with aggregate resources of11,483,000.000.

through which as directors they carry on

their vast operations. A prohibition

limited to officers would not affect the

Morgan operations with these banking

institutions. If there were minority repre-

sentation on bank bourds (which the Pujo

Committee wisely advocates), such a pro-

vision might afford some protection to

stockholders through the vigilance of the

minority directors preventing the domi-

nant directors using their power to the

injury of the minority stockholders. But

even then, the provision would not safe-

guard the public; and the primary pur-

pose of Money Trust legislation is not to

prevent directors from injuring stockhold-

ers; but to prevent their injuring the pub-

lic through the intertwined coutrolof the

banks. No prohibition limited to officers

will materially change this condition.

Apply the Private Interest

Prohibition to All Kinds

of Corjtorations

The creation of the Money Trust is

due quite as much to the encroach-

ment of the investment banker ujK>n

railroads, public service, industrial, and
life-insurance companies, as to his con-

trol of banks and trust companies.

Before the Money Trust can Ik* broken,

all these relations must lie severed.

And they cannot lie severed unless cor-

porations of each of these several classes

an* prevented fmm dealings with their

own directors and with corporations

in which those directors are in ten-sled.

For instance: The most potent single

source of J. P. Morguu & Co.’s power
is the $10*,500.(MM> deposits, including

those of 78 interstate railroad, public-

service and industrial corporations,

which the Morgans an* free to use as they

sec fit. The pmposed prohibition, even

if applied to all banking institutions,

would not affect directly this great source

of Morgan power. If. however, the pro-

hibition is made to include railroad,

public-service, and industrial corpora-

tions. as well as banking institutions,

members of J. P. Morgan & Co., will

quickly n*tin* from substantially all

boards of directors.

Apply the Private Interest Prohi-

bition to Stockholding Interests

The prohibition against one corpora-

tion entering into transactions with an-

other corporation in which one of its

directors is also interested, should apply

even if his interest in the second cor-

poration is merely that of stockholder.

A conflict of interest in a director may
Ik* just us serious where he is a stockholder

The Stanley Committee, after investigation of the Steel Trust,

concluded that representatives of certain industries which are

largely dependent u/ton railroads should be absolutely

prohibited from serving as railroad directors,

officers or employees

only in the second corporation, as if he
were also a director.

Special Disqualifications

'I 'HE Stanley Committee, after investi-

* gation of the Sled Trust, concluded

that the evils of interlocking directorates

were so serious that representatives of cer-

tain industries which an* largely dependent

upon railroads should be absolutely pro-

hibited from serving as railroad directors,

officers or employee*. It, therefore, pro-

posed to disqualify as railroad director,

officer or employee any person engaged

in the business of manufacturing or selling

ruilroud cars or locomotives, railroad rail

or structural steel, or in mining and selling

coal. The Stanley bill, if enacted, would

certainly do away with many present

abuses and would, to that extent, lessen

the power of the Money Trust.

Directors, officers, and employees of

banking institutions should, by a similar

provision, lie disqualified from acting as

directors, officers or employees of life-

insurance companies. The Armstrong
investigation showed that life-insurance

companies wrere in 1905 the most potent

factor in financial concentration. Their

power was exercised largely through the

banks and trust companies which they

controlled by stock ownership and their

huge de|M>sits. The Armstrong legisla-

tion directed life-insurance companies

to sell their st«x*kn. The Mutual Life

and the Equitable did so in part. But
the Morgan associates bought the stocks.

And now, instead of the life-insurance

companies controlling the banks and trust

companies, the latter and the l*ankcrs

control the life-insurance companies.

How the Prohibition May Be
Limitetl

'T'HE Money Trust cannot be destroyed
* unless all classes of corporations are

included in the prohibition of interlocking

directors and of transactions by corpora-

tions in which the management has a

private interest. But it does not follow

that the prohibition must apply to every

corporation of each class. Certain ex-

ceptions are entirely consistent with

merely protecting the public against the

Money Trust; although protection of

minority stockholders and business ethics

demands that the nde prohibiting a cor-

poration from making contracts in which

a director has a private financial interest

should Ik* universal in its application.

The number of corporations in the United

States Dec. 3,19H. was 305.330. Of these
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only 1610 have a capital of more than

$5,000,000. Few corporations (other than

banks) with a capital of Ini than $5,000,-

000 could appreciably affect general

credit conditions either through their own
operations or their affiliations. Corpora-

tions (other than banks) with capital

resources of less than $5,000,000 might,

therefore, be excluded from the scope of

the Statute. The prohibition could also

be limited so as not to apply to any indus-

trial concern, regardless of the amount of

capital and resources, doing only an in-

trastate business; as practically all large

industrial corporations are engaged in

interstate commerce. This would exclude

some retail concerns and local jobbers and
manufacturers not otherwise excluded

from the operation of the Act. Likewise

banks and trusts companies located in

cities of less titan 100,000 inhabitants

might, if thought udviaablc, be excluded,

if their capital Is less than $500,000,

and their resources less than, say, $2,500,-

000. In larger cities even the smaller

banking institutions should lie subject

to the law. Such exceptions should

overcome any objection which might

be raised that in some smaller cities,

the prohibition of interlocking direc-

torates would exclude from the bank
directorates all the uble business men
of the community; liecau.se they would

fear to become directors lest they

lose all opportunity of hank accom-

modations.

An exception should also be made so

as to permit interlocking directorates

between u corporation and its proper

sulisidiarics. And the prohibition of

transactions in which the management
lias a private interest should, of

course, not apply to contracts, ex-

press or implied, for such services

as are performed indiscriminately for

the whole community by railroads and
public service corporations, or for

services, common to all customers, like

the ordinary service of a bank for its

depositors.

The Power of Congress

rT'HE question may be asked: Has
* Congress the power to impose these

limitations upon the conduct of any busi-

ness other than national banks? And if

the power of Congress is so limited, will

not the dominant financiers, upon the

enactment of such a law, convert their

national banks into state banks or trust

companies, and thus escape from con-

gressional control?

The answer to both questions is clear.

Congress has ample power to impose such

prohibitions upon practically all cor-

porations.—including state banks, trust

companies and life insurance companies;

and evasion may be made impossible.

While Congress has not been granted

power to regulate directly state banks,

and trust or life insurance companies,

or railroad, public service and indus-

trial corporations, except in respect to

interstate commerce, it may do so indi-

rectly by virtue cither of its control of

the mail privilege or through the taxing

power.

Practically no business in the United

States can lie conducted without use of

the mails; ami Congress may in its

reasonable discretion deny the use of the

mail to any business, which is conducted
under conditions deemed by Congress

to Ik* injurious to the public welfare.

Thus; Congress has no power directly

to suppress lotteries; but it has

indirectly suppressed them by deny-

ing. under heavy penalty, the use of

the mail to lottery enterprises. Con-
gress has no power to suppress directly

business frauds; hut it Is constantly

doing so indirectly by issuing fraud-

orders denying the mail privilege. Con-
gress has no direct power to require a

newspaper to publish a list of its pro-

prietors und the umount of its cir-

culation, or to require it to mark paid-

matter distinctly as advertising: Hut
it has thus regulated the press, by deny-

ing the seminl-claas mail privilege, to all

publications which fail to comply with

the requirements prescribed.

'"PHE taxing power has been resorted to
1 by Congress for like purposes: Con-

gress has no power to regulate the manu-
facture of matches, or the use of oleomar-

garine; but it has suppressed the man-
ufacture of the “white phosphorous”
match and has greatly lessened the use

of oleomargarine by imposing heavy
taxes upon them. Congress has no
power to prohibit, or to regulate

directly the issue of bank notes by
state banks, hut it indirectly prohibited

their issue by imposing a tax of ten

per cent, upon any bank-note issued by
a state hank.

The power of Congress over interstate

commerce has been similarly utilized.

Congress cannot ordinarily provide com-
pensation for accidents to employees or

undertake directly to suppress prosti-

tution; but it has, as an incident of

regulating interstate commerce, enacted

the Railroad Employers' Liability law

and the White Slave law; and it has

full power over the instrumentalities

of commerce, like the telegraph and
the telephone.

As such exercise of congressional power
has been common for, at least, half a

century. Congress should not hesitate

now to employ it where its exercise is

urgently needed. For a comprehensive

prohibition of interlocking directorates

is an essential condition of our attaining

the New Freedom. Such a law would

involve u great change in the relation

of the leading Iwnks and bankers to other

businesses. But it is the very purpose

of Money Trust legislation to effect a

great change; and unless it docs so.

the power of our financial oligarchy cannot
be broken.

But though the enactment of such a

law is essential to the emancipation of

business, it will not alone restore indus-

trial liberty. It must be supplemented

by other remedial measures.

Some of thete measures will Ijc considered in the next issue under “ What Publicity Can Do."
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The Business of Begging

By HARRISON RHODES
IDuiitnlrd by John Sloan

J'HE profession of public poverty as pursued l>y some of Us most dis-

tinguished artists. Earnest, hard-working beggars: beggars with charm;
famous experts among them. How different it seems under a Southern Sun

TIIE study of the art of begging is

—

like “art-study” generally— best

pursued abroad. There are occa-

sional beggars in the streets at home;

—

there is, for example, a man in West
Forty-fourth Street in New York who,

to the certain knowledge of the writer and
probably of many of his readers, has for

twelve years had a wife at the point of

death from starvation upon a bench just

around the corner in Bryant Park. To
have preserved a helpmate in so satisfac-

tory a condition for so long a period

would, even abroad, constitute a record—
as Americans, we may be proud of him.

But he lias few worthy fellow-workers.

Begging is, broadly speaking, a phenome-
non for us incident to foreign travel, espe-

cially to travel in the south of Europe and
in the Orient. And since these places are

no longer really remote (the least of us

Americans may at any time be wandering

there) it becomes of interest, perhaps even

of importance to know what one is to

think of begging and beggars, to arrive at

some philosophy concerning them.

A T first blush,—that is, on the first trip

abroad,—the whole matter seems

very simple. The untraveled, at the sight

of beggars, have emotions which arc quite

definite; all mendicants seem a disgrace

—to themselves and to the community
which permits their existence. It is only

later that more experienced, perhaps

more wearied, travelers begin to doubt
and to wonder, that bent old men and
withered crones come to seem less indi-

viduals than symbols, and the shivering,

whining wretches about some great

cathedral door cause us to put questions

which every one nowadays is beginning to

put to himself, as to the beauty and value

of an organized society which permits

human creatures so to degrade themselves

for a copper coin. It is, however, per-

haps as well to start a trip abroad—and an
article—with a natural and healthy con-

tempt for medicancy. In any case, beg-

gars ask neither your sanction nor mine
nor any traveler’s for the pursuit of their

chosen occupation. The profession of

public poverty is, across the seas, one rec-

ognized by the community, ancient, and,

one might almost say, honorable.

tX)R example, in Cordova, in Spain,
* though mendicancy is (theoretically

at least) forbidden by municipal ordi-

nance, worthy persons may be, and are

in considerable numbers, licerurd by the

authorities to beg! They may be known
by the heavy and imposing brass plaques

setting forth this fact which hang from

their venerable necks, and by the calm-

ness and assurance with which they make
their demands:—they are grandees of the

profession, they skulk down no side streets,

with one eye on the policeman, like their

New York brethren, they whimper forth

no terror-stricken plea as night falls. It

is a little as if they considered that any
well-conducted Spanish town had need

of beggars, and that those who satisfied

this want were earning an honest wuge.

They might even maintain that in some
cases there are considerable preliminary

expenses attached to begging. Take, for

example, the towns in which gipsy beg-

gars are expected, are indeed a necessary

part of the romantic local color. The
little girls who beg must have especially

bright colored kerchiefs tied round their

shoulders, gay ribbons and fresh flowers

placed coquettishly in their hair. As for

Gipsy Kings and Queens who so unques-

tionably “add" to any southern land-

scape. their equipment might easily run

to fair sums of solid money. Yet all this

pictureaqueneas is put at the service of the

public for an occasional penny or the

price of a picture post-card of their

Majesties. Pisbevelment and tatters are

also an almost essential part of certain

foreign scenes—one is tempted sometimes

to wonder whether it does not cost not

merely trouble but money to be always in

the raggedest rags. Does the reader l>e-

gin at all to catch the feeling of the highly

complicated, highly civilized organiza-

tion which begging is in these effete coun-

tries of the East? There are quantities

of recondite and interesting economic
questions awaiting the patient investiga-

tor;—the advantages, for example, of

beggars working cooperatively and shar-

ing profits, and as well the problem of

beggars (especially blind ones) hiring out

their services tor's fixed wage to an em-
ployer, who then systematizes and regu-

lates upon a larger scale, say, the begging

around a certain church or in a certain

quarter of the town. Some day there are

certain to be trades unions of beggars and
even a Beggars’ Trust.

rpHKRE are in all towns, in the coun-
* tries where begging fiourisbes, what
might l»e termed recognized or estab-

lished beggars. Even without the Cor-

dovan licenses they are judged by the

community in which they live worthy
of patronage. By tacit, unofficial agree-

ment they have the right to certain fat

places, to sunny corners where one is com-
fortable, by church doors where the tak-

ings are sure to be large. Whether such

positions descend by inheritance, or are

subject to sale, or arc open when vacaut

to merit and age it is excessively difficult

for the foreign investigator to determine.

(A side light merely is shed by the rise in

rent in a certain miserable row of houses

in a hungry little town since a palatial

new hotel was built on the hill above it

—

from the moment, in fact, when it was
discovered how well the children scream-

ing for pennies in the backyards did from

the foreign guests on the terrace above!)

Certain begging positions must bring in a

very decent revenue. There is for exam-

ple the man without legs at the entrance

to the Vatican Museums in Rome; his

privilege would certainly sell for some
thousands. Yet even the most violent

could scarcely begrudge him auything.

A man without legs is in no case very

handsomely equipped for the struggle for

life. And this one is, you know by just

looking at him, quite the best fellow in the

world. And with quite the most engaging
maimers—he performs the amazing feat

of remembering, among the hundreds or

thousands a day who visit the galleries,

all those who have given him a penny as

they arrived, greeting them with a smile

as they depart, and calling their carriages

or cabs for them. He is undoubtedly a

vested interest, a monopoly; some day
possibly, with a reform Pope in the Vati-

can, he may be prohibited. Meanwhile
one tourist at least Lopes be is rich,

though the chances are that he makes
about fifty cents a day.

I) ICH beggars are the subject of de-

* lightful legends in all countries, but

it is perhaps as well in speaking of them
to draw only upon personal experience.

The writer had at one time the problem-
atic honor of the acquaintance of “Bibi-

la-Purfe,” who was Paris's most famous
l>eggar. He begged at church doors and
had a pretty trick of turning his eyelids

inside out which made him one of the lies!

false blind men in the profession. He had
us well a peculiarly poignant whine, and
with these two accomplishments he could
set his friends roaring with laughter of

an evening in the caf£. It was his whim
to be the friend of men of letters. And
sometimes with his day’s takings he be-

came their patron. Shabby novelists

have willingly consumed a cup of coffee at

bLs expense, and more than once did one
of the greatest of French poets accept the

trifling loan from Bibi which paid the rent

or bought that night’s supper. It was
the habit in those days, when ART was
spelt with capital letters, to say that in so

diverting the money of the pious dull

bourgeois toward the aristocracy of intel-

lect he had done well. Peace to his ashes!

VA/ITH such ideal careers, such exam-
' ' pies before their eyes.it is small won-

der if earnest, hard-working beggars, who
take their profession seriously, come to

have a pride in it. People pursued by
hordes of beggars as by flocks of birds of

prey have been known, in exasperation, to

term them mercenary. But mercenary
people, one is led by the dictionary to sup-

pose, will do anything for money. Beg-
gars certainly will not, they will only l>eg

for it. One may instance here the famous
story of a gentleman struggling with a
valise at a Spanish station where there

were no porters. Accosted by an able-

bodied beggar who asserted he was starv-

ing, the stranger started to hand him the

bag. glad enough, in his simple American
way, to give the fellow a chance “to earn

an honest penny." But the Spaniard

drew himself up proudly and wrapped
himself in the tattered dignity of his

cloak.

“The gentleman makes a mistake.” he
said coldly. “I am not a porter, I am a

beggar," and turned away. Was he not

an idealist, making sacrifices for his

principles?

13
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rp<) brcorne h good beggar one should
* undoubtedly begin young; old |>eoplc

who turn to the profession only when the

pinch of poverty actually drives them
never attain quite the finished technique

nor the tenacity of purpose of those

trained from childhood. So generally is

this recognized that in most begging

countries almost all children learn to beg.

even though later they may cease the

practice. A very young child’s time is

not valuable, the parents presumably
argue; he has. as it were, nothing to lose,

and anything which he may make is clear

profit. Here will |»crlia|w be appropriate

the pretty story of the good little girl in

the third-class carriage in the railway

train traveling with her mother to visit

relatives in a distant city. She had,

quite unaided by mamma, the nice idea of

jumping off the train at stations where
the length of the slop permitted it, and
liegging of the first-class passengers. She
took good care to l>e buck before the train

started again and thus liefore the jour-

ney’s end she had been able to beg of the

whole train’s company and had made a
nice little sum with which, let us hope, she

Imught a pretty present for her Auiit

Emma. Can it lie wondered that a radi-

ant mother beamed from the car window
ij|>oii her darling's childish effort? In the

child, it cannot be too strongly asserted,

is often seen the future professional

beggar.

Tenacity of purjia-ic in the face of re-

buffs,—a thing surely to Ik* counted a

virtue—often develops very early. And
ingenuity in putting one's plea may show
in the youngest. A gentleman out for a

stroll lost spring came Iwick to his hotel

door accompanied by forty determined

children who had followed him distances

varying from one to two miles in spite of

his reiterated statements, in something at

least resembling their own lunguuge, that

he meant to give them nothing. And n*

for ingenuity the writer thinks he himself

has seen budding genius. A boy of eight,

arguing earnestly that he should be given

a small copper coin first plead hunger.

When this fail«*d, he gave imagination full

swing. He asserted variously that the

money would help him buy a new' cap,

then new shoes, and finally tliat it was
urgently needed, that with it—one cent

was all he asked—he could go to the
(hntijfta Americano and have a tooth

filled! And if one cent could do it that

tooth is now filled. The dentist’s address

might be useful.

I X litutiircr years eternal jierlinacity,

* eternal vigilance and ingenuity are

still the price of success. A memory
comes back of a small railway station in

the Latin South where two trains niari-

aged to crash into each other. They did

so fairly gently, being lx»th in the habit of

running slowly. Still, although there

were few serious accidents, there was a
good deal of hand lugguge living out of

the racks and smashing passengers upon
their heads; there were some people

badly bruised, several arms broken, and a
good many ladies screaming nicely. But
exactly at this moment, before the confu-

sion and excitement had had an instant to

subside in, beggars apjx-aml at the car-

riage windows and whined for alms.

Accident or no accident, they pursued
their calling bravely. They would have
begged upon a battlefield.

As an instance of high-class technical

achievement might perhaps be men-
tioned a blind beggar who was able,

merely by his senses of touch and hearing,

instantly to detect counterfeit money and
return it to the giver with a sharp re-

proof. He had, it must, be conceded, the

advantage of being blind, without that

his achievement would have attracted no
attention.

Of course deformity, either congenital

or acquired, is a help in the profession.

A hunchback or a dwarf is almost inevit-

ably destined to a comparatively easy

career as a beggar, or a vendor of post-

cards or lottery tickets—an allied pro-

fession. There is a kind of sad grim

humor in the fact that in the swarming
families of the poor a little hunchback
must actually be welcomed as having his

owu special chance in the world, as per-

haps have also the maimed, the halt, and
the blind. But it is just this kind of hu-

mor about beggars which makes one in

the end wonder just what miserable sail

truth lies behind their existence in the

world.

'THERE may be rich beggars, and un-
* worthy beggars, but beggars on the

whole mean poverty and need and suffer-

ing. And almsgiving means that the

world in which they exist recognises their

demand—for nothing really continues

permanently without some kind of sanc-

tion from the community. They thrive

best in hungry countries, and often where
tyranny and injustice have through the

centuries taken their toll of the dregs of

humanity. There is^something in throw-

ing yourself wholly upon the mercy of

your neighbors which unquestionably

stirs an emotion in Southern anil Eastern

|x*ople which we of the more practical

North and West do not feel. In the Ori-

ent the first step to sainthood is to give

up work, seat yourself with a wooden
howl in the market -place, and ask for

charity. Perhaps in all these lands it is

thought that alms benefit the giver as

much as the receiver, and that it is best

that the rich man should sometimes see

face to face the |»oor man whom he helps.

Indeed much might lie said of the deaden-

ing of the sensibilities that may in this

America of ours come from merely

signing checks and letting others ad-

minister your kindnesses. The personal

obligation is |>crlmps the strongest we
can feel. Among duties unfulfilled the

beggars to whom perhaps one ought to

have given live like accusing ghosts to

haunt one’s memories.

HPHERE was a little boy of something
1 like eight who once eume after the

stranger through deserted midnight

streets, hobbling madly on his crutches

to the very hotel door, faster than a man
could walk. Like a tiny bloodhound on

a trail, so one said then, arguing more-

over that he probably came from a com-
fortable home from which lazy parents

drove him forth to beg. And yet, even if

that were so.—somehow later doubts trill

come. It must have been a very sleepy,

terrified, unhappy, small cripple who
dragged himself painfully home ut such an
hour with an empty pocket. Why did
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one, at the cost of a -small child's tears, try outspoken in their protest against social who remains in one's mind us the ideal of

to incarnate in oneself eternal justice? inequalities. The children of the oases of a lieggar, worthy and pleasant-mannered

There is. too, the dreary wraith of u the Algerian Sahara who crowd around yet with no hypocritical subservience,

middle-aged woman, who was perhaps a you screaming “Monsieur Riche”—Mr. Every morning he was fetched in a little

lady, furtively creeping to one’s side in a Rieh—are putting their case in that one cart to the hotel door by a boy—who got

deserted street of a grim gray old city of phrase—you have, they haven’t; some- a penny for it, and there he remained till

Castillo, with a half-whispered whimper- thing should be done toward equalisation, night. He smoked cigarettes gaily when
ing plea for a copper. Then she seemed But greater definiteness may be cueoun- anyone would put one in his mouth and
only the last of hundred pestiferous and tered, a more self-conscious formulation light it, seeing no reason why, in a country

unworthy mendicants. Now. somehow of the beggar’s socialism. where everyone smokes, even a beggar

one r^nembers her decent clothes, and should deprive himself of this necessity,

oddly enough, the powder on her worn A N agreeable middle-aged woman. When pretty women of the people passed

face—in Spain merely a brave and pa- returning from market one day. dis- along the street he complimented them
thctic indication of her gentility. One covered the tourist in the sun admiring a “threw them flowers,” as the native ex-

wonders whether there was there some view and decided to beg of him. She was pression is, and if business were dull

fight to conceal the shameful poverty that not regularly of the profession but some- he whistled and sometimes sang a love

had come upon her house and name, thing in the lovely spring morning had in- couplet. But he attended to his business

whether it was only in side streets, in whis- spired her. The tourist, always inclined, as and asked something of everyone who
pers and ofstrangers who would begone the it happened, to philosophy and discussion, came by or went in or out, everyone, that

next morning that she dared ask charity, objected that shedid not seem particularly is, who looked able to afford a little ehar-

Sometimes, when you have passed gaily poor, and ventured, in defence of his views, ity. Whatever his takings were they were

on leaving a blind beggar muttering by to lift the corner of her shawl, thusdisdos- enough to keep him. and to pay the boy
the curb, there suddenly comes a vision of ing a basket decently filled, and including who hauled him home in his little cart at

what it would mean to sit in darkness at least one incriminating luxury, a can of night. He was cheerful always. He be-

with an outstretched hand, waiting, wait- lobster. He, simple-minded, thought he lieved that the world owed the legless and
ing forever with nervous eagerness for had routed the lady, but she met him at armless a living, and he was serenely con-

that penny to fall from the unknown; once upon the higher planes of economic fident that the world would pay its debt,

what it would mean when at night discussion and in a most amazing manner.

someone came to fetch you home and Prom the now famous basket she pro- AA7E of course should have put him in u

no penny had fallen. So, one way and duced her bank-book!—the beggar had * T “home” and so out of our sight. But
another, you begin to think a little of been to the bank os well. In calm tri- there, under the Southern sun, it was
the beggar's side umph she called the tourist's attention to pleasant to sec him. to hear him cornpli-

her balance and asserted that it was less ment the pretty girls, and to give him
A/f IXKD with all the sham, the trick- than his. His at home was. Heaven one's penny. But under the soutnern
* * ery, the greediness, is the real suf- knows, not large, but she was right, hers sun one’s moral fiber often weakens. So

fering and the real need. To simple souls was smaller; and he,—it is hoped it long as beggars are not forbidden—as of

—and to some less simple—poverty means will be thought handsomely—added the course they should lx.—the temptation is

that the world is, so far, gone wrong; and twenty cents which would bring the sum strong to give something to quavering old

begging seems as good as another way to up to the even hundred pesetas, twenty men and shivering old women, and to

set it right. The hope of receiving alms dollars. The lady thought the act gen- place an occasional copper in a blind boy's

will at any rate die out only when there lleinanly, but still her due; and de- open palm, to do all this and to rejoice in

are no longer rich and poor. parted, feeling the world fuller of justice one’s shame. At home we can turn our

But lieggars often seem to ask, not than before. And indeed, can one be attention to a greater thing, scientific and
alms, but their rights; they are really sure that she was not right? unemotional prevention of poverty,

thinking side by side with all the reform- This is perhaps enough of philosophy Meanwhile on holidays and abroad one

ers of the newest movements. Beggars —and of sadness. But one cheerful may be allowed sentimentality. Good
may be no needier than many other memory may surely find place—that of a begging, like all other good things of this

classes, they are mcrejj,* simpler and more good-natured fHlow with no legs or arms, world, deserves some slight reward.
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Ccnustiano Carranza General Alvaro Obregon Governor Maytnrena

of the Constitutionaliit Army of Sonora

Revolutions and Concessions

By McGregor

PORFIRIO DIAZ sailer] for Europe
on May *20. 1911. ami Francisco

I. Marlero entered Mexico City on
June 10. following. Francisco de lu

llarra. as Minister of Foreign Affairs,

had succeeded Diaz, according to the

arrangement with Madero. and was
Provisional President uutil November 0.

when Madero liecame President by vir-

tue of election by the people. But de la

Barra belonged to the Cientifieo Party,

so itunied in derision because of the theory

it promulgated that the financial group

alone was competent to govern Mexico
scientifically. One incident of this period

throws light upon the situation and in-

cidentally upon the character of Huerta.
He had licen ordered by de la Barra to

attack Zuputa who had been one of

Madero s allies in the South. When
18

Madero heard of this, he denounced this

warfare against Zapata ami offered to see

him in person and persuade him to lav down
his arms. So Madero jumped intoan auto-

mobile and proceeded toward Zapata's

camp. When Huerta learned of this, he

resolved to attack Zapata's camp about

the time Madero should arrive, with the

hope of killing Madero in the battle, but

the attack came a little too soon.

The two main planks of Madcro's

platform, contained in the famous Son
Luis Potosi Manifesto, were Effective

Suffrage und No Re-election, and the

Restoration and Division of the Iainds.

Hani|>cred by his Cabinet and the Senate,

he was unable to carry out his promises

as speedily os he had hoped. Zapata
continued his insurrection in the South
which it proved impossible to suppress.

and Orozco, one of Madero’* disappointed

generals, licguii a counter-revolution in

the North, backed up by the Cientifieo

Party in Chihuahua City. His revolution

was financed by the issue of a million

and u half dollars in bonds of the State

of Chihuahua and these were l>ought by

the bankers and landlords and merchants,

among the contributors being Luiz Ter-

raza of the fifteen million acres of land.

Madero sent Huerta to put down this

revolution, which he did, but it was during

its continuance and fighting on the l»or-

der. especially at Juarez, opposite El Paso,

that the cry was raised for intervention,

which was taken up so unanimously by

the commercial press in this country.

This merely indicated the prevailing hos-

tility of the American and foreign conces-

sionaires to the Madero Administration.
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The Taft Administration, to its credit Ik*

it said, in spite of tremendous pressure

brought to bear upon it and promises of

intervention that had been made in its

behalf, resisted this plan, and a sub-

committee of the Senate Committee on

Foreign Relations, after exhaustive hear-

ings on the subject, developed nothing to

justify such a step, in theexaggerated press

stories of the destruction of American

life and pro|icrty.

OUT Mudero was doomed. nevertheless.

During the closing years of the Diaz

regime, a concession had been granted

Lord Cowdrey, formerly Sir Weetman
Pearson, controller of the Pearson In-

terests, for the exploitation of the fab-

ulously rich oil lands of Mexico, including

not only the sinking of oil wells, even upon
private property on the banks of rivers,

but pipe-line privileges as well. Up to

Lord Cowdrey's time, the graft from these

concessions to influential officials had

been on a comparatively small scale.

But laird Cowdrav issued a million and
a half dollars in preferred stock of El

Aguila (The Eagle) Oil Company paying

eight per cent, interest, and distributed

this where it would do turn the most good.

According to Senator Fall. Lord Cowdrey
was the only partner Diaz ever had.

Cowdrey gave 200 shares, of $1000 each,

to Porfirio Diaz, Jr., the President’s son; a

like amount to G. Lunda v Escanda, Gov-

ernor of a Federal District; 100 shares to

Enrique Creel, Minister of Foreign Affairs,

and formerly Ambassador to the United

States; and six other lots of 100 shares

each, to lawyers, bankers and capitalists,

who constituted the inner circle of the

Invisible Government of Mexico. These

same stock-holders were then made direc-

tors of the National Railways of Mexico in

which Cowdrey did not own a share. The
curiously inclined may see the Mexican
name, Ferracarilea Nationals* dc Mexico,

on the office doors of the twelfth floor at

25 Broad Street. New York.

PRESIDENT MADERO at once
1 ousted the Cientifico directors, who
had been bribed with stock in El Aguila

Oil Company and put Mexicans instead

of Americans to operating the railroad.

Lord Cowdrey had constructed the

Tehuantepec National Railway, built by
government bonds, at a cost to the go\»-

ernmerit of twice what the work was
worth, and was managing it for a third

more than it ought to have cost. So his

friends were put off the Mexican direc-

torate of the National Railwaysof Mexico.

Henry Clay Fierce, of the Waters-

Picrce Oil Company, now the Pierce

Company, after a long contest with

Standard Oil for the control of his corpo-

ration. finally won his case in the Mis-

souri Courts. Pierce was the rival also

of the Aguila Company, as its concession

was inimical to lus interests as a refiner

and distributor of oil in Mexico. Lord

Cowdrey sold his product to Standard

Oil, and it Is alleged there Is a still closer

alliance than that of this contract. The
Mexican Oil Company, the Dohency
interests, was also doing a large business

with the Standard, which was the only

company with tank steamships for ob-

taining the oil at tidewater. The Adler
concession consisted of pipe line privilege

of extraordinary terms, from the State

of Vera Cruz, and this was confirmed at

the beginning of the Madero Administra-

tion, apparently under a misapprehen-

sion, for Madero immediately announced
to prospective or actual stockholders that

thisconcession would not be of much value.

rPIIE Mexican Constitution declares
1 against the granting of concessions

of a monopolistic nature anil Madero
was advised by Mexican lawyers that the

Lord Cowdrey concession among others

was unconstitutionally granted.

So here was Mudero, President of

Mexico, with the Clericals and the Cien-

tificus and the American and other

foreign commercial interests arrayed

against him. living in Mexico City, the

hot-bed of graft and intrigue ami favor-

itism, with the powerful feudal lords

fearing that they would have to “restore

and divide the lands.” and he an idealist

and a dreamer, a man of peace, too tender-

hearted to execute a traitor even though
caught red-handed.

Felix Diaz, always the stupid tool of

others, and General Reyes inaugurated

a revolution in Vera Cruz. The Mexican
oil lands stretch up the coast from Vera
Cruz northward to Tampico. It was
planned to march upon Mexico City

and capture Madero. Who were the

backers of the plot may never be known.

It is difficult enough in New York City

to find the “men higher up.” But
Madero captured Reyes and Diaz and
spared their lives. Diaz was confined in

the penitentiary and Reyes in Santiago

Military Prison, in Mexico City. Then,
on February 9. 1913, Sunday morning.

General Mondragon, Commander of

the Military School at Tlalpan, having

conspired with the Cientifico element in

Mexico City, murched there with his

cadets and garrison and liberated Reyes,

then marched with Reyes to the palace,

where they were met with such terrific

fire from the machine guns that they

retreated. Reyes being slain. Another
detachment marched to the penitentiary

and liberated Felix Diaz, then captured
the Citadel, where were stored the cannon

ami other munitions of war. Trustful

Madero put General Huerta ill command.
The rest of the fighting was a sham battle,

each party, probably by previous agree-

ment with Huerta, .firing over the other’s

heads. Madero was taken prisoner on

the 18th, by Huerta, who liad by that

time openly allied himself with Felix

Diaz. Madero was forced to resign,

then Lascurain, Minister of Foreign

Affairs, under duress, resigned and
Huerta was made Minister of the Interior

ami therefore successor to the Presi-

dency. The resignations were presented

to the Chamber of Deputies, surrounded

by armed soldiers, and Huerta was made
Provisional President, though, os there

was no quorum present, not even the

forms of law were carried out. On the day
that President Madero was taken pris-

oner, his brother, Gustavo Madero, the

practical inan of the Madero Revolution,

was murdered. On the 22nd, President

Madero and Pino Suarez, the Vice Presi-

dent, were murdered, under the plea

that they liad attempted to escape.

Instantly, American interests through

the press controlled by them began to

demand the recognition of Huerta, as the

only strung man who could pacify Mexico.
Henry Lane Wilson strongly advised

it and the European Powers did not wait

for the United States to grant recognition.

President Taft wisely left the problem

for his successor, who became President

ten days after the murder of Madero.

T ATER, Huerta justified more fully

President Wilson’s refusal to recog-

nize his blood-stained title. The Mexi-

can Congress was assembled. The con-

cessionaires again flix'kcd to the pulace

and rich pickings were promised them by

I f uerta. But the Madero Congress would
not grant such concessions and refused

to legalize those that had been pronounced

unconstitutional. Huerta threw into jail

110 of the House of Delegates, then
released 80, leaving the exact Lilx-ral

strength of 80 in prison. It is said that

five of these have been put to death.

Consider the fate of Senator Belisarius

Dominguez. He made his will, said

farewell forever to his family, and then

arose in his seat in the Senate and de-

nounced Huerta as a murderer and the

enemy of his country. Ho was arrested,

of course, ami killed.

American and foreign interests, center-

ing around Mexico City, with their min-

ing ami oil and rubber concessions, have
been the financial backers of Huerta.

The contributions have kept the army
satisfied. The Church also gave what
it could, until Huerta’s course ulicnatcd

its support. There have been loans to

the Government by American and French
and Belgian bankers, in the ordinary

course of business, with ample security.

fYX the very day that Madero was^ overthrown, another Revolution,

that has swept over the greater part of

Mexico, began. Born fifty-eight years ago.

of pure Spanish stock, with gray eyes that

have come down to him from his old Goth
or Vandal ancestors who settled Spain.

Yenustiano Carranza was educated for the

law in Mexico City, but gave up his studio
because of defective eyesight. He is a
funner, with a small fortune of $200,000

and has had no affiliations either with the

great lauded proprietors, such as Madero
had through his family, or with the Mexico
City cabal. He was elected from his

State, Coahuila, in the North, to the

Senate, under the Diaz regime, but he
opposed Diaz and finally resigned from
the Senate by way of more cmphatic
protest. He joined the Madero Revolu-
tion. was made Provisional Governor of

Coahuila, and then was elected Consti-

tutional Governor, and remains so, on
the theory of Huerta’s title to the Presi-

dency being false. He has been recognized

by the Governors of Sonora, Sinaloa,

and Durango, and by the military chiefs

of each State, as possessing the same
Federal power over their territory as if

he were already President. His military

chiefs, acknowledging his leadership,

including Zapata, are operating in every

jMirt of Mexico.

There is an historic parallel for lifting

the embargo on the exportation of muni-
tions of war for Carrunza’s benefit. Juarez,

the greatest of all Mexican Revolutionary

leaders, was contending against the ill-

fated Maximilian, who occupied the

throne- The United States, just emerging

from the Civil War, was not minded to

tolerate an Emperor in Mexico. So Gen-
eral Sheridan marched to convenient
places on the Mexican border, and care-

lessly left 30,00(1 stand of rifles in various

places. Juarez accidentally found thearms
for which they had been waiting, and then

was able toconquer Maximilian's army. If

Juarez had lived, the history of Mexico
might have been that of a real Republic.

The will of the people, so far us can
be manifested without another election,

is shown by the fact that 25 of the 27
Governors of the States of Mexico,

elected by the people, were Modcristas and
have been deposed by Huerta, wherever

he controlled affairs. Peat* will never

reign with the Government an inverted

pyramid, resting upon a few thousand

land-holders and foreign investors, among
15,000,000 Mexicans.



A New Shylock
By N. H.

Forbes-Robertson in "The
Merchant °f Venice

**

"T JK THAT do you suppose," EllenVV Terry once said to me, “is

the most steadily popular

play that Henry Irving and I have ever

produced, the one that we can fall back

upon when every other fails? It is the

good old ‘Merchant.’ That comedy lias

done more for us than anything else

we ever had."

The drama contains two of the greatest

acting parts in existence, and the stage

life of any play is very much helped, of

course, by its being suited to test at the

same time the powers of the greatest

actor and the greatest actress. Among
Shakespeare's plays, "Macbeth," "Romeo
and Juliet,” "The Merchant of Venice,”

and "Much Ado About Nothing" are the

only ones in which the man and the

woman actor together find themselves

provided with parts that test the rarest

talent.

DUT “The Merchant of Venice” is as

popular in the closet as on the stage,

and especially among the young. It is a

wonderful romance. Nobody quite be-

lieves, of course, that Portia's father

could have picked out an ideal husband
for her by the device of the caskets, but

to the young mind that episode is ex-

traordinarily picturesque, interesting and
sympathetic. No one quite believes that

when the leading merchant of Venice

was in danger of death, laws plainly

written on the statute books, making him
safe, would be overlooked by everybody
concerned, until an attractive young
woman, disguised as a Doctor of I.aws,

appeared from a distance; but if we arc-

living in the laud of romantic license few

inventions compare in charm with these.

The attractiveness of the plot, tragic

intensity combined with bright comedy
and dramatic action, added to the fact

that the two leading cliaractcrs are such

brilliant acting parts, make “The Mer-
chant of Venice” perennially successful.

I^ORBES-ROBERTSON is going to

* many of the principal cities in the

East, including Boston, Washington, Nor-
folk, Richmond, Baltimore, Philadelphia,

Albany, Rochester, Buffalo and Pitts-

burgh. I wish he were going to every town
in America. As this is his last appearance,

every serious theatergoer ought to sec

him in “The Merchant of Venice”. Those
persons who allege that they like to read

Shakespeare but woidd rather see some-

thing else on the stage (usually meaning a

farce, a musical comedy, or some (lopular

young actress in an empty trifle) are

usually what in the language of the

day are called “four-flushers.” Anybody
who likes Shakespeare will profoundly

enjoy the Forbes-Robertson production.

Shylock shows the distinguished actor

at his best. In no character has Shakes-

peare shown more dazzling the (lower of

genius to draw so truly that a character

can be seen by different audiences in as

many different ways as a real person is

seen. Mr. Roosevelt is the saver of

society to some, a destroyer to others;

he is a brilliant originating mind or

a vulgarizer, according to the standpoint.

Shylock, to the community, that first saw
him was an uncxcused villain, richly

deserving the worst, so that the misfor-

tunes which befall were broad comedy.
Times changed. We throw ourselves

more into the state of mind of the under-

dog, and Shylock becomes the tragic sym-
bol of an oppressed race. Edwin Booth
played him along broad tragic lines.

Henry Irving kept the tragedy but put in

more elements of what we call character

parts, and he also made the irony very

bitter and very terrible. Of numerous
prominent actors in the part scarcely

one has been a failure, because the many-
sided Shylock lends himself to the inter-

pretation of any well-equipped intelli-

gence. Forbes-Robertson does not em-
phasize the cruelty or the idiosyncrasies.

TIE plays these sides honestly, but his
* * heart and Ids talents go into imagi-

native sympathy, into the way theJew sees

his own life, into those burning passages

in which he eudeavora to make the con-

temptuous Christians realize that a Jew
is human. The play is unsurpassed for

richness in what the French call tours de

foref and what the Americans call

“stunts.” Where is the argumentative

eloquence that can surpass the passage

beginning. “If it will feed nothing else

it will feed my revenge?” And after

that superlative outbreak of intimate and
passionate explanation comes without

pause the scene with Tubal in which the

overwrought love of money, the hatred

of Antonio, the agony about the daughter

show in wild incoherence. Sir Johnston,

depicted probably the most lovable Shy-

lock I have known. With all its little-

nesses, its harshnesses, its faults of a

creature kept constantly at bay, the mind
of Shylock is a noble mind, and the mem-
ory Forbes-Robertson leaves is one
of nobility, of tenderness, of suffering.

It suggests in the actor that understand-

ing of alien natures which comes from

a kindly nature and an open heart. He
rather minimizes such lines as the satire

on lending for Christian courtesy and as

those on the lodged hate and loathing for

Antonio. We carry away the picture of a

nature that is big but goaded by oppres-

sion into actions that arc small.

THOSE citizens of the fortunate towns

where “The Merchant of Venice” is

played will also see a company which acts

the charming old drama with taste, with

adequate training, with affection. The
minor characters, of whom nearly all have

distinctnessesland out in theirown persons.

Their lines arc not chopped away to make
more time for the stars. Even Antonio

and Bassanio, usually colorless, arouse

sympathy and interest. Gertrude El-

liott’s Portia, while it has not that gale

of spirits that Ellen Terry has associated

forever with the part, has intelligence,

brightness, graciousness, and no quality

whatever which is out of key.

Simplicity in Shakespeare

npHE Merchant of Veniee, with its

* strength and its delicacy, its heights

und its tender valleys, fully illustrates two
sides that are nearly constant in Shakes-

peare’s best work, but I wish to wander
on now to other plays. The highest

flights.no doubt, arc in the grand style,as

in the marvelous soliloquies of Macbeth,
but frequently he is as perfect in utter

simplicity. The grander passages can be
appreciated even torn from their context,

but the simpler ones gain their force

from their appropriateness to character

and the situation. Ophelia's sayings:

“No more but so!” and “I was the more
deceived," do not carry much of their

strength when they are taken alone, but
in their setting nothing could be more
perfect. So with many of the speeches

of Miranda or with Hamlet’s “The rest

is silence," or with I.ear’s, “You do wrong
to take me out of the grave.” It is

a stirring fact that the man who could
handle language with unexampled gor-

geousness should also write like this:

But "bull I mourn for Uud. my
Thr pair moon bints by nUbU
Ad* 1 wfaca I wander here sad there

I then do go most ri*bt.

Often this simplicity is combined with

intensest passion, as:

Take all my lovn. my Love. yen/Ukc them all

—

The gorgeous style can ln» written in

its perfection only by a man who is also

a master of the simpler style.

Comparison Between Shakes-

peare f

s Comedy Drawing
ami Jane Austen's

WHEN Jane Austen is compared to

Shakespeare, many arc struck

with surprise. Of course, the comparison

is meaningless, except along one narrow

line. What it signifies is that both artists

arc objective and paint characters im-

personally rather than coloring them with

their own temperaments. The sympathies

of Miss Austen's mind and talent were

l>otli strongly with the stage. She might

well have been a distinguished writer of

comedies, on account of the ironical,

good-humored quality of her talent She
played the piano and sang, but when she

went to a concert, she spoke, not of the

music, but of the people she saw there.

A similar tendency was shown in picture

galleries, as she explains herself in her

Journal, but when she went to the theater,

she talked about the play but not about

the audience. This distinction is natural

in a person whose interest is in human
beings, and it is what gives the drama its

appeal. She used to act when she was

a child, and some of her early compositions

were in dramatic form. Those of us

who are especially fond of this novelist,

and at the same time especially fond of

the theater, ran not help regretting that

she did not carry this impulse further.

What would make the most delightful

of comedies is precisely the touch that

created Mr. Woodhouse and Miss Bates.
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"The people wonder vaguely ichal he hat to live for
"

The Eternalist

HE lives up there among the ever-

greens and birches. You can see

the smoke rising from his cabin

chimney every momiug. and again at

evening when the cool mountain twilight

creeps upon the valley and the fair east

wind sets inland from the sea.

I call him the eternalist because his

thought, his activity, his whole existenee

is carried on with intuitive reference to an
enduring personality. Things that are

of first int|M>rtancc to men who consider

themselves short-term occupants of the

universe—for example, fame, recogni-

tion. success —do not seriously concern

the eternalist at all. In fact he dreads

them. They would only agitate his soul,

even as the great sea-going vessels are agi-

tated by the short, choppy waves of a

channel. His ambition is vague even to

hirnsclf, and moves with slow but colossal

undulations, and is commensurate with

the incalculable possibilities of an im-

mortal life.

He is still young—or is he? Alas! we
have too good warrant for instinctively

ascribing youth to loveliness. No. in

reality he is growing old. And yet he is,

and will always be. more beautiful than

the young.

He has realized in miniature, no doubt,

that modest dream of Horace: **A |»or-

tion of land not excessive, and near it a

snug little wood, and a spring that ne'er

faileth." His spruce-log cabin has a
wide window on every side, and no other

pictures adorn his walls. What need has

he for pale copies of Iiik-klin, Riivsdael,

or Claude Ixirraine? I have seen him
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Illustrated by Thomas Fogarty

stand, I know not how long, at his east

window that frames in thus picture: An
upland huy-field strewn with boulders in

the foreground ; above that, a strip of pas-

ture land—mere waste of rocks and juni-

pers to high-headed man, but nourishing

a few sheep and cattle; then as an invis-

ible valley pushing farther back the long,

low mountain clothed in black pine and
spruce. Crowning all and following like

a fringe the uneven crest of the mountain,

a thin line of giant trees stands up against

the sky. the pale daylight gleaming

through their trunks !>encath the massed,

bushy tops.

His house contains the very minimum
of furnishings. Like an experienced

traveler, he lias learned not to cumber
himself with things not suited to the long

road, things that eventually he must leave

behind. “I deal in nothing cheaper than

enduritiet" he once said to me with a
holy smile.

His friends in cities ami in foreign lumls

often send him beautiful and costly things.

He caresses them, croons over them for a
little while as if they were flowers loved

only for their fragrance; then lie gives

them away. He has a weakness, almost

a passion for giving gifts. “It is wonder-

ful and touching." he exclaims, "that

l>coplc should derive so much happiness

from the crude sensation ofowning 1 hings."

Not living able to share this feelinu, he

over-compcnsates for the lack of it by
exaggerating and idealizing the pleasure

he bestows on the recipients of his > ifts,

just as men frequently idealize and u cr-

est imnte maternal love.

II E lives alone. He is absolutely dciu-
* * oeratic. His exclusiveness is only

relative: it is a moral and physical re-

action against humanity's noise and
coarseness and unrleanlincss. I have
heard him say. “ I could die for the people,

but I can not live with them.” He hires

no one to wait upon him or to serve him
directly. He keeps his own house and
wood-yard, cultivates his trees and his

garden, reads, writes, takes long walks

ami plays the violoncello. He is writing

a book that will be published only after

his death—or, as he himself would say,

“After I am dead in this world."

His neighbors, the village people, un-

derstand no more of him than if he be-

longed to a different species. They know
he is kind: their dogs know the same,

and know it more steadfastly. The peo-

ple wonder vaguely what he has to live

fur. seeing that, unlike themselves—and
the birds and foxes—he has no mate, no
young, no excitement of seeking fowl all

day long. For the rest, they treat him us

one of themselves, with kind-hearted,

neighborly intimacy. He would not have

it otherwise. A sense of humor in him or

a great stretch of sympathetic insight will

not let him approach any human being

from a superior altitude. He can not

treat men as inferiors even in those cases

where to do so would win their servile re-

spect. If men can not communicate with

him at his own level, he descends to theirs.

With the deftiie** of a magician he is able

to transform himself into something like

one of them. Not by the quiver of a

nostril docs he lietrav his repugnance for
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their obscene jests, their preoccupation

with the most primitive aspects of sex.

their interest in crime and its punishment.

In fact lie will go out of his way to carry

the daily newspapers to a poor old cripple

who loves to read of horrors. “It will

be a treat for him." says the etemalist.
“ He has as good a right to his sort of pleas-

ure as I have to mine.” Nevertheless,

this brave counterfeiting, this going out

of himself, this descent into the repudiated

and forgotten sources of his own nature,

does violence to that nature as it now is,

and really costs him dear. He comes
back depressed and nauseated from a

near view of the mental and spiritual pos-

sessions of his fellow-mcn. If they wen*

but dean in their meagerness, or rich and
reassuring in their undcanness

!

HEX he mixes with men, I can see
* ' that he suffers from disgust but

not from scorn; that he feels disappoint-

ment but not disdain. There is more
love in his disgust and in his disappoint-

ment than in all the praises of their trib-

unes. He has never flattered them, but

he lias descended to their Icvd, taken on

their very shape, their accents, in order to

communicate with them sincerely. He
has even assumed, at times, something of

their grossness rather than embarrass

them or make them asliamed.

A lady who sometimes visits him once

asked him whether he were not another

Tolstoy among his peasants, or a Balzac’s

“Country Doctor" to his neighbors?

“What!” exclaimed the etemalist, "am
I a useless and barren rock seeking to

justify my existence by attaching to my-
self all the barnacles in my ncighiiorhood?

Impossible! we live as equals here.”

No, his conduct toward his fellow-towns-

men is as lacking in classical proportions

as is the face of Socrates. Anil yet

—

like that face—it expresses an intuitive

comprehension of all tliat lies between

God and commonest man. He has created

no marked diversion in the life of what he

calls “this humble grade of immortals.”

Though he often takes a gratuitous hand
in their affairs, his advice is seldom fol-

lowed. They trust his heart, but not his

foreign standards. HLs habits of life

seem to them troublesome and dangerous

to health. If an epidemic breaks out, the

midwife and the old nurse of the village

have more authority than he. His clean-

liness, his demand for fresh air, his ab-

stemiousness, his scruples against getting

the best of a bargain, in a word, his in-

calculable variations on customs well

tested by common use have long ago

brought him under the caption, lacking

in Common Sense. He Is like a trained

and instructed member of a primitive

community who has returned home to his

people ambitious of lifting them in one

generation on to a high plum* of culture;

but who has found to his bitter disap-

pointment that his exotic leaven does not

work. And he himself now circling lonely

outside the field of influence, now squat-

ting by the campfire as of old, watches

sometimes with impatience but oftener

with resignation, the snail-like movement
of the stubborn mass.

LIE says, "They knew* by intuition
* * from the lieginning that they and I

could not coOperate, that our equipments
were too unlike. So they steered dear
away from tnc. They arc no barnacles.

As free swimmers they have lived, as free

swimmers they will, if nets I be, die. That
is their virtue.”

They are only grown-up children. Al-

ways his soul deserts him and goes over

to their aide, and insists on looking at

things and at himself with their childlike

eyas. And he quiets his impatience by
saying to himself: "It is only a question

of time, and I have a whole eternity.”

I once asked him: “Whence comes to

you the feeling of immortality?"

LI E did not reply iinmediatdy but sat
A * looking out before him. His gaze

seemed to travel farther and farther away.

At last he repeated slowly, “ Whencecomes
to me the feeling of immortality?" And
after a pause he resumed, “It is only by
borrowing symbols from the material

world that 1 can answer you at all. We
human seers and diviners of immortality

may be likened to tlic marine mammals.
They burrow under water as nimbly us

the true fishes until they have used up the

oxygen they took down with them from

the surface. Born to two elements con-

trary and opposed, they live only by
darting to and fro. So it is with us. We
dive down into the intellect and move in

it like the race of. common thinkers

and reasoners. But we can not breathe

there. We must come up, we must
snatch our inspirations from the up|>er

air—the intuition.”
“ Whence came to Beethoven the melo-

dies anti harmonies he bequeathed to the

world? Not from his intellect—not from
his reason. Intellect can not create, it can

but discover. It is our splendid tool for

subjugating matter, but it is a prosaic tool.

I once had a fellow-student—a genius in

intellect but with no cur for music uud no
eye tor beauty—who used to maintain

tliat my joy in hearing certain works of

music was notliing else than a mild

attack of hysteria! The western world
suffers from lack of intuition, of spiritual

insight. The Orient has always suffered

from lack of the practical, prosaic intel-

lect. Its abundance of soul «p|M*urs

passive and ineffectual to the eyes of the

intellect liecause it can not work through

matter. But the intellect ever wrestling

with material facts or their symbols anti

counterparts, ever burrowing in the earth,

is already digging trenches toward the

East—for its own practical ends. And
hack through these trenches, against the

will of the crude digger, in spite of his con-

tempt. will rush the pent-up spiritual

wealth of the East. Beethoven might have
heard his melodics and harmonies through
the medium of his own soul. But without

mechanical instruments he could never
have given them to the world.

“HnilE instinct of immortality will per-
* hups never lie adequately described.

It is too vague and too ineffable. But we
know that it deposits in the soul a feeling

of joy and a feeling of greatness. It has

nothing to do with pleasure or with grat-

ifies! ambition. It does not exclude pain.

It may fill the soul on the scaffold, or at

the stake, or on the cross. It bursts into

hymns of freedom oil the lips of an exile.

It is what wc hear in Beethoven’s music,

especially in the great pieces composed
after his deafness. The instinct of im-

mortality or its deposit of joy anti of

greatness is in the soul of the captain and
the seamen who voluntarily go down with

their ship. It is the essence of all dis-

interestedness. And again there arc mo-
ments when the feeling of immortality

seems like an infinite extension of the

sweetest feeling of our childhood, the

sense of being loved and owned.”

The beautiful serene fact* of the eter-

ualist tells no one now that he once suf-

fered terribly. It was in his youth, in the

sunniest time of his life. Death darted

down like an eagle from the rocks and
snatched away the one he most loved.

He hail made no provision for the loss,

not so much as by a thought, a wandering,

baseless fear. And lo. all happiness was
gone before he had even pictured sorrow.

He refused to look at her as she lay in the

darkened chamber. He refusal lo re-

place the living image with the lifeless

one. But involuntarily he identified

himself with her. He too was dead, he
too iuy rigid and cold in the narrow box

with the frightful name, he too was going

down iuto the grave. She should not go
alone, she should not bear alone this hor-

rible injustice. All that is monstrous

and blood-curdling to the young in the

physical aspect of death he laid upon him-

self. And out of the familiar daily life

that flowed on around him, his own an-

guish and her dead form were the only

reality. All motion and t raffic, voices and
laughter in the streets, even the playing of

children—all was a phantom show, yet

cruel and insulting in its unreality.

"OUT when the last moments came and
* J

lie knew by the dread movements in

the chamber where she lay that they were

shutting her away from the light forever,

he felt a sudden terror and remorse that

he should have been about to let her go
without a farewell look. There wAs yet

time. He hurried into the room, pushed

the people aside and stood looking down
at her.

How did it happen? He could not tell.

But it was never for one moment what he

had expected. He had thought to find

her dead, and he wus looking through a

transparent mask into the clear eyes of

her spirit. He saw no vision, no appari-

tion. and vet it was as if she smiled at him
across a narrow chasm. It was all so

simple. It was not even strange.

People say of the etemalist, “Poor
man. how lonely he must be!" And he

says of himself, "I am never lonely—

I

am not e%ren alone. There are all my
great Loves, to say notliing of the lesser

ones: love of nature, love of knowledge,

love of music, love of Love, and love of

giving gifts! And just the other day a
new love appeared above the horizon.

It is the lore of growing old. By its light

I can look back on my accumulated years:

all arc precious, not one could be spared,

each has brought its invaluable contribu-

tion. And more than this, it rose—it

dawned—just beneath an irritating little

cloud and shot it all away. That little

cloud was the fear of growing old. My
spirit has long felt that life is not passing

but aerumulating. Henceforth my body
will leum to feel this too, and unlearn its

vain regrets.”

T AST night wc lingered by his fireside
1
later than usual, talking of Life and

Love and Death. At the end he ex-

claimed:

“Only see what Life lias accomplished

already in what we call the past! Who
shall set bounds to its future? It has

brought, us here to this fireside. True,

the fire on this hearth will' die. The
earth will grow cold. Suns will be ex-

tinguished. Yet you and I, if we will,

may sit down again at a fireside of the

universe. And dead worlds shall come
and go. recreated by a thought, extin-

guished by neglect: as even now our

memories reconstruct and then let fall

again at will some period of our child-

hood.”



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XXIV

DAVE WARFIELD ha-s no right. I fear,

In this collection to appear.

I stupidly forgot to asko

The kind permission of Belasco.

HEN I endeavored to (jortray

The late King Edward, strange to say.

The likeness, of its own accord.

Turned into that of James L. Ford.

WHAT gets my angora goat (to

paraphrase human slang.) is

the way people talk on subjects

they know nothing about.

The other day I overheard a visitor,

not overburdened with tact, remark in

niv presence, that short-haired cats are

more intellectual than

long-haired cats. As I

happen to wear my
hair quite long, and
am the only cat inem-

ber of the household,

the remark showed
execrable taste, and I

am glad to say, was
received in stony

silence by the rest of

the family. The speech

was all the more fool-

ish. when it is known
that while I have never

been actually mistaken

for him, people have
often exclaimed at my
remarkable resem-

blance to the great human dramatist,

Heinrich Ibsen.

I F you doubt this, you have only to

* look at my picture which is printed

at the top of my articles, like Mr. Roy
McCardell's, in the World.

I admit Mr. McCardell's picture is

larger, but it is not so large as mine in pro-

portion to the size of the page. also. Mr.
McCardell’s fur. to judge by his picture,

is much shorter than mine. If. os I am
told, he has angora tendencies. I fear he

must keep them in check, which is a pity,

as otherwise I should have cited him to

prove the absurdity of the statement

that short-haired people are more intel-

lectual than angoras.

DUT why cry over spilt fur when there

is Bliss Carman, to prove my case.

The only picture I have of Bliss is this

one taken behind his back, but it places

him without question in the angora cate-

gory and as such establishes their supc-
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riority both poetically and intellectually

beyond dispute.

A MOTHER well known angora Is Mr.
Richard Le Gallienne (see picture,

also a back view) a master of opalescent

water-color poetry. Still another is Mr.
Edward Markham who. I am told, pul

the “Hoe" in Homo. Mr. Markham's
angoralizings form one of the most attrac-

tive features of the Saturday American.

In the realm of music, the human uu-

gora reigns supreme. A complete collec-

tion of the portraits of famous musicians

might easily Ik* mistaken for the illus-

trated catalog of a fur merchant. Take
for example the Abl>e Lizst and Herr
Mendelssohn, specimens of two very dif-

ferent breeds.

When discovered (by

Columbus) this country
was inhabited exclusively

by angoras.

American hair has fallen

off alarmingly in the last

four or five centuries. It

is still falling off.

Since Colonel Cody
ceuscd to be an ungora the

Wild West has lost its

charm. What will become
of American o|K*ra if Mr.
Meltzer cuts his hair, is

no purring matter!

IXfHAT will become of
* ’ the dinner music

of the hotels? Deprived
of its scherzo stimulus to fast eating, the

diners will soon relapse into Fletcherism,

and the hungry guests waiting for tables

will have to go elsewhere for food.

As everyone knows, violin music is

composed of human hair, equine hair

and catgut in equal parts; we and our

equine collaborators have never failed in

our share of the compact. But what
will become of hotel music if the human
angoras fail in theirs?

II7HAT is true of poetry and of tnusic
* ’ is true also of (minting. All the

expensive painters of the past were an-

goras, and their prices arc still going up.

On the other paw, the prices of the short-

haired pictures grow steadily less. I am
told their colors are not fast.

How true is the motto of the painter

Art longa, vita brevis. I did not know
what it meant till I found the translation

in a little red notebook on the desk in the

study. It read like this: The artist’s hair

is long, the bon vivant's hair is short.
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The Passionate Friends

An indictment of jealousy and the romantic ideal of love

By FLOYD DELL

MR. WELLS' new novel seems to be

finding but little favor—espe-

cially among his admirers.* It

is generally condemned as a poor story,

and as being particularly shaky in its

ethical foundation.

Well, it is a poor story. Its ethics are

another thing. But it is a poor story pre-

cisely because it is so vehement, so pas-

sionate a presentation of an ethical idea.

It is, indeed, not a novel at all—it is a
furious cry of despairing anger against the

ethics of romantic love.

So hard is it for readers and reviewers

to conceive of any one really objecting to

these ethics that they are solemnly point-

ing out to liim what he lias done. He has

made his heroine marry a rich man whom
she doesn't love. Ignoble! Worse still,

when she has an opportunity to escape

from her loveless marriage, after her liui-

son is discovered, in flight with her lover,

she refuses. Cowardly ! And her suicide

in the end, to prevent the scandal of a

divorce—the final folly of a weak and
worthless woman!

These criticisms are just and inevitable

from the romantic point of view. If love

is the greatest thing in the world, if the

world is well lost for love, then Lady Mary
was a coward and base in all that she did.

If she had only had the courage to de-

clare her love to the world—say the re-

viewers—we might have admired her.

It is true that the ideal of romantic love,

which is the ideologic basis of monogamic
marriage, is also the excuse for romantic

violations of convention—at least in

poetry and fiction. The ideal of The One
Woman as the crux of life, the center of all

aspirations, thoughts, desires, whom to

love, honor and possess is the height of

achievement—this Is Romantic Love: and
this is the very ideal against which Mr.
Wells in this book utters his violent and
despairing protest.

1_IE is ready to justify his heroine in her
* “ seemingly cowardly actions because

each of them was a defiance of Romantic
Love, and of that sexual jealousy, which is

the core of Romantic Love. His novel is

an account of the effort of two people to

deny, in the interest of the larger life of

the world, the insistent claims of this

sexual jealousy, and their failure—which

is in the view of Mr. Wells the tragic

failure of the world, und the fatal flaw in

life which may make it impossible for

mankind to realize its greatest dreams.

At first, with these claims {touring in

upon her from the lips of her penniless

lover. Lady Mary is steadfast against

them. Stephen is prepared to give his

whole life, subordinate all Ins ambitions,

to the effort to maintain their home.
“ But I don’t want it, Stephen," she says.

“I don’t want it. I want you to go
on in the service of the empire, I want
to sec you do great things, do all the

things we’ve talked and written about.

Don't you see how much better that

Is for you and for me—and for the

• " Thf IVninnutr Ftinidi," by H. G. Wtun. II.U
0*1- k Rrulhrra.

world and our lives? I don’t want you
to become a horrible little specialist in

feeding and keeping me. . . . You will

not be able to marry me for years and
years and years—unless you neglect

your work, unless you throw’ away
everything that is worth having be-

tween us in order just to get me. . . .

Why are you so greedy, Stephen?

Why arc you so ignoble? If I were to

coine now and marry you, it wouldn’t

help you. It would turn you into

—

a wife-keeper, into the sort of uninter-

esting preoccupied man one secs run-

ning after and gloating over the woman
he's bought—at the price of his money
ami his dignity—and everything. It’s

not proper for a man to live so for a
woman and her children. It's dwarfish.

It’s enslaving. It’s—it’s indecent."

And when their secret love is found out,

and her husband and her lover press her

with these passionate personal claims, she

repudiates those of both.

"Why must I choose between two
men? I want neither of you. I want

myself. I’m not a thing. I’m a human
being. I'm not your thing, Justin

—

nor yours, Stephen. Yet you want to

quarrel over me—like two dogs over a

bone. I am going to stay here— in my
house! It’s my house. Imadeit. Every
room in it is full of me. Here I am!"

\TEVERTHELESS, she Is herself the

victim and the creature of these

cluims. After a long separation, when
Stephen has married and she herself is the

mother of children, she writes to him in

confession. "I spent," she says, "my
very considerable superfluous energies in

wrecking your career." She goes on:

"Because you know I wrecked it,

Stephen. I knew I was wrecking it,

and I wrecked it. I knew exactly

what I was doing all the time. I had
mrant to be so fine a thing for you, a

mothering friend, to have that dear

consecutive kindly mind of yours

steadying mine, to have seen you grow
to power over men, me helping, me
admiring. It was to have been so fine.

So fine! Didn't I urge you to marry
Rachel, make you talk of her. Don’t

you remember that? And one day
when I saw you thinking of Rachel,

saw a kind of pride in your eyes!—sud-

denly I couldn’t stand it. I went to

my room after you had gone and
thought of you and her until I wanted

to scream. I couldn’t bear it. It was
intolerable. I was violent to my toilet

things. I broke a hand-glass. Your
dignified, selfish, self-con trolled Mary
mashed a silver hand-mirror. I never

told you that. You know what followed.

I |>ounccd on you and took you. Wasn't
I—a soft and scented hawk? Wascither
of us better than some creature of in-

stinct that does what it does because it

must? It was like a gust of madness

—

and I cared, I found, no more for your
career than I cured for any other little

thing, for honor, for Rachel, for Justin,

that stood between us.”

AND as for the great dreams of
1 * Stephen and the rest of us for n*con-

structing the world—"All this great

world-state of your man's imagination in

going to be wrecked by us. . . , We are
going to be the Goths and Vandals of an-
other Decline and Fall. . . . The State

indeed ! All your little triumphs of science

ami economy, all your little accumula-
tions of wealth that you think will pres-

ently make the struggle for life an old

story and the millennium possible—ire

*print. And all your dreams of brothor-

Imod !—we will set you by the cars. We
hold ourselves up as my little nephews
do some coveted object and sa.v If'hose?

and the whole brotherhood shouts
Mine! to the challenge. Back you go
into Individualism at the word and all

your Brotherhood crumbles to dust

again."

Stephen himself comes to see this |>er-

sonal passion, and the whole brood of per-

sonal passions, as the real problem of soci-

ety. He sets about seeking to remedy
this social disease, in the only way he
knows, by the spread of knowledge, sci-

entific and imaginative. There are some
inspiring pages in the book on Stephen
Stratton’s great publishing company,
which creates a “world literature," und
actually distributes it to the world. Mag-
azines and newspapers are founded and
subsidized. By such means he hoped to

destroy the personal and group egotisms

and passions which he found ut the

Itottom of religious persecutions, race

conflicts, wars, and that most stubborn of

all anti-social vices, the jealous, hateful

and deadly love of one man for one
woman.

T) I T in the end he fails, so far as his
* own personal problem is concerned.

I-ady Mary, as a protest against the jeal-

ous savagery which would fling her career

and Stephen’s and that of Stephen’s girl-

wife into the bloody pit of the divorce

court, kills herself. She altsolves him. hut
he cannot absolve himself. He meets her

husband after her death. The man grips

him by the arm.

"Stratton,” he said, “we two— We
killed her. We -tore her to pieces be-

tween us ... "

Well, and what then? What does Mr.
Wells want us to do ubout it? The
answer is vague only in largeness, its

staggering implications. He wants Us to

root out tlie romantic idealism which

turns men and women into beasts; he
wants us to destroy all those institutions,

customs and moralities which are the

expression of that romuntic idealism.

That Is asking a great deal. But Mr.
Wells would suv. What is your civiliza-

tion worth? It is—he would sav—

a

thing monstrous, bloodstained, filthy.

Let it l>e shattered by all means, and let

us create a decent civilization, one in

which men and women can live and work
and achieve, a world where all the ancient

prophecies and dreams shall be fulfilled, a
clean star at last in the fare of the ever-

lasting skies!



BIUCKLEY'S FOURTH FIELD GOAL
The picture ahou-a the remarkably effective protection afforded the brilliant Harvard kicker. Although the ball haa ulrcudy left his

foot there is not a Yale man irithin striking distance of him. The figure in theforeground is Percy llaughtun, the Crimson coach

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("Right Wing”)

HARVARD closed the footl»all sea-

son at Cambridge with a triumph

over Yale that was impressive to

a degree, and proved that the Crimson
system has made greater strides, with

all its tendency toward conservatism,

than any other in the East. Harvard

labored under the serious disadvantage

of being a top-heavy favorite for the

greater part of the season, and the coaches

were obliged constantly to guard against

u tendency toward over-confidence.

Again, in the Princeton game the team

did not come up to expectations, and an
eleventh hour change had to In* made in

the line-up, a change, by the way, that

worked out splendidly, although the value

of Hardwick as a half-back was lost to a

considerable extent because of the ne-

cessity of having a first class offensive end.

As in almost every year since Haughton
has been in charge at Cambridge, the

Crimson turned out an alert, thinking

team, that while not in individual in-

stances as well built as the Ells, was cap-

able of sustained power, aud capable of

making a fighting finish against a plucky

Blue eleven.

RIGHT here I should like to come to

the defense of O’Brien, onu of the

l>cst ends of the season, against whom is

charged the safety scored by Yule.

O'Brien picked up a Yale kick-off that

struck the goal post and carried it buck

over his own line, thinking that it would'

count as a touch-buck. The situation was
most unusual, and I know that many of

the players on the field, on both sides,

would have done as O'Brien did. had the

chance come to them. Probably not two
per cent, of the crowd knew the proper

way to bundle the play—even men who
have followed football, lioth as player and
couch, for many years. It simply hap-

pened that O’Brien was the man nearest

the bull, and hasty critics have not hesi-

tated to call his play, what is known in luisc-

4(1

ball parlance, as an exhibition of ivory.

Granted that O’Brien should have known
better, this one flaw in his work should

not be allowed to overshadow his all-

round good play as an end. This was
the one mistake that Harvard made,
and while, of course, it might have proved

costly, it wus hardly u serious blemish

u|M*n an otherwise perfectly played game.

T T AltVAltl) is the one team in the East
* * that absolutely refuses to give the

ball away on fourth down without shooting

at the goal, and the consistency of this

type of play is largely responsible. I

think, for the Crimson success, if we ad-

mit also that the Crimson bus rejoiced

in the Im*sI of ctutching and the aid of stars.

There seems to be some popular miscon-

ception about these stars. No doubt
both Brickley, that terror of a drop kicker,

and Mahan, the good punter and broken

field expert, would shine on an inferior

eleven, but their individual play has been

cleverly "built into” the Harvard system,

with the result that Huughton has been

able to get splendid results from their

work even when not engaged in the spe-

cialty for which they an* famous.

T) KICKLEY, for instance, would be wel-
* * coined on any first -class eleven, even

if he were not so adept at drop and place

kicking, while Mahan, even if he could

not punt, would also make a place on
any first-class eleven. Brickley proved

himself in the Yule game a hard, efficient

runner who could keep his feet and fight

his way along when tackier!, and Malum
showed that he was a master of the end-

skirting art when aided by a high-class

team. No doubt Malian could make
many a pretty dash when unaided by
such pretty interference as Harvard has

shown, but it was his ability to fit into

a fine system that was one of the out-

standing features of his work.

It rccpiircd u long time to make of Mai

Logun the kind of quarter-back needed
to run such a powerful offense as Har-
vard’s, and the fact that he did develop

into just such a quarter is a fine tribute

to the Harvard coaching method. The
main plan of Harvard generalsliip has

conic to be something of a habit, but

the credit for selecting certain immediate
plays lielongs solely to Logan. It is all

but im|K>ssiblc to find u flaw in the Har-
vard generalship as shown this year,

and it is also next to impossible to find

a flaw with the quick choices of the quar-

ter-hacks when they fared the burden of

proof. It has taken time to build up
the present Harvard system, but it is

well worth copying.

A GAINST so effective a team as Har-
vard’s Yale played a game that was

earnest of better things to come, but the

Elis were overmastered in the haekficld.

ami not even a most efficient line could

make up the difference. The kicking gumr
and the running Itackof kicks went against

the Elis, and this proved a severe handi-

cap. Y’ule put on a running game that

was extremely attractive, and that will

Ik* even more effective another year,

but the recrudescence of the Blue eleven

was too recent to |K*rmit of the men main-

taining their puce throughout a hard

game. There seems to be no doubt,

however, that Yale is once more on the

right track, and thut the Blue will turn

out standard elevens in the near future.

Certainly the present coaching system

has justified itself, and with good material

and an efficient leader another year

Yale should be thoroughly on the foot-

ball map again.

AFTER many years of waiting. Cornell

smothered Pennsylvania on Thanks-
giving Day, the Ithaca eleven showing a

better brand of football than ut any previ-

ous stage of the season. The team wus full

of fight, was ably led by Captain Muiiiik.



MAHAN. THE CRIMSON TERROR
The picture shows the Harvard back making one of his stirring runs. He teas the quickest starter and the hardest man to stop of

any on the field, and a serious factor in the Harvard triumph

who played the best game of his career,

and was a better coached and better

built eleven than the Red and Blue.

The victory was a triumph for the entire

team, but more especially for the for-

wards. who held the Quaker line at bay
throughout, and gave the backs an op-

portunity to get under way.

LJOWARD FRITZ, who played both
* 1 end and half-back, was easily the star

of the game, and the down-field work of the

entire Cornell eleven was better tliun any-

thing that has been seen on Franklin Field

in many a year. Recent coaching of the

Cornell wing men has developed the fact

that in Ray Van Orman, the Ithacan*

have as clever a man as instructor in

that position as has appeared in the East

in some years. Dr. Sharpe, the old Yale
star, swings into the third coaching season

with the prestige of u championship
basketball team, and a football team that

smothered Pennsylvania behind him.

Cornell is apparently out of the woods,

and there is now every opportunity to

build for the future. There is reason to

expect that the procession of defeats at

Franklin Field Is permanently checked.

In justice to George Brooke, the new
Pennsylvania coach, it is well to mention
that his material was not impressive,

save in a few instances, and that when his

eleven went into its big games, it was not

evenly enough developed to carry through

anything like a continuity of attack. The
kicking of Chester Minds in the Cornell

game was worth traveling miles to witness,

and hud his ends been up to the standard
of the Cornell wing men he might have
been able to keep down the score.

/’CHICAGO'S Conference championship^ was well earned, for the Maroon played

consistent football from start to finish,

using the open game when that best

served the purpose of Coach Stagg, and
smashing attack when thecliances to make
it go seemed especially bright. The proper

use of the wide open game, is of course a
moot point and one that never will be
settled until a ranking Western eleven

meets a ranking Eastern eleven, ami
perhaps not even then, for the “breaks”

in such a game might be brought about

in such it way as to prove little or nothing

of lasting value.

A T this writing the University of Wash-
ington team seems to l>e on the high

road to its sixth consecutive championship
of the Pacific Coast, with the Oregon “Ag-
gies ” finishing in second position. Coach
Dobie of Washington has made a remark-
aide reputation on the Coast. This year,

however. Oregon, according to far Western
critics, has the better line, while Washing-
ton is stronger in the buckfield. "Hap.”
sometimes known as “Bullet” Miller,

being the bright particular star.

/’"’ORNELI.'S cross-country team has

once more won the championship in

the East, and Jack Moaldey, the clever

coach, lias proved once more that he can
build up a successful team even when with-

out the services of some of the stars of the

past. The individual triumph went
to Boyd, of Hurvurd, but the In-st type

of team running gave the Ithacans the

championship with a little to spure.

CORNELL’S CROSS-COUNTRY TRIUMPH
Boyd of Harvard icon the annual hill and dale race, but the Ithacans regained their supremacy as a team over the course at Van

Cortlandt Park
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Tivo—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustrations by James Preston

VIII

Lemuel Drivcth Friendship Past the Speed Limit

L
EM I'KL'S motor, now leading the way.

i Didn’t keep down to low speed—not a bit of it.

Poor Mrs. Bogg began softly to pray.

Seeing Lem's temper was in for a lit of it.

Lem kept ahead,

But the swifter he sped,

Silas's runabout, hugging the rear.

Clung to its own
Like a dog to a bone.

Si’s irritation was growing, ’twas clear.

XTOW they were plowing through dust-banks so deep
A ^ Infinite clouds of it rose to the sky

Rose to the heavens and fell upon Si;

Mad with it, blind with it, tortured and sick.

Cursed he all Boggs, yet continued to "stick.”

Swifter and swifter sped Lemuel’s steed.

Faster and faster grew Silas’s speed.

If the truth

Must be told.

There is youth

In the old

And the fierce joy of twenty brought Si’s blood to par,

When ’twas plain to be seen

That his little machine
Was steadily gaining on Lemuel's ear.

Creeping up, creeping up, all to the good.

Now they were stretched side by side, hood to hood.

Lem, glancing round, was distinctly aware
Of Si’s look of triumph, the old, hateful glare.

As he cackled out, "Oust be ye!

Givin’ me dust, be ye?”
Lem, though religious, could scarcely forbear

The terrible joy of a soul-reaching swear.

As mile after mile they continued to dart.

Less tlian the space of a hand's

breadth apart.

"V/fEN, blind with anger!”
^ * (I’m quoting a sage),

"Fate, the arch-enemy, mocks
at your rage;

Faithful she stays to her Sty-

gian oath

To wait till you grapple, then

collar you both.”

rTHUS. while the fire of old
1

rivalry blazed,

Silas and Lemuel, equally

crazed.

Scorched through Buck’s Township and neither one saw
The black and white sign-painted word of the law.

Plainly exhibited.

“SPEEDING PROHIBITED. ’

DACK of the bushes near Hanberry’s lots,^ Deputy Constable Pilkington Butts.

Crouched in a hollow, the veriest weed-trap.

Working a speed-trap.

Lem saw him not.

But wary old Si,

Being a lot

More clever and sly.

Got a quirk glimpse of the man in the bushes.

Slowed down his speed with hysterical pushes

And while Lem, dead ahead, still continued the pace.

Si turned aruund and abandoned the race.

J
UST a mile down the turnpike, poor Lemuel slowed

His car to a creep; for a chain ’cross the road

Revealed that the constable, ’ware of his crime,

Had gotten his manlier and taken his time.

’Twas clinched.

“You’re pinched!”

Quoth Constable Beasley,

Looking quite measly,
” Fined proper ye’ll be.

If y’ just fuller me.”

DCMB, driven cattle and pen-circled hogs

Ne’er more despairingly walked than the Boggs.

Over Lem’s spirit deep shame followed rage

Oh, wliat disgrace to befall his old age!

He who had basked in his neighbors’ opinion

Hurried to jail by the law’s heartless minion!

“Oh Pa!"
Sniffed Ma,

"Though some sorrers I’ve bore,

Thor’s none of our kin licen arrested before!”

I
N front of the Court House,

a tangle of wheels.

Stood quite a number of auto-

mobiles.

Numerous culprits, some very

well dressed.

Walked up the steps and

•earned scarcely depressed.

"Hope, if I’m hung. I’ll be

tried by a jury,”

Lemuel groaned with a

sorrowful face.

Mother repined, "Wonder
what will Kalury
Say when she hears of h*

.

Father’s disgrace?
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

First Principles

L
ET us turn aside this week from big

i events and broad currents to con-

sider an apparently simple re-

quest for information which at first glance

would seem to be of the most elementary

nature. The inquiry comes from a phy-

sician in Pennsylvania:

“Is there not a lx>ok published that

explains the value of the different stocks

and ImhhIs dealt with on the stock

market, and that tells which stocks are

dividend payers and which are not?

Please send me title of Itooks and pub-

lishers’ names and addresses."

This letter is exactly the sort which

thousands of intelligent citizens might

write. I have received scores of similar

letters. It is typical and representative.

A Complex Subject

'CMNANCE, or at least that branch of it

which goes by the name of Investment,

or Investment and S|x-culation, is natur-

ally an intricate subject. To employ
exact, accurate terms is particularly diffi-

cult. In France most people who invest

their savings do so through banks, re-

ceiving certificates issued by the bankers.

These certificates are backed, of course,

by stocks and bonds, but often the in-

dividual investor does not know more
than its name, and prolmbly in numerous
instances peasant investors do not know
even so much. That is, the lianker gen-

erally substitutes his judgment for that

of his client, whereas in this country the

methods of selling securities require free-

dom of judgment on the part of the in-

vestor. Of course, there are many re-

liable investment bankers who perforin

numerous services for clients, but the

main statement of fact stands. In Europe
generally, speculation in stocks is largely

confined to a professional class. In this

country, at least at certain times, all

manner of men und women buy stocks,

more or less speculatively.

THE fact that the average person

knows little about securities does not

mean he is ignorant. To know much
a lxnit them implies a complete knowledge

of the whole range of economic life.

Knowledge of stocks and bonds is

a big subject. Even those who pretend

to lie experts touch but the merest fringe.

There is as yet no science of investment.

Perhaps in lime such a science will be

built up. At present we gro|>c pretty

much in the dark.

Dl’T, admitting all these benumbing
facts, there is something wrong

when an intelligent |>crson who owns
two or three bonds can not even remem-
ber their names. The writer has fre-

quently met such persons. A chance

acquaintance upon teaming of my pro-

fession, or a relative or intimate friend

with nothing better to talk almut, will

often sav:

“Oh, by the way, I have a bond. I

wonder whether it is good or not. I

bought it from Mr. So-and-So."

"What is your bond?" say I. “What
is the name?”

Now $900
New Series Model 31, Completely Equipped

With five years of splendid achievement the EMPIRE
stands as a car of remarkable worth.
And with its score of new refinements and improve-

ments, which make it better than ever, the new series

model 31 sells for just $900.

$50 less than last year’s car.

Four-fold increase makes this new low price possible.

Here you have a light, strong, five-passenger touring

car of surplus energy and strength. A car that offers you
all the service and beauty of heavy touring cars, without
the extra price, or the heavy cost of operation, or the
added care. It is well called, “The Little Aristocrat.”

Read the Complete Equipment of the

“ The Little Aristocrat ”

110-Inch Wheel Base— Unit Power Plant
Demountable Rims
Mohair Top
Top Envelope
Rain Vision Windshield
Tool and Tire Kits

Extra Rim
Stewart Speedometer
Prest-O-Lite Tank
Gas Head Lights
Turkish Upholstery

Eisemann Magneto
Side and Tail Lamps
Double Tire Irons
Oil Sight Feed
Dash Air Adjustment

Wide Safety Margin
Empire axles are over size, as arc also

the steering knuckle, brakes, springs and
other vital parts. These are made of the

same materials employed in cars twice the

weight and cost.

And this with the light weight and the

powerful Unit Power Plant afford a
capacity and serviceability that give the

EMPIRE the efficiency of cars many
times its price.

The light weight also means economy
of fuel, minimized strain on parts anil

tires—utmost all-'round efficiency at least

cost of operation and upkeep.

The “EMPIRE” Idea
The first EMPIRE car was built to the

order of a wealthy Indianapolis man.
He wanted a light car, a strong car. a car

that would hold five people, a car that

would go anywhere—a car with all the

beauty, distinction and serviceability of

larger cars—a car that would be associ

aled with low priced cars only in point of

price and minimum upkeep.
That was five years ago. Now theyearly

output of the EMPIRE is many thou

sands. Although our facilities arc in-

creased four-fold, every evidence points

to a demand for the 1014 EMPIRE that

will far exceed the supply.

Behind the EMPIRE ore men of
great financial resource*. All of
their burinetr venturer have alutayr
been ruccmrsfuL

3,766 Miles
Let us send you the story of the trans-

continental EMPIRE that ran37t>6 speed-
ometer miles, with tKc "big fellows"

in the Indiana- Pacific Tour; the first and
only car of its class to accomplish the

feat. The book is full of pictures of trans
continental motoring in the Rockies, the

desert, the Sierras. It shows the roads
actually traversed by the EMPIRE on

this great trip—roads that no other tour

even attempted. The book is the last

wool in trans-continental travel and has
an added value to all who are interested

in touring.

What Dealers Think
Dealers eveiywherc are enthusiastic

over the EMPIRE. The little open ter-

ritory that still remains is being taken

up quickly.

Dealers are quick to see in theEMPIRE
the very car that meets every requirement

for a light, serviceable, beautiful louring

car, and at this unusual price of Sqoo.

Dealers, write for our broad, liberal sales

plan, and rare opportunity for permanent
connection where territory is still open.

Empire Automobile Company
Micki«u Street sad Capital Avcm*

INDIANAPOLIS. U. S. A.

'.oogle
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How to Study " Values'
y

fYl’R correspondent asks for a book
which "explains” the values of

stocks ami Im>ikIs. The use of the word

“explains” may possibly indicate that

what he wants to see is not a list of prices,

hut an analysis of merits and worths,

earning power, assets, and so on. We do
not know any book which covers that sub-

ject. There are countless pamphlets and
IkkiIcs which attack small portions of it,

but from the necessity of the case no one
liook can master such a task.

There are innumerable ways of getting

information alxiut the better known com-
panies upon which one may form one’s

own judgment. If a daily paper is de-

sired the Wall Street Journal is perhaps

best. For about the same cost the Com-
mercial Finanrial Chronicle furnishes a

bulky weekly paper giving authoritative

news about several hundred of the better

known companies, and every few months
special supplements containing essential

facts about several thousand. If a
yearly reference liook is desired Poor’s or

Moody's Manuals for about twice the cost

of cither of the other publications con-

tains essential facts about more than

fifty thousaud companies.

TT is assumed that the inquirer has little

4 time to give to an orderly study of the

subject of investments. To do this would

probably require one’s spare time for a
year. As recently explained in Inreri-

ment by Charted W. Gerstenberg. Secre-

tary of the New York University School of

Commerce, Accounts and Finance, to

make a scientific study, one should pro-

ceed from the abstract to the concrete,

from the general to the particular. The
method of doing this will lie taken up in

detail in a future article. Suffice it now
to say Mr. Gerstenberg recommends a

study of the following subjects in the order

named: economics (Taussig, Seager, Selig-

man or others), money and credit, panics,

fundamental business conditions, corpor-

ation finance (from the manager's point of

view), investments per se (concrete study

of different kinds of securities), and anuly •

sis of reports.

IT is assumed from the letter printed
* at the beginning of this article that its

writer wishes to confine himself to the

concrete and particular. But, even so, if

he has made no study of finance he should

read at least one or two elementary books

before making any sort of plunge. S. S.

Pratt's" Work of Wall Street,” published

by D. Appleton & Co., is probably as

complete a general liook as would be
understood by the beginner. It has to do
mostly with stocks and stock markets,

and relatively little with bonds, but it is

probably the most useful single lxx»k at

that. Many excellent elementary cir-

culars on bonds and investment subjects

in general have been written by practical

investment bankers, and there ure in-

numerable magazine articles; but no one
liook stands out as all around satisfactory,

although there is an excellent advanced
treatise on bonds.

Perhaps some day the Investment
Bankers' Association will take up educa-

tional work along this line. It is sorely

needed. If the work were done by this

association in the right spirit, free from
suspicion of commercialism, it would lie

of distinct value to many thousands.

For, as this article shows, there is no
larger subject, and none where a clear

understanding of terms and principles is

more necessary.

Announcement
Several months ago, we

advertised Cooper’s Leather-

stocking Tales in five volumes

for $1.00 a set. Our an-

nouncements stated that the

supply was limited and could

not be replenished.

Though a considerable

period has elapsed since these

advertisements have ap-

peared the orders keep arriv-

ing in goodly quantities.

We take this method of

announcing to Harper’s

Weekly readers that we can-

not fill any more orders for

The Lea tlierstocking Tales,

as the edition is totally ex-

hausted.

At the present time we are

offering a Bigger Bargain;

The Masterpieces of Hugo
for $1.00; see advertisement

in this issue.

Our edition of Hugo is

also limited and like the

Cooper offer a Prize To The
Prompt.

Readers desiring to take

advantage of this offer should

apply promptly, as our spe-

cial edition is selling rapidly

McClures magazine
McClure Bldg. New York

It Keeps After Opening

A tempting
relish having the

true tomato taste

>LUE [ABE1
Ketchup

Vine ripened tomatoes, from
selected seed, grown under
our personal supervision,

carefully handled in sanitary

kitchens, same day as picked;

cooked but lightly so that
the natural flavor is retained;

seasoned delicately with pure
spices; placed in sterilized

bottles—this is Blue Label
Ketchup.

Containa only thoto ingrediente
Recognized and Endorsed
by the U. S. Government

Our ether products, Soups, Jams,

i
ellies, Preserves, Meats, Canned
‘ruits and Vegetables, you will

find eaually as pleasing as Blue
Label ketchup.

“Original Menua" don Inter-
eitme booklet, full of mgget-
tumtfor the honteu and buay
houtewife. Write for it today,
tiring your grocer'enamrand
mentioning (hit mugatint

Curtice Brothers Co.
Rochester, N. Y.

SAMUEL MERWIN WILLIAM ARCHER PERCEVAL OIBBONOWENJOHNSON HELEN VAN CAMPEN WILL FOOTER A. W. ATWOOD
. M CROSBY EDITH MACVANB MAY WILSON PRESTON

BURTON J. HENDRICK WALLACE IRWIN

McCLURE’S
•U in the Great Holiday Fiction Number of

( Out Monday

)

All News-stands 15 Cents

51

HAS STOOD
THE TEST
OF AGES

AND IS STILL
THE FINEST
CORDIAL EXTANT

Al tm <I*M Wine M«, !.»*.
C*«m, llvtrh. Ciln.

It)er A Co.. 4j Broadway.
New York. N. Y.

Sole Agent*
lor United Stat<

a
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It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Depart-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather
.
than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladlyanswer, by corres|>ondence,

any request for information

regarding specific investment

securities. Authoritative and dis-

interested information regarding

the rating of securities, the his-

tory of investment issues, the

earnings of properties and the

standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly fur-

nished any reader of Harper's
Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however,

that inquiries deal with matters

pertaining to investment rather

than to speculation. The Finan-

cial Department is edited for

investors.

All (ommunieationi should be ad-
drtutd to Albert W. Atwood, Financial
Editor, Harper i Weekly

,
McClure Build-

ing, Neiv York City.

WHEN THE NEWS REACHES THE HEAD WATERS OF THE AMAZON.
Prom Ike Sew York Herald

What They Think of Us
Mr*. Corra Harris, Pine Bog (Ga.)

I have never written a complimentary

letter to an author, hut if George Eliot,

or Hugo, or Stevenson were living. I

should not have been able to resist.

I think this issue is wonderful. It

breathe

s

—not daintily, delicately like

a lady with a literary fan—not strenu-

ously, snort ingly, like a furious man trying

to climb the last hill of civilization with

his coat off and a bludgeon in his hand,

hut it has in it the breath of a great

nation, easy, long drawn, deep, as if the

lungs of all men wire in it. You'll

l»e in a bad fix if you cannot keep it up,

for you have set a Homeric stride for

yourself. When you begin to straddle

or mince, we'll all sec it.

Chicago (III.) Extension Press

The devil is frankly engaged in "down-
lift" work through such publications

as Hamper's Weekly, though the sub-

tlety of the prince of darkness is lacking

in the brainless efforts of such editors as

Hapgood.

Charles F. Amidon, Judge of the District

Court of the United States. Fargo (N. D.)

I have been buying Hamper's Weekly
at the news-stands since you took charge

of the paper, but I cannot take the chance

of missing any of Mr. Hrandeis' articles.

I therefore enclose annual subscription

of five dollars.

Mr. Hrandeis' thinking works well when
applied to life. It accomplishes the

greatest good to the public with the

least harm to business

I am glad to have a journal with the

sanity and forward vision which the

Weekly has become under your editor-

ship.

Colonel IF. R. A’dam, The Kansas City

Star, Kansas City (Mo.)

You are making a real magazine of the

Weekly and it is bound to win provided

you can keep them from sawing off your
financial legs before you get established.

Alice Hubbard, East Aurora (N. Y.)

Your magazine represents to me the

first free, public expression in a man's
world of woman's problem.

Leads J. Johnson. Professor of Civil

Engineering. Harvard University. Cam-
bridge (Mass.)

I look forward with much interest to

each appearance of Harper'b Weekly.
I take great pleasure in your compre-
hensive grasp of the woman question.

I agree with you most cordially that while

suffrage is an immediate desideratum,

the whole movement for the lilteration

of women is even more significant. May
the shallow of IIahPER ’a never grow less.

The Sun (N. Y. C.)

How! What is this? The most gifted

people in their great period without

knowledge of uplift? Can it Ik* that

there was no Brandeis in Sparta to expose

the "invisible government?” No Hap-
good at Athens to pray for eugenics and

purge the white slavers?

Lincoln Steffens. New York
I found throughout the West a lot of

interest in the Weekly.

Ren R. Lindsey. Denver (Colo.)

Allow me to congratulate you upon

the glorious victory over Tammany,
and especially the part played by yourself

and Hamper's Weekly.
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By George Bellows
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regarded as one of the best pieces of modern American portrait painting.
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Business Progress

A PRIZE ha.s been offered for the best essay

on the Altman art collection, and much
praise has been given to Mr. Altman for the pur-

poses to which a large part of his money was de-

voted. This praise is well, and will encourage
others. The more business men are praised

for what they do outside of their business the
\

better, but still heartier praise ought to come to

those who make improvements in the very meth-
ods by which their business is built up. The
National Retail Dry-goods Association is now
having Miss Elizabeth Gannon, well known as a
student of social welfare, study the situation in

various cities with a view to reporting on what can
be done toward progress. What we most need
to do is to make business a profession and solve

the problems which are at the root of business

in its relation to the community. A man who
puts into commerce the same kind of intellectual

thought about the human aspects of his work
that go into the learned professions will see that

wThat makes a profession worth following is that

it is being pursued, not merely for one’s own
advantage, but also largely for the advantage of

the world. Many signs today point toward
this conception.

Price Cutting Sustained Again

THE decision just made by the United States

Supreme Court in the so-called Book Trust
Case again brings into prominence the matters
discussed by Mr. Brandeis in his recent article

on Cutthroat Prices. In accordance with pre-

vious cases the Court held that in selling copy-
righted books the Maey department store had
a right to cut the retail prices fixed by the pub-
lishers, and also that the Sherman law forbade

the publishers and booksellers to protect them-
selves by combining to prevent sales of books
to the Macy store.

Mr. Brandeis would agree that the producers
of competing articles should not be allowed to

combine. But he showed that in preventing i

the producers of a well-known article from fixing
;

the price at which it should be sold to consumers
in competition with articles of the same kind the

Supreme Court had fostered unfair competition

injurious to the public and tending to breed

monopoly instead of cheeking it.

The Supreme Court has settled the law.

Congress must now consider whether it is rightly

settled. Mistaken rulings in practical matters of

this kind would be far less likely to occur if a

trade commission were created, as Mr. Brandeis

and others have urged, to study the facts of indus-

try and so learn what trade practices are hurtful

to the general welfare and what are beneficial.

Facts only can teach the answers to such ques-

tions, and courts have neither the machinery
nor the time for gathering and sifting the facts.

Freedom

OUR radical contemporary the Masses is in

trouble, as told by Floyd Dell in this issue.

When Mr. Eastman said the Associated Press

news was “sold to the highest bidder,” he pre-

sumably spoke figuratively. The complaints with
which he preceded that allegation related to the

news from the military despotism in West Vir-

ginia; the point of his article was that the Asso-
ciated Press does not give the news of labor trou-

bles in a way that would seem fair to a
disinterested mind, in other words, that the Asso-

ciated Press, instead of being colorless, is the organ
of plutocracy. Now when a story or charge is

j

concocted against a person or even an institution,
j

that person or institution should have redress; I

but, when a very serious evil exists, and a criticism !

is leveled against it which lacks moderation in I

language but is based on a just complaint, is it

wise for the criminal law to punish the offender?

The criminal law ought to be rather severe in

punishing attacks on private individuals, or gossip

about private individuals, but a public institution

is in a different situation, and wholesome demo-
cratic life calls for much liberty in comment on
any force which, like the Associated Press, is

something on which we must all depend.

A Doubtful Verdict

VICTOR L. BERGER always endeavors to

tell the truth. A verdict has been found
against his paper for seventeen thousand five

hundred dollars, and the case is to be uppenled.

The Leader printed a charge made by an alderman
that the City Clerk in Milwaukee had illegally

paid five or six of his assistants for overtime when
forbidden by statute. He used the word “graft

“

in telling the story. Before the trial of the Leader

case a judge decided that the payment was illegal.

The severe verdict was found on the ground that

the word “graft” implied dishonest intention.

The ease does not deal with criticism of a private
'

individual but of a city official. Unhappily,
various elements in Milwaukee are concentrated
in a fight against the Socialists. There were no
Socialists on the jury, and there were at least sev-

eral men who might well be surmised to be hostile

to the Socialist propaganda. The verdict is a
heavy one, and if it. is not overturned, it will be

a severe blow to an honest, intelligent organ.
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Blocking an Army

H E was the newspaper proprietor who em-
ployed one William Jennings Bryan as a

reporter. He sup|>orted Bryan for the presi-

dency and Bryan him for the House and the Sen-

ate, but there has never been any love lost.

Hitchcock is a Progressive before election. The
open breach with Bryan came when Hitchcock,

following Bailey’s lead, advocated the nomina-
i tion of Harmon for the presidency. What Bryan
‘ did to Harmon at Baltimore naturally displeased

I
Hitchcock. There have been only two oppor-

j

tunities for Hitchcock to embarrass the W’ilson

Administration and he has made the most of

them. He bolted the Democratic Caucus on the

Tariff, because it would not include his anti-trust-

programme. Then he was an obstructionist on
the Currency Committee, thus delaying the Wil-

i

son trust program for the regular session of

;

Congress. When it was evident that every Dem-
ocratic Senator except three on the Currency
Committee favored the Glass-Owen bill, O’Gor-
man and Reed went with their colleagues, but

Hitchcock voted with the Republican Senators,

and so the Committee stood six to six, and it was
impossible for the six Democrats to report a bill

early in December. The Senator was thus able

to occupy the strategic position of the animal
with the long ears in a mountain defile, whose

i balking delayed an army.

Rural Credit

PERHAPS the most important outcome of the

work of the Southern Commercial Congress

I

has been the study of rural credit. The subject
j

j

is only touched upon in the Glass; Currency Bill
j

and the Administration is pledged to the passage

of another measure. The Currency Committee
of the House is already studying the subject,

and the report of the LTnited States Commission
on the Study and Investigation of Rural Credits

will be at their disposal. The Landschaften banks
of European countries have revolutionized agri-

culture in the last quarter of a century. In

America the national banks have been used ex-

clusively for commercial and industrial enter-

prises, being forbidden to lend money on real

estate. But the land-mortgage banks are es-

tablished for the purpose of making long-time

,
loans, at a low rate of interest, to farmers. A

. bank is organized, sometimes with the founda-

I

tion capital supplied by the government, some-
times by private capital. A farmer, with a ten

thousand dollar farm, wishes to borrow five thou-

I sand dollars. He gives a mortgage to the bank
I for $5,000. He is charged four per cent, on the

|

loan, one-half of one per cent, for the sinking fund

j

which takes up the loan in fifty-four years, and a

,

quarter of one per cent, for administration. The
bank issues bonds, in hundred-dollar denomina-
tions, against this mortgage, bearing four per

cent, interest, which become quick assets, easily

circulating. With the payment of every hundred
dollars of the mortgage, a bond for that amount
is cancelled. There is no reason, except perhaps

prejudice against the unfamiliar, why the govern-

ment of the United States should not issue cur-

rency against such bonds, endorsed by the land-

mortgage banks and secured by the land itself.

Boys and Porkers

THE Boys’ Corn Clubs in the South and
West have become famous, and the boy who

makes the most corn on an acre of ground, stands

for a while, a national figure, with public com-
mendation by tlie President. Now the Depart-
ment of Agriculture is planning to organize

Boys’ Pig Clubs, to teach the human youngsters

how to turn the corn into pork. With the next

generation there must be either a noticeable

decrease in the cost of living or a large crop of

farmer millionaires.

Fraternity

THE Secretary of the Interior is trying to

break down the caste system in his depart-

ment. Our bureaucracy at Washington has

developed a system of rank and title as astonish-

ing as it is grotesque. A nine-hundred-dollar-

a-year stenographer may not presume to mingle

socially with thousand-dollar-a-year clerks.
|

The wife of a bureau chief must be careful how
she speaks to the wife of an assistant secretary.

The matter of leaving cards, of telephoning, of
j

asking to dine, is so full of subtle distinction,

of mysterious significance, of intricate art, that

the casual visitor to Washington is shamed into

seclusion. Mr. Lane is a westerner. When he

has a free moment he looks about his depart-

ment for a precedent to break or an established

custom to demolish. Last summer, he shook
Washington by giving a reception to the four

thousand workers in his department. Mrs. Lane
assisted him. The reception was held in the open

(

,

court of the Patent Building. There were men
and women who attended thut reception who had
grown white-haired and feeble in the Depart-
ment’s service. Some of them told Mr. I^ane that

they never before had spoken to a Secretary of

the Interior, that they never* before had even

seen the wife of a Secretary of the Interior.

Not long ago Mr. Lane asked the workers of

his Department to meet him in the Masonic hall

and form a Home Club with him. They came,
nearly two thousund of them, old and young,

!

men and women, crippled and straight, the folk

who run the clumsy wheels of our government
for us. With the Secretary leading them they

formed a vast cooperative club wherein all the
|

workers in the department, from the Secretary i

to the lowest paid clerk, are to meet on terms of

complete equality. The club is to have a house.

It is to have parties and plays and dances. It

looks forward to the time when it will have a

cooperative store and a cooperative Tent City

for summer vacations.

Such a club is unprecedented in the City of

Washington. It is a manifestation of the real

desire of Mr. Wilson’s regime to democratize

tlie government, to return it to simple ways,

not for the mere purpose of disintegrating but

that there may become possible in the govern-

ment the pulling power of the cooperation which

the caste system destroys.

The event is a concrete expression of the ad-

ministration’s attempt to bring back that old

simple American spirit which Mr. Kipling says

I “in the teeth of all the schools shall save us at

the last.”
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Single Tax Progress

THE Single Tax means everything or anything,

from the full demands urged by Henry
George, in “ Progress and Poverty,” down to the

shortest practicable step in the direction of those

demands. George agitated the socialization,

not of land as is sometimes said, but of the an-

nual values of land. In order to secure that re-

sult lie proposed that all taxes on personal prop-

erty and real estate improvements be abolished

and that public revenues be derived exclusively

from a tax measured by land values. In order

to carry out that program he proposed to begin

by abolishing all taxes except on land values.

In practice, frequent proposals have been made
to start at points still further away from the goal

proposed by George than the immediate aboli-

tion of all taxes on land values. This is the reason

, that any movement for the abolition, in any de-

]

gree, of taxes on improvements is called the Sin-

gle Tax. It is the reason, for instance, that move-
ments like those in New York for reducing taxes

on improvements without reducing those on land

values are called Single Tax movements. Of
i this kind was the proposal adopted last month in

Pueblo, Colorado. The referendum proposed to

exempt improvements beginning with 1914 to the

extent of 50 per cent, of their valuation; and in

1915 to the extent of 99 per cent.; whereas land
1

is to continue to be valued for taxation at 100

i per cent, of its true value. This is equivalent

|
substantially to abolishing, for local purposes,

all taxes except on land values.

Shadows Before

Alexander Stephens was as brilliant

a man as his times produced. He was
young in 1832, when he wrote:

“Went to a party. Witnessed the new dance,

the waltz, which disgusted me very much. Oh,
the follies of man!” In the same year he
wrote: “The railroad is the topic of the day.

Railroads, it is true, are novel things. The
greatest obstacle is the greatness of the enterprise.

The stupendous thought of seeing steam-engines

moving over our hills at the safe and rapid fliglil

of fifteen miles an hour, produces a greater effect

in dissuasion of the undertaking than any
discovered defect in arguments in its favour.”

The first remark may give us a little perspec-

tion about the tango and the turkey trot. The
second, with the Twentieth Century express in

mind, inevitably makes us smile.

Derivations

WE haul rather imagined that a certain pop-

ular dance derived its name from the

Latin verb tango—“I touch.” But, lo! a reader

of the Saturday Renew owns a copy of the

“Dictionary of the Royal Spanish Academy”
(thirteenth edition), and writes in to say that it

comes from tangir-toear instrumentos—“ to play on
an instrument.” Anyway, the Spanish diction-

ary adds that the dance is confined to negros 6

gente de pueblo en America. And Sem, the Paris

cartoonist, adds that it originated in the “frog

j

quarter” of Buenos Ayres—the barrio de las

ratios. Next!

Dean Swift on Reformed Spelling

I
N the eighteenth century we find Jonathan

j

Swift, whose mastery of prose is one of our

delights, writing as the very first article which ap-

peared over his acknowledged name, A Proposal

j

for Correctingy Improving, and Ascertaining the

j

English Tongue. He lamented that the English

|

tongue was becoming debased; hut he attributed

!
the cause, in part, to the liberties which Drydcn
and the other poets of the Restoration had taken

in shortening their syllables by omitting those

very e’s which our spelling reformers would
j

eliminate.

“These gentlemen,” wrote Swift, “although
they could not be insensible how much our lan-

guage was already overstocked with monosyl-

lables, yet to save time and pains, introduced that

barbarous custom of abbreviating words to fit

them to the measure of their verses so that most

of the books we see nowadays are full of those

manglings and abbreviations.” “Disturb’d,”
|

“rebuk’d,” are among the words he finds espe- I

daily unpleasant. Swift was further annoyed at

“a foolish opinion, advanced of late years, that
j

we ought to spell exactly as we speak; which,

beside the obvious inconvenience of utterly de-
|

stroving our etymology, would be a thing we 1

should never see an end of.” Also he noted with

impatience in 1712:
—

“It is sometimes a difficult

matter to read modern books and pamphlets;

where the words are so curtailed, and varied

from their original spelling, that whoever has

been used to plain English will hardly know
them by sight.” How many of our “new” contro-

versies were waged centuries ago!

Methusalem Did It, Too!

SAYS BENJAMIN FRANKLIN, in his little

essay “On the Art of Procuring Pleasant

Dreams”:

It is recorded that Methusalem, who, being the longest

liver, may be supposed to have best preserved his health,

that he slept always in the open air; for when he had
lived five hundred years an angel said to him: “Arise, 1

Methusalem. and build thee an house, for thou shall live

five hundred years longer.” But Methusalem answered,

and said: “If I um to live but five hundred years longer,

it is not w'orth while to build me an bouse; I will sleep

in the air, os I have been used to do."

;

This dialogue is not reported in the fifth chap-

ter of Genesis, to be sure; but it is reproduced
here, out of respect to Franklin, as evidence

that outdoor sleeping is no fad, but a wise return

to the manners of our ancestors.

Ideal Nurse Maids

DO not girls from ten to fourteen make the

best nurse maids for younger children?

!

The little children desire vitality and want to be

|

rushing about and need enthusiasm in their

keepers. The girl of ten to fourteen has out-

grown her dolls. She is naturally a little mother,

and it is much more fun to take care of a real

child than of any toy. The relationship, there-

fore, between her and the little child suits both

of them, and has much more vigor in it than the

relationship between a lively person of three or

four years old and a staid woman of forty.



Criminals I Have Known
By T. P. O’CONNOR

Illustrated by William M. Berger

1. Father Jardine

J
UST a few words of preliminary explanation. I

use in this title the two words “criminal” and
“known” not altogether in their full sense. The

word “criminal” I would apply with some hesitation to

some of those unhappy figures which will appear in my
articles, and some of them I have known only in the

sense that I have seen and studied them from so near a

point that I feel as if I had actually hud personal

acquaintance with them.

The first of these qualifications applies especially to

the very first figure in my gallery of portraits. 1 found
myself in the early ’eighties, while on a lecture tour

in the United States, at a reception given in my
honor by the Mayor of Kansas City, who, lieing

himself an Irishman, and in agreement with the

mission in which I was engaged, sought to make my
visit agreeable. It was a very heterogeneous gath-

ering that came to meet me, and one that revealed

that splendid freedom from racial and religious differ-

ences which is one of the l>est characteristics of

Western America. There were there, for instance,

the Catholic bishop of the city and the Anglican

clergyman. I remember the bishop very well across

the long space of time that inter-

venes between that date and
now,—a tall, simple, gentle oh I

man, who seemed to lie equally

popular with the members of his

own and of other communions.
He looked, as he was, an Irish-

man, coming from the robust

peasantry of his country, a stately

and vigorous, rather than a deli-

cate figure. And that made the

contrast more remarkable Ik*-

tween him and the Anglicun

clergyman. The moment I

entered the Mayor’s draw-
ing-room I was struck by
this curious figure. He
looked the typical curate

of the cathedral town who
sweeps the hearts of all his

female flock. He was of

moderate stature and of

rather plump frame. The
face was extraordinarily

young. Round, rosy-

cheeked, regular and
dainty in

feature, he

looked half
cherub, half

priest, or shall

I say some-
thing between

n Cupid and
an acolyte.
The ladies
flocked
around him. a

All t hesc'V
striking Jfc*

things about V
him were
brought into M
relief by his

air and by his
"

dress. He was
in a beauti-

fully-! itti ng
6

black coat; he wore the Roman collar; to his tiny gold

watch chain there was hung a small gold cross, just like

that worn by my friend C. F. G. Masterman, the brilliant

politician and journalist; and his manner was smiling,

gentle, unaffected. I had learned from a friend before

I met him that, curiously enough, all the leanings

of the Episcopal clergymen of the United States—that

country of such utter realism as I thought—were toward

the extreme High Church position, and therefore I was

not altogether surprised by the Roman collar, the gold

cross, nor even when I heard the company address the

Protestant clergyman by the Roman title of “Father.”

“Keen here the story doe* not end. When the

body teas examined there lea* found a girdle of

hard knot*”
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Let me add, lest my description .should suggest a false

idea, that the little cherub clergyman looked a thoroughly

manly fellow, and that he took quite unaffectedly the

devotion which was so palpably offered to him. And he

and the Catholic bishop seemed to be on the best of terms

with each other. Finally, Father Jardine—that was, 1

found, his name—was the rector of a large and fashion-

aide church in the city.

J
WAS off the next day on one of those long journeys

which make so hard the task of a missionary’ to the

United States—to make the same speech, to attend the

same receptions, to undergo the same deadly' rush from
city to city, hotel to hotel, hall to hall, and train to

train. I might well have forgotten this particular

figure in the vast and whirling crowds through which I

passed, meeting sometimes thousands of people in the

course of a single week, but somehow or other, the face,

the figure, the whole man impressed themselves upon

me; and not merely in himself, but liecausc he repre-

sented a type which I had not expected to meet in the

United States, which showed, among other things, how
little I understood, then, the very complex American

character. For while on one side there is no character

more realistic, on the other there is no character more
idealistic. The American temperament is at once the

coldest and the warmest, the most self-controlled and the

most emotional of any in the world; it is a bundle of con-

tradictions. Sometimes, and from some aspects, it

strikes you as ulmost pagan in its materialism, and then

you come across some manifestation which makes it look

almost superstitious, and primevally Christian in its

tendencies and possibilities. Some of this I had l>cgun

to learn just before I met Father Jardine, for I had
become acquainted in the neighl>oring city of St. Iawis

with another Episcopal clergyman. Father George
Betts. A word or two about him is necessary' to under-

stand my story. Very tall, very thin, ascetic in looks,

but a light-hearted Irishman with a cigar always in his

mouth, George Betts immediately won ,vour heart,

and was one of the most popular clergymen in America.

He was especially popular with the Irish Catholics, for

though brought up in the somewhat isolated Protes-

tantism of Ireland, he was ardently, even fiercely Irish

in his opinions, and was the head and front of every

Irish movement, constitutional and the reverse. Un-
selfish, simple, all heart, he was just the man to whom
all those heavy laden with personal suffering would
come, and that accounts for the part he played in the
tragedy I am telling. It was he who first conveyed
to me the information, which was a revelation, that his

church in America leaned to the poetry of the High
Church section of the Episcopal Church. And among
his most intimate friends was this Father Jardine. They
had the same religious outlook, they were both simple

and unselfish souls, and they belonged to the same diocese.

Y^EARS passed, and I never heard anything about
Father Jardine. Suddenly one morning I found

in a London newspa|>er a telegram which stated that

Father Jardine had appeared in the pulpit of his church
with a revolver on either side of his desk. Here was an

astounding transformation in the life of the cherub-

faced, well-groomed, placid, gentle little rector I had
seen years before. The telegram was not followed by

any other, and the story’ was left thus in mid-air so far as

I was concerned. It was only' years afterward on the

occasion of another visit to America, I think, that I

heard the sequel. And this is what had happened.

Among his congregation Father Jnrdine had a member
with whom, for some reason or other, he enme in conflict,

and as a result he refused to allow him to approach the

sacrament. I do not know’ even the name of this man,
but evidently’ he had a strong, a disagreeable and obsti-

nate character, and in coming into conflict with him
Father Jardine took a step which was destined to bring

him to tragic ruin.

By some means or other the recalcitrant parishioner

discovered that Father Jardine had a past. In his bo.v-

liood he had committed some small crime—I think it was

a petty theft; had been tried, convicted, and sent to the

famous jail at Sing Sing, in New York State. I should

explain to those who do not know America well that ow-
ing to the vast extent of the country it is sometimes eas.v

for a man to leave behind him his record in one state when
he migrates to another, nnd especially’ when he migrates

from the East to the West. Thus it has been possible

for men in the past to In? married in one state and to pose

as a bachelor in another. The parishioner had made
his inquiries w'ith regard to Fnther Jardine with such

effectiveness that he was able to tell the whole story of

his youthful mistake. He brought into the fight a news-

paper ''which, either because it disliked Fnther Jnrdine

or because it could not resist sensational copy’, took up the

cause, and immediately’ a tremendous campaign was
started against the unfortunate little minister. All the

resources of the newspaper were brought into the fight.

There were, for instance, illustrations, in one side of

which you saw’ the prisoner doing time in the prison

garb, and in the other the honored priest in his robes at

the high altar celebrating the ceremonies of the church.

TOUT all the fight was not on the one side. Father

Jardine’s piety, kindliness, and. indeed, perfect saint-

liness of life, appealed to many of his flock—evidently’,

indeed, to the majority of them. The fight, ns it went

on, assumed the bitterness of all theological contro-

versy, and apparently the life of the poor hunted priest

must have been threatened. This can be the only’

explanation of thnt appearance in the pulpit with the

revolvers on each side of him of which I had read in the

telegram. When Americans enter into a conflict of this

kind, they do so with all their hearts, and they fight

it out relentlessly. Anyhow, it is evident that Fnther

Jnrdine found plenty of fanatical supporters, as well as

a relentless opjmnent.

In the end the case was brought to the judgment of the

bishop. Father Jardine went to St. Louis, the capital

of the diocese, to await events, and to whom should he

go in this dark hour of his fortunes but to that large-

hearted, indulgent Irish clergyman who shared his
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views, hiui been his friend, and was ready to stand by
him to the end? In the house, then, of Father George
Betts, Father Jardine passed the anxious days betw'een

him and his final fate. By some means or other, the in-

formation was conveyed to him some days before any
public pronouncement had been made by the bishop, that

judgment had gone against him. He acted with prompti-

tude. Saying nothing to anybody—not even, I believe,

to his friend. Father Betts—he retired to his l>edroom.

The next morning his lifeless body was discovered on the

floor, and an empty bottle, which had contained poison,

told the story of how he came by his death.

Even here the story does not end. When the body
was examined there was found about the waist of the

poor little minister a deep gnarled girdle of wounds and
hard knots. He had worn some belt of iron in self-in-

flicted torture as a penance for the sin of his youth.

What a strange contrast between the chubby, cherub-

face, the spotless Roman collar, the shining black
clothes, the neat watch-chain with the small gold cross,

and underneath all this elaborate and complacent finery

this iron ring of torture to the suffering flesh.

Then came the final episode in the tragedy, at once
its terrible irony and its final vindication. The generous

hearts of those who had stood by the erring but redeemed
and noble creature burst through the bounds. Amid
profound popular sympathy, doubtless with the gorgeous

and imposing ceremonies which he loved so much, a win-

dow', with his image upon it. was placed in the church.

And there, to-day and for all time, the worshipper can
recall his tragic story, in which there is a moral which
he who runs can read.

Next week trill appear “Richard Pigott,” the eecond of this series, ifr. O'Connor, almtys a vivid dcpicter of character,

has used his powers in describing some of the most weird and amazing persons in recent history.

Shall We Fight?

ACONFEDERATE officer in Vir-

ginia once said to me, “Wc are

glad that the Union Li restored.

Wc are glad that slavery is abolished.

We are glad that the old Aristocracy

has passed away and glad that we have
free schools, but for war, os war. there

is not otic word to lie said.” And in

this he Li right. War brings no good to

any one. War Li the breaking down of

all law. When law Li destroyed bad laws

and bad institutions go with the good
ones. And when men begin again they

sometimes make new traditions. But
no good came from any war that would
not sooner or later havecome insomeother
way. if the war could have been averted.

War brings displays of heroism. It

does not cause them, and equal heroism

will he shown in an earthquake, a ship-

wreck or a fire. Peace brings greater

heroisms without display. War brings

out the hidden nature of men, and the

most evil displays of cruelty ami selfish-

ness, of lust and greed ever seen in this

world are those uncovered by war. For
men in war have found justification for

all crimes and red-luuided murderers

have been extolled as defenders of coun-

try and of religion.

JR fundamental count against war
is its inherent wickedness. We know

wlmt Li right liecausc it makes for right-

eousness, for abundance of life. Wc
know wlmt is wroug by its bad fruits,

and the fruits of war are evil. War is

murder nationalized and glossed by
sanctions of patriotism and religiou. It

is murder by the political group, not alone

by the individual. By every code of

morals, private war is condemned. By
every code of morals, by every test of

science, public warfare should be con-

demned with it.

The nation which goes to war suffers

morally, physically, financially. No war
can pay its way in any of these re-

By DAVID STARR JORDAN

gards. It suffers morally because war
breaks those* bonds of self-restraint it is

the purpose of all character building to

strengthen. War lets loose all the evil

passions in its barbarian's work of man
hunting and man killing. To the aver-

age soldier this becomes an exhilarating

sport, appealing to the latent instincts

of savagery. But this obscene sport is

oppose! to all good morals. War creates

and intensifies race and nutional hat inn Is,

themselves, again, unreasoning survivaLi

of savagery. Moreover, war, war scares

and war preparations are incidents about
which center the grossest exhibitions of

human greet!. For those who scent

from afar "the cadaverous odor of lucre”

have furnished the dominant motives

for which most wars have been fought.

The wickedest cities on earth are among
those who have been swollen through

the loot of great campaigns. War has
for centuries perverted the teachings of

history, of patriotLiin, of morals, or re-

ligion throughout the world. War has

filled the earth with horrors until the

word horror has lost all other meanings.

War bus filled the world with sorrows.

It 1ms been the heaviest burden borne by
womankind throughout the ages. If

as the Arab proverb Raj's, "God counts

a woman's tears” He has an awful charge

against us men who so long have glorified

successful slaughter.

VA/’AR lias made the earth, with all

* v
iti riches, a bankrupt concern in

the hands of its creditors. The nations

of the world still owe nearly forty billions

of dollars in gold for the cost of past wars.

But one great nation bus made a begin-

ning towards the repayment of these

debts. Were it not for war no nation

would ever need to borrow a dollar, and
the interest paid yearly on this uncount-

able sum is small compared with the cost,

of the wars which are now on. Germany
and France, and after them, England and

Kussiu, with their satellites are engagtil

in war today, war all the more repulsive

because not one of them knows wlmt they

are quarreling about. Not actual fight-

ing, now nor at any future time, for none
of these can get the money to begin,

while those unwary nations which have
actually fought on borrowed money are

exhausted in men and credit for half a

century to come. The cost of war. past

and present, is felt every day in the in-

crease of taxation, that is in rising coat of

living throughout the earth. The civil-

ized world is an economic unit, and who-
ever wastes any purt of its substance in

his degree robs the pocket of each one
of us. There is no way of ubolishing

poverty that docs not first strike at the

root of waste.

VA7AR cripples the nation physically
’ ’ by cutting off, without posterity,

its strongest ami boldest men. The key

to national strength in the future is

found in the good parentage of today.

Like the seed is the harvest. This is

the law of heredity. It applies to nations

as well as to families, to men as well as to

the lower licasts. No nation lias ever

fallen save through fnilure to breed from

the best. Rome fell when she ceased to

breed Romans. Greece declined when
her children were no longer Greeks. The
evil effect of reversal of selection,—of

allowing the weak, the diseased, the timid,

the cautious, the greedy,—all those whom
war could not use, to serve as fathers of

the new generation is the dark cloud which
overshadows the history of Europe. So
long as ” we send forth the best we
breed” for war and imperialism, so long

shall we at home breed from the second

liest. and we shall have all the ills of slum-

living, of weakness ami incompetence,

dark shadows in days of peace cast by
the splendors of war. For as Benjamin

Frunklin sagely observed “War is not

paid for in war time; the bill comes later!”
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XXVI

I LIKE Marconi best to see

Beneath a Macaroni tree

rpf - «- • p I. /. Playing a Nocturne in F Sharp

1 Il6 MUSingS OI IIcl IIZ By Chopin, on a Wireless Harp.

The Blue-eyed Peril

WHEN a l'opulur Phrase is in

everybody's mouth, it is as

hard to remove os a piece of

Pepsin gum from the jaws of an excited

Pomeranian Puppy.

SOME years ago a seemingly intelligent

old gentleman, with a bulging fore-

head. examined seventeen thousand or so

blue-eyed eats, and just because a certain

percentage of these cats pretended, from

sheer l>omiom. not to hear his tiresome

remarks, the S. I. O. G. immediately

wrote a large, fat book to inform the

Human world that all Blue-eyed Cats

were deaf, and in less than no time the

Phrase "Blue-eyed cats are deaf" was in

everybody’s mouth.

T¥ I’MAN people, as I have said be-
1 * fore, are strangely inconsistent.

Many years before this, the same S. I.

O. G. (then not so old), had told them
that the Human family was descended
from the Ape family, and the (to my
thinking self-evident) statement was re-

ceived with yowls of rage and indignation.

The belief that the Blue-eyed eat is deuf
has put him into a privileged class. He
goes everywhere "upstairs and down-
stairs and in my lady's chamber"—into

the latter most especially. No matter
how his fur tint may jnr with the color

scheme of the boudoir, so long as his eyes
arc blue he is allowed to remain, and
(how little do they suspect it)—listen to

everything that is said. Nor do the

Human people resort

How many hanks solvent ? How many
Governors would stay in their chairs ?

to that most aggra-

vating of all expetli- I ONCE knew a cat that everyone sup-

euts. spelling words * post'd was blind in one eye—the good
in his presence. For eye was blue—the other eye, which was
choice morsels of always closed, was naturally supposed to

scandal, the deadliest be the same color. Everyone believed

society Dictaphone, him to be a perfectly blue-eyed cat. He
has nothing on the had all the privileges of his assumed deaf-

Blue-eyed cat. ness. It was only after his ninth death

that they discovered his secret—the other

IT is lucky for Hu- eye teat brown. He expired very suddenly
^ man people that at a pink tea (attended exclusively by
Blue-eyed cats can- ladies). I am told that he died of heart

not repeat what they failure,

hear. If the gift of

human speech should IT is time that Human people were told

miraculously d«*sccnd * the truth. It is as absurd to stip-

upon these cerulean- pose that Blue-eyed cats are deaf, as

orbed eavesdropjRTs. that pink-cared rabbits are color-blind

how many homes or that cross-eyed elephants are subject

would remain intact? to Hay fever in the month of January.

0
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What Publicity Can Do
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

I
iV the previous articles of this series Mr. Brandeis has described the concentration of power
in the hands of the investment bankers by undue multiplication of their functions and

by consolidation of banks and railroads. He has discussed the manner in which interlocking

directorates have made this possible and the bad effect on the small investor and how this

may be prevented through legislation. In this issue he tells how till of us can help

PUBLICITY is justly commended as

a remedy for social and industrial

diseases. Sunlight is said to lie

the l>cst of disinfectants; electric light

the most efficient policeman. And pub-

licity has already played an important

part in the struggle against the Money
Trust. The Pujo Committee and its

able counsel. Mr. Samuel Untermeyer,

have, in the disclosure of the facts con-

cerning financial concentration, made
a most important contribution toward

attainment of the New Freedom. The
battlefield has been surveyed and charted.

The hostile forces have been located,

counted and appraised. That was a

necessary first step—and a long one

—

towards relief. The provisions in the

Committee’s bill concerning the incor-

poration of stock exchanges and the

statement to be made in connection with

the listing of securities would have a very

beneficent effect. But there must lie

a further call upon publicity for service.

That potent force must in the impending

struggle be utilized in many ways sis

a continuous remedial measure.

Wealth

COMBINATION and control of other

people’s money anil of other people's

businesses. These are the main factors

in the development of the Money Trust.

But the wealth of the investment banker

is also a factor. And with the extraor-

dinary growth of his wealth in recent

years, the relative importance of wealth

as a factor in financial concentration has

10

grown steadily. It was wealth which

enabled Mr. Morgan, in 1910, to pay
(.*1.000,000 for (51,000 par value of the

stock of the Equitable Life Insurance

Society. His direct income from this

investment was limited by law to less

than one-eighth of one per cent, a year;

but it gave him control of $.504,000,000,

of assets. It was wealth which enabled

the Morgan associates to buy from the

Equitable and the Mutual Life Insurance

Company the stocks in the several bank-

ing institutions, which, merged in the

Bankers' Trust Company and the Guar-

anty Trust Company, gave them control

of $357,000,000 deposits. It was wealth

which cuablcd Mr. Morgan to acquire

his shares in the First National and Na-
tional City banks, worth $<1,000,000,

through which he cemented the triple

alliance with those institutions.

Now, how lias this great wealth been

accumulated? Some of it was natural

accretion. Some of it is due to special

opportunities for investment wisely

availed of. Some of it is due to the vast

extent of the bankers’ operations. Then
power breeds wealth as wealth breeds

power. But a main cause of these large

fortunes is the huge tolls taken by those

who control the avenues to capital and to

investors. There has been exacted as toll

literally “all that the traffic will liear."

Excessive Bankers' Commissions

T^HK Pujo Committee was unfortu-
1 nately prevented by lack of time from

presenting to the country the evidence

covering the amounts taken by the in-

vestment bankers as promoters’ fees,

underwriting commissions and profits.

Nothing could have demonstrated so

clearly the power exercised by the bankers,

as a schedule showing the aggregate of

these taxes levied within recent years.

It would be well worth while now to re-

open the Money Trust investigation

merely to collect these data. But earlier

investigations have disclosed some il-

luminating. though sporadic facts.

The syndicate which promoted the

Steel Trust, took, as compensation for

a few weeks’ work, securities yielding

$tli.500,(K)0 in cash; and of this, J. I’.

Morgan & Co. received for their services,

as Syndicate Managers. $K,500,000, be-

sides their share, as syndicate subscribers,

in the remaining $50,000,000. The Mor-
gan syndicate took for promoting the

Tube Trust $<0,000,000 common stock

out of a total issue of $80,000,000 stock

(preferred and common). Nor were

monster commissions limited to trust

promotions. More recently, bankers’

syndicates have, in many instances, re-

ceived for floating preferred stocks

of recapitalized industrial concerns, one-

third of all common stock issued, be-

sides a considerable sum in cash. And
for the sale of preferred stock of well

established manufacturing concerns, cash

commissions (or profits) of from 7j^ to

10 per cent, of the cash raised have

been exacted. On bonds of high-class

industrial concerns, bankers’ commissions

(or profits) of from 5 to 10 points have

been common.
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Nor have these heavy charges been con-

fined to industrial concerns. Even rail-

road securities, supposedly of high grade,

have been subjected to like burdens.

At a time when the New Haven’s credit

was still unimpaired. J. P. Morgan & Co.

took the New York, Westchester & Boston

Railway first mortgage bonds, guaranteed

by the New Haven at 9 and they

were marketed at 96}^- They took the

Portland Terminal Company bonds,

guaranteed by the Maine Central Rail-

road—a corporation of unquestionable

credit—at about 88, and these were

marketed at 93.

A large part of these underwriting

commissions is taken by the great bank-

ing houses, not for their services in sell-

ing the bonds, nor in assuming risks, but

for securing others to sell the bonds and
incur risks. Thus when the Interboro

Railway,—a most prosperous corpora-

tion,—financed its recent $170,000,000

bond issue, J. P. Morgan St Co. received

a 3 per cent commission; that is,

$5,100,000, practically for arranging that

others should underwrite and sell the

bonds.

The aggregate commissions or profits

so taken by leading hanking houses can
only be conjectured, as the full amount of

their transactions has not t>cen disclosed,

and the rate of commission or profit varies

very widely. But the Pujo Committee
has supplied some interesting data bear-

ing upon the subject: Counting the issues

of securities of interstate cor|>orations

only, J. P. Morgan & Co. directly pro-

cured the public marketing alone or in

conjunction with others during the years

1902-1912, of $1,950,000,000. What the

average commission or profit taken by
J. P. Morgan & Co. was we do not know;
but we do know' that every one per cent,

on that sum yields $19,500,000. Yet
even that huge aggregate of $1,950,-

000 ,000 , includes only a part of the se-

curities on which commissions or profits

were paid. It does not include any issue

of an intra-state corporation. It docs

not include any securities privately mar-
keted. It does not include any govern-

ment. state or municipal bonds.

It is to exactions such as these that the

wealth of the investment banker is in

large part due. And since this wealth is

an important factor in the creation of the

power exercised by the Money Trust, we
must endeavor to put an end to this im-

proper wealth getting, as well as to

improper combination. The Money
Trust is so powerful and so firmly en-

trenched, that each of the sources of its

undue power must be effectually stopped,

if we would attain the New Freedom.

How Shall Excessive Charges Be
Stopped?

rpHE Pujo Committee recommends, as

* a remedy for such excessive charges,

that interstate corporations be prohibited

from entering into any agreements creat-

ing a sole fiscal agent to dispose of their

security issues; tliat the issue of the se-

curities of interstate railroads be placed

uuder the supervision of the Interstate

Commerce Commission; and that their

securities should he disposed of only upon
public or private competitive bids, or

under regulations to be prescribed by the

Commission with full powers of investi-

gation that will discover and punish

combinations which prevent competition

in bidding. Some of the state public

service commissions now exercise such
power; and it may possibly be wise

to confer this power upon the interstate

commission, despite the recommendation
of the Hadley Railroad Securities Com-
mission to the contrary. But the official

regulation as proposed by the Pujo
Committee would be confined to railroad

corporations; and the new security issues

of other corporations listed on the New
York Stock Exchange have aggregated in

the last five years $4,525,404,025, which
is more than cither the railroad or the

municipal issues. Publicity offers, how-

ever. another and even more promising

remedy : A regulation of bankers’ charges

which would apply automatically to

railroad, public-service and industrial

corporations alike.

The question may be asked : Why have

these excessive charges been submitted

to? Corporations, which in the first

instance bear the charges for capital,

have, doubtless, submitted because of

banker-control; exercised directly through

interlocking directorates, or kindred re-

lations, and indirectly through combina-

tions among bankers to suppress compe-
tition. But why have the investors sub-

mitted. since ultimately all these charges

are borne by the investors, except so far

as corporations succeed in shifting the

burden upon the community? The large

army of small investors, constituting a
substantial majority of all security buyers,

are entirely free from banker control.

Their submission is undoubtedly due, in

part, to the fact that the bankers control

the avenues to recognisedly safe invest-

ments. almost as fully as they do the

avenues to capital. But the investor’s

servility is due probably, also, to his

ignorance of the facts. Is it not probable

that, if each investor knew the extent

to which the security he buys from the

banker is diluted by excessive under-

writings. commissions ami profits, there

would be a strike of capital against these

unjust exactions?

The Strike of Capital

A RECENT British experience sup-

ports this view. Last spring nine dif-

ferent issues, aggregating $135,840,000,

were offered by syndicates on the London
market, and on the average only alxiut

10 per cent, of these loans was taken by
the public. Money was "tight,” but the

rates of interest offered were very liberal,

and no one doubted that the investors

were well supplied with funds. The
London Daily Mail presented an expla-

nation : •

"The long scries of rebuffs to new
loans at the hands of investors reached

a climax in the ill success of the great

Rothschild issue. It will remain a

topic of financial discussion for many
days, and many in the city arc express-

ing the opinion that it may have a

revolutionary effect upon the present

system of loan issuing and underwrit-

ing. The question being discussed is

that the public have become loth to

subscribe for stock which they believe

the underwriters can afford, by reason

of the commission they receive, to sell

subsequently at a lower price than the

issue price, and that the Stock Ex-

change has l>egun to realize the public’s

attitude. The public sees in the under-

writer not so much one who insures

that the loan shall be subscribed in

return for its commission as a middle-

man, who. as it were, has an opportunity

of obtaining stock at a lower price than

the public in order that he may pass it

off at a profit subsequently. They
prefer not to subscribe but to await

an opportunity of dividing that profit.

They fed that if, when these issues

STEEL TRUST STOCK

The syndicate which promoted the Steel Trust took, as compensation for a few weeks' work, securities yielding $6^,500,000 in cash
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wen* made, the stock were offered them
ut a more attractive price there would
lie less need to pay the underwriters

so high commissions. It is another

practical protest, if indirect, against

the existence of the middleman, which

protest is one of the features of present-

day finance."

Publicity us a Remedy

COMPEL bankers when issuing securi-

ties to make public the commissions

or profits they are receiving. Let every

circular letter, prospectus or advertise-

ment of a bond or stoek show clearly

what the hanker received for his middle-

man-services, and what the bonds and
stcx'ks net the issuing corporation. Thut
is knowledge to which both the existing

security holder and the prospective pur-

chaser is fairly entitled. If the bankers’

compensation is reasonable, considering

the skill and risk involved, there can lie

no objection to making it known. If it

is not reasonable, the investor will

“strike," as investors seem to have done

recently in England.

Such disclosures of Imnkers' commis-

sions or profits is demanded also for an-

other reason: It will aid the investor in

judging of the safety of the investment.

In the marketing of securities there are

two classes of risks: One is the risk

whether the banker (or the corporation)

will find reaily purchasers for the bonds

or stock at the issue price; the other

whether the iuvestor will get a good ar-

ticle. The maker of the security and the

banker are interested only in getting it

sold at the issue price. The investor

is interested primarily in buying a good

urticle. The small investor relies almost

exclusively upon the Itanker for his

knowledge and judgment as to the qual-

ity of the security; and it is this which

makes Ills relation to the banker one of

confidence. But at present, the invest-

ment bunker occupies u position incon-

sistent with that relation. The bankers’

compensation should, of course, vary

according to the risk he assumes. When*
there is a large risk that the bonds or

stock will not Inr promptly sold at the

issue price, the underwriting commission

(that is the insurance premium) should

be correspondingly large. But the banker
ought not to lie paid more for getting m-
rrston to assume a larger risk. In prac-

tice the bunker gets the higher commis-
sion for underwriting the weaker security,

on the ground that his own risk is greater.

And the weaker the security, the greater

is the banker’s incentive to induce his

customers to relieve him. Now the law

should not undertake (except incidentally

in connection with railroads and public-

service corporations: to fix bunkers' pro-

fits. And it should not seek to prevent

investors from making bud bargains.

But it is now recognized in the simplest

merchandising, that there should be full

disclosures. The archaic doctrine of

caveat emptor is vanishing. The law has

licgun to require publicity in aid of fair

dealing. The Federal Pure Food Law
docs not guarantee quality or prices;

but it helps the buyer to judge of quality

by requiring disclosure of ingredients.

Among the most important facts to Ik*

learned for determining the real value of

a security is the amount of water it con-

tains. And any excessive amount paid

to the banker for marketing a security

is water. Require a full disclosure to

the investor of the amount of commis-
sions and profits paid; and not only will

investors be put on their guard, but

bankers’ compensation will tend to

adjust itself automatically to what is

fair and reasonable. Excessive commis-

sions—this form of unjustly acquired

wealth—will in large part cease.

Real Disclosure

DlTT the disclosure must be real. And
**

it must be a disclosure to the investor.

It will not suffice to require merely the

filing of a statement of fucts with the

Commissioner of Corporations or with

a score of other officials, federal and
state. That would he almost as effective

as if the Pure Food Law required a

manufacturer merely to deposit with the

Department a statement of- ingredients.

instead of requiring the label to tell the

story. Nor would the filing of a full

statement with the Stock Exchange,
when incorporated, as provided by the

Pujo Committee bill, be adequate.

To l>e effective, knowledge of the facts

must be actually brought home to the

investor, and this can Iwst be done by
requiring the facts to be stated in good,

large type in every notice, circular, letter

and advertisement inviting the investor

to purchusc. Compliance with this re-

quirement should also Ik* obligatory, ami
not something which the investor could

waive. For the whole public Is interested

in putting an end to the bankers' exac-

tions. England undertook, years ago,

to protect its investors against the wiles

of promoters, by requiring a somewhat
similar disclosure; hut the British Act
failed, in large part, of its purpose, partly

because under it the statement of facts

was filed only with a public official, and
partly iK-cause the iuvestor could waive

the provision. And the British Statute

hus now been changed in the latter respect.

Disclose Syndicate Particulars

rpHE required publicity should also

* include a disclosure of all partici-

pants in an underwriting. It is a common
incident of underwriting that no member
of the syndicate will sell at less than the

syndicate price for a definite period, unless

the syndicate is sooner dissolved. In

other wools, the bunkers make, by agree-

ment, an artificial price. The agree-

ment is probably illegal under the Sher-

man Anti-Trust I.aw. This price main-

tenance is. however, not necessarily

objectionable. It may be entirely con-

sistent with the general welfare if the

facts are made known. But disclosure

should include a list of those participat-

ing in the underwriting so that the public

may not be misled. The investor should

know whether his advisor is disinterested.

Not long ago a member of a leading

banking house was undertaking to justify

a commission taken by his firm for float-

ing u now favorite preferred stiK'k of a
manufacturing concern. The bankers

took for their services $£50,000 in cash.

lM*sidcs one third of the common st«K*k,

amounting to about $3,000,000. "Of
course," he said, " that would have been

too much if we could have kept it all for

ourselves; but wc couldn't. We had to

divide up a large part. There were fifty-
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seven participants. Why, we had even

to give $10,000 of stork to— (nam-

ing the president of a leading l>ank in the

city when* the business was located).

He might some day have been asked what

he thought of the stock. If he had

shrugged his shoulders and said he didn't

know, we might have lost many a cus-

tomer for the stock. We had to give

him $10,000 of the stock to teach him
not to shrug his shoulders.”

Think of the effectiveness with prac-

tical Americans of a statement like this:

A. B. & Co.

Investment Bunkers

\X7K have today secured substan-vv
tial control of the successful

machinery business heretofore con-

ducted by at , Illinois,

which has been incorporated under
the name of the Excelsior Manu-
facturing Company with a capital

of $10,000,000, of which $5,000,000
is Preferred and $5,000,000 Common.
As we have a large clientele of

confiding customers, we were able
to secure from the owners an agree-

ment for marketing the Preferred

stock -we to fix a price which shall

net them in cash $95 a share.

We offer this excellent stock to

you at $100.75 per share. Our own
commission or profit will be only a

little over $5.00 per share, or say,

$250,000 cash, besides $1,000,000 of

the Common stock, which we re-

ceived as a bonus. This cash and
stock commission we are to divide in

various proportions with the follow-

ing participants in the syndicate:

C. D. & Co., New York
E. F. & Co., Boston
G. H. fis Co., Boston
I. K. & Co., New York.

Were such notices common, only

reasonable compensation would ordinarily

be taken; and the investment bankers

would "be worthy of their hire.”

For marketing the preferred stock as. in

the case of Excelsior Manufacturing Co.

referred to above, the investment banker
was doubtless essential, and as middle-

man he performed a useful service. But.

he used his strong position to make an
excessive charge. There are, however,

many cases where the banker’s services

can be altogether dispensed with; and
where that is possible he should be elim-

inated. not only for economy's sake, but

to break up financial concentration.

The subject to be diteusxed in the nrrt issue ia “ Where the Banker is Sujterfluous"

The Friendship of Boy and Girl
By ELIZABETH KING-MAI RER

MY friend Wayne is a young busi-

ness man. The other day he

came in with a disgusted expres-

sion on his face.

“I’ve been fishing.” said he.

“Judging from your long face, you
didn't catch any,” said I.

"Mostly thoughts on life,” he replied

soberly. “Now that I have the hobby,

all the girls in the office are suddenly fas-

cinated with fishing.”

“That’s fine,” said I. “I’m glad to

see girls have a genuine interest in out-of-

door sports.”
" That's just the trouble. You mustn’t

laugh at my lack of modesty, but their

interrst is in me, or rather iu somewhere

to go and some one to take them there.

I tried it. I asked the most enthusiastic

one. She accepted with great alacrity.

I had to provide her tackle, bait her hook,

help her over logs, carry her cout, and
what not. Then she chattered so she

scared all the fish away. When I told

her so, she grew angry and pouted till I

liad to try the approved masculine arts

to keep her from the sulks. No more girl

pals for me.”
Helen came to me dejected. She

flung off her kodak, biased her hat to the

other side of the room, and swung her

feet disconsolately.

"Out with it," said I.

“Oh, it’s such a queer world. Why
can't a boy be just a chum, and not a

silly love-maker?”

“I dare say there are plenty who can,"

and I thought of Wayne.
"I'd like to find one and put him in a

glass case. There I go kodaking with

Mr. (ioodwin; he has to stop and buy
me candy, and the way he offered it to

me showed he considered it one of the

regular female baits. I took two pieces

gingerly and he had to carry the Ikix

all the way. I could see it piqued him
that I didn't jump at the candy. Then
I jolly soon found he wasn’t looking

for anything to photograph. When we
got to beautiful trees and nice little lanes

where I wanted to try my skill, he up and
got sentimental. And thin when I got

disagreeable and told him plainly that I

was out for snapshots and not for any
other game, he only became more persist-

ent in hb stupid jollying. Iu other

Illustrated by Alice Beach Winter

words, he thought my resistance was part

of the little managing game that females

are always supposed to play. I loathe

him. I'll kodak alone after this.”

CO here were Helen and Wayne, un-

fortunately not living in the same
town, each longing for a fine friendship

with one of the opposite sex and each

unable to find it.

The Helens are partly to blame, and

the Waynes are partly to hlume; but
mostly to be censured are you and I,

society, mothers, fathers, older sisters

and brothers, teachers and writers of

boys’ and girls’ hooks. There an*

many full-fledged Helens and Waynes in

America, and very many more incipient

ones.

Why do they find frank and joyous

comradeship with the other sex so difficult

and so rare?

First, conn's sex consciousness. Is it

run*, even now, that children grow up
without living teased about one an-

other? I have seen supposedly intelli-

gent adults tease little boys and girls of

three and four years about their sweet-

hearts and beaus. I have heard u college

Professor (hb subject was not psychol-

ogy!) tease un eight-year-old girl about

marrying. The mischief starts right

there in childhood. Children of four

cannot play together without being re-

minded of differentiations in the function

of two human livings which should not

affect them for at least a dozen years.

rPHKN there are sex manners. It is

* quite true that a little lioy should be

polite to a little girl, but what sort of

politeness is needed that lie should not

also apply to hb boy comrades? The.

little girl and the little boy are very

early impressed with the girl's being

weak and delicate. He mustn’t romp
and play roughly with her. So hb real

self b stifled till he gets among his boy
playmates. The girl b already a different

order of being. Very early he is taught

the same sort of manners to her as to

his feeble grandmother, ami the more
thoroughly lie is imbued with the necessity

of treating her as he treats his grand-

mother, the more nearly alike is his

opinion of the two.

She, on the other hand, b even nowa-
days, decked out in ribbons and starched

clothes, iu dresses in which she cannot

turn somersaults nor do anything ebe a
real, live little girl should want to do.

She is still taught that it b not lady-like

to run fast and to play heartily; und,

above all, are lioys' games, that b,

games that take intelligence, skill and
physical strength and control, sternly

tabooed.

So the little boy early becomes con-

scious of his sii|H‘rior strength and skill.

Of course he generalizes, as do hb elders,

and all boys arc superior in every way to

all girls. And the little girl becomes con-

scious of her clothes and her lady-like

manners; so a gulf already separates

these two young humans. This early-

arrived sex consciousness rcuiuins all

through the early school-days and with

each year increases.

XTOTES and gifts, a stick of candy, h
A ’ rosy apple, a tender valentine pass be-

tween two playmates; they are desper-

ately in love. Rninitncc will not perish

from our hearts. Sickly sentimentalism

may die u lingering death, the sooner the

better. But with hearty comradeship and
spontaneous friendship of boy and girl,

there is at last a chance of reul romance.

That the two, especially the girl, will not

dwell <ui it so long and so secretly will

make it only the more healthy, beautiful

and genuine when it comes.

The high school boy and girl have

always presented the problem of tlie

adolescent. Helping the boy out toward

humanness, toward hb rightful place iu

the world, has always been considered

worth while. Virile liooks are written

and able magazines edited for him;

games are designed to bring out all hb
growing powers. Hunting, fishing, out-

door sports in general, kuduking, build-

ing. gardening, and raring for pets have

all been considered bis natural rights.

All countries of the world, all creatures of

the animal kingdom have been described

in fascinating boys’ books, that lib mind

may Ik* trained, his imagination stimu-

lated. and hb troublesome physical self

forgotten. There b every good influ-

ence to take him away from sex eon-

srfouMiem.
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What luts the adolescent girl ?

Recently, very recently indeed, there

have been girls' books of games in

which sports needing intelligence and
physical strength are described. But she

is fed by all writers on love-stories. In

the girls’ columns are always instructions

in formal manners— fancy boys stand-

idea that she is only a female with a

Manifest Destiny.

rpHERE has. let us rejoice, gradually
* come a change. Any number of girls,

from high school on, resent being for-

ever fastened to a set destiny. They
are earning their way through college and

sible comrade or a much-desired chum,
but as if he were a self-conscious member
of the opposite sex who expected the con-
ventional old-fashioned attitude. So
each would do the other wrong. Verv
many times have the genuine Helens
and the genuine Waynes come to
me; high school girls ami boys, univer-

“ She, on the other hand, it even nowadays, decked out in ribbons and starched clothes ”

ing that sort of thing! They are told

what they may and what they may not

permit l»oya to do. as if boys were some
strange, wild and dangerous species of

Fiji Island savage. Innumerable sug-

gestions are also offered on how to enter-

tain “company" and especially on how
to adorn their valuable persons. While

the boy is sex conscious, he is usually

only casually so; he is first of all a

citizen of the world which he sets out

to conquer. Whereas, the girl, until

very, recently and sometimes even to-

day, t» thoroughly impressed with the

university, and. against great odds and
many handicaps, they are forging ahead

in all manner of professions. They are

striving to be human beings, just as are

their brothers, and are aiming to take

whatever place in the world their talents

warrant.

Were Helen and Wayne to meet in col-

lege, so great is the force of mental atti-

tude and common prejudice, it is quite

possible that they would not become
friends at once; perhaps not at all. Each
one would distnist the other. Each one
would act, not as if the other were a pos-

sity students, women and men already

launched into the professional or business

world, always with a yearning for friend-

ship, yet always with a complaint as to

its rarity.

As so many young womeu are now en-

tering the professions or the business

world, it happens more and more fre-

quently that Helen and Wayne will work

together on a human basis. They may
be in the same library, or teach in the

same school, or work in the same office.

They may act in the same play or take

the same concert tour. The more quickly
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any artificial conventions are brokendown
and the two can meet in honest, sincere*

friendship, the solider, more sensible, the

higher, more spiritual will Ijecorae the ulti-

mate relation between man and woman.
There are, unfortunately, altogether

too many girls who look to men as

bringers of American beauties, of theater

tickets, of chocolate creams and, ulti-

mately, of diamond rings. They measure

the man's worth by the amount he brings.

There are also, unfortunately, alto-

gether too many young men who want
the companionship of young women us

they want vaudeville, or comic o|iera.

They want pretty dresses, sweet smiles,

clever "jolly.” Above all they want to

be adored and looked up to; they want

their vanity tickled. They marry, often

late in life, sweet girl graduates in pale

blue, who assuredly will never come
within hailing distance of being the equal

of their high and mighty lords and mas-

ters. Said lords and masters are willing

to pay in the approved commodities

—

candy, flowers, invitations—for it

strengthens their self-conceit.

'T'HE more genuine interests Helen has
* in life, the easier for her to make real

friends among men. For one of the fre-

quent reasons men give for not treating

girls as friends is that the girls are not in-

terested in anything that they are; that

their interests, like the young woman who
went fishing, are merely adventitious.

So they soon give up trying to find any real

basis of friendship. If Helen is in earnest

about kodaking and genuinely admires

good pictures and criticises the poor ones

of the men who also kodak, she will find

that they soon treat her respectfully.

When Helen goes to college, she is

quite likely to find that many of the best

men students are earning their way.

Helen has quite as much money os they;

she may have much more. Suppose she

meets Fred, who rows as well as she does

herself. By foolish convention, he is not

only supposed to ask her to go rowing,

but to pay for the boat. So he docs not

ask her often.

Pcrliaps Charles loves the theater, as

does Gertrude. While he has money
enough to go in a modest seat alone,

he notices that the men who invite

girls sit downstairs in expensive seats;

that they visit a Palace of Sweets after-

ward, and that their “girls" wear flowers.

If Gertrude could go to Charles and tell

him there is no one else with whom she

would like so well to go to see Ibsen and

propose a Dutch treat, students’ rates,

he will gladly accept, if he be fitted for

real friendship.

The initiative must come from the girls,

despite the fact that that prerogative

was supposed to belong solely to the

masculine half of creation. He may feel

in his heart that, inasmuch as she has as

much money or is earning as much as he,

that there is a eertuin unfairness in his

having to pay all, and in being scorned,

too, if he is not generously frequent

enough in his invitations. He is right.

But he cannot suggest the change.

Rather than do so, he keeps away and
many good times are lost on both sides.

AS I was on my way across the ocean

* to study in Rome. I met a young man
who, by chance, was going to the same
school. When the boat stopped at Gib-

raltar. we went together to see the town.

He graciously gave all the numerous
necessary tips. It set me thinking. I

knew that I had quite as much money an

he. Furthermore, I saw that we were

becoming good friends; we certainly had
a great many interests in common. So

the next lime we went out together, I

secretly kept account of whut he paid out.

Then in the evening, I gently explained

my viewpoint.

“We could enjoy so many things to-

gether, Mr. X," I said, “but there

is always that tipping. I am sure we
want to be good friends, but it is not

worth your while to have it cost you so

many liras every time. Now you
spent four liras today. Two of them are

coming hack to you. You must let me
pay half, each time; then we can go to-

gether at any time we wish.” He saw

the reasonableness of it and acquiesced.

So we went to museums, theaters, operas,

always good friends. Back home was his

sweetheart waiting for him. He joyfully

told me of her, as if I had been a good
sister of his. I felt it as a delicate com-
pliment. So we had many beautiful days

as only two people can in such a wonder-

ful city as Rome. But had I not put

our friendship at once on what I may
term a non-paving l*asis, very few of our

good times would have been possible.

Because women are now coming nearer

and nearer to economic independence,

their financial relations to men ought
accordingly to change. As they ought

now to do their half, it is they who
must tactfully suggest the change. As
this equality of responsibility and initia-

tive is brought about, perhaps the greatest

barrier against the friendship of young
women and young men will be torn away.

Friendship is now on a mercenary basis.

A man is actually considered “small,"

“mean,’’ if he does not “take a girl out.”

Listen to young men when they mean
what they soy, and you will soon find

out that instead of regarding it as a won-
derful privilege and badge of manhood,
that the sensible ones look upon this never-

ending “cashing up” as a decided nui-

sance. It is embarrassing to many, and
just when they most need the friendship

of women, during their early struggles

toward finding themselves and toward

making their career, they can least afford

to pay for it. What some of them choose as

substitutes is a dark question into which
fond mammas and frivolous daughters

would Ijc unwilling to probe.

"V^OUNG men often avoid the asso-

* ciation of young women because

they must leap too many fences of formal

etiquette. Girls seem to stand that sort

of instruction. They get it, at any rate,

without end. Helen Is always advised

and admonished not to do this or that,

not to permit any man to kiss her or to

put his arm around her, all of which in-

struction may be very wise, but it is curi-

ous that Wayne, although he really needs

the advice, never gets it. He is supposed

to know how to behave and if he docs not,

no one seems to dare to offer any sugges-

tions on conduct. When Helen and Wayne
or Charles and Gertrude have their heads

full of all manner of common interests,

studies, sports, polities, modern questions,

then they need very little of these eternal

admonitions. A few sensible talks on the

reasons why self-restraint in one’s emo-
tional nature, especially during the ado-

lescent period, is necessary, will give all

those young people who are capable of

having a right mental attitude the neces-

sary impetus towards self-control.

So there will come a new relationship

between man and woman, spontaneous,

unbuyable. without set rules of conduct

or s|>ecial duties or privileges according to

sex; with equal initiative on both sides and
with real interests in common. This new
friemiship will bring out thebest of woman-
hood and the best of manhood, for it is on

the high spiritual plane of humanness.

Should Helen and Wayne marry, they

will find that this same beautiful friend-

ship with its community of ideals and

interests in the same world, is one of the

very strong and fine foundation stones

of a happy married life.

The Secret
By WITTER BYNNER

TEARING women as they come,
1

I like them better as they go

—

That is what I used to say

And smile to have it so.

Liking women as they went,

That was the way I wisely chose. . . .

Why I asked one not to go

God only knows.

Di< ed by VjGlbgl^
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress
Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN
Illustrations by James Preston

IX
Lemuel Taateth the Fruits of Autowickedness

MANY' u martyr to Justice, they aav.

Shackled and pale to the gibbet has fared;

Emmet.. Sid Carton ami Lady Jane Grey
Walked to their dooms with their necks bent and bared.

Sail folk were they, but not nearly so scared

A* Lemuel Bogg when, to face condemnation.

He entered—the sport of the Buck's Township Court

—

Charged with exceeding the speed limitation.

CLOW beat his heart like a dirge in his breast.

Low dropped his beard on his bombazine vest.

“Husband, bear up!”
Mrs. Bogg thus consoled him.

“It's a dark, bitter cup.

But y’ need it," she told him.
She nobly refrained, though just itching to scold him.

\fANY spectators who loafed on the benches,
1 1 Hoboes and yokels ami fresh country wenrhes.

Greeted Lem’s bitter

Plight with a titter.

Bright blazed the bald spot on I^emuel's head
As he followed the path where the constable led.

Up to the bar where The Law. rather fat,

Pariug his nails with a pocket-knife, sat.

SEVERAL felons in motor attire,
k } Hardened, no doubt, by their former convictions.

Fumbled crisp bills in their heedless desire

To pay their way out and forget their afflictions.

I-cm looked in vain for the sinister traces

Of criminal history writ on their faces;

One of them, mentioned as “Mr. O'Connor,”
Took it so light as to joke with “His Honor!”
At last quaking Lem was dragged forth into view,
" Case forty-thousand-six-hundrcd-and-lwo!”

Sing-sung the Bailiff
—“and that’s meaning you.

Charged with offendin’ our legalized power
By drivin' through town fifty miles to the hour

“

Close to the bar

Faltered [»oor Lem,
“Not in my ear

—

I got one o’ them
That only goes twenty. . .

“Silence! That’s plenty!"

Thundered the Judge,

“More o’ that fudge

And I’ll send you to jail.

Refusing you hail.

I suppose you’ll say next that you think you
know more

'Bout the speed of vour car than the Court
does?" Before

His wife could prevent him, poor Lem
answered faint.

“If it’s all the same to you.
Guess tnehbc I do

—

I’ve drove that durned car most a 'week, and you ain’t.”

O what a frown
Did Justice dart down

As from His Honor there burst with a snort,

“Send him to jail for contempt of the court!”
The Constable eager to drag him to shame.
His heart in the game.

Advanced—evil dream!
When suddenly, clear,

A feminine scream
Startled each ear;

And, facing His Honor, stood Lemuel’s wife.

“Spare him, kind Judge, for I value his life.

Though he’s gone kind o’ wheels
Over automobeels

And gittin’ some slack about coinin’ to meals;

Spare him from jail for the sake of his name

—

For me and my family can't bear the shame.
Though one o’ the Boggs was once rode on a rail,

There never was one of ’em sentenced to jail;

And think of the shock
That the prisoner's dock

Would give to my son-iu-law, Percival Brown,
Of very fine family livin' in town.
Ami think of Katury—Yer Honor, you oughter
Spare Mr. Boggs for the sake of his daughter

Who never could face

The awful disgrace

Of court house publicity come to her

race. . .
.“

But the Court, merely sneering. “ What’s
next on the docket?"

The voice of the Bailiff uprose like a rocket.

“Case forty - thousand - six - hundred - and -

three—”
And out of the gloom,

Into the room,

Happy and prankish and jolly to see.

Strode Daughter Katurah and Percival B..

Case forty thousand - six - hundred - and -

three!

Mother cried, “Daughter!”
Daughter cried, “Ma!”

Ma sobbed, “You oughter

Do something for Pa

—

He’s total disgraced—we’re arrested,

we be!”

Katurah smiled lightly

And chirruppcd quite brightly,

“Arrested? What fun! So are we!”

18

(TO BE CONTINUED)
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“ There teas something in that nervotu, eager walk that seemed to speak ill for Pfre Michel's household

The Eye of a Needle
By MARJORIE L. C. PICKTHALL

Illustrated by William J. Glacken-.

ERE he is. the blessed man."
“A blessed man. Zephyrine.

and a blessed sertnon. I could

see the fires of hell playing round old

Dunoir's head.”

“He is one of the holy saints, already.

It is but to shut one's eyes, and roild,

there he is with wings anil a crown, look-

ing as natural as life.”

” Tais-toi. Adolphe. Wipe thy nose,

miserable. M’sieur le curf comes.”
“ B'soir, b'soir, mon ptre.”

“The blessing of Got! be upon you, my
children. Bon soir, Mudume. Bon soir,

Ma’amselle Zephyrine."

P£re Michel, as usual, shot past his

waiting flock with a long stride, his rusty

soutane flapping round his heels. At the

corner under the great willow by Dunoir's

house he stopped and wiped hut face upon
a blue checked handkerchief. “Holy
saints,” groaned Pere Michel, “they do
not know that they are asking the blessing

of a miser.”

At the smithy Telephore and Tante
Amllie's Apollon were waiting, hat in

hand. P£re Michel hurried |tast them
with a few muttered words, though Tele-

phore had a small sunflower in his button-

hole, and Tante Amelie’s Apollon was evi-

dently filled to the brim with news. “They
do not know,” sighed Pere Michel, "that

they offer confidence to an accursed miser.”

At the bridge a child was waiting shyly

with a bunch of white waterlilies.

M’sieur lecur£ laid his hand on the smooth
black head, and hurried on faster than

ever. There was something in that nerv-

ous. eager walk that seemed to speak ill

for Pere Michel’s household. At the

height of the windy road he paused and
wiped his face again, und looked out and
over the valley below, with the white

houses and the narrow fields dreaming in

the twilight. "Holy Virgin," cried Pere

Michel, flapping the poor lilies violently

up and down, “they do not know, they

do not know, that they offer flowers to

Achan!" He fairly ran into his own gate.

With the sorrows of a whole parish in

one's heart it is difficult to bea miser. Pere

Michel felt that he had achieved the diffi-

cult. He was hoarding to buy a crucifix.

There was a place, and even a nail,

waiting for it beneath his single shelf of

battered books,—on the sunny wall facing

the window, where the shadows of wild

grape leaves danced all day in the pleas-

ant river winds. But the crucifix still

stood, as it had for months, in Monsieur
Dunoir’s window among the dusty rosaries

and the chipped china saints. It had been

made by some old French iron-worker; the

cross was of interwoven thorn, and the

face of the Christ was touched with a

strange rigid beauty. Perhaps Monsieur
Duuoir was right in valuing it so highly.

As he said above his brandy, ” Who knows
that this blessed cross was not used by
one of the holy martyrs who preached

long ago to the assassinating Iroquois?

I have never seen so fine a one, I. And
the price is ten dollars.”

rTE\ DOLLARS—As well have said a
1 hundred, with the care of three vil-

lages in one pair of old hands. And what

would they have said,—Trois Maisons,
Terminals, and St. Xavier de Killarney .

—

if they had known them for the hands of a

miser? Pere Michel might revenge him-

self innocently on Monsieur Dunoir by

preaching on two Sundays out of four on
the sin of intemperance in general and the

use of brandies in particular. But the

price of the iron cross would not be re-

duced thereby. And Pere Michel might

not revenge himself on his own soul.

When he recited the Eight Beatitudes,

the Seven Deadly Sins, and the Three
Evangelical Counsels, he sighed over the

poor in spirit, trembled at Covetousness,

and blushed for Voluntary Poverty.

Pere Michel was no longer voluntarily

poor. He had a hourd.

“Accursed hoard,” cried Pere Michel,

as he hurries! into his owu gate. Little

Mere Li not, his housekeeper, met him at

the door, dropped a courtesy, took the

lilies from his hand and the hat from his

head, brushed the dust from his soutane,

and sw'ept him into his study,—all in one

movement, os it were. “There is a

savoury omelette for supper," she said

benevolently, and shut the door. Poor

Mire Linot. She thought his reverence

would be at his prayers. But his rev-

erence. with a guilty face, had taken a

little bag from his cupboard and was

counting the contents.

“Accursed poverty,” said his reverence

defiantly.

IT was so thin, that bag. It held three
* or four soiled bills, a silver dollar of

the United States, and a ten-franc piece

with a hole in it. fondly supposed by
Pire Michel to lie of inestimable value,

—

he Ias, without the hole.

Only that day Pire Michel liad seen a

stranger looking in at Dunoir's window.
The sight had put him in a fever.

“What is one to do?” he sighed fret-

fully, as he weighed the bag in his lean

brown fingers. “Money comes in at the

door like a snail and flies out of the window-

like a grasshopper. The parish is full of

gaping mouths and grasping hands.

—

God forgive me. First there is poor

Flore’s baby, and no robe for the chris-

tening, and holy saints, if Monsignor
had known!—Then there was Telephore

and his affair, and th^n the sickness of

kmile. A good mun, Emile. And Flore

wept for a little lace— But there shall be

no more of it. I will give no more to

these ingrates.”

When Mere Linot came in with the

omelette, P£rc Michel was gazing at the

blank wall under the books. He gazed
so hard that it seemed that the thorny

cross and the face of theChrist grew slowly

out of the shadows. But there were only

shadows, and the cross was still in M'sieur

Dunoir’s window.

Unless someone had bought it

“Malediction." said Pere Michel, so

suddenly that M£rc Linot all but dropped
the omelette, "there shall be no more of

it. I will give no more." Mere Linot

went out in a hurry and reported to An-
toine that his reverence would give no
more rope in the matter of the brandies,

and that old Dunoir might now proceed

to hang himself.

P&RE MICHEL ate his supper. Out-
* side, in the narrow garden, the red

phlox and the hollyhocks were in bloom;

tobacco flowers shone in the night like

stars, and great moths passed driftinglv

across the beam of light from his rever-

ence’s lamp. The crickets whirred in the

long, sun-scented grass, and the bull-

frogs croaked in the pool below the bridge.
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A cow moved far down the road, and it

was so dewily still that Pert* Michel could

hear her tearing at the clover between the

muffled tinkles of her bell. It was an
hour that had been used to bring him
|>eacc.

HPHE good folk going to bed in little

* Terminals down by the river saw the

beam of the lamp. “ That is the good man
still at his prayers and his sermons." said

they. But Pere Michel was not praying.

He was feverishly calculating how soon,

if he gave away
no more, the

hoard in the bag

might increase

to ten dollars.

A faint rustle

under the win-

dow', at last
made him clap

the bag into the

table drawer
and start to his

feet. The house

had long been

still, and only

here and there

u light burned

in the little

white houses of

TroLs Maisons.

Terminais, and
St. Xavier de
Killarney. Pere

Michel was
used to strange

visitors at
strange hours,

—rumor hud it

that the Evil

One had ap-

peared to him
one midnight

and hod asked

for some plug-

tobacco.—and
with his treas-

ure in heaven,

he had feared

no man. Now
that he was lay-

ing up treasure

on earth iu a
little brown
bag. he feared

robbers. The
rustle came
again.

“It may be
an assassin,"
murmured Pere

Michel, "come
to steal my
hoard." He
looked round

“Mon pere,”—the title came, as it were,

unwillingly,
—
“nion pere, I cannot eat

nor rest. And |>crhaps you have not

heard. J'suia incrfdule "

"I heard. Speak then, my child,”

said Pere Michel placidly, and sat down
in his old chair.

The lad stured at him, leaning against

the wall. He seemed to be urged on by
some overwhelming need, held l>nck by
some great terror. His breath shook him
as he stood, as though lie were running,

and he moved his lips again and ugain

licfore he spoke.

The words
seemed to be

wrenched from
him, so that he
spoke against

his will, and yet

with a passion-

ate eagerness.

“My father

“Go on. my
son."

“My father,

I have killed a
man "

The little
room was very

still. A moth
drifted in at the

open window,
and settled on
the curtain like

a white flower.

Pere Michel
did not look up.

He was an un-

learned. simple

old man. but
for forty years

he had known
the .souls of

men and wo-
men. That lit-

tle room had
heard many a

strange confes-

sion.

“Go on, my
son."

DUT the lad
* ' leaning
against the
wall, his head

a blot of black

and white in

the shad o w

s

where the cru-

cifix would
hang, only said

again, “I have
killed a man,
m'sieur." He
seemed to
waver to and
fro like a flame

in the wind.

“In malice or in anger?"

“I struck in rage before I knew, hut I

hated him, and hate still. I had no
thought to kill him, and I hate him. but

I cannot rest. No one will find me or

know where I have fled, but I cannot

rest.”

"No, my son, I know.”

“I ran away at once. I have been in

the forests for days." He stretched out

his hand to the light of the lamp as to a

fire, and shivered as with cold. “I can-

not rest. I have been running all the

time, I think. And I have been alone.

If that one came near me I would strike

him again, but I would rather he came
than that I should be alone with the trees

for a weapon.

but there was
“Little Mtre Linot, his

nothing save

the fork with

which he had eaten his omelette. It was
a long steel fork; he thrust it up the sleeve

of his soutane and went boldly to the win-

dow. *‘Qui ra?” he cried sternly, and
thnist out his head among the drifting

moths, the dew and the perfume of the

summer night. “Qui ra?"

A YOUNG man was leaning against

the wall within reach of his hand.

The light shone on a face new to him, yet

forever unforgettable,—a wild dark face,

with eyes that gleamed in the shadow like

the eyes of a trapped deer, and torn black

hair wet with dew. The whole of him
showed drenched and torn as if with hea\’y

storms. Yet all the night was peace.

housekeeper, met him at the door, dropped a courtesy, took the lilies

from his hand and the hat from his head

“M'sieur, you do not know me. I

saw you today—for the first time."

“At mass?"
“M’sieur, no. I am an unbeliever."

“Come in, my son.”

The lad hesitated, came forward slowly,

and climbed, slowly as an old man,

through the low window. All the ragged

length of him suggested strength, yet he

moved as au old man moves under a
heavy weight. Pore Michel had seen

that look In-fore.

"There Is a chair, and food and drink.

Sit down and eat, and speak when thou

art ready."

The wild eyes shifted from the lamp to

the old man’s face, and stayed there.

“Who are you? What do you here so

late?"

There was no answer. The eyes were

like the eyes of some dazed animal,

and there was such wild dread in them
that Pere Michel straightway forgot

his own.

“What hast thou, my sou?"
“M’sieur,"—the words came slowly, as

from one unused to speech,
—

“M'sieur, I

would—speak with you."

“I)o you know me. my son? I do not

know you. Or I have forgotten."

lie
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and the night. I had no sorrow, hut

I had fear. It was as if one followed

“Yes, I know. Le Bon Dicu followed

you.”
“ But I do not believe. I came to you

as a man, nTsieur, not as a priest. I

have no God.”
“But God has you."
“ I do not know. All these days I have

been alone. I might not speak to a man,
nor see a man’s face. Only the trees and
the unsleeping nights and the wind in the

nights. When I thought of—that one

—

I was glad that he was dead, yet all

night 1 wept. When I stooped to drink,

I saw his face in the water with the look

it wore when I struck, yet I cannot strike

him now. I thought, if I do not speak of

it, I shull go niad. But I do not know

"To find rest?”

“I—I think so, m'sieur. To—escape

Again there was silence. Pere Michel

drew a long breath like a sigh.

"My sou, you do not believe. There-

fore I cannot lay my word upon you
nor take any promise from you. I do
not even know your name, and do
not ask to know it. I can only speak

as an old man who has seen much sin

and much sorrow bom of sin. 1 will

help you "

A flash seemed to pass over the dark

face before liim.

"I will help you,” went on Pere

Michel, very gently,—"to go back.”

The soft air seemed to take his words

and whisper them. There was no sound
in the room but the sound of the sliubby

Shame and sudden splendid pride

touched the shabby old priest. And he
turned to the table. “My son, I will

help as my Master helped.—with all I

have.”

IT E took out the little brown l>ag and
* * emptied the soiled bills and the

silver dollar and the little gold piece into

the hand that had shed the blood of man.
And as he did so the lad began to sob.

He bent above the old man’s fingers and
his tears fell on them. “You ask nothing,

mon pere, and give all. Pcrha|>s Lr Bon
Dicu is like that. Perhaps

’’

Pere Michel could not speak, but he

laid his hand upon the rough hair. Pres-

ently the lad got to his feet, thmst the

money into his belt, and stumbled to the

door. He did not look back. He was

why. Then I came to this place where

no one knew me, and I was afraid when
I saw faces again, afraid that I should

speak of it against my will.—afraid that

I should see the men running to take me,

and the women shrinking away, and the

little children staring
”

rPHE room was very quiet again, quiet

* as it had been when it held only the

yellow lamplight and the scent of tol»acco

flowers. Now, suddenly as the fall of a

dream, it held hate, terror, despuir. The
white moth still clung to the shabby cur-

tain. fluttering likea flower as it swayed. A
great lieetle droned round the lamp, struck

the hot shade, and fell. Pere Michel lifted

it gently and laid it on the cool leaves out-

side the window. Then he went to the

lad and looked him keenly in the face.

“Why did you come to me?"
“M’sieur. I do not know. Yours was

the first face 1 did not fear. I thought

you would help me "

curtain swinging, and the whirring of the

crickets outside.

"My God," whispered the unbeliever

stupidly.
—“to go bock " He stared

at the old man. and suddenly hid his wild

face in his hands. Without a movement,
Pere Michel waited.

When the face lifted, it was changed.

“That is it," he said with a child's sim-

plicity, “ that is it. I do not understand,

but, nom d’un nom , if I go back. I shall

rest. I did not think of it.” He spoke

with the sudden blank acquiescence of a

tired child. “ I will go back and rest. It

will be good to rest, even in prison. But
I am weak from running in the forests,

and I have no food or money. M'sieur,

will you help me?”
For one moment a cold thought laid

hold on Pere Michel’s heart and he

hesitated.

"You know nothing of me, my father,

save that I am a black sinner. But you
will help me?"

crying as a child cries, and Pere Michel

could hear his sobs dying out in the dis-

tance and the dark.

Again it was still and sweet in the

shabby room, and the sin and tragedy

that for a little while had filled it were

already no more than a memory aitd

a dream.

P£re Michel was down on his knees,

praying that a soul might be led into the

way of peace. And for himself

He looked at the empty wall, and it

seemed for a moment that the cross hung
there, and that the iron thorns blossomed,

and the face of the Christ smiled. But

it was only a shadow.

“How hardly,” he sighed, hioking ut

the empty brown bag. and remember-

ing that moment of hesitation, “how
hurdly shull a rich man enter into the

Kingdom."
“Nevertheless," said Pere Michel,

humbly bowing his gray head, “with

God urc all things possible."
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Popularity In Drama
1. Good Work by Ethel

Barrymore

ETHEL BARRYMORE began her

stage career when she was very

young, and, aided by her personal

charms and the theatrical fame of her

family, gained immediate popularity.

She has not been satisfied to rely on
that, but has sought parts to test her

powers, has worked hard, and has im-

proved immeasurably her grasp and her

technique. Her work in ” Tante” is much
the best I have seen her do. The char-

acter is found sometimes in life, often uj>on

the stage; it appeals naturally both to the

dramatic artist and to the public. When
it is found in life, it is often in persons

endowed with talent of the kind that ex-

presses the thoughts of other persons; the

more creative talent is less likely to have
vanity, selfishness and waywardness.

¥ N the play, “Tante” is mitigated some-
4 what from the character as it is drawn
by Mrs. Sedgwick in the novel, and the

mitigation probably makes it somewhat
more representative of life. Mr. Haddon
Chambers is an adept at dialogue, skilful

in selecting parts of a story that will make
a play, and, in this case, happy in in-

venting an euding which, without in any
way contradicting the story, enables us

to fed the side of the spoiletLartist which,

after all, sets her aside from others. Some
of us are tempted at times to speak of the

decay of the stage. As an obvious fact,

the stage is not decaying but is tiecoming

more interesting, both in the worth of the

plays produced, and in the level of the

acting. Nobody in “Tante” acta badly,

whereas in Frohman productions of ten

years ago. the usual rule was for the ma-
jority of the actors in any one piece to

be wholly futile. There is not a part

in “Tante” which is not taken efficiently.

Of course it is a play for a star, und,

therefore, it centers about the part taken

by Miss Barrymore. The famous pianist,

living on flattery, witty, penetrating, full

of social gifts, is depicted by her in the

various phases of the character with

entire sureness. It is a portrait with

which the actress may well lie satisfied.

The various personages in the play, as

well as the play itself, are suggestive,

stimulating, w'ortli an evening. The soul

needs confession, and in going on to the

next play treated this week, 1 feel com-
pelled to confess that my democracy is not

sufficiently complete to feel that an even-

ing is fairly spent at many of the dramas
mast satisfactory to my countrymen.

2. A Popular Play

O EATS are being sold, I am credibly in-^ formed, to “ Potash and Perlmuttcr

"

sixteen weeks in advance; certainly on
the night when I obsen'ed that work of

art, there was not a scat vacant in the

house, and there was not a moment when
nineteen out of twenty persons in the

audience did not seem in the very abyss of

bliss. Most of the time it was pure joy,

joy composed of sympathetic, admiring

amusement. Every syllable that fell

from the lips of the comedians seemed to

the audience wit compared with which
the l>cst of Falstaff would l»c dull. This

riot of humor was broken by pathos, and
suspense, and virtuous sacrifices, just

often enough to form a contrast, so that

the whole emotional gamut could be
played upon, without, however, requiring

any effort of attention, or any real stirring

of the graver feelings. It is a happily

concocted dish, with sheer amusement
for the substance, and slight ingredients

of trouble for the flavoring. It was not

difficult to realize with one’s imagination

why the great American people were
having such a marvelous joy-ride. It is

not difficult, indeed, to believe that our

democracy can seldom give its amplest
material rewards to the highest expres-

sion of the human spirit (why should

it?) but rather to the greatest common
denominator; to those expressions which

are standardized; which get at the

average, and reflect the average l»ack

to itself. As soon as you put in any-

thing exceptional, at all out of the reach

of the nineteen out of twenty, you de-

crease your audience. You may please

one out of twenty keenly, but the only

possible wav to please twenty out of

twenty is to put in something which has

a general human appeal and also to

keep everything out which is not within

the reach of all.

“Potash and Pcrlmutter” is almost

exclusively concerned with money. The
form of it is the German Jewish jocosity

so well known through a multitude of

performances. This humor is laid on a
plot that tells of the troubles of some
garment makers, and it is fair enough
to say that while the characteristics of

the kind of trades-people depicted are

exhibited in a merely farcical way, they

are exhibited with intimate knowledge,

which is one of the reasons that the piece

is so much liked by audiences no small

part of whom are composed of people

in similar lines of business. It is pleasant

for a human being to see those things

with which las life is filled reflected on
the stage, if the reflection shows knowl-

edge and also induces cheerfulness.

•\ STAGE which properly fulfilled its

* place in society would have a great

many more plays of literary and ideal

quality than we have now, plays giving the

mast creative thought of the most creative

minds; but it would also have a large

number of extremely welcome productions

with no superiority of any kind, unless

indeed the ability to turn out a production

that supplies the popular demand Is in

itself a superiority. At any rate, the

only rational censure of our stage is that

it does not yet compare with many
countries of Europe in plays and acting

and producing which lead, even as col-

leges, libraries, museums and symphony
orchestras lead. It ia not a censure of

the stage that it feeds to a multitude what

the multitude wants. Nobody will lie

found, probably, complaiuing of our most
successful plays, of our most successful

magazines, of our most successful articles

of commerce, when we have brought about

a civilization in which there arc also sup-

plied periodicals, books, plays and articles

of commerce which satisfy the ablest and
best trained minds.

N. H.

Madison Square
By JEFFERSON B. FLETCHER

During the recent campaign for endowmerit of the Young Men 's and the Young Women’s Christian

Associations, an electric ‘'clock" on the Metropolitan Toxrer indicated the progress of the fund

'"pHE place now lieth still as sleep.

Lulled by the mother-city’s croon.

O’er many a dainty minaret,

In silhouette.

Pagan Diana seems to leap

Across a ragged moon.

Yet higher, there glimmers, pricked in light,

A clock, whose hand—a flaming rod

—

For all men measures, hour by hour.

From yon dark tower,

What Mammon yicldeth of his right

For quittance unto God.

Around me, dim shrunk twisted forms.

Face upward to the tearless stars.

On benches coil, or overhang.

The hour-bells clang.

Through bright arcades gay fashion swarms
To throbbing motor-cars.



A typical group of Villa's followers guarding the Mexican end of the International bridge. They are half-clad negroes and peons icith

a strange assortment of adventurers. These troops are well armed, but most of them are inexpert in the use of Maxim rifles

The Mexican Revolution
By McGREGOR

The situation in Mexico today and the character of its leaders. Some
of the reasons why this peasant uprising has such devoted supporters

A MKRICANS ure accustomed to .speak

AA of the Mat Icm Revolution, the

Orosco Revolution, the Huerta
Revolution, the Carranza Revolution,

while the /a|mtistas hardly deserve the

name of Revolutionists, considered to lie

merely roving companies of bandits

with loot their aim, and murder their

pastime. But to the Revolutionists

themselves, the Revolution Is one. They
all it The Revolution. There are hut

two parties in Mexico: Friends of the

Revolution, Enemies of the Revolution.

Orozco is detested as u traitor to the

Revolution, for having taken up arms
against President Mudero at the insti-

gation of the Chihuahua City ('imtifireu.

Zapata is honored as a patriot because he

refused to make peace with Mudero when
the President had endeavored to har-

monize all interests by appointing Cieuli-

fico leaders, enemies of the Revolution,

as his Cabinet Ministers. Huerta is

a traitor to the Revolution because it

was in the culmination of a Cientifico

plot uguinst Madero that the President

was deposed and assassinated, and when
this plot was revealed, during the bom-
hurdment of Mexico City. Zupatu sent

word to Madero that he would march
to his relief, a message that came too late.

It is all very confusing. Yet Za|>ata.

in his consistent course, is the key to the

Mexican Revolution.

l_IE is a Mestizo, half Spaniard, hulf
1 * Indian, illiterate but not uneducated,

having the wit to surround himself with

trained men, among whom an unknown
school-teacher has l>ecome conspicuous.

He comes from the mountainous State

of Morelos, where, next to Chihuahua,

the land problem bus become most acute,

and he is passionately determined to make
no compromise with uuy one until this

problem is solved for Morelos. Caesar

had some experience with those he styled

homines asperi et Montani. Zapata or-

ganized his rough mountaineers before

Madero lauded in Mexico from Ills exile

in the United States, and when Madero's
forces captured Juurez, Zupata was
heading an army that was only six hours

from Mexico City, ami this menace from
the South had |>crhaps as much to do

24

with the resignation of Diuz us the larger

uprising in the Northern States.

When de la Barra became Provisional

President, Zapata offered to lay down his

arms on the condition that no Federal

troops should Ik* sent to Morelos and that

the people should be allowed to elect

their own governor without the presence

of Federal officials. This offer was
declined and Huerta was sent to suImIiic

Zapata, with indifferent success. He con-

tinued to fight for the Revolution under

Mudero’s Administration, during its lust

days living the only one who kept alive

the Revolutionary flame, though there

was smouldering discontent all over

Mexico, that the enemies of the Revolu-

tion were in power ut the capital. He
has continued his warfare under the

Huerta regime, iu spite of a wholesale

massacre of Ills (M'ople, and with Morelos

as a base has now extended his operations

into the State of Mexico on the West and
into Puebla on the East of the capital

city, so that his forces now surround it

on three sides. In the meantime he has

acknowledged allcgiam-c to Carranza,

as being u true friend of the Revolution.

f~\\RRANZA also, while personally loyal

to Madero, had begun to despair

of securing any permanent results from
the Revolution when the news came
of Madero’s overthrow, accompanied by
a telegram to all the governors of the

Mexican States, demanding allegiance

to the Huerta regime. Carrunza de-

clines! to acknowledge the legality of the

bloody proceedings at the capital city,

which position has l>ccn declared the

correct, one by the President of the United
States. Those who have been misled by
the newspaper stories or have lieen biased

by a certain provincial attitude of mind
toward Latin-Amcrirnns generally and
Mexicans in |>articulur. are invited to

consider the orderly progress of the Rev-
olution. under Carrauza's leadership,

which Madero !>cgun but did not com-
plete. By the same token. Huerta is

the successor of PorGrio Diaz, the same
Cientifico politicians controlling the

Huerta as controlled the Diaz regime.

The Federal soldiers are the remnants
of the old army of Diaz, supplemented

now by recruits impressed into service.

The State militia, on the other hand,

are Friends of the Revolution. Saltillo,

the capital o|. Coahuila, of which Car-

ranza was governor, duly elected by the

people, was iu the hands of a Federal

garrison. Carranza left his eapital

with fifty men and sent word to the

mi^tia to rally to his standard. He had
collected a militia force of 3,000 men for

the war aguinsl Orozco. With the first

80(1 that assembled, he attacked Saltillo,

but was repulsed. He then retired to the

Guuduliqic Ranch, and there, largely

through the good offices of R. V'. Pes-

queira, a member of the Mexican Con-
gress. Carranza was brought into con-

ference and correspondence with other

Governors of States and with the mili-

tary chiefs. These adopted the Plan of

Guudalu|>c. repudiating the government
under Huerta, executive, legislative and
judicial, proclaiming Don Yenustiano

Carranza. Chief of the Revolutionist

forces, then named “Constitutionalists.”

granting him executive authority in the

States that acknowledged the Govern-
ment of Huertu, and executive power in

the Nation upon the occupation of the

City of Mexico, with authority to con-

voke an election by the people, when he

is to surrender the Presidency to the

person ejected. The land question is

held in abeyance until the Revolution

is successful, but the platform to which
Carranza and all Friends of the Revolu-

tion suliscribed calls for the restoration

and division of the lands, the San Luis

Potosi Manifesto.

COME knowledge of the geography^ of Mexico is necessary to a proper

understanding of the success of the Revo-
lution under Carranza. Lower California

is a Territory, sparsely settled, not worth

while contending for, as yet, by cither

party. South of Arizona lies Sonora;

next conies Chihuahua, touching New
Mexico and Texas; then along the Texas

bonier, Coahuila, Nuevo Leon, and
Tamaulipas, on the Gulf. In Sonora.

Governor Maytorena sent 2,000 militia

under General Obregon, collected under

u former Governor for war against the

Yaqui Indians, into the field against

lie
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government'* track regiment

Federal CSen*

eral Ojeda, de-

feating him in

the first pitched

battle of the

present war. ut

Santa Rosa,
where a thou-

sand men were

engaged on
either side.

Huerta sent

heavy rein-
forcements of

picked troops

to Ojeda and,

on August 13.

the important

battle of Santa

Maria was
fought, with

4,000 men on
each side. OI>-

regon out-gen-

erailed Ojeda,

the militia
proved them-

selves better
soldiers than

the Federals.

and Ojeda was
overwhclmi n g-

ly defeated,
losing 000 pris-

oners and 16

field pieces to Obregon. while he reached

safety at Guaymus on the Gulf of Cali-

fornia, with only a thousand men sur-

viving. Huerta characteristically strove

to offset the rumors of defeat by pro-

moting Ojeda, to the huge delight of the

Constitutionalists.

Governor Abraham Gonzales, of Chi-

huahua, refusing to acknowledge Huerta,

was taken prisoner and ordered sent to

Mexico City, and wus murdered, cn route,

under the well understood fiction of the

Law of Flight, “killed to prevent escape.”

But Francisco Villa, now the populur

hero of the Revolution, took up the

Revolutionary bauucr in Chihuahua.
Let us consider him a moment, for his

case is typical. He wus bom a peon,

and was living his humble life on one of

the great haciendas of Chihuahua, when
his sister was brutally outraged by his

feudal lord. There was no redress in

law for the peon, so he took the law into

his own hands and killed the haciendado.

Nor was there protection for Villa, by
written or unwritten law, an<l he cscujwd

street* of Mexico City

story, und was
welcomed into
the Revolution-

ary ranks. His

courage and his

native gifts of

leadership were

conspicuous in

the first capture

of Juarez under

Mudcro, und he

was promoted.

Later, in the war
against Orozco.

Huerta accused

Villa of disobedi-

ence to orders,

courtmartiallcd

him and would
have executed

hi in except for

Madero's inter-

ference. He was
taken to the peni-

tentiary at Mex-
ico City, escaped.

to the mountains and went to El Paso, living there until the
where he lived for Revolution under Carranza begun. He
years an outlaw, left El Paso for Chihauhua with seven
Such stories are men. in March, and by June his force hud
n ii m e r o ii s grown to an army of l.iOO, and all of

enough in Mexi- Chihuahua was under his control except

co, und remind Juarez and Chihuahua City, where
one of the condi- Federal gurrisous were stutioned.

lion of t he French

peasants and ¥N Carranza's own State of Coahuila.
their treatment the Federals were soon pent up in

by the nobility, Saltillo, the Capital, and in Piegras

of the jus primae Negras, up|>usitf Eagle Fuss, Texas.
noctis and oilier General Pablo Gonzales was made Corn-
legal claims upon mander of the Division of the Northeast
the persons of the as Genera! Obregon was of the Northwest,
peasants, before Gonzales rapidly over-ran Nuevo Leon
the French Revo- and Tamaulipus. leaving only Monterey
lution set them in the first and Nuevo Leon and Tampico,
free from oppres- in the second, under Federal control,

sion and outrage, garrisoned cities.

When M adero The second tier of States, south of these

entered Mexico, just mcnlioucd. starting with the West
Villa presented Coast are Sinuloa. with Tcpic just South
himself before of it. Durango, Zacatecas. San Luis
him, told his Potosi, touching the northern part of

•Vera Crus.

Felipe Rive-

ros. Governor
of Sinaloa, was
ordered to

Mazatlan, by
Huerta, where
it was planned

to sink him
quietly in the

waters of the

harbor. But
through the

protests of his

wife, lie was
sent on to the

penitentiary at

Mexico City,

whence he es-

caped, going
first to Cuba,
and later join-

ing Carranza.

Over in Los
Angeles, going

to school, was
one of Mudero’s
generals. Itur-

be, twenty-four

years of age.

Riveros sent for

Iturbe, who,
with the help of

the victorious

JlcbcU returning to ramp after the victory of Juarez
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Sonora troops, cleared Sinaloa of Federal

tr«M>p.s, except the garrison in Mazutlan.

Governor Martin Espinoza, of Tepic, had

a like experience, was captured and sent

to the Mexico City penitentiary, escaped

to Cuba, then joined Carranza, and or-

ganized the Constitutionalists in Tepic,

clearing it entirely of Federal troops.

In September. Callixlo Carreras and
Tomaso Urvina, took possession of the

whole of Durango. Pasto Romaix. a

Mexican scholar of French descent,

being appointed Governor. The north-

ern part of Zacatecas and of San Luis

Potosi also came under Constitutionalist

control.

South of Tepic. the Pacific Coast runs

almost East and West, and the Pacific

States remaining are Jallisco. Michoacan,

Guerrero. Oaxacan, and Chiapa. touching

Central America. Jallisco and Oaxacan,

have each a population of more than a
million souls, a happy, contented, pros-

perous people, living on their own farms,

and with uouc to make them afraid.

They have been undisturbed by the Rev-

olution. and the Revolutionists have no
desire to disturb them, because for them
the land question was some way solved

without a revolution. Then* an* Fed-

eral garrisons in their capitals. Rut in

Colima and Michoacan. Gcrtrudis San-

chez. a powerful and popular leader, Is

operating, while Zupatu’s operations

extend from Morelos into Guerrero, an-

other mountainous State, warlike by
nature as well as by name, its people also

protesting against the alienation of the

lands from the users of them.

/YN the Gulf Coast, opposite, lie the^ four States of Vera Cruz, Tabasco,

Campeche, and Yucatan. General Can-
dido Aguilar is operating in Vera Cruz
among those precious oil wells, on the

Coast. Governor Camera Valles of Yu-
catan, in exile, but hovering near, is

directing the organization of Constitu-

tionalist forces in Yucatan and Campeche,
while in Yucatan are the deported Yaqui
Indians, working on the hennequin

plantations, from which come the jute

which is sold to the American Harvester

Company, by a multimillionaire Mexican

corporation. The Yaquis have wrongs
to avenge. A thousand of them in

Sonora have been fighting on the side of

the Constitutionalists with the primitive

bow and arrows, for want of firearms.

Remain the States surrounding the

Federal District, somewhat larger than

the District of Columbia, in which the

National Capital is situated. Beginning

on the West there are Guanajuato.

Queretaro. Hidalgo. Tlaxcalu. Puebla.

Morelos and Mexico, the last three over-

run by the Zapatistas. The others are

in the hands of the Fcdcrals.

A BOUT the middle of October, after

long and careful planning, Carranza
deemed the time ripe for a simultaneous

attack upon the cities where Federal

garrisons were located.

General Villa was sent against Torreon.

am important city on the Mexican Cen-
tral Railroad, ubout half way between
Juarez anal Mexico City. Torreon was
taken. Anal, by the way, the consular

reports from Torreon, after the battle,

do not bear out the press disputches con-

cerning the wholesale murder of defense-

less prisoners. We Americans might

remember that General Scott celebrated

his entry into Mexico City by hanging

forty deserters. Next Monterey was cap-

tured, but was evacuated when Federal

reinforcements arrived. Villa marched
northward from Torreon to Chihuahua
City and attacked it, attaining his object

of withdrawing the Federal troops from

Juarez, then, on November 10, made his

unexpected night attack upon Juarez

and captured it. Meantime, on Nov-
ember 14. Culiacan, the Capital of

Sinaloa, was taken, and on the 17,

Victoria was taken by Gonzales, then

evacuated, then retaken the last days of

November. General Salazar, a soldier

of Madero and therefore deemed a traitor

to the Revolution, was sent by Huerta

from Chihuahua to fight with Villa and
to retake Juarez. Villa met him. a few

miles south of Juarez, and on November
25 and 26 won the most signal victory

of the Revolution, overwhelming Salazar,

capturing 700 prisoners, many field pieces

and much ammunition, sorely needed.

and driving the Federals southward
again toward Chihuahua City, which
was later evacuated by the Federals.

While the battle South of Juarez was
raging. General Gonzales, at Santa Cruz,
defeated a force of 2,000 Federals, driv-

ing them back to Monterey, which he
proceeded to besiege. And General
Aguilar, threatening Tuxpaum, holds

the line of communication between Tam-
pico and Vera Cruz, with millions of

dollars in oil and oil properties under his

sole protection.

rPHE latest authentic news from Mexico
* City is that the garrison is reduced

to three regiments, two of them officered

by boys from the Military Sehool at

TIalpam. whence, less than a year ago,

Mondragou marched to the capitul to

overthrow Madero.
If Zapata hod any cannon, he could

probably capture the capital before

the Revolutionists from the North
could reach the city.

AND the plans are all made for the
* 1 rapid convergence of the forces from

Sonora and Sinaloa and Durango, under
Ohrcgon, uniting with those of Coahuila

and Nueva Is*on and Tamaulipas, under
Gonzulcs. and the victorious army under
Villa, in the center, for the march along

the old National Road, the Mexican
Central Railway, now, to Mexico City.

Guavnias, Mazatlun. Saltillo, Monterey,
and Tuxpaum are surrounded. Then
there remain only four garrisoned cities,

Zacatecas, Aguas Calientes, (with San
Luis Potosi to the East). Guanajuato,

and Queretaro, between the united

armies of the North and the capital.

The Iwrders of Morelos, Zapata’s State,

are only twenty miles south of the

capital.

Whether Huerta will die defending the
capital, or whether he will escape to

Europe as so many of his predecessors

among Latin-American Dictators have
done, or whether Uncle Sam will have
something to say ubout thut, and whether
he will be tried under law for his crimes,

or .suffer the fate of poor Madero—all

this is on the knees of the gods.

The execution Juan Unto,—Rebel commander Zapata Jrom Morelos



What They Think of Us
Livy S. Richard, Newspaper Enterprise

Assn. Cleveland (0.)

I am now ready to offer my tribute

to the new Weekly. I waited until you
liuil tuned it up and have studied details

as well as policy and spirit. All are fine

and the improvement is most encouraging.

At first I feared you might overshoot.

But my newsdealer tells me you aren't.

And I am glad to see how well you are

securing the elusive lightness of touch

uud variety of appeal.

James McCarty, Consulting Engineer,

Hudson Falls (N. Y.)

Knclosed please find check for <11.40

for which kindly forward by parcel |H>st

twelve copies of Nov. 22 issue of

Harper'h Weekly.
I feel that the long night of innocent

stupidity of the industrious producers

of real wealth, on this continent, is coming
to an end; and. that day of economic
intelligence dawns through the light which

the lost number of Harper's Weekly
radiates through the land.

After thirty-eight years of modest
effort, mingled with hopes and fears, us

to the final outcome of the struggle for

economic justice, which was made in the

seventies, the last issue of Harper's
Weekly makes me more fully appreciate

the sentiment which Jacob expressed

upon finding his favorite son Joseph still

living, and exclaimed in the fervency of

a grateful heart: “Now let me die.”

Edward l). Easton, President, Columbia

Graphophone Company, New York
City

As a practical observer and student

for twenty-five years of the problems

presented in my own business by Our
Foreign Markets, I wish to express my
appreciation of the insight and grasp

shown in Mr. Amos Stote’s article in

Harper's Weekly for November 1.

Mr. Stote has compressed a great deal of

valuable information into smull space.

You and he are to be thanked for giving

publicity to such helpful and necessary

knowledge of an important subject.

Edward II. Huxley. New York City

I have been much interested in the

articles covering Foreign Trade, which

have l»een appearing recently, written

by Mr. Stote.

My business leads me to be very much
interested in foreign trade, and I have
been pleased to notice that these articles

seem to have a distinct commercial

value, which is perhaps somewhat unusual

in the writings of a literary inan.

Keokuk (Iowa) Constitution-Democrat

To see in which direction the cat would
jump, the Constitution-Democrat has with-

held comment until the present on the

change in the editorship and policy of

that "Journal of Civilization," Harper's
Weekly. The conclusion arrived at.

ufter some two months' watching of the

feline, is that she has made straight for

the cream. Sure thing, there is no skim

milk in the offerings of Harpkr'h new
editor. Hupgood is making a periodical

that by its tone must force to rattle the

dry-as-dust bones of national journalism.

His hits at political and social piracy

are all from the shoulder; and the cam-
paign for modernism has no stronger

exponent than this man who is not afraid.

Good luck and success to him.

The Weekly Harper

Evening Sun (N. Y. C.)

Who, in the beginning, waked our

“sense of sinning." made our morals

stronger? Took away our youth and
stripped us without ruth and left us kids

no longer?

Answer: Harper'a Weekly, who was
it that bleakly froze the innocenter sense

of mild diversion known to Greek and
Persian?

Whence our moral mentor?

Dang it, Mr. Hapgood! Hang it,

Mr. Hapgood!—it was you that done

it!

When the world was warmer there

wasn't no reformer.

The first one, he !>egun it.

And now our joy has died, sir, you aren’t

satisfied, sir?

You take the world, and run it!

Towson (Maryland) New Era
Norman Hapgood is writing some

sprightly and stimulating editorials for

the rejuvenated Harper’s Weekly.
Then, too, he is publishing some cartoons

by Cesare and others that show up hu-

manity in the raw and get on the nerves

of people who think plush-covered

thoughts.

Now Hapgood touches yojir mind like

a wind after a rain. Make* you think

“It ought to be spring pretty soon.”

All that he brings you is fine aud fair,

—

and yet you know it’s only a promise of

better to come.

Strange as it may seem, he admits

there are women on this earth, and that

they face problems similar to those which

male man fact's, and that they have
brains to think with and that many of

them use them.

From the Century Magazine

Chicago (111.) Public

Harper's Weekly is never without

interesting matter, but the issue of No-
vember 8th contains much of extraor-

dinary interest.

New Haven (Conn.) Courier

Harpeh'h Weekly has printed, with the

obvious consent of President Wilson, the

informal address he made to the news-

paper writers stationed at Washington
when he first made their acquaintance at

the While House. It was an extraor-

dinarily intimate address, and that it

was regarded by the newspaper men as

sacred stuff is shown by the fact that not

one word of it ap|>eared in print until

released months afterward by the Presi-

dent himself.

George W\ Rroirn, Portland (Me.)

You are giving us illustrations just the

same, the ill part is surely correct. It

makes us sick to our stomach to look at

them. It gives your paper a sick look

and we believe it will make it bad for

your circulation. We like Leslie's very

much. It is a clean, wholesome, high

grade illustrated publication.

Margaretta Tuttle, Cincinnati (O.)

I am deeply interested in the stir your

paper is making among the women.

Edna Porter, The Everywoman Company.

En route (N. Y.)

Just by way of letting you know how
much I enjoy the “Weekly.” You are

to be complimented upon such articles as

“The Young Suffragists" by Winnifrcd

liar)ht Cooley, '‘The Woman of It”

by Ethel Watts Mumford, and others.

I enjoy every number.

Digitized tj^Coogle



THE BATTLE OF THE LINES
Splendid defensive trork of the .Vary forwards when first their goal was menaced. The secondary defense is shown running up,

but with nothing to do. Toward the dose, however, the Army forwards got the jump on the

Annapolis line, especially in the tackle positions

Current Athletics
By HERBERT REED ("RigAt Wing”)

THE Army defeated the Navy in

one of the most brilliant games of

the 1918 football season largely

through superb coaching, generalship,

and condition. The fact that the coaches

used what lias come to be known as

the "open game" when within striking

distance of the goal line has led hasty

critics to believe that the soldier players

borrowed something from the West.

As a matter of fact no play used by the

Army in its big game came from any other

source than its own coaching staff, and
the entire footl»all campaign at West
Point was laid out and committed to

paper by September 15. I luul myself

thought that the remarkable success of

Notre Dame with the forward pass had
convinced the Army coaches that this

play was an unusually effective scoring

weapon. Since that time, however, 1

have learned that Lieut. Daly and his

aides had been working on this particular

feature of football from the In-ginning of

the season.

IE victory over the Navy, taking into

consideration all the brands of football

played by the West Pointers, belongs first

to the team, and second to purely Army
coaching. It is true, of course, that the

Army’s head coach was influenced to

some extent by his footbull schooling at

Harvard University, but it must be re-

membered that Lieut. Daly was also a

remarkable player while a cadet at West
Point, und that his chief assistant. Capt.
Ernest Graves, was a product of the same
school, although, like his chief, thoroughly

in touch with Harvard football. The
theories of line play promulgated by
Capt. Graves are known in Boston as

"Graves’ Bible.” He hus set his murk
on football as indelibly as any other man
who has ever played the game. About
Lieut. Daly no follower of footltall has

ever heen in doubt.

Such a combination would nuturally

lead to the selection of an able corps of

assistants, and a coaching system that

would perforce get under way with the

o|>ening of the season. When such a

stuff as this is in charge of the building

of an eleven it is idle to presume that

any extraneous influence would Ik?

allowed to upset it at the eleventh hour.

I YIELD to no one in consideration and
* appreciation of the best of Western
football, but it is a mistake to suppose

that the so-called and the real "open
’’

games are not known in the East, and
used with effect when opport unity offers.

Any one who saw the Colgate game at

West Point must have realized that the

Army coaches wen* overlooking nothing

in the wav of the open game, and must
have realized also tliat when the eleven

met the Navy the Soldiers would be

prepared to use every form of attack

known to modern football. When the

test came at the big game it was apparent.

us it had Ijcen all season at the Point,

that there was little or no chance to ac-

complish anything in the line of direct

attack against what was probably the

strongest line on the field this year.

Fortunately for the soldiers, the sharp

charging of their own forwards offset

to some extent the natural physical su-

periority of the first line of Navy defence.

After that it remained for the Army backs

to show more speed, more versatility,

which means in the long run u more
resourceful coaching system.

In the face of such a game as the Army
played it is remarkable that any one
should credit for a moment the story of

the intervention of a strange coach either

at the lust moment before the game, or

between the halves. There was nothing

revolutionary, nothing of the "brain-

storm” alMMit the type of the Army play.

It was the style of game which the rule-

makers had intended should be played,

and. indeed, the Navy, alt>eit defeated,

was not far from the same standard.

It was unfortunate for the midshipmen
that one of their best bocks, McReavy.
was disabled at an early stage, but in the

end I doubt if their first string would have
survived an ill-planned defence.

"C1SPECIALLY in the wide-open game
* J used by the Army in the l»ost tactical

territory was the prevision of the soldier

coaches justified. The Army forward

passes us* 1 from the proper place and on
the proper down, were so |K*rfcctly pro-

tected that there was no rhance of their

acting as boomerangs. When Pritchard,

(he little field-general of the Army eleven,

failed to find his man uncovered, he

dashed the ball to the ground, which cost

him nothing but the loan of a single down.
In the case of the successful passes, the

guarding against a possible interception

and run-back was the best I have seen

this season. Much has been said alMHit

the use and abuse of the forward pass,

and little about the use and ubusc of

what is best known as the "long gainer."

Both Harvard and Yale, the former with

Mahan, the latter with Ainsworth, not

to mention the Navy, with Nicholls

(from the kick formation) sought to

shake a man free for a touchdown, but

it remained for the Army, carrying an

end around l>ehind the prettiest inter-

ference of the season to cover the op-

ponents' territory to such an extent as

to insure practically a touchdown.

/^APEN play, real and so-called, has

been used as a "demoralizer” be-

fore this scuson. but the effect of the suc-

cessful "long gainer" in this respect

was never more in evidence than in the
Army-Navy game. Hail the Army
reached the vicinity of the Navy goal

by any other method, it is doubtful to

my mind whether the succeeding plays

would have heen so eminently successful.

Used at the psychological moment, con-

sidering not alone the position on the

field, but ulso the state of the Navy de-

fence. the one " pinwheel ’’ used by the

soldiers was practically without flaw.

It seems strange tliat u play of this

character should Ik* considered as radical,

in the light of the fact that some of the

best coaches in the East as well as in the

West have been working along these

lines.

It was fortunate for the game that the

final inateli showed something approach-

ing the full |KM.sihilities of the modern
strategy and tactics. The tactical de-

partment has survived every change in

the rules from time immemorial, but it

is only in recent years that the strate-

gical department. Unlay the supreme
test of the gume, has hail full sweep.

All of which means that we arc rapidly

appmuching an ideal game, in that one

team, one coaching staff, and one cuptniu.

learning from the other, will help lift the

play to that standard lK*yond which only

individual genius can progress.

2K , _
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For Cheering Refreshment

— for delicate flavor— for tempting aroma

—

for uniformity of blend you should serve

Ridgways Tea.

Every cup brims with the goodness of the

choicest India and Ceylon crops—grown,
picked, cured and blended with the ex-

pert skill that has made Ridgways the

favorite tea in England for over 75 years.

Packed for American tea-lovers in air-tight

packages of 1-4 lb., 1-2 lb. and 1 lb.— full

weight guaranteed. Sold by all grocers.

Order a package today—the more critical

your taste the better you’ll like

Ml No. Michigan A»t,
Chicago. 111.RIDGWAYS. INC
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There is always a welcoming smile for You and

CHocolates
Exclusive High Grade Chocolates sold by High Grade
Druggists, eighty cents to one dollar and fifty cents
the pound.

"Nylo” Chocolates are absolute in purity and exquisite in
sweetness and flavor. No artificial coloring materials, just
purity all through—carefully selected nuts and fruits and snow-
white sugar cream centers, within a heavy coating of rich

brown chocolate. Most luscious and de-
licious. “NYLO” -remember the name
and that they are sold only at "NYAL”
DRUG STORES.
16,082 of the best Druggist* in

America tell "Nylo” Chocolate*.
There ia one of them right near
you.

For Christmas giving nothing more
appropriate. Each individual "Nylo"
Chocolate is a delicious delight.

Look for the “Nyal” Drug Store
and get your Christmas and

Holiday supply NOW to

avoid possible d i a -

appointment later.

NewYork&London

Drug Co.

New York City

WtaJaor. OaUrw Caa,*,

IMPORTANI

It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Dq>art-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladly answer, by correspondence,

any request for information

regarding specific investment

securities. Authoritative und dis-

interested information regarding

the rating of securities, the his-

tory of investment issues, the

earnings >f properties and the

standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly fur-

nished any reader of Harper’s
'; 'vrxLY who requests it.

*Atwood asks, however,

uirics deal with matters

P'
,r ig to investment rather

tn *eculation. The Finan-

cial Dtp. ment is edited for

investor

Ah * , tloa/ <h aJ-
Jrtntil , At< ,f At

,
Fi» nan/

EAitor, Hmrf t '<!!)
< -/ HuiU-

mg, Nnv Ytr.

A Case of Libel
By FLOYD DELL

THE Manse* ran in its July issue

a cartoon by Art Young, one of

the nineteen artists and writers

who cooperatively edit and publish this

rudieal review of eonleiu|M»rary life. It

showed a reservoir, the source of supply

for the cities and towns seen in the huek-

ground of the picture. Into this res-

ervoir, which was labelled “The News.”
a man was depleted as pouring “lies.”

“suppressed facta,” “prejudice,” “slan-

der.” and “liatred of labor organiza-

tions.” The figure of the man was
labelled “The Associated Press.” There
was ail editorial to eorres|»otid.

In publishing this cartoon and this

editorial, the Manse* expressed vividly

ami inordantly a resentment whirh has

been expressed many times, more mildly

or more indirectly, by those who have
struggled with the problem of getting the

news in which they were especially in-

terestrd before* the people. The resent-

ment may or may not be just. Hut
thousands of persons can be found who
believe, as a result of |M*rsounl experience,

that the Associated Press dors suppress

ami distort certain kinds of news.

The faet seems to Ik* that the general

|M>liey of the majority of American news-
pnpers is unfavorable to the puhlieatimi

of news in the interest of various reforms

nud practically all revolutionary activ-

ities; ami that the Associated Press,

which serves these pa|H*rs, is imbued w ith

the same prejudices. This is only human.
It is not necessary to imagine that there

is u definite conspiracy to falsify uud
suppress news. But the power and in-

fluence of the Associated Press makes it

inevitably stand, in the minds of many
people, as lu-ing morally res|M>nsible for

the state of affairs that exists. The
Manses cartoon merely said what among
radicals including Socialists, reformers,

workingmen and journalists—is very

generally believed. What these people

think, tin* Masses cartoon said.

J)I T among other elasses of |M*ople,
** notably those who conduct tlu* activ-

ities of the Associated Press, a different

view is held. Therefore John I)«n* pri»-

cccdings were brought in the Municipal

Court of New York against the Masses

for eriuiinal lilu*l. The ease was brought

Iwforc Justus* Breen, who looked at the

cartoon—and dismissed the rase for

luck of evidence.

The grand jury took the ease more
seriously, and found un indictment for

criminal lilwl. At first, it is understood,

the whole nineteen editors were to be

proceeded against. But this may have

seemed tin* much like “indicting a na-

tion.” ami the proceedings were narrowed
down to two of the editors. Max East man
and Art Young.

Art Young is an artist with a strong

vein of satiric comedy in his disposition.

Max Eastman is a ikk*I. a lecturer, and

a former professor of philosophy al Co-

lumbia University; he is the author

of two recent luniks. “Enjoyment of

Poetry,'* und “Child of the Amazons,”
a volume of poems.

If these two men are found guilty, they

will get a prison sentence of one year, or

u thousaud dollars fine, or both.

And they may be found guilty.
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U'OR it will he necessary, in order to
* win the case, to prove that their

criticism of the Associated Press is true.

It would be almost as hard to prove that

the Associated Press falsified the news as

it w'ould be to prove that the Associated

Press was honest. Matters of this sort

are not easily simmered down to provable

facts. An impression exists of the un-

fairness of the Associated Press, and that

the putting of two men in jail will not

dis{>cl it. In some minds a strong feeling

will exist that the Associated Press has

taken advantage of an antiquated law,

of which only its millions anil its power
have prevented its being itself made the

victim, to .stamp out the spirit of free

criticism in America.

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

The Bucket-shop Curse

ONE of the most noxious growths on

the financial body of this country

has been the bucket-shop. It is

a subject of general and personal impor-

tance at all times, for three broad reasons.

1. The bucket-shop induces gam-
bling, and leads to losses on the part

of persons who can least afford loss.

i. It is op|K>srd to economic well-

being.

3. Its continued existence makes for

loose and illogical thinking on financial

subjects.

For many years public authorities and
newspapers as well as the regular stock

exchanges have waged relentless warfare

upon these financial pests. In 1910 the

Federal Deportment of Justice arrested

the heads of no less than bucket-

shops. Largely owing to newspaper in-

fluence they were practically driven out

of Massachusetts, hut that state lh said

to be the only eastern or middle-western

commonwealth that is really free from

them. Despite repeated attack, the evil

persists. Like other forms of gambling

ami vice in general it takes different

shape's from time to time. But it is

strangely' persistent.

The subject of speculation in stocks,

grain and cotton affords one of our most
timely bones of contention, although

speculation existed far back in the early

stage's of human life however recent or-

ganized .speculation may Im-. Just how
serviceable is the speculation which is

carried on within tin* precincts of the

New York Stock Exchange and other

similar institutions is a debatable sub-

ject. Perhaps it should lie greatly re-

stricted as well as regulated. But cer-

tainly the consensus of economic opinion

holds that a certain amount is necessary.

Now the public has been often regaled

with accounts of gigantic speculation on

the New- York Stock Exchange, manipu-

lation of stocks uml so oil. Unquestion-

ably many persons operate on this and
similar exchanges from a purely gambling

instinct. There is no study of "intrin-

sic” merits and worths, no desire for a

regular return upon capital invested, but

solely a passion for big stakes. But the

man who buys or sells on these exchanges

is compelled to deliver actually the se-

curities he is trading in. The stocks are

bought outright just as a housewife buys
a piece of ('loth. No doubt the buyer

Ikutows most of the money from a hank,

but there is a real purchase and a real

sale for all that.

Now and then rules of these institu-

tions arc disobeyed, as are all rules. But
taking the New York Stock Exchange as

the leading and largest market, it may he

said that the constituted authorities an*

sharply on the lookout for evasions, and
there is frequent and serious punishment.

The speculator may want to he solely a

gambler, but he is forced into u real mer-

chandising transaction, and the broker

who does not have the stock on hand for

which the speculator has paid, is guilty

of one of the worst offense* the Exchange
is cognizant of.

What is a Bucket-shop

r^UTWARDLY the bucket-shop dif-^ fers little from the member broker.

High sounding names are used, sueli u*

Standard Stock Co. On their signs often

ap|M'ar such statements as: “ Member of

the Exchange,” “Member of the Board."

"Bankers and Brokers,” and so on.

Names of famous houses arc imitated.

The real backers often keep out of sight.

Like many properties used for purposes

of prostitution or other evils, these places

are often owned by persons of prominence.
Able lawyers with political influence are

engaged to defend them. One group of

proprietors is said to have made $<0,000,-

000. One firm alone had seventy

branches. Many of the groups have gone

by the name of “Exchange*” and "Syn-
dicates.” Their secret power and out-

ward appearance cover up the degenerate

nature of their business.

Vast numbers of persons do not know
the difference between a bucket-shop and
a regular broker. It is even hinted that

some persons in very high place* are be-

fuddled on this exceedingly simple subject.

Let us gel at the distinction gradually.

It is well known that speculation Is

carried on by a system of uiurgiiis for the

most part, that is, the speculator supplies

only part of the necessary funds. The
New York Stock Exchange has no rule as

to how much margin its members must
ask. although 10 per cent, is the broad,

general custom. The Exchange, however,

pounces down upon any member which

in the opinion of its Business Conduct
Committee dot's not ask enough to do
business conservatively with. Now the

bucket-shop charges only i per cent. Of
course the dutiger of loss is fur greater

here because 2 per cent, is much more
easily wiped out by a decline in price

than is 10 per rent. It is true that the

2 point man Ioms less, if he does lose all.

than the 10 point man. But the 10

point man not only lias a longer run be-

fore be is destroyed, but he deals with

more responsible people, who are less

likely to decamp over night, he lias more
reliable quotations, and he has a better

opportunity to pay up in full uud thus

become the real owner of his stock.

In the larger cities bucket-shops often

succeed in stealing the Stoek Exchange
prices, or quotations, but in smaller places

the prices quoted are unreliable, and the

speculator has to take the manager’s

word for them. Of course in both cases

the sjHs-ulatiir pays a commission, which

under any system works against his net

profits. But when he has a leeway of only

Robust
Health

Is built principally upon
the sturdy foundation of

Right Food

Purity first -then nutri-

tion to meet the law of

daily waste and repair of

body, brain and nerve cells.

But,—the food must con-

tain all the essential ele-

ments, or there cannot be

robust health.

Injurious preservatives

are not permitted by the

pure food laws; but the law

does not prohibit millers

from leaving out of some
kinds of flour certain parts

of the wheat berry which

contain vital mineral salts

—grown in the grains by

Nature and necessary for

the normal balance of

body, brain and nerves.

This lack in daily food

is responsible for many
common ailments.

Grape-Nuts
FOOD

made of whole wheat and

malted barley meets every

requirement. It has de-

licious taste and retains in

perfect balance a 1

1

the

nutrition of the grains, in-

cluding the mineral salts

—

thus admirably supplying

what many foods lack.

For robust health try

Grape-Nuta.

“There’s a Reason”
Gc
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TRUST YOUR EYES
to the man who has this

sign in his window or office.

hCievve^yx>\i r~ eyx?s

examined, tfdevsses

mevcle a,nI fitted
her*© by' A.n

OPTOMETRIST

There you will find an

optometrist who practices

OPTOMETRY
the scientific, intelligent,

drugless, efficient adap-

tation of glasses for the

aid of vision and relief of

headache and eyestrain.

As practically all the efficiency

and satisfaction of your glasses

depend on the skill and judg-

ment of the man who examines

your eyes, accept the mounting

and lenses he recommends.

C-well Mountings are sold

only by optometrists who agree

not to sell you one unless, in
|

their judgment, it will give you

equal or better satisfaction than

any other mounting.

Personally, as manufacturer,

1 don’t want anyone dissatisfied

with C-well mountings or the

services of optometrists fitting

them.

C.weU Mounting., including careful adjustment,

.ell for *3.00. gold filled, and *5.00, >ol,d gold, with-

out lenaea. Thrac price* indude any adjualmcnl that

i» necessary during the life of the mounting to keep
your gla.ae. accurately placed on your bom and
comfortable. You need gla.ae. if you can't read thi.

•mall type easily at 1 3 inche*.

H .C. GOODWIfJ
ROCtltSTCR . . N .VC

eo.uj's orr/ese ceivraa 1

two points, gets cheated perhaps a quar-

ter of a point on the price itself and has to

pay a commission in addition, then; is

little hope for him. Even when the mar-

ket goes decidedly his way the bucket-

shop kee|MT often refuses to pay up and
leaves overnight.

The Wrong Scent

PROPRIETORS of bucket-shops often
4 speak of themselves as independent

dealers. The idea is assiduously culti-

vated that they are the poor man's stock

exchange, the friend of the people; and
the regulur stock exchanges are spoken of

as monopolies. Well, the latter charge

may Ijc true, and if it should develop that

the New York Stock Exchange is a mo-
nopoly, and a harmful one at that, suitable

steps should he taken to al>ate the nuisance.

But even granting such to he true, the real

issue regarding the parasites we have
l>een talking about is simply beclouded

by taking up a wholly different question.

Bucket-shops are in no sense financial

friends of the people. In the first plare

they draw primarily upon the weaker and
more ignorant, whereas intelligent Stock

Exchange and expert financial opinion

veers more and more strongly to the view

that speculation should be restricted to

the more intelligent and experienced.

But the real point is this: bucket-shops

do not buy stocks at all. They simply re-

ceive wagers or bets upon whether the

prices being made upon the Stock Ex-

change, perhaps a thousand miles away,
will go up or down.
The distinction between the two pro-

cesses is a great one. If I buy 100 shares

of Reading stock on the New York Ex-

change, whatever my motives may be,

that purchase has an effect upon the price

of Reading. But if I bet that Reading
will go up my bet has no conceivable

effect upon prices. In other words the

bucket-shop steals from its customer the

one thing most worth while, a market.

A statement was made before the Mis-

souri legislature that 50,000,000 bushels of

wheat had been “bought” in bucket-

shops in that state within a short period.

If that amount of wheat had been pur-

chased on a real exchange, instead of be-

ing merely wagered at, the price of wheat

might have gone up $1.50 a bushel and
the purchasers given quite a large profit.

Often the purchase of only five or six

thousand shares of stock on a real ex-

change will put prices up. No doubt as

much if not more than this amount is

"bought” at the same time in the form of

bucket-shops bets, which have no price

influence, but if thus o|>eration had been

real buying it might have driven prices

twice as high. The purchaser is deprived

of the effect which his purchase should

have on the murket. In one day in a

large city in New York State bucket-

shops bought 8300 shares to the 1350

shares purchased by the real brokers.

A Gullible People

T'HERE are many other great evils
1 connected with these pestiferous

excrescences upon the financial system.

Nearly all their patrons buy instead of

sdl. and thus when the market goes up
the owners of these financial pool rooms

“stand to lose.” Such establishments

often do close up in advancing markets,

but in markets such as wo have seen in

the last few years they flourish like the

green bay tree. If prices go up they can

often afford, by banding together, to

make a drive against the real market

through real brokers, and thus wipe out
their customers. Such raids art1 common,
and have been customary for years past.

Testimony was given before the Massa-
chusetts legislature that at one time 54
such places had existed in Boston alone,

and had taken $10,000,000 from their

dupes in one year. But in general they

flourish best in the smaller towns and
cities where the average man is perhaps

less familiar with fine distinctions in

stock trading matters than in the larger

cities. In a small town not far from New
York, noted for its beauty, quiet refine-

ment, historical memories and relics as

well os for its famous university, there

existed for quite a time a big bucket-

shop freely patronized by students. No
class of persons could be more ill-fitted

to speculate than college students, and a

reputable brokerage firm would probably

not take their accounts at all.

It is wholly probable that in the minds
of many patrons of bucket-shops there is a

confused idea that all brokers are more or

less alike. Thus the Stock Exchange gets

blame which it docs not deserve. More-
over the Stock Exchange would like at

least |»art of the business which goes to

the hucketcrs. If true speculation helps

to develop a country, and thus fur nearly

all economists have held that it does,

then it is unfortunate that millions of

dollars which could l>e directed into use-

ful channels are wasted. Then, too.

Stock Exchange members feci that they

have the right to suppress bucket-shops

because the latter usually steal their quo-
tations. Finally, state after state has

passed laws against them.

Dl’T these considerations are, after all,

of minor interest. The chief point

of attack is the personal, moral one. The
Stock Exchange may he wronged, but it

is a pretty strong institution. It can look

after itself. The real curse of the thing

is that so many people are willing to de-

ceive themselves, willing to act under
false pretenses. Men who would not bet

on a horse race arc willing to take a

"flier" in a bucket-shop. The towns
most infested with these places are quite

generally communities where churches

and temperance societies flourish.

It is far more honest to l>et on a horse

race than on a stock, for the horse race is

an amusement solely, in keeping with the

gambling instinct, whereas when one bets

on a stock he is making a farce of great

industrial and commercial processes.

Take a stock like Amalgamated Copper
which represents one of the largest pro-

ducers of one of the mast useful metals

in the world. If one really believes such

a business is to become more valuable in

course of months and is prepared to stake

quite an amount U[>oii that belief, he is

engaging in legitimate speculation. In

that case a certificate of ownership in

thin vast copper-mining concern will be
made out to him. But in the bucket-

shop a man simply guesses that in a few

hours or days the person just described

will buy enough of that stock to put it

up. and he who has done nothing will

benefit by the other tnun’s action and bet

upon its result. This is making a mock-
cry of the great processes of industry,

and trying to live upon them without tak-

ing part in them.

The t€*rm "bucket-shop" was first ap-

plied to low dives in the East End of Ix>n-

don where dregs of beer kegs and slops col-

lected from taverns were sold. Thename in

its present application fits precisely, and
no citizen worthy the name ought to pat-

ronize such an abortive financial process.
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Nearly Five Million

AMAN thirty-four years old assumes in a few

days an office which intimately nffects the

welfare of several million Americans. The resi-

dents of Greater New York are almost five mil-

lion. and, if we include those who reside outside of

the city but do business in it, the number is over

five million. The success or failure to solve this

problem in New York is of importance to all parts

of the country. It is of importance to the whole

progressive movement.
As Mr. Sydney Brooks clearly points out in

this issue, it is wholly possible for the recent over-

whelming victory over Tammany Hall to mean
little. It will mean little unless it is followed up.

Whether the defeat of Tammany this year means
the continued rule of the independent citizens

depends on several things.

1. It depends on the wisdom of the eight men,
|

who compose the Board of Estimate, and are

the governing power of the city. The Com-
mittee of One Hundred and Seven for several

months had a desperate struggle to hold together

the different elements in the city long enough for

them to fuse and present a united front to Tam-
many. It was able to do this largely because of

the excellent record of the Board of Estimate for

the four years preceding. There is every sign t hat

Mr. Mitchel and his companions are well fitted to

give to the city the best government it has had.

2. But that is not enough. Even after four

years of excellent government, a continuation of

that government would have been impossible had
not the (Committee of One Hundred and Seven

interfered in a purely voluntary way, and in a

way that cannot be relied upon for the future.

No week went by between March, when the first

mass meeting was held, and October, when the

different factions finally got together, that the

collapse of the movement was not enthusiastically

foretold in the newspapers. There must be

something much more stable than such informal

uprisings if there is to be an end to machine gov-

ernment, The two most important things for

New York City to obtain during the next four

years are home rule and a rational ballot. The
city should have a charter, giving it almost com-
plete power to govern itself. It can never be

well governed as long as nearly five million peo-

ple have to be ruled by farmers up state. This

self-government ought to be carried on by a small !

board, like the present Board of Estimate. That
Board ought to choose the mayor. The mayor
should be a city manager, hired and discharged

like any great executive in private business.

These men, to be entrusted with the power,
;

should be elected on a ballot containing their

names alone, with no party designations. This
would disfranchise everybody who did not care

to study the situation; and it would take away
what the machine lives on.

If New York can take these few steps in the

next four years, the victory of November, 1913,

will have had a vast influence. Otherwise, it

may differ little from other spusms of reform.

Protest from a Senator

SENATOR CHILTON, in a letter to us, indi-

cates that he thinks our contributor, Mc-
Gregor. did him injustice, because in an article on
the Converted Senate he called Senator Chilton a

reactionary. The Senator calls himself a pro-

gressive Democrat, and points out his support of

the Administration. He has indeed worked
with Ills progressive Democratic colleagues on
most questions. It was doubtless his speech and
his vote against the Children’s Bureau Bill, his

vtote against any amendment liberalizing the

Sutherland Workmen’s Compensation Act, his

objection to an investigation of the Lawrence
strike and of the West Virginia reign of terror,

and his vote to seat Senator Stephenson, that

led to McGregor’s expression, along with certain

state matters in West Virginia. Hakper’s
Weekly, however, has no wish to quarrel

with any senator who wishes to be ranked as pro-

gressive. We have little doubt that Senator

Chilton will be found on the right side of the big

questions about to be voted upon.

Directors’ Appetites

J
AMES J. HILL declared that our difficulty in

making both ends meet is due largely to the

Cost of High Living. Recent New Haven dis-

closures indicate that this may be the cause,

also, of some railroads’ troubles. While the In-

terstate Commerce Commission was engaged

last March with the investigation of this banker-

managed corporation, the directors met in Newr

York to consider its necessities. Their dinner

cost the Company $12.50 per person; each

luncheon averaged $6.15 per person. The New
Haven has just passed its dividend—after an

unbroken dividend record of more than 40 years.

During all that time the New Haven has been

preeminently a widows’ and orphans’ invest-

ment. Half the stockholders are women.
More than ten thousand of the stockholders are

presumably of small means; for they own only

from one to ten shares each. It would be in-

teresting to compare their luncheon and dinner

menus with those which the directors enjoyed at

the stockholders’ expense.
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The Outcome in Mexico

SO fur the President's tact in handling tin*

enormously difficult Mexican situation has

been strikingly justified. He has avoided a war.

•He has changed the point of view of foreign na-

tions. He has used just enough influence to en-

courage an outcome that may mean a permanent
advantage to Mexico instead of a further series

of bandit rulers. It may seem a shocking remark
to many of our readers, but this publication will

not be at all sorry to have the civil war in Mexico
continue for some time. If it were to end now,

there would be no solution. There is indeed only

one solution to the Mexican situation, and that

is a different distribution of land. When the

Mexicans have realized this more fully, when
they have fought until the situation makes
possible a redistribution of land, and brings

forward the right ruler to help carry it out, a

peace may be brought about that will be a

real peace.

The Clock

HIGH in a court-house tower in the greatest

of our cities, a clock has given the time to

several generations of men. By day, black

hands on a w'hite face are visible dow'n the streets

and avenues that radiate from the triangular

court-house which uplifts the tower and its time-

keeper. That bland face in the sky starts the

newsboy on his rounds with his sheath of penny
papers, and keeps tabs on the loiterer leaning

against the railing far below, or half-slumbering

I on the steps. Girls of the department stores,

scurrying to work, glance up at the early morning
face and slacken when the day still gives them a

i portion of grace. Motormen, chained to their

|

schedule, and clanging their way through choked

j

traffic, speed up their laden compartments,
• under threat of those ongoing hands.

By night the tower is a pillar of light, and time

;

to a fractional minute can Ik* read for a half mile.

With a fire in its belly, the clock throw’s its

beams into the naughty world of midnight,

speeding the tardy lover, rebuking the roisterer

I

who staggers past its base as it circles toward

the new* day. And soon it signals the corner

tavern that the gracious evening is ended, and

time is for turning out of doors the befuddled

customer, mumbling in his cups.

It seemed to those who have lived in sight of

this sure-footed and lofty witness, that it would
conduct their journey to the end. But, of late,

workmen have been tinkering with its stately

process, and have obscured it with their laths

,

and timbers. From the ground clear to the

I
summit of the tower has sprung a rude temporary

|

structure of ladders and scaffolding, which

J

sprawl across the high ml pillar in uneasy zigzag

lines. The tangle of woodwork is as dense as a

thicket, so that you can no longer read the face

of time. All the unfailing witness is quite

blotted out.

But in evening hours, when the busy repair
:

is silenced* the face of the clock becomes lumi-

nous through the network of structure. The
hands are again pricket! out in black, as they

sweep around with the revolving night. Truth
glow's through the shallow' tracery.

Hope

I
N South Dakota, dwelling upon a reservation

that can be measured by a hundred miles in

any direction, the strongest of Indian tribes is

turning to the setting sun. Great chiefs there

were once, great chiefs and rich. Today there is

poverty and sickness and death. Out upon the

hills and plains that travel toward the Bad Lands,

lies the white of tents where some missionary or

priest has dragged a tuberculosis-ridden Indian

from his cabin that he may make his last fight in

the open air. On ration days at the agency, they

come straggling in, eager for the food that will

carry them through another period of wailing.

The tepees, the furs, the game and the riches of

the days of wfar and plunder have vanished, and

vanishing also is the race. The Sioux were kings

—today they crowd about, the visitor to the

reservation and are happy over the gift of a

nickel. The chiefs w'ere proud. Today they
,

have forgotten pride of bearing. The sun is

setting. The end is near.

And yet they hope. For what, they do not

know. They hope, they smile, they extend their

hands, they say:

“Mebbe by'm-by things change—huh? Meb-
be by'm-by— wdio knows?" It is hope alone

that makes us live. The man of the sick bed
hopes as the last minutes pass; the man of the

cell looks into the future, even as they buckle the

straps upon his wrists.

A Needed Change

AN American type-foundry registered an

original type-face design in foreign countries.

A British type-foundry pirated the design and
the matter was taken into the British courts.

The presiding justice compared the sheets anti

eame to an immediate decision. He said in effect,

“of course, this is a direct imitation," and he
|

fined the British type-founder and ordered the 1

confiscation of the type already produced. An
American type-maker pirated another original de-

sign, issued bv the same foundry. Action against

him was begun about two years ago and the case

may drag along for two or three years. A decision

may not afford relief, because in similar cases the

courts have decided that the patent law's do not

grant exclusive ownership in designs.

American manufacturers of type, furniture,
,

w’all-paper, fabrics, laces, silverware and like

commodities, arc directly interested in the mat-
|

ter, and action on their part recently brought

about the passage, in the interest of the Panama-
|

Pacific Exposition, of the so-called Kahn Bill.

The bill provides protection during the exposi- i

tion, and for three years after its close, to “pro- !

prietors" of designs registered in the country ,

where the exhibitor lives. A foreign exhibitor,

who had pirated and registered in his own coun-
try the original design of an American manufac-
turer, would have the exclusive right to produce
the design in America.

The promoters of the exposition think that to

amend the bill w’ould annoy foreign exhibitors.

As a remedy they propose the passage by Con-
gress of a joint resolution stating wrhat Congress
meant to say. Obviously there is need of an
adequately designed registration law.
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The Oak Park Idea Humility

SOME Chicago ladies have been criticising the
“ rag-time novelists.** They complain be-

cause novels nowadays are not “slices of life’*

but rather “a ragged hole in life into which the

authors have poked and experimented.” This

is complicated, but when Mrs. Johnson of Oak
Park comes down to tacks we understand:

“A good criterion upon which to judge a book. to my
notion, is to ask yourself whether you would tolerate the

hero or heroine in real life. The situation in American liter-

ature today is such that we would not relish the acquain-

tance of the characters of our novelists.

”

On that principle what about the old favorites?

Would you like to shake hands with Bill Sykes?

Pitt Crawley is no gentleman in spite of his title;

t he Marquis of Steyne it wouldn’t be safe even

to meet. Could you tolerate logo and Lady
NIaebeth? It would never do to invite either of

those persons to tea in Oak Park.

WE tell this story because it seems to us a

beautiful story that ought to be told.

It concerns General Bell and the opening of the

gigantic amphitheater in Manila that follows the

lines of the land. The general was much praised

for having built this imposing and enormous

structure. He [jointed to the savage Igorrotcs

that were standing about, trying to understand

what was going on. “I did not build it,” he

said. “God Almighty built it; but if you want

to take building in a different sense, to consider
1 what we did, using the great plans of nature,

those poor fellows built it.”

Speed

A Theater Enterprise

I
N opening the Little Theater this month, Los
Angeles falls in with an interesting tendency

already shown in New York, Philadelphia, Bos-

ton and Chicago. The theater is supported by a
club of well-to-do business men. It has a seating

capacity of only three hundred and thirty-four.

There are no boxes, no balconies, and only four-

teen rows of scats. It has a club atmosphere,

cigars, cigarettes, tea and coffee being served

gratuitously, and the actors of the company
meet ing the audience on the same friendly terms

that marked the green-room days of earlier times.

There are to be no leading men or women, each

player being called upon for whatever part, the

management desires. The plays selected prom-
ise well. Along with Shakespeare, Moliere, and
Sheridan comes the work of modems, including

Maeterlinck,Shaw, Sehnitzler, Ibsen, Galsworthy,

Hrieux, and various Americans.

Enterprising cities all over the country will soon

have theaters of exactly that type, and much
will he done by them for the raising of dramatic

"XTO orchestral concert should last over two i

I

1^1 hours, if as long as that. But last night’s

I
lasted nearly two hours and a half.” So wrote

a newspaper qf a distinguished performance by

the Philharmonic Orchestra.

What has become of our faculty of attention!
|

|

In our larger cities, well-fed persons will linger

over the multitudinous courses of a dinner for

several hours. But when artists render beauty

they are timed to their finish as if they were on a

speed race.

In the early days, the Puritans, a hardy folk,

hemmed in by Indians, took over a continent,

and subdued a granite soil. And yet they had

time enough to sit all day and listen to their par-

son uncover hell, and picture heaven. To us
i

of today the outer conditions of living are easy. 1

Never was there so much time to spare for what-

soever things are excellent. The hours of our

work are cut down to ever-diminishing limits,

i Yet, too restless to enjoy, we bring our jaded

taste to each fresh offering, and expect it to win

its way through fatigue and ennui. If it can’t

reach our jangled mood, we say,“It hasn’t got

the drive.” How can anything great break

|

through that tension? You might as well write

on the shifting sands as make a lasting impression
I

on tortured readjusting nerve centers.

i
standards.

Foreign and American Plays

SOME interesting aspects of the theatrical

situation in this country are brought out

by the fact that the Stage Society of New York,

which has produced such interesting plays and
j

produced them so well, is compelled to give

more foreign plays and fewer American plays

than it wishes to. Just now, for example, it

particularly desires to give an American drama,
and finds it impossible to get hold of the right

one. The American drama is in a much more
promising condition than it ever has been before,

but it will have a long distance to travel before

it. will produce much that can be ranked with the

: best work of Germany, France and Great Britain.

Although that distance is long, it may be travelled

I with speed, since so many of the young men
I and women now coming out of our colleges are

turning their attention toward the theater as the

forum from which they can reach the whole
public and reach it in a peculiarly human and
appealing form of art.

Where are those evenings when I)r. Johnson

would talk his fill through a series of golden hours?

Now we crowd an afternoon with a round of calls,

a half hour to a place, and then tunc up the motor
for the next fluttering descent and departure.

A person will go from a Paderewski recital to

a Bridge party, and then top off with a late

supper and a cabaret performance. Ami when
,

the variegated day is ended, no echo of Chopin
j

is left.

How else can beauty establish its own condi-
j

tions, and become a presence, except as one goes
|

to the appointed place early, and catches the

hush, anti lives quietly with that presence, anti

comes away to a period of rest for reflection?

Today the romance and unfolding tragedy of life

must be reduced to an anecdote. A speech must
be susceptible of being boxed in as a string of

epigrams. A policy in statecraft must be ren-

dered in a head line. “Speed is life,” said the

rich young ruler who died the other day. But
speed is the great refusal to live. It is the at-

tempt to cover emptiness with sensation. Speed 1

carries us far away from home, from noble poetry,
1 from quiet thought.



Christabel Pankhurst's outstanding quality is valiant purity

T \ 711AT is she like?

\ y Well, if you care to take my word for

it, she is, in sum, unlike anything the world

has seen before.

I ought to begin by Admitting that I am not a wholly

uncritical observer of Miss Pnnkhurst. I do not agree

with all her theories, I am not with her in all her practice.

Hut any one can make a fancy sketch of a young woman
who presents as many points of attractiveness as the

Organizer-in-Chief of the W. S. P. U.

While my sketch will be fact rather than fancy, it

will not pretend to he all the facts, even in so far as I see

them. The hour for final judgment is not yet.

In the meantime women who realize what is involved

in the fight for the Suffrage have no duty more binding

than to prevent misrepresentation of those who are in

the forefront of the fight, those captains who, by the

various roads, are leading the legions which converge

towards the Parliaments of the world.

The duty I speak of is most imperative towards those*

most grossly misrepresented.

I have often refused to do a study of Miss Pnnkhurst.
She seemed so much more capable than most people of

making herself clear.

The misunderstanding of her that I find current on
my arrival in America moves me to set down these

impressions from our acquaintanceship extending over

something like eight years.

She lives in the memory of most, turning up that

round chin of hers to meet a question as to tactics; a

slender body braced for defense; flinging out a hand to

6

Christabel
By ELIZABETH ROBINS

send home some thrust, shrivelling criticism in the caustic

of her wit; intolerant of opposition, burying objections

under weight of controverting fact; reconciling the ob-

jector by an imperturbable good-humor; often harnessing

him to the Movement by virtue of her own complete-
ness of dedication.

WE suw her “full face" in the early raids on West-
minster, those called with an audacious irony:

“Going on Deputation to the Prime Minister,"—much
ns a warder might go to the door of a cell and ask the
prisoner, “will you kindly come out, sir. and be hanged."
One sees again the face under a hat awry, yet every

flower, or end of ribbon, showing flag-like where was the
thickest of the fight and where the straight way lay

—

the way to the rudest publicity for matters never so

fully stated liefore.

One secs her facing the police, stop|>ed by them, pro-

testing, always with self-possession and with apparent
expectation of succeeding in the impossible errand.

Profile, this time, as she rises in the dock. A half

sheet of paper in her hand with its three or four notes;

the stylograph stuck back in the case which is pinned to

the yoke of her gown. You see her lifting that face to

the perplexed Jury, to the scandalized Judge. “Come,”
she seems to say, “let us reason together."

She is complimented from the bench upon her able

advocacy, and sent to prison.

She seems to have had her fill of such compliments.

No one must suppose* that she wears always the mili-

tant face. I think of the one I saw flushed with fever,

lying on a sofa in u Yorkshire Hotel. I hud just heard
her speak in the ’market place—speak with strange

patience in the teeth of ignorance* and insult, speak to an
audience I wondered she would care almut convincing.

She was ill at the time, struggling with a cold that would
have extinguished most people. I had watched her
standing for an hour in the windy market place, had
listened to her clouded voice, growing hoarser as she

explained to the foolish, and endured the drunken.

IJALF an hour after, she lay in my room with closed

eyes and fever-bright checks, while her mother
went out to buy quinine, or what not. Had this not

been our first meeting I should have known l>etter than

to waste breath urging her to stay on the sofa all the

evening. She had, I knew, no meeting of her own, but

up she stands and we three go to a man's political gath-

ering. The girl I had thought fit only for bed, rises in

her place and attacks a scheme adv<x*atcd by the man,
afterwards her (and all women’s) good friend, George
Lansbury. That night he was explaining the need of

an appropriation for poor boys’ school games and ath-

letics in the name of the betterment of the race. He
found no fault with, he even defended, the grotesquely

smaller provision proposed for the benefit of poor girls

(and presumably for the benefit of such little share as

they might conceivably have in that matter—of bettering

the race). Suddenly the girl was on her feet by my side,

hardly audible nt first, through the fog of her stifling cold,

but still able hotly to denounce Mr. l#nnsbury for not

protesting against unfair discrimination in favor of

physical trnining for the stronger sex. He, ])oor man,
astonished, a little injured, feeling apparently that he

had done rather well (considering the strength of con-

servative opposition to get any appropriation whatso-

ever), modestly looking, as I thought, for congratulation

—to find himself hauled over the coals, and baited and
trounced by this little girl with the hoarse voice.

I rather think that was the first time Mr. lansbury
ever saw Christabel "full face." Little enough in any
case could he have dreamed then, that he would listen

to that voice till it should lead him and his children to

prison.
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Another time I see her lying in the shade of a cypress

tree in a Sussex garden—a lissome, relaxed figure in an
apple-green gown. In the dark eyes none of the fire we
had seen burning on Westminster raids, but a light that

seemed more a childish gladness of spirit.

She lies there and gives and takes chaff with a school-

boy. He, not a being of easy enthusiasms, is soon

among Christabel’s friends. They sit side by side,

he showing her some illustrations in the Sphere. An
Anti-militant, struck by the tableau, drew me aside

—

“ I’ve watched her for two days. I have the very strong-

est feeling there must be some mistake. That little

schoolgirl can't be making all this trouble."

That was the opinion in the adjacent village, though
obviously shaken by her ringing up the London Head-
quarters office to insist that the Mayor of Dublin should

be held to the promise that had been extracted from him
—heaven knows how—the amazing promise to make an
official visit to London in order to exercise an ancient and
forgotten right, unused for centuries, to plead before the

bar of the House of Commons. The plea in this case was
of course: “give women a share in citizenship"—and
Christabel in. Sussex pulled the strings that brought the

chief civic dignitary out of Dublin and drew him over

the Irish Sea to stand in his mayoral robes and insignia

before the English Commons—adjuring them “ do
justice to women!”

W*:, have in Ixmdon a great music hall whose name,
the Pavilion, was long associated solely with the

most frivolous form of variety entertainment. This hall

has l>een crowded to its capacity, year in, year out, at

the Monday suffrage meetings, and not only by those

interested in the women's movement. We have seen the

boxes there filled with the gilded youth turning their

backs on the stage and talking among themselves on
those Monday afternoons, just as they are in the habit

of doing during the less diverting “turns" at night. We
have seen, at Christabel Pankhurst’s standing up to

speak, all those backs turn, and the faces of the men
crane over the box, curious, alert, responsive to as much
as they understood—to the life and youth and valor of her,

if nothing more—nudging one another at some hit; seizing

her points, laughing with her at her enemies, applauding
her impassioned attacks upon the government with as

much enthusiasm as though she were a Russian dancer.

And when Christabel Pankhurst’s “turn" was over we
have seen the entire party rise and leave the hall.

The Christabel these young gentlemen thought such

good fun was the Christabel who, already for some
years, had been trudging up and down the country,

going through mud and rain, holding little obscure meet-
ings in stuffy rooms; the Christabel who was the first

to brave the horrors of the unreformed Holloway; the

Christabel who gave the flower of her youth to make
votes for women the most vital issue of the day.

J-JAD you called to see Miss Pankhurst?—so had all

these sitting in the entry room. At last you stood

in her little office. The only room she had of all the

many in use by the Union was a sort of passage.

A big desk occupied a good share of the space. On
a swivel chair, a little person writing an editorial. One
window, two doors, and in and out of these doors a con-

stant procession—girls with armfuls of literature, girls

with letters, girls with telegrams, girls and women hur-

rying through one way or another no matter who was
there, or what was being said, written, or thought out.

In the heart of that hurly-burly all the most vital business

of the Union was shaped and launched, up to the hour
when she left that night just in time to escape the clutches

of an exasperated government.
In the great new building in the Kingsway, Christabel

has her more comfortable quarters. She has never oc-

cupied them, never seen them.

WHEN the W. S. P. U. Fund had rolled up its stag-

gering sum, to women’s innocent surprise, the

mere financial prosperity of the Union bred in the breasts

of politicians a respect they hud never shown towards

the principles of justice, or the spectacle of devotion' to

an ideal. The Fund became also a source of envy and
all uncharitablencss in certain adherents of causes less

generously supported.

The air grew thick with vague suspicion and open

charges that the Pankhursts were feathering their nests.

They were living extravagantly on the fat of the land.

Mrs. Pankhurst and Miss Sylvia lived enough of their

time in prison to take the point out of any application

of the charge to them. So it was oftenest referred to

the Pankhurst who was constrained to live on the fat

of “the pleasant land of France."

Christabel Pankhurst in three years of militant martyrdom has changed from the girl shown in the right hand picture

to tlud shown in the left Digitized by GoOgle
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Coining down from the mountains of Savoy I dropped
in one evening on the exiled Organizer. I found her in

the luxury she had then for months been steeped in

—

living en pension in a third-class hotel in a town on the

coast.

One room served the controlling spirit of the rich

Union—one room to sleep in and to work in. That
narrow bed-chamber on the top floor—no lift—reached

only by climbing endless stairs, that place of meager,

dingy furnishing, constituted not only the luxury of her

personal establishment, but served as editor’s office for

the Union paper—the real Headquarters of the Move-
ment. Out of that little room went forth the energy

which, if it was not responsible for keeping the question

of Woman Suffrage intensely alive, did certainly control

und guide the more militant forces.

rJ\\LKING till late into the night, we spoke of a woman
whose latitude of view in matters of sex-relation

had given much offense both to Suffragists and Antis.

Christabel had no love for the theme, but she pitied the

woman—explained her as a doctor diagnoses disease.

Her attitude to the subject reminded me of another

midnight talk a year or so before. She had come down
into the south of England for a little rest and I was
remorseful at letting her sit up so late. I offered her

a novel to take to bed. Yes, she would like a novel.

She took the one I offered and with a gesture of distaste

gave it buck. “I began it," she said, "but I couldn’t

stomach those scenes between the wife and the husband."
1 had not myself read the book, which had not long been

out. Miss Pankhurst described cursorily, with an

effect of haste to lx* done with it, a certain scene which,

along with the critics’ comment on its "strength,” and

Maupassant-like veracity, the world in general had
swallowed without blinking.

At. sight of Christabel Pankhurst’s loathing, I remem-
bered the unblushing utilitarian she is. Whatever
expresses the view's she shares she wall applaud, however
little literate the effort may be. However well done, what,

runs counter to her views she sees no merit in. In fact

she cannot “sec” it at all.

QO I urged the right of the artist (and the author in

question is one) to treat of any and everything under

heaven. In any case, as Christabel could not deny,

scenes far more risqut had been written by men of repute.

Whereupon she jumped down my throat. That was
precisely the trouble, she said, with this woman-writer.

She was trying to go one better—or worse—than men.
Men have some excuse. They have to invent. They
know very' little ubout women. But “women must stop

going to men for information ubout their own sex.”

I had long knowm that many women, and not a few

men, accustomed to look uj>on themselves as fastidious

in matters touching sex-dignity recognized in Christn-

bel Pankhurst an unconscious critic of their meaner
standards.

Not only’ is the mind of this young woman constitu-

tionally incapable of making a base use of unsavory'

topics, she is (not deliberately, but inevitably, because

so was she created,) a touchstone of moral soundness.

If I wrere told that, leaving out the politician and
speaking of the essential woman, I must give in two
words the sum of eight years* knowledge—I would, out

of all the resources of the dictionary', content myself with

saying that Christabel Pankhurst’s outstanding quality

is a valiant purity.

Was Tammany Really Destroyed?

A British View of an American Triumph

FIRST let me congratulate y
rou and

all your colleague* and associate**

in the Fusion ranks on the magni-

tude of your victory over Tammany last

month. Then let mo temper my con-

gratulations with the reminder that the

real test and proof of the value and
durability of any and every electoral

triumph is the use made of it in office.

What New York accomplished on No-
vember 6th was essentially' a work of

destruetion. It got rid of Tammany.
But that is a fact it has frequently per-

formed before, and always with the same
result of Tammany regaining at the next

election every inch of the ground it had
temporarily lost. Do I exaggerate in

saying that the whole history of municipal

administration, not merely in New York
but throughout the United States, shows

that while Americans can pull down
they cannot build up? They can over-

throw a had government; they have yet

to prove they can sustain u good one.

Some too Hagrant scandal may rouse

them for u moment to wreck a " machine'’

and to fill the air with g«x»d resolutions.

But good resolutions arc fleeting things,

and the “machine", in the long run and
under present conditions, is well-nigh

indestructible. I do not say that those

ore wholly wrong who sec in the recent

election a sign that New Yorkers, like the

American people generally, arc licgitming

to cut loose from the domination of the

“bosses” and to treat municipal govera-

By SYDNEY BROOKS
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ment as primarily a business and not a
political problem. But that movement
will have to develop far more strength

and constancy than it has done so far if

it is to win more than a casual victory'

or to endanger Tammany's security at

all |>ernianently. The citizens of New
York have won a respite for the next

four year*. But they have not won
freedom nor anything like it.

T FANCY this would be more clearly
* realized were it not for the common
American habit of regarding the suffrage

as the essence of democracy. So long

a* the.v could vote at recurring periods

for a mull i tu< le of short-term officers,

your people have persuaded themselves

that little more was needed to fulfil

the amplest ideal of popular government.

They have always had a tendency to

look upon the ballot-box as an end in

itself, to think more of success at the

polls than of efficiency in office, to regard

the problem of government as solved when
they hud elected one set of candidates to

office in preference to another set. to

spend their energies on choosing their

representatives and then to forget to

watch over them, to pay too much at-

tention to who is to do the work, und too

little to how it is being done, and to sleep

with the comfortable assurance of a

public duty adequately performed from

the morrow of one election day' to the

dawn of the next. I need not tell you

that a political philosophy so defective

as all this is singularly ill-equipped for

grappling with the concrete ami positive

problem of city government. Democ-
racy, of course, is criticism, is control, is

an alert and informed public opinion,

and is not really machinery at all. While,

therefore, I rejoice with you that Mr.
Mitchel has been elected to the mayor-
alty I still maintain that we ahull not know
what his election means until the votes

arc counted in November, 1917.

13I7HY is it that New Yorkers cannot
' ’ be induced to support a reform

administration for more than a single

term of office and that Tamman.v has

never, in all its long and malodorous

history, been beaten twice running?

Sometimes, undoubtedly, it is because

thi* reform administration neither re-

forms nor administers and sometimes

because it reforms and administers too

much. I know of nothing more comical

than a reform mayor prowling round

New York in a fever to detect “vice."

You arc dealing, remember, with a cos-

mopolitan, vivacious, pleasure-loving pop-

ulation. pugun in its tastes, its habits and
its opinions, imbued with the mercenary

view of polities, and always in more or

less open revolt against the laws with

which the state legislature, largely elected

and controlled by rural votes under the

guidance of machine politicians, attempts

to regulate its behavior. It is a popula-

lie
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lion that takes readily to the ideal of a

free and easy life in a free and easy town.

It is an ideal with which Tammany whole-

heartedly sympathizes and one that, for

a price, the price of blackmail, it will

undertake to translate into fuct. It is

here, as it seems to me. that the passion

of the state legislature for reforming the

morals of New York does Tammany such

inestimable service. Laws are passed at

Albany forbidding—not merely punishing

but forbidding—immorality, gambling,

Sunday drinking and so ou in New York
City. To enforce these laws is, of course',

itu possible; to repeal them is equally

impossible because no legislator will dare

to liave it said of him that he favors

gambling or Sunday drinking or "vice”

of any kind. At the same time the laws

being on the statute lx>ok and all the

“good citizens” clamoring for their en-

forcement. something has to be done
about them. Reformers of Mr. Roose-

velt's kidney will try to carry them out

rigidly and inflexibly and so convulse the

city. Reformers of a less categorical

cast of mind will punish serious and too

open violations and leave the rest alone.

The Tammuny method, after all. is the

most consistent and the easiest. To the

proprietor of the saloon and the gambling
den and the disorderly house Tammany

many rule are taken os a matter .of

course, become grave offenses when com-
mit ten! by reformers. Moreover, no
reform administration that I ean recall

has yet mastered the secret which Tam-
muny so perfectly comprehends, of com-
bination, of “team-plav.” The heads

of the various Departments work far

too independently of one another; they

are too much like a company of star

actors; they quarrel with one another and
criticize each other’s conduct with a

publicity uud freedom quite destructive

of any real unity.

r
|

,HEN. too—though I may, of course,

1 be utterly wrong—I cannot per-

suado myself that the average New Yorker

really likes to be governed by men of

refinement, independent means, and su-

perior social position. At a time of

strong moral cxcitcmeut he may vote for

them, and even elect them to office, but

he quickly wearies of their air of aloofness,

exaggerates their detachment from the

“plain people,” and comes in the end

to resent their presence and activity as

a sort of affront to democracy.

It is asking a good deal of human
nature to rise to the height of a re-

ligious crtisade once every four years,

and New Yorkers, for nil their idealism.

time to the business can hope to manipu-
late it—and how preposterously the

absence of local home rule plays into the

hands of the machine, and how slight

is the average citizen’s interest in good
government, und with what merry cyni-

cism he is apt to accept graft as one of

the essentials of politics, and how deftly

Tammany gets among the poor and Imn

friends them without once seeming con-

descending or self-righteous—when I

reflect on all this the wonder to me is

not that Tammuny should sometimes lose

but that it should ever be defeated.

You have made endless mechanical

efforts at reform. You have tried with-

drawing the police, the schools and
the licensing power from municipal con-

trol. You have tried Mayors with auto-

cratic powers and Mayors with no powers
at all; cities with two legislative cham-
bers and cities with one; elections every
year, every two years, every three and
four years; police boards under a single

head and |>olice boards governed by non-

partisan commissions; and some three

hundred cities, I understand, have had
the courage of their declining faith in

legislative councils ami assemblies, ami
are experimenting with variations of the

Galveston and Des Moines idea. This
last strikes me a« a very interesting in-

" Every reform administration lives in a glass house, with all the electric lights turned on,

and a reporter at each window and keyhole ”

simply says, “Pay me so much a month
and I will protect you.” In the result

everybody is satisfied. The law remains

on the statute book, a glowing testimonial

to the “morality" of New York; it is

not put into action, so nobody feels its

inconvenience; and Tammany grows rich

on the proceeds of its non-enforcement.

Tammany would be well on the way to

starvation if the laws under which New
York is governed were in accordance
with the wishes and opinions of its in-

habitants. In this aspect Tammany. I

have often thought, is really New York’s

and human nature’s protest against legis-

lative altruism and Puritanical meddle-
someness.

The reformers set their standard

high, and by that stundard are they

judged. Mistakes that under a Tam-

are very human—"Th* greatest crusaders

that iver was-fr a shorrt distince," as

Mr. Dooley called them. To let Tam-
many win Is always the path of least re-

sistance. On the Reformers’ side there

is human nature as it ought to be and ns

it may occasionally be wrought up into

being. On the side of Tammany there

is human nature as it is.

When I recall, indeed, the |>erfec-

tion of Tammany’s organization ami
how vast is the number of beneficiaries

of all clusses it has gathered around
it, and with what skill it is ofteu

able to evade its local reputation by an
appeal to party loyalty and regularity,

and how bewilderinglv the machinery of

politics has been over-organized in New
York ns throughout America—until only

professional experts giving their whole

stance of the growing American tendency

to call in autocracy for the purpose of

safeguarding democracy against itself;

and I believe it has really done something

to affect the standard of public opinion

and change the average man’s views of

the place that politics should hold in

municipal administration. Hut I would

suggest that New Yorkers during the

next four years have an even better chance

of striking a blow for civic reform. If

they stand by Mr. Mitchel and reelect

him, or ut any rate keep Tammany out,

every city in the land will be the better

for it. That would be an inspiring,

genuine, unprecedented and (I hope)
not incredible achievement; but you
will not, perhaps, mind if 2 continue

to view its possibility with a certain

skepticism.
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Yes, Indeed
By REBECCA HOOPER EASTMAN

Illustrated by Everett Shinn

M ISS MINNIE McSMITH hadn’t

seen Paul Parkle for months, un-

til the afternoon when she was

drinking tea and eating French pastry ail

alone in a crowded T. R. (Tea Room).
Minnie had a good excuse for eating and
drinking alone: she was hungry, as peo-

ple sometimes are. when they haveu’t had
time for lunch. She had been aware for

some time that there was a man standing

in the T. R. doorway,

when she suddenly

noticed that it was
Parkle. posing. Feeling

unusually charitable,

she waved her micro-

scopic napkin at him.

at which fringed signal,

he came elegantly over.

As he threaded his gra-

cious way among the

women whose chairs

and wraps filled the

passage, he was the true

gallant in every ges-

ture— for might not the

surrounding women
and girls be pinching

one another, and say-

ing:

“Look, Maudie.
there goes Paul Parkle.

the actor.”

Therefore he

seated himself
more impressively than

was necessary, con-

sidering the years that

he had known Miss

McSmith, and began,

as she had known he

would

:

“You have never

seen anything like the

enthusiasm created by

my entrance on the

Harlem Opera House
stage, when I returned

to New York.”
“Indeed?” quoth

Miss McSmith, biting a
monster candied cherry

from the top of a deli-

cate cream puff.

“Oh, yes. I was
playing ‘Brewster's

Millions' at the time,

und you remember that

the entrance is made in

the dark?”
“I remember." She

poured herself another

cup of tea. but inhospitably refrained

from asking Mr. Parkle to join her. (She
had known him, as has been said, for

3'ears.)

“Yes. I enter in the dark. Well, the
minute that vast audience heard my
voice, they applauded and called for me;
they absolutely refused to let me go on
with my part. I stepped into the wings,

and said to the stage manager, ‘You'll

simply have to throw a spot-light on my
face, and let them ace me.’ He saw that

it was impossible for me to proceed, with

their applause growing more deafening

10

every minute. So he put the spot on my
face, and when they liad calmed down, I

stepped forward and said, ‘My friends,' I

said, ‘I thank you. At the end of the

act I shall have an opportunity to say

what I really, at this moment, feel.*

Even then, they would hardly let me go

on. But when that act was over! Min-
nie, I simply cannot describe their furor.

They not only stamped anti clapped,

—

they cheered ! They hopped right up on
the seats, and, think of it! waved Ameri-
can flags.”

“Oh.”
“Yes. yes.”

"How did they happen to have the

flags with them?"
"Oh. I don’t know. . . . But they

had them, Minnie.”

“Oh.”
“Yes."
As the waiter (Missed more French

pastry. Miss McSmith selected a round,

shiny thing that looked like an em-

broidered green satin pincushion at a
church fair, and tackled it curiously.

“Minnie, did I ever tell you what
Bclasco said about my voice?”

“No.”
“He said to me. ‘Parkle,’ he said,

1

Parkle, there isn’t another voice like it.’

"

“I guess that’s true,” said Miss Mc-
Smith, indifferently. Mr. Parkle’s voice

had always vaguely reminded her of

Block Bean Soup; it was so unnecessarily

rich and heavy.

"Getting three hundred a week.” con-

fided Parkle, oilily.

“Oh.”
“ Yes. Mrs. Fiske wanted me in hercom-

pany one time, you know, but I had only

one rehearsal with her. Then I was forced

to leave: from my own choice, understand.”

“Why?”
"Well—it’s a delicate matter. She

saw that I would get all the applause. I

teas splendid in the part, Minnie; it was
made for me. I shall never forget how
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well I read my lines at that first rehearsal.

But it wouldn't do. I couldn't stay on in

the presence of such jealousy/’

“Indeed.”
“Yes. These stars!’’

“Indeed?" The pistachio satin pin-

cushion was proving delicious.

“Oh, certainly. Ethel Barrymore is

simply mad to have me with her. She
said to me, ‘Mr. Parlde,' she said, 'I

have never in my life seen anything like

your work.* But I said, ‘Miss Barry-

more/ I said, 'I cannot leave the people

who love me so, even to play with you.

I must stick to stock/”
Miss MeSmith gave a signal for her

check.

Miss MeSmith took out her purse and
paid the waiter.

Miss MeSmith gave the waiter a

fee, when he returned with her change.

Mr. Parkle. however, did not seem to see

any of this little pantomime. He was star-

ing at the cornice with romantic and mel-

ancholy eyes, for he had just noticed that

the two girls at the next table were looking

at him, and whispering, and he was appear-

ing unconscious. Miss MeSmith, having

puid for her tea. remarked: “Going.”

“Oh—where’s your bill, Minnie? ” He

leaned toward her caressingly. “Allow
me, please, Minnie. Here, waiter!" he

called to the wrong man's back. “ Where is

your check, Minnie?"
"Paid.”

“Paid? What a sleight-of-hand per-

formeryou are !
” They rose. “ I suppose I

told you what Maude Adams did the time

I was with her in ‘The Little Minuter?”’

l_I E was following her out of the T. R.,
1 * John Drewishly.

“Yes.”
Either Mr. Parkle failed to catch her

monosyllable, or else he pretended that

he thought she said “No.”
"She said to me, ‘Paul,’ she said—she

always would call me Paul
—

‘Paul,’ she

said, ‘you are the only man in this coun-

try who can read Shakespeare intelligibly.

Shall I tell Charlie’—meaning of course.

Mr. Charles Frohman, ‘Shall I tell

Charlie to get up a company with you for

Hamlet and me for Ophelia?’ I refused;

how could I do anything else? There
were no actors capuhlc of filling the minor
r6lcs. When I (minted this out to her, she

saw what I meant, and gave up speaking

to Mr. Frohman."
“Oh."

“Yes. And yet, Minnie, in spite of all

tliis, there are people right here in New
York who have never heard the name
Paul Parkle."

“Indeed."

“Oh, yes. I doubt if Society, by
which, of course, I mean the four hun-
dred. is even aware of my existence. The
other day, now, I was on the Avenue,
just as Mrs. Van Blank came out,

and she stared at me with singular inter-

est. I, of course, affected indifference,

but I knew. I knew how she felt, I

knew what she was thinking
—

"

HPHEY had been walking briskly up
Broadway, when Miss MeSmith

suddenly turned into a narrow alley.

“Why, Minnie, where are you going?

This is the stage entrance of the Majestic.”

“Yes. I'm going here to a rehearsal.”

“I didn't know they
allowed reporters at re-

heursals of the new pro-

ductions.”

“I’m not on that news-

paper any more."

“You haven’t—you,

with your figure, Minnie,

—

you haven’t gone on the

stagcY"
“ No—I wrote the play.”

Paul stopped.

"You what?"
“I wrote the play.”

“You WIIAT?”
“Oh, it’s nothing much;

just a little comedy. But
they think it’s going to

make a hit. I wrote it

under the name IJouise

Llewellan, because,
although the name
MeSmith ’s always brought
me luck, it doesn’t seem to

tickle the imagination.”

“You—have—written—

a — play — for — Broad-
way?”
“Yes. You may come

in, if you like." She was
dashing ahead, but he
seized her arm with such

u grip that his fingers felt

like teeth, and she was
sure that there would be
holes in her sleeve.

“Say, Minnie, you
haven't got a small part,

have you? A nice little

part where you could use

an old friend?”

“What—with you get-

ting your three hundred
a week?”

“ Well, cr—thecompany
closes Saturday night. And
whilethree hundred a week
is—nominally my salary, I

never, as you might say,

have received it.”

She stood and looked at

him. irresolutely.

“There’s the part of a

policeman in the third act
”

“Splendid, Minnie, splendid!”

“But he has only one line.” She
didn't dare look at him. "I guess the

manager would give it to you. Although,

of course, you wouldn’t look at it. But

if you want it, come on.”

No time at all elapsed.

He came.

“ There's the part of a policeman in the third act-
’’ “

Splendid , Minnie, splendid!"

A GIBBOX STORY WITH BELLOWS PICTURES
The strongest fiction offering of the new Harpers Weekly will come next tceek in Perceeal Gibbon's unusual story, “ The

Darkened Path". It is a story of a white man ostracized from his own peo/de, living his weird life, against an African background.

It is the kind of a story which many magazines will not print: but it finds a place in Harper's WEEKLY, because of its merit.



A CARPENTER SHOP IN NAZARETH

It was in just such a shop , almost unchanged , that Jesus worked nearly two thousand years ago
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The Autopilgrim’s Progress

Part Two—The Bridal Tour

By WALLACE IRWIN

Illustration* by James Preston

I^emuel Takcth Favor from the Hand of Pcrcival, and
Joy Bells Are Ordered for Two More

^ %

m
“ A RRESTED? What fun! So are we!" said Katury

And fnther looked up for the first time, not suit* he
Was fully awake

And cried, “Mercy sake!”

(Though the ranks of the culprits were rapidly thinning.

The leisurely props of the courtroom sat grinning.)

"D'ye think it’s a picnic or some sort o’ sport

For the whole House o’ Bogg to lx* dragged into court?

Ain't ye shamed some to stand there and face

The public disgrace?’*

Katurah showed mirth and no other emotion;

Her hu.sbaiid grinned, too. "What an old faahioucd

notion!”

He cried, “In this Gasolene Epoch the beat

Sort of people are frequently under arrest. j

Indeed, if you haven’t been pinched once or M
twice *=

They take it to mean
That you’ve got a machine

That’s only equipped for delivering ice.

Now don’t bear a grudge.”

Perry winked at the Judge
And whispered to Lem, “Sure His Honor will

soften;
*

He knows his old friends and refuses to bust If

’em or ^
Bleed ’em. In fact. I’ve been pinched here so

often

He gives me rut rates like a regular customer.”

AGAIN at the Mercy Seat Pereival winked

And o’er the broad face of the Justice thm* twinked

A rosv-red, cynical,

Sort of a grinnieal

Smile like the sun on the morning’s first pinnacle.

Percy drew nearer and secretly bore

A word to The Law. who sat smiling some more,

Then with a nod to Katurah and Pa
And Percy and Ma,

“Since we’ve got the whole family, needless to state

You ought to be fined at our Bargain Club Kate.

Your eliurges ure: Speeding, (my dockets attest).

Contempt o’ the court and resisting arrest.

Since business is slack and tin* day’s rather hot.

Let’s say twenty dollars to cover the lot.”

A PERFECT quartette,
* * They warbled their thi** They warbled their thunks;

But the Judge’s face set

Toward the criminal ranks

As the Bailiff arose with his usual rour,
'*Casc Forty- 1 housand-six-hu udml-and-four

!”

And. twined like a bridal wreath, paced through the door
The “nice Mr. Hill” and his Gweiidolaide .loners.

Nestled so n«>ar

You almost could hear

That overdone joy-march of oki Mendelssohn's.

VJCTHAT!” roared the Judge, and
* * full red grew his face,

“Is this thing a wedding or a crimi-

nal ease?”
" Both.” warbled Percy
Who, t>egging for mercy.

Rose up again ami edged dose to

the bar,

"They are arrested for speeding their

car;

But this explanation

In ex-temmlion

I make: They were scorching so fast

and so far

In search of your regal

Office and legal,

Your gifts to employ for the

(]
rite matrimonial.’’

im.’. VX7ELL,” drawled the Judge, and his air was
* * baronial,

“Cases like that sure deserve a life sentence

—

Rn, Hasty decistons mean years of repentance.

W/A Seventeen dollars will cover the crime.
Wile (’oine here at noon and we’ll turn on the chime.”

ONE o’clock struck and at Johnson’s Hotel

A crisp wedding breakfast was spread from

the wdl-

Stocked larder or forage,
'•* (Mostly cold storage)

« And the |»arty sat down to the tap of the bell.

it rpiIE Judge mode u speech when they opened
* * champagne

They all liked the wine, except Lem. who spoke plain,

“Them ncw-fauglcd bubbles

Git up mv nose.

One o* the troubles

Of life, I suppose.

They didn't drink that, sir, when I was a boy;

But this Gasolene Age has plumb changed all our joy.

Used to be so. when a man was arrested.

He just quit the town where his cash was invested.

But now, when ye’re jailed, if the Judge gits the sign.

He marries ye first, then reduces the fine

And asks y* to dinner with sody-pop wine!”

Lem scratched his ear

And remarked, "It’s dum queer,

When y’re auloin’ round, just a-thinkin' and set tin’.

What new-fangled, dew-dangled fixes y’ get in!"

(the end)
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"Hutmell irent on involving the trembling and discomposed wretch in the box in new and even more palpable lie*''

Criminals I Have Known
By T. P. O’CONNOR

Illustrated by William M. Berger

I
SAW him when I was quite a young-

ster. and never did there seem a man
less likely by nature to play a prom-

inent part in a mighty and historic crime

and tragedy. He looked the good-na-

tured. easy-going, laughter-loving bon

vivant in everything—in the rather obese

body, the full and flushed face, in the

careful clothes with a prominent white

waistcoat, and in the siuglc eyeglass.

Good-nature, self-indulgence, frankness,

a certain Falstaffian humor— these were

the impressions he was calculated to pro-

duce at first sight. Later, all this wus

increased by a premature baldness and
prematurely white hair, the lutter in con-

trast with the face that remained full, un-

filled. flushed, and juvenile. And there

occurred, while he was still a compara-

tively young man. an incident in his ca-

reer which was calculated to make one

think of him kindly as one who look the

strokes of even inauspicious fortune with

undisturbed good humor. He and the

late Mr. A. M. Sullivan were condemned
simultaneously to imprisonment for hot

articles written in times of excitement.

The sentence of Mr. Sullivan was for six

months and that of the other for twelve:

but Mr. Sullivan was a restless, a nervous,

and a delicate man. and he suffered se-
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II. Richard Pigott

verely, and said so. The other man held

his tongue, and apparently was quite con-

tent to remain in his cell as much at

ease as in his house.

OUCH was the Richard Pigott I knew
^ in the early 'seventies of lost century.

By and by I knew him better. He was the

conductor of two Irish weeklies—both
advanced in views and both rather antag-

onistic to the Constitutional movement to

which I was already attached; but he
always spoke of me kindly. He himself

liad no special gifts for writing, and in-

deed was too lazy ever to do work he
could get others to do for him. And In-

paid very small salaries. But neverthe-

less he produced good papers in which

many men of fine enthusiasms anti great

literary abilities wrote. It was generally

known that he was one of the large race

of men who are constantly hard up. That
flushed cheek was not uttained without

considerable indulgence in the pleasures

of the table, -solid and liquid. And as

time went on there were ugly whispers of

defalcations. His papers were the treas-

uries of several political funds destined

for the families of political prisoners or

for the temporary relief of the prisoners

when they got out of prison. And one

dark evening, in the street in which the

pa{K*rs were published, his cashier was
fired at and seriously wounded, and the

awful suggestion wus made thut the |>oor

man. who was represented as a traitor,

was only a faithful accountant who knew
too much about the ugly story inside

the newspaper office. Then the moment
come when Richard Pigott found it im-

possible to go on, and he sold his chief

paper to the purty of which Mr. Parnell

had l>ccome the leader. The money re-

ceived was apparently soon lost, and
Pigott was thrown l>ack on his wits for

a livelihood ; and, as his tastes were ex-

pensive, the wits had much work to do.

IT was then that the evil instincts and the
* sinister gifts of the man were given full

play. He became the prince of begging-

letter writers; he carried on an odious

trade in the dissemination of foul literature

and pictures.

Then came the moment of the tragic

and titanic fight between Parnell and
the mighty forces of English and of

Irish fife, which, after centuries of om-
nipotence. that extraordinary man was
threatening to pull down. Pigott saw
the op|N»rtunity for u purt which has so

often been player! in revolutionary times.

git,zed by GooD ile
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He had been the chief voice of the revo-

lutionary section for years, and the sug-

gestion was inevitable to such a nature

in the Ireland of that day as in the Rus-

sia of this, that he should turn State in-

former instead of revolutionary. Mr.
Forster was then Chief Secretary for Ire-

land. and engaged in a fierce struggle with

all the forces of the revolution in Ireland,

and to Mr. Forster Pigott applied. Mr.
Forster was at once a merciless

opponent and a good-natured

man. aud, partly in the hope of

help against the terrific forces

he was fighting, and partly be-

cause he was really moved by
Pigott’s letters—which were

quite admirable from the

bagging-letter point of view

—

he gave Pigott considerable

sums of money.

"DUT Pigott suddenly found

an El Dorado whose treas-

ures were as Golconda to him
in comparison with anything

he had ever seen before. The
Times newspaper had carried

on a fierce, a brilliant, and a

damaging campaign against

the Irish leaders, aud especially

against Mr. Parnell. Its object

was to destroy Parnell, and. in

destroying him, to destroy the

mighty und apparently irresis-

tible movement of which he
was the head. And this object

could be uttained if in any way
it could be shown that Parnell

had direct participation in auy
of the terrible events by which

the Irish, like all revolutions,

had been accompanied. One
crime stood out in terrible re-

lief. As is well known. Lord
Frederick Cavendish, going

over to Ireland on a mission

of mercy and reconciliation,

was murdered in Phoenix Park
along with Mr. Burke, the

permanent Under Secretary for

Ireland. It is difficult at this

time of day to realize all the

world-wide horror which this

crime created. For a time it

shook the Irish movement to

its very foundations, and not

only the movement, but the life

of Paniell was in danger. But
the tempest blew over for a

year, and then it was revival in

all its horror, and perhaps even
increased in its violence by the

revelations made by Carey,

who, having been one of the

organizers of the dreadful conspiracy of

which the Phoenix murders were the out-

come, had turned informant and revealed

to the horrified and startled world the

ghastly interior of the whole terrible story.

HHHE Times felt that its story had at
* last received confirmation, and it

began soon to hint that other and more
terrible revelations were coming. For
the Times by then had got into commu-
nication with Pigott, und Pigott suddenly
found himself in the position of being able

to command sums which to him were be-

yond the dreams of avarice, by the very

simple method of forging letters nnd sig-

natures. He forged and forged, but ap-
parently both the appetite and the purse

of the Times were inexhaustible, and he
went on with more forgeries und getting

more money until at last his gains from
this source amounted to several thou-

sands of pounds.

editor of a paper, and I took on myself

the duty of describing the important
scenes in this exciting drama, and thus I

had the opportunity of seeing perhaps the

most tragic cross-examination the courts

of law have ever seen. The cross-exam-

iner was the late Lord Russell—then Sir

Charles and still at the Bar. He towered,

even amid the legal giants engaged in

this case, as easily above them all as docs

the Matterhorn above all other

Swiss mountains. And, con-

fident in his case, Russell fell

upon Pigott with all the tre-

mendous and almost cruel

force of his own strong per-

sonality and of the still stronger

force of the facts he knew.

And poor Pigott, in the course

of half an hour, was reduced to

pitiful pulp. You could see

the unfortunate wretch crum-
pling up and, as it were,

dissolving, under the pitilrss

cross-examination.

DUT to the court generally

the spectacle descended
from tragedy to farce. As
begging-letter after letter was
read, with their unctuous whine
and their hypocrisy, nobody
could keep his countenance,

and peals of laughter resounded

through the court. The comic
effect was increased to an al-

most intolerable degree by the

strange spectacle on the bench

where the three grave judges

sat, aloof from all this bub-
bling and seething welter of

human and political passions

on the seats below. One judge,

the late Mr. Justice Day, had
excited a strange feeling be-

cause, alone of the three, he
had never opened his lips

throughout the whole inquiry.

But to the amazement of

everybody, Pigott broke ddwu
this composure and aloofness.

Mr. Justice Day writhed in

laughter, he seemed to become
almost hysteric, and this

strange and unexpected sight

set the roar all over the court,

until in the end the laughter

seemed to end in one universal

shriek. And meantime Russell

went on involving the trembling

and discomposed wretch in the

l>ox in new contradictions, new
and even more palpable lies;

until in the end it almost

looked os if a great bruiser were

kicking to death the weak opponent he

had already bruised into pulp.

VTO one was surprised when the court
^ ^ met the next day that Pigott was no

longer in the box, aud soon the news came
that he had fled. He had in the mean-

time, with the characteristic weakness

and treachery of such a nature, made an

attempt to save himself by going into the

oppositecamp. In Mr. Labouchere’s house

before the keen, searching, and merciless

eyes of that master cynic and of the late

Sir George Lewis, he told the whole story

of the forgeries, even revealing the meth-

ods which he had employed to give some
approach to resemblance to the signature

of Parnell. Detectives pursued Pigott

hotfoot to Madrid, whither he had fled.

They found him in an hotel of that city.

On sonic excuse he managed to be allowed

to go to his bedroom, and there he blew

out his bruins.

At last, on the morning of the day
when the second reading of a Coercion

Bill was about to be put to the test of a

division in the House of Commons, the

thunderbolt fell on an astounded and
horrified world. The Times published

a letter Icoring the signature of Parnell

and indicating sympathy, if not conni-

vance. with the Phoenix Park murders.

Never in the history of British politics

".Is time went on. there were ugly whis/ters of defalcations''

was there a revelation which seemed des-

tined to transform so utterly an entire

political situation and more certain to

bring to earth a mighty fabric wrought by
hands so potent as those of Gladstone and
Parnell. For by this time Gladstone had

taken up the cause of Parnell, and had

committed a great British, as well as the

Irish, party to the cause of Home Rule.

Reckless, penniless, greedy of appetite

and of money to satisfy it, Pigott may
have hoped that he could escape the final

Nemesis.

An inquiry' was ordered by the House
of Commons, and after loug delays and
apparently great reluctance, the Times

was compelled to put Pigott in the box.

The day of retribution had come slowly

but surely.

It was not long before it was seen by
everybody that Pigott was the author

and the writer of the terrible letter which

had created such a cyclone. I was then

Nest week trill appear ** Henri Le Caron," the third of this series of stories by T. P. O'Connor.
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__ Where
the Banker

Is

Superfluous

By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Being Part VI of **Breaking

the Money Trust ”

In Baltimore, with the assistance of " The Sun" $4,760.000 were sold "over

the counter ” on a 4 1-2 per cent. basis Hotv the Banker Can Serve

THE abolition of interlocking di-

rectorates will greatly curtail the

bankers’ power by putting an end

to many improper combinations. Pub-
licity concerning bankers' commissions,

profits and associates, will lend effective

aid. particularly by eurhiug undue ex-

actions. Many of the specific measures

recommended by the Pujo Committee
(some of them dealing with technical

details.) will go far toward correcting cor-

porate and banking abuses; and thus

tend to arrest financial concentration.

But the investment banker has, within

his legitimate province, acquired control

so extensive as to menace the public wel-

fare. even where his business is properly

conducted. If the New Freedom is to be

attained, every proper means of lessen-

ing hLs power must be availed of. And
a simple and effective remedy, which

can be widely applied, even without

new legislation, lies near at hand:—
Kliminate the banker- middleman where
he is superfluous.

Today practically all governments,
states and municipalities pay toll to the

banker on all bonds sold. Why should

they? It is not because the banker is al-

ways needed. It is because the banker
controls the only avenue through which
the investor in bonds and stocks can or-

dinarily be reached. The banker has be-

come the universal tax gatherer. True,
the pro rata of taxes levied by him upon
our state and city governments is less

than that levied by him upon the cor-

porations. But few states or cities escape

payment of some such tax to the banker
on every loan it makes. Even where the
new issues of bonds are sold at public auc-

tion. or to the highest bidder on sealed

proposals, the bankers’ syndicates usu-

ally secure large blocks of the bonds
which are sold to the people at a con-

siderable profit. The middleman, even
though unnecessary, collects his tribute.

There is a legitimate field for dealers in

state und municipal bonds, us for other

merchants. Investors already owning
such bonds must have a medium through
which they cun sell their holdings. And
thane states or municipalities which lack

an established reputation umoiig investors,

or which must seek more distant markets,

need the banker to distribute new issues.

18

But there are many states ami cities which

have an established reputation and have

a home market at hand. These should

sell their bonds direct to investors without

the intervention of a middleman. And as

like conditions prevail with some corpo-

rations, their bonds and stocks should also

be sold direct to the investor. Both
financial efficiency and industrial liberty

demand that the bankers’ toll !>ca!>olishcd.

where that is possible.

Banker and Broker

r
I 'HE business of the investment banker
* must not be confused with that of

the bond and stock broker. The two are

often combined; but the functions are

essentially different. The broker per-

forms a very limited service. He has

properly nothing to do with the original

issue of securities, nor with their intro-

duction into the market. He merely
negotiates a purchase or sale as agent for

another under specific orders. He exer-

cises no discretion, except in the method
of bringing buyer and seller together, or

of executing orders. For his humble ser-

vice he receives a moderate compensation,

a commission, usually one-eighth of one
per cent. (12*4 cents for each $100) on the

par value of the security sold. The in-

vestment banker also is a mere middle-

man. But he is a principal, not an agent.

He is a merchant in bonds and stocks.

The compensation received for his part

in the transaction is in many cases more
accurately described as profit than as

commission. So far us concerns new
Issues of government, state and municipal

bonds, especially, he acts os merchant,

buying and selling securities on his own
behalf; buying commonly at wholesale

from the maker und selling at retail to

the investors; taking the merchant's

risk ami the merchant's profits. On
purchases of corporate securities the

profits are often very Urge; but even

a large profit may be entirely proper;

for when the banker's services are

needed and an* properly performed, they

are of great value. On purchases of

government, state and municipal securi-

ties the profit is usually sinuller; but even

a very small profit cannot be justified,

if unnecessary.

rPHE banker’s services include three
* distinct functions, and only three:

First: Specifically as expert. The in-

vestment banker has the responsibility

of the ordinary retailer to sell only that

merchandise which is good of its kind.

But his responsibility in this respect is

unusually heavy, because he deals in an

article on which u great majority of his

customers are unable, themselves, to

pass intelligent judgment without aid.

The purchase by the investor of most cor-

porate securities is little better than a

gamble, where he fails to get the ad-

vice of some one who has investigated

the security thoroughly as the banker

should. For few investors have the

time, the facilities, or the ability to

investigate properly the value of corporate

securities.

Second: Specifically as distributor.

The banker performs an all-important

service in providing an outlet for securi-

ties. His connections enable him to

reach possible buyers quickly. And
good-will,—that is, possession of the con-

fidence of regular customers -enables

him to effect salt's where the maker of the

security might utterly fail to find a

market.

Third: Specifically as jobber or retailer.

The investment banker, like other mer-

chants, carries his stock in trade until it

can be marketed. In this he performs a

service which is often of great value to the

maker. Needed cash is obtained imme-
diately liecause the whole issue of securi-

ties can thus be disposed of by a single

transaction. And even where there is

not immediate payment, the knowledge

that the money will be provided when

needed, is often of paramount impor-

tance. By carrying securities in stock, the

hanker |>crforms a service also to inves-

tors, who are thereby enabled to buy
securities at such time as they desire.

Whenever makers of securities or in-

vestors require all or any of these three

services, the investment banker is needed,

and payment of compensation to him

is proper. Where there is no such need,

the banker is clearly superfluous. And
in respect to the original issue of many
of our state und municipal bonds, ami

of some <-orporate securities, no such

need exists.



I.V preceding articles
,
Mr.

A Brandeii has shown the

need of abolishing interlock-

ing directorates and of har-

ing full publicity regarding

bankers ’ commissions, profits

and associations. lie now

takes up the large question

of the immense control of

the investment banker even

within his own legitimate

province and lays down a

simple and effective remedy

which can be widely applied

even without new legislation.

Where the Banker Serves Not

¥ T needs no banker exports in value to
* tell us that bonds of Massachusetts or

New York, of Boston. Philadelphia or

Baltimore and of scores of lesser Ameri-

can cities, are safe investments. The
l>asic financial facts in regard to such

bonds are a part of the common knowl-

edge of many American investors; and,

certainly, of must possible investors who
reside in the particular state or city whose
bonds are in question. Where the finan-

cial facts are not generally known, they

are so simple, that they can be easily

summarized and understood by any
prospective investor without interpre-

tation by an expert. Bankers often

employ, before purchasing securities, their

own accountants to verify the statements

supplied hy the makers of the security,

and use these accountants' certificates as

an aid in selling. States and municipali-

ties, the makers of the securities, might

for the same purpose, employ independ-

ent public accountants of high reputa-

tion, who would give their certificates for

use in marketing the securities. Inves-

tors could also be assured without banker-

aid that the basic legal conditions are

sound. Bankers, before purchasing an

issue of securities, customarily obtain

from their own counsel an opinion as to

its legality, which investors are invited to

examine. It would answer the same
purpose, if .states and municipalities should

supplement the opinion of their legal

representatives by tliat of independent

counsel of recognized professional stand-

ing. who would certify to the legality of

the issue.

Neither should an investment banker

be needed to find investors willing to take

up. in small lots, a new issue of Itonds of

New York or Massachusetts, of Boston,

Philadelphia or Baltimore, or a hundred

other American cities. A state or muni-
cipality seeking to market direct to the

investor its own bonds would naturally

experience, at the outset, some difficulty

in marketing a large Issue. And in a
newer community, where there is little

accumulation of unemployed capital, it

might Ik* impossible to find buyers for

any large issue. Investors are apt to Ik*

conservative; and they have been trained

to regard the intervention of the banker

as necessary. The bankers would natur-

ally discourage any attempt of state's and
cities to dispense with their services.

Entrance upou a market, hitherto mon-
opolized by them, would usually have to

be struggled for. But banker-fed inves-

tors, as well as others could, in time, Ik*

brought to realize the advantage of avoid-

ing the middleman and dealing direct

with responsible borrowers. Govern-

ments, like private concerns, would have
to do educational work; but this pub-

licity would be much less expensive and
much more productive than that under-

taken by the bankers. Many investors

are already impatient of banker exac-

tions; and eager to deal direct with gov-

ernmental agencies in whom they have
more confidence. And a great demand
could, at once, be developed among
smaller investors whom the bankers have

been unable to interest, and who now
never huy state or municipal bonds. The
opening of this new field would furnish a
market, in some respects more desirable

and certainly wider than that now reached

by the bankers.

Neither do states or cities ordinarily

need the services of the investment banker
to carry their lamds pending distribu-

tion to the investor. Y\
?

here there is im-

mediate need for large funds, states and
cities—at least the older communities —
should be able to raise the money tem-

porarily, quite as well as the bankers do
now. while awaiting distribution of their

bonds to the investor. Bankers carry the

bonds with other people’s money, not

with their own. Why should not cities

get the temporary use of other jioople’s

money as well? Bankers have the pref-

erential use of the deposits in the banks,

often because they control the banks.

Free these institutions from banker-con-

trol, and no applicant to borrow the peo-

ple’s money will Ik* received with greater

favor than our large cities. Boston, with

its $1,500,000,000 of assessed valuation

and $?H,0*tH,l^tt net debt, is certainly

as good a risk as even Lee. Higginson &
Co. or Kidder. Peabody & Co.

But ordinarily cities do not. or should

not. require large sums of money at any
one time. Such need of large sums «I«m*s

not arise except from time to time where

maturing loans are to he met, or when
some existing public utility plant is to be

taken over from private owners. Large

issues of bonds for any other purpose are

usually made in anticipation of future

needs, rather than to meet present neces-

sities. Modem efficient public financier-

ing. through substituting serial bonds for

the long term issues (which in Massa-
chusetts lias been made obligatory) will,

in time, remove the need of large sums
at one time for paying maturing debts,

since each year’s maturities will be paid

from the year’s taxes. Purchase of exist-

ing public utility plants arc of rare occur-

rence, and are apt to be preceded by long

periods of negotiation. When they occur

they can, if foresight be exercised, usually

be financed without full cash payment ut

one time.

Today, when a large issue of 1Kinds is

made, the banker, while ostensibly pay-

ing his own money to the city, actually

lends the city other people’s money which

he has borrowed from the banks. Thus
the banks get back, through the city's

deposits, a large part of the money so

lent. And when the money Is returned

to the bank, the banker has the oppor-

tunity of liorrowing it again for other

operations. The process results in double

loss to the city. The city loses by not

getting from the banks as much for its

bonds as investors would pay. And then

it loses interest on the money raised be-

fore it is needed. For the bankers receive

from the city bonds Iwaring rarely less

than 4 per cent, interest; while the pro-

ceeds are deposited in the Itanks which

rarely allow more than i per cent, in-

terest on the daily balances.

Cities That Helpe<l Themselves

I N the present year some cities have been
* led by necessity to help themselves.

The bond market was poor. Business

was uncertain, money tight and the ordi-

nary investor reluctant. Bankers were

loth to take new bond issues. Munici-

palities were unwilling to pay the high

rates demanded of them. Anil many
eities were prohibited by law or ordinance

10
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from paying more than 4 per cent, in-

terest; while good municipal lionds were

then selling on a 4 to 3 per cent, basis.

But money had to be raised, anti the at-

tempt was made to borrow it direct from

the lenders instead of from the banker-

middleman. Among the cities which

raised money in this way were Philadel-

phia, Baltimore, St. Paul, Utica, and

New York.

Philadelphia, under Mayor Blankcn-

burg’s inspiration, sold nearly $4,175,000

in about two days on a 4 per cent, basis

and another “over-the-counter” sale has

been made since. In Baltimore, with the

assistance of the Sun, $1,7<H5,0<K) were

sold "over the counter" on a 4} £ percent,

basis. Utica’s two “popular sales” of 4h$
|>er cent. (winds were largely "over-sub-

scribed." And since then other cities large

anti small have hud their "over-the-

counter” bond sales. The experience of

Utica, as stated by its Controller, Fred G.
Reusswig, must prove of general interest

:

“In June of the present year I ad-

vertised for sale two issues—one of

$100,000 and the other of #19.000,

bearing interest of 4)^ per cent. The
latter issue was purchased at par by a
local bidder and of the former we pur-

chased $10,000 for our sinking funds.

That left $90,000 unsold, for which

there were no bidders, which was the

first time that I had l>een unable to sell

our bonds. About this time the ‘ popu-

lar sales’ of Baltimore and Philadel-

phia attracted my attention. The laws

in effect in those cities did not restrict

the officials as does our law and I could

not copy their methods. I realized

that there was plenty of money in this

immediate vicinity and if I could de-

vise a plan conforming with our laws

under which I could make the sale at-

tractive to small investors it would un-

doubtedly prove successful. I had

found, in previous efforts to interest

people of small means, that they did

not understand the meaning of pre-

mium and would rather not buy than

bid above par. They also objected to

making a deposit with their bids. In

arranging for the ‘popular sales’ I an-

nounced in the pa|H*rs that, while I

must award to the highest bidder, it

was my opinion that a par bid would

be the highest hid. I also announced

that we would issue bonds in denomi-

nations as low as $100 and tliat we
would not require a depositexcept where

the bid was $5,000 or over. Then I

succeeded in getting the local papers to

print cditorioLs and local notices upon
the subject of municipal bonds, with

particular reference to those of Utica

and the forthcoming sale. I enclose

you copies of our notice of sale and
bidding blank, which was virtually u

subscription blank. All the prospec-

tive purchaser had to do was to fill in

the amount desired, sign his name, seal

the bid and await the day for the

award. I did not have many bidders

for very small amounts. There was
only one for $100 at the first sale and
one for $100 at the second sale and not

more than ten who wanted less than

$500. Most of the bidders were look-

ing for from $1,000 to #5,000, but
nearly all were people of compara-

tively small means, and with some the

investment represented all their sav-

ings. In awarding the bonds I gave
preference to residents of Utica and I

hail no difficulty in apportioning the

various maturities in a satisfactory way.
“ I believe that there are a large num-

ber of persons in even- city who would
buy their own ImiihIs if the way were

marie easier by law. Syracuse and the

neighboring village of Dion, both of

which had berm unable to sell in the

usual way, came to me for a program
of procedure and both have since had
successful sales along similar lines.

We have been able by this means to

keep the interest rate on our bonds at

4* 2 per cent., while cities which have
followed the old plan of relying upon
inmd houses have had to increase the

rate to 5 per cent. I am in favor of

amending the law in such a manner
that the Common Council, approver!

by the Board of Estimate und Appor-
tionment, may fix the prices at which

bonds shall be sold, instead of calling

for competitive bids. Then place the

bonds on sale at the Controller’s office

to any one who will pay the price. The
prices upon each issue should lie graded

according to the different values of

different maturities. Under the pres-

ent law, as we have it, conditions are

too complicated to make a sale prac-

ticable except upon a basis of par bids.”

The St. Paul Experiment

OT, PAUL wisely introduced into its ex-

^ periment a more democratic feature,

which Tom L. Johnson, Cleveland’s great

mayor, thought out (but did not utilize),

und which his friend W. B. Culver, now
Editor-In-Chief of the Daily News.

brought to the attention of the St. Paul
officials. Mayor Johnson had recognized

the importance of reaching the small sav-

ings of the people; and concluded that it

was necessary not only to issue the bonds
in very small denominations, but also to

make them redeemable at |>ar. He sought

to combine practically, l>ond investment

with the savings bank privilege. The
fact that municipal bonds are issuable

ordinarily only in large denominations,

say, $1,000, presented an obstacle to be

overcome. Mayor Johnson’s plan was to

have the sinking fund commissioners take

large blocks of the bonds, issue against

them certificates in denominations of $10,

and have the commissioners agree (under

their power to purchase securities) to buy
the certificates back at par and interest.

Savings bank experience, he insisted,

showed that the redemption feature would

not prove an embarrassment; as the per-

centage of those wishing to withdraw their

money is small; and deposits are nearly

always far in excess of withdrawals.

The St. Paul sinking fund commission-

ers and City Attorney O'Neill approved
Die Johnson plan; and in the face of high

money rates, sold on a 4 j>er cent, lrasis,

during July, certificates to the net amount
of $502,300; during August, $147,000; and
duringSeptember, over$ 1 50,000, the aver-

age net sales being about $5,700 a day.

Many cities ore now prevented from sell-

ing bonds direct to the small investors,

through luws which compel bonds to be
issued in large denominations or which
require the issue to be offered to the high-

est bidder. It is said that Governor Cox
of Ohio, a very progressive magistrate

—

has “given his pledge that a law will be

passed at the special session of the legis-

lature this winter to permit cities to offer

their bonds first to the common people in

$10, $25, and $50 lots.”

Salesmanship ami Education

CUCH success us lias already been at-

tairied is largely due to the unpaid

educational work of leading progressive

newspapers, But the educational work
to be done must not lx- confined to teach-

ing “the people"—the buyers of the

bouds. Municipal officials and legisla-

tors have quite as much to learn. They
must, first of all. study salesmanship.

Selling bonds to Die people is a new art.

still undeveloped. The general problems

have not yet been worked out. And be-

sides these problems common to all states

und cities, there will lie. in nearly every

community, local problems which must

lie solved . and local difficulties which must
lie overcome. The proper solution even

of the general problems must take con-

siderable time. There will have to be

many experiments made; and doubtless

there will be many failures. Every great

distributor of merchandise knows the

obstacles which he had to overcome

before success was attained; and the large

sums that had to lie invested in o|>ening

and preparing a market. Individual

concerns have spent millions in wise

publicity; and have ultimately reiqieri

immense profits when Die market was

won. Cities must take their lessons from

these great distributors. Cities must be
ready to study the problems and to spend

prudently for proper publicity work. It

might, in the end. prove un economy, even

to allow, on particular issues, where neces-

sary, a somewhat higher interest rate, than

bankers would exact, if thereby a direct

market forbondscould be secured. Future

operations would yield large economies.

And the obtaining of a direct market for

city bonds Is growing ever more’ important,

because of the huge increase in loans

which must attend the constant expansion

of municipal functions. In 1898 the new
municipal issues aggregated $103,084,793;

in 1912, $380,810,287.

Savings Banks

IN New York, Massachusetts and the
* other sixteen states where a system of

purely mutual savings banks is general,

it is possible, with a little organization,

to develop an important murket for the

direct purchasers of lionds. The bonds
issued by Massachusetts cities and towns
have averaged recently about $15,000,000

a year, and those of the state about

$3,000,000. The 194 Massachusetts

savings banks, with aggregate assets of

$902,105,755.94, held on October 31.

1913, $90,530,581.32 in Imnds and notes

of states and municipalities. Of this sum
about $00,000,000 are in vested in lionds

and notes of Massachusetts cities and
towns, and about $8,000,000 in stale Is-

sues. The deposits in the savings banks are
increasing at the rate of over $30,000,000

a year. Massachusetts state and muni-

dpal bonds have, within u few yean,
come to be issued tax exempt in Die hands

of the holder, whereas other bonds held

by savings banks arc subject to a tax of

oue-hulf of one per cent, of the market

value. Massachusetts savings bunks,

therefore, will hereafter naturally select

Massachusetts municipal Issues for high-

grade Ixind investments. Certainly

Massachusetts cities and towrns might,

with the cooperation of the Common-
wealth, easily develop a “home market"

for "over-the-counter" bond business

with Die savings banks. And the sav-

ings banks of other states offer similar

opportunities to their municipaliUes.

Cooperation

TTANKERS obtained their power
through combination. Why should

not cities and states free themselves from
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the hankers by cooperation? For by
cooperation between the cities and the

state, the direct marketing of niunieipul

bonds could be greatly facilitated.

Massachusetts has 03 cities, each with

a population of over 12,000 persons; 71

towns each with a population of over

and 250 towns each with a popu-

lation of less than 5.000. Three hundred
and eight of these municipalities now have

funded indebtedness outstanding. The
aggregate net indebtedness is a!>oul $180.-

000.000. Every year about $15,000,000

of bonds and notes arc issued by the

Massachusetts cities and towns for the

purpose of meeting new requirements and
refunding old indebtedness. If these

municipalities would cooperate in market-

ing securities, the market for the Ixinds of

each municipality would be widened;

ami there would exist also a common
market for Massachusetts municipal

securities which would be usually well

supplied, would receive proper publicity

and would attract investors. Successful

merchandising necessarily involves carry-

ing an adequate, well-assorted stock. If

every city acts alone, in endeavoring to

market its bonds direct, the city’s bond-
selling activity will necessarily be spo-

radic. Its ability to supply the investor

will be limited by its own necessities for

money. The market will also lie limited

to tiie bonds of the particular municipal-

ity. But if a state and its cities should

cooperate, then- could lie developed a

continuous and broad market for the sale

of bonds “over-the-counter.” The joint

selling ugency of over three hundred
municipalities.—as in Massachusetts —
would naturally have a constant supply

of assorted IHinds and notes which could

be hod in as small amounts as the inves-

tor might want to buy them. It would la*

a simple matter to establish such a joint

selling agency by which municipalities,

under proper regulation of. and aid, from

the state, would cooperate.

A ND cooperation among the cities and
* * with the state might serve in another

important respect. These 354 Massa-
chusetts municipalities carry in the

aggregate, large liank balances. Some-
times the balance carried by a city repre-

sents unexpended revenues; sometimes

unexpended proceeds of loans. On these

balances they usually receive from the

banks 2 per cent, iuterest. The balances

of municipalities vary like those of other

depositors; one having idle funds, when
another is in need. Why should not all of

these eities and towns cooperate, making,

say, the State their common banker, and
supply each other with funds as farmers

and laborers cooperate through credit

unions? Then cities would get. instead of

2 per cent, on their balances, what their

money was worth.

The Commonwealth of Massachusetts

holds now iu its sinking and other funds

nearly $30,000,000 of Massachusetts

municipal securities, constituting nearly

three-fourths of all securities held in these

funds. Its annual purchases aggregate

nearly $4,000,000. Its purchases direct

from eities and towns have already ex-

ceeded $1,000,000 this year. It would lie

but a simple extension of the state’s

function to cooperate, as indicated, iu a

joint, municipal Bond Selling Agency and
Credit Union. It would lie a distinct ad-

vance in the efficiency of state and muni-

cipal financing; and what is even more
important, a long step toward the eman-
cipation of the people from banker-control.

Corporate Self-Help

CTRONG corporations with established^ reputations, locally or nationally, could

emancipate themselves from the banker

in a similar manner. Public-service cor-

porations in some of our leading cities

could easily establish "over-the-counter"

home markets for their bonds; and would
be greatly aided in this by the supervi-

sion now being exercised by some state

commissions over the issue of securities

by such corporations. Such corporations

would guin thereby not ouly iu freedom
from banker-control and exactions, hut in

the winning of valuable local support. The
investor’s money would be followed by
his sympathy. Iu tilings economic, us

well as in things political, wisdom and
safety lie in direct appeals to the people.

The Pennsylvania Railroad now relies

largely upon its stockholders for new
capital. But a corporation with its long-

continued success and reputation for

stability should have much wider financial

support and should eliminate the banker

altogether. With the 2.700 stations on its

system, the Pennsylvania could, with a

slight expense, create nearly as many
avenues through which money would lie

obtainable to meet its growing needs.

Banker-Protection

\AlAS there ever a more be-bankered
’ railroad than the New Haven? Was

there ever a more banker-led community
of investors than New England? Six years

la-fore the fall of that great system, the

hidden dangers were pointed out to these

banker-experts. Proof was furnished of

the rotting timbers. The disaster-breed-

ing policies were laid ban*. The bankers

took no action. Repeatedly, thereafter,

the bankers’ attention was called to the

steady deterioration of the structure.

The New- Haven books disclose 11,481

stockholders who are residents of Massa-
chusetts; 5,882 stockholders in Connec-
ticut; 735 in Rhode Island; and 3,510 in

New York. The city directories disclose

146 banking houses in Boston, 26 in

Providence. 33 in New Haven and Hart-

ford, and 357 in New York City. Of
the New Haven stockholders 10,474 are

women. Of the New Haven stockholders

10,222 ore of such modest means that

their holdings are from one to ten shares

only. But who. connected with those New
England and New York banking houses,

during these five long years which preceded

the recent investigation of the Interstate

Commerce Commission, raised either

voice or pen in protest against the con-

tinuous mismanagement of that great

trust property or warned the public of the

impending disaster? Some of the bank-

ers sold their own stock holdings. Some
bankers whispered to a few favored cus-

tomers advice to dispose of New Haven
stock. But not one banker joined those

who sought to open the eyes of New Eng-
land to tiie impending disaster and to

avert it by timely measures. New Eng-
land’s leading banking houses were ready

to “cooperate" with the New Haven
management in taking generous commis-
sions for marketing the endless supply of

new securities, but they did nothing to

protect the investors. Were these bank-

ers blind? Or were they afraid to oppose

the will of J. I‘. Morgan & Co.? Perhaps

it is the banker who, most of all, needs

the New Freedom.

Other ban ker-disservice and other remeelies will be discussed in the next issue under “Big Men and Little Business."



The Desire to Soar
By BERTON BRALEY

Ambition
WANT to be a Highbrow
Who follows mystic creeds.

And laurel-decks the shy brow
Of poets no one reads.

I’d join the weird outre rites

Of ultra Highbrow bands.

Discussing upknown playwrights.

Whom no one understands.

I want to be a Highbrow,

With air of perfect poise,

Who lifts a scornful eyebrow

At all the rough world's noise.

Oh, I could fill with glee so

Desirable a shelf,

—A Highbrow seems to be so

Delighted with himself!

I want to be a Highbrow,

I want to take my stand,

With elevated eye-brow

And manner very grand.

Amid the tea-room chatter

And learnedly rehearse

Exactly what’s the matter
With all the universe.

I want to be a Highbrow
With esoteric ways.

Who looks, with very wry brow,
On tilings that others praise;

Who passes cruel strictures

On artists who can draw.
But raven o’er Cubist pictures

With rapt adoring awe!

Temperament

WHEN I was but a baby and I didn't get my way
I threw my rattle from me and I bellowed night and day;

They tried to pacify me but it wouldu’t work at all,

I answered all their efforts with a loud and lusty squaw].

And not until I got my wish could I lie made content

And people all remarked on my “artistic temperament!”
I'm so temperamental

You can plainly see

I got the habit early

And it clung to me.

Some people call me selfish

But they’re wrong, my dear.

I’m SO temperamental

THAT’S what makes me queer!

And now that I’m an actress and my name is on the sign

I want the stage's center and the spotlight all for mine;

I sulk and pout and sputter if I cannot hog the scene.

The author says I’m selfish and the actors call me mean,
I’m jealous of thg chorus and I snub the leading gent;

So everybody says I have "artistic temperament!”
I’m so temperamental
That I throw a fit

Unless at every minute
I’m the Great Big It!

Some people think I’m crazy

And they don’t know why.

But I’in SO temperamental

—And it all gets by!

Tchekhov’s Plays
By NEIT1I BOYCE

THESE three quotations from Tchek-
hov’s letters may be found in

Mr. George Calderon's introduc-

tion to his translation of “The Sea-Gull”

and “The Cherry Orchard.”
“ I am neither a liberal, nor a conserva-

tive, nor a moderate, nor a monk, nor an
indifferent—I want to be a free artist and
nothing more.
“ Be objective—look ut everything with

your customary, kind eyes; sit down and
write us a story or play of Russiun life, not

a criticism of life, but the joyful song of a

gold-finch about Russian life and human
life in general -life which is given us but

once, and which it is foolish to waste on

exposing the wickedness of so and so.

“ Peasant blood flows in my veins and

4*

you cannot astonish me with the virtues

of the peasantry. I have always be-

lieved in progress from my childhood up,

and could not help believing in it, for the

difference between the time when I used

to get thrashed and the time when I

stopped getting thrashed was something

tremendous.”

These three passages |>erlutps explain

why Tolstoi thought the young Tchekhov
“a demoralizing influence for the youth of

Russia.” Tchekhov’s lurk of interest in

definite moral propaganda, and his hu-

mor. must equally have displeased the

stern prophet of the voice of God, who be-

lieved in Hrt only for morality’s sake, and
who certainly would leave agreed with

Shelley that “the world will never be re-

formed till humor is abolished. However,

a devoted admirer of Tchekhov, Abraliam

Cahaii. who fifteen years ago translated

some of Russian’s short stories — says

that Tolstoi in Ills last years, recanting

much of his morality, lnvarne also an

enthusiast for Tchekhov’s stories, hut

said to him: “Anton Gregorivitcb, you

will never 1m* a dramatist!” From which

one may conclude that Tolstoi even at

the end did not properly appreciate

Tchekhov.
Tchekhov’s plays—he wrote five, l>e-

sides a multitude of short farces- are full

of humor—and of sadness and irony

—

they are full of life. They are sweet and

bitter. They are ns vivid and vague as

dreams, und full of the dream that we call

by GoogleDi
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reality. They will never be popular,

though they are, of course, well-known on

the Continent and some even have l>een

acted in England. But to a person who
likes that sort of thing, as we say, they

are exactly the sort of thing he likes. To
a person w’ho is not—or is only mildly

—

interested in definite moral propaganda,

to one who cares for the sort of criticism

of life which is involved in its simple pre-

sentation by an artist of subtle and pas-

sionate temperament—to such a person

these plays of Tchekliov may be pure

delight, a well of enchantment. There is

a Russian folk-song—the song of the boat-

men on the Volga—which expresses in

its deep, haunting, melancholy oadence

something of the spirit that moves in

these plays, and that looks at us out of the

portrait of Tchekhov, the softly-bearded

face with its sensitive, firm, sensuous

mouth and its deep-brooding eyes. It is a

typically Russian spirit. It is the voice

of that strange country where so much
vitality exhausts itself in vain, where so

much idealism ends in self-destruction.

\A7E are familiar with the Hamlet
* ^ type of Russian literature—the

man of deep feelings and weak action,

-suffering from the harshness of life and
unable to react effectively. Ivanov, in

Tchekhov's play of that name, is another

of these idealists whose fire burns too

fiercely and burns itself out too quickly.

In his youth he has dreamed high dreams;

he has loved and married a Jewess; has

thrown himself against the wall of caste

and class feeling. And he has been

crushed. When the play opens he is liv-

ing, or existing, on his estate in the coun-

try and at thirty he has exhausted his life-

impulse. His wife is dying, and his love

for her is dead. With her heavy senti-

mentality and her reproachful clutch on
him she drives him further and further

away. In spite of her appeal and the

protests of her doctor, who stands for

morality and assures Ivanov that he is

killing his wife, Ivanov nevertheless

leaves her every evening for a neighbor's

house where there is cheerful com|>any,

gambling, and, as it happens, a young
daughter. This girl falls in love with

Ivanov. After the death of his wife,

Ivanov and the girl are betrothed. The
doctor, in the name of morality, is posi-

tive that Ivanov has caused the wife’s

death in order to get her fortune and to be
able to marry the young girl, with another

fortune. And he is so furious at this suc-

cess of crime that he Is ready to murder
Ivanov. The girl’s family dislikes the

marriage, nevertheless the duy set for the

wedding arrives. The father, in a touch-

ing scene, expresses the common feeling

alxjut Ivanov and his own fear and
doubt, and begs his daughter to recon-

sider; she admits that, in spite of her

love, she, too. doubts. Arrives Ivanov
and begs her to release him. She refuses

and he shoots himself. A more vivid and
convincing picture of the man who lias

out-lived life, out-lived himself, and of the

general and natural attitude of misunder-

standing and dislike toward such a sur-

vival, it would be hard to find. But, as

in the case of all of Tchekhov’s plays the
story, the theme, the main character or
characters are only part of the interest.

The background Is so rich, each personal-

ity is so suggestive, the details so vital,

that one lias the impression not only of a
firm design, but of an endless interplay

and fringe of inter-relations, and of that

individual isolation in the midst of a com-
mon life, a common atmosphere, that we
feel all alamt us as we live.

The “Sea-Gull” shows us in four short

acts a group of persons whom it would l>e

impossible, short of a book, to describe.

This play was first introduced in 189(1 at

St. Petersburg, and was hissed off the

stage. Tchekhov wrote to a friend about

it: “Everybody assured me that the

characters were all lunatics, that my play

was clumsy in technique, that it was

stupid, obscure, idiotic even.” The next

year, at the Artistic Theater in Moscow,
the play made a striking success. It is

difficult to see why it was thought ob-

scure, to say nothing of the other re-

marks on it. Its story is simple, and
might be summed up in the note made by
one of the characters, Trigorin. a success-

ful author: “A subject occurred to me;
a subject for a short story. A girl—like

yourself, say—lives from her childhood

on the shores of a lake. She loves the

lake like a sea-gull, and is happy and free

like a sea-gull. But a man comes along by

chance and sees her and ruins her; like

this sea-gull, just to amuse himself.”

I T is true that when one has summed up
1 the story thus, it is only to realize that

there are a dozen stories in the play that

escape the summary. Thus only, one
would think, could it have seemed ob-

scure or clumsy—from its richness. Each
person in the play has a story : Arcodina,

the successful actress, middle-aged but

keeping her youth, careless, conven-

tional, cruel; Trigorin. who is her lover,

and is bored by his success anti tired of

writing, and tired of Arcadina, and yet

has nothing better to do tluui to go oil

writing and being fond of Arcadina; Nina,

the young girl of the lake, the “sea-gull,”

who is drawn away from her youthful

love by the fascination of the famous
man; Constantine, son of Arcadina and
lover of Nina, the young poet whose just

efforts arc ridiculed by his mother and her

companions and who sees his love go from

liim to another; and half a dozen other

characters, each clear, defined in a few

words, rounded out by almost invisible

touches. Niua follows Trigorin, bears

him a child, becomes a wandering actress,

and returns one night for a glimpse of the

place where, as a girl, she had been happy.

Trigorin has gone back to Arcadina. Con-
stantine lias begun to be recognized as a
writer. He begs Nina to return to him or

to let him follow her. She still loves Tri-

gorin. She goes away. Constantine,

left alone, begins methodically tearing up
his manuscripts, then he goes out. A few

minutes later, when Arcadina and Trigorin

and olhers are playing cards and chat-

tering and drinking claret, the end of the

play conies thus:

(Report of a pistol behind the scenes.

Everyone starts.) Arcadina (alarmed):

“What's that?"

Dorn: “It’s all right. I expect some-
thing’s busted in mv traveling medicine-

chest. Don’t be alarmed.” (Exit R., and
returns a moment later.) “As I expected.

My ether bottle’s burst." (Singing) “Once
more, once more, before tliec, love

—

"

Arcadina (sitting at the table): “Good
heavens, I was quite frightened. It re-

minded me of that time when—(covering

her face with her hands.) I felt quite faint.”

Dorn (taking up magazine, to Tri-

gorin): “There was an article in this

paper a month or two ago—a letter from

America, and I wanted to ask you—(Puts

his arm around Trigorin and brings him
to the footlights.) I’m very much inter-

ested in the question— (In a lower tone)

Get Triua (Arcadina) away from here.

The fact is, Constantine has shot him-

self. ..."

Suicide is the common refuge of these

very Russian heroes. “The Cherry Or-
chard” Is the only serious play of Tche-
khov that does not end with a pistol

shot. This was his last work, and was
produced in Moscow in 1904, when the

author was dying. It is the most char-

acteristic, the most appealing, of all his

plays, and, more than any other, impossi-

ble to describe. The plot is this : Madame
Ranevsky returns with her seventeen-

year-old daughter Anya to her Russian

estate, after five years spent in Paris

with a man who lias ill-treated and robbed
her, but whom she still loves. Her prop-

erty, including the cherry orchard which
is famous throughout the country, is

mortgaged and about to be sold. On this

old family rstate are living her brother

and a group of retainers and servants,

living on nothing, for there is nothing to

be done. Madame Ranevsky weeps for

joy on her return to the old home which
she loves; throws away what money she

has left, giving a sovereign to a tramp lie-

cause she has no silver; faces the coming
sale with terror, or rather dors not face it.

Lopakliin, the grandson of a serf on her

estate, who has made a fortune in business

points out heronly chance of escape—tocut

up her property in villa lots, tear down the

old house, cut down the cherry orchard.

“Cut down the cherry orchard!” cries

Madame Ranevsky. “Excuse me, but

you don’t know what you’re talking

about. If there’s one thing that’s inter-

esting, remarkable, in fact, in the whole

province, it’s our cherry orchard.” And
as she looks out. in the dawn, she cries

again: “Oh, my childhood, my pure and
happy childhood! I used to sleep in this

nursery. I used to look out from here

into the garden. Happiness awoke with

me every morning; and the orchard was
just the same as it Is now; nothing is

altered. It is all white, all white! Oh.
my cherry orcliard! After the dark and
stormy autumn and the frosts of winter

you are young again and full of happiness;

the angels of heaven have not abandoned
you—what a wonderful orchard, with its

white masses of blossoms and the blue

sky above!”

rT',HK day of the sale approaches and
* nothing is done. Everyone lias

some scheme for getting the money, but

nobody gets it. Lopakhin presses his sug-

gestion urgently but is ignored. They
live, eat, talk, scheme, and bemoan
themselves. Madame Ranevsky gets tele-

grams from Paris demanding her return.

And then the sale comes, and Lopakliin

buys the property—half-delighted at his

success, half-ashamed of it, for the peasant,

the self-made man, lias a sensitive soul,

and feels the sadness of the old order pass-

ing away. And in the last act Madame
Ranevsky and Anya are leaving for Paris,

and the axe is laid to the cherry-orcliard.

It is impossible to convey the charm of

this play, either through such a hare out-

line or through any amount of talking

alniut it. There are already many com-
mentaries on Tchekhov, many critical

essays, many attempts to explain his

philosophy, his method, his meaning. In-

to his plays many things liave been read,

even revolutionary propaganda, which

probably would considerably astonish

him. It is well to talk or write about

Tchekhov, but simply for the purpose

of getting people to read him, or for

the mere pleasure of expressing, however

inadequately, the pleasure that he gives.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

DRAWING-ROOM STUFF
H. AIGISTCS THOMAS
singled out a certain one of our

young leading men as the most
perfect exponent of the Drawing-room
Manner upon the American stage.

Doubtless intending this for a compli-

ment, the Distinguished Dramatist un-

consciously summed up in two words

all the concentrated awfulness of the

Drawing-room gymnastics that pass fur

high-life manners on the American stage.

rPIIK Drawing-room Manner! What
* can better describe the difficult, not

to sav dangerous, feats of this social aero-

hat—his glad, rushing entrance, his

prancing exit, his marvelous skill in

mounting or dismounting from a fiery,

untamed chair, or a skittish settee, fresh

from the trackless plains of CIrand Rapids

and totally unbroken to the Drawing-
room. The still more difficult stunt of

standing balanced on both feet—the vari-

ation of an inch in the position of the

patent leather shoe, in the angle of the

knee, the parting of a coat-tail, as lie

drops into bis chair seat, may meau
instant social destruction.

A ND that most thrilling, nerve-wreck-

ing act of all. the taming of the

Hands. The savage treacherous Hands!
How |Mrrfwt his control of them! How
he keeps them in check by the fearless

gaze of his human eye! We hold our

hreuth, each moment dreading some
fearful fatality.

IN an agony of sus|>cusc we watch the
* treacherous Hands as they spring

from their liiding place in the side jxxk-

cts. What will they do with their dan-

gerous liberty? Which way will they

spring next?

Once again we breathe freely as, after

a desperate, breath-stopping swing, they

alight harmlessly on the thighs.

/'’ANCE more they spring, once more
we hold our breath as, eluding the

watchful eye of their trainer, they meet
in a convulsive grip behind bis back.

We tremble at his peril. Only for a
moment. Already they are emerging

—

stealthily— hungrily. For a moment
they pause dangerously near the tempt-

ing coat lapels they long to dutch; we
follow them in terrified fascination

—

they approach the forbidden vest arm-
holes. To hung there even for the frac-

tion of a second would mean a horrible

aixial < lea III for the fearless trainer.

\\fILL they? We shut our eyes—we
' * shudder—we all but scream. At

last wc open our eyes. Allah In* praised

!

—once more he is safe, once more the

treacherous Hands arc caged in the dark

coat-pocket.

In vain they struggle, shaking the

pockeLs and causing them to flap like the

preposterous wings of a joyful hen-

cassowary who has just laid the founda-

tion of a new generation.

Mantelpiece stuff

Baby-grand stuff

Digitized by Google



The

Income

Tax

In

Operation
By C. M. KEYS

Illuntriited by Wallace Morgan

Lawyers are the real beneficiaries. Their

incomes go up, figuring trays and means of

exemption for others

THERE seem to be three main
principles underlying the Iueome
Tax law, which has recently gone

into effect in the United States. These
principles are :

First—That every man or woman who
enjoys an income over and above $8,000
or $4,000 a year shall pay a tax of one per

cent, on the amount of the income over
and above that limit.

Second—That every muu or woman
who enjoys a very large income shall pay
an additional tax graded according to

the degrees of his or her suqdtis annual

wealth.

Third—That business in the form of

corporations shall not thereby escape the

normal taxes laid upon unincorporated

wealth.

The first of these principles is the most
important one. It Ls laid down in the

law and in the treasury regulations that

income guined from all sources, whether
investment, s[>cculntion. business, trading,

or any other money-pnalucing activity,

shall be taxable under these regulations.

The only exceptions made arc first that

the income from bonds of a state, or a
political sub-division of a state, shall not
Ih* taxed ; that the income of the President

id the United States during his term shall

not l»e taxed; that the salary of judges of

the federal courts at the present time
shall not Ik* taxis I; and that the salaries

of officers and employees of states and
|>olitical sub-divisions shall not be taxis I

except on suluries paid by the federal

government itself.

'T'HESE exceptions prove the rule. The
* exception in the case of munieipul

bonds Ls made in order to avoid constitu-

tional complications which mighj destroy

the law. or at any rate interfere for a long

time with its o|M*ration; for the Constitu-

tion of the United States had to Ik*

amended before this law could Ih* framed,
and in order to get this amendment three-

quarters of the states had to agree to it.

It was a clear enough understanding that

municipal bonds would be exempted
More this Constitutional amendment was
agreed to by the several states.

In considering the Income Tax, it is

most important to keep clearly in mind

this principle of a general and universal

taxation on all income above a certain

minimum. The Income Tax levied takes

the place of universal indirect taxation

through customs duties.

Tin* second principle, namely, that the

very wealthy should pay a very much
larger proportion of tax on their iucoim-s

than the people of small wealth, finds

expression in the law in the form of a

surtax, which Ls uddctl to the normal tax

on incomes from $20,000 a year upward.

This surtax is one per cent, on incomes

between $20,000 and $50,000; two per

cent, on incomes between $50,000 and
$75,000; three per cent, on incomes be-

tween $75,000 und $100,000; four per

cent, on incomes between $100,000 ami
$250,000; five per cent, on incomes be-

tween $250,000 and $500,000; six |kt

cent, on incomes above $500,(KM).

Our federal legislators, in a spirit of high

patriotism, hare not exempted themselves

Clergymen lucky enough to receive more

than a $$,000 income ought to be perfectly

willing to be taxed

The third principlr, that incorporated

wealth shull not fare differently from

unincorporated wealth, Ls also a sound

and equitable principle. There has

been, for several years, a corporation tax

upon the net incomes of corporations,

which seemed to muny a discrimination

against the corporate form of wealth.

This inequality, if it was inequality, is

now swept away and the corporation, so

far as the normal tax is concerned, is re-

garded as similar to on individual or firm.

TT is well to have these cardinal princi-

* pit's clearly in mind before undertaking

a study of the actual operation of the law;

for if they are kept iu mind many of the

ndm illustrative features of the law, which

seem on the face of them to lx* harsh,

unjust, and burdensome, will be found

to Ik* almost, if not quite, necessary to

the equitable administration of the law

on these principles.

Since the law diil not go into effect until

late in 1913. the calendar year 1914 will

Ik* the first full twelve months' period in

which the law will Ik* in operation. It is

worth while to take the case of a typical

business man of many activities, drawing

uii income from many sources, and to

sketch, in some detail, the various methods
by which In* will pay an Income Tax on his

income for the calendar year of 1914, and
what he himself will Im* obliged to do in

connection with the collection of that tax.

CUPPOSE that Mr. John Bright, a^ middle-aged, married business man in

New York City, be taken as the subject

of inquiry. As an individual, he is in

business for himself, and the actual net

profits of the year in his business, after

proper allowance fur depreciation, bad
debts, running i*x|x*nsi*s, interest on ac-

counts payable, taxes, etc*., amount to

$80,000. In addition he is a silent part-

ner in a realty firm, consisting of three

men, each holding a one-third interest.

The profits of the firm in 1914 uniount to

$]K,000 , none of which is dLstrihuted in

any form to the partners, but all of which

goes back into the business. In addition

to these two business interests, Mr. Bright

Ls Chairmun of the Board of Directors of

an out-of-town bank anil receives a salary

25
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of $5.(MX) ft year for that service. These
arc all his active business interests.

He is, however, a small capitalist in

addition, owning municipal bonds which

yield him an income of J2,G(HI a year: cor-

poration bonds of the class that declare

the holder free of federal taxes, which

yield him an income of $3,000 a year; and
other corporation bonds giving him an

income of $1,000 a year. He is a stock-

holder in four different corporations whose
stocks arc listed on the New York Stock
Kxchangc, the dividends upon which in

1914 amount to $11,000. He is also a
stockholder in five different small close

coqiorations, whose dividends to him
amount to $8,(MM). He owns an apart-

ment uptown in New York which Is

Icjiscd to another man who pays $3,000 a

year rental, and he hus three small resi-

dence properties renting at an average

rental of $000 a year apiece. His in-

vestment in real estate mortgages consists

of one large mortgage paying interest of

$4,000 a year and four small mortgages

paying $2(M) a year apiece in interest. He
has an annuity bought from a life insur-

ance company some years ago, which pays

him $1,000 u year. Like a good many
other business men he speculates a little,

and he finds that he has lost $4,000 for

the year.

Mr. Bright's ex|ierienee with the In-

come Tax liegins on January 1, when
some of his bond cou|>ons are payable.

He finds that he is obliged to file, with

the coupons of each liond issue, a certifi-

cate setting forth that he is the owner of

the lionds. and that he claims or docs

not claim an exemption with regard to

the amount of the coupons. He has

consulted a lawyer who has told him thut

if any of these coupons are payable with-

out deduction for federal taxes, he should,

under no circumstances, claim an exemp-

tion on those coupons. He decides that

inasmuch as he lias an income very much
in excess of $4.(MM), he will not claim

exemption on any coupons, or on any
other interest income that he may have

during the year, that Is taxed "at the

source." Therefore, he sends his cou-

pons through for collection with the

certificates attached. With regard to

municipal lionds, he finds that he Is not

even obliged to fill out a certificate, and
he takes some comfort out of the fact

that in this case at least he is not obliged

to record himself on the Ilooks of the

federal government ils the owner of certain

specific securities.

Pcrha/ui the operation is easiest when the

cashier takes it out of i/our envelope

Methods of Extraction-- All Painful

A T the cud of the year, Mr. Bright is in

the position to review all his ex|>eri-

cnee with the Income Tax law. He
finds that iu actual operation his profits

in his own business have come to him
without any deduction at the source.

He also finds that Ills share of the profits

iu the realty firm has not yet been taxed.

He has received his sulury from the bank

iu two payments of $2,3(N) each, and he

finds that from each one of them the

bank, with due apologies, has subtracted

$25. or one per cent., this living the normal

tax rate. Ills interest from the munici-

pal lionds, $2,000. has come to him
without any deduction. Similarly his

eoii|M>us on corporation bonds which con-

tained the clause that they would be liv-
able without deduction for any federal

tax, have |iaid him their $3,000 in full.

From the coupons on his other corpora-

tion bonds, there 1ms lieen a deduction of

$10. or one per cent., which was held back

by the trust com|>nnics. or other ugents,

paving the coupons. He has received

his dividends in full, without any dnluc-

.Yothing is more /tainful than paying

in cash

It's had enough to draw your check, but—

tion, both from the big companies whose
stock was listed on the Stock Exchange
and from the small corporations whose
stocks were not listed.

He has had a rather puzzling experi-

ence with his rented property. The man
who leased the apartment building from
him has held back $50 from the annual
rental of $5,000. On the contrary, the
people who owed him rent for the three

small properties paid their rentals of $600
in full without any deduction. Mr.
Bright's lawyer informed him that the law
requires any one pnying a rental of

$3,000 or over, to withhold the tax at the
source, but anyone paying a smaller rental

than that pays it in full. He encountered

the same experience and the same ex-

planation with regard to* his mortgages.

His debtor on the large mortgage
subtracted $40 from the year’s interest

of $4,000, but his four smaller debtors

all paid their interest in full. The an-

nuity of $1,000 was paid without any
deduction.

His lawyer informs him that in addi-

tion to the Income Tax which hus been
held bark from various parts of his in-

come, he will lie obliged to make a return

to the tax-collector on or before the first

of March, 1915. covering all his sources

of income and declaring this income for

proper taxation. The lawyer tells him
that what he ought to do is to make bis

return cover all his income, except the

income from municipal bonds, which be
is not required to declare at all, and that

then he should deduct such part of his

income as has already been taxed at the

source, whatever losses he has had,
whatever interest he has paid on debts,

whatever debts due him have lieen dis-

covered to he worthless during the year,

whatever part of his income is not taxable

at all and his exemption of $4,(MM) pro-

vided under the law. He proceeds to

compile his return.

His list, when he gets it completed, will

Ik* about as follows:

Net Income From Ilusi-

nr«. *30,000
Onr-tMrd Profit* at

Unity Co. . 0.000
Itilrrr*« on Hondi

. 4,000
IKiidniib on Stock* 1U.OOO
Rentals 6.SOO
Intrmt on MnrUMn 4.H00
Annuity 1.000

Salary 4.0004.000 4.000 .

*76.000 $18,000 9«0.MH> 938.00

A—This column includes the items

thut have lieen taxed at the source.

B—These are the items that are specifi-

cally declared to be exempt.

C—These are the taxable items which

are not taxed at the source but are to be
fully dcacrilttd in the return.

The item “net income from business”

was computed with a good deal of legal

help. The gross business was $162,000.

His lawyer allowed Mr. Bright's book-
keepers to subtract the following items:

cost of materials, $40,000; wages and
salaries. $80,000; depreciation. $5,000;

interest on a mortgage, $1,000; taxes

paid, $1,000; loss of goods in a wreck, un-

insured, $2 .(MM); bad debts charged off.

$3.(MM). That made total deductions of

$132,000 and left $30,000 as the net taxa-

ble result of the year.

The iMHikkecpers had some other items

to deduct, but the lawyer rejected them.

They were the cost of a wing built on
the plant, a new mailing machine, an

assessment paid to the city for street

improvement, a contribution made by
the business to a church charity, and
an allowance to Mr. Bright for personal

living expenses.
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HPHE amount of taxable income which
* Mr. Bright will return to the tax

collector on or before March 1 works out

as follows:
Tihlr u Shown Almvr S3H.S00

Deduction (or Speculative Low

.

Net
Kaemptioa of $4.000

.

Net Taxable Income

Mr. Bright is now in a position to figure

that his full normal tax of 1914 amounts
to Mod for the year.

The surtax provides for an additional

one per cent, on the amount of income

which he has between HO,000 and
$50,000. Since Mr. Bright gets this addi-

tional 930,000 of income, his surtax on

it w'ill be one per cent, or $300. In addi-

tion to that on the income between

$50,000 and $75,000 the surtax is two per

cent. On Mr. Bright's income, the

amount is $41,600, and the surtax $434.

He can now figure out his entire taxes for

the year:

Paid ut the Source ...... IUf
Normal Tax on Return SOS
One per cunt. Surtax S00
Two per cent. Surtax tW

•I.ISS

YK7HKN, in time, his return is com-
’ ’ plete and he has discovered what

he has to tell the I'nitcd States, as well as

what he has to tell the public at large,

he is somewhat appalled by the extent

of the publicity to which his affairs are

going to be exposed. He discovers, for

instance, that he cannot cash u single

coupon of any corporation bond without

filing a certificate with that coupon de-

claring ownership of the bind. He
knows that these coupons, which he pre-

sents to his bank, go first through the

bank and then through some trust com-
pany or other bank which is the paying

agent of the corporation, and then to

the corporation itself, and then to the

United States Government. He has

learned also that in many cases then* is

another party to this transfer of the

coupons, because in the caw of corpora-

tion coupons that are payable, for instance

in San Francisco, there is frequently a

private banking house or bond house

in New York which pays the coupons,

and his bank, instead of sending them
direct to the Western office, sends them
to this private banking house. He conies

to the conclusion that his name will

probably get on a good many mailing

lists as a result of the handling of these

coupons through so many channels. As a

bondholder he has always owned coupou
tMinds because he was not obliged to

register his name the same as he had to

do when he owned stocks of corporations.

Now this privacy is invaded by a law

which not only forces him to disclose his

identity to the corporation itself, but also

forces him to disclose his ownership of

bonds to his own bank, to other banks that

he knows nothing about, and in many caws
to private banking hou.ws, with which he

may or may not do business, as the case

may be. This is the element of the

IncomeTax law that he does not likeatali.

It is much worse than that, however,

his lawyer tcILs him, in that the return

which he makes on or about the first of

March is to lie filed in the office of theCom-
missioner of Internal Revenue and shall

constitute public records and lie open to

inspection as such, on the order of the

President of the United States, under rub’s

and regulations to be prescrilied by the

Secretary of the Treasury. He also

tells him that this provision is put into

the law in the section relating to returns

made by corporations; but apfM'ars to

apply also to individual returns. It is

also provided that these records shall be

open to the state taxing authorities, if

the state has an income tax law of its own;

but this provision appears to relate only to

corporation returns and Mr. Bright has

a rather vague and faint hope that the

taxing authorities of his own state or city

will not have access to these records.

There is. however, a general impression in

hw mind tliat whatever records are made
of these returns are likely, in the course of

time, to become a basis for local taxation

as well as for federal taxation, for he is a

little doubtful of the ability of Washington

to keep so good a secret as that.

T 00KING it all over, the taxpayer

discovers that there are only two or

three forms of income that really escape

the Income Tax. The most ini|M»rtant of

them seems to be the direct obligations of

states and political subdivisions of

states. These he is not obliged to re|M>rt

at all. or even to mention or hint at, in

any of his returns. An income in the

form of an annuity appears to be return-

able to the government but is not taxable

under the law. Dividends of corporations

which themselves pay the uonnal tax

are exempt only in so far as the normal

tax of one per eent. is concerned, and he

has to pay the surtax on these dividends.

He finds that he has to pay the Income
Tax on his share of the profits of the

realty partnership, whether those profits

are divided or not; so that there is no

use trying to avoid the payment of

taxes on his profits by letting them accum-

ulate in the form of divisible surplus, or

even reinvesting them in his business.

On the wlmle the taxpayer comes to

the conclusion that the law is designed to

see to it that everyone who enjoys a

large income in the United States, whether

he be a citizen or a foreigner, will be

forced to pay a proportion of the ex-

penses of running the government basts I

upon the size of his income. That seems

to be the basis of the law and it also seems

likely to be the result of the law. There

are some questions that have to he settled.

IVrhaiM. for instance, in reckoning the

surtax. Mr. Bright will be allowed to de-

duct his losses of the year from his income.

The average lawyer figures that he would
liuve a good case under the phrasing of the

law. These, however, seem to be minor
questions and the main intent and purpose

of the law seems likely to Im; fulfilled.

ClXCE the passage of this law. there

have been a good many rulings by the

Treasury Department in respect to its

administration. Since this article was
written one of these rulings has brought

it about that the holder of binds may, if

he chooses, ask Ills bank to send the

certificate of ownership direct to the

Treasury Department instead of through

the various banks and bankers who might
otherwise have access to it. In such a
case the liank substitutes its own certifi-

cate which does not give the name of the

holder of the bonds or any other details

about him. In this wav a great deal of

unnecessary publicity is eliminated. Sim-
ilarly it has been ruled that it is not nec-
essary to put on the certificate the serial

numbers of the ltouds from which the

coupons were clipped. This is. appar-
ently. simply to avoid heavy routine work
for those who have large amounts of bond
coupons to cash. Similar minor rulings

are likely to come out from time to time
and perha|>s many of the administrative
features of the law will be changed lieforc

it has been in o|Kration a full year.

If your income u eery large, consult a lawyer

If not so large, study it well yourself

If eery small, toss it in the waste-basket

Hoir to Trent the Lair ,QOgIc



The All-American Football Team
By HERBERT REED {"Riglit Wing")

HITLER WHITNEY l)ES JARDIENS

THIS All-America football team is

chosen without the customary
a|»l of^ics to those critics who cry

down the very idea of such u selection.

I have sought to bring together on paper
eight's'll men—and these are none too

many under the existing rules—who
could lie molded into a team that, while

in the geographic sense would lie fairly

representative, could play every depart-

ment of the game up to the hilt. Did
space permit I should like nothing better

than to discuss at length the relative

merits of Eastern and Western football

so far os I have had opportunity to com-
pare them, and further. I should enjoy

cataloguing the merits of men lioth East

and West who would give any of the

players selected a hard run for first posi-

tion. I shall confine myself, however, to

the team at hand.

I UST one word of explanation is neces-
J sarv. This is not a reward of merit

team by any means, but the team,

representing as wide u territory os it seems
possible to cover by personal uliservation

combined with ‘'information and belief”

gained from com|>ctent judges, that I

should like to see in action on the field.

There are no substitutes on the list.

Every man would appear in action at one
time or another.

Let us first consider the line, for it is

upon the line as a unit from tackle to

tackle that I am building. In choosing

an All-Eastern team I divided the line into

offensive and defensive forwards, partly

in order that men whom I knew to have
special ability iu one branch or the other

might not Ik? found unavailable. In

looking over the entire country, however,

I do not think this consideration neces-

sary. and so have selected five men who.

I believe, could play the stiffest sort of

football from whistle to whistle, whether

iu offensive or defensive territory, and

THE BEST ALL-AROUND
PLAYERS OF 1913

ENDS

MerriUat (Army)
OT learn (Cornell)

•Rockne (Notre Dame)

TACKLES

Brooks (Colgate)

•Butler (Wisconsin)

GUARDS

Brown (Navy)
Pennock (Harvard)

CENTER

*I)es .lardiens (Chicago)

QUARTERBACK

•Russell (Chicago)

ALTERNATE Ql ARTERBACKS

•Dorais (Notre Dame)
Pritchard (Army)

BACKS

Mahan (Harvard)

Brickley (Harvard)

•Craig (Michigan) •

ALTERNATE BACKS

Uw (Princeton)

•Miller (Washington)

Guyon (Carlisle)

Whitney (Dartmouth)

H'bown i hi rnumnimilulion 111 rtxtrbr* uml
|iiayi-ra frtiBi ru««l IucumI. All ulkvr »Hrrlii.n.

On* mult til pm.riiul uWrvuliun.

situations.

rTO return, then, to the line. All five
* are men of remarkable physique and

strength, able to stand the gaff of the

lianh'st game played, and at the same
time gifted with experience under heavy
fire. I doubt if a fiercer-eliarging quintet

could be brought together. It is barely

possible that some man from one of

the Southern teams could strengthen the
combination, but if so, I have failed to

rake him to the surface even through the

most searching inquiry. Three of these

five powerful forwards 1 have myself seen

in action, and the sup|M>rt of the other

two by excellent judges, for whose opinion

I have the iitnmst respect, has led me to

displace Eastern players of whom I have
a high opinion, in order to make room
for them in the combination.

Des Jardicus. the new Chicago captain,

and the premier renter of the West,
combines the roving qualities of some of

the In-st Easterners, with a passing ability

so necessary to the full fruition of versa-

tile play, found only rarely this year in

the East. Probably in passing, Carlow of

the Carlisle Indians, would prove his

equal, but the Westerner is so thoroughly

an nil-round man that I wunt him as a
pivot for this particular All-America.

A hard charger, a practically perfect

passer, a roving tackier, und a fast down-
field player -what more could one ask?

DROWN, of the Navy, is the greatest

guard in the country. Every expert iu

line play with whom I have talked says

that he is the fiercest charger from roast

to coast. In uddition he has a glorious

physique, a cool head, is a terror down
the field, and ran add a few points when
op|Kirtuuity offers by deadly placement

kicking, although this last accomplish-

ment is the leust of his virtues. 1'cmiock.

could hold the pare that a team of llii«

caliber must set.

I ADMIT frankly liuving sought iu this
1 quintet all the power, weight and drive

I could find, for, nil other things Indug

equal, that is more than half the buttle.

I have chosen three ends, three quarter-

backs and seven bucks for three reasons

—first because the terrific wear and tear

of the versatile und yet powerful game
tills eleven would play, would tell heavily

on the wings and on the harkficld men;
second because I wanted to preserve in-

tact for use at any moment the two for-

ward passing “batteries" that have been
most successful at critical stages this year;

and third because I should like to use

Digitized by Google



ROCK.NE RUSSELL PRITCHARD DORAIS

t lie solidly built Harvard guard. is another
driver who carries his charge through to

the finish and is close to Brown's class.

Here is a pair with plenty of "lift." With
these two flanking lies Jardiens. well

might a coach say of the trio. "Hit them
at the shoe-tops or you are lost."

Brooks of Colgate, and Butler of Wis-

consin. arc of su|M'rh build, and of re-

markable slat'd for men who always

crowd the 200-ll». mark. Butler has
probably the widest range of any of the

Western tackles, and his work stood out

sharply this season, even when playing

on a team that was fur below its last,

year’s form. Both men arc rich in ex-

pcrience against high class elevens, and
would uhly till out a "strong man's" but
brainy line.

C^OMING to the cmls. my first choice^ is O'Hearn of Cornell, wlm. although

unable to finish the season because of

injury, was the hardest man in the country

to drive off his feet, or to fool. A splen-

did diagnostician, he was also u great line

leader, and was able to combine in his

work perfect individual execution with

fiery play and cool-hcadedness. The
other two ends are Mcrrillut of the Army,
the receiving end of that forward pass

battery the delivering end of which is

Pritchard of the Army; and Rocknc,

Notre Dame, receiver for that wonderful

passer, Dorais, of the same eleven. Yet
both the Army and the Notre Dame ends

arc in the first class in the regular work

of the |>osition, and dowrn the field. It

would Ih* possible to hurl into the gumc
either forward-passing combination at

any stage of play, as even when not in-

dulging in a s|>eciulty, both Pritchard and
Dorais are quite capable of running a

smooth and |M>wcrful engine of attack up

to the hilt. Both these forward passing

quarters can also run back kicks, and in

other respects arc all-round men.

f N general, however, I should like to see
* the team run by Kussell, the Chicago
newcomer, who hus made a remarkable

record in his first year, and has ut com-
mand every quality of the first class field

general, as a study of the play of the

Maroon eleven in its important games will

show. He can kick field goals when
necessary, and although Hughitt of

Michigun. Hightower of Northwestern,

and Huntington of Colgate, press him
closely. I lielieve he could produce the

best results in the long run. He has

handles I a middle Western eleven whose
coach scents not to abandon the good

running gumc when he has the men at

hand to muke it go. while not despising

open play, either real or so-called.

I3RICKLEY of Harvard gets one of the

back field positions, for reasons that

have been reitcrat<*d toweariness. Suffice

it to say that he Is os good an all-around

back, nearly, as any of them, ami in addi-

tion Is a terror in kicking goals from any
spot clear Ituck to the center of the field.

Mahan, also of Harvard, Is the best end
runner in the country, is uncanny in

running back kicks, and is every inch

the perfect back. His play is the same
against a team of the first class as it is

against an eleven of inferior rank. Never
have I seen such a combination of bril-

liance and reliability. Also, he is a
fine kicker. I consider him the best

back of the year. With this pair I

would plan Craig of Michigan, who,

according to good judges who have
watched him work, "has everything."

He is nearly the same type as Mahan,
und should fit in nicely with the other

two men chosen.

T AW gets a place as "alternate "for his^ wonderful kicking in defensive terri-

tory. and for his combined fire and cool

Courage. Guyon of Carlisle, and Whitney
of Dartmouth, get their [daces for their

terrific "punch" when anywhere within

striking distance. Miller, the star of

the Northwest, and one of the l*est men
who ever played on the University of

Washington's championship team, is

useful in any part of the field, and had
there been better means of comparison

between the far East and the far West,

might have ranked even higher.

To conclude: here is a team that could

play every conceivable style of foot-

ball and play it with both s|>ecd and
power. It Is no mere paper eleven,

but a real field team that it would be

a joy to coach.
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The
Hartford Fire Insurance

Company
With the coming of 1914
The Hartford Fire Insur-
ance Company begins the
104th year of its exist-
ence. During all these
years it has not only
promptly paid every in-

dividual loss, but has
given safety and satisfac-

tion to its policy holders
in all the conflagrations
of American history.

The Hartford stands
today with large assets
and ample financial re-
sources, the leader among
fire insurance companies.
But its proudest asset is

its reputation for com-
mercial honor and good
faith. It will sell you
honest and safe insur-
ance. Is not this the
Company you want?

INSIST ON THE HARTFORD
AGENTS EVERYWHERE

It is the aim of the

publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its read-

ers who are interested in

sound investments the

greatestassistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial

articles, Albert W. Atwood, the

Editor of the Financial Depart-

ment, deals with the broad prin-

ciples that underlie legitimate

investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific

securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will

gladly answer, by correspond-

ence. any request for informa-

tion regarding specific invest-

ment securities. Authoritative

and disinterested information re-

garding the rating of securities,

the history of investment issues,

the earnings of properties and the

standing of financial institutions

and houses will be gladly fur-

nished any reader of Harper’s
Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however,
that inquiries deal with matters

pertaining to investment rather

than to speculation. The Finan-

cial Department is edited for

investors.

All couttnunicalions should l>e ad-

dressed Ut Albert It'. Atwood. Financial

Editor. Harper''. Weekly, McClure Build-

ing, iVrtr York City.

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD
Rock Island Collaterals

Question: I purchased a Rock Island

collateral trust 4 per cent, bond at

a year or so ago, and it has now dropped
to 50. after one of the most prosperous

years the Rock Island has had. The
drop in price seems to shadow a receiver-

ship. I can well afford to hold on, but
what would you do? In the event of a
receivership, do I get an individual share
of the collateral—one share of the Old
Rock Island Company? Also, in event
of a default, can I institute foreclosure

proceedings on my own initiative without

joining the usual “committee”? Chicago.

Answer: It is by no means certain that

the fall in the price of the 4 per cent, col-

lateral trust bonds of the Chicago, Rock
Island, and Pacific Railroad foreshadows

u receivership. It is quite true that this

system of railroads is barely earning

enough to keep it going; but if a receiver-

ship were in contemplation, it is highly

probable that the insiders in the company
would be buying up these 4 |kt cent.

Itonds, for in ease of a receivership the

bonds would control the situation, as

they arc secured by the stock of the rail-

way company which is the actual operat-

ing concern. For years past, the expenses
of the Rock Island railway have been
increasing rapidly and eating up the
earnings. In the last two years the rail-

way company earned only $<! ,4<kt above
the amount sufficient to pay 5 per cent,

dividends, thus rate of dividend being

necessary to maintain the interest on the

4 per cent. IKinds. An average surplus

of only $300,000 a year for two years
above dividends is dangerously close to

serious trouble.

At the same time, the company spent

$3,000,000 more in the last year for main-
tenance charges than it did the year lie-

fore. so that, if mrl earnings continue to

decrease, receivership would probably lie

warded off at least a year longer, if not

liermanently, by reducing the charges for

maintenance. In case of a receivership,

the trustees for the IkuhIs would sell

the stock to pay off the bonds. No
doubt a committee would he formed, und
it is extremely unlikely that you would
Ik* able to institute foreclosure proceed-

ings on your own initiative. That sort

of thing does not happen in railroad reor-

ganizations. Theindividual security-holder

is entirely at the niercv of the committees
which urr formed to represent him. This

does not necessarily mean that the com-
mittees do not mukc every effort to pro-

tect the security-holders.

While the Rock Island system is a

shaky, topheavy structure, it is not

necessarily in immediate danger of re-

ceivership. und in cusc of a general im-

provement in railroad conditions the

whole proposition may work out to every

one’s satisfaction. Moreover, the recent

increased activity of the Phelps, Dodge
interests in the company promises well

for the future because of the conservatism

uud high reputation of this group of men.

The financial article Jot January ,i will

contain a list of good bonds, and that Jot

January 10 will deal with Income Insur-

ance, one oj the unrest and most useful

methods of safe investment which has yet

beat dcrisrd.
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Elihu

THE originul Elihu was one of “Job’s comfort-

ers” to whom Job made the remark, often

quoted since: “No doubt but ye are the people

and wisdom shall die with you.” It was after

Elihu’s long and able address, extending over

six chapters, that the Lord inquired: “Who is

this that darkeneth counsel by words without

knowledge?” But this was Elihu, the son of

Barachel the Buzite, of the kindred of Ram.
Senator Elihu Root, in a long and able ad-

dress, prophesied such an inflation of the currency

through the Glass-Owen Act as would weaken the

confidence of European nations in our financial

system. He referred to railroad securities in

particular, mentioning the passing of the New
Haven dividend. He might have mentioned the

shock to American credit, especially in France,

from the recent Frisco fiasco. Senator Root
might also have mentioned the destruction of

confidence in the former Street Railway system
in New York City, through another kind of infla-

tion by the Whitney-Ryan interests, ably en-

gineered by Senator Root himself, as their attor-

ney. The Senator was wise not to have any
illusions about the presidency. The attorney of

Ryan, Whitney, and of guilty New York aider-

men and bosses will have enough to explain, if

he attempts to retain his Senatorship in a
popular election. The Senator’s vigorous oppo-
sition to the constitutional amendment pre-

scribing a popular election had a commendable
degree of foresight.

The Senator from Illinois

CARL VROOMAN is a candidate for the

Democratic nomination for Senator from
Illinois. So is Roger Sullivan. Mr. Vrooinan
is a man of very high standing, and of special

education in public affairs. He is recognized

as an expert in transportation matters. He
spent four years investigating railway conditions

and problems in Europe and America. His
book on American Railway Problems has been
praised by Franklin K. Lane, Commissioner
B. II. Meyer, former Commissioners Knapp and
Fifer, Louis Brandeis, Senator Gore and many
other men especially qualified to speak. He has
been a Regent of the Kansas State Agricultural

College. He is a well-known public speaker.

About Roger Sullivan, we asked a few weeks
ago if he had sold his gas stock. We understand
that he has sold it. It would be a pleasure

to know when he sold it, and to whom; when he
pot it, and from whom; and in what his money
is invested now.

Food Standards

THE desire of the American people to know'

w'hat they are buying is meeting a sympa-
thetic response from enough food manufacturers,

and enough periodicals and newspapers to assure

the public of improving standards. The fact that

one of the big publications for women lias just

engaged an expert chemist of national reputation

to puss on all its food advertising is a symptom of

the new spirit. Women are almost one hundred
per cent, of the purchasers of the advertised

foods. When the Ladies World, therefore, with

a circulation of over a million, engages Professor

AJlyn not only to write a page every month, giv-

ing such information about the food situation as

he thinks needed, but to veto any food advertis-

ing that he w'ishes to veto, an important step

ahead is taken. Professor Allyn’s experiment at

Westfield began on a small scale, and has in a

short time become a national influence. A fewT

grocers and a fewT consumers in a small New
England town decide that it is for the welfare of

everybody that purchasers going into a store

should know that certain foods have passed the

test of the Westfield laboratory. Therefore it

speedily be<*omes impossible for any food to get a

market at Westfield that has not Professor Al-

lyn’s endorsement. This little experiment, being

so successful, is repeated on a national scale, with

results so satisfactory that the leading manufac-
turers accept and approve it, and many change

their standards in order to meet the test. Pro-

fessor Allyn, in the Ladies' World, will continue

his principle of giving special attention to point-

ing out the food that is exactly what it purports

to be. He keeps the privilege of criticising unde-

sirable foods, but will rely mainly on the con-

structive work of promoting the best. If atten-

tion is fixed upon the best, the survival of the

poorer grades becomes difficult, and wride-awake

manufacturers hurry to meet the standards in-

sisted upon by a public that is being educated

rapidly.

Two Kinds of Sweetness

THERE is a sw'eetness of the child, and a

sweetness of the old. The sweetness of the

child is lurgely independent of his personality. It is

in his ways and in his looks, aud the same thing

is true, though not quite so much of the young
woman. But when sweetness comes at sixty, it is

the expression of the very nature of the soul. Mr.

Barrie somewhere, we believe, has said that no

woman is really beautiful until she is fifty-three.

The beauty that, is worth most is the beauty that

is connected with the character itself.

I
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s
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A Chicago Event

THE removal of Mrs. Ella Flagg Young from

the superintendence of the Chicago Public

Schools was a catastrophe that for once brought
warring forces into complete accord on a public

issue. The mass meeting at which their wrath

against a clique of pettifogging politicians found

expression was accomplished by Chicago women,
armed with the ballot and no longer to be put

olf with courteous evasion. The official heads

of five of Mrs. Young’s enemies on the board of

education fell into the basket. It was impor-

tant. as a demonstration of the power of en-

franchised women, and significant also, because

it brought together social forces that almost never

meet in the public forum except for combat.
Idealists have shaken their heads after watching

the conflict at Lawrence and Los Angeles. On
that Chicago platform sat socialists and trades-

unionists, capitalists and reformers, defenders of

the established order, and fiery rebels. There
was even one anarchist. All were moved by the

same wrath and demanded the same action.

To the people of Chicago Mrs. Young stood

for something outside political or economic,

theory. Mrs. Young was head of the public

schools. She taught neither capitalism nor so-

cialism, neither conservatism nor radicalism.

What she did strive to accomplish was that each

of Chicago’s 350,000 school children be permitted

to develop into a man or woman with a healthy

body, a mind capable of forming its own con-

clusions from evidence recorded by senses trained

to accuracy, a spirit alert to beauty, and a fitness

for doing some part of the world’s work.

Smoot

WHEN in a recent article on “.The Converted
Senate” McGregor inadvertently omitted

the name of Senator Reed Smoot from the group of

Republican leaders who “ reached their later prom-
inence by regularity, experience and the operation

of the old priority rule,” patriotic inhabitants

of Utah arose to claim the credit. Their claim
j

is sound. Smoot was Aldrich’s right-hand man
in the debate on the Payne-Aldrich Tariff Bill '

and in the preparation of that fore-doomed

measure. His chief characteristic is a remark-

able memory for facts and figures, and Aldrich !

|

turned over to him the memory work necessary.

Since Aldrich’s retirement Smoot has sunk to his

real level. He is one of the remaining “Old
Guard” so fearfully injured by the election

contests of the last four years. He voted with

Gallinger, Penrose, Warren, Crane, Guggenheim

;

and Wetmore, when even the other regulars re-

volted. Latterly, with the popular election of

Senators becoming a reality, and his own term
expiring on March 4, 1915, Smoot has tried to

develop into an orator, rushing up and down the

middle aisle of the Senate and shaking threaten-

ing fingers at the opposition, accomplishing on the

i
whole a laughable performance. Smoot is likely

to have as his Democratic competitor a Mormon,
Judge King, appointed Judge by Cleveland,

j

Unless Utah wishes to keep a reactionary Senator
who will be merely able to protest against pro-

I

gressive measures, Smoot will be a desirable

Senator to keep at home.

Virility

ONE of the most energetic thinkers of our
acquaintance has written us a protest about

the Mexican policy of the Administration. He
says:

“I like your kind of Feminism which says

women may do more, but I loathe the Bryanistic

middle-class Feminism which says men shall do
less. That stops fighting, swearing, and wars for

conquest. In faith, the only excusable war is a

sure thing war of conquest, when the superior

crushes the inferior race. That’s progress. Wars
between equals are much less likely to make for

progress. The other Chautauqua Feminism that

is abolishing capital punishment and all other

masculine sports,—nix. I think your old pal

Wilson is troubled with that. We took a piece

of Mexico, before, for the basest of reasons.

Aren’t you glad tee did it? If not, would you
give it back? The old hymn says, ‘dare to do
right.’ Anybody dares to do right. What a

nation needs now und then is a man who dares to

do wrong,—to other nations, like various Romans,
Peter the Great, Bismarck, and most English ex-

cept Gladstone. I was for Wilson until he got

sentimental in international politics. In this zeal

for the higher, softer civilization, he is keeping

civilization from spreading naturally. He's a

damned vegetarian, I believe.”

There is, in the first place, a vast difference

between doing what you think to be wrong at the

time, and what you later decide was wrong.

The general conscience of the country was not

against the Mexican war, although the con-

science of certain enlightened individuals like

Abraham Lincoln was. The conscience of the

white man was not against the general treatment

of the Indian, although it would have admitted
the faults of individuals. Moreover, any one who
reads the history of Pennsylvania and William

Penn will realize that the Indian could have been

put into a subordinate place without crime.

It is something of a slip in logic to look upon a

certain part of the world’s history, and observe

that it included progress, and therefore to justify

all that was done. Is it not probable that

progress would have come without the partic-

ular faults, and that it would have been a

higher progress? The world is not perfect, and it

might have been better if man had been guided by
kinder motives. Mr. Wilson’s policy in Mexico
is exactly the opposite of timid or soft. It takes

a great deal of boldness to state to the world that

the United States will take the responsibility of

avoiding war, and at the same time of skilfully

j

steering the Mexican Revolution toward an out-

|

come which may have some real advantage to

the Mexican people. It takes much more cour-

j

age for Wilson to pass a genuinely lower tariff,

and then to proceed to a currency bill, and then to

I

pass right on to grappling with the essentials of

|

the trust problem, than it would to send some

I

soldiers down to Mexico, to get a few of them
! killed, and a few Mexicans. If we are to use

masculine as a word of praise, is it not more
masculine to grapple with the profound economic,

industrial, and ethical questions of today, than to

imitate the violence of the past

?

A country becomes great by carrying out

greatly the ideals of its own time.
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Three P's in Pennsylvania

PENROSE, BOIES, is one of them of course.

He will be the Republican nominee to suc-

ceed himself in the Senate. He stands for every-

thin# the American people as a whole have deeply

resolved to be rid of in political methods and
causes.

i

Palmer, A. Mitchell, is another. He is the

leader of the Pennsylvania Democracy by virtue

of sheer ability. He is urged to become the

nominee either for the Senate or the Governor-
ship in the pending campaign.

Pinchot, Gifford, is also a citizen of Penn-
sylvania, although as a figure he is national.

[

Palmer has a worthy ambition to become Gov-
I ernor of Pennsylvania and to redeem the state

from its long era of corruption and inconi-

petency at Harrishurgh. an era replete with

scandals that have cried to Heaven. The Demo-
crats have no leader so conspicuous as Palmer,

the Progressives none so acceptable as Pinchot.

Under the primary system. Democrats and
Progressives will each nominate a Governor and a
Senator, and this will preclude any formal fusion.

But with Palmer for Governor and Pinchot for

Senator on their respective tickets, it will be hard

to prevent, in the popular elections, a sentimental

fusion on Palmer for Governor and Pinchot for

Senator. There may even be formed an Anti-

Penrose party, casting no inconsiderable vote,

which will nominate Palmer and Pinchot. and
hold the balance of power. The contest will be

close, in any event. The vote in the Presiden-

tial election in 1914 was: For Roosevelt. 447,446;

for Wilson, 395,619; for Taft, 473.305. But
Roosevelt's powerful personality ami Taft’s

inherent weakness will not be factors in the

pending campaign. The Pennsylvania Progress-

ives voted for the Democratic Tariff Bill. No
one has ever accused Penrose of not being a

Protectionist. There will hardly be a more
interesting contest in the nation than that in

which Palmer, Penrose and Pinchot will Ik* the

central figures.

A Sign of the Times

M R. KEITH has given orders that anti-

suffrage jokes are to be cut out of his

vaudeville circuit. The first standardized joke

that he cut. out was the mother-in-law joke.

That was probably removed merely because

of triteness, but the probable reason for

stopping the anti-suffrage jokes was lack of

sympathy in the audiences. Changes in vaude-
ville audiences are one of the best possible

examples of the general change in the pub-
lic’s point of view. The only still more sig-

nificant changes, as reflected from the stop,

are those which take place in moving picture

audiences.

A Change

AS late as 1694, actors, merely through being

actors, were supposed to be damned
through all eternity. It cannot be denied
that the human race in some wavs improves.

We have no such superstition now, even about
managers.

A New Othello

THE person who loves literature is likely to

care more for tragedy when he is sixteen

than when he is forty. Is this because his fiber

grows softer? Not entirely. It is partly because
high comedy, the picture of actual characteristics

of mankind, becomes more interesting with ex-

perience. It is partly because tragedy strikes the

high points in human experience instead of the

details, and youth needs the landmarks of life.

Youth needs background and gets it from these

great generalizations. Youth is the age of re-

flection on its more emotional side, and tragedy

gives thought highly colored with emotion.

As the distinguished actor, Forbes-Robertson,

has just given an Othello new to this country,

the question of the place of the world’s greatest

dramatist in the intellectual life of today is

again naturally brought forward. If a genius

as great as Shakespeare were writing about people

and events of today, the populace would welcome
him with grutitude and enthusiasm. The lan-

guage and characters and stories of Shakespeare

are far away from the average experience, and
so our people go to see the work of inferior men
dealing with matters within their range. Usually,

when the spectator is heard making remarks
at a Shakespearean performance, it is al>out some
strictly human side. At “Othello,” for instance,

u woman who sat behind us remarked that Iago

was “certainly some villain.” She probably

had not the training to appreciate the extraor-

dinary eloquence of Iago, his richness in style,

his nobility in expression. Never was villainy

expressed in more magnificent language.

The great rdle played by Iago is indeed one
reason that Othello has not as human an appeal

as the other three of the marvelous quartette

written so near together. In “Hamlet,” “Mac-
beth,” and “King Ix*ar,” the spectator is not

put so on the rack. There is more light and
shade; there is more reconciliation, more accept-

ance. What happens to Hamlet does not seem
outrageous. It is at least connected with his

character. The horrors of “Macbeth” are all a
part of the ambition of the warrior and his wife.

The tragedy of “Ia*ar” is accepted as the nutural

fate of an old man who has spoiled himself and
spoiled his children. In “Othello,” however, the

frightful distress grows from an external cause.

If Iago’s villainy had caused a general catastrophe

in which he himself was the most conspicuous

sufferer, it would have been more acceptable

tragedy, but his fate is a detail, ami the muin
spectacle is of one character suffering through

the villainy of another. Such a conception is al-

most entirely pain although it is a wonderfully

constructed play, perhaps in construction the

greatest of Shakespeare’s, but it has nothing like

his usual variety of mood and type. Nevertheless,

although “Othello” does not rank in our affections

with its three companions, or with “Romeo and
Juliet,” its greatness makes life less common-
place and makes purpose larger. Forbes-Robcrt-

son is not the violent, primitive Moor that Othello

is usually conceived to Ik*, but a highly civilized

cerebral type, although goaded to frenzy. Not
all sides of the Moor are realized, but the pathos,

the tenderness, the pity of it are there,—and that

is much.



The Darkened Path
By PERCEVAL GIBBON

Illustrated by

THE captain reached a hand forth and touched the

mate’s arm.

“Set down, James,” he said quietly.

The mate made a curious quick grimace and sat

forthwith. “Shove off," ordered the captain.

Johnny Cos, the yellow, woolly-haired boatman, ply-

ing his oars, sat perforce in face of his passengers and
close to them. He would have preferred it otherwise;

there had been something in the mate’s face which

daunted him. He glanced at it again furtively as he

pulled away from the square-sterned American schooner

which had ridden over the bar in the twilight of dawn and
anchored, spectral and strange, in Beira Harbor. The
mate’s face was strong and sunburnt, the face of a man
of lively passions and crude emotions; but as he sat gaz-

ing forth at the little hectic town across the smooth har-

l>or, it had a cast of profound and des])crnte unhappiness.

Johnny Cos had not words to tell himself what he saw;

he only knew, with awe and a certain fear, that he moved
in the presence of something tragic.

“James,” began the captain again.

The mate withdrew his miserable eves from the scene.

“What?”
“There ain’t any reason why—” began the captain,

and paused and looked doubtfully upon the faithful

Johnny Cos. “Do you speak English?”

“Yes, sar," replied Johnny ingratiatingly. “You
want good ’otel, cap’n? Good, cheap ’otel? Igeeveyou
da card; ’Otel Lisbon, sar. All cap’n go there.”

“No," said the captain shortly. “We can talk better

when we get ashore, James,” he added to the mate.

“You c’n wait to take me aboard again." said the

captain when the wharf was reached; and the two men
went slowly together into the town, along the streets of

ankle-deep sand, toward the office of the consul.

IT was an hour later that the loafers on the veranda
1

of the Savoy Hotel observed their slow approach.

They had done whatever business they had with the

consul. They were deep in talk; the captain's grizzled

head was bent toward his shorter companion, and some-

thing of the mate’s, trouble reflected itself in his hard,

strongly graven face. In the merciless deluge of sun-

light, and upon the openness of the street, they made
a singular grouping; they seemed to be by virtue of some
matter that engrossed anil governed them, aloof and re-

mote, a target set up by Destiny.

By the steps of the hotel the captain paused, wiping

the shining sweat from his face. The eavesdroppers in

the long chairs cocked their ears.

“James,” they heard him say, “it’s bad, it’s just sis

bad as it can be. But it ain’t no reason to go short of a

drink with a saloon close handy.”

He motioned with his head toward the shade of the

long veranda, with the bar ojiening from it and its

bottles in view. The mate, frowning heavily, maided,

and the pair of them entered and passed between the

wicker chairs with the manner of l>eing unconscious of

their oceu|>ant.s.

From within the bar their voices droned indistinctly

forth to the listeners.

“ leavin'you here,” they heard thecaptain say, “James,

I’m sorry right through; but you said yourself
"

“Sure.” the mate’s voice answered hoarsely. “Here
or hell, or anywhere, wlmt’s the difference to me notef"

After that they moved to the window, and what they

said further was indistinguishable. The loafers on the

veranda exchanged puzzled looks; they lacked a key to

the talk they had heard. When at last the two seamen
departed they summoned forth the barman for further

information. But that white-jacketed diplomat, who
looked on from the soIkt side of the bar at so much that

was salient to the life of Beira, was not able to help them.

0
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JT the mate’s conduct continued to be as unusual
as his words overheard on the veranda. He did not

accompany the captain back to the ship, and in the after-

noon he was seen sitting on the parapet of the sea-wall, his

face propped in his hands, staring out across the shining

water of the harlior. The vehement sun beat down upon
his blue-coated back and the hard felt hat that covered
his head; he should have been in an agony of discomfort
and no little danger, clad as he was; but he sat with-

out moving, facing the water and the craft that lay

at their anchors upon it. It was Father Bates, the tall

Scotch priest, who saw him and crossed the road to him.
“My friend,” the priest accosted him, with a light

tap on the shoulder, “you’ll die the sooner if you takeyour
hat off; but you’ll die anyhow, if you go on sitting here."

At his touch the mate looked round sharply. The
tall white-clad father, under his green-lined sun-umbrella,

rested a steady look on his face.

“You're in trouble. I’m afraid.” said the priest. “Is
there anything a man can do for you?”
“No!" The word came hoarsely but curt from

the mate’s throat. "Leave me alone!”

The tall priest nodded. “Nothing a man can do, eh?

”

he said. “ Well, then—you know who can help you, don’t
you?”
The miserable rebellious eyes of the young man

hardened.
“Leave me alone,” he growled. “Say, you’re a kind

of a missionary, ain’t you? Well, I don’t want none of

your blasted cant—see?”

The father smiled. “ I know how you feel. My name
is Father Bates, and any one will show you where I live.

Bates—don’t, forget! And I really wouldn’t sit much
longer in that sun if I were you.”
A sound like a snarl was his answer as he passed on.

Looking back before he turned the corner, he saw that
the mate had returned to his old posture, brooding in

his strange and secret sorrow over the irresponsive sea.

He was still there at sunset when the schooner went
out, holding himself apart from the little group of Beira
people who halted to watch her departure. Upon her
poop a couple of figures were plain to sight, and one of

these waved a hand toward the shore jls though to bid
farewell to the man they left behind. The mate, how-
ever, made no response. He watched unmoving, while she
approached the heads and glided from view, her slender

topmasts lingering in sight over the dull green of the
mangroves, with the sunset flush lighting them deli-

cately. Then she was gone, like a silent visitor who
withdraws a presence that has scarcely been felt.

The mate crossed the road and addressed the man
who stood nearest.

“Where’s the deepo?” he demanded abruptly. “The
railway station?”

The other gave directions which the mate heard, frown-
ing. Then, without thanking his guide, he turned to
walk heavily through the foot-clogging sand in the direc-

tion indicated.

IT was a hundred and fifty miles up the line that

he next emerged to notice, at Mandigos, that outpost
set in the edge of the jungle, where the weary tele-

graphists sweat through the sunny monotony of the days,

and are shaken at night by the bitter agues that infest

the land.

The mate dropp- d from the train here, still clad as

at Beira in thick, stifling .sea-cloth and his hard hat,

though his collar was now but a limp frill. He came
lurching, on uncertain feet, into the establishment of

Hop Sing, the only seller of strong drink at Mandigos.
The few languid, half-clad men who lounged within

looked up at him in astonishment. He pointed shakily

toward a bottle on the primitive bar. “Gimme some
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qf that," he croaked from

u parched throat.

The smiling Chinaman,
silk-clad and supple,
poured a drink for him.

watched him consume it,

and forthwith poured an-

other. With the replen-

ished tumbler in his hand

the mate returned his look.

“What you starin’ at,

you Chow?" he de-
manded.
The subtle-eyed China-

man ceased neither to

smile nor to stare.

“My t’ink you velly

sick man. Two shillin' to

pay. please."

“Sick!" rej>eated the

mate. "Sick! you—you
know, do ye?”

“CAY,” lie demanded
hoarsely, “it— it

don't show on me?"
The Chinaman rnnde

soothing gestures. "My
see," he answered. “ But
deni feller liclong here, him not see nothing. AII-a-light

foil him. Two shillin’ to pay. please.”

The mate dragged a coin from his pocket and dropped
it on the bar. He turned at last to the others, as though

he now first noticed them.

"What’s back of here?" he asked abruptly, motioning

as he spoke to the still palms which poised over the

galvaniml-iron roofs.

"How d’vou mean?" a tall, willowy man in pajamas
answered him surprisedly. "There’s nothing beyond
here. It’s just wild country."

“No white man?" asked the mate.

“Lord, no!" said the other. “White iqcn die out

there. It’s just trees and niggers and wild beasts and
fevers." He looked at the mate with a touch of

amusement breaking through his curiosity. “You
weren’t thinking of goin’ there—in that kit—were you?”
The mate finished his drink and set his glass down.
"I am goin’ there," he answered.

“But look here!" The telegraphists broke into a

clamor. “ You’ve been too long in the sun; that's what’s

the matter with you. You can't go up there, man;
you’d be dead liefore morning."

The tall man, whom the mate had spoken to first, had

a shrewd word to add. “ If it’s any little thing like

murder, dontcher know, why—the border’s just a few

hours up the line."

“Murder!" exclaimed the mate, and uttered a bark of

laughter.

T^HEY were |>ossihly a little afraid of him. He had
1

the physique of a fighter and the presence of a man
accustomed to exercise a crude authority. Their pro-

tests and warnings died down; and, after all, a man’s

life und death are very much his own concern in those

regions.

He gave a half-nod to the other men. but no word,

pulled his hard hat forward on his brow, and walked

out to the aching sunlight and townrd a path that led

between two iron huts to the fringe of the riotous bush.

The telegraphists crowded to look after him, but he did

not turn his head. He paused beneath the great |>alms,

where the ground was clear; then the thigh-deep grass,

which is the lip of the bush, was about him, gray, dry

as straw, rustling as he thrust through it with the

noise of paper being crumpled in the hands. A green

parrot, balancing clown-like on a twig, serenmed rau-

cously; he glanced up at its dazzle of feathers. Then the

wall of the bush itself yielded to his thrusting, let him
through, and closed l»ehind his blue-clad back. Africa

had received him to her silence and her mystery.

B l

"lie had run away from the sight of men of his own color ”

t
TT the end of the tale

came later. It was
told in the veranda of

Father Bates’ house at

Beira, by Dan Terry, as

he lay on his cot and
drank in the air from the

sea in life-restoring drafts.

It was evening when he
told it, prop{>ed up on his

pillows, with the blankets

drawn up under his chin,

and his lean, leathery face,

a little softened by his

fever, fronting the long,

benevolent visage of

Father Bates. The father

had a deck-chair, and
sprawled in it at length,

listening over his deep
Boer pipe. A faint, bitter

ghost of an odor tainted

the still air from the man-
groves beyond the town,

and there was heard, like

an undertone in the talk,

the distant slumberous
murmur of the tide on the

beach.

“But how did you first get to hear of him?” the

father was asking, carrying on the talk.

“Oh, that was queer!” said Dan. “You see. I was
makin’ a cut clean across country to that river of mine,

and, us far as I could tell. I was in a stretch of land where
there hasn’t been one other white man in’ twenty years.

Bad travelin’ it was—swamp, cane, and swamp again for

days; the mud stinkin’ all day, the mist poisoning you all

night, the cane cutting and scratching and dashing you.

It was as bad as anything I’ve seen yet. And it was
while we were splashin’ and strugglin’ through this

that I saw, lying at the bait of an aloe—of all created

things—an old hat. I thought for a moment that

the sun had got to my tirnin. An old, hard, black

derby hat it was, caved in a bit, and soaked, and
all that, but a hat all the same. I couldn't have
been more surprised if it had been an iceberg. You
see, except my own hat, I hadn't seen a hat for over

two years.”

Father Bates nodded and stroked the big bowl of his

pipe with a practiced thumb.
“It might ha’ meant anything," Dan went on: “a

chap nmkin’ for my river, for instance. So the next

Kafir village I came to I went into the matter. I sat

down in the doorway of the biggest hut, and had the pop-
ulation up before me to answer questions.”

“They were willing?" asked the father.

“I HA1) a gun across my knees,” explained Dan; “but
1 they were willing enough without that. And a queer

yarn they had to tell too; I couldn't quite make it out

at first. It begnn with an account of a village hit by
smallpox close by. Their way of dealing with small-

pox is simple: they quarantine the infected village by
pasting armed men round it until all the villagers are

starved to death or killed by the smallpox; then they

burn the village. It costs nothing, and it keeps the

disease under. This village, it seems, was particularly

easy to deal with, since it stood three hundred yards from
the nearest water, and the water was placed out of

bounds.

“It must have been about the third day after the

quarantine was dcclnred that the—the incident occurml.

A man and a girl, carrying empty water-pots, hnd come
out of the village toward the stream. The armed out-

'•>>. with their big stabbii tis ready in their

bonds, ordered them back, bn li.t |*K>r creatures were
cr.'/ed with thirst, and desper. to. They were pleading
;i i i crying and still creeping forward, the man first, the

girl ;i few steps Itehind. mad for just water. What hap-

p <1 first was in the regular «*r|«r of thing.' in those gle
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parts. The fellows on guard simply waited, and when the

man was up to them one stepped forward and drove

the thirty-inch blade of a stabbing-assagai cleati through

him. Then they stood ready to do the same to the girl

as soon as she arrived.

“She had tumbled to her knees at the sight of the

killing, and was crying and begging piteously for water.

They said she held out her arms to them anti bowed her

head between. "After a while, when they did not answer,

she got to her feet and stood looking at the dead body
stretched in the sun, the long blades of the spears and
the shining of the water beyond. It was as though she

was making up her mind about them, for at last she

picked up her water-pot and came forward toward her

sure and swift death. The assagai-men were so intent

on her that none of them seenp* to have heard a man who
came out of the bush close behind them. One of them,
as I was told, had actually flung back his arm for the

thrust—and the girl, she hadn't even flinched! The
thing was within an inch of being done: the stabbing-

assagai goes like lightning, you know: she must have
been tasting the very bitterness of death. The man
from the bush was not a second too soon. The first

they knew of him was a roar, and he had the shaft

of the assagai in his hand and had plucked it from
its owner.

He must have moved like a young earthquake and
bellowed like a full-grown-thunder-storm. All my
informants laid stress on his voice; he exploded in their

midst with an uproar that overthrew their senses, and
whacked right and left with fist and foot and assagai. He
was a white man; it took them some seconds to see that

through the dirt on him; he was clad in rags of cloth, and
his head was bare, and he raged like a sackful of tiger-

cats. He really must have been something extraordinary

in the way of a fighter, for he scattered a clear dozen

of them and sent them flying for their lives. One
man said that when he was safe he looked back. The
white man, with the assagai on his shoulder, was
stumping ahead into the infected village, and the

girl—she was lying down at the edge of the water

drinking avidly. She hadn't even looked up at the

fight."

Father Bates nodded. “Poor creatures,” he said.

“Yes?”
“Well, the cordon being broken, those of the villagers

who weren’t too far gone to walk on their feet promptly
scattered, naturally, and no one tried to stop them.

When at last the people from the neighboring kraals

plucked up courage to go and look at the place, they found
there only the bodies of the dead. The white man had
gone too. They never saw him again, but from time to

time there came rumors from the north and east—talcs

of a wanderer who injected himself suddenly into men’s

affairs, withdrew again and went away, and they re-

membered the white man who roared. He was already

passing into a myth.
“I couldn't make head nor tail of the thing; but one

point was clear: since this white man had neither

Kafirs nor gear he couldn’t hurt my river, and that was
what chiefly mattered to me just then. I might have
forgotten him altogether, but that I came on his

tracks again, and then, to finish with, I saw the man
himself.

“I_IE must have been getting a reputation for
* 1 uncanniness from every village he touched at.

By the time I came up with the scene of his next really

notable doings he was umtayait in full form—super-

natural. you know, a thing to lx? dreaded and conciliated.

And I don’t wonder, really. Here was a man without

weapons, bareheaded in the sun, speaking no word of

any native language, alone and nearly naked, plunging

ahead through that wild unknown country and no harm
coming to him. You can’t play tricks of that sort with

Africa, the old girl holds too many trumps; but this

chap was doing it. It was against nature.

“He’d made his way up to a place where I always

expect trouble. There is, or rather, there was then, a

brute of a chief there, a fellow named N’Komo, who paid

tribute to M'Kombi, and was sort of protected and sup-

ported by him. He was always slopping over his lx>rders
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with a handful of fighting men and burning and slaugh-

tering and raping among the peaceful kraals. A devil he

was—a real, black devil for cruelty and lust. He had
just started on a campaign when this lonely white man
arrived in the neighborhood, passing through a bit of a

district with N’Komo’s mark on it in the form of burned

huts and bodies of people. A man N’Komo had killed

was a sight to make Beelzebub sick. Torture, you
know; mutilation —beastliness! The white man must
have seen a good many such bodies.

“N’Komo and his swashbucklers had slept the night

in a captured kraal, and were still there in the morning
when the white man arrived. I know exactly the kind

of scene it was. The carcasses of the cattle slaughtered

for meat would be lying all over the place between the

round huts, and bodies of men and women and children

with them. The place would be swarming with the tall,

black spearmen, each with a skin over his shoulder and
about his loins; there would be a fearful jabber, a clatter

of voices and laughter, and probably screams, horrible

screams, from some poor nigger whose death they'd be
dragging out hour after hour, for their fun. Near the

main gate N’Komo was holding an indaba with his chief

bucks. I’ve seen him many times—a great coal-black

brute, six foot four in height, with the flat, foolish, good-

natured-looking face that fooled people into thinking him a

decent sort. I wish I’d shot him the first time I saw him.

“ Y^ELL, the indaba—the council, you know—was in

full sw’ing when up comes this white man, run-

ning as if for his life, and wailing—wailing! The Kafir

who told me had seen it from where he was lying,

tied hand and foot, waiting his turn for the firebrands

and the knives. lie said: ‘He wailed like one who
mourns for the dead!’ There was a burnt kraal not a

mile away, so one can guess what he had been seeing

and was wailing about.’ ‘His face,’ the nigger told me,
’was like the face of one who hns lived through the tor-

ment of N’Komo and is thirsty for death—a face to hide

one's eyes before. And it was white and shining like

ivory!’ He came thus, pelting blindly at a run, into

the midst of N’Komo’s war indaba.

“He picked out N’Komo as the chief man there in a

moment; that was easy enough; and he broke into a
torrent of words, gesticulating and pointing back in

the direction from which he had come. Telling him of

what he had seen, of course— jioor l>eggar! Can’t you
imagine him, with those tall, surprised black soldiers all

round him and the great dangerous bulk of negro king

before him, trying to make them understand, trembling

with horror and fury, raging in homely, useless English

against the every-day iniquity of Africa? Can’t you
imagine it. Padre?”

“Ssh! You'll get a temperature,” warned Father

Bates. “Yes; I can imagine it. It makes me humble."
“You sec, I know what had maddened him. The first

work of N’Komo’s I ever saw was a young mother and a

baby—dead and—and finished with; and it nearly sent

me off my head. If I’d been half the man this {xx;r

beggar was, I’d have had N’Komo’s skin salted and sun-

dried before I slept. lie—he didn’t wait to mourn about
things; he went straight ahead to find the man who
done them and deal with him.

"Probably they took him for a lunatic; at any rate,

they soon began to laugh at him. shaking and talking

in their midst. He was a new thing to have s|>ort with

and N’Komo presently leaned forward* grinning, touched

him on the ann. and pointed. The white man’s eyes

followed the black finger to where a poor devil lay on the

ground, impaled by a stake through his stomach. It was
N’Komo’s way of telling him what to expect, and he
understood. He stopped talking.

,rpHE nigger who saw it all and told me about it said

that when the white man had looked round on all the

horrors he turned again toward N’Komo, and at the sight

of his eyes N’Komo ceased to grin. Ilis brute face went
all to hits, as a Kafir’s does when he is frightened. But
the white man made a little backward jerk with his hand,
—that’s what it seemed like to the nigger who told me,

—

and suddenly, from nowhere in particular, a big pistol

materialized in his grip. He must have been pretty

clever at the draw. His hand came up, there was a
smart little crack, a spit of smoke, and N’Komo, the

great war-chief, was rolling on the ground, making
horrible noises like—like bad plumbing, with half his

throat shot away, and the man who had done it

was backing toward the main gate with the big

revolver swinging to right and left across the group
of warriors.

“And he got away, too. That, really, is the most
wonderful part of the whole thing. 1 expect that as

soon as N’Komo was settled, the usual row and the

usual murders began by various would-be successors.

By night they had oil started north again, on a hot-foot

race to occupy and hold the. head kraal, and the country

was clear of them, and the white man's credit as a

magic-worker stood higher than ever. He could have
had anything he liked in any of the kraals for the

asking; he could have been lawgiver, king, and god.

But he was off in the bush again, alone and restless and
mysterious, with his ivory-white face and his eyes full of

pain and anger.”

“Aye,” said Father Bates, “pain and anger—that’s

w'hat it was! And at last you saw him yourself, didn’t

you?”

“ Y’ES,” said Dan, “I saw him. I was at my river

then, combing the gold out of it, when a Kafir trek-

king down told me of him. He was at a kraal fifty

miles away—two days’ journey, lying up with a hurt

foot. The gold was coming out of that river by the bot-

tleful; it wasn't a thing to take one’s eyes off for a mo-
ment; but a white man, the white man who had killed

N’Komo—well. I couldn’t keep away. I spun a yarn to

my men about a lion spoor that I wanted to follow, and
off I went by myself and did that fifty miles of bush
and six-foot grass and rocks in thirty hours, which was
pretty good, considerin’. It was afternoon when I came
through a patch of palms and saw the kraal lying just

beyond.
“ I hadn’t much of an idea what kind of man I expected

to see. I rather fancy I expected to be disappointed, to

find him nothing out of the way after all, and to learn

that nine tenths of the yarns about him were just nigger

lies. I was thinking all that as I stopped in the palms’

shade to mop the sweat out of my hat, and then—I saw
him!

“He was passing between me and the hubs, a strange

lame figure, leaning on a stick, with a few rags of clothing

bound about him. His head, with its matted thick

hair, was bare to the thresh of the sun; he was thick-set,

shortish, slow-moving, a sorrowful and laborious figure.

I saw the shine of his bare skin, and even the droop and
sorrow of his heavy face. 1 stood and watched him
for jterhaps a minute in the shadow under those great

masts of palms; I suw him as clearly as I sec you; and
suddenly a light came to me, and I knew—I understood

it all. Hi.s loneliness, his pain and anger, his wanderings

in that savage wilderness, the wild misery of his eyes

and the ivory-white of his stricken face—I understood

completely. He had run away from the sight of men of

his own color—he would have no use for me. So then

and there I turned and went back through the palms and
started on the trek for my own camp. It was all I could

do for him.”
“But,” said Father Bates, “you’ve not said what it

was that you saw.”

“Padre,” said Dan, “that poor, poor fellow who loomed
to the Kafirs like a great and merciful god,—he was a

leper as white as snow !

”

" Holy saints defend us !
” The father made a startled

motion of crossing himself, staring at Dan’s lean, somber
face in a blankness of consternation. “So that's what

it was then ! A leper!”

“That’s what it was,” said Dan. “I've seen it before

in the East.”

“He said,” continued the father -“lie said he had no
use for my blasted cant. And he hadn’t—he hadn’t. He
knew more than I.”



“ The most harm-bearing incident of the trusts is their promotion offinancial concentration. Industrial trusts

feed the money trust
"

Big Men and Little Business
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Being Part VII of "Breaking the Money Trust ”

I
N the preceding articles Mr. Brandeis has described the formation of the money
trust, its evil effects, and some of the methods, such as legislation and publicity,

by which it may be broken up. In this article he answers the argument that

the investment banker is to be credited with financing our pioneer industries.

J
. P. MORGAN & CO. declare, in their

letter to the Pujo Committee, that

“practically all the railroad and
industrial development of this country

has taken place initially through the

medium of the great banking houses."

That statement is entirely'unfounded in

fact. On the contrary nearly every such

contribution to our comfort and pros-

perity was "initiated” tcithout their aid.

The "great banking houses" came into

relation with these enterprises, either

after success has been attained, or upon
"reorganization" after the possibility

of success had been demonstrated, but

the funds of the hardy pioneers, who had
risked their all, were exhausted.

This is true of our early railroads, of

our early street railways, and of the auto-

mobile; of the telegraph, the telephone

and the wireless; of gas and oil; of har-

vesting machinery, of our steel industry;

of the textile, paper and shoe industries;

and of nearly every other important
branch of manufacture. The initiation

of each of these enterprises may properly

be characterized as "great transactions”;

and the men who contributed the finan-

cial aid and business management neces-

sary for their introduction are entitled to

share, equally with inventors, in our

gratitude for what has been accomplished.

But the instances are extremely rare where
the original financing of such enterprises

was undertaken by investment bankers,

great or small. It was usually doneby some
common business man. accustomed to tak-

ing risks; or by some well-to-do friend of

the inventor or pioneer, who was influenced

largely by considerations other than

money-getting. Here and there you will

find that banker-aid was given; but usually

in those cases it was a small local hanking

concern, not a “great banking house”
which helped to “initiate" the undertaking.

Railroads

\A7E have come to associate the great
* ' bankers with railroads. But their

part was not conspicuous in the early his-

tory of the Eastern railroads; and in

the Middle West the experience was, to

some extent, similar. The Boston &
Maine Railroad owns and leases 2,215

miles of line; but it is a composite of about
166 separate railroad companies. The
New Haven Railroad owns and leases

1,996 miles of line; but it is a com-
posite of 112 separate railroad companies.
The necessary capital to build these little

roads was gathered together, partly

through state, county or municipal aid;

partly from business men or landholders

who sought to advance their special

interests; partly from investors; and
partly from well-to-do public-spirited

men, who wished to promote the welfare

of their particular communities. About
seventy-five years after the first of these

railroads was built, J. P. Morgan & Co.
became fiscal agent for all of them by
creating the New Haven monopoly.

Steamships

f
|
'HE history of our steamship lines is

* similar. In 1902, many years after

individual enterprises had developed
practically all the great ocean lines, J. P.

Morgan & Co., floated the International

Mercantile Marine with its $52,744,000

of bonds, now selling at about 60, and
$100,000,000 of stock (preferred and
common) on which no dividend has ever

been paid. That was ninety-five years

after Robert Fulton, in 1807, with the

financial aid of Robert R. Livingston,

a judge and statesman, not a banker,

demonstrated with the Claremont, that it

was practicable to propel boats by steam.

It was sixty-nine years after the three

Cunard brothers of Halifax and 232 other

persons—stockholders of the Quebec and
Halifax Steam Navigation Company

—

joined in supplying about $80,000 to build

the Royal William,—the first steamer to

cross the Atlantic. Just sixty-two years

after the first regular line of transatlantic

steamers—The Cunard—was founded. Mr.
Morgan organized the Shipping Trust.

Telegraph

nnHE story of the telegraph is similar.

* The money for developing Morse’s

invention was supplied by his partner and
co-worker, Alfred Vail. The initial line

(from Washington to Baltimore) was
built with an appropriation of $30,000

made by Congress in 1843. Sixty-six

years later J. P. Morgan & Co. became
bankers for the Western Union through

financing its purchase by the American

Telephone & Telegraph Company.

Harvesting Machinery

XTEXT to railroads and steamships,^ harvesting machinery has probably

been the most potent factor in the de-

velopment of America; and most im-

portant of the harvesting machines, was

11
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Cyrus H. McCormick's reaper. That
made it possible to increase the grain

harvest twenty- or thirty-fold. No invest-

ment hanker had any part in introducing

this great business man’s invention.

McCormick was without means; but

William Butler Ogden, a railroad builder,

ex-Mavor and leading citizen of Chicago,

supplied $43,000 with which the

first factory was built there in

1847. Fifty-five years later.

J. P. Morgan & Co. performed

the service of combining the five

great harvester companies,

and received a commission of

$8,000,000. The concerns then

consolidated as the Interna-

tional Harvester Company, with

a capital stock of $140,000,000,

had beenpreviously capitalized,

in the aggregate, at about $10.-

300,000—strong evidence that

in all the preceding years no

investment banker had financed

them. Indeed, McCormick was
os able in business as in mechani-

cal invention. Two years after

Ogden paid him $43,000 for a

half interest in the business,

McCormick was able to buy it

back for $30,000; and there-

after. until his death in 1884. no

one, but members of the Mc-
Cormick family had any
interest in the business.

The Banker Era

¥T may be urged that railroads

* and steamships, the tele-

graph and harvesting machinery

were introduced before the

accumulation of investment

capital had developed the in-

vestment banker. In-fore Ameri-
ca’s “great banking houses" had
been established ; and that, con-

sequently, it would be fairer to

enquire what services bankers

had rendered in connection with

later industrial development.
The firm of J. P. Morgan & Co.

is fifty-five years old; Kuhn.
Loeb Si Co. fifty-six years old;

Lee, Higginson & Co. over fifty

years; and Kidder, Peabody &
Co. forty-eight years; and yet

the investment banker seems to

have had almost as little part in

"initiating” the great improve-

ments of the last half century, as

did bankers in the earlier period.

Steel

fT'HE modern steel industry
* of America is forty-five

years old. The "great bankers"
had no part in initiating it.

Andrew Carnegie, then already

a man of large means, introduced

the Bessemer process in 1808.

In the next thirtyyears our steel

and iron industry increased

greatly. By 1898 we had far

outstripped ull competitors.

America’s production about

equalled the aggregate of Eng-
land and Germany. We had also

reduced costs so much that

Europe talked of the “American Peril."

It was 1898, when J. P. Morgan Si Co.

took their first step in forming the Steel

Trust, by organizing the Federal Steel

Company. Then followed the combina-
tion of the tube mills into an $80,000,000

corporation, J. P. Morgan & Co. taking

for their syndicate services $40,000,000 of

Cyrus II. McCormick. Harvesting machinery has Itern

one of the most potent factors in the development of America

“The
share

common stock. About the same time the hearted, business man of Haverhill,

consolidation of the bridge and structural Massachusetts, who was willing to risk

works, the tin plate, the sheet steel, the his own money. H. N. Casson tells of

hoop and other mills followed; and finally, this, most interestingly, in his “History
in 1901, the Steel Trust was formed, with of the Telephone”:
a capitalization of $1,404,000,000. These
combinations"initiatcd" no development "The only man who had money and
in the steel industry. dared to stake it on the future of the

telephone was Thomas Sunders,

ami he did this not mainly for

business reasons. Both he and
Hubbard were attached to Bell

primarily by sentiment, us Bell

hail removed the blight of

dumbness from Sanders’ little

son. and was soon to marry
Hubbard’s daughter. Also,

Sanders had no expectation, at

first, that so much money would
lie needed. He was not rich.

His entire business, which was
that of cutting out soles for shoe

manufacturers, was not at any
time worth more than thirty-

five thousand dollars. Yet, from
1874 to 1878, he had advanced
nine-tenths of the money that

was spent on the telephone.

The first five thousand tele-

phones, and more, were made
with his money. And so many
long, expensive months dragged
by before any relief came to

Sanders, that he was compelled,

much against his will ami his

business judgment, to stretch

his credit within an inch of the

breaking-point to help Bell and
the telephone. Desperately he
signed note after note until he
facet! a total of one hundred and
ten thousand dollars. If the

new ‘scientific toy’ succeeded,

which he often doubted, he
would l»c the richest citizen in

Haverhill; and if it failed,

which he sorely feared, he would
be a bankrupt. Sanders and
Hubbard were leasing tele-

phones two by two, to business

men who previously had been

using the private lines of the

Western I’nion Telegraph Com-
pany. This great corporation

was lit the time their natural

and inevitable enemy. It had
swallowed most of its competi-

tors, and was reaching out to

monopolize all methods of com-
munication by wire. The rosiest

hope that shone in front of Sand-
ers and Hubbard wus that the

Western Union might mnclude
to buy the Bell patents, just us

it had already bought many
others. In one moment of

discouragement they had of-

fered the telephone to President

Orton, of the Western Union,

for $100,000; and Orton had
refused it. ‘What use,’ he
asked pleasantly, ‘could this

company make of an electrical

toy?

'

"But besides the operation

of its own wires, the Western
Union wus supplying customers

with various kinds of printing-

telegraphs and dial-telegraphs,

some of which could transmit

sixty words a minute. These accurate

instruments, it believed, could never

lie displaced by such a scientific oddity

as the telephone, and it continued to

believe this until one of its subsidiary

companies—the Gold and Stock—re-

ported that several of its machines had
been superseded by telephones.

William Butler Ogden supplied 325,000 trith which the

first harvester factory was built in 1H47

men who contributed financial aid are entitled to

our gratitude for what has been accomplished"

The Telephone

' I ’HE telephone industry is less than
* forty years old. It is probably

America's greatest contribution to in-

dustrial development. The bankers had
no purt in "initiating” it. The glory

la-longs to a simple, enthusiastic, warm-
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"At once the Western Union awoke
from its indifference. Even this tiny

nibbling at its business must be stopped.

It took action quickly, and organized the
‘ American Speaking-Telephone Com-
pany,' and with $300,000 capital, and

with three electrical inventors, Edison.

Gray, and Dolbear, on its staff. With
all Lhc bulk of its great wealth

and prestige, it swept down
upon Bell and his little body-

guard. It trampled upon
Bell's patent with as little

concern as an elephant can

have when he tramples upon
an ant's nest. To the com-
plete bewilderment of Bell, it

coolly announced that it had
the only original telephone,

and that it was ready to sup-

ply superior telephones with

all the latest improvements

made by the original in-

ventors—Dolbear. Gray, and
Edison.

"The result wasstrange and
unexpected. The Bell group,

instead of being driven from

the field, were at ouce lifted to

a higher level in the business

world. And the Western Un-
ion, in the endeavor to protect

its private lines, became in-

voluntarily a 'bell-wether* to

lead capitalists in the direc-

tion of the telephone."

l^VEN then, when financial^ aid came to the Bell enter-

prise, it was from capitalists,

not from bankers, and among
these capitalists was William

H. Forbes (son of the builder

of the Burlington) who became
the first President of the Bell

Telephone Company. That
was in 1878. Over twenty

years later, after the telephone

had spread over the world, the

great house of Morgan came
into financial control of the

property. The American Tele-

phone & Telegraph Company
was formed. The process of

combination became active.

Since January. 1900, its stock

has increased from $23,886,300

to $344,606,400. In six years

(1906 to 1912), the Morgan
associates marketed about

$300,000,000 bonds of that

company or its subsidiaries. In

that period the volume of busi-

ness done by the telephone

companies luul. of course, grown
greatly, and the plant had to be

constantly increased; but the

proceeds of these huge security

issues were used, to a large ex-

tent. in effecting combinations;

that is, in buying out telephone

competitors; in buying control

of the Western Union Telegraph
Company; and in buying up out-

standing stock interests in semi-

independent Bell companies. It

is thesecombinationswhich have
led to the investigation of the

Telephone Company by the De-
partment of Justice; and they

are, in large part, responsible for the move-
ment to have the government take over
the telephone business.

Electrical Machinery

T^HE business of manufacturing
* electrical machinery and apparatus

is only a little over thirty years old.

J. P. Morgan & Co. became interested early It is within ten miles of State Street,

in one branch of it; but their dominance Boston; but Thomson's early financial

of the business today is due, not to their support came not from Boston bankers,

"initiating" it, but to their effecting a but mainly from Lynn business men and
combination, and organizing the General investors; men active, energetic, and used

Electric Company in 1892. There were to taking risks with their own money,
then throe large electrical companies— Prominent among them was Charles A.
the Thomson-Houstuu, the Edison and Coffin, a shoe manufacturer, who Itccame

president of the Thomson-
Houston Company upon it*

organization and president of

the General Electric when Mr.
Morgan formed that company
in 1892, by combining the

Thomson-Houston and the Edi-
son. To his continued service,

supported by other Thomson-
Houston men in high positions,

the great prosperity of the

company is, in large part, due.

The two companies so combined
controlled probably one-half of

all electrical patents then exist-

ing in America; and certainly

more than half of those which
had any considerable value.

In 1896 the General Electric

pooled its patents with the

Westinghouse, and thus com-
petition was further restricted.

In 1903 the General Electric

absorbed the Stanley Electric

Company, its other large com-
petitor, and became the largest

manufacturer of electric appar-

atus and machinery in the world.

In 1912 the resources of the

Company were $131,942,144.

It billed sales to the amount of

$89,182,183. It employed di-

rectly over 60,000 persons,

—

more than a fourth as many as

the Steel Trust. And it is pro-

tected against "undue” com-
petition, as one of the Mor-
gan partners has been a director,

since 1909, in the Westing-

house,—the only other large

electrical machinery company
in America.

The Automobile

nPHE automobile industry is

* about twenty years old. It

is now America's most prosper-

ous business. When Henry B.

Joy, President of the Packard
Motor CarCompanv, was asked

to what extent the bankers

aided in "initiating" the

automobile, he replied:

Business men, who were influenced largely by
considerations other than money-getting

the Westinghouse, besides some small

ones. The Thomson-Houston of Lynn,

Massachusetts, was in many respects the

Icadi having been formed to introduce,

among ot’ .r things, important inven-

tions J Prof. Elihu Thomson and Prof.

Houston. Lynn is one of the principal

shoe-manufacturing centers of America.

"It is the observable facts

of history', it is also my ex-

perience of thirty years as a

business man, banker, etc.,

that first the seer conceives

an opportunity. He has faith

in his almost second sight.

He believes he can do some-

thing—develop a business

—

construct an industry—build

a railroad—or Niagara Falls

Power Company,—and make
it pay!

"Now the human measure

is not the actual physical con-

struction, but the ‘make it

pay’!

"A man raised the money in the late

'90s and built a beet sugar factory in

Michigun. Wiseacres said it was non-

sense. He gathered together the

money from his friends who would take

a chance with him. He not only

built the sugar factory (and there

was never any doubt of his ability to

" The money for developing Morse's invention teas sup-

plied by his partner and co-worker, Arthur Vail
"

" Thomas Sanders, the only man teho had money and
dared to stake it on the future of the telephone"
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do that) but he made it pay. The
next year two more sugar factories were

built, and were financially successful.

These were built by private individuals

of wealth, taking chances in the face of

cries of doubting bankers and trust

companies.

“Once demonstrated that the indus-

try was a sound one financially and then

Ijankers and trust companies would

lend the new sugar companies which

were speedily organized—a large part

of the necessary funds to construct

and operate.

"The motor-car business was thesame.
“ When a few gentlemen followed me

in my vision of the possibilities of the

business, the banks and older business

men (who in the main were the banks)

said, ‘fools and their money soon to

Ik* parted'—etc., etc.

"Private capital at first establishes

an industry, backs it through its

troubles, and, if possible, wins financial

success when banks would not lend a
dollar of aid.

“The business once having proved

to be practicable and financially suc-

cessful, then do the banks lend aid

to its needs.”

Such also was the experience of the

greatest of the many financial successes

in the automobile industry — the Ford
Motor Company.

Hotv Bankers Arrest Develop-

ment

Dl'T "great banking houses" have not

merely failed to initiate industrial de-

velopment; they liavc definitely arrested

development because to them the creation

of the trusts is largely due. The recital

in the Memorial addressed to the Presi-

dent by the Investors’ Guild in November,
1011, is significant:

“It is a well-known fact that mod-
ern trade combinations tend strongly

toward constancy of process and pro-

ducts, and by their very nature are

opposed to new processes and new
products originated by independent in-

ventors. and hence tend to restrain

competition in the development and
sale of patents and patent rights; and
consequently tend to discourage in-

dependent inventive thought, to the

great detriment of the nation, and
with injustice to inventors whom the

Constitution especially intended to

encourage and protect in their rights."

And more specific was the testimony of

the Engineering News:

“We are today something like five

years behind Germany in iron and
steel metallurgy, and such innovations

as are being introduced by our iron und
steel manufacturers are most of them
merely following the lead set by for-

eigners yean ago.

“We do not believe this is because

American engineers are any leas in-

genious or original than those of

Europe, though they may indeed be

deficient in training and scientific

education compared with those of

Germany. We believe the main cause

is the wholesale consolidation which
has taken place in American industry.

A huge organization is too clumsy to

take up the development of an origi-

nal idea. With the market closely

controlled and profits certain by fol-

lowing standard methods, those who
control our trusts do not want the

Ijotlier of developing anything new.

“We instance metallurgy only by
'way of illustration. There are plenty

of other fields of industry where exactly

the sume condition exists. We are-

building the same machines and using

the same methods as a dozen years ago,

and the real advances in the art arc be-

ing made by European inventors and
manufacturers."

To which President Wilson's state-

ment may be added:

“I am not saying that all invention

had been stopped by the growth of

trusts, but I think it is perfectly clear

that invention in many fields has been
discouraged, that inventors have been
prevented from reaping the full fruits of

their ingenuity and industry, and that

mankind has l>ecn deprived of many
comforts and conveniences, as well as the

opportunity of buying at lower prices.
“ Do you know, have you had occasion

to learn, that there is no hospitality for

invention, now-a-days?”

Trusts and Financial Concen-
tration

THE fact that industrial monopolies

arrest development is more serious

even than the direct burden imposed
through extortionate prices. But the

most harm-bearing incident of the trusts

is their promotion of financial concen-

tration. Industrial trusts feed the money
trust. Practically every trust created

has destroyed the financial independence

of some communities and of many prop-

erties; for it has centered the financing

of a large part of whole lines of business

in New York, and this usually with one
of a few banking houses. This is well

illustrated by the Steel Trust, which is

a trust of trusts; that is, the Steel Trust

combines in one huge holding company
the trusts previously formed in the

different branches of the steel business.

Thus the Tube Trust combined 17 tube

mills, located in 16 different cities.

The modern steel industry of America is forty-five years old. The “gre f bankers’* had no part in initiating it. Andreir

Carnegie introduced the Bessemer
t

' «<ss
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scattered over 5 states and owned by IS

different companies. The wire trust

combined 19 mills; the sheet steel trust

96; the bridge and structural trust 37;

and the tin plate trust SC; all scattered

similarly over many states. Filially

these and other companies were formed

into the United States Steel Corporation,

combining 938 companies in all, located

in 127 cities and towns, scattered over

18 states. Before the combinations were

effected, nearly every one of these com-
panies was owned largely by those who
managed it. and had been financed, to

a large extent, in the place, or in the

state, in which it was located. When
the Steel Trust was formed all these

concerns came under one management.
Thereafter, the financing of each of these

228 corporations (and some which were

later acquired) had to be done through or

with the consent of J. P. Morgan & Co.

That was the greatest step in financial

concentration ever taken.

Stock Exchange Incidents

rPHE organization of trusts has served
* in another way to increase the power

of the Money Trust. Few of the inde-

pendent concerns out of which the trusts

have been formed, were listed on the

New York Stock Exchange; and few of

them had financial otikes in New York.

Promoters of large corporations, whose

stock is to be lidd by the public, aud also

investors, desire to have their securities

listed on the New York Stock Exchange.

Under the rules of the Exchange, no secur-

ity can be so listed unless the corpora-

tion has a transfer agent and registrar in

New York City. Furthermore, banker-

directorships have contributed largely to

the establishment of the financial offices

of the trusts in New York City. That
alone would tend to financial concentra-

tion. But the listing of the stock en-

hancers the power of the Money Trust

in another way. An industrial stock,

once listed, frequently becomes the sub-

ject of active speculation; and specula-

tion feeds the Money Trust indirectly in

many ways. It draws the money of the

country to New York. The New York
bankers handle the loans of other people’s

money on the Stock Exchange, and in

some way the Money Trust is enriched

by the large amounts paid in commissions.

The aggregate amount paid for brokers’

commissions on Stock Exchange transac-

tions is very large. For instance: There

are 5,084,952 shares of United States

Steel common stock outstanding. But
in the five years ending December 81,

1912, speculation in that stock was so

extensive that there were sold on the

Exchange an average of 29,380,888 shares

a year; or nearly six times as much
as there is Steel common in existence.

With few exceptions, sales on the Ex-
change involve the payment of twenty-

five cents in commission for each share

of stock sold; that is, twelve and one-half

cents by the seller and twelve and one-

half cents by the buyer. Thus the com-
mission from the Steel common alone

afforded a revenue averaging over $7,000,-

000 a year. The Steel preferred stock

is also much traded in; and there are

138 other industrials listed on the New
York Stock Exchange, largely trusts.

Trust Ramijwations

OUT the potency of trusts as a factor

in financial concentration is mani-
fested in still other ways; notably

through their ramifying operations. The
endless chain is forcibly illustrated by the

General Electric Company’s control of

water-power companies; and of the street-

railway and light and power plants,

—

whether supplied by hydro-electric power
or by steam. The policy of conservation

demands that federal and state govern-

ments should preserve all remaining

rights in and over water powers and pub-

lic franchises. This is demanded likewise

by the policy of the New Freedom. And
unless the prex-uss of concentration is

promptly arrested, it may become neces-

sary soon to exercise the taxing power and
the power of eminent domain, in order to

recover rights which should never have

been surrendered. But that In another

story, to be told later.

The Sherman Law

'T'HE Money Trust cannot be broken, if

* we allow its power to be constantly

augmented. To break the Money Trust

we must stop that power at its sources.

The industrial trusts are among its most
effective feeders. Those which are illegal

should be dissolved. The creation of

new ones should be prevented. To this

end the Sherman law should be supple*

mented both by providing more efficient

judicial machinery, and by creating a

commission with administrative func-

tions to aid in enforcing the law.* When
this is done, a long step will have been

taken toward securing the New Freedom.

But additional legislation relating spe-

cifically to railroads is required in order

that the Money Trust may be broken.

•Ttiin M bjrrt >u diactmwd by Mr. Bruidria in our
inir of Nor. S, ISIS, under the title “A Solution ,if the

Trail Problem—A Program.”

This subject will be discussed in our next issue under: “A Curse of Bigness."

A Very Small Room
By LAUDER CLEMENT

S
HE would often lie crying at my
feet in the earlier days of her hus-

band's commitment, entreating me
to get him out of prison, but she was able

to support her three children throughout

the six years of his sentence.

From her first days of despair she soon

stepped forth. She began, surmounted,

and ended each day with one intent.

Through six years she rushed with a splen-

dor on her mind; through a fierce ascetic-

ism and self-denial toward a complete self-

indulgence. She was often tired, but in the

main her strength increased. She became

very strong and handsome, with the dis-

tinction of a vigorous single-mindedness

that never once had broken down.
Nor in the new delight and power of

herself did she forget her first object or

grow to think less of the reward. Her
love for her husband remained lively and
fresh, her compassion leaping and in-

tense. During the six years, she had ac-

counted for her over-weening ardor

—

as one excuses too much love and folds

it deeper in the rose by offering a likely

and a selfish motive—saying. “He will

bo a great help to me when he gets out.”

I told her she could not be sure he would

be much help after his six years. She
had scarcely listened and had answered,

leaning her head to one side, “I hardly

care about that.”

At the end of the six years her husband
was discharged from jail.When he liad been
at home a few months l went to sec* her.

“He’s no help,” she said. “It conies

to this”—I saw the twist of a new humor
on her mouth—“He’s got three children

—

they are all his too” (her lips compressed

like the lips of young men on street-

corners whose slightly-smiling mouths
absorb one more obscenity with a faint

tremor and sensation of thanks), “it

comes to this. He’s got three children

—

as Ijsay, all his; and I have four, himself

the fourth. He’s no help. He’s cold

too. There’s no pleasure in a man like

that. He’s no help.”

“He is ill, though,” I said.

“Yes,” she agreed, “he’s sick enough.”
She took some white, wet fish from a pot.

T FOLLOWED her down a passage with
* the wind blowing in it and stood with

her outside a small door. “Why do you
keep him out here?" I asked.

“He wants it,” she said. "It was a
good storeroom for provisions having a
window, but since he got back from his

jail he wants a very small room. So I

cleared the onions and fruit out of this

and his saws and tools lie used to use.

and he sits on the edge of the bed with

his legs apart. He’s no help, you can
see for yourself.”

“He is ill, though,” I said. “It seems
to me you have changed.”

“He’s sick enough, surely. Yes, I’ve

changed enough. You can’t like a man
like that, timid and quiet. He’s quiet

enough. Sometimes he puts on his vest

wrong side out, but that’s all he does.

And he wants his inrals handed in through

a crack in the door. He will not have a
lot of blue and yellow and white rushing

in at him from outside when lie’s used to

his grey stones, nor a crowd of children

—

all bis, as I say—before his eyes, and the

cat walking in and out amongst them.”

OHE opened the door. “Well, how are

v you?” I said to the man inside. I

saw a small room with a window over the

bed on wliich the mail sat, with his legs

apart and his waistcoat on wrong side

out. I saw the meager branch of a peach-

tree cross and recross the pane in the

slight gusts of spring. “That tree, I dare

say, is a pleasure to your eyes,” I said

to him.

“I don’t like it,” He said. “The win-

dow is too large. And the room’s too

large. I like a very small room and
a small window.” His eye fell on the

plate of food in his wife’s hand and he

threw out his arm with the gesture of

shutting a door. He took no further

notice of me. We went out again. His

wife smiled the smile she had got.

“That fish will In? cold enough,” she

said to me. Then in the kitchen, looking

toward the glass, “I’m losing my looks.

What do you think?”

“I don’t know,” I said.

“You can see for yourself he’s no use,”

she remarked from the top step. “And
no comfort, either.”

“That prison was too much for him,”

I said.

“Yes,” she agreed, “he’s sick enough.”
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

MORE DRAWING-ROOM STUFF

Adhesive Kid Stuff.

i S in acrobatics, the Drawing-

y Room stunts that seem

easiest are often the most

dangerous: pulling off the gloves

looks easy and easy it is, while

it lasts. But as the best trained

Drawing-Room performer knows,

once they are off, then more
than ever ore they upon his

hands.

How shall he get rid of them?

fT'HEY ding to him as the scent

^ of the rose to the shattered

vase—as the alliatross to the

Ancient Mariner. He may wring

them to the point of strangula-

tion, but, unless Parker (the second

footman) takes them from him, it

were better he had left them at

home, better he had never worn
them. Each moment they grow

more monstrous until, with archi-

teuthian fingers, they crush him

utterly. Cail-me-early Stuff

Sans Souei Stuff

BUT thrilling as they are, these

exhibitions of Hand-Taming,

they are as naught beside the wonder of

the Listening Act. By some, the art of ap-

pearing to listen is considered the supreme

test of perfect acting.

Even the Box Parties are hushed as.

spellbound, they watch the intrepid young

gymnast perform his famous Listening

Act.

THE Duchess Velours dc Laine speaks

to him in low muted thirds. Di-

stinctively (it would seem) he draws him-

self to his full height, his chin Is slightly

raised, his eyes droop earnestly, the Hands

—the treacherous Hands, at last they are

completely cowed. They hang limply at

each side, the first finger parallel to the

scum of the adjacent trouser.

NOT a wrinkle mars the perfect cylin-

der of the coat-sleeve. The profile

of the trousers’ crease is like the cameod

forehead of a Greek god. No
one hears' what the Duchess

Velours de Laine is saying be-

cause she belongs to the new

school of acting and having been

told that she is better than Mrs.

Fiske, she speaks in low, in-

audible thirds. But even the

deafest of us can hear Lord

Aberdasher listening and (to

judge from his footmanesque at-

titude) this is what the Duchess

should be saying: “Now, James,

you can set the tea in the blue

room, ami don't forget to clean

the globes in the library, and

when you’ve aired the pink

la-drooin in the west wing,

you can wash Pingloo; and,

James, see if you can comb out

the kinks without making her

howl the way you did last

time.”

And then Lord Aberdasher

kisses the Duchess's hand, raising

it aloft to his lips in the perfect

Drawing-Room Manner, like a

Idle Rich Stuff flagon of W’Ureburger.

IH



Criminals I Have Known
By T. P. O’CONNOR

Illustrated by William M. Berger

III. Henri Le Caron

THE name of Pigott not unnaturally

suggests that of the other figure

which played so important a part

in the moving melodrama of the Parnell

trial. I have already asked the reader

to interpret the word criminal in a broad

sense. It is open to question whether
Henri Le Caron could properly be desig-

nated by that title. He himself in-

sisted that his occupation had been
honorable as well as beneficial. He never

showed any sign of excitement except

when Sir Charles Russell put to him a
question that threw doubts on the na-

ture of the part he had played in the

Irish Revolution. His face flushed,

his eyes sparkled, as he claimed that he
was a military spy, and that he had acted

in the interests of his country. Military

spies have played an important and hon-
orable part in history; spying is both
a necessary and a perilous occupation.

So let Henri Le Caron be taken at his

own estimate, and find his place in this

gallery, not as a criminal, but as one who
figured in a great State trial.

I remember the first time I heard the

name of this extraordinary man. It was
from one of the ardent and extreme leaders

of the Irish movement, and it was in the

lobby of the House of Commons. My
friend spoke with enthusiasm of this dare-

devil. who was described as bolder, more
daring, more extreme tlian even the

extremest in the rank of the Irish-

Aiuericuns. This eminence in courage

and in vehemence was rendered the more
remarkable in the eyes of my friend by
the fact that he was not an Irishman, but

a French-Canadian, as the name showed.

As a matter of fact, the French-Canadian

was an Englishman named Beach, and
almost the very moment when his patri-

otic Irish zeal was being extolled to me,
was walking up and down one of the

corridors of the House of Commons,
conversing with Mr. Parnell and attempt-

ing to trap that wary and suspicious

political leader into some dangerous and
perhaps fatal admissions which might
have landed him in jail or dragged him to

the gallon s. To make the tragic comedy
complete, this fateful interview described

many yes t afterwards in a public court

when Parnell was fighting for his life and
for the life of his cause, was communicated
a few moments afterwards to Sir Robert
Anderson, then at Scotland Yard, and
one of the most powerful and almost

fanatical opponents of everything that

Parnell represented.

WHEN, therefore, one of my young
reporters on the tS'tor informed me

that a man named Le Caron was giving

evidence, I pricked up my ears, and I

resolved to go to the court the next day
and study and chronicle the man's evi-

dence. Never was I so rewarded. For

three full days I watched this man’s

extraordinary face, writing my descrip-

tion almost without ever looking at my
manuscript. It was one of the most re-

markable faces I have ever seen. If ever

a man looked his desperate and terrible

part, it was Le Caron.

One of the revolutionaries whom he

mentioned prominently in his evidence

declared that he had never trusted him
because of his "Mephistophelian" face.

It was not a bad description. Imagine
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" He began an address of thanks Jar the patience irith which his terrible story had been heard ”

a lit lie* man with a laxly thin almost as

a skeleton, surmount this with a face

more like the edge of a razor than the

ordinary face of flesh and hlood, with a
skin us yellow as though he had jaundice,

with cheek hones tliat seemed to obtrude

through the thin flesh, with sunken cheeks,

and then add a tiny black moustache and,

above all. add a pair of black, piercing,

almost burning eyes, anil you have some
conception of this extraordinary figure.

I N spite of the palpuble delicacy—for

^ the man was already stricken with

mortal disease—there was an air of restless

alertness. And in spite of the eyes that

seemed always to be burning and speak-

ing. there was usually a look of im-

penetrable mystery and brooding ret-

icence. He was just the man whom it

was impossible for even the most scru-

tinizing observer to read. It was the

mask of a yellow Sphinx. At times you
might almost trace a resemblance to that

terrible Corsican who conquered and
dominated Europe, and who also when
he wished, eould hide his thoughts from

a million eyes, und who, even on a bloody

battle-field in which his life, his throne,

and his gigantic interests were involved,

revealed to not one of the hungry and
nnxious troops who looked upon it

whether he wus confident or hopele- <»f

the issue. In daring, in cunnif- in

impassivity, in coolness in the face • »f

appalling danger, Le Caron had some-

thing that was Napolcoir

He had an astoundim a tell.

Becoming associated 1 ut an

early periixj of his life i . .• ri • a with

some of the leaders of the then powerful revolutionary

section of the Irish movement in America, Le Caron
conceived the idea that he should devote himself to

the purt of a spy. By his assumption of the part of a

man more daring, more merciless, more violent than

any other, he gradually established his reputation, and
was advanced from point to point, till he finally became
one of the innermost and small circle that guided the

whole movement. Those who have studied such move-
ments, whether in Russia or in Italy, in the days when
a struggle for greater liberties had to face all the

innumerable weapons of a powerful and a despotic

government, will realize that men in that terrible

innermost circle wield a power
more dreadful than even the des-

|H»ti«- governments they are fight-

ing. It is one of the inevitable

and awful consequences of a revo-

lutionary conspiracy that the

fidelity of its members should

Ik-, when needs be, guaranteed by
the decree of death against trea-

son. This is why in Russia, for

instance, there are often as many
assassinations of the conspirators

as there are of the officials of the

government. In Russia, too. it

has happened that a watchful and
cunning police with all the funds

of the State at their disposal are

able not only to buy the most
daring, cunning and impressive

revolutionary, but to place him at

the very head of that terrible

inner ring which decides on life

and death. The story of Azcff

is a remarkable

instance of this.

LE CARON was
the Azeff of

the Irish Revolu-

tion in the United

States. He was
one of three men
known as the ” Tri-

angle,” before
whom came all the

most serious and
sometimes tragic

issues. One can
imagine the feel-

ings of Le Caron
when sitting in a
room with three or

four men to decide

perhaps the life of

another human
being, and on the

very question
whether or not he
was guilty of

treachery, with the

certainty within

his bosom that if

the awful secret of

his own life were

known he would
•i I to leave the roomnot have been all

alive. And it wn- I i- duty, perhaps, to

condemn another * utn for the very deed

of which he himse 1 .v- guilty. I can still

remember the sin !> , r when Sir Charles

Russell quiet 1;. a-> I Is: Caron what he

had dune "it sic li ,'hmoiu, and Le Caron
replied. "I - "'i-d i'li the majority.”

Le ( imn was null' iull> a chemist in

a small town near Chicago. He at-

tended iiis duties in connection with
the revolutionary organization with the

nio*t .wrupulous care, and naturally, for

that was after ull the chief business of

Itis life. The organization was divided

into what were called camps. At each

of these camps the whole business was
discussed, and now and then prodama-
tions were read that informed the

members of the future tactics of their
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leaders. It was strictly ordered that the

proclamations should lx* burned immedi-

ately after they had been read, so that no
tract* of them might remain behind. And
this further precaution was adopted, that

a copy was given only to the few men who,

like Le Caron, held the highest and the

most trusted offices in the organization.

When Le Caron returned to his chemist's

shop from the meeting of the camp he
calmly took a copy of the proclamation,

and by the next post it was on its way to

England to a private address, and within

a few hours afterwards it was in the hands
of Sir Rol»crt Anderson, and placed

among the archives which he was piling

up for use at the proper time against the

deadly foes with whom he was waging
war. Many of these proclamations were
read out during the trial. They were

somewhat turgid in style, and with their

apparent confidence in their strictest,

secrecy while this dark-skinned man with

the hurtling eyes was all the time sending

them to the formidable chief of Scotland

Yard, they produced a rather ironical

effect.

/~\NE of the few occasions in which Le^ Caron departed from his usual grav-

ity and impassivity was when his counsel

read out a letter uf introduction given

to him when he was about to visit some
of the camps in the southern states.

The terms of perfect confidence in Le
Caron as a true member of the organ-

ization who could be implicitly trusted

were in such contrast with the man stand-

ing in a witness box in London and giving

the whole story and all the men away, and

was at once so poignant and so comical

that Le Caron's grim face relaxed and
was covered by a broad smile.

TICKING all these three days he was
giving his evidence Le* Caron re-

mained to me a figure of absorbing interest.

The coolness of the man. the grimuess,

the sense of the many hours through

which he had passed when even a look

light have meant his immediate death,

and all this so well symbolized in the

death's-head face, the sunken cheeks,

and the blazing eyes, made him a figure

to admire, to wonder ut, to shudder at.

lie seemed scarcely human in his supe-

riority to ordinary fears, weaknesses and
scruples. It was one of his astonishing

qualities that he felt so utterly self-confi-

dent. and even self-complacent. There
was an amusing example of this when he

hail concluded his examination. He
turned to the three grave judges and be-

gan what was evidently intended to be

a florid address of thanks and of all-

round congratulations to the Bench for

the patience with which his terrible story

had been heard. It was almost as if

for the moment he thought that he was
the presiding judge and the chief figure

of the court. But Mr. Justice llannen,

who presided, had a short and stern way
with him, and he stopped the intended

oration very abruptly, and Le Caron
had to leave the box with the oration

unfinished.

Here is a curious little bit of secret

history in connection with this ex-

traordinary mail. Henry Labouehere
was then alive and taking an active

interest in the political struggle of the

time. Labouehere had an insatiable

interest in plots, conspiracies, and all

the dark places of the world. It was his

incessant working that produced the
interview between Pigott and Sir George
I<ewis at which the forger confessed to his

work. It was “Labby”, also, who con-

tributed to Pigott's exposure by examin-

ing correspondence which was known to

come from Pigott's hand. In tracing

a conspiracy “Labby " forgot the hard-

fistedness which was part of his character,

and he spent money freely on his own
service of detectives. Le Caron was one
of the men on whom the strange (wing

thought it necessary to put his spies.

Thus it came about that while Le Caron
was amusing himself in seeing the sights

of Ixindon, which, by the way, included

frequent visits to the Aquarium of those

days, when its purposes were somewhat
different from those of today, and while

Le Caron walked about in the company
of the detective who was always with liim

to guard him against any attack, “flab-

by's” detective was always on the heels

of both of them, and every morning
there was on “LabbyV’ desk an account
of Le Caron’s doings on the previous

night. It was n*ported at the time that

Le Caron had received a large sum from

the Time-

s

for the great services he hod
rendered it during the Parnell trial,

and tliat he was secured in a comfortable

income for the remainder of his days.

But he did not enjoy the income long.

He died not long after the close of the

tragic scene in which he liad played so

astounding a parL

Next week trill appear “Mme. Humbert the fmirth of this series of stories bp T. P. O'Connor

Mum’s Point of View
By VIDA SUTTON

Mum is the wife of a workingman
in East Ham. London. In all

her life she has scarcely lieen

outside that sordid, dull, factory-bounded

area. Her experience is in common with

thousands of other women who manage
by some miracle to keep a clean home and

bring up a family on a pound a week,

self-respecting and alxive charity. Now
Mum’s work is done. Her family is

grown and she has taken to dropping

in at the “pub” for company, much to the

worry of Dad. Today she has had a

glass and is a hit talkative.

“Now, Dad, don't you scold me.

Don't you sy a word to me. I didn’t

mean no ’arm. I ain’t done nothin’. I

on’v stopped in to see my frien’s. Tell

’em you wuz hringin’ a teddy down to ’ave

tea with me. I’ll be alright in a niinnit.

Interjuce your leddy fren’.

“I'm sure I’m pleased to meet you,

Ma’m, an’ myke you welrome to our

’ome. It’s ’umble—but it’s ’one. Six

bob a week we pys an’ "as four rooms.

I seen the time when ’im an" me an’ six

bybies wuz livin’ in one room.

“Stir the fire. Dad. Put on the kettle.

“Y/’OU’LL ’ave to tyke pot-lurk and
* wyte till the kettle lioils. I’m

ashymed as I ’asn’tgot things ready. Ye
see, Ma’m, I'm upset along o’ lookin’ fer

my lad cornin' 'ome from the army. Ain’t

seen "im in ten years. Mykes you think

of a lot o’ things when your byby comes
'ome a growed man. I feels a bit teary, I

does, an* I stops fer a drop now an* agin

to myke me forgit my troubles. Dad 'ere,

’e scolds me fer it— *E‘s temperance.

“But I'm 'appy-go-lucky, an’ I likes

to be jolly, now an’ agyn.
“

’E’s up an’ off an’ gone all dy, an’

I’m ’ere, settin’ all alone. I cleans my
’onse an’ sits ’ere by the fire an’ thinks

o’ them as is gone. Amusin’, ain’t it,

an’ jolly, fer a 'appy-go-lucky like me?
“So I drops into the pub, I does. Syme

as the others. Them wi’ bybies too,

as orter be ’ome. An’ the kiddies

sittin’ on the steps wytin’. ‘It’s a
shyme,’ I says to one of ’em. ‘It’s the

law,’ she says, ‘I eahnt tyke ’em in.’

“Tliat’s the wy with ’em. A gossipin’

lot. But I ain’t blymin’ ’em. I ain’t

blymin’ nobuddy. A pint o ’ale do myke
you jolly. An’ it’s sociable, it is,

“EMIT I must sy if it weren’t fer my
eyes, I’d ruther stop to the pictoor

palaces, when I ’as a spare copper. My
word! They are jolly, them plyccs. In-

juns an’ bluek men an’ sojers a-fightin’,

an' ’ouses humin’ down, an’ bobbies a-

chysin’ theirselves and these ’ere stiffra-

gin' wimmen knockin’ their ’unhands

abaht. Its shymeful the wy they do
bo’yve. ‘Im workin’ an’ cookin’ an
lookin' arter the kids an' gettin’ knocked
abaht when ’er comes ‘ome.

“I wonda-' ns any man stands it!

“My old u. an, 'e says it’s all myde up.

“But I sy, ’ow could they tyke the

pictoors if it • .fen’t true?

“Dad 'ere. Vs took up with these

wimmen as talks Votes. I gets called

‘Suffo’ too. An* I ’as it for dinner an'

supper an* tea. I ’as. But I don’t know
what 'e’s talkin' abaht.

“I looks on the sly in the bloomin’

books an’ pypers ’e brings ’ome, but

I ain’t ’ad no edikyshun an’ blyme me if

I knows wot it’s all abaht.

“rT,HE world is ’ard on wimmen. Syme
1 as it is on men. 'E works all

the time, an’ ’er works all the time

kicsides ’avia’ bybies all the time an'

ryzin’ a family on twenty hoh a week.

It’s ‘ard. It's bloomin’ ’ard. Blit

thinkin' ’ow ’ard it is don’t myke it no
easier. I sy, myke the best of it and die

gyme. That’s me.

“I'm 'appv-go-lucky, I am. An’ I

pys no attenshuu to things as I rahu't VI p.

“’Unger an’ cold an’ hringin* bybies

inter the world an' burvin’ ’em. that's

wimmen's work as I knows it. Twelve
I’ve ’ad, and eight I’ve buried, an’ it’s a

puzzle to me wot it’s all fer.

“But I larfs an’ shuts my eyes an’ goes

on a-doin’ of it,

“Dad ’ere V knows all abaht ’ow

things can be myde l>etter. ’E's a

'owler, V is. Ever 'card ’em ’owl?

“An’ these ’ere Suffos as think they

can 'dp. Let 'em all try! I says.
“
’Appy-go-lucky is lookin' on!

“Go at it, my dears, an 'if you can myke
*ead or tyle of the bloomin' mix-up, it’s a

jolly good thing fer us all. I says.”
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CYRIL MAUDE AS “GRUMPY”

By James Montgomery Flagg
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Cyril Maude as Foxy Grandpa”

CYRIL MAUDE is a finished actor.

It is not difficult to understand why
much the most popular piece in

which he has played in the United States is

“Grumpy.” In the first place, it is newer

than some of his other productions which

were familiar without being great enough

to make it interesting to compare differ-

ent methods of acting them. Moreover.

“Grumpy” belongs to an extraordinarily

popular type. This is an age in which

the majority of reading people read, not

great books, but current novels and peri-

odicals and newspapers. They read for

pastime, not for growth.

SIMILARLY, they go to the theater

not for the pleasure of strengthening

their understanding of life and art. but

for the pleasure of being stimulated

and diverted out of the current of their

daily thoughts in some startling or light-

ly pleasing way. The effective thriller,

however, is one of the recognized types

of dramatic success, and what is more
thrilling than a detective ? Since the

enormous success of “Sherlock Holmes,”

the majority of editors, and possibly the

majority of playwrights and fiction writers,

have been trying to think up some detec-

tive idea that will combine personality,

plot and difference from Sherlock. We
have had a priest detective, a woman de-

tective, a little boy detective, a chemist

detective, a reporterdetective, a real detec-

tive, and I know not how many others.

“ Grumpy ” has solved the problem of fur-

nishing a fresh type. The man who traps

the robber in thiN play moves through a plot

which is intense throughout. To follow the

fatal clue of the one important camellia,

and the various other camellias which are

false clues, would require about three

pages in this highbrow weekly. Taken
as a mere distraction for the so-called

mind of the average man this series of

adventures is hard to equal. Detective

stories are among the indulgences which

I permit myself while being a little

ashamed. Doubtless, it would be better

to seek relaxation from serious work only

in things which themselves have value,

but that is an ideal and not many of us

get along without a moderate amount
of alcohol, or a moderate amount of

nicotine, or a moderate amount of bridge

whist, or a moderate amount of turning

over periodicals like the Cosmopolitan,

or a moderate amount of going to the

most popular plays of the season.

I HAD a splendid time myself at
* “Grumpy,” and feel a good deal as

I should if I had been off to a frivo-

lous dinner, with champagne, gay com-
pany, and no thought, and found myself

the next morning with no indigestion.

Mr. Maude acts Lhe grouchy and pene-

trating old grandfather with a distinc-

tion which does much to make us forget

how melodramatic the play is. Old men
of superior type have a picturesque

charm. Their unpleasing qualities, espe-

cially their nervous irritability and tend-

ency to bully others if they can, arc

presented by Mr. Maude with a friendly

humor which keeps them from being

offensive, and their sympathy and ef-

fectiveness get their full value. Grumpy
is very old. He is almost on the verge of

the grave; he cannot go to lied without

help. He has retired from practice,

after being the must successful criminal

lawyer in London. Suddenly the occa-

sion calls for all his old powers turned into

a new channel, and hearing upon the wel-

fare of his gr&uddaughter and the man
whom she Is to marry. This young man
has preferred his own opinion to Grumpy's
on the question of locking up in the safe a

jewel worth $+50,000. A few minutes
after this decision is made, and Grumpy
has gone to bed, the young man is struck

down in the dark and the jewel is taken

away from him. The only real clue is

a camellia. The astuteness with which
Grumpy, jumping into the situation and
following it rapidly to an end, runs down
all clues, solves all situations, and foils

the high-class villain, really puts him
so nearly into the class of Sherlock

Holmes that I shall be surprised if the

same old man is not made the hero of

another detective play or novel. If he
is, however much I may prate about
high art and the larger experience, I

shall certainly go to see the play and
read the novel. N. H.

The
APERIODICAL which means to in-

terpret Feminism, week by week, as

part of its permanent excuse for

existence must, of course, take interest in

Ellen Key, the intellectual chief of that

movement. Harper'sWeekly in a fort-

night begins the publication of a scries of

articles on the essence of Feminism by
the great Swedish leader.

Havelock Ellis, who is one of the men
who understand this movement thor-

oughly, has written the introduction to

the English translation* of a new life of

the Swedish reformer. " Here at the spot

where she stands." Mr. Ellis continues,

"the nature and direction of the Woman’s
Movement of the future must be deter-

mined. That alone suffices to make the

study of her work indispensable.”

^HE stands with neither of the two ex-

^ treme parties. One party declares that

woman is the mother, that home is her

sphere, that by seeking to do everything

done by men she becomes unfit for the

work she alone can do. The other party

declares that woman is a human Wing,
and demands in her the same rights and
privileges as man. Between these two
parties comes Ellen Key declaring, —Yes,
woman Is the mother, and also woman is a

human being, and because she is both she

needs complete freedom for development,

and the power to exercise all human
rights, not in order to imitate man or to

do any work wliich he may l»c better fitted

to do; but to enable her to do her own
* “ EIImi Kty. Her life tod Hrr Work.” hjr Lonu

Ntnwa-ILom.to* . TraaiUted from llw SwrdUh by
A. E. B. Ffi*»; G. P. Putnam'* Son*. Nr* York and
Loawtua.

Life of Ellen
work, to follow her own natural impulses,

and to exercise that function of mother-

hood in a wider sense. The new de-

mands which every age must make are to

be insisted upon, not at the expense of the

ancient traditions, but the better to main-

tain those traditions.

The leading Danish critic. Georg
lirandcs, said on the sixtieth birthday of

Ellen Key that she had influenced women
as no one else had influenced them. And
Maeterlinck wrote of her us “the great

Liberator who in our children will find

more enlightened, more enthusiastic, more
trusty followers."

I_IER parents were highly educated and
1 1 progressive. The mother taught
Ellen and the other children through her

own example to be lenient with others and
strict with themselves. Apparently there

could have been no hetter bringing-up.

While the children were young, they ate

standing up at a table where only brew I

and milk were served. No waiting on the

children was allowed. If the children

gave orders, they were to be led out of the

kitchen with a dishrag around their necks.

Complaints were looked upon as squeam-
ish, and Ellen Key has often said: “He
who enters the game must endure the

play.” She had the higher humor, wliich

is so close to tears. She cried over Don
Quixote more often than she laughed over

him. She went through struggles with

the orthodox beliefs of her surround-

ings; she pored over the confessions of

Augustine, and finally, she drifted away
from religion altogether. In history,

she spent no enthusiasm over royalty.

Key
and the hemes whom she loved were not

the butchers but the really great.

V\/HILE she loved literature and art,
’ " she threw herself also into the fight

for liberty. She defended August Strind-

berg when he was indicted for blasphemy.

As far as she could, she kept away from
public discussion, but occasionally, when
her deep convictions have forced her, she

lias come forward, alone and independent

of parties, to speak her faith. She has

never ceased to believe and to say that, for

a woman who has in herself all the possibil-

ities of woman, the heart life is the central

thing, but this, to her. has meant no limita-

tion of interests. Her love of freedom has

been misinterpreted. It has been thought

of sometimes as a cheap tendency toward

self-indulgence and it has been attacked

by people without a thousandth purt of

Ellen Key's nobility. Even the suffra-

gists have misunderstood her and misrep-

resented her often, but she has gone oil her

way unperturbed, and the world is catch-

ing up with her. She enjoys life. She
stopped dancing when she was twenty-

five, but in her old age she has returned

to it. and even now, with intimate friends,

takes a turn in an old waltz. Over the

door of the home where she lives today

stands Goethe’s reversal of the Roman
motto: Memento eivere : “Remember to

live.”

It is a book to read, because Ellen

Key is a woman in whose life a warm
interest is taken by all whose sympa-
thies are with the movement for a wider

life for women and a consequently larger

life for all.
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An Interview with Mirzah Cheslir

By GERTRUDE MARVIN

I
T was across a tea-tahle at the Gamut
Chib that I first saw Mirzah Cheslir,

the young Russian artist who played

the part of slave in tlu* Berlin production

of Sumurun. Supple and lithe, she wan-
dered into the room full of women artists,

actresses and writers, marked by an air of

distinction and isolation as though she

crossed an empty stage. In spite of her

quiet repose of mauner, she radiated

vitality and alertness.

I T was a twilight afternoon in her home
1

high up in a studio building just

west of Central Park in the Sixties, that

I saw her again. She herself opened the

door to me, and led the way across the

high-ceiled room with its picture-covered

walls, to a quaintly corven Italian chair.

A great north window filling one side of

the room let in the soft gray twilight.

The coppery silk of a lamp-shade made a

circle of warmth in the shadows. A pier

glass poised on gleaming steel pivots shone

ghostily, suggesting the hours of patient

posing and study of tliut charming grace,

which in its perfection seenis so unstudied

and spontaneous.

We wi re talking of pantomime.
“ Pantomime,'* said Miss Cheslir, “com-

bines the highest and the lowest elements

of drama, but it ignores the middle

*4

ground of the commonplace and the

mediocre. Pantomime expresses the un-

utterable, the inarticulate, those subtle

nuances which may not be spoken, but

which rise like an aroma between words.

And from thesublime heights of thedrama,

it leaps to the other extreme and expresses

the elemental primitive things: hate, mur-

der, revenge, passion, deceit,” Miss Cheslir
named them slowly, anil her mobile face

reflected each primitive force in turn, her

eyes flashing, her nostrils quivering with

the abandon of an artist.

ISSCIIKSLIIl speaks, not with wonts
A * only, but with her glowing eyes, her

delicate hands, her sensitively lined face.

Her supple liody gives itself as completely

to her wonls as docs her mind, and she

reaches out or shrinks back into herself,

intensifying her wonts with a most cap-

tivating, unconscious pantominc. She
was dressed in a clinging, black crfjM?

dress —straight, simple lines from her

throat to her feet. Long narrow scarfs

of the dress material hung from her

shoulders, and floated as she wulked. A
collar of silver tissue fell away from her

throut. and a scarab ring of i . brown
ami jade green was her only jewel. The
scarab was given her by her liusban i and
on the under side are the w«. < .irved

centuries ago in Arabic. “May Allah

protect the bearer.”

LIUNG on the walls were mystical, elu-
* 1 sive studies, photographs taken by
Miss Cheslir's husband. Ivan de Kosenko,

for most of which Miss Cheslir posed.

Half hidden in veils and soft gray lights, a

woman’s body lay, washed up by the tide;

another, with arms upraised, seemed the

embodiment of the aspiration of a soul.

A study of St.John the Baptist, with tired

eyes and sunken ascetic cheeks, seemed
an astonishing metamorphosis of the radi-

antly vital woman beside it. Laughingly

she turned to some pictures of the half-

naked voluptuous slave in Sumurun. and
I glanced at the ghostly mirror with new
respect.

“ Pantomime,” Miss Cheslir resumed,

“is to the drama as the symphonic poem
to music. The plot of a pantomime must
Ik* like the plot of an opera, simple and
elemental, or else all made of poesy and
fantasy.

“The most ini|>ortant quality in pan-

tomime is poise, and |>antomimc even
teaches it. You must have confidence

and assurance to hold a gesture until you
fed that it has vibrated acruss the foot-

lights to your audience, and that they
have received it.
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"This up-your-sleeve variety of acting

is all very well for drawing-rooms. But
in u theater, where the element of dis-

tance enters as a handicap, where there is

a real, assorted audience including the

deaf, dumb, blind and paralytic, there

must In* the emphasis of pantomime,
even in the s]M»kcn drama. You bear

manugcrs talking ami complaining altout

things not 'getting across.* Of course a
motion doesn't get across if it is done
shamefacedly.

"Pantomime must be unafraid, It

teaches the actress to dare to hold her po-

sition until she feels I hut the vibration of

that gesture has reached the furthest

member of her audience. If there Is oc-

casion for an actress to give the sense of

reaching up to u great height, uud she

reaches up—just as high us she can
—**

Miss Chcslir sprang from her chair and
reached up painfully, with a sense of

tense muscles and pitiful inadequacy.

She made u laughing grimace.

“In pantomime, one learns never to

carry any motion to its limit. To give

the sense of reaching high—just do it very

slowly and gradually—higher and higher

and higher— until you can give the sense

of reaching on and on into

infinity itself—because you
never let your arm reach its

actual physical limit.” Miss
Cheslir’s slender, black-

sleeved arms were lost in the

shadows above us. She sank
l*ack into her chair.

“Pantomime is motion—
you know I have a theory—of

course, it isn’t my own new
theory, but anyway, it is

mine too,—that everything is

motion. This wooden table

which resounds so solidly

when I knock it, is merely a
combination of whirling mol-

ecules, held together by a

certain sort of motion. When
I was in Paris, Loir Fuller

showed me something very

interesting. She had a splin-

theroscopc which Madame
Curie had given her, and
which fits in the eye like one
of those jeweler’s glasses

they use for examining precious stones.

And .she had a pieeeofsome salitc, which

Retreating with a fear that she tries to hide

glitters with mica and has a rough

surface like sand paper. I held over

this crystal a little compass-like

gloss box. which had on the tip of

a needle a particle of

radium so tiny that it

was invisible to the eye.

The room was darkened, and the

radium threw a brilliant concen-

trated light on the piece of crystal,

ami showed it to lie not a lifeless

stone—but a whirling dancing snow
storm.

’’ You know, to me. it was wonder-

ful—thrilling—to sec that heavy inert

stone dissolved, right Indore my eyes,

back into its free, whirling moving
particles. And it is wonderful to

realize that all life is motion, and that

pantomime Is merely an at tempt t o in-

terpret the essential motion of feeling.

As language is the medium of

thought..so pantomime is the medium
of feeling.

“ Pantomime is motion without lan-

guage, but it Is not necessarily motion
without sound. It is permissible to

breathe in pantomime, and just so, it

is permissible to atop breathing—to

expressing hatred and
for revenge

gasp, to choke—even to cry out. In
fact, if the plot of u pantomime in-

volves the need of spoken words, I

think it much better that they should
Ik* spoken than that there should be
a sense of muteness, of limitation in

the pantomime, or of the use of

clumsy expedients.

“The place of music in pantomime
is a delicate matter. It should not
be used as an accompaniment, nor
should pantomime be used to accom-
pany music. Rather, music should

skirt the edge of the action, an outer
vibration of the action, as though its

meaning were so patent and so
Itcautifu! that it had translated

itself into sound.

“AT other times, music may lie

1 * used to halt action, or, if there

is going to be u climax, to urge it on.

I have used Grieg’s music so; the

shrieks of Ose’s mother for instance,

not as human shrieks, but as the

shrieking of the cleinenLs in some
great tragic climax. There is a Ger-
man word

—

styliziert—which most
nearly expresses my sense of the func-

tion of music with pantomime. And
I would translate it ‘stylified.’

That lampshade with its fluted pil-

lars is only conventionalized, but

Mercilessly cool disdain

these little flowers,”—she

picked up a vivid Futurist

work-bag—"they are more
than conventionalized in

design, they are stylified.

This poster, too. is more
than a conventionalized
piece of decoration—it in-

cludes that, but it has also an
atmosphere, a suggestion, far

Iwyond the conventional. So
—if you catch my meaning,
song is sound stylified through

rhythm and pitch. Panto-

mime is action stylified by
music. Therefore neither may
accompany the other, but mu-
sic harnesses action as science

harnesses electricity.

"Besides the music and the

sound and the poise, there is

one thing ubout pantomime
pleading which is oh, so important,

ulthougli it must be always

left out. Pantomime, in in-

terpreting life, must take into account the

unseen influences of the |N*ople next door

and the telephone girl down on the street

floor, and the wind blowing into this win-

dow over the roof-tops, and the broken

sky line, and the river which we can not see

but. which we know is over l>eyond there.

All those things have such a tremendous

influence on our real lives, and we can not

leuve them entirely out of account in pan-

tomime. although of course the limitations

of art will not allow of too much digression.

It is these influences w hich make any real

interpretation so complex. That broken

sky line out there, which is so black and
shadowy ut night, w ith all the lights of the

Ansouia pricking through—oh.it Is thrilling

und moving, and it has hud an actual defi-

nite influence cm my life in concrete ways.

"Well "—she threw her hands call in an
ineffable gesture

—"you can picture to

yourself the difference in effect in coming
home to look out on such a scene, or per-

haps to look on a courtyard, with a little

Ih’H-Ijov with his cap over one eur stand-

ing in a doorway, opposite.

Pantomime conveys feeling as words

carry thought. They must In* lH*auti-

ful feelings or hideous feelings, but they

must not be mediocre. For the subtle

fragrance, fur the elemental moments, we
don’t use words—we go back instinc-

tively to pantomime.”

Miss Chcslir in pantomime.
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For the Women of Virginia

I
T in significant that the working out of

more real and complete democracy

in political and industrial life in vari-

ous parts of the United States is exactly

coincident with the enlargement of the

opportunities for women, and the recog-

nition of their equality and significance.

In the South, the old aristocratic view

of women has not yet been touched by
the larger view of the times, in the same
degree that other aspects of life have

been touched by the larger freedom. We
have heard much in recent years about

the new' industrial South. It now shares

with the West the commercial and
industrial prospects of the future. Many
Southern states are ulso progressive polit-

ically and are well represented by the

younger generation at Washington. In

social matters alone, is

the South behind the age.

A discussion is now being

waged in the State of

Virginia, al>out the ad-

visability of a coordinate

college for women. The
University of Virginia is

one of the oldest and
most honored colleges in

the country and one of

its true historic spots.

For generations it has

been preeminent in

educational and social

circles. Its graduates

have been leaders, not

only in the South, but

all over the country.

The importance of any
educational step which

the university chooses to

take, can hardly l>c over-

estimated. This ques-

tion of a woman’s college

Is therefore one of the

utmost importance to

women, as it Is one of

the most important steps

that could possibly be

taken toward bringing

before the people of that,

part of our country the

new ideas which are per-

meating the social life

of our day. The recog-

nition by the university

of the equality of women
in the intellectual field

would work toward rec-

ognition of the equality

of women in other fields.

ulum which gives women the hroadest

culture, and at the same time develops

their own peculiar possibilities and fits

them for the kind of life which the average

normal woman will be called upon to

lead. And women have a far more
satisfactory social life in a college of their

own. The coordinate college for women
gives them their own social life, their own
athletic and dramatic activities, exactly as

a separate college for women does. But
it has the very great advantage of giving

to the woman’s college the faculty and
superintendence with the advanced in-

struction and apparatus of the university,

as well as the prestige and educational

standing which the university degree

carries with it. It is needless to say that

in such a college the utmost care is given

HPHE spirit of the South
* is against coeduca-

tion. The sentiment of any university

which has been masculine for several gener-

ations is also antagonistic to so radical a

change. It would be unfortunate if coedu-

cation were in any way forced upon theUni-

versity of Virginia. The friends of women in

the South ore advocating a coordinate col-

lege to be established at the university,

using the advanced apparatus and labora-

tory and library facilities of the university

under direction of the university authori-

ties, while still keeping its classes and

social life entirely sepurate, a college

such as arc Radcliffc, Barnard and Sophie

Newcomb. The feeling against coeduca-

tion is not only a matter of sentiment.

The education of woman is becoming
less and less the last survival of the

education of a gentleman and more a

sepurate, carefully differentiated currie-

The wall surrounding the University of Virginia built by Thomas Jefferson

very narrow on account of the scarcity of bricks and serpentine

to keep the wind from blowing it down

to the s4K'ial life of the girls. The op-

ponents of the establishment of such a

college wish to establish a separate insti-

tution. The expense would be exceed-

ingly great, as all the expensive apparatus

and small advanced courses requiring

specialists would have to be unneces-

sarily duplicated. Moreover, the stand

requiring special attention which

they cannot get at a large university;

it divides the field with the very

advanced finishing schools. But there

is nothing whatever to be said for the

small university. The Dean of Harvard
said, in connection with this Virginia

dispute. “I believe that one of the great

evils of our American educational system

has been the establishment of little col-

leges in place of a grafting of new col-

leges upon foundations of established

worth." Though we may not all agree

with him as to the value of the small

college for certain people and in certain

places, when it comes to the establishment

of a state university for women, his re-

mark is unanswerable.

The friends of this movement arc of so

many kinds and from so

many walks in life, that

it would seem to be a

very general movement
of the people. The labor

organizations, the farm-

ers’ organizations, many
industrial organizations

wish the college estab-

lished that their daugh-
ters, as well as their sons,

may have the opportu-

nity of being educated in

Virginia at the institu-

tion which has been so

long supported by the

taxes of all the people.

The women of Virginia

arc asking to share with

their brothers, the privi-

leges of the university

which they have been

brought up to honor and
to love. They cannot see

why their presence at the

university would be any
more dangerous to the

social life of the boys

than is their presence in

the home. The need for

this college is particu-

larly emphasized in the

ease of the high school

teachers, many of whom
have absolutely no way
of receiving an adequate
education unless they go
outside of Virginia, and
who feci that they are

doing a service to the

state which deserves the
liest training the state

can afford.

The opposition comes
largely from the

alumni. As one member of the faculty

of the university remarked: "The alumni

of all colleges are always opposed to any
change." There seems to be a deep-

rooted antipathy in the heart of the col-

lege alumnus to anything that will make
the dear old Alma Mater in any way
different from what it was when lie was

ing of the college would have to he a boy. unless, of course, he is one of the

maintained for a considerable number of

years before it could bear any comparison

to that of the State University.

It is always more difficult to get the

best faculty for a woman's university

tliun for a man's, even when paying the

same salaries, as men
|
»r« f- • to teach ut

least a few men.

There is much to '»• «.•! in favor of

the small college. It fill- a need in

the education of girls i.u mature or

fortunate ones who can afford to be

benevolent and present a building.

TIIE University of Virginia missed

one of its greatest opportunities

for growth and influence through this

very sentiment, when .• few years ago it

refused to incorporate i ito its body an

agricultural and t-vh, d school. The
founding of tin- Vir ia Polytechnic

Institute in anot r •< ; -f the state hn H
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divided the loyalty of the people. The
old ap|H*al to precedent cannot go hack
to the great founder of the university

without meeting with an idea the exact

opposite of that held by the exclusive

alumni. Thomas Jefferson's great dream
in life was a complete system of public

education throughout the state. It is

only within the last seven years that

Virginia lias hail a system of public high

schools. Until then the educational sys-

tem of the state presented a gap between
the public primary schools and the public

university, which kept the university

separated upon a pinnacle by itself.

The establishment of high schools has

completed the pyramid of public educa-

tion. rising from the elementary schools

to culminate in the university. Many
more girls are graduated from the high

schools than boys, and in order ade-

quately to fulfill its function as head of

the public school system of the state, the

university must provide for the girls.

The fact that the founder of the

university did not foresee what the

future would do for women, is no reason

for supposing that he would not have
favored this institution if he were here

to give his opinion. He believed, with

all great minds, that the worst thing any
institution ran do for itself is to follow

precedent and the ideas of its founder at

the expense of change demanded by the

progress of time's. He himself said in

speaking of the university: “A system of

general instruction which shall reach

every description of our citizens. from

the richest to the poorest—as it was the

earliest, so it will lie the latest of all public

concerns in which I shall permit myself

to take an interest. Nor am I tenacious

of the form in which it shall be introduced.

Be that what it may, our descendants

will be as wise as we are and will know how
to amend and amend until it shall suit

their circumstances. Give it to us then,

in any shape." It is interesting to know

that the president who most nearly

resembles Mr. Jefferson. Woodrow Wilson,

also counted among the alujnni of the Uni-

versity of Virginia, is very much in favor of

theestablishment of this college for women.
He says, “ I can. therefore, say, with a

great deal of confidence, that it seems to

me that the plan promises more than any
other plan could, for the advancement of

the education of women in Virginia."

The sentiment in favor of the woman's
college is growing so rapidly that it will

probably not be long before we shall

see the beautiful University of Virginia

rising to its opportunities lor leadership,

and going forwurd as the champion of

equal opportunity for women. The
effect which this will have upon the

status of women in the South will be

hard to over-estimate. The South will

undoubtedly rise to this occasion and
will show us the new freedom and the

new democracy, not only in politics

and industry but in education also.

Progress and Femininity

ROOSTER cannot lay an egg.

a hen cannot crow. That law is

fundamental. It has ever been so.

Why then all this vexation of spirit since

hens seek to roost as high as roosters?

One cackles and the other crows, a mere

matter of expression and altogether inci-

dental. The essential, however, is that

Ik>iIi must scratch for a living, and along

this fundamental need lies their equality

and their salvation.

T)LACID is the march of progress.

* placid as a mighty stream flowing

through a vast plain, and its teeming life

and vast strength is not of the surface.

To hinder or to help it were like trying to

hinder or help the Mississippi with bucket

or [Middle. The stream cannot be stayed,

the ocean it must reach. The man'll of

progress is irresistible, fulfilling its destiny.

Those chips of humanity bobbing on the

surface, wildly gesticulating, are apart from

its strength and doeiM-st life. They can

be helped, they can Ik* hindered, but they

cannot help, they cannot hinder. They
merely indicate which way the current

flows.

Woman is coming into her own; that

has lieen, and is. a certainty. Those who
are working for it are the quiet ones, unit

particles in this march of progress, un-

mindful almost of the current because

they an* a part of the stream. -Vs

numberless they are almost as humanity.

They are the workers.

\VfOMEN will get what they need
* v when they need it. That has

ever been so. When our desires Ih*coiiic

our needs, they also come within our

reach. During the earlier, coarser stag«*s

of human progress, woman needed pro-

tection und she got it. Some there were
who did not need protection; they received

rights, privileges, position and some liad

their heads cut off—treated in every re-

By C. L. MELLER

s|x*ct exactly like men. To mention

names were idle gossip; every grammar
school child lias heard of some of them.

Even so today. No matter what

women may desire, they will achieve

their desires only as their desires In-come

their needs. The fact that a woman
wants to vote is no indication that she

will have an opportunity. When she

ne«ts to vote, then the opportunity will

he hers. But does she need to vote?

Some do and that is a goodly iiuuiImt,

only their need is not yet strong enough
to make them even conscious of that need.

Siime who desire to vote, and they are

really an agitating minority, imagine

they need to vote, but that does not

establish their need any more than it

puts a child into actual lutttlc when, on
Ills hobby horse with a paper helmet and
wooden sword, he imagines himself lead-

ing his hosts on to victory.

AA7HEN u man marries a woman and
T ” provides for her in every wav she

duel not need to vote; he will do all the

voting necessary, us he is doing every-

thing else, ami do it right. If she is the

right sort under these conditions, she

would only vote as he sugg<*sta and. like

as not, failing to see the use of her vote,

she would not care to vote. But when
that man's daughters grow up, and force

of circumstances eom|xrls them to become
breadwinners, then there arises a need

for their votes. They liecome man's

economic equals and man's needs be-

come their needs in every way. The
idea of the weaker vessel is lost sight of;

competition eliminates that, since in this

competition the individual woman often

renders better servk*e or achievi*s a Ix-tlcr

product than the individual man. Work-
ing side by side in the workshop and the

office, in the laboratory anil the studio,

in short in all the activities by which

men earn their bread ami provide for their

families, man takes woman as a fart in

his workaday life. It is in his workaday
life that he needs the vote and he will

be the first to realize that in this workaday
life which women now have entered they

also need the vote. He will help her

get it just as now he is helping her enter

every field of human endeavor as well

equipped as his sons. At first he was
bulky, he bud to grow accustomed to his

new harness mate, to her need of the

harness and his need of her in this new
relation.

CO whether we like it or not women
k 3

are going to vote on an equality with

men. as indeed some an* already doing.

Humanity is ever moving forward to-

ward its destiny, a little slower here, a

little faster there, hut moving forward
inevitably. That is the law of life; none
can retard it, none can hasten it. These
human pur tides winning their bread

and struggling for the comforts and even

luxuries of life, human molecules that

constitute humanity are bringing the

enfranchisement of women to pass all in

due time, themselves for the most part

unconscious of the movement since they

art* a purt of tills movement. In the

aggregate they are the movement, even

as the drop of water, u part of the stream,

is in its vast aggregate the stream itself;

its irresistible power. To pour a bucket

of water or any part thereof hark into

the stream makes it as much a part of

the stream as ever it was. Even so

with woman. Take her from home
into the bread - winning occupations of

man and then bock again into the

home, and she is as much a part of it,

the very foundation of it. as ever she

was. Ix*t the chips of humanity on the

surface bob merrily or sadly as they

list, the stream tx-ncath heeds them
not. It flows placidly, irresistibly on its

appointed course.
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THE PRODIGAL SOX

By Constantin Meunier

7V/TECXIEll 'S “ The Prodigal Son ” is profoundly significant oj the selfishness. the impatience

of the individual. The sculptor illustrates the closing scene in the domestic tragedy when

the son. after shattering the authority of the house
,
is seen kneeling in his despair at the feet

of the father. Meunier teas fifty years old before he found himself, becoming known as the

apostle of labor. lie abandoned the studio as he had discarded the Academy years before, and
turned to the worker, practically living with him in the mine, the quarry, the workshop, the glass-

house—wherever the laborer happened to be. With him he withstood the heat, the nauseating

gases, the burden of the day. Hut it was in his three years in the Academy of Brussels, the period

as teacher of drawing in Ijouvaine, the days passed in Fraikins' studio that he acquired that

practical knowledge of Academic law which was his equipment. Constantin was a little, puny
fellow, enwrapped, in his early years, in the serene beauty of the antique, a conscientious

worker, a willing acceptor of classic precedent. But he wearied of the machinery of classic

idealism, lie determined to devote the balance of his life to depicting his fellow worker whose

heart he had won, whose life he had shared. Although Rodin was working a short distance

away, it is not known that Meunier ever met him, not even at the time when Meunier's “ Hammer-
man " was the center of attraction at the Salon, and for which he receired an honorable mention,

his first substantial public notice. His work is direct, and imbued with the intensity of life. An
exhibition of Meunier s sculpture will be held at Columbia University,January i5 toFebruary 15.



One moderate-priced car with the

solidity, longevity and dependability

of the best “expensive” cars. The

KING’S economy of operation is

remarkable; and its unequalled

cantilever springs make rough roads velvet,

without auxiliary shock - absorbers. To buy

carefully you must examine the KING
before choosing any car.—King Motor Car

Co., Detroit. New York, 1670 Broadway.
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The Energizer of Business

I
N a metropolitan power-

house there must be gen-

erators large enough to fur-

nish millions of lights and
provide electrical current

for thousands of cars and
factories.

Each monster machine
with the power of tens of

thousands of horses is en-

ergized by an unobtrusive

little dynamo, which is

technically known as an
“exciter.’

This exciter by its elec-

tric impulse through all

the coils of the generator

brings the whole mechan-
ism into life and activity.

A similar service is per-

formed for the great agen-

cies of business and in-

dustry by the telephones

of the Bell System. They
carry the currents of com-
munication everywhere to

energize our intricate social

and business mechanism.

United for universal
service, Bell Telephones
give maximum efficiency

to the big generators of

production and commerce.

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD
Inquiries will be answered as goon as

IMissible. but considerable time is often

required to secure reliable informatinn.

This magazine does tint hare the facilities

to assist in raising cafrital for even worthy

enterprises.

More Good Bonds for

Investment

I
AM a doctor in a town of altonl

10.000 and getting about $3,000

a year, or just about enough to

live on. I have $6,000 in different

banks drawing from to 4 per cent,

interest. What would you advise in

regard to increasing its earning power?
”

‘*1 am a retired bishop with a few

hardly-earned thousantls. which I am

|

afraid to invest ba things are. as with
I my responsibilities I cannot afford to

lose a dollar. The money is now in

substantial savings banks. Can I do
better with as much security?”

“I have $1,000 which I want to in-

vest. I have been thinking of buying
railroad bonds, and would like you to

advise whether this is a good invest-

ment. Are any bonds better than rail-

road bonds?"

These and many other similar inquiries

have lieen answered by letter, with special

relation to the individual needs of each.

But all such inquiries suggest this practi-

cal question: What specific investments

are safe and desirable? In Harper's
Weekly for November 15 a list, of good
bonds was given, and each I Kind analyzed.

There are other safe und desirahle in-

vestments such as first mortgages on real

1 estate and certain stocks, but the interest

aroused by the former article on bonds
makes it worth while to present another
list of securities of this type.

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
Ano Associated Companies

On« Policy One System Universal Service

It is the aim of the publishers of

Harper’s Weekly to render its readers

who are interested in sound investments

the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert

W. Atwood, the Editor of the Financial Depart-
ment, deals with the broad principles that un-

derlie legitimate investment, and with types of

securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladly answer, by
correspondence, any request for information re-

garding specific investment securities. Authori-
tative and disinterested information regarding

the rating of securities, the history of investment
issues, the earnings of properties and the stand-

ing of financial institutions and houses will he
gladly furnished any reader of Harper’s Weekly
who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries

deal with matters pertaining to investment rather
than speculation. The Financial Department is

edited for investors.

AH communications should be addressed to Albert IV.

Atwood, Financial Editor
,

Harper's Weekly, McClure
Building, Nenu York City.

Why Buy Bonds Now?

T)ON'DS have one great advantage over
AJ stocks: there is never any loss of in-

come if the purchase is made just after

the payment of interest. Bonds are prac-

tically always quoted "and interest," or

"with interest," the two terms both mean-

ing that whenever a [person buys a bond

he or she receives the exact amount of

interest which the length of time they have
held the bond entitles them to. If bond
interest is paid every six months on Jan-

uary 1 and July 1. $80 being paid on each

date, and you purchase a bond on June 1,

you will receive exactly one-sixth of $80
for that half year. Purchasers of stocks

on the other hand must Ik* "holders of

record" of a certain date to receive divi-

dends. If you buy stock a few days after

that date you may lose an entire year’s

dividend. Much the same is true of sav-

. ings bank accounts.

BONDS arc especially desirable at this

time because they have declined much
in price in the last few years. It is not

the purpose of this article to discuss the

causes of such decline, hut one tiling may
l»e assumed, (hat bonds now selling well

below their face value and backed by
enormous assets and earnings will Ik*

[mid off at their face value when they come
due. Without further preliminary re-

marks there is here presented a list* of

Uolrw ulhrf *t«t«d booda ur iuued io amount!
ot 11,000 .if naultipln tbmof. gle
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what the writer believes to be good bonds,

and he backs up his opinion with facts and
figures:

Atlantic Coast Line Railroad, first con-

solidated mortgage 4s, now a first mort-
gage on 1041 miles, and a second or third

mortgage on $9$4 additional mileage, the

latter having prior liens of $30,000,000;

thirty-nine years to run. A few years ago
this bond sold to yield only 3.80 per cent.

Now it may be had to return 4j£ per cent.

The Atlantic Coast Line is one of the

most prosperous of American railroads.

City of Omaha. Nebraska, water works
4* 2 ». 28 years to run. Legal investments

for savings banks in all eastern states,

free from Federal income lax. Yield

4 \*i per cent.

Manhattan Railway, eousolidated

mortgage 4s, 87 years to run. Yield

4.55 per cent. Free from personal tax

in New York State. These arc first mort-

gage bonds on all the elevated lines in

New York City (Manhattan Borough).

They are followed by $5,409,000 second

mortgage bouds, and by $60,000,000 stock

upon which the Interborough Rapid
Transit Company, which leases the ele-

vated lines, has guaranteed 7 per cent,

dividends for 999 years. In 191$ the

company earned $7,453,000 to pay
41,657,656 interest and rentals, and after

paying 7 per cent, on its large slock issue

had a surplus for the year remaining over
of $1,601,000.

Pennsylvania Railroad, general freight

equipment per cent, certificates, issue

of 1913, coming due in installments from
April 1, 1914, to April 1, 19$3. Price to

yield 4.80 per cent. Equipment bonds
are not listed on the Stock Exchange, but

as explained in a previous artiele (Octo-

ber 4) they are always easy to sell. This
bond is safe aud bears an attractive rate

of interest considering its high degree of

security.

Duluth, Missabc & Northern Railway,

general mortgage 5s, $8 years to run.

Yield 4.70 per cent. This company is

controlled by the Lake Superior Consoli-

dated Iron Mines, which in turn is con-

trolled by the United States Steel Cor-
poration. Bonds are listed on the Stock
Exchange. It is true that the freight

rates of this company have beeu subjected

to much criticism as being exorbitantly

high; and regulation by the Interstate

Commerce Commission and a possible

dissolution of the Steel Corporation under

the Sherman law may somcwliat alter

the position of this com|>any. At the

<ame time the $4.11$,500 stock, which of

course comes after the bonds, pays $40
per cent, dividends a year. So there is

room for contraction.

Chesapeake & Ohio, first consolidated

mortgage 5a, 26 years to run. Yield

4.80 per cent, A first mortgage on about
800 miles of main line, practically the

company's first mortgage.

Chesapeake & Ohio, general mortgage
4,Hjs. In time will become a first mort-

gage on practically entire property; sev-

enty-nine years to run. Yield 4.90 per

cent. Not generally regarded as quite as

good as the other bond, but probably will

improve with time.

T’WO bonds of railroads now under
4 construction may be considered, al-

lhough this type of liond is hardly to be
regarded as of the highest even when the

corporations backing them possess ample
credit. However, persons in a position

to judge for themselves would do well to

consider these two issues, the first mort-
gage 5a of the St. Louis, Peoria & North
Western Railway, guaranteed principal

and interest and to be assumed by the

powerful Chicago & North Western, and
the first mortgage 4V-J8 of the New York
Connecting Railroad, severally and jointly

guaranteed by the Pennsylvania and New
Haven railroads. The first named com-
pany is a branch line of the North Western
now being built in Illinois. The Con-
necting Railroad is a line connecting the

Pennsylvania and New Haven companies
in New York City. It is to be about
nine miles long, and $9,000,000 has al-

ready l»ccn spent upon it. Of course

enormous traffic will go over this line,

and the lionds are sure to be safe. They
are free from personal taxation in New
York State and yield 4.80 per cent. The
St. Louis. Peoria Si North Western bonds
yield 4.85 per cent.

Colorado & Southern, first mortgage
4s, 16 years to run. Yield 4.65 per cent.

A very attractive bond. Now selling at

89*4. it sold lost year at 97. These bonds
are u first mortgage on 1048 miles of road

and a second mortgage of 8(H) miles ad-

ditional. There are only $$0,000,000 of

the bonds, and practically no more can be

put out. They are followed by $30,803,-

000 refunding mortgage bonds, which are

often recommended for investment and
by $48,000,000 of dividend paying stock.

The road is owned by the powerful Bur-
lington which in turn is owued by the

Great Northern and the Northern Paci-

fic. so that anyone who has confidence in

James J. Hill’* ability should expect to

see the Colorado & Southern become an
increasingly valuable property.

rT'HERE are several issues of railroad I

* debenture bonds which must be eon-
,

sidered. A ddtciiturc bond is a mere

promise to pay, but with a rich railroad

this promise is worth more than the mort-

gage bond of a very poor company. The
St. Paul debenture 4s are unquestionably

safe, but return only 4.70 per cent.

The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern
debenture 4s, two separate issues of $50,-

000,000 each, return 5 per cent, on the !

investment. In 191$ the company, after
,

paying interest on its fifty millions of first
J

mortgage bouds and on one hundred mil-
|

lions of debentures, distributed 18 |kt

cent, dividends on iU fifty millions of stuck

and had nearly $8,000,000 surplus re-

maining over. One of the Lake Shore

debenture issues runs for only fifteen

years. The New York Central, which

owns the Lake Shore, is trying to create

a large new issue of lionds to cover the

Luke Shore as well as the Central, but to :

be subject, that is, follow, the present

three issues of Lake Shore bonds. Any-
one who wants a truly "gilt-edge" in-

vestment, to return only one tenth of one

Int cent, more than the savings hank

4 per cent, rate will do well to buy Lake
Shore first mortgage Sj^l. Nothing
could be safer than these bonds, which

arc secured about twelve or thirteen

times over. However the debentures

are plenty safe enough.

The City of San Francisco recently sold

an issue of bonds to yield 5 per cent. It

proposed to put out another issue to be

split up in $100 amounts to hear 5 per

cent, interest, and probably to be sold at

a price to yield 5 per cent. San Fran-

cisco has only $34,000,000 of bonds out

and owns property worth $6$,000.000,

in addition to its taxing power over pri-

vate property assessed at $623,000,000.

These San Francisco bonds are legal in-

vestment for eastern savings banks, and
are exceedingly attractive at the price.

The National Tula* Company, first

mortgage 5s, 39 years to run. Yield

EMPIRE
"Tftt Litllc A riitoctal

“

Now *900
Completely Equipped, New Series

Model 31, 5-Passeoijer Touring

Car. IUMb. Wheel Base

At just $900 the EMPIRE
Touring Car offers a mar-
velous car value. It is

more sumptuously ap-
pointed than ever. It is

completely equipped.

This new low price— $50
less than last year’s car—is

due to our quadruple output.

Thus "The Little Aristo-

crat" of motordom estab-

lishes a new value standard
that instantly appeals to

dealers and automobile
buyers everywhere.

Completely Equipped $900,

including

DtoaanlxMe Rim PimO-UI* Twik
Mehxlr Tor 0» Head UtMi
Top Eertlp# Side and Tall Liin
UBtl P«*cr Pint daemon Mofado
Rain Vlaion Wlodahhid Dart to Tin Iran
Tool nod Tlr* Kill Oil Si rU fed
Extra It Ia Dash Air Adimimiii
Sirwarl Speedoacter TwMik UpMnwy

The trend today is toward lighter

cars. For lightness means economy,
less wear and tear, greater mileage,

lower fuel cost, reduced upkeep all

’round. And it was to meet
these very requirements that the

EMPIRE Car was designed.

This is its fifth year. And des-

pite our four-fold increased facil-

ities, this year’s output will again

fall short of the demand.

With the “Big Ones”
This is the car that traveled nearly

four thousand miles in the great Indiana-
Pacific Tour. Traveled with cars many
times its weight and price. Traveled
over trails never before attempted by
any tour. It made a wonderful record.

Its light weight has not meant a sac-

rifice of power. Oversize axles, steering

knuckle, brakes, springs, etc., mean sur-

plus strength— the utmost margin of

safety.

This one model only. One policy. One
concentration of effort. Built by success-

ful men of large resources. A car that

has long won success and popularity.

Write for the 9x12 illustrated

book that tells the great story of the
Transcontinental! our. Sent Free,

Enthusiastic Dealers
Dealers everywhere favor the EMPIRE

because it has met every demand for a

light-weight to.uring car, while this new
price hits even increased its popularity.

Dealers in open territory should write

for our sales plan which shows how we
will help them sell more cars.

EMPIRE AUTOMOBILE CO.
449 N. Capitol Avenue

Indianapolis, Ind., U. S. A.
<»)
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5.3 per cent. These bonds are a first

mortgage on the steel plant at I<orain,

Ohio, and the National Tul>e Company
is controlled by the Federal Steel Co.

which is owned by the United States

Steel Corporation. The bonds are selling

at 95 although they were originally

brought out in 191? at 101 ££ and appar-

ently plentifully subscribed for at that

price. The bonds are guaranteed by the

Steel Corporation.

THERE are scores of good bunds of

electric light, traction ami power and
gas companies. Among the many may be

noted those of two companies operating

in Detroit, a growing and highly prosper-

What
A. ftrymnolcn. Holland (Minn.)

I do not think that when Harper’#
Weekly was sold, it was the intention

to murder it on the 10 of August, but this

is what has bean done. The old Har-
per’s Weekly is dead, and in its place,

what do you give us? Great Scott! I

never was more disgusted with a change

in the make-up of a magazine than I am
with the change that has taken place in

Harper's Weekly.

Daniel Lynch. Minerva (N. Y.)

Civilization, like terrestrial mugnetism.

moves in cycles, and a publication such

as you have made this, becomes a power-

ful factor in accelerating the return to

savagery. You still carry the name
“Harper's” at your masthead, and this,

if not piracy, is certainly “sailing under

false* colors.”

Res. Ernest C. Mobley

.

Gainesville (Texas)

Brandeis hits the bull’s-eve every shot.

Your stage notes are superb. The edi-

torial commendations of President Wilson

are worth the price of the |>eriodioal.

Wilmington (Del.) Evening News
After reading his contribution to Har-

per's Weekly and other publications

filwiut the ** Money Trust," how to “ break

it
’* and what to put in its place, and about

various other details of government that

ought to make a people happy and pros-

perous. the average reader will incline to

the opinion that if Mr. Ixiuis I). Ilrandeis

could be installed in supreme charge of

the government of the entire country,

state as well as national, everything would

Im' lovely. Still, it is not surprising that

people should hesitate about giving the

experiment a trial.

James McCarthy, Hudson Falls (X. Y.)

No man ever did so murh to enlighten

the people, by a single article, as you have
in your contribution which was published

in the last Harper's Weekly. I have
sent for a dozen extra copies, which I pro-

pose to mail. I wish that five hundred
thousand extra copies could Ik* distrib-

uted.

fatter to Mr. Louis D. Brandeis.

New York Globe

We once thought we understood the

trust doctrine of Louis D. Brandeis. We
believed we had mastered its intricacies

both as presented in its original form by
himself and as preached in a derivative

form by the distinguished apostle of the

New Freedom. But a reading of articles

by Mr. Brandeis in the last two issues of

Harper's Weekly persuades us that we
were mistaken.

ous city with half a million population.

The Detroit Edison Company first mort-

gage 5s may be had to yield about 5 percent.

Earnings are about two and half times

the interest on these bunds, and dividends

of 7 per cent, are paid on the $10,000,000

stock; twenty years to run, with fran-

chises extending beyond that time. The
company Ls controlled by the North
American Company, a holding concern.

Detroit Edison supplies all the electricity

to Detroit, whereas the Detroit City Gas
Company, an entirely separate concern,

supplies all the gas. The latter company
has an issue of general mortgage bonds
which may he had to yield 5.20 |»er cent.

Earnings are five or six times us large as

They Think
H. P. Cunningham . Darlington (lad.)

I have read with more than ordinary

care your issue of November 15. And I

must say. as magazines and periodicals go,

it Ls mighty fine.

But if Mr. Brandeis and Dr. Eliot repre-

sent the editorial mind ami point of view

with their doctrine of a fumigated and
disinfected competition as lieing the way
out of all our difficulties. I desire to warn

you that you will get nowhere in particu-

lar, and that you will find yourselves on
the muster rolls of the sounding brass and
tinkling cymbals brigade.

The New York Times Annalist

The United States Supreme Court has

dcclurcd invalid that form of contract by
which the manufacturer of a trade-

marked, nationally advertised article

sought to prevent retailers from rutting

the price.

In Harper's Weekly, I»uis I).

Brandeis has written powerfully on the

other side.

Montgomery (Ala.) Journal

Harper's Weekly has drawn a graphic

picture of the inner workings of the money
power, how they have repeatedly pulled

one thing after another over the people

during all these years of struggle of the

progressive democratic party to rrguin

control of. their government, that they

might have a government of the people,

by the people and for the people.

Leslie's IUnitratal Weekly, New York City

The whole trend of the times is against

cutthroat competition, as much as it Ls

against cutthroat combination. The
standurd price for an article, the same
price to one and all. is the best protection

to the customer, the public and the

manufacturer.

A strong argument in support of thLs

policy is presented by Mr. Ixuiis D.
Brandeis in Harper’s Weekly. The
American Fair Trade League, made up of

some of the most representative business

concerns of the country, calls the atten-

tion of the million retail merchants of the

country to the importance of taking an
active interest in pending legislation re-

garding the one-price-to-all system. The
advantage of incor|jorating in this legisla-

tion the views set forth by Mr. Brandeis

cannot be over-estimated.

Mr. Brandeis points out the undeniable

fact that the greatest progress in trade

morals has been made in the last genera-

tion. in the retail trade, ami that the first

ini|K>rtant step was the introduction of

the one-price system, which tended to

secure fair prices for nationally adver-

tised goods.

the interest on these bonds. The com-
pany Ls owned by the American Light &
Traction Company, one of the most suc-

cessful of the hundreds of holding com-
panies of this class. Possibly a person

may not have confidence that gas will

continue to be used os extensively as elec-

tricity, but as these bonds have only ten

years to run there need be little fear on
that score.

II7ITH the exception of the municipal
* * bonds mentioned, nearly all those

named in thLs article are listed on the Stock

Exchange. The municipal bonds are free

from all Federal Income Tax and several

of the others also are free from this tax.

of Us
J. A. Martin. Advertising Manager, “ The

Progressive Farmer." Birmingham (Ala.)

You arc making a great paper out of

Harper's Weekly.

Bmton (Mass.) Evening Herald

It is the Harper’s Weekly idea that

there is too much to be done in tliis coun-

try, for the attention of the country and
the work of Congress and of the President

to be bothering al>out Mexico.

Angelas (Cal.) Tribune

A little group of newspaper people were

looking at a copy of Harper’s Weekly.
when attention was riveted on a double

page cartoon.

The artist of the group seized his hat

and started for the door precipitately.

To the inquiry as to where* he was going

he replied lluit as the result of looking

at the cartoon he was on his way to the

booby hatch.

It may be necessary to explain that

“booby hatch “ is artistic slang for crazy-

house.

Nevertheless, a very intelligent woman
was heard to remark lately that she not

only took pleasure in reading Harper’s
Weekly, but regarded the reading of it

a liberal education in politics ami eco-

nomic. She said she had learned more
from it than from all her reading of other

publications professing to cover these

fields.

Brooklyn (N. Y.) Life

Our only fear is that Mr. Mitrhel and
Mr. Norman Hapgood may become so

intoxicated over the plurality by which

the mayor-elect won that nothing will In-

capable of holding them down, and if

these two gentlemen should ever attach

any more importance to themselves than

they have l*ecii in the habit heretofore of

attaching. God knows what would happen.

Macon (Ga.) News
Perhaps the keenest, most compre-

hensive estimate of Sulzer yet written

appeared in Harper’s Weekly.

Phoenix (Arix.) Republican

Harper’s Weekly devotes from a half

page to a page of each issue to newspaper

or personal comment on the journal under

the new management. Praise and criti-

ciam are impartially published; the latter,

coming largely, we suppose, from sub-

scribers to the old Weekly, predominates.

The new magazine is called a "fright” and
even worse names. One critic describes

it as an illegitimate half-breed “ wallowing

in the shadow of an honored name.” Yet
Mr. Hupgood smiles and goes on with the

revolution.
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A YOUNG GIRL

By Randall Davet

TV//S portrait, by possibly the youngest of America'a big men , »n7/ be readily

catalogued in the general mind as a fine example of the new school.

In reality , *7 w <w o/</ «.* human feeling and as fresh as youth, belongs

to no school other than the artist's understanding and might well Ite called

'Vi Poem in Paint to a Woman.” It is a detail of a large canvas.
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Grammar and the Press

I
N the midst of heavier concerns, it is pleasant

to indulge in warfare with those who hurl

javelins against our use of English. Some weeks

ago a number of papers were ironical because the

editor of this paper wrote a letter in which he

used the expression: “You are a man who do

your own thinking.” Among the newspapers

that felt called upon to complain of this con-

struction was the Columbia Record, which ob-

served, “We hope he do.” Another inquired

severely, “He do, do he?” The Chattanooga

Times asked if the editor of Harper’s Weekly
“can’t keep his grammar on straight, who can?”

Even the scholarly editorial page of the New York

World protested. At the moment, although our

instinct was strong, we had no time to go through

enough English literature to prove the case.

Here, however, are a few examples that may
convert some of our learned contemporaries.

From Carlyle, “Past and Present”:

‘"Thou art an unreasonable mortal: or rather thou art

a poor infiirite mortal, who, in thy narrow clay prison here

seemest so unreasonable.”

From Longfellow, “ Flower-de-Luce ”

:

“Thou art the Muse, who far from crowded cities,

Huntest the sylvan streams.”

These quotations have been verified, but

there is one from Macaulay which we have not

been able to find, although we are rather confi-

dent that it is correctly remembered:

“Oh. England, you are the sybil who do your own kine

to death."

What would our critics answer? Perhaps that

i Carlyle, Longfellow and Macaulay did not know

|

how to write.

Our Favorite Season

HERE in the midst of winter, which many
enjoy, we fall to thinking about the charms

of the seasons that are to come. Let others tell

why spring or summer is their favorite, or even

winter, but to our mind, autumn comes first.

As Shelley says:

“The day becomes more solemn and serene

When noon is post;

There is a harmony
In autumn, and a luster in its sky

Which through the summer is not heard or seen."

Possibly autumn is the favorite season of those

in whom thought predominates; spring the fav-

orite of those in whom emotion is more dominant;

and winter loved by those in whom are great

physical vigor and love of active life.

Price Maintenance Upheld

“TT is fallacy to assume that the price-cutter

pockets the loss. The public makes it up
on other purchases.” This is from an opinion of

the Supreme Court of the State of Washington
which has just decided that a retail grocer was
liable for breaking his contract not to sell a brand
of flour below the price fixed by the manufacturer.

As the case did not involve interstate commerce,
the court was not bound by the decisions of the

United States Supreme Court, and significantly

refused to follow them. In its opinion it is not

contrary to public policy to let a manufacturer,

who has given a reputation to his product, fix

the retail price to the consumer, if competition

is not barred or a monopoly created. As the

court points out, the competition which bene-

fits the public is between manufacturers or

brands, and the independent action of each man-
ufacturer in fixing the price of his own brand does

not affect competition among them. The de-

cision is another expression of the growing belief

that the views of public policy in regard to price

maintenance taken by the majority of the United

States Supreme Court is unsound and mistaken,

and that the position taken by Mr. Brandeis in

his article on “Competition that Kills” in our

issue of Nov. 15 is sound. The attention of the

reader who is interested in this question may also

profitably be turned to the letter of Mr. George
Eastman on page 34 of this issue.

Things Move

AGAIN do conditions change so fast that

Mr. Brandeis’ series of articles on the

Money Trust is illustrated by events after the

articles go to press. In his article last week,

called “Big Men and Little Business,” he told

the story of the telegraph, and how Morse’s

invention was developed by the money of Alfred

Vail. He also told the story of the telephone,

and how the money came from William II.

Forbes, who was not a banker. The great bank-

ers came into the situation twenty years later,

after the telephone had spread over the world,

and by these great bankers the combination was

formed. Mr. Brandeis’ article was being printed

when the news came that the Western Union
had shown such excellent judgment as to sepa-

rate itself from the telephone company volun-

tarily. It is in order to congratulate Mr. Vail

and his associates on taking a step that was
obviously inevitable. Whenever a big business

man acts in that way, he increases good will.

When he fights to the bitter end for a cause that

is lost, he merely inflames public feeling.

3
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Working in the Dark

VASTLY important is a spirit of confidence

and cooperation between the public and
the leaders of industry, but before this can exist,

there must be willingness to do certain things.

Woodrow Wilson's attitude toward business is

right. He took his stand relentlessly after

certain principles had been decided, and went
ahead to carry them out, without allowing the

questions to be reopened. When, however, big

i corporations showed a willingness to carry out
! the law, Wilson welcomed them.

The public must show a sympathetic compre-
hension of business methods, but the public will

never do it until the leading men in industry take

a modern view of ethics. Not long ago one of

the oldest and most respectable papers in Boston
published an editorial objecting to investigation

by the Public Service Commission into the affairs

of the New Haven Railroad. That investigation,

a few days later, showed that a reporter for the

same paper was in the pay of the New Haven
Railroad. He was not being paid because of his

I

superlative general ability, but because he was
I attached to a great newspaper. Not only was

|

the Transcript man in the employ of the road,

but also a reporter on the Globe, and reporters

on many other New England papers, and a

representative of the Associated Press, which is

supposed to feed uncolored news to the whole
country. Most dramatic was the revelation

that a man who had been for years a professor 1

in the Harvard Law School, telling young men
what they ought to think about railroad matters,

was receiving ten thousand dollars a year from

the New' Haven Railroad, and keeping this fact

dark. Now’ let us all persistently urge reason-

ableness upon the public; but the only possible

way of securing public sympathy with big busi-

ness is for the leaders to drop such wornout
ethical conceptions as that they can secretly buy
up professors, periodicals and newspapers, and
yet be fulfilling their duty toward a public so

dependent upon them.

A Lynch Law

AN Irish immigrant by the name of Lynch
settled, before the Revolution, in what is

now' Campbell county, Virginia. He had two
sons: Charles, who as an officer of the Revolution-

ary Army summarily executed certain Tory ma-
rauders in his part of the country and gave his

name to the death-penalty as inflicted at the

hands of a mob; and John, the founder of Lynch-

burg, lying on the paternal acres. In Lynch-

burg, a little more than a half century ago, were

born, two years apart, two boys. One went to

Oklahoma, and upon the creation of the new
state, he became one of its first Senators, this

yeur finding himself Chairman of the Senate

Banking and Currency Committee. The young-

l

er boy remained in Lynchburg, later going to

|

Congress, and this year finding himself Chair-

man of the House Committee on Banking and

j

Currency. This much of history is related here

for the sake, not of putting Lynchburg on the

i map, but of indicating how’ easily it may be

proved that the Glass-Owen Currency Act is a

Lynch Law.

Another Woman Hamlet

ADAME SUZANNE DESPRES has been

playing the Prince of Denmark in Paris,

and apparently playing it with intelligence and
some success. Judging from the pictures and
reviews, she came as near masculinity as

could be expected. One French critic re-

marks that Hamlet at any rate is a feminine

type, citing indecision as evidence. The author

of “Man and Superman” w’ould not agree.

Hamlet, in truth, as Goethe said, is all of us,

but he is more a typical man than a typical

woman. A typical woman is practical and
active. The type that philosophizes at length,

and seems far removed from affairs, is more
often found in men.

A Man’s World

I
N the old days, before women were given a

respectful hearing when they carried their

campaign for ballots, a certain husky New York
law'yer attended every soap-l>ox rally he could

get to. He had lived for a time in a Central

American state, w’here the people, cowed and
subdued, spoke of new causes in whispers only.

His faith in the need to fight to hold every inch

of ground on behalf of free speech and the right

of public discussion had been quickened by that

experience, so that he made the cause of woman’s
suffrage his own cause. He mixed it with ruffians

who shied epithets or tried to break up women’s
rallies. In the course of his work as a radical

supporter of woman’s suffrage, Joseph F. Dar-

ling took up, on assignment from the court, the

defense of a woman charged w'ith larceny. The
woman, according to the complaint, had extracted

money from the pocket of a man who had invited

her to drink with him in the back room of a

saloon. The man complainant, the trial judge,

the jury, and the prosecuting attorney joined in

the view that the woman deserved heavy, sup-

pressive punishment.

Darling saw an opportunity to throw into

strong relief the view that society takes of men
who occasionally consort with women in the back

1 rooms of saloons, that they are romancers out for

a fling, while the women are seen as criminals.

To the argument of the prosecutor that the

designation, “a woman of the town” should set-

tle the case, Darling interposed that under a

standard soon to be set up a “man of the town”
would seem equally bad. He summoned the

complaining witness’s wife, and when judge, jury

and prosecutor were scandalized. Darling spoke

of an on-coming day w'hen a voting wife might

parade such a husband to court to exhibit him to

the whole voting sisterhood of wives. Such a
proceeding in a court-room was not tolerated.

He was declared to be in criminal contempt and
was sentenced to thirty days in jail. The Bar
Association took up his case and has made a

motion of disbarment.

This is an era when we are trying to loosen the

technicalities of the law. If, as we understand,

Darling has always had an honorable career,

might it not be well for the Bar Association to

struggle along with the offender still in its ranks

until changes in the times make his ideas less

alarming?
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Huerta and Roosevelt

EX-AMBASSADOR HENRY LANE WIL-
SON and his fellow-critic of the Adminis-

tration’s Mexican policy. Major Cassius M.
Gillette, are fond of repeating in their lectures

the statement that Huerta’s title to the Presi-

dency of Mexico is as clear as was Theodore
Roosevelt’s to the Presidency of the United
States, when he succeeded McKinley. Suppose
an insurrection in Washington, for the overthrow
of the Government. The White House is

attacked, and successfully defended, but the

commandant is wounded. President Wilson

;

sends for General Wood, who proves to be a

traitor. Wood sends infantry and cavalry,

known to be loyal, to attack a citadel armed
with cannon and machine guns, he himself de-

clining to use his own artillery. The loyal sol-

diers are thus massacred. The disloyal ones, on
opposing sides, fire over each others’ heads. At
General Wood’s orders. President Wilson and
Vice-President Marshall are arrested and im-
prisoned. They resign under duress. Secretary

of State Bryan becomes President for five min-
utes, in which period he appoints General Wood
to a place in his cabinet that is next in line of

succession. He resigns, General Wood becomes
President. These appointments must be con-

firmed by Congress. Congress has dispersed.

Enough members of the House and Senate are

found to go through the form, surrounded by
bayonets, of confirming General Wood’s appoint-

ment. Incidentally President Wilson and Vice-

President Marshall are assassinated. As these

two lecturers keep on talking they increase

the number who believe that Mr. Wilson’s

refusal to acknowledge Huerta’s title was a
wise decision.

Some Southern Newspapers

THE Times-Union is one of various papers in

the southern states, which, with the Associ-

ated Press franchise, arc able to present their

reactionary views to the public along with their !

indispensable news.

A Southern correspondent writes:

With the people of Florida as the .stakeholders, you would
have won your wager in the dark, “that the Timea-Union is

the reactionary agent of its neighborhood.” It is the most
reactionary paper of the South. Its news columns have
been perverted and its opinion columns controlled by the

Flagler-East Coast Railway interests for many years, and
it opposes every legislative reform within the state and every
national measure that in the remotest degree appears to af-

fect unfavorably the big corporations. The end of such a

course was inevitable. The Times-Union now helps any
enuse it opposes and its antagonism is uu asset much coveted

by candidates for office. At the last session of the Florida

legislature, it was the special delight of the House to pass by
unanimous vote any measure the Timt»-Union opposed, the

Senate concurring by a good majority. The Timet-Union
is the advocate of the last abuse and the enemy of the next
reform.

So we guessed. There are other papers, how-
ever, which in their respective states stand for

progressive measures, in state anti nation, such
as the Lynchburg News, the Raleigh Sews and

I Observer, the Columbia Stale , the Atlanta Jour-

nal, the Birmingham Age-Herald, the Nashville

I
Tennesseean, the Sew Orleans Item , the Dallas

News.

A Point About Hagar

ARY JOHNSTON’S latest novel should

rank high. It contains in its early chap-
ters a singularly attractive picture of the modern

;
girl set against the background of the conven-
tional group of relatives who are horrified because
Hagar reads Darwin, Hawthorne, Fielding, and
is interested in convicts and in why women
don’t have money. There are many delicate

and sure touches in these early chaipters: fine is

the ironical accuracy with which the arguments
of the old-fashioned people are given. Hagar
in these early years is a peculiarly lovable human
being and everybody is genuinely created. Later,

the book remains intelligent, but somewhat
more an argument than a creation. There is

scarcely any one of the subjects that make up the

I

Feminist movement that is not admirably stated,

i There is only one protest among those that have
been made, with which we feel inclined to sym-
pathize. Hagar, having decided to marry, says

that she would like to have a child. A child! Is

not that anaemic? In drawing the picture of a
woman who is to stand as the embodiment of

the Feminist movement, would it not be more
adequate to have painted one with vitality enough
to wish for a more generous family? Hagar speaks

of wishing to be with it whenever it needs her.

Is that the only time the most perfectly developed
woman wishes to be with her child? Miss Johns-
ton recently wrote an article in a newspaper in

which she charmingly describes the change in her

thought on these subjects.

“In any active intellectual life there are apt

to Ik* great, tracts to which the mind, lacking just

the needed stimulus or preoccupied with other

regions and provinces, has simply not yet turned.

It was so with me.”
Miss Johnstou has been primarily an artist.

Now that she has turned to embodying in her

books an aggressive movement of the time, our

prophecy is that the next novel of hers dealing

!
with feminism will have the charm and intel-

ligence of the first, will he less argumentative,

and will give the heroine a fuller equipment of

fundamental human impulses.

Trust the Y
r

oung

LOUIS XV’S remark (or was it Mme. Pompa-
dour's) ‘‘After us the Deluge,” is better

known but much less interesting than what
Voltaire said: “Happy the young men for they
shall see beautiful things.” Voltaire lived to be
old, but his mind never stopped. It never lost

its openness.

It should he the story of all, as they grow old,

to keep their minds hospitably open to the
thoughts and wishes of the young. And so can
they remain young themselves.

These were the last words of the Lincolnshire

boor to his master:

“What with faith, and what with the earth

a-turning round the sun, and what with the

railroads u fuzzing and a whuzzing, I'm clean stonied,

muddled, and beat.”

Our Lincolnshire friend took progress as it is

taken by the majority of the elderly. Voltaire

took it as it is taken by the minority of the elderly.
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Culture and

Agriculture
By LINCOLN STEFFENS

Illustrated by Herb Ruth

AN old girl friend of mine told me n year or so ago

that she had a daughter growing up who showed
a distinct talent for writing, aud she asked me

where to send her to college. I advised one of the

great schools of agriculture.

"But,” she gasped, "what she needs Is culture!"

“I know.” 1 said, "that’s why I suggested an

agricultural college.” t

She was not to Ite convinced. She thought I was
joking. And I find that hardly anybody will take seri-

ously tlie idea that there is culture for human livings

in agriculture, engineering and—all that sort of thing.

Even the officers and professors of schools of agriculture

and engineering won't accept it. I visited a lot of them
out West last fall, and I tried to make them see the oppor-

tunity they had for culture in the highest sense. In vain.

They showed it to me, but I couldn’t show it to them.

Why not? One can get culture out of most anything.

Men used to find it in Latin and Greek and Belles-lettres.

Mayor Gavnor did. And I knew a painter once who
got an education, with finish, out of art.

rPHIS case will illustrate my point pretty well. The
man I mean was Ixwis l<och. I met. him first in Paris

where we both were students, he at the Beaux Arts, I at

the university. He had been a lithographer, self-sup*

porting from boyhood, and he was making an artist

of himself. But he grieved privately because he had not

been able to put himself through school and college too.

He was hungry for the things he thought I had, and
when I offered to give them all to him, I remember his

first question was as to the difference between prose and
verse. Tuking him up to my room. I showed him that

and a few other rudiments of the art of writing. I illus-

trated what I told him with readings from such books
as I had there and suggested others; all related more or

less to his art. And I declared that he. wanting it, could

gather more culture from a study of |>ainting in its rela-

tion to history, thought, taste, conduct and—life, than a

high average college student acquired. To his dying

day, Ix>uis Loeb seemed not to believe this, but he
proved it. He went on painting and reading, painting

and thinking, painting and conversing and living, till he
was one of the most cultured men I knew. When, later,

as the city editor of a newspaper, I wished to have an art

‘ The young ladies seminariesfor young gentlemen trill sneer that

this isn't culture"

idea expressed in English or a conception of life stated in

its relation to art and general culture, I sent one of my
post-graduate reporters to Louis Ix>eb. He knew what
he knew in its relation to life, and that is culture.

"I have found my philosophy in my art,” he told one

reporter; "and all the secrets of life; not only beauty

and strength and health, but ethics also. For exam-
ple," he said, painting away, "take honesty. Why be

honest? Art will tell you why. If I could see things as

they arc, honestly, I should be great. I might not be a

great painter, but I’d be a great man. If now, seeing

straight, I could report things straight, if I could paint

them truly, I’d be not only a great painter, I’d be a

genius. The trouble is it’s hard to be honest. We may
be able, as children, to see honestly; I doubt it; the

aboriginal artists couldn't see much as it is. So we go to

the art schools and the museums to see as the great art-

ists saw. Good; and necessary; but dangerous. The
good student has a hard time after that to find himself

and his own eyes. If he can’t recover his own vision,

he’s a scholar; not,” and he smiled, "not a reporter;

not an honest, open-eyed, faithful, sure-handed painter.”

TMIE agricultural schools have the first requirement

for culture. They have students who want to learn.

The average student at a “regular” college is one of the

funniest things on earth. He has no interest in learning;

he is hardly willing to be taught. One reason for this, of

course, is that he has no intellectual curiosity. His

mind is an infant's, uiuiwakened; for the schools don’t

tell him what he needs to know; they cram him with

7
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what the colleges require him to pass on. So they go on
“passing,” for the most part, after they are in college.

And many of them are just plain loafers, with a little

sporting interest in football or athletics. Even that isn’t

cultural.

If it were; if our college athletes were what many of

the Greek athletes were, they might be interested in

Greek. For, of course, that is the language and literature

of athletics; of strength, grace, beauty, courage. And a

student who learned to love these qualities might arrive

somewhere near where the Greeks arrived: at a love of

life lived on a physical foundation and expressed in the

forms of all the arts and in philosophy.

There is culture to be had in sport, and since that is a

real student interest, it might serve as a starting point

for a living system of education. And there is, by the

way, a sculptor in charge of athletics at the University

of Pennsylvania. If they would put the Greek depart-

ment under him, and he would see to it that the profes-

sors of Greek took their departure from the heroic and
physical interest, the students might see the relation to

life of a dead language. But, no, Greek is a science now;
so is Latin. Therefore the experiences and the reflections

of these two great peoples are lost to the life of the Ameri-

can people who are going through the same experiences.

pERHAPS that is too broad a statement: Greek and
Roman history arc brought into relation with

American life. You hear it

cited from the soap-boxes on
street corners, and with some
understanding, too. The
“demagogues" seem to have
read all history' from the cul-

tural point of view; to get the

meaning out of it for modern
life. And, of course, history is

full of light, not only on our
past and present, but on our

future, too. There is light on

our lives in anything and every-

thing; in political economy
and chemistry'; in astronomy
and metaphysics and poetry.

And that is culture, and I

admit that the soap-l>ox ora-

tors have some of it and are

giving it to the common people

on the streets. And college

students get it there, too.

Many an undergraduate has

8

had his mind opened to the questions of life and to

the sources of light upon it in his college curriculum,

at street or Socialist club meetings. Culture is like

life itself; it must l>e.

pi’T my plea is for culture in colleges, and especially

in the agricultural colleges. Any college has a clue

to the way to it. Interest is the beginning—any interest.

It has been m>t<£ often that graduate students who
loafed through their undergraduate years, w'oke up in

the law school or medical department, and worked with

industry and ability. Why is that? The answer is

obvious. They saw the relation of law or medicine to

life—to their lives. The history they “ took ” had a rela-

tion to life, too; and to their lives. So had Greek and
poetry', English and—anything offered them. But it

wasn’t so taught. It was taught, probably, as abstract

knowledge, as science. Why? There’s a theory, and a

cause to account for that. The theory is that science

exists for the sake of knowledge; not for use, but for its

own sweet sake. Like the theory of art. Nothing ex-

ists for its own sake; not even the stars. Everything is

related to everything else, and the whole is greater than

any part—greater and more interesting. But the cause

of this anti-social, anti-cultural point of view in faculties

is that the teaching is done very’ largely by ex-grinds who
learned what they know out of a moral sense of duty,

had no lives themselves, and do not see the relation to

life of whnt they learned. In

other words, our faculties, like

our scientists, lack culture.

They are day-laborers in the

fields of knowledge; that’s one
reason why they get a day-
laborer’s pay. And they do not

know what their piles of facts

mean till a cultural mind like

Darwin’s comes along and sees

the significance of them to

whnt human beings are think-

ing and doing.

This accounts for the stu-

dent’s lack of interest. And
the “utilitarian" view which
prevails in the professional

schools accounts for the

loafer’s sudden interest and
industry. It isn’t much; not

yet ; it is only “ applied knowl-

edge" in the narrow sense.

But it’s a start.

Digitized by Google

"Just what the old Homan muck-rakers said m tht

original Latin”
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The agricultural schools have it. Just as the law

schools have students who are interested in their

studies because they are intending to practice law. and

just as the medical schools have students absorbed in

their clinics because they are going to make a living at it

—

so the agricultural and engineering schools, which are

multiplying out West and spreading even toward the

East, have the advantage of a student body who are

learning what they are intending to practice. Parents,

legislators, voters and the youth of the West, both boys

and girls, are all for these schools. Some of the old-

fashioned “cultural” colleges out West, the state uni-

versities, get money and live only by hanging on to the

coat-tails of the cow-colleges. It was by expanding and
developing the agricultural college, for example, that the

great University of Wisconsin was made acceptable to

the people of YVisconsin. And in Oregon this year, the

travagance of the university, and to cut the appropria-

tions to the bone.” When I got to Madison I heard

stories of how Mr. Van Hlse had gone before these

legislators and so “shown them” that they gave him
every cent he asked for. President Van Hlse explained

that the legislature was perfectly right; it wanted to

know what was the use of the university. He was able

to answer all their proper questions. But he went on to

say that it was comparatively easy to lay facts before a
few hundred representatives of the people. It will be

harder to communicate with the people themselves; and
yet he is glad of the coming referendum, because, as he
told his faculty, each head of a department must find a
way to show the use of his subject to the people of Wis-
consin. It staggers some of the professors; they don’t

see their own use. apparently. Mr. Van Ilise didn't say

that—I say it. But I can see, and 1 suspect the wise

state college, which is, unfortunately, separated by some
thirty miles from the agricultural college, had a hard

fight to make on a referendum as to its appropriations.

President Van Hlse foresees and welcomes such a refer-

endum on his university. He thinks it is good for the

faculty. He is a geologist, by the way, but cultured in

the modern sense, like President Wilson. Both these men
saw the meaning to life of their acquired academic knowl-

edge, and they both use it all the time, and everywhere

—

Van Hise to the glory of the University of Wisconsin,

and Wilson to the scandal of Princeton. President Wilson

is a shock to the popular belief that there is a conflict l>e-

iween scholarship and practical life and politics. Presi-

dent Van Hise is just as good a politician, in his way, as

Wilson, and he showed it in a conversation I had with

him a month or so ago. I had heard that the last legis-

lature had come to Madison “to put a stop to the ex-

Wisconsin president of seeing, that the process of democ-

racy is going to compel his teachers to look for the culture

in their subjects; for the bearing his teachings have on
life. Even,' subject taught at Madison (or Cambridge,

or New Haven, or Princeton) has such a bearing; but the

point is that if the Wisconsin professors find it, they may
find a way to show it, not only to the people, but to the

boys and girls of Wisconsin.

rPHE agricultural schools out West, whether they are
1 connected with or separate from the other colleges,

have not used their |>opularity against their rivals; but

for one reason that is bad. The heads of them, in con-

versation with me, spoke of the old-fashioned colleges as

cultural; as if their own, the agricultural and engineering

schools, were not cultural. Well, they are not; at least

not many of them. One is; the rest are not. but that is
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because the presidents and faculties don’t realize their

opportunity. There they are with thousands of young
students, younger by four or five years than the stu-

dents of post-graduate law and medical colleges; there-

fore at the best age for culture, and all interested in

their work. The reason of their interest is, as 1 have
said, the sense they have that their studies are for use;

professional use. They are going to 1h* farmers or engi-

neers, and so they arc already on the job. This is prac-

tieal—yes, it is utilitarian; and the young ladies’ semi-

naries for young gentlemen will sneer that this isn’t cul-

ture. And they will be right. But I will recall that one
can get culture by starting with any subject and follow-

ing it through all its relations to life: languages, ancient or

modern; history; physics; art or music—anything. And
so students can get culture from agriculture or engineering.

OUT there’s a chance to use these two fields for a pecu-
,

liarly rich and modem culture. Take engineering

first. Professor Johnson of Harvard gives his students

of engineering the culture of his subject by showing them
that what they learn of physical forces, is probably true

of social and political forces. He has written a pamphlet
on “Political Engineering," and it is sound. And his

students see it. They are interested in political and
social questions liecau.se they see, what we all need to see

today, that it is forces, not men, that we are up against.

The colleges are turning out thousands of men every year

who carry into politics and life the old, dead cultural no-

tion that bad men make bad government and that good
men would make government good. A cultural school

of engineering, which would do what Professor Johnson

does, would apply its knowledge not only to professional

use, but to the practical use of the politician, reformer and
sociologist ; it would interest its students in the search

for the unmoral and impersonal cause of all our evils:

political, industrial and social. And if that general,

human interest were fed and cultivated by a wise faculty,

such students could l>e led on to want, to know* anything;
just what the old Roman muck-rakers said in the original

Latin; just why and when art comes and why it doesn’t;

and just what the matter is today with poetry.

AND as for the agricultural schools, they can reach

out in the same way. All they have got to do is to

teach that all they are learning about pigs and oats is true

of men. They know, too, what the old moral culturist

doesn’t know: that if you want a good crop, you must
select the seed and prepare the soil. That is true of men.
Ignorance and disregard of that knowledge are causes of

the slums of cities. I need not go into the obvious lcar-

ing of husbandry and grain-breeding upon eugenics; nor

into other details. AH I want to suggest is, that if facul-

ties of our agricult ural schools would take the utilitarian

interest of their students in the course of agriculture and
would show them the human, social significance of all

they are learning, they could not only give them a very

modern and a sadly needed culture, but they could easily

incite them to an interest in life which would carry them
through any of the subjects known to the old culture of

the old schools. What they need, really, is not only this

hint, but some of the conceit of our great universities;

the proud sense that they indeed have something fine

and enlightening and humane—as they have.

Criminals I Have Known
By T. P. O’CONNOR

Illustrated by William M. Berger

IY. Madame Humbert

PUBLIC memory is so short a thing

that, doubtless, a good many peo-

ple have already forgotten the

strange story of Mine. Humbert. Yet it

is one of the stories of successful, auda-

cious, gigantic, and tragic fraud tliut can

never 1m* forgotten. The central figure in

it deserves a high place among the most
audacious and successful swindlers the

world has ever produced. In force of

character, in self-command, in cunning,

above all. in the pose of influencing other

human beings, it is doubtful if the world

has ever produced a mure striking person-

ality.

Mme. Humbert was a provincial of

somewhat modest birth and l>cginnings.

She was fortunate enough to make the

acquaintanee of the family of the Hum-
lM*rts. The head of the family wus u pro-

vincial lawyer, hut in the whirligig of

French polities, after the war and the fall

of the Second Empire. M. Humbert be-

came a prominent politician. He had
great learning, hail all the ap|M*aranee of

one of those Puritan Republicans who
profoundly impress the Frenrh imagina-

tion. and who hail their glorious day when
the Napoleonic despotism, against which
they had fought all their lives, had at last

been succeeded by the Republic to which

they had always given their adhesion

—

even in days when to do so involved ex-

clusion from all the emoluments and digni-

ties of public employment, with now an«l

then, also, a sentence of imprisonment.

Humbert the elder had around him the

aroma of one of those saints and martyrs

whose years of self-abnegation and stern

poverty made them the nulural leaders

when the Republic and the Republicans

had come at last to their own. If I

might try to illustrate his position by an
English example, I would describe him as

holding in French life the same position

as a combination of I)r. Clifford and Lord
Morley would hold in the life of England.

Thus, he became a Cabinet Minister, and
held the important office of Minister of

Justice—the office that has to do with the

administration of justice in all its depart-

ments and that corresponds somewhat to

the English Attorney-Generalship, with a

gm>d portion of the work of the Home
Office thrown in. Then he was chosen

for the high position of one of the vice-

presidents of the Senate—the Chamber
where good Republican veterans find

their comfortable income and the pen-

sions for their declining days.

IfUMBERT PEltE had a son named
* “ Frederick. He is a somewhat enig-

matic figure in the story. He is a little

man with a delicate physique, a subdued
manner, some considerable artistic abili-

ties as a painter, and a soft, and pleasant

manner. How fur he inspired and how

far he was the creature of the extraordi-

nary woman he married, it is difficult to

say. However, he married Th£rese d'Au-
vignac as she then was. When you saw
this woman, your astonishment at the

extraordinary position to which she at-

tained, grew ami grew. Never was there

a commoner figure. Short, stout, yel-

low-skinned, obese, she looked the typical

French cook. And she had the further

disadvantages of a terrible provincial ac-

cent. of faulty education, of something
like a lisp; and from this obese l*ody there

came with a shock to you a thin, weak
voice. Of all that deadly charm of the

Frenchwoman who captivates the hearts

of men, she had not a trace. On the other

hand, it did not require more titan a brief

look at her face to discover the iron will

that enabled her to do such astounding

things. The full-heavy jowl seemed as

if it were of iron instead of flesh and blood.

The heavy brow gave the same impression

of rude strength. She looked for*all the

world like the cnilMxliment of that fici o,

strong, laborious, greedy race <>( p- .ttitiiL

hlood who form so much of the strength

of the men and the women who wir iu

the tiger-struggle for wealth and pow r

in France. And there was evidence dui -

ing the trial of her possession of some
the deadly gifts that make the success!,

struggler in the fight for life. Her nerve

must have been of iron; her |n»wer of
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deception almost inhuman; she could

pursue her fight for wealth and luxurious

life apparently without an emotion over

the dead bodies of ruined hearts, and
even suicides, whom she had dragged

from wealth, eminence, and all the easy

joys of domestic and prosperous life to the

Mack abyss of ruin and self-inflicted

death. She had also immense powers of

acting. On one occasion she had to get

out of a tight place by declaring that site

had been suffering from an attack of rheu-

matism, ami she actually proceeded to

limp on legs that were as robust os her

bountiful frame.

rFHE story she told was startling in its

1 simplicity, and the wonder remains

that it ever found aiivlxxly to accept it.

She created two imaginary uncles. She
gave them a name, she invented a gigantic

fortune of millions for them, she produced
letters that they were supposed to have
written—above all, she created for them a

will that was os fantastic os anything

else in the strange story she told. The
name of these purely fictitious Americans
was Crawford. They had left—so the

story of Mine. Humbert went—a vast

fortune to her and her sister, hut on con-

ditions that were romantic, unparalleled,

and impossible. And the chief point in

this story was that the millions, of which

Mnie. IlundMTt and her sister were the

lucky possessors, were all locked up in a

safe. Hut this safe, which was exhibit'd

to everyone who wished to see it, was not

to Im* opened unless with the consent of the

imaginary uncles. If the prohibition

were disobeyed, then the whole vast for-

tune was l«*st and the Humlicrts and their

creditors were reduced from boundless

wealth to bankruptcy and poverty. It

seems as ridiculous and incredible a story

as ever was invented, but it is astounding

to relate that the story was believed by
some of the most cynical ami some of the

most brilliant wits of France. You could

not well imugine a race more trained in the

ways of the wicked, ami especially the

spendthrift, world than the shopkeepers of

the Rue de la I’aix—lliat main thorough-

fare of all the luxury and all the extravn-

gaiicc and all the vanities of this world;

and yet in the Rue de la Paix Mine. Iluni-

liert found great diamond merchants to

lend her millions on the strength of the

sup|K>scd contents of this sufe. She did

everything on a scale of magnificence that

places her almost in the very first rank of

th'* gigantic swindlers of history, until, in

the end. her debts umolinted to something

like that of a small State. Of course, she

Ixirrowed on usurious terms. It was not

likely that nnvlxxly would lend money on
such a security without big interest; and
thus the debts went on accumulating at u

tremendous rate.

V/fEANTIMK it was a necessity of
^ * her existence that she should make
a great dash, and she did. No hostess in

Paris entertained more generously and

more frequently. A good dinner. g«xxl

wine, a pertinacious hostess, are able to

)y €ioogle
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bring together a large and even an illus-

trious list of guests in any great eity; and
thus it was that Mme. Humbert was able

to count on her visiting list the names
most conspicuous in the great political,

literary and dramatic world of Paris.

Cabinet Ministers, judges. Academicians,

financiers, all passed through the salon of

Mme. Humbert It is scarcely necessary

to sav that the guests irere entertained thus

lavishly in the hojte of exploiting or of com-

promising them, and that the long escape

of Mme. Humbert from pursuing credit-

ors and the severity of the law was partly

due to the influence she was thus able to

exercise in influential circles.

Her final method of keeping creditors at

bay deserves the merit of startling origi-

nality. She instituted suits in the law

courts, in which there were imaginarv

plaintiffs or imaginary defendants in the

imaginary persons whom she had in-

vented and adopted as uncles: and it

always ended in the same verdict: the

Crawford brothers insisted that the safe

should not be opened under the same
dread penalty in case of disol>edience;

the millions which it contained would lie

lost. For years this process went on;

first a verdict on behalf of the apparently

long-suffering Mme. Humbert that she

should be allowed to touch the millions;

then a verdict against her; then an ap-

peal to a higher court and a verdict in her

favour with the right to open the safe and
IMissess and distribute the millions; then

another appeal, and the uncles, so wicked,

fantastic, unreasonable but stubborn, as-

serting their right to keep the safe still

closed and the creditors put off for another

year.

Men died, some by the iron hand; great

businesses were ruined, splendid names
besmirched; but still the swindle went
on and Mme Humbert thrived, gave great

entertainments, dazzled all Paris with her

splendour and her atmosphere of boundless

wealth.—until one day the criminal courts

were put in motion, and at once they pro-

ceeded to act with that swiftness and se-

curity which are in such contrast to the

dilatoriness of civil proceedings, and Paris

woke to find that the whole Humbert
family had fled. A court gave the order

to o|>en the safe, and, in the midst of

a jeering Paris crowd, the safe was
lowered to the street. It was solemnly

opened; it contained, not millions, but

a button, a few old coins, and a few

old newspapers. The pupers contained

colunias of the extraordinary story.

Every man who. innocently or know-
ingly. had even paid a single visit to

Mine. Hiimltcrt, was threatened with

ruin, and at one time it looked as if

even the Republic itself was shaken to its

foundations.

In time Mme. Humbert and her fam-

ily, including her husband and her two
brothers, were arrested in S[>ain and were
put on their trial. I was fortunate

enough to be in Paris at the time, and I

obtained admission to the court. At last

I was able to sec in the flesh this marvel-

lous woman who had caught my imagina-

tion. She was just as I have described

her—short, obese, vulgar, yellow-skinned.

Now and then one heard that strange

voice, so thin and so common, and in such

contrast with the robust body. The
wretched husband, small, fragile, sat si-

lent throughout, with cold perspiration

pouring down his face, white as parch-

ment. and with the suffering of imprison-

ment and of all those years of terrific anx-

iety written on his face in lines of terrible

legibility. I felt stifled in the crowded
court; I could not help feeling a certain

degree of sympathy with that group of

trapped wretches fallen from their

splendour and their fame, and waiting

for their inevitable doom. And above
this scene of sordid human passions, of

brutal human appetites, of miserable

vanities, there rose the figure of Christ

on the cross—a figure that then sur-

mounted every judicial l>ench in Europe,

but has since l>cen removed by the

decree of the French Parliament. It

was a strange and striking commentary
on the poor effects of a beautiful gospel

and of the most touching figure in human
history.

/'AF course, the Humberts were con-
A-' doomed and served their rather

short term of imprisonment. Mme.
Humbert remained true to herself. In-

terviewed immediately after her release,

she calmly repeated herstory—announced

tliat the mythical Crawfords would ap-

pear in their own due time—and since

then has vanished into obscurity. One
fart finally, as u further instance of the

ironies and contradictions of human char-

acter. The HuiuIktLs had one child—

u

young girl. It was shown that this

daughter of gigantic swindlers hud been

brought up with .scrupulous care and
almost convent-like seclusion and sever-

ity. An English governess who had once

been employed by the family for some
mouths wrote an account of her cx|>cri-

cnci-s. Ami one of these was that the

whole family of accomplished and deadly

liars were thrown into a fever of unguish

when the governess had to reveal that her

pupil hud been guilty of a small fib. The
parent* wept in despair.

Next week
trill ap/war the

fifth of this

series of stories

by T. /’. O'Con-
nor, “Palmer ,

the Rugsley
Murderer."

"In the midst oj u jeering Runs crowd, the safe iras lowered to the street and solemnly opened' Digitized by Google



By

IRVING BROKAW

—
lie

of

Skating

in

America

jyj’/?. BROKAW is one of
the best known skaters

in the world. He was

champion of America in

1906. and is the author

of the "Art of Skating

Ifhen he talks about skat-

ing. as he does in this

article, what he says may
be taken as authoritative

“Frired* uf tkr Brvtiog *katv. Ix-huld in this

A Rinromuiwc'l limn ut mrthly bliu,

SkrtrlMvl by lh» fraatir pm uf uar «h» tbiakt

Tbal Hravrn i» pavni with rvrriaating rinks
Where cherulw »wrvj> f.irrvrr mul a «Uy
Smooth. ra|ml let that never melt* away.
While graceful, gay. |l«od-oatur»»l htverv blend.—
To endleai tune, in cirdea without eud."

—Dm Maurier in Putuk

CE skating as a means of necessity or

of convenience lias exi.stctl from the

remotest times, but

only within about two hun-
dred years has it been

practised as a pastime, or

reduced to an art in the

form of figure skating.
Perhaps it began from

man's foudness for mov-

ing about from place to

place, the nomadic instinel

in the strong, virile races

of the North; or it may
have been a lazy man’s

contribution to easy mo-

tion with the least expen-

diture of energy.

“No precise date can

be fixed for the introduc-

tion of figure skating in

America.” says John F.

I/ewis in his “Skating and

the Philadelphia Skating

Club.” “Philadelphia
seems to have witnessed it

as soon as any place in the

country, and this is not

unlikely from the fact that

the amusements of the old

city were largely under

Quaker influence; and cer-

tainly no manly exercise

more beneficial to the soul

and body can Ik* con-

ceived than the art aptly

described as ‘the poetry

of motion.’” It is certain

that skating early became
a sport in which Philadel-

phians were noted. Grav-

don, in his ” Memoirs,”

says "though Philadel-

phians have never, like

Londoners, reduced skat-

ing to rules nor connected

it with their business like

Dutchmen. I will yet

hazard the opinion that

they are the beat and most

elegant skaters in the

world.” And he had seen

“New England skaters,

old England skaters, and
Holland skaters.” . . .

"The Delaware River,

whose majastic waters

washed the gateways of

the old town, was the place

water und not with snow, as in the more
northern climes, and a single cold night

will often congeal the watery surface and

is thus afford u fine field for sport.” When
skating, the cold weather lasted a sufficient

time, the Schuylkill River was frozen and
became the resort of thousands who
covered its polished surface from Fair-

mount Dam to the Falls.

Benjamin West, the

famous American painter,

wus n skilful skater and

used to delight thousands

in 1/ondon on the Ser-

pentine with his graceful

evolutions. He renewed

his acquaintance, made in

Philadelphia, with Gener-

al Howe of the Colonial

War. when one day, while

skating on the Serpentine,

some one suddenly ex-

claimed, " West, West !" It

was General Howe. “I
am glad to sec you," said

he, "and not the less so

that you come in good

t ime to vindicate my praise

of Americau skating.”

The New Skating

CPEAKING with histo-
* J ricalfreedom.it may be
said that the period from
about I860 to 1880 repre-

sented the origin of anAm-
erican style of figure skat-

ing. Theperiod from about
1KH0 to 1910 represented

u development of the same
American style, with many
interesting and original

figures and movements
contributed by skaters of

individual merit. In the

year 1908 the writer, after

winning the championship

in the American style,

contributed several exhi-

bitions of skating in the

international style, which

he had learned from the

most noted foreign ex-

perts. at a number of

the leading skating re-

sorts of this country.

Credit should be given to

the following American

skating experts, whose skill

influenced this entire

period. There were many
others, but it is possible

to mention only this

limited numl>cr: Haines,

where our forefathers learned to skate."

Another famous member of the Phila-

delphia Club, James C. Parrish, said:

“The winter climate of Philadelphia

peculiarly adapted for figure

Cold snaps are followed by thaw and rain,

usuullv some two, three or four times dur-

ing the winter. The ice is thuscovered with

/Irina IIabler and Heinrich Burger, world's champions in pair

skating. More complicated figures, and realising on the ice, make
this form of skating more spectacular and graceful than single skating
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Mias ('Quittance Wilkinson and Mr. Krakau- executing a spiral. The symmetrical figures of pair skating are duplications

and elaborations of single skating figures

Goodrich. Bishop. Curtis. Story. Good.
Ruhenstein, Phillips, Baron, Evans,

Keane, Duffy, Bassett, Williams.

LIAVE we not then already arrived at
* * the "skating of the future?" I be-

lieve we have. . . . We have a definite sys-

tem to follow : rules of carriage and move-
ment clearly outlined; carefully drawn
diagrams to show correct print; a prepara-

tory course of skating as found in the

school figures, and a section for the highest

exponents of the art—the free skating.

The International School of Skating rep-

resents all of the above, and is the accepted

standard wherever skating is regarded

as an art in the highest sense of the word.

The time has ut last come to admit that

this new skating is the most ideal form of

the art ever invented. And besides it is

truly American.

There is no question but that the stand-

ard of skating is higher now than for

many years. The best proof is that some
devotees of the game of hockey arc join-

ing the ranks of the figure-skaters. They
have left hockey because they feel that

modem skating is no longer of the

“fancy" sort they used to see on rinks and
parks; that, after all, it is an athletic ex-

ercise of a very agreeable type; that those

seen practicing seem to be intensely inter-

ested in what they are doing; that older

persons, as well as young, can rcrally

become very proficient; and that it may
be learned from printed instructions

\TOT so very long ago figure-skating was
^ ^ popularly supposed to be a little too

difficult to Im* attainable by the ordinary

skater, or too “fancy" to deserve his

serious consideration. It is not difficult

to account for this superstition.

The available stock skates were seldom

capable of efficient adjustment under the

middle of the foot, and were often too long

or too short in the blade, or fastened with

straps that liound the ankle and stopped

the circulation of blood. Figure skating

with such tools as these was difficult, and
it was little wonder that so many skaters

took to the flat blade of the hockey skate

and went in for skating “straight ahead."

The most expert skaters of today could
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accomplish little with this inefficient

equipment. One must have skates prop-

erly adjusted, the boot well-fitting, or the

skates will not go where they are wanted,

or the ankle will not support the weight

sufficiently for such an athletic sport.

rPHE earliest figure-skating done in New
1 York was during the winter of 1800.

on what was known as " Beckman's

Ponds." at Fifth Avenue anil Fifty-ninth

Street, the site at present of the Hotels

Plaza. Savoy and Netherlands. The most
select of these ponds was called the "Fifth

Avenue Pond.” It covered about eleven

acres of ground. "The building for the

accommodation of skaters was about

two hundred feet long and embraced
every convenience that the lovers of

the invigorating sport could desire.

Mr. Krakau skating an "outside

backicard rocker"

Many of the older people were accustom-

ed to sit comfortably in their carriages

above, on what was then called Middle
Road, later Fifth Avenue, and watch the

evolutions of the merry skaters below.
M

The so-called international style of

skating, really a development in European
countries during the last fifty years of the

American style, has undoubtedly come to

stay; and the writer may be pardoned in

feeling a personal gratification in view of

the fact that its re-introduction to

America was due largely to his efforts.

To pul it briefly, it Is an art. both “nat-

ural and uncramped, in which the move-
ments of the skater are allowed full play

to assist the execution of figures by the

skater, expressing and intensifying the

effect, so as to produce a harmonious and
graceful result."

'"FHE golf enthusiast loves the intri-

* cacies of the game on account of the

many things tliat contribute to the

accomplishment of the various strokes.

Even more intricate is the modern form of

skating; there is the carriage of the head,

movement of arms, twisting of shoulders,

tilt of liody.and swing or quiet movement
of the balance foot, to be considered at

every move. Then there is a system to

follow throughout all the movements.

I should advise one to start by all means
at the very loginning and work up grad-

ually from the simplest of the plain circles;

after these are mastered, proceed to the

changes of edge, which is next in order;

then to the threes—single and double;

the loops; brackets; rockers; and

counters. These I have called the Funda-
mental School Figures, as fully described

in "The Art of Skating."

The second section embraces, "combi-

nations in paragraph form.” These fig-

ures are skated in the thrce-lobcd eight

diagram. Here the above figures are

combined with each other in various

ways, but chiefly by • change of edge.

In the third sectioi ' >mv placed the

single Foot Figures foot eights).

Only skaters who ha\ -ked hard and

fait lifullv on the other u sections can

lie expected to execute these with any
degree of precision or power

Digiti; i by Google



AIt. 6nd Mr*. Irving Urokaw in pair abating. "Carriage of the head, nurvemenl of the arm*, tilt of the body, and swing of the

balance foot, must be considered at every move "

I have defined Free Skating as the har-

monious combination of edges, turns,

pirouettes or toe movements, jumps,

spread eagles and spirals skated in field.

It differs from School Figures in that the

skater has the whole rink at his disposal

instead of a small portion.

This is the branch of skating which

will bring out the individuality of the

performer and in which he may exercise

his ingenuity in the invention of new
figures, moves and combinations. I hope

it will not be discouraging to admit that

every one cannot soon excel in this branch

of the art. Some persons have a natural

faculty of harmonizing difficult and orig-

inal intricate moves in a coherent unit,

while at the same time lacking in the

qualifications that make them excellent

skaters of school figures, and vice versa.

My udvicc is to master at first the school

figures, becoming equally proficient on
either foot; and if one foot is the weaker,

practice on it all the more. If there is a

disinclination to its use, use it all the

more, until the weakness is conquered.

In every movement you acquire, becareful

that you teach the left to do its duty until

it is us proficient as the right. Do not be

a one-legged skater.

STRIKING developments have taken

^ place in the last few years in the art of

skating. The theory has been madeso sim-
ple, and its exposition so clear uud practi-

cal. that not only may older |K*ople learn to

skate from printed instructions, but boys

and girls will find it worth while to substi-

tute what I may call real skating for their

present idea of enjoyment as practiced on
the flat blade of the hockey skate.

During the past season we have wit-

nessed some remarkable developments in

ball-room dancing which threaten to

monopolize the leisure time of all classes;

but who can compare a turkey trot or

Tango with the abandoned intoxication

of a waltz or two-step on ice with a con-

genial partner? The number of dances
known and practiced on the ice rinks at

home and abroad is practically unlimited.

A unique opportunity is offered to New
Yorkers in the presence amongst us. for the

winter season, of Mr. and Mrs. E. Worslcy,

of Manchester, England, who perhaps

more than any one else have studied

the question of skating on the European

rinks. Their pair-skating has again re-

vealed to American skaters the possibilities

of “dancing on the ice.” Those who feel

that a pair of skates is a handicap can seer

for themselves that a ball-room floor can-

not compare with a sheet of ice as a means
of demonstrating the ease with which the

most graceful and elaborate movements
can be executed.

It is very difficult to express by mere
words or diagrams the essential qualities

that make pair skating the most attract-

ive and pleasurable kind of skating. To
catch the action of skaters even by the

most accurate of snap shots, to record

skating movements in diagrams, is still to

miss almost entirely the essentials of the

art—the pace, the go. the harmony, the

A characteristic finish of a pair skating

performance

rhythm and the grace of it all. The pic-

tures illustrated in this article cannot

therefore be taken as anything but a

guide. To be convinced, one must wit-

ness an exhibition by a capable pair.

BESIDES the pleasures of skating, it is

the most beneficial form of exercise in

existence. The extension of the arms,

needful to counterbalance the motions of

the lower limbs, and to maintain the up-

right position, and the bending of the body
backward necessary for back edge's, ex-

pands the chest, thus permitting the

lungs to be inflated with fresh uir. Hence,

the rapid circulation of the blood is pro-

moted. Not only all the organs of res-

piration, but the muscles, are invigorated

by this exercise, which insures greater

activity in all parts' of the hotly than any

other known pastime.

From the double standpoint of a highly

beneficial, physical exercise and a most fas-

cinating sport, the modern style of skating

ought to uppcul to every man and woman.
Without much expenditure of strength

the practice of figure skating results

in correct, graceful curriagc, and u general

quickening of the entire physical organism

which is delightful and which leaves no

ill effects. It lias the advantage of Iwing a

social pastime in which one has company.
The modern dancing on skates will

instantly ap|>cal to women especially.

With capable instruction at hand, and all

the steps and changes carefully analyzed

in diagrams, it is not difficult for the fairly

accomplished skater to learn many of

these dance figures within a few weeks.

With correct modem equipment and a

hook available illustrated by instantane-

ous photographs of the world’s best skat-

ers in action, almost any one can leurn

enough to skate the waltz, two-step. Lan-

cers. and other hand in hand or dance

movements. Recent developments have

proved that the waltz will be mom effect-

ive to raise the standard of proficiency

among skaters in general than any other

figure, for the reason that persona other-

wise unambitious to acquire proficiency

will l>e aroused enough by seeing the waltz

well performed (and incidentally noting its

superiority over the ball-room dance) to

practise it as an essential to skating.
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A Curse of Bigness
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Being Part VIII of "Breaking the Money Trust
”

I
N the preceding articles Mr. Brandeis has shown that the money trust is an
undue extension of the powers of the investment banker and is harmful to the

average citizen. He has described some methods by which it may be broken

up. In this article he shows how the trust is harmful to big business itself

B
IGNESS has been an important

factor in the rise of the Money
Trust. Big railroad systems. Big

industrial trusts. Big public* service com-
panies; and as instruments of these Big

banks and Big trust companies, J. P.

Morgan & Co. (in their letter of defence

to the Pujo Committee) urge the needs of

Big Business as the justification for finan-

cial concentration. They declare that

what they euphemistically call “coopera-

tion” is “simply a further result of the

necessity for handling great transactions”;

that ” the country obviously requires not

only the larger individual banks, but

demands also that those Itanks shall

cooperate to perform efficiently the coun-

try's business”; and that “a step back-

ward along this line would mean a halt in

industrial progress that would affect every

wage-earner from the Atlantic to the

Pacific.” The phrase "great transaefions”

is used by the bankers apparently as

meaning large corporate security issues.

Leading bankers have undoubtedly co-

operated during the last 15 years in

floating some very large security issues, as

well as many small ones. But relatively

few* largo issues were made necessary by
great improvements undertaken or by in-

dustrial development. Improvements
ami developments ordinarily proceed

slowly. For them, even where the enter-

prise involves large expenditures, a series

of smaller issues is usually more appro-

priate than single large ones. This is

particularly true in the East where the

building of new railroads has practically

ceased. The “great" security issues in

which bankers have cooperated were,

18

with relatively few* exceptions, made
either for the pur{)<Mc of effecting com-
binations or os a consequence of such
combinations. Furthermore, the com-
binations which made necessary these

large security issues or underwritings

were, in most cases, either contrary to

existing statute law, or contrary to laws

recommended by the Interstate Com-
merce Commission, or contrary to the

laws of business efficiency. So both the

financial concentration and the combina-

tions which they have served, were, in the

main, against the public interest. Size,

we are told, is not a crime. But size may,
at least, become noxious by reason of the

means through which it was attains!

or the uses to which it is put. And it is

size attained by combination, instead of

natural growth, which has contributed so

largely to our financial concentration.

I<et us examine a few cases:

The Harriman Pacifies

I P. MORGAN & CO., in urging the
^ • “need of large banks and the co-

operation of bankers,” said;

“The Attorney-General's recent ap-
proval of the Union Pacific settlement

calls for a single commitment on the purt

of hankers of $I««,0()0,(K>0."

This 000,000 “commitment"
was not made to enable the Union Pacific

to secure capital. On the contrary it was
a guaranty that it would succeed in dis-

posing of its Southern Pacific stock to tliat

amount. And now that it has disposed

of the stock, it is confronted with the

serious problem—what to do with the

proceeds? This huge underwriting be-

came necessary solely because the Union
Pacific had violated the Sherman Law.
It had acipiired that amount of Southern

Pacific stock illegally; and the Supreme
Court of the United States finally decreed

that the illegality cease. This same ille-

gal purchase hud been the occasion twelve

years earlier, of another "great transac-

tion."—the issue of a $100,000,000 of

Union Pacific Iannis, which were sold to

provide funds for acquiring this Southern

Pacific and other slocks in violation of

law. Bankers “cooperated" also to

accomplish that.

Union Pacific Improvements

'T’HE Union Pacific and its auxiliary
1

lines (the Oregon Short lane, the

Oregon Railway and Navigation and the

Oregon-Wasliington Railroad.) have made,

in the past fourteen years, issues of secur-

ities aggregating $375,158,183 (of which

$46,500,000 were refunded or redeemed);

but the large security issues served

mainly to supply funds for engaging in

illegal combinations or slock speculation.

The extraordinary improvements and

additions that raised the Union Pacific

Railroad to a high state of efficiency

were provided mainly by the net earnings

from the operation of the railroads. And
note how great the improvements and
additions were; Tracks were straight-

ened, grades were lowered, bridges were

rebuilt, heavy rails were laid, old equip-

ment was replaced by new ; and the cost

of these was charged largely as o|w*rat-

ing expense. Additional equipment was

Digitized by Google
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new lines were built or acquired,
increasing the system by 3524 miles of
line, and still other improvements and
betterments were math* and rliarged to

capital account. These expenditures ag-

gregated $101,512,328. But it needed no
"large security issues” to provide the

capital thus wisely expended. The net

earnings from the operations of these rail-

roads were so large that nearly all these

improvements and additions could have

been made without Issuing on the average

more than $1,000,000 a year of additional

securities for ‘‘new money," and the

company still have paid six per cent/ div-

idends after 1900 (when that rate was
adopted). For while $13,679,452 a year,

on the average, was charged to Cost of

Road and Equipment, the surplus net

earnings and other funds would have

yielded, on the average. $12,750,982 a

year available for improvements and ad-

ditions. without raining

money on new security

issues.

How the Security

Proceeds Were
Spent

'THHE $375,000,000 sccu-

* rities (except to the

extent of about $13,000,000

required for improve-

ments, and the amounts
applied for refunding and
redemptions) were avail-

able to buy stocks and
bonds of other companies.

And some of the stocks so

acquired xer: sold at large

profits, prodding further

sums to be employed in

stock purchases.

The $375,000,000 Union
Pacific Lines security is-

sues, therefore, were not

needed to supply funds for

Union Pacific improve-

ments; nor did these issues

supply funds for the im-

provement of any of the

companies in which the

Union Pacific invested (ex-

cept that certain amounts
were advanced later to aid

in financing the Southern

Pacific). They served, sub-

stantially, no purpose sore

to transfer the ownership of

railroad stocks from om set

of persons to another.

Here are some of the

principal investments:

and the Southern Pacific. Within a few

months after Mr. Hnrriman’s death the

serious equipment scandal on the Illinois

Central became public, culminating in the

probable suicide of one of the vice-presi-

dents of that company. The Chicago &
Alton, (in the management of which
Mr. Harriman was prominent from 1899

• to 1907, as President. Chairman of the
Board, or Executive Committeeman), has
never regained the prosperity it enjoyed
before he and his associates acquired

control. The Pere Marquette has passed

again into receiver's liands. Ixmg before

Mr. Harri man's death the Union Pacific

had disposed of its Northern Pacific

stock, l>ecausc the Supreme Court of the

United States declared the Northern
Securities Company illegal, and dissolved

the Northern Pacific-Great Northern
merger. Three years after his death, the

Supreme Court of the United States

ordered the Union Pacific-

Southern Pacific merger
dissolved. By a strange

irony, the law has per-

mitted the Union Pacific

to reap large profits from
its illegal transactions in

Northern Pacific and
Southern Pacific stocks.

But many other stocks

held “as investments”
have entailed large losses.

Stocks in the Illinois Cen-
tral and other companies
which cost the Union
Pacific $129,894,991.72,

had on November 15,1913,

a market value of only

$87,851,500; showing a

shrinkage of $42,043.491 .72

and the average income
from them, while held,

was only about 4.30 per

cent, ou their cost.

Bankers

f^UHN, LOEB & CO.
were the Union Pacific

bankers. It was in pur-

suance of a promise which

Mr. Jacob H. Schiff—the

senior partner—had given,

pending the reorganization,

that Mr. Harriman first

became a member of his

Executive Committee in

1897. Thereafter combi-

nations grew and crum-

bled. and there were vicissi-

tudes in stock speculations.

But the investment bankers

of a carrier which he controls, and with-

out duplicating any part of his journey.

“He has further what appears to be

a dominant control in the Illinois Cen-

tral Railroad running directly north

from the Gulf of Mexico to the Great

Lakes, parallel to the Mississippi River;

and two thousand miles west of the

Mississippi he controls the only line of

railroad parallel to the Pacific Coast,

and running from the Colorado River

to the Mexican Iwirdcr. . . .

“The testimony taken at this hearing

shows that about fifty thousand square

miles of territory in the State of Oregon,

surrounded by the lines of the Oregon
Short Line Railroad Company, the Ore-

gon Railroad and NuvigationCoiupany,

and the Southern Pacific Company, is

not developed. While the funds of

those companies which could be used

for that purpose, are being invested in

“John M. Forbes had the imagination of the great merchant, the

patience and jtersrrcrance of the great manufacturer, the courage of

the seafarer, and the broad view of the statesman''

I. am.057 ,5<)0. in Unjiiiriii* Mid financing tbc Southern
Fwi5r.

i. W9.Sm.MI. ia Acquiring the Northern Pacific «tock
mmI Muck nt the Northern Sfcuritin Co.

3. MJ.Hl.MO, in acquiring Baltimore k Ohio tlock.

4. •»7.fltW.iJfl. in acquiring llhnou Central (tuck.

A. •43,tt)fl.6?B. in acquiring New York Ccntml Mock.
0. tlO.SSfl.OOO, in acquiring Alehina, Topeka Ic Santa

Fe stock.

7. aa.BM.7SI. in Acquiring Chicago & Alton (lock.
8. tll.SI0,lS7. in Acquiring Chicago, Milwuukn* k

St. Paul stock.

!». t6.750,MS. in acquiring Chicago tc NorthocMrrn
stock.

lO. tS.OSfl.flM, in acquiring Railroad Securities Co.
stock (Illinois Central stock).

The immediate effect of these stock

acquisitions, as stated by the Interstate

Commerce Commission in 1907, was
merely this:

“Mr. Harriman may journey by
steamship from New York to New
Orleans, thence by rail to San Fran-
cisco, across the Pacific Ocean to

China, and, returning by another route

to the United States, may go to Ogden
by any one of three rail lines, and
t hence to Kansas City or Omaha,
without leaving the deck or platform

stocks like the New York Central and
other lines haring only a remote rela-

tion to the territory in wliich the Union
Pacific System is located.”

Mr. Harriman succeeded in becoming

director in 27 railroads with 39,354 miles

of line; and they extended from the

Atlantic to the Pacific; from the Great

Lakes to the Gulf of Mexico.

The Aftermath

fYN September 9. 1909, less than twelve

years after Mr. Harriman first be-

came a director in the Union Pacific, he

died from overwork at the age of 61.

But it was not death only tliat had
set a limit to his achievements. The
multiplicity of his interests prevented

him from performing for his other rail-

roads the great services that had won
him a world-wide reputation as manager
and rehabilitator of the Union Pacific

prospered amazingly; and financial con-

centration proceeded without abatement.

The bankers and their associates received

the commissions paid for purchasing the

stocks which the Supreme Court holds

to have been acquired illegally—and have

retained them. They received commis-

sions for underwriting the securities issued

to raise the money with which to buy the

stocks which the Supreme Court holds to

have been illegally acquired, and have re-

tained them. They received commissions

paid for floating securities of the con-

trolled companies—while they were thus

controlled in violation of law—and have,

of course, retained them. Finally when,

after years, a decree Is entered to end

the illegal combination, these same bank-

ers arc on hand to perform the services of

undertaker—and receive further com-

missions for their banker-aid in enabling

the law-breaking corporation to end its

wrong doing and to comply with the

decree of the Supreme Court- And yet.
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throughout nearly all this long period,

both before and after Mr. Harriman's

death, two partners in Kuhn. Loeb & Co.

were directors or members of the executive

committee of the Union Pacific; and as

such must Ik? deemed responsible, in part,

for the illegal acts.

Indeed, these hankers have not only

received commissions for the under-

writings of transactions accomplished,

though illegal; they have received,

also, commissions even for agreeing to

underwrite a “great transaction” which
the authorities would not permit to be

accomplished. The $126,000,000 under-

writing (that "single commitment on the

part of bankers" to which J. P. Morgan
& Co. refer as Iwing called for by “the

Attorney General’s approval of the Union
Pacific settlement") never became effec-

tive; because the Public Service Com-
mission of California refused to approve

the terms of settlement. But the Union

Pacific nevertheless paid the Kuhn. I^»eb

Syndicate a large underwriting fee for

having been ready and willing “to serve."

should the opportunity arise: and another

underwriting commission was paid when
the Southern Pacific stock was finally dis-

tributed, with the approval of Attorney

General McRcynolds, underthe Court’s

decree. Thus the illegal purchase of

Southern Pacific stuck yielded directly

four crops of commissions; two when it was
acquired, and two when it was disposed of.

And during the intervening period the ille-

gally controlled Southern Pacific yielded

many more commissions to the bankers.

For the schedules filed with the Pujo
Committee show that Kuhn. Loeb & Co.

marketed, in addition to the Union Pacific

securities above referred to, $834,000,000

of Southern Pacific and Central Pacific

securities between 190,8 ami 1911.

r|'HE aggregate amount of the commis-
* sions paid to these bankers in connec-

tion with Union Pacific-Southern Pacific

transactions is not disclosed. It must
have been very large; for not only

were the transactions "great"; hut the

commissions were liberal. The Interstate

Commerce Commission finds that bankers
receiver! about 3 per cent, on the pur-

chase price for buying the first 750,000

shares of Southern Pacific stock; and the
underwrit ing commissionon the first $ 1 (M>.-

000,000 Union Pacific bonds issued to

make that and other purchases was
$5,000,000. How large the two underwrit -

ing commissions were which the Union Pa-

cific paid in effecting the severance of this

illegal merger, both the company and the

bankers have declined to disclose. Fur-

thermore the Interstate Commerce Com-
mission showed, also, while investigat-

ing the Union Pacific’s purchase of the

Chicago & Alton stock, that the bankers’

profits were by no means confined to com-
missions.

13 UT such railroad combinations pro-

ducc injury to the public far more
serious than the heavy tax of bankers’ com-
missions and profits. For in nearly every

cav the absorption into ii great system

of a theretofore independent railroad has

involved the loss of financial independence

to some community, property or men,
who thereby become subjects or satellites

of the Money Trust. The passing of the

Chicago. Burlington & Quincy, in 1901, to

the Morgan aasociatcs, presents a striking

example of this process.

After the Union Pacific acquired the

Southern Pacific stock in 1901.it sought

control, also, of the Chicago, Burlington

& Quincy,—a most prosperous railroad,

having then 7912 miles of line. The
Great Northern and Northen Pacific rec-

ognized that Union Pacific control of

the Burlington would exclude them from

much of Illinois, Missouri, Wisconsin,

Kansas, Nebraska. Iowa, and South
Dakota. The two northern roads, wliich

were already closely allied with each

other and with J. P. Morgan & Co.,

thereupon purchased for $215,227,000,

of their joint 4 per cent, bonds, nearly

all of the $109,324,000 (par value) out-

standing Burlington stuck. A struggle

with the Uniou Pacific ensued which

yielded soon to “harmonious coopera-

tion." The Northern Securities Com-
pany was formed with $400,000,000 cap-

ital. thereby merging the Great Northern,

the Northern Pacific and the Burling-

ton. and joining the Ilarriinan, Kuhn-
Dx-b, with the Morgan-IIill interests.

Obviously neither the issue of $215,000,-

000 joint 4’s, nor the issue of the $400,000,-

000 Northern Securities stock supplied

one dollar of funds for improvements of.

or additions to, any of the four great rail-

road systems concerned in these "large

transactions." The sole effect of issuing

SC13,000,000 of securities teas to transfer

stockfrom one set of persons to another. And
the resulting "harmonious cooperation"

was soon interrupted by the government
proceedings, which ended with the dissolu-

tion of the Northern Securities Company.
But the evil done outlived the combina-
tion. The Burlington had passed forever

from its independent Boston owners; and
the Morgan allies remain in control.

THE Burlington—one of Boston's finest

achievements—was the creation of

John M. Forties. lie was a builder; not a
combiner, a banker, nor a wizard of finance.

He was u simple, hard-working business

man. He had been a merchant in China
at a time when Chiua’s trade was among
America's big business. He had been

connected with shipping and with manu-
factures. He had the imagination of

the great merchant; the patience and
perseverance of the great manufacturer;

the courage of the sea-farcr; and the

broad view of the statesman. Bold,

but never reckless; scrupulously careful

of other people’s money, he was ready,

after due weighing of chances, to risk his

own in enterprises promising success.

He was in the lR*st sense of the term, a
great adventurer. Thus equipped, Mr.
Forties entered, in 1852. u|>on those rail-

road enterprises which later developed

into the Chicago. Burlington & Quincy,

largely with his own money and that of

friends who confided in him. he built these

railroads and carried them through the

panic of *57. when the "great banking

houses" of those days lacked courage

to assume the burdens of a struggling

ill-constructed line, staggering under
financial difficulties.

I
TNDER Ins wise management, and
J that of the men whom lie trained,

the little Burlington became a great sys-

tem. It was “built on honor," and
inunaged honorably. It weathered every

other greut financial crisis, us it did that

of 1857. It reached maturity without

a reorganization or tile sacrifice of a

single stockholder or bondholder.

INVESTMENT liaukcrs had no place
^ on the Burlington Board of Direc-

tors; nor had the lianker-praetice, of

being on both sides of a bargain. “I
am unwilling." said Mr. Forbes, early

in his career, “to run the risk of having

the imputation of buying from a com-
pany in which I am interested.” About
twenty years later he made his greatest

fight to rescue the Burlington from the
control of certain contractor-directors,

whom his biographer, Mr. I’earson,

describes as “persons of integrity, who
hud conceived thut in their twofold

capacity os contractors and directors

they were fully able to deal with

themselves justly." Mr. Forbes
thought otherwise. The stock hold-

ers. whom he had aroused, sides!

with him and he won.

Vj R. FORBES was
^ * the pioneer
among Boston rail-

road-builders. His ex-

ample an<l Ills success

inspired many others,

for Boston was not
lackng then in men who
wen* builders, though
some lacked his wisdom,

and some his character.

Practically every one of these tSt companies, tras acquired by the New Haren in violation either rtf the state or

federal late or of both
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enterprise and capital constructed,
in Urge part, the Union Pacific, the
Atchison, the Mexican Central, the Wis-
consin Central, and 44 other railroads

m the West and South. One by one
these Western and Southern railroads

passed out of Boston control; the greater

part of them into the control of the Mor-
gan allies. Before the Burlington was sur-

rendered, Boston had begun to loae her

dominion, also, over the railroads of New
England. In 1900 the Boston & Albany
was leased to the New York Central.—

•

a M organ property
;
and a lew years later,

another Morgan railroad—the New'

Haven—acquired control of nearly every

other transportation line in New Eng-
land. Now nothing is left of Boston’s

railroad dominion in the West and South,

«*xc*«*pt the Eastern Kentucky Railroad

—

a line 96 miles long; and her control of

tlic* railroads of Massachusetts is limited

to the Grafton It Upton with 19 mile*

of line and the Boston, Revere Beach &
Lynn,—a passenger road 13 miles long.

The New Haven Monopoly

rT,HE rise of the New Haven Monop-
* oly presents another striking example

of combination as a developer of financial

concentration ; and it illustrates also the use

|

to which “large security Issues” are put.

I In 1894, when Mr. Morgan entered the
' New Haven directorate, it was a very

(

prosperous little railroad with capital

liabilities of 945.000,000 paying 10 per

cent, dividends, and operating 508 miles

of line. By 1899 the capitalization hud
grown to 680,477,(100. but the aggregate

mileage had also grown (mainly through
merger or leases of other lines) to 4017.

Fourteen years later, in 1913, when Mr.
Morgan die 1 and Mr. Mellcii resigned, the

mileage was 1997. just 40 miles less than
in 1899; but the capital liabilities had
increased to #445,9.35.000. Of course

the business of the railroad liad grown
largely in those fourteen years; the road-

bed was improved, bridges built, addi-

tional tracks added, and much equipment

purchased; and for all this, new- capital

issues were needed; ami additional issues

were needed, also. lH*cause the company
paid out in dividends more than it

earned. But of the capital increase, over

#400,000.000 was expended in the acquisi-

tion of the stock or other securities of

some 141 other railroads, steamships,

street railway-, electric-light-, gas- and
water-companies. It was these outside

properties, which made- necessary themuch
discussed $07,000,000, 0 per cent, bond is-

sue. as well as other large and expensive

security issues. For in these fourteen

years the improvements on the railroad

including new <>quipment have cost, on
the average only #10,000,000 a year.

The Bankers

l^EW, if any. bf those 141 companies
* which the New Haven acquired, had.

prior to their absorption by it, been
financed by J. P. Morgan Sc Co. The
needs of the Boston & Maine and Maine
Central,—the largest group—had, for gen-

erations, been met mainly through their

own stockholders or through Boston bank-

ing houses. No investment banker hud

been u member of the Board of Direc-

tors of either of those companies. The
New York, Onturio & Western, — the

next largest of the acquired railroads.- -

had been financed in New York, but by
persons apparently entirely independent

of the Morgan alliance. The smaller

Connecticut railroads, now- combined in

the Central New England, had been
financed mainly in Connecticut, or by
independent New- York bankers. The
financing of the street railway companies

had been done largely by individual

financiers, or by small and independent

bankers in the states or cities where

companies operate. Some of the steam-

ship companies had been financed by their

owners, some through independent bank-

ers. As the result of the absorption of

these 141 companies into the New Haven
system, the financing of all these railroads,

steamship companies, street railways,

and other corporations, were made tribu-

tary .to J. P. Morgan He Co., and the

independent 1jankers were eliminated or

became satellites. And this financial con-

centration was proceeded with , although

practically every one of these 121 compa-
nies was acquired by the Sew Harm in

violation either of the state or federal law,

or of both. Enforcement of the Sherman
Act will doubtless result in dissolving this

unwieldly illegal combination.

Other Railroad Combinations

r
I 'HE rases of the Union Pacific and of
1 the New Haven are typical.—not ex-

ceptional. Our railroad history presents

numerous instances of large security issues

made wholly or mainly to effect combina-
tions. Some of these combinations have
been proper as a means of securing natural

feeders or extensions of main lines. But
far more of them have been dictated by
the desire to suppress active or potential

competition; or by personal ambition or

greed; or by the mistaken Ijelicf that

efficiency grows with size.

Thus the monstrous combination of the

Rock Island and the St. Louis and San
Francisco with about 16,000 miles of line

is recognised now to have been obviously

inefficient. It was severed voluntarily;

but. had it not been, must have crumbled
soon from inherent defects, if not us a

result of pmreedings under the Sherman
law-. Both systems are suffering now
from the effects of this unwise combina-

tion; the Frisco, itself greatly over-

combined, has paid the penally in

receivership. The Rock Island, —a name
once expressive of railroad efficiency and
stability.—has, through its excessive

recapitalizations and combinations, be-

come a football of speculators, and a

source of greut apprehension to confiding

investors. The combination of the Cin-

cinnati. Hamilton and Dayton, and the

Pen- Marquette led to several receiver-

ships.

There are, of course, other combina-

tions which have not been disastrous

to the owners of the railroads. Blit the

fact that a railroad combination has not

been disastrous, docs not neceasarily

justify it. The evil of the concentration

of power is obvious; and as combination

necessarily involves such concentration

of power, the burden of justifying a com-
bination should Ik* placed upon those who
seek to effect it.

Recommendations

O IX years ago the Interstate Commerce
Commission, after investigating the

Union Pacific transaction above referred

to, recommended legislation to remedy
the evils there disclosed. Upon conclud-

ing recently its investigation of the New
Haven, the Commission repeated and
amplified those recommendations, saying:

**No student of the railroad problem
can doubt that a most prolific source of

financial disaster and complication to

railroads in the past has been the de-

sire and ability- of railroad managers
to engage in enterprises outside the

legitimate operation of their railroads,

especially by the acquisition of other

railroads and their securities. The
evil which results, first, to the in-

vesting public, and, finullv, to the gen-

eral public, can not be corrected after

the transaction has taken place; it

can Ik* easily and effectively prohibited.

In our opinion thcfollowing propositions

lie at the foundation of all adequate

regulation of interstate railroads:

1. Every interstate railroad should

be prohibited from spending money or in-

curring liability or 'acquiring property
not in the operation of its railroad or in

the legitimate improvement, extension,

or development of that railroad.

4. No interstate railroad should be

permitted to lease or purchase any
other railroad, nor to acquire the

storks or securities of any other rail-

road, nor to guarantee the same,

directly or indirectly, without the ap-

proval of the federal government.

3. No stocks or IkjiuIs should Ik*

issued by an interstate railroad except

for the purposes sanctioned in the

two preceding paragraphs, and none
should Ik* issued without the approval

of the federal government.

It may be unwise to attempt to

specify the price at which and the man-
ner in which railroad st<K*ks and securi-

ties shall he disposed of; but it is easy

and safe to define the purpose for

which they may Ijc issued and to con-

fine the expenditure of the money
realized to that purpose.”

These recommendations are in sub-

stantial accord with those adopted by
the National Association of Railway
Commissioners. They should be enacted

into law. And they should Ik* supple-

mented by amendments of the Commo-
dity Clause of the Hepburn Act, so that:

1. Railroads will be effectually pro-

hibited from owning stock in corpora-

tions whose products they transport;

4. Such corporations shall be pro-

hibited from owning important stock-

holdings in railroads; and
3. Holding companies shall be pro-

hibited from controlling, as does the

Reading, both a railroad and corpora-

tions whose commodities it transports.

If laws such as these* are enacted and
duly enforced, we shall be protected from
a recurrence of tragedies like the New
Haven, of domestic scandals like the

Chicago anil Alton, und of international

ones like the Frisco. We shall also

escape from that inefficiency wltich is

attendant upon excessive size. But what
is fur more important, we shall, by such

legislation, remove a potent factor in

financial concentration. Decentraliza-

tion will begin. The liberated smaller

units will find no difficulty in financing

their needs without bowing the knee to

money lords. And a long step will have

licen taken toward attainment of the

New Freedom.

Still another remedy will be discussed in our next issue under, “ The Inefficiency of the Oligarchs"



S
OME day, Mary Jane would make a
noble looking woman. At twelve

she ran somewhat to arms, legs and
eyes. Mary Jane was tall for her dozen

years, tall and slender and strong. She had

a line head, set on promising shoulders.

Her cropped brown hair was thick and

wavy. Her gray eyes were liquidly clear.

During the day, Mary Jane led a sane

and comparatively tranquil existence.

Her nights were a horror that bordered

on frenzy. Her father and mother con-

sidered that a person of twelve, a healthy,

well-developed person, was competent to

battle the Fear alone. So they treated the

matter facetiously, and Mary Jane culti-

vated a deadly slianie of her weakness that

helped hemp thcThing-hauntcd stairway,

and along the dark dank hall, at bedtime.

Nevertheless, the nightly limit for the

match-safe was an ordeal so fraught with

demoniacal menace that, nightly, Mary
Jane Hashed out of the darkness a face

like a little murhlc Fear. To put the cat

down cellar at bed-time was to arid a year,

a decade, of mortal uuguish to one's life.

|yjARY JANE’S Brother Jim. atseven-
* 1 teen, was possessed of inventive

genius. It was the display of this genius

tliat changed Mr. and Mrs. Webster's at-

titude of facetiousness to one of appre-

hension. It was a rainy night in

November. That day, old John Williams

who lived just down the road, had died.

Mary Jane was finishing the supper dishes

while Brother Jim filled the wood-box.
“M-rv June," said Brother Jim, "I

dure
;

u through the dark and
bring -of the flowers in John
Willis n «

By HONORS WILLSIE

Bluxlralrd by Alice Beach Winter

Mary Jane set down a tea-cup and
t units] a whitening fact* to Brother Jim.

She looked like a puppy at whom a whip

lias been shaken.

“Oh, Jim!" quavered Mary Jane,

“Don’t dare me!”
The rode by which Brother Jim had

educated Mury June was simple. The
person who took a dare was a coward,

a quitter, an earthworm und a sneak.

Therefore. Mnrv Jane had protested,

“Don't dare me. Jim!"
But Brother Jim nodded coolly.

“Sure, it’s a dare!”

Mary Jane stared at her lug brother,

her very lips blue with fright. "I hate

you. Jim Webster!" she said, and then she

darted out the back door.

A IJING-LEGGKI) shadow, she pelted
* through the ink of the night, sob-

bing a little in utter anguish of spirit;

suutrhed a failed geranium leaf from the

twisting, sodden rrape; returned on
tissue-|>apcr legs that scarcely could hold

up her leaden body, anil quietly dropped

in h faint beside the wood-box.

Wlmt Father and Mother Webster

said to Brother Jim has no particular bear-

ing on tliis story. What Father Webster
said to Mary Jane is a different matter.

After Brother Jim had withdrawn

haughtily to lied and Mrs. Webster was
putting Baby Roue to sleep. Father Web-
ster tucked Mary Jane’s long, shaking little

body into his lap. not seeming to mind
that the thin legs dangled awkwardly.

“Now. Mary Jane," said Father Wel>-

ster, "as man to man. what are we going

to do about this thing? Everything

at the quarry bus gone to smash, and Jim

and I have got to work up in Indianapolis

to get money enough to move you and
Mother and Baby up there. I've got

to have Jim’s help just now. I thought

I could leave you us mother's right-hand

man, but you won’t be any more gwiri

to her than Baby Rose. You're such a
’fraidv-cat !

”

Mary Jane stopped trembling ever so

little. “Why, Father Webster!" she
cried indignantly.

“Well, you won’t!” went on Father

Webster. "Hen*, the nearest neighbor

is half a mile away, now that John Wil-

liams is gone. I’ll get Charlie Reeves to

come over and milk and do the chores.

But if uiotherW the baby is taken sick

at night, what will become of them?"
Mary Jane disentangled her legs and sat

m*ct. She spokewith grandmotherly dig-

nity. “Leave them to me, father. I’m
—I'm not going to Ik.* ufraid ever again.

I’m just nervous."

"Very well!” said Father Webster.

“I’ll trust them to you. You must see

that the chicken coop is closed every night

and the row all safe. You must lock tin*

house, and see that the fires are hanked
in. When 1 leave on Saturday. I'll turn

the keys over to you."

Mary Jane’s trembling ceased and tlie

color came back to her face.

/”\N Saturday. Mr. Webster and Brother^ Jim left for Indianapolis. On Mon-
day. Mrs. Webster fell down the cellar

steps and sprained her ankle. Mary Jam*
shouldered her burdens like a man. To
Im> sure, she shut the ebiekens in the coop
long before sundown and harried young
Charlie until he finished milking an hour
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Wore time. But she locked the house
carefully and took good cure of her mother
and Baity Rose.
One morning, Charlie failed to appear,

ami Mary Jane, with much travail, milked

the perturbed Jersey. When the doctor

arrived, he bore the news that the Reeves

family was quarantined with diphtheria,

and that an epidemic of the disease

threatened the little village. Not long

after the doctor left. Baby Rose devel-

oped u hoarse cold that grew worse during

the day. Under her mother's direction,

Mary Jane dosed the tot with boneset tea,

and swathed her with mustard plasters,

much to that two-year-old's disgust.

r I ’HAT evening, while Mary Jane was
* washing the supper dishes, her mother

gave a sudden scream from the sitting-

room. Above her screams rose the gasp-

ing of Baby Rose. White-faced,MaryJane
dashed to the rescue. The baby lay in

her mother's arms, gasping.

"Get the ipecac! Get the kettle of

boiling water! It's croup!" panted Mrs.

Webster.
That was a strange half hour, a mad.

confused half hour. At its end. Baby
Rose was breathing easier, though still

spasmodically, still with a hoarse roar

that filled the house. She lay with one

hand grasping Mary Jane's, the other,

her mother's.

“Mary Jane,” said Mrs. Webster,

“you will have to go after the doctor!”

Mary Jane cowered as she knelt by the

couch. “Mother.” she whispered, "it’s

an auful night,—dark and raid, and I’d

have to pass old Williams’ house and the

cemetery. I'll sit up all night with baby.

Don't make me go out in the dark,

mother!”
Mrs. Webster, sat rigid, her face white,

her eyes terrible. "Mary Jane. God
must be punishing me for some sin I

don’t know of, in giving me a coward

for a daughter. Put your things on and
go!"

But Mary Jane’s nerves had not yet

recovered from Brother Jim's dare. It

would take tragic necessity to drive Mary
Jane out into the night. The thought of

the lonely, goblin-haunted road to the

village set her grovelling. “I can't,

mother! I can't!” she whimpered.

Yes! Mary Jane, you are right. Hurry!

Take the fur robe. Tell the doctor
"

But the front door hud slummed on

Mary Jane and her charge.

The Webster house was a mile from the

village. The only house on the way was
the deserted Williams place. It was a

night of scudding clouds over-head and
heavy snow under-fool. Mary Jane

walked firmly out of the gate to the road,

pushing the carriage carefully. The
baby's stertorious breathing deadened the

crceking of the wheels in the snow. Mary
Jane l>cgan by telling herself that if the

fear panic should make her faint. Buby
Rose would die in the cold. She would

not faint! No! Not if all the Things

that made the darkness foul were to grab

her skirts and hurry her heels!

As her eyes accommodated themselves

to the intermittent starlight, she could see

the snake fence bounding the road before

her. Uncouth, huddled forms crouched

in every fence corner, leered at her,

reached for her with rattling fingers as she

panted by. Baby Rose’s breathing was so

loud that were the Things to come up
the road behind her, she could not hear

in time!

IN front of the Williams house was a
4

drift through which the carriage

plowed slowly, oh so slowly! Mary Jane

began to talk.

" I’m here, baby ! Mary June's here, and
not a b-b-bit afraid of the Things that live

at Williams*. No, I’m not! Oh. little

Rose, don’t breathe so hard! I can't hear

Them if They come! If I should die

before I wake, I pray the Lord, my soul

to take! I’m here, baby. Mary Jane

loves you. She isn't a bit afraid. She'll

take care of you. Oh. don’t hreathe so

hard— it hurts me to hear you!"

The wind howled maliciously around
the bleak old house. There was a coffin-

shaped shadow at the pump. A gibbet ted

Thing flapped from theclothes-liue. But
somehow the drift was pussed. and Mary
Jane broke into a run. The sweat ran

down her face, and she wiped it off with

one mittened hand. The road beyond
the Williams place wound through a
stretch of wood. The darkness here was
so deep that Mury Jane had difficulty in

guiding the carriage. She pushed vio-

lently into something, and screumed with

the Ntartlc of it, then sobbed when she

realized that it was only a tree. When
she emerged into the starlight. Baby
Rose had a choking spell and Mary
Jane slopped to cast* the little thing by
lifting her. The baby was in a stupor

and made no response to Mury Jane's

endearments.

"She's dying!" suid Mary June aloud.

Then she lifted her mittened fists to the

stars. "Oh God!” she called. “If you
let Buby Rose die. I’ll never pray to you
again for anything! Do you hear?"

She felt a strange, wrathful strength

after her blasphemy, and started on at u

run. A long stretch of pasture land, and
then came the cemetery. Mary Jane
closed her eyes, but opened them at once as

she could not steer the carriage. Ghastly
shapes whispered and gibbered among the

graves. Goblin forms slipped through

the shrubbery.

"Mary Jane's here, baby," sobbed
Mary Jane. “ She-she-she’s not afruid!

God. there isu't any such Person as You!
If there was, you wouldn’t let a baby
like little Rose suffer so. If I should die

before 1 wake, I pray the lx>rd my soul

to take!"

Then words failed her. Thought failed

her. Mary Jane had reached the acme of

t^OR a moment Mrs. Webster sat in
4

helpless silence. At this moment
Baby Rose opened her eyes and strangled

a little as she tried to cough. Mary
Jane lifted the writhing figure, and the

baby looked into her sister’s face ami
tried to smile. Cluld as she was. Mury
Jane knew that however long she lived

she was not to forget that look in little

Rose'9 eyes—such a look of helplessness

and appealing trust. In after years that

look was to goad Mary June, in moments
of weakness, like an accusing conscience.

“I think she has diphtheria!" panted

Mrs. Webster.

Man.- Jane whitened. She rose in-

stantly and slipped into her coat and
cap. Then she wrapped the baby in a

blanket, slipping hot-water bottles snugly

al>out her. She was in frantic haste of a

sudden, was Mary Jane.

"What are you doing?" Mrs. Web-
ster's voice was sharp with anxiety.

Mary Jane laid the baby in her carriage.

“Mother.” she said, "if Baby Rose has to

wait until I get into town and find the

doctor and bring him back, she’ll choke

to death. We can’t waste a minute.

Don't be afraid. I’ll lake can* of her."

Mrs. Webster made a motion as if to

rise, then sank back, half fainting. “Yes! “ ,S/ir had touched the areal actual trayedy, and all unreal fears U'cre scared aieay
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terror now. She was Fear, itself, with-

out thought or reason. She embodied all

the fear instincts of the race, touching

terror with a thousand sensations, sensing

it without knowing it. Again she closed

her eyes and ran, screaming as she did.

At once she careened into u drift and the

carnage toppled over. Mary Jane stood

still.

“I’ve killed her,” she said aloud, slowly.

“My afraidness has made me kill my
little sister!”

kJHK righted the carriage and lifted

the little, unprotesting form that still

was wrapptxl in its blankets and still,

as Mary Jane turned it over, breathed

with labored sobs. In the sudden relief,

Mary Jane forgot everything save that

Baby Rose stilt was alive. Exliausted,

trembling, crying, she starter! on. Be-

yond the graveyard the road turned

abruptly, and afar Mary Jane saw the

lights of the village. Somehow she

pushed the carriage through the <1rifts of

the hollow, somehow she reached the

village street and the doctor's house.

When the doctor opened the door, Mary
Jane shoved the carriage in without
ceremony. “Baby Rose!” she panted.

The doctor lifted the baby, put his

ear to her chest and shook his head. "I’m
afraid it’s too late,” he muttered, “but
we’ll put up a fight.”

In the moments that followed, while

the doctor inserted the silver tul>e, Mary

The Home

A PERTINENT article on a de-

batable subject, by Mr. E. L.

Clifford. "Newspapers, Morals,

and Women,” printed in Harper's
Weekly for Dcccmlior 6, 1913. opened
with the question, “Does it pay the pub-

lisher?” It does. But, for a better

understanding, let the trilogy be
reversed to read, Women, Morals, and
Newspapers.

Women, according to environment,

taste, and education, read matter that in-

terests them. The ltewspa|>er is a local

issue. In New York, a majority of the

women who read at all absorb their daily

requirement of mental food from the

“yellows." For proof of that fact, meas-

ure up the department store advertising

in the "yellows ” and find the test by com-
parison with the spue used by these

stores in the recognized clean papers.

The advertising managers of "world
marts under a single naif” know what
women read. Their whole energy is con-

centrated on an unceasing campaign to

attract women shoppers -and theirknown
results from advertising makes paying

the highest line rate for space a genuine
pleasure. Why? The clearance reports

from all departments demonstrates the

moving power of the display advertise-

ments in the “yellows.”

What boots it if psychopathic wards
fill with victims of the store’s neighbor,

the pill purveyor who, from the same
printed page, sliaking a warning finger

at the ignorant, almost pokes the digit

through the column rule into the fetching

lady displaying the latest thing in tango

toggery! The department store man is

getting results. So is Dr, Fill. And
women an1 supplying the results to both
advertisers impartially.

The characteristic of newspapers of

enormous circulation one cannot ignore.

Jane sat rigidly on her hands, her long

legs twined in the chair rungs, waiting.

Within the safe haven of the doctor’s

house, the full meaning of Baby Rose’s

peril swept into her brain and heart. If

Baby Ruse died! Never to hear the pip-

ing voice, never to feel the clinging hands

!

It was too terrible! Such a thing could

not be. Nothing in the world mattered

save that Baby Rose was dying. How
lonely for such a little thing to die! Did
nothing matter to God, anyhow?

For the first time Mary Jane was fac-

ing Real Fear. For the first time life’s

universal tragedy was turning her soul

to lead. The first of life’s bitter realities

was tearing its way to her sensitive spirit.

Mary Jane sat silent, the noble head a

Uttle defiant, the sturdy shoulders a little

drooping, a little patient, as if her woman
heart foresaw the many, many years of

learning ahead.

Ol'DDENLY Baby Rose’s sobbing^ breaths stopped—caught—stopped,

then began again, slowly but deeply, more
easily. The doctor turned to Mary Jane.

"She’ll do! You got her here just in

time. It's not nine o'clock. Are you
afraid to slip home and put your poor

mother out of her agony? Tell her the

baby will he all right, and in the morning
I'll have the two of you up here and give

you anti-toxin.”

Mary Jane tiptoed over to the couch
when* little Rose lay in the sleep of cx-

Newspapers
By F. J. BRUNNER

is what is commonly called, in the news-

paper profession, “sex stuff.” The saf-

fron-tainted newspapers were raised to

half million and greater circulations on
this class of matter. Crime, vice, di-

vorce. underworld incidents, get all the

"top" heads and, if the story can Ik*

worked up to a fine frenzy, it goes out on

the first page embellished with photo-

graphic reproductions. Does one need

better proof that women like this sort of

thing?

Enter any de|>urtmcnt store and h»ok

about you. Where are the men? Surely,

not buying tin.* bargains advertised in the

"yellows.” But the women are swarm-
ing—attracted by the alluring announce-
ments they have found in the pa|»ers of

known big circulation. And all of these

publications an* home papers to these

shoppers.

T~V)ES it pay the publisher? Im-
A J mcnady. He knows the business

from the inside. Oh, yes. he has ideals:

but applied to newspaper publishing,

ideals don’t pile up fortunes nor make for

a certain sort of influence in the com-
munity. He gives the women what they

want. If he hadn’t done that, his circu-

lation never would have mounted to the

half-million, the three-quarter-million.

It would have stuck at the clean-news-

paper mark, well below 200,000. And
isn’t he logical when he insists that figures

tell no lies, for he can show you that the

issues from the offices of three pa|»crs sj>e-

cializing in “sex stuff" have more circula-

tion than all the other New York daily

papers combined?
The home newspaper has been puli-

llshed without a let-up since the first

sheet came off tlu* hand press in Boston
nearly two centuries ago. Its influence

cemented these United States. It has

haustion, and looked at the little broken
tiling she had salvaged from death. And
Mary Jane's eyes were the eyes of all the

madonnas. Then she ran out into the

night once more. Out into the country
road ; alone, under the stars ! And listen

!

—Mary Jane was not afraid! Life had
taken her by the throat and had thrust

her face about into life’s great primal fear.

She had touched the great, actual tragedy

and all unreal fears were seared away.

VJARY JANE trotted along the road
A 4 looking up into the stars. The scud-

ding clouds were gone. The stars were
very near and clear in the winter sky.

Snow-covered fields, violet sky, merged in

a silver radiance too soft, too ethereal, for

the mind fully to grasp. Mary Jane paused
with a little inarticulate cry of exaltation,

that felt without understanding. Sud-

denly she had found the Universe. Sud-
denly the sense of oneness with the sky
and the earth, which is the human’s un-
speakable birthright, swept through the

child spirit. Stars and windswept sky,

trees, and tender, enfolding shadows—she

was a part of them.

Once more Mary Jane lifted mit-

tened hands to the sky. But this

time her humIs were not clenched.

“God!” she cried, "all this is You

—

You—You!”
Then, 'swift as a little bird, night-wing-

ing south, she ran toward home and her

tortured mother.

and Others

always been making things better—and it

will everlastingly stick to its job. Every
day it is a Iletter paper than ever was
published. Clean, honest, square with
the public, a thorn in the flesh of the fak-

ers and the Dr. Pills. But its circulation

has never reaches! tremendous propor-

tions. Its appeal has ever been to
that limited circle which, after all.

moves and leads the nation's thought
and action.

'"PHE home newspaper has upheld the
* standard of morality in God's legions.

And it has fought under this standard the
righteous causes which made man free.

American iicwspajwr history is a page
brilliant with the deeds of the homr
newspaper, triumpliing over secrecy and
darkness bv holding the moral side of

American manhood close to the straight

line. It shed the light that marked the
wuv out of the wilderness of bigotry, in-

tolerance. narrowness. It gave to all

freedom from the thruldom of igno-

rance. And this is all true—else Har-
per’!* Weekly never could have sur-

vived the printing of Edith Livingston

Smith's story of “Unmarried Mothers."

rTHK clean newspaper always has gone
4 into the clean home, where the mind

is clean as well as the body. But the
“yellows" prove that mental indolence

craves a sex stimulant and feeds on
the dregs served in the stories of life’s

shadowy side.

To women, the fettered and re-

pressed half of the human family, be-

longs the blame for the injustice (it’s

a mild term) done the poor, the sick, the
discouraged, the ignorant, through filthy

and fraudulent advertising. The ease
is proved against her three hundred and
ten shopping days in the year.



Woodrow Wilson the Man
By AN ONLOOKER

P
RESIDENT WILSON, as he sits

here at Washington, in his daily

habit, transacting business, is still

a puzzle and an enigma. He is a new and

an unknown type to Washington. He
has been here now over ten months, and
no one has found a key to his mystery.

He has no intimates. He sees as few

jN'rsons as possible. He transacts his

business with them in the briefest possible

space of time. He seeks no confidences

and he gives none. He does not require

advice. His constitutional advisers have

only nominal duties in that capacity.

He chooses to live in a social vacuum.
There arc no anecdotes about Mr. Wr

ilson.

There is no cloud of human interest

stories about him, such as are commonly
built up about occupants of the White
House. There is no Wilson legend. To
the common run of men he meets in his

daily walk he is as undecipherable as a

billiard hall, and presents as few avenues

of approach; his points of contact are

rounded and as smooth. He presents no
salients to eager and curious observers.

117ASHINGTON likes to know all

* ’ about the President, his daily

habits, bis manner of thought, his little

weaknesses, all of the little human qual-

ities that go to make up the man as he is

at his ease. It seeks to discover his pri-

vate habits, what time he gets up, whether

he takes morning exercises in his bedroom,

whether he shaves himself or has an at-

tendant come in and perform that task

for him, what he likes to eat, what he

reads, what time he goes to bed, his

choice of intimate friends and on what
basis his choice is made. It irritates

Washington that it knows none of these

things about Mr. Wilson.

I find that members of Congress and the

newspaper correspondents here arc prob-

ably more puzzled and more baffled by
Mr. Wilson than any one else. It is an

essential part of their duty to their con-

stituencies to know all that there is to

know about the President of the United

States, whoever he may be. It is one

of their tasks to dramatize and interpret

the personality of the President to the

millions of people in the United States

who have access to no channel of informa-

tion alx>ut the head of the government

other than the newspapers. Mr. Wilson

has apparently never recognized this

or, recognizing it, has never acknowledged

it by lending a helping hand. There is

no reason for t>clicving that the President

knows or cares what impressions the daily

press gives of him or what it says about

him. He show's no indication of seeking

the good-will of the newspapers or of

fearing their ill-will. Mr. Wilson re-

ceives the correspondents twice a week

—

on Mouday mornings at ten o’clock and
on Thursday afternoons at half-past two
o’clock. He stands behind his desk with

his bark to the light, facing the semi-circle

of writing men, who ask him any questions

they sec fit. He replies or not, as he sees

fit. Nearly always he replies in the few-

est possible number of words, seldom

adding anything to throw additional

light. The uewspaper correspondents

here are men of varying capacities, of

different political beliefs, and represent

newspapers of varying degrees of in-

fluence, prestige and power. Some of the

men are devoted personal and political

adherents of President Wilson. They
represent papers holding the same beliefs.

They sought by every legitimate use of

the agencies of publicity at their command
to bring about Mr. Wilson’s nomination

at Baltimore, and after the nomination

they redoubled their energies to induce

people to make him President. At the

same time there are men here who are

ardent Roosevelt men, others who are

old-line stand-pat Republicans. Some
of the newspapers represented are virtu-

ally without influence, others reach hun-

drwLs of thousands of people who depend
upon them for political guidance. The
President discloses himself in the same
degree to all these conflicting personalities

and equations.

IT is apparent, under the unvarying
* courtesy of the President’s manner to

all of his callers, that he resents the de-

mands they make upon his time. He said

last April, after he had been in the White
House a little more than a month, that

he could count upon the fingers of one
hand all of the persons who had come to

see him with their business fully prepared

in their minds and ready for compact,

succinct, clear presentation. He even

remembered their names, and they

acquired merit with him through their

preparedness. Again, in the course of

a casual conversation, one of his visitors

said, apropos of some uppermost public

question: “I have no opinion on it, but

I am giving the whole problem the most
absorbed and sustained thought of which

I am capable.”

"Ah,” burst out Mr. Wilson, in mock
despair but with real yearning in his voice,
** will I ever again have opportunity really

to sit down and think out undisturbed

the solution of a question in which I am
interested!”

President Wilson comes over from the

White House to the Executive offices

every morning about half-past nine

o’clock. He spends half an hour with

his secretary, looking at the morning’s

mail. At ten o’clock precisely he begins

to receive visitors by appointment. On
his desk is a typewritten card showing his

list of appointments for the day; carbon

copies are on the desks of his secretaries,

and another is posted in the outer waiting

room. Any one who chooses may come
in and see with whom the President is

talking. These appointments arc seldom

longer than fifteen minutes each; rarely

they run to half an hour. The caller is

supposed to present himself promptly

on time, and to terminate his visit on the

moment so, that the next man on the list

may not he kept waiting. The President

usually indicates by some gesture or

slight movement when the appointment
has come to an end. There is a little

clock before him on his desk. The last

appointment invariably comes to an end

at one o’clock, when the President goes

to lunch. He is back in his office at two
o’clock or, at the latest, half-past two.

Usually he has one appointment after

lunch, and then goes out to play golf.

Probably twice or three times a month
the President makes an appointment in

the evening. These evening appoint-

ments, however, are made on his own
initiative and not by solicitation. Mr.
Wilson tries to play golf every afternoon.

Invariably his partner is I)r. Cary T.

Grayson, of the Navy, his physician and
personal aide. Mr. Wilson plays at all

golf courses about Washington except
Chevy Chase. He has never played

there. He plays over each course in

turn. He is not keenly interested in the

game. His main concern with it is that

it ’’keeps him out in the open air,” and
gives him a certain amount of needed
exercise. His score is a matter of abso-

lute unconcern, and he lias no lust for the

game for the game's sake. Sometimes
he does the eighteen holes in the nineties;

again he may go over a hundred. It is all

one to him, and he motorsback to the White
House with a serene mind in either event

.

Mr. Wilson has become an almost
habitual theater-goer. President Taft
was fairly constant in his attendance at

the local playhouses, and President Roose-

velt tried to see all the very good plays;

but Mr. Wilson exceeds both of them in

his devotion to this form of entertain-

ment. He goes regularly to all sorts of

plays, good, bad and indifferent, and,

wheu nothing better offers, finds amuse-
ment in vaudeville. He always sits

through the play, and apparently it can-

not be so bad nor so incompetently per-

formed as not to afford him some measure

of enjoyment. These eyes have beheld

him at an Eva Tanguav “show,” and his

interest did not flag. The local popular-

price stock company presenting “suc-

cesses” of other seasons has become fa-

miliar with his presence at their repre-

sentations. Apparently he finds needed

relaxation in theatrical performances

that would bore almost to extinction more
fastidious playgoers.

fANE of the things that members of^ Congressdo not understand about the

President, and the thing that they resent

in his attitude toward them, is that

he won’t talk and he won’t let them
talk. That acute and alert “itinerant

analyst,” Henry James, noted when he

revisited American scenes that Wash-

ington was the conversation capital.

Discourse, free and unrestricted, is the

avocation of everybody in official life

here and the vocation of many. To these

it is unthinkable that a man who can

talk won’t talk. The tides of conversa-

tion run free and strong in this town, and

amidst all the rush of words the President

says nothing. He discloses his views

briefly and at stated times. In the

intervals he maintains a silence that

becomes impressive by contrast. People

ask one another: “How docs he spend

his time out of his office when he isn’t

playing golf or going to the theater?”

They know that before he became Presi-

dent he used to spend many evenings

reading Wordsworth aloud in the bosom

of his family. The presumption is that,

being a man of more or less fixed habits,

he continues the practice. This appeals

to the average Washington intelligence

as being absolute zero in indoor sports.

Not that that view would affect Mr.

Wilson. Because the President won’t

talk, Congressmen complain that they

find him cold. The simple truth is that

he embarrasses them. He is so much
better educated, he has thought to so

much better purpose, he has so much
keener an intelligence than the average

member of either branch of Congress,

that they are rather afraid of him. He
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won't talk in ail easy, gossipy, discursive

way, but insists at once on getting down
to bedrock and applying the formal and
fixed rules of logic to any matter of dis-

cussion. And he is so polite and civil

and deferential about it, too. His

manners are perfect. He seems to hang

upon your words, and yet they say "it is

hard to do business with him." That
means that he won't do as he is asked to

do simply because he is asked, but insists

upon putting everything on the basis

of a major premise, a minor premise and
a conclusion. Query: What can you

do with a man like that? The Members
of the House (the Senate concurring)

reply at once: “Nothing.”

If I may venture to introduce into

these undefiled precincts the inelegant but

forcible jargon of the pave, Mr. Wilson

is the “whole thing” at this juncture,

lie dispense* the high and the low and the

middle justice. He has suffered no
notable rebuff in putting into effect his

plans and his ideas. The processes of

government reflect his will. The Members
of Congress do not love him, but they
do not doubt the quality of the man. No-
body hints any longer that he is “aca-
demic." His resolute will, his firm grasp
of the public business and his strong ex-

ecutive ability are clearly seen. His ca-

pacities and his abilities measure up to llic

office he holds. He is, indeed, chief magis-
trate to the uttermost fringe of his author-

ity. Everybody at Washington knows it.

To See ”Ourselves” As Others See It
By ETHEL WATTS MUMFORD

HE SINGLE STANDARD; and
the gold standard. Are we to

admit the baser metals into the

currency of morality, which we stamp
with our own image?

Youth. Are we to fling it aside be-

cause of the errors of youth? Are we
to deny to youth its natural expression-

—

its play, its expansion, its craving

for companionship, in an effort to

"reform?”
Sex attraction. The strongest thing

in the world. Are we to leave the young
untaught as to its purpose? Are we to

leave to blind Instinct the enlightenment

that calls for the very best of our

thought, our ideals and our efforts for the

future of the race?

To see a large, mixed audience reacting

from such startling questions Is an inter-

esting experience. “Ourselves” by Rachel

Crothcrs did not please the general pub-

lic and had a short life in consequence.

Possibly this was because so many plays

dealing with the same subject has been

rushed on to take advantage of the in-

terest aroused. At any rate, it interested

a limited numl>er of persons extremely

and has been very widely talked about,

and I hope it may be revived some
time. I am going to give my impres-

sions in the present tense, as I remember
back to a performance which left me very

much impressed indeed. The gist, of the

play Is an attack on Special Privilege

—

the Privilege men have arrogated to

themselves—that they may select one

woman whom they choose to honor,

and consider the rest fair game for

which no adequate protection has been

devised.

/Vs might be expected, men are in the

minority. Some have very obviously

been led in, pulling on their halters and
with their ears laid back. About half

of the male representation have come ex-

pecting something more conventional

and to their taste.

XTO motion picture can offer anything
A ” more enlightening or funnier than

the changes of expression on the face of

one of these male victims who didn’t

know the play was loaded. The first act,

showing a reformatory for delinquent girls,

startles the men. There l* a look, which

interpreted, would read, “Well, well! what
will they stage next?

" “ Look at ’em, the

little Devils!" “What’s the sense of

all this twaddle alxiut ’em, anyway?”
“More expense for the taxpayer!”

“Rather good looking, the Molly girl!”

“Woman going to take one of 'em into

her home, Is she? Gad, that's a notion

it won’t do to foster!” “Poppycock!"
Curtain.

Act II. His next set of expressions

is more complex, for he begins to see

the set of the current. But the “Molly
girl’s” easy winning by the conscienceless

villain gives him a few moments of smug
satisfaction, a sort of "I told you so"

contentment. Curtain.

Act III. The expressions follow each

other with variety and intensity. “Ab-
surd!” “Nonsense!” "Woman's senti-

mental foolishness.” “Knows nothing

about life." “Overdrawn!" “It’s got to

be.” “Too had, of course, but what are

you going to do ul>out it?" “Morality

for men?” “Oh, go on!” "Oh, J*ord!

—

what! responsible?" “Well, now, how
do you expect a fellow

”
“Oh, say,

what’s it all about, anyway? It’s always

been so. It always trill l»e so.” “Hard
luck if you get l>oni a girl in tliat class

—

that's all.” “Ridiculous!” “Silly!"

Then he decides to go out and get a
drink, and not come back. He does the

first, but not the last. He is back for

the fourth act, hating himself for it.

“Just came in to see what sort of a find

a woman playwright will make of herself

if you give her her head.” “It’s the most
idiotie point of view possible!” By this

time he is Iteginning to think in spite of his

reluctance, and to feel vaguely uncomfort-

able —something like a cross l>etween con-

science and indigestion begins to nag him.

Memories are awakening in the forgotten

niches of his brain, and various well-laid

ghosts begin to turn over and even

threaten to walk. By the time he reaches

the street the sneer has begun to fade

from his face, like breath from a window-
pane. If he happens to be with other

men, there are shrugs and laughs and a

rapid fire of reassurances as to the im-

practicability of it all. If lie happens to

lie in a party with his wife and others, he

is hopeful that the others may perhaps
defer discussion but he apprehensively

glances at his wife.

’M’OTICEABLK is the number of young,
A ’ unaccompanied women, of obvious

respectability. They behave very much
as if they li.nl played hookey in order to

attend the performance. Probably they

have—more grease to their run-away

shoe-soles! Women must make a holo-

caust of their Pride and Prejudice. The
woman of the Home must cease to bask

in her respectability, and glory in the in-

vulnerable shield of wifehood, for that

shield Is not invulnerable, nor her respec-

tability respectable, when it is coupled

with the careless acceptance of the deg-

radation of her sisters, and wilful blind-

ness to the crimes of Special Privilege.

T^HESE women, dear-eved and atten-

t tive, find themselves confronted with
something that begins to look very much
like labors for Omphale, which will make
those of Hrrcules pale into insignificance.

A look of puzzled despair spreads over
their faces. IImr are we to bring this

before Tom and Dick and Harry? We
will have to make ourselves “everlasting

nuisances " in order to do it. How are our
men to l>c forced to take these things
seriously?

A group of over-dressed, bejeweled,

gaudy women giggle continuously. They
arc troubled with no such questions.

The play and its proposition is providing

them with conversational ammunition
with which to amuse mole admirers. It

is not to such as these that the serious-

minded, thoughtful women may look for

cooperation.

t>Y the exit, ait five or six boys and
girls, fifteen to twenty years of age,

who seem to have arrived directly from the
gas-house district—the little girls with
kalsomincd faces and ragged hair; the
!x>y.s in sweaters, their lean, dissipated

faces belying their youth. Self-cvidcntly,

the girls arc graduates of the reforma-

tories. Some one with u belief in the
psychological power of visualization may
have sent them here. They chew gum.
and their faces express complete in-

attention. But that great composite
somebody—the Public— is doing a lot of

thinking. We no longer bleed fever

patients, give liquor anaesthesia for am-
putations, nor angleworm soup for rickets.

For the sake of humanity let us not
treat the moral and mental maladies of

our fellow things with the fallacies of

the past— and the signs of the times

are hopeful, this audience, for example, has

a look of being practical. The applause,

except for Miss Ell is ton’s well-deserved

curtain calU, is slight They are con-

sidering the Case, disgustedly, hofiefully,

determinedly, according to their age. sex,

and previous condition of servitude—-but

not apathetically. Some day somebody
will get up and do something, and.

thinking himself alone, will prepare for

St. Stephen's well-known martyrdom,
only to find himself part of an army that

he had not dreamed existed, except as a

remote possibility on the lap of the gods.

Then there will be a sharply affirma-

tive answer to a new version of an old

question

“Am I my sister’s keeper?”



Love in a Dutch

Garden

By NEITH BOYCE

Illustrated by Frances W. Delehanty

AGARDEN carefully constructed to

keep Love out, with a gate that

locks, with tall green hedges that

shut out sight of the world—the busy,

naughty world.

Inside the garden, a prim little house,

carefully-kept walks, well-regulated flow-

ers, and a fountain. Love stands over

the fountain, with a viol and bow in his

liands—but he is a stone statue.

There are three old gardeners to keep

down Nature in the garden, to trim the

hedges to perfect rectangularitv, to keep

out the weeds, to make the flowers orderly.

There is a Ih»v with clappers, to chase

away the birds.

“Oh, you naughty little birds,! Now,
come into my garden, and I'll kill

you!”
There are three strict, spinster aunts.

Prim, Prude and Privacy, to keep Nature
down and Love out of a young heart.

And then is Prunella—innocent, in-

quisitive maiden.

A road runs by the garden-gate, and
all the naughty world may travel by
that road—and docs. A band of wan-

dering Mummers, from the village fair,

passes by. The locked gate and shut

window's of the house cannot keep

them out. A shower of confetti in-

vades the garden—and in through the

hedge careless, wanton Pierrot creeps, and
finds Prunella.

Pierrot is Lovelace—but to Prunella he

is Love, the World, Life—everything that

has been forbidden her, everything she is

longing for. His mad companions terrify

her. But the transparent sham of his

quick w'ooing carries her away. A ladder

is put up to her window at night, and she

comes dow'n into his arms. And now
Love, the statue, wakes and plays upon

his viol. He is in league with Nature, the

World, the Birds, the Mummers and

Pierrot, to seduce Prunella out of the

garden. . . .

And yet he is a moral Love, as the

sequel shows. . . .

“Prunella” s|>caks to the eye. The
garden, scene of all three acts, is a pretty

place. The sky is sometimes lit by the

moon, sometimes spangled with stars,

sometimes both together. We sec and
hear a great deal throughout the play of

the moon, the stars, of birds, and

—

naturally—of Love.

Against the tall, clipped, formal hedges

the old-style dresses are charming. In

the first act the aunts, in sweeping dresses

of different lilac shades, with caps, stom-

achers, lappets and what-not, and Pru-

nella in a straight little gown of green

are quite lovely. Pierrot, too, is sweetly

dressed—in white in the first act, in black-

and-white in the second, all in black in

the third. The maid-servants. Queer and

Quaint, are nice, too, in the picture; and
the Mummers quite cubistically bizarre.

The gardeners are |>erhaps a trifle ob-

vious—but then, good heavens, if we are

going to quarrel with “Prunella’’ for being

obvious !

VX/T, are not. We take the little play
’ * for what it is—a conventionalized

decoration on the theme of Love—a light

fantasy on the eighteenth-century Love-

lace motif, with all the sting left out. We
admit frankly that it Is sentimental, in

the most recognized English style. There

is notliing that isn’t sweet about it,

nothing shocking, not even the kiss that

Pierrot gives Prunella

—

“And now—she knows!”
This, too, is in accordance with the

best English tradition, for a kiss cannot

shock—can it?—except, of course, very

pleasantly. Equally proper is the mar-

riage of Pierrot and Prunella, duly

taking place after their midnight elope-

ment in the second act. To be sure,

Pierrot deserts Prunella afterward, mar-

riage not being one of his habits, but

that can be remedied—and is.

Act III shows the garden three years

after Prunella's flight—a sad. deserted

garden, gone to weed and seed. The gate,

half off its hinges, stands open. The
three gardeners arc gone, and two of

the aunts. Only Aunt Privacy, softest-

hearted of the three, remains, mourning

in a very pretty dress of gray and white

and black. A stranger has taken the little

house, and she waits to give him the key.

He comes—it is Pierrot all in black, with

a settled melancholy on his visage, once

so wanton and so

gay. . . . In short,
Pierrot has re-
jHilled. Though he
won’t, at first, admit it,

he misses Prunella, and
is sorry that he left her

—fora year—returning

then to find her gone.

Poor Pierrot! He is

a mournful spectacle,

as, in fact repentance

generally is—like wash-

ing the dishes after a

feast, necessary but cer-

tainly irksome. Pierrot

repents at leisure, and
to music— there's no
doubt about it. he is

very much cut up.
But we can’t feel as

sorry for him as we
might, for we know all

the time, of course, that Prunella is com-
ing hack. If she had not come!—now that

would have been something original!

But she comes—a poor, travel-stained

waif, wandering back to her old home.
Here she is met by her erstwhile com-
panions, the Mummers,who have followed

Pierrot and now bore him to distraction.

HPHEN the final curtain on the two. re-

* united, with the sun rising—rather a
relief, the sun is, after so much of the moon
and stars. Love, the statue, presides over

this reunion and plays triumphantly upon
his viol—thus proving himself, as we have

said, in spite of his little escapades, an
eminently English and moral Love.

The play is given with music; and with

its sweetly pretty setting and dresses, and
its light sentiment, it has pleased many
people. Jaded theater-goers and critics

like it. We have heard it called “charm-
ing." and even “adorable." It all de-

pends on whether you like whipped
cream or prefer cheese and salad.

It isn’t easy to say why “Prunella”

recalls to one's mind Alfred de Musset's

play, "On nr badinr par arer l'Amour."

It must certainly be by force of contrast.

Here are two comedies of sentiment, with

the requisite touch of pathos. The French

play is a beautiful thing. Of course, it’s

breaking a butterfly on the wheel to try
“ Prunella" by such a standard. . . . Bui
why is it tliat English sentiment has

such terrific difficulty in being light in

form und true in substance? It seems
sometimes that only the most intense

feeling can fire the English mind ; that it is

like hard wood, flaming gloriously when
once thoroughly kindled, otherwise pro-

ducing more smoke than light.
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•BILLY” WALSH

By John Sloan

f'ONTRARY to popular dogma, the “ specialist ” has nerer been a master^ artist; conversely, the master artist is always a man of the broadest and
deepest attainments; all subjects, all mediums are grist to his mill. Few men
attain to this free mastery over life and materials. Among these, John Sloan

is surely to Ite numbered. A master in understanding, an intense self urge for

the truth, gives to his work, in whaterer medium or from whatever motif, a

dignity and an intimacy with life rarely met ivith among the artists of any

generation. This is a fine example of Sloan as a portrait painter.

George Bellows
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A Landmark

THE famous Oregon case, in the United

States Supreme Court, established the prin-

ciple that the people of a state have a right to

make special legislation protecting women in

industry. If it is constitutional to demand that

women shall not be forced to work more than
certain hours in certain industries, it must be

constitutional, if the law has any sense in it, to

establish a minimum wage for women, for it

would be a feeble performance to cut down their

hours and then allow their wages to Ik* cut down
accordingly. The case of Stettler rerxu* O’Hara
and others will come up before the Supreme Court
soon, and will settle the question of a minimum
wage for women.
The defendants in the case are the Industrial

Welfare Commission of Oregon. In the Circuit

Court, Judge Cleeton decided in favor of the con-

stitutionality of the act of the Commission in es-

tablishing the minimum wage of $8.64 per week
for women employed in manufacturing estab-

lishments in the City of Portland. The world

is beginning to realize the loss that comes to it

through poverty and the resulting disease, crime,

immorality and inefficiency. The community
pays indirectly for the disastrous results far more
than it would cost directly in wages.

The Worst Subsidy

EVERY person who is receiving less than a

subsistence is helping to make a non-sub-

j

sistent wage the rule. The department-store

j

manager who advertises for girls “living at

I

home” is advertising for the non-subsistence

wage. The wages of women have not been
fixed by the value of the services rendered nor by
what the industry could afford. They have been
fixed by the unregulated law of supply and de-

mand. That law, in its unregulated and de-

structive form, has seen the end of its career.

If the bounties are to be paid, let them be paid

in hard cash. We want no more secretly subsi-

dized industries, and any industry which pays
less than a living wage is receiving a subsidy of

the very worst kind. The minimum wage has
been tried since 1866 in Victoria, N. S. W., and for

a shorter time in England, and all the experience

thus far acquired is very favorable. It makes
toward industrial peace. It stimulates the em-
ployer to reduce cost by improvements in organi-

zation and by new inventions, and also to de-

velop and keep the most efficient workers. It

stimulates the workers to prove themselves
efficient. It will be a foundation-stone of the

industry of the future.

Competition

PRESIDENT WILLARD of the Baltimore

and Ohio Railroad, advocating higher freight

rates, declares that the increase in the price of coal

during 1013 over 1910 cost his company $448,000.

It would be interesting to know how it is that

various progressive gas companies have succeeded

in reducing the price of gas while the price of

coal and of oil has risen. The Citizens’ Gas Com- i

pany brought a Christmas gift to Indianapolis
j

with a further reduction to fifty-five cents. What
is the explanation? Does it lie in a new efficiency I

bred of competition with electric light?

A Good Example

THE firm of J. P. Morgan & Co. showed good
judgment in withdrawing from many inter-

locking directorates and we hope their with-

drawals will soon carry out the principle com-
;

pletely. Much of the best intelligence in this

country, especially since the Civil War, has gone
into business, and when that intelligence under-

'

takes to cooperate with the public, and with the

spirit of the times, it can make itself of the highest

value to the community. The example of the

Morgan firm is undoubtedly an aftermath of the

recent history of the New York, New Haven and
Hartford Railroad, and if the disastrous experi-

ence of that railroad causes a willing and rapid

reorganization of our financial system along en-

lightened, modem, ethical lines, it will be a strik-

ing example of the truth that if we accept things in

the proper spirit much good can often be brought
out of misfortune.

Fear

NEARLY all games are won on the other fel-

low's mistakes. After the Tariff Bill was
passed, the air was filled with talk about the dan-

ger to the country' of passing the Currency' Bill.

When that act was passed, reactionaries said it

would be a good thing, but warned the commu-
nity against further legislation. Even so brave

a man as the President may well be made a little

nervous, especially when some members of Con-

:

gress, and possibly some members of even his own
|

Cabinet, have decided that the time has come to I

put on the soft pedal. Mr. Wilson, so far, has i

gone ahead and done the w’ork he went in to do.

He has carried out his program and the program
has been accepted. There is only one course of

safety for him, and that is to pass his trust pro-

gram with the same cool determination and clear

reasonableness with which he passed the other

two big bills.
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Unfit Directors

DURING the investigation of the New Eng-
land railroad situation by the Interstate

|

Commerce Commission, the Boston & Maine in-

' sisted that it must very materially increase its

transportation charges. Commissioner Prouty
invited the State Commissioners of Maine, New
Hampshire, Vermont and Massachusetts to join

him in considering the application, and their

|

unanimous report has recently been made public.

Concerning the directors of that company, the

report says:

“If these gentlemen have in recent times given

any actual attention to the management of their

properties, their failure to see and to do is evi-

dence of their conspicuous want of fitness for the

place. If, upon the other hand, being vested with

the duty of management, they have utterly neg-

lected that duty, and know nothing about the

operations of these companies, that fact is even

clearer evidence of their unfitness for these

positions.”

The report contains much sound advice to

both railroad managers and investors—and
ample justification of the term “ The Inefficiency

i

of the Oligarchs,” which Mr. Brandeis has chosen

as the title of his article in the present issue.

Chairmen

HE CITY CLUB OF CHICAGO held a dis-

cussion recently on the subject of the city’s

“garbage problem,” a discussion admirably con-

ducted, thoughtful and constructive. But the

chairman, we think, gently imposed upon his

audience when he said

:

A rather trite expression has it that the degree of civili-

zation attained in a community is indicated by the efficacy

with which domestic and other wastes are disposed of in

j

that community.

Were “waste disposal” erected into a scale for
I measuring civilization where would Greek civili-

zation have been? Listen to this:

In spite of all the talent at her [Athens'] disposal, asking

for nothing better than to do her bidding, her organization

was more primitive than that of our most backward country

town. . . . Her streets were narrow and crooked, dirty,

unlighted and ill-paved. She had no sewers, or even cess-

pools, and over the whole department of sanitation it is best

to draw a veil. . . . The Athenians lived under the

Acropolis, as many generations lived under the spires of

Oxford, in “squalid magnificence.”

Our theory is that the * chairman yielded to

the strong pressure of the occasion and uncon-

sciously invented a generalization which would

.Jink up the subject of “garbage disposal” with

what he vaguely felt were the “bigger issues of

life.” All presiding officers do it* The toast-

master at the annual banquet given by the

hardware dealers’ association will say:

A rather trite expression has it that the degree of civili-

zation attained in a community is indicated by the

ingenuity and multiplicity of the small tools available in

that community. (Encouraging patter of appluusc.)

Unless a chairman guards against the peculiar

temptations of his calling, he will be as quaint as

i Buckle in his remarks and as insecure as Benja-

I

min Kidd.

To Unlock Alaska

THE first real test of the progressiveness of

the Democratic majority of Congress will

be the vote on the bill “to authorize the President

of the United States to locate, construct and
operate railroads in the territory of Alaska.”

The Democratic party was committed in its

platform to the revision of the tariff and of the

currency. Only the Progressive platform called

for “the prompt acquisition, construction or im-
provement by the government of such railroads,

harbors and other facilities for transportation

[in Alaska], as the welfare of the people may
demand.” President Wilson, however, in his

December message to Congress said: “Alaska, as

a storehouse, should be unlocked. One key to it

is a system of railways. These the government
itself should build and administer, and the ports

and terminals it should itself control in the inter-

est of all who wish to use them for the service and
development of the country and its people.” The
pending measure therefore has the support of the

Administration, including the strong hacking of

Secretary Lane. The hill contemplates the ex-

penditure of $3d,0(M),00(> in the construction of

783 miles of railways, which will open the coal-

fields, furnish transportation for gold-mining

i
machinery to the enormously rich gold-fields of

' the interior, vastly increasing the gold supply
of the United States, and will enable the great

agricultural resources of Alaska, probably its

richest asset, to be developed and the lands

settled. The conditions proposed for the exten-

sion of the present lines were the opening of the

coal-fields for monopolistic exploitation, such as

was rendered forever impossible by the Pinchot
victory over Ballinger.

The public should let Congress hear from it.

Will the Democrats give up to the Progressives,

the field of constructive opening of Alaska?

Congress and the D. C.

WASHINGTON newspapers are excited over

one or two proposals by members of

the House to abolish the half-and-half system.
|

They are indiscriminate in their condemnation of
j

every effort to establish an equitable system of

taxation in the District. The assessments have

been raised under the new Board of Assessors,

so that the Commissioners were able to make their

estimates of expenditure upon a basis of $14,000,-

000, half to be raised bv taxation and half to
[

be paid from the national treasury. The House
Committee on Appropriations cut this down to

$1 1,000,000, and says it found a debt of a million

and a half dollars due from the district to the

federal government for forty years, heretofore

concealed by faulty bookkeeping. Instead of

seeking to establish the justice or injustice of this

claim, the Washington papers simply arraign the

Committee as enemies of the District. There is

an increasing demand for the right of sclf-govern- i

ment. The federal government should he respon-

sible for making the national capital what it ought

to be, but it should give the District the right to

raise its own taxes for municipal purposes. Taxa- .

tion without representation is not the thing to
i

be legalized at the capital of the nation born in I

j
a protest against that form of tyranny.
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A Talker in Athens

OCRATES called himself “The Gadfly of the

State.” What made him such an influence

was that while he stirred and challenged other

minds he was modest and just about his own. It

will l>e remembered that when the oracle said he

was the wisest man, he could explain it only on the

ground that he knew the limits of his own
mind, and others did not know even that much.
“I am one of those who art' very willing to bo

|

refuted if I say anything which is not true, and

I

very willing to refute any one else who says what
is not true, and quite as ready to be refuted as to

refute; for I hold that this is the greater gain of

the two, just as the gain is greater of being cured

of a very great evil than of curing another.”

And again, “If unintentionally I have suid any-

thing wrong, I pray that He will impose on me the

just punishment of him who errs; and the just

punishment is that he should be set right.”

Athens tired of him at length and gave him the

hemlock, just as she tired of hearing Aristides called
“The Just.” She was a volatile country, but after

all, she was full of genius, and while she may have
punished the great at times for their troublesome-

ness, she did not reward the commonplace as so

many other nations have done and still do.

I

Steinmetz
|| WE talk a lot about the early Christians ami

the homespun Puritans, but as soon as

, we get a little temporary glory and our salary

climbs, we don't can* to l>e simple. The near-

great -those that are merely successful and pros-

perous-arc hedged around with a man-servant

and a gaudy front and a chilly wait. The nearer

they come, the more they exude distance. But
Steinmetz sees you if you are the veriest obscure

stranger. The unknown map is the one whom
he is readiest to help. And his help and his rec-

ognition mean something, for, of all the living, he

is the leader in his profession. Charles Proteus

Steinmetz is greatest of the electrical engineers.

With the planet leaking electricity, he came
among us to draw off that supply. He fills the

night of our modern cities with a blaze and a bon-

fire like noon, when his magnetite lamps flicker

through space. He has belted us in to the

vagrant and immense tides of the air.

He is a man who might have been a pampered
invalid or a stuffy professor. In body he is

crippled, but the Givers for once were lavish

when they came to the making of his mind, and
they gave him intuition and accuracy, a scholar-

I

ship that could tear secrets from new regions,

i and an insight into lightning and the hidden mag-
i netic field. His tables of electrical laws have

simplified method, so that practice results. His
, one hundred inventions have brightened our

\

world for us. As light comes out of carbon, so

j
reality comes out of his mind.

And when he is not diagraming his cold il-

|

luminants, he reads the Greek and Latin litera-

tures. The mythologies used to tell of god-like

' persons who had flectness, and a mastery over
I the elements. But this imperturbaible worker

|

in the blue flannel shirt, laying hold of the view-

less drifting currents, has enlarged us beyond the

early dreams of the race.

Our Lady Friends

DO you know El Iman El Jarace? Well,
|

we confess our own knowledge on the sub- |

ject is not wide, but the following is a quotation: I

“It is desirable for each man before he enters

upon any important undertaking to consult ten

intelligent persons among his particular friends; or I

if he have not more than five such friends, he shall '

consult each of them twice; or if he have no more
than one friend, he shall consult him ten times

at ten different visits; if he have not one friend to

consult, let him return to his wife and consult

her, and .whatever she advises him to do, let. him
do contrary; so shall he proceed on his affuir

to gain his advantage.” •

It is not so much to the general amusing skep-

ticism of this that we wish to call attention, as to

the last touch, the slap at the advice of the wife,

i
There you find the Orient speaking. The
Occident speaks perhaps at its best in certain

lines in which Emerson. tells what a woman friend

means to him:

"0 fair and stately maid, whose eyes

Were kindled in the upper skies

At the same torch that lighted mine;
For so I must interpret atill

Thy sweet dominion o’er my will,

A sympathy divine.”

Even the Orient, is beginning to change. Even
there it is becoming less inevitable that one half

,

of the race shall look upon its own point of view
j

its the only point of view that deserves to count
in the working out of our destiny.

A Man

THE recovery of Leonardo’s lady, still

smiling, is a reminder that in greeting her
i painter she may well have thought of him also

as a man. If you know Leonardo only as the

j

smile-maker, the depicter of St. Anne, the creator

of that too-beautiful boy St. John, you have yet

to meet the real da Vinci. One reads that he
invented the wheelbarrow. He was an ardent
student of the flight of birds. He projected

.
flying-machines—and if Wilbur Wright had
only been there to help him stick to it, rest as-

sured that we should have been flying three

hundred years ago. He was a military engineer

—

rich in plans for movable bridges, fearsome

caftons—all sorts of works offensive and de-

fensive. If he had lived in the twentieth century,

he would have shared Goethals’s job diggi g the

Panama Canal, and then he would have designed

a statue for the entrance—a statue to be cast in

concrete, and visible for three miles—serving

as a lighthouse on dark evenings. He was
architect and toy-maker for Francis I. of France.

He worked in all the sciences—in music, in poetry
I and in philosophy. He made pumps. Today we

all blink when Shaler proves that he can write an
epic as well as a geological report—that he can

be a soldier as well as a scientist, a citizen as

well as a teacher of youth. We gasp when a

Weir Mitchell leaves the consulting-room and
rests himself by writing half a dozen best sellers.

As La Giaconda often told herself while sitting

for that much-traveled portrait: “ There is

I a MAS!"



Keeping Money at Home
By EDWARD K. GRAHAM

Acting President of the University of North Carolina

I
N recent years a great many writers and speakers have
shown extraordinary interest in this section in which

we live. They have spoken fair words of praise of our

resources, our history, our “native stock,” our manufac-

tures, our farms, our water-powers, and they have shown
their faitli in our future in the best way strangers can

show it—by putting their money here. But the main
interest they feel in this section is not the opportunity

it has of developing its material resources, but the

unparalleled opportunity it has of building up a great

civilization.

I was reading the other day in Harper’s Weekly
an article that spoke of a certain man os a fine

type of new Southerner, not the vaguely idealistic

type, fine but ineffective, not the type exactly that is

building our peculiarly successful commercial cities,

such as Atlanta and Birmingham; but the kind of

man who is hammering his ideals into his business and
his citizenship, and who is invigorating his ideals with

practical performance.

That is the reason we are interested in this civilization

we are making in Mecklenburg. We are justly proud of

every particle of material prosperity that we have won;
but there is a deeper reason for our eager civic interest

than our material success. We are not working here

merely to have the richest county and the biggest city in

the country. If we have 200,000 people and fifty sky-

scrapers in Charlotte in the next half century, we’ll only

match Atlanta of today, and there will l>c two or three

hundred more just like us. We are glad of the prosperity,

and the more of it we get the gladder we are; but it is for

the use we can make of it, in setting us free from the

slavery of poverty, that we may l>e fully at liberty to

work for precisely the sort of civilization that we want
here, that we are mainly glad.

That is the interesting, the thrilling thing that the

material prosperity we have won has done for us: it has

put us where the manly man and the manly civilization

asks to get—the position young Solomon was in when the

lord challenged him to make his choice. We do not ask

for the biggest town or the richest town, so that the peo-

ple ut the top can have enough money to stop work. We
do ask for wisdom enough to know what the permanent
and progressively good things to work for are, the civic

will to work for them, and the material prosperity to put
wheels under them to make them go.

What we have learned is that it is wise to work together

for a good place to live—a good town, in a good county,

in a good state. And we mean by a g<K>d place to live,

a place both to make a good living and to live a good
life—good money, good water, good streets, good schools,

good churches. A good place to live is a pla<-e to invest

money and get bigger returns, and to invest life and
get bigger returns.

What do we get on our investment here? What, and
how much? That is the problem of agriculture, business,

education and citizenship: translating lower values into

higher values in quantity and quality.

^ND as we have worked at this problem here during

these past fifty years of privation and struggle we
have learned that conditions for getting good material

things (good food, health, clothing, roads) are not sep-

arate from the good spiritual things (good churches,

good schools, good government), but that they are inter-

independent, all a part of the same good civilization,

just as sound physical health is a part of sound spiritual

health. Our commercial and “booster" organizations

have learned that it is necessary to have good schools and
good churches; it Is likewise necessary for education

and religion and citizenship to remember that the ma-
tt

terial well-being of all the people is a part of the spiritual

ministry of us all.

We cannot separate them and win this great game of

Christian Democracy that we are playing. The Good
Samaritan did a religious act when he healed the physical

wounds of the man by the road, and provided him with

money for his material comfort, and Christ commended
him. The man He condemned was the priest who ig-

nored the man’s material need. One other man He con-

demned: the rich materialist who invested his active

life in filling his bams, with the idea that when he got

them full to bursting he would cultivate his spirit. Both
the priest and the farmer were wrong, and for the same
reason: they separated material needs and practice from

spiritual needsand practice. The life we lead in our stores,

fields, factories, offices, is not. anti cannot Ik? separate

from that we lead in our homes, schools, churches.

Whatever promotes the material welfare of the largest

number of [>eople is an essential of good government, as it

is of good education and of good religion. Good citizen-

ship is not a fierce struggle in our business to take all the

other fellow has and then endow a school and church for

him to go to for consolation. It is not a margin of edu-

cation, philanthropy and religion around a pool of com-
mercialism. Big men in business are more and more
coming to discover the value of profit-sharing and co-

operation between all factors, even in business itself; and
fortunate will lie that, community which extends to

every detail of its economic life that same doctrine

of fraternal cooperation which gave us democratic

government and the Christian religion.

V17HEN we look at the facts of the conditions of our
schools, our churches, our roads, we are apt to feel

discouraged, and to wonder what is the trouble with our

government and theories of government. We do not

like it when we see that we stand near the bottom of the

long roll of states in illiteracy, and near the top in the pro-

portion of our children that work in factories. Some of

our friends tell us that these children live under better

conditions in their mill homes than they did in their farm
homes. Perhaps they do; but none of us can deny that

the economic condition that makes this true is a wrong
condition. We are responsible for it, as well as the mill

owners. It is a good thing to pass a law requiring com-
pulsory attendance and a six-months term; but we must
go deeper than that. The economic welfare of the whole

community must have a sound foundation to be able to

enjoy these privileges and pay this money. We conduct

these enterprises on the community surplus, and when we
come to examine the facts and find there is little surplus,

we see clearly enough why it is that our public enter-

prises are weak and the State treasury exhausted.

Dr. Bradford Knapp told the bankers in Asheville a few

months ago that the people of North Carolina are sending

$39,040,885 out of the state every year for supplies that

might be raised at home. The commission appointed by
the Governor reports that the feed stuff imported into

the state this year will amount to over $50,000,000. It

says that the fanners pay from 12 per cent, to 20 per cent,

for their loans. Our farms created $209,000,000 of

wealth in 1009, but their feed bill was $223,000,000. We
have produced in two and one-half years more than we
have accumulated on our tax books in two and one-half

centuries. Any man who will study the figures that rep-

resent our productive life will agree with Professor E. C.

Branson when he says that “the wealth-creating power
of North Carolina is enormous, but its wealth-retaining

power is feeble.’’ And it is on the yearly cash balance

of the community that all of our public enterprises of

uplift depend for support.
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This then is the problem for the good-schools people,
the good-roads people, the good-churches people, for good
citizenship of every sort: how can we make this com-
munity hank account more prosperous? ()r can we make
this question more definite still : How can we protect and
promote the material prosperity of the home of the pro-

ductive man on the farm? For if we picture North
Carolina civilization from any angle we choose, looking

at it through the school, the church, the store, the rail-

road, the town, we see as the saving grace of it the pros-

perous farm, tilled by its owner. There is the living

heart of the matter! If our civilization is planted on the

prosperous home-owned farm, it will beasa tree planted

by rivers of water; planted on a political and social

e<*onomy that prevents and discourages home ownership,

its leaf and fruit will be withered anti barren. Under
present conditions it seems more profitable to move to

town, take stock in the bank and run a store; and we
may expect the owner to move, but we needn’t expect

the one-year tenant to borrow at the bank, buy at the

store, and have enough money and ambition left to be a
forward-looking, upward-building citizen. None of our
institutions will be safely prosperous if this productive

farm-home is not safely prosperous. The facts tell us it

is not safely prosperous.

Home ownership of our producing farms is decreasing

instead of increasing. In 1880,33 per cent, of the fann-

ers in North Carolina were tenants; in 1800, 84 per

cent.; in 1900,41 per cent.; in 1910, 44 per cent. In

our own town of Charlotte, population and wealth

have multiplied at a fairy-like speed. We have gained

88 per cent, in population, and practically doubled our

wealth with each decade. But the population in the

county has shrunk 11 per cent. Sixty-four per cent,

of the farms in Mecklenburg are cultivated by tenants

against 64 per cent, in 1900. In spite of the great

increase in the cost of farm products, very few more
acres, relatively speaking, are under cultivation, and
only 53 per cent, of the land is improved. Over one

third of the total area of the county is in woodland and
unimproved farm land.

HTENANCY has left its black blight across civilization
1

after civilization, scorching the spiritual as well as

the material life of the people. Under tenancy and
other bad economic conditions of agriculture the whole
social scheme falls into decay. Sir Horace Plunkett,

prime-mover in restoring landless ]>easaiits in Ireland to

land-ownership—and England is s|>cnding 8940,000,000,

in this enterprise and thereby redeeming Ireland,—says

of our farm tenancy system: “It is the worst of which I

have any knowledge in any country."

But I do not mean to discuss in anydetail the question

of farm tenancy. It is a symptom rather than a disease.

I have dwelt on it because it is typical of many questions

set for us to solve, and to emphasize the great fact that

it and many other seemingly material questions are vi-

tally related to every' higher asjjcct of citizenship, and
that they arc to be solved not merely by the eolj|R*ration

of farmers, but by the cooperation of all good citizens:

the banker, the lawyer, the teacher, the preacher, the

merchant—the Charlotte Club as well as the Farmer’s

Union.

I have the temerity to believe that good citizenship in

solving them will express itself here in some form more
constructive, statesmanlike, and democratic than great

philanthropic gifts to alleviate human |K»verty and
crime. True citizenship and philanthropy are those

that prevent poverty and crime rather than attempt

to relieve them after they have been created. Asylums
and jails are more often a sign of bad civic economy
than of deliberate sin and of l>ad human motive.

Education that goes with a plan of increased tax in one

hand, should go with a plan of increased ability to pay in

the other; Christian philanthropy that goes with a plan

of salvation in one hand should go with a liberal land

lease and credit system in the other; politicians and
public men who on election day “view' with alarm” in-

iquitous conditions in Wall Street, should also look with
studious care and sympathy on facts that every day are
making or marring life on Trade Street and Pineville

rood. The real fight for representative government is to
be fought !>efore conditions of ordinary living grow
through neglect into great evils.

VUE need conferences on education by the school peo-

ple, anti on roads by the roads people, confer-

ences on various special interests by labor people, bank-
ers. and merchants; conferences for the good of the

farmers and for the good of the city people; but we need
non-partisan conferences by all of the people, for the com-
mon good of all. We need conferences where wre would
see our civic life for what it truly is: a single thing

—

not made up of separate antagonistic divisions but all

members of one body, in which the blood strength-
ens the mind and purifies the spirit, and where it will be
seen that there is no permanent progress for any without

due regard for all of the interests of all.

It may l>c objected that such cooperation is not prac-

tical. But it is! There never wns a time in our history

when any class of our people in a crisis failed to rise to a
great civic or human need. The great opportunity of

our section is not for heroic civic service in the hour of

disaster, but for that daily civic service that prevents a

disaster and promotes general happiness.

A few clays ago the newspapers pictured an incident

that because of certain sensational features of interest

transfixed the attention of the world. A ship loaded

with hundreds of human souls was burned at sea in a

terrrific storm at night. The shell of w'ood in the grip of

w’ind and wave and' darkness, and the precious freight it

bore was a pitiable spectacle in its apparently hopeless

contest with the omni|x)tent forces that sought to de-

stroy it. But the same Pow'er that rode in devastating

violence upon the storm, had provided through the pa-

tient and painful civilization of t he centuries the means of

salvation. Terror-stricken instinct for self-preservation

was controlled by educated discipline, and a disgrace-

ful panic of each-inan-for himself was changed to a
cod|»erative effort for the rescue of all; the miraculous
voice of the wireless—the result of the expenditure of

years of lalx>r and research and capital, called above the

fury of wind and wave, and assembled the sympathy and
courage of the citizenship of the sea; it reached through

miles of darkness and storm and found a representative of

perfectly organized business efficiency—the oil ship.

And the warfare of the most terrific of natural forces was
stilled into peace.

TJEHIND this divinely thrilling and dramatic spectacle

we can see in miniature the not less thrilling spectacle

of our civilization working out its salvation through the

cooperation of the same forces: knowledge taking ac-

count of material fact, and individual self-interest and
using its facts to build to higher knowledge, and joining

with commerce and faith and heroism and brotherhood to

build to still higher power and freedom and the more
abundant life that comes through learning the ways and
laws and use of material forces, and translating them
into ever higher values.

The thing that hnp|x*ned there on the sea makes up
our every-day life. The river slips by the town and runs

to the sea, a muddy, turbulent stream. Its force is

caught and converted into usable jjower. It turns the

factory wheels, lights the streets, lights the school and
the home and the church. It purifies and cleanses the

town and gives it health. We have mastered the fact of

it, its ways and its laws, and the turbulent, muddy stream

is no longer material, undirected force; it is spiritual life.

We call this process of mastering the ways and laws of

material forces that they may lead to higher and higher

productivity, education. It cannot go too high; it

knows no high nor low. Its business ami the business of

all forward-looking, upward-leading men is to lx* vitally

interested and mutually helpful in all of the forces that

make up our actual, active life.



The maids' sitting-room, which it keeping girls off the street

Miss Deaver and the Hotel Maid
By SARAH COMSTOCK

What is being done in the Hotel Astor to make the

life of the female servant a little more worth while

TO gel at the sort of thing that Miss
Mary Julia Deaver is doing, take,

for instance, the case of Poli

Oleaky und the “graft.”

Poli was one of the molecules which

|»ass through the sieve of Ellis Island.

The graft was a complete, compact, ex-

quisitely-worked-out system in the help's

dining-room of one of New York's greatest

hotels. In its sinull way. it was worthy
of police, or city officials, or senators

even. It was a pocket-edition outrage.

Take this Polish girl of seventeen, very

homesick, very shy, and totally ignorant

of English, and the graft was too much for

her to cope with. She hud just been

through her trial by water, which meant

that she had been given an elevator to

clean, and, having passed muster, hud been

installed as a scrub in the hotel. She hail

now gone down to the dining-room for her

first meul. Waiters were dashing about

with trays of food; u fat old woman on
l’oli's right received a bowl of soup; a

sly-eyed Hungarian girl on her left had
a plate of stew; but Poli sat on and on.

while others ate ami departed.

Too shy anddestituteof English to make
her wants known. she slipped away at last,

hungry. As she went out, a tall person,

cusuully leaving the mom. eyed her keenly;

but. as yet, Poli did not know Miss Deaver.

At supper she sat again, unserved while

others ate. Famished, desperate, she

turned at last to her fut old neighbor.

"Why don't I get anything to eat?" she

8

asked, and found that the woman knew
her language.

“ Huh !” grunted the woman. “Where’s
your nickel?”

This, then, wus the condition that

obtained in the help’s dining-mom. Un-

less a tip, squeeze*] from the maids' wages,

was lairl dow n at the beginning of a meal,

not a crumb of food wus served them ; und
five cents was the minimum. The lips

sometimes ran as high as fifty cents a

day, the whole of a girl’s wages.

Poli liad learned her lesson. The next

morning a five-cent piece, cherished to

buy postcards for the old country, brought

her a breakfast. But stilt more important

was the fact that Miss Deaver had caught

just enough of the little drama to get an

inkling.

'T'HE story of how she ferreted out this

* scandal, which had long l>ecn hiding

itself shrewdly, has a spectacular de-

nouement, which was the official dis-

charge by an indignant munugement of

the entire helps' kitchen crew of sixty-

five, including the chef. But for Miss

Deaver, the bleeding of the maids might

Ik* operating successfully today.

She is the welfare worker of the Hotel

Astor in New York. She is employed by
the management to study and improve
the living and working conditions of its

employees. This sort of thing is living

done in many factories and department

stores, but in hotels it is pioneer work.

And everybody who knows the old hard-

luck story of “living-in" knows that the

hotel employee needs it perhaps more
than any other working girl. Dark and

filthy sleeping quarters, wet floors to

breed disease, unwholesome and meager

food, unvcntilated bunks—all these have

been sordid elements of the tale in count-

less plac«*s. No wonder that the eyes of

people interested in industrial conditions

all over the country are watching what

Miss Deaver is doing.

II ERE is a handful of the things she
* * has already done:

She has reformed food conditions for

the servants— I’ll tell you about the

spoiled catsup later.

She has induced the city’s Ixwird of

education to transport bodily, teacher

and all. a school to her hotel, where

ignorant foreign girls are being taught

English. (To meet her, you might

think her a modest person.)

She has handled her little emergency

hospital so skilfully that dozens, .scores

of |M*lty accidents and illnesses which

might have run on into the most serious

of cas**s. have been arrested and the worker

saved—a carpet tack in a thumb Ix-ing

less trivial than the houseman supposes.

She has made the maids’ sitting-ruom

so attractive that they now have a place

where they like to go in the evenings

—

and the tragedy of no place to go, even-

ings, is the trugedy we all know.

Digiti;



"It is so easy to lake an ailment there and come airay cured
"

As soon os Poli Oleaky can speak

English, she can throw light on what

Miss Deavcr is doing; for Poli hail en-

countered another phase of hotel life

In-fore she. the weeping molecule, came
into juxtaposition with Miss Denver. She
had reached Ellis Island alone, and home-
sick to the point of agony. She had flat-

tened her steerage pillow with team nil the

way over. An agent, looking for raw re-

cruits for service, had observed jocosely.

“You won’t need no pail o’ suds when
you’re a scrub; your tears’ll do.’’ Then,
because girls were scarce that day. he

added. “Dry up and come along;" and
then he led her to a hotel where she was
set to work.

That night she sought her sleeping

quarters, drenched and aching. She
slipped off her dripping dress and looked

about for a hook.

Somebody laughed. “Hang it on your

nose, greeny.”

T’HERE was no hook. Twenty-eight
^ girls slept in the room, all in double-

deck bids; just onechair was provided. In

the end Poli laid her drenched garments

across the foot of her short bunk and
crawled in under them.

I'nsanitary plumbing in the ill-kept

Ijalhroom endangered her health, even

though she did not know it. Windows in

the dormitory seemed rooted to their

casings and there was no ventilation

except through the door. A crowded,
dark cellar-room was used as the help’s

dining-room.

Every day when work was over Poli

crawled into her bunk. She knew no-

where else to go. Often she was alone

in the room for hours.

“Where are the other girls?" she asked

once.

A shrug answered her.

That shrug is a sidelight on the vulue

of Miss Deaver*s sitting-room.

No wonder that when Poli drifted to

another hotel, and was shown the sitting-

room. and her own single bed. and draw-

ers for her garments, and a private

locker, and a rocking-chair— no wonder

she melodramatically covered Mwa Deav-

er\s hand with Polish kisses, and inquired

whether she had died and arrived at

the pearly gates.

FJICTCRE a long, lean, dark person;
* as erect as the obelisk; plain of

feature; plain of hair-dressing; angular

of movement; but possessed of a re-

markable pair of eyes. There is a sort

of fascination in the eyes, and in fact

in the very long-lean-awkwardness of

her; it is herself.

Mary Deaver came to New York from

the South. She was born, brought up.

and trained to nursing in Virginia. She
practiced there. Nobody ever heard

of her.

She never ex|>ccted to Im* heard of. She
was the sort of person who set about her

work und gave it her best effort because

it was hers to do. She has the extremely

rare faculty of working intensely with-

out looking for results. Modem mental

scientists teach this as a get-rich-quick

scheme, ami Christ taught it on the basis

of seeking first the Kingdom of God.
During nineteen centuries it has been

difficult for human nature to practice it,

but it has never yet failed to work. In

her case, it created a chain of doctors

and patients who passed on the news

that she was wonderful, until it reached

the managers of this hotel who had de-

cided to have a nurse to carry out their

welfare plan.

She came modestly to the position.

Then* was no blowing of trumpets.

Apart from her work, she is exceedingly

shy in manner. She said a curious thing

when she took the position. It was:

"Why, I don’t really need all this!”

when she saw the large room and private

bath assigned her.

“One of two things.” observed a

worldly-wise bystander. “Either she’s

too self-effacing to be worth her salt,

or she’s too big to 1m* interested in herself."

It was in October I91< that she was

installed. It was agreed that the em-
ployees should know her as Nurse, because

such a term as “welfare worker" might

to their ignorance suggest a spy. She
was altogether an experiment; perhaps

she would not be worth while in either

capacity.

She was given a white office, aseptic of

countenam*e, in the maids’ quarters where

between two and three hundred girls live.

The men, too. could go to her there.

At first the office, with its emergency

cot. looked rather strange and alarming.

Cases dribbled in. A kitchen boy burned

his finger and was sent to Miss Deaver;

a parlor maid had u sore throat, and the

housekeeper showed her the way to the

office; a chainlM*rniaid In-came ill as the

result of a five-pound box of candy given

her by a guest. All told, the first month
showed forty-eight cases treated.

T)l’T the popularity of the white office

grew. It was so easy to take an

ailment there and come away cured.

When matters were very serious. Miss

Deaver called a cab. and went along her-

self with the patient to a hospital, and

then went to see him every day. She

had a way of making people feel Indter

the minute she tM’gan to talk.

A recent month showed n total of one
hundred ami seventy-one cases brought

to the white office. largely, they are

ogle
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burns and cuts from the kitchen. A house-

man who selected his thumb instead of the

floor for the placing of a carpet tack was

checked in his career toward blood-poison-

ing. It lias even reached this point:

A kitchen man blunders in shyly.

"We've got a baby to home," he says,

beaming and embarrassed. "And my
wife she wants to know, what can she

give it to cure it of teethin’?"

Judge from this whether Miss Deaver
has won the employee’s confidence.

WEN she was not too busy band-

aging thumbs, she cast her eye

about the sleeping rooms.

Already the hotel management was
cutting up the large dormitories into

smaller rooms where four or five girls,

instead of thirty, eould be grouped.

This is a vital point, for the old-time hotel

system gives maids no privacy, and the

hours of work cannot correspond among
so many; some are trying to sleep while

others are up and moving about. Miss

Deaver found this condition being bet-

tered, but there was still plenty for her

to do. She made a raid upon the double-

deckers.

"The double-declcah is the established

curse of living-in,” she declared. “It’s

enough to ruin a girl’s health. We ought

to liave a single, open bed for every girl

in the place.”

This from the modest person from the

South who had thought the suite con-

ferred upon her for her personal comfort

altogether too much! . . . The double-

deckers went. The change involved far

more than expense; it involved tradition.

But once begin, where is the line to be

drawn? The modest person from the

South, always in a gradual, tactful way.

but always with a firm chin, wanted first

one and thing then another; for instance,

chiffonieres instead of the old shelves

and hanging mirrors. Well, let her have

’em. Buy sixty at once and see how that

suits her. She wants the walls of the

bedrooms all freshly and cheerfully

painted. She wants extra lights for the

maids' comfort. She wants new mat-

tresses for their IhhIs. And then the

matter of lockers

—

" You sec these girls like to keep theah

Sunday frocks all nice and smooth, same's

the guests do." she explained sweetly.

"And it mukes 'em all such a lot inoah

contented if you-all encourage ’em in

being neat uud self-respecting. They do

theah work so much liettah.”

Each maid now lias a private locker

and her own key to it.

The maids' sitting-room is furnished in'

the mahogany anil dark green of the

best suites. It has low lumps, and there

are three desks where the Annies and the

Katies can plow their inky way across

Grant’s Tomb postrards. Miss Deaver

has a way of dropping in and chatting.

She brought table games and taught

the girls how to play them. She secs

to it that magazines arc on the table. If

a girl can’t read, she cun at least gaze

upon the work of our illustrators and
glean from it the latest styles of hair-

dressing. You can't tell alsmt the things

that sitting-room has done without sound-

ing like the "Virtue" and "Sin" alle-

gories in an old recitation book.

Summed up. this is the story of the maids'

sitting-room which Miss Deaver has

charged with her personality: it is keep-

ing girls off the street.

I T was really the spoiled catsup which
* started the food investigation.

Miss Deaver happened in at the helps’

dining-room one day and saw a waiter

condensing the remnants left in several

catsup liotllcs.

“That looks pretty old." she observed.

"Why don't you throw it all out and buy
new? The management isn’t stingy.”

She picked up one of the Iwttles and
sniffed. Nobody could have mistaken

the odor.

"Spoiled!” cried Miss Deaver with

vehemence. “And what you took from
this bottle makes all the rest dangerous.

Don’t you know what the results from

spoiled catsup may be?”
That was the beginning. The plot

thickened to a thrilling climax: it was
discovered that tainted fish und meat
were being served to employees.

rPHE investigation was hers, the dis-

* covery was hers, the reform was hers.

The management was aghast at what she

reported as going on under its very nose.

It bore down upon the kitchen and swept

it clean of danger. If it had been in doubt
as to the value of a welfare worker, its

mind was clear now.

The hotels get their maids through

agents who take them as soon as they

arrive from Europe. The maids’ ipiar-

ters sound like a Tower of Balx-I. A large

number of the girls cannot speak enough
English to make themselves understood.

The other day I was with Miss Deaver
when she spoke to u Polish girl in the

hall. "Sophie, won’t you please get

my book?” she said. “I left it on the
table in the sitting-mom

—
’’ embellish-

ing her directions with nods and gestures.

Sophie went. She returned trium-

phantly with a can-opener.
“ Do you wonder I started a school for

non-English-speaking bath-maids, cham-
bermaids, parlor-maids, cleaners, laundry

Vhen Poli was shown her own single bed. atid drawers for her garments, and a private lacker, and a rocking chair,

she mclodramat irally artered Miss Dearer s hand with kisses
"

no wonder
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help, and pantry girls? ” she asked

me.

When I dropped in for a chat with Miss

Gertrude Berks, the biggest authority

on welfare work in the country, I said.

‘ How did Miss Deaver ever get that

school started?”

Miss Becks' hands arose in the air.

“How did she?” she cried. ‘‘How does

she get everything she goes after? The
Board of Education never did such a
thing before.”

THE modest, shy. plain, quiet, sur-

* prising Miss Deaver merely asked

for it. She had decided that it was
needed. These girls must learn English

if they were to have a fair eliance in our

land. They could not go to the school,

therefore the school must come to them.

She calmly presented her request to the

Board of Education, and the Board first

gasped, then complied.

It selected a teacher, it gathered Itooks,

it installed a school for four evenings elf

each week in the hotel.

Of course there can be nothing compul-
sory about the matter; but Miss Deaver
drum* up attendance as if she were an

expert revivalist or a glad-hand politician.

"Girls, the moah English you know the

inoah money you can make,” she offers

skilfully. It works. Furthermore, the

school is winning out through sheer

interest in the lessons.

I heard the earnest teacher addressing

her class of twenty-three. “This is my
nose,” she said slowly, and with careful

utterance. “Show me—tell me—this is

my nose.”

“Tees ees my naws,” repeated the

twenty-three, clutching wildly in the

desperate effort to remember which part

of the anatomy "nose” might be. One
seized a right ear. another a left eye.

Later in the week I dropped in again.

Every girl knew her nose. I agreed that

it was much to have found one’s nose in

English.

But as the weeks are progressing, the

results are of the kind tliat one reckons

with. These girls are writing English sen-

telitres, are framing English sentences, are

reading English sentences. Their minds
remind me of inflammable little bundles

to which a match has been touched. They
have goue off in a flash, flaming up hun-

grily for knowledge and more knowledge.

Miss Denver's school Is in its infancy, and
already it is making history.

"The Psychology of Revolution”
By JOHN B. HUBER, M. D.

ADECADE and more ago appeared

Le Bon's well-nigh epochal work
“The Crowd: A Study of the

Popular Mind," in which he held that

the mind of the human unit in the crowd
exhibits phenomena by no means akin

to those characterizing the isolated in-

dividual. In the crowd the higher

psychic centers, those latest developed in

the aeon-long process of evolution, the

nearer “supermannish” of the human
faculties—reason, intellection, judgment,

self-mastery, the kingship of all that is

under one’s own hat—arc for the time

being cut out of the normal circuit in

the nervous system ; they arc temporarily

in abeyance, and the organism passes

under the domination of the earlier

developed centers, which underlie the

primitive instincts and emotions. In

the crowd the mind of the unit is as that

of the savage or of the child; it Is basic,

primeval, impulsive; he. in the crowd,

does things at which, immediately on

becoming free of its dreadful contagion,

he is amazed, and of which he is heartily

ashamed; he is precisely os one who has

been hypnotized, which state is possible

only through inhibition of the higher

cerebral centers; the conscious has been

abased, the subconscious has become
exalted and paramount. And yet. the

subconscious in man. I>esides being funda-

mental, is the repository of racial tradi-

tions, of the soul of a people, of a faith

perhaps long since ignored or forgotten

by the conscious mind, of aspirations

hopeless of attainment in reason; where-

fore the crowd, though it Is capable of,

and has all too often in history done,

things most horrible (witness St. Bar-

tholomew's and the French Revolution),

is also capable on the other hand of most

wondrous heroisms (as witness the Cru-

sades). Both extremes have been pos-

sible through utter absence of any sense of

responsibility, or of any calculation such

as would normally obtain in the individ-

ual who would, as an individual, never

think of attempting them. Le Bon's

thesis has abundant attestation in the

anatomy and physiology of the nervous

system. The evolution of the human
mind has been a most laborious, painful

process. Step by step, the nervous cen-

ters first formed in evolution. Those in

the spinal column are basic; the higher

nerve centers have ascended consecu-

tively up the spine to the neck, thence
"TV Ptjrckoloxy of Revolution.” By Gcwtavb Lb

Bos. Trsnslatod into F.otfi-I. by Hrrnard Molt. G. P.
Putnun’i Son* i.ISJOi.

to the l>asc of the brain, and finally to

those supreme ganglia in the cerebral

cortex, immediately beneath the cal-

varium—the latter having for their office

intellection, judgment, aspiration, al-

truism, the trills sum guten, divine reason,

by means of which faculties has been
evolved civilization as wc know it to-day.

Herein lies the differentiation of man
from the brute, by which the former has

become the most magnificent product

we have any knowledge of. And the

psychiatrist will explain the mental

contagion by which ideas (the most

powerful entities for good or for ill in the

cosmos), rushing through pathways of

discliargc in the nervous system, are in

crowds in the instant acted on and so often

made terribly real. Thus it is that the

parliamentary crowds, by "spinal cord
legislation ” (how superb the phrase,

which is not Le Bon's) oftentimes enact

the wildest and most iniquitous laws.

And the physical phenomena exhibited

by religious camp meeting crowds are pos-

sible hv reason that psychism, directed to

any one area, determines an excessive flow

of blood to it. Through such congestion

c-omc al>out the hideous things done by the

Holy Rollers, the Holy laughers, the

Barkers and the like; by suggestion

and imitation, the stimuli are transferred

to the allotted nervous area controlling

the muscles employed in that act.

A N important tenet of Le Bon is that

in the crowd (by which he desig-

nates any sort of collectivity, from a jury

to a mob) the individual’s normal cere-

bration avails liiin not at all; from the

moment they are in the crowd the ignor-

ant and the learned arc equally incapable

of observation, equally elemental, equally

prone to epidemic emotionalism. Give the

veriest sharperonly timetoget his repeated

asseverations imbedded in the subcon-

scious, and he may have in his train the

most enlightened and the best educated

of his age. Let hint who doubts this read

of Mesmer in Carlyle's French Revolution.

Again, as to the leader in his relation to

the crowd: Such men are by no means
the greatest or the worthiest of their eras;

they are men of action rather than think-

ers; oftentimes they are themselves half-

mad (demi-feus), morbidly nervous, ex-

citable. Their power lies, oftentimes,

not in reason but in the ability to call up

images and to excite illusions, such as

children dream of. Blatant affirmation

can never be too violent, repetition of

words and formulae are the tools of their

trade. Slogans, fascinating words and
phrases—Democracy. Socialism, Liberty,

Equality, Fraternity—are their surest

material. They debute nothing, argue

nothing. Such leaders arc intolerant,

fanatic, not necessarily intending wicked-

ness. oftentimes fearfully conscientious.

Their ideas are eagerly spread by crowds;

such ideas presented in the guise of images

become sentiments, not always just, often-

times most meretricious. To spread such

ideas, such sentiments, is life to the de-

votee, oftentimes more than life. Given, on
the other hand, a leader intelligent, well-

poised, highly educated, “ the possession of

these qualities does him. as a rule, more
harm than good." An attribute absolutely

essential in the leader is prestige, which,

and not reason, constitutes the funda-

mental element of persuasion. Success

gives prestige; the leader, howsoever

worthy of leadership he be. is "down and

out” with his first obvious failure.

I
T is these principles wliich Le Bon has

applied in his fascinative book on the

“Psychology of Revolution.” Though
the phenomena of revolution in general

are considered, the French Revolution is

by far the one most dwelt upon. His

very pregnant observation is that other

writers and thinkers have sought to

explain this epic tragedy by rational

logic; whereas its events were governed

by "affective, collective and mystic

logic.” And here one should observe

that practically all of Le Bon’s writing

Is very naturally tinged with the Gallic

spirit; and almost all his observations

an* based on the psychology of the Latin

peoples. They are. therefore to be taken

by the American and English critic with

an occasional grain of salt; since the

latter peoples are more stable in tempera-

ment and less impressionable than the

Latin races. And yet, in the main, his

enunciation of the physiological laws con-

trolling the actions of peoples and of

crowds are universal application.

One point Le Bon seems never to have

made: that the physical condition of the

crowd to some extent determines its

behavior. Dickens discerned this in

describing the Chorist riots. In the

In-ginning the crowds were orderly and

restrained, hut as want of food, drink

and sleep came during the first and second

days, there developed by the third day

the hellish mob depicted in “Barnaby

Rudge."



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XXVII

Y^Ol' are requested not to ask

The name of him behind the mask.

President Wilson, well advised.

Says lie must not be recognized.

XXVIII

H ERF/S Root (once counsel for Boss Tweed,)

W ho fears he is too old to lead

The Grand Old Party; surely not

Too old in years; too old in—what?

XXIX

QF all elusive men of note

—

There’s none so hart! to catch as Choate.

I feel myself inclined to crow

At having got a head of Joe

J. M. Barrie’s pensive dome,

I twine the garland of a ‘pome’

Inventor of Arcadia’s fra

—

Grant mixture—writes, too, by the way.

A PROPOS of my article on the intel-

leetual superiority of long haired

feline ami human people, 1 found the fol-

lowing note on the big desk in the study

this morning. It w«
picture of the writer

accompanied by a

which I reproduce

below.
" Waddve mean

intellectual! I’ll)

a short haired eat

me&elf except in

spots where it's

been tore off com-
plete, anil I’ll en-

gage to slap the

intellectual fluff

offn any angora
guy that’ll stand

up wit me for two
rounds in any back

yard youse like to

name.”
Lofty.

U

Musings of Hafiz
(The Persian Kitten)

rI'HE signature is evidently an as-
1 sumed name, so of course I shall pay
no attention to the ill-bred challenge.

In the course of the last few weeks I

have received hundreds of letters, many
from thoughtful angoras endorsing my
views, others from short-haired eats,

most of these are unfit to print.

Ail important letter fum Ali Baba and
Sinbad Haskell, two well-known members
of the exclusive younger set of Kansas
City, came as I was going to press. I

shall print it next week.

ANOTHER corrcs|>midctit who signs
** herself Gloriu Thompson (I urn told

she is a member of the family of Mr.
Vunce Thompson, the famuiis psycholo-

gist, whatever that may mean) —takes me
to task for not including the great com-
poser, Handel, in my list of angora

musicians.

It is true that Ilundcl is the longest

haired male composer that ever lived and
for that reason he is rated in England, as

the greatest of all composers. Mindful

of this I had placed him at the head of my
list.

What was my dismay to learn just as

my musings were going to press, that

llmulel’*fur was false!

|)F course I cut it (the artjele and pir-

tore, I mean) at once.

I h a v e

since learned

that the
Handle of

the hurdi-

gurdy look

its n a me
originally
from this

imi ta t i o n

furred com-
poser.
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Lines on an Antique
(Appreciatively dedicateel to Oliver Herford)

By RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

KNOCK came to niy winter door:

“Pity,” said I, “that creatures poor
Oil .such a night should roofless roam,

Without a wife, without a home!”
There, shaking in the bitter cold,

Stood one abominably old.

Toothless and tottering, rheumy-eyed.
Scarce strong enough to crawl inside.

“Poor soul!” I said, “something's amiss

With a world that's let you come to this.

Come drink this down—'twill warm you up.

And you must stay and with me sup.

And rest you till to-morrow’s sun

—

Then shall we see what can be done."
But the old man scarce understood,

So thin and ancient was his blood,

And mumbled with a piteous sigh:

“So old, and yet I cannot die!

How many times since I had birth

Have these old bones gone round the earth!

Surely 'tis time, as you can see.

They let me die in peace.” said he;

“But no! they will not let me rest.”

I asked the name of my strange guest.

He turned on me a haunted glare

—

“I am that joke about your hair!”

The Joke

Criminals I Have Known
Bv T. H. O'CONNOR

IHu-trated by William M. Berger

V. Palmer, the Rugeley Murderer

I
WAS about nineteen at the time, ami
lutd been only a short time on tlu*

Press, Luckily for me. though l

did not realize it then, this first pro-

fessional engagement was oil a provin-

cial newspaper. Luckily, I sav, because
the provincial newspaper differs from the
metropolitan largely in the fact tliat there

is no specialization as a rule, and that the

young journalist has to turn his hand to

everything. In London you lieeome a

leader-writer or a dramatic or a musical

or a literary critic. Or you arc a reporter

and remain one. In my Dublin office I had
to do everything in turn. In the course

of a single day I have jiaid a visit to a
polire court, to one of the High Courts,
I have gone to an inquest, reported a fire,

and wound up with a criticism of a

theatre.

'THIS accounts for the fact that one of

my earfv and painful experiences was
to see an execution. The story was of one
of those petty and sordid disputes which
take place in every country when- there

are small farmers. The magic of prop-

erty, which, uceording to Lhe saving of the
old economist, Arthur Young, can turn

the desert into a garden, and which brings

out some of the mast valuable qualities of

mankind—thrift, industry, and self-re-

spect—has also its reverse to the medal,
and generates in some natures selfishness,

greet!, and sometimes even brutal ferocity.

This was the origin of the crime the ex-

piation of which it was my ill-fortune to

have to see. There was a dispute about

a little bit of laud between two jicasant

neighbors; bad blood was created, and
the end was that one of the parties was
murdered by a brother and a sister. The
story went in the neighborhood that the

person who was mainly responsible for

the crime was the woman, and not the

man. She had the reputation of being

a terrible virago, fearless, brutal, and
greedy. The theory also was that

her brother, if left to himself, would
have I»een incapable of such a black

deed. And what I saw at the execution

was a confirmation of this version of

the crime.

|_IOW well I remember that morning
1 4 more than forty years ago! Writing

this article in u foreign hotel, all my own
youth <*oines luick to me with that curious

and pathetic up|>cal which iscommon to ull

of us when we look back from the later

stages to the l>cgi linings of our lives. To
mv young and vigorous frame and my
even younger inner spirit, for I was,

then and long after, younger in spirit

than mv years, a morning of sunshine,

especially in t he month of May for many
reasons the month dearest to Irish hearts,

the month of Mary, os they are accus-

tomed to call it—made a special appeal.

Thus there was an additional horror in

the fact that it was on a beautiful morn-
ing in May that I saw the consummation
of this dreadful tragedy, and all my recol-

lections of it, in spite of its sombrenrss.

still are suffused by the wondrous sunshine

in which everything .vos bathed on tliat

awful morning. The execution derived,

also, additional importance from the fact

that it was the first execution in Ireland

which followed the passage of the Bill that

had very properly abolished the hideous

happenings of publir executions. I never

saw a public execution, but I knew plenty

of people who had. It is one of my own
IH>yhood's recollections that every morn-

ing. when going to my college, I passed the

door of the jail of Galway, outside which
you could sec the scaffold from which in-

numerable wretches had paid the last

penalty. Among my old friends was
Joseph Parkinson—once one of the best-

known figures in London, who ended

life us a big and wealthy director of a

great oil company, but had begun it as a

journalist and in the Civil Service—and he

used to tel! me how Ills account of the

roystcrings, the drunkenness, and the

ribaldry of an execution he had seen out-

side Newgate, was quoted that same night

in the House of Commons ami helped

to carry the Bill for substituting private

for public executions. The name of

Palmer, the terrible Rugeley murderer,

is still rememliered by many people; and
an old journalist still among us, Mr.
Qilittentcii. who was present at his execu-

tion, has told me some interesting details,

two of which I remember well. The first

was that on the morning of the execution,

and just as Palmer was about to start for

the gallows, the sheriff, anxious to relieve

the public mind, sent to Palmer's cell and

asked him to acknowledge the justice

of liis sentence, “By no means, sir,"

IS jogle



“He confided to me the secret of the mask and the awkwardness of the executioner"

was Palmer's reply: “I go to the scaffold

a murdered man." It was quite charac-

teristic of the man whose cold-blooded

cruelty was capable of killing several

people for no better reason than to get

their money. The second detail is tliat

when Palmer apjiearod on the scaffold, a

number of his associates on the race-

course called out to him, "Palmer!
Palmer!”

T^HESE were the reasons why I went
* down on tliat lovely May morning to

an execution inside the walls of the jail at

Tullamore. where these two people were

to be hanged. We were a fairly large

company of journalists, nearly all from

Dublin, who had come to the town the

night before, and who rose in the early

morning and before breakfast went off

to do our duty as chroniclers of this

tragic event. There were, besides, some
local journalists, one of whom, though I

have forgotten his name, I still remember
very well, because of an observation he

made after the execution. The jail at

Tullamore has the grimness of such places,

as I remember it. with its walls of a gray

atone, high and regular. The yard, too.

was spacious, and its ground was, I re-

member. not grass, but gray gravel.

Graynesa was the universal color, and
even that fact added something to the

grim gloominess of everything. The
Irish people look on death always with

much solemnity. With their strong

religious beliefs, it is regarded more as

the beginning of a new life, and one of

eternal bliss or eternal suffering, rather
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than as the ending of this brief and tran-

sient exLsteuce upon earth. Thus it was
that there was around this whole business

a certain air of passionate interest, and
something also of passionate regret:

for the generous Irish nature gives its

sympathy even to the convicted murderer.

It is one of the many points in which I

have seen a certain curious resemblance

to the inner nature of the Russian and

the Irishman. The governor of the jail,

the sub-governor, even the warders, and
certainly the sheriff —a charming and
handsome young mun—as well as the

reporters, were full of this strange senti-

ment of horror and pity.

And the surroundings were calculated

to accentuate this atmosphere of pity

and solemnity. For the procession had to

puss through the van! what was. for

such an occasion, a considerable distance.

And it was a fairly large procession, with

warders and other officials, and above

all. with two priests, who in their white

surplices stood out conspicuously from

the other figures. And in the midst

of the procession were the poor wretches,

brother and sister, man and woman, who
wen* about to pass out of all this sunshine

of the world at its best into the black

darkness of night. High above the awed
stillness of the yard, where you could

almost hear the anxious beatings of men’s

hearts, there rang out the beautiful words
of the Litany for the Dead, with its pa-

thetic and appealing refrain of "Ixird,

have mercy n n*. Christ, have mercy
upon us;” tie* response* coming clearly

and distinctly from the doomed man and

woman. It was some relief to most
of us that there was this consolation to

the dying creatures in this appeal to

the beautiful figure which stands for

mercy.

¥ HAVE said that the responses came
* clearly and loudly from the prisoners,

but I have since been told tliat all through

the interval between the cell ami the

scaffold the woman carried on at the

same time a conversation sotto voce with

her brother, telling him to be brave

and to die without exhibiting any coward-

ice that might shame her and him. And
there was plenty of other evidence to

prove the universal belief that the

stronger and fiercer being was the woman
and not the man. In physique you saw

the difference between the two. She

was a short, stout woman, with an iron

jaw and a face of daring and defiant ex-

pression. The man. on the other hand,

was tall, thin, and delicate-looking, aud

he exhibited many signs of nervousness

in sharp contrast with the defiant and in-

flexible air of the woman. Even on the

scaffold the man showed his hatred of

death. The executioner approached him

to put the cap over his head and the rope

around his neck. Instinctively, as it

were, the poor wretch lifted his arm to

prevent the executioner from thus doing

away with his last chance of life and

liberty. Then came one of the priests and

whispered in his ear something which I

guessed to be for Jesus’ sake, and the poor

creature immediately desisted, and the

preparations were allowed to go forward.

Digitized by Google
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And here there was a terrible moment.

There is an abiding and incurable horror

and even hatred, in Ireland, for the exe-

cutioner. No hangman Could dare to

carry on his trade as a shoemaker openly

in Ireland, as some executioners have done,

and perhaps are to this day doing, in Eng-

land. The hangman has to come to Ire-

land. when he is an Englishman, furtively,

to sleep in the jail the night before the exe-

cution—possibly his life would not be safe

unless he did. On this occasion one of the

first things that struck me was that the

hangman wore a black mask. There were

slits in it for his eyes; otherwise you saw
nothing of the face. He was evidently

an amateur or a beginner, and this almost

led to a dreadful accident. He was just

on the point of pulling the lever that

let down the drop before he had put the

ropes around the necks of the unfortunate

wretches; but the deputy-governor, u

smart young fellow, shouted to him. and
then he adjusted the ropes and pulled the

lever, and in a second the two bodies were

swinging in the pit below.

A ND then we went away. I noted the

fact that we none of us liked to reveal

any of the keen emotion through which

we had gone; we unconsciously exagger-

ated. I believe, our detachment. As an

instance, I remarked to the provincial re-

porter of whom I have spoken that the

religious service impressed me. To me he

replied that it reminded him of Hamlet’s

saying about reducing sweet religion to a
litany of words. W«; all ate a good break-

fast, with the hearty appetite of youth

whetted by an hour of the open air on this

lovely morning. And by a singular co-

incidence I met in a theatre that same
night, on my return to Dublin, all my com-

rades who had been at the execution. It

seemed a common impulse to forget the

ghastly horror of the morning by some-

thing gay in the evening.

Two more incidents to complete this

narrative of a strange and painful experi-

ence. I traveled with the sheriff a part

of the journey home; he confided to me
the secret of the mask and the awkward-
ness of the executioner. It was his first,

and I believe his last, appearance in

thij odious trade. He was a tinker who
had been sentenced, along with his wife,

to a year's imprisonment. He con-

" There teas evidence to prove that the fiercer being uan the woman"

sented to do the execution on two con- until I come to my next article. The
ditious: that he should receive ten pounds story will throw some light on the differ-

to enable him to get to America, and ence which a few years of London life

secondly, that he should be released two and London's grim experiences had made
months before his wife. in the robust, fresh, and hopeful dreamer

Finally, I want to say a word about I was when I witnessed that grim scene

my own sensations. But I defer that in an Irish jail.

The next of this series of stories by T. P. O'Connor will be “ Henry Wainwright, the Bigamist Murderer"

The Socialists’ Position

MANY letters have come to us in

answer to an editorial in this

publication called "A Question

to Socialism." The question was hung
upon Professor Simkhovitch’s book
"Marxism versus Socialism" which com-
bats the theory of increasing misery. Of
the answers, the most authoritative seems

to us to be that of W. J. Ghent, and it is

printed here as representing the reply

of the best informed Socialists;

To the Editor of Harper's Weekly:
The figures of per capita consump-

tion in England for the years 1840

and 1881 may be quite true, and
yet not argue a marked improvement
in the condition of the working class.

England was wretchedly hungry in

the mid-centurv period; the phrase,

"the hungry forties,” has become

hackneyed os a characterization of that

time of general privation. A vast in-

crease in per capita consumption might

argue no more than an increased buying

power on the part of the better condi-

tioned classes.

Probably, however, no one deuies

some improvement in the condition of

even the poorest classes of England since

1840. Sidney and Beatrice Webb, in

their "Labor in the I/ongcst Reign,"

while showing the absurdity of the claims

made by Giffen, Levi and others, yet

admit certain gains. The theory of in-

creasing misery is no part of Socialist

doctrine. Prof. Simkhovitch to the con-

trary, it is doubtful if Marx meant by it

any more than a natural tendency which
could be overcome both by state action

and oy action on the part of the organized

workers. If at any time he meant by

it more than this, he showed, in his song
of triumph in 1864 over the passage of

the ten-hour law, that he recognized its

qualifications.

The material condition of labor is a

thing so variable in time, place and cir-

cumstance, as to make generalization diffi-

cult. In the United States all wage-labor

is in a far better condition in 1814 than

it was in 1840. There is small doubt,

however, in spite of certain sophisticated

figures put out by the Federal Lalior

Bureau, that in the matter of the pur-

chasing power of wages, labor has suffered

a progressive loss ever since 1896. State

action and the trade-unions have pre-

vented a greater discrepancy between

wages and prices, but they have not

been able to neutralize the loss.

(Signed] W. J. Ghent.
Phoenix, Arizona. ogle
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"The endless chain is forcibly illustrated by the General Electric Company's control of irater-potrer companies, and of street

raihray and light and power plants ”

The Inefficiency of the Oligarchs
By LOUIS D. BRANDEIS

Being Bart IX of ~Breaking the Money. Trust ”

I
N the preceding article Mr. Braudeis has described the formation of the Money Trust, its evil effects, and
some of the methods, such as legislation and publicity, by which it may be broken up. He has answered

the argument that the investment banker is to be credited with financing our pioneer industries; and he has

shoicti that mere corporate bigness involves inefficiency. In this article, which brings the series to a close,

he shows that banker-management, from its very nature, is foredoomed to failure; and he points

out that only by cooperation, by establishing industrial democracy, can the Money Trust be broken

THE Interstate Commerce Commis-
sion said in its report on the most
disastrous of the recent wrecks on

the New Haven Railroad:

“On this directorate were and are

men whom the confiding public recog-

nize as magicians in the art of finance,

and wizards in the construction, opera-

tion. and consolidation of great systems

of railroads. The public therefore

rested secure that with the knowledge

of the railroad art possessed by such

men investments and travel should

both be safe. Experience has shown
that this reliance of the public was not

justified as to either finance or safety.”

This failure of banker-management is

not surprising. The surprise is that men
should have supposed it would succeed.

For banker-management contravenes the

fundamental laws of human limitations:

First, that no man can serve two mas-

ters; second, that a man cannot at the

same time do many things . well. We
must break the Money Trust or the

Money Trust will break us.

Seeming Successes

'T'HERE are numerous seeming ex-

* ccptions to these rules: and a

relatively few real ones. Of course,

many banker-managed properties have

been prosperous; some for a long time,

at the expense of the public; some for a

shorter time, because of the impetus at-

tained before they were banker-managed.

It is not difficult to have u large net

income, where one has the field to oneself;

has all the advantages privilege can give,

and may “charge all the traffic will

!>oar." And even in competitive busi-
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ness the success of a long-established,

well-organized business with a widely

extended good-will, must continue for

a considerable time; especially if but-

tressed by intertwined relations constantly

giving it the preference over competitors.

The real test of efficiency comes when
success has to be struggled for; when
natural or legal conditions limit the

charges winch may be made for the goods

sold or service rendered. Our banker-

managed railroads have recently been

subjected to such a test, and they have

failed to puss it. “It is only,” says

Goethe, "when working within limita-

tions, that the master is disclosed.”

Why Oligarchy Fails

*

DANKER - MANAGEMENT fails,

partly In-cause the private interest

destroys soundness of judgment and
undermines loyalty. It fails partly,

also, because banker directors are led

by their occupation (and often even by
the mere fact of their location remote

from the operated properties) to apply

a false test in making their decisions.

Prominent in the banker-director mind
is always this thought: “What will be

the probable effect of our action upon
the market value of the company’s
stock and bonds, or, indeed, gcnerallv

upon stock exchange values?” The
stock market is so much a part of the

investment-banker's life, that he cannot

help l»eing affected by this consideration,

however disinterested lie may be. The
stock market is sensitive. Facts arc

often misinterpreted “by the street" or

by investors. Ami with the lx-st of in-

tentions, directors susceptible to such

•Tlii« Mihjn-t nu iliwiKwl hr Mr. RrAixInn in I hr
iu«r uf August If '«tl. ubiW “ n«uirt- Managrtnrut-"

influences are led to unwise decisions in

the effort to prevent misinterpretations.

Thus, expenditures necessary for main-

tenance, or for the ultimate good, of a

property are often deferred by banker-

directors, because of the belief that the

making uf them note, would (by showing

smaller net earnings,) create a bad. and
even false, impression on the market.

Dividends are paid which should not lie.

In-causc of the effect which it is believed

reduction or suspension would have upon
the market value of the company’s

securities. To exercise a sound judg-

ment in the difficult affairs of business is,

at best, a delicate operation. And no

man can successfully perform that func-

tion whose mind is diverted, however

innocently, from the study of, “what
is best in the long run for the company
of which I am director?” The banker-

director is peculiarly liable to such dis-

tortion of judgment by reason of his

occupation and Ills environment. But
there is a further reason why, ordinarily,

lianker-management must fail.

The Element of Time

* I ''HE banker, with his multiplicity of

* interests, cannot ordinarily give the

time essential to proper supervision and

to acquiring that knowledge of the facts

necessary to the exercise of sound judg-

ment. The Century Dictionary tells us

that a Director is “one who directs; one

who guides, superintends, governs and

munages.” Real efficiency in any busi-

ness in which conditions are ever changing

must ultimately depend, in large measure,

upon the correctness of the judgment

exercised, almost from day to day, on the

important problems as they arise. And
how can the leading bankers, insvssarily
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engrossed in the problems of their own
vast private businesses, get time to know
and to correlate the facts concerning so

many other complex businesses? Besides,

they start usually with ignorance of the

particular business which they are sup-

posed to direct. Wien the last paper

was signed which created the Steel Trust,

one of the lawyers (as Mr. Perkins frankly

tdls us) said: “That signature is the

last one necessary to put the Steel in-

dustry', on a large scale, into the hands of

men who do not know anything about it.”

Avocations of the Oligarchs

r ('HE New Haven System is not a
* railroad, but an agglomeration of

a railroad plus HI separate corpora-

tions, control of which has been acquired

by the New Haven since that railroad

attained its full growth of about 2000

miles of line. In administering the rail-

road and each of the properties formerly

managed through these 121 separate

companies, there must arise from time

to time difficult questions on which the

directors should pass judgment. The
real managing directors of the New
Haven system during the decade of its

decline were: J. Pierpont Morgan,
George F. Baker, and William Rocke-

feller. Mr. Morgun was, until his death

in 1913, the head of perhaps the largest

banking house in the world. Mr. Baker

was, until 1909, President and then

Chairman of the Board of Directors, of

one of America’s leading 1winks (the

First National of New York), and Mr.
Rockefeller was, until 1911, President

of the Standard Oil Company. Each
was well advanced in years. Yet each

of these men, besides the duties of his

own vast business, and important pri-

vate interests, undertook to “guide,

superintend, govern and manage," not

only the New Haven but also the

following other corjxirations, some of

which were similarly complex: Mr.
Morgan, 48 corporations, including 40

railroad corporations, with at least 100

subsidiary companies, and 10,000 miles

of line; 3 bunks and trust or insurance

companies; 5 industrial and public-

service companies. Mr. Baker, 48 cor-

porations, including 15 ruilroadcorpora-

tions, with at least 158 subsidiaries, and
37,400 miles of track; 18 banks, and
trust or insurance companies; 15 public-

service corporations aud industrial con-

cerns. Mr. Rockefeller, 37 corpora-

tions, including 23 railroad corporations

with at least 117 subsidiary companies,

and 26,400 miles of line; 5 banks, trust

or insurance companies; 9 public serv-

ice companies and industrial concerns.

the risk involved in being on the

board of directors.”

But there is no occasion for alarm. The
American |>eoplc have as little need of

oligarchy in business as in politics. There
are thousands of men in America who
could have performed for the New Haven
stockholders the task of one “who guides,

superintends, governs and manages,"

better than did Mr. Morgan, Mr.
Baker and Mr. Rockefeller. For though
possessing, perhaps, less native ability,

the average business man would have

done better than they, because working

Alphonse Desjardins made democratic bank-

ing jtossible in Canatla by establishing HO
credit-unions, or caiiperatire credit banks

Substitutes

¥ T has been urged that in view of the
* heavy burdens which the leaders of

finance assume in directing Business-

America, we should be patient of error

and refrain from criticism, lest the

leaders be deterred from continuing to

perform this public service. A very re-

spectable Boston daily said a few days
after Commissioner McChord’s report on
the North Haven wreck:

“It is believed that the New Haven
pillory repeated with some frequency
will make the part of railroad di-

rector quite undesirable and hard
to fill, and more and more avoided
by responsible men. Indeed it may
even become so that men will have
to be paid a substantial salary to

compensate them in some degree for

Albert Sonnirhsen, Secretary of the Coopera-

tive League, with which S3 retail consumers

’

organizations in New York City are affiliated

Men who have furthered industrial

democracy by the establishment of

cooperative alliances

under proper conditions. There is great

strength in serving with singleness of

purpose one master only. There is

great strength in having time to give to

a business the attention which its difficult

problems demand. And tens of thou-

sands more Americans could lie rendered

competent to guide our important busi-

nesses. Liberty is the greatest devel-

oper. Herodotus tells us thut while the

tyrants ruled, the Athenians were no
better fighters than their neighbors; but

when freed, they immediately surpassed

all others. If industrial democracy—true

cooperation—should be substituted for

industrial absolutism, there would be no
lack of industrial leaders.

England's Big Business

ENGLAND, too, lias big business.

But her big business is the Coopera-

tive Wholesale Society, with a wonderful

story of 50 years of beneficent growth.

Its annual turnover is now about $150,-

000,000—an amount larger than the

sales of any American industrial, except

the Steel Trust; larger than the gross

receipts of any American railroad, ex-

cept the Pennsylvania and the New
York Central systems. Its business is

very diversified, for its purpose is to

supply the needs of its members. It

includes that of wholesale dealer, of

manufacturer, of grower, of miner, of

banker, of insurer and of carrier. It

operates the biggest flour mills and the

biggest shoe factory in all Great Britain.

It manufactures wooleu cloths, all kinds

of men’s, women's and children's cloth-

ing, a dozen kinds of prepared foods,

and as many household articles. It

operates creameries. It carries on every

branch of the printing business. It is

now buying coal lands. It lias a bacon

factory in Denmark, and a tallow and
ofl factory in Australia It grows tea

in Ceylon. And through all the pur-

chasing done by the Society runs this

general principle: Go direct to the

source of production, whether at home
or abroad, so as to save commissions of

middlemen and agents. Accordingly,

it has buyers and warehouses in the

United States, Canada, Australia,

Spain, Denmark and Sweden. It owns
steamers plying between Continental

and English ports. It has an important
banking department; it insures the

property and person of its members.
Every one of these departments is con-

ducted in competition with the most
efficient concerns in their respective lines

in Great Britain. The Cooperative
Wholesale Society makes its purchases,

aud manufactures its products, in order

to supply the 1399 local distributive,

cooperative societies scattered over all

England; but each local society is at

liberty to buy from the wholesale so-

ciety, or not, as it chooses; and they

will buy only if the cooperative whole-

sale sells at market prices. This the

Cooperative actually does; and it is

able besides to return to the local a fair

dividend on its purchases.

Industrial Democracy

VTOW, how arc the directors of this
^ ' great business chosen? Not by
England's leading bankers, or other

notabilities, supposed to possess unusual

wisdom; but democratically, by all of

the people interested in the operations of

the Society. And the number of such

persons who have directly or indirectly

a voice in the selection of the directors

of the English Cooperative Wholesale

Society is 2,750,000. For the directors

of the Wholesale Society are elected by
vote of the delegates of the 1399 retail

societies. And the delegates of the retail

societies are, in turn, selected by the

members of the local societies;—that is,

by the consumers, on the principle of one

man, one vote, regardless of the amount
of capital contributed. Note what kind

of men these industrial democrats select

to exercise executive control of their vast

organization. Not all-wise bankers or

their dummies, but men who have risen
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"Oppose to the {treat trusts a world-wide cooperative alliance which shall become

so powerful as to crush the trusts
"

from the ranks of cooperation ; men who.

by conspicuous service in the local so-

cieties have won the respect ami confi-

dence of their fellows. The directors

are elected for one year only; but a di-

rector is rarely unseated. J. T. W.
Mitchell was president of the Society

continuously for it years. Thirty-two

directors are selected in this manner.

Each (jives to the business of the Society

his whole time and attention; and the

aggregate salaries of the thirty-two is loss

than that of many a single executive

in American coronations; for these

directors of England's big business serve

each for a salary of about $1500 a year.

The Cooperative Wholesale Society

of England is the oldest and largest of

these institutions. Hut similar whole-

sale societies exist in 15 other countries.

The Scotch Society (which William Max-
well has served most efficiently as Presi-

dent for thirty years at a salary never

exceeding $88 a week.) 1ms a turn-over

of more than $50,000,000 a year.

A Remedy for Trusts

ALBERT SONNICHSEN, General

Secretary of the Cooperative League,

tells in the American Review of Reviews

for April. 1918, how the Swedish Whole-
sale Society curbed the Sugar Trust;
how it crushed the Margcrinc Combine
(compelling it to dissolve after having
lost <,800,000 miwns in the struggle);

and how in Switzerland the Wholesale

Society forced the dissolution of the Shoe
Manufacturers Association. He tells

also this memorable incident:

"Six years ago. at un international

congress in Cremona. Dr. Hans Muller,

a Swiss delegate, presented a resolu-

tion by whir'll an international whole-

sale society should l*e created. Luigi

Luzzatti, Italian Minister of State

and an ardent member of the move-
ment. was in the chair. Those who
were present say Luzzatti paused, his

eyes lighted up. then, dramulicully

raising his hand, he said: ‘I>r. Muller
proposes to the assembly a great idea

—

that of opposing to the great trusts,

the Rockefellers of the world, a world-

wide cooperative alliance which shall

become so |iowcrfu] as to crush the

trusts.’”

Cooperation in America

AM ERICA has no Wholesale Co-
^ * operative Society able to grapple

with tiie trusts. Hut it hus some very

strong retail societies, like the Tumarack
of Michigan, which has distributed in

dividends to its mcml>ers $1.1-14.000 in

<8 years. The recent high cost of living

has greatly stimulated interest in the

cooperative movement; and John Gra-

ham Brooks reporta that we have already

about 850 locr d. tributive societies.

The niovemer 1 ml federation is

progressing. T over 100 coopera-

tive stores in .Mi 'a. Wisconsin and

other Northwestern states, many of which
were organized by or through the zealous

work of Dr. Tousley and his associates

of the Right Relationship League and
are in some ways affiliated. In New
York City 88 organizations are affiliated

with the Cooperative league. In New
Jersey the societies have federated into

the American Cooperative Alliance of

Northern New Jersey. In California,

long the seat of effective cooperative

work, a central management committee
is developing. And progressive Wiscon-
sin has recently legislated wisely to

develop cooperation throughout the state.

Among our farmers the interest in

cooperation is especially keen. The
federal government has just established

a separate bureau of the Department of

Agriculture to aid in the study, develop-

ment and introduction of the l>est methods
of co«i|M’ration in the working of farms,

buying, and distribution; and special

attention is now being given to farm
credits—a field of cooperation in which
Continental Europe has achieved com-
plete success, und to which David Lubin.

America’s delegate to the International

Institute of Agriculture at Rome, has,

among others, done much to direct our
attention.

People's Savings Banks

HrHK German farmer bus achieved
* democratic tanking. The 13,000

little cooperative credit associations,

with an average membership of aliout

90 persons, are truly banks of the people,

by the |M-ople and for the people.

First: The banks’ resources are of
the people. These aggregate nlmut $300.-

000.000. Of this amount $.375,000,000

represents the farmers' savings deposits;

$50.000,000, the farmers' current de-
posits: $0,000,000 the farmers' share

capital; and $13,000,000, amounts earned

and placed in the reserve. Thus, nearly

nine-tenths of these large resources belong

to the farmers—that is, to the mem-
bers of the tanks.

Second: The banks are managed by

the people,— that is. the members.
And membership is easily attained: for

the average amount of paid-up share

capital was. in 1900. less than $5 |>er

member. Each member has one vote

regardless of the number of liis shares

or the amount of his deposit*. These
meuilKTs elect the officers. The com-
mittees and trustees (and often even, the

treasurer) serve without pay: so that

the expenses of the banks are, on the

average, about $150 a year.

Third: The banks are fur the people.

The farmers' money is loaned by the

farmer to the farmer at a low rate of

interest (usually 4 per cent, to 6 per

cent.); the shareholders receiving, on
their shares, the same rate of interest

that the borrowers pay on their loans.

Thus the resources of all farmers are

made available to each farmer, for pro-

ductive purposes.

This democratic rural banking is not

confined to Germany. As Henry W.
Wolff says in his book on cooperative

tanks:

"Propagating themselves by their

own merits, little people’s cooperative

banks have overspread Germany, Italy,

Austria. Hungary. Switzerland, Bel-

gium. Russia is following up those

countries; France is striving strenu-

ously for the possession of cooperative

credit. Servia, Ron mania, and Bul-

garia have made such credit their own.

Canada has scored its first success
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on the road to its acquisition. Cyprus,

and even Jamaica, have mude their

first start. Ireland hus substantial

first-fruits to show of her economic

sowings.

"South Africa is groping its way to

the same goal. Egypt has discovered

the necessity of cooperative I tanks,

even by the side of Lord Cromer’s pet

creation, the richly endowed 'agri-

cultural bank.' India has made a

record In-ginning, full of promise.

And even in fur Japan, and in China,

people are trying to acclimatize the

moreperfected organizations of Schulze*

Delitzsch and Raiffeisen. The entire

world seems girdled with a ring of

cooperative credit. Only the Lhiited

States and Great Britain still lag

lamentably behind."

Bankers' Savings Banks

r
|
1HE savings (tanks of America pre-

* sent a striking contrast to these

democratic banks. Our savings banks

also have performed a great service.

They have provided for the people's funds,

safe depositories with

return. Thereby they have encouraged

thrift and have created, among other

things, reserves for the proverbial “rainy

day." They have also discouraged "old

stocking" hoarding, which diverts the

money of the country from the channels

of trade. American savings banks are

also, in a sense, banks of the people; for

it is the people's money which is admin-

istered by them. The four and a half

billion dollars deposits in two thousand

American savings banks In-long to about

ten million people, who have an average

deposit of about $450. But our savings

banks ur.- not banks by the people, nor,

in the full sense, for the people.

First: American savings hanks are

not managed by the people. The stock-

savings banks, most prevalent in the

Middle West and the South, are purely

commercial enterprises, managed, of

course, by the stockholders' representa-

tives. The mutual savings hanks, most
prevalent in the Eastern states, have no

stockholders; but the depositors have no
voice in the management. The banks

are managed by trustees for the people,

practically a self-constituted and self-

perpetuating body, composed of “lead-

ing" and, to a large extent, public-spirited

citizens. Among them (at least in the

larger cities) there is apt to be a pre-

dominance- of investment bankers, and
bank directors. Thus the three largest

savings banks of Boston (whose aggregate

deposits exceed those of the other 18

banks) have together 81 trustees. Of
these, 51 are investment bankers or direc-

tors in other Massachusetts banks or

trust companies.

Second: The funds of our savings

banks (whether stock or purely

mutual) are not uses! mainly for

the people. The depositors are

allowed interest (usually from 3 to

4 percent.); in the mutual savings

banks they receive ultimately ull

the net earnings. But the money
gathered in these reservoirs Ls not

used to aid produciirely persons of

the classes who make the deposits.

The depositors are largely wage
earners, salaried people, or mem-
bers of small tradesmen's families.

Statically the money is user! for

them. Dynamically it Ls used for

the capitalist. For rare, indeed,

an- the instances when savin/

banks moneys are loaned to advance

productively one of the depositor class, carefully the operations of this little bank.

Such persons would seldom be able to The pioneer union had accumulated in

provide the required security; and it is that period $80,000 in resources. It had
doubtful whether their small needs would, made 2000 loans to its members, aggre-

in any event, receive consideration, gating $350,000; the loans averaging

The largest of Boston's mutual savings $120 in amount, and the interest rate

banks,—the Provident Institution for 6Yi per cent. In all this time the bank
Savings, which is the pioneer mutual had not met with a single loss. Then
savings bank of America, managed— in

1912—$53,000,000 of people's money.

Desjardins concluded that democratic

banking was applicable to Canada; and
Nearly one half of the resources ($24,- he proceeded to establish other credit-

202.072, was invested in bonds—state, unions. In the last 5 years the number
municipal, railroad, railway and tele- of credit-unions in the Province of Quebec
phone and in bauk stock; or was de- has grown to 121; and 19 have been

posited in national banks or trust com- established in the Province of Ontario,

panics. Two fifllis of the resources Desjardins was not merely the pioneer.

($20,704,770) were loaned on real estate All the later credit-unions ulso have
mortgages; and the average amount been established through Ills aid; and 24
of a loan was $52,509. One seventh of applications are now in hand requesting

the resources ($7,500,012) was loaned on like assistance from him. Year after

personal security; and the average of year that aid has lieen given without pay
each of these loans was $54,830. Ob-
viously, the "small man" is not conspie-

by this public-spirited man of large

family and small means, who lives as

uous among the bumm ers; and these simply as the ordinary mechanic. And it

large scale investments do not even is noteworthy that this rapidly extending

serve the individual depositor especially system of cooperative credit-banks has

well; for this bank pays its depositors been established in Canada wholely witli-

a rate of interest low'er than the average, out government aid, Desjardins having
some income Even our admirable Postal Savings Bank given Ills services free, and his travelling

system serves productively mainly the expenses having been paid by those

capitalist. These |K»tnl saving stations seeking his assistance,

arc in effect catch-basins merely, which In 1909. Massachusetts, under Dcs-

collect the |>eoplc’s money for distribu- jardin's guidance, enacted a law for the

tion among the natio.ml banks. incorporation of credit-unions. The first

union established in Springfield in 1910,

was named after Herbert Myrick

—

a strong advocate of cooperative finance.

LPHOXSE DESJARDINS of Levis, Since then 25 other unions have been
formed; and the names of the unions and
their officers disclose that 11 are Jewish,

Progi t

Province of Quebec, has demon-
strated that cooperative credit associa

Thus farmers, workingmen, and clerks

are learning to use their little capital

tions are applicable, also, at least to the 8 French-C'anadian, and 2 Italian,

—

smaller urbuu communities. Levis, sit- a strong indication that the immigrant

uated on the St. Lawrence opposite the is not unprepared for financial democracy.

City of Quebec, is a city of 8,000 inhabi- There is reason to believe that these

tants. Desjardins himself is a man of people's banks will spread rapidly in the

the people. Many years ago he became United States and that they will succeed,

impressed with the fact that the people’s For the cooperative building and loan

savings were not utilized primarily to aid associations, managed by wage-earners

the people productively. There were and salary -earners, who joined together

then located in Levis branches of three for systematic saving and ownership of

ordinary banks of deposit—a mutual houses,—have prospered in many states,

savings bank, the postal savings bank. In Massachusetts, where they have

and three incorporated “loaners;” but existed for 35 years, their success has

the people were not served. After much been notable,—the number, in 1912, being

thinking, he chanced to read of the Euro- 102, and their aggregate assets nearly

pean rural lianks. He pro*-ceded to $75,000,000.

work out the idea for use in Levis; and
in 1900 esta Idished there the first "credit-

union." For seven years he watched and their savings to help one another

instead of turning over their money to

the great bankers for sab- keeping, and

to be themselves exploded. And may
we not expect that when the cooperative

movement develops in America, mer-

chants and manufacturers will learn from

farmers and working-men how to help

themselves by helping one another, and

thus help to attain the New Freedom for

all? When they do, money kings

will lose subjects, ayd swollen for-

tunes may shrink; but industries

will flourish, because the faculties of

men will be liberatedand developed.
President Wilson has said wisely:

“No country can afford to have

its prosperity originated by a small

controlling class. The treasury of

America does not lie in the brains

of thesmall Itody of men now in con-

trol of the great enterprises. . . .

It depends upon the inventions of

unknown men, upon the origina-

tions of unknown men, upon the

ambitions of unknown men. Every
country is renewed out of the ranks

of the unknown, not out of the

ranks of the already far ous and

powerful in control."

.oogle



The Philanderer

I
T Ls pleasant that America appreciates

George Bernard Shaw even although

Shaw thinks poorly of America. It

Is part of his technique to make facts at

those who praise him. It must he ad-

mitted. however, that the small boy aspect

of Shaw, shocking the community, is

less prominent as time goes by. He
has not changed; but we have. The
world today stands nearer Shaw than it

did when the “Philanderer” was written.

Winthrop Ames is a man of taste. He is

a man who loves the theater. He is a

man who knows literature and the world

of ideas. Therefore he is the type needed

as the manager of a theater. He repre-

sents the most cultivated taste of the

metropolis. His theater is very beauti-

ful; everything he puts on is well acted,

and acted by companies that play to-

gether; and he selects plays that have

some art quality. As the “Philanderer”

has never before been produced in this

country, Mr. Ames gives us a new light

on one of the most characteristic play-

wrights of our generation.

You cannot know a play fully until

you see it acted. When you read a play,

you are more or less at the mercy of

the author. When you see it, you
are more or less at the mercy of the

actors.

Mr. Shaw indicated in his stage direc-

tions. and in his preface, and by the very

title, that he wished us to look down upon
or condemn Charteris. On the other

hand, Mr. Charles Maude plays the part

with such gaiety and reasonableness that

one is inclined to lie on his side. Mr.
Shaw evidently thinks that the short-

comings of Cliarteris are due to our un-

reasonable marriage contracts. He uses

that character as one step in his proof that

the law in regard to matrimony ought
to be brought nearer to the facts. This

bit of dialogue shows what he thinks of

the underlying ideas of right in personal

relations. Grace has said she would not

steal Charteris away from Julia.

Charteris: “Grace: I have a question

to put to you as an advanced woman.
Mind! as an advanced woman. Does
Julia In-long to me? Am I her owner

—

her master?”
Grace: “Certainly not. Xo woman

is the property of a man. A woman
belongs to herself anti to nobody else.”

Charteris: “Quite right. . . . Now.
tell me, do I In-long to Julia; or have I

a right to belong to myself?”
Grace: “ Of course you have; but

—

”

Charteris: “Then how can you steal

me from Julia if I don't belong to her?”
Cliarteris has flirted a great deal.

Women have flirted with him. One of

those women lias seriously loved him. and

he wishes to be rid of her and marry an
other. He wishes to marry Mrs. Grace
Tranfield because he likes her. He can
love any woman—that is, any pretty

woman—but permanent liking is what he
wants in marriage. He Ix-longs to a
club which does not admit either womanly
women or manly men; that is to say, it

does not admit women who fall hack on
hysteria or violent self-pity when their

wishes are thwarted, and it does not

admit men who have the old-fashioned

ideas alxiut the need of keeping women
from leading reasonable lives of their own.
This modem point of view is expressed so

rationally and so charmingly by Charteris

that it is rather a shock at the end to see

him doomed to go oil philandering all his

life without wife, home or children. Per-

haps it is the fault of the excellent acting

but he does not seem to deserve so cruel a
fate. The play is a delightful ethical farce.

It has not so much dramatic substance
as Man and Superman, for instance, or so
consistent a tlieme, but it reminds us that

Shaw’s wit and gaiety are beyond almost

anybody’s writing today. Let us hope
that those people who complain about the
American stage will turn out in large num*
tiers to see the “Philanderer” and that

Mr. Ames, year by year, will reap a reward
that will encourage others also to turn

their theaters into not too stupid places.

On Shore Leave

H E was a very drunken Jackie—the

negro against whose shoulder he

lurched as the train started, rose

and moved to the platform.
“ Disgusting!" shuddered a proper lady

across the aisle. The proper lady’s hus-

band was president of a company that

had tpuetl- financed a recent banana
revolution m V of trade. The result

had perrnil; 1 •*,« -hase of the proper

lady's wrap ot ’’ liipmunk.—and
the rumor of p<>.- . ervention by the
United States of Pin.iucia bad lent seat

to the recruiting Sergeant’s plea—had.
in fact, induced this particular lad to

enlist.

“A disgrace to the nation.” agreed the

Minister. He hud just preached a stirring

sermon on patriotism, and was in conse-

quent good humor. There was every

probability of his being called to the

vacant pulpit of the Second Wealthiest

Parish. His appeal for intervention,

immediate and unsparinc. had evoked
approval from the most :».r*ant vestry-

men—most importa, politically, finan-

cially, and hence spiritually. As the prob-

able Chosen One of the Set nod Wealth-

iest Parish, he was inexpres.- shocked

and horrified by the drunken .-uh-r boy.

"They should report him to the Admiral

—or whoever has « barge of such matte; s.”

By C. STERRETT PENFIELD

the Chosen One remarked. “I’d do it

personally, only of course it’s scarcely my
place.”

The proper lady smiled approval.

Her vestryman husband, having had a

finger in the revolutionary pie. which he

had carefully lieked off. was now clamor-

ing for intervention. The plums had not

been quite as juicy as he had supposed.

The guard left his post and shook

the boy (he seemed scarcely twenty),

with rough kindliness. “Where to. my
hearty?” he asked.

The boy mumbled something. Then
his idiotic little hat fell off. He stooped,

groping for it, and fell h< dlong to the

floor. The negro and th- guard helped

him into his comer ugrin. .-re wjk
dust srn -ed on is iiuiiv .. lhey
brush'-.! ii .

At 1. A -'.rret, the proper
lady uii : ler left. The Chosen
One pau.- '

i . impressively: “Re-
member. m n you are wearing the

insigni • of i l > t d States—your
native count

r

The boy lo- -
, n grily after the pros-

perc ts back I mentor. “Damn th'

Unit'd Sir* 'if muttered.

T * 1 exclamation of The
Man V. *out a Country! Times have
cha-*' No one avenged the insult.

The T. C. girl gasped. She was from
Hartford, where flag Day and Fourth
of July ami Decoration Day and
the twelfth and twenty-second of Feb-
ruary' and Thanksgiving are always cele-

brated by appropriate school and fumily

exercises.

I studied the sullen face of the boy.

He was so very young; the recruiting

sergeant had promised such wonders

—

travel, education, munificent pay, rapid

advancement. Instead had been mo-
notonous drilling, only the navy yard,

petty unimaginative tasks, no glory

—

and all that one nation might |x>inl to him
and his fellows and snv to the lands

oversea. ”.Vrmo me impune laccasit”

which is, in the interpretation: “We have
guarded our shores with lads who arc

at present busily scrubbing down decks

and washing clothes; at a moment’s
warning they will face your guns and be
killed; it is for tliut destiny that we
are spending millions every year. Send
on your own armies, recruited under like

conditions, or worse, if you will. The
nation that has most men left afterwards

will be victor. Meanwhile, we are

ready

And the boy who had drunk himself to
f< ret i 'ness for a little while, stumbled
from the train.
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New Wine in Old Bottles
By CORRA HARRIS

WE hare a custom in this country

af interviewing prominent men

upon the issues of the dag.

What the Honorable Toots thinks of the

political situation or of any other current

situation is of importance because hr is

the Honorable Toots. Hut it is not the

custom to interview an unknown prirate

citizen upon such matters, although his

opinion may better represent that of the

arerage man.
Seither is it the custom to interview

an old retired yentleicoman upon any

subject. The interviews published from

»comen are always given by actresses,

authors, uplifters, suffragists, nr prom-

inent wires about to get divorces, or crimi-

nals who hare murdered their husbands.

The opinion of an old lady who /tarts her

hair in the middle and sews on the family

buttons and says her prayers, is usually

accounted of no importance when it comes

to the affairs of the nation.

Recently a file of Harper’s Weekly
beginning with the new management, teas

given to an elderly eountry-iroman living

in the South. She is not the leader of any

movement, not prominent in church work, not

much of a saint—-just a respectable sinner,

without the martyr instinct of her sex. which

is probably her only distinction. She was

asked by an enterprising reporter to give

her opinion of the Weekly, a request

the editors never would hare made. For,

while an editor will hold up the mirror to

public affairs, in every phase, it is not in

his nature to hold up a mirror before his

own performances.

The reporter who asked the opinion of

the old lady made a departure in his busi-

ness. which is likely to prove unsuccessful

and remain unpublished.

When she had finished reading the last

of three months' issues of the Weekly she

lifted her spectacles, made a dormer-window

arch of them on top of her head and said:

He is new wine in an old Imttle. that

editor. If he keeps on getting more into

it, something will happen. There is

too much of it—too much wine, I mean.

The Weekly is not for individuals,

but for peoples. It would be a good
thing if this nation could be called to-

gether every Saturday afternoon to listen

while the current issue is read aloud

through a megaphone. Come to think

of it, the reading should begin in the

forenoon, for if there were any Tammany
patriots, prudes or anti-viviseetionists

present, interruptions would follow, whirh

would consume time.

That is the limitation of the Weekly.
which one is not apt to discover by

reading only one issue. The editor deals

too niurh with tilings “by the la-*'

and from the national viewpoint. He
sees, not himself, nor any one of the

hundred problems which face the one

man or the one woman in living, but he

•I problem* ictt five a whole
I',-. ,ti dly .• > dly, and

lit i
v. This i •« compliment to the

-diUirs brnudth of vision. but it is n«*‘-

tluttering enough t" 'le ten cents cupi

ail who will Ini' m Weekly and read

it Take him wiv-. u and week out, tic

ii> erage man is far more conscious of

' a private individual than he is

h« hi, a citizen. Ji is only on election

das I.
. I- curls 1 s citizen tail over his

1
i •! <, levers his Democratic

horns, or his Republican horns or his

bull Moose antlers, and romps forth to

do or die or get drunk in the name of

the nation.

The editor will be obliged to do some-

thing about this. He is remarkably

right, it seems to me—better than that,

bravely right. No little two-by-four

self-respecting man is willing to sit down
and permit another man to cram the

whole nation with all its terrific problems

down his throat once a week, without

resenting the diet. If the editor would

consent to run one of Laura Jean Lib-

bev’s novels serially (or get some narrow,

stupid old saint to write a maudlin essay

on "Mother. Home and Heaven")
he would rest his readers without doing

them any harm.

The editorials an* wonderful. It is

a long time since Pericles, Herodotus,

Sophocles, Marcus Aurelius. Euripides,

all the ancients, except Jehovah, have
cast the grave and steady light of im-

movable intelligence upon modern af-

fairs. if they ever have been allowed to

do it. But they do in the Weekly, and
what is cpiotcd from them reads as if it

was written yesterday for us. The flavor

is delightful. It raises us to the dignity

of the ancients.

The editorial entitled
44What is a

Nation?” seems to me one- of the most
typical expressions of the new editor,

even if it is not the best. And he could

not Ilave given a better definition of a
nation if he had been “making a night”
of it with Socrates and Alrihindcs.

44A
nation is a state of mind. It is a spiritual

principle. ... A nation is composed of

the sacrifice which its people have made
and of those which they are willing to

make.”
If he should follow up this with one

entitled, "What is a Man?" he would
cast even more light upon a subject

where there is very little, and always has

been very little. The Scriptures do not

reveal him. neither does history, nor riots,

nor revolutions. They only tell what he

did, that day, that century'. God is

revealed to us by His everlasting works,

which stand unchanging, immutable from

age to age. But man is the mysterious,

incredible, unknown and unknowable
cpiantity in the puzzle of creation. I

reckon as good a definition of him as can
lie hail would lie a parody upon tliis one

the editor gives of a nation. He is a

state of mind. He is composed of the

sacrifices which he has made for others,

and those which he is willing to

It Is all, or nearly all, h* the way you
do a living. For example, other periodi-

cal* ’en-s* and distinction ir. this

country are favor of lh< Feminist

movement. Butt. . “mi\<* not attracted

thcatl'MitioTi > i.‘ 'i lu»- Ivceii I»k -isi upon
the Weekly. * point 1. this: the

a v- -rage journal has p-dhil off its d -*s

and tipped -otUy into line with tin • na.

merit. so as Hot to lu.ug down, at* n ,»ice,

too man-, popular 1 r
.. .aw i n their

-•‘i !*>' L *
* » * * t ' he WeDLT puts

on the wnoh* armor ot the movement,
mid some *-'trn trapping. l»eshi*». We
sbnll see what wo snail sr.*. The editor

' b 1

lie dicftTllfllt • I the old

mini wh 'aught ’

•
••• carting by the tail,

and wa im-r* ;ifter * cased by the said

yearli ig .i >•! a tr •••
• -bile In* • ailed for

some oin to "help '.in, let One

thing is certain, he is stirring up the
emotions of the wronger!, helpless and
suppressed woman in every walk of life.

And if he is not a very patient man, he
may get tired of the fuss they will make.
I look to sec a long line of martyred
women wringing their hands and sobbing
their way through fiction. The proces-

sion is already beginning.

I think if the editor errs at nil in his

policy for the Feminist movement, it Is

on the side of too much sympathy for

every kind of woman, good, had, or in-

different. He is not morally' wrong,

you understand. They are all equally

unfortunate. But ray belief is that too

much, too broad, asympathy Is enervating.

It brings too many tears to the eyes.

It does not stiffen the bockltouc enough.

Martyrs make good examples, provided

there are not too muiiy of them. But
they never did make a nation or build a
civilization. It. was the fellows who
refused to l»c martyred that founded this

great republic. Women are already

loo much inclined to get themselves

burned at the stake. They love martyr-

dom liecause they have never had the

chance to love liberty'. If anybody
sympathizes with them loo much, they

will just cry and cry, and do nothing

else but tell you all about what they have

suffered.

The paper entitled, "What Women
are After” is clear, so simply expressed

and at the same time so compre-

hensive a statement of the Feminist

movement, that even the women who are

"after it” will understand and applaud.

This is a compliment, for, barring a few

thousand women who really think, the

rest of us merely feel and suffer what We
have neither mental liberty nor intelli-

gence to think; and of the two kinds those

who feel are apt to do mast «>f the moving,

because there are more of us and more
emotion back of our effort to advance.

Emotion is the dynamo of every great

movement which the mere thinkers

construct.

The editor of IIarpek’k Weekly is

the author of one of the shrewdest and
most intelligent arguments in favor of

the new position of women in our civiliza-

tion, when lie points out that it will re-

sult in the saving of the boy babies, and.

therefore, in more men to offset the present

plurality of women. This over-supply

of women is a serious matter and is growing

more serious.

Th paper on "Unmarried Mothers”
s'-em.s to have raised a storm of protest.

There is nothing wrong with it, except

that the author made a mistake when he

im ! led the story of James' persistent

fail • to the inconstant, sin-dis-

eas se. It. affords the reader,

esp he be of the masculine gender,

an 'or attack—I say an excuse,

not .ment. For there is many
a June who took a husband as inconstant,

ns evilly : ll is this Louise, without knowing

it. Turn a'xiut is,—well it is not always

fair |>la> but, it’s “turn about.”

If the * • dor of the Weekly would in-

clud'* in his expositions of the Feminist

movement as an evolution of national

standi i |> «ud ideals an article, say, on
the 'bachelor Ballot,” we should have
some light upon the past, which is always
a help ;

• i "li we are about to at tempt n new
adventure in living. This country is,
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and has always been, governed by the

baehelor ballot. A man may be married

at the breakfast table. He may be a

devoted husband and father in his home,

he may be the most generous of bene-

dicts when he is paying his wife’s bills,

or even when he is dining out with her

somewhere; but let him swagger down
to the polls with his hands in his overall

pockets, or let him motor down, or let

him ride his old bareback mule from the

farm to the nearest voting precinct to

cast his ballot, anil the moment he gets

there, lie is a bachelor. He is not nearly

so much a husband or father as he is a

Democrat or Republican, or something

else just political. He puts forward his

candidate like a sport at a cockfight.

He forgets everything and everybody,

every issue involved, if it is not his own
pocket. He always has, and he always

will, so long us he is a bachelor unaccom-
panied by the reminding presence of his

women -kind.

We shall have new and astonishing

political corruption when women get

the ballot, but they will never forget

their children at the polls, because they

are mammals. They think always in the

terms of their young—even when they

are old maids with no children of their

own. You may wean a child, but it is

difficult to wean a mother. Every half-

starved, prim-faced little country school-

ma'am will vote for her forty children.

And you cannot offset a ballot like this

with tliat of the degraded white slave

woman or of any other corrupt woman.
There are not enough of them, even if

they voted four times, as Tim Sullivan’s

“repeaters’’ did. Most women ure

good.

My impression is that the thing the

editor was striving after was gaiety and
lightness, which is a necessary feature

of such a periodical. But it is hard for

an editor who has lived long in New
York to remember what gaiety is, much

less find an artist who can interpret it.

New York is not a gay place, You take

your pleasures there knowing exactly

what they are, what they mean, and what
you are paying for them— which neither

lightens the mind nor renders the spirit

joyful. The best you can do is to be

philosophical and analyze your emotions

as they rise? with the fumes of the dance.

Gaiety is another thing altogether. It

has in it the elements of innoceney. of

belief in something, the sweetness of

hopes turned to laughter before they

are turned to tears. Something like

that. I do not know how such effulgence

could he illustrated, hut I have seen it

many times, in villages, in this remote

valley where I live, in old-fashioned

homes—never in New York. That
place w horribly sophisticated, and gaiety

is not. The trouble with many of the

illustrations is not that they are master-

pieces of art as well as of interpretation

of ideas and conditions, but that they are

depressing. They are the only local color-

ing in the Wguxr, which is otherwise

splendidly national in its scope. New
York is not the place to see life. It is the

place where one sees life exhausted, hol-

lowed out, burned up.

One thing the Weekly lacks that will

be missed by those of its readers

who do not live in great cities, nor in

flats, nor on pavements, nor in subways
and shops. Tills is the Earth. And
the Earth is the greatest living character

in this world. She is doing more tlian

all the nations put together. And she

has never hail a “publicity bureau."

She is the one everlasting economist
who wastes nothing, who even makes a
fertility of the dead. She is beyond the

influence of politics or “windy doc-

trines.” She is neither Catholic nor

Protestant, neither Gentile nor Jew. She
is the patient mother of them all. To
leave her out of a big thing is to leave the

biggest thing out. Yet she does not

appear in the Weekly. There arc ar-

ticles on “Agriculture," on “Conserva-

tion,” a good deal about the “arithmetic”

of that passing thing on her surface,

“Civilization.” Occasionally there is

something about the “Country,” very

good in its way. Ia' Gallienne’a poem,
“Country Gods” is near-poetry. But
that word "country” is merely a pro-

vincial term which shows the limitation

of a city-bred man’s mind. It sustains

the same relation to the whole that a

handkerchief would, spread out upon the

grass—it doesn't cover much more of the

idea. There is not a hint in the Weekly
of the history which the sun writes day
by day in shadows upon the ground in the

forest. This is a mighty script, signifi-

cant, ages old and altogether good. There
arc, in the Weekly, no meadow spaces

unpeopled by the littleness of man; no
familiar hills—though I believe there is

a reference to the Grand Cafton, which

is a freak out of Nature with the “sublime
mildness” of the Earth.

But here again the editor faces a
difficulty. A great man who is also a

great poet, would In? required for this

business. And in this country', so over-

stocked with thinkers, economists and
mere writers, then* is scarcely one quali-

fied to interpret such Scriptures. How-
ever, if he could put one of his best men
on a strict diet ot Ossiau's poetry* and
keep him out of every city long enough,

he might get results worth while. In the

poetry of Ossian there is no mention of

God, men are mere symbols, small

striving, suffering, dying well, leaves

blown in the wind. But the great char-

acters are the Earth and the Sky. The
real dialogue is the wind, the rain, und
the weather. Men pass through that,

dim shapes, always falling. But the

dialogue keeps on. It is the only l»ook

I ever rend where the author had the

proper sense of pr«>portioii lietweeri the

lasting and the passing.

Mr. Brandeis and Investment Banking
To the Editor of Harper’s Weekly:
Sir:

We have noticed in the very forceful

articles which Mr. Brandeis is writing

for the Weekly a somewhat persistent

repetition of the term “investment

hanker,” ami what would almost seem
to be a special effort to link investment

bankers as a class with the various fi-

nancial and corporate evils which he is

discussing.

This is hardly fair to the conservative

and independent investment (tanking

houses of the country, to whom the term

“investment hanker” more particularly

applies than it does to the large financial

powers which Mr. Brandeis is reully criti-

cising. We could not object, of course, to

his criticising any particular investment

banking house as such, if it falls within

the field of his article, but we do object

to his linking “the investment banker”
as a class with the acts of the individual

he is discussing. Mr. Brandeis is too

intelligent a man not to realize the

unfairness of this attitude and its in-

justice, once the matter u called to his

attention.

The Investment Bankers’ Association

of America at its recent convention in

Chicago evidenced in many ways the

independence and conservatism of the

majority of its members. It is neither

partiul to the abuses that exist in the

financial world, nor opposed to construc-

tive reforms.

Its feeling is one of friendliness toward
those who are seeking genuine improve-

ments in our laws, as it believes the busi-

ness of its members rightly conducted

is a business of service, and a part of the

general welfare. It may not agree with

Mr. Brandeis as to methods, but its

ideals are those which he purports to

advance.

Though Mr. Brandeis is a lawyer, the

Association will not hold the legal pro-

fession responsible for his mistakes.

Very truly yours,

(Signedl Caldwell. Masslich & Reed,
General Counsel, Investment Bankers'

Association of America.

To the Editor of Hamper's Weekly:
Sir:

Noting a controvery between you and

Messrs. Caldwell. Mosslich Si Reed, as

detailed in this morning's Times, perhaps

the following statement may interest

you:

Last Spring, when I was working on

blue-sky legislation in 111%. V., I made a

very careful study of the wt proposed by

the Investment Banki s Association as

a model blue-sky law. Considerin| that

the intent of a blue-sky law is to protect

investors against the flotation of securi-

ties of little value, the act presented in

lichalf of the Investment Bankers’ Asso-

ciation was a remarkable document. It

extended practically no protection to

investors. The stale authority invested

with the alleged power of protection was
made nearly powerless, and os far as

I could see, the only result of such a law

would 1m* to deceive investors into the

notion that the state supervision guar-

anteed honest securities when, as a

matter of fact, there was no supervision

ami no guaranty. I prepared a bulletin

on the act at the time, but have no copy
nearer than Chicago; else I should send it

to you. In that bulletiu considerable

surprise was expressed that the gentle-

men who are supposedly most interested

in cultivating the market for honest

securities by restoring public confidence

in corporate securities should officially

put forwrj-d a hill of such a character.

In view of the statement of their counsel

that this Association is “neither parLial

to the abuses that exist in the financial

world not opposed to constructive re-

form,” this appears to be another ease

where actions merit greater attention

than words.

[Signedl Don>-'-. R. RicnDERG.
Director of legislative Uefermre. Bureau
Progressive National Sen ire. New York.



'Softly there came from across the table a whisper: ‘ Maskiin

A Beard and a Candlestick

"T ORI) of Abraham. IsaacundJacob—

”

I J Mrs. Snitkin began the prayer

which was to absolve the Subbath.

But she could go no further. The tears

which she kept back for twenty-four hours

now came welling from her eyes.

All week Mrs. Snitkin had been too busy

to cry. True, she had no one but herself

to support. Still, even the four dollars

which cmhraced her weekly expenses

were hard to eke out from her basket

of Sabbath-cuiidles and hodgepodge of

needles and hairpins which she was sell-

ing. From early morning until late into

the night she sat near one of the entrances

to Sewanl Park sizing up every passerby

and spying a probable customer for

blocks away. There was no time here

to indulge in the luxury of tears.

ON Fridays Mrs. Snitkin would dose

her day’s work at four o’clock, for

by that time every woman in the ghetto

had tanight her Sabbath-cundlcs. Hast-

ily she would pack -r basket and hurry

to her two rooc • • rear of a six-story

tenement in Street. In leas

than an hour hei hum*- ''ns trans-

formed into a castle .-<• tic Princess

Sabbath was welcomed a> hci guest for

twenty-four hours. The m.ijc *liich

transformed I in- humble dwelling, in i.

eyes of Mi" > ut an. was the fi e-

branched candle"! «:; which, during the

week, she kept »«•< urd.v locked in a chest.

The minute -be h;i overed the table with

a white clot)' t at the candlestick on

By ELIAS TOBENKIN

Illustrated by John Sloan

one end of it, the magic transformation

was consummated ami the bliss and
solemnity of the Sabbath was in the air.

While thus putting her house in order

for the Sabbath, Mrs. Snitkin would
invariably think over her life in the last

two years: and by the time she had
finished her work she would fed a strong

desire to weep for at least a quarter of

an hour. Invariably, however, the sun

would set just then. PrincessSabbath was
standing at the gate and the luxury had to

lie foregone. Hastily she would change her

workaday clothes, light the five candles

in the sparkling caudlestick, and. shielding

her eyes with her hands, she would say

the prayer which ushered in the Sabbath.

After the evening meal, when the I^ord

hud licen duly praised for his wisdom
in creating the world in six days and
making the seventh a day of rest. Mrs.

Snitkin would rend the Bible in her

Yiddish translation until the candles

burned out; and then she would retire

for the night. Saturday afternoon she

would chant the Song of Solomon in

honor of her guest—Princess Sabbath.

AT four oYlfx i however, when the
1 * Princ. m. d to Ik- losing her

gracious smii> and was getting ready to

I i' -t at sundoN'ii Mrs. Snitkin, too,

i I iH-i ome iiivni to have the time
|MU i id '<. H< r Sabbath
cheerful. - » i fulness rigidly de-

manded by i
' nd the Church of

Israel,would w is the sun was silik-

ing lower and lower on the horizon, would
change into an ever-deepening gloom.

VX7J1KN the last ray of the sun had
* ’ disappeared she would strain her

face against the window-pane, restlessly

searching the sky for stars. And when
she beheld three stars, she would wash
her hands and liegin to say the prayer

absolving the Sabbath.
“— Ixird of Israel," continued Mrs.

Snitkin after the first stream of tears

released her throat, "the holy Sabbath
is departing. Bless the coming week.

Ix*t it be a week of honor and glory to

thy people and let them earn their bread

in abundance. Amen."
And now Mrs. Snitkin could light the

gus. but she would not cut the thread

of her memories: and so she sat sobbing

softly until the twilight passed over into

deep, black night.

A knock at the door awoke her from her

reveries. Hastily she lit the gas.

“A happy week to you." came a soft,

dignified voice, as Mrs. Snitkin opened

the door and stood back amazed.

In the doorway stood a man who for

more than a year had lieen passing her

with a pusheurt several times a day. Yet
the man Ino! so different now, that

fun could hardly believe her

own • lb- ’-<>dy was no longer bent.

Hi' -I .i' is re erect, his head high.

In hi- s tl. re was not that hunted
look. » u shi had so frequently seen

in 1 "'n • n the policeman ordered him
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t° “move on." Now his gaxe was mild
and seemed removed from things earthly,

while his long gabardine and flowing

heard, liberally interwoven with silvery

hair, suggested something of the pa-

triarch, and called to mind shepherd

scenes from a distant past in the misty,

shrouded Orient.

The man likewise seemed somewhat
surprised, when he stood face to face

with Mrs. Snitkin; hut he continued in

the same even voice in which he had
greeted her:

"I just moved here last Tuesday,"
he said simply. “Coming from the syna-

gogue now I heard some one weeping

here, and I came in to find out, to
—

"

He looked at Mrs. Snitkin, on whose

face the tears had not yet dried, at the

room, as if he were searching for the cause

of her tears, and continued in a voice

which grew still softer, almost apologetic:

"I came to tell you that it is not proper

to usher in the new week with tears— It

is. to say the least, like tempting Uie

Lord. It shows little faith."

“Is it a sin?" Mrs. Snitkin asked,

holding up her hands in horror. “ A sin,

and I have been doing it for two years.

My God, forgive me!"
“For two years?” the man repeated

weighing his worth* carefully. “For two
years. You must have a great sorrow."

“Yes," she said, “a great sorrow, a

great sorrow—children."

“Children,” said the man, in a voice

which signified that he grasped the

meaning of her words, “yes, they are a
great sorrow—in America."

Mrs. Snitkin looked at him full of grati-

tude. For the first time in many years

she was understood and sympathized with.

She moved a chair In his direction.

“Children," the man repeated as he

seated himself near the table and sighed.

And tliat sigh of his told volumes to Mrs.

Snitkin.

Nervously, hastily, as if she were justi-

fying herself, clearing herself of some
painful charge, and at the same time

fearing that he might leave before he

heard her confession, Mrs. Snitkin began

to tell her story.

TT began with the death of her husband,
* five years ago. She remained alone

in the Hussion village—her children were

all in America. And they began to

clamor for her to come to them, to couic

here. Her oldest son was rich. She
would Ik* happy in his house and would

rejoice in his prosperity and good fortune,

he wrote. Still, she hesitated long.

America, she heard, was hard on the

religion of her fathers. She wrote so to

her son. He assured her she could wor-

ship her God here just the same as she did

there. There were synagogues here and
rabbis. The devil was not as black as

they painted him. She came.

“Govim" (gentiles) she said falteringly.

“Goyim, that is what they arc here. I

saw it from the first. But then I was
here. It could not l>e helped. So I

tried to do my own cooking, to live by
myself and not to look into their affairs.

And so things went for a year—two.

Then—then
—

"

A look strange, desperate, and at the

same time pitiful, came into her ryes.

For a moment she east, about as if in

search of words. Then, pointing to the

candlestick which stood on the table,

she gasped: “See this? It came to me
from my mother. She in turn got it from

her mother. And so it has come down
in the family, from mother to daughter
for three hundred years.

“There was a pogrom in our village

sometime before my husband diet!.

Everything we possessed was lost, burned
—we were robbed, plundered. But this,”

she clutched the candlestick in her hands,
“ this I saved. I threw pepper in the eyes

of the frantic mob, blinded them and
saved this.

“Then I come here—and my son re-

quests me not to put the candlestick on
the table Friday nights. The children,

he explained, were annoyed with questions

about this strange candlestick by their

playmates. It was a gentile neighbor-

hood, he said, and he did not want
to be conspicuous, to draw attention to

himself. If I wished, I could light my
candles in the bedroom—Sabbath-can-
dles in a bedroom!”
Of course Mrs. Snitkin left her son’s

house. She rented these two rooms here

and had since been making her livelihood

selling Sabbath-candles in the street.

AS Mrs. Snitkin's words died away and
she looked ut the man who sat oppo-

site her. she read a strange pathos in his

eyes. Was it pity for her or was the man
remembering a great sorrow of his own?
He evidently understood the meaning
of her searching gaze, for he rose suddenly

and bidding her go<id night, left the room.
The next day. however, os he |>ossed

Mrs. Snitkin on Hester Street, he stopped

his pushcart and talked to her for a few

minutes. The following day he did the

same. And on the third day he stationed

his cart alongside of Mrs. Snitkiu’s stand,

and for more than an hour he stood there,

talking to her earnestly, thoughtfully.

That Friday. Mrs. Snitkin went home
an hour earlier than usual. Just why
she did this, she did not exactly know.
Neither did she know why she took such

pains to make the candlestick sparkle

uud glitter as if it were the eve of the

Passover or of the New Year, and not of

an ordinary Sabbath. When, finally, she

lighted the candles. Mrs. Snitkin, for the

first time in those two lonely years, did

not experience a desire to weep.

After the evening meal she took the

Bible, as usual, and In-guti to read aloud

in the peculiar singsong of the synagogue.

Just then then* was a faint tapping on
the door. Mr. Hatoff this was the name
of the pushcart man—entered. His dress,

his ap|H‘arancc. was even more dignified

now than it was on the previous Satur-

day night, but his step seemed more
uncertain ami strained. He hesitated for

an instant on the threshold, as if he were
abashed at his being there. When he
was finally seated near the table, Mrs.

Snitkin poured tea. He drunk, and
praised it with the air of a man who knows
all almut tea. the fine distinctions in color,

flavor, taste, and price.

The snatches of conversation were fol-

lowed by moments of embarrassing silence.

“You spoke of children," Hatoff sud-

denly liegan. as if he were resuming a

conversation which had just been broken
off. “I, too, have children here, in New
York. They arc rich and—I have noth-

ing against them; hut I, too, find it more
to my liking to live here in a little room to

earn my own bread and to be left alone.”

"V^OITR children,” Mr. Hatoff went
* on. os if somethin? within him was

compelling him to speak, “ object*- - o
your caudlestick. Mine obj*»,<*>! *

: ty

beard.”

“Beard?" Mrs. Sdcmi*

“How could they? *h a beard!”

And she gazed fondly i
“cee reuses

which framed Mr. Hu * ive

1914

him such an air of distinction, made his

face so reminiscent of the rabbis, and
prophets, and priests of old.

"Trim it, that is what my son wanted
me to do,” continued Mr. Hatoff with a
sad irony in his voice. “For thirty-five

years my beard had never seen a pair of

shears or a razor, and now he would have
me—trim it.”

A look of indignation flitted across his

fan- for a moment, but lie continued with-

out bitterness, without hate, though with

extreme sadness.

“The history of the Jews can be fairly

read in their licard-s. The Amalckites,

Spain, and Torquemadn, could not make
us forsake our God, our Torah; but here,

in the land of freedom, where each one
may worship as he please*, my son would
have me trim mv beard, because he lives

uptown and wants to be like his next-door

neighbor."

He chuckled softly at the folly of it all.

and. with a voice which rang with a sort

of pity for his son, his weakling son, who
feared his next-door neighbor more than
he did the Lord, he added: “I have
nothing against him. Nothing at all.

Let him go his way. I will go my way.
I am stilt able to earn my bread—what
more do I want?"
“Who would have believed six years

ago,” she sighed, more to herself, "that we
will end our declining years in America,
in such misery? Whoever expected such
a dreary, hofteless old age, in a land which
has no use for tilt- old and the feeble?”

As she spoke Mr. Hatoff gazed at the

caudles. They were burning rapidly now,
for more than two-thirds of each candle
was already gone. In twenty minutes, he
figured the house would be dark. It was
Sabbath and you could not strike a match
to light the gas. He would have to leave.

And he felt that lie could not leave in

litis way--he came there with a purpose.

The last words of Mrs. Snitkin kindled

an idea in his mind which lighted up his

way for him, as it were, pointed out the
course of procedure. “No," he said, before

she had finished her sentence, “even here

old age is not always hopeless, at least it

need not Ik* hopeless—not in all cases.

“This afternoon I saw the housekeeper

hang out a sign that there is a three-room

flat vat-ant on the floor above this one—an
excellent opportunity for some one."

"Yes," said Mrs. Snitkin, fixing her

eyes upon the empty tea glass which
stood in front of her, "an opportunity,

an opportunity.”

Two of the five candles had com-
pletely melted away, but their fires were
still glimmering as if trying to live, to

bum a minute longer. Three feet away
the darkness was thickening.

All the words Hatoff could think of

in Yiddish seemed too common. They
seemed lacking in dignity for the occasion.

If he were a boy and she a young girl, it

would Ik- different; those words would In-

appropriate. As it was they seemed too

trivial. Finally he lighted ii|K»n the word,

the proper word. It was in Hebrew, the

ancient Hebrew of the prophets.

“Maskim?" (agreeable) he asked.

“Maskim?"
Softly, tenderly, there came from across

the table a whisper: “Maskim."
Two more candles had by this time

flickered their last. The fifth one was
reduced to a blue flame which was dancing
on top of a little pool of molten tallow. In

the trembling light Mr. Hatoff perceived

thecycsof M rs. Snitkin. They were full of

tears. But he did not rebuke her, for from
his own eyes likewise two tears escaped

and hid in the long tresses of hi* beard.



Where Is Your Daughter

This Afternoon?

J
UST what is afternoon tea? Do you
picture it, oh. New York mother, as

a peaceful gathering overa silver pot

and steaming cup, chats at Sherry's, chat-

ter at the Plaza? Daughter has told you
repeatedly, “And then we had afternoon

tea." Have you inquired further? Are

you sure that she is not heing drawn into

the whirling vortex of the afternoon

"trots” that spangle the city with bright,

fulsc-night lights from “the Thirty*” to

"the Sixty*.” It is well to be very sure

where this important function of “tea”
takes place. The older generations, se-

cure in the idea of a decade ago that day-

light means security, do not dream that

the miasma of the evil night has risen, with

its fata mortjaita of electric corruscations

and its poison of ulcoholic indulgence, and
trespassed upon the safe and protected

hours. Let them inform themselves, and
quickly. Let them go from four till seven,

and see the young girls, many of them ob-

viously of breeding and refinement, who.

cheek by jowl with professionals whose
repute is not even doubtful, are footing it

guilv, and learning the insidious habit of

the early cocktail— girls who. thirsty

after a prolonged dance, feel self-conscious

and ashamed to ask for a glass of water

(rickeys and pale pink, innocent looking

gin beverages become the “thirst quench-

ers”) ; and when, frightened by the lateness

of the hour, she must hurry home to ex-

plain "that they went to tea with Eleanor

and Gwendolin after the matinee.” She
sealds her throat with hot coffee or gulps a

hasty mint in fear of detection of alcoholic

fumes. Nor is this unhealthy atmos-

phere and the drinking habit thus easily

and early formed the only or the worst

danger. The careless forming of undesir-

able acquaintances, the breaking down of

harriers of necessary caution, make for

carelessness in after life, recklessness of

demeanor and action, which is thegreatest

security of the girl’s habitual environ-

ment, develops a laxity of moral respon-

sibility and a state of mind tliat is corrup-

tive ami vitiating to the last degree.

T^HE evil influence is inevitable. The
1 very air of these places is heavy with

unleashed passions. No mother or father

would for one moment permit a daugh-
ter the run of dance-halls at night—cer-

tainly not unchaperoned—even with boys

and girls of her own set. If by chance

they should attend such a performance

after a theater party, the parents would

regard it in the light of "slumming."
They do not dream that these very boy*

By ETHEL WATTS MUMFOKD

and girls are frequenting these self-same

places tinder cover of "Afternoon tea";

that these "trots" are in no way modified

from the night's performance, except,

perhaps, for the elimination of paid per-

formers, who in nine eases out of ten. are

more decent and self-respecting in their

dancing than the “guests” who throng

the floor. Young girls—little debu-
tantes who think it exciting and funny to

see their unfortunate sisters hawking the

wares of their miserable trade rush

blindly into the environment of life's

ugliest phase, and without realizing it

themselves, take on its garish color. All

youth is chamcIcon-likc. Environment

acts quickly on sensibility, fresh and new.

Youth has had no time to see results in

life. It can judge only by its quick emo-
tions, the appeal of glumour, the excite-

ment of sensations. Youth will always

answer to the call of the flesh, as is nutural

and right; but from its very inexperience

of the inexorable logic of life it will answer
to the call of all that is wasteful of energy

and destructive of ideals with blind en-

thusiasm.

T ET Youth have its fling — but not

where it will be soiled and des|>oilcd.

There is the thi danxant that is decent.

There are a few places where young people

may go and dance with impunity and at

least quasi-respectability. Perhaps Mother
or Auntie has been to one of these, and see-

ing it innocuous, if somewhat of an inno-

vation. has given a grudging permission to

return. Waltzing has given way to the

tango. Why not afternoon "trots” after

all?

But from these afternoon teas the next

step is to the more advertised, more se-

ductive places—places morodifficult of ac-

cess, atop of some restaurant,cordoned by
waitera.crowded with softly lighted tables.

As the dinner hour approaches, it is not

an uncommon thing to see young girls

dizzily endeavoring to right themselves,

to “pull themselves together." vaguely

realizing tliat something must be done to

still suspicion at home, while an anxious

escort suggests a quick taxi spin around

the park as a steadier. “My maid will

fix me up all right. Mother’s going out to

dinner somewhere else.” That remark,

overheard literally in the elevator of one
of these restau ratit-dance- halls, tells the

whole story. There is a menacing condi-

tion present that parents must look into.

Daylight privileges — afternoons at

matinee or afternoon teas— let guard-

ians l>e very sure that the use of these

hours is as innocent as it should be. Go.
see for yourselves -you who have reason

to desire to know—what traps the city is

laying for young, unwary feet. These
places are not hard to find. A very little

questioning will reveal their whereabouts,
and a very short visit will reveal their

nature. They are only too accessible, in

the heart of the most frequented dis-

tricts, near the theaters and shops, not far

from the best hotels. Go and be con-

vinced. The whole dance-mad town has

seemingly remained blind to the ever in-

creasing incursion of the daughters of good
families into the Tenderloin realm. The
tango mania has been the cause of an
amused shrug or two. Parents have not

realized that the dance* halls have hailed

the innovation of the thfdunsant with de-

light.und that with wide-throwndoors.they

are liiringyoung girls into a worse environ-

ment than these same blind parents would
dream could ever reach their little girls.

Young men who urge their girl friends to

attend such dances are to blame. They
are to blame if they consent to take young
girls, even when the foolish virgins them-
selves want to go. Many a lad excuses

his presence at an afternoon dance-hall,

with girls of his own class, with the time-

worn phrase: “She'd heard about it, and
wanted to go, and so of course I took

her.” Perfectly true, no doubt, but no
excuse nevertheless.

The Matinee Girl, with her soda and
caramels, her romantic “smile" on the

leading man, whose photograph she hides

in her bureau drawer, and to whom, in a
fit of ecstatic admiration, she indites

poetic epistles, is a being metamorphosed
into—what?

^0 and see for yourselves. A word to

the wise is sufficient; but how many
words must one use to convince the un-

wise that they may awake to their

folly? Forget your “bridge” for one
moment, my dear madam, and, kind

sir, curtail that contented before-din-

ner-hour at the club. There is some-
thing important for you to learn—

a

phase of the day that you should in-

vestigate. Pray also, that when you
go you do not find the children of

your friends, or your own nearest ami
dearest, amid the fumes of the cup tliat

inebriates but does not cheer.

There are May dances and merry
dances, Christmas dances. There are

also Ararrentanizen—“the dance of fools"

—and perhaps you’ve forgotten — the

Dance of Death.
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Inquiries trill be answered as soon as
•possible , but considerable time is often

required to secure reliable informalion.

This magazine does not hate the facilities

to assist in raising capital for even worthy

enterprises.

THE great problem of investment

is to bring the supplicant tor,

and the owner of, capital together.

So varied are the forms which investment

securities take that somewhere there must
be the exactly suitable security for every

man's need.

With this idea in mind it may lie

worth while to direct attention to the in-

creasing output of state bonds, which as

a Hass have l>ecn little known until re-

cently, except in certain lamentable and
disastrous periods of our country's earlier

history.

Every beginner in American history

or political science knows that to our

states adhere the rights of a sovereign.

A thorough and at all lengthy discussion

of state bonds would of necessity go back

to the days of Alexander Hamilton.

Thomas Jefferson, and the great deci-

sions of our most renowned Chief Justice.

Hut it Is enough here to say that with

sovereignty held by the states the value

of state bonds depends os a general

principle solely upon the will and good

faith of the sovereign, winch is the

people.

An Ugly History

r
I'HERE have been two great periods
1

of default and repudiation of Ameri-

can state bonds. In the thirties the

northern states lent their credit to banks

and railroads, and when panic ami ex-

treme depression came there were not the

funds at hand to meet their obligations.

After the Civil War. and during the

Reconstruction Period, the southern

states issued bonds to the amount of

perhaps $300,000,000, which were de-

faulted or repudiated. Both of these

investment holocausts were due to

extreme material impoverishment. There
would have t>cen no such disgraceful

chapters if material resources had been
large. Only because the burden of debt

had become distressing did the easy-

going and ruined planters fail to pay
their obligations.

There is an English body of inves-

tors known as the Corporation of

Foreign Bondholders, which follows the

southern states like a Nemesis and
gradually compels them to arbitrate and
settle, this being accomplished by con-

tinual publicity and opposition to new
bond issues, there being, of course, no
legal redress.

No dispassionate observer can fail to

sympathize with the southern states.

Confederate bonds and the obligations of

its member states, naturally were worth-

less. and English investors hod to swallow

the losses of war. But the Englishmen

could not and cannot sec why the bonds
of carpet Itag governments which fol-

lowed the war should not be paid. Well,

the assessed value of property in the south

fell from four to two billions of dollars

from I860 to 1870. Leaving aside the

fact that the carpet bag governments
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which created these bonds did not repre-

sent the south, and suppressing all the

strong moral and sentimental factors

that made the southerners reluctant to

pay these debts, the simple fact is that

tin* south did not have the resources

to pay.

A New Era In State Debts

T)UT the South is paying up. and its

* * maturing indebtedness is being con-

solidated and funded. Louisiana re-

cently sold to a group of the most re-

liable New York investment hankers

$10,001,500 of its I Kinds, which were

offered in turn to individual investors to

yield 4.55 per cent. The Corporation of

Foreign Bondholders objected to the

ruling of the Attorney-General of New
York that these bonds were legal for

savings hank investment, on the ground
that Louisiana had never paid off a

small issue of “baby" bonds, $5 certifi-

cates issued some forty years ago and
bearing the likeness of a little girl of those

days. These were the only unpaid

obligations of Louisiana, and the Attor-

ney-General of New York ruled that they
were not, strictly speaking, debts of the

state as they had been specifically

secured by unpaid taxes.

But enough of history. These new
Louisiana bonds are surely safe

enough. Not only do they mature
serially year by year until 1664, a new and
wholly commendable principle as applied

to state finances, but the state consti-

tution has been so amended that the

authorities must always see to it that

each year enough taxes are levied to

pay off the Ixmds which come due that

year. Only in case the value of all the

property in Louisiana falls so low that the

people rebel against, taxation will the

bonds be endangered.

More than fifteen Commonwealths have
no bonds, including Pennsylvania, with

its six billions of assessed property. New
Jersey. Ohio. Michigan, Illinois, and Iowa.

These and other states have not had to

resort to debt because there are so many
other sources of income open to a state,

such as incorporation taxes, gross earnings

tax on corporations, inheritance taxes,

stock transfer taxes, secured debt record-

ing taxes, and many other forms of re-

munerative taxation. And yet the credit

of Massachusetts and New York, lias no
superior although these commonwealths
have the largest bonded debt. The assets

behind state bonds arc intangible, but

are highly sensitive to the tangible as-

sets. As long os the people will it,

state bonds are secured by the taxing

power over all the property in the

state.

MEW YORK had no bonds in 1893.^ In September, 1913, there were

$108,255,660, mainly issued for highway
and canal improvement. But the as-

sessed value of property in New York is

at least twelve billions of dollars, and in

some years the state has so much income

from other sources that it does not

need to tax this property at all to pay
the interest on its bonds. In 1918 it

taxed each dollar only iVWAr of a

mill.

Opportunity Awaits

/""AN Wednesday next New York will

sell $51,000,000 of 4)4 per cent,

bonds in amounts of $100 and multiples

thereof. Up to 1910 most of its bonds
bore only 3 per cent, interest. Then, as

investors the world over demanded more,

the rate went up to 4 per cent., ami now
for the first time it is 4)4 per cent. Louis-

iana tried at first to sell 4s, but there

were bids for only $102,000 out of $11,-

000,000,so upwent the rate to4)4percent.
No one can tell at this writing what

price the New York 4)4* will bring, but
if it is around 104,105 or 106, as now seems

likely, the conservative investor will do
well to buy them.
There are certain facts about these and

all other state txmds which are not

widely enough known. All state bonds
are exempt from the federal income tax.

The owner does not even have to men-
tion them in his return to the Internal

Revenue Collector. State bonds are

nearly always free from state and local

taxes in the commonwealth in which
they are issued. This is of course true of

the New York 4)4*. Local taxes often

amount to 1.82, so that if the bonds
can be had to yield say 4.20 per cent.,

their real yield, if we allow for federal

income and local taxes, is 7 per cent. Of
course there are not many persons taxed

as fully as this, hut the illustration,

while extreme. Is wholly valid.

Or take the Connecticut 4s. These
may be had only in $1000 denominations

and multiples thereof. They return

slightly leas than 4 per cent., but are free

from all taxes, federal and local, when
held by residents of Connecticut. The
state has only $11,064,000 bonds, but

there Is taxable property of $1,300,000,000

in addition to railroads, street railroads,

banks, insurance companies and trust

companies.

California highway 4s may be had to

return 4.30 |>er cent., and there are the

Maryland 4s to be had in $100 amounts,

which also Is true of the New York and
Louisiana 4)4*. If one believes that

Canada is rich let him buy Province of

Alberta 4)4* to yield 5 per cent. The
proceeds of these bonds go largely to build

a telephone system and grain elevators

which are self-sustaining.

f
|
'HE Province has property of its own

1
of $113,705,363 and a debt of but

$10,000,000. Thus it Is able to pay in-

terest on its bonds without any resort to

taxation, and has never levied a direct tax.

The issue of state bonds is sure to

increase as the policy of internal improve-

ments spreads. Massachusetts builds

highways, makes harbor and river im-

provements. and constructs great park

systems and water works. New York
constructs barge canals and highways.

As time goes on Western states will build

more and more highways and will proba-

bly bond themselves.

It is possible the states might issue

too many bonds, but their good faith is not

in question, and the only other cause of

default and repudiation in the past, the

extreme impoverishment of the people

of the state, is surely no longer to be

feared.
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Last Days oftheBig Bargain
Our Low Tariff Sale is drawing to a rapid close.

The supply is growing smaller every day. While
the stock lasts, we are able to offer

A Beautiful Imported Set of For Only

Victor Hugo’s $100
Romances 1
Bound in Red and Cold

Duotone Illustrations
3000 Page* Printed from New

Plates on Bible Finish Paper

These are, beyond doubt, the Greatest
Romances Ever Written. They portray
the tragedy and comedy of life at its

darkest and brightest, and the human
passions at their worst and best.

They tower above all other books like a
mighty mountain over the foothills.

And Remember Thit

:

You get just as much en-
joyment reading this edition as you would from a
set that would cost you many times a dollar.

THIS RARE BARGAIN
is essentially

A Prize to the Prompt
Send Your Order Today

McCLURE’S MAGAZINE
251 Fourth Avenue New York City, N. Y.

Not necessary to u*e tkis coupon if you mention Harper’s Weekly

McCLURE'S MAGAZINE
2S1 Fourth Are-. New York.

Eadoosd ind SI .00 (or SI .30) lor which pie*, wed .
Husn'l Rcbuoco. m 5 Volume*.

ONE HOUR OF HUGO, AND YOUR SMALL INVESTMENT IS RE-PAID

A Ballad of Dead

Girls

By F. DANA BURNET

SCARCE had they brought the bodies^ down
Across the withered floor.

Than Max Rogusky thundered at

The District Leader’s door.

Scarce had thcwliitc-lippcd mothers come
To search the fearful noon.

Than little Max stood shivering

In Tom McTodd’s saloon!

In Tom McTodd's saloon he stood.

Beside the silver bar.

Where any honest lad may stand,

And sell his vote at par.

“Ten years I’ve paid the System’s tax.”

The words fell, quivering, raw

;

“And now I want the thing I bought

—

Protection from the law!"

The Leader smiled a twisted smile:

“Your doors were locked,” he said.

“You’ve overstepped the limit. Max

—

A hundred women. . . . dead!”

Then Max Rogoskv gripped the bar

And shivered where he stood.

"You listen now to me.” he eried,

“Like business fellers should!

“I’ve paid for all my hundred dead.

I’ve paid. I’ve paid. I’ve paid. ...”
His ragged laughter rang, and died

—

For he was sore afraid.

“I've paid for wooden hall and stair.

I’ve paid to strain my floors,

I’ve paid for rotten fire-escapes.

For all my bolted doors.

"Your fat inspectors came and came

—

I crossed their hands with gold.

And now I want the thing I bought.

The thing the System sold.”

The District Leader filled a glass

With whiskey from the bar

(The little Silver Counter where

He bought men’s souls at par).

And well lie knew that he must give

The tiling that he had sold.

Else men should doubt the System’s

word.

Keep back the System’s gold.

The whiskey burned beneath his tongue:

"A hundred women dead!

I guess the Boss can fix it up.

Go home—and hide," he said.

All day they brought the bodies down
From Max Rogosky's place

—

Anil oh, the fearful touch of flame

On hand and breast and face!

All day the white-lipped mothers came
To search the sheeted dead;

And Horror strode the blackened walls,

Where Death had walked in red.

But Max Rogosky did not weep.

(He knew that tears were vain)

He paid the System’s price, and lived

To lock Ills doors again.



Baseball and the Theater
By EDWIN DAVIES SCHOONMAKEK

THE trouble is that the national

theater has not l>een defined. In

spite of all the discussion we have

had the public mind is still confused with

regard to what constitutes a national

theater. And in this particular the

leaders of the various movements looking

to the betterment of the situation are

themselves not agreed. We find one
group that thinks a national theater

is a training school for actors; another,

that it is a free stage for our young play-

wrights who have had no chance under

the present system; a third maintains
that it is a sort of theater-extension affair,

the object of which is to give the public

better plays and also to educate that

public up to an appreciation of them.

There are those indeed who seem to have
concluded that a national theater is a

building.

One thing is sure: the plan must not be
evolved from the brains of the few with

the ex|>ectation that it will meet the needs

of the many. This is the mistake we
have made in the building of our govern-

ment and industrial systems. Let us

learn from these and start right. It

is a waste of energy to go on and huild

upon aristocratic lines and then, a cen-

tury later, when some Lincoln arises,

have it all to go over and reconstruct.

In the case of our government, there

was some excuse for this mistake. At
the time of its founding there was no in-

stitution that had been built by the

American people to which the builders

of our government could look as a model.

They were obliged to rely upon their

own conceptions of what a free govern-

ment should tie and to square these, when
thought advisable, by the experience of

European governments. But to build

our theater in this way is unnecessary

and would be the height of folly. For we
have today at least one institution that

has been wholly built by our people,

democratic to the last degree, and vibrant

with that peculiar enthusiasm which all

the world recognizes as characteristically

American. I refer to our institution of

baseball.

TAM perfectly aware that the suggestion
* that we take this "creature of the

mob” as a model for our national theater

will bring out a sneer from those who look

upon the drama as an art form belonging

to the upper classes, created for their

particular enjoyment, and whose destiny

therefore is to be determined by them-
selves. And unfortunately the movement
toward a national theater has been chiefly

in the hands of just such men.

But in spite of these sneers let us go
back to the only institution we have
built with which we seem to be perfectly

satisfied, the only one which seems to

have met the needs of our uutional life.

State, Church, our schools, our industrial

system, our theater—all these have been
attacked on every side. But no one has

found fault with our baseball. That
aloue has escaped the pull of the muck-
rakers. And with good reason, for this

is the only institution in which our joy

of life finds expression, the explanation

of course bring tliat it is the only free,

living, nation-aide offspring of the

American democracy.

It is evident, therefore, that if our

national theater is to express the life

of the people to the full, it must be built

up in the same way and after the same
plan which we have unconsciously fol-

lowed in the development of our great

national game. To one who has seriously

considered this matter, it is as plain as

day that those points in which our

present theater has failed most conspic-

uously are the very points in which

it has diverged .furthest from the

natural lines along which baseball lias

developed.

T ET us make a detailed comparison

between these two institutions, theone
a tremendous national success, the other

almost as tremendous a national failure,

and see if the above statement is not true.

I indict the present theater as a failure

(first) from the viewpoint of the play-

wright; (second) from the viewpoint of

the actor; (third) from the viewpoint

of the general public.

Has it failed from the viewpoint of the

playwright?

XT0 one who has even the slightest ac-
1 ^ quaintance with our theater will claim

that it affords anything tike a national

expression for our drama. Constituted

as it is, it is impossible that it should.

No institution held as tightly in the

hands of a few men as our theater is held

could in the nature of things afford au
outlet for the passions and aspirations of

millions. It is utterly futile for a nation

to go on seeking to voice its vast and
stirring heart in plays, if a few men
are to have it in their power to close

the gate to all except such as fall in

with their tastes and their intelligence.

To allow this shackling of the nation's

mind is just as absurd and unrepresenta-

tive of American democracy as it would
Ik* to allow a few men to say what part

of all the legislation which the people

demand should bo enacted into laws. We
are applying the recall to our law-makers

and our judges. It is high time we were

applying it to our theater-managers, in-

deed to the whole theater system. For

under this monstrous system nine-

tenths, or more, nearly ninety-nine one-

hundredths, of the dramatic expression

of the nation, is being left to rot in the

fields to make soil for some indefinite

Golden Age. In matters industrial we
are (lending heaven and earth to utilize

our waste products. But what a stu-

pendous waste product is here! If the

present theater were in actual touch

with the people, this condition of things

would not l>e tolerated for a moment.
Imagine, if you can, a system that would
make it necessary for the nation's farmers

to ship their crops to New York, or for the

manufacturers of the nation's shoes and
clothes to send their output to New
York, the fate of these vast products to

Ik- left in the hands of a few men ! Would
there Ik* any hesitation in pronouncing

such a system a failure?

Has it failed from the viewpoint of the

actor?

TT is tragic to contemplate this one
1 great gate of the theater piled up to

choking with plays, many of which are

never even read: and that other gate

crowded with actors seeking, and seeking

in vain, for parts to play. They are so

near to each other, these unfortunates.

these actors who are seeking their plays

and these plays that are seeking their

actors! And yet they are hopelessly

kept apart by the theater group that

keeps permanently in New York an
immense over-supply of trained actors

who, under proper conditions, would very

readily find employment elsewhere. And
the trained actors, be it remembered,
represent probably not one-hundredth
part of the dramatic talent of the nation.

Every one has personal friends and
acquainlances whose life-long ambition
it lias been to get on the stage. Given
un actual national theater, and there is

not one of these but would have his

chance. Here Is another great national

an.set, of the greatest cultural imjiortance,

that is going to waste. It is impossible to

characterize a system which permits of

such waste by any other term than a
failure.

Is it a failure from the viewpoint of

the general public?

Wien we stop to think, as we seldom
do, tliat the dramatic instinct is quite

os old in the race as the religious one, we are
amazed to see how inadequate an equip-

ment there is for furnishing an outlet for

this instinct. Go into any small town
and see how tnauv churches you will find.

Observe, too, the methods that have been
employed to foster the religious interest.

Then look at this other racial instinct in

the small towns and see how it has been
neglected. At most, one small theater

is all we ever find, and this too, like the
great system of which it is a part, abso-

lutely cut off from the people so far as

offering any channel to their creative

impulse. Plays are brought in from
the outside; they are never drawn out of

the people themselves. And with the

larger towns and cities it is relatively

the same. The whole system Ls based
upon that false idea, which has for so

long dominated our educational system
also, that education consists in stuffing

rattier than in developing. It ui we who
have failed; we who have left to the

exploitation of private enterprise a great

racial instinct whose development ought
without further delay to be taken over
and made, along with music and manual
training, an important part of our educa-

tional system.

TT is self-evident, therefore, that our
* national theater must Ik* something
more than a building, something more
than a training school for actors, some-

thing more than a free stage for our

playwrights, something more even than

a theater-extension for the elevation of

the theater-goer. It must be all of these

and more. It must lie to our higher

life wluit baseball is to our lower. Un-
shackled by any central organization arbi-

trarily controlling the whole system, from

top to bottom—the curse of the present

theater—it must allow and encourage a

free and full expression of the dramatic

instinct of the whole nation. This pro-

vided, better actors and (letter plays

and better taste in things dramatic will

come of themselves, just as improvement
always comes with better education.

Going back now to the couqiarisons

we were making between our provincial

theater and our national game of base-

ball, with a view to finding the secret of

the success of the latter, just as we
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found the secret of the failure of the

former, let us consider them in their

respective relations to those taking part

in them—the players. We are at once

struck by the fact that while there are

always vast numbers of unemployed
actors, one seldom hears of Uie unem-
ployed in baseball. The latter has an

almost miraculous way of absorbing its

talent. Every city, every town, every

village, almost ever.- crossroads, has its

one or more bascliall teams. Think of

the thousands of boys and men to whom
this gives not only recreation but em-

ployment. Think, too. what a wonder-

fully free outlet it affords for baseball

talent, great and small. Emm his

earliest years, in any part of the country,

the lioy with a liking for baseball has a

chance to try himself out and, if he

makes good and cares to become a pro-

fessional player, he can pass, by a natural

process of growth, to the best league

in the nation. If not. he eontentedly

finds his place in the business world.

Compared to this magnificent system of

discovering and utilizing all the talent

of the nation, how utterly inadequate and
out of dute is the present theater! Is it

any wonder that the former has a wav
of renewing itself, and of never falling

from its high standard? And is it any
wonder, on the other hand, that every

now and then the cry goes up that we
have no actors?

HPHERE is. of course, in baseball, no
1

part corresponding to.that taken by
the playwright in the theater system.

But once a national theater is built

along the lines of our national game, the

playwright will fall naturally into his

place and find room for his talent, just

as the actor will find room for his.

All the dramatic talent of a town would
come at once to the surface, an/1 all those

plays which now lie congested in New
York would liave their chance to Ik* tried

out in the home town. And just as the

actor, who proves himself, would pass on
to larger towns and cities, so with the

play. It, too. would pass to larger

places and would probably lie taken up
by traveling companies. The present sys-

tem of allowing a few readers, crusted

with professionalism and grown stale

in the business, to pass upon the entire

output of the nation's plays Is, to say the

least, hardly in keeping with the spirit

of the times. Imagine our architects,

or our doctors or our business men, toler-

ating such a system! Hut with a national

theater, democratic as Itaseball is demo-
cratic. and with an organization modeled
broadly after that of our national game,
it is inconceivable that an American
drama should not come forth comparable
in every way to the greatest ofour achieve-
ments in other lines.

And now how would such a national

theater affect the general public?

It would at once give that interest

in the theater which a feeling of owner-

ship always gives to a people—such a

feeling, for instance, as the American

people now have in their government os

compared to that of people living under

an aristocratic system. Or, to bring it

back to the game again, it would arouse

the same enthusiasm in the drama as we
now set? in Imum-ball. The shouts that

go up from the bleachers all over the

country, great and small, spring from the

instinctive feeling that the game is the

people’s own. Likewise, the apathy of

the public toward the theater is due

very largely to the conviction, equally

well founded, that the theater is not

the people’s own. We cannot expect the

public to shout over a private enterprise.

To intimate tlual this lack of interest in

the theater is due to a dying out of the

dramatic instinct, which is almost as old

as life itself, is too absurd to merit consid-

eration. There is a wide, unbridged

chasm between the player on the stage

and the man in the scab), a chasm which

does not exist lietween the baseball

player and the man on the bleachers.

The reason, of course, is that the men who
fill the bleachers have themselves played

the game and know it from top to bot-

tom, whereas in the other case the audi-

ence is at the disadvantage of being un-

familiar with the game. For it Is a

game they have never played. We hear

a great deal alxiut the .stupidity of the

theater-goer and the hopelessness of the

mass who never go. But what of the

stupidity of a system that goes on build-

ing theaters and takes care that they sliall

be up to date in everv respect and yet

does not take the trouble to see that the

only way to secure a permanent and in-

creasing public for the theater is to give

the public a part in the theater—an inti-

mate acquaintance with all its details?

There is not the least doubt, with the

opportunity which the theater has in

America, that such a public could be
secured. But it is utter folly to suppose

that this can be done by the outworn
trick of “booming" plays. There comes
a time when words cease to have any
meaning. That “you can do anything by
advertising" is in a sense true. But it

Is equally true that you cannot go on
doing it forever, as our present theater

managers .seem to think. Probably a

new era will have to come before it will be
seen that the only way in which a perma-
nent and ever-growing public for the

theater can be absolutely assured is by
allowing and encouraging a free and wide
growth of the dramatic instinct, not only

by providing plays for the people to

see but by getting the people to write, pro-

duce, and take part in their own plays.

0 ESTIN’G, as our national theater
1 should rest, upon the broad founda-

tion of education, it Is in our public schools

that the first .stones of this institution

should Ik* laid. The dramatic educa-

tion of the people should be begun
as early as their baseball education

Is begun. Every school in the land

should have its dramatic department,

and no quality that the child possesses

should be more carefully nurtured than

the dramatic impulse; for through this,

if properly directed, the whole intellectual

and moral nature may he unfolded. There
is hardly a branch of study that could

not he utilized and made more practi-

cal in this way. History, composition,

art, music, manual training—is there

anything for which the play could not

be made the clearing-house? It is of in-

finitely more importance, to the children

and to the community at large, that this

opportunity for self-expression should

be open to the children, than that their

minds should he overlaid and smothered,

as they so often now are, with masses

of useless information. Every grade

should have its little dramas. The taking

of parts, even the writing of little plays,

should be In-gun with the earliest in-

struction in composition. Talents would
soon show- themselves, and the selective

process would soon lx- at work. There

would grow up naturally at the top a
group of young actors, and we may be
sure that no school would be without

its playwright. Then, just as the ball-

team of one school now competes with

the team of a neighboring school, that

rivalry which is the very life-spirit of

Our baseball system would burst forth

in dramatic contests. The interests

thus fostered would be carried on into

the colleges and universities where the

same inter-collegiate and inter-university

contests might lie expected.

( ^ IVEN one generation of such train-

ing, and a new age for the theater

will have been ushered in for America.

Not only would our educational institu-

tions flower out in dramatic expression,

but the drama would become a civic

thing as well. High school and col-

lege graduates would bring with them
into their business life that same intense

and personal interest in the theater as

they now have in baseball. The result

would inevitably be that there would
spring up iu each town a municipal play-

house. This would happen os surely as

that each town now has its town baseball

diamond. And the local talent for drama
*—acting and writing—would find expres-

sion in that municipal play-house, just

as the talent for liascliall now finds its

expression on the town diamond. And
no fear need he had that these local dra-
matic companies would lack for financial

support. For even though the local

government should not furnish this,

business men, with this new and per-

vading interest in the drama abroad,

would soon find it quite as profitable

to hack the local dramatic company
in its contests with the companies
from neighboring towns as it now is

to hack the local nine in its contests

with other nines. And, of course,

out of all this, traveling companies
would arise which would go on circuits

more or less wide according to the degree

of talent of the actors or the merit of

the play.

And incidentally, is it not clear that

an institution of this sort solves at once
the problem of the unemployed actors

and of the playwrights who have had
no elmnec? Is there any reason why
these men and women, with the knowledge
they have of their respective arts and with
years of valuable experience behind them,
should not become instructors of the

American youth? It is nothing less than

a crime that wr have not, us a country,

availed ourselves of the services of these

men and women. What a system it is

that makes it necessary to establish

Homes for indigent actors when the whole
country Is literally running wild with

talent that needs training! No lx-tier

evidence can lx* found that the Middle
Ages have not relaxed their hold upon
American universities than the fact that,

whereas they liave departments of the

written drama headed by eminent pro-

fessors, they liave no departments of the

acted drama headed by eminent actors.

But America should not wait in this

matter till her universities have taken

action. Our national theater must arise

out of the people, and its foundations

should be laid iu the people’s public

schools. The people have no part

in the present system, and reforming it

will not give them a part. What we
want is a great national theater of the

people, and w-e should be sa’i.i.ed with

nothing less.
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COLONEL HOUSE

COLOSEL E. SI . House, before he became so well known during the last year for his

influential statesmanship on a national scale, was for many years, as a leading citizen

of Texas, acquiring that knowledge of men and of measures which, combined with his

natire wisdom and unusual tact, hare enabled him, while holding no office, to exert a strong

influence on the trend of events. Nothing is better for a country than to /sissess a large number
of able men who take an actire part in public life, instead of leaving it all to the office-holders.

8 Digitized by Google
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A Large Man

TIIE man who made the Fort! Motor Car suc-

ceeded because he had profound ideas. He
found out how to make a good car for little

money, he began to make it, and he refused stead-

ily to be led away from his object. Therefore he
became very rich, with money made out of an
actual contribution to interests, convenience, and
health, not out of cornering anything, or com-
bining anything. The man who had brains and
character enough to run his business in so creative

a manner on the manufacturing side is the man to

take a dramatic step ahead in his relation to his

employees. The most significant element in his ,

splendid scheme is the regularization of employ-
j

ment. Mr. Ford recalls to our mind the story

of William H. McElwain, of Boston, who died in

1908, at the age of forty-one. He started with

little and left a fortune, earned without patent
j

or trade mark. His sales grew from $75,957 in

1895 to $8,691,274 in 1908. In his thirteen years

in business, he made so many advances in methods
and practices in the shoe industry that intelligent

observers have said he revolutionized shoe manu-
facturing. One thing he attacked Was that worst

of all industrial evils, irregularity of employment,
and before he died every one of his many thou-

sand employees could find work three hundred and
five days in the year. Mr. Ford is of that type.

He belongs among the really great business men
who have genius for organizing, manufacturing,

and selling, and who (like members of any other

high profession) wish to use their genius for the

general benefit. His determination to have his

wealth go after his death to men who have

helped him earn it is as inspiriting jus an exam-
ple to other rich men today jis it will be as a

source of independence and a source of pride to

the son who undoubtedly will inherit his father’s

resourcefulness and his father’s freedom of

thought, which are much better things to

inherit than a fortune made by another man.

Freedom for Cities

THE Progressives in Illinois include a large

proportion of the first citizens of the state,

and they have in Raymond Robins a leader of

vision and courage. They showed the reality of

their progressiveness when they bound them-

selves to work for the passage of a bill to permit

cities by referendum to determine that all candi-

dates for municipal offices should be elected on a

purely non-partisan basis, and similar legislation

for counties and sanitary districts. Such a bill

was defeated last year, but we prophesy it will

win the next time it is brought to the front.

Danger Ahead

A PERIL inevitable to any successful party is

that all those elements that gain from poli-

tics tend to rush into that party. Progressive

Democrats must be on the lookout aguinst the

reactionaries who put on the mask of progres-

siveness and try to get into councils and into

office. In certain parts of the country not only
are the reactionaries of all parties lining up under
the Democratic banner, but even some progres-

sive Democrats are showing a tendency to com-
promise with the reactionaries in the hope of win-
ning next year’s elections through the popularity

of the national administration. The President

himself is an absolute believer in efficiency

and progressiveness as requirements for office,

but some of his advisers believe in rewarding

those who have been faithful to the party for

many years, without splitting hairs about
qualifications. Such advisers are dangerous to

the success of his administration.

Roger’s Ambition

ROGER SULLIVAN, who, like other bosses,

as they get along into their later years,

wishes the dignity of a senatorxhip, was once
talking to Lincoln Steffens. Steffens said :

“ Look
here, Sullivan, I want to belong to some party,

and I can’t find one that suits me. Why don’t

you get out of the Democratic Party so that I

can get in.” Sullivan looked at him without

any amusement. To think of such a proposition

about his party! His! A party he had owned
almost as long as he could remember! He
beckoned some of his friends who were within

sight and cried: “Say! What do you think

this guy wants? He wants me to get out of

the Democratic Party, so he can get in. Now
what do you know about that?”

Another Democratic leader of the Sullivan

type was watching a convention where the dele-

gates wrere really expressing their own opinions,

and at one point he exclaimed, with tears in his

voice: “Just look at all those fellow's, and nobody

to run 'em.”

A Cheerful but Cynical Remark

AN experienced, clever and pleasantly ironical

observer of the way of the world, after com-
j

menting on the amount of commotion Mr.
Brandeis’s new' ideas make in the community,

observed, “If I were President, I would put him
either in jail or in office.” Very generally office

holding prevents a man from fearless thinking

and action.

S
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Interlocking Directorates An American Censorship

NOW that the example has been set by the
\

Morgan firm of withdrawing from some
interlocking directorates, the question arises

of what further steps are logical. In this con-

nection, attention may be called to the pro-

posals last April in the Harvard Law Review

,

of Max Pam, whose opinions are entitled to

study. As counsel, he has been prominently

identified with the organization of trusts and has

had for years full opportunity of seeing the ad-

vantages and disadvantages of big business.

He reached the conclusion that interlocking

directorates were a menace to the public and
demanded drastic legislation. Much can be

said in support of the specific measures he pro-

poses. He urges the government to come to

the aid of minority stockholders. The presi-

dent of every corporation should be required

to report annually to the stockholders and to

the State and Federal officials every contract

made by the company in which any director is

interested. The Attorney-General of the United
States or of the State should investigate all such

,

contracts and take proper proceedings to set
j

them aside and recover damages, or else without
j

setting the contract aside recover the profits from
the interested directors. State and National

Hank Examiners, State Superintendents of In-

surance and Interstate Commerce Commissions
should be directed to examine the records of

every bank, insurance company, railroad com-
j

pany and other corporation engaged in Interstate

Commerce. The proposal is fundamental and
comprehensive: sometimes it is the man who >

knows the inside best who is most fundamental
i

in the remedies he advises.

The Ideas of Loft

WITH varying success the people have fought

for the past decade to force sixteen

ounces into pound packages. In some States,

such as Idaho, where a conspicuously efficient

pure food inspector is employed, the dealer would
be rash indeed who should attempt to market
pasteboard wrappers at the price of butter, choco-

late, or ham. In New York the law' is less defi-

nite, and those who consider it good business

may still sell containers at the price of the pro-

duct inclosed. Huyler’s candy stores, to cite one

example, prefer to run a little ahead of the strict
,

requirements of the law, and each pound of their
]

candy weighs a full sixteen ounces plus the weight
j

of the wrappings. Another big candy manufae-
'

turer, George W. Loft, prefers to meet the require-

ments of the law as indicated by this notice:

This package weighs one pound. This specified weight

include* the container.

Of course Mr. Loft does not emphasize the ,

word “includes” except by making the amount
of “container” very abundant. When Mr.

j

Loft was elected by Tammany to take the place

of Big Tim Sullivan in Congress one of his first

acts was to reestablish the Sullivan habit of coax-

ing votes with free shoes on the Bowery and free

dinners to Bowery hangers-on. May we hope

that in his public service he yields at least as

much as 15 ounces to the pound of real endeavor?
;

I
F Anthony Comstock, working on ill-informed

policemen and ill-informed lower magistrates,

is going to decide whether books or plays should

be presented to the American public, it would Ik*

far better to have an official censorship like the
1

English at once and be done with it. A series of

novels like “The House of Bondage” and “Hagar
Revelly ” have been published lately, which
help young girls, who have to go out from their

homes to work alone in the world, to know what
temptations they will meet, and against what
plots they will have to protect themselves. The
girls who read these novels will be in a better

position to know what certain attentions from
men mean. They will meet the world with a

little better chance. They will not walk so
j

innocent-eyed into situations that destroy them.
These novels, being serious, are attacked, where
thinly veiled libidinousness goes unchallenged. ,

If these questions can be brought before a jury,

they will usually be settled right, although a jury

would deal with it better if it were composed
of women. In most of our states it. is composed of

men, swayed by their ancient illicit privileges

and warped way of looking at sex matters, unable

to comprehend intimately and graphically the

situation in which hundreds of thousands of young
working girls find themselves. Anthony Comstock
has sex mania in one of its most displeasing forms.

An Everlasting Puzzle

SEARCH your minds to the bottom, and your
psychology may be subtle enough to find

,

out why the great defenders of decency aire those i

who are the great upholders of public special

privilege. In New York City, for instance, po-

litical and economic special privilege has never
|

had any other servant so faithful year in and year i

out and on
#
every subject as “ The Sun,** nor is

there any other paper which more delights in

printing a story in which an excuse exists for sex

exploitations. A famous editor of the Sun used to
|

say whenever the circulation began to decline, .

“Smut her up! Smut her tip!” It has been a

consistent policy of the Sun, whenever an iude-
!

cent play was put on. to give elaborate ex-

tracts to show just how indecent it was. If,
j

however, any attempt is made to give serious

consideration to the problems ami standards

of sex, the Sun will always raise a scream that

morals are being undermined and propriety i

outraged. For a long, long time, mankind
has been dealing with one of the oldest and one
of the greatest moral evils in the world, and it

has now reached the conclusion that it is possible
|

almost entirely to remove it. Segregation and I

other cynical devices have proved to be failures;
|

the hope now is in knowledge, and that light sel- .

dom fails. A few good men, and a great many i

good women, are endeavoring to see that the ter-
j

rible facts about the sacrifice of youth, usually
]

poor and ignorant youth, are understood, so that
|

little boys may be brought up to see low sex
1

morality as the unworthy and cruel thing it is.

Against such a movement special privilege news-

papers can absolutely be counted on to take the

leadership. These are the facts; our readers may
work out the puzzle in psychology.

}ltiz Google
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Texas Again I Monhegan

AFTER the Galveston flood, Texas set an /'"CAPTAIN JOHN SMITH visited the island

example which has been followed by cities V-/ of Monhegan in the course of a long cruise

all over the United States. Texas is now at from Jamestown in 1614. Its small ucreage har-

least one of the leaders in another experiment bors only a few individuals of the horde who find

which, if it also succeeds, will affect the whole an ideal playground in Maine; but in the paint-

population. A half dozen cities in Texas have ings of Robert Henri, Rockwell Kent, Randall

already adopted, with slight modifications, the Davey, Homer Boss and other contemporary

Houston plan of taxation. J. J. Pastoriza, of artists, rock-girl Monhegan has attained a fame
the Board of Commissioners of Houston, under that an earlier generation of painters conferred

.[

whose leadership the plan was put into opera- upon Champlain’s isle des monts dceerts. The
lion in that city, is now working for an amend- Maine Historical Society is arranging to celebrate

ment to the Constitution to give to cities entire in 1914 the tercentenary of Smith’s visit just as

home rule in matters of taxation. Advertise- it has celebrated in years gone by the anniversa-

|

ments are being put in the papers, ami leaflets are ries of St. Croix Island, St. George, Popham, and
being sent around to business men, declaring Castine. By honoring our past we are in a fair

that in the first six months of 1914 there were wray to become the prouder of our present,

two hundred and nineteen more buildings erected

in Houston than in the first six months of 1911; Anti-Vivisection Morals
that the valueof these buildings amounted to three

times the value of the buildings erected in 1911; TT makes no difference to an anti-viviseelionist

that the new system increased the number of land A how hard a blow she receives from the facts,

sales without lowering the price of land; that cash. She comes up smiling just the same. Dr. Keen,

evidences of debt, furniture and other household the famous Philadelphia surgeon, exposed re-

effects are totally exempt; that, in short, Houston eently a number of the latest lies, and Mrs.
offers to manufacturers and merchants a perj>etual Henderson, vice-president of the American
bonus. When Henry George first put his ability Anti-Vivisection Society, came back with the

behind the re«>mmendation of this idea, the most cheerful and unmoved assertion of her

world laughed. It laughs no longer. own opinion and interpretation against over-

whelming evidence. Then comes along Dr.

Luxury, Private and Public Crilr - Mra - Henderson had quoted Dr. Crile’s
J book on “Surgical Shock,” saying that it “re-

THE Romans spent much money on public peatedlv describes experiments followed by the

buildings, on art, on squares and parks, 1 words ‘no anesthesia.’ ” Dr. Crile has studied his

when Rome was at her greatest, as the Greeks own l>ook faithfully, ami cannot discover any such

had done before them. The cathedrals of the words. We have not. yet noticed Mrs. Hender-
middle ages were built at vast expense, and even son’s answer to Dr. Crile, but feel sure that it will

apart from their religious significance they have be just, as cheerful as her answer to Dr. Keen, i

been a noble and unfailing resource to all the

people. When the Union Station was built Why Women Should Vote
in Washington and the Pennsylvania Station in

J

New York, many rejoiced in them as public monu- PT^HE Anti-suffragists are harder put to it

ments, but some criticized them because the cost -I every month. Lately, they have shown a

would some time have to be paid by travelers tendency to harp upon the assertion that women
and shippers. The question 1ms now come up : are mentally different from men. They over- (

in an interesting form in Chicago, following an emphasize the difference vastly, but as far as it is I

application of the Pennsylvania and other tenants true it is an argument not for them but against

of the present Union Depot, for permission to them. American Medicine acutely says, “This
build a new passenger and freight terminal, difference is the main reason why women should

A number of the citizens, including many of the vote.” It points out that in the beginning of

men who are always foremost in civic affairs in social life voting was done with the battle axe,

that City, employed D. J. Arnold as engineer and women were therefore inevitably disfran-

and Walter Fisher as counsel to contest the appli- chised. As the battle axe was displaced by
cation. The plan called for $40,000,000. The peaceable argument, it began to appear that

critics contend that $40,000,000 will 1 h* enough, laws devised by one-half the population for

The Illinois Central handles the largest suburban another half were unsuitable, and especially un-

traffic in Chicago. It has by practical experience suitable if there was a fundamental difference in

found that no more elaborate station is necessary point of view. If man’s mind, evolved in a
'

for suburban service than an ordinary subway or struggle of a million years to bring safety to the
'

elevated station, and they have separated their I social organization, does differ from woman’s
suburban service from their through service, mind, evolved to save the family, what follows?

J

The contention of those who object to the appli- ! The Anti-suffragists have put themselves into

cation is that this idea should be applied gener- much trouble in arguing against public interests
,

i ally. The Chicago movement, if successful, means for women in an age when all the traditional

bringing suburban sendee into line with local serv- concerns of women have been largely taken out
ice and treating it as an extension of the local of the home and conducted in public. They will

service. It means also that, public monuments have an even worse task, in logic, in showing
are to be made frankly out of the public funds, that women should give up their traditional

not by private institutions in a way that has concerns and interests to men, because men’s
ultimately to be paid for by the public.

j

minds are so different from theirs!
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THIS MAN PAYS S18.000 A YEAR FOR MUSIC

By Gut Pene Du Bois
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Woman in a New World
By ELLEN KEY

^jiADAME KEY is probably the most distinguished feminist in the icorld. She is wise enough to be both the most

radical and the most conservative, picking out the best from either side. In this series she has given her

views of the way women have met the changed conditions with which they are confronted and especially the points

at which the feminists have lived up to their promises and where they have failed. In the present article she

describes the old fashioned »roman, her origin , her virtues and defects and the reason for her peace and happiness.

WIEN we speak of women and morals we must
consider the subject in two ways—the morality

which originated from the fact that woman
was the property of father, husband and family, and

the morality which arose and is yet growing because this

condition is being gradually abolished.

Rousseau has said: “It is for women to discover what

might be called experimental morality, and for us to re-

duce it to a system. Woman has greater intuition and

man greater genius. Woman observes and man reasons,

and from this collaboration we get the clearest light ami
most complete science of which the human mind is cap-

able; in other words the surest knowledge of one's self and
of others which it is possible for humanity to have.”

This truth all great women have confirmed through their

lives and by what they have said. Women’s strength is

not that of creative genius. Their contribution to moral

growth has been their wisdom in the realm of ex-

perience, quick sympathy for individual cases rather

than understanding of the theory of ethics. The
word morals is here used to mean the stored-up

ex|>oricnce which we have gained through pain and
joy and the actions which make for the greater enhance-

ment of life for ourselves as well as for others. What-
ever increases the life of the body and soul is good;

whatever retards it is evil.

YEOMEN have not been founders of religions (if we
except the modern Thcosophie and Christian Sci-

ence movements), nor have they formed systems of the

philosophy of ethics. Had they had a chance to be law-

makers they probably should not have written great works
of law. But when it comes to applying to life the laws

and morals which do exist, woman, because of her reeep-

tiveness and her adaptability combined with her stub-

lx>mness, has exerted ail immeasurable influence for

good. On the other hand, woman, in encouraging the

non-morality of men, both in private and public life, has

sometimes held back the growth of morals and sometimes

led it astray. In the legends of Iceland we hear of a day
when men began to allow manslaughter in a family feud

to be redeemed with fines, while the women, with tears

and scorn, spurred them on to blood revenge. In our

own day the British women npproved of the stand taken

by their own country in the Boer War.
I have heard it said that men have created the code of

laws, women the code of convention, the unwritten laws

which are stronger than the written ones. Wc need only

recall man’s idea of a “debt of honor’’—a gambling debt,

for instance, compared with his feeling toward the debt he

owes the woman he has betrayed, or how sensitive is his

honor that prompts him to duels compared with his care

for the illegitimate children he has brought into the world.

Knightly honor and warrior pride, business integrity and
artist’s conscience arc a few of the unwritten laws which
go to show that man in his sphere as much as woman in

hers, has been a maker of conventions, objectionable and
otherwise. It is in the home and society that woman has

fashioned the customs, both as to what we ought to do
and what we ought not to do, from table manners to the

behavior that expresses presence or absence of love. The
unceasing surge of her feelings has rounded our sharp-

edged moral commandments. Woman’s stubborn ten-

acity is one with her tast traits, tenderness, faithfulness

and piety. But it is one of her weakest points in her dis-

like of the serious mental work involved in thinking out

new ideas, her indifference to the quest for truth, and her

lack of desire for objective knowledge. These weak-

nesses, while they arc being modified by the growth
of culture, have for a long time made woman a fanatic

defender of blind prejudices and outgrown moral
law's. But this same conservatism has done much
in times of transition toward keeping w'hat was good
in the old ways from being swept away by the spring

flood of new ideas.

p*ACH individual must draw the hair-splitting line be-

tween self-assertion that is a virtue and that which
is selfishness. Women have always asserted their human
nature on the side of altruism and sympathy. The
noblest women in life or literature are those who have
reached the |x?ace and harmony possible only when a
spiritual balance has been realized in their lives. That
harmony is more easily obtained when the balance has
been long established and observed. That is why the old

fashioned woman offers the loveliest picture which wo
have yet seen. To these women the duty of self-sacrifice

has become happiness. They were at j>eace with their

own conscience as well as with the patriarchal family and
the Christian religion. From the conflict between duty
to himself and duty to the world with which the man’s
conscience was so often torn, the woman has l>een spared.

If the conflict were a religious one she has had only to

make a choice between one authority and another. If

she has retailed within herself against the patriarchal

family right, the rebellion lias reached only her mind, not

her conscience. For women were not ullowod to change
the authority of religion or of the family, nor did they
question their own inability to do so. and conscience is

the recognition of the gulf between what life ought to he

and what it is. But more than all, women have been at

peace and happy because they knew that motherhood,
which was their greatest joy, was also their most impor-

tant duty. In other words, the most important work of

a woman’s world had nothing whatever to do with

changes which called for new needs, aims or efforts. Her
home was a closed circle, touched only faintly by the

world’s evolution. To protect the young and tend the

old, to cherish and comfort, guide and restore, to teach

and love, to give pleasure and to help, remained the one
undisputed necessity through all the world’s changes in

government, religion and economics. Thus in a woman’s
life theory and practice were the same and what she

ought to do was also what she wanted to do.

^^LL theories of the origin and development of morals

agree on one point, that the family is the root out

of which sympathy and the social virtues have growm,

however religion and social laws may have varied. What
is right in married life is like that which is right in the

larger life of society. What the strong find useful be-

comes a duty to the weak. Although some morals have

had a religious taginning, the morals that have sprung

from life and its needs are the ones which have endured.

Religious codes of morals have only remained important

when they have adapted themselves to social life in its

changing forms.

Family life has naturally resulted in a division of labor.

It is the man’s duty to defend and support the family and
the woman’s to care for the children. This has developed

two sets of virtues: the manly virtues involve duty to

ourselves, the womanly, duty to others. The lower the

morality of the people, the greater is the gulf between

these two spheres of duty. The whole spiritual history of

man is a record of the struggle to combine these two
fundamental human needs. In many ways the so-called
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weaker sex has had the easier task. The fear of punish-

ment when the woman did wrong or displeased her

master, very swiftly and effectively developed the

woman’s sense of duty. When new economic conditions

and new religions changed men’s ideas of right and wrong,

all woman had to do was to obey the new code instead

of the old. She did not have to make decisions for her-

self. In the age of cannibalism women considered it

right to be used as food, in savagery as a beast of burden,

in barbarism as a slave. Step by step the treatment of

women, like the treatment of male prisoners of war, has

changed. In both cases because of the owners’ new ideas

as to the most profitable use of his possession. Marriage

was brought about first through spoil, then by purchase,

finally through 'gift. Because the wife was the man's

property, unfaithfulness was looked upon as theft.

Men were at liberty to sell or lend their wives to other

men. It was not the sharing of the wife to others which

outraged the husband

but sharing her without

any profit to him.

A* a rule, the chas-

tity of women has

not been due to wo-
man’s nature as such,

but to the mortal fear

which adultery brought

in its trail. In many
savage tribes unmar-
ried women live loosely

while wives remain

fnithful to their hus-

bands. Moreover, mar-

ried as well ns unmnr-
ried women have lacked

all continence when
men have not expected

it of them. But in one
sphere the ethics of

women have developed

naturally without any
pressure from without.

The helplessness and
sweetness of the child

has brought out a ten-

derness and sympathy
in the mother which

created the first begin-

ning of a social order.

Through motherliness,

woman has made her

great contribution to

civilization. Through
the children also have

reverence for woman, especially the mother. But what
the Church gave with one hand, it took back with the

other. The ancient world looked on marriage as a duty
to the race and to the nation. Pauline Christianity

allows it, but only as a necessary resource against tempta-
tion. Like other Oriental religions Christianity consid-

ers sexual life as impure and only celibacy absolutely

without taint. When even the marriage sanctified by
the Church was looked upon as a lowfer state it stands to

reason that when woman outside of marriage tempted
man to unchastity she was looked upon as “the gate of

the devil,*’ to use the expression of an apostolic father.

The Church has encouraged monogamy but this benefit

has been offset by the heavy debt which the Church owes
to illegitimate children and to unhappily married couples

held together against their will. The Church has much
to answer for, besides this sacrifice of the innocents in

the entire false view of sex which grew out of the ecclesi-

astical attitude. A
woman’s virtue came to

mean her virginity be-

fore marriage and her
faithfulness afterward.

To be sure, a woman’s
sins against property
and character were pun-
ished like a man’s and
her strength and cour-
age were praised, but
she was seldom obliged

to show these virtues or
to resort to crime for

self-preservation, as the
man protected her. But
man’s virtue consisted

in courage, energy,
pride, honor and busi-

ness ability, while his

sexual morality had
nothing to do with his

"honor” and “virtue.”
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men’s morals developed. The great forward step in his

growth has l>een the desire to protect the wife and chil-

dren dependent upon him. Among primitive peoples

woman has seldom been as barbarously treated as most

people think. The woman carries the pack lx*cause

the man has to be prepared at nil times for armed battle

and not because he is selfish.

Through her motherhood woman's sexual nature

becomes gradually purer than man’s. The child be-

comes more and more the center of her thoughts and her

deeds. The strength of her passions diminishes, the

depth of her tenderness for her children and their father

grows. Out of this tenderness and out of the admiration

for the manly qualities which the father shows in defence

. of herself and her children, gradually arises an erotic

feeling for this man alone. Thus in early days lovebegan.

Blind forces have been at work for centuries in improv-

ing marriage, but it was not until the last century that,

woman has entered directly the great battle for letter

morals. Her part before had been through the indirect

influence of her desirableness and her opinion as mother
and wife, daughter and sister. The influence of Chris-

tianity had also been at work. Heathendom glori-

fies the masculine virtues, Christianity the feminine

ones. The worship of the Madonna has increased the

mar-
riage gave woman

all the vices which men
call woman's nature.

She gained all the bless-

ings of life—mother-

hood, honor as a house-

wife, support, protec-

tion and pleasure, if a

man were enough
pleased with her to

marry her. First in the

home of her parents,

then under her husband's care, a woman got everything

she wanted by being docile and flattering. The average

woman could hardly escape hypocrisy. Self control

forced on a human being from without may make good
habits but it may also make pretended ones. Woman
lx*came a coward because she was not allowed to act

on her own responsibility or to take her own risks.

Whether freedom will cure these woman vices remains

to be seen, but the women of the present give a fair

promise that it will. Self indulgence, luxury, gossip

and scandal are neither womanly nor manly. They
spring in either sex from a low degree of culture. With
the advance of culture women are learning the love of

truth, intellectual honesty and unselfish perseverance.

These same ideas are carried over into their private

lives. The most flagrant example of woman’s immor-
ality in the present is the countless women among the

rich, who, relcused from all work, are parasites upon the

father or husband, satisfying their craving for pleasure

or luxury, without accomplishing anything to pay back

what they receive from society. Because of their para-

sitic state sex has become the whole contentof life tothese

women. In many women erotic life is over-developed

because of the centuries of their sex slavery and we still

possess a class of women whose love-life is only a desire

jle
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for sensual gratification. When women have reached

this stage, sex hatred is very near. There are no more
dangerous enemies to the feminist than these parasites.

J
F, as some men think, the faults we have been dis-

cussing were the only results of the sex slavery of the

past, we might well hasten from the past to future,

but there has been good as well as evil. In the first

place, motherhood has developed a whole set of virtues

which man has seldom even noticed because they seem
to him just as natural as the milk which flowed from the

mother's breast to the lips of the child. Kant’s defini-

tion of virtue is that which is difficult. Because woman’s
sex virtue was difficult, it was looked upon as her only

true virtue. Her other attainments—patience, gentle-

ness, thrift—were taken for granted and like the air we
breathe, were only noticed when absent. All the quali-

ties developed in the care of children, and in farming,

housework and craft

were no more inborn

than the vices pro-

duced by sex slavery.

During all the time

of this one-sided moral

training the sexual self

mastery which once she

disliked was becoming
at last her happiness.

She realized that if the

man’s children were
certainly his own, he

loved them more and
was more faithful to

her. She knew that

illegal motherhood de-

prived her children of

their father’s protec-

tion. so that the out-

ward demand for

faithfulness met with

her inner approval.
The close relation-

ship, physical and
mental, which exists l»e-

tween the mother and
child is the innermost

reason why chastity is

second nature with

women, but this chas-

tity was also made easy

because women’s emo-
tional life was scattered

over family life and
household duties. And
the cooler they grew
erotically the more sensitive did they become in regard to

their sexual integrity. Thus out of animal sex instinct

has grown human love and the soul and senses of one
person dedicated entirely to another. In her love for her

husband, as earlier than in the love of her child, were

focused all the noblest virtues of woman. Thus, in a

woman’s life the demands from without and the desire

from within, nature and conscience, the needs of society

and her own needs were the same. When this is true,

morals are unnecessary, for it is impossible to break the

law. Because woman knew that her morality was more
important to the race than that of man she allowed the

double standard to exist. Men still judged women and
women judged each other, according to sex morality.

The fallen woman was not she who lied or betrayed, hated
or plotted, or she who made her home a hell for its inmates,

not even she who stole and murdered, but the woman, who,
outside of marriage, allowed herself the natural expression

of one side of her life, even if the most soulful love caused
her so-called fall. This point of view has lowered man’s
respect for the woman he has seduced or for the woman
who has freely given herself to him. His conscience has

remained asleep, for neither public opinion nor his mistress

have awakened it. Female criminals are everywhere less

numerous than male, partly because their position is more
protected than the man’s, but especially because where
a man, unable or unwilling to work, becomes a thief, a

woman becomes a prostitute.

A NOTIIER result of the double standard is that

woman’s ideas of right and honor in ordinary social

questions are just as dull as man’s in regard to sexual

questions. The oflfhand way in which women secretly

break the law has often struck man with amazement. He
ought instead to be surprised that women’s social morals

are not worse. It is much more amazing to find women,
citizens in many important matters, absolutely without

rights in others. On the great occasions in the life of many
nations, woman has shown herself fully equal to man in

the sense of duty and the willingness of self-sacrifice.

Many mothers have sent their sons to battle for their

country, many women have become martyrs for the

truth. In our day the

working women among
Socialists have devel-

oped a sacrificing spirit

and a solidarity which
shows that they under-

stand progress as well

as the men. But the

soul of the average per-

son oheys the law of

least resistance, even in

the case of woman’s
morals. These have
been focused on her

family because her

sense of duty never has

had a chance to develop

in any other way. The
greatest heights thnt

men have reached, sac-

rifices for unselfish

aims, fearless search for

truth, burning desire for

justice, have once in a

while been achieved by
woman, but few women
have attained these

heights, because few

women have had the

chance. In times of dis-

tress woman has been
called upon to make sac-

rifices for her country,

but in every-day life her

duty has never been too

wide to be embraced
within her arms. The

idea for which the struggles of the present age are

raging, the greatest happiness for the greatest number,
woman has always been able to accomplish in her little

world. What her conscience has demanded her heart has

wanted; her reason has harmonized with her desire.

The strong democratic movement born in the English

Civil War and the French Revolution which took hold of

people and commonwealth included freedom for women.
The struggles which have followed have brought about
much moral confusion, but confusion is feared only by him
who does not know that growth awakens needs and desires

which in their turn lead toward better conditions than the

old ones. In looking back over a transition period we often

find values which we had thought lost forever, merely

changed inform. Eversince freedom forwomen came upon
the world's stage women have begun to share deliberately

in the cliaugingof morals. For a century women have lab-

ored with increasing energy for the improvement of the

relation between the sexes. At the same time, their new
position as wage earners has indirectly changed many old

ideas and customs. No gain is ever made without loss of

some old good. Lamentations over the new times are

justified only when it can be proved that a better organ-

ized and richer life has not grown out of the confusion.

Where it is

zed by Google
In the next article Madams Key trill tell of the moral life of troman as it has been changed to meet new conditions.

better and where worse than before and what women should do about it.
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Single Tax in Western Canada
By JOHN T. McROY

WIDESPREAD interest has re- work better iu towns than in the country, able policy over the province. By ex-

cently developed concerning the it is interesting that a rural community empting improvements, for instance, a

application of single tax in has been the first largely to apply Henry town encouraged industry and commerce
Western Canada. Its success is one of George’s teachings. which was an advantage, and other towns

the bases of a concerted effort to untax The production of grain is the greatest were forced to adopt the same policy,

industry in New York. It has inspired industry of the Canadian Northwest. In British Columbia, for local purposes

many a single tax prediction iu elec- Wheat, oats, barley, rye, well-nigh ex- all of the large cities and towns such

torial campaigns last year in Missouri haust the slim list of their products, as Vancouver, Victoria and Prints Ilupert.

and Oregon. Wherever the initiative is There is, however, a considerable amount tax land values only. Improvements of

in force the United States has had single of cattlc-ralsing. any and all kinds are excluded from taxa-

tax or quasi-single tax campaigns. It The railways are rapidly covering the lion. The provincial taxes, whether per-

would not be too much to say that Can- country with branch lines. Despite this, sonal property, income or poll, still exist,

adian experience is the source from which there is a dearth of box-cars, and ship- The value of land is taxed more heavily

these hopes have come. A knowledge of ping facilities arc far from good. There in proportion as it is kept out of use. A
its workings should be possessed by every are tliree channels of traffic—The Cana- lot held for speculation is discriminated

citizen, for he may have to act on similar dian Pacific, the Canadian and Northern, against by a higher rate. In Alberta and
proposals at no very distant date. and the Grand Trunk Pacific. These Saskatchewan land-value taxation is

ruilroads liave been the recipients of compulsory throughout the provinces.

VTOW. this aversion of the average large grants of land and money from the Neither improvements nor personal prop-
^ ’ man to a study of taxation is be- Dominion government. They have largely erty is in any way taxed. Provincial

cause its working does not affect him as contributed to develop the section with taxes in small degree remain. In Mxni-
directly as his grocery bill. The less a view, of course, to increase the traffic toha, land is practically the basis of agri-

concrete, the less visible an economic on their lines. Distances Ik-tween towns cultural taxation. Stuck, implements,

action, the less vividly is it realized by are large, and the farm life is of that etc., are not taxed. In Winnipeg the

those who are affected by it. It may hurt lonely American type which will no doubt assessment of buildings is only two-thirds

them immeasurably, yet they will yawn make for individualism of the most pro- that of the land,

over any attempt to discuss its operation, nounced type.

Particularly is this so when it affects 'T’HERE can be no doubt that this

them negatively. For instance, should DESIDES insufficient traffic facilities. * policy has immensely increased the

it create combinations that imperil civic there Is the inevitable difficulty of the quantity and quality of improvements,
freedom, or should it diminish opportun- non-adaptability of the farmer to bis new Building in the towns and country is out

ities. which by limiting labor and capital conditions. However, matters are being of all proportion to the growth of popu-

press down wages—should it have these speedily adjusted, improvements are lation. Medicine Hat had a 400 per cent,

effects, a discussion of it will be pooh- being made on the farms, macliinery and increase in 1912. Edmonton adopted the

poohed as technical. Western Canada implements are up-to-date. pure lain! value tax in 1912. The figures

seems to show that taxation may become A great disadvantage in farming is the for buildings were $10,250,502 for 1912

a subject of hope and absorbing interest shortness of the season. The farmer is against $2,197,920 for 1911. Towns of

to the mass of men. It demonstrates “worked to death” for a few months, and 80,000 inhabitants show os much prog-

truths to the practical man who despises spends the rest of the time in dreary ress in buildings and improvements as

"theory" and “hypotheses.” monotony. It also necessitates seasonal American cities of 200,000 population.

Since the only thinking done on taxa- labor and thus tends to create a “hobo" The exemption from taxulion of business

tion is usually in catch phrases at election and floating class of laborers. The same has resulted in industries equipping and
time such as “low taxes, low rents." a defect also clogs building and contract improving their plants to the highest

methodical study of taxation in some work in the cities. The type of men who degree. Stores are not afraid of being

given region that will be appreciated by enter the Northwest are mainly intelligent penalized for erecting commodious build-

the ordinary citizen is both desirable and farmers, hard workers, thrifty, stable, ings. It has also reduced the cost of

imperative. and suspicious of lurge monopolies or doing business, thus affording an in-

corporations. They seem to liavc an proved service for the same money to the

JJITHF.RTO attention has been railed outlook similar to that of the old English consumer. While the towns will have to
* * to Western Canadian taxation freeholders and yeomanry. They arc slackeu this rate of growth, one fact seems

mainly on account of the sensational organized into the Grain Growers’ Com- to be indisputable. It is that unwise
development of the country. Its growth panv and cooperatively find a market for taxation has been shown to have more
has had all t hat glaring rapidity their produce. The Grain Growers’ effect in cheeking building, farm improve-

that goes to make a successful news- Guide, their official organ, Ls a cliampion ments, and business than is commonly
paper contribution. Towns growing into of radical democracy and of single tax. supposed. And Western Canada has

cities in a year; factories rising as if out That the country has l>een growing too proven that by not penalizing industry,

of an Aladdin's Lamp, go to make a good fast, there seems but little doubt. That it can the better develop and the more
“write-up.” The play and interplay the cities have over-developed will be effectually serve the people. The poor

of economic conditions ami the interne- denied only hy those who do not under- man who buys a lot in the United Stall's

tions of various other social phenomena stand how evanescent booms are. We and improves, finds himself confronted by
are left out in the brilliant accounts of can, therefore, reasonably expect a slack- ail increased tax. In W’estern Canadu
its development. The annual emigrn- ening of development, though not a ees- this amount every year is saved,

tion of 150,000 farmer folk from the sation of development. A single case will serve to show the

United Slates into this section has been 'Die industry of the region is eondi- meritorious effect of exempting stock

u startling and suggestive fact. While tinned by the nature of its products, and personal property in that section,

no hasty inferences can Ik: drawn from which, being staples, form a basis that A man owning 20,000 head of cattle in

such a consideration, yet one thing is will last for all time. Canada told a questioner that he would
clearly evident—that Northwest Canada That the region Ls developed abnor- have been taxed one dollar a bead or

possesses some attractions which the mally is due largely to the alluring appeals $20,000 in an American stale. That a

United States does not. The contention of the railroads and land speculators, saving is effected to the consumer by
which is constantly made, that this prog- On account of this, there is an agitation untaxing business stock Ls clear. The
ress has mainly as its cause the taxation for pure single tax in order to eliminate situation almost tempts one to say that

of land values and non-taxation of im- land speculation and let Northwest the beneficence of exemption of industry

provements, is the conception that we Canada grow according to its true capa- has been proved. Perhaps its success

are now to analyze. bilities. may not be so marktil in older and more
The country is mainly agricultural. Taxation in Western Canada is more staid communities, but no one can any

save in British Columbia where lumber, largely under the control of cities and longer afford to neglect a proposition

mining and fisheries predominate. How- towns than in any state of the American that has beyond all question "made
ever, there Ls fruit growing in the Frazer Union. By demonstrating the merit of good" in the region where it lias been

River Basin. In view of the insistent a certain system, a town becomes the tried. No party and no body of men
assertions of Taussig and other orthodox center of a host of nearby imitators, in Canada has agitated for a return to

i*eonomists that the single tax would These in turn tend to spread their work- the old system.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

Chesterfield Stuff

UP STAGE STUFF

If you have not a face that goes

With opera hat and evening clothes,

Affect a blank and vacant stare,

’Twill get you almost anywhere.

HIRSUTE STUFF

Always get up and give your scat

To all old tops with wigs, you meet.

One might turn out to be John D.

And make you his sole legatee.

WATCH-YOUR-GRUB STUFF
The guest who hesitates, to pick

The proper fork, had best be quick

And keep, while he debates the matter,

A vise-like clutch upon his platter.

Musings of Hafiz
(The Persian Kitten)

I
BELONG to the leisure class. I may
say I am the leisure class; for with the

exception of the long-haired members
of my immediate family, every creature,

from the smallest flea to the largest ele-

phant. that has anything to do with the

human people is trained to work or play

in exchange for a living.

There is, I am told, but one case on

record of a domestic cat-person who per-

formed acrobatic feats. Needless to

say he was a short-haired cat and only

did it because lie needed the mice, being

practically mouse)ess when he joined the

theatrical profession,

'"PHE most extraordinary instance of

* human tyranny in this respect conies

from Germany. I should never have be-

lieved it if I hail not actually seen an ac-

count of the occurrence printed in a paper

I found in the big desk in the study.

There was a picture, too, which proved

the truth of the story', as they say, beyond

a purr adventure. I have had the picture

reprinted so that the readers of “Mus-
ings” may see for themselves the pickled

herrings in the very act of jumping
through the hoop and standing on their

heads to make a German holiday.

There is no question hut that the

herrings were pickled (no sober herring

would ever think of jumpiug through a

hoop), but the article gives no hint of the

nature of the stimulant under whose influ-

ence a herring, in its normal state the

most quiet not to say busliful of fish, can

be induced to make such an exhibition

of himself.

I WONDER if any of my readers have
* ever met a cat that looks like this pic-

ture. It is a faithful likeness of one sent

to my chrismouse tree by three particular

friends of mine; Euniee, Langston and
Mary Cleveland Moffett.

It is my great privilege to know these

most delightful young people per-

sonally, but you who have not that

good fortune may read about them in

a wonderful little book called "The
Mouse Colored Road” written by Mr.
Vance Thomson, the father of the

fascinating white angora Gloria Thom-
son.

Charming as it is, l must confess the

book has one very disap|>ointing thing

about it. There is not one single mouse
in it from beginning to end, except on the

title page.

The following letter mews for itself:

Kiiiimu City, Mo.. Dee. 13.

Dear Hafiz:

We have long followed with admiration your
books of poetry. But the thing that stirred us

to write to you was your article on short and
long hairs in ILakcek s Weekly. We feel very

strongly on the subject.

When we came last spring as very voting

kittens to keep house for tha Haskells, we
found I'neie Peter, a two-ycar-old-short-hair,

already in charge. Far be it from Us to Say
that Uncle Peter is not good looking, as short

hairs go- He has fine sea-green eves, a pink

noae that we envy, and a stunning white cravat.

But of course he really isn’t in it with an angora-

Any unprejudiced person will admit that.

Both of us have magnificent white waistcoats,

niffs that Queen Elizabeth might have worn,

hair so long we really ought to do it up in curl

papers, and fine boots. Beside*. UnHe Peter

was haughty toward us at first and wouldn't

be polite. He spit at us when we tried to make
up to him. But we just wouldn’t have it thut

way and he has come around pretty well.

But what we started to say was that when
any visitor* come in and look us over, they

scent to think Unde Peter's nose is out of joint

mu! they say. “ Poor Peter, after all I do lietieve

Peter is prettier than the twins.’’ Isn't that

impolite? It makes us spitting mad.

Your* for the long hairs,

Au Baba and SiMi.vn

Haokclu

Digit!; xlUyGoOgle



"Her voice iras strong, her eye steady and the revolver irell aimed"

Burtons’ Burglar
By NEITH BOYCE

Illustrations by Herb Roth

The

M RS. BURTON pushed open the

door and at the same moment
pressed the knob beside it thut lit

all the electric lights in the room. She
was holding her revolver pointed straight

before her, and the man who whirled

round blinking found it leveled at his

breast. His hand dropped toward his

coat-pocket. Mrs. Burton said sharply:

"Put your hands up or I’ll shoot!”

Her voice was strong, her eye steady

and the revolver well aimed. The man
stood blinking and staring at her.

"Hands up or I’ll shoot!” she repeated,

and advanced a step.

The man held up his hands. Behind

him on the floor was a writhing figure in

pink pajamas. Mrs. Burton knew it was
her husband, but she did not dare take her

eyes off the intruder’s.

“Theodore, are you hurt? For heaven's

sake, get up if you can,” she cried.

Mr. Burton struggled to his feet, and
with his arm—his hands were tied to-

gether—managed to free himself from the

half-fastened gag.

“By Jove!” he cried. “Edith, hold

him a minute longer, if you can, till I get

my hands loose!”

“Of course I’ll hold him,” she replied

calmly. “Put your hands up higher,

please!”

This was addressed to the burglar, and
he obeyed. His mouth was half open, he
panted uneasily.

“Theodore,” said Mrs. Burton, “go to

Miss Hayden's room and call her quietly

and get her to untie your hands. Be care-

ful not to wake Gwendolen.”

“And leave you alone with this fellow?

I can't, Edith!”

“Yes, you can. He can’t move. And
you can’t do any good with your hands

tied, can you? Hurry up. And tell Miss
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Hayden to ring up Michael. And bring

something to tie this man with—there’s

some rope in the trunk-closet.”

When he had run down the hall, Mrs.

Burton fancied she detected a wavering in

the burglar’s attitude.

“Keep your hands up!” she said.

“I am keeping them up,” replied the

burglar sullenly. “Don't get nervous,

now. lady, and shoot me.”
“Nervous! I think you are much more

nervous than I am,” said Mrs. Burton,

her knees trembling slightly.

“Well, I’ve got a right to be nervous,”

said the burglar. “How do I know that

that thing won’t go off by accident?”

His small watery blue eyes watched her

hand and her face with alurm. Short and
wiry, with a red face, a 1leaked nose and a

small thin-lipped mouth, he reminded

Mrs. Burton of some sly rodent. She
dared not take her eyes from his face; but

she perceived the window behind him
open on the balcony, where he had doubt-

less entered.

She heard Miss Huyden’s voice and
smothered scream in the hall; then Mr.
Burton came running buck with his

hands free and a length of rope.

“Now, then!” he cried. “How shall I

tie him?”
“Tie him to a chair. Put a chair be-

hind him. Now, you, please sit down

—

but don’t lower your hands!” The
burglar sat down. “ Now. Theodore, feel

in lus coat-pocket—the right hand one.

... I thought so!”

Mr. Burton had extracted a revolver

from the pocket, and now he held it

gingerly.

“Now, Theodore, put that down, over

there on the table, ami then tie his hands
l>ehind him to the back of the chair

—

cross your hands behind you. please—and

then you'd better put a length around his

ankles ami tie them too.”

When thus process was completed to

Mrs. Burton’s satisfaction, she sat down
herself ami laid her weapon on her knee,

keeping careful hold of it however.

“Well!” she said.

Her bright Imzel eyes and Mr. Burton’s

large blue eyes stared at the burglar, who
blinked in return with a crestfallen

expression.

“I could have shot you easy enough
through my pocket.” he said suddenly to

Mrs. Burton, “Indore you got the drop

on me.”
“Why didn’t you, then?” she asked.

“Well—I ain’t never shot anybody yet,

to kill—and I didn’t want to begin with a

woman. ... I guess my nerve is gone all

right,” he ended hopelessly, his head

drooping.

“Gone? Not a bit of it,” said Mr.
Burton. “You’ve got as fine an article

of nerve as I ever saw.”

TV/fEANTIME the house seemed to be
^ * waking up. Miss Hayden, the

English governess, spoke agitatedly from

a window. Michael the coachman
pounded on the door IhJow. There were

shrieks from the top floor where the cook

and waitress slept.

“Theodore," said Mrs. Burton. “Mi-
chael can’t get in ami they’re all afraid

to go downstairs. You’ll have to let him
in. Turn on the lights us you go down,

and take that pistol with you. Look

first and see if it’s louded. Mercy! don’t

look into the end of the barrel! I don’t

believe there’s anyone else in the house,

but be careful!”

Mr. Burton went downstairs and let in

the coachman. Then they both came
upstairs and looked at the burglar. Miss

Digitized by Google
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Hayden peeped at him from the hall, her “I’ve seen Anarchists before, in jail,” and choked. One naturally resists that

high-colored face expressing horror. said the burglar. “They didn't look any- sort of thing.”

“Now I think you ought to search the thing like you.” “I didn't want to wake you. nor choke

house,” said Mrs. Burton. “Make sure "Ah, they were poor people," said Mrs. you neither." said the burglar with some
that there’s nobody in hiding." Burton, "and were imprisoned not be- return of his former sullen and defensive

“You needn’ttake the trouble,” said the cause of their opinions but because of manner,

burglar with an air of bravado. “There’s their poverty. We are well-to-do, you "No, I know you didn't, if you could

nobody but me. I always work alone.” set*, and no one would think of putting us get what you wanted without doing so.

“Ye do, do ye? And d’ye think we'll in jail, no matter what our ideas are.” But I suppose you would have shot me, if

take your word for it?” inquired Michael “Hell, that's true enough,” said the necessary in the course of business. . . .

truculently. “Come now, how did ye burglar. "But those people were jugged Understand, I’m not blaming you. I con-

ge t in? Climbed the porch, hey?” because they ran around in the street with sider you a poor victim of society.”

“None of your business, my man," said red Hags and wanted the President killed. “I don't think I’d have shot you. My
the burglar nonchalantly. You don’t do that, I suppose?" nerve’s not what it was when I was
“What’s Miss Hayden doing?" said He seemed really interested. He looked younger,” said the burglar rather mourn-

Mrs. Burton sharply. “Here, she’s at the now less like a rodent, and more like a fully. “Doing time—and then the hos-

telephone—stop her. Theodore!” hutnun being. There was intelligence in pital—they take it out of a feller. I’m
Miss Hayden was stopped, and ex- his eyes. afraid I’m a dead one.” His head sunk

plained: "I was just calling up the Elm- “We don't exactly do tliut,” said Mrs. again. “Only two months out," he mur-
wood police station." Burton absently. "Butwe expressouropin- mured. “And then to fall like this—

a

"Well, when we get ready to call the ions. We don't In-lieve in Government." woman and a gun that probably ain't even
police Mr. Burton will attend to it,” said loaded!”

the mistress of the house calmly. “Now. CHE frowned as the revolver lying on “Oh, it's loaded.” Mrs. Burton assured

Theodore, you and Michael just look ^ her knee caught her eye, ami she him. “And I think I would have shot

through the house, to make sure. I looked at the bound hands and feet of the you too, if you had attacked us again, or

think, though, that this man is telling the burglar. He was shoeless, and his hosiery even if you had tried to get away. . . .

truth, for no one could get in downstairs was by no means above reproach. Other- Yet that is irrational, for we have no in-

without setting off the alarm.” wise he was fairly well dressed. tention of giving you up to the police."

“Don't you?” he said skeptically. “You won't?" The burglar stared
rPHE search was made, then Michael was "No,” said Mr. Burton, taking a hand again. “What will you do then?”
1 told to wait in the hall, and Mr. Bur- in the conversation. “We agree with “Well, that’s just it. I don’t sec what

ton came into his room aiul shut the door, your friends in jail that government ought we ran do with you.”
He and his wife contemplated the burglar to Ih* abolished. We think that society is

and then looked at each other. all wrong. Wc don't believe in capitalism rPHH burglar looked down at his hound
“Well, the question is now. What shall or private property.”

1
feet and twitched in his chair,

we do with him?
1

’ said Mr. Burton. The burglar glanced round the room. “Well, why am I tied up like thin, then,

“Exactly,” said his wife. which was comfortable and even luxuri- if you don’t want to give me up?" he

“I suppose you'll send for the police ous. Then his eye rested on Mr. Burton's muttered,

and hand me over,” said the burglar with countenance, which had lost its emhar- “That was done on the spur of the mo-
an air of indifference. rassed look and was beginning to glow. meat. We never had a burglar in our house

“That would be the obvious thing to “We don’t,” proceeded Mr. Burton, before. It is instinct. I suppose, to protect

do,” said Mr. Burton. “What would “ blame you, for instance, for trying to ac- one's life and property and secure the in-

happen to you then?" quire by force a share of what should truder—atavistic instinct, no doubt. In a

"Oh, I’d go back to Sing Sing.” rightfully belong to you. We bear you properstateofsociety, ofcourse, you would
"Back? You've been there before, no grudge for breaking into our house and not be breaking into our house after plate,

then?" trying to take our watches and plate, for for you would have enough of your own."
“Sure. Twice. I’ll get a good long bit we realize that we are no more actually “Maybe,” said the burglar,

this time.” entitled to those things than you are.” "Ah, of course you don’t believe that a

"How long were you in before?” The burglar start'd critically. proj>cr state of society is possible,” said

“Two years the first time, and four “Of course,” Mr. Burton went on, "no Mr. Burton. “I don’t blame you. But
years the second—about.” man likes to be waked out of a sound sleep it’s sure to come.”
“How old are you?"
“Twenty-seven."

Mr. Burton's mild face

plainly expressed con-

sternation. The burglar

was evidently interested

in this look and in the

questions. Mrs. Burton's

uppcarancc was more
enigmatic. Mr. Burton

looked around and found

a cigarette, lit it and sat

down near his wife.

“Put on your dress-

ing gown and slippers,

Theodore," she said.

“ And you’d better shut

that window."
He obeyed.

“You see,” said Mrs.

Burton, finally, “we
don’t believe in sending

people to prison. We
are Anarchists.”

“Gee, is that so!”

said the burglar. “You
don't look it.”

His watery eyes fixed

themselves on Mrs. Bur-

ton with a look keen,

incredulous, and hopeful.

“Don’t look what?”
inquired Mrs. Burton.

"How can you possibly

tell what political opin-

ions a person holds by “// it's all the same to you, /’d rather go this icoy, down the /tost," said the burglar. “/ left my
his or her looks?" shoes and hat down there

”
5gk
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“You mean that the people that have

got the goods will divvy up with them

that haven’t got any?” said the burglar.

“Ah. g’wan!"

“They will. Many of them are willing

and even anxious to do it now, and the

others will be obliged to sooner or later.”

The burglar smiled wearily at this.

“Don’t you believe it,” he said.

“You’re talking through your hat—oryou

may be a little bughouse on that question.

. . . Say. do you think you could untie

this rope? It hurts my wrists. I won't

try to get away or anything, honest.”

Mr. Burton looked at his wife.

“Yes,” she said, “untie his arms,

Theodore.”

Mr. Burton did so, and then after a

slight hesitation offered the burglar a

cigarette and a match, which were

accepted with thanks.

“That is, if 3'ou don’t object, ma’am,”

said the burglar politely.

“Not in the least," Mrs. Burton

replied.

“By Jove, some whiskey would taste

good—I’m afraid I’ve caught cold,” said

Mr. Burton suddenly.

"Yes, do get some, Theodore." his wife

anxiously advised. “You know you

mustn’t take a chill.”

jV4R. BURTON went downstairs and
^ * reappeared, after au impatient col-

loquy with Michael and Miss Hayden in

the hall, with the decanter and two

glasses. He got the water jug from his

stand, and handed one glass to the burglar.

“Say when,” he observed, pouring the

whiskey.

The burglar took a stiff drink, neat, and

when he had got it down he sighed, sat up

in his chair, and lifted his head almost

jauntily.

“That feels good—I’m obliged to you.”

he said. “Now do you think you could

untie my feet? They’re going to sleep.

I won’t get up—I’ll stay here as long as

you want me, that is if you’ll let me go

l>efore daylight, if you’re going to let me
go”
“You think we are going to let you go,

doh’t you?" asked Mr. Burton.
“ Well, I don’t see what else you con do,

if you don’t send for the cops -unless you

want to take me to board," remarked the

burglar. “I suppose you’ll want me to

sign some kind of a pledge first—that I’ll

lie good and never steal no more."

“Hardly. I don’t see what else you

can do,” said Mr. Burton. “It isn’t a

question of reforming you, but of reform-

ing Society. Society, at present, would

probably not permit you to stop steal-

ing if you wanted to—except on the al-

ternative of starving. Of course you
can always starve if you like.”

Mr. Burton, having finished untying

the burglar, had taken a comfortable

chair; and with a glass of whiskey-and-

water in one hand and a cigarette in the

other he was thoroughly enjoying himself.

He had a great many ideas and some
oratorical ambition, but he had always

been too nervous to speak from a plat-

form. Now he felt that he was express-

ing himself with pith and point, and that

he had made a decided impression on his

audience—that is to say, on the burglar.

Mrs. Burton also looked interested. Un-
obtrusively she laid aside her revolver, and
continued to observe the stranger. He
looked decidedly human now-, but his eye

was wary as ever. It expressed suspi-

cion. mitigated, but not lulled to sleep.

He was alert, too, for the slightest noise

in the house. He was on his guard.

Still, the atmosphere had suddenly taken

on a social tinge. A smile—though con-

strained and rather wry—illumined the

burglar’s face at Mr. Burton’s lost speech.

“That’s about what it comes to,” he

said, “hut I wouldn’t expect you to

know it.”

“You think, I suppose, that intelligence

is confined to people like you,” said Mr.
Burton, "and that I, for instance, am a

fool, don’t you?”
“I don’t know,” said the burglar,

frankly. “I never saw anything like you
before."

"Well, there are plenty like me—with

my ideas, anyhow—plenty of people who
believe that there should be no prisons,

no police, and that those who produce
wealth, the working people, should share

in it. You think that the few reformers

who are well-to-do couldn't force the rul-

ing class to divide, but don’t you see that

tlic mass of poor |>coplc, if led by the edu-

cated few, can force the rich minority?

That is wliat is going to happen, my
friend.”

“It’s a fine pipe-dream, anyhow,” said

the burglar patronizingly. “I reckon

it'll come along about the day of judg-

ment. Why, look here now, you wouldn’t

whack up, would you—with me, for in-

stance?”

“My friend, have you ever heard the

story of Rothschild and the Socialists?”

inquired Mr. Burton. “They suggested

to him that he should ‘whack up.’ and he
proved to them that if he did. the share of

each person in his fortune would amount
to five shillings. He then offered to give

that amount to anyone who applied for

it. Now if I should divide equitably my
modest property, your share, for instance,

would by no means amount to ten dolljors.

However, I shall take pleasure in present-

ing you with that sum.”

jV/f R. BURTON was as good as his
^ * word. He extracted a ten dollar

bill from his vest and handed it to the

burglar.

“What’s this for?” asked the latter

sheepishly.

“Just as an evidence of good faith. I

can’t divide my property with you. be-

cause I consider that I do better to use it

in propagating Anarchism. But when
the day of division comes I shall be ready

—and may you be there to get your
share!”

“And meantime what is he going to

do?” inquired Mrs. Burton crisply.

“Why, he will steal, I sup|x*sc,” an-

swered Mr. Burton. “I would offer to

help him to get a so-called respectable job

if I saw any use in it—or if he dues. Do
you?” he asked the burglar.

Tliat person shook his head.

"I never worked," he said cautiously.

“I don’t blame you," said Mr. Burton.

“You’re quite right not to work, in the

present state of Society. Only you don’t

seem to me to be much of a success at

stealing. You spend too much time in

prison."

The burglar for the first time looked

Mr. Burton iu the eye and spoke spon-

taneously.

“You’re right. I ain't a success,” he

said bitterly. “I made a good thing as a
dip—a pickpocket—for years. I made
sometimes fifty dollars a week. But I

got too ambitious. I tried the second-

story business, and I ain’t got the nerve

to make a go of it, that’s the truth!”

“Well, take my advice and go back to

pocketpicking,” said Mr. Burton philo-

sophically. “At least,” he added, “I’ll

have to get you to promise one thing

—

that you won’t try burgling again in our

suburb. You see," he explained, “it’s a
small place, and if I let you go tonight the
whole community is going to know about
it. Then if any other house is robbed
here they'll blame it on me.”

“Sure, I’ll promise,” said the burglar

with emphasis. “If you want me to
swear it on the Bible. I will."

“No, I’ll take your word. I suppose,”

said Mr. Burton, “that you think I’m
illogical in simply barring you outof this

suburb, and leaving you free to burgle

anywhere else?
*

The burglar had glanced at the window
somewhat nervously. . . . But Mr. Bur-
ton was very reluctant to lose his audi-

ence. He felt himself just getting into

trim for a true burst of eloquence. He
hurried on:

“But I admit I’m illogical. With my
ideas it's inconsistent for me to put bur-
glar-alarms into my house and keep a
loaded revolver. I know it. But I hope
tlie day is coming when I sha’n’t need
those things. I honestly believe tliat with

the last policeman will go the last thief.

They go together
”

"They do, sometimes,” said the bur-
glar. fidgeting in his chair.

“And they are equally deplorable

effects of our false social system, which
has been going further and further wrong
for thousands of years, building up a
pyramid of tyranny, crushing the many
to uplift the few, until now, sir, now, I say

to you, the only thing left us is to destroy

it utterly, to sweep away rulers, judges,

priests, the army, capital, in one vast ”
“Theodore! I really think this man

ought to lie going," interrupted Mrs.
Burton. “It must be near daylight

”

The burglar fairly burst from his chair.

“Thank you, ma'am,” he cried, “I
think I do see light out there!”

“Light, pish, it won’t lie light for an
hour yet,” said Mr. Burton peevishly.

“But come along. I’ll let you out the

front door.”
“ If it’s all the same to you, I’d rather

go this way, down the post." said the bur-

glar. “I left my shoes and hat down

“Well, go ahead,” said Mr. Burton.

1_I E went over and raised the window.
1 1 The burglar hesitated a moment and
just glanced at the table where his revolver

lay. But. as he had said himself, he was
lacking in “nerve”; he did not ask for it.

He looked at Mrs. Burton and said again:

“Thank you, ma’am."
“Don’t mention it.” said the lady. “I

hope yon won’t get into prison again. I

went through a prison onee
—

” she shiv-

ered slightly.

“Look here, are you hungry?" asked

Mr. Burton suddenly. "If you are. I’ll

go down and get you some stuff before

you ”

“No, no. I’m not hungry—I’ll just go
now. Good night, and ”

The burglar had stepped across the

window-sill, and he turned and paused for

an instant, listening for sounds below, but
all was silent. He looked back into the

room, and seemed to want tosay something

more, but thinking better of it, turned

away and with a single quick motion was
over the edge of the veranda. They heard

a thud as he landed, then a rustling in

the shrubbery—he was gone. . . .

Mr. Burton closed and locked his win-

dow. A knock sounded on the door.

The Burtons looked at each other.

Then Mrs. Burton opened the door, and
they faced outraged society in the persons

of the middle-class Mum Hayden and the

servants.
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During the Luncheon Hour
By TUDOR JENKS

Illustrated by ¥. J. darkens

WHEN about to take a boat or

a train, the writer, like his

fellow sinners, is sure to look

about him wildly at the last minute for

“something to read,”

It is i>art of the penalty we pay for

being surrounded by the distractions of

modern life that we come to have an

unconscious abhorrence of being free

from an outward stimulus to thinking.

We do not trust life to supply the mental

food that is around us everywhere as the

whale's food is around him in the sea.

Only when by a fortunate accident we
are relieved of the obsession of eternal

reading, do we learn that the common
round of life can be read with at least as

much benefit as the printed page, and
often with the greater profit that we are

view ing realities direct instead of through

the darkened glass of realism.

The lunch-hour came, and I went to a

very ordinary restaurant, such a one as is

patronized by those to whom everycopper

coin is a countable asset. It was not at

all an unpleasant place, though a little

crowded, and more than a little noisy be-

cause of the nearness of the kitchen with its

never ceasing clatter of metal and china.

Yet this eternal clatter soon lost its

power to annoy and became an undertone

accompaniment to the life of the place.

And, as I waited for my order, gazing

at the men and women about, there came
to me once more the proof of the change

that has come over the population of this

marvelous town of Manhattan—in the

type of the rank and file of the crowd.

I I ERE again and again were seen the
^ * faces that in youth we associated

with the deserts of Arabia—the piercing

but impenetrable eyes, the hawk-nose
with strong high bridge and nostrils thin

and sensitive, the prominent cheek-bones,

olive skin and dusky hair. In the young
girls the type often produces a look of

beauty and pride that is unrecognized

by many of us only because it is seen on
Broadway and Sixth Avenue, rather

than in the Orient.

These girls are clerks and cashiers and
stenographers, steady ambitious workers

who are fighting the battle of life at fear-

ful odds—a public-school education for

a weapon and even worse beasts than the

wolf of Poverty for their foes. Nor do
they allow the battle to deprive them of

ho|>e, ambition and romance. They

dress well, for the most part, and with

good taste that is astonishing, when we
remember their limitations. As to their

behavior, it is above reproach. When
alone, their dignity is unbending; when
with one or two friends, them is a genial

good-fellowship delightful to see.

At a neighboring tabic sat a young man
who, captured as he was, might have
served to wear in an advertisement the

newest brand of shirt or collar. And
his bearing was worthy of his get-up.

It was as if Alcibiadcs hod deigned to

lunch at a wayside tavern. There were
three other seats at his tabic, and soon a
trio of girls who wished to lunch together

took these chairs, and solved that mast
difficult of problems—to retain their

affable composure toward one another,

while neither including nor unoourteously

excluding their chance table-companion.

They dratted fredy, and yet never in any
way showed the slightest self-conscious-

ness in the presence of Alcibiades.

I wondered how many young ladies of

greater social pretensions could have come
so wdl through the little test of good-

breeding.

A T length I too had a table companion,

a young man who must have been fa-

miliar with the resources of the establish-

ment, for he was able to order a most ample
and satisfying lunch without allowing the

management a profit worth mentioning.

His attitude seemed hostile at the first

view; but when I had obligingly moved
the tomato sauce into hia own territory

for the convenience of the newcomer, the

olive-branch was accepted and we talked

about the weather, and risked a few re-

marks on the probability of rain aud the

quality of the pie, or something else as

important, which the writer is ashamed
to say he has forgotten.

If the man interfered with the flow of

thought, he more tlian made amends when
hecameto his pust-lunchial cigar. The de-

liberate and calculated enjoyment of this

luxury was a sight to make a wandering

Sybarite homesick. No hasty puffs wasted

the nicotian joy, but each was appreciated

Like a line from a favorite author.

But, speaking not as a snob, but with

judicial calmness and detachment, the

fellow was (compared to his feminine

counterparts) vulgar. He ate with too

much conscious enjoyment, and smoked
sensually. He lacked that detachment

from the material which nearly all the

women knew how at least to assume. He
had no personal dignity, but was plainly

what the English call an absolute cad.

Possibly the young women would have
shown similar lack of breeding in their talk;

but to the eye they bore themselves in a
seemly style and with fitting self-respect.

Where did they learn behavior? From
the moving-pictures, from the fashion

papers, from chance study of lady visitors

to the shops? It is hard to acquire the

niceties of demeanor save through the

eye; yet these girls in their teens had at

least the elements of it, and it is safe to

say that their children will be many steps

further along the road to the “manners”
that “makyth men.”

OO the writer was made more hopeful of^ the futureuf our republic as he recalled

for the hundredth time that charming
bit from the writings of Mrs. Ewing the

Great, where the erring small brother

begs pardon for his wrong, at the same
time muttering low:

“ZX/a first, feels afterwards. I’d like

to punch his head!”

And even if the manners are no more
than paste jewels, they are an imitation

well worth the wearing in the absence of

the reality. By all means, let us encour-

age the education in manners in the hope

that the imitation of right doing may grow
into righ t feeling. Perhaps the I ittle brother

will come to ask pardon without the de-

sire to punch the wronged one’s head!

If the moving-pictures will teach the

lesson of better behavior at ten cents

a session, they will deserve well of the

nation. And never before has the de-

meanor of Princes and Powers and Po-

tentates been brought so clearly and so

powerf ully and so convincingly before the

eyes of all the world and his wife and chil-

dren ns by the device that lets us all

“assist” in the French sense at most of

the earth's most notable happenings.

That this thought came by way of a

cheap restaurant is natural enough when
you realize that the table is, after all,

the great test of good manners.

View for yourself the customers at

these places, and perhaps you, too. will

see reason to believe that the material

out of which the nation is to be moulded
is amenable and capable of kneading into

better stuff than you may have believed.

With self-respect all tilings arc possible.
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Criminals I Have Known
By T. P. O’CONNOR

Illustrated by William M. Burger

VI. Henry Wainwright

I
T was many years after my first hang-

ing that I saw my second. In the

interval I had gone through many
strange experiences. Coming to London
with four sovereigns in my pocket as my
entire fortune, and determined never to

leave it again. I had to face either success

or starvation. I had the unfortunate ex-

perience of attaining a little of both. For

three long years I found it impossible to

get regular work; though I should add
that this drearl interval came not in my
first three years in Ix>ndon, when I

had good situations. These years of

privation, of constant and corroding dis-

appointment. of despair sometimes, and
always of anxiety, had made their mark
on me; even today the wounds liave

never healed. My outlook on life, even

my opinions, reflect the experience of

those days of suffering and privation. If

I liave learned to have a passionate desire

to improve the human lot, which now
abides with me as the purpose and the

passion that have burned up all other de-

sires and passions; if I have an infinite

indulgence and sympathy for human fail-

ings. it is to these years I owe iL

Let that pass, however, except in so far as

it is relevant to the story I am now telling.

AT last the tide had turned, and I

**' had got regular employment as the

chief sub-editor of a morning edition of

the old Echo, which liad then been

started. The hours were long. I rarely

got to bed before three or four o’clock in

the morning, and my duties were respon-

sible and difficult. And one day I was
asked, after the conclusion of my work as

sub-editor, to go and describe the execu-

tion of Henry Wainwright. I did not get

to bed until three, and to be sure of being

in time I had to rise at six o’clock ; I was
told by those who saw me that I looked

ghastly—as indeed I might well do.

I had followed the story of this murder
with great interest, for Henry Wain-
wright was an interesting and an unusual

criminal. He was a brush manufacturer

in a fairly good way. in the East End of

London. One day, going for an outing

to Broxbournc. he met a handsome
young girl named Harriet Lane, and on
intrigue followed. She had two or three

children by him, and meantime he had at

home a wife by whom also he had had
several children. The demands on his

purse in keeping up these two homes had
proved more than he could bear without

getting into endless pecuniary difficulties.

It may be, too, that the unfortunate

woman, in that state of despair which
such false positions usually produce, had
proves! exacting and ill-tempered. What
transpired to bring about the final tragedy

nobody ever knew, but what happened
was that Wainwright invited Harriet

Lane to come and see him at night in his

warehouse in the East End; that he then
and there killed her. and buried her

body under the floor. As so often hap-

pens with even the most cunning mur-
derers, Wainwright made the mistake of

covering the body with the lime that pre-

serves instead of that which destroys the

human remains.

(~\XE day it became certain that detec-

tion would follow unless he was able

"It became certain that detection tcould follow unless he was able to remove the

body from his warehouse
”

to remove the body from his warehouse.

He dug it up, put it in a loosely-corded

packet, and then employed one of his men
to tarry it to a cab. This man, his suspi-

cions aroused, followed the cab and traced

him to the City churchyard. A few hours

afterwards the body was traced by the

|M»lice anti Wainwright was arrested. Anti

then came the trial. Popular interest in

the murder was very great, partly because

of its horrible surroundings and partly be-

cause of the personality of the murderer.

For Wainwright was a personality

—

handsome, daring, fairly well-to-do, ex-

cellently educated, and u popular figure

at literary entertainments. He was one

of the small celebrities of the East End.
If I remember rightly, he used to send

occasional contributions to newspapers,

including Punch

;

he was an excellent

amateur actor, and he had often figured as

an effective reciter at penny readings.

Added to all this was the instinct that

somewhere, deep down in his nature, there

wus that grim resoluteness of character

that made him capable of desperate deeds.

All the witnesses who knew him laid stress

on his determination of character; and it

will Ik? seen that he was pie kind of man
to impress a powerful and ta.<unnating per-

sonality on all with whom he uune in con-

tact. and especially on women, who have

a primordial and indestructible instinct

to subject themselves to the kind of man
they recognize as the master that can

conquer, even though they may feel that

he can also destroy them.

The trial, then, took place amid every

circumstance of popular interest. When
Wuinwright took his place in the dock,

his appearance answered immediately to

the impression that had been formed of

him. Of middle height, of well knit and

robust frame, with a fine beard and a

large mustache, with a certain air of dig-

nity, composure and self-confidence, he

seemed the fitting figure to occupy the

central place in a great tragedy. He dis-

18
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played, too, some of the qualities one

would expect in one who was at once a

man of business and, in a degree, a man of

letters. Hi* sight had become impaired

during his imprisonment, and the audience

saw accordingly a man in the dock care-

fully taking notes, wearing pince-nez,

which, somehow or other, increased the

sense of looking at a man who was tran-

quil, well educated, and methodical.

George Manville Fenn, the well-known

novelist, was sent by the Ech • to report

the trial, and I remember still the elo-

quent passage in which he drew a con-

trast between this quiet figure in the dock

carefully and composedly taking notes

and the hands of the clock gradually but

surely numbering and decreasing the

hours that lay between him and horrible

death.

The evidence, of course, was purely cir-

cumstantial. Nobody had witnessed that

dreadful interview in the durk hours of

the night and in the silence of the de-

serted warehouse, during which these two

people, that had once loved each other

and had exchanged all the delirium of

guilty passion, ended with one a corpse

and the other a murderer.

The case for the prosecution was in tin-

admirable keeping of Sir John Holker. the

Attorney-General of the period—himself

a remarkable personality with a life not

without its strange ups and downs, nor

also without a curious romance. A
burly, broad-shouldered, robust man with

a sleepy look, perhaps half-consciouslv

exaggerated, an easy going and detached

manner, a certain grim humor, and a

somewhat affected manner. Sir John
Holker was just the kind of deadly advo-

cate that was wide-awake when he

seemed asleep. And, of course, there came
the only possible verdict. Wainwright
was convicted and it was my business to

record the story of his hanging.

1 SAW the hanging in Tullamore jail

* with nerves apparently of iron that

nothing could disturb, and I went through

the terrible ordeal without any obvious

disturbance. But I remember that,

what with the late hours and the short

sleep and somewhat damaged health, I

was painfully nervous when I had to sec

this second execution. The scene in the

grim yard of Newgale was remarkable

and indeed somewhat scandalous. The
sheriff at the time was Sir John Bennett,

the great clockmaker. He was a strange

being -exuberant, gay, greedy for noto-

riety and popularity; and was proud

when, with his splendid head of silver-

white and curly hair and old fashioned

dress, he was always received with tu-

multuous cheers by the democracy at

Lord Mayors’ shows. It was partly owing

to his strange personality that admission to

the execution was given freely, and when
the unfortunate Wainwright appeared on
the scaffold—horribly like, in its construc-

tion, to a butcher's shambles—he found

himself confronted by more than seventy

pairs of curious and horrified eyes. I can

recall still the curious curl that came to

his lips under the long, graceful mustache
as he surveyed this big crowd of sight-

seers. It was his final defiance to the

world—the last and greatest evidence of

the daring self-confidence and scorn of

his powerful personality.

Meantime I was reduced to a state of

extreme nervousness. I found my hands

shaking—a very unusual experience to

me—and I did not know how to keep my-
self from a nervous breakdown. And as

I looked around at this long array of spec-

tators. all leaning against the big wooden

“Sir John Holker was just the kind uf deadly advocate that teas wide-

awake when he seemed asleep
”

bar which stretched along the yard, and
every face showing in some form or other

the universal feeling of horror, my own
nervousness went on increasing. Fortu-

nately the calls of professional duty were

there and had to be obeyed. As it was
known that I was to be present, several

journals had asked me to write an ac-

count, and this account had to be ready
almost immediately after the execution so

as to get into the early editions of the

evening papers, both in London and the

provinces. Those familiar with news-

paper work will know that journalists,

when they have to supply the same article

to several newspapers, are able to write

several copies at the same time by the

simple expedient of putting carbonized

paper between the sheets, which repro-

duce on several pages what is written on
the first. And the way I was able to

escape from my nervousness was to

keep on writing on my manifold, as it is

called, which I had to hold in the palm
of my hand, and upon which I had to

press hard so that copy might get

through to the pages underneath the

first. And this I continued to do while

I kept looking at the ghastly prep-

arations for the execution in front of

me. I should add that I had heard that

Wainwright died with the same steady

nerve as he had shown at the trial. I be-

lieve the doctor who felt his pulse imme-
diately before the execution found that it

was normal.

A ND now let me conclude this narra-

tivc by noting the difference be-

tween my sensations not only during but
after these two executions occurring

within -w years of each other. I have
already told how I found myself at a
theater the very night of the first execu-

tion. I was surprised myself by the cool-

ness with which I had gone through the

whole terrible business. And the morn-
ing after I woke cheerful and active, and
went through my day’s work in the usual

way. Then I came home to the poor

lodging in which I lived with my brother

and sisters and sat down on the sofa.

Suddenly, without any notice, I became
conscious of something descending upon
me like some thick cloud uf black and sud-

den night. I was seized in the iron grip

of a fierce attack of melancholia—almost

like one of those attacks from which

George Borrow used to suffer. The whole

world became black and hopeless to me.

This then was human life, I kept saying to

myself—this transient, miserable thing

that on a summer morning could suddenly

be destroyed, as had been done in the

case of those two poor wretches whose
execution I had seen the day before.

It was an instance of a tendency which

I think is common to men of some
temperaments—mainly to men of imagi-

nation—who feel things much more in

retrospect than while they are actually

going on.

The very opposite happened to me
after my second execution. I was nerv-

ous before and during the execution; I

threw off all its horrors immediately after-

wards. By this time I had plumbed the

depths and the abysses of life; it no
longer appeared to me so sacred and so

beautiful a thing for anybody to be so

concerned about its ending. “Death,’’ I

repeated to myself in the words of the

Epistle to theCorintliians.“was swallowed

up in victory.” Or, to put it in another

way, and in the words of even a greater

writer, “After life’s fitful fever he sleeps

well.”

Today I do not think I was right in

either the one case or the other, but I am
narrating, not philosophizing.



My

Conscience

and

My Vote

By

MILES POINDEXTER

Senator Miles Poindexter

WHEN I was in the House of

Representatives I heard some-

one translate in quite a unique

ami happy idiom Louis XIV's famous
dictum in these words, “The State,

1 am It.’* So I might say as to my party

nt the present moment in the senate

—

I am It; nt least so fur os the official

party designation is concerned. There
lire, however, in the senate some twelve

or fifteen real Progressives in the Repub-
lican Party and an equal or perhaps

larger number in the Democratic Party;

and the profound political query con-

tained in the title of this article is how
long it will be until all these Progressives

shall be free from the whip of the party

caucus, and vote together for the common
principles in which they all agree.

The above title is used only to point

out the principle, and what I sliall say

has little or no reference to any partic-

ular uction of mine, und is applicable to

all political parties alike. The question,

as I conceive it. really involves the whole

proposition of populur representative

government. As applied to a member
of congress, the question is whether he
himself shall control his own vote and
cast it according to his convictions and
his own sense of the proprieties of the

occasion. or whether the political party

with which he is affiliated in its organized

formal capacity shall control his vote and
direct on which side it shall In* cast.

The question is as to whieh is of inure

concern, his own freedom of soul and
action ns represented by his vote, or his

allegiance und suliserviencv to the fonuul

orders and dictates of his party organiza-

tion. This is as it concerns him individ-

ually; but as a public man there is that

larger concern of the community and the

welfare of the people as it is affected by
one or the other of these propositions.

As to them the question is whether, in

each of their several districts, states,

or other |>oliticul divisions, in the making
of laws, which involves the decision of

20

questions of vital importance to them in and principles they believe; and will weigh,

every phase of their lives, their quota one against the other, the comparative

of votes in the law-making body shall be benefits, where they are in conflict with

cast in accordance with their interests, each oilier, of a vote for their preference

their wishes, their decision us indicated in the particular question in hand, or

by an election, their judgment as aseer- against their preference on the particular

tained through the investigation of their questiou. for the party success as a whole,

own chosen representative and the con- The evils of surrendering their represen-

dusions which he reaches; or whether tation, or of u member of congress surren-

their quotu of votes shall be cast upon the dering his vote to the dictates of the party

instruction of some small caucus majority, organization, also vary in degree with the

or still smaller committee majority, or still varying degrees of merit of the party

smaller majority of a majority of a caucus, organization and the methods and rules

or majority of a majority of a committee— upon which it is founded ami conducted,

the majority of the majority controlling The question is also affected necessarily

the majority, the majority controlling the bv the general political situation and the

committee, the committee controlling the importance, or lack of importance, at

majority of the caucus, the majority of any particular time, of |>arty unanimity

the caucus controlling the caucus, the and harmony; by the virtue, or lack of

caucus controlling the party, uud the it, of the principles upon which the |M»rtv

party, if it la* in pow*er, of course, con- is founded, und the ini|»ortance of the

trolling the legislative branch of the gov- issues which for the time living it is pro-

erament— this small controlling factor moting. All of these, however, as stated

being chosen in other political subdivi- above, are elements whicli in an ideal

sions in which they had no voice and condition of really independent represen-

whose material ami spiritual views, inter- tation can properly he taken into consid-

ests, concerns, und political prolilems muv eration both by the jieople of the political

be entirely different from their own. subdivisions themselves and by their

representative or senator in determining

/^VK course, the ideal |mpular represent- whether he should yield his own judgment
ative government is where the or they should yield their own interests, in

people of each political siilnlivision—each the particular question involved, to the

congressional district—so far as the House ad verse decision of the party organization,

of Representatives is concerned, we will

say for illustration—either by express IN considering, as an ethical and also

instructions, or acting through the judg- * as a praclicul governmental proposi-

ment of their delegated representative tion. the degree of control which a political

is cast with absolute freedom and in- parly should exercise over its members
dependence in the interest of that par- we naturally inquire what right or reason

ticular district, on the question which is has the party itself to exist. There is

involved. nothing whatever in the Constitution,

Of course, in determining what is in either of the United States, nor, until

theirinterest.the|ieoplethemse!vesineach recently, in the Constitution of any of

district, in weighing all the elements that the states, providing for |M>litical parties

should he considered in arriving at a just or the government of the same. They
conclusl'ijt. will give due weight, as one ele- are purely voluntary organizations, and
ment i *1>. rq .ation, to the importance in fact there was. at the time of theadop-

aud val >c, whn' ver it may be, of the sue- tion of the Constitution, and has been

cessof ic part.' in whose general doctrines at all times since, a large force of public

Digitized by Google
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opinion which recants political parties

ami government by political parties as

injurious and unnecessary. At the time

of the organization of the government

there were no political parties in the sense

in which we now understand them; and
some of the wisest men and most pro-

found thinkers of that era looked upon

party spirit and party subserviency as

one of the most insidious dangers that

the experiment of free government, which

they were engaged in establishing,

would have to confront. For many years,

however, in both this country and in

other constitutional governments, con-

spicuously Great Britain, a system of

government by party has prevailed.

Under u system of party government free

government necessarily involves, as an
essential condition, a free party.

I F the government is by party and the
1 party in its turn is controlled by caucus

or "by ring, which inevitably if persisted in

leads to the domination of a single individ-

ual, with his powereither absolute or modi-
fied by varying conditions of the influence

and ability of his chief lieutenants and
agents,—then it is perfectly obvious that

free government has disappeared and
is impossible under any such system. It

inevitably leads to the conditions de-

scribed by Washington: “The alternate

domination of one faction over another,

sharpened by the spirit of revenge natural

to party dissension, which in different

ages and countries had perpetrated the

most horrid enormities, is itself a fright-

ful despotism. But this leads at length

to a more formal and permanent despot-

ism. The disorders and miseries which

result, gradually incline the minds of

men to seek security and repose in the

absolute power of an individual; and,

sooner or later, the chief of some prevail-

ing faction, more able or more fortunate

than his competitors, turns this dis|x»si-

tion to the purpose of his own elevation

on the ruins of public liberty;*’ and it

was against such excesses of party tyranny

and intrigue rather than against a whole-

some party spirit based upon a unity of

belief and held together by general agree-

ment upon issues affecting the public

welfare that Washington advised: '“With-

out looking forward to ua extremity

of this kind, (which nevertheless ought
not to be entirely out of sight) the com-
mon and continual mischiefs of the spirit

of party arc sufficient to make it the

interest and duty of a wise people to

discourage and restrain it.

“It serves always to distract the

public councils, and enfeeble the public

administration. It agitates the commu-
nity with ill-founded jealousies and false

alarms; kindles tlic animosity of one

partyagainst another; foments occasional

riot and insurrection. It opens the door

to foreign influence and corruption,

which finds u facilitated access to the

government itself through the channels

of party passions. Thus the policy and
the will of one country arc subjected to

the policy and will of another.

“There is an opinion that parties in

free countries are useful checks upon the

administration of the government, and
serve to keep alive the spirit of liberty.

This within certain limits is probably
true; and in governments of a monarchical

cast, pat rinlistn may look with indulgence,

if not with favor, upon the spirit of party.

But in those of the popular character,

in governments purely elective, it is a

spirit not to be encouraged. From their

natural tendency, it is certain there will

always be enough of that spirit for every

salutary purpose. And there being con-

stant danger of excess, the effort ought to

Ik*, hv force of public opinion, to mitigate

and assuage it. A fire not to be quenched,

it demands a uniform vigilaucc to prevent

it bursting into a flame, lest instead of

warming, it should consume.”
All through the political history of our

country it will he noted that, as the

tyranny of the party government in-

creased, the standard of statesmanship

decreased. Making all due allowance

for the magnified importance of the men
and events who laid the foundations and
put the government in motion, an im-

partial comparison of the leaders of

public opinion in the great creative days

of Settlement, Founding, Coiislituthm-

making, and the subsequent great era

of Construction, when there was no such

political institution as the party boss

or the party machine, or ring, or formal

secret caucus, shows that there were

giants in those days. Party tyranny

dwarfs the individual; party tyranny
means governmental tyranny.

The ideal representative government
would be that where the people in each
of their several political sulxli visions

should decide in the great forum of general

elections the issues which most vitally

concern them. The evolution of free gov-

ernment has tended more and more to

enlarge the functions of the direct fran-

chise and to increase the responsiveness

of government. Gradually issues came
to be sharply defined, and the election

of candidates aligned on the several

sides was equivalent, in many cases,

to a decision of the principle involved.

There were many contingencies of un-

certainty. however. Officials were not

always faithful to their campaign pledges;

there was opportunity for debate and
disagreement as to what the issue actu-

ally was and what the election decided.

Furthermore, it was impossible always to

determine details in the elections, or to

foresee the constant recurring needs of

legislation or administration growing out

of a firing and changing body politic.

Something had to be left to the loyalty,

the intelligence, the judgment, the imag-
ination of the representative, whether
in legislative or executive office.

rTHE control of the people over the gov-
1 eminent in recent years has been en-

larged by new agencies giving the people

more direct power through changes in

state and federal constitutions, as for

instance, the Seventeenth amendment
providing for the direct election of

Senators of the United States; and the

various forms of so-called initiative,

referendum, and recall. These latter

constructive measures are not in them-
selves new creations, but in one form or

another, both in England, in Canada,
in Scandinavia, and elsewhere, have !>een

in more or less frequent use and applica-

tion. With out national conservatism

we regarded them a few years ago us

extremely radical and perhaps dangerous.

Through experience of the more pro-

gressive of our states their perfect

practicability and efficacy has been

demonstrated and there is now more
or less general acceptance of the principle

involved.

These measures and developments tend

toward the destruction of party tyranny,

and we are in the midst of an era of party

independence, or indc|>endence of party.

Party rule by self-perpetuating com-
mittees, conventions of delegates ap-

pointed by the party authorities or

selected under arbitrary party methods.

and by so-called leaders or machine
bosses, is a recent growth in this country

and is unknown in any other country

—

free or otherwise—in the world. From
1789 until 1834 no conventions and no
party plutforms preceded the nomination

and election of Presidents. During all

of this period there were political parties

and during a portion of it there was much
party bitterness. They were held to-

gether, however, not so much by party

machinery as by the cohesion of a com-

mon Iwrlief upon general policies, although,

of course, not upon the specific details

of government. Political parlies in those

days were schools of political thought

and belief.

In recent years they have degenerated

into gangs of spoilsmen operating under

busses with absolute political power.

In 1789, 1794, and 179(5 there were no
Presidential nominations; and yet the

great political divisions of Federalists

and Republicans, or anti-Fcdcralists,

were able to elect, particularly in 1800,

their typical leaders, ami to cast their

votes for Adams and Jefferson, respec-

tively, indirectly, it is true, through the

electoral college, by the use of the govern-

mental machinery provided in the con-

stitution and without the aid of the party

machinery of more recent years. Washing-
ton. of course, rose above all party, and
without thesemblance of any party organ-

ization, by mere force of public opinion,

was chosenby an overwhelming vote of the

electoral college for his first, term in 1789.

IN 1794 party organization was in an
* embryonic slate, without convention,

platform, or nomination, but both of

the great parties agreed upon Washington
for reflection. Federalists and anti-

Federalists—or Democratic-Republicans,

as the Liberal Party was promiscu-

ously designated,—represented, in the

conditions and issues of that day, the

universal principle, which inevitably

governs the formation of parties in

all times, namely, the Many against

the Few; the General Mass against a

Few selected individuals; the combina-

tion of the Many Weak against the Few
Strong: Privilege and Property against

Universal Personal rights and opportuni-

ties; Aristocracy against Democracy; the

Conservative against the Lilx-ral; the

Tory against the Whig.

From 1796 no such thing as a nomina-

tion in any form by a political party

of its candidate for President was known
until 1800, and from that time until

1840 the respective parties selected their

candidates through formal or informal

caucus or conference of the party mem-
bers of Congress. In 1814 De Witt

Clinton was nominated at an informal

meeting or convention of Federalists

held in September in New York City.

The Federalists as a party were rapidly

disappearing; so tliat in 1840 even the

caucus nominations disappeared and

James Monroe had practically no oppo-

sition for reflection in 1844. There were

no party organizations and. as in 1789,

a representative leader was chosen Presi-

dent through the machinery of the Con-

stitution alone, and without the aid of

party rules. In 1834 begad the system of

the modem party national convention

out of which has grown, coming to an

acute form in 1909, the domination of

the government by an unregulated and,

in one sense, lawless voluntary association,

setting up its own methods and rules

for the selection of Presidents of the

United States and other great officers of

government.
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AUT of tills system grew that in*^ jurious and venomous party spirit,

manifested in greater or lesser degree

in different campaigns, which Washington

warned against, and wliich in its worst

manifestations is a mere unscrupulous

political war for the legitimate and illegit-

imate spoils of office. Under this sys-

tem party regularity, party subserviency,

party servility, party prosperity were

the cardinal virtues and prime object.

Any indication of political independence

was discountenanced, and any disobe-

dience of the rule or order of the self-

constituted party authorities was a po-

litical crime. It was on era of loot ami
political brigandage in municipal, state,

and. on a somewhat higher plain, also

in national affairs. The superlative po-

sition in this state of affairs was reached by
the Republican Party, which, through the

contingencies of Civil War. and Recon-

struction, and the economic conditions

following thereafter, had, with very brief

interruptions, supreme and unlimited con-

trol of the government for half a century.

By reason of the system of party gov-

ernment, adverted to above, this party

was a law unto itself. It, and not

the people, chose the officers of state,

from President and Supreme Court

Judges down to Justices of the Peace.

Such a system inevitably led to corrup-

tion and political degeneracy, and this

corruption and degeneracy extended

by example and contact from political

to social and economic affairs. It grew

into an era of money-madness. Human
beings were ruthlessly sacrificed toavarice.

The people and the people's welfare were

a jest, and independent, jwlitical thought

was anathema. The taxing power of

the government, through the tariff

especially, was scandalously applied to

building up great private interests at the

expense of the general welfare, and a
sound and just principle of reasonable

protection of American industries was
seized upon as a lure and specious pre-

tense to keep unscrupulous interests in

control of the taxing power. It was per-

verted from a policy of general welfare

into the means of private aggrandizement.

Under this same system of party tyranny,

and as one of its natural evolutions, grew

up monarchical rule in the House of Rep-
resentatives. Under the excuse of par-

liamentary efficiency in the transaction

of business, a system of rules was de-

veloped by the party in power wliich placed

in the hands of one man absolute control

over legislation; so that jKiwcrful interests,

which hail been founded upon conditions,

dcscrilied hIjovc, and grown great, virtually

controlled the legislation of the United
States by controlling the congressional

district of the S|>eaker.

\/fONEY was used directly and in-

* * directly in political campaigns
with this end in view. Millions were

spent to elect or defeat Representatives

by private organizations concerned in

legislation. General political corruption

in many counties was illustrated by the

arrest of large numbers of voters, and
their convictions for selling their votes.

Recent lobby investigations have indi-

cated the vast sums of money invested

in politics. The ramifications and in-

numerable lines of influence of the

System, reaching from the great centers

of finance in New York City into the

most remote new Territories where rail-

roads or other public utilities were

seeking public franchises, did not pre-

vent complete harmonious control of the
whole through the magic word of party

regularity. Out of this System grew the

most unique of modern political institu-

tions,—peculiar to America and character-

isticof these conditions,—-namely, the po-

litical “boss." The political boss ruled

with a power more absolute than many
a King upon a European throne. In

some instances his principality was a

great state; again it was a mighty city;

or, at another time, a village, or country

town. The System became so powerful

that it extended outside of the limits of

the party in power and, while preserving

in its strictest form party regularity,

had its bipartisan agents and emissaries

in the Democratic Party; and, in many
jurisdictions of the Nation, the latter

party wielded the power in city or state

which the Republican Party exercised

in the Federal Government. In New
York City or at Albany, in Pennsylvania

or in Washington City, under Democratic
Party government or Republican Party

government, the System was the same.

There was great plunder to be had

—

the vast continent of natural resources

belonging to the people—lands, forests,

coal; the governments and property of

the state; city franchises; public works
and building contracts; all paid their

gigantic toll to the System. Senatorships

were bought, paid for, and delivered.

A PART of the success of the System
** was due to the preoccupation of the

people in the great material work, inci-

dent to a new country, of settling the

land and making homes, and in the pri-

mary occupation of earning a livelihood.

The people had little time for politics;

and it was not. until population,—in-

creasing at some sixteen millions in a

Census decade,—coincident with the

diminishing naturul resources and the

limitation—by the waves of the Pacific

—of the westward migration, begun to

make the struggle For existence and for

opportunity more severe, that the people

turned in earnest first to inquire and then

to act in the matter of their government.

The excesses, mentioned above, sooner

or later would inevitable have brought

about in any event the destruction of the

sinister cult of party priesthood, party

orthodoxy, and the political proscription

under which they had thrived. But the

American people when aroused, although

they are slow to wrath and conservative

by nature, act speedily ami with decision.

The one man rule in the House of Rep-
resentatives and in the Senate of the

United States, the so calk'd ’‘bellwether”

system of making a tariff bill under the

leadership of Senator Aldrich of Rhode
Island, and the appointment of all

Committees and control of the House
of Representatives by the Speaker, were

completely overthrown, partially by the

spirit of revolt in the House of Represent-

atives itself in 1909, reflecting the political

revolution which was taking place among
the people; and wholly, by the people

themselves, in the elections of 1910 and
1914 in which the fortress of party tyranny
as it then existed was destroyed and fifty

years of Republican role were brought to

a permanent and eternal end with the

pitiful showing of eight electoral votes.

/~\UT of this war and turmoil, the Dem-
^ ocratic Party emerged with a ma-

jority and the control of all branches
of the government. That party itself

is divided between Liberals and Con-
servatives, Progressives and Stand-patters

and it remains to l>e seen which element

will direct its councils and its actions.

It remains to he seen what use it will

make of this power so suddenly thrust

upon it out of the fortuitous circumstances

of the war of the people against the Sys-

tem. It remains to be seen whether it

will follow the unfortunate example which
its representatives in the Senate set in

the making of the present tariff act, of

wielding the party wliip, and suppressing

the conscience and judgment of its mem-
bers by the law of the party caucus.

Its tenure of power will depend to a large

extent upon its attitude on this question.

The people are not wedded to the Dem-
ocratic Party, nor to any other party.

They arc wedded to principle and regard

party only as an agency for giving effect

to the principles of government in which

they believe. If majority role is de-

stroyed by caucus rule, the Democratic

Party must pay the penalty which comes
to every enemy of free representative

government. A general agreement upon
the great fundamental doctrinesof govern-

ment. as applied to measures which arise

from time to time, is a sufficient force to

hold together any political party. The
more acute and important the issue, the

more cohesion will the party have. The
greater concern of the country in the

establishment of a principle, the more will

Senators and Representatives sacrifice dif-

ference of opinion in detail in order to

obtain party harmony upon the principle

involved. Party tyranny whether through

cuucus, committee. Speaker, bellwether,

boss, or other functionary, while it may
enforce unity of action for a time, inevit-

ably leads to dissatisfaction and rebellion

in the party and to its eventual repudiation

by the people themselves.

INHERE there is not sufficient
’ ' virility of public opinion to bring

about this repudiation of the |M>litical

machine, the people are exploited through

all the agencies of government. Under
the cry of party regularity, the ring

capitalizes the patriotism of the people.

For campaign purposes it voices some
principle to which the people are at-

tached and uses it to gain and retain

power. In New York City the boas is

Democratic, because that is the over-

whelming sentiment of the people. In

Philadelphia a similar boss is—or was
until his abuse of power led to his repudia-

tion—Republican. Both are actuated by
the same political principles and ore in

politics for the same purpose. The .same

interests contribute campaign funds to

the Democratic machine in Virginia and to

the Republican machine in Pennsylvania.

Under the cry of party regularity, party

“solidarity” and obedience to the “titu-

lar” head of the party, the effort is made
to suppress all free political action and to

paralyze individual judgment. Under
such a regime, the machine is supreme.

The possibility of interference with their

plans being thus precluded, the press in

many instances being owned or subsidized

by the ring and their allies, and the public

conscience deadened, the avenues of graft

und special privilege are open and safe.

The remedy and the antidote is the

doctrine of the new Progressive move-

ment; that there shall be party organiza-

tion. but no party slavery; party loyalty,

but individual freedom; party harmony,

but a harmony based on a common po-

litical belief. It is this revolt from the

tyranny of the ring, and this alone,

working in both of the old political par-

ties, that has overthrown the Southern

Pacific Railroud domination in California,

and has broken the apparently invincible

power of the close corporations of politics

in so many states and cities.
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The Changeling Book Agents
By HORATIO WINSLOW

Illustrated by Ernest Fuhr

AS he settled down at the restaurant

table the book-agent nodded to
L

the other diner.

“Soft town, neighbor, ain't it?" he

chuckled, after finishing an order for the

whole table d’hdtc meal from noodle soup

to layer ice-cream.

The melancholy man across looked up
from his bread and milk with a grunt. He
did not smile. It dawned on the book-

agent that bread uud milk was the cheapest

dish on the bill of fare and that the melan
rholy expression opposite was not the

melancholy of a dyspeptic but the deep

blue gloom of a hungry man gone broke.

“Pardonme,” suid the book-agent. " but

didn't I sec you selling a set on Wilson

Street this morning?
’’

The other stared moodily from his

plebian bread ami milk to the radishes

which marked the beginning of the fifty

-

cent dinner.

“No. you didn’t,” he snapped. "You
never saw me selling anything on Wilson

Street or any other street of this bum
town.” With a weary gesture he laid a
crumpled circular between the salt cellar

and the vinegar cruet. “ Here's what I

was trying to sell

—

4

Billing’s Monumental
History of the United States.’ But I’m

through—done—finished. Good night,

my love, good night.”

Mr. Hansen picked up the circular.

" You mean to tell me,” he asked incredu-

lously, “ that you can’t sell a history of the

United States here in the United States

when you are a—a United Statesman?

Listen. My name is Ole Bull Hansen.

I'm a Norwegian bom, and yet right here

in the Unite*! Slates I sell Magnussen’s

‘History of the People of Norway: Their

Literature and Life’ on Our Celebrated

Easy Payment Plan. My friend, what

is the greatest poetry in the world? The
Norwegian. Who discovered America?

The Norwegians. Who ”

A scrape of chair legs on the floor shut

him off.

"Oh sure, that's all right, too. You be-

lieve it, and if you believe it you can make
the boobs believe it. If you didn't believe

it—take it from me you’d never sell a set."

“But the United States is a great coun-

try,” suggested Hansen. “Now if I

wasn’t no Norwegian——-”

HPHE melancholy man rose to his feet.

* “So you think I’m a Yank, do you.

Look here. I’d rather register from Tim-
buotoo than from any place in this back-

yard ashpilc they cull ‘The States.’

The States! Huh! I’m a Canadian—

a

Canuck—a gol-blamed Canuck and proud

of it. Lemme tell you this, too: just as

msm as the good Lord'll let me, and that’s

tonight, I’m going back to God's country

and tickle*! to death about it, too. The
Slates!—yah!"

Ten-cent check in hand, the Canadian

stalked to the cashier's desk while Han-
sen, looking after him, experienced a feel-

ing of resentment.

“But he’s right,” he admitted. "You
got to believe in it, or you can't talk it

and sell it. Maybe if I wasn't such a red-

hot Norski I couldn’t sell Magnussen's
History. But his funeral ain’t my fu-

neral,”

He drew from his pocket the letter he

had been handed at the general delivery

a

window of the post-office a few minutes
before. The envelope held a sheet of

blue-ruled note-paper.

“ Dear Ole” (ran the painful handwriting)
“ Wei how are you all wel here come

home soon Yrou got to be 41 years old

now and we got some news to break.

Maybe you been Ole Bull Hansen and
maybe not.

your father Lass Hansen."

rPHE free-lance book-agent may come
* and go as he pleases. Ole had planned

to run up to his father’s home at New
Christiania the following week. Instead he
went the next afternoon. The mysterious

letter worried him ami seemed to gum up
his usually ready praise of Magnussen's
History of the People of Norway.
Mother and father met him solemnly

at the train. But not until the children

had been packed away to bed did he
learn any part of the dreadful secret.

Once they were out of hearing, three par-

lor chairs were set at the points of an
equilateral triangle while 01c was en-

couraged to bear up under the Worst.

“But I'm sure it ain't true," the

mother sobbed, before the elder Hansen
could In-gin the tale. “Why Ole, you
got blue eyes just like u.y aunt Marie,

and hair kind of reddish like my
father, and a nose like Grandpa Olsen

himself."

The book-agent squirmed desperately.

"For goodness sake, Ma, what do you
mean? Why ain’t I sure enough Ole

Hansen, Pa?"
“It’s like this," began Pa. “You was

born in the Old Country and you was a

month old when we got to that hotel in

Min’ap’lis.”

Tears rolleddown Mrs. Hansen’s cheeks.

“Oh, my poor little Ole! I shouldn't

never have let you out of my eye.”

"But Ole. she couldn’t help it. She
was sick yet from the trip over, and I had
to do most for you myself.”

And then with many pauses and urg-

ings the story came out. The hotel in

Min’ap'lis. The bath in the washroom
with Pa as nurse. The presence in the

washroom of another little boy baby just

Ole’s size and red ami mewling just like

Ole. The ularni of fire. Confusion—

•

smoke—yells. The arrival of the fire-

men in identical black coats and mous-

taches. Their hasty exit, one with Ole

and the second with the other baby fol-

lowed by Pa and by the girl who had
been bathing the other infant.

“So,” concluded Pa, “we was all saved.

Your mother, she got saved too. Out
in the street I got one baby give back to

me. But I didn't know if it been you or

not. How could I tell? You see you was
little and red-haired and yust like all

babies ami I couldn't -find no one to ask.

The other girl got her baby ami she was
gone, nnd your mu was so sick that it was
five years In-fore I told her about it.”

“But the hotel register," suggested

01c. "Didn't you look up the register

and "

Mr. Hansen shook his head sadly.

“No, Ole. that register book was burned
too, and 1 don’t even know what country

that there girl was from.”

He stared long at the boy before him,

while Mrs. Hansen sobbed into a hand-

kerchief.

“Maybe,” he said at last, “maybe you
are Ole Bull Hansen and maybe you ain't.

Yust like I wrote you in the letter, I don’t

know."

DACK to Chilton sped the book-ugent;
* Chilton, that “easy” town which lie

had only partially covered. Yet some-

how. he hail changed overnight. He
came back dazed and terrific*! by what
he had learned.

Perhaps he was really Ole Bull Hansen;
perhaps—and he shuddered—perhaps the

real Ole had perished in the flames. Worse
still, perhaps the little chap with royal

Norse blood in his veins was being brought

up in some Norwegian-baiting, Scumli-

navian-haling household. All the book-

agent's race loyalty ladled hot in anger-
boiled hot until he realized that he him-
self might have sprung from some father-

land that had been ravished and laid waste

a dozen times by the old Norse pirates.

It unnerved him. Day by day he
broodt-d over and nursed the secret.

From a hale, aggressive salesman he be-

came timid and fearful with a deep hollow-

marking the spot where once hud bulged

his bump of self-confidence. No longer

was he able to get conviction into his

panegyrics. His profits dwindled steadily

from the original thirty dollars a week to

ten—to seven—to nothing at all.

It was on the Saturday evening of his

nothing-at-all week while he was dining

frugally on bread and milk that a red -

cheeked, light-haired, blue-eyed youth
sat down across the (abler from him and
ordered the full fifty-cent meal. De-
liberatdy Ole rebuffed several friendly

overtures toward conversation, but there

was no halting the genial stranger.

“Well," demanded Hansen slapping

down his spoon, "what d’yah want any-
how?" He glared belligerently at the

well-fed youngster.

“What do / want? It’s not what I

want that matters—it’s what you want.

And I can see that you’re a man of

trained intellect, a man who wants only

the best. ‘For,* says James O'Donohue
on page 97 of his History of the Struggle

for Home Rule in Ireland— I’ll read it to

you later—you'll find it in Volume Five

—

there’s seven in all: cloth, leather, half-

morocco, us you prefer

—

4

For,* says

James O'Donohue ”

“Never mind James," interrupted

Ole enviously, “I can see by the way you
talk that you believe it.”

"Believe it! Why, man, how could I

help believin’ it and me bom on the ould
sod. Bom right iu County Clare I was.

though my folks came to this country

early. For they knew that next to Ire-

land. us James O’Donohue says, ‘the

United States

“Next to Norway,” insisted 01c, with-

out thinking.

“Next to Ireland. But we’ll not quar-

rel about it. You'll lie convinced soon
enough yourself when I show you the
ixK>k. It’s convinced me for I was only

a month old when I came to this country,

and as Janes O'Donohue says in Volume
Three page 649 ”

A strange thrill stirred Ole. “What
year was that you came here?"
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“Year? 1889 it was, a year marked in

the history of Erin by the following
"

/'ALE fared the book-agent squarely.

He was shaking a little but he kept

from his voice the anxiety and longing

that strove within him. “ Where did your

folks go after they came over?”

"Montana. But they never got there

for the reason that they were evicted by
a hotel fire in Minneapolis—and speaking

of evictions
"

Without ceremony Ole straightened

out a long arm to grab the other's left

shoulder. "What’s your name?”
The other hook-agent glared. “Take

your hand off me coat for m'name’s Rob-
ert Emmet Boyle and—”

Excitedly Ole sook his finger across the

mustard and the pepper canister. “Lis-

ten to ine. Rol>ert Emmet Boyle or Ole

Bull Hausen, whichever you are. Do your
folks live here in Chilton? They do! I

can see it by your eyes. Well, then, take

me to them at once—do you understand?

—right away. And don’t be thinking

you can hand me a bunch of knuckles and
get away with it Maybe I'm Irish my-
self."

One half hour later the saga of Ole's

babyhood was being recited to the Boyle’s.

By stages the Boyles were incredulous,

indignant, aghast.

Mrs. Boyle denied vehemently ever

allowing little Robert Emmet out of her

arms ut the hotel; denied it until Norah
appeared. Norah it was who had bathed
Robert Emmet on that fatal occasion.

“Of course I took him that, morning.”
she said to Mrs. Boyle, "and why not?

I vour own sister, and wasn’t you bumin’

up with the fever in your room while the

hotel was gettin' ready to burn up with

fire and flames? Didn’t I put him into

your arms after the fireman carried you
out?” She turned to Ole. “But there

was no mix-up about it all, at all.

I’d never ha%'e taken my little nephew
back if I hadn't been sure it was Robert
Emmet himself. He was thet smoodgy
nobody‘d have recognized him, yes; but
I knew liim in a minute by the mole on
his right elbow.”

A pause of a moment and then Ole

bared his arm. "I've got a mole on my
right dhow too.”

Mrs. Boyle broke the silence that fol-

lowed, with a snap of her fingers. “There
couldn’t have been any mistake. You
can see for yourself my Robert Emmet has

got your Grandpu Connor’s chin, and my
Uncle Larry’s fine eyes, and my own
mother’s hair."

“Yes,” said Mr. Boyle, removing his

pipe, "and this other lad here has the

small ears like your Aunt Kitty, and eye-

brows as light as my own and my father’s

before me. anti it’s your very own mouth
that's on him.”

rPHE changelings stared at each other
* speechless.

Then Mrs. Boyle, last to capitulate,

became the first to suggest a solution.

She walked up to Ole, put her urins around
him. and kissed him twice.

“We’ll bother no more about it,” she

said decisively. "I’ll take no chances

with me own flesh anti blood. If you
weren’t my boy before, I want you for

my boy now as long as there’s a rafter

overhead or a crust on the table."

“We'll be needing the rafters and the

crusts both,” said Robert Emmet sadly.

“I can't sell any more Home Rule when
I don’t know whether I’m an Irishman
or a Norwegian.”

“And I know I can’t sell Magnusscn,”
echoed Ole Bull. “ I’ve tried it.”

“Black shame on the both of you,”
cried Mrs. Boyle. “Why. back in the

old countries you wouldn't have half the

chance you have here. I’ve had my trials

and my troubles in the United States of

America but for all its faults it’s the best

country for livin’ in I’ve found yet. The
best.”

Ole slapped his thigh with sudden de-

light.

"That's it—I’ve got the answer, Robert
Emmet. The other fellow didu't In-long

but we do, and we can get away with it.”

“Get away with what?" chorused the

Boyles.

“Read for yourselves!” With a grand

gesture Ole slapped down upon the table

the dog-eared, pocket-worn circular of

a certain, “Peerless Edition de Luxe,

Consisting of Ten Mammoth Octavo
Volumes—Five Styles—Wonderfully Il-

lustrated—Magnificently Written—Easy
Payments—An Education for Young
and Old— Billing’s Monumental History

of the United States."

"Like hot cakes,” he shouted, “it'll

go like hot cakes; the history of the best

country in the world!”

“Must be on every parlor tabic—on
every parlor table," agreed Robert Emmet
Boyle, an awed expression on his fain*.

“The history of the country you live

in—the best country in the world," re-

peated Ole. “ the best in the world.”

Maybe you are Ole Bull Hansen and maybe you ain't



The Publication of Plays
By GEORGE MIDDLETON

A FEW years ago, Mr. Ramsay, a

salesman in one of the largest

hook shops in Chicago, foreseeing

a marked tendency on the part of the

public, asked permission to-kave, in a

conspicuous part of the store, a table that

should he exclusively devoted to drama.

From a small list he succeeded in building

up one of the largest retail drama depart-

ments in the country—so great has be-

come the demand for published plays.

This increasing output on the part of

all publishers without exception, is ex-

tremely significant and indicates a new
force in the drama which must Ik*

reckoned with.

Play publication lias been no novelty

abroad. For many years it has been

a natural outlet for the dramatist, no mat-

ter how great or how small has been the

vogue of his play upon the stage. When
one considers, loo, the short runs that

most plays enjoy abroad, it can l>e seen

that the publication must have l>een stim-

ulated by a demand for the play in printed

form, since publishers, like the politicians,

are not in business for their health. France

and Germany have been the great field

for this furrowing, partly because the

drama makes, as a rule, more of a literary

ap|H'al than elsewhere, and also because

the dramatist is accepted as a literary'

man. Production and publication are

generally simultaneous. Within recent

years England has taken its place as an
encouragcr of the published drama, and
this has very naturally influenced the

American publisher, who is now boldly

accepting the foreign successes ami tim-

idly encouraging the native dramatists.

Most plays thus bound between covers

have felt the glare of the footlights. A
play, generally speaking, must be written

to be acted; we are not here concerned

with those experiments in dialogue which

an* impractical and intended primarily for

the study. Publication at best is merely

the record of the dramatist's intention,

since no printed version can |>ossess the

vitality of a presentation. But theatri-

cal conditions and social conventions in

this country are such that there is a host

of plays, outside the universal successes,

which can never find their way in our com-
mercial theater with its necessity of

group appeal. These are the plays,

writteu by the foremast dramatists,

which for want of a production here are

translated for those who cannot other-

wise keep in touch with the drumu of the

world.

CTRINDBERG, for example -with the

exception of sporadic performances of

the “Father," “The Stronger,” “Count-
ess Julie," and one or two others—must
Ik* studied in a flood of translations rather

than on the stage. An authorized trans-

lation of Hauptmann is approaching com-
pletion, though practically we American
theater-goers know only the “Sunken
Bell" and “Hannele." Two volumes
of Sudermann’s one-act plays

—
“ Rosen

"

and “Morituri"—have been accessible

for several years, but rarely produced.

His “Heiraat" (Magda) of course, and
the “Joy of Living," translated by Edith

Wharton, are also in !>ook form. Schnitz-

ler is no longer a mere name; he. too, is

rapidly being prepared for readers,

mainly due to the vogue of “Anatol,”
chastened by Granville Barker. Much
of Ibsen remains without American pro-

duction and yet it bos long been possible

to study his genius in the library. Of
the other Continental dramatists who arc

translated, one finds BjHrnson, whose
"Beyond Human Power" we know upon
the professional stage; Tchekoff; Gia-

cosa; Wedekind, of "Spring's Awaken-
ing" fame; Hervieu; Rostand, Bccque.

the ironic; and Bricux, the most talked

of dramatist, of the day. The best of

I-avedan, Donnav and even Victor De
Curel, is also impending in print. Ami,
of course, no superficial list would be com-
plete without many of the obtainable but

unproduced dramas of Maeterlinck.

To catalogue the published English

dramatists would outrival Homer. Shaw,
Pinero. Jones, Galsworthy. Barker, Bus-

ier. Houghton, as well as Lady Gregory,

Hyde, Synge, and Yates, are within reach

of hand. Barrie alone of the prominent

writers for the stage refuses to have his

plays put in l>ook form. So close has be-

come the English and American stage,

through managerial affiliation and the

common tongue, that their plays are ours

though with varying degrees of success.

The American dramatist, too, is slowly

gaining the added dignity of publication

outside of uctiug editions intended for

amateur and “ stock " production. While

the list intended for the reading public is

as yet small, it is graced by such names
as Thomas, Fitch, Bronson Howard.
Percy Maekave. Josephine Preston

IVuImmIv, Olive Durgun and Vaughan
Moody.

T T is obvious that all this presupposes a
* growing interest in the drama. This

acceleration is due mainly to the great

number of lecturers and public readers

who are specializing in this branch of

creative expression. Added to this is the

rapid development of drama courses iu

the colleges under such men as Professors

Baker. Phelps. Henderson, Matthews,

and Dickinson. Possibly the greatest

single force, however, which has stimu-

lated an interest in the published play

has Iktii the Drama league with its study

elul>s and educational courses all over the

country. In this connection, it is perti-

nent to note that one prominent firm is

bringing out a series of nuKlcrn plays di-

rectly under the League's uuspiecs, ini-

tiating the edition with Percy Mackaye's

“A Thousand Years Ago," and Kenyon's

“Kindling.” Thus many removed from

metropolitan centers may obtain some
understanding of the plays they may
never see.

Play publication has also raised the

standards of amateur performances

—

and it is in these organizations, so fre-

quently sneered at, that the taste of the

future is Itring moulded. The Toy

Theater in Boston, The Plays and Players

in Philadelphia, and The Dartmouth
Dramatic Society, are among ‘those that

arc trying to break from the flabby farces

and sentimental mush in which it was
formerly the custom for amateurs exclu-

sively to Indulge. The fact that Maeter-
linck’s “Sister Beatrice" was first pro-

ducts! in this country bv amateurs is

some indication of this tendency.

'T'HE published play means much to the
* American playwright. There are

many cases where a play is not ideally cast

nor presented as written; cases, like

“Chains," where the play has liren dam-
aged by ignorant butchery under mana-
gerial direction, resulting in failure. The
printed word sets the dramatist right be-

fore his public. The fact that a play is

also to be read is in itself an incentive for

a lx*ttcr tone in phrase, which is possible

without losing verisimilitude. Stage di-

rections, loo. under this spur, become
vital and human. Subjectively then it

is both a stimulus and a defence. Fur-
ther. publication renders the uuthor a

small but durable public and he liecomes

accessible and known to many who. in the

quiet of the study, may find hidden qual-

ities which are often lost or blurred in

the presentation. People are apt to for-

get that the theater is capricious and
does not always offer its financial sueeess

to plays of greatest moment. The
prophet or social interpreter may be ostra-

cized by the public if he violates too radi-

cally the thought and convention of the

moment. The published play affords

him some audience and keeps his play

alive, for it. can lie read creatively by
sympathetic understanding.

Publication may often lead to produc-

tion. This was the case with Bernard

Shaw. All his earlier plays were in book
form before they were tested by the foot-

lights. This in itself means much to the

dramatist, who may not lx? able to get his

plnv produced through a variety of causes

not within his power to control. The acid

test of commercialism is not a criterion of

meri t. Percy Maekave, one of the foremost

advocates of publication before- presenta-

tion. has had nearly all his plays presented

to the public in this order. “The Scare-

crow,” for example, reached the stage three

years after it hud reached the reader.

COME fear this may lead to piracy; but
^ there is no way to prevent a script

being stolen once the wordsare accessible to

a stenographer. Others argue that to read

a play before seeing it Is to kill the sur-

prise. No one of course need read a play,

but if that objection is insisted upon one
might answer that few play plots are un-

known once the play is produced. Mast
English plays—like “Prunella,” and
“Hindle Wakes”—are already in book
form before production here. Possibly

if the play has some merit, it might be u

kindness to give the critic the script be-

fore he sees the play; it might add more
value to a judgment that must be hastily

formulated to meet an edition.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

The Day of Municipal Bonds

S
INCE the passage of the Federal In-

eome Tax, municipal bonds have
enjoyed something of a boom, which

they probably deserve, but not solely

from benefits conferred by this new law.

Municipal lionds are the obligations of

counties, cities, towns, villages, school

districts, and other small political divi-

sions. It is a fairly settled and compre-
hensible policy of government to facili-

tate its own financial operations in every

practical way, and thus the exemption of

all obligations of political bodies from
income taxation is a natural step.

But far too much hue and cry has been

made of this favoring clause. Unless

one's income mounts far up. abovc’$<0,000

at least, the amount to be gained by own-
ing Federal Income Tax exempts is ab-

surdly small. There are so very many
deductions to Ik* made before paying the

IncomeTax -$S.000for unmarried. $4,000

for married citizens, business expenses,

other taxes, bad debts, depreciation

charges, stocks owned, notes which are

obligations of individuals, and several

thousand of IkuuIs the tax upon which the

issuing corporations have agreed to pay
—that for the man of moderate income,

this new Federal impost is ridiculously

small. Suppose that after all these de-

ductions are made the internal revenue

collectors, with eyes in the bark of their

heads, do find that you have two bonds

upon which you must pay. The total

annual tax will amount to the huge sum
of 80 cents upon two 4 per cent. Itoiuls or

00 cents upon two 4^s. Horrible! Con-
fiscatory ! Socialism

!

Why Municipals Have Risen

LX)R a number of years past, and cul-
M initiating in the early and middle

parts of 1913, the political sub-divisions

of our states have found it increasingly

difficult to sdl bonds. At present there

are probably about three billion dollars

of these bonds out. and the amount
grows by leaps and bounds. Prior to

altout 1840 no such bonds existed, but

their production increases as people de-

mand new types of public improvements,

because of the rapid advance of civiliza-

tion along humanitarian, sanitary and
sociological lines.

In the last few years all manner of bor-

rowers have found it extremely difficult

to negotiate loans, a condition especially

acute in the case of municipalities because

of the general feeling among tankers and
investors that a wave of municipal extrav-

agance was sweeping over the country.

At times last year great rich cities could

not sell their bonds at all. In St. Paul,

James J. Hill came to the rescue, and even
the extraordinarily prosperous Detroit

despaired of raising borrowed funds until

one day Henry Ford walked to the city

hull and calmly bought a couple of mil-

lions for his own account. Elsewhere

newspapers and department stores con-

ducted popular sales. A more grave in-

vestment situation has rarely been known.

BUT like all financial movements, this
J one went too far. and was certain to

be checked. The incident that cheeked it

was the passage of the income tax law

specifically exempting tills class of bonds.

The actual dollar value of this exemption
was minute except to large investors, but

the sentimental value was great. One
does not have to even mention his hold-

I

ings of municipals in making out income

'

tax returns. Immediately investment

tankers, grasping at a straw, advertised

these fhets extensively, offered all manner
of municipals for sale, high yield and low
yield, and all at once the entire financial

world was. and still is. discussing this

class of bond. As a result prices have
rapidly advanced, a few nervously rich in-

vestors of the super-taxed variety have
bought extensively to prevent the possi-

bility of having their holdings of securi-

ties liecome public property, and the gen-

eral run of persons wonder what all the

excitement is about.

Why Municipals Appeal

/^\F all branches of finance, that dealing^ with public aud especially munici|>a]

finance is |>crliaps the most complex.

But a few essential facts will suffice for the

present pur|>ose. Municipal bonds are

secured by the good faith and credit of an
entire community, and in a sense are a

lieu against all taxable property. No
real person or artificial person (corpora-

tion) can move u finger until he has paid

his local taxes, ami these taxes are what
in the main |>ay the interest on municipal

bonds. Of course it is possible fur muni-
cipal I m

>

nds to be illegally issued, for laws

are sometimes misconstrued. It is |m>r-

sible for the proceeds to be diverted, for

public officials are sometimes grafters.

It is possible for bonds to Ik* unwisely

issued, for sometimes the people are igno-

rant or careless, and so are their repre-

sentatives.

Two years ago a lawyer made a careful

estimate of all the muniei|>al bonds that

have been held void by the courts, a total

of ataut two hundred million dollars.

But the great bulk of this invalidity took

place when towns and cities lent their

credit to railroad enterprises, a cause no
longer operative. And even then nearly

all were thus danuns 1 In-fore they reached

the hands of bona fide investors, the total

amount of municipals held void in the

hands of investors being only $(1,410,000,

an insignificant fraction of the billions

issued.

No municipal bond, it in interesting to

note, ever has been held void in New
England. The truth is that these bonds

as a class approach absolute safety more
nearly than any other class of corpora-

tion or private investments. In practi-

cally all the states, savings banks, insur-

ance companies and trustees are permitted

to invest in them. In a period when
capital Is nervous such 1Kinds are

especially desirable.

I T is true that many cities and towns
1 are extravagant or corrupt. It is tad
finance to sell long term village lionds

against highways which wear out in two
or three years. But the well managed
town throws part of these improvements

into current budget, and part into short

term loans for short-lived improvements.

Surely the present generation must not pay

Educators
Everywhere

are speaking out against the use

of coffee and tea with growing
children.

In the young, susceptibility

to harmful drugs— such as
“ caffeine,” in coffee and tea, is

more marked than in persona

of mature years.

And just as many adult coffee

or tea drinkers suffer from
nerve irritability, heart disorder,

digestive disturbances and
other ills, so the child with its

far more sensitive make-up often

suffers a hurt which may show
in deficiency of learning ability

or physical frailty—more notice-

able to the teacher than to

parents.

The thing for |>arenU to do is

to keep coffee and tea out of the
reach of our little citizen*. The
moat unkind thing a mother can
do is to place a cup of coffee be-
fore her child.—Dr. E. A. Peterson,
Medical Director Public Schools,
Cleveland, O.

The symptoms produced by
coffee-drinking can be observed
in the arrested physical and men-
tal development of children. - Dr.
Otto Juettner, Sec. Cincinnati

Polyclinic, Gncinnati, O.

In the light of such testimony
the parent who gives a child

coffee or tea is taking grave
chances of ruining the child's

health.

Mothers, quick to remedy
wrong health conditions, yet re-

luctant to deny childish pleasure

its hot breakfast cup, now use

P0STUM
—a pure food drink made of

wheat. It is free from caffeine

or any other drug, and chil-

dren can drink it at every meal
and grow strong and rosy.

“There’s a Reason”
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Foundation

of Many a

Fortune
has been made through

ability to classify prop-

erly the various types of

good investments and

select the best examples

of each type with a

definite aim in view.

In addition, ability

is always required to

judge conditions so that

the securities selected

are purchased and sold

or exchanged at the

most opportune times.

We endeavor to pro-

vide a definite service

for our customers,

which will assist them

to invest in the most

profitable way possible.

We send to customers

and to prospective cus-

tomers, from time to

time, letters on current

affairswhich affect high

grade investment secur-

ities. Our latest sugges-

tions are contained in

Circular EV-66 which

may be had on request.

A. B. LEACH
&CO.

Investment Seeuritiei*

149 BROADWAY, NEW YORK

8 SO. DEARBORN ST., CHICAGO

for all the improvements that posterity

will enjoy. Probably, too, extravagance

does not increase as fast as efficient and
scientific municipal management spreads.

The commission form of government, a

city manager for Dayton, and an expert,

non-partisan financial management for

New York City, are but symptoms. In

Massachusetts a new law compel* all

political sub-divisions to adopt the serial

form of repayment, a complete insurance

of conservatism and safety.

V/EAR by year state laws become more
1

strict, gradually but surely narrowing

the scope possessed by political sub-divis-

ions that do not provide sinking funds or

serial maturities for their bonds. In the few

cases where there are no constitutional or

charter provisions, the better class of in-

vestment banking houses do not bid for

the bonds, or only at prices well out of line

with the l>etter securities. Then too it

must be emphasized that many municipal

improvements such as water works, sub-

ways. docks, harbor and port facilities are

self sustaining. Fifteen years ago there

were practically no such city im-

provements.

Hoiv to Choose

FORMERLY it was held that city

bonds were not good unless the net

debt was about .5 per rent, or less of the

assessed value of taxuble pro|>erty. This

rule of thumb no longer holds, partly be-

cause of the increase of self sustaining

debt. And it becomes increasingly im-

portant to consider in each case the gen-

eral financial and industrial conditions of

any particular city.

Fifteen years ago only the bonds of

large cities enjoyed a good market. This

is no longer true. Not only do many
small towns issue wholly safe bonds but

there is a demand for them from savings

banks, insurance companies and other

institutional investors, as well as a grow-

ing demand from individuals. Many of

our strongest banking firms specialize und
constantly trade in these IKinds, and the

investor should consult a good banking

house before making a purchase. Such
consultation is not so necessary when the

bonds of large cities such as Boston and
New York are uuder consideration. New
York City bonds are the only ones listed

oil the Stock Exchange, and there is

always a big, broad market for them.

XjATCRALLY. no sensible person will
A ™ buy the bond of a town so small that

its population may walk away over night.

One small town to escape paying its debts

moved from one side of a creek to the

other. Nor would any sensible person

buy the bond of a one-industry town, par-

ticularly a small mining town, where the

mine may give out and the prospectors go

•way. Towns in agricultural territories.

or in which there are many diverse

manufacturing industries, are naturally

best.

Few Eastern municipals yield more than

4V£ per cent, since the recent upward
movement. In the West good Imnds
may lie had to yield 4*4 per cent..

although even there such cities as Denver.
Colorado, and Portland, Oregon, yield

less. On the other hand, San Fran-

cisco bonds return about 5 per cent.,

as do most of the western Canadian
towns and cities. Naturally investors

prefer the bonds of a stable, settled com-
munity. Boom towns may fail just as

Ikkiiii industries do. Then, too, the popu-
lation of a new place enjoys fewer ele-

ments of stability and responsibility than

does that of an older settlement. How-
ever. bond exjierts say that the dements
of stability and moral responsibility arc

far more evident today in the West ami
South than formerly.

Why municipals sometimes sell at very

low yields is clear enough. Take the

Essex County, New Jersey. 4^2* which
yield only 4.30 |K*r cent.; or the Scranton,

Pennsylvania, 4j £s yielding 4.*5 per cent.

In the one case, debt is only 1 7-8 per cent,

of assessed valuation, ami in the other but

1.9 per cent. Essex County include* the

city of Newark where industry is wonder-
fully diversified. The possibility of prop-

erty in Newark not being able to pay
taxes is too remote for conception. Bui

such possibilities are not too remote in a

mushroom town with one suddenly ac-

quired source of prosperity.

IN conclusion it is highly important to

* observe that municipal bonds an- most
suitable to person* upon whom state and
local taxation is a burden. In New York
and New Jersey all lionds of sub-divisions

of these states arc non-taxable to resi-

dents. In California. Michigan. Indiana,

Iowa. Minnesota and Wisconsin, as well

as in several smaller states, all the bonds

issued in the last few years and all future

bonds arc exempt. Among the states

where certain specified issues are exempt
arc New Hampshire. Kansas, Maryland.
Pennsylvania and Connecticut. In these

states investors must lie sun- in each case

whether they are buying taxuhlcs or non-

taxables. Among the states whose mu-
nicipal bonds are not free from taxation

to residents are Illinois, Missouri. Ne-
braska, Texas and Virginia.

Often local taxes amount to almost i

jM-r cent. The widow who has just inher-

ited a small competence is sure to Ik*

taxed. Itceutise the appraisal of her hus-

band’s estate lias supplied the authorities

with information. And of course the com-
pletely honest man is taxed, while innu-

merable persons lessdelicateescape. What,

is wiser therefore than to buy securities

which the state in its wisdom specifically

exempts from taxation, granted that one
does live in a state which has so decreed?

The Squaw
By MARION ETHEL HAMILTON

LIE trade me off, for saddle-cloth,
4 1 An’ tell me. “Fade!’’

—
“Vamoose!”

An* all he leav* for t’ink lieem of.

Is leetle, damn pap<K>*e.

Last squaw-man. I don' lak hcem ugh!

(In dry arrovo’s bed.

He lie all bleed, iu willow brush 0
I kill! Maybe, soon dead. Digitized by Google
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What They
Think of Us
Oscar E. Riley, The Globe Democrat,

St. Louis (Mo.)

I resolve to read every paragraph of

Hamper's Weekly in 1014. that my
interest may liecome all embracing.

Senator Robert M. La FoilHie

Harper’s Weekly is running a

series of articles by Louis D. Brandeis

entitled "Breaking the Money Trust."

I will say to the readers of "La Follette’s"

without reservation that these articles

by this great publicist will constitute an
enlightening treatise of present-day con-

j

ditions that will materially aid in making .

public sentiment and shaping legislation

in the settlement of the greatest problem

of our time.

Angeles (Cal.) Tribune

It is with surprise that so fine a journal

as the Chicago Evening Post is observed
,

trying to belittle Editor Hapgood of
1

Harper's Weekly. It says, in part:

"Mr. Norman Hapgood seems to have
abandoned tein|K>rarily his self-assumed

function as voice of the feminist move-
ment. and to have taken up the tusk of

working out our national salvation from

an economic standpoint.”

Follow a few flings at Louis Brandeis.

who is contributing to Harper's a series
;

of eye-opening and vital papers, exposing I

the iniquity of the leagued money powers, !

and suggesting methods by which their .

brutal clutch may be loosed from the

throat of the looted public.

Is not the salvation of a nation a

worthy task?

Why should it not be undertaken?

And why not by such men as Hapgood
and Brandeis?

The Poet hardly Would go so far as to

say that either is dreaming; that there are

not wrongs to be corrected; that there is

not possibility of finding a remedy.

When the fact can lie demonstrated

(as it can. and is being), that greed has

devised a system whereby the people are
j

helpless in the hands of a few who are
I

avaricious, money-mad. conscienceless,
j

thus dead to all appeal on the moral
I

side, the making of the demonstration is
.

to be commended.

The Philadelphia (Pa.) North American

The North American urges its readers

to an attentive study of a series of articles
1

now appearing in Harper's Weekly.
The recommendation it unusuul. but

there is an unusually strong reason

for it.

The articles concern the Money Trust,

which embodies the mast important pub-

lic question that has confronted this

generation. Anri they are written by-

Louis D. Brandeis. who is better equipped

than any other American to clear up the

complexities of the problem and present

the facts with convincing force*.

Otctn Halteras in the Smart Set

The Seven Wonders of New York:
The bread-line.

I>iamond Jim Brady.

Harper'r Weekly.
Jack’s.

Ludlow Street Jail.

Evelyn Nesbit Thaw.
Potashes and Perlmutters.
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Before spending a single penny on new clothes, be-
fore even planning your Spring wardrobe, consult
Vogue’s five great Spring Fashion numbers! Begin-
ning with the

Forecast of Spring Fashions
they follow now one right after the other ! In the
next few months the very period in which these
numbers appear you will be selecting your entire

Spring wardrobe and paying out hundreds of dol-

lars for the things you select.

The gown you buy and never wear is the
really expensive gown ! Gloves, boots, hats, that

just miss being exactly what you want, are the
ones that cost more than you can afford!

Why take chances again this year when by
simply sending in the card, and at your con-
venience paying $2— a tiny fraction of the loss

on a single ill-chosen hat or gown—you can
insure tne correctness of your whole Spring
and Summer wardrobe?

$2 INVESTED IN VOGUE
MAY SAVE YOU $200

For $2.00— a tiny fraction of your loss on a

single ill-chosen hat or gown—you may have
before you at this important buying season all

five of these special Spring Fashion numbers.
Not only that, but all through the Summer, the

other numbers that follow them.

Here are the twelve numbers of

Vogue you will receive :

Spriag Pattern March I

Working models for one's
whole Spring and Summer
wardrobe.

Spring Millinery March 15

The newest models in smart
ha»i, veils and coiffures.

Spring Faahinas April I

The last word on Spring
gowns, waists, lingerie and
accessories.

Swart Fashions for

Liwited Incomes April 15

First aid to her who must
dress smartly on a moderate
income.

Interior Decorations of

Sommer Howes May 1

A journey “thro’ pleasures

and palaces," in Newport
and elsewhere.

Brides May IS
Late Spring fashions and
special bridal interests.

Sowner Fashions June 1

The final showing of the

Summer modes that will tie.

European and Travel Jnne IS
Where to go, how to go,

what to wear and how to

wear it.

Hot Weather Fashion* Jtsly I

The correct wardrobe and
equipment for all outdoor
sports

Hostesses Jnly IS
The fine art of entertaining,

indoors and out.

London and Paris

Seasons Angnat 1

What is going on in the

beau monde abroad.

Children's Fashions Angnst 15

Outfits for the infant and
the school boy or girl.

The very earliest of the fashion numbers— the Spring Dress Mate-
rials — is already on the newsstands. You can, of course, get it ^
and all the others from your newsdealer. But you will have to /
act quickly— the demand always clears the stands in a few //
days! If no newsdealer is near by, or if you have any /
trouble getting Vogue, make sure of your copies now by >5
sending in this coupon. All you have to do is to write y
your name and address, tear off the coupon and /
mail to Vogue. If you wish to enclose the $2.00 / (

and save us bookkeeping, we will show our ap- /
predation by sending you at once, with our / *

compliments, the Spring Materials Num- y^
her just out, making thirteen numbers / ^
instead of twelve. If more conven-
tent, send coupon without money.
Your subscription will then /

.

start with the Forecast Num- / jy-TEZ#
her and continue through
thenext elevennumbers.
Bill will be sent you V
on March l.t.

/**+** *

,w/

Google
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Lighter than equal-powered cars—Lower operative cost

—

With a streamline body of the most distinguished type—And
sold for $1,750—Opening the way for legions to own Sixes.

'K TOW comes the best news

I I that was ever announced by

Hudson engineers

:

A high-grade Six, with all the latest

equipment, brought down to $1,750.

A six-passenger Six which weighs

2,980 pounds— 400 pounds less

than the Hudson “37," which was

a five-passenger Four.

A Six which is larger, both in

power and capacity, than the Hudson
“ 37/' Yet the operative cost is one-

fourth less.

For $1,750 you can now obtain

a Six which costs less to operate,

which weighs less, and which under-

sells cars of any type of the same

size, class and power. Think what

it means to obtain a Six that offers

the advantages which are exclusive

with Sixes, and at a price below that

at which comparable cars are sold.

In all our comparisons, no equal-

powered car has shown anywhere

near so low a fuel consumption.

And, with ail this, a beautiful car

—

a streamline body -the very latest

equipment. Up to six months ago,

no car at any price offered so many
attractions.

In this new Six-40, with its match-

less economy, Howard E. Coffin has

solved the last question on Sixes.

There were only three points

which deterred men from Sixes

—

weight, price and operative cost.

Here now is a weight which

marks a new record for cars of this

size and power. Here is a price

below comparable cars of any type.

And here is operative cost which

fairly compares with even four-

cylinder “ Forties."

This brings to the Six, with all

its unquestioned superiorities, the only

three advantages it lacked.

This car will extend the reign of

Sixes over an enormous new section

of Motordom.

In the high-priced field Sixes long

have held sway. Last year— with

the advent of the Hudson Six-54

—

Sixes captured the field down to

$2,450.

Now comes a Six for men who
wish to pay $2,000 or under for a

quality car. Men who want light

weight, modest size and power. Men
who want low upkeep and low
operative cost. And who wish to

minimize depreciation.

Every year, tens of thousands of

men buy cars of this class. And
Sixes heretofore have been barred to

them.

Hudson Six-40—$1,750
(F. O. B. Detroit i

Wheelbase, 123 inches.

Seats from 4 to 7 passenger*.

Weight, 2.980 lbs.

Cylinders, 3! 2-in. bore, 5-in.

stroke.

Tires 34 in. x 4 in. Demount-
able rims with extra rim. Will

equip with wire wheels, with

extra wheel for $75 extra.

Left-side drive.

Ddco patented system of elec-

tric lighting and starting.

Gasoline tank in cowl dash, all

instruments and gauges with-

in reach of driver.

Extra tires carried on running-

board. ahead of the front

door.

Entrance to front seat from

either side.

“One-Man” top of genuine

Pantasote. A girl can easily

raise and lower the top with-

out stepping out of the car.

Quick-adjustable side curtains,

enveloped in the top. Pas-

sengers can adjust them in a

moment from their seats.

Two disappearing tonneau seats

—attached—which fold into

back of the front seat.

I I -in. electric parabolic head-

lights with special dimming
attachment.

Electric tail light, dash light and

portable inspection light.

Integral windshield, rain-vision

and ventilating.

Speedometer sunk in cowl

apron, driven by noiseless

concealed gears witliin the

wheel spindle.

Electric horn.

License carriers. Tire or wheel

holders.

Hand-buffed leather upholster-

ing.

Trunk Rack.

Ay tools complete.

Price, $1,750 F.O. B. Detroit.
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A Qualify/Sixaf.1Z50
No longer need Sixes be considered too costly. We con-

sider this Hudson Six-40 surpasses in richness of finish and

mechanical detail any car of similar size or price.

THIS Hudson Six-40 is the lat-

est achievement of Howard EL

Coffin and his able engineers.

It marks a new era in Sixes. And in

just the same way as Mr. Coffin, years

ago, marked a new era in Fours.

It was he who built the first high-

grade Four to sell under $3,000.

That was when buyers of modest-

priced cars had to be content with

two cylinders.

Later he built the first high-grade

Four to sell under $2,000. That car

— at $1,500— marked the end of

two cylinders.

Four years after he built the Hud-
son Six-54—the first quality Six to

sell under $3,000. And nowhe offers

the first Hudson-grade Six to be sold

under $2,000.

So this is the climax of many steps

toward lower price and lower upkeep

cost. And toward bringing the best

in type and class within the reach of

the many.

How He Did It

There have, up to now, been some
drawbacks in Sixes. In some ways
they were costly. So this luxury of

motion was confined to men who
could afford it.

Mr. Coffin, in part, has followed

the latest European practice. He em-

ploys the small bore and long stroke.

There are several reasons why this

results in great economy of power,

He has accomplished lightness

without sacrificing strength, so the

wer has less weight to carry. He
s ended vibration at any speed,

and vibration means wasted power.

The smooth-running Six has al-

ways cut down upkeep. It has les-

sened depreciation. Its continuous

power has minimized the tire cost.

Now comes a saving in weight and

a saving in fuel, to give to the Six an

unquestioned economy.

Even in Europe, where fuel econ-

omy is the paramount question, this

new-type Six is this year acclaimed

as the coming type of car. Its record

in the last Grand Prix race, with a

fuel limit, brought this change about.

New Ideas in Beauty
To all this we have added a beau-

tiful car, with the same streamline

body as came out this season in the

Hudson Six-54. And these cars, we
think, must be regarded as the hand-

somest in America.

Like all the best European makers,

we have done away with that awk-
ward, inartistic angle at the dash.

The Six-40 is better finished and

better equipped than any previous

Hudson, save our new Six-54.

Every detail, small and large, accords

with the costly-car standards.

Note the specifications, the entirely-

new features. The “One-Man " top,

the auick-adjustable side curtains.

The disappearing tonneau seats. All

hinges are concealed.

Note the new weight distribution.

The gasoline tank is in the dash.

Extra tires are carried ahead of the

front door, yet the door swings wide.

All these things typify accepted

Then the car is right in size and

weight and power. It marks the

fruition of a long-time trend toward

moderation, ease of control and

economy.

Go Ride in It

Perhaps there are some who, de-

spite these economies, are not yet

converted to Sixes.

We ask that such people go ride

in this car. Our local dealer will

take you.

Note the smoothness of continuous

power and overlapping strokes. Note

the flexibility, the quick acceleration.

Note the total lack of vibration. Note

how slowly you can go, how quickly

pick up, and what grades you can

climb without changing from high

gear.

Then think that this car costs less,

weighs less, uses less fuel and costs

less for upkeep than many a car which

lacks these advantages.

One ride will convert you. No
man or woman can ride in this carworld-standards, carried out to

final perfection.

Also the New
HUDSON Six-54

We have also brought out for

this season a new Hudson Six-

54. A seven-passenger car with

I 35-inch wheel base —with tires

36x434
In body design, equipment, etc.,

the car is quite similar to this Six-

40. It is for men who want a big.

powerful car.

Last year, the Hudson Six-54

was the most popular Six on the

market. It proved that the utmost

in a Six could be sold at a mod-
erate price.

This year there are many im-

provements, including this stream-

line body. Yet the price is

reduced to $2,250.

Thus we now meet, in a mas-

terly way, every idea in a Six.

The Hudson Six-40 for the man
who wants lightness, economy, and

modest size and power. The
Hudson Six-54 for the man who
wants more of size and room and

power. And both offer you a

new ideal of a distinguished car.

We consider them, by long odds,

the handsomest cars of the year.

their

without wanting to own a Six.

Then you will realize what Mr. Coffin

has done in making the Six economical.

Hudson dealers everywhere now
have this Six-40 on show. Ask jus for
Howard E. Coffin’s book, reviewing
all the 1914 motor car improvements.

The Cabriolet—a New-Type Roadster on the Six-40

Chatail. A sheltered ear for winter or summer—completely

indooed. Better than a coupe, because the top con be quickly

put down, thus becoming an open roadtfa. Price $1,950.

A Standard Roadater ol the moat attractive type, $1,750.

HUDSON MOTOR CAR COMPANY, DETROIT. MICHIGAN
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Are they coming to
some commonplace break-
fast? Or are they coming down
to this —

Greet Them Tomorrow
With Puffed Wheat or Puffed Rice.

Because these are the only cereal foods which have every
food granule exploded.

Because in this way—Prof. Anderson's way—whole grains are

made wholly digestible.

Because these grains are crisp and porous — eight times nor-

mal size. And the taste is like toasted nuts.

There are no other breakfasts like these. And no other

suppers like Puffed Grains in milk.

Serve them because they are scientific foods. Or serve them
for sheer enjoyment.

Puffed Wheat-lOt
Puffed Rice-154

Except in Extreme West

These grains—in huge guns—are revolved for one hour in a
heat of 550 degrees. Thus every granule is toasted. Then each

grain is steam exploded. Inside of each grain there occur a
hundred million explosions.

Thus come these airy bubbles with thin toasted walls.

Serve with cream and sugar, mix with fruit, or serve like

crackers in a bowl of milk. You will serve them for a thousand

meals when you find them out.

The Quaker G>mpany
Sole Maker*

<«W>

Chicago (III.) Tribune

A Chicago couple are disappointed be-

cause their new baby Is a boy, not a girl

as they had hoped and followed eugenic

formulae to insure. I’sually disappoint- (

ment goes the other way. But times
are changing. Norman Hapgood will

please note the progress of Feminism
hereabout*.

John C. Wright, “ Poet of the Lakes,"
Harlmr Springs (Mich.)

Allow me to udd my testimony to the
many others already published, to the

effect that Harper's Weekly under its

new editorial management has made
such a marked improvement that it may
now truly be called "America's foremost

weekly."

•Sacramento (Calif.) Uee

Harper's Weekly* strongly objects to

Mrs. Pankliurst being treated as though
she “l>elonged to the criminal classes."

Well, doesn't she?

From the AVww. Macon (Ga.)

The New,

s

hopes that at the next meet-
ing of the Macon Woman Suffrage

Association page seven of Hamper's
Weekly for December <? will lx* sub-

mitted for the inspection of the well

meaning but misguided ladies who are
members of the organization.

The yens believes that when the ladies

apprehend the significance drawn from the
comparative illustrations on page seven
there will l>e fewer suffragettes in Macon.
Would that Harper's Weekly had

a universal household circulation. There
would lx* an immediate thinning of the
ranks of the women who say they want
the right to vote.

On page seven there are two pictures

that might Ik* cut it lid "Before and
After." They are reproductions of pho-
tographs of Miss Christalxl Pankhurst.
daughter of the militant martyr, Mrs.
Emily Pankhurst—one taken before she.

the daughter, espoused the "cause"
three years ago, and the other made
only recently.

For the purpose of making anti-suf-

fragettes these pictures are more effective

than reason, more powerful than fact,

more convincing than argument.

Let any married woman under fifty,

or any woman under fifty who wants to

lie married, devote one minute's study
to those two pictures, reasoning a priori

all the while, and it's a sure thing that

she will unhesitatingly disclaim any
suffragctic inclinations.

Oh. the pity of it! If you are a man of

chivalric nature, you liave an irresistible

impulse to grit your teeth, clinch your
fists and breathe anathemas against the

whole trilx* of suffragettes.

Surely it was in an unguarded moment
that Hamper's Weekly, the self-elected

champion of “votes for women," pub-
lished these pictures of startling contrasts.

Editor Hapgood—busied with advising

Congress, directing the ]»olitical affairs of

New York city, regulating the trusts,

criticising the drama, unearthing half-

baked artists, and making after-dinner

speeches—evidently did not have time
to consider the vital question of a woman’s
vanity.

Pulpit preachments, editorial admoni-
tions. the advice ami pleadings of purents

and hu*l>and*. even the experience of

women vested with the ballot— all com-
bined lack the potency possessed by page
seven of the latest issue of Harper's
Weekly for keepingwomen in the path

which nature hus designed for them. .

LiOQgle
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Klaw and ErlangerIllinois and Roger

THE Democratic Party, until its better ele-

ment won the victory at Baltimore, has

been long disgraced by the domination of three

grafting bosses, who were able to control not

only their own neighborhoods but to a large ex-

tent national conventions. They were Murphy
of New York, Taggart of Indiana, and Sullivan

of Illinois. Sullivan is now trying to induce the

imperial state that he honors with his residence

to pay him the tribute of a senatorship. Such
a step would be very decorative for Roger, but
what would it do to the prestige of Illinois? Or
can it be that Roger is only pretending to be a
candidate to hold his men together for some
stalking horse of his?

And, by the way, how is Roger’s money in-

vested, since his political ambitions led him to

get rid of gas?

A Wise Young Man

THE attitude of the richest youth in the

country must be important, because the

relation between great wealth and the public

makes one of the most essential problems now
before us. Mr. Vincent Astor is only twenty-

three, but his study of social and business con-

ditions is serious and industrious. His recent

public letter defining his position on socialism,

altlio interesting on that particular subject, was
more interesting for the side lights it threw on

his sympathetic relations to labor leaders and
on his strong feeling that “there are great

wrongs to be righted” and that “it is the duty

of every man who has the interest of his country

at heart to do what he properly can to establish

and maintain industrial and social righteousness.”

Mr. Astor states, with becoming modesty, that

his experience is necessarily limited, before he

goes on with the conviction that those Socialists

who say that the mass of men are becoming
I poorer have no justification. Harper’s Weekly
: has recently discussed this mutter editorially,

I

and published Mr. Ghent’s reply, which was one

of many communications from the Socialists.

Only a few declared that the laboring classes were

becoming absolutely poorer. Most of them
went no further than to maintain that they were

not getting their proper share of the advantage

in production resulting from the use of steam
and mechanical inventions. Great wealth al-

most always makes toward an unreasonable con-

servatism, but Mr. Astor gives every promise of

using his power, with open-mindedness and tol-

erance, toward currying out the ideals of the

time without hostility or undue commotion.

WORD has been sent out by the great thea-

trical firm of Klaw & Erlanger to all their

managers. They are to have nothing to do with us.

We are not even to be permitted to obtain pho-

tographs to illustrate articles on Klaw’ & Erlan-

ger plays or, as they would prefer to have it,

“shows.” This information has just reached us,

although the order was given out many months
ago, and it is based upon the whole past record

of the editor in his treatment of drama. The
firm of Klaw & Erlanger was the most oppressive
element in the old theatrical syndicate and the

objections made by the present editor of Har-
per’s Weekly constitute ample ground for this

remaining bitterness. The breaking away from
the syndicate of the Shuberts had, through the

healthy influence of competition, a very liberal-

izing effect on the American drama. What
the result will be of the new arrangement be-

tween the Shuberts and the syndicate it is a little

too early to tell, but very likely we shall be able

to go into that subject adequately in a few

months. Probably Klaw & Erlanger are too

j

intelligent to suppose they can do Harper’s

]

Wteekly and its editor any harm. All they can

do is to express their own convictions about the

theater and their own abhorrence of what Har-
per’s Weekly stands for. They are, in other

words, merely acting upon principle.

Enterprise

ON Sunday, January 11, 1914, the New
York Sun published an interview with

Mr. John D. Rockefeller, in which the reporter

pictured himself as asking Mr. Rockefeller to

give his advice to young men,—what message he

had for them on the New Year, and what they

should do in 1914 to make the New Year suc-

cessful and happy. Mr. Rockefeller replied to

the effect that the young men were to go straight

and make a success and keep happy and comfort-

able those who depended on them. “ If you
make mistakes,” he added, “remember that it is

human to err, but try again and try harder.

Above all things, be honest with yourself and with

those with whom you deal.” In the New York
Journal of December 31, 1906, a reporter asked

Mr. Rockefeller precisely the same question and
he made precisely the same reply. Not precisely

after all. In the Journal, he said “this” New
Year, and in the Sun “a” New Year. In the

Journal, he said depend “upon” you and in the

Sun he said depend “on” you. In the Journal,

he said remember “that” it is human to err and
in the Sun he left out “that.”

s
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The Duties of Directors

THE firm of J. P. Morgan & Co. (as we have
said before) in diminishing the number of its

interlocking directorates set a good example that

ought to be carried farther. They gave as one of

their reasons for resigning that “the necessity

of attending many board meetings has been so

serious a burden upon our time that we have long

wished to withdraw from the directorates of many
corporations.” It may be observed that a director

can scarcely know enough of a corporation to ful-

fil his duties by merely attending a directors*

meeting. The duty of one who directs,—one

who guides, superintends, governs and manages,
—cannot be performed by an occasional hour

listening to a report from the officers.

More Distribution

THE Baltimore & Ohio is to be commended for

distributing its assets. Perhaps it would
have been better to have sold the Baltimore &
Ohio stock instead of distributing it among its

stockholders and with the cash raised by the sale

to have retired the bonds of the Union Pacific or

its auxiliary line. Whatever the very best plan,

however, the good work goes on, and each step

makes the next more inevitable.

The New Haven Settlement

THE agreement of the New Haven railroad to

the basis demanded by the Attorney Gen-
eral, if carefully carried out to preserve public

rights, will have admirable results, and such a

carrying out is to be expected in view of the thor-

ough knowledge of the situation possessed by the

special assistant to the Attorney General, T. W.
Gregory, and by Assistant Attorney General

Jesse C. Adkins. If this is done as it promises to

be done, the administration will have achieved a

complete victory. President Taft and Mr.
Wickersham withdrew the suit started by Presi-

dent Roosevelt, a suit meant to accomplish sub-

stantially the same results now' reached by
agreement.

Wise Financing

THE Supreme Judicial Court of Massa-

chusetts has set aside the order of the

Public Service Commission approving the New
Haven $67,000,000 six per cent convertible

bond issue. Financial plans are thwarted and
bankers will lose $1,680,000 in undenvriting com-
missions: but the stockholders arc to be con-

gratulated. The decision may compel the com-
pany to sell unnecessary security-holdings and
pay its debts; instead of further increasing its

liabilities by new security issues. The New'

Haven’s troubles are largely due to buying at

exorbitant prices properties it did not need.

Needless buying is a wTaste which is apt to make
want. There is no cure for a bad purchase; but

the loss cun usually be minimized by a quick

sale. We might almost lay down this rule as a

“first aid” to the financially injured; “Help
them let go.” By the wray, we hope that Mr.
Brandeis, w'hile cross-examining President Willard

before the Interstate Commerce Commission on

: the proposed advance in freight rates, will ask

this question: “Why doesn’t the Baltimore and
Ohio raise money by selling its Reading stock?”

;

The Baltimore and Ohio has held, for years,
j

$30,332,500 par value Jleading preferred and
!
common. It is at market values, even now,
about $35,000,000. And yet President Willard’s

company with banker-directors, raises its new
money by the issue of short-term notes and con-

vertible bonds. Why?

Williams for Comptroller

THE savage fight against John Skelton Wil-

liams for Comptroller needs more of an ex-

planation than the flimsy case made against him,

because he lent $1,000,000 to avoid a panic.

The fact is that Milton E. Ailes, former Assistant-

Secretary of the Treasury, now’ Vice-President of

the Riggs National Bank of Washington was con-

j

cemed in the newspaper attack. The National
I

City Bank of New York has connections with the

Riggs National, and Air. Ailes is one of the eon-

I necting links. Frank A. Vanderlip is another

connecting link. When Mr. Williams took office,

soon after the administration of Woodrow Wil-

son began, it w’as discovered that a desk in the

Comptroller’s department was occupied by a

w'oman employed by the above mentioned Na-
tional Banks of Washington and New York. Mr.
Ailes had also seemed to possess extraordinary

knowledge, for an outsider, of the affairs of the

Treasury Department. Both connections with
i

the Treasury were promptly broken. But long
j

before that time, John Skelton Williams wais

fighting for the independence of the Seaboard
Air Line system, of which he was the President

j

and organizer, and for the prevention of its con-

trol by Thomas F. Ryan. When Mr. Wilson
was nominated and elected Mr. Williams, Ryan’s
ancient foe, wras made Assistant Secretary of

the Treasury. Then it was announced that

Williams would be promoted to Comptroller of

the Treasury.

The Millennium Still Absent

BOSTON has a rational ballot which excludes

party columns. The election for Mayor on
January 13th brought in no party question.

Indeed both candidates were Democrats. A
thorough political demagogue won over a man
independent and fit. The demagogue had served

part of his time in jail, and had been the moving
factor in the foundation of u political club which

]

' he took pleasure in calling The Tammany Club i

i
in order that there might be no mistake about its

,

political principles. He won because he knew
the game of politics and his opponent did not.

,

For example, some of the distinguished citizens

i

of Boston, who have in various ways done good
service for the town, such as Major Iligginson,

supported the fit candidate in this election, and
their support was turned by the demagogue
to his own advantage by dramatically pointing

i out the part they had had in the conduct of

|

the New Haven Railway and charging that his

opponent if elected w’ould be a New Haven tool.

Cheer up! The campaign for political improve-
ment in this country is progressing even if the

victories cannot be all on one side.
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How Much Did Omar Drink?

THE ill-fated play “Omar the Tentmaker”
naturally reflects that view of the Persian

poet, philosopher and man of science, which has

been madefamiliar to the western world byEdward
FitzGerald. It is not a point of view which is

accepted by the majority of scholarly Persians.

The occidental world finds it difficult to realize

the degree to which metaphor enters into the

oriental mind. If an American speaks of the

sun rising or setting, he is scarcely aware at the

moment that he is using a figure of speech. Any-
body reading the Koran or oriental literature in

general must come to feel that the Persian goes

much further in imagery as a part of his every-

day expression. The use of wine as a symbol for

j

the actual pleasures of life is wide-spread in the

I

East, and it is extremely improbable that the man
i

who reformed the calendar, who thought with

|

clearness and depth in philosophy, and who pro-

I duced high-class poetry was a drunkard, any
more than Goethe and Keats were drunkards be-

cause they expressed the love of pleasure in the

form of drinking songs.

Two Plays About Women

J . M. BARRIE is never like anybody else. In

“The Legend of Leonora” he has written an

extravaganza, fascinating (except for the per-

!

functory last act) in during, originality and buoy-
ancy. He loves to celebrate women, and the

more old-fashioned they are the better he seems
to like them. He seems to be afraid that if they
expand and give up the pretty, childish charms
of ignorance, they will not have those instinctive

and primitive qualities which he loves. Rachel
Crothers in “ Young Wisdom ” also is a little hard

on the new woman. Hers is a broad farce, amusing
in dialogue, situation and plot, and the victim is

a theoretical young woman just out of college,

reaching after freedom. Miss Crothers contrasts

her with her old-fashioned mother, who has much
more actual book learning even on the subject of

modern ideas than her young daughter, and yet

remains conservative. Miss Crothers has been
an able and l>old preacher herself, as shown by

1 “A Man’s World” and “Ourselves,” but she is

opposed to criticism of marriage along the lines

made familiar by Ellen Key, George Meredith and
George Bernard Shaw. It is the business of com-

j

edv to exaggerate those things at which it laughs.

I Moli&rc was not fair to doctors or to the studious

ladies of his time. Mr. Barrie and Miss Crothers

have not painted the mass of serious women of the

Ellen Key type who are undertaking to get a hear-

ing for their view’s, but even for those of us who
most believe in the so-called Feminist Movement
it is a pleasure to see the other side presented with

|

such art, such intelligence, and such good humor
as these authors show in their latest plays.

Is Drama an Art?

THE Institute of Technology of Pittsburgh

would answer this question in the affirma-

tive. It has just founded a department of drama,
open to men and women, planned to give a gen-

eral knowledge of technique, literature and his-

tory and a severe training in practical producing

and acting. The course leads to a degree of

Bachelor of Arts in Drama. The theater founded

in connection with the course, will, it is hoped, be

opened on Shakespeare’s birthday, April 23rd,

with a Shakespearean production. By first year

students short plays will be acted. Second year

students will appear in classic plays; third

year students in modern plays, and in the fourth

j

year there wr
ill be specialization according to the

I

talent of the individual. Thus drama is put on

the same honorable plane as painting, architec-

ture and music, and studied as a part of litera-

ture and as a live art.

Southern Opportunity

MEMPHIS has been celebrating herself with

a prosperity dinner, and she has sufficient

reason. According to the map prepared by the

Chamber of Commerce of the United States, the

most prosperous portion of the whole country

is that of which Memphis is the center. In

;

Tennessee, Mississippi, Northern Louisiana,

i Northern Alabama, Southern Kentucky, East-

ern Arkansas, there has been an extraordinarily

good cotton crop and a fine corn crop. The

I

lumber business has been good. West of Mem-
phis is whttt is known as the St. Francis Basin.

The soil is rich because of the limestone from
the rock regions above that has dropped there

for numberless centuries. The country wras

almost a waste except in a few high regions

until a levee was thrown in front of it a few years

ago. It is now about one quarter clear and every

acm* of it can be tilled. The timber in the un-

cleared part is enormously valuable. Below' is

the Yazoo Delta, another alluvial region in front

i of which there is now a levee and that country is

1 only one third open. Memphis is putting the

|

second double track railw'ay bridge across the

|

Mississippi. Yes, the city has reason for her

prosperity dinner.

Science and Mercy

THE Anti-vivisectionists have been putting

out a circular in Philadelphia, with the

statement that Dr. George W. Crile made ex-

periments on one hundred and forty-eight dogs

“in an endeavor to learn the extent of the agony
that can be inflicted on a living animal.” Do
the kind-hearted women who are backing this

movement believe that Dr. Crile did anything of

the sort? When they leave out all mention of

anaesthesia, do they do it by accident? If not

by accident, why do they do it? Surgeons until

recently thought that when a patient was uncon-

scious they could tear loose adhesions and manipu-
late tissues roughly without doing mischief. Crile’s

experiments were to determine whether this view
was correct. He found that it wras not; that

serious injury could be caused by shock even when
there was no consciousness. Realizing the differ-

ence between psychic shock, which is prevented

by amesthesia, and traumatic shock, which is not
prevented by amesthesia, is an important step

ahead, which has already resulted in a lower death

rate and a shorter time for recovery. Crile, like

other men of science who are called monsters of

cruelty by these kind but ignorant sentimental-

ists. is the apostle of gentleness.



/ accuse you of this crime
'

The Mystery of the Hated Man
By JAMES MONTGOMERY FLAGG

AT five and twenty minutes after nine on the even- her mongoose. (The mongoose is put in to sound like

ing of Boxing Day, Policeman X7890 entered the a clew. It isn’t, believe me!)

front door of No. 13 Mobsley Mansions, Queen's Who this old gentleman was and how he had entered

Gate, under a strong suspicion that something was and why he had been murdered were the questions that

wrong. The house was unlighted, as he discovered by the officer scratched his head about,

the aid of his bull’s-eye lantern. For some reason, “Ah, woy didn’ Oi think o’ thet befaw!” X7890
unknown to himself, he walked directly to the library felt in the old man’s pocket and found a card case,

of the house. He found the body of an old gentleman He flashed his bull’s-eye on a card. It read, “Mr.
stretched at full length on the floor. The old gentleman Septimus Smelly.” No address.

was not in his body. Policeman X7890 ascertained this X7890 pulled the corners of his mouth down, which
by knocking several times on the old gentleman’s fore- revealed two enormous teeth, like a pair of pale green

head and asking him in a loud voice if he was in. dominoes hanging on a line. This lent his face an un-

The old gentleman was certainly not in. He had suspected look of intelligence. He tapped the little

gone for good. The officer was quite nervous by now card knowingly with his forefinger. He nodded his head
and slowly waved his light around the room. There like a mandarin. “Oho! So thet’s it, is it! Septimus
was apparently nothing out of place. While it was Smelly! No bloomin’ wonder ’e was done for. It’s only

almost certain that murder bad been done there was strynge an’ mirakillis ’e weren’t done for long afore

no sign of a conflict—no overturned chair or lamp, this, Oi says!” He looked down at the dead man, tap-

The large handsome Turkey carpet was unruffled, ping him playfully on the chest with the card de visile.

There was no stain on the varnished mustard-colored and murmured, “It’s a aht-an’-aht mirakil they let yer

wall paper. A thorough search revealed no weapon, live t’ be woite ’aired, it is fer a feet!”

A close scrutiny of the dead man’s face gave the

officer no clew. It was as serene as though the man AATdTH the light of returning confidence in his eye

were sleeping. Officer X7890 went out to a telephone and called

What puzzled Policeman X7890 was the fact that up the “Yard.” Within twenty minutes Conway
to his certain knowledge no one had !>een in No. 13 Sprowch, the cleverest detective in the service, alighted

Mobsley Mansions for over four years. It was the from his limousine at No. IS and entered directly, shak-

property of an old spinster who had moved to Putney ing hands silently with the policeman, who immedi-
nnd had resolutely refused to rent it to anyone. She atcly washed his hands and led the famous sleuth to

had left her furniture and belongings. Everything but the library in which a single light had been turned on by
0
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the policeman. The two men were not a little startled

to see an old grey rat stagger away from the corpse,

hesitate and look up at them with his dust covered eyes,

and hohhle off under the lounge.

The two officers shivered. Sprowch swallowed a

tennis ball that happened to be in his throat and asked,

“Who is it?"

“Septimus Smelly!"
“My God!" He wheeled around at the policeman

and hissed, “I accuse you of this crime!” Policeman

X7890, not to be outdone in courtesy, retorted:

“I accuse you, Mr. Sprowch!"
Our thirty-two million readers are of course wonder-

ing why the name of Septimus Smelly should cause such

peculiar, to say the least, actions on the parts of these

gentlemen.

If you were a Ixmdoner it would Ik? unnecessary to

explain who Smelly was. He was known and loathed

to a point of hydrophobia by every man, woman and
child in the United Kingdom!
The horror and hatred inspired by any foreigner in

the breast of an Englishman would be almost an affec-

tionate regard compared with the feeling that Smelly
invoked. “ Why, how could that be? ” you ask, nervously

twitching al>out in your chair!

Listen ! Smelly was an Englishman. So far so good.

But he did things no Englishman could forgive. He
did unspeakable things! First of all he openly enter-

tained visiting Americans and showed his liking for

them in public places. Although he was of gentle birth

he did not insist upon Esq. on envelopes addressed to

him. He never refused a light from his perfecto to

Germans. He disliked tea and said so. He openly

admired and smiled at pretty, attractive kiddies in omni-
buses. He went to the theater in a lounge suit. He
thought the Royal Academy was preposterous. He
would not pronounce “Liqueur," "Lickure.”
And if all these things weren’t enough, he had never

mentioned the word "Mater" in connection with his

father’s wife!

You can readily understand now why he was hated
as no other Englishman was hated.

We will now return to the two men who glared at each

other suspiciously in that gloomy library with its noble

and lofty ceiling.

“Well, well," said Sprowch, generously dividing a

cigar with his companion.
“I shall begin by suspecting myself and going

over my past thoroughly—I shall have to weed myself

out at once in the interests of the Crown—you can
see that, officer, can’t you?”
“I saw that, sir, before you spoke!”

“I knew you were one of the most intelligent men in

the service!"

“Yes, sir. and then wot abaht me?"
“Ah, what about you? I am sorry to have to say so,

but as you discovered the crime you are perhaps the most

suspected person anywhere in the four mile radius!”

“As Julian Street would s’y, Oi knew you were gowin’

to s’y that, sir!"

"But, as I was about to add, as you are the most
suspected |>erson it naturally follows that you couldn't

have been the criminal. You ought to know that!"

“Thenk you, sir, Oi hexpected that, too! So Oi

shall not sigh with relief."

“No, certainly not. Now that we are practically

eliminated, we shall have to start somewhere. As
every one else is the possible murderer we may as well

begin suspecting His Majesty.”
“ Aoh, Oi s’y, sir! ’Int the! blasphemous in a manner

o’ torkin?”

“Possibly. But it can't be helped. Everyone in-

cludes the King."

The sleuth then examined the body minutely with a

large reading glass. He was al>out to give up his search

for any suspicious marks when he suddenly gave a cry,

stood up and whipped out his note-book.

“Wot is it, sir?" Asked X7890.
“Oh, nothing much, perhaps," replied Sprowch

modestly; “most people would have let it pass

" These u-ere discussing the murder"
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unnoticed- -hut everything Inis a meaning, no matter how
seemingly unimportant. You of course wouldn’t have
remarked it, but there are three bullet holes in the left

temple! They may mean nothing and yet they may,
on the other hand, be a real clew!”

the two men left the house a swarm of reporters

lit on them.

‘‘What is it, Mr. Sprowch?” they clamored, note-

books in hand.

“I refuse to say anything for publication. Septimus
Smelly has been murdered!"

Cries of delight arose.

"Be careful, boys," continued the sleuth, “any funny
noises you make now will be used against you at the

his disgust at the words of praise bestowed upon the

murdered man.
The sleuth felt that hesitation was no longer needed,

and yanking off his mustashe he hissed in the old chap’s

ear, “You’re wanted, my man!" and snapped the brace-

lets on his wrists.

|T was the day of the trial. The court room was
crowded to suffocation and asthma. People were

standing on each other’s shoulders and hips, as the case

happened to be. Fresh air was quoted at twenty-one
guineas per cubic inch.

Sprowch, the peerless Sleuth, was on the witness

stand.

Q. C. Now, Mr. Sprowch, tell us in your own
trial!”

'piIE papers next morning greeted the overjoyed

Kingdom with the news of the murder of Septi-

mus Smelly. An extra Bank Holiday was declared.

Excursion rates were announced by the railroads and
millions of happy and curious people were poured into

Ixmdon to be taken by Tube, I'nderground. bus, taxi,

tram and barrow to Queen’s Gate to gaze on the Hated
Man. Mothers brought children to look on the features

of the man who had defied English customs. They took

the opportunity to point endless morals for the guidance

of their offspring. The whole affair was way ahead of

Mine. Tussaud’s!

The nation’s joy was turned to consternation the fol-

lowing day when it read an open letter in the press from
Detective Sprowch, in which he stated that as the

murderer was unknown at the present time and that

as Mr. Smelly was cordially hated by everybody alike

the length and breadth of England, that it was his

shockingly painful duty to suspect everyone in the

Empire of the crime—with the exception of himself

and perhaps Officer X7890.
But—he did hold out one ray of hope! There

was a chance that a certain party, whom he had been
shadowing, might be the guilty man.

AT this very mo-
ment Sprowch

was seated in the

private room of the

Pink Boar at

Hampstead, dis-

guised as the Em-
peror William so as

not to attract at-

tention. From be-

hind a copy of the

Winning Post he

watched an old

gentleman who was
talking to a friend

in the corner over

two pints of bitter.

These men were
discussing the mur-
der. Sprowch had
difficulty in sup-

pressing his excite-

ment as the old

gentleman, uncon-

scious of a listener

or that he was get-

ting himself into a

devilish mess,

openly declared his

horror at the crime

and his liking for

the late Smelly,

Esq. His compan-
ion could with diffi-

culty keep his
twitching hands
off his older com-
panion, such was

words
Mr. Sprowch. I intend to, m’Lud. As I was about

to say, I first saw the prisoner rolling down hill at

Hampstead Heath in a suspicious manner
His Lordship. What do you mean by suspicious

manner?
Sprowch. Well, he had no expression on his face!

His Lordship. That was not suspicious—that was
English—but proceed!

Sprowch. I waited for him to reach me, and I ap-

proached him, and in order to put him at his ease I

said, "Why did you murder Smelly?” He merely
looked at me and started to roll up hill again

Counsel for Defense. I object, m’Lud. on the

grounds that it is iridescent, non-corrosive and slightly

perfumed
His Ijordship. (To court officer) Remove G. K.

Chesterton! Proceed, Mr. Sprowch!
Sprowch. I followed the scoundrel to the “ Pink

Boar.” Here he threw caution to the winds and con-
fessed his liking for the deceased. (Consternation and
flutter in court room. Several emotional actresses faint.)

His Lordship. Yes, yes. What other evidence
have you?

Sprowch. Other evidence, m’Lud? You do but jest!

His Lordship. Of course I do. Do you not know me?
I am the jesting

Judge! As you
have no further

evidence to offer I

shall instruct the

jury to find the

prisoner guilty, and
they may do so

without leaving
their seats. (To
jury') You find

this wretch guilty,

do you not?

Jury. Jolly
guilty, in’Lud!

His Lordship.
Ah, I thought so!

Prisoner, stand up!

0! you are stand-

ing up—then sit

down ! You have
nothing to say as to

why this court
should not pass

sentence upon you!
1 sentence you to

be hanged by the

neck till you arc

strangely annoyed!
We cahnt have de-

lays in this sort of

thing! The Ameri-

can public expects

every English pris-

oner to be hanged
within twenty min-

utes of his arrest!

And, by Jove, we’re

eight minutes late!



Woman

in a

New World

By ELLEN KEY

What Women Have Done for Morals

and What They* Have Yet to Do

TYfADAME KEY in her previous article showed that the old-fashioned woman teas the happiest that the world has yet seen
1

because her duties harmonised with her desires. The world has changed and woman has had to change with it, to meet

the new conditions. How she has done this in the moral field and what she has yet to do is the subject of this article.

THE moat obvious of the sat) results

of present economic conditions is

an ever increasing number of

women who, though well fitted to be
mothers, are, through no fault of their

own, dry branches on the tree of life.

This has a very bad effect on morals,

since stifled longing for love and mother-
hood causes many abnormal situations

and mental conditions. We also find

many married women who might be
mothers, failing to be so on account of

overwork or of a frivolous desire for pleas-

ure. In the last hundred years the severe

labor conditions for women have wrecked
many mothers as well as children. It will

take another century of hard work to over-

come all this mental and physical degen-

eracy. This is what a world governed

entirely by men has done for women.
Besides these purely statistical facts

showing that growth and progress are not

always the same, there are other more
subtle evidences of the same thing.

Woman's soul culture has not developed
as fast as her desire for freedom. This is

particularly true in the realm of sexual

ethics. George Eliot in the last century
was the ideal of womanly conservatism in

the sphere of morality. Another woman,
George Sand, was the fiery prophet of

woman's right to freedom in the same
field. She voices an eternal truth when
she says that marriage without love is

immoral, but true love even without mar-
riage is moral. If we believe this truth,

it follows that marriage as an institution

with its sex slavery is immoral even when
the two individuals stand higher tlian the

institution. Marriage is only moral
when it grows from an inner necessity and
not from outward pressure. Only a free

gift under perfect equality can make
such a relationship right. Unfortunately,

George Sand with her long string of mis-

adventures showed clearly that the great

problem is to find and keep the only true

love. She herself became an argument
against her own creed, raising the ques-

tion, “Is a succession of unions all ex-

pressing different phases of true love of

higher value to the individual soul and to

the life of the race than one unbroken al-

though loveless marriage?” Even if we
answer yes from the point of view of the

individual, are the children better served

by successive marriages or free unions

than by a home where parents are held

together, even though not by love, by a

sense of duty for their children? Since

these questions have not yet been worked

out, they can only be decided in each in-

dividual case. In spite of all the con-

fusion and error which the new sex morals

have brought in their own train, it is

upon these morals that women must build

in order to gain a higher morality for the

future. But in so doing we must not

lose that which was good in the old sex

morality. In other words, the old love

with its ideal faithfulness and perma-

nence must be kept and to it added the

conviction that chastity is harmony be-

tween the soul and the senses and does

not exist without such harmony. The
next great task with which women are

confronted is to c'ombine these two prin-

ciples and make them practical.

CO far, women have failed in doing this.

This is partly 1ccau.se their erotic

life has been injured by centuries of

sacrifice and resignation and partly be-

cause today's rebellion against the old

order has been so violent. The demand
for the right love, like the demand
for freedom and justice, is only valua-

ble when it promotes actions that not

only enrich the life of the individual

but benefit the life of the whole. Be-

cause love between two persons may
cause other persons to suffer, as the de-

mands for liberty and justice often do,

does not prove that these feelings are

in themselves wrong. The road of all

progress is marked by the sufferings of

individuals. qf classes or even of whole

nations. The question is, will a given

action which brings pain to others be an
advance to the race or a retrogression?

Unfortunately, this question has been

shirked by many who lead the struggle

against sex slavery.

With the new emancipation of sex, we

have come to see that the sex morality

beaten into women for so long is neither

as general nor as deep-rooted as we have
been led to expect. Very few women
who have taken advantage of the new
moral freedom and have given themselves

to a man have had the right to plead in

the words of Schiller, “A man who loves

passes beyond the bounds of all other

ordinances and stands beneath the laws

of love alone.” There is an exalted state

in which many other duties, many other

moral standards no longer are binding

upon him. In many cases the feelings

of these women have been far from an
exalted state. Their love has not been

the great love which kindles the soul

and the senses and increases the value

of life and the soul possibilities of the

lover. With most soul mates of the

present day, the right to happiness has

turned out tobea trivial desire for fresh

stimulation. The right to live one’s own
life has resulted in vulgar gratification of

silly desire. The great passion has never

grazed these people with its wings, much
less has the great love ever entered their

dreams.

Lust, idleness, the excitement of flirta-

tion and sport cause the too hasty di-

vorces, loose relations, and repeated trial

marriages easily distinguished by a grow-

ing loss of spiritual questions and an in-

crease of coarseness. Many wives, among
whom are mothers, who in their children

have the greatest possible stimulus to a

richer life, and many family girls with

splendid possibilities more or less lead the

life of a courtesan. The only difference

is that these women are not paid. They
often themselves have to pay in the form

of loans to those invertebrates to whom
alcohol, tobacco, silk linings and auto-

mobiles are necessities of life. These

“comrades” frequently belong to the

literary and artistic Bohemia where men
have the leisure to court women in

the social world here referred to. They
try to make up for their lack of creative

genius by all kinds of pleasures, particu-

larly the enjoyment of women. Add
to these qualities the feminine need of
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luxury and pleasure and you have a class

of modern women who are a counterpart

of these men.

\X7E had hoped that woman's com*
* ' panionship with man would teach

her better manners and this is true in

coeducational schools, but in proportion as

social intercourse between the sexes loses

in modesty and the erotic life sinks to a
lower plane, the manners of girls lose their

delicacy and attractiveness. This is an

incidental but a very disconcerting fact of

modern standards.

Of course, where love is lacking, people

do not want children and’ motherhood is

avoided or prevented. Sometimes it is

the man who does not want them. In

such a case it is his own fault if his wife

tnes to fill her empty life with love ad-

ventures. All this is frequently called

the newer morality of

our day, but it has

always occurred dur-

ing transitional peri-

ods. I only speak of

it because many of

these modern courte-

sans, both male and
female, call their

mode of life the new
morality instead of

its real name, un-

chastity. They there-

by bring about a

confusion of ideas

through wliich the

lives of many worthy

men and women are

ruined. No wonder
many people feel a

violent reaction
toward the old
morality.

One of the good re-

sults of the rension

of thus old morality

is the change in our

point of view toward

the so-called fallen

woman. In the early

fifties, Mrs. Gaskill in

her novel "Ruth"
and Hawthorne in

“The Scarlet Let-

ter" made a first at-

tempt to change the

judgment on unmar-
ried mothers; achange

that has been going

on ever since. Un-
married mothers and
their children are now
beginning to get the

care long refused them
by society. But even here we have been

at fault in using too much sentimentality

and too little sense. We call motherhood
holy, no matter how miserable are the

children whom mothers, married and
unmarried, cast upon society. As we
change the standing of unmarried mothers

we must l>ecomc more severe in our

judgment of these others. Otherwise

protection of all mothers will result in a

diminished sense of responsibility. The
old by-gone custom of putting undesira-

ble children to death was really more
moral from the point of view of society

than our custom of asking the strong and

healthy members to burden themselves

with heavy taxes to support the vicious

and defective class which is allowed to

propagate its kind.

YA/L have also changed our attitude
* * toward the prostitute. Lcnnep’s

book, "Klaasje Levenstec,” first told the

virtuous woman that there were many
innocent women among the prostitutes,

both those deliberately trapped into the

traffic, the so-called white slaves, and
those who ure the indirect victims of

starvation wages. Dumas and Tolstoi

and others have shown us that the harlot

may be possessed of real love and hu-

manity. On the other hand, we have a
great many books that are unwhole-

somcly sentimental upon this subject,

hooks that would make us believe that a
brothel is a leaden casket containing

nothing but pearls. All this confusion

only goes to prove that women, bewil-

dered by sudden freedom after centuries

of slavery, have been unable to lead with

a firm purpose. Many have been too

hasty in condemning the monogamous
marriage, the achievement of ages which,

with all its mistakes, impresses on the

husband and father a sense of his solemn
responsibilities. Too many have under-

emphasized faithfulness and self-control.

Women have not shown themselves as

capable of a wise moral development, as

we ho|>cd thirty or forty years ago. The
early feminists thought that love in its

highest form would In- immediately se-

cured by the freedom of women. They
thought that self-support for women
would prevent all marriages except love

matches, that their equality with men
would bring aI>out purer mural*, a more
developed human life and a u >re perfect

motherhood. They did not suspect that

for many women self-support was so hard

a task that any marriage was a deliver-

ance, that woman's purity frequently

would have no effect u| men, that great

love would be degraded into erotic ad-

ventures ami tliat motherhood would be
looked upon as an unwelcome interfer-

ence in work or pleasure. But even if

those first apostles of feminism had sus-

pected all this they would no more have
kept silent than Jesus would have been
silenced had he been told of the inquisi-

tion and auto-da-fe tliat would follow in

the name of Christianity. The greatest

faith has strength to endure the worst of

all disappointments, the shortcomings
of the disciples. Neither the worst dis-

ciples of women’s freedom nor the worst

errors of the new morality can change the

truth that only woman's perfect equality

with man in education for work, oppor-

tunity to work, wages for work ami duty
to work is a fundamental condition for

the final victory over sexual morality,

legal or illegal.

"C1 VERY transition period has brought
*—1 confusion of ideas and laxity in

morals. The race cannot form a new
morality without first

loosening the bands
which formed the old.

At present we arc liv-

ing in a chaos where
old and low instincts

fertilized with new
and high ideas have
given birth to uiuny
monstrous forms of

life. Only when these

ideas have become
feelings and the feel-

ings have become in-

stincts which sup-

plant the old. will

the new morality be
strong and solid.

There are two lines

along which morality

is growing,—the indi-

vidual’s right to his

own love life and
society's right to limit

this life for the wel-

fare of the race. The
first demand is based
on the growing
knowledge that peo-

ple ure not alike in

the life of their souls

and particularly of

their erotic needs.

The second demand
grows out of a new
ethical principle,
eugenics. By the

swiftness with which
this idea is gaining

ground, we can see

that a morality which
is organically part of

life has a power of

growth aside from

any help by laws or customs. There
are certain ethical crimes which, break-

ing out here and there, show the existence

of a new moral condition of mind. Such
crimes are now lieing committed yearly

in the name of eugenics, and they will

continue to be repeated until they give

rise to a new idea of right and to new
laws. A crime of this sort is the one

which the mother commits when she puts

to death a child who is in every way un-

fit for life. Another is the deliberate

motherhood of unmarried women who
are self-supporting. Another is race

suicide when the mother knows that the

child will suffer for the father’s iniquities,

ami lastly the revolt of some women
against the unreasonable waste of energy,

personal and social, in bringing more
childreu to life than can be cared for.

Woman’s new demand for her human right

to self-preservation and for her duty to

cultivate her own spiritual ami physical
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energies is perfectly compatible with 'T'HIS question of motherhood is the ent state of woman’s morals as the new
the good of the race, when it is used to 1 most important of all woman ques- morality. Not until women have enjoyed

produce a better not a larger rare. That tions. The answer which women can give liberty over a long period of time and have

some of these actions of the most moral will determine whether they are to continue had for some centuries ethical and social

women look like theactions of the most ira- to be the standard bearers of a new mor- culture on a par with man’s, a legal and
moral ones ought not to seem inconsistent ality or whether their moraLs will become economic equality which docs not exhaust

to the very people who advocate capital more manly in evil as well as good. Only either body or soul, will it be known
punishment for single murder, and at the he who believes that moral laws arc divine whether women have a new nature or if

same time glorify wholesale murder in war. and unchangeable can doubt that worn- the old womanliness will remain typicul

They say that the motive determines the an’s self-assertion will on the whole be even of the daughters of the future,

ethics. Why not consider the motives in good for humanity. But the very one But we must not forget that in the next

connection with these crimes of women? who hopes this, will also hope that the hundred years we shall see another change
But in spite of all these passionate con- ancient womunly virtues of motherly sac- which will have an enormous influence on

flirts, we are on the whole quietly and rifice and wifely faithfulness will never be woman’s nature. I mean our new ideas

steadily advancing. Bettercareof children outgrown. These' virtues will be all the of the relations of property and labor. It

has resulted in the decrease of infant more needed when love is made the stand- is most encouraging that woman’s liber-

dcuths. Men and women will now break an ard for marriage because this relation is atiou coincides with this democratic revo-

engagement or even a marriage when they governed by a law, os inflexible as the ne* lution and plays a part in the increasingly

find that either is suffering from an heredi- eossity for the presence of both oxygen socialized theory of evolution. We are

tary disease. More and more numerous and nitrogen in the air. that love implies f>eginning to know' tliat the struggle for

are the men and women who will not enter a mutual desire for an eternal relation existence us balanced by mutual helpful-

m to any sex relation when they know them- brought about by faithfulness between ness and that the right of the strong need

selves to be victims of such heredity, husband and rfife during their life and not rob the weak of his rights. Woman
A great mass of people are still ignorant into the future through children. No lias a good chance of escaping the demor-

or careless of the commands of eugenics, freedom ought to make women indiffer- alizatiou of honor and riches, unchecked
hut public opinion is growing and in time ent to self-control and motherly devotion competition ami unbridled enterprise, for

conventions will arise which in turn will since from these qualities some of the these are passing. At the same time

become laws. In time eugenics will highest values in life have sprung. The women arc coming into the industrial

become as deep rooted in the instinct as best qualities of the sailor are still field and gaining the self-confidence that

the duty to defend the home country needed bv the aviator though the comes from knowing that they are pro-

against invaders. Anyone not blinded by latter has a wider space in which to ductive members of society. When wc
the present idea of international war. col- sail. Unless we realize this truth through compare the wives who still do heavy
onization or industrial politics, who can our imaginations, we shall soon learn it daily labor in the homes without being

still put his mind on the culture of hu- from the number of victims sacrificed. paid, except through the husband’s gifts,

manky, must realize that the race can only with their self-supporting sisters, we can

be improved through selective breeding. XX7E cannot understand the modern realize what an economic independence

A lower birth rate is not a national evil.
' ' woman’s moral uncertainty by means. When woman no longer needs

What is dangerous and immoral is that the talking of religious disbelief and the evil to use her cunning or beauty to cajole

worst clement has no check upon the num- of the times. The fact Is that woman a man into giving her wliat she needs, the

ber of its children while the best women are never has been and is not now fully free, wholewoman sex will rise to a higher plane

frequently either unable or unwilling to fill The fact that for thousands of years they of morality. To the extent that exotic

the high office of motherhood. Some worn- have bought all those things which en- pets and beasts of burden in the shape of

en who have children even begin to preach hance life through their sex value and idle and worn out women vanish, sex

a mother’s duty not to bring up her own that they are therefore oversexed lias morality will be rid of its worst blemish,

children, but to leave it to the community more to do with their confusion. There- the commercial value of the woman
to train and educate them collectively. fore it is unreasonable to speak of the pres- body.

The third and last article trill give Madame Key a opiniona about woman'

a

tcork and irhat her aphere will ftc when ahe livea up
to her promisee. She will tell where women hare done their new work well and where they hare not made good.

New England Conscience in the South
By A. J. McKELWAY

CHILD Labor has always been the gested and promoted the organization of children in factories, a sixteen-year age-

curse of the cotton mill. But for the National Child Labor Committee limit for illiterate children, prescribes on
a century in England, a half cen- in 1004. eight-hour day for the children between

tury in New England, and for a decade in In 1907 the same manufacturers’ lobby fourteen and sixteen, forbids night work,

the South, humane men and women have opposed the raising of the low standards und |>osscsses effective machinery for the

been protesting against the system, of the former act and did force a com- enforcement of these statutes. Alabama
Among tlie New England states, Massa- promise that made the enforcement of the and Georgia have a twclvc-vear age-limit,

chusetts has led the advance in child later act impossible. Again in 1911 they a fourteen-year age-limit for night work,

labor reform, although because of the succeeded in defeating the amendments allow an eleven-hour day, and with laws
importance of the textile industry it lias necessary to render the law effective. rendered purposely ineffective, permit
only lately reached the standards of pro- the wholesale violation of these low-
tection for the child workers that have T N Georgia, the history of child labor standard measures, the Massachusetts

been adopted by other progressive states. 1 reform is singularly like that of Ala- corporations in these states being ad-

Thc lowest standards in the country bama. An old Georgia statute forbade mittcdly parties to the violation. Georgia

are those of the four cotton mauufac- the employment of minor children except allows children of ten to be employed, if

luring states of the South—Alabama, between the hours of sunrise and sunseL they happen to lie orphans- or the children

Georgia, and the two Carolines. In Ala- This law was amended so as to exempt of dependent parents,

bama to a large extent and in Georgia in the employees of cotton and woolen

smaller measure, Massachusetts capital mills. The agent of a Massachusetts HPHE agents of these corporations claim

has been invested in cotton mills. These corporation located in Georgia signed his * that they at least observe the letter

Massachusetts manufacturers discovered name to an appeal to the people against of the law by accepting the affidavits

that an Alabama statute forbade the etn- the enactment of the child labor bill pro- of the parents, but in Massachusetts such
ployment of children for a longer period posed in 1905. The some agent was a proof is disregarded and documcnt-
Lh&n eight hours a day. This law was prominent in the manufacturers’ lobby ary proof required. Certainly if these

repealed upon their representation that which succeeded in defeating the bill manufacturers wen* anxious to observe

otherwise capital would not l>e invested, proposed that year. Later he opposed the law, they could ascertain the real ages

Thencame a fight for reform, led by Edgar the enactment of the ten-hour bill for of the children from the family Bible, the

Gardner Murphy, then a clergyman of Georgia and the creation of the Depart- school records, or the child-insurance

Montgomery, and another child labor ment of Labor, charged with the enforce- papers. The Massachusetts corporations

law was enacted in 1903. Mr. Murphy, ment of the child labor law. are doing in the South what would not be
recognizing tliat child labor was a Today Massachusetts' has a fourteen- tolerated in Massachusetts either by
national and not a sectional evil, sug- year age-limit for the employment of public opinion or by law.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

A Metrical Skyscraper

AS Hafiz says it's a poor fur that

won’t rub both ways. Nowadays
when the mountain labors and

brings forth a Ridiculous mouse we yawn
politely behind our gibus, or look the

otherway. But this is quite another story.

The mouse has labored and brought forth

a Ridiculous mountain and we sit up and
take notice. The scene of the accouche-

ment is California and the maternal

rodent we trust is doing well.

If under the famous psychological third

degree test we were given the word Cali-

fornia and bidden to express instantly the

first suggested thought we should hesitate

—between Big Tree and Luther Burbank—
These represent the two poles of thought

reaction on the human mind of the word
California. The big tree makes man fed

like a little insect—Luther Burbank
makes him feel like a little creator.

We hate the big tree, it reminds us

of the days when we were giants in the

laud—and still more do we hate the car-

riage load of tourists that ever since the

dawn of photography lias been stalled in

the aperture at the base of the big tree,

like an irrevocable nickel in the slot of

an “out-of-order” weigliing machine.

But Luther Burbank, who creates vege-

tables. is greater than Bernard Shaw who
only kills and devours them, even as

Corot pere who created ladies’ hats was

greater than his son who painted early

mornings—which Parisians, who had
never seen an early morning, accepted as

exquisite fantasies.

And now Luther Burbank must take a

back seat; his melonized squash must give

way to the discovery, by a California

publisher, of a Blank versatile Architect.

To quote the publisher’s circular, lie

it an architect; fclloic of the American In-

stituteof Architects; Member of the National

Institute of Arts and Letters; Associate

of the National Academy of Design (Elect);

Member of the Society of Beaux-Arts

Architects; Member of the Architectural

Leagues of New York and the Pacific

Coast; Supervising Architect, Professor of

Architecture and Director of the School

of Architecture. University of California, etc.

It is from this melon of architecture

that (reversing the Biirbankian process)

has been evolved the perfect squash of

blank verse.

"One of the greatest critics of our

time
—

” says the circular—(wc dare him
to give his name) writes of this book of

blankitectural verse, “It epitomizes an
epoch . . . the diction wonderfully forci-

ble—without ceasing to be poetic—it

nowhere seems to sag—or the author’s

energy to flag.”

Another famous author (also nameless)

writes “The miss en scbie is concrete

and vivid ... no one who lias reflected

upon the business of being an architect

can fail to be stirred by the power and
substance and beauty of the formative

idea.”

Like Mr. Tree’s Hamlet Brunelleschi

(that is the name of the book) is funny
without being vulgar. What could be
more refined than this:

Awake, Andrea! For today once more

After these bedrid aeons, would my feet

The skybound platform of my Dome
achieted

Press Cheerly.

or this

.... —more fully draw
The grapy damask from the pouring rays

Until its glinting dragons drown in dregs

And these used eyes, antiqued with Roman
wont,

Joy in divine proportion.

Press cheerly, only one more flight

—

.... beneath the frameless vault

Of circumambient ensconcing skies—
As now thro’ arched oblongs exquisite.

I F architecture as some one (was it
1 Martin Tuppcr, or was it Townsend
Martin) has said is “Frozen Music,”
then surely this is a thawed out sky-

scraper—something between the Flatiron

and the Woolworth Building—say.

We wish wc could afford to read more,

but (alas, the high price of laughing) what
with its “Etruria hand-made paper from
Italy” and its “blue Ancona boards with

a uniform slip case”—the cost of the

book is six dollars.

There ought, to he a society for the

prevention of cruelty to liand-madc

paper.

1«
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Sales and Local Color
By AMOS STOTE

Illuntrated by William Obcrhardt

A/Ti?. STOTE’S previous articles brought out so much favorable comment from people interested

in selling methods and the export trade that we have persuaded him to do two more. In this

article he tells of the method by which the foreign prejudice against America can be overcome

A YOUNG man from Virginia was

sent over to London in the interest

of an American manufacturing

company that has a factory in one of the

industrial towns of that country and its

own office building not fur from St. Paul's

Cathedral. Before assuming control of

a department he was given a three months
roving commission in which to “take on
atmosphere.”

Along toward the end of this furlough,

having acquired what he thought was

a fair idea of the working of the English

mind, he decided to have a go at the

selling problems the country presented.

This decision was really a result of ig-

norance, not conceit.

None of the salesmen had been able

to make the least impression oil a prom-

inent concern thut should logicully he

in line for a number of their particular

kind of office machines. The Virginian

hardly expected to bring bock an order,

but he decided to go after this house in

a way that would make it possible for

him to report exhaustively on their

attitude and objections, something on
which the salesmen might work, lie de-

cided to interview the managing director,

and he did —but it took three days of

diplomacy and a tip. Believing the

man at the top should have us much
ability to appreciate as to purchase, the

young American put his whole soul into

the argument. Conviction and proof

struggled in every word, and the managing

director listened without interruption.

At the conclusion of this full-blooded plea,

a respectful moment was kid away in

silence before the Englishman spoke.

The young man hud an uttack of visions

completely surrounded by orders. When
the time for reflection had passed the

managing director remarked, in the ex-

ceedingly sulxlued tone of his kind:

“You people of the States do most re-

markable things, most remarkable; but

we—it wus only three years ago that we
adopted the use of steel pens in our cler-

ical departments, in place of the quill.”

28—Count ’em—28

^?OME years ago another of our maim-^ fucturiug houses, none other thun the

champion heavyweight in selling—that

voiced modest claim to hold the trophy

against all comers? with its hands tied

—

picked twenty-eight strong men ami true

and sent them to instruct England in the

art anil science of sales. It was an all-star

cast, the flower of our gelling army, quite

the Old Guard of trade. Not one hail ever

In-fore visited the laud of the Britisher,

but so well were they trained that Indore

landing the country was divided so that

each man might carry a section of the

island in his left hand coat pocket. The
man with Buckingham Palace in his terri-

tory wugcred the one with Windsor Castle

that he would Iw the first to place their

product in the hands of royalty.

Month after month these men went
at the job furiously. One of them nearly

made a sale to a gn-cngnx-cr; but tea-

time came while he was wrestling to

express dollars in imunds and pence.

Their results are best likened to those

obtained by the Light Brigade in its

well-known charge. Twenty-eight per-

feclly good American salesmen rode,

with much vocal demonstration, into

that commodious and accessible Valley

of Failure. Instead of stirring England
to its depths and carrying off the top

soil of trade, that tuition merely glanced

over the top of its s|»cetaclca—and
wondered at so much waste of energy.

They all came back to us. Their

expenses had been guaranteed. Fortu-

nately the employers of then.' twenty-eight

men were uhle to withstand the loss, und
an* now doing a business in England that

is profitably engaging the services of hun-

dreds of |H*ople; but you could go through

this branch business with a fine-tooth

comb, and where the English public has to

Im* met, you will not find a man who was
l>oru in the States, though the head of

every department has received his business

education on our side.

Yet another one of our producers, doing

business in England for thirty years,

one who has, during tills period, tried

more than fifty of our salesmen over

there, says that it is not so much the

question of failure but rather that the

man himself is never satisfied. He makes

x 13
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more money at home. This is really otieof

tile principal reasons why our salesmen do
not stay abroad, even when they chance

to secure a measure of success.

Until our commerce has developed

a cosmopolitan type of salesman, one

who can literally be all things to all

people, tlie only way wc may hope to

get the best results from our foreign ef-

forts is to put the native to work in each

country, and to this extent make Amer-
ican salesmen of them. At the' last

convention of salesmen a New England
manufacturing company held in its

London offices in the interests of export

trade, about twenty nationalities were

represented. Among those present were

Chinese, Japanese, Danes, Norwegian,

German, French, Dutch and Scandi-

navian—not to mention a Jew who cov-

ered the White Chapel Ghetto district

of London. And all of them are Amer-
ican salesmen.

The languages of many countries liave

done much to save us in spite of ourselves;

though you will find Americana all over

the world trying to introduce their wares

with the aid of an interpreter, or limiting

the business they do in a country to

those who are able to speak some words

of English.

The Man with the Lonesome Job

/^VN one of the trans-continental ex-

presses I met an American bound
for Berlin. He represents an Illinois

company that, is trying to hold its own
in a competitive market where a heavy’

tariff is against it. This man sj>eak.s

French, Spanish and Italian; but can

get no further than a bill-of-fare in Ger-

man. Ills territory is practically every-

where except the two Americas. With
headquarters in London, he is able to

visit most of his agents on the Continent

twice or three times a year; but Africa

and a few other portions of the world have

to stand in line if they hope to sec him
annually. Germany, which should be

one of his greatest markets, must be in

the hands of some one who can speak

English; and so helpless is the American
tliat any work of investigation he wishes

to carry on must be done with the con-

stant aid of the man whose methods he

is trying to investigate.

For more than ten years the man from

Illinois has been traveling over this ter-

ritory. and I gathered from what he said

that he is having trouble in keeping his

sales up to the mark they reached quite

early in Ills career. In the meantime,
competitors have been very busy. The
man with the lonesome job has been able

to make money for his firm; and the

latter, living over-conservative, has not

attempted to gain a more secure footing.

With the position the company now has

it would be possible to organize efficient

sales forces in each country through

the medium of a resident representative,

an American who is able to speak the

language and so have an intelligent

grasp of all conditions that influence

trade, enabling him to direct the efforts

of the native salesmen. Under present

conditions reasonable growth is impossible

and it is only a question of time before

the competitors on the ground will carry

off the market.

The American in Germany, while he

should be at the
,
head of the branch

house, should strive to keep himself in

the background just as the most success-

ful of them do in England. His work
should be limited to directing the efforts

of the local men who are hired to meet

their fellow countrymen. For years one

of our great engineering corporations spent

hundreds of thousands of dollars main-

taining a German branch. Their sole idea

of business was the American way. They
seemed to make no attempt to meet
German methods and their organiza-

tion was so lacking in the necessary

Teutonic element that its members could

not understand why it failed to secure

the work for which it had every expert

qualification.

At one time they received a request to

bid on a small municipal job. As the

invitation came from an obscure town
in a distant part of the Empire they car-

ried the matter no further than the se-

curing of a superficial report on its posi-

tion, size ami prospects for growth. The
greatest profit they could hope for would
net them less than a thousand dollars;

so they refused to bid, feeling their posi-

tion liad Iwcn rather belittled by having

so trifling a proposition put up to them.

Debit Exjferience—$

1

,000,000

A GERMAN competitor went to the

trouble, not only to prepare & bid

on the work, but to send an engineer to

look over the job and consult with the

municipal authorities. Of course they

received the contract, and the town be-

came so proud of this improvement and
so much favorable comment was aroused

during the work of construction, that a

million-dollar job grew from this small

beginning.

It may be interesting to the reader to

know that the American house, after

buying a few million dollars’ worth of

experience, which it neglected to use. has

at length abandoned the German field.

The acorn or germ variety of order Is

very common all over the Continent.

The people over there are not apt to

place large orders through |K-rsuasiou or

impulse. There is likely to be a pressing

need when any of them comes across with

what an American salesman would con-

sider a regular order. Li many lines the

most profitable business is made up of

small orders that come with little argu-

ment or delay, and so reduce the cost

of getting business.

Tliis condition forms one of the stum-

bling blocks that not only make the

American salesman more to be pitied

than blamed when turned loose on the

Continent in quest of orders, but which

are past the understanding of his boss.

One day the president of an American

company engaged in the manufacture

of valves made a trip to Europe and
looked over the shoulder of his Germun
representative at a bunch of orders that

the latter was about to send to the stock

room to be filled. The president had
good eyes and he noticed the majority

of the sheets called for from one to three

valves.

“Why don’t you use those for pack-

ing?” the president asked, "we arc not

running a street comer stand. The
profit on such business can hardly carry

its proportion of expense, let alone leave

us anything this side of the vanishing

point.”

But the agent Informix! him that

ninety per cent, of their ordere were of

just tliis kind—ami both of them knew
the Continental branch of the business

was paying a good return.

The head of that house came home
with a knowledge of foreign trade that

surprised everyone, including himself.

He had learned two fundamental rules

of exporL selling. If the small order is

ignored the big one does not come; and
unless you respect the little business,

the length of your purse registers the

date you will kiss this branch of the busi-

ness on the back of the neck. He also

learned that when done according to

Continental rules, especially with Ameri-
can brains back of them, not only

Is selling expense so small there is a prof-

it in practically any order, but that the

entire expense of operation, from office

boy to rent and from salesman to ship-

ping clerk, is so much less than at home
that the despised small orders of the

European branch net a larger proportion-

ate profit than the so-called man's sized

orders of the home market.

In most of the countries over there our

business comes easy if we only know how.
In Germany, the appreciation of the Amer-
ican business man (aside from his com-
petitors) is such that could he master the

commercial languageof the country, which
is as unlike the usual social conversation as

is our own, he would at the same time ac-

quire enough knowledge of the workings
of the Teutonic brain to understand their

methods of business approach, and so

make it possible for him to personally

enter into the selling end of the business.

Thinking in German and as the Ger-
mans, however, is wonderfully and com-
mercially different from merely being able

to speak the usual Anglo-German dialect.

There is a newspaper man in Berlin,

who has lived there for years, whose wife

is German, who belonged to a German
singing society in Brooklyn a fellow who
swears he speaks English with a German
accent. He surrounds himself with the

Gothic architecture of a German suit of

clothes. Yet hardly a day passes but
tliat some Berliner humbles him by an-

swering his excellent German with very

shattered English. He is a foreigner,

and that is enough to make the loyal

Germun feel there is something lacking;

even while that same patriot would not
stop to take breath if opportunity offered

to land him on our shores. We, who are

made up of all the nations of the earth,

find it hard to realize the feeling in which
wc arc held by any compact and kindred

people. We are not offensive, but we
arc very, very strange.

The French Limit

rpHIS brand of national feeling is more
* pronounced inr France than it is

in Germany. The Frenchman, though
a heavy buyer of thousands of our com-
modities, is firmly convinced that if the

men of his country would bestir them-

selves to the task of making any of these

wares, they could excel in the work as

well us in the finished product. For an
American to try to sell goods of our

manufacture in France, I mean personally

to make the sales, is just as reasonable as

driving a motor car with the brakes on.

The possibility of such an undertaking

lias nothing to do with the practicability

of it; and the fart that some Americans
are actually making sales over there only

goes to prove the wonderful market the

country offers.

This attitude Is strongly supported by
the government, and if certain bills now
being considered by the Chamber of

Deputies an* passed, it will be vastly

more than a question of employing French
salesmen to secure the patronage of any
departments of State. These bills de-

mand that the government do all its

shopping at home. Tliis sounds reason-

able and patriotic, until conditions are

more fully understood.
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For years the French government has

been a heavy buyer of American-made
wares, especially office appliances and
machines. In most of these lines the French

are not in a position to offer competition

;

yet the hills demand that the government
shall not purchase any foreign goods if any-

thing even pretending to accomplish the

same work is produced at home.

A N American manufacturer, to come
in on the favorable side of this law,

must produce in that country every part

of the product it offers the government.

Its labor must be ninety per cent. French,

six-sevenths of its office force and man-
agement must be French, and ninety per

cent, of the capital owned by French-

men. If any department finds it abso-

lutely necessary to purchase articles

not coming within these requirements, it

laws, is promoting a series of changes in

its organization, solely for the purpose

of holding the government business.

They have increased their capital stock

from twenty-five thousand francs to two
hundred and fifty thousand francs and
have distributed in small quantities, the

shares among Frenchmen, so as to secure

as many supporters as possible. They
have taken new quarters in the finest

office building in Paris, at double their

present rent, three years before their

present lease expires, solely to indicate

to the government their prosperous con-

dition and determination to remain.

A friendly government official even

advised the management of the American
branch company to equip a room with

machines and tools and to have parts

of their own machines scattered about, so

as to give the impression of producing at

seems to acquire the French feeling for

sales. The manager is an American
who can hardly write a letter in French;

yet he conducts the correspondence with

the implement agents in the farming

districts. Under him arc fifteen or

twenty American mechanics, who know
still less of the language and ways of the

country, who are sent throughout the

farming districts to instruct purchasers

in the use of machines. That they are

paid three times the wage French me-
chanics command is an incidental item

when compared with the wonderful

opportunity their employment destroys.

The men performing this work should

constitute a most valuable advance
guard in educating the people in the use

of their machines, and in spreading the

good word in new quarters.

Imagine a Frenchman in Kansas, tell-
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" A Frenchman in Kansan, telling the farmers how to operate some new-fangled implement, and trying to sing its

praises in Franco-Kansas”

is the duty of that department to reduce

such needs to a minimum, even though

its accomplishment necessitates complete

reorganization.

There is a law already in existence

requiring all foreign concerns selling the

government to have offices in France;

and there is nothing flexible about this

ruling. When the War Department
wanted to purchase submarine telegraph

and telephone equipment from an Eng-

lish house, it advised the latter to open

an office in France and put a Frenchman
in charge. As the business was worth

the expense, the Englishmen organized

a French company ami made an old

French naval captain chief stockholder

and nominal director; in other words
made his position of sufficient impor-

tance to allow the French officials to treat

with him.

The business of the French govern-

ment In valuable; it is worth many ion-

cessions to obtain. At the present time

an American concern, with a subsidiary

company incorporated under the French

least a portion of their product in France.

To the men who know, all these arrange-

ments are considered so important that

Uie European general manager, whose

headquarters are in London, has made
eighteen trips to Paris solely in connec-

tion with this work. And, bear in mind,

all this expense and preparation is not

to meet a condition that actually exists,

but only to prepare for a bill that may
become a law, and which, even if passed,

relates only to government contracts.

A FTER all, these steps have been

taken not so much for fear of the

passing of this drastic measure, for the

French arc making nothing in competition,

but chiefly to hold the friendly feeling

now prevailing.

In painful contrast with the wise

attitude of this concern, with its exceed-

ingly French appearance and conduct,

is that of an American house making
farm implements. Though paying a
tuition to experience of thousands of

francs a year, the latter company never

ing the fanners how to operate some new-

fangled implement, and trying to sing its

praises in Franco-Kansas. Do you think

that man could sell machines? Do you
even suppose he would escape without

bodily injury? And the French farmer

is not without his patriotism and instinc-

tive doubt concerning the ability and
honesty of foreigners. Even if it were

passible to persuade the individual, he

would still retain the impression of a

foreign product sold by strangers. It

would be far easier to teach French me-
chanics the operation of the machines

than to give on American mechanic a

mind trained to meet and understand

the mental operations of the French

farmer, and the personality to be one
with him.

The American is the man to organize

and manage his business abroad, but let

him stay behind u foreground of the best

grade of local color, against which Is only

visible his French sales und office force,

or his German, or his English, os the case

and the country may l>e.

oogle
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THE President of the United States

gives his timeto work for the people.

George Washington was quite

properly called the Father of his Country,

for he gave consuming interest to the wel-

fare of the American people.

We pay the President of the United
States #75,000 a year. Each member of

his Cabinet—called the President's fam-
ily—receives #14,000 a year as a compen-
sation for his Lime, although it is said that

the compensation is inadequate—and I

do not question that it is.

Every official in the National Capital

receives a compensation for his services.

The money paid for these services is

derived from the people at large.

The Governor of the State of New York
receives—as long as hecan hold his office

—

#10,000 a year. State Senators, Members
of the Assembly, all state officials, receive

a compensation for service rendered to the

state. All county officials and almost all

town officials receive compensation for

their service for their fellow citizens. And
the money received by the public servants

is derived from the people. The people do
not object, although sometimes they say

the taxes are very high, and try to reduce
the numl>er of “public servants" and
improve the quality of the service.

In each state there is a public servant

known as State Superintendent of Educa-
tion. In New York he receives #14,(XX)

annually for his work. There are also

County Superintendents, and in each city

and town there is a Superintendent of

Schools. Each school is presided over by
a Principal. The work in each school-

room is carefully supervised by a teacher.

This great teaching body receives com-
pensation for service rendered. This
money is derived too, from the people,

raised either by direct or indirect taxation.

Soldiers on the battlefield, or soldiers

inactive—the army and the navy—all re-

ceive compensation for service, and the

source of this compensation is by taxes

derived from the people.

YA/E speak of the compensation re-
* ’ ceived by these people as their

salaries. The word “salary’’ has a dig-

nity. It is never used except where a
business transaction has occurred. There
is implied an agreement between the

earner and the person or people to whom
the service is rendered.

The servant of the people is never com-
pelled to serve. His service is voluntary.

We congratulate our friends when they
secure the opportunity so to serve, so well

do the People pay their servants.

The word salary is never used with re-

gard to a tip. a gratuity, a bribe, hush
money, or money received by politicians

which they dare not acknowledge.

A salary is legitimate compensation
paid to people in good standing, who are
working regularly and distinctively for an
organized Government, corporation, or
individual employer. It suggests that

the parties concerned are free people. The
one rendering the service is not in bonds.

Robbers do not have salaries, nor do
gamblers, nor people playing the games of

chance.

Neither do old soldiers receive salaries.

What the Government pays them is

termed a "pension."

Pension impliesagratuity. Theservice

rendered is past . There is a noteof gener-
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A Protest
By ALICE HUBBARD

asity in the toneof thosewhogive pensions.

A pensioner is not in a desirable posi-

tion. He is supposed to be either

maimed, disabled, or sick; therefore only

half a person. He is out of the game
of life, a dependent, a past participle

belonging to the past.

The pension is always a little disheart-

ening. and is collected with the tremolo

stop full on.

People feel charitable, that is to say.

superior, when they pay out a pension

fund. A pensioner is in the same position

as one who is receiving something for

nothing. He is practically receiving a

gratuity. The pensioner is a poor rela-

tive, akin to the beggar. When he dies

the tax-payer gives a sigh of relief and
thanks Heaven that it is over.

There is an unpleasant association with

the terms “pensioner” and “pension.”

Intelligent societies are discussing the

subject of State Pensions for mothers.

This has an unpleasant significance, as

though mothers did no legitimate work or
were in senile occupation.

rPHEREFORE. mothers object strenu-
* ously to having the term pension ap-

plied to the fund givcu to strong, noble,

faithful women in the prime of life, who
ore working for the state, who arc on duty
for three shifts in a day of eighthours each;

who risk life, every ambition, opportunity

for development of brain, who give to

their children the time which, if spent in

developing a talent, would give them a

salary that would put them out of the

reach of peusions.

Intelligent societies should be discussing

the subject of Slate Salaries for mothers.

The school, the church, organized gov-

ernment. and the business world, are said

by wise men of old and now to have but

one fundamental pur|K>se,—namely,—to

maintain the home. The home is the cen-

ter of interest of school, church, govern-

ment and business.

The purpose of the home is that there

may be shelter, food, clothing and oppor-

tunity for the development of children.

The center of interest in the home is the

child.

If this is true, then business, school,

church and govenune-nt are adjuncts to

the home.
Service rendered in the process of carry-

ing on the work of the government and
school is recognized as belonging to the

state. The slate maintains them. Busi-

ness that renders to the world a sendee is

being claimed as belonging to the state,

and the state taxes all business, all accu-

mulates! property, for the maintenance

of public sendee.

It is universally recognized that the

service which a mother renders to her

children is indispensable, hut we have not

yet recognized tliat the mother's service

holds thesame relation to the state that the

teacher’s service, or the governor’s, does.

The great majority of homes today are

unorganized. They are pluees owned or

rented bv a man whose vital interests are

elsewhere.

The home is the mother’s place of busi-

ness. She alone ran organize the home.
The home by every right should belong to

the mother. She cannot organize it un-

less she is educated to its responsibilities,

and such learning is not possible except

by doing.

Without economic independence a

woman cannot carry on her business of

home-making, home-keeping. Without
wages for her work she cannot be eco-

nomically independent.

If a woman spends her time in simply
making a home for one man. then this one
man should pay her for her service ren-

dered.

If she spends most of her time in the

work of developing citizens for the state,

she should receive a compensation from
the state as do teachers, government offi-

cials. or any other public servant.

Mothers who are giving to the care of

children their interests, which they might
use in occupations which the world recog-

nizes os valuable, arc devoting the best of

their lives to giving to the world citizens.

We are not serious when we say we are

afraid of race suicide. We are not serious

when we say that good men are the best

products that any state can have. We
do not mean this.

The market price for service in any-

thing else is greater than for the service

rendered that there may be men. We
pay in honors and money for production,

for the building of railroads and cities,

tunneling mountains, building bridges,

canals, locks and boats, raising cattle and
poultry, preserving the forests, buying,

selling, manipulating those representa-

tions of wealth called money, scheming,

planning, advertising—everything. But
for the development of children in the

homes, for whom all these activities are

said to exist, we give charity doles. The
average stable-man, who cares for the

horses and cows, has more than is the

average wage of the mother.

'"PHE most perfect condition that could
* have been devised by the cleverest

brain for discouraging woman to give

her service to the state by becoming a
mother could not have surpassed this

present condition.

The world as it Is operated today is

planned for grown people, not for children.

Starting with the fundamental industry

of production, the great work of produc-

tion is not for children, does not have that

end in view. Transportation—that is

not for children. Building of cities

—

neither is that for children.

We feel charitable when we give over a
few acres in a city for breathing spaces for

men. women and children. But even the

parks are not for babies exclusively.

The amusements of the world arc not

for mothers and children. The pay-rolls

of the world arc not for mothers and chil-

dren. Everything that can be done we
have done to take the interest away from
the nursery and from the home, whose

first purpose was to give shelter, food and
clothing to the child, and protection

where he might best be made a citizen.

Mothers object to pensions, except

where they have been reduced to the

plane of the dependence of beggars.

Children should object to being the

recipients of oil the time and service of

a mother’s labor and love, and yet feel

that they owe their chance in the world,

their opportunity of making a living, to

money, which only their father can give.

Mothers und children object to pensions

!

Justice demands that mothers lie paid

salaries by the state to whom they gi\o

the best work of their lives.

;Ie



An Adventure in Democracy
By BRAND WHITLOCK

THIS is election day, and I have
just come from the polling booth

where I vote. Last night the

campaign closed; another cannot begin

until to-morrow morning, and while I am
on this little isle of safety, as it were

between the two roaring streams of the

traffic of politics, that behind me and
that just before, in this one little instant

of the whole year when one may express

himself on political subjects without being

charged with insincerity or a base selfish

interest, and accused of trying to wreck

the structure of the republic. I am going

to describe a remarkable adventure I have

just had and to relieve my mind of its

disquieting impressions

This is what they call an off year; noth-

ing especially important in the political

wav is on liand just now. We elect today

municipal officials; not national officials,

not state officials, not even county officials,

but municipal officials, choosing the men
who for the next two years are todirect our
affairs right here at home. And yet I had

to vote on eight ballots and make a mark
with my pencil nearly forty times. It is

not the physical effort of which I com-
plain; one may be called upon to waste

himself, even to give his life for his coun-

try. It is the strain upon the mind,

upon the memory, upon the patriotic in-

telligence that I grumble about. There
were in this election eight ballots, as I

have said. One was for the municipal

officials, another for a commission to draw
a new charter for the city (a thing in itself

unusual of course, one that should have
been attended to at a special election,

but there Is always some such thing).

Another ballot was for the school hoard,

another for judge of the city court, nn-

other for a bond issue for new school-

houses, another for an increased tax levy

to build roads, another for a referendum
on a bill the prohibitionists initiated,

and the rest for various amendments to

the constitution of the state.

Minister to Belgium

Illustrated by Herb Roth

Now I think it entirely proper that

we vote on all these subjects. We have
to amend the Constitution again, because

we must undo this year the mischief

we created when a year ago wc last

voted to amend the Constitution. And
all those questions about tax levies, and
schoolliouses, and good roads, and ship-

ping beer to the ungodly who live in dry
territory, should be referred to the people.

They have the right to be consulted on
these matters and to direct their represen-

tatives what to do about them. And far

and away beyond this consideration. I

think it an undoubted education for peo-

ple to be forced by this contrivance to

concentrate their minds on abstract prob-

lems, and to study out. if they ran,

which of these things should be done, and
why and how. In these days of the ple-

biscite the people in the evolution of

democracy will more and more have to do
this. Democracy requires intelligence,

else it ceases to be democracy, and people

cannot grow in intelligence unless they

compel their winds to think, and these

exercises in the referendum should increase

their capacity iu this respect. The result

should be a more intelligent electorate.

IT is not. therefore, the Constitutional
* amendments, or the other impersonal

questions we were called on to decide to-

day, that I wish to talk about. One is

always glad to vote on amendments to

the Constitution, and usually to vote

"yes.” It is this voting for a score or

more of specialists, technicians, clerks,

errand boys, little whipper-snappers of

all official sorts, this staff of under officials

to be picked out, by some sort of divina-

tion, from the hundreds of names on the

ballot, that I am complaining about.

I voted for a mayor, knowing fairly

well what I was about, understanding

more or less what I would have to expect

if he were elected. I knew this much
because for two months we have had a

municipal campaign in which the several

candidates for mayor, or their representa-

tives and newspaper organs, have been
abusing and vilifying, ridiculing and
challenging one another, and filling the

air with charges, so that we all seem to

know the worst about them, and can

therefore vote intelligently.

And then I voted for a member of the

city council from my ward . I knew him ; lit-

is a neighbor of mine, has served faithfully

in the council already, and if elected will

continue to do so. I knew perfectly well

what I was doing when I voted for him.

"VTOW I contend that when I had voted

on all those abstract propositions

that had been referred to the people, and
had expressed my choice for mayor and
councilman, I ha<l in that relation done
my full duty as a citizen. I contend that,

especially as I have to vote on tax levies

and bond issues and constitutional amend-
ments anti laws relating to moral and
ethical problems, I should not be expected

to select all the underlings for the mayor
and council. I cannot, obviously, rep-

resent the wishes of the mayor and coun-
cilmen in that respect, aud I cannot even

express my own, for 1 know nothing about

these fellows, and cannot tell whether

they will make good underlings or not.

For the most part, though I have been a
politician myself, I never heard of them
before. They were put on the several

tickets, or got themselves on some way,

and during the campaign nobody ever

said anything about them, or made any
illuminating charges against them, so

that there is no human way to tell how
bad they are. Everybody has been talk-

ing or shouting or whispering about the

candidates for mayor, the campaign has

raged and swirled about their personali-

ties, and in the fog and the furore these

obscure phantoms slip into office to lie-

come, later on, very material entities for

whom no one is responsible.
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"/ had to choose four constables. This teas carrying the joke too far”

There were on the ballot, for instance,

a lot of names proposed for councilmen at

large; vote for three, was the mandate.

Perhaps I should explain that in my
state we elect councilmen by wards, and
in addition have an appendix of three

entirely supernumerary councilmen at

large, the result of which is that three

wards in the city have two councilmen

each, while all the others have but one.

r
[

1HEN I had to vote for a city solicitor,

* whose business it will be to advise the

mayor on the law, and a city treasurer,

and a city auditor, and a president of the

council, to name no more. Just why the

mayor should not select his own legal ad-

viser I have not the least notion. Where
he gets his legal advice is his affair, not

mine, any more than it is my aiTair what
physician he consults, or what architect, or

what other spiritual or temporal adviser.

I will deal with him. to s|>cuk in the menac-

ing note of democracy, on the results of

these various advices, when he comes up
for reflection. Nor can I see any valid

reason why he should not pick out an

auditor to audit the accounts, or in these

days of indemnifying bond companies,

a treasufer to handle the funds. In this

business of administering the affairs of

the community I sec no reason why we
should not concentrate our attention on

the selection of a capable man to manage
the matter, and let him select his assist-

ants and work out the details according

to his own temperament, as we do in the

case of a President for instance. I should

as soon think of attempting to interfere in

his choice of a private secretary, or of a
wife, as in that of his legal adviser. And
if the council is capable of deliberating

at all. I should think it would at least be
capable of selecting from its own numl>ers

a man to preside over its delilicrations

and a clerk to record its transactions, and
not expect me to do that for it.

But that is not all; we haven't come
to the worst of it yet. I had to vote for

four members of the school Itoard, three

20

of them for long terms, and one of them
tor a short term; and if I confused the

long with the short I know not what dis-

aster, if the warning on the ballot meant
anything at all. is to befall the cause of

education. Outside the polling place at

the little red flags that mark the one
hundred-foot limit, within which, hap-

pily, importunity must cease at last,

were groups of shivering men and women
with blue noses urging us to vote for

this group or combination, handing us lit-

tle slips of paper whereon were printed

the names of those who alone, of all the

candidates, could save the school system
from ruin and decay. Now I knew little

of any of these candidates, at least so

far as their views on education were

concerned.

But that is not the point. Whatever
their understanding of pedagogics, or

their theories of education or school

management, it is_ the superintendent

who conducts the schools, of course, as

everybody knows, and in most instances,

especially in the cities, he conducts them
very well, even when he is the inert com-
promise resulting from the various pres-

sures exerted on him. Why then a board

at all, especially since, on all boards,

there is invariably one controlling spirit

who dominates the rest? Why not vote

for the superintendent at once and have
done with it, or better still have some
executive, the mayor for instance, appoint

him?

T)IT having selected a school board as
1

1

nearly to my taste as I could. I dis-

covered that I had to select a clerk of the

|M»lice court. I know of no reason why I

should cudgel my brains over this prob-

lem. No principle was involved, no
public policy, no question of expediency

even. The clerk of the police court

merely writes in a book the amount of the

fine which the judge of the police court

guesses to be fit retribution for a night's

debauch or the theft of a second-hand
overcoat on the first cold day. And if

the judge of the police court isn’t fit to

select u man to keep his records, then

he isn’t fit to make the record at all—that

is, he isn't fit to be a judge.

And there was a ballot called the judi-

cial ballot, from which I learned that I

must now proceed to the selection of a
judge of the City Court as we began to

call our justices of the peace when we
became ashamed of them. I hud been
in politics, and I hud practiced law for a
good many years, and having a retentive

memory I happened to recall one of the

candidates proposed for this high office;

that is I recalled his face, and I voted for

him, or for his face, not because it was a
strong or beautiful or refined or scholarly

face, but simply because it was a face,

while the countenances that might light

up with intelligence at the mention of the

oilier names on the poll, were to me by
the mysterious accidents of fate the

vaguest blurs. Any mayor, out of his

numerous acquaintance, or even from
among his henchmen, could have selected

a city court magistrate with the same
unerring instinct for probity and legal

acumen, and in that cose I could have
had the satisfaction of blaming him for

any mistakes the magistrate would make,

though I believe there are three or four

higher courts charged with that duty.

I FELT tliut surely this must be the end,
A that this absurdity could be pushed no
farther. But no. the end was not by
any means yet, the hardest task of all

was before me; I had to choose four con-

stables. Now I submit that this was too

much. This was carrying the joke too far.

The professional politicians were rubbing

it in. For of course it is the professional

]M>liticiuns who have devised this laby-

rinth, this maze, amid laughter no doubt

that echoes demoniacally in the nether

element they inhabit. A long time ago

they told the people that this was a

glorious democracy in which they were

living, that they must protect their rights,

assert themselves as sovereigns, take
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government into their own hands, and,

casting off the trammels of kingcraft,

arise and choose their own constables.

Now it happens that I have never given

any thought to this recondite question

of constables; my tastes have run in other

lines. You might with perfect propriety

say that I have never been interested in

constables in the least, and so have no
means of making a choice among them,

no rule by wliich to indicate my prefer-

ence. Somehow to my untrained eye
constables all look precisely alike; they

have the same disheveled, degenerate,

abandoned and hopeless aspect they must
always have worn since they came as an

institution into this world, the same for-

lorn aspect they must always exhibit so

long as they exist and perform their

negligible functions.

T)UT it seemed that as a good, law abid-

ing citizen, I was now called upon sud-

denly to stand up. to come out and declare

myself, to tell exactly where I stood on the

issue of constables. I think I may say

without presumption that I am a man
of some intelligence. I have lived in my
town a good many years, have had a

broad acquaintance, and have ventured

into public discussions, and yet ardently

as I longed to be given, if but for a mo-
ment, the inner light that enables one to

pick out constables, I could not, though
my life had been at stake, recall one of

the illustrious names ranged on that

ballot under that important heading. I

looked at them, studied them, there in my
dark little stall, conscious of the impatient

electors waiting outside, sneering no doubt
at my fumbling ineptitude and slow un-

derstanding, peering from one ticket to

another, searching under the rooster, the

eagle, the bull moose, the arm and torch,

the rose, and all the other symbols of

enlightenment and progress, for one lone

constable I could call a friend. In vain.

Not one of them did I know.

And yet, after awhile, there was a

name, one out of all the others, which
seemed to have some mystic meaning for

me; it wore a friendly aspect, there

seemed in it to be somehow an elusive as-

sociation, a suggestion, however faint,

of familiarity. I looked at it with fond

hope, and yes, it brought back to my
memory a man I once had known, long

years before; and presently I recalled

the man as a constable, one of the insub-

stantial spirits arising from the past, out

of my early days at the bar. Evidently

he was a perfectly incorrigible con-

stable, and must have been running for

that office years and years, all unknown
to me. Possibly I myself had voted

for him innumerable times. Or was it

that there had been an interim during

which he had been out of office? Had his

policies proved unpopular, not suited to

the temper of our progressive times?

Somewhere in his career had he faltered,

and yielding to soft luxury, become a
reactionary and failed to brandish the

torch of liberty? At any rate, I felt that

I could greet him and vote for him as an

old friend. I recalled him somehow, as

Bill; that had been the diminutive of

affection to which he had been responsive.

And so I took my pencil, poised it before

his name, and was about to make mv
sovereign and electoral mark, when I

saw that the given name was not Bill, or

even William, but James; so that after

all he could not be the constable I once
had known. I was at a loss to account for

the discrepancy, but I reassured myself

with the thought that if this James was
not Bill, he must be another of the same
constabulary family, and so put my cross

before the name.

I WAS too exhausted by the strain and
* anxiety to seek further; I was indeed

growing quite reckless, and voting at ran-

dom for three other names. I took my
eight ballots out to the clerk; and as he

looked at me severely and demanded
to know if I had voted all the ballots,

and I assured him that I had, I won-
dered how long it would be before

we would select the judges and clerks

of election at the polls as well. That
would add to the ballot not more than

eight or nine hundred names to each

ticket and . . .

DUT my wife was waiting for me outside

the booth. She is permitted to vote

only for members of the board of educa-

tion, her endowment, in the eye of the

law. not being sufficient to enable her to

select constables and clerks of police

court and justices of the peace, and so

she had voted more promptly than I.

I was glad that the work was done for

another year. Next autumn we shall be
called upon to choose a Governor, a

Lieutenant Governor, a Secretary of State,

an Auditor of State, an Attorney Gen-
eral, and trustees and commissioners with-

out number, whose titles I forget, beside

all the county officials, sheriff, clerk,

treasurer, coroner, commissioners, audi-

tors, prosecuting attorney, not to over-

look a county surveyor, and district

officials, and many judges and clerks of

court, to say nothing of voting on initiated

and referred bills, amendments to the

Constitution, tax levies, bond issues, and
no one knows what else. I thought of

this as we walked along in silence, and
wondered why it was that a state which

has such an excellent Governor as Ohio
has, should not permit him to choose the

judges and the ministerial officers and
l’t them select their own clerks and por-

ters. My wife waited a while, and then,

assuming no doubt that the solemn
emotions evoked by the discharge of the

great democratic function had somewhat
subsided, she asked:

“How did you vote?'*

I looked at her in amazement.
“How should I know?" I demanded.
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Johnny Doe, His Mother and the State
By SOPHIE IRENE LOEB

(,Member of N. Y. State Commission for Relief of Widowed Mothers)

EVERY normal child has, at birth,

five senses: seeing, hearing, tasting,

touching and smelling. All knowl-

edge is obtained through them. These
five senses are physical.

New York State has a compulsory edu-

cation law. This law says to the parent

or guardian of a child, “I demand your
offspring to come to me for education

from the time he is seven until he is four-

teen years of age and until sixteen, if he
hasn't a job. He must get knowledge from

me through his five senses.

"I have mapped out a program for

him to take through these five senses.

I pay a teacher to carry out that pro-

gram. It consists of reading, spelling,

writing, arithmetic, English language and
geography.”

Johnny Doe, the son of Mrs. Doc,

washerwoman, sits side by side with

Clarence Van Aster, son of a prosperous

merchant, to take the knowledge that

the State lias prepared for them. Just

as it should be. Free country, equal rights

and all that.

Little Johnny Doe had some tea and
dry bread for his breakfast. Clarence

had—well, never mind. He looks it.

‘‘C-A-T spells cat,” says the State to

Johnny Doe.
“ But I’m hungry,” sighs Johnny.
“Never mind,” answers the State,

“C-A-T spells cat Get that?”

“Eight times nine equals seventy-two,”

says the State.

“I'm shivering, my underwear isn’t

very warm,” pants Johnny.

“I'm not concerned about that,” re-

turns the State: “eight times nine equals

seventy-two. Don't forget that.”

“Balboa discovered the Pacific Ocean,”

says the State.

“If I only had some good soup," wails

Johnny Doe.

“This is your geography lesson,” erica

the State, “Balboa discovered the Pacific

Ocean. . Remember that."

“An adjective is a word used to qualify

a noun,” says the State to Johnny Doe.
“ But my two brothers sleep in the same

bed with me and my back aches,” he

wails.

“I can’t help that,” says the State.

“You must know what an adjective is."

'T'HROUGH nine years of Johnny Doe’s
* life he must take what the State has to

give him through his five physical senses,

unless he can show a certificate that some
of liis senses won’t work.

Further, the State in its own language

says this : Failure on the part of a person

in parental relation to a child to cause

such child to attend school is a misde-

meanor, and punishable by fine or im-

prisonment.

Question before New York State by the

people:

Have you a right to compel Johnny
Doe to take your knowledge through his

five physical senses without seeing that

Johnny Doe’s five physical senses are fit

to take that knowledge?

If Johnny Doe’s senses are impaired

1*-cause Mrs. Doe lias failed to make them
physically fit for your knowledge, are you
fair in giving your knowledge to physically

fit Clarence Van Aster and not give Johnny
Doe the same chance?

*4

In other words, can you impose a burden

on a back without fitting the back to bear

the burden?

You insist that Johnny Doe shall take

the same knowledge os Clarence Van Aster.

Why? Becauseyou are a public institution.

Thus, being a public institution, if Mrs.

Doe is unable to sec tliat Johnny is fit for

you to teach, are you as a public institu-

tion going to leave it to private charity to

see that Johnny is made ready for your
knowledge?

“Yes,” the State has answered to all

of tliis, until a few months ago, when a
slumbering conscience was awakened by a
cry that would not dowm—the cry of the

greatest congested section in the world.

New York.

HPHER.E was one among them in the
4 very heart of the East Side, where the

children of mothers grow like weeds, who
sounded the first tocsin in the slow-moving

machinery of the legislature. This man. a
judge of Munici|>al Court at thirty-two,

fathered the bill creating a commission
with a view to having the State mother
her children through their own flesh-and-

blood mothers.

So important was this question finally

deemed, that $15,000 was appropriated for

investigating purposes. We have con-

ducted investigations, heard the heads of

all the most important charity organiza-

tions of the State, and have had volumes

of testimony taken.

Each and all of our members are trying

their level best to keep an “open mind"
on this question until the end of our re-

search, However, whatever our forth-

coming recommendations may determine,

I want to say that in all the hundreds of

cases of relief for dependent mothers with

children, I liave yet to hear of one where

any charitable organization has adequately

met the common, ordinary, everyday,

living needs of a common, ordinary, every-

day, average family.

And this, my observation, is not sur-

prising in view of the statement of Robert
W. Hebberd, secretary of the State Board
of Charities, former Commissioner of

Charities of New York City, who says:
“ Looking back over an experience of more
than thirty years I have not yet seen a
single case in which adequate assistance,

whether from public or from private

sources, has been given to the widow
and her children.”

TATITH these facts staring us in the face,

has the great State of New York left,

cither wisely or well, the fate of Johnny
Doe’s nine years of physical warfare to

private or public charity, to make him
fit for the knowledge it has to give him in

the creating of citizen stuff? For that is

wliat the compulsory education law is for.

Thus the paramount consideration is.

How is the State of New York going to

conserve the energies of the child, Johnny
Doc, that he may liave the fighting eliance

for citizenship that is accorded Clarence

Van Aster? This is an age of conserva-

tion with its forces directing toward the

ounce of prevention rather than the

pound of cure.

The Charity Trusts have present'll

many arguments against the advisability

of the State giving the mother ‘irect

money to see tliat Johnny Doe is properly

prepared in bodily comfort before he

takes the educational meal that is placed

before him.

They have yet to present a plan by

which they ever have or ever could con-

serve Johnny Doe’s energies: unless it be

that if the State gives them the money,
tliat they can do it. For they say, “If

New York State puts such a law in actual

practice, the moneys that have come
to us by kindly disposed folks, will be

withheld.”

T F the child is the ward of the State by
* a compulsory education law until he

is sixteen years of age, is the State not,

at least, his educational father? Then
why delegate “tn loco parentis ” to any
society whose past inability to cope with

this tremendous problem is painfully evi-

dent?

Every day the State pays a charitable

institution a certain sum for taking care

of a child. That institution may, in

turn, board the child out with a foster

mother; yet that self-same State has at

present no law by which it pays the money
direct to the real mother. It has no way
of giving her the money for the same serv-

ice rendered. The State has been mov-
ing in a circle.

Twenty-five per cent, of the charity

applicants are mothers with dependent

children who now cannot go direct to

the State.

Don’t mistake my meaning. There
is great work done by the charitable in-

stitutions, but it is not in the direction of

keeping the mother and children together

in their own home.

SOCIETY at large in its beneficent

moods has been tried and found want-

ing. The dependent mother, in her last

desperate struggle on half the pay that her

husband earned, proceeds to the child-

caring institution or orphan asylum, and
in one last agonized cry leaves to others

the clinging arms that are a part of her.

The State takes the burden from her

shoulders by financing the institution, in

place of the great evil of "pauperizing”

her.

That is the real sum and substance of

the opposition against Johnny Doe's being

given enough money and mother-love to

keep body and soul together during nine

years of his life while the State claims

him for its very own.

Whatever will be the final summing
up of the Commission on Relief for

Widowed Mothers in the coming legis-

lature, a few facts arc evident:

No charity institution has ever ade-

quately met the average needs of a widow
and her children during their school-going

period.

The Charity organizations have had
great problems to solve, and their useful-

ness will go on. regardless of any action

taken in behalf of the widow and her

children.

There will always be private individuals

pliilanthropically inclined to come to the

aid of well-meaning charitable bodies.

The question to be solved is:

"How shall the State best conserve the

child so that he becomes an asset rather

than a liability to the community?”



The Fuller Sisters

DOROTHY, Rosalind and Cynthia
Fuller of Dorset, England, who
form our frontispiece this week, are

now singing in the United States, English

and Scottish folk-songs. A very pictur-

esque group they are, in early Victorian

costume, uccompanicd on the Irish harp.

They form our frontispiece because

their art represents something inter-

esting, lovely and unusual. They have
sung to many cultivated audiences, in-

cluding those at Harvard, Bryn Mawr,
Columbia, Smith, Raddiffe and the New
England Conservatory of Music, and
where taste is highest they are most ap-

preciated. Listen to what Andrew Lang
said about Folk-songs:

“Folk-songs sprang from the very

heart of the people, and flit from age to

age, from lip to lip of shepherds, peas-

ants, nurses, of all classes that continue

nearest to the state of natural man.
They make music with the splash of the

fisherman's oar, and the hum of the

spinning wheel, and keep time with the

step of the ploughman as he drives his

team. Indeed, the pastimes and the

labours of the husbandman and the

shepherd were long ago a kind of nat-

ural opera. Each task had its old song.
- -ploughing, seedtime, harvest, mar-
riage, burial, all had their appropriate

ballads or dirges. The country seems

to have aided man in the making of

these songs, the bird's note rings in

them, the tree has lent her whispers, the

stream its murmurs, the village bell its

tunes. The whole soul of the peasant

class breathes in their burdens as the

great sea resounds in the shells cast up
on the shores. Folk-songs are a voice

from secret places, from silent people,

and old times dead, and as such they
stir us in a strangely intimate fashion.’’

THE beautiful songs of England are
* dying rapidly. Some of those sung
by the Fullers have barely been rescued,

and sometimes only one old peasant

could be found who remembered the

words. Mrs. Fuller, in her little English

village, sang them and brought up her

daughters to sing them. These girls are

natural artists. Their methods fit their

songs entirely. They sing as simply as

the peasants sing. Their enunciation has

a clearness and purity that in America is

startling. They have youth, freshness

and joy in their work. They come to

America at a time when everybody is seek-

ing stress and marked sensation, and they

bring an art of entire purity, gentle, histori-

cal significance and quaint, invitingcharm.

A well equipped American critic says:
" Sell consciousness was entirely lack-

ing in the earliest singers of folk-songs.

Hence the feeling of the rhythm would
be kept as exact as the singer’s musical

sense could make it. But there are

nnw'adays few trained singers who dare

risk a folk-song in its natural state,

without emotionalization nr 'expres-

sion.’ The fact that the Misses Fuller

dared to do it proves their faith in their

songs, and this faith becomes (Conta-

gious. It must be added, too, that

most of the English songs lie emotion-

ally rather on the surface, observing and
relating facts but not expressing the

deeper feelings. One must go ucross

the border or across the Irish Channel

to find the latter. And even Scotch or

Irish songs, being musically self-suffi-

cient, rarely demand mueh ‘expression’

in the singing. At any rate, the songs

of Saturday afternoon expressed high

spirits or whimsicality oracanny sense of

literalness, and the less intensity given

to the singing of them the better. Our
first artistic debt to the Misses Fuller is

that they have had the courage and ar-

tistic insight to sing their songs in the

most simple and literal manner, without
the slightest concession to ‘artistic

taste.’ By so doing, they liave made
themselves the authoritative interpre-

ters of folk-songs in the genuine

manner.*’

To them may justly be applied the

words of one of their own songs:

“In Brixham toum so rare

For singing sweet and fair.

Few can icith us compare.

We bear away the bell.

Extolled up and down
By men of high renoum.

We go from town to town;

And none can us excel."

As the.se young girls express the sponta-

neous singing of the peasants of by-gone

generations, they make us feel the truth of

what was said by the Vicar of Hamhridgr:

“ I XDEED a folk-song cannot really
A grow old or fail in its charm. It can

touch and stir the heart of the twentieth-

century man, if he will but yield to it, just

as deeply as it did in the far away days of

its birth. Scientific music shifts and
changes like other scientific accomplish-

ments, but the native melodics of England
can charm the children as they charmed
the fathers. They can perhaps do more.

They can turn the hearts of the children

back to the fathers and knit past and
present together in great and unaffected

sympathy.”
Until lately, it has been generally as-

sumed that the English peasants had no
folk-songs of their own and that ‘‘the

English peasant was the only one of his

class in all Europe who was unable to ex-

press himself in terms of dance and song."

Recent research, truly scientific, has put

an end to that strange misconception.

Genuine folk-songs of high quality have
been gathered by the hundred, and still,

in spite of the loving search that has been

made, the larger part of rural England has

not yet been explored with thorouglincss.

The men and women who are carrying on
this work do not edit and change, like the

eighteenth century collectors. Their ob-

ject is historical, and they remain strictly

true. The best treatise on the subject thus

far printed is a volume called ” English

Folk-Song,” by Cecil J. Sharp, and the

best embodi merit of these songs to the eye

and ear is that of Dorothy, Rosalind and
Cynthia Fuller.

The Creative Fire
By CAROLINE DUDLEY

I
F 1 cannot make out of words

Verses eternal, enduring all death;

If I cannot blend out of color

Tones to liven the eyes,

To quicken the heart

With their various contrasts;

If I cannot carve out of marble
Beautiful breathing bodies;

God give me the power
To mould in my womb
Women and men.
May beauty be born of my

breath.

Whether to live like a star.

Whether to die like a flower

—

Some l>eautiful breathing form.
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Dinner in camp

Honore Willsie
By N. H.

AS will be guessed by the pictures

accompanying this article, Honore

Willsie has not led a secluded life.

She was born in Autamura, Iowa, and

educated, as they say. at the University

of Wisconsin, although she is such a

constant reader and ob-

server that the word
** educated " ought not to

be confined in her case

to the years she spent at

college. She has been

very often in the far

West and all her trips

together there would ag-

gregate nearly three

years, all of this time out

in the open, and nine

months at one stretch

without a roof over her

heal. Six months at one

stretch she was in a region

where she never saw a

woman, up in the mining

district called the Desert

Mountains of Arizona

Her favorite travel lias

been in large open spaces

in America. Her rccen tly

published novel, “The
Heart of the Desert,"

shows how deeply and
intimately she loves the

West. To that inter-

course with nature, she

has added a wholly un-

usual intimacy with the

liest literature. Although

in her twenties, it would

be difficult to find many
persons in the United

States who have as wide

an acquaintance with the

l»est books as she has.

She has a memory which

keeps vividly present to

her the good things she

has read, and this inti-

macy with great litera-

ture is felt in the style

which expresses her.

When she was about
seven years of age her

father said to her,
“ Don’t get so many
booksoutof the library."

Therefore she went to

the bookcases in the A snapshot by Mr. Willsie near the dose of a long day

house and began to read at the up|KT minor surgery. They were all good in

left hand comer and read right along to one way or another for her purposes,

the lower right hand comer; it made no
difference whether it was Shakespeare. ^JOW, at a certain period in my exist -

Alice in Wonderland, I’ride and Preju- A ”
ence, not many years ago, I had

dice, a complete Dickens, or a book on never heard of Mrs. Willsie. because I am

Digitized by Google
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not a magazine reader and not a reader

of current novels. I was at that time in

a very general way responsible for the

policy of a publication for women, al-

though I took little part in the practical

conduct of it. The man who was con-

ducting it asked me one day if I thought

it well to run a series on Divorce. I said,

“ Yea, provided it is written by exactly the

right person," and I asked him if he had
anybody in mind. lie said he would

like to have a woman come to see me on

the subject. A few days after, she called.

She was tall and unusual looking, as you
will see by the pictures, and apparently

a little shy. I asked her how much she

knew about the subject and she said,

“Very little.” I asked her if she had
any convictions about the right way to

solve our divorce problem and she said,

“No.” Those answers helped me to

believe she was the right person to go

into the subject, where dogmatism would
have been uninteresting and what was
wanted was an open mind. She did

that series so well that since then I have

been following her career with exceptional

interest, and have become so impressed

with her ability to get at the essentials of

a big question, and put it in simple and
human terms, that I am continually

worrying her to take up more topics than

she really has time, in justice to her

fiction, to undertake.

A/f RS. WILLSIE’S work is already well
* * known to the readers of Hakpkk’b
Weekly through the accounts she has

given of the plans of Mr. Lane and Dr Als-

Mrt. Wiling on the edge of the Grand Cation

berg, and also through
one very charming
piece of fiction. Of her

writing in the Weekly,
Mr. Lincoln Steffens

said:“We are getting the

new-fashioned news
which the old-fashioned

journalism never saw or

heard of—I mean the

news you can’t sec with

the eye and picture with

a pencil: the news in

ideas. Harper's
Weekly has been ‘run-

ning’ a good example of

it in Honore Willsie’s

articles on ‘Mr. Lane
and the Public Domain.'
She knows how the new
Secretary of the Interior

is working in the new
spirit of this new admin-
istration. And it is so

simple, so ‘undignified,’

so human and so demo-
cratic, that it shocks

the old spirit which is

the gist of all that we
all are fighting in this

country." Weareabout
to print a good deal

more of her news, deal-

ing with large, progres-

sive. serviceable steps

being taken in Washing-

ton If in the forthcom-

ing articles, she gives the

main plans and point of

view of the Department
of Agriculture as well as

she has already inter-

preted the Department
of the Interior and
Bureau of Chemistry,

she will fully earn her



William Winter’s "Wallet of Time”

I
N the preface to his drama “ Mcrope,

”

Matthew Arnold wrote: “The laws

of Greek tragic art arc not exclusive;

they are for Greek dramatic art itself,

but they do not pronounce other inodes

of dramatic art unlawful. . . . ‘Trag-

edy,’ says Aristotle, in a remarkable
passage, ‘after going through many
changes, got the nature which suited it,

and then it stopped. Whether or no
the kinds of tragedy are yet exhausted,’

he presently adds, ‘tragedy being con-

sidered either in itself or in respect to the

stage, I shall not now inquire.’ Travelling

in a certain path, the spirit of man ar-

rived at Greek tragedy; travelling in

other paths, it may arrive at other kinds

of tragedy.” *

I quote this passage as illustrative of

an open mind well steeped in classic

training, yet willing to acknowledge that

the spirit of man, never static, might

at some future time need other standards

by which to measure the perfectness of

its art expression. It is because Mr.
William Winter, in his massive volumes
called "The Wallet of Time,’’* fails to

recognize this change in the spirit of

man, that I regard his work as so much
dead matter, and place it among books

of reference.

Mr. Winter has served half a century

in the cause of the theater. During that

time he has had a wide range of play-

going, has made rich friendships, and has

witnessed the old order giving place to

new. He has not realized the truth of

Emerson's saying that time changes not,

’tis we who change in time. He has

not kept his mind plastic or his vision

clear. He lias stood still and let the tide

of life flow by.

“The Wallet of Time” contains a mass
of fact about actors and actresses of the

past; it contains equally as generous an
amount about players of the present.

The future student of the drama will turn

to William Winter for plots of plays and
for analyses of the individual actor’s

accomplishment. It is a long and full

record of the American stage, in which he
defends American acting in comparison
with acting abroad and in /hich he shows
an undoubted love for the theater. It

repeats what has elsewhere l>een served

up as “Shadows of the Stage.” His

former volume, “Other Days,” is much
lighter in narrativu, and leaven a clearer

impression. Mr. Winter’s personal

recollections would have been as en-

tertaining as Jefferson’s famous Auto-
biography, had he possessed the flexible

spirit or the sense of humor to for-

sake the austerity of the confirmed

critic.

rPHE design is the same as that used
4

in all of his books. First he gives

biographical data; then under separate

plays be reproduces his criticisms written

probably at the time of seeing them.

Even in The Tribune I have known Mr.
Winter to use the same criticism over
again whenever u play was revived,

making changes only with the change of

actor. Once Mr. Winter has approached
a play, there is no new approach for him.
“The Wallet of Time” is an uninspired

•Tlie Waflrt o( Time: ConUinin* Personal. Bio*r»pb-
iial, nod Critic*! Reounucmce of the Ainrriran TlwMer.
By Wiuj»m WiNTca. Two volume*. Mnlfnl. Yard It

Co, New York. 1913.

By MONTROSE J. MOSES

volume. Covering over thirteen hun-

dred pages, I can safely say that it does

not bite deep into the memory, it does

not invigorate the mind, it does not offer

one brilliant portrait though it paints

so many.
Mr. Winter's style—designated Early

Victorian—has always been ponderous
and colorless, despite its sedateness and
its well rounded sentences. It is usually

marked with a wide choice of adjectives,

with a minute care for analysis, with a
conscientious bestowal of judgment along

conservative lines. It has no humor.
There are no apt phrases to flash across

the page.

My grievance against Mr. Winter,

however, is of a much deeper character.

It is against Mr. Winter’s type of mind

—

a mind that crystallized during the days
of Niblo’s Gardens, and has advanced
no further than the era of “Sweet Lav-
ender.” I will grant him a considerable

sensitiveness to poetic beauty; he has

shown ample evidences of love for Shakes-

peare; and simple sentiment has ever

found him a cordial advocate. But he lias

been totally blind to changing conditions,

totally deaf to modern demands, and
totally unresponsive, unsympathetic to

those large questionings which have broad-
ened the spirit of man in all relationships.

He has been thoroughly consistent in his

stand—an obstinate stand, if it is not

one which is due to the limitations of

mental grasp.

{^OULD he, in one moment, Ik* handed
the art universe to control, he would

blot out much of Greek tragedy—he inti-

mates this in his review of Mrs. Camp-
bell’s Germanized version of “Electro”
played in New* York some years ago; he
would eliminate certain distinctive as-

pects of Moliere’s habit of mind; he
would sacrifice Shakes{K>arc’s “Measure
for Measure,” which he calls obnoxious,

despite its grandeur, and he justifies him-
self by applying an ethical test which he
decides must be the standard for the

theater. Since Mr. Winter holds such
set opinions regarding morals and ethics,

he condemns Ibsen, Shaw, Pinero. Maeter-
linck, and Sudermann. He denies the

right of the spirit of man to make new
demands, to seek new adjustments, to

question old institutions. Since change
is the very soul of the modem movement,
“The Wallet of Time” is largely a brief

against the expression of the modem
spirit.

Were Mr. Winter's eliminations to

take effect, little of the modern drama
would remain. He is as determined
against the problem play, the thesis

play, the unconventional type, as Shaw
in his refreshing “Dramatic Opinions”
is against the romanticism and sentiment
which the veteran critic champions.
His adjectives of condemnation are piled

thick against “The Second Mrs. Tan-
queray,” "The Notorious Mrs. Ebb-
smith.” “TheGay Lord Quex,” “Magda.”
“Hedda Gabler,” “The Joy of Living.”

“Iris,” and “The Three Daughters of

M. Dupont”; he cannot see the social

meaning or the technical excellence in

them. Because he is not in sympathy
with her repertory, he is unable to

give proper estimate of Mr-. IV ; k
Campbell or to measure whol!\ tin- in-

dividual force of Modjeska, who first

introduced Ibsen into this country.

Disliking Bricux on moral grounds, he
condemns the intellectual sincerity of

Laurence Irving.

His zealousness to prove our modern
drama one large cesspool of ignoble

thinking and sensual action has made
him take unfair advantage of chance
remarks uttered by actors themselves
intellectually alert and in sympathy with

the modern movement. He has, in sev-

eral instances, made Mrs. Fiske and
Mansfield half-hearted in their apprecia-

tion of the realistic school. The former
has always clearly realized the new forces

at work; the latter forsook “Candida”
for no other reason than that the char-

acter of Marchbanks did not suit his

persouality; and if he went grudgingly
to work on “Peer Gynt,” it was be-

cause of ill-health rather than lock of

sympathy.
What Mr. Winter does not appreciate

he either denounces in opprobrious terms
or ridicules. “John the Baptist” and
“The Sunken Bell” are beneath his con-
tempt; he is bitter against “A Doll’s

House,” “Ghosts" and “Rosmersholm.”
And when he quotes a passage wherein
Maeterlinek gives his interpretation of

Ibsen’s "Master Builder” he undertakes
to be sedately hilarious. He sneers at
Miss Mary Shaw’s efforts at the time of

“Mrs. Warren's Profession”—the subject

matter of which he deems unfit for the

stage. He slays Walter’s “The Easiest

Wav” and Sheldon’s “Salvation Nell.”

He recognizes no spiritual value in Ken-
nedy’s “The Servant in the House” be-

cause it touches on social regeneration.

Plays to liim are bad when they do
not accord with his code of morals
or ethics, or when they arc identified

with an actress who associates herself

with the delineation of unconventional

rdles.

IV/fR. WINTER is more generous in
1 the bestowal of praise upon the

modem player than on the modem play.

Marlowe, Sothcrn, the late Frank Worth-
ing, Blanche Bates, Mrs. Fiske, and Mrs.
Carter, come in for praise; and even
among minor players he realizes tradi-

tions of the past being upheld. He is

lavish when he bestows praise; his appre-

ciation of Worthing is as tender as that

of Barrett; his designation of Ada
Rohan os eloquent and as discerning as

that of Charlotte Cushman. Not in

"The Wallet of Time,” but in a special

biography, he prophesies the increasing

greatness of Tyrone Power. Why does
he omit mention of the work of James
A. Heme, why ignore the invigorating

example of Heinrich Conried’s policy at

the Irving Place Theater? He forestalls

such criticism by saying that he is writing

another volume.

We need a live intellect to catch the

spirit of the modem drama—an intel-

lect invigorating, refreshing. Mario
Borso is an Italian journalist who went
to London for a few months to study the

theater. He saw things as a whole.

He saw them brilliantly in the light of

social, artistic, and economic activity.

He wrote an enlightening book on the

English drama. Mr. Winter has been
a critic of the theater for nearly half

a century and he has seen no further

than his prejudices.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD
Inquiries trill be answered at. soon as

possible, but considerable time is often

required to secure reliable information.

This magazine does not hare the facilities

to assist in raising capital for even worthy
enterprises.

Bank Stocks in a New Light

TWO great discussions of the day
have served to thrust the insti-

tution of hanking into new prom-
inence. For several years we have heard

much of the "Money Trust.” which ne-

cessitates hankers, and now we have a

complete, new Federal system of Imnks.
which alters in radical fashion the status

of this business and the relations of hank-

ing units one to another.

It cannot he said fairly tliat any eco-

nomic question of the day creates more
discussion than hanking. In theory and
practice its every feature is examined
with microscopic minuteness. So fasci-

nating a subject is it alike to student and
man of affairs that Carter Class, chair-

man of the House Committee on Banking
and Currency from whose midst sprung
the original Owen-Class hill, has asserted

that only two or three men have really

qualified as experts on these subjects and
still remained sane. Mr. Class hastened
to deny any claim to being an expert. In
obviously fantastic and exaggerated lan-

guage he served to indicate the impor-
tance of hanking in modem life.

13FT it is curious enough iu one sense

how little attention has been given

to hank stocks from an investment view-

point. Investment in railroad and sev-

eral other classes of securities literally

has liecome a business apart from the in-

dustries themselves. Investment in these

securities has a science and nomenclature
all its own. But while every citizen airs

his views on hanks anil the “Money
Trust” it is rare to hear the stocks of these

concerns mentioned from the investor's

point of view os distinct from that of the

de|K>silor. borrower and public.

Of Necessity Local

BANK stocks have not df'elincil as much
9 9

relatively as many other securities in

the last few years. But they have fallen

not a little, and show higher income yields

than formerly. Are they attractive se-

curities to buy in view of this fact, or does

the new Federal Reserve Act detract from
their worth? These are practical in-

vestment questions to he answered as ac-

curately as space allows.

The first fact to insist upon is that a

bank must necessarily he judged ns a

local institution. There are a few mon-
sters in Now York and Chicago with
national influence, hut their number is

insignificant. There are perhaps thirty

thousand hanking institutions in this

country as compared with a few score iu

Canada and n few hundred in European
countries. Our system is obviously dif-

ferent from others. The new Federal

Reserve Act will not change it much ex-

cept to strengthen it. In buying bunk
stocks the average investor should usually

Confine himself to those of institutions

local to his own habitation.

Success in banking is more personal

perhaps than success in any other husi- I

Millions

of Loving
Hands

This Morning served Quaker

Oats to children. And
for 25 years other

mothers have done

it because of

this matchless

flavor.

Countless oat

foods, in that time,

have sought for the

children’s favor.

But Quaker Oats, all the world
around, has won the lovers of oat-

meal.

Just because it is made— and has always
been made — of the choicest one-third of

choice oats.

aKer

The Quaker Oats Company
Sole Maker*

Your grocer always has it.

Regular Size Package, 10c

Puny grains may have equal food value.

But never a flavor like Quaker. And oat-

meal, to win children, must be delicious.

That’s why Quaker Oats won. It has created in

millions the love of oats. This energy food, this vim
producer, is the most delightful food they know.

In a hundred nations Quaker Oats is the choicest

oat food known. From all the world over lovers

get it.

Here in America, this rare, tich

flavor has won millions and millions

to Quaker. And soon or late it

is hound to win you and yours.

Family size package, for
smaller cities and country
trade, 25c.

Except in Far West and South.

Look for Iho

Made of rich, plump grains, and those

only. Made into big, luscious flakes. And
made by a process which keeps the full

flavor intact.
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ness undertaking. J. I*. Morgan, the

elder, told the Pujo Money Trust com-
mittee that character counts most in

making loans. This statement lias met
with derision, but while capable of modi-

fication contains an essential truth. The
successful banker must make loans to

persons who he is sun? will repay. This

means that the successful banker must
first of all be honest, secondly have ex-

cellent judgment and common sense

couplet! with conservatism, anti thirdly

possess considerable experience. It is all

very well to say tliat banks should aid in

upbuilding industry, but while the banker

must be broad-minded enough to realize

that continued success depends largely

upon a liberal attitude toward business

enterprises, his first consideration is and
always must be, the safety of the money
which he lends out and which belongs to

his depositors and stockholders. No
system of examination can ever make up
for personal integrity and judgment on

the banker's part. He must possess at

least a modicum of the hard-headed, cold-

blooded shrewdness of the old-fashioned

Yankee horse trader. If he does not, he

wdll be imposed upon by every crank, fool,

grafter and spendtlirift.

If you know that your local banker

comes up to these qualifications then the

stock of his institution is likely to l>e a

good investment. A banker serves a

given, and generally a pretty small, lo-

cality. Therefore he must know its peo-

ple and its needs. This phase of Amer-
ican money lending has kept bank stocks

from being footballs of speculation. A
national bank cannot loan on its own
stock, and even in large cities bank stocks

are often difficult to sell. Country bank

stock* have no market at all in large cities.

All of which is highly fortunate and de-

sirable. The shares of fiduciary insti-

tutions should not be speculative, or the

market for them cupablc of being rigged.

They are to be bought solely for invest-

ment, not for speculation.

Wherein There Is Safety

QUAKES of national and state Imnks
^ and trust companies differ radically

from those of railroads, public utility and
industrial companies. To enjoy any con-

fidence whatever, and therefore success,

a bank must have a real, tangible, liquid

surplus. Good-will, overvalued plant,

“water,” do not appear in its assets from

the very nature of the case. In order to

build up a surplus at all a bank can-

not pay out its entire earnings in

dividends. In 1913 the average earn-

ings of all national banks on combined

capital and surplus was 9.0« per

cent, whereas dividends were 6.75 per

cent. Somewhat similar figures hold

for every year since the system was
formed.

Bank resources mustbe invested in cash,

readily negotiable securities or loans pay-

able at stipulated intervals. The re-

sources of nearly all other business enter-

prises are invested in permanent plant,

rarely convertible into anything except

junk. Thus the value of a share of bank
stock is readily determined by the amount
of surplus and undivided profits, for the

surplus is an ascertainablcquantity, which

is not generally the case with other forms

of business enterprise. Thus bank stock

is measured by “ btxik " value, tliat is, the

sum total of capital, if intact, surplus and
undivided profits, divided by the number
of shares. The true worth of hank stock

is consequently more easily and accurate-

ly got at than other securities.

A wealth of suggestive and picturesque

illustration of these principles in avail-

able. From 1849 to 1890 the Chemical

Bank of New York built up a surplus of

#6,000,000 beginning with #4,000. This

was done without greatly increasing its

capital stork. No wonder the stock

sold at #4.900 a share. The Fifth Avenue
Bank of New York has a capital stock

of #100,000, upon which it pays more
than 200 per cent, dividends, but its

surplus is more than #2,000,000.

Why Banking Is Profitable

T)ANKING is a profitable business be-

cause in a way it employs other peo-

ple's money. Defending itself and other

New York City institutions against the

charge of being too profitable, the Nation-

al City Bank gathered figures to prove

tliat 24 local banks over a period of five

years hod made only 1.19 |>cr cent, on
their deposits after allowing 5 per cent,

interest on the capital, surplus and un-

divided profits. Although intended to

do just the opposite, these figures prove

how profitable is the banking business.

To earn 5 per cent, on one’s own capital

and on all the accumulated savings from

these earnings, and then one and one
quarter per cent, on other people's money
Ls not to be sneezed at. It may not be
too much, but it is enough to lie most
inviting.

Last year there were 7,514 national

banks, and they made an average of

11.4 per cent, on their capital, which is

about the way bank profits have run for

many years. Of course there is plenty of

competition, but not in all localities.

No sound, well-established and aggressive

bank was ever killed by competition.

Not only do hanks make profits from

other people's money but they profit

largely when many other industries suf-

fer. High labor costs do not affect them,

nor does the high cost of raw materials.

High living costs make for high interest

rates, from which on the whole hanks
profit. If the cost of living and doing

business liecame so high that men could

not live or do business at all, to put the

ease rather absurdly, then banks would
suffer, but any ordinary rise in interest

rates means larger bank profits. On the

other liand, bunk earnings are fairly

stable, more so than most industries, the

nulioiiul banks as a whole never having

earned less than 6.7 per cent, in half a
century.

Bank stocks rarely give large returns

on the money of a new investor. Fre-

quently 3 or 4 i>er cent. Ls about all they

yield. At present, a few of the great,

strong New York trust companies return

5 anil even 6 per cent, on the investment.

But this is an unusual condition. Rich

men like to own bank stocks much as

they do real estate, not so much for the

immediate return but because of the sol-

idity of the investment and tlie chance of

future advance in price. As already ex-

plained successful hanks add yearly to

their surplus, and thus the price of the

stock, or the dividends paid upon it, are

automatically forced up year by year.

This only emphasizes the fart already

brought out, tliat these stocks should be

held for a considerable period, never

bought for quick speculation or immediate

high income yield.

Real Drawbacks

T^HERE are two seri< theoretical,
1 and sometimes prnc <o«l, disadvan-

tages incident to bank owncr •hip There

are 432,920 owners of national bank
shares, and every one of them is liable in

ease of failure to pay over to the receivers

the full amount of the par value of their

holdings. That is, owners of this class of

stock, unlike nearly all others, are doubly
liable and can be assessed for 100 |>er

cent, of their holdings. This Ls also true

of many state banks, and will be true of

metnliers of the new Federal Reserve

system. A small bank in western New
York was looted, and innocent old men,
widows and whole families were forced to

pay a 100 per cent, assessment. Such
coses are common enough to make them
a warning.

Then, too, no business offers such op-

portunities for theft or misapplication of

funds as banking. “There are few banks
in the United States which have not suf-

fered some loss from the dishonesty of an

officer or clerk,” says Edward Preston
Moxcy, former expert bank examiner for

the Deportment of Justice. Most of

these losses were small, but now and then

a whole community is paralyzed by a big

loss. There would be no defalcations if

directors always directed. But theft

outright is a small factor as compared with

unwise or dishonorable banking. The
principal cause of this trouble is thus

described by William Barrel Ridgcly.

former Controller of the Currency:
“The practically universal rule is that

all failures are due to excess loans to one
interest or group of interests, generally

owned or controlled by the officers of the

bank itself.”

nPHE safe bank of course is the one that
1 loans to many diverse enterprises, and
whose directors and officers do not use it

merely to further their own outside prop-

ositions. Since the national banking
system began in 1865, 506 of tlie 10,457

hanks started have gone into receivers’

hands. Total assessments upon stock-

holders up to OctoberSI, 1912, have been
#42,065,290, although stockholders were
able to pay only #20,041,001, or 47.8

per cent. On the average, they were
assessed 58.5 per cent, of their holdings.

Dividend records are published only since

1870. The total paid up to October 31,

1912. was #2,457,110,551, and there was
earned #3,256,242,044. The ratio of as-

sessments to dividends and earnings is

thus very small.

Except in panic years bank failures are

exceedingly few, and if there were no
panics tlie loss through ownership of

bank shares would be so small, relatively

speaking, as to lie negligible. Under the

Federal Reserve system panic failures in

a large measure should lie prevented. A
few of the great New York City banks
may lie slightly less profitable under the

new law, although on this point there Ls

only guesswork. Other banks will lose

nothing, and for an investment, extremely

small in itself, will receive protection

heretofore unknown in this country.

Not only are bank shares relatively

cheap at this time, but they promise to

be much safer in the future than in the

past. The new law cannot prevent dis-

honesty or dishonor. Even with its pro-

tection no man or woman should buy a
single share of bank stock unless con-

vinced that the managers of the concern

are men of unimpeachable integrity, aud
ordinary common sense, experience and
judgment. It takes dishonest and foolish

railroad directors and officers a number of

years to wreck a railroad, and even thin

they leave all the road bed behind. F id

bank managers leave nothing behind, .n<i

it takes them often only a year to do it.
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Gleams
By EDWIN BJORKMAN

WORDS are bowls of thought into

which each man pours the wine

of his own experience.

Many things utterly out of place in the

present have to l>e tolerated, or even

cherished, as memories or ideals.

The way to master a subject is to keep

it at heart while studying everything else.

Every new thought starts at its maxi-

mum of abstraction and works back
toward concrete life and application,

which always implies compromise.

The more consciously selfish a man is,

the more thoroughly he is being fooled

by life.

It is easier to acquire a knack than to

assert a gift.

Back of our tendency to claim immor-
tality lies a process of logical reasoning

based on our consciousness of a past.

And whatever is logical is possible.

TT is all but impossible to understand
* what we love or hate with great

intensity.

When the spirit of self-assertion frets

and fumes within you, try to bear in mind
how hard it is to satisfy one's own vanity

without hurting someltody else’s. And
that other soul, at whose cost you have

flaunted the superiority of your own, will

lie sure to send back trouble in some form.

A sense of personal grievance is often to

the mind what a cancer is to the body.

When all are out for profit, some are

certain to “get left.”

In this world of clash and clamor you
get nothing because you feel that you
ought to have it.

The conservative mind is centred in

memory; the radical, in imagination.

We may hope to make goal citizens, but

tor the gift of great ones we can only pray.

Such movements as Socialism and Syn-

dicalism stand for organized dissatisfac-

tion—and without such organization

nothing but futile and anarchic clamor

would spring from that divine discontent

which is one of the prime movers of slug-

gish man.

A social explosion is generally a human
mixture of one per cent, idealism and
ninety-nine per cent, plain grouch.

Granting all you want to environment,

every man remains nevertheless to some
extent his own maker. From the work
done by his hand and brain and will may
come a leering faun, a saint, a genius, or

—just a inan.

fT',HE individual initiates, experiments,
* invents; the mass tests, judges, imi-

tates: to life in its entirety it is equally

essential that cither side be unhampered
in the exercise of its particular task.

What counts to the artist is his effort.

In this itself, and not in its results, lies his

principal reward. But for that effort the

critic and the public care not at all. To
them the results are everything, and by
these the man behind them will have to

be judged.
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What They Think of Us
Baton Rouge (La.) State Times

A notable series of articles is now run-

ning in Harper's Weeklt from the pen

of l/ouis D. Brandeis, the Boston attorney

and economist. . . . The articles liave been

interesting and timely, and have been

an important contributing factor in the

popular approval which the currency legis-

lation has received. It may Ik- remarked

in passing that the new Harper's, under

Norman Hapgood, is one of the must
forceful, sanely progressive of American

publications.

San Antonio (Texas) Light

Hark! Do you hear that murmur from

the East, like the echo of a vast roaring?

That is Louis Brandeis. Sam Untermeyer,

CMd Doctor Brvan, Norman Hapgood and

the only Tom-tom Lawson, each explain-

ing why he only is responsible for the

Morgan partners withdrawing from 47

directorates, and hailing the incident as

proof positive that he lias broken up the

“money trust.”

Ft. Worth (Texas) Telegram

Harper’s Weekly, under Norman
Hapgood. pants continually for the public

weal and spits fire at the money trust

in every issue.

To guard against further deplorable

blunders on the part of the supreme court,

the government should make some ar-

rangement under which the public printer

would print and place before the judges

all the decisions of Brandeis as fast as

he releases them. As an extraordinary

precaution against accidents and civic

disasters, perhaps the government should

also employ a dependable mind-reader

to follow Brandeis around and record such

throbs and spurts of compelling wisdom
as must be always churning around in his

brain, but which he neglects or refuses

to make public.

Ft. Worth (Texas) Telegram

Elbert Hubbard is something of a

chimera chaser himself, and he knows a

reul willipus-wallopus the moment he sees

one. Some lime ago. in a little journey to

homes of great humbugs. Elbert turned

hisdistinguished consideration cm " Brainy

Louie Brandeis,” the Boston Wonder, and
drew' one of his most slashing pictures of a
most slashing subject. Louie isnow trying

to live up to the Cubist pen-picture by
Hubbard and the great expectations of

Norman Hapgood, another famous con-

server of civilizations and scape-pipe of

condensed civic righteousness. To fill this

very difficult and highly skull-duggerish

idle, Louie must fairly set the money-trust

woods afire and chase out a given number
of adult chimeras, or miss his regular

morning wallow in magazine glory and
maybe his pay envelope, ulso—and he
knows it. Therefore, as the Pike County,
Missouri, poet said of the winter winds in

bleakest Kansas, Louie is “Humping of

hisself, a-trvin’ for to blow.” But even a
Bostonian of the largest intellectual calilx-r

—a man of brain so large and ponderous
that u derrick is required to lift his head

when he wishes to rise in the morning—may
let his zeal overreach hisdiscretion when he
throws liia genius in high gear and slaps on
the uttermost unit of propulsive energy.

Reverend Mitchell Bronk, Pastor Second
Baptist Church, Troy, N. Y.
I think that Harper’s Weekly under

your direction has been giving us a whole

34

lot of fine things, but Lincoln Steffens’

dissection of the up-to-date American
college in last week's issue seems to me
particularly, outstandingly good.

C. P. J. Mooney, Managing Editor. The

Memphis (Tenn.) Commercial Appeal
Your magazine is furnishing plenty of

ideas for busy editorial writers.

The Tampa (Fla.) Morning Tribune

“Just before I commit suicide,” is a
favorite of Mrs. Harry Floyd, the lady

destined to be the first woman gov-

ernor of Florida. (I will be the power
behind the throne, I think—but who
knows!)

If Mrs. Harry commits hara-kiri, I

will feel rather depressed for a few days,

I am sure. ... I am much reconciled

to the idea of Mrs. Harry’s hara-kiri by
two thoughts: 1. Emerson's quotation

that when the half-gods go, the gods

arrive; and 4. The new Norman Hap-
good Harper's Weekly. ... I have

been reading the old Harper's Weekly
for fifteen years and when Hapgood
bought it, I wept and would not lie con-

soled. Something precious had passed

away! Something priceless was dead!
* But the half-gods have gone and the

gods have arrived! The new Hamper’s
is (letter than the old, suggesting the old

tragical question that has occurred to

all of us—did we not marry loo young?

Edward A. Platt, Marine Barrack*, .Vary

Yard. Norfolk (Va.)

As a reader of Hamper’s publications

for forty years, I, with many other old

readers who liave expressed similar

opinions, had alxiut given up hope as to

the future of the Weekly. Harper’s
Weekly under the editorial regime of

George William Curtis was a mighty force

for good. . . . Again we have a clean-cut.

modern, progressive thinker in the chair,

who, while not a master of so facile a pen
as Curtis, is. nevertheless, an efficient

exponent of the best thought and princi-

ples of the times.

Concord (N. II.) Monitor

Nornuui Hapgood more than main-

tains the quality of his Harper’s
Weekly contributors, the last number of

the old year listing on iLs title page Louis

Brandeis. T. P. O’Connor. Elixuheth

Ilobins, Sydney Brooks, Wallace Irwin,

Neith Boyce, Oliver Hcrford, Berton

Braley, James Montgomery Flagg, John
SUmn, Everett Sliinn and Wallace Mor-
gan. among others.

Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser

The new Harper's Weekly is about
u congenial task and in an appropriate

role, in justifying criminal libel and de-

fending libellers. If the Weekly were

held down to the truth in muckraking
men and institutions, its activities would
lie painfully circumscribed. A chief of

the muckrakcni, it is grieved, when men
whose characters have been assailed by
other murkrakers, appeal to the law for

redress for assaults made upon their good

name.

Chicago (III.) Xcirs

Harper’s Weekly commends the

Vrooman candidacy and asks Roger C.
Sullivan where he got his gas stork, to

whom he sold it and where his money
now is.

Dr. J. B. Cranfill, Literary Editor, Texas

Christian Advocate, Dallas, Texas

You have done much for Harper’s
Weekly in an editorial and literary way,

but you have horrified me and I doubt

not multitudes of your friends and readers

with the atrocious illustrations you carry

in the Weekly from week to week. The
climax was reached with the caricature

of President Wilson in vour issue of this

date, which has just come to my desk.

I wonder if there is any wav for your

readers to be protected from this abor-

tional and aboriginal art. Nothing like

it, I think, has ever appeared in any high-

class weekly publication. It is grotesque,

uncanny, untrue, inartistic and murder-

ous. I would like to continue reading

your publication, but I do not think that

I can unless in some way you can veil

these Flagg and other libelous artistic

productions. Can you help me?

John C. Wright, “ Port of the Lakes,"

Harbor Springs (Mich.)

Allow me to add my testimony to the

many others already published, to the effect

that Harper’s Weekly under its new edi-

torial management has made such a marked
improvement that it may now truly be

called “America's foremost weekly.”

Mary Johnston, Warm Springs (Va.)

May I say how valuable to the whole
Womau Movement are the |>apcrs you
are publishing in Hamper's Weekly?

James McCarthy, Hudson Falls (N. Y.)

When I first read your courageous and
outspoken editorials in behalf of the in-

dustrious producers of real wealth of the

nation, and in bold defiance of the money
power. I said: “I wonder if he is aware

that lie will !>e punished.”

After having seen so many brave men
driven from the battlefield. I can earnestly

hope and pray that your financial support

will be such that, although the niouey

power may persuade the advertisers to

withdraw from your puges. and otherwise

attempt to drive you back from the battle-

line where you are struggling, they will I*

doomed to defeat.

David Churchill, Northampton (Mass.)

My brother brought home your paper
today with the remark: “I'm going to

buy Harper’s Weekly every week for

the rest of uiv life, if I can afford it."

His hatred of current magazines is such

an admitted thing in the family that we
were amazed.
"Anything special?" I asked him.

“It’s all good," he said, "but this arti-

cle of Yeats’ on John Sloan is perhaps the

most unusual.”

(Alfred Vance Churchill is a painter,

and instructor in art at. Smith College.

Ed. Harper’s Weekly.]

If. 0. Eggleston, Oakland (Cal.)

It is very fine for the Weekly to pub-
lish the really constructive news articles

of llonore Willsie. The article on Dr.

Alsberg Is especially good, not only be-

cause it introduces an unusually efficient

man to the public, but also because it

emphasizes without shop-talk the im-

portance of the public health functions of

our government. The article is timely,

too, because of the vast amount of mis-

information now radiating from the

Medical Freed. >iu Association, or what-

ever it is • ailed.
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A Leader

THE reception given to Woodrow Wilson’s

trust policy by the business world is one of

I
the most significant and interesting develop-

ments of recent history. A business friend of

I ours was talking about public affairs the other

day. He had voted for Mr. Taft and had been

i
generally distrustful of Mr. Wilson. “He makes
a noise like a real man,” he said. “I think he

I will stand among our presidents next to Wash-

|

ington and Lincoln/*

As the business world has made up its mind to

follow him, so has Congress. When he first

threw away precedent and read his own message,

he was received with a cold and hostile silence.

The second time he appeared, there was scat-

tered applause. The third time he was received

with enthusiasm. He had won, partly because
1

his ideas were right and partly because he hud

|

shown the ability to gain victories. The public

likes a winner, and the President who is able to

do things inspires the same loyalty in Representa-

tives and Senators and the rest of us that vic-

torious generals or champion baseball players

inspire. Happily Mr. Wilson gives every proof

of deserving the immense power that is now lodged

in his hands. He is not. only the real leader in

|

Washington; he is the one essential leader. If he
i should be taken away tomorrow, and succeeded

by the well-meaning Vice-President, progress in

l legislation for the present would be at an end.

It is a masterful gift to combine courtesy and
a reassuring manner with firmness and a drastic

programme, as the President did in his Trust

message. He is a radical; conservatives have
often called him an extreme radical; and yet

the time has come when he frightens nobody,

j

The time has come when those ideas which we

|

all feel to be right can be put into practice with-

out being regarded by the business world as

so much dynamite. Rapid indeed has been the

progress since the Fourth of March: the tariff

system initiated, that we have l>een confronting

with fear for a generation; our old currency

system overthrown and a more democratic one
introduced; the whole nature of private monopoly
facing a change, and almost no one found to

I
doubt that the President’s outline of this change
will be carried through. Through these rapid

J

steps ahead, much glory must come to the man
who holds the most responsible office. Of course,

j

the underlying causes can be traced far back.
I They cun be traced to the insurgent Republicans,

to Roosevelt, to La Follette, to Bryan, to the

Populists. They can be traced across the ocean

to successful experiments in many different lands.

They can be traced back to the invention of the

(
10 Cent* Cop
14.00 ytmj

printing press and the harnessing of steam. But,

however much we may believe that progress is

inevitable, we must realize also that it is greater

or less in degree according to the leadership of

the moment, and that those who have property

gain many and many an unjust victory over

those who have not. Therefore, when those who
sympathize with the movement toward fairness of

spirit, brotherhood, justice, the essentials of the

Christian religion, find themselveswith the advan-
tage of so competent a leader, new energy is given

to the effort to do good, and new hope is given

to those who struggle against man}' obstacles.

The Sherman Law

UNSCRAMBLING '* proceeds apace. Each
week brings news that another important

merger is to be dissolved, and the work of a

decade undone. First it was the Telephone-
Western Union; then the New Haven-Boston &
Maine with numerous steamship and trolley sub-

sidiaries; then the Atlantic Coast Line-Louisville

& Nashville: meanwhile J. P. Morgan & Co.

declare Interlocking Directorates “things incon-

venient.” An attorney-general determined to en-

force the Sherman Law is a mighty “discourager

of hesitancy/* When it is strengthened and sup-

plemented as the President recommends, the

disintegration of the Money Trust will be in sight.

Naturally

THE New York Sun opposes the President’s

policy on Trusts. Why not? It opposed
Grover Cleveland and supported Tammany
Hall. There must be one newspaper in every

great metropolis supported by illicit money.

Machinery

I
N a few short years the higher forms of music
have been put into millions of homes by a

mechanical invention, making almost as vast a

human difference in that field as the invention of

the printing press made in literature. “But,”

you say, “ long before the talking machine, or even

the piano, was invented, the people had their

popular songs and other forms of simple music.”

Yes, and also before the printing press they had
their oral legends and their oral ballads, but the

printing press brought the great field of thought

in words to the millions, and likewise the great

fields of Blinking in music have been brought to

the masses by the triumphs of the last few years.

Whomever else you may criticise, take off your

hat, O you Believer in Progress, to the inventor

and to the man of science.
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Action

THE nations arc a series of short experiments.

A nation may disintegrate inside of a cen-

tury. It may flower inside of thirty years. It

would be possible that a Middle-Western town
like Cedar Rapids should tomorrow begin to put

forth a group of heroes, who should overrun

the earth with the charm and vigor of their

ideas. A sudden quickening, mind catching

flame front mind, and once again you would have
the miracle of Plato’s Athens, of Elizabeth’s

London.
If now and again some man had not decided

to slop drifting and take hold of things and re-

shape them, there would have been no discovery,

no invention, no art. He might have said, as

J

many like to say:
—“Why not let my big idea rest

quietly? There is time enough in the long future.

Why be in a hurry? Why so hot, little man?
There is quiet sleep in the churchyard for the

men that have gone before, and soon I too will

be there.” But, prevailing, he said:—
“Now is the time, and the place is here, to

bring my idea to action. I insist on l>eiiig heard.

Here is the plan. We will not postpone it till
|

next century. We will try it now.”
It is our business to make our ideas prevail.

!

We are not to go silent, nor to retire from activity,
1 believing that our nation is long-lived, and that

our thought has an eternity in which to come to

pass. We must speak up. We must strike early

and strike hard. The time is short. It is right

to wish to get something done in our own life-time.

Why Is It?

S
OMETIMES it seems as if every person who
was lacking in initiative, special ability or in-

dustry desired to be either a writer, an actor or

an artist. The most agreeable way for a lazy

person to make a living is to express his own

j

opinions, emotions, and impressions.

The Stenographer

A WOMAN of much quiet charm and culture,

who earns her living by swift and accurate

stenography, has sent us a letter in which she

points out the frivolous treatment of the stenog-

rapher in popular literature. As to her appear-

ance, see O. Henry’s “The Romance of a Busy
Broker:”
“A high rolled fringe of golden hair under a

nodding canopy of velvet anil ostrich tips, an
imitation sealskin sack and a string of beads as

large as hickory nuts, ending near the floor with

a silver heart.”

As to her mentality, consult “Short Story

Writing” by Professor Pitkin of Columbia
|

University:

“The gum-chewing stenographer, who devours
j

the literary offspring of Mr. Robert Chambers,
may have her difficulties with this.”

Her conversation is described in a story in

Red Rook• for November:
“Believe me, when it comes to the real thing,

the blown-in-thc-bottle kind, our Bill’s got the

best of ’em beat to a fade-awav.”

Her equipment may be found described in any

j

of the alleged comic papers:

“Have you done anything for spelling reform?

Yes, I fired my blonde stenographer.”

Why is she so treated? We all know’ the

facts. Among those earning their living in

this way happen to be George Washington’s

great-grandniece, a granddaughter of a Governor
of South Carolina, a great-granddaughter of

Laurens of the first Continental Congress, and
thousands of others of cultivated ancestry.

Many are college graduates. The truth is,* the

world loves fumiliar jokes and familiar effects,
;

and if one stereotyped trick gets started and
proves amusing to the average mind, it is hard

to stop.

The Subjection of Man

THERE is a charming bit on Feminism in

Spenser’s " Faery Queen.” Sir Artegal fights

with the Amazon and becomes subject to her

power. She clothes him in women’s attire, and
confines him with other defeated knights.

Such is the crucltie of womenkynd.
When they have shaken off the .shamefast band.

With which wise nature did them strongly bynd
T' obay the hcasts of man's well-ruling hand.

That then all rule and reason they withstand

To purchase a licentious libertie;

But vertuous women wisely understand

That they were borne to base Immilitic,

Unlesse the heavens them lift to lawful soveraintie.

She humbles him.

And in his hand a distaffe to him gave.

That he thereon should spin both flax and tow;

A sordid office for a mind so brave:

So hard it is to lie a woman’s slave!

Brilomart, victorious queen of women, comes
along, conquers the Amazon, and frees the

knights. Then Britomart

Changing all that form of common weale.

The lilierty of women did repeale.

Which they had long usurpt; and them restoring

To men’s subjection, did true justice deale:

That they all, as a god(Jesse her adoring.

Her wisdom did admire, and hearkened to her loring.

The word-music and word-pictures of Spenser

have such charm that we willingly run what risk

there is of setting the Feminist Movement back

by putting these arguments into the hands of

the Antis. They are free to use them, without

credit, with whatever intelligence they may
possess.

Newspapers and the Bible

HEN some of our editorial friends around

the country were gunning for us. they

sjKike scornfully because the editor of this

erudite Weekly said “you are a man who do”
instead of “a man who does,” we came back at

them with quotations from Carlisle, Longfellow’

and Macaulay. As some have not been satis-

fied with these writers, we now offer them II

Chronicles xx-7:

“Art thou not our God, who didst drive out
;

the inhabitants of this land before thy people
i

Israiel, and gavest it to the seed of Abraham thy

friend forever?”
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Probably most of them will admit that the King

James version of the Bible is written in fairly pood

English. The Brookh/n Flagle calls our construc-

tion “Damaged floods in English.” It observes

that the third person is closer to the pronoun and
hence the jar to the ear when the verb comes along

in the second person. However, it admits that the

personal pronoun has in this instance for ante-

cedent a choice of subjects, one in the second and

one in the third person. It seems that we are

free to use our own ear and find out whether it

is jarred or not. As a matter of fact, it is not

a matter of ear so much as of visual imagination

that caused us to choose the form that raises

the image of the person spoken to instead of the

indistinct image of a man in general, and. when
it comes to ear and visual imagination the Bible,

Carlyle. Macaulay and Longfellow can probably

stugger along.

Mobile and Tampa

THE rivalry of the Gulf ports is becoming
acute, for the benefits to be derived from

the opening of the Panama Canal. A protest

has been received by us from the Tampa Board
of Trade against a recent statement which said

I of Mobile, “It is also nearest the Canal among
the more important ports of the Gulf.” The
protest goes on to state that Mobile is 1,358

miles from the Panama Canal, Pensacola 1,340.

and Tampa 1,316. Tampa is undoubtedly

:

one of the most thriving cities of the Gulf, as

j

well as one of the most beautiful. It is the

!
center of a tremendous cigar industry with thou-

i sands of native Cubans and latterly of American
1 workers in a high-wage industry. Still our

language describing Mobile was exact. The
more important ports of the Gulf with reference

,

to the Panama Canal are New Orleans, Galveston

and Mobile. The next in importance, would be

Tampa, Pensacola and Key West, all Florida cities.

The correspondent from Tampa shows that

the duties collected at the Port of Tampa
i amounted to more than one million dollars for

• the fiscal year ending June 30, 1913, Tampa
standing eleventh in the list of eighteen ports

in which more than one million dollars were

j

collected. Mobile not being mentioned. The

|

greater part of the imports into Mobile are free

i imports, while the greater part of the imports

I

into Tampa are dutiable, mainly because of

i its large importation of Havana tobacco for its

cigar industry. The exports from Mobile are

more than six times as great as those of Tampa.
Doubtless all the Ports of the Gulf will receive

a great increase in commerce from the opening of

new markets through the Panama Canal route.

Mobile, with its direct connection by water and

,

rail with the Birmingham steel and coal district,

will be in a position to make a specially rapid

advance. What any port will do, however, de-

pends much upon the spirit of thrift and enter-

priseamong its people. Jacksonville, on theAtlan-

tic side of Florida, has recently begun prepara-

tions for the opening of the Canal with the

voting of a large bond issue for the construc-

tion of docks under municipal control. The
same spirit of enterprise and of outlook to-

ward the future is conspicuous among the

people of Tampa.

Race Mixtures

DU. ELIOT, of Harvard, spoke recently of

the changes immigration has caused. In his

youth Dr. Eliot’s community was homogeneous.
His father’s servants, the men who worked his

farm, the mechanics, all the servants at Harvard,
were Americans, descended from pilgrim stock.

But those puritans, let us remember, were them-
selves not at all pure ethnically. There has prob-

ably never been since Homer, nor for many thou-
sands of years before him, a pure race of men.
The English who supplanted the aboriginal

I

Indians were by no means a pure type; nor were

the Dutch, nor the French, nor the Spaniards.

I

Take the Frenchman of to-day. In the North
are the descendants of the Belgae, the Walloons

i and other Kymri ; in the East those of Germans
ami Burgundians; in the West Normans; in the

I

center Celts, who in the epoch when their name
arose consisted of foreigners of various origins and
of the aborigines; in the South, ancient Aquitan-

ians and Basques: Professor Boas of Columbia
has found that where the ratio of race-intermin-

I

gling is as one to nine there will be, among the

more numerous population, only eighteen per

thousand in the fourth generation of pure blood;

and where two types intermarry with equal free-

dom, less than one person in ten thousand will

be of pure descent—that is, within a century the

process of intermixture should be complete.

Erlangcr

I
N the old days before the Shuberts broke
away from the syndicate, Klaw & Erlanger,

and principally Abe Erlanger, used to hold the

power of life and death over nearly all plays and
actors in America. Since the competition be-

tween them and the Shuberts, which had so

healthy an effect on the American drama, has

l>een diminished or ended, there is much danger
of a return to the old oppression. The firm

which has the power to route plays has the power
to destroy them. Even the difference between

tuking an interest in giving the play a favorable

routing and not caring anything about it one
way or the other is a difference that, inay well

be vital. The way that Klaw & Erlanger have
been treating the Shakespearean performances

this year is a good example of indifference, if

|
not of hostility. They had Faversham and his

!
two new Shakespearean productions, Margaret
Anglin, with her four Shakespearean productions,

and Benson, with his various Shakespearean
productions, all playing in Toronto and neigh-

boring Canadian cities at the same time, so that

the market was killed, where they might all

have been successful if they had been spread

J

along as they would have been if Klaw & Er-

langer had had any money in them. The same
thing happened to them when they began to

come flown to New York State. Syracuse, for

instance, a small city, would get these three in

|

rapid succession, and of course no one of them
would do well. Sothem and Marlowe and Robert
Mantell in the West have had a less drastic but

somewhat similar experience. The only way
to have a chance, under the present system, is

to put out a play that is pleasing to Mr. Erlanger,

and then give him a pecuniary interest in it.



Colonel RttuaeveU and party at Mona Galicia Colony

What the South Americans Think of Roosevelt
By TRAVIS B. WELLS

Buenos Aires, Argentine Republic

December 10, i»is

Theodore Roosevelt is now well on ins way
into the interior of Brazil. The last official

escort will, in a few days turn back and leave him
free to his own thoughts, to act without having to first

consider whether he is dressed properly for the occasion,

to speak unshackled by the restraint of propriety, and to

sustain life without endangering digestion.

After two months of Lueullian feasting, being whirled

from course to course, on the exhaustive and exhausting

menu in crack warships, speedy trains de luxe, high-

geared automobiles and thoroughbred horses, l>eing

allowed occasionally to speak publicly on the Monroe
Doctrine, and from time to time having to pause and
listen to a few eulogistic and personal remarks, always

hemmed about bv officialdom, he is now deposited with

his scientific and hunting kit and followers on the water-

shed that separates the civilization of South America

from the semi-barbarous, half-known regions where khaki

and canned goods are good form.

I T E will emerge from the Brazilian forests near Maftaos
* * on the Amazon river next March and reach the

United States a few weeks later. If the tropical bronze

color and the full beard which most explorers into un-

civilized countries acquire, were sufficient disguise to in-

sure his travelling incognito, it would be interesting for

Colonel Roosevelt to return over the route lie has just tra-

versed and find out for himself what he lias accomplished

by his visit to Brazil, the Argentine and Chili.

The people of each of these three republics have openly

expressed a desire to know, after they had speeded him
on to the next, what their royally entertained guest

really thought about them. Not once during the weeks

that he has been the recipient of the hospitality of these

nations, has u word of criticism slipixxl from his lips

either in his public utterances or in private conversations

with those designated by the governments and societies

to do the honors.

The Brazilians and Argentinos nnd Chilians are too

broad-minded and too well versed in thi* history and
present status of other nations not to realize that they

have much to learn, to mend aud to improve upon.

They know that at least some of their imperfections must
have come to the attention of their guest, although lie-

cause of the constant round of inspections from Boy
Scouts to fat cattle, of presentations from busts to

blooded horses, and of breakfasts, banquets nnd other

forms of gustatorial hospitality, he had much less time

than the ordinary tourist has, to study the actual condi-

tions of the people he was invited to show new and 1letter

paths to greater national achievement.

There is a feeling of disappointment, then, as Colonel

Roosevelt disappears into the little trodden wilds of the

0

heart of South America that the man whose personality

appealed to them so strongly, and whose political as-

tuteness and administrative genius is acknowledged to

l>e so great in his own country, should not have taken ad-

vantage of the opportunity to apply his powers of political

discernment and exposition to the questions that nre

of moment to the great republics of the Southern
Hemisphere.

IT is fairly reasonable to assume that Colonel Roosevelt
1 has made a deeper impression on the people of South
America than have any of the "gringos” who have pre-

ceded him. Some of the reasons for this are obvious,

others probably quite different than would be given by the

ex-president himself, and not a few depend on what he
may do, either in his writings or by other methods, upon
his return to the United States.

When the people of Rio de Janeiro, Buenos Aires

and Santiago, and of all the broad, beautiful, produc-

tive lands that these capitals represent, refer to their

reception of Colonel Roosevelt, they proudly declare

that they outdid themselves in comparison with the

entertainment that was accorded to William Jennings
Bryan, Elihu Root, Robert Bacon, or any of the lesser

lights of the American firmament who have been their

guests. It is flattering to the latest tourist, if they
found new and more extravagant w ays in which to show
their appreciation of the honor they conceived their

visitors conferred on them.

,L accounts agree that Bryan and Root and Bacon
have cause to remember for the rest of their lives the

overwhelming hospitality of their hosts, which, notwith-

standing its opulence and unsparing persistence, is always

sincere and flawless. From the time Colonel Roosevelt

first stepped on Brazilian soil at Bahia. 4,000 miles

away from New York, throughout the entire journey of

2,000 miles in Brazil and a similar amount in the Argen-
tine, with 500 miles in Chili nnd smaller trips in Uruguay
nnd Paraguay, he was accorded official nnd socinl ac-

claim, and whenever the undecorated and unlisted citizens

w'ere given an opportunity, they disclosed a rather inti-

mate and appreciative knowledge of the more strenuous

characteristics of their guest, and acted much after the

manner of the Bull Mooscr’s following in the States.

'TMiEY are still telling a story here illustrating the

impression which Mr. Bryan made when he

journeyed to the l,nnd of (treat Opportunities.

A member of the reception committee had heard won-
derful accounts of the career of the Peerless One, from

Cross of Gold days down. His duties kept him at the

side of the distinguished visitor at receptions, reviews,

breakfasts or banquets, nnd he watcher! ceaselessly for

the words of wisdom, the scintillating aphorisms and
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Roosevelt at Nova Galicia Tommie, showing church and
colonist house

statesmanlike utterances that he had been led to ex-

pect. Toward the end of the program was scheduled

an inspection of the Fat
Stock Show.

“ Now," said the curious

one, “ I shall certainly find

out whether Mr. Bryan’s

claims to greatness arc

well-founded. He says he
knows all about farming

among other things. If he

does, he will prove it while

we are looking at the

cattle.”

Short horns, Hereford*

and Polled Angus of pure
breed and perfect confor-

mation were led slowly

past the Sage of Lincoln,

but not a word of praise

escaped his lips. At last,

near the end of the pro-

cession, stalked past a

steer that resembled the

Texas brand.

"What a magnificent

pair of horns!” was the

perfervid utterance of the

visitor. That settled Mr.
Bryan’s standing in a country in which the chief source

of prosperity is the cattle industry and where nine out

of ten calves are dehorned before they get a chance to

do injury to the meat or hide on their fellows’ flanks.

variety of topics and much food for thought in a
scholarly way, but Roosevelt seems to think we never

heard of such things as Magna Chart* and the Bull of

Poverty. We might listen attentively to a learned dis-

quisition on the Monroe Doctrine but the reiteration

that it has been modified, or even that it exists at

all, is not what we want.”

This attitude of the people of the three chief

republics of South America may, perhaps, be better

understood by referring to the long bruited project of

what is popularly called the "A. B. C.” alliance, be-

tween Argentine, Brar.il and Chili, for purposes of

mutual protection and commercial achievement. This

proposed compact might easily long ago have become
an accomplished fact, if it had not been for the ever

present feeling of distrust and envy which dominates

all international affairs between these nations. Collect-

ively and separately they regard the United States as

they do each other. The feeling towards us is akin to

that of the youth who has been through school, started

in business, is moderately successful, and cocksure of

himself, and who no longer wants any parental over-

sight or exercise of authority.

To give another illustration of this. In one of his

speeches. Colonel Roosevelt said with great earnestness:

“It is just as necessary for nations to act according

to the dictates of righteousness as it is for an indi-

vidual; otherwise those nations, like the individual,

will be lost in this world

and the next!”

One of his hearers re-

marked:
“Well, if nations are go-

ing to heaven, too, it seems
that according to Mr.
Roosevelt we must have
a Monroe Doctrine in the

next world as well as this.”

Fortunate circum-

stances, governmental con-

trol and the natural po-

liteness of the Latins
toward a guest prevented

serious disturbances upon
the entrance of Colonel

Roosevelt into the Argen-

tine and Chili by the

"student bodies” of these

two republics, as a protest

against his attempt to

make a like issue out of the

Monroe Doctrine.

How then did Colonel

Roosevelt, preaching an
unpopular doctrine, get

such a hold on the people of the governing and

.•! little talk on colonization by the llrazil Railway Company
colonization representatives

'THEODORE ROOSEVELT chose to make the
Monroe Doctrine the theme of his discourses to

the people of South America. He began to interpret

its meaning at the informal reception tendered him by
the Government of Bahia where he first stepped on
Brazilian soil, and it was the subject of his last formal

address before he departed into the wilderness of cen-

tral South America. Most of Colonel Roosevelt’s

speeches wrere written before he left the United States,

translations of them made into Portuguese and Spanish,

and copies printed for distribution to his audiences and
the newspapers. In these prepared addresses Colonel
Roosevelt laid the foundation of his arguments on
the new Monroe Doctrine, and the text of this took
up the larger part of each.

But the Brazilians, Argentinos and Chilians do not
want the Monroe Doctrine at all. They even do
not care to listen to a continuous course of lectures on it.

“Why does he repeat here the .speeches he made
in the Argentine and Brazil?” was the comment
of one of the foremost men of Chili. “ Root gave us a Roosevelt inspecting the farm lands at Nova Galicia
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subservient classes, and what do they expect will result

from his visit?

“Why did you give Colonel Roosevelt such a ‘bully’

time?” a leading Brazilian hanker was asked.

“Well, you see we are so fur away from the rest of the

world,” he replied, “that we are glad to have any dis-

tinguished innn visit us—and then,” he added, with the

Latin-American's appreciation of the strenuous life,

“you see Teddy was the Colonel of the Rough Riders.”

“T. R.'s" active personality enught the fancy of the

tremendous crowd which greeted him at the Y. M. C. A.

reception at Rio de Janeiro. It was the hero of San Juan

hill, who packed Floridn, the street in Buenos Aires

that is at once the Fifth Avenue and Nassau street of the

Argentine capital, from end to end with a dense mass of

cheering humanity on Roosevelt's arrival. It was the

Colonel of the Rough
Riders who was greeted

vociferously by the mar-
tial Chilians.

rPIIE most spectacular

demonstration of nil

was in the beautiful Colon

Opera House in Buenos
Aires when, at the banquet

in his honor. Colonel

Roosevelt strode down to

the center of the immense
banquet hall made by
throwing the stage and
auditorium into one. and
jumped up on a table in

the midst of the diners

so that he might be heard

by all. The enjoyment of

this act was greatly en-

hanced for the delighted

Argentinos l*ecause a per-

sistent admirer of Roose-

velt's had thrown his

arms about the Colonel

just as he was aland to

leap upon the table, and
it took a well directed

“shove" of ”T. R.’s" fist

to free him from his too-

well meaning friend. The
display of teeth that em-
phasized the thrust en-

deared Roosevelt to every-

body present. They Imd
seen what had so often

been pictured to them.

It was in this same
opera house on the occa-

sion of Colonel Roosevelt's

first address, when the

three tiers of boxes, as well

os the seats on the maiu
floor, were filled with the

most representative men and the most l>cautiful women
of the Argentine, that Roosevelt, the man, was given

another instance of the appreciation of his strenuous

character.

In his address he said:

“My ideal of a government is a strong government
with a strong man to administer it, and a strong people

to make the strong man go as they wish him to go.

You don't get effective work for the nation unless

you get a strong man for the strong nation, but
the nation has to keep absolute control so as to see

that the work done is done for the people and not
against them."

Delivered with all the emphasis of his nature, this

sentence made the biggest hit of anything Roosevelt said

during his entire trip through South America.
The Latin-Americans whom Roosevelt has visited

and come to know would be the last to demand a
return of any kind for the hospitality they have extended

in such a lavish way to him. But they hope that as the

result of his tour through the most important of the
South American republics the people of the United
States will, through his writings and by any other means
he may adopt, l>ccome better acquainted with their

character, their resources and their achievements. The
benefits derived from his visit by the people here will be
worked out in the United States, and they will be of the
commercial and diplomatic order rather than political.

There will be no |>olitical upheavals here as the result

of Colonel Roosevelt’s appearance. He gave to those

who are not enfranchised, who arc living under con-
ditions that are harder and unlike any existing in the
United States, no basis for a demand for a betterment
of themselves and their dependents. He did not come
in contact with the strata below that of the official

and educated ones, and
even if he had what he
said would not have been
understood by them.

Manhood suffrage does
not exist in these coun-
tries, but the franchise is

limited by property and
educational qualifications.

From the standpoint of

an American citizen there

is much to be desired, but
there will be no upheavals
due to Colonel Roosevelt.

The days of revolution in

the three great republics

of South America are over.

The governments are sta-

ble and strong and the

leading men of these coun-
tries are wise and broad-

minded. They know that

the time will come when
they will have to extend
the rights of citizenship,

and they will do so without

question when it is proved
that those who now have
no part in the government
are qualified for it.

What is hoped for is

that Mr. Roosevelt will

tell the people of the

United States that the

Brazilians, the Argentinos

and the Chilians are

friendly to them.

'J'HE

Roosevelt in front of the Administration House

Lat in-Americans

want the people of

the United States to treat

them with the equality in

which they arc held by
the English and Ger-
mans and French. They

do not understand why the Americans discriminate

against them in business. They would like tohaveColonel

Roosevelt carry' back to his countrymen a roseate view

of their characters, resources and activities. They rec-

ognized in him a great molder of public opinion and they

trust that his inspection of them has proved to him the

soundness of their claims to constructive statesmanship

of a high order, to commercial ability and rectitude, and
to educational, artistic and racial qualities, entitling them
tocqunl standing with the other great nations of the world.

The jealousy of the United States that has existed

heretofore and which has resulted in more or less fric-

tion between the northern republic and its three big

southern neighbors has its foundation in the fai’urc of

Americans to recognize what Europeans have I ing ago

conceded. IfColonel Roosevelt can effectively bring about

a better understanding l>etween his countrymen and the

Brazilians, Argentinos and Chilians, lie will acc.miplish the

laudable purpose for which he was invited to visit them.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

XXXII
To picture Cissie Loft us’ laugh

I'd need a cinematograph,

Her very frown* has got the smile

Of Mona Lisa beat a mile.

*K>lUp ('nJrridjrr stuff

XXXI
When Kipling’s stuff

Was new to us,

I used to make
His picture thus.

THRIFT STUFF
With dress, a single stud is sheek.*

It seems to whisper “I'm unique,
’*

While Pairs and Triples loudly roar

“We come in sets of two or more."
•Prooounwl eftir u in French,

But since the world

Has found out how
It's done, I draw
Him this way now.

S^Re©T A**E> •
{The Persian Kitten)

I
WAS painfully misquoted on this

page last week. I did not say “It

is a poor fur that won’t rub both
ways

—
” What I did say was “It's a poor

fur that will rub both wavs."

AU Furbcaring people are aware how
unpleasant it is to l>e rubbed against

the nap.

I once overheard a relative of the play-

wright Ibsen (Ibsen was said to resemble

me in a hirsute way) say that the greut

man was apt to be excessively cross when
nibbed the wrong wav. To look at the

late Mr. Ilmen's picture one would find

it hard to decide which rnw the right way
to rub his fur.

I don't believe he knew himself.

Perhajw there wasn't any right way.

That would account for Mr. Ibsen's

plays, which I am told belong t.o the

Angora school. That is to say they are

plays written by long-haired people about

long-haired people for long-haired people.

/”\NE cannot be toocareful what one says^ about actors—especially actresses.

Everybody knows the proverb. “ Actresses

trill happen in Ike heel regulated families."

The truthof this epigram ban been brought

home to me in an unexpected way.

Only a few weeks ago I stated in this

paper that none of my family had ever

been on the stage. Imagine my surprise

and mortification to hear the very next

day that a Persian relative of mine was
being starred in a New York production.

The play hail a special interest for me
as it was about a Persian named Oinar

who wrote a human version of my
Rubaiyat of a Persian Kitten.

The Angora Kitten (who had quite

the best part in the piece) was the only

real Persian in a company who, according

to the program, were all natives of Persia,

[these Poor Humans—how easily they

are imposed upon!) I am told that my
relative's performance was beyond criti-

cism and her voice, which had been

trained in the latest method of the New
School of acting, was perfectly inaudible.

I wonder why the critics (who all

agreed that the scenic production, by
Mr. Wilfred Buckland, was the most

perfect thing that has been done since Mr.
Buckland left Bclasco) failed to mention

my relative, though a very amateurish

"equine wonder” who never really came
on the stage at all (practically a super),

was not only mentioned in all the papers

but had a line all to herself among the

lingerie announcements und shoe adver-

tisements in the program, stating that she

was a genuine Arab; street Arab would

be nearer the truth!

And now when I am getting used to hav-

ing a relative on the stage and beginning

to believe (from hearing it so often) that

a kitten may lead just as many perfectly

pure lives on the stage as she does off. I

received u letter from our family legal

adviser that revives all my forebodings.

Here is the letter:

January fifteenth

My dear Hafiz:

If your Kitten relative now playing in

Omar the Tentmaker is under age you
may invoke the aid of the Gerry Society.

If not, your only hope is to bring a

criminal action for disorderly conduct.

According to the present law of

Now York State all actors an* disorderly

persons. See Title VII of the Code of

Criminal Procedure, under the head

of "Proceedings Respecting Disorderly

Persons."

Section 899, who are Disorderly

Persons?

The following are disorderly persons.

Jugglers, common showmen and
mountebanks, who exhibit or perform

for profit, paid shows, wire or rope

dancers or other idle shows, acts or feats.

Sincerely yours.

Georoe Edwin Joseph.

Digitized^ Google



THIS is a study of George Lansbury, friend of all kinds of people, champion of all progressive

causes, forming with his efficient methods of publicity and his loyal following a most ef-

fective flying battalion which he uses in the interests of any liberal cause that needs his help

t
lNSBURY unites two qualities which

i are not often found together. He
is 31 pmetical philosopher—a man

of action ami uLso of vision—a fight-

ing idealist and -O marvel!—a tolerant

one. It is perhaps this rure combination

that makes his personality and his mind
so deeply pleasing. A radical with hu-

mor—an idealist with common sense—

a

revolutionist who is uot a fanatic, who has

not an infallible panacea which is to curt'

all the ills of society if only firmly applied

—a man who runs straight without blind-

ers a man who has spent his life on the

firing-line ami yet has a broad grasp of

essential principle—truly this is no com-
mon spectacle.

Lansbury is essentially English, tradi-

tionally English. He is a man of middle

age or beyond it. with that alertness,

vigor and vitality tliat we generally asso-

ciate merely with youth.

II IS aspect is typical; he wears " mut-
* * ton-chop” whiskers, his face is

rather square and. when he is not tins! by

a long day's work, ruddy and almost un-

lincd; his eyes are kindly and keen ; he

looks genial. Now—we must repeat it,

for it is essential—a genial revolutionist is

the rarest of rare birds. This warm hu-

inun quality implies a strength that is not

easily exhausted, I-uusbury somehow
suggests those picturesque old phrases

which correspond to a deep quality of the

English nature —"hearts of oak” and all

tlie rest of them, and even "Britons

never, never will Ik- slaves!” He has

that (logged, indomitable fighting-quality

which is traditionally and really English.

He has that ataying-|K»wer which makes
the Englishman, by as much as he is diffi-

10

cult to rouse, very difficult indeed to sup-

press when lie is once roused. Heart of

oak is tough wood, not easily kindled, nor

docs it burn out quickly. It is for this

reason that radical movements are more
serious in Euglund than they are with us.

When they have progressed far enough to

find a voice, they generally find action too.

The sociul readjustment which has so

many prophets nowadays may. many peo-

ple think. Ik- first effective in England. If

so, it will probably not Ik- a flash in the pan.

VX7E call Lansbury a “ labor-leader,
’*

’ * but he corresponds to nothing that

we know in America as such. He is not

bound to any one organization, to any
definite platform or program. He is not

definitely a socialist, nor a syndicalist, nor

anything else that is committed to a hard-

and-fast dogma, though he is affiliated

with all these organizations. He believes

this: That the industrial revolution will

come; that it will come from and
through the working-class, not imposed
upon them from without; that the pro-

gram which is to carry it into effect has

not yet been formulated and cannot Ik*.

but must Ik- felt and worked out step by
step; that the just and main thing is to

rouse the people—once roused, they'll

take care of tliemscl ves. To this end he is

working with all tlie means at his com-
mand—his newspaper. The Ixmdon Daily

Herald, the Ix-ague which has formed

about it, und his own |N-rsonal influence

and example. Lansbury. his league and
his newspaper, may be likened to a flying

battalion, fighting under one general ban-

ner but not attached to 3inv regimental

colors; now in one part of the field, now in

unother, throwing their strength iH-hind

one phase after another of the forwnrd

movement—a strike, a socialist or single-

tax or syndicalist demonstration, a lalmr-

agitator unjustly imprisoned, or the rising

of the militant women. Free lances of a

new and picturesque kind—fighting in the

abstract name of liberty with weapons of

a s|>ccific and effective sort. Witness tin-

case of Larkin, the lalxir-lejuler, whose re-

lease was forced by threats and purtial

execution of a General Strike, for which

lansbury and his associates made ener-

getic propaganda; the amendment to the

Insurance Act, for which Lansbury fought

in Parliament; and his active support of

the suffragists.

Lansbury will probably be returned

again by the Lalior Party to the seat

which he recently resigned. This action

of his leaving Parliament In-cause the

Lubor Party, after supporting Woman
Suffrage outside, refused to vote to in-

includc it iu the Franchise Bill—is a strik-

ing illustration of the quality which has

caused him to Ik- called "the most honest

man in England”; of what lie himself

means by "no compromise"; of what able

critics name as his most salient character-

istic. his "loyalty.” One impersonal ad-

mirer adds: “He’s the only leader of

labor who never would sell them out.”

This last is an extreme statement of tin-

feeling that one has about Lunsbury: that

material rewards of place or power mean
nothing to him—that his work Is luxury

to him. and that he wants no other.

"^JOT less strikingly, the resignation
A ’ of his scat illustrates the greater

weight and importance of English radical-

ism. Is it possible to imagine an Ameri-

can member of Congress
_
resigning for
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hates charity. In a

speech on " Poverty

anti Legislation in

England " he men-
tioned the Charities

Organization Society

as “ the society which

had so organized
charity that there was

none left over." And
he said: "This busi-

ness of relieving the

poor is like putting up
a ladder and throwing

your money at it—

what stops on the

rungs of the ladder

the poor get. and the

rest goes to well-fed

officials and contrac-

tors. Sometimes I

think that if we walk

away and leave the

poor alone—and get

off their backs—the

|Kx>r will In? able to

look out for them-
selves."

Syndicalism pure
and simple, he says.

'

is losing ground in

England. The idea
that any group of

workers ran run their

own industry for their

own benefit without

accounting to any
one, he thinks im-

practicable. But air most salient characteristic is his loyalty''

any reason connected with woman suf-

frage? The difference of the English

party system from ours does nut explain

away this difference. Woman suffrage is

a political issue in Englund. With us. so

far. it is an amusement or an occupation.

And woman suffrage is in England a radi-

cal movement by virtue, not so much of

the action of the militants, as of feelings

and meanings represented by such women
as Mrs. Despard—that amazing old lady,

now something like eighty years of age,

who. os one admiring Englishman put it.

“ has been in every row for a generation or

two." These Englishwomen have the

blood and spirit of the men. For many
generations kept su'/ordinate, except

where individuals could assert their indi-

vidual power, they are now. with a princi-

ple to fight for, showing their heritage of

fire and determination.

"I go to prison” he says, "as a definite

protest ugainst differentiation of treat-

ment as between myself and Mr. Bonar
Law, the Duke of Aberrant, and Sir

Edward Carson. These three men have not

only incited but have caused riots and loss

of life in Lister. At this moment they are

seditiously inciting officers of the British

Army to turn traitor to King and Parlia-

ment. They are doing this openly and una-

shamedly. boasting of their power. Neither

Mr. Asquith, nor Mr. McKenna, nor the

tied Parliament, moves in this matter

—

and I am sent to prison for a speech.”

And. by the way. good Americans will

be astonished to hear that even after this

experience Lansburv declares England to

be a freer country than America!

On his release Lansburv published in

the Daily Herald a statement of his inten-

tion to carry on his campaign as liefore,

and he has done so ever since. He is now
to become the editor of the pajwr. in place

of a gentleman who writes an instructive

though indignant letter to the Sew Aye on

his retirement. Tliis gentleman was. ac-

cording to his own statement, ousted by
Mr. Lonsburv’s friends because of his

preaching "the gospel of hatred.” The
paper, he was told, would continue to stand

for the class war, but it would not preach

class hatred. And the angry ex-editor

cjuotes Lansburv as saying:
"
llate condi-

tions. not meti." This utterance, of course,

appeared to the other perfectly unreason-

able. So it will to nearly all revolutionists.

It is the one man in u thousand who can

feet and speak, like I-nnshurv. without

bitterness, with fire and sweetness, too.

II E is a true radical and aims to strike
1 * at the root of social injustice and not

to patch up its exterior ap|>curancc; lie

neither is he a Social-

ist, believing in absolute control by the

state. What he suggests is that the

various great industries—the railroads, for

instance, the mines, the factories, should

be run under a contract from the state.

"The management must be responsible

to the community, the people. But every
member of its working force must Ik? an

integral part of the scheme, having his

share of the duties and Ids inviolable right

to the benefits."

Ami headvises the working-men: "Begin

now to make yourselves competent to run

every department of your business. Master

all the details of its management. Then
when the time comes say to the Govern-
ment :

* Here ! this is our business. We are

going to run it on acontract. with the state!"

T ANSBURY is distinguished again^ from most champions of the work-

ing-class bv his charity— if he will forgive

the word—toward the

present capitalist

Hass. He does not want the workers to

rebel against the capitalist personally and
sweep him bodily from the fate of the
earth. He wants both worker and capi-

talist to rebel against the present system
in favor of one more equitable and more
pleasant really for both sides. He real-

izes that the path of the present-day mas-
ters is by no means strewn entirely with

roses. He even feels that this class may
contribute something valuable to the new
civilization: whereas our American leaders

of lulM>r arc practically unanimous in af-

firming that the capitalist and the l>our-

gcois are mere cumberers of the earth and
had better at once be swept into the scrap-

heap. together with all their culture, arts,

and other fripperies. Lansbury’s theory

of the leisure class is more merciful. He
would like merely to distribute leisure

equally, and all other lH‘nefits.sothnt there

should be neither waste nor want, in the

industrial democracy to

which he looks forward.

"IIV call Lansbury a

labor trailer, but he cor-

responds to nothing ire

hnoir in America as

such"

)ogle



" Each time the office of the president has had irindoirs

toirard the sea
**

NOT far above the twentieth fl«K»r

of the Woolworth Building, in

a distant corner, where windows
face to the south and west, there fre-

quently sits a man looking out to sea.

Three times in the last eight years busi-

ness has required of this man the taking

on of enlarged offices. Three times the

manifold problems involved in the housing

of a clerical army have l»cen worked out.

Each time the office of the president has

had windows toward the sea—and the

Hudson, with its broad commercial back

that gains in substance what it lacks in

beauty in its lower waters.

"No marine view, no president," that

official has laughingly told his office

manager when the leasing of new quarters

has l*een up for discussion. History

teaches us that battling business seldom
confesses to any sentimental inclinations,

hardly admits the reliability of inspira-

tion; yet this man is suspected of harbor-

ing thoughts concerning each of these

attributes. The clingiug to a southwest

outlook is enough to convict him of

ex|Mirt inspirations.

Many years ago, when a reporter on

a Hackensack newspaper, the man with

the comer office determined to deny
sentiment and build u business that would

encircle the globe. He gave over the

gleaning of news and turned to industry.

Long after, when he had reached that

stage when* the mechanics of o|M-ralion

require only the oil of supervision to

keep a big business machine from getting

a hot box. he looked back on his work

—

and found it full of sentiment. He had
held fast un enduring passion for achieve-

ment, he had become enamored of the

ocean-going Hudson. For years he has

found peculiar delight in certain re-

ports that come to his desk every morning,

from Moscow, and Peking. Rome. ami
Cape Town, also from Hackensack.

By noon of every working day In* knows
the extent of business the world did with

his organization up to the hours of closing

on the previous duy. Cable, telegram

and letter bring in the records. The
Hindu sulcsmun who lingers over-long

with his prayer rug is aware that In-fore

the setting of a second sun the “all

powerful” in far-off America will know of

the falling off in his sulcs. And while

the Hindu sleeps, the manager of the

Huckeusuck office is spurring his men to

H

greater efforts in the hope that they may
stand well in the report for that day.

rPHERE is a great lump of sentimeutal
* leaven—it might lie termer! ambi-

tion—in the foreigu efforts of the man
with the corner office. He has wooed and
won success in international trade Ijc-

cauae he has given personal attention to

its requirements. Each year a long

journey is made to many of the capital

cities of the world. He finds it a wonder-

ful inspiration, to see the goods he has

caused to grow from raw wood and steel

to a finished product, in the hands of

|>coplc who are strange in their dreas and
speech and huhits. in un unfumiliur land

where even the money with which his

wares are bought may have a fantastic

appearance, almost unreal.

On these trips the local managers
everywhere have the opportunity to point

out the peculiar conditions influencing

their efforts; to take their boss by the

liand and lead him up to problems they

must meet and winch ore so difficult

of explanation in writing.

The understanding good that results

from the brief visit of an observing man
is beyond all computing.

Most export errors come either from

neglect to supply proper goods or igno-

rance of selling conditions. While with-

out the right goods the best selling

organization in the world can make little

progress; yet market ignorance really

seems more distressing, and is surely

more demoralizing. It not only pre-

vents the manufacturer from offering

thut practical encouragement so essential

to the men abroad; but the latter are

always aware of the fact that their efforts

cannot Ik- uuderstiKKl, and so live in

momentary dread of ham|R-ring dicta-

tions from the home office.

I1TST last summer an American mauu-
" facturer sailed for Paris with so large

ami violent a temper, the l>oat people

wanted tocharge him excess baggage on it.

and make him turn it over to the butcher

for safe keeping. Ail the way over, he

rehearsed the awful imprecations he wuuld

hurl at the American who. because of an
ability to chatter French, had worked
the company into the establishment of

a Paris branch. For weeks prior to suil-

ing. the sight of u letterhead with the Paris

address on it, the few words that so im-
pressed him when they first appeared,
brought on un attack of grouch.

The manufacturer luughed a cruel

laugh when he spoke of how the French
agent had tried to keep the home com-
pany keyed up to sending over money
by using the old jokes about good pros-

pects, time required to make u start,

orders promised for future dates, tide

would certainly turn before very long.

He knew a reasonable amount of time
was required to start a business any-
where; but this office had been running

a year and had taken in hardly enough to

pay |M>stagc expenses. Now he was going

to find out about thut turning-tide busi-

ness, ami why those future dates never

matured.
<)f all the thoughts that rankled, the

one most active had to do with the fact

that they had taken this man away from
another American house because he hail

built the latter a fine business in France,

und was suppused to know all about
trade conditions over there. To avoid
accusations of underhand methods the

misguided merchant had written of his

coming, but gave no dale. He intended

to give the French manager a chance to

hang himself before starting the pictur-

esque condemnation.

^ATLRALLY, the chief value of
1 ’ this incident Is its anti-climax.

The French manager did not strangle on
contradictory statements and the manu-
facturer did not open his vials of wrath.

When the lutter urrived he found a de-

tailed rejiort awaiting him which he was
not allowed to read, but which was
read to him. Each paragraph was sand-

wiched la-tween explanatory remarks,

extracts from salesmen's reports, eorre-

spondence, ami specific statements relat-

ing to each condition mentioned.
You will now find this manufacturer

an enthusiast over French business.

In-cause he knows something of how it is

done. When the ugent stated that his

office estimated u delay of six montlis in

the closing of each deal after salisfactory

demonstration. the manufacturer was
at first inclined to be skeptical, but the

agent stalled it by taking a card from
the pile of evidence on his desk.

"This sales report card,” the represent-

ative remarked, "has to do with a
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public-service corporation that probably

has more ready cash than any similar con-

cern in the States. Today is July 19.

The third week in May our best sales-

man concluded demonstrations before two

important officials. He was told the

machine was satisfactory* and that pur-

chase would be made in October. I will

wager ray contract with you against a
trip to the home plant that, if these men
are alive and in office during OcUiIkt,

we will have their signed order before the

first day of November.”
The first part of this story had been

told me by the agent, in Paris: but the

manufacturer rendered a more detailed

account when I called at his office in

New York on October 16. A few days

before, a cable had come from Paris telling

that the public-service corporation had
already signed the order.

nPO give the foreign representative
* intelligent sympathy and support,

it is necessary that some of the men in

authority at home be personally familiar

with conditions in the country where the

agent is at work. While the most

thorough information will not eliminate

all mistakes a fair, working knowledge

should reduce their number and prevent

a re|>etition of the same error. Even
when the powers at home lack foreign

experience they should give the men
ahroud. on whom they have thrust the

responsibility of success, the comfort
of confidence, and belief in the reason-

ableness of their requests.

If our manufacturers would only* get

over the idea thut the men on the other

side are making unnecessary demands
when they ask for things outside the Amer-
ican routine, our export trade would take

a long and profitable step forward. Only
those who have l>een through the mill

art* able to understand how the foreign

representative hates himself every time

he has to make an unusual request, and
how he feels blue for three weeks, or

until the mail brings the regular home
office complaint.

Many of our houses have lost good
men to other companies, not l>ccausc the

former have howled at expenses or com-
plained of results; but just for the fact

that every time the agent asked for some-
thing his market required, that was not

understood at home, he liad to carry

a burden of criticism and discouraging

delays while waiting for the factory to

meet his demands. At such times, w hen

another concern comes along thut seems

to know what it wants to do, the harassed

agent is likely to chuck the trouble and
go where he will be appreciated, or at

least where his efforts will be understood.

OOME years ago, when the phono-
^ graph stood at the top of the

industrial wonder list one of our com-

panies producing these machines built a

thriving business in France. The nov-

elty of the thing brought customers with

a rush. They bought the machine and the

half-dozen records a salesman had played

in proving the genuineness of the marvel,

and gave no thought to the future.

Later, when these customers returned to

purchase other records, they discovered

that unless they wanted American songs

nothing remained but instrumental pieces

of the brass band type. When the fac-

tory was appealed to, the answer come
that home orders were too heavy to spend
time getting out French records, and
that. t>esidcs, the big profit came from
the sale of machines.

Even in the face of this limitation the

machines continued to sell. One model
was especially popular and the French
office sent repeated orders for this type;

but if the factory was over-stocked with

other models the latter would be ship(>cd.

If the foreign manager insisted on having
the popular model the factory would
write to the effect that their records

showed the agency to have a varied

assortment of other models on hand,
giving a list of them in detail, and sug-

gesting that it would be better to push

these In-fore new shipments were marie.

And there were actually times when the

great Paris department stores, as well

as the company's own salesrooms, for

months on end, did not have enough stock

“ Ercn the money with which hi* ware* arc bought ha* a fantaMic appearance" Digitized by Google
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to make a decent display. This was the

opportunity on which a French manu-
facturer grew from a .small one -room

machine shop to a chain of factories.

OOME of the troubles American
^ manufacturers force on their branch

houses abroad are the result of careless-

ness or failure to appreciate the impor-

tance of certuin instructions. One con-

stantly recurring difficulty in France is

in the matter of customs. The papers

to be made out in connection with the

shipping of goods into that country are

sufficiently detailed in themselves to

insure against trouble, if correctly and
truthfully filled in.

A Detroit ship-

ping clerk looked

after these docu-

ments for a machine

his factory was send-
ing to its French

company. To sim-

plify records the fac-

tory has numbered
the various types of

machines it pro-

duces. When the

clerk made out the

papers he filled in

the description of

a machine of the

wrong number. No
one discovered the

mistake until the

shipment caiue
under the searching

eye of the French

customs. Then all

the good beliavior

of the post was lost

.

It hud taken the

American agency
two years to prove

to the French cus-

toms officials i t s

right to have their

shipments ucccptcd

on the strength of

their declarations.

Like our own
government em-
ployees in t his work,

the men on tluit

side are suspicious

of any MKalliil

“errors" in declara-

tions. So the French

agency was not only

fined five hundred

francs in excess of

the full duty for

the machine, but.

for months after, all

shipments were
opened, and the

machines, wrap-

pings and packings "The ImkiI people iranted to charge him excess baggage on his temper"

each subjected to

separate weighing tests and examinations.

The net result was endless delay und con-
* fusion, frequent breakage, and nn embar-

rassing skepticism concerning any remarks
on declarations. Another mistake of this

kind might pul the American corporation

on the black list and forever prevent its

wares entering the country until each

shipment had been dissected to the last

strand of excelsior.

lowing contrasting piece of work in an-

other branch of this concern gives further

illumination to the text:

Its German agency was for a long

time permitted to carry $610,000 worth

of stock on consignment; but when it

asked to have a slight change made in the

motor equipment that goes with some of

their machines the fuctory paid no atten-

tion to the matter. .-Vs their product is a
costly affair tluit concerns must test before

purchasing, it is necessary that all their

sales offices, especially in countries not ex-

tensively educated to its uses, have a num-
ber of them available for putting out on

trial. The cheapest model sells for several

rPHE work this company is doing in

* foreign countries is in the majority

of eases very successful, and I refer to its

mistakes to emphasize the nes-d that

exists for exceeding great care, foresight

and understanding in the conduct of

well-established branch houses. The fol-

hundred dollars and the tying-up of stock

in this educational work may easily run

into millions in a world-wide business.

Because of this the branch houses are ex-

pected to call for no more machines than

they are able to keep busy.

The German agency is not under the

directcontrol of the home office, so that in-

timate supervision of its operations has not

always been feasible. About twelve months
ago a general investigation was made.

Then it was discovered that of more than

half a million dollars tied up in consign-

ment machines, not more than fifty per

cent, of them were ever in use at one time

on trial exhibitions. The balance was
stored in the back rooms of various offices

and under indifferent ‘conditions.

The strange part of this situation is

tluit the home company would permit the

stagnation of so much capital, allow such
a condition to come into existence, would
take so over-generous an attitude and
yet fail to respond to the German agency's

urgent request for a comparatively inci-

dental alteration in motor construction.

It seems to be a characteristic of the

Teuton to give his mechanical devices

very severe service. The machine in

question stood up under the strain to

everybody's satisfaction, but the motor
was inclined to breed trouble in the course

of time. After repeated attempts to

have the factory in Detroit remedy the

weakness, the
agency was forced

to place its motor
orders through the

Ixmdon offices. and
have them sent
from Detroit to the

company's factory

in England. Here
it was necessary to
undo much that had
been done l>efore the

required c hang e

could be effected.

After which the mo-
tors had to be re-

packed, rcbillcd and
reshipped to Ger-
many.
One of the strang-

est cast's on record of

an American manu-
facturer blocking the

game of his foreign

business occurred in

England a few years

ago. Instead of re-

fusing to give the

British agency his

entire cooperation

lie almtisl succeeded

in killing it with too

much attention.

He made so many
trips to England a
friend suggested
that lie apply to

some steamship
company for a com-
mutation ticket.
He gave personal

supervision to the

decoration and
furnishing of the

London office's;

and of course mude
them so American
that every Britisher

who entered felt

strange and un-

comfortable. He
heard of the rigid

class distinction
that exists in Eng-

land. so raised the salaries of all de-

partment heads and insisted that they

s|M*nd the money in living like gentlemen.

In an effort to Ihkiiii sah*s he arbitrarily

cut the price of -the commodity; and
offended all old customers.

Nothing less than the unques-

tioned excellence of the American

product could have saved the Eng-
lish branch from utter failure; that

and the long purse of the man who
made a pet of it.

It has been some time since this

manufacturer learned the difference

between “butting in" and real coopera-

tion. After this lesson was learned the

British agency l>cgnn to make money, and
has been doing so ever since.



The Attorney-General for the
By McGregor

THE Supreme Court of the United

States is in session ami the cele-

brated Tobacco Trust Case is

being argued. learned lawyers, such as

only great wealth can employ, present

their views of the law and the facts in be-

half of their powerful client. Then a

younger man arises, tall, vigorous,

smooth-shaven, with forehead wide and
high, nose and mouth and chin eloquent

of forcefulness, and dominates that dis-

tinguished assemblage with the brool of

his lion voice. One instinctively goers

back to Carlyle’s description of Miral>eau

for a fitting comparison, another Aristo-

crat who was Attorney for the People.

“In all countries, in all times,” said Mira-

beau, on being expelled from the Provence

Assembly, "the Aristocrats have impla-

cably pursued every friend of the People,

and with tenfold implacability, if such

a one were himself bom of the Aristoc-

racy.” Here also, now standing before

the Highest Court of the hind, is a man
“ who will glare fiercely on any object; and
sec through it and conquer it: for he has

intellect, he has will, he has force beyond

other men. .1 man not with Utgic-spccia-

des, but with an eye.”

The Justices pay him marked atten-

tion. for here is one who know's more
alxiut the case before them than any
other man could Ik- hired to learn. Said

Justice Brewer: “He has made a greater

reputation with the Court tlian any man
in twenty years. His briefs help the

Court in the preparation of its decisions."

For two hours he sums up the results of

three years of investigation and study,

and closes with this challenge: “There
are some of us who have hoped for a

peaceful solution of this great question

under the law as declared bv the

Courts. But if in the light of the facts

here presented, this Court shall decide

that this defendant has not violated the

law. then our hopes are a dream.” The
assemblage gasps. Here, in the presence

of the Court, was a threat of Revolution

os the alternative to peaceful solution

under the law.

MIE man was James C. MeReynolds,

special assistant to Attorney-Gen-

eral Wickersham. now Attorney-General
himself. That speech teas never published.

There was a difference of opinion between
him and his Chief in the method of hand-

ling the case, and the speech was omitted

from the brief for the Government. The
Supreme Court decision was that the

Tobacco Trust should be dissolved.

The carrying out of the decree was com-
mitted to the Circuit Court in New York
where the case originates!. When its

decree was declared, McReynolds pub-
licly denounced it and demanded an
appeal again to the Supreme Court for

correction. But Wickersham the next

day announced that he was satisfied,

and McReynolds offered his resignation,

which was declined. Later. Woodrow
Wilson thought McReynolds would be a
good successor to Wickersham.
Few |>crhaps recognize the import-

ance to the country of the office of the

Attorney-General and the work of the

Department of Justice. The other nine

Departments of Government refer to him
for final decision on questions of law.

fifty-three such questions having been so

referred during the year, at the request of

the heads of Departments. Respecting

title to lands acquired by the United

States, 231 opinions were delivered last

year, while 340 cases were begun ami 543

cases terminated in the Public Lunds
Division. Then; are also Solicitors, or

Assistant Attorncys-Gencral, serving the

other Departments under the direction

of the Department of Justice. Think
of a law office, employing more than three

hundred officers, attorneys and clerks,

directing eighty-five district attorneys in

all parts of the United States, and sujier-

vising some fifteen hundred' other officers

and employees. In the United States

District Courts, there an: pending 5,310

civil cases to which the Uniter! States was
a party. 9.085 criminal prosecutions by the

United States, 5.802 Admiralty cases, with

35.405 Bankruptcy petitions, and for the

proper hearing and conduct of ull these

eases, the Attorney-General’s office is

responsible, through its selection and
ap|K)intinent of district attorneys and
through advice continually asked and
given. All cases coming before the Su-

preme Court in which the Government
has interest are directly under the Attor-

ney-General’s care, there being 143 such

eases last year; cases instituted by the

Interstate Commerce Commission are

under his direction and control, 49 such

cases having been instituted during the

year and 05 concluded, to sav nothing of

customs cases, violations of the linking
laws, white slave traffic cases, etc. He
also has charge of the Federal Peniten-

tiaries. and controls the issuing ofpardons.

There have been 033 convictions under

the White Slave Act, more tlian half of

which were obtained during the past

year.

What manner of man is now holding

this office? In the words of the Consti-

tution, “There shall be appointed a meet
person, learned in the law. to act as

Attorney-General for the United States."

TAMES CLARK McREYXOLDS was
” bom in Elkton, Todd County, Ken-
tucky, February 3. 1802. His father.

John Oliver McReynolds, was a country

physician, with a big plantation of his

own, who dominated the county by the

sheer force of his character. His mother
was a Reeves, of an equally notable and
forceful family.

Young McReynolds was brought ujf

on the Kentucky plantation amid such

surroundings of refinement and culture

as Thomas Nelson Page has depicted for

Virginia society of ante-bellum times.

In his later teens he went to Vanderbilt

University, at Nashville, Tennessee, and
immediately became the acknowledged

leader of the student body, was prominent

in the literary societies as orator and
debater, set high standards of clean speech

and blameless life, was able to help, with

his fuller purse, students struggling to

secure an education, and graduates! with

many honors and medals, ut the age of

twenty. He studied law at the Univer-

sity of Virginia, graduating at the head

of his class, and then settled down to

practice law in Nashville. His success

in practice, (he was never unprepared

when his case was called,) won him the

United States

position of professor in the Law Depart-

ment of his University, then he became
Dean of the Department. He was a

bora teacher, his only fault being his

impatience with dullards, whom he tried

to discourage in what he considered a

foolish ambition for them. During this

period he was continually guilty of left-

hand ignorance of right-hand benevolence,

helping the unfortunate while shrinking

from their gratitude. While in Nashville

he led a successful fight for divic righteous-

ness against the gang of gamblers and
toughs who controlled the city, (icing

associated with Dr. Manning, now of

Trinity Church. New York, in the battle

for decent government.

When Philander Knox was Attorney-

General he asked Don Dickinson, after-

wards Secretary of War. where he could

fine! a twenty-five thousand dollar man
for five thousand dollars. Dickinson,

without hesitation, named McReynolds.
So he gave up his teaching and came to

Washington ns Assistant Attorney-Gen-

eral during Roosevelt’s second term.

And those were rather busy days for the

Department of Justice. He resigned just

before that Administration went out utul

became a partner in a New York City

law firm. But private practice had lost

its attraction for him. He was thinking

of going back to his Kentucky farm and
starting a private law school of his own.

when he was asked to become special

assistant to the Attorney-General in the

enforcement of the Anti-Trust law. and
accepted.

QINCE he became Attorney-General he^ has striven in the administration of

the Department to make the spirit of

the sendee what it ought to be. As the

district attorneys resign, and some resig-

nations arc hastened, he puts in their

places men known to l»e devoted to the

public welfare, fully in svm|>athy with the

present Administration and free from for-

mer entangling alliances with unlawful or

oppressive corporations. To say that he.

himself, is a glutton for work, does not

meet the requirements of the situation in

the eyes of his subordinates. They say

he is a “hog for work.” And no one fa-

miliar with the Department can fail to

sec the improvement in the spirit of the

service, its loyalty to the Government, the

new idea that is taken of the honor of

serving the Government by having the

people of the Uuited States for one’s client.

He is a swift and accurate judge of men.

The whole Congressional delegation of one

Southern State united in recommending
the selection of a district attorney.

McReynolds mentioned his knowledge of

the man’s former affiliations with inter-

ests he might be called upon to prosecute,

and declined to make the uppointmciit.

If he doesn’t like a man’s looks, he will not

appoint hitn. He has the tusk of recom-

mending the Federal Judges to be ap-

pointed and he has suggested that judges

of seventy years of age. while they can-

not be retired, if they will not resign, lie

subordinated to new judges appointed

to sit with the older men.
“ .4 man stout of heart; whose popularity

is not of the populace; whom no clamor of

unteashrd mobs without doors, or of washed

mobs within, can scare from his way.”
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Scetie from Ad V in “Antony and Cleopatra
”

A Brilliant Shakespearean Repertory

FOR Shakespeare on the stage. Amer-
ica is dependent on the whims of

its own stars ami t he chance tours

of foreign artists. We have no theater

devoted to the production of Shakespear-

ean and other classic plays. In fact, since

the New Theater project was abandoned,

we have no theater with even a definite

tradition. A full season might conceiv-

ably go by without a sin-

gle play of Shakespeare's

being given on the “ regu-

lar." i. <*., the two-dollar

houses. Therefore we
have reason to Ik- grate-

ful to those uctors and
actresses who, year after

year, keep hammering at

the classics to Sot hern

and Marlowe, William

Fuvcrshain. Annie Rus-

sell and all the others.

Let us now Ik- grateful

In Margaret Anglin. In

a season that is notable

for its Shakespearean

productions. Miss An-
glin’s productions of

"Twelfth Night,” “As
You Like It." “The
Taming of the Shrew."

ami "Antony and Cleo-

patra" stand forth
brilliantly.

’YjlSS ANGLIN
^ 1 " cultivated

gentlewoman; sh<

lacks that <|imlity

of the histrionic

tempera me n t

which make-*

Kalharina in ” TamiwjnJ the Shreu-

"

By HAROLD STEARNS

the possessor eager to hide everybody’s

light except his own, under a bushel; she

has imagination. The plays she puts on
are correct from the academic point of

view; that is, they reveal no anachro-

nisms and they take no liberties with the

lines. The company is un all 'round

compuny of capable actors, not an ill-

balanced aggregation of one or two stars

surrounded by mediocre
satellites. The plays are

mounted with scenery

that has l>cauty and illu-

sion; and they are stage

managed with a sympa-
thetic understanding
which keeps faithfully

to the play's meaning
and spirit.

Classic seems tosignifv

to her, something vital.

She has approached
these plays reverently,

but without that pecu-

liar feur and trembling

which is the earmark of

a sii|K'rficial cultun* when
confronted with u world

masterpiece. Her whole

effort hus been to mukc
them clear and humanly
understandable. Above
all. she has made them
swift-moving. In her

version “Antony ami
Cleopatra” has five acts

and fourteen scenes, and

thereare four ten-minute

intermissions between
Fi the acts. Yet the play

¥ is over w’ithin three

4 hours. No wait lietween

the different scenes is

longer than fifty seconds.

]U1SS ANGLINS
A * method of staging

has much to do with this

replacing of the custom-

urv tedium with may I

call it—fluidity? The

stage is framed like a picture, with stiff

side curtains and a low hanging drop cur-

tain. Directly behind the side curtains,

sloping inward, toward the center of the

stage, are two solid doors. Between these

doors hang rich tapestries. Behind and
above these doors hang other curtains at

the same angle, similar in design to the

front side curtains, which are Intend to

the stage. This arrangement serves for

a simple interior. By lifting the tupcs-

tries between the doors, the scene is

changed. At the end of the scene the

characters walk through the solid doors

and into the next scene through a side

entrance farther back on the stage.

Then* is no wait whatsoever.

QIIAKESPEARK has been produced^ with scenery that has u poetry of its

own and does not shame its text. Living-

stone Platt, who has already introduced

modern German ideas of stagecraft to

Boston, designed Miss Anglin's scenery

and gave her a few suggestions. Most of

what is practicable—as well as fine—in

Gordon Craig's theories she has also turned

to account. Against a huge cyclorama

at the very back of the stage are thrown

trees or towers, resting solidly on the floor

of the stage and ending hulfway up to the

bottom of the front drop curtain, giving

an astonishing illusion of space. There is

much overhead illumination, and direct

lights from the wings play over the lead-

ing characters, bathing them, it often

seems, in the veritable light of the sun.

Most of the colors on the canvases are

painted in a stipple of primary colors,

which in white light would appear gray,

but properly illuminated by overhead or

side lights take on simple tints, glowing as

if the light came from within the canvases

themselves. Soft, glowing blocks of color,

large solid masses, space illusion, curtains

framing the whole picture (no unsightly

overhead strips), and suggestive shadows

—these things give the key to the unique

stage settings. The decorations are sim-

ple without being austere. In "Twelfth

Night.” every touch is. so to speak.

Digitized by CGoogle
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joyously Oriental; in “The Taming of the

Shrew," sixteenth century Italian; in "As
You Like It," pastoral and romantic; in

"Antony and Cleopatra," dignified ami
massive. I have seen nothing more won-
derful on the stage than the scene on the

roof of Cleopatra’s palace. Yet the

means of gaining the effect were almost

absurdly simple; the cyclorama far in

bark, a pale light playing u|>on it, to the

front u raised parapet exteiuliug amiss the

stage with broad steps leading up, and on
each side high and solid rectangular

masses which cast real shadows. Cleo-

patra sat on the para|>et . looking far away
into the distance, as if to catch a glimpse

of Antony in Home itself. The illusion of

vast height aud space was perfect.

Y7ET after nil. the swiftness of scene
* shifting—as even the beauty of

scene setting—is a secondary thing. The
scenic setting for a play always has been
and always will be. 1 believe, the rela-

tively unimportant part. Drama is an
art dealing first of all with human charac-

ter ami human speech. We may talk of

a dozen “arts of the new theater,” but

plays will live because of what is said and
done in them by the characters, not by
what is done to them by electricians and
scene painters. Miss Anglin's produc-

tions hud lieauty and charm, yet they

never were obtrusive.

IN her treatment of spoken verse, Miss
* Anglin shows that strict mrtru-al accur-

acy may often be sacrificed to dearness.

It is really a case of sacrifice. or judgment

of what is better, not a case of ignorance,

as is so often true of Shakespearean actors.

For example, in that marvelous speech of

passionate defiance by Cleopatra, which

Ls always worth quoting:

“ know. sir. that /

Will not wait pinion'd at your master's

court:

Nor oncedte chastis'd with the solwr eye

Of dull (Jchiria. Shall they hoist me up

1nd show to

the shouting

rarletry

Of
ing Ho
Itathrraditeh

i« Kgyiit

He gentle grave unto me! Hather on Vilus’

mud
Ijiy me stark nak'd, and let the water-flies

Blow me into abherring!"

Miss Anglin makes "nak'd" a mono-
syllable, which is the only way to keep the

movement of this verse. But in "Twelfth
Night” I noticed three examples of

(academically) incorrect scanning. In a
speech of Valentine's:

“
all this to season

.4 brother’s dead love, ichich she would
keep fresh

And lasting in her sad remembrance."

"Remembrance" should be quadri-

syllable. It was given three syllables.

Again in the speech of the Duke's, im-

mediately following

:

“ Her street perfections
"

" Perfections " should be quadrisyllabic,

and it also was given three syllables.

Once more, in the sea-coast scene, with
which Miss Anglin In-gins her version of

the play. Viola says to the captain

:

" Know'st thou this country}1
"

Country should be, strictly, countery,

with three syllables, but Miss Anglin pro-

nounced it as we do commoidy. In all

these aud oilier cases, the hiatus in the

feet of the line was compensated for by a

gesture or by a pause. There was no loss

in metrical value, and the gain in clear-

ness in unaffected pronunciation was
notable.

T N the casting of parts and the direct*
* ing of how they should lx* played. Miss
Anglin has done most to give us good en-

tertainment. The clowns in Shakespeare
an- always exacting rfrlcs. ami the comic
rftles arc uniformly well done by her cast.

Sidney Greenstreet. who plays Sir Toby
in "Twelfth Night,” Biomldlo in "The
Taming of the Shrew" and Touch-
stone in "As You Like It," has
unction. Humor oozes from him, and
he is fat and funny enough to make us

want to see Henry IV on the stage again,

• watch how he woidd pluy Fidstaff.

MclIUh gives a performance of the

lignifiedly conceited Malvolio. which

would stir Lamb to write another essay

were he alive today. His Jacques, in

"As You Like It," is perfect. Max
Montesole plays Grumio in "The Tam-
ing of the Shrew" and the clown in

"Twelfth Night" as if to the manner
born. Eric Blind does Petruchio capi-

tally, free from the conventional boist-

erous swagger. Nearly nil of the cast

have had previous Shakes|iearean

training.

Miss Anglin interested me less in

“Twelfth Night" and “As You Like

It.” than in the other two plays. As
Kuthurina she proved unexpectedly

piquant. She played the part in

high spirits, vet with just a suggestion

of shy waggishness, which kept tin-

play in a key of fantasy. To be

thoroughly realistic in “The laming
of the Shrew” is, I think, to make it

unendurable.

dif-

one of the

world’s great tragedies—greatly produced
and greatly acted, not alone by Miss
Anglin herself as Cleopatra, but by Sidney
(ireenstreet, as Enoharbus, Maclaren,

as Antony, and Ruth Boucicault as

Charmian.
In Cleopatra herself. Shakespeare in a

sense gives a psychological recapitulation

of all hLs feelings and ideas alxmt women.
She has at times the fresh charm of Viola.

She has the intellectual passion of l.ady

Macbeth—her ambition, too. in a way.

She has the wit of Beatrice. She has all

the cruelty of Generil or Regan. She has

the shrewishness of Katharina, and the

softness of the early Juliet. For all her

variety, she Ls an individual woman.
MLss Anglin makes her in the first two

acts a woman in whom the passions of the

Itodv and flesh have spent themselves.

She holds Antony by her mind, by the

spiritual fire of her emotions. I do not

hesitate to say "spiritual," for the Cleo-

patra of Shakcs|M-are‘s play is not a wan-

ton. She is a woman of middle age, des-

perately trying to keep her hold on the

one whom she really loved. We can, as

Miss Anglin plays her, see Cleopatra try-

ing every artifice and trick to keep An tony.

It is a bitterly ironic tragedy, for in An-
tony the vague mood of pagan fleshliness

is constantly being disturbed by the calls

of a still vaguerduty. In that astonishing

death scene of the last act—the only place

where Shakespeare permits a woman to

die on the stage- what is more pathetic

than those wonderful lines to Charmian:

" Peace, peace!

Dost thou not see my baby at my breast.

That sucks the nurse asleep?"

I have seen nothing on the stage more
moving and impressive than this final

scene of “Antony ami Cleopatra," as

Miss Anglin produces and plays it.

Malvolio and Viola in "Twelfth Night"



Sleeping-Cars

and Microbes

The interior of one of the find sleeping-care ercr in actual use.

The picture above shows the exterior

YOU may or may not know how the

.sleeping-ear came into it.s being.

The railroad itself was less than

a quarter of a century old before a crude

form of a night-car with IksIs was being

operated over the Cumberland Valley

road. Other early lines made experi-

ments with cars of this sort—all of them
more or less crude. It was not until

the close of the Civil War and railroad-

ing in the United States was thirty-six

years old that the first practical sleeping-

ear made its ap|>caranec. It was called

the Pioneer and it was the work of a

carpenter who had made his way out to

Chicago from western New York. His

name was George M. Pullman. And the

car which was to blaze a new path in,

American comfort had a melancholy

dedication, fur it carried the liody of

Abraham Lincoln to its last resting-place.

The son of Abraham Lincoln is t<Klay.

and for many years has been, the execu-

tive head of the Pullman company.
The Pioneer was longer, higher, wider

—

even gayer—than any railr«»ad car that

had ever been built liefore, and it at-

tracted a great deal of attention. Hut to

keen railroad students the most unusual

thing alHKit it wus a double row of berths

suspended from the roof, berths that by
day closed up and held the Ix-dding for

the entire car. No longer was it necessary

for the |>ortcr and the passengers to drag

the bedding out from the ends of the car.

Indeed the Pioneer embodied the essen-

tials of every sh*eping-car that followed it.

Its builder designates! it in his records as

“A." He did not dream of having more
than twenty-six cars at one time. Today
the company that he founds! operates

more than six thousand sleeping-cars in

regular and s|K*eial services.

You surely
can remember
the sleeping-
car of a genera-

tion ago? They
called it a "pal-

ace-ear” then.
While it was rec-

ognized as nil

essential in our

lo ng-reaehing
railroad routes,

it had reached a

veritable apothe-

osis of bad taste.

Architectural
knick-knacks
disfigured it.

There were cum-
bersome, dust-

catching, head-

bumping, use-

less moldings
hercund there and everywhere, “grilles.”

silly little mirrors, thick draperies with

tassels and fringes. It was an orgy of

over-decoration and the laughing-stock of

all cultivated folk. It liecame the prize

asset of the school of American humor
founded by George Ade and his fellows.

Bitterness and sarcasm were leveled at

it from every corner of its habitat. Peo-

ple forgot the real value of the sleeping-

car—what long-distance travel would

again become if it were to be taken away.

Some of these shafts must have struck

into the heart of the Pullman company.
Of a sudden, a little more than ten years

ago. it divided that architecture was all

very well in its own way but not as a part

of car-building. It divorced the two. It

began to throw out the useless draperies,

the braids, the tu*scl.s and the fringes. It

simplified the moldings and the senseless

decorations. It made a start in the right

direction. Some things had already been

accomplished. From out of the noisy

claims of many inventors the modern ear-

vestibule had been developed; there

were lesser things to the credit of the

Pullman ear. One of them was the

abolition of the old-fashioned awkward
pumping devices in the wash-rooms, and
the substitution there of mctal-lincd for

marble-topped wash-stands. A negro

|>orter was decapitated in a railroad wreck
some years ago by the loosening of one

id these heavy marble slabs. The Pull-

man company then took steps to remove
such dangerous devices from its cars.

Dl’LLMAN is the name that we must
4

use when we corne to consider the

sleeping-car problem of America. For

not only did Pullman develop the first

practical sleeping-car that the world had

ever known but the company that he
founded IihIuv operates more than ninety-

five |ht cent, of the sleeping-car service

within the United States. A few roads
have operated their own sleeping-cars

for many years, but the general tendency
has been the other way.

There is a reason for this. The average
railroad company gives the Pullman
company all of the revenues from its

cars but actually pays mileage for their

operation, not so much liecuusc it wishes
to lx* relieved of the responsibility, but
rather Ixvause of the flexibility of the
Pullman service. In addition to the
ears set aside for its regular service that

company jmwscsscs many hundreds of

spare cars. These spare cars go north in

summer and south in winter to meet the
exigencies of heavy tourist travel; they
move in battalions upon great national

conventions, college football games and
the like. Last summer 450 of them were
drafted to form special accommodations
to the Knights Templar conclave at
Denver.

Of course no one single railroad could
have supplied 450 sleeping-cars for such
a purpose— fifty reserve cars would have
represented more capital than it should
have had tied up in extra equipment of

this sort. The Pullman organization is

big enough and flexible enough to meet
just such situations as this.

r I 'HIS. however, is not the story of the
1 Pullman company, but rather of

the efforts that are iK-ing made to make
the American sleeping-car safe and clean

and comfortable. The Pullman com-
pany is a large organization. It is gen-

erally what it chooses to be. itself. It

is a transportation company; at other

times it prefers to regard itself as a hotel

organization. At all times it is alive to

the necessities of a situation. So it has

come to improve both its cars and the

o|M>rating conditions upon them—some-
times under compulsion and more times,

voluntarily.

In its function of lodging itinerant

America the Pullmun organization hus

a hotel problem that is worth attention.

It is today operating a little over 5.000

sleeping-cars upon regular routes. The
average business done by each of these

cars is fifteen passengers a night, so it

is safe to say that nightly 75.000 persons

sleep in its cars. When one comes to

add to this total the passengers of the

two or three railroads that operate their

own sleeping-car services he sees the

population of such u goodly town as

Utica or Hartford moving by night in

these hosts of peregrinating hotels.

A real hotel can, and generally does
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discriminate between its guests. It de-

mands certain standards of health and
cleanliness. The sleeping-car must accept

any person who offers the price of its

berths. It cannot discriminate. And
while the housekeeper of a real hotel has

only to fight her battles against ordinary

conditions of dirt, what would she do if

her tavern were to Ik* placed on wheels

and whirled throughout the night at

thirty miles an hour, the smoke and
cinders rolling down upon it from above,

the road-bed dust up from below?

Yet these are conditions that the sleep-

ing-car must and docs meet. To inc-et

them successfully demands vigilance that

is nothing if not eternal and something

more—well-organized system. Almost at

the liegiiilliug of its campaign to make a

simpler, u cleaner and a generally better

ear the Pullman company found the need

of expert advice. It attached to its

staff some eight years ago. Dr. Thomas
R. Crowder, of Chicago. Dr. Crowder
Is making the ventilation ami the sani-

tation of the railroad-car—the two go

closely hand-in-hand his life-work. He
was the first man to take up such a work

and he has had to blaze his own pathways.

'1'HE two great problems of the clean
* and healthful sleeping-car arc those

of the toilets and of ventilation. Neither

of them is easy of solution. The toilets,

save in flushing methods, have made
practically no advance upon the earliest

types that opened directly upon the track.

Efforts have been made to devise a
holding vessel under the car that would
operate through the extremes of hot and
cold without freezing or Itecoming foul

hut as yet nothing has come of these. It

is not sanitary to empty toilets upon a

railroad right-of-way; it is absolutely

dangerous in cases where the railroad

crosses running streams by unfloorcd

bridges and these streams lead to the

water-supply of near-by towns. The
man who can work out this problem in

an efficient and sanitary fashion will

probably find his own reward. In the

meantime there seems to be no good
reason why railroads should not lie re-

quired to floor their bridges over streams

that become even a remote source of

water supply.

The problem of ventilating sleeping-

cars is hardly less im|H>rtunt. or leas

difficult. Except in warm climates or

in warm seasons of the year, it is generally

impracticable to use most of its windows
for this purpose—with the human freight

resting so close to them. The “ monitor"
or clear-story along the roof, which was
originally designed for this purpose with
a double row of long narrow windows has

The latent thing in sleeping-ear*; great attention is given to

convenience and cleanliness

been druughlv

and never en-

tirely satisfac-

tory. Recently

in the newest

types of sleep-

ing-cars the gen-

eral use of this

part of thecar for

ventilation has
lieen abandoned.

A plan hits been

substituted by
which the foul

air, which rises

to the top of the

car, is drawn out

by u mechanical

exhaust, auto-

matic iu opera-

tion while the

train is in motion.

Tests have been

taken of the air conditions in the old cars,

under actual operation, ventilated by so-

called "natural" methods and by the

"exhaust" that speak so distinctly in

favor of this last that it will become
standard in the newest cars. And plans

are under way to give it electrical equip-

ment so that it will perforin its services

while the car is not in motion.

In the trail of these two very important

problems in the construction of the mod-
ern sleeping-car come a host of others.

The Pullman company, in common with

a great many of the railroads over which

it operates, has committed itself definitely

to the steel ear. It has already converted

more than half of its equipment either

to all-steel or steel underframe construc-

tion and the process of reconstruction

will go forward until all of its sleeping and
parlor-cars have keen brought to this

high modern standard. It has taken ad-

vantage of this general reconstruction to

simplify still more its general type of car.

You remember how, a decade or more ago,

it divorced the architect from the car-

builder and set out to simplify its ve-

hicles. Recently it has done more. It

has banished even the simplest of the

moldings and all the hangings that are

not absolutely necessary to the operation

of the car. It bus produced a vehicle,

rigidly severe, which, without sacrificing

comfort, is capable of very great cleanli-

ness—perhaps the most efficient railroad-

car ever built. Not only the big things that

make for cleanliness have been adopted,

but many of the lesser things. A few years

ugo the dental lavatory was a novelty in a
sleeping-ear. A good many travelers

laughed at it. Nowudavs people do not

cleanse their teeth in the wash-basin and
a cleanly habit has come into its own.

It is a long step forward from the roll-

towel that used to hang in the wash-room
of old-time sleeping-cars. America is

becoming a more cleanly nation. More
and more men prefer to shave themselves

each morning. Saturday night as a bath-

ing institution is obsolete. Folk prefer

individual baths and a cold plunge of a
morning. Men manicure. Hygiene is not

looked upon as a fad any more but as an

essential of good living. No wonder thut

the public drinking-glass had to go—out

in the west they arc lieginning to wage a

guerrilla warfare upon the finger-bowl.

Before long the public hair-brush and
comb in the wash-rooms of the sleeping-

cars will meet a like fate. Some states

arc already crying out against them.

'"PIIE definite movement against these

* old-time institutions generally begins

in individual states. Until the Interstate

Commerce Commission decides to step

in—as it did in the case of the public

drinking-glasses—the transportation com-
panies have a rather hard time of it.

A single instance will show how. Ar-

kansas has ordered that the doors ami

windows of all passenger-cars must be

screened, as a protection against flics.

Oklahoma has ruled, with equal force,

that the doors and windows of such

cars must not be screened. It is today

literally impossible for a train to cross

the line between these two sovereign

commonwealths without fracturing stat-

ute law. In such cases the operating-

heads of interstate carriers can only tide

along as best they can and hope for

Washington to act.

So much for the cleanly construction of

the car ami its equipment. Now con-

sider for an instant what is being done
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to take sanitary rare of it while it is under

way. The Pullman company exercises a

remarkable discipline over its negro por-

ters. Part of that discipline strictly pro-

hibits the use of feather dusters or of dry

sary to prepare it for the return journey.

Much is done in this interval. Its car-

pets are removed to slatted platforms

some distance away, where they are

thoroughly dusted with compressed-air.

sweeping while the car is under way. A Seats and backs are taken to racks out-

side of the car and similarly treated.

The bedding (including mattresses, blan-

kets, pillows and the berth curtains) is

also taken out where it is exposed to the

air and to sunlight—as long as possible un-

der weather conditions—and thoroughly

cleaned by means of compressed-air or

the vacuum process. While this work
is being done outside, the interior of the

bare ear is thoroughly swept and dusted

and cleaned. The compressed-air ami
vacuum methods are used at almost ull

chamois skin or bit of cloth must lie used

for ilusting. the floor must be moistened

for any occasional sweeping, while the por-

tcr is always provided with a disinfectant

against emergencies.

SANITARY care continues throughout

the entire operation of the cur under

way. Those that run to resorts favored

by persons suffering from tuberculosis

arc kept under special scrutiny. Every

Pullman conductor is under strict in-

struction never

to re-sell a berth

which has been

occupied, for

even a small

part of the jour-

ney. by a con-

sumptive. And
in the cases of

the discovery of

an infectious or

contagious dis-

ease on a sleep-

ing-car it is at

once taken out

of service and
given over to

the hands of the

nearest public-

health officer

until such time

as he can re-

lease it with

a clean bill.

Even the
matter of ice-

water comes
under atten-

tion. Sleeping-

car employes
are prohibited

from handling

the ice with
their hands.
And it is worth
noting that in

the newest
Pullmans the

ice-water tanks

are so designed

that the icedoes

not come in

actual contact

with the water.

Some of the

sleeping-car
runs arc exten-

sive. There are

cars that run

from St. Louis

to Portland. Ore., and tuke more than terminals nowadays for the interiors of

three days and three nights for the jour- the cars as well as for their lashling.

ney. But the railroad schedules provide Periodically the sleeping-cars are sub-

for a long enough stop at Denver so that milted to fumigution. These fumigations
the sleeping-cars may be emptied for a are never more than thirty days apart and
short time und sent to the special yards the cars running up into the Adirondack*;,

for a thorough freshening and cleaning, the North Carolina mountains, Colorado.
Even the tourist-car which runs from Arizona and other tubercular resorts, are

Washington through New Orleans to Sun fumigated at the end of each trip. This
Francisco—the longest of nil Pullman work is carried forth before the regular

runs,—for it only lucks twelve hours of cleaning process isstarted. The berths are
taking just a week—is kept reasonably opened, and the mattresses, blankets, pil-

clean for the entire trip. lows and berth curtains are loosely spread

about, so that the greatest possible surface

A T the end of each run the sleeping-car exposure is made. The carpets are left in

comes under thorough attention of place. The car is tightly closed and a dis-

thc cleaners. After the linen is removed infecting gas is developed from a solution of

and despatched to the lutindries, windows formaldehyde by means of permanganate
and doors are opened and the car is of |M»tas.siuin. After the gas has been
thoroughly aired until it becomes neces- generated the car is left closed for a

minimum of three hours. It is then

widely opened for airing and then put
through the cleaning process. After that

fresh linen arrives from the laundry and
it is quickly stocked and made ready for

its next trip.

Is the sleeping-car immodest? Our
foreign friends, who are not exactly

prudish about either their hathing-l>cuehcs

or their dramas seem to feel that it is.

They inveigh rather bitterly al>out our
open-berth methods and then demand
why we do not run compartment-cars as

they have them ove

The interior of a modern sleeping-car pre/Hired for fumigation at the end of a run

lA/K do run compartment-curs on our
* * railroads. But the number of

them does not increase year by year;

in fact it rather

decreases in

proportion to

our still grow-
ing railroad
mileage. We
run nightly l>c-

tween New
York and Bos-

ton. New York
und Chicago
and between
Chicago and
Minneapolis,
cars made up
solidly of com-
partments that,

are the hand-

somest vehicles

of their kind

in the world.

Some more of

them run to the

smartest of our

resorts, to Flor-

ida and to Cali-

fornia: but
these cars have

been with-
drawn from
other runs. It

is only within

the past few

months that the

Pennsylvania
railroad lias

ceased to run

through all-

compartment
cars between
New York and
Washington.

There is an

economic rule

for this, of

course. The
railroads have

long protested

against the in-

creasing weight

of their cars— steel equipment has !>ecn

almost the lust blow to them in this way.

In a well-filled day coach the railroad

hauls 2.500 pounds dead-weight to a pas-

senger: in a compartment car it hauls

17.000 |M>unds; in an ordinary sleeping

car 10.000.

With such economic urgument against

it. the compartment -car. with all of its

luxurious privacy, is not apt to make
great headway in the United States.

Even the economic necessity of the upper

berth remains firmly fixed. As a matter

of fact we he vc made our cars too large,

and consequently too heavy. On the other

side of the Atlantic no such dead-weight

must becarried for each passenger and it is

possible to experiment with frills in travel

—although the Euro|>can traveler is apt

to pay rather dearly for each of them.



Woman in a New World
By ELLEN KEY

MADAME KEY has already treated, in previous articles, the subject of the old-fashioned iroman and the equanimity and
peace irhich was hers because her duties harmonized with her desires, tihe has described the change in moral standards

that has been brought about by uuman's new demand for freedom, and warned women not to lose the old virtues while

gaining the new. In this article she tells what women must do to be ready for the place they wish to take in economic life

S
INCE women have begun to work
for money outside the home, as

they have been forced to do by
economic conditions, the problems of

moruls have multiplied and women's con-

ception of ethics has broadened. First

came the demand for the right to work,

then a realization of the duty to work,

and out of that a conception of the honor

of la!)or and the joy of social helpfulness.

The more women have de-

veloped theircommon human
virtues, the more just has

become their demand that

their morality have other

measures besides that of sex

and that man's sex nioralit

shall Ik* taken into account

in judging his character as

a whole. In this way the

modern woman has tried to

widen the sphere of her moral

duty and to narrow man's
moral liberty. Woman is no
longer content to cultivate

solely the sympathetic feel-

ings and sex virtue. She

wants to express her whole

self in her life. She wishes

to be guided at times by
altruism, at other times by
egoism, with the right to de-

cide when it shall be one anti

when the other. She has

thus been led into a conflict

of her own between indi-

vidual rights and social

duties.

We are most familiar with

these conflicts as drawn by
Ibsen, but they have pre-

viously appeared in literature

whenever it has been truly

great, mirroring the life of

the times. Some of these

moral battles have taken

place in national life as in

the case of the Russian
women and the political revo-

lution. and the English suf-

fragettes and their mode of

warfare. In passing. I may
say that the comparison
favors the Russian women as

they have tried through their nihilistic at-

tempts on life to expose great wrongs to

all. wrongs which could not Ik* known
except through deeds of violence. The
English w'omen have set out with the idea

that because men in times of political

despair have used violence, women should

do the same in cold blood, as a political

measure. They do not act rashly but

with great foresight, believing that they

cannot win the political right to help in

making a better world unless they use the

lowest weapon which has been employed

by men. History shows tliat the fruits

of a successful revolution are easily lost

because when people who have long been

without rights take them by storm they

are seldom able to keep them, much less

use them wisely. Unless the social re-

construction brought about by woman
suffrage Is based on a higher morality

than man 1ms shown in the past, it will be

like a wall of loose bricks without cement

to hold them together. But there are

many present-day women who have
fought for their sexual rights with the

same burning enthusiasm for self-sacrifice

but with wholly clean weupons. They
ought to atone in the eye of men for their

sister’s Jesuit morality.

For more than a hundred years women
even under stigma of being unwomanly
have worked hard to change social con-

ditions. They have worked in the care

of the sick and prisoners, in combating
alcoholism and prostitution, in improving

labor conditions, housing ami sanitation,

for the protection of motherhood and child-

hood, for education and healthy recrea-

tion; they have cared for the poor and the

aged, they are a power for peace. This
work proves that they have a right to

citizenship which is not founded on theory

alone. It has developed their sense of

social responsibility and through them
that of men, who have never cared so

much for these things us women. It is

partly through women’s participation in

such affairs that we have the awakening
of the social conscience, which has been

greater in the last century than before in a
thousand years. This social motherliness

has added beauty to women's struggle for

liberty. As they have become eager to

follow the commands of Christian love

into society they have freed themselves

from the authority of the ecclesiastical

church; and women’s nativecommon sense

has prevented them from carrying their

love for humanity to such an extreme
that it is incompatible with real life, as

did Tolstoi. They have demonstrated

that sympathy, love and pity become,

when used, not only a matter of con-

science but a source of happiness. But
even these women have had their lumds

lied in many ways. If ever

a right has been demanded
for unselfish reasons, it is a

woman’s right to suffrage and
a married woman’s right to

herself and her property.

Although women have ex-

tended their motherliness

over a wider range, it does

not follow that in the home
itself their responsibility has

Iwcn sufficient. Although
women have for a long time

shown a great and joyful

capacity for work in the field

of domestic manufacture

und ul though they have
gradually improved the arts

of cooking, dressing and
other household craft, it is

still true that all the most
ingenious devices for the

household have been in-

vented by men and that the

average level of woman's
skill in her age-old occupa-

tion has been low. Even
today the majority of house-

wives are still bunglers. The
same thing is true in educa-

tion; not only are there very

few women of genius in the

educational field, but most
women teachers have not the

slightest inkling of the mean-
ing of true education.
Though it is perfectly true

that many men do not do
their very best in their own
work, there is a great differ-

ence between the business

pride which men and women
show. One reason is that a

man's work Is uppraised by
customers and employers while woman's
work is uncontrolled and irresponsible,

only depending upon one man’s comfort

or discontent. Also women are without

money, and without money it is hard to be

inventive. But the most important rea-

son is that woman's natural conservatism

has found the old customs good enough

and hits felt satisfied to follow the advice

of mother ami grandmother.

rpIIE results of woman's lack of experi-

* ence in handling money are every-

where noticeable. Women do not know
how to spend money, how to discriminate

between essentials and non-essentials,

between permanent and temporary needs,

when to save and when to spend. Women
still sin in these matters through thought-

lessness, ignorance and laziness. The
physical and spiritual well • being of

those nearest to them is the most im-

portant point at which they can hive their
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neighbor. And these faults ore no more
numerous among the poor than among
those who have plenty of money to pro-

vide for the health and comfort of the

family. When women Ix-gaii to enter the

field of paid labor they carried these faults

with therm. Women used to hard manual
labor soon learned to do satisfactory work,

because they had to. but women of the

upper classes, widows and daughters of

men who had died or lost their money
and were thus forced to earn their living,

were not prepared to do so. When they

had to get work their first thought

was “how easy is it,” not “what can I

do best,” and when they did work they

expected the same privileges as the home
worker. Lack of promptness, undue
time taken out for rest, waste and unre-

liability were their faults. Especially

was it hard for them to get rid of the idea

that paid work could be car-

ried on with the same care-

lessness as home work. But

as necessity has forced more
women into the economic
field they have In-gun to lose

these bad habits and. with

professional training, their

laborefficiency has increased.

Some wives and daughters

from the well-to-do classes

who know nothing of the

hard conditions of life be-

cause a man has always pro-

tected them, who have never

learned the value of money,
which only earning it can

teach, ami who have never

had any money except gifts,

have learned in an amazingly

short time to work well.

There was a time when
women used to conceal their

thirst for knowledge or work
ami for their own money,
because such desires were

thought unwomanly. Woman
learned instinctively to hide

all that she thought might
detract from her in men's

eyes, even her best qualities,

if she imagined they might
incur man’s ridicule or dis-

pleasure. But economic
necessity has in one genera-

tion developed enterprise,

courage and self-competence

as well as ability. Women no

longer say. “I want to do
such and such a thing, but I

cannot." They more and
more say what was once so

unwomanly. “What I want

to do I can do.” One would

think that women would naturally co-

operate, yet they have failed to do this

voluntarily, only by experience have they

learned that it is wise to work together for

the improvement of domestic as well as

social work. And they have found that

forethought, thrift, managiug ability und
the sense of beauty which has come down
to them from their grandmothers unite

very well with methodicalness, promptness
ami discipline learned in theoutside world.

And these women have also retained their

devotion and self-sacrifice as one can best

see in those who support their families

outside the home with as much tenderness

as they used to work for them within

its four walls.

'TMIERE is another duty which women
* have to learn, whether working

in public or in private life—it is the art

of living. They must learn not to over-

work to the point of nervousness which

breaks down self-control, not to throw'

themselves into social activities until the

home life suffers, not to allow wrangling,

nagging and fault-finding to mar the

family happiness, not to try to force their

point of view when no important value is

to be gained, not to miss the sense of pro-

portion between labor and rest. The
art of life is sadly undeveloped in modern
women as in modern men. Women must
stand by the good old phrase. "Charity
begins at home." One immoral conse-

quence of the patriarchal family ideal is

that family ties have l>eeu considered un-

breakable and therefore have needed no

care. Even people who would not fall

short of the duty of loving their neigh-

bors are frequently not lovable ut home.

Unless women will take as much care

to develop the delicate virtues and joys of

family life as they do to grow the flowers

in their gardens, they cannot expect

children or servants to feel happy in the

homes they have made. Home life must
not only be righteous, it must Ik- beautiful.

The breaking up of the patriarchal family

customs has added levity to the feeling

which many of us have for home ties.

No doubt new ideals will gradually

crystallize out of this formlessness, but

so fur self-denial und self-control, which
often helped to make family life beauti-

ful in the past, are sadly lacking now.

Everywhere one hears pleading for a

renaissance of the home.
A more deeply felt |M-rsonal responsi-

bility for the great private decisions of

life and a more uniform social morality

common to all classes, ages and sexes

in public life is what women should try

to reach. If they really want to save

home and society as they sometimes say

they do. they must guard what is best in

the old conditions as well as develop

what is good in the new. Women must
consider it a moral duty to combat l>oth

in themselves and in others not only the

temptation to shirk work but to bustle

in work. And they must look upon as

sins any habits which disturb the normal

healthy pro|M>rtions in life. They must
cooperate to satisfy with the least waste

all the needs of daily living, and not

least of these the need of rest and of joy.

The women who stand highest have al-

ready learned this truth, but for most
women their duty in this respect is con-

fused by the Christian doctrine of self-

sacrifice on the one hand and the zeal for

social work on the other.

OUBLIC life is a powerful stimulant.
* more powerful than the home.
Ambition is a passion which drives women
as well as men to great work and small

deeds. Women used to be

competitors in the race for

men; they are now competi-

tors for social tasks and
distinctions. Among the

younger women personal

morality has not developed

as fast us the social con-

science. The older genera-

tion still looks upon it

as a duty to overcome
temptation, anger and
vengeance, arrogance und
vanity, temper and self-

deception. The younger gen-

eration sees this duty in

knowledge, work and social

activity, haring little time
for daily self-examination in

the small things that lead

toward character. Sweden's
great saint, Birgitta. used to

take a bitter herb in her

inouth to punish herself every

lime she was angry. Women
of today do not have time to

so much as bite their tongues

on such occasions. Very few

people today, either men or

women, have time for the

personal culture which
makes the soul more serene

and tolerant, gentle and wise,

through freedom from ex-

ternals. And yet there is

nothing we need more toduy

in this strenuous age than

moral culture. Our lack of

self-control is given a medi-

cal. not a moral, name and
is called nervousness or hys-

teria und given sanitarium

treatment, but that is not

the only thing needed to re-

store the balance of an age suffering from

mental St. Vitus's dance. The successes of

Christian Science und similar movements
depend on their teaching of the

- duty of

careful self-examination und self-control.

We must learn an art of living by which

the soul can grow in strength and truth,

in tolerance and warmth, in height and

depth; and women should be the first to

learn. And we must consider tills culture

of these resources of our souls a moral

duty, and. in order to do it. we must have

mental insight, determination, peace and

time. Ask un active club woman if she has

drawn deeply once a year from some well

of wisdom in her library, or if Sunday is a

day of rest to body and soul, or if once

a week she draws the inspiration from

nature or music that conies from an inner

repose which allows the impressions to

flood into the soul. If women’s new s4H-ial

morality is to lift us another step out of

our misery, toward greater spiritual
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wealth, their own souls must reach heights

not yet dreamed of by most of our excel-

lent women today.

OUT the greatest danger to feminism

and to humanity is that so many of the

best women do not realize tliat the duty of

motherhood is the most valuable to the

nation, the race, and humanity, and that

it is all important to reach again on a
higher plane the union of self-assertion

and self-sacrifice which only motherhood
can bring. The present conflicts are

sharp between the rights of the individual

and the rights of society, between wom-
an's demauds for her own life and the de-

mands made upon her by the family.

The easiest stage of woman's fight for

freedom, the struggle for rights, is passed.

That whieh follows is the struggle for

production, for the simultaneous creation

of men and works, two creative impulses,

neither of which can be wholly satisfied

together, nor entirely segregated into

different periods of a woman’s life.

Many women have become morally vacil-

lating because of this dilemma and some
have tried to get out of it by treating

love and motherhood as incidentals.

But if the race is to rise, women must re-

member to take love and parental duty
as the most important thing in life and
men must learn uf them to take it less as

an episode. Nothing will more certainly

destroy everything in the way of munly
sex morality which past ages have built

up than that women themselves shall

take motherhood lightly.

Only by improving the quality of the

human race by a more and more careful,

enlightened and loving parenthood shall

we gain a more beautiful future. All that

women promise themselves ami hu-

manity of a new order of life in whieh
purity and responsibility shall mark the

relationship of the sexes, and love and
justice the life of the people, will not

become facts, even though all the women
in the world were enfranchised, if the

majority of men and women stand on a

low plane physically, morally and intel-

lectually, because they have not been well

born. Only improved social conditions

can eliminate want and crime. All we
dream of for the futuremay yet be realizes),

and realized through the women, if the

mothers of the next thousand years will

consider it their highest happiness to

promote through their children the evolu-

tion of the race toward a higher humanity.

Motherhood, wlxicli is the fountain head
of unselfish ethics and which is woman's
special field of action, must become her

highest responsibility in thinking, feeling

and acting. This is meant not only in a
direct sense. When women in youth and
early middle age have fulfilled their

highest moral duty, to bear and rear the

new race, and when in this work they
have used ull the culture which their

new freedom has given them, then the

time for spiritual motherhood arrives

and occupies their later years. In the

words of Frederick Van Erdcn, “In the

age when woman, according to the old

custom, was worn out and done with, she

may now possess a new and great mission

to increase the common fund of human
knowledge by contributing her own
stored treasures of intuitive wisdom.”

It is woman's wisdom which the ancients

worshiped. It Is this wisdom which must
be again respected and followed, in order

that humanity may rise to the moral

and spiritual height to which it has al-

ready risen materially, intellectually and
scientifically. Men have gathered to-

gether the materials for building a more
beautiful and moral world. It can only lie

built by men and women working together.

Next week will begin a aeries by Mary A net in on the various phases of the marriage problem. Mrs. Austin's knowledge of the sub-

tleties of women’s souls and her wisdom in dealing icilh these delicate questions is not surpassed in modern feminist literature.

Her present contribution to the discussion of love is a defence of monogamy, one of the most convincing ever published.

I
T has somewhere been said that an cle-

ment in the enjoyment of smoking is

the sense of continuous triumph over

slight nausea. Whether the statement Lie

true or false, it may. by suggestion, serve

as an informal and speedy introduction to

some comments on the product of up-to-

the-minute composers like Debussy and
Schonberg.

There is no doubt that the music of

these men Is, aesthetically speaking, nau-

seating to the average cultivated listener.

There is good reason to believe that it is

intensely enjoyable to a discriminating -

or undiseriminating—few. Let us meta-

phorically classify the auditors as non-

smokers and smokers, and hasten to get

nearer our subject.

Music did not begin to be a language

until it ticgan to blend dissonating voices.

We have had, up to 1000, six centuries of

music connected more or less with words,

followed by three centuries of music dis-

connected more or less from words. Such

is one kind of a summary of the develop-

ment of our music. But throughout both

periods dissonance has been a feature of

prime artistic importance. Of course,

then, the “average cultivated listener’s”

nausea is not caused by dissonance. He
is quite used to that.

TOURING the three-century period

Bach and his contemporaries made
harmony organic. That is, they recognized

certain associations of chords and keys as

desirable, and fixed in practice the prin-

ciples of such associations. But Richard

Wagner revised the world's notions on

that subject. What might be called the

systematicexpectancyof the classic period

was wholly annulled. Our listener, then,

does not object to music because it is

harmonically inorganic. He is quite used

to fnuneleasness.

Bach and Company also fixed the

scales and modes as we know them,

major and minor. Tonality (the quality

Slewed Music
By LEO RICH LEWIS

of being in a key) became cogently and
definitely a principle of music. Indeed,

scales became fewer, and keys more indi-

vidual. And when, al>out 1890, compos-

ers showed unmistakable tendencies to

blur scales and keys, serious trouble licgou

for the average cultivated listener.

Neither he nor any of his ancestors had
ever felt the pangs of chronic musical

astigmatism.

It would be possible, in perhaps two
hundred pages of text and musical exam-
ples, to show that Bach himself sug-

gested “impressionistic” effects, and that

all the great composers (including, by the

wav, Mozart, and perhaps excepting

Schubert) occasionally “reached for”

them. But we must, as we are dealing in

lines and not in pages, waive everything

except reference to the fact. Yet we
must not fail to observe that a liberal |R*r-

ecatagc of blur—or shall we call it tor-

sional strain?—of scales and keys is found

in Franck, d’Indy, and Richard Strauss,

not to mention Wagner. In Debussy ami
Schonberg, however, we discover a new
feature, the slew. Debussy has slewed

Melody and Schonberg has slewed Har-
mony. As Rhythm was already infin-

itely slewed, there was nothing left to l>e

done in that domain.

Debussy’s cult-fosterers talk of the

“whole-lone scale" whieh he uses. They
seein to be in error. At any rate, the

nauseating stylistic feature of Debussy’s

music is quite simple: he persistently

slews his melody by the employment of

perhaps twenty-five per eent of next-

tones. above or below the expected tone.

That is, about a quarter of the time, when
one might reasonably expect the tone G,

one hears G-sharp or G-flat. By un-

slcwing his melodics we get rather agrees

able and sometimes even significant

music, as might be expected from one

who has good things to his credit in

“regular” style.

SchUuberg’s slew is embodied in the

harmony: but it is also on the next-tone

principle, anti the percentage of presence

approaches UK). If the upper register is

in the key of G, the lower will be in the

key of G-sharp or G-flat. Just to clinch

the slew, as it were, a few miscellaneous

tones appear whieh “kill” both the keys

which are struggling to prevail. Apply
the unslewing process to Schbnberg, and
the resultant Is comparatively less inter-

esting than Debussy’s.

VfOW, bi-tonality or multi-tonality
x ’ may be destined to enter into the

music of the future; but one may safely

opine that these things must await clev-

erer—and, especially, more versatile

—

exponents than Debussy and Schonberg.

The raison d'etre of the procedure of these

composers is easily defined: like their

predecessors, little anti big, they are striv-

ing to produce something novel; a praise-

worthy and probably spontaneous effort.

We cannot at once know whether these

innovations will be durable—or endurable.

One may almost take for granted that

congenitally distorted creations will l>e

welcomed only in side-shows, where freak

meets freak. Of course, in all the arts,

the side-show has occasionally put the

regular show out of business. But, in

facing the future of music, we are still

comforted by the occasional appearance

of a fresh work which, by its thorough-

going modernity, its technical mastery,

its rich manifestations of melodic and
harmonic inventiveness, increases our

confidence that the evolution of music is

still independent of hectic and inept

experimentalion

.

And, by the way, a really valuable in-

novation always contains germs of devel-

opment and elaboration. Shall we dare to

attribute exceptional sagacity to the

commentator who remarked: “Ah, yes!

‘l’elleas et Melisande.’ Really, 1 am im-

mensely interested in—M. Debussy’s next

opera!”



“ None of us has ever asked Morris about it, and his grief has been as reticent as our own "

A Little Ghost in the Garden

I
DON'T know in what corner of the

garden his busy little life now takes

its everlasting rest. None of us

had the courage to stand by, that summer
morning, when Morris, our old negro man,

buried him. and we felt sympathetic for

Morris that the sad job should fall upon

him, for Morris loved him just us we did.

Perhups if we had loved him less, more
sentimentally than deeply, we should

have indulged in some sort of appropriate

ceremonial, and marked Ilia grave with

a little stone. But. as I have said, his

grave, like that of the great prophet, is

a secret to this day. None of us has ever

asked Morris about it, and his grief has

been as reticent as our own. I wondered

the other night, as I walked the garden

in a veiled moonlight, whether it was
near the lotus-banks he was lying—for

I remembered how he would stand there,

almost by the hour, watching the gold-

fish that we had engaged to protect us

against mosquitoes, moving mysteriously

under the shadows of the great flat

leaves. I n his short life he grew to under-

stand much of this strange world, but

he never got used to those goldfish;

and often I have seen him, after a long

wistful contemplation of them, turn away
with a sort of half-frightened puzzled

bark, as though to say that he gave it up.

Or. docs he lie, I wonder, somewhere
among the long grass of the salt-marsh

that borders our garden, and in perigee

tides widens out into a lake. There
indeed would be his appropriate country,

for there was the happy hunting ground
through which in life he was neVer tired of

roaming, in the inextinguishable hope
of mink, and with the occasional cer-

tainty of a water-rat.

20

By RICHARD LE GALLIENNE

Illustrated by Peter Newell

He had come to us almost as mysteri-

ously as he went away; a fox-terrier

puppy wandered out of the Infinite to the

neighbourhood of our ice-box, one Novem-
ber morning, - and now wandered back

again. Technically, he was just gradu-

ating out of puppyhood, though, like the

most charming human beings, he never

really grew up. and remained, in behav-

iour and imagination, a puppy to the end.

He was a dog of good breed, and good
manners, evidently with gentlemanly

antecedents canine and human. There
were those more learned in eanine aris-

tocracy than ourselves who said that his

large leaf-like, but very becoming, cars

meant a bar sinister somewhere in his pedi-

gree, but to our eves those only made him
better-looking; and. for the rest of him. he
was race—race nervous, sensitive, refined,

and courageous—from the point of his all-

searching nose to the end of his stub of

a tail, which the conventional docking had
seemed but to make the more expressive.

We had already one dog in the family

when he arrived, and two Maltese cats.

With the cats he was never able to make
friends, in spite of persistent well-in-

tentioned efforts. It was evident to us

that his advances were all made in the

spirit of play, and from a desire of com-
radeship. the two crowning needs of his

blithe sociable spirit. But the cats re-

ceived them in an attitude of invincible

distrust, of which his poor nose fre-

quently bore the sorry signature. Yet
they had become friendly enough with

the other dog, an elderly setter, by uamc
Teddy, whose calm, lordly, slow-moving

ways were due to a combination of nat-

ural dignity, vast experience of life, and
some rheumatism. As Teddy would sit

philosophising by the hearth of an even-

ing, immovable and plunged in memo-
ries, yet alert on the instant to a foot-

fall a quarter of a mile away, they would
rub their sinuous smoke-grey bodies to and
and fro beneath his jaws, just as though
he were a piece of furniture; and he

would take os little notice of them os

though he were the leg of the piano;

though sometimes he would wag his tail

gently to and fro, or rap
t
it softly on the

floor, as though appreciating the delicate

attention.

Teddy’s reception of the newcomer
we had at first some alight misgiving,

for, amiable as we have just seen him with

his Maltese companions, and indeed as he
is generally by nature, his is the amiabil-

ity that comes of conscious power, and
is his, so to say, by right of conquest;

for of all neighbouring dogs he is the

acknowledged King. The reverse of

quarrelsome, the peace of his declining

years has been won by much historical

fighting, and his reputation among the

dogs of his acquaintance is such that it is

seldom necessary for him to assert his

position. It is only some hapless stranger

ignorant of his standing that will occa-

sionally provoke him to a display of those

fighting qualities he grows more and more
reluctant to employ. Even with such he

is comparatively merciful, stem, but never

brutal. Usually all that is necessary is

for him to look at them steadfastly for a
few moments in a peculiar way. This

seems to convince them that, after all,

discretion is the better part, and slowly

and sadly they turn around in a curious

cowed way, and walk off, apparently too

seared to run, with Teddy, like Fate,
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grimly at their heels, steadily “ pointing"
them off the premises. We were a little

anxious, therefore, as to how Teddy would

take our little terrier, with his fussy,

youthful self-importance, and eternal

restless poking into other folks’ affairs.

But Teddy, as we might have told our-

selves, had had a long and varied ex-

perience of terriers, ami had nothing to

learn from us. Yet I have no doubt that,

with his instinctive courtesy, he divined

the wishes of the family in regard to the

newcomer, and was, therefore, predis-

posed in his favour. This, however, did

not save the evidently much overawed

youngster from a stem and searching

examination, the most trying part of

which seemed to be that long, silent,

hypnotising contemplation of him, which

is Teddy’s way of asserting his dignity.

The little dog visibly trembled beneath

the great one’s gaze, his tongue hang-

ing out of his mouth, and his eyes

wandering helplessly from side to side;

and he seemed to l>e saying, in his

dog way: “0 yes! I know you are a
very great and important personage

—

and I am only a poor little puppy of no
importance. Only please let me go on

living—and you will see how well I will

behave.** Teddy seemed to be satisfied

that some such recognition and submis-

sion had Iwcn tendered him; so presently

he wagged his tail, that had up till then

been rigid as a ramrod, and not only the

little terrier, but all of us, breathed again.

Yet it was some time Iwfore Teddy would

admit him into anythiug like what one
might call intimacy, and premature at-

tempts at gamesome familiarity were

checked by the gathering thunder of a

lazy growl that unmistakably bade the

youngster keep his place. But real

friendship eventually grew l»etween them,

on Teddy's side a sort of big-brother

affectionate tutelage and guardianship,

and on Puppy’s—for, though we tried

many, wc never found any other satis-

factory name for him but “Puppy”—

a

reverent admiration and watchful wor-

shipping imitation. No great man was

ever more anxiously copied by some
slavish flatterer than that old sleepy

carclesslv-great setter by tliat eager,

ambitious little terrier. The occasions

when to bark and when not to bark, for

example. One could actually see Puppy
studying the old dog's face on doubtful

occasions of the kind. Boiling over, as

he visibly was, with the desire to bark

his soul out, yet he could be seen unmis-

takably restraining himself, till Teddy,
after some preliminary soliloquising in

deep undertones, had made up his mind
that the suspicious shuffliqg-by of proba-

bly some inoffensive Italian workman dc-

" They stood in a circle around Puppy. for all the trorld as if they were holding

a court-martial or a hazing-party ”

mandrel investigation, and lumbcringly

risen to his feet and made for the door.

Then, like a bunch of firecrackers. Puppy
was at the heels, all officious assistance,

and the two would disap]>car like an old

and a young thunderbolt into the resound-

ing distance.

rpEDI)Y's friendship had seemed to be
* definitely won on an occasion which

brought home to one the quaint resem-

blance between the codes and ways of clogs

and those of schoolboys. When the win-

ter came on, a rather severe one, it soou

l>ecame evident that the little short-

haired fellow suffered considerably from

the cold. Out on walks, he was visibly

shivering, though he made no fuss about

it. So one of the angels in the house

knitted for him a sort of woollen sweater

buttoned down his neck and under his

bdly, and trimmed it with some white fur

that gave it an exceedingly smart ap-

pcarancc. Teddy did not happen to be

there when it was first tried on, and, for

the moment. Puppy had to be content

with our admiration, and his owm vast

sense of importance. Certainly, a more
self-satisfied terrier never was than he

who presently aped out to air his new
finery before an astonished neighbour-

hood. But alas! you should have seen

him a few minutes afterwards. We had
had the curiosity to stroll out to see how
he had got on, and presently, in a bit of

rocky woodland near by, we came upon
a curious scene. In the midst of a
clump of rod cedars, three great dogs, our

Teddy, a wicked old black retriever, and
a bustling be-wigged and be-furred collie,

stood in a circle round Puppy, seated on
his haunches, trembling with fear, tongue
lolling and eyes wandering, for all the

world as though they were holding a

court-martial, or, at all

events, a hazing-party. The
offence evidently lay with

that dandified new sweater.

One and another of the dogs

smelt at it. then tugged at

it in evident disgust; and, as

each time. Puppy made u

move to get away, all

girt him round with

guttural thunder of

disapproval, us

much as to say: “I)o you call that a

thing for a manly dog to go around in?

You ought to be ashamed of yourself,

you miserable dandy."
We couldn’t help reflecting that it

was all very well for those great com-
fortable long-haired dogs to talk, natur-

ally protected as they were from the cold.

Yet that evidently cut no figure with

them, and they went on sniffing and
tugging and growling, till we thought
our poor Puppy’s eyes and tongue would
drop out with fear. Yet, all the time,

they seemed to be enjoying his plight,

seemed to be smiling grimly together,

wicked old experienced brutes os they

were.

Presently the idea of the thing seemed
to occur to Puppy, or out of his ex-

tremity a new’ soul was born within

him; for suddenly an infinite disgust of

his new foppery seemed to take possession

of him too, and, regaining his courage, he
turned savagely upon it. ripping it this

way and that, and struggling with might

and main to rid himself of the accursed

thing. Presently he stood free, and barks

of approval at once went up from his

judges. He had come through his ordeal,

and was once more a dog among dogs.

Great was the rejoicing among his friends,

and the occasion having been duly cele-

brated by joint destruction and contumely
of the offending garment. Teddy and he

returned home, friends for life.

IT is to be feared that that friendship,

^ deep and tender as it grew to be on both

sides, perhaps particularly on Teddy’s,
was the indirect cause of Puppy's death.

I have referred to Teddy’s bark, and
how he is not wont to waste it on trivial

occasions, or without due thought. On
the other hand, he is proud of it, and
loves to practice it—just for its own sake,

particularly on early mornings, when,
however fine a bark it is. most of our

neighbours would rather continue sleeping

than wake up to listen to it. There is

no doubt at all. for those who understand

him. that it is a purely artistic bark.

He means no harm to anyone by it.

When the milkman, his private enemy,

comes at seven, the bark is quite different.

This barking of Teddy’s seems to be

literally ut nothing. Around five o’clock

"After a long, wistful contemplation of them, he would turn away with a sort of half-frightened, puzzled bark
„ by GOOJ
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on summer mornings, he plants himself

on a knob of rock overlooking the salt

marsh and harks, possibly in honour of

the rising sun. but with no other per*

ceptible purpose. So have I heard men
rise in the dawn to practice the comet

—

but they were men, so they ran no risk of

their lives. Teddy’s practicing, however,

has now been carried on for several years

in the teeth of no little peril; and, had it

not been for much human influence em-
ployed on his behalf, he would long since

have antedated his little friend in I'ara-

dise. When that little friend, however,

came to assist and emulate him in those

morning recitals, adding to his bark an
occasional,—1 am convinced purely play-

ful—bite. I am inclined to think that a
sentiment grew in the neighbourhood

that one dog at a time was enough. At
all events, Teddy still barks at dawn as

of old. but our little Puppy barks no more.

Before the final quietus came to

him. there were several occasions on
which the Black dog. called Death, haul

almost caught him in his jaws. One
there was in especial. He had. 1 believe,

no hatred for any living thing save Italian

workmen and automobiles. I have seen

an Italian workman throw his pick-axe

at him and then take to his heels in

grotesque flight. But the pick-axe missed

him, as did many another clumsily hurled

missile.

AN automobile, however, on one
1 * occasion, came nearer its mark.

Like every other dog lliat ever barked,

particularly terriers. Puppy delighted to

harass the feet of fast trotting horses,

mockingly running ahead of them, bark-

ing with affected savagery, and by a

miracle evading their on-coming hoofs

—

which, to him, tiny thing as he was,

must have seemed like trip-hammers

pounding down from the sky. But
horses understand such gaiety in terriers.

They understand that it is only their

foolish fun. Automobiles are different.

They have no souls. They see nothing

engaging in having their tires .snapped at

as they whirl swiftly by; and. one day.

after Puppy had flung himself in a fine

fury at the tires of one of these soulless

things, he gave a sharp yelp
—
"not

cowardly!”—and lay a moment on the

roadside. But, only a moment; then he

went limping off on his three sound
legs, and hid himself away from all

sympathy, in some unknown spot. It

was in vain we called and sought him;

and only after two days was he discovered,

in the remotest corner of a great rocky

cellar, determined apparently to die

alone in an almost inaccessible privacy

of wood and coal. Yet, when at last we
persuaded him that life was still sweet and
carried him upstairs into the great living-

room. ami the beautiful grandmother
who knows the sorrows of animals almost

as the old Roman seer knew the lan-

guages of beasts and birds, had taken

him in charge and made a cosy nest of

comforters for him by the fire, and
tempted his languid appetite—to which

the very thought of liones was. of course,

an offense—with warm, savory-smelling

soup; then, he who had certainly been

no coward—for his thigh was u cruel

lump of pain which no human Iteing

would have kept so patiently to himself

—

became suddenly, like many human in-

valids, a perfect glutton of self-pity;

and when we smoothed and patted him
and told him how'sorrv we were, it was
laughable, and almost uncanny, how he

suddenly set up a sort of lmxuuing talk to

us. as much as to say that he certainly

had hud u pretty had time, was really

something of a hero, and deserved all

the sympathy we would give him. So
far as one can be sure about anything so

mysterious as animals. I am sure that

from then on he luxuriated in his little

hospital by the fireside, and played ujK>n

the feelings of his beautiful nurse, and
of his various solicitous visitors, with all

the histrionic skill of the spoiled and
pelted convalescent. Suddenly, how-
ever. one day. he forgot his part. He
heard some inspiring barking going on
nearby—and. in a flash, his comforters

were thnist aside, and he was off

and away to join the fun. Then, of

course, we knew that he was well again;

though he still went briskly about his

various business on three legs for several

days.

His manner was quite different,

however, the afternoon he had so evi-

dently come home to die. There was
no pose about the little forlorn figure,

which, after a mysterious absence of two
days, suddenly ap|>eared. as we were
taking tea on the veranda, already the

very ghost of himself. Wearily he sought
the cave of the beautiful grandmother's

skirts, when*, whenever he had had a
scolding, he was wont always to take

refuge harking. fiercely, as from an in-

accessible fortress, at his enemies.

T) IT. this afternoon, there was evidently

no bark in him, poor little fellow;

everything ubout him said that he had just

managed to crawl home to die. His

brisk white coat seemed dank with cold

dews, and there was something shadowy
alxtut him and strangely quiet. His

eyes, always so alert, were strangely

heavy and indifferent, yet questioning

and somehow accusing. He seemed to

In- asking us why a little dog should suffer

so, und what was going to happen to him.

and what did it all mean. Alas! We
could nut tell him; and none of us dare

say to each other that our little comrade
in the mystery of life was going to die.

But a silence fell over us all. and the

beautiful grandmother took him into her

care, and so well did her great and wise

heart nurse him tltrough the night that

next morning it almost seemed as though
we had been wrong; for a flash of his

old spirit was in him again, and, though
his little legs shook under him. it was
plain that he wanted to try and be up
at Ills day's work on the veranda, warn-

ing off the passer-by, or in the garden

carrying on Ills eternal investigations, or

farther afield in the councils and expedi-

tions of his fellows. So we let him have
his way, and for awhile he seemed happier

and stronger for the sunshine, and the old

familiar scents and sounds. But the one

little tired husky bark he gave at his old

enemy, the Italian workman, passing by.

would have broken your heart; and the

effort he made with a bone, as he visited

the well-remembered neighbourhood of

the ice-box for the last time, was piteous

beyond telling. Those sharp, strong

teeth that once could bile and grind

through anything could do nothing with

it now. To lick it sadly with tired lips.
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in a sort of hopeless way, was all that was

left; and there was really a look in his

face as though he accepted this mortal

defeat, as he lay down, evidently ex-

hausted with his exertions, on a bank

nearby. But once more his spirit seemed
to revive, and he scrambled to his legs

again ami wearily crawled to the back of

the house where the beautiful grandmother
loves to sit and took over the glittering

salt-marsh in the summer afternoons.

OF course, he knew that she was there.

She had been his best friend in this

strange world. His last effort was nat-

urally to be near her ugain. Almost he

reached that kind cave of her skirts.

Only another yard or two and he had
been there. But. the energy that had

seemed irrepressible and everlasting had

come to its end, and the little body had

to give in at last, and lie down wearily

once more, with no life left but the love

in its fading eyes.

There are some, I suppose, who may
wonder how one can write about the

death of a mere dog like this; and cannot

understand how the death of a little ter-

rier can make the world seem a lonelier

place. But there are others, I know, who
will scarce need telling, men and women
with little ghosts of their owu haunting

their moonlit gardens; strange, appeal-

ing. faithful companions, kind little

friendly beings that journeyed with them
awhile the pilgrimage of the soul.

I often wonder if Teddy misses his little

busy playfellow and disciple as we do;

if, perhaps, as he barks over the marsh
of a morning, he is sending him a message.

He goes about the place with nonchalant

greatness as of old, and the Maltese cats

still rub their sinuous smoke-grey bodies

to and fro beneath his jaws at evening.

There is no sign of sorrow upon him.

But he is old and very wise, and keeps

strange knowledge to himself. So, who
can say?

Gleams
By EDWIN BJORKMAN

POETRY is for all. but all have not

a place in poetry.

We have at last learned to realize

that what makes a character worthy of

poetical treatment is neither birth nor

position, but certain inner discrepancies

and struggles that may occur in any
human l>eing. however lowly his station.

The main product of culture is mod-
esty based on a recognition of ignorance.

Do what you must, but do it decently

and without getting drunk on the virtue

of submitting to the inevitable.

Obviousness and obscurity are the

Scylla uud Charyhdis not only of art but

of all human expression.

Nothing is really worth while but the

unattainable.

When a man despises reason, it is not
likely that he has much of it.

So far man has tries! to interpret life in

the light of his own desires. As he grows
wiser, he may try to interpret his desires

in the light of life—ami perhaps disap-

pointment may then prove a less frequent

visitor.

PRIMITIVE man cannot strive for a
* distant result unless he can give his

effort the form of play. Civilized man has
progressed from this point chiefly by
means of his cleverness in inventing new
games.

The Story of the

Kodak Album
The friendships of school days,

the very atmosphere of the home,

every phase of life that makes for

companionship—in all of these is an

intimate picture story—a story that

glows with human interest, grows in

value with every passing year.

Let Kodak keep the story for you.

Ask your dealer, or write us, for “At Home with

the Kodak,’’ a delightfully illustrated little book that

tells about home pictures—flashlights, groups, home
portraits and the like—and how to make them. It’s

mailed without charge.

EASTMAN KODAK COMPANY,
ROCHESTER, N. Y., The Kodak City.



Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

, Protecting the Stockholder. Part I. Arousing Him

This is the first of a series of articles

on the protection of investors.

In the title mention is made of

the stockholder and not the bondholder

because if the former is safeguarded, the

latter, in his more secure j>osition, is

certain to be. The article next week
will discuss the rights and duties of stock-

holders, and follow up the somewhat
general nature of this one with specific

and practical suggestions; in other words,

it will tell what the individual owner of

securities needs to know to protect his

position. I.*ter articles will deal with

protection from the outside instead of

the inside, as it were, and show what
governmental and other agencies can

accomplish.

This department lias only one purpose,

to be of practical help to the investor. It

does not concern itself with policies or

theories, except os they directly affect

the owner of securities, and it is the writ-

er's belief that the less he takes sides,

the more helpful will his articles prove.

IN view of this determination I will

* not undertake to decide for which of

two possible reasons the investor stands

in most need of protection. On the one
hand, it is contended that business in-

terests are being unjustly attacked by
politicians, agitators and light-brained

reformers. On the other hand, it is

certain that large and small corporations

alike have developed no little rottenness,

and the investor needs protection from

the officers and directors presumably
chosen to represent him. Whether the

attacks upon business of unprincipled

and reckless demagogues or the unethical

practices of corporation officers and
directors are the worse I do not know.

The average investor is in need of being

shielded from both.

What Is at Stake?

PROFESSOR JOHN R. COMMONS
*

in a recent book urges the abolition

of the geographically representative form
of government, and the adoption of a
frankly admitted class system. In Den-
mark, Belgium and England the same
reform is being urged, only there the

proposal u spoken of as a "vocational"

system. Professor Commons points out

that the average legislator represents no
class in the community well, being a

compromise person who has offended no
class seriously atid is acceptable to the

local political boss. Why, he asks, should

not our legislatures be composed of men
who really represent large or important

bodies of citizens, such men as Morgan,
Rockefeller and Carnegie on the one
hand, and Mitchell, Gompcrs ami pos-

sibly Heywood on the other.

Perhaps the many recent proposals to

organize and unionize investors lias un-

consciously sprung from a similar ten-

dency of thought. It may lie objected

that business interests have far too fully

participated in government already, and
that the late Republican overthrow re-

flected an awakened realization of that

fact. But the trouble is that in too

many instances the power of capital and
corporations in public affairs has failed
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to fairly represent the many small owners
of stocks and bonds or even lias actually

betrayed them.

A RECENT compilation showed that

365 large corporations have 1,035,376

stockholders. There are about 300,000

corporations in the country. Then, too,

there are 85,000,000 owners of policies

in legal reserve insurance companies and
10,000,000 in assessment companies and
other orders. Insurance companies in-

vest a large purt of their resources in

stocks and bonds. The same is true of

the savings banks, which have eleven

million depositors, and much the same is

true of educational and charitable insti-

tutions and friendly and fraternal socie-

ties and fire insurance companies. Sum-
marized it may be said that conditions

affecting securities cut into the very bot-

tom of society. Our present social sys-

tem would fall apart if investment se-

curities became worthless. Allowing for

duplications there are probably as many
investors, direct and indirect, as there

are laboring men and women. An in-

vestors’ union would represent as large

an element as all the labor unions com-
bined, although a large proportion of the

members of one group would of necessity

be members of the other.

Where the Investor Is to Blame

A/fOST investors, even those who di-
^ * reetly own securities, arc careless,

indifferent, apathetic, indolent. To their

supineness many of the evils of corporate

mismanagement and unjust political

attack arc due. In the year 1911 only

41 policyholders out of a total of one mil-

lion in the New York Life Insurance

Company took the trouble to cast a vote

at the annual meeting, although the

policyholders in theory own the company.
The writer admits to having been one of

the careless million.

VfOW it is obviously impossible for more
* * than a minute fraction of a million

policyholders or one hundred thousand

stockholders, as in the case of the United
States Steel Corporation, to attend an

annual meeting. Moreover, to quote from

Mr. Fairfax Harrison, the new president

of the Southern Railway, the stockholder

does not feel that the game is worth the

candle, for he knows or believes there is a
compact group of men who name the

management and its policies.

Annual meetings have long been a

farce. In 1911 and 1913 not a single

shareholder except officers and directors

attended the annual shareholders’ meet-

ing of the Rock Island Company ulthough

that company has $140,000,000 of stock.

Usually only four or five go to the annual

New York Central meeting. The annual

meeting of the Southern Pacific Company,
a monster being that dominates sovereign

states and has 33,000 owners, takes place

at the hamlet of Beechmont, Kentucky,

and is attended by one assistant secretary

with a dress suit case full of prearranged

votes. Of course there is a majority of

stock represented at all these meetings,

but only by proxy, that is, by delegated,

substituted authority.

The Awakening

OUT stockholders are waking up. At
this year’s annual meeting of the

New Haven Railroad one hundred per-

sons tried to crowd into a room designed

for seventy-five, and a score more stood

in the corridors. President Elliott prom-
ised that next year a larger room would be
provided. Protesting stockholders were
voted down os usual by the proxies of

the management, but the protests had
a powerful subsequent moral and legal

influence upon the directors. The man-
agement of the American Locomotive
Company voted down protests at a recent
meeting of stockholders, but subse-

quently acted favorably upon them. It

is amazing how much respect the manage-
ment will have for a man with only five

shares but who has the courage to speak
out. The five sliare man who makes his

"kick" and is then voted down by
1,387,563 shares of proxy stock to his five

shares may feel humbler! and cheap, but
in these days of uneasy beds for directors

his protests are usually effective.

IN England and Canada shareholders’
1 meetings are almost social functions.

In l,ondon there is a room with a 1500
seating capacity used for this purpose.

The noble chairman reads on elaborate

report, many questions are asked and
politely answered, and the mendings al-

most always end with a better under-

standing all around. Distances are not
as great in England, but geography is not

the only reason for the Britisher's more
active interest in his company. He has
the feeling that he is a part of it, a sensa-

tion undeveloped here. Of late, American
shareholders have taken an increased

interest. Not only at the New Haven
and American Locomotive meetings but
at recent gatherings of such companies
as the International Steam Pump, Inter-

national Motors, Federal Mining & Smelt-

ing, American Cotton Oil and Brooklyn
Union Gas, minority owners have made
vigorous and effective demands.

nPHE feasible, constructive and desir-
1 able step for the small, individual

stockholder to take is to combine with

like |K*rsons in his own town or locality,

and appoint a delegate to attend annual
and special meetings. A committee of

a dozen or score of shareholders, even
when the total amount of stock repre-

sented is small, is pretty certain to have
more effect upon the management than
will any one stockholder. Managements
somehow are always afraid of committees
of shareholders. There is something

threateningly suggestive of remedy at

law al>out a committee, no matter how
small its units or aggregate.

Mr. Herbert A. Scheftel, a New York
broker, recently asked the Chamber of

Commerce to appoint a committee of five

to “consider the advisability of sending

a letter to every corporation in the coun-

try in order to get an expression of opinion

as to the feasibility of forming on organi-

zation of stockholders for the protection

of the business interests of the country.”

Mr. Scheftel has been deluged with let-

ters, both from individuals and companies
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commending bis plan. But while the

times arc* ri|»c for some such action. I do
not believe this is the way to go about

it. If the corporations are the ones to

be consulted, the investor will be little

better off than before. No one should

understand this more fully than Mr.
Scheftcl. because it was due to the admir-

able energy of his firm that a great in-

dustrial combination, whuse directors had
long taken an old-fashioned, arbitrary

stand toward minority, or “outside."

stockholders, as well as an absurdly

generous view of their own abilities as

expressed in the sularies they paid them-
selves, were at last compelled to treut

the common stockholders with a little of

this same generosity.

The Magic Flight of Thought

IF a stockholders’ union is formed and
4 dominated by llie great inside corpo-

rate, “Money Trust” interests, it might
us well be left unformed. Probably such

a body would be so unwieldy that a few

Wall Street bankers would control it.

and the small stockholder remain as sub-

missive as ever. That the interest of the

small stockholder and the great banker

and corporate manager lie in the same di-

rection is squarely challenged by many
facts. Flooding Congressmen with tele-

grams from bank depositors and com-
plaisant stockholders is not an unheard
of device, or one unfamiliar to the

j

Machiavellis of “ High Finance." History !

may commend the work of Mark Hanna
in organizing stockholders in the cam-
paign of 1896, but the great financial

leaders are not always to be trusted.

rPHE sensible way to get at the evils
1

for which remedy is sought is for

local bodies of shareholders toget together.

A nation wide union is perhaps pleasant

to contemplate, but is too big and vague
for the individual to take much part in,

and is obviously open to abuse. What
rights and duties appertain to even the
small stockholder, and how he can by
easy, local affiliation bring real influence

to bear, will be the subject of the next

article.

AGES ago, Thor, the cham-

I

pion of the Scandinavian

gods, invaded Jotunheim, the

land of the giants, and was
challenged to feats of skill by
Loki, the king.

Thor matched Thialfi, the

swiftest of mortals, against Hugi
in a footrace. Thrice they swept
over the course, but each time

Thialfi was hopelesslv defeated

by Loki's runner.

Loki confessed to Thor
afterwards that he had de-

ceived the god by enchant-

ments, saying, “Hugi was my
thought, and what speed can
ever equal his?”

But the flight of thought is

no longer a magic power of

mythical beings, for the Bell

Telephone has made it a
common daily experience.

Over the telephone, the

spoken thought is transmitted

instandy, directly where we
send it, outdistancing every
other mean% for the carrying

of messages.

In the Bell System, the tele-

phone lines reach throughout
the country, and the thoughts of

the people are carried with
lightning speed in all directions,

one mile, a hundred, or two
thousand miles away.

And because the Bell System
so adequately serves the practi-

cal needs of the people, the

magic of thought’s swift flight

occurs 25,000,000 times every
twenty-four hours.

What They
Think of Us

American Telephone and Telegraph Company
And Associated Companies

One Policy One System Universal Service

From the Commoner, Lincoln (Neb.)

Have you seen the new Harper's
Weekly under Norman Hapgood’s man-

1

agement? You should read iL It is

an outspoken exponent of the people’s

side of public questions. The Commoner
welcomes it into the political arena. It

has a great field before it.

Detroit (Mich.) News
“The worst dream I ever had," styles

R. E. G., “was the other night. I

dreamed that Harper’s was a daily."

Edward K. Graham, Acting President, '

University of North Carolina, Chapel
Hill. (N. C.)

Harper's Weekly is the most stim-

ulating of the many publications that

come to my desk.

Schenectady (N. Y.) .Star

The Union-Star prints today on this

page an editorial from Harper’s Weekly
having to do with the looting of the

'

’Frisco railroad system ami bearing,

.

It is the aim of the publishers of Harper’s
Weekly to render its readers who are interested in

sound investments the greatest assistance possible.

Of necessity, in his editorial articles, Albert W. Atwood,
the Editor of the Financial Department, deals with the broad
principles that underlie legitimate investment, and with types
of securities rather than specific securities.

Mr. Atwood, however, will gladly answer, by correspondence,
any request for information regarding specific investment
securities. Authoritative and disinterested information regard-

ing the rating of securities, the history of investment issues,

the earnings of properties and the standing of financial institu-

tions and houses will be gladly furnished any reader of

Harper’s Weekly who requests it.

Mr. Atwood asks, however, that inquiries deal with matters
pertaining to investment rather than to speculation. The
Financial Department is edited for investors.

AU communications should be addressed to Albert IF. Atwood. Financial
Editor, Harper's Weekly, McClure Building, Mew York City.

Diail
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World Readers
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by direct influence, upon the condition

of affairs revealed to be existing in the

New Haven system, which on Wednesday
passed its quarterly dividend and kept

more than $3,500,000 from the owners of

!

the road’s stock. The Weekly’s edi-

torial also has a direct Iwnring upon the

news published yesterday to the effect

that President Wilson's program of

legislation to supplement existing anti-

I
trust laws will provide for the application

of the personal guilt principle to individual

men in the directorates and among the

officials of corporations, and will hear

upon interlocking directorates, voting

trusts, over-capitalization, etc.

Ryerson If. Jennings, Philadelphia

Better and better Harper’s Weekly
gets as it goes along in its new field of

work. It is a forty-year-old friend and
never more appreciated than at the

I present time.

Washington (D. C.) Post

Harper’s Weekly says vaudeville cir-

cuits have let up on the feminist move-
ment ; if Norm Hapgood will only do like-

wise, it’ll Ix-rome unanimous.

Montgomery (Ala.) Advertiser

Hahper's Weekly’s new style of art

Ims even seduced James Montgomery
Flagg.

Brooklyn (X. Y.) Eagle

I’nder George William Curtis, Ham-
per’s Weekly gained international fame
fighting for civil service reform. “No
inan and no paper who fears to lie in the

minority has the power to create a ma-
jority,” said Curtis. As Secretary of

I State under our first woman president,

Norman Hapgood may use these famous

words with great effect in his Chau-
tauqua lecture.

II*. D. Armstrong, Y. M. ('. Alton (III.)

The Harper’s Weekly is one of the

liest papers that is on our tables. Keep
up the good work. The article on “The
Christian Association” in the issue of the

15th is timely and in keeping with the

|

spirit of the movement.

J

A. IF. Cleerman. Cornell (Mich.)

You have made Harper's Weekly the

best ever published.

|

Ja*. II. Sqfford, Detroit (Mich.)

Have been a reader of the Weekly
for fifteen years. The first Hapgood
number almost took tny breath away;
it was as if some portly, highlycespectahle

dame had suddenly blossomed in straight

front, slit skirt, and all the trappings

of giddy youth. Dud and I In-Id quite a

serious session whether he’d keep on

taking, hut with each succeeding number
decided the old hadn’t a thing on the new.

All of which is doubtless of small im-

port to the Company.

! Albert II. Schener, President, The Sehener

I
Rolling Lift Bridge Co.. Chicago (HI.)

|

I have liccn very much interested,

1 and appreciated the new and vigorous life

exhibited by Harper's Weekly under

vour editorial management, and wish it

every success in its mission of enlighten-

ment as a “Journal of Civilization.”

St. Louis (Mo.) Globe-Democrat

Norman Hapgood. that zealous advo-

cate of the new freedom, morally speak-

ing reproaches the liarduess of Puritan

I

standards as exemplifies! in Hawthorne’s
I novel. “The Scarlet Letter.” He favors
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the Greek conception of sin, “missing
the mark.” He argues that by regarding

any transgression as a defective aim. the

sinner might keep on striving and event-

ually hit the bull's-eye. But would this

prevent moral sharpshooters demanding
that amateurs establish a record before

attempting to associate with them?

San Diego (Cal.) Tribune

A curious study in topographical and
civic nomenclature as revealed on the
railroad maps and in the postal guides of

this country is contained in an article

by Charles Edward Russell in Habpeb’s
Weekly. . . .

The charge brought against the un-

Ainrricanism of Americans cannot 1m*

urged to the shame of California, nor, it

may Ik* truthfully said, in derogation of

the local pride that lias named the towns,

mountains, lakes and rivers of any of

the Pacific states.

California has carried over scores of

names from the Spanish and Mexican
regime*, many of them redolent of the

early history of the state; along the

Camino Real, the vowels of these Spanish

names ring like bells in the Mission
towers, and the consonants are musical in

combination as the thrumming of guitars

in the revelry of the fiesta or the merry
wliirl of the fandango.

The mass of California nomenclature
is closely interwoven with our history and
tradition, as our native architecture is so

appropriately a part of our natural en-

vironment.

The Columbia (S. C.) State

Senator Tillman’s speech against

woman suffrage lias aroused Harper's
Weekly but. never mind, Norman, the

South Carolina suffragette party will

attend to him when she gets a chance.

Grand Rapids tMich.) Evening Press

It is a far cry from Colonel Harvey's

combination of stateliness and sprightli-

ncss to Norman Hapgood ’s brilliant

earnestness and dashing modernity. The
cliangc, however, has Iwen accomplished,

and the Weekly, it must be confessed,

already sit-ins the better for it.

Douglas II. Smith, Everett. (Washington)

Such a weekly will pull the best out of

our artists and writers. I have taken

Jugend and other foreign periodicals for

years to get this combination. Your
Weekly comes to me in the tall timber

like a feast in a famine.

Wilmington (N. C.) Star

Dr. Edward K. Graham, of the Uni-

versity of North Carolina, recently

contributed to Harper's Weekly an

interesting article on “Keeping Money
at Home,” and it was not so much a boost

for the resources of North Carolina as it

was designed to point out our failure to

use them to the best advantage. Doubt-

less. it was the professor's purpose not

to write about what North Carolina is

doing but to mention some of the notable

things that she is not doing to bring about

the greater prosperity and ultimatr

independence of the State. In that re-

spect a knock was a boost, for it makes

known tliat the asset is here but that it

is yet to be fully realized upon. It makes

known the fact that opportunities art*

lying around loose to In* seized by the

newcomer.
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Lincoln and the Boys of 1914

HAPPY America, who, in five short weeks be-
[

tween the 17th of January and the 22nd of
‘

February can celebrate the birth of Franklin,

Lincoln, Washington. Of these, the greatest

was Washington. In genius, in personal bril-

liancy, the first place would go to Franklin, whose
name i« linked with the lightning, whose writ-

ings are classics, whose diplomacy was the most
brilliant we have had, and who bore such a part

in statesmanship that his contemporaries put him
in a class alone with Washington. In charm of

personality, in strength and color of humanity,
Lincoln has no rival. What puts Washington

|

first, is the amount he did. His will, his wisdom
and his example held the little colonies united

and determined through the long struggle, and '

his calm, objective, many-sided judgment started

the young nation safely. Jefferson, Hamilton,

Madison, Jay, Monroe and Knox were his ser-

vants, because they recognized in him a mind and
character which deserved their service. It was
his worth, realized by the whole country, that

made him the master, ami enabled him to use

these great men according to their talents. He
w'as one of thj* few who always serve the truth.

His was a mind that, never brilliant, was also

never WTong. His will was never selfish, und in

the public service he knew no such thing as falter-

ing. Perhaps next week we shall say something
|

more about this monument of mankind, but to- 1

day it is Lincoln whom we are recalling, since it is

his birthday that is just now upon us.

About him, any new thing has interest, and it

is no sinull pleasure to publish a hitherto un-

known portrait, with quality enough to deserve

the words from Ida M. Tarbell which are printed

under it. An American poet, Edwin Robinson,

hat written of Lincoln:

“Shrewd, hallowed, harassed, and among
The mysteries that are untold.

The face we see was never young.

Nor could it ever have been old.

“For he, to whom we have applied

Our shopman's test of age and worth.

Was elemental when he died.

As he was ancient at his birth:

The saddest among kings of earth,

Bowed with a galling crown, thin man
Met rancor with a cryptic mirth.

Laconic—and Olympian."

Bitter laughter and the mystery of grief; fa-

miliarity and lofty pride; courage and humility;

a gaze far distant on eternal destiny, and yet the

ever-helping hand. Why indeed should he not

be loved?

When sometimes wc say that opportunity now
is lessened, what is it we have in mind? Perhaps
it is harder now than fifty years ago to gather to-

gether more money than any man should have.

How much of his dreams by day und night did

Washington give to wealth? And in even
Franklin’s frugal mind, how many interests and
ambitions lived together as he struggled up from
extreme poverty! “Every school boy knows”
how Lincoln in his law practice refused fees where
he might win on technical grounds against his

sense of right. These men dreamed not of for-

tunes. They wished money enough to give edu-
cation, to give freedom, to give service. How
much easier is it now than it was then to guin

that much from life! How few boys are there

among us who cannot get more than the one
year of schooling that wus all Lincoln had! How
many thousands and thousands of boys and girls

have at hand, in the public schools and libraries

and museums, an education better than any of

these three men could have obtained without de-

termined struggle! Never in history was oppor-
tunity open to so many. Never was there a
time when millions, by industry, frugality and
will, could be so sure of food, warmth, education,

—of all that is needed to bring out greatness, if

greatness happens to be in us. or if we are not of

that limited few, all that is needed to help us

to make a heaven of the common lot.

Courage

BETTER the sorriest citizen thinking he can

take hold of life, und thut his faint spark of

free-will can burn holes through the thicket,

than a worldful of orderly persons of regular

habit and contented mien. Rather wildness,

than that men should find this a locked world,

where all the returns are in.

Better absurd mites, strutting over large land-

scapes, than such a flatness of cheery slaves,

taking orders from their betters. Better a petty

i
race should strive vainly, than accept its own
littleness. If it is doomed to futility, let it at

least live as if ull the roads to victory were open.

So when we face the push and thrust of life

in each generation, let us be glad that youth is

claiming its right to live. Ix*t the young flourish

and prosper. It is wiser to tear down the temples

than to accept defeat. Effort is finer than resig-

nation, and peril is safer than despair in routine.

And by that high courage and fresh experiment,

they defeat confusion and lift their heads above

despond. So the world is full of homes. Ob-
scure men deal manfully with their stint of work.

Countless unknown women suffer and love. Order
gains on chaos. A will is at work upon the welter.

3
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Wilson’s Shorthand

THERE appeared in our issue of January
31 an article showing Woodrow Wilson

i as his own stenographer. Commenting on that

article, one reader said: “The President not

! only writes shorthand, he thinks shorthand.”

I
He certainly does. He observed once to a

|

friend that if anyone wished to flatter him, he

could best do it by assuming that when he
1 heard a thing once he could understand it.

Nothing bores him quite so much as the needless

I expense of energy required to listen to a person

|

who insists upon reiterating and emphasizing

|

everything he says.

Pinchot for the Senate

THE Senate of the United States ought to be a

place dominated by those who best combine
distinction, ability and independence. Penn-

j

sylvania now has the opportunity of sending to

the Senate a man who brilliantly combines these

requirements. Gifford Pinchot put imagination

and fervor into our conservation policy anil in-

spired Theodore Roosevelt to put behind that

movement his immense energy and determina-

tion. Since he ceased to be Chief Forester,

because of the reactionary attitude of the Taft

administration, he has been carrying on similar

work, helping ahead not only everything con-

nected with the preservation and development
of our natural resources, but also other progress-

ive causes. Pennsylvania has no citizen more
distinguished. If she chooses him, she will

honor herself, the Senate and the country.

French Lick to the Front

TOM TAGGART, like Roger Sullivan, thinks

this is the yellow dog year and that with

Republican and Progressive tickets in the field

anybody can win a Democratic Senatorial toga.

He is minded to try conclusions with Senator

Shively for the Democratic nomination. But
nomination is not election this year in either

Indiana or Illinois. It might hardly be worth

while for a Progressive Democrat, not to say

a decent one, to vote for Sherman rather than

Sullivan, or for Fairbanks as an alternative to

Taggart. But here is where the National Pro-

gressives are likely to come into their own.

Bosses are being sent to the rear these days, not

promoted to the United States Senate, and with

the reactionary vote divided between Sullivan

and Sherman, for example, or bet ween Taggart

and Fairbanks, it will be an easy matter to unite

the progressive vote of all three parties.

It is the prospect of such a coalition that will

probably make it unnecessary. No party cares

to risk defeat when the right course means proba-

ble victory. And a Boss who is beaten for the

Senate is a beaten Boss. If Sullivan and Tag-

gart, why not Murphy, to make it unanimous?

Chivalry

THE best known organ of predatory wealth

is the New York Sun. Once upon a time,

j

the present editor of Harper's Weekly spoke

at Albuny in favor of direct primaries. Asked

for an advance statement for the afternoon papers

he gave one and repeated it at the hearing.

It happened, however, that the Committee cross-

examined him, which rather excited him, and
led him to make much stronger statements about
legislative corruption than those published in

advance. The “news” account in the Sun said 1

that he gave out a pugnacious statement ahead
but became frightened at the hearing and was I

mild. It “colors” the news where it has a pur-
[

pose to serve. An editorial a short time ago felt
j

it necessary to quote the statement that the

above-mentioned editor was neither “A knave
nor a fool.” The statement was made by the I

Reverend C. F. Aked, but the Sun thought it

would be more effective to credit it to a Film
j

Company and so did it. It happened that the !

opinion which the Sun was attacking was being

supported by Mrs. O. H. P. Belmont and Mrs.

Inez Milholland Boissevain, but the Sun, fearing

those names might have some following, referred

to them contemptuously as “two women.” The
haughty sheet then spoke of “ the virile or quasi

virile element which prompts the ego to assert
]

itself in masculine fashion, to participate in the

affairs of men, to seem to do noble and manly
things and to wear trousers.” This is prettily

complacent of the male editor, and the Sun
goes on to connect with the feminine nature the

element which "impels the unhappy person to

lie about his neighbors, to resent benevolent

wishes, to take pride in unmanliness, to revel
I

in the filth of the borderlands of life, art and
I

literature, and, if he happens to get control of

a newspaper, to ‘smut her up,’ to use his own
elegant phrase, as much in the fashion of Christa-

bel Pankhurst as his involuntary respect for

Anthony Comstock permits.”

Most, of the men who represent the basest
j

aspects of our civilization praise themselves for

being manly and are fond of selecting the noblest

activities of progressive women and treating

them as something far below their own lofty

standards. Naturally this kind of evil compla-

cency would show itself in the regular organ of

illicit money and of Tammany Hall.

Uses of Adversity

FOR generations, Massachusetts was pre-
j

eminently the teacher of Americans. Re-
!

cent experience has made her again a learner,

and she is quick to resume her old rdle. Witness

the recent admonition of her Public Service

Commission

:

“The public will no longer tolerate the spectacle
|

of directors of our railroads trading with them-

selves, whether the transaction involves banker’s

commissions for underwriting or marketing

securities, or whether it involves a sale of rail-

roads, trolleys, or hotels. Our railroads will

neither have, nor be entitled to have public I

confidence until the directorates, without excep-

tion, recognize that it always takes two to make
a bargain. Positions upon the directorates of

our great railroad corporations must be re-
|

garded as positions of onerous responsibility,
j

Men looking merely for places of easy honor

and emolument or to cast votes for the l>enefit

of express companies, car-building companies, or

for the sake of granting special transportation
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I privileges to some manufacturing interests, have

|

no proper place on these directorates.”

And the Commission said to the stockholders:

“No regulating commission, however broad

its powers, however able, fearless and diligent its

j

members, can perform the functions of general

manager and board of directors of a railroad

system, or supply the incentive ami the eagerness

to please the public which results from the neces-

sities of competition. Investors in the stock of

,
our railroads will neither have, nor be entitled

to have, safe and generous returns upon their in-

j

vestments, unless they so exercise their franchise

! as stockholders as*to provide competent, efficient

and progressive management.”
The wrecking of the New Haven and of the

Boston & Maine was a heavy tuition fee to

pay, but if these lessons are learned, it was
worth while.

An Evil Not "Necessary” at the Capital

THE passage of the Kenyon “Red Light i

Bill” through the House without a dis-
j

senting vote is an index of the new conscience.

It follows the lines of the Iowa law, later
j

adopted by eight other states, and reaches the

pocket nerves of the owners of disorderly houses.

When such u house is declared a nuisance, the

furniture is confiscated and the house sealed for

a year to any sort of occupation. The effective

dosing of the houses is a result that nobody cares

to dispute, though the Washington Po.it (heaven
rest its soul!) uttered a threnody on the amount
of income lost in rent to the property owners.
The enactment of such a law by Congress

would have been an impossibility ten years ago,

not primarily because of the higher moral stand-
ards now prevailing, but because, through the

alliance between big business and vice in our
cities, and business and politics in the nation,

men were sent to Congress who cared nothing for

the suppression of vice, or were lazily content
with the shelf-worn platitude that morality can-
not be legislated into people. There was an
echo of this view in the speech of Representative

J. Hampton Moore of Pennsylvania: “This law
will not be an effective law in the moral sense,

because it proposes to suppress something which
has existed since God made the light and will

continue to the end of time.” This harking back
to destiny and the inevitable does not work as

well as it did when Mark Hannu was at the height
of his power. And the President’s view about
the need of furnishing employment for the un-

,

happy women is also a reflection of the world’s
1

advancing thought. It rims every day less to

j

punishment and more to solution.

Progress in Advertising

I^OLLOW INC an exposure of the quack doc-
1 tors, the City Council of Chicago has passed
an ordinance intended to prevent false and mis-
leading advertising. It follows closely the Prin-
ter s Ink Bill, which, with some modifications, has
been enacted into law in sixteen states. Chicago
certainly puts it strongly, for it forbids the pub-
lication of “any advertising which contains as-

sertions, representations, or statements which are
untrue, deceptive or misleading.”

What Did Barrie Mean?

TWO weeks ago, we printed our impressions of

the “Legend of Leonora.” Having seen the

play again, we have now changed our opinion

in a number of important respects. Such is criti-

cism. The last act which, in the particular

mood in which we happened first to see it, seemed
perfunctory, now seems full of charm. The
purpose of celebrating the old-fashioned woman,
which on the first visit seemed clear, now looks

doubtful. Mr. Barrie is subtle, more subtle than
almost anybody. The picture of all the char-

acters acting foolishly because of the attractions

of an old-fashioned, appealing, unreasonable,

instinctive woman might well l>e intended by
Mr. Barrie as an exposure—gentle and sympa-
thetic and artistic but still an exposure. Even
the beautiful and eloquent tribute of the judge,

at the end of the third act, to the kind of women
our mothers used to be, is consistent with the

intention of Mr. Barrie to depict a figure who,
with all her fascination, ought to pass. Anyone
who knows Barrie’s work well, will not take the

position that he means nothing when he treats

such subjects. He nearly always has an inten-

tion in his plays, but very, very intricate under
his seeming naivete he often is. All criticism

is a shifty business, influenced by passing ele-

ments, and the drama is the most difficult of

the arts to criticise, as it is seen so rapidly, and
as the personalities of the actors enter into the

complicated equation. Among dramatists, it is

doubtful if anyone now writing strikes one so

differently on different days as Mr. Barrie does.

Such an experience at least helps one a little wav
on the road to intellectual modesty.

Winter on Paper

WHAT is the best treatment of winter?

Various Elizabethan lyrics give the

cheery side of it. Well known is the beginning

of Keats’ “The Eve of St. Agnes.” The cold

half of “Sir Luunfal” has some fine scenes.

For a description of the old-fashioned New
England winter Whittier’s “Snow Bound” ranks

high, with its picture of the joyous side of winter,

and the calm pleasures of the family group. We
confess to a weakness for Leigh Hunt’s little-

known description of a cold day. Vividly he
takes you from sun-up to bed-time. Here is

a bit of life outside:

“Now riders look shurp, and horses seem brittle in the

legs, and old gentlemen feel so; and coachmen, cabmen, und
others stand swinging their arms across at their sides to

warm themselves.”

And here is an indoor picture:

“Now play-goers get cold fret; and invalids stop up
every crevice in their rooms, and make themselves worse;

and the streets are comparatively silent; and the wind list's

and falls in moaning*; ami the fire burns blue uml crackles;

ami an casy-chair, with your feel by it on a stool, the lamp
or candles a little behind you, and an interesting hook just

opened where you left, off, is a bit of heaven upon earth."

All very obvious, you may say, and simple

rather than brilliant. Yes, but only those who
have not scorned the obvious have been able to

write descriptions that live.



Mate-Love and Monogamy
By MARY AUSTIN
Illustrated by II. T. Dunn

1. The Meaning of Mate-Love

jyf RS. AUSTIN has written a series on the lore between man and unman, which is one of the finest defences of
monogamy ever written. Her knowledge of the psychology of icomen and of the many emotional phases of love is

unsurpassed among writers on this subject. She adrocates changes in moral customs in order that litre may be more per-

manent. Her first article deals with the nature of mate-love, and how real love may be distinguished from its imitations

"TF somebody would only write a book al>out it!”

said Valda McNath, “a believable book!"
We were sitting on the porch in front of Valda’s

bungalow in the clear obscure of twilight, watching the

flat welter of the water far out on the Sound, and a

blundering moth came and stirred the sweet white

spikes of the phlox. Valda had been crying.

"The trouble with books about it," she said, "is that

they are too scientific, or talcs made out to fit a special

case. It wants just a human book; true and human.”
Valda sighed. She hadn’t found anything in the books

to fit the special case she had made out of her life, and the

chief reason why I happened to be sitting there at that

moment was to see her through the most unbearable of

its bitternesses.

Valda is one of those women with an insatiable sort of

appetite for goodness and no very clear notion of what it

consists in; few men understand what that hunger is in

women . . . like the opium-eater's for his drug. In her

youth she had accepted the criterion of her church and
made her marriage on a basis of non-smoking, church-

going habits as a surface index of godliness, with a young
man who turned out to have fallen into these commend-
able behaviors chiefly for the want of spring and vitality

to become anything else. After a dozen years or so

Valda had left him somewhere at the back of beyond,
simply because she couldn’t stand him, and had come up
to the city sick with the hunger for what still shaped to her

mind as righteousness. And she was so right, too; so

sincere in her effort to square her life with what might

«

conceivably be the purpose of the Powers, that she

couldn't just accept the leading of her appetites, but hud
to take her satisfactions cribl>cd and crammed into the

frame of what for the time being bore the name of good-
ness on its face. She read the publications of the Fabian
Society and fell in love with a Social Reactionist.

He was a man with a mission to encourage the higher

civic obligations, and wholly without a sense of humor.
He and Valda made between them a high ground which
somehow carried them sheer over the heads of Valda's
husband and some ties of the Reactionist's, on which they
breathed fora time, at least Valda breathed, rarefied, heav-

enly airs. But she had no sooner established herself there

with all her baggage of passions and affections, and poor
Valda carried an excess of that kind of baggage, when the

Reactionist discovered that he had made a mistake in the

nature of his intention. What had begun as a self-

justifying passion had died down to friendliness and of

course a really profound respect. The Reactionist told

me himself how profound it was. It appenred he would
have done anything for Valda except refrain from telling

her—a little the most dastardly admission a man can
make to a woman—that he had pillaged her most sacred

treasury in the interest of a cheap, transient indulgence.

If he had involved Valda’s capital of dollars to that ex-

tent, he wouldn’t have thought of anything but holding

on to the situation until she could have got out of it with

credit; in the event of a total loss he would probably have

made it up to her without saying anything. But it never

occurred to him that the same obligation held him to an
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investment of passions and affections. He wasn't a bad
man, he was just -mannish. What I suspected was
that Valda’s disposition to sink the (>ersonal issue in the

interest of the passion that had sprung up between them,

charged, electric, wonderful, had rather damped his male

propensity for wanting to see himself always as the

mover of the game.

He would have had their love spun out from his dex-

trous handling, a glimmering, gossamer entanglement;

but it was a child to Yalda that in the intervals when they

were apart, nursed at her imagination, grew beyond recog-

nition. The Reactionist hud retired before it into a
wobbly little pinnacle of a situation that since he no
longer loved Valda, he couldn’t do her the disrespect to

pretend that he had any obligation to anything beyond
his own susceptibilities; and I had plucked Yalda away
in time, I hoped, to keep her from seeing the pit of cold

egotism into which he immediately toppled.

“If there could only lie a true book about it!” Valda
insisted. “Not one that would enable people to talk

learnedly about love, but would help us not to make such

a muddle of our loving. Women want such a book, and
the men need it. I know,” she added hastily, “w'e get.

into a way of thinking thnt because men have easier ac-

cess to sex ex|>erience. they necessarily know more about

it. But I tell you—when they come to the vital things

about it . . . they just . . . grope."

The difficulty is that too many people have got into a
way of thinking that to speak of sex experience is to

mean something illicit. It is in fact the most precious

part of our human equipment. It derives its impor-

tance in our lives from this quality of its preciousness and
not from any effect of disturbing any other set of be-

haviors we may have agreed upon as moral.

It is not uncommon to find women, cutting themselves

off from the highest manifestations of sex life by destroy-

ing its root in the interest of those same preferred

aspects which are not recognized as sex at all.

It is important to remember in this connection that it

isn’t necessary, in order to be contributory, for a sex en-

counter to be dramatic. It is not so much its range as

the content and continuity with other frames of behavior,

that constitute its value. There is probably not much
difference between the temperament of the courtesan and

any woman of wide sympathies; it is largely a matter of

taking one's sex contacts in incident or understanding;

and it is often possible to make more of a small fixed in-

come than an irregular large one. It is even equally a
sex experience not to have had any.

VK/E have to begin, then, with love as a matter of

fact and not altogether of opinion, as a force im-

mensely and variously operative in the individual, but

tracing a definite pattern on the field of human history.

What love has been we can reasonably know; the guess-

ing begins when we try to figure out where it means to

land us. Where it hasn’t is on the once-entertained

proposition that love-life exists solely for and by its repro-

ductive values. It is in fact a modem notion, as modem
as Christianity, that sex is bailed out of the limbo of inde-

cency by being computed in terms of children.

I know of no way to deal with mate-love except as a

force by itself, which, perhaps, demands mind for its dis-

playing ground; w’hich seizes on mind as the electric

fluid seizes on ita machine. It produces in us such results

as our mechanism admits of, and nature Is served by
them as much as by the nine months belated offspring.

As such a force it may Ik* studied, its directions noted, its

reaictions collated, its values measured. I doubt, indeed,

if it be truth to say we love at all. Ix>ving goes on in us.

Beyond this point, to the source and end of loving, the

guessing begins. It Ls inextricably bound up with and
affected by the procreant act. What nobody attempts

to deny, however, is that the initial impulse was from the

outside. Desire came upon the earth with its turning to

the sun. An irreproachable materialistic definition of

love is that it is the psychic accompaniment of an act, dic-

tated by surcharged organs, whose rhythm is fixed by the

alternation of season, occasioned by the revolution of

planets about the sun wrhich Ls itself determined by a

movement toward the constellation Hercules. Such ati

explanation reminds one of the old story about the earth

which rested on the back of a turtle which rested on a rock

which was supported by another rock . . . rock all the

way down. The most the materialist can do for you
is to get you to the farthest fixed star, which is really

much nearer than we are to the reason why we love.

Perhaps the Force, on its way to what unknowable end,

seizes merely on the mechanisms of sex, too, to turn them
to its use. At any rate there is no set of organs in the

human frame more susceptible to the influences of what
we agree to call mind.

It needs l>e said, however, and emphasized, that the

psychic reactions of mate-love arc by no means substi-

tutes for physical pussion, but the very root and stock of

it. There is a great deal passing about faith and chivalry

and service as though they were a supernormal sort of

wares and the poets had invented them. One needs only

to have seen the wild stallion trumpet up his mares out

of the wet gullies, or the she-wolf leave the prey, trotting

nose to flank of her captious lord, to realize that they are

exactly as supernormal as the branch is to the trunk.

TYK
.

effort of early Christianity to eradicate passion by
denying its pertinence to life, has got us into much dif-

ficulty on this point. But not so much as comes of the

disassociation of root and branch through the natural

circumstance of the remoteness of the physical reaction

in woman and its immediacy in man.
The tradition of love as a more spiritualized product of

femininity , arises largely in the fact ofwoman’s first becom-
ing aware of it through the psychic reactions it sets up, un-

connected with any physical intimation which she has

been taught to recognize. I know of no misunderstand-

ing so mischievous as this disassociation of source and re-

action which induces women to deny the existence of pus-

sion when they have only deferred its crisis. It leads to

the neglect of a most important element in the choosing

of a mate, and an uffected disinclination to the act by
which the divine inundation may come.
But the loss is always to the woman. It is not uncom-

mon to hear wives complain of a want of spiritual rapport

with their husbands when all that is required is to have
the machinery of sex set in order.

There is such a deal of thinking about love and deciding

beforehand how it should conduct itself—milling it over

with the help of current fiction and the preferred ethical

convention. What is imperative is to find out what love

really is. It probably isn't a mystery. The human
animal is the only one who affects profoundly not to

understand the female of his species. Having begun
with the unargued ' assumption that she is an inferior

being, he probably doesn’t ; but in fact the most of such

mystification which is not produced for the trade, is gen-

erally due to a difference in the choice of fashions in

which to l>e loved.

If you court me in the style of the stone age and I have
a fancy for fourteenth-century Italian, we shall come to

grief between us unless we can learn that all love manners
are but preferred modes of expression for a reality. But,

if you can accept as the distinguishing mark of right pas-

sion the disposition to achieve, we shall get on nicely even
though I could wish to see you leading a forlorn hope
against a bayonet-bristling hill, while the circumstances

of your life prompt you to put up a little corner in the

Street.

'"PHIS demand on the part of the young for a highly
L dramatized love-making mode, is legitimateand should

receive some attention. It raises the key of right passion

which in turn has undoubtedly its effect on the vitality of

the offspring. What the young undertake to bring to pass

in their courtships is the deep-seated racial evidence of

rightness. It is shaped to absurdity only by the unlovely

processes of modern life. They come to the surface vol-

untarily, these age-long racial certainties when, in great

crises, all our manners arc stilled. The mistake we make
Ls to impute them to our superior civilization. **Women
and children first” is by no means the exquisite flower of

modern chivalry but the working of that natural law by
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which the dog will not chase the vixen nor the wolf re-

prove his mate at certain seasons of the year. It proves

in the tribes that observe it, not how far they have come
along the highroad, but how freshly flows in them still the

vital human sap. Nations in which, in the face of vio-

lent catastrophes, the males save themselves first, are the

nations that drop behind in the scale of civilization.

The truth is that there is no more modern love than

there is modern digestion. There are only modern dis-

orders of it.

VX7K were sitting still; the sky was all the color of ob-
* sidian and the friendly dark stood off by the bay-

berry bushes waiting for the withdrawing of the lamp. A
little wisp of warmth lost from the day came and snuggled

down beside us; it hud scents about it of the dusty coun-

try roadside.

“Love is not the same for men and women,” insisted

Valda. She was thinking of the Reactionist.

“It depends,” said I, “on how far you have got with

it. He had never caught up with you.” I thought it

kinder not to say that I thought he never would have
been able to; he hadn’t Valda’s stride. Valda wanted to

Ik* loved by the Superman, and his style was early

Victorian.

'T'HE opening movement of love is a sense of extraor-

dinary well-being. It is a matter, if you like, of se-

cretions. of increased temperatures, of accelerated vibra-

tions. Love is a quickening. It knows itself from other

intoxications only by the conviction that its wellspring

is the person of the Beloved.

Life marshaled by the humming blood falls into

order and meaning. The whole personality sings to

a higher key.

Twin flower of this same stalk is the attribution of

every excellence to the Beloved; the illusion of the Best.

Life proceeds greatly by these values which we bestow

on one another. “You can make anything you like of

me,” protests the lover to his lady; which is probably an
exaggeration. This stage of passion is hypnoidal. amen-
able to suggestion in line with its characteristic tendency,

which is toward the dramatization of the personality in

terms of behavior.

It is by this capacity for releasing unsuspected forms of

energy that passion justifies itself even though no children

come of it. It is a natural automatic method of raising

men to their highest plane of activity; and it is worthy

of note that deliberate celibates have commonly to resort

to deliberate means of prayer, asceticism, or artificially

stimulated enthusiasms to keep themselves at the norm
of human efficiency. For chief among the uses of passion

is the raising of the percentage of values in those who
entertain it.

We have a way of urging on people deprived of their

lawful occasions, that they “make themselves happy”;
that is to say, set up in themselves by taking pains, that

sense of well-being, of accelerated energy which flows

naturally and inevitably from a healthy, reciprocated

human passion.

More important even in its effect on our mating
custom, is the reaction of right mates voluntarily to

withdraw from all other solicitous attention. This is

a disposition so rooted in our love-life that not even the

most sophisticated society succeeds in quite breaking it

down. It is older than our life; more imperative.

Undoubtedly many of our reluctantly resigned mar-
riage customs have arisen in the effort to externalize

reactions of the muting period, felt to be so right as to

merit permanence. It is not unlikely that the idea of

proj>erty in women acquired a certain sanction from the

subconscious perception of naturalness in the abnega-

tion of all other male interests, a naturalness which has

made it easy for society to fasten on women the artificial

compulsions that attempt to recognize the rightness of

seclusion by making it an institution. Women suffered

it, sensing no tyranny in a restriction so agreeable to their

natural instincts. But women have paid for it in the

weakening of character by forcible restraint. Loyalty
of the mate is a psychic reaction and in normal con-

ditions is competent to maintain itself in the presence

of great personal freedoms.

Here then is the spoor of right passion all across our
history; but nature will have a surer mark. For mate-
love is distinguishable from all the cross-bred, ring-

streaked and striped hybrids got by Convention on
Society, all the pale stalks come up in unsunned cellars of

fortuitous celibacy, by three high signs. It manifests

as a desire for permanent, public and exclusive relations.

I say desire for. I no more profess that mate-love ful-

fills itself in modern society than that the undeveloped,

overfed, slack-shouldered, bow-legged bodies that go
up and down our streets represent the physical fulfill-

ment of men. Let us go slowly here and perhaps we
shall go together.

You will hardly deny me the element of publicity. It

is the unfailing characteristic. Right love rejoices not

only in calling society to witness, but in inviting the

attention of whatever gods may be.

For right love is its own justification; it breaks down
the barriers of discretion; it demands publicity even at

the price of scorn. And the faith on which it dares so

much is faith in its own permanence.
It is the distinguishing mark of mate-love to deem

itself undying. That it is not. always so is beside the

mark. Constancy in love is very much a matter of

character in him who entertains it; good steel subject to

the electric current remains a permanent magnet; soft

iron returns to the condition of soft iron. We cannot
require more of man or metal than that they witness to

the true magnetic fluid. Mate-love is also liable to

the disintegrating influence of all the other exigencies

which we have tied up with it, though with no more
generic claim than the can to the dog’s tail. Passion

engendered in an unstable temperament or in the soil

of immaturity, subjected to our modern strain, may
easily fail of the condition of permanence, but no laughter

should attend ujx>n its profession. It is the stroke which
ushers marriage on the scene. Marriage means stable

conditions, and that means the improvement of

the raee.

“It's true enough,” Valda admitted, “but there are

other things to be taken into consideration.”

“What things?” I knew perfectly, but I wished Valda
to state them for herself.

“Well—there’s unloving
”

“I’m coming to that. And what others?”

“What they are always telling us, you know, that

man is naturally aud actually polygamous.”
“Yes—if by naturally you mean that under certain

conditions he takes to it as easily as, in the absence of

proper flesh food, he takes to cannibalism,—but no, if

you mean that promiscuity is to be taken as a species

mark as you take the disposition to be combative and
predatory. But in any case you wouldn’t have us hark
back to those naturalistic tendencies.”

A/ALDA was shocked. As a rule there is nothing your
avowed frecdover insists on so much as that all the

passions of greed, ambition, love of power, mere unre-

strained love of doing even, when it leads man to advance
himself in the possession of goods, should lie checked and
bridled. But the argument that all men should l>e

0|K*nly promiscuous because many of them are secretly

so, is only valid when you go far enough to say that all

men should rob liecau.se a few privately peculate, and
freely kill because they freely hate. It is not the thing

that man is found doing at any particular time that es-

tablishes the law, but his general direction. All that we
turn back the pages of Life for, is to find out what Life

is alxmt. The point at which love begins concerns us

only as a means of finding out where it is going.

For love is by no means an end in itself; it must get

forward, it travels toward a mark.

7n the next issue Mrs. Austin will take up the ideal of monogamy, its physical and spiritual origin, its side produets, including

jealousy, and the deviations from it like pdygamy and prostitution which hare l/een tried out from time to time. She tells why
this ideal is the only possUAe one for human life.



PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

A Valentine

T ITTLE girl I’ve watched your eyes \A7ITH the magic of my brush
Droop and close like wings that tire, ' I have conjured you to sleep.

And I read between your sighs I can break the spell, but hush!
And I guessed your heart’s desire. We the Fairy Law must keep.

AND the Fairy Law is this
A

That your Prince shall waken you

—

See he comes! And, with his kiss,

You shall find your dream come true.
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TIIIXK it is a beautiful thing myself, quite a different look in the eye

from what l remember in any Lincoln photograph. The gentleness of the

mouth is marked, too. It is quite remarkable what a variety of expressions

there are in the Lincoln photographs. I know of none with a gentler humor
in eyes and mouth than this. I congratulate you on getting hold of it.

Ida Tarbell
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A New Lincoln Portrait Discovered
By E. S. MEANY

Professor of History in the State University of Washington

THE finding of a new and hitherto

unpublished photograph of Abra-

ham Lincoln in the relatively new
city of North Yakima, State of Washing-

ton, will prove a surprise to the many
collectors of Lincolniana and to countless

others who read all they can find about

that great American.

Joseph Hill celebrated his ninetieth

birthday at his present home in that far

western city on September 45. 1913. In

his earlier manhood he was an unofficial

member of the staff of Knox College, in

Galesburg. Illinois. When prominent

men lectured there, they were always

invited to Mr. Hill's gallery to sit for

a photograph. He has a clear memory
of many of those men.

As soon as Lincoln was nominated for

the presidency. Mr. Hill took his camera
from Galesburg to Springfield and secured

four negatives of the candidate. Some
years afterward the photographer ex-

perienced a fire in which he lost his entire

stock of negatives and nearly all of his

prints as well. Fortunately some dis-

carded prints stacked in the wood-shed

escaped the fire. Among them was a

print from one of the four Lincoln nega-

tives. Mr. Hill cherished that old print,

and now in his advanced old age he has

caused the faded and discolored back-

ground to be blocked in, leaving every

line and shadow of the original portrait

uutouchod. The result is a splendid

photograph, different from the Hesler,

Lite Brady and the others taken in

1800; yet it is Lincoln through and
through.

This achievement has brought two
joys to the nonogenarian photographer.

It has permitted him to add his own
kind of a monument to the man whom
he counts the greatest American; and
he has also found that the sale of the

photographs is to help him to support

himself long after his work as an active

photographer lias erased.

Mr. Hill tells the following interesting

story of one of his Lincoln negatives:

“I wanted to get one picture of the

entire figure, so I asked him to sit in a

chair. I shall never forget how he looked.

He had on white trousers, a sort of figured

silk vest, and a long, black coat that hung
down about the chair in irregular folds.

He crossed his legs, and as I was adjust-

ing the camera I could see the knee of the

left leg projecting beyond that of the

right leg crossed on top of it. That
certainly showed me that he hail long,

lean legs. Some of his opponents had
declared in derision that Lincoln wore
eighteen-inch boots. His friends thought
that big feet would not hurt him as

a candidate, and I was delighted to see

in my camera that his feet showed up
large. The picture would be true to

life for both sides in the campaign.

I was evidently taking too much time in

getting ready. Mr. Lincoln turned to

see what was the matter. I asked him
to hold that position just a moment

—

my picture was done.

“That negative was used during the

cam|>aign in this way: I arranged it in

a window so the sun’s rays would throw

the picture on a large cloth. Then a man
with a brush painted in the lines. Appro-
priate lettering was put on the cloth and
the finished article was hung in front of

the meeting place as an illustrated poster.

I helped to make such posters for several

of the Lincoln meetings in I860.”

Lincoln
By WITTER BYNNER

L
incoln?—
j Well, I was in the old Second Maine,

The first regiment in Washington from the Pine Tree'State.
Of course I didn't get the butt of the clip;

We was there for guardin' Washington,

—

We was all green.

I ain’t never ben to but one theater in my life,

—

I didn't know how to behave;

I ain’t never ben since.

I can see as plain as my hat the box where he sat in'

When he was shot.

There was quite a panic

When we found our President was in the shape he was in;

Never saw a soldier in the world but what liked him.

Yes, sir. His looks was kind o’ hard to forget.—

He was a spare man,
An old farmer.

Everything was all right, you know,
But he wan’t a smooth-appearin’ man at all,

—

Not in no ways;

Thin-faced, long-necked.

And a swellin' kind of a thick lip like,

—

A neighbourin' fanner.

—

And he was a jolly old fellow,—always cheerful;

He wan’t so high but the boys could talk to him their own ways.

While I was servin’ at the Hospital

He’d come in and say, ‘‘You look nice in here,”

—

Praise us up, you know.
And he’d bend over and talk to the boys

—

And he’d talk so good to ’em—so close

—

That’s why I call him a farmer.

I don’t mean that everything about him wan’t all right, you understand.

It's jes’—well, I was a farmer

—

And he was jes’ everybody’s neighbour.

—

I guess even you young folks would ’a’ liked him.

11
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Ixtying the aMon to hr measured on

the sleere hrside the government stand-

ard taken from the sealed /tackage.

Secretary Houston, Cotton and Com
How the Department of Agriculture Now Cooperates with the Farmer

By HONORE WILLSIE

“fTIHKRE arc evidences," says Mr.
I Houston. Secretary of Agricul-

ture. "that Providence is ceas-

ing its protective supervision of fools and
Americans. It has been assumed that

we have hud a natural monopoly in agri-

culture, that it would take care of itself;

and for the most part we have cheerfully

left it to do so.

"The story tliat. comes from every sec-

tion is practically the same. It is a story of

increasing tenancy and absentee owner-
ship; of soils depleted and exploited; of in-

adequate business methods; of chaotic

marketing and distribution; of inferior

roads; of lack of supervision of public

health and sanitation; of isolated and
ill-organized social activities and inferior

intellectual provision in our rural com-
munities."

Yet in spite of these remarks, the new
Secretary of Agriculture is not a pessi-

mist but an optimist of pronounced
form. He merely believes that in order

to hope to some purpose, we must
know actual fads. And his Depart-

ment is very busy gathering facts.

Given conditions iri rural America
such as he describes above. Mr. Hous-

ton’s main problem is not one of

politics nor of efficiency, though these

are with him constantly. His big

problem is to evolve u policy that sliall

coordinate the work of his Department
with tile broad economic mails of the

nation. It is still essential for the

Department to stiek to facts, as it

always has done. It must remain u

gigantic group of laltoratories that dig

out facts aliout farming, for the farmer.

But with the increase of rural discon-

tent and of inadequate farming, this

work of the Department is not enough.

rP\VO types of administrative work
* must Ik* fully developed by the De-

partment. First, there must Ik* a broad

economic interpretation made of the

agricultural facts produced by the labora-

tories. Second, there must Ik- evolved

a highly efficient method by which these

fucts con be got to the farmer, made use

of by him. and through him made to re-

act on the nation as a fundamental con-

tribution to its material and social welfare.

It is valuable when the Bureau of

Plant Industry discovers the best way for

cotton growers to produce the largest

yield of long staple cotton per acre. But

this is not enough. The cotton pluntcrs.

even after the facts are aent them, do not

improve the quality of cotton as they

should. What is the reason for the

planter's standing in his own light? This

is the point where the economic condi-

tions that surround the grower must be

studied. And after they are interpreted,

the important task of changing the eco-

nomic conditions, or of adjusting the

facts to them, must be undertaken.

It is valuable when the Department
helps to organize corn clubs and helps

children to raise better and more corn per

aero than their fathers raise. But when

"Nothing less than concerted action

will suffice.” he says. “Cooperation is

absolutely necessary. The same busi-

ness sense aud the same organizing genius

which have placed this nation in the front

ranks in industry must be invoked for

agriculture. We need men fitted to in-

terpret agricultural facts in terms of na-

tion wide economy."

Dl’T such men are extremely difficult to

find. There Is a tremendous opening
in tills new field of rural economics for

young men of vision, with the training that

is given in our best agricultural schools.

But the man with the vision in America
takes to business and not to the study of

economics. And after he has l>ccn in

business for any length of time his vision

usually becomes warped. Mr. Houston
mourns this fact and spoke of it in con-

nection with a visitor lie had one morn-
ing who was a pleasant exception to the

rule. This visitor had the view-point

for which the Secretary is diligently

searching among young agricultural

students.

A smull man, with an unimpor-
tant manner came into the office

of the Secretary very quietly. The
Secretary did not catch his name.
The caller sat down in the chair facing

Mr. Houston.

"I am a delegate from the Louisville

Board of Trade to tin* Hearing tomor-

row on the matter of Corn Grades. Mr.
Secretary. It may not be proper

under those circumstances for me to

come to you. If so. I will withdraw.”

"I should say that the propriety

depended on your purpose in coming.”

repin’d the Secretary.

The unimportant man braced him-

self in his chair as if what he was almut

to sav took some courage.

“Mr. Secretary," he said, very earn-

estly, indeed, "the government standard-

ization of corn is economically right. It

may cause some temporary aud local dis-

turbances. but it is fundamentally right.

I hope that you will insist on its enforce-

ment. exactly as it stands. There will be

The cotton seed with the filter pulled out like

a butterfly.

inferior and badly cared-for corn continues

to Hood the market, something is wrong
with the economic conditions that sur-

round the farmer, or he would not insist

on u bad product. What is to be done?
Mr. Houston answers tliat. under ex-

isting conditions, farmers acting alone

are helpless.
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u good many different kinds of protests.

One of them will accuse the government

of paternalism. Mr. Secretary, there can

be no government correction without pa-

ternalism.”

fT,HK small man rose to go. The Seere-
1 tarv rose too and eve*! the unimpor-

tant man intently. A Com Exchuuge

mun eager for the economic welfare of tin*

country is an interesting phenomenon.
"Isn't your name Brandeis?” asked the

Secretary.

“Yes, Mr. Secretary," answered the

visitor.

"Cousin of Mr. Louis Brandeis?"

asked Mr. Houston.

“Yes, Mr. Secretary!”

Mr. Houston smiled and held out his

hand. "I recognise a strong family ear-

mark that is nut altogether in personal

appearance. I am very glad indeed that

you called. Thank yon, Mr. Brandeis."

The unimportant man departed and
the Secretary said, "A remarkable fam-

ily. He came in merely to tell me his

opinion of the economic value of the corn

standard! You see, the producer of any
product is entitled to receive an exact

price for the specific product which he

offers and the consumer is entitled to re-

ceive just the commodity he thinks he is

paying for. In farming, a failure in either

direction involves clear injustice and
greatly hampers production and crop im-

provement. The Department is fighting

this battle in regard to two vitally im-

portant crops, cotton ami com.
"Several different standards of cotton

classification are in use now. Liverpool

has one set of grades. New York another.

Atlanta has its own and so has Augusta.

At the present time the same grade-name
is applied to two qualities that differ in

market value as much as $^..'>0 a hale.

The local buyer knows the market cotton

grades. The farmer does not. Often

the buyer buys cotton at one flat grade

rate, regrades it and sells it as high grade.

If we had uniform standards throughout

the cotton belt, which farmers and buyers

alike understood, it would do away with

many of the evils complained of by the

producer and the consumer. Practically

the same results would follow if the stand-

ard grades of com wen* universally used.

"It is such grading of cotton and com
that the Department is formulating. Do
you know anything alnxit cotton?"

The layman confessed to abysmal ig-

norance. The Secretary looked out the

window reminiscently. "I've plowed for

cotton," he said, "and I’ve planted it

and I’ve hoed it and I’ve picked it. I’ve

sold it as a farmer and I’ve bought it as a

merchant. I think I know cotton. The
Depart ment has a man who knows cotton.

1 think if you went over to sec him you
might learn something interesting."

rPHE man who knows cotton has his

* working quarters on the upper floor of

a government building, but cotton greets

one from great bales of it on the main
floor, to fluffs of it in the elevator and lint

of it like snow in the halls. In a long

room, assistants pack samples of cotton

in large flat boxes. The samples range
from u speckled creamy cotton to a speck-

less fluff of purest white. These are the

government’s standard grades of cotton

which are for sale at cost for the use of

cotton exchanges or of whomsoever buys
or sells cotton.

In the smaller room beyond the sample
room is the man who knows cotton. It is

difficult, besides being a bore, for the ex-

pert to explain his work to the uninitiuted.

The old rail crib showing poorly husked com exposed to rain and snoir. Under ordi-

nary weather conditions corn from a crib of this kind is usually not in eery sound

condition when marketed

Showing y
toorly husked corn piled on the ground and fully er/msed to rain and snoir.

Corn handled in this tray is scarcely ever entitled to a grade better than "sant/de

grade" when it reaches the market

A eery serviceable and inexpensive type of farm crib for corn haring a good roof and

well projecting cares
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But after a while the cotton man got

down to A B C facts.

“Suppose,” he said, "that you are a

farmer with some bales of cotton to sell.

You drive with it into your market town.

A buyer comers up, pulls a sample of cot-

ton out of a bole, pulls it and pulls it till

he considers that he lias a sample of aver-

age length fiber. He lays this on the

dark surface of his sleeve and estimates

its length. On this estimate he bases his

price to you.

" I IE may estimate that yours is short
* * staple. You believe it to be long

staple. There is a great demand for

long staple. It is used in the manufac-

ture of hosiery and automobile tires and

anywhere that great strength is needed.

Now, a difference in a fraction of an inch

in estimating the length of the fiber may
make a good many dollars difference in

the price of a l>ale. But you as a farmer

are helpless. You must take the buyer’s

estimate or lose your chance to sell. He
is st> apt to grade your cotton low, that

you have no incentive to place a good

product on the market. No one but the

middleman gains by this bad system of

grading, not you, or the manufacturer or

the consumer.
“ Really, a fanner is penalized for grow-

ing long staple cotton. It grows leas to

the acre than short, and under the present

system of buying he gets no money for it.

"Now, if the buyers and the farmers

could be gotten to discriminate, it would

raise the standard of cotton. The problem

is, how to get an exact measure of cotton.

Just suppose that for the price of two

cents any farmer could buy this.”

The cotton man picked up a small

manilla envelope that was sealed with two

great government seals . On the face was

this legend:

"I hereby certify that the cotton as

originally placed in this box represents

the official grade of one inch middung.

(Signed) Secretary of Agriculture.”

He broke the seal and took out a fluff

of cotton that he pulled carefully with

thumb and forefinger and laid a bit of

fiber on the dark surface of his sleeve.

" Measure it," he said.

Sure enough, the fibers averaged an

inch in length.

"Now,” went on the cotton man, "if

you as a farmer had a set of these en-

velopes and Mr. Buyer says you have sev-

en-eighths cotton und you want to prove

thut it is one inch, you can lay your

cotton beside the government measure.

For we have actually measured the

average fiber of the bale this cotton

came from.

"The process of getting these little

certified fluffs of cotton is a long one.

We begin by getting a seed that is

not mixed so that we shall not have dif-

ferent varieties in our product. Then
we throw out the extremely good and the

extremely bail. We use land tliat is uni-

form. Wc choose our bales for three

lengths, seven -eighths, one inch and one
and one-eighth inches. When the bale

reaches here we sample it in numerous
places, ami this is what we do to the

samples.”

The cotton man led the way to a dark

room where an assistant worked before a

huge ground glass that reflected the only

light in the room. On close inspection

one could see a number of long hairs re-

flected on the glass. The assistant was
measuring these hairs with a map meas-

ure that for accuracy had been set with

jewel bearings. It would measure to the

four-hundredth part of au inch.

"These hairs are cotton fibers, magni-

fied,” said the cotton man. "When all

the fibers of a sample have been measured
an adding machine sets down the result

and we strike an average. We have then

a really accurate measure of the average

fibers in a bale. From this bale we make
up our samples. If we have sufficient

demand we can sell these for two cents.

We think the farmers will use them. It

will not l»e so easy with the buyer. They
don't all mean to be dishonest. Some of

them really believe their eyes will measure
accurately to the smallest part of an inch.

Some of them don’t trust their eyes. I

know buyers that wear checked suits.

They measure the checks and that is a

great help when it comes to laying the

cotton on the sleeve.”

rPHE cotton man picked up a hard,
1 white oval and began to pull at it.

"Here is a cotton seed. When a funner

judges a seed, he pulls out the fiber till it

looks like a butterfly, so. Then he esti-

mates the length of the fiber. We measure
this with our new device and then we know
what that seed can do. The device I’ve

perfected can be used for measuring wool,

too.”

The cotton man with his extraordinary

faculty for working with details and with

his extraordinary patience with both cot-

ton and laymen, paused.

"How will you get this to the farmer

and the buyer?" asked the layman.

"Oh, they’ll get it,” answered the cotton

man. “The main problem is to get the

basic fact for them to work with.”

Even to the lay mind it was pilain that

in the story of cotton was the object les-

son the S<*cretary sought to teach regard-

ing his problems of administration.

The cotton man’s device for applying

exact measurement to the fluff and down
of cotton is a remarkable piece of work.

It opens up a new world, a whole new
field of possibilities t>oth for the farmer

and for the men who are to interpret this

new kind of exactness. The idea of actual

measurement of a product is fundamen-
tally right. It gives an absolute base on
W'hich to place values. It w ill be hard on

the middleman wrho fights its adoption. It

will be good for the farmer and the ulti-

mate consumer for it u-ill be the immediate
incentive for improvement of quality.

Nor is the method that the Department
has evolved for testing com any less valu-

able. And the corn man is as patient as

the cotton man. He has given years of

study to com quality. He evolves broad

truths from details too trivial for the or-

dinary mind to observe. A field of corn

or a corn crib, speaks in large terms to

him. A heap) of com in the rain or snow
tells him not only of careless farming but
of hopeless farming, the result of wrong
marketing conditions. Poorly constructed

corn cribs, badly managed grain elevators

tell him not only of ignorance in the

farmer and dishonesty in the grain dealer

but that quality is not paid for in that

neighborhood.

To meet these conditions, the com man
has devised a machine for measuring the

moisture content of com and a rapid

method for testing the acidity of corn.

The sweetness and keep»ing capacity of

com depends on the pier cent, content of

these two factors. These devices make
pKMsiblc an exact grading of com for

definite values. The government has per-

fected such a system of grades and it was
regarding these grades that Mr. Brandeis

had spx>ken to the Secretary.

Under a definite system of grading

and the elimination of such general

terms as "reasonably dry” and "reason-

ably clean. ” which heretofore have been
used, the farmer as well as the grain dealer

will be able to know and fully understand

the requirements of the different grades.

With a knowledge of exact grades and a
method of testing his own corn for grades,

the farmer who markets dry eorn of good
quality will lie in a position to demand a

premium for such com. He will have
some encouragement to exercise greater

care in the harvesting, storing and mar-
keting of his com. He can ascertain the

grade of his corn while it is in the crib

and not market it until it is sufficiently

dry to meet the requirements of a high

grade. With an exact grading, uni-

formly maintained, the country dealer

will be in a pxtaition to pay a premium
for good corn, for he, in turn, will have
the assurance of the same definite sys-

tem of grading regardless of the market
to which he ships.

The Department's handling of cotton

and com typifies the whole new tendency
of the government toward cobjHrration as

the clearing-house for its investigations.

The corporation will not Ik* easy to get

on all sides. The middleman has had a

free hand too long to submit happ>ilv to

government interference in his methods.
The hearing to which Mr. Brandeis was a

delegate showred this.

T'MIE National Association of Cora
1 Dealers wanted to protest on certain

pjoints in the government corn grading.

In just this manner had the Cotton Ex-
changes protested against the grades of

cotton. The delegates were piolite but

firm on several points. They did not

want the enforcement of the grades put

under the Pure Food Law, which fact must
be interpreted as a compliment to the

men who enforce that law. They did not

nppjrove of the government's giving num-
bers to all of the grades, doing away with

some of the old nomenclature.

“Mr. Secretary." said a man from the

Middle West, after the meeting had shown
considerable heat on this point, “we don’t

like this using a number for the old word
Standard. You will change the value of

the corn if you do that.”

An unimportant looking man on a

front seat rose and shook his finger.

“Mr. Secretary,” he said earnestly,

“that’s an economic falsehood. You
can’t reully change a thing’s value by
changing its name. What will happien if

you respiond to this request will be that

the farmer will sell his com under the old

name not realizing that its value has been

lowered. I speak for every honest dealer

in the country when I say. keep the

grades as your expxrts have made them,

and enforce their use!”

The Secretary said nothing nor did he

commit himself at the Hearing. But
early in January, the tentative com
grades of the Department were issued as

the required standard for the eountT.v.

This act completed the cycle. First, the

hunt for facts, then the application of

fact to the economic need, and finally

the cooperation of the Dep>artiuent

with the dealer and the farmer, whether

they would or no, to give the fanner a

square deal.



“This in an ancient Egyptian impro-
visation—" Apparently Mr. Grierson
had spoken, and his words were passed
around in whispers. Again a complete
change of atmosphere followed. The
form of the previous pieces had been com-
paratively vague; now the design of the
composition was sharply outlined—and as

it revealed itself, the perfection of that
design became increasingly evident. The
music was quaint, but not Oriental in any
accepted sense. Its opening passages
were characterized by harmonies that I

can only describe as "brittle,” and that
suggested the violin rather than the piano.
Then the music swelled and became
strangely urgent—I felt there was an
image that wanted to break through—

a

consciousness of some mighty presence

—

and all at once it was there: "The
Nile!” And with it rose a memory— the
memory of a passage in Mr. Grierson's
"The Valley of Shadows." where he
describes the Mississippi gliding by
silently.

VO title announced the fourth impn>-
visation. The first part of it brought

the climax of the evening's performance.
For a few moments the beauty of the
music was so poignant that it touched on
pain and became nearly unendurable.
From those unearthly pinnacles it receded
at last, but without falling. Then I be-

came aware of the presence in the music of
certain strange figures like nothing else I

have ever heard. It was as if each tone
had been followed by a flitting echo of

itself. And I know enough about piano
playing to realize what an unusual degree
of muscular control must be needed for the
production of such an effect.

\ GAIN Mr. Grierson spoke : "A fantasy

on the destruction of Pompeii." Jm-

The Music of

Francis Grierson

By EDWIN BJORKMAN

M R. GRIERSON, who Is now sixty-

five. has never studied music in

the ordinary sense. lie has no
piano in his home. He never practices.

He plays only when he has listeners. All

his playing is improvised. He has never

put a note on ruled paper, either before

or after a performance. He cannot repeat

his own music. Once heard, it is lost

and gone forever.

His hands are large and very long, with

an enormous reach. In a measure they

account forcertain peculiarities of his play-

ing. as they enable him to strike chords

quite unattainable to other pianists.

IXfHAT I saw and heard and felt was
* * at a recital in a private residence.

Although the audience had hushed

in advance, I think it took most of

those present several seconds to realize

that the |>crformauce had begun. My own
impression was one of intense surprise, as

if the music had caught me unawares, is-

suing I knew not svhence. It opened
with a procession of chords—haunting,

monotonous, primitive. It was as if the

horns and drums of some African village

had become civilized without losing their

original weirdness—as if their uncouth
noises hod become miraculously trans-

formed into genuine harmonies while

still echoing the strife of primeval

passions. Something more than sound
issued from that piano: it was a mood
“uncanny,” yet pleasing, exalting,

luring.

As the audience resumed its low mur-
muring once more, I remember wondering
at the player’s ability to sustain certain

notes. He seemed to keep them sus-

pended in the air for minutes. Now and
then he would make a shining vessel out of

such a chord, and then he would begin to

drip little drops of melody into it. until the

Grail seemed to rise before your vision,

luminous with blood-red rubies. Other
causes of marvel were the certainty of the

man’s touch, the rich quality of his notes,

even when his playing was subdued and
caressing, and, finally, the complete ab-

sence of threadbare spots like those found
in the works of alin<»st every composer, no
matter how great his fame.

mediately I was carried into the serene
beauty of the southern night, with its sky
of unfathomable blue and its burning
stars. Then, without the least prepara-

tion, and yet with no sense of any break
or leap, the massive, crystalline chords of

the first movement changed into a dance
measure of irresistible charm. The sud-

den transition was as daring as it was
natural. The tripping rhythm that set

my heart bounding with exhilaration,

seemed the very embodiment of the rev-

elry and thoughtless merriment of the

doomed city. Gradually, however, it

took on a note of anguish, which in its

turn was lost in thunder and lightning.

At last the piano roared with the power of

a hundred bass drums, but in that storm
of sounds that assailed my ears there was
not one discordant note. It was the su-

preme rage of the elements rendered su-

premely beautiful.

Three qualities seem inseparable from
Mr. Grierson’s music: exquisite beauty,

striking originality, and a spiritual full-

ness that induces emotions of distinctly

religious character. His music lives.

And with one exception, all the moods
known to man find expression in it.

From one human note it is consistently

free—that of sensuality. Love Is present

,

but it has become etherealized; of that

morbid passion which feeds insatiably on
itself not a trace is to be found.

The circumstances under which this

music is produced should always remain u

secondary consideration. And to talk of

it as mere improvisation—that is, as a dif-

ficult but not quite respectable trick-
shows a misconception of the creative

processes underlying all artistic produc-

tion. For, at bottom, all art is based on
improvisation.
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Penrose
Pennsylvania

Newlandn
Nevada

ThornIon
Louisiana

The Senate of 1915
By McGREGOR

Its Political Complexion and Its Probable Personnel

THIRTY-TWO Senators must go out
on March 4, 1015, or l>c re-elected

on November 3, 1914. Three
Senators of the class of 1915 are tilling

unexpired
terms.
Brady sue-

e e e d i n g
H ey burn,
(ilass ap-

pointed to

succeed
Johnston of

Alabama,
and Sher-

man sue-

Cumtnins feeding
Iowa Lori m er,

expel led.

There are to be no more elections of Sena-

tors by State Legislatures, with the pro-

verbial deadhicks and the scandals.

Senatorial candidates must henceforth

submit their claims to the whole body of

voters, and most of the candidates must
Ik* nominated in their party primaries.

These primaries begin in the spring

ami summer and end in the early

fall of 1914.

a sufficient

lime liefore

the Novem-
ber elec-
t ions. Inci-

den tal 1 y.
all the
Represen l-

utives as
well as one-

third of
the Sena-
tors are to

be elected

in the Congressional elections.

The present Senate, with the vacancy
from Alabama filled, consists of 52 Demo-
crats. 43 Republicans, and one Progres-

sive—Poindexter of Washington.

The Senators whose terms expire in

1915. with the States that ure to elect

their -successors by popular vote, are

shown in the accompanying table.

Bradley of Kentucky is a Republican.

Clarke
Arkantvaa

but Kentucky is now Democratic. If

the Democrats carry the twelve Southern

States first mentioned in this list, they

will have a majority of two in the Seuate,

even though the Opposition carries the

Democratic

Smith of Marylnnd
Overman of North Carolina
Smith of South Carolina

Smith of Georgia
Fletcher of Florida
Glass of Atalxima

Thornton of Louisiana
Bradley of Kentucky
Clarke of Arkansas
Stone of Missouri
Gore of Oklahoma
Smith of Arizona
Shively of Indiana
Thomas of Colorado
Xewlanda of Nevada

Chamberlain of Oregon

Republican

Brandcgre of Connecticut
Gallingcr of New Hampshire

Dillingham of Vermont
Root of New York

Penrose of Pennsylvania
Burton of Ohio

Sherman of Illinois

Stephenson of Wisconsin
Cironna of North Dakota
Crawford of South Dakota

Bristow of Kansas
Cummins of Iowa
Smoot of Utah
Brudv of Idaho

Perkins of California

Jones of Washington

other twenty States. In these twelve.

Wilson secured a majority over both

Taft and Roosevelt, except in Maryland,
where he failed to do so by only (18 votes,

and in Missouri where he fell short 44(1

votes. The last four States in the Dem-
ocratic column are now represented by
two Democratic Senators, and were

carried by Wilson by a plurality vole.

In the Republican column, now repre-

sented by Republican Senators, Wilson

carried all except Vermont and Utah,

which went to Taft by a small plurality,

and Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Wash-

Smith
Arizona

Shively
Indiana

ington and California, which Roosevelt

carried by a plurality vote, dividing the

electoral vote in California with Wil-

son, with a popular majority of only
165. More-
over. New
Hampshire,

New York,

Ohio. Illi-

nois, and
Kansas,
have recent-

ly elected
Democratic
Senators. It

is readily
seen, there-

fore, (hat if

the three
parties are to nominate candidates

for the Senate in all these States,

the Democrats have a fighting chance
to elect in every one of them and
are more than likely to increase

their present majority in the Senate

of 1915.

Nor is there aught here but coldest

comfort for the Republicans. With the

last elec-
tion returns

as a basis of

calculation,

they stand

to lose fif-

teen of the

seven teen
Republican
Senators of

the class of

1915.

The Pro- Root
gressivesare New York

in much bet-

ter fighting trim. It is true that in the four

States (hat Roosevelt carried they must
face the fact that Roosevelt won more
votes for himself than can be won by any
of his followers. But the Progressive

Party lias put itself, through its votes

in Congress on the Tariff and the Cur-

rency. in the (Kisitioti of asking |M>pular

support for its candidates on the ground

that they have stood by Wilson; and in

Bradley
Kentucky
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Hrandrgre
Connecticut

Stone
Missouri

Fletcher
Florida

opposition to an unwortliy Democratic
candidate, the appeal may be successful

in other states than the four which

Roosevelt carried.

Democratic insurgents can he counted

on the fingers of one hand. The Sena-

tors know tliat their most effective

plea for a re-nomination is the fact tliat

they have stood by President Wilson.

And the Democratic nominees will put

the Opposition on the defensive from

the start of

the cam-
paign be-

cause the
Opposition
was opposed

to Wilson.
Kent of
California
has a signifi-

c a n t p I a t-

form. He is

Smith for Wilson
South Carolina for Presi-

dent, for

Heney (Progressive) for Senator, and for

Kent for the House.

Taking up the twelve Southern States,

considered surely Democratic, note first

the situation in Maryland. Senator John

Walter Smith is a fine example of the

effect of the Wilson treatment upon a

Democratic reactionary. Before taking,

he voted for Loritner and Lumber and
was known
os one of the

Aldrich
Democrats,
convenient
to have on

hand when
the vote was
close; after

taking, he

has voted in

the Senate.

Perkins » n commit-
Califurnia tee and in

caucus just

as he has thought the President would
like to have him vote. After election

for a six years’ term he may lie less

tractable. Oscar L. Straus, of Balti-

more, former attorney-general of the

State anil sfionsor for a good deal of

progressive legislation, is a probable o|>-

ponent for the nomination. The over-

whelming victory of Blair Lee in primary
and election indicates tliat another liona

fide progressive should win the nomina-
tion over Smith.

In North Carolina, Senator Lee Over-
man has succeeded in securing federal

positions for two prospective rivals,

E. J. Justice and ex-CJovernor R. B.
Glenn; or. as they say in North Caro-

lina, “lias hit them in the belly with a
pone of bread." The right candidate,

who would take the right end of the

railroad question recently become acute
in North Carolina, could beat Overman
yet for the nomination, which would be
equivalent to election.

In South Carolina it is a toss-up be

tween Senator Ellison I>. Smith and Gov-
ernor Cole Blease, of whom the less

said the Iletter. Every public mention
of Blease. however unfavorable, is pointed

to with pride by his adherents as indi-

cating the wide notire he is attracting.

It will be interesting, if Blease Ls elected,

to see him take the oath of office to sup-

port the Constitution, when on other

occasions he is wont to observe, “To hell

with the Constitution."

In Georgia, Senator Hoke Smith will

be re-nominated, and re-elected, probably
without opposition.

In Alabama, I'nderwood has strength-

ened his lines against Hobson's or-

ganization. which was built up, how-
ever, against the candidacy of the late

Senator Johnston. Hobson's main Issue

is that of National Prohibition, through
an amendment to the Constitution, but
thus far he has not caused a single hair

of Underwood’s head to lie out of its

appointed place.

In Florida. Senator Fletcher with his

votes for Lorimer and Lumber as well

as his former connection with the East
Coast Railway, as its lobbyist at Talla-

hassee. is op|>osrd for re-nomination by
Stockton, of Jacksonville. Stockton is

known as the original and most per-

sistent progressive in the Florida Dem-
ocracy. and the prohibition issue

ought to help him also. But he has

had had luck in submitting his claims

for office to the electorate, Gilchrist

having defeated him for Governor and
Bryan for Senator. It looks like the

return of Fletcher, who just now is as

progressive as can be.

Louisiana has already elected, in the

legislature which met before the con-

stitutional amendment for popular elec-

tions was passed. Representative Brous-

sard, to succeed Senator Thornton.

In Kentucky, Bradley (Republican) will

Ik* succeeded by the Democratic nominee,
who will be either Representative A. ().

Stanley, or former Governor Beckham.
Beckham lost the election in the Legisla-

ture to Bradley through the treachery of

certain saloon Democratic Legislators,

and there would be something of poetic

justice in his election by the people.

In Arkansas, Senator James P. Clarke,

now President pro tern, of the Senate, is

contending
in the prima-

ries against

J u s t i c e
William F.

Kirby , of the

Supreme
Court of
that State.

Clarke has
been one of

the genuine

progressives

of the Demo-
cratic side of

the chamlK'r, is recognized as one of the

best lawyers of the Senate, was a fearless

advocate of the Rooscvdt policies, and
did especially valiant service in advocating

the pussage of the amendment for the.

popular election of Senators, his indepen-

dent course in that contest giving the

only chance for the adoption of the

amendment. He is a clear-headed thinker

and a fine

debater. His

opponent
docs not
come up to

the usual
ideas of a

Supreme
Court Jus-

tice. He
went into
office by
aligning Smith
himself with Maryland

the Jeff
Davis following and is endeavoring to

capitalize his devotion to his dead leader.

His principal issue is that Clarke did not

return to the Government a lialance from

the $ 145.00 allowed Senators forstationery,

this being regarded as a senatorial per-

quisite. whether expended in full or not.

In Missouri, Senator Stone is up for

re-election, with no visible opposition

as yet in his own party. The nick-name.

Gore
Oklahoma
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Chamberlain

Oregon
Jones

Washington
Thomas
Colorado

"Gumshoe Hill " has stuck to him. Hewas
Governor of Missouri during its most cor-

rupt period, preceding the revolutions and
prosecutions under Folk. His having acted

us Attorney for the Baking Powder |>eople

was damaging to his reputation. It is only

fair to say. however, that he earned the

enmity of the Railroad Machine in Mis-

souri by calling an extra session of the leg-

islature to repeal the fellow-servants' act,

and the saying that has been often quot-

ed
4

“Stone
sucked as
many eggs

as anybody
but he hid

the shells.”

was first ut-

tered by a

Railroad
Lobbyist.
Ex-Gover-
nor Hadley
has been
spoken of as

the Repub-
lican candidate, but his recent employ-
ment by the Missouri Railroads to rep-

resent them liefore the Valuation Com-
mission has probably taken him out of

the race.

Senator Gore of Oklahoma will prob-

ably be returned to the Senate. Two
men are considering the chance of op-

posing him successfully. Chief Justice

Samuel W.

Bristow actionary.

Kansas In Ari-
zona, Sena-

tor Mark Smith has made a good record,

and there is no announced opposition

to his re-nomination.

Indiana has u Democratic Gover-
nor. and a solid Democratic delegation

in the House. The vote for Roose-
velt. moreover, was larger than the vote

for Taft- It has been suggested that Ex-

Senator Beveridge might lead the Progres-

sive forces, and that his dear enemy,

Ex-Vice-President Fairbanks, might be

persuaded to lead the Republican forlorn

hope. Senator Shively's record has been

a good one. in both House and Senate.

Thomas of Colorado, all things con-

sidered, made the bravest fight of any
Senator for genuine tariff revision in the

Underwood-Simmons Bill. He is a pro-

gressive on many other lines, and has

made u fine record considering the length

of his service. He will be op]>osed for

re-nomination and re-election by the

powerful l>ect sugar and copper and coal

mining interests of his State, which he has

defied, but the prospects for his return to

the Senate are excellent.

¥ N Nevada, there lias been a long con-

* tinued custom for the State to be rep-

resented by one Senator in each party.

The brilliant young Senator. Key Pitt-

man, broke up this custom in 1913, by
liaving a Democratic Legislature to elect

him in the Republican year. Senator

Newlands comes up for re-election, and
there is no opposition to him as yet in

his own party. He has always been
wobbly on the Tariff, but he finally voted

for the bill, though Pittman made the

leading fight for free wool in the Senate.

Whether there will Im* the usual close

race in Nevada this year depends upon
the fight tike Progressives will make.

The Republican Party was third in the

Presidential election.

Chamberlain of Oregon will be re-

called as the man elected by a Re-
publican Legislature Ix-causc he had
carried the popular primary election.

He is universally beloved by the people

of his Stall*. Senator Bourne Is spoken

of as his opponent, but whether on the

Republican ticket, which received 34.000

votes in 19H, or on the Progressive

ticket, with 37.000 votes, has not yet

been determined.

Let us turn to the sixteen States in

which a Republican Senator comes up
for re-election.

New Hampshire presents an interesting

situation. It is l>clievod now that Sena-

tor Gallinger will follow the example of

Aldrich. Crane, and Hale, and hide him-

self. The Democratic candidate is Ray-
mond B. Stevens, appointed to the Public

Service Commission by Governor Bass,

his appointment being rejected by the

Railmad representatives in the Gover-

nor’s Council. He has since been Counsel

for tike State In-fore the Public Service

Dillingham
Vermont

Sherman
Illinois

Commission. He was elected to the
State Senate by a combination of Dem-
ocrats and Progressives.

Vermont will probably return Dilling-

ham (Republican) an inoffensive Senator.

The election of a Democratic Senator
from Connecticut has hitherto been im-
possible, In-cause of the rotten thorough

system of eleeting u legislature. With Un-

popular election of Senators, there is a
good chance for a Democrat. Governor *

Baldwin is

Uie proposed

opponent of

Senator
B ran degee

.

and he re-

c e i v e d a

plurality of

10,700 in the

last election.

To be a tariff

reformer Is

to be pro- Groan,
g r e s s i V c North Dakota

enough in

Connecticut. Braudcgec would be missed

in the Senate for one thing, bis ability to

put a bill in proper shape by clarifying

amendments just la-fore its passage.

New York has too recently recovered

from a political campaign to be think-

ing much about the Senatorial contest

next fall. Senator Root would 1m* the

Republican nominee before a convention
and elected

by a Repub-
lican legis-

lature. In his

recent reply

to his critics

in the Senate

as to his Pre-

sidential am-
bition he
said: " My
political ca-

reer and m.v G.llinger
public career New Hampshire

are drawing

to a close.”

In Pennsylvania, it will be Penrose on

the Republican ticket, Pinchot on the

Progressive, and a yet unknown candi-

date on the Democratic, with the chances

favoring Pinchot.

In Ohio, the announced Democratic

candidate is Timothy S. Hogan, who
served as Attorney-General during Har-

mon’s Administration. His friends in

Brady
Idaho
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the State nn<l nation hope that Mayor
Newton Baker, of Cleveland, will enter

the rare. Senator Burton does not seem
to have much chance. Arthur L. Gar-
ford has announced himself a candidate

on the Progressive nomination.

In Illinois. Roger Sullivan hopes to

have himself or a dummy nominated
by the Democrats under a temporary
alienation of mind. Carl Vrooman. of

Bloomington, is the most promising

Democrat. Sherman has been a dis-

appointment. but will get the Regulur
Republican nomination. The Progres-

sives have not yet chosen their course.

In Wisconsin. La Follette still holds the

reins of power and his candidate, on the

Progressive Republican ticket, which is

also the Regular Republican ticket, is

Thomas Morris, the Lieutenant-Governor,

a member of the State Senate for eight

years. Governor McGovern has an-

nounced his candidacy, and there will lie

no Progressive opposition to him. Poor,

rich, old Senator Stevenson will not at-

tempt to succeed himself. The Demo-
cratic candidate is not yet announced.

THE three |>arties were pretty evenly

divided in the Presidential race in

North Dakota. Wilson receiving <9.000

votes. Roosevelt. <5,000. Taft. <3.000.

Senator Gronna is a Progressive Republi-

can. but the least able of that group in

the Senate. With a Progressive in the

field it is anybody's fight.

South Dakota is one of the States Roose-

velt carried. Crawford. Progressive Re-
publican. is an able and honest man. Like

Gronna and Cummins and Bristow he will

have to say whether he is a Progressive

Republican or a National Progressive, and
in either event the contest between him
and the Democratic nominee will be dose.

IN Kansas. Bristow was at last elected

* to run as a Republican, and Victor

Murdock is to be the Progressive nomi-

nee. Representative Neely Ls spoken
of for the Democratic nomination. Wil-

son carried Kansas by a majority of two
to one over Taft ami by a majority of

<3,000 over Roosevdt, but Murdock is

personally very strong.

In Iowa there is sadness in the ease of

Senator Cummins. He supported Roose-

vdt for the Presidency on the ground that

the Chicago Convention made a nomina-
tion that was tainted with fraud. At the

same time, he has refused to liecome a

member of the Progressive Party. He
has lost any opportunity he ever had of

Smoot
Utah

securing Democratic support, liecause

of his opposition to the Tariff and the

Currency bills. He will not secure

Progressive support, because his more
recent course has alienated the members
of that party. He must look to Repub-
licans alone. But the Old Line Republi-

cans regard Cummins as the one mainly

responsible for the present plight of the

Republican Party, with his Iowa Idea
for the revision of the Tariff ami his

speeches and votes against the Payne-

Aldrich bill. Republicans, of the Hep-
burn type, have their knives on the

whetstones now. in preparation for

Senator Cummins' campaign, ami they

arc long knives. In Iowa, in 191<,

Wilson received 185.000 votes; Roose-
velt, HH.OOO; Taft, 119.000. Claude

R. Porter is a probable Democratic can-

didate.

In Utah, with a Mormon Democrat,
Judge William Henry King, running
against Apostle Smoot, and the Pro-

gressive vole cutting any considerable

figure, Smoot may be retired. Utah has

a habit, also, of trying to stand in with

the Administration, whether it be Repub-
lican or Democratic.

Iu Idaho. Senator Bradv will have a

hard fight for the nomination against

Ex-Governor Gooding, with the chances

that Congressman French may step in

between and earn- off the prize. Wil-

son's plurality in Idaho was only 1,100.

Idaho will probably send a Republi-

can to the Senate, unless u popular

Progressive gets as large a vote as

Roosevelt did in 1918, when a Democrat
will win.

In California, the race will probably
Ik* between Francis J. Henev, Progres-

sive, and ex-Mayor Phelan, Democrat,
of San Francisco. Senator Perkins is

not a candidate for re-election. Owing
to the capture of the Republican organiza-

tion by the Progressives, the Taft vote

in California was negligible last year.

AA/'ASHINGTON is the one State
* * w-ith a National Progressive in the

Senate. It went for Roosevelt by a

large plurality. Senator Jones, who has

the distinction of voting against Lorimer

first and for him last, has been trying to

pose as a Progressive Republican lately,

and he even voted for the Currency
Bill; but the Progressives expect to

elect their candidate. The race lies

between Representatives Bryan and
Falconer, with the chances in favor of

Falconer. On the Democratic side.

Mayor Cotterill, of Seattle, is the leading

candidate.

Keep your eye on these gentlemen.

Harpkk'h Weekly will have much to

say of some of them before the elections.

Ready for the Cannery
By BERTON BRALEY

I ’M weary of phrases chuck full of the prais.-,

* Of Broadway and Longacrc Square.

I'm sick of the spenders who talk of the splendors

Of Lobster Place |>eople and fare;

I wish they'd stop blattin' of “Dear Old Manhattan"
That sort of thing gives me a pain;

Ami so when I travel I lightly unravel

A song wit|? *his tender refrain:

\\ GARBLE of Phillie—of Seattle, hilly.

’ ’ Schenectady, Utica, Rome:
Of swift towns or slow ones, but NOT of George Cohan's.

Of cities from Key West to Nome!
I’ll hark while you "uttah” a lilt of Calcutta,

Of Shanghai. Pekin or Bombay.

And I've no abhorrence for Moskow or Florence

But loudly and firmly I say:

A NY old town but New York.
1 * Any old country or scene.

Brooklyn, the home of the stork,

Boston, the home of the beau;

Sing ubout Kalamazoo
Sing of Chicago -and pork.

Sing of Milwaukee—the home of the brew,

Oshkosh and Keokuk, Kokomo too.

Sing of whatever town’s dearest to you.

Any old town hut New York!

A NY old town but New York.

Carol as much as you will.

All of your ardor uncork.

Thrill me with many a thrill.

Get out your notes that an* clear.

Dig up your old tuning fork.

Sing of St. Louis— I’m willing to hear.

Paris and London and cities more near.

Sing of the city you love and revere

Any old town but New York!

L>ANG the piunuk for Nashville, Suvanuah.
L Atlanta and Natchez as well.

Rave of your feeling for Charleston ami Wheeling,

Sing of the way they excel;

Bellow in basso your love for El Paso.

For Hamburg or Stockholm or Cork;
But prithee take pity, and don’t sing a ditty

Concerning the town of New York!
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Shoula Rayfield
By EDWARD LUCAS WHITE

Illustrated by May Wilson Preston

1
KNEW the Rayfields intimately, on a
sort of first-cousin-by-courtesy foot-

ing, and I liked them all. They made
no pretensions to social position or even

to "being in society.*’ In fact, they

made no pretensions to anything, being

temperamentally incapable of any pre-

tensions of any kind whatever.

Daddy Rayfield ‘s income more than

sufficed for all their needs and wants, the

more easily as their wants were entirely

the reverse of self-conscious. All through

their steadily increasing prosperity they

had been learning to pay other people to

do for them what they hod formerly done
for themselves. Yet a great deal which

they might easily have had others do for

them they continued to do for them-
selves partly from instinct, because they

had never happened to think at all of that

particular feature of their daily life,

partly from a sort of inertia of energy,

because they spontaneously did things

for themselves, for their own satisfaction

or for pastime. Caring nothing for and
hardly knowing anything of conventional

diversions, they found amusement in all

sorts of household chores, os they called

them. Daddy Rayfield had almost for-

gotten that he had ever, as a young house-

holder. carried out of the house the ashes

from the kitchen and furnace, so many
years had elapsed since it became one of

the duties of the man who swept the front

pavement and back yard and attended to

other such matters; but Daddy Rayfield

still stoked his furnace, shook its grate,

and threw on coal, except insofar as his

older sons had one by one come to share

that responsibility and privilege. They
preferred it that way—not so much that

it saved coal, though that was a consider-

ation, too—but more that it insured the

best possible results in all sorts of condi-

tions. the nearest possible approach to

perfection of comfort, no matter what the

outdoor temperature. Similarly, though
the family plumber and gasfittcr were

called in frequently and their bills paid

without objection or afterthought, one

or other of the Rayfield boys was apt

to repack a squirting faucet, readjust an
incandescent gas burner, or tighten a

leaky robin, just because it came natural

to set right immediately any household

appliance that got out of order, and the

act was done before there was time to

think about it.

As with the sons, so with the daughters

:

they habitually washed and ironed for

themselves their finer, more expensive

and more fragile articles of wear. Not

that laundry bills made any difference

to them or to their parents; but partly

because they felt better-dressed and
knew that they looked better-adorned

when their possessions were deftly and
perfectly laundried, and partly because
they enjoved their own household skill.

Not one of the girls but was a competent
housekeeper in all respects and knew how
to do everything necessary to keep each

part of a house comfortable and agreeable.

They preferred to dust their own bed-

rooms, and each had her specialties

in plain and fancy cooking.

DUT the Rayfields, if they worked.

worked from choice and not from

necessity. And if they were unostenta-

tious and economical by nature, they

lived in a roomy and comfortable house,

they wore their choice of clothes in great

variety, ami they sat down to a table

abundantly and even lavishly provided

with nourishing and appetizing food.

Not one of them had ever l>een worried

or exhausted or hungry, not one of them
had ever had to skimp on any of the

comforts of life, still less on an actual

necessity.

Shoula was the handsomest of the

daughters, a tall, well-muscled, plump.
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young woman, active and energetic, full

of high spirits and gaiety, overflowing

with life and vigor. She laughed a

great deal, and while she did not laugh

loudly or uproariously her laughter

was healthfully hearty. She walked with

a swing and put her whole heart into

everything she did. Her hair was abun-

dant, glossy and very black, her eyes

•lark brown, her red cheeks very brilliant

when she was excited or interested. For
her sine, her feet and hands were small,

but then she was a large girl. Body and
mind, heart and soul, there was plenty

of Shoula.

ITER two elder sisters had married
1 * well. Prosperous as Daddy Ray-
field was, his sons-in-law were decidedly

better off. And his daughter-in-law was
even affluent in her own right. Natur-
ally, with three children flourishingly

married, the family expected Shoula,

whom they all regarded as a beauty, to

feather her nest notably. So they were

all disgusted when she announced her

engagement to Guy Williams.

Guy was a reporter on the Etening
News at a salary of six dollars a week.

Daddy Ravfield consented to the

match. But then, neither he nor any
other human being could rebuff or oppose
Shoula when she set out to have her way.
Shoula was a determined and a per-

suasive creature. Her Daddy in particu-

lar could not refuse her. He agreed that

whenever Guy was earning a salary

of twenty-three dollars a week Shoula
should marry him. This was not much
of a concession, for at that time no re-

porter in Baltimore earned more than

twenty dollars a week and Guy had
not the remotest chance of early pro-

motion. He was a sort of hanger-on

at the Netcs office. Also he had no
qualities that were likely to make him
successful at getting a job of any
other kind.

But all the Rayfields liked Guy. They
could not help it. He was a cheery

being, an inch shorter than Shoula and
twenty pounds lighter, with his merry
gray eyes, close together and small,

twinkling on either side of his parrot-beak

nose. He dined at the Rayfields’ every

Sunday anti spent nearly every evening

there with Shoula, unless he took her to a
theater or to some evening jollity.

Moving pictures hud not been invented

in those days. He and Shoula were very

happy and very hopeful. They talked

of being married within three years and
were perpetually planning wuys und
means on a basis of twenty-three dol-

lars a week, for Daddy Ravfield had
promised Shoula a comprehensive trous-

seau and an allowance of ten dollars

a week.

Then came, all in three weeks, the

meeting of Shoula’s younger sister Afla

with a particularly attractive and wealthy

youth, their whirlwind courtship and their

prompt marriage.

That event altered very much the out-

look of the Rayfields.

Within six months from Afla’s wedding
I received a note from Shoulu asking me
to call. I went. She came straight to

the point.

“Afla’s good luck," she said, “has been
bad luck for me. The whole family has

turned completely round. They have
broken their word and are now doing all

they can to make me give up Guy. At
first I thought that would make no
difference, and that I could slick it out

and wait as patiently as before, if not as

comfortably. But I see I was mistaken.

Their opposition is wearing me out- If

tilings go on this way they’ll separate us.

There's only one thing to do and that’s

to get married at once.’’

"On six dollars a week?’’ I exclaimed.

Guy was not a cent better off than a

year before.

“Yes, on six dollars a week," she re-

plied, calmly. “You see. Will, it’s this

way. Most girls can fall in love and
get over it. I’m the other kind. I never
loved anybody but Guy and I never shall.

If I lose Guy, my whole life will be spoiled.

I’ve only one life. I might just as well

kill myself trying to live on six dollars

a week with Guy as die ten deaths trying

to live without him. Anyhow, my mind
is made up, and you know what that

means. It means I’m going to do what
I intend. I have told Guy so."

“What did he say?” I asked.

“Just what you said, or implied,” she

answered. “He said we could not live

on six dollars a week. I asked him did

he mean to tell me that, if I was not afraid

to marry him on that little, he was afraid

to marry me on that much. He agreed

to get married whenever I am ready."

“WThen will you be ready?” I asked.

“Tomorrow, if I can manage it.”

Shoula declared. “ If not tomorrow, then

the day after. Anyhow, the first minute
after I am prepared."

“What, do you need to do to be pre-

pared?" I queried.

"Rent a house," she said, “furnish it,

get a license, pock my things, and arrange

for an expressman to call for them.
That’s all. I think.”

CHE spoke as if she had unlimited cash^ with which to rent and furnish a

house. I reflected that she might have
some hundreds of dollars in a savings

bank, so I ignored these points.

"Do you think you can get your
things out of the house? ” I asked.

“You bet I can. They all can talk

and they all can be horrid, they can

threaten, they can say they’ll never speak

to me again, they can vow that if I go

out of the house I go forever, that I can

never come back, that they’ll cast me off,

that I'll never get a cent of cash or a
finger-lift of help from any of them, they

can keep their word ; but there is not one

of them that can look me in the face

and stop me from having niv trunk

and bundles carried out of the house;

yes, and my bedroom furniture, too.

Every ounce that is in my room is mine,

all my own.”
“Where do I come in?" I asked.
" Why

,
you see,” she explained, “ Guy is

busy from early morning until the sport-

ing and financial edition goes to press;

that is often nearly five o’clock. Almost
everything I have to do must be done in

business hours. Guy can’t attend to

anything for me, and most of what I have

to do will go better with a man to help.

You are tree as you please, and any time

you choose. Get a power of attorney

from Guy so you can rent the house for

him in his name, and meet me as soon

as you have got it.”

When we met she said

:

“The first thing is the house.”

I am ashamed to put down the name of

the two streets that cross where we got

out of the trolley car. The neighborhood

was and Is perfectly respectable, but when
I contemplated what would be thought

by Daddy Rayficld, by Ma Ravfield, by
Afla, by Afla’s husband, I shuddered.

I shuddered incomparably more when
she led me to the middle of one of the

blocks and turned up the alley.

“Shoula!” I cried, “Niggers live in tills

alley."

“Well," she said, “I'd rather live next

door to niggers with Guy, than in a palace

without him. And I won’t have to live

next door to niggers, at least not yet,

for the houses on either side of the one
I’m going to take are occupied by white

people, and pretty decent-looking white
people, even if they are so poor that

they have to live next door to niggers.”

In fact I found that three of the houses

near the middle of one row had been
lately repaired and painted and that the

middle one was vacant.

“How did you hit on this?" I asked.

"Saw it in the papers,” Shoula ex-

plained. “Of course these houses were

rented the instant they were done up and
by better tenants than most of these

alley cats. The folks in the house liad

some trouble with the police and were

turned out. I paid Leslie Bentinck a
month’s rent in advance to hold the

house for me. I said I knew some good
tenants that wanted it.”

“Leslie Bentinck!” I cried. The pic-

ture of Shoula and I renting for Guy and
Shoula this alley house from that most
polished of real estate men, most con-

ventional of bachelors, most correct of

club dandies, Leslie Bentinck, over-

whelmed me.

“Yes, he’s the agent,” said Shoula.

T’MIE house was red brick, with green
1 shutters. The front steps were

wood, painted white. The front door

opened into a room about twelve feet

square. It had ouc window next the front

door. The wall-paper was new, bunches

of carnations on a cream-colored ground.

In the middle of the long wall the light

from the window glittered on a circular

tin cover closing a hole for a stovepipe.

The floor was new.

The rear room was like the front room,

except that the walls were kalsomined

a glaring light blue. The floor was
patched under the atovepipc-hole as far

as the door in the comer, which led down
into an earth-floored cellar lighted by
two windows barely a foot high, level

with the joists.

Between the front room and the kitchen

was a boxed -in-stair, narrow and steep.

The second floor consisted of two white-

washed rooms, each with two windows.

The floors were old and grimed with the

filth of years. Each room liad a tiny

closet filling the space over the passage

between the front and back rooms down-
stairs. There was no way of heating

the upper rooms. There was no plumb-
ing whatever in the house, only a
sort of stable-hydrant in the bricked

back yard.

“And you mean to live here?” I

exclaimed.

“I do. You • can help if you choose;

but you couldn’t hinder me, however

much you tried.”

“I shan't try," I disclaimed, "I mean
to help. I’d never have the sand for

such a game, but it will be a sporty game
to watch.”

“I was hanking on you," said Shoula.

When the year’s lease was executed

Shoula led me to various auction rooms

and second-hand stores. She considered

every article slur needed in every place

she could find. She chaffered, she bent

down prices, she made every cent go as

far as she could.

She bought a small cook-stove and a

smaller kerosene cook-stove.

“I’ll spend most of my time cooking

and washing,” said Shoula, “and I don’t
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mean to fry in summer or freeze in win-

ter. But no gasoline stoves for me.”

She bought wash-tubs, a kitchen table,

eight kitchen chairs; a loug-legge<l. smelly

food-safe, with perforated tin panels in its

doors and sides; pails, pokers anil shovels

and three coal-hods, bedroom and table

crockery, a pine bedstead, bureau and
waslistand and a walnut wardrobe; also

a husk mattress.

These, when they reached the house, she

huil placed in the second-story back

room.

“You’re puzzled,” she remarked to me.

"Thank you so much for not asking

questions. I’ll enjoy explaining the

whole scheme when we’re settled.’’

She also bought a ton of pea coal and
saw it put in the cellar. We had some
fun and more bother timing ourselves so

as to 1m* at the house when her pur-

chases were delivered; kitchen and table

utensils she bought at five-and-ten-eent

stores; also a great many small articles.

Her eight kitchen chairs cost twenty-

five cents apiece, second-hand (“tenth-

hand, I suspect,” Simula observed).

She bought a pair of blankets, and a

pair of sheets and two pillow-cases.

“Awful extravagance, buying pillow-

cases and sheets," she commented, “but
I’ve no time now to buy unbleached

sheeting and make sheets and pillow-cases.

I'll do that before wash day comes ’round

for these.” She was choicy on pillows;

“daren’t economize on pillows," she

explained. “Pillows are sleep, and sleep’s

life, when you work all the time you are

awake.”
She bought two cheap kerosene lamps,

new, and carried them with her. When
they were placed, one in the kitchen and
one in the bedroom, she looked over her

new possessions and announced that the

next thing was the license.

“You don’t mean,” I cried, “that you

are going to sleep in this house l>cfore it

is scrubbed.”

“You bet I'll sleep," she said. "But
I’ll be hard at work scrubbing a half-hour

after sunrise, and when I get through

there won’t be a cleaner house in

Maryland.”
They were married by the minister

of her church in the parlor of his

parsonage.

"If you won't marry us.” she hud said

to him, “ I’ll find some one else who will.

You can tell that to the folks, and they'll

know it’s true. They cun’ l blame you."

As they left the parsonage she said to

me :
“ Much obliged, Billy. We don’t need

you any more. I don’t want you in the

row, if there is one, when I get my stuff

from the house. I'll get it. We arc going

to Moorehead's now, ami I’ll make him
drive round and wait with twtf wagons.

I'll clean out my room in a jiffy. Every-

thing is packed. Remember, you dine

with us Sunday afternoon at six."

“At six!" I exclaimed.

“Yea, at six," Simula repeated. “Wien
I explain, you’ll understand.”

“God bless you. Billy," said Guy, “ami
be sure to come."

“I’ll come,” I said, “and God bless

you both.”

II

I
POUND in Shoula’s front room the

rug. table, sofa, armchair, ami rock-

ing-chair and two smaller chairs which
hurl been part of the furniture of her big

bedroom at her home. Five of her pic-

tures hung on the walls. Her reading

lamp stood on the table. The rmim
looked cheerful. The weather did not

call for a fire in the egg-stove, hut that

useful appointment was in place, on a

square of sheet-tin, and the stove and its

piping were as glossy black as polish

uml energy could make them.

Guy opened the door for me and
accepter! a cigarette. As we were light-

ing up Simula came in from the kitchen,

her sleeves rolled up and her dress

hidden under a blue and white checked

gingham apron. She looked as happy as

possible.

“Kiss the bride," said she and gave me
a hearty smack on the lips, the first and
last time Simula ever kissed me.

“Isn’t she a wonder?” Guy exclaimed,

admiringly.

“The next move," Shoula said, “is to

present you to our boarders.”

She climbed the stairs and returned

with Dorsey Brown and his wife,

Dorsey was the reporter who had got

Guy his job with the News. He hail been
married about three months. His wife

was one of those skinny, limp, little

blondes, who are pretty enough when
well, but who an* almost always ailing.

They had been living in one of the

chea|M!st Imarding houses in Baltimore

and had been very uncomfortable and
terribly pinched for cash. I realized the

expediency of Shoula’s arrangement and
saw how much it benefited all four.

VJHOl'LA showed me the upstuirs rooms.

Her mahogany bedstead, bureau,

wash.stand and wardrobe almost filled the

front room. A small rocking-chair ami
one of her twenty-five cent kitchen chairs

completed its furniture. Five more of

her pictures adorned the walls.

“I think Mamie isn’t hopelessly un-

comfortable here," she said.

The hack room looked less bare since

three of her smaller pictures had been

hung up there. Nothing had been
added since I had seen it before except

two kitchen chairs.

“Trunks down cellar," said Shoula.

In the kitchen I found hunging Simula's

three favorite pictures,

“I shall be here most all of every day,"
she said, “and I might as well have some-

thing pleasant to look at.”

We dined off the bare pine kitchen

table. We Had soup, the thick satis-

fying soup for which Simula’s mother
was famous; boiled potatoes, creamed
cabbage and Shoula’s own special meat-

eakes with tomato gravy; we finished off

with an apple tapioca pudding and coffee.

It was u good dinner, and u jolly dinner.

I had brought a big bag of bananas and a
big box of good confectionery. We all

felt well-fed and contented.

“One dinner a week.” said Shoula, “is

going to Ik* our rule. Our next dinner

will come ’round next Sunday."

I dined there on not a few Sundays
and was always edified at the cheapness,

abundance and savor of Simula's dinners.

Gradually I learnt the details of her house-

keeping.

The rent of the house* was two dollar* a
week, the usual rent for such convenience-

less alley houses. The Browns pair! eight

dollars a week for their room, food and
washing and for Simula's care of Mamie,
who was ill more than half the time.

Shoula did all the marketing, cooking and
washing for the four of them. Alsu, she

scrubbed the front steps, swept the pave-

ment and kept the house and buck yard
clean; and she kept them clean.

On Sundays the four slept late and
had an abundant breakfast and their

weekly banquet at six o’clock. Ou
week days Shoula and Mamie had a

good late breakfast and a sustaining after-

noon dinner. Shoula said she never ate

between uieaLs; if Mamie felt weak she

gave her a cup of scalding tea and a sand-
wich, or a biscuit or slice of bread. The
two men never had a meal in the house
except on Sundays. On week day morn-
ings Shoula waked Guy at the last moment
anti he and Dorsey each had a big cup of

Rio coffee anti a roll, anti went about their

business. It was in the good old days of

unlimited hot free lunch at saloons.

Dorsey and Guy knew all the saloons in

Baltimore, being reporters. They knew
which made only a show of setting out

free lunch, and which were lavish; they
knew just where the free lunch was un-

appetizing, just where it was filling, satis-

fying and digestible. They arranged so

that they never ate at the same saloon

oftener than once in two weeks. In this

way they provided themselves with two
hearty, satisfying, nourishing mcalN each
day at a daily expense of precisely

ten cents each for two glasses of beer

apiece.

This left Dorsey and Mamie six dollars

and forty cents a week for all their other

expenses, and Guy and Shoula three

dollars and forty cents.

"Sometimes," Guy confessed. “I save a
nickel by gobbling a free lunch without
buying a beer; but that Is not good busi-

ness unless somebody treats me to a stein.

I might lose out a good place from my
lunch route."

Shoula likewise confided to me that she
saved something each week out of the
Browns’ board.

“I can keep the house going on just

about a dollar a day," she said.

Considering coal, kerosene and coffee,

I could not see how she did it; but she
said whatworried her was the cost of soap.

“I use such a lot of soap,"she mourned.

PYERY moment of daylight left free

from heavier housework, she put
on mending or sewing. She descanted

on her theories of needlework.

"Mending first, to the last patch and
the last darn," she said, "then plain

sewing. I can make Guy a shirt for

half what he can buy one. even at a de-

partment store marked down sale. Then,
all the time left, on embroidery. Em-
broidery pays, but it does not pay to

pul embroidering ahead of keeping up
with the real needs of one’s clothes."

Dorsey’s wife sewed listlessly, but with
an attempt at diligence, whenever she was
well enough, and managed to do all her

own doming and mending and some em-
broidery.

Shoula confided to me that between
them, they took in more than two dollar*

a week, clear, for their embroidery.

"And every cent counts," she said,

“and needs to be counted."

At least three evenings a week they

went to the theater. In those days news-
pu|MT offices always hud more free tickets

to theaters than they knew what to do
with. If by any chance neither Guy nor

Dorsey could get four dead-head tickets,

the two women would use the tickets

and their luisltands would walk in un-

challenged as well-known reporters.

In the summer they often went down
the bay on an excursion steamer.

Free tickets for excursions were almost

a* easy for reporters to get in those days

as were theater tickets.

Shoula was always wclland neverseemed

weary, but I could .*<1*, after a time, that

Guv was increasingly anxious. I puzzled

a good bit, myself, as to what she meant

to do and how she kept so sanguine.



"Her daddy in particular could not refute her"

One Tuesday morning I found in my
mail a letter from one of Simula's girl

friends. She had married a San Fran-

cisco man. She said she hated to trouble

me. but as she did not know Simula's

address, the only way she could think

of to get a letter to her was to enclose

it to me; would I please deliver it as

quickly us possible. I had nothing of im-

portance to do. so I caught the next car

for Simula's part of town. She opened
her door for me; she had her hat on.

"Glad to see you.’’ she said, ignoring

the letter. “You always come in the

nick of time. A minute later I’d have
been gone. I finished my washing early

yesterday and some of my ironing. I have
just ironed the last piece. I meant to go

to the Maternity Hospital this evening,

but I think it would be imprudent for

me to wait for Guy to come home. I’m
going now. Will you walk round with

me ?
"

“Walk!" I cried. "I’ll get you a

hansom.”
“I’ll bet you won’t!” she snapped.

"But I thank you for the offer. I can
walk and walking will do me good. I can

take my time. Will you go with me?"

H’HE situation was, to me, very start

-

* ling and totally unforeseen. But
there was no resisting Simula's unem-
barrassed candor.

I went.

Simula was wearing a gray cloth dress

and strode along springilv, head in air,

as buoyant as possible.

"I'll be in the hospital." she said

serenely, "next Sunday and Sunday week.

I'll be home tomorrow two weeks. You
come to dinner Sunday two weeks."

She shook hands at the entrance of the

Imspitul. smiling and gay. no hint of a
flush or blush about her, but with a fine,

healthy color in her cheeks.

I went to dinner as bidden. Her baby
was as fat as a chestnut worm and pink

as a pink-carnation. Simula seemed
strong and vigorous; she walked, moved
and stood as if she had reserve energy

in plenty.

A FTER that their life went on as bc-
** fore. Shoula maintained that, al-

though she gave her baby all the attention

he needed, she seemed to have just us

much time for housework as formerly.

“Every mother thinks her baby the

greatest thing that ever happened, of

course, but I've got more reason to say

so than most." She gloried, "Just

think, that kid hasn't shown a symptom
of colic yet, and he's past the colicky age.

already. And he hasn't waked us at.

night yet, not once. I have to wake
him to feed him. He’s greedy as a pig.

but he never seems hungry between

meals. The matter with him is that he’s

as healthy as his mother.”

Simula's second baby was three months
old before Guy got his first raise in salary,

and that was only to thirteen dollars a

week.

"But it mukes all the difference in the

world,” Shoula declared. "I feel safe now.

and I’ve been more scared than the

English language can express. What
saved us was the free theaters and free

excursions on the water. An all-duy ex-

cursion. for nothing, is just salvation for a
young city baby in summer. Reporting

is a badly-paid profession, but it has its

compensut ions.
’*

She mailed her mother a picture of

herself with her two children. This

time Ma Rayfield gave in. There was a

general family reconciliation. Shoula

declined, however, to accept a cent of

help. She had already moved into a

three-dollar-a-week house, in a street in-

stead of an alley and in a square inhabited

by white people only. To that home she

clung, as well as to Dorsey and Mamie.
She said they hud stuck by her and she

wasn’t going back on them. But family

harmouy made her days incomparably

happier and easier.

A FTER that there w as nothing remurk-

able about her life. The last time

I saw them they were living in a flat some-

where in Harlem and enjoying New York
completely. Guy was advance agent for

a popular comedian at a salary of four-

teen hundred a year. He was fat ami
complacent. Their three children were

as healthy as possible.

“But I shouldn't advise any other

woman to try it," Shoula summed up. after

many reminiscences. “I won out on free

theater tickets and free water excursions

and on my temperament. Few other

women have such a temperament."
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Kolniyatsch
By MAX BEERBOHM

13077/ with pencil and pen. Max Beerltohm is gifted in delicate and happy satire. In this sketch.U he amuses himself with some of the absurdities of literary' exploitation as it exists today. The
quality of satire is to Ite as much like the fact fis possible and just enough different to be funny

NONE of U!f who ke«‘|> an eye oil the

heavens of European literature ean

forget the thrill tli.it shook us

when, but a few years since, the ml star

of Kolniyatsch swam into our ken. As
nobody can prove that I wasn't, I claim

now that I teas the first to gauge the mag-

nitude of tills star and to predict the

ascendant course which it has in fact

triumphantly taken. That was in the

days when Kolniyatsch was still alive.

His recent death gives the cue for the

Immmi. Out of that lioom I, for one,

will not be left. I rush to scrawl my
name, large, on the tombstone of Kol-

niyatsrh.

These foreign fellows always are espe-

cially to be commended. By the mere

mention of their names you evoke in

reader or hearer a vague sense of your
su|M*riority and his. Thank Heaven, we
are no longer insular. I don’t say we
have no native toleut. We have heaps

of it, pyramids of it, all around (see pub-

lishers’ advertisements). But where, for

the genuine thrill, would England be but

for her good fortune in being able to draw
on a seemingly inexhaustible supply of

anguished souls from the Continent —in-

fantile, wide-eyed Slavs. Titan Teutons,

greatly blighted Scandinavians, all of

them different, but all of them raving in

one common darkness and with one com-
mon gesture plucking out their vitals for

exportation? There is no doubt that our

continuous receipt of this commodity has

hail a bracing effect on our national eliar-

actcr. We used to lie rather phlegmatic,

used we not? But nowadays it cannot

ap|M*ar that one of our lady-novelists in

Early-Viclorian days wrote to her old

schoolmaster, asking him to write to her,

without the whole of Fleet Street rising

as one man to admit that she has en-

nobled her sex, purified our public life,

and made wider for all time the scope of

human emotion.

fAF Kolniyatsch, as of all authentic

master-spirits in literature, it is true

that he must lie judged rather by wliat

he wrote than by what he was. But the

quality of his genius, albeit nothing if not

national and also universal, is at the same
time so deeply personal that we cannot
afford to c-Iohc our eyes on his life—a life

happily not void of those sensational de-

tails which are what we all really can*

about. "If you have tears, prepare to

she<l them now.” Kolniyatsch was born,

last of a long line of rag-pickers, in 1886.

At the age of nine he had aln*adv acquired

that passionate alcoholism which was to

have so great an influence in the moulding

of his character and on the tn*nd of his

thought. Otherwise he does not seem
to luive shown in childhood any excep-

tional promise. It was not befon* Iris

eighteenth birthday that he murdered his

grandmother anil was sent to that asylum

in which he wrote the poems and plays

belonging to what wc now call Ills earlier

manner. In 1907 he escaped from his

sanctum, or chuzkctc (cell), as he sardon-

ically called it, and. having acquired some
money by an act of violence, gave, by sail-

ing for America, early proof that his ge-

nius was of the kind that crosses frontiers

and seas. Unfortunately it was not of

the kind that passes Kills Island. Amer-
ica. to her lasting shame, turned him back.

Early in 1908 we find him once more in

his old quarters, working at those novels

und confessions on which, in the opinion

of some, his fame will ultimately rest.

Alas, we don’t find him there now. It

will lie a fortnight ago tomorrow that

Luntic Kolniyatsch passed peacefully

away, in the twenty-eighth year of his

age. He would have been the last to wish

tis to indulge in sickly sentimentality.

"Nothing Is here for tears, nothing but

well ami fair, and what may quiet us in a
death so noble.”

VA7AS Kolniyatsch mad? It depends
* ’ on what we mean by that word.

If we mean, as the bureaucrats of Ellis

Island and. to their lasting shame, his

friends and relations presumably meant,

that he did not share our own smug und
timid philosophy of life, then indeed was
Kolniyatsch not sane. Granting for sake

of argument tlutl he was mail in a wider

sense than that, we do but oppose an in-

sujMTable stumbling-block to the Eugen-
Uts. Imagine what Europe would be

today, hail Kolniyatsch not been! As
Mr. W. L. Courtney says, "It Is hardly

too much to say that a time may lie not

far distant, atul may indeed Ik* nearer

than many of us suppose, when Luntic

Kolniyatsch will, rightly or wrongly, lie

reckoned by some of us as not the least of

those writers who are especially symptom-
atic of the early twentieth century and
an* possibly * for all lime’ or for a more or

less certainly not inconsiderable period of

lime.” That is finely said. But I my-
self go somewhat further. I say that

Kolniyatach's message has drowned all

previous messages and will drown any
that may lie uttered in the remotest fu-

ture. You ask me what, precisely, that

message was? Well, it is too elemental,

t«K> near to the very heart of naked Nu-
ture, for exact definition. Can you de-

scribe the message of an angry python

more satisfactorily than as N-i-s-sf Or
that of an infuriated bull better than as

Moo? That of Kolniyatsch lies some-
where between these two. Indeed, at

whatever point we take him. we find him
hard to fit into any single category. Was
he a realist or a romantic? He was
neither, and he was both. By more than

one critic he has been called a pessimist,

anil it is true that a part of his achieve-

ment may Ik* gauged by the lengths to

which he carried pessimism -railing and

raging, not, in the manner of his tame
forerunners, merely at things in general,

or at women, or at himself, but lavishing

an tHjually fierce scorn and hatred on
children, on trees and flowers and the

moon, and indeed on everything that the

sentimentalists have endeavored to force

into favor. On the other hand, his burn-

ing faith in a |K*rsonal devil, his frank

delight in earthquakes and pestilence*,

and his belief that every one but himself

will Ik* brought bark to life in time to Ik*

frozen to death in the next glacial epoch,

seem rather to stamp him as an optimist.

By birth und training a man of the people,

he was yet an aristocrat to the finger-tips,

and Byron would have called him brother,

though one trembles to think what he

w ould have called Byron. First and lost,

he was an artist, und it is by reason of his

technical mastery that he most of all out-

stands. Whether in prose or verse, lie

compasses a broken rhythm that Is as the

very rhythm of life itself, and a cadence
that catches you by the throat, as a ter-

rier catches a rat, and wrings from you the

last drop of pity and awe. His skill in

avoiding "the inevitable word” is simply

miraculous. He is the despair of the

translator. Far be it from me to belittle

the devoted la 1Kirs of Mr. and Mrs. Pcga-
way, whose monumental translation of

the master's complete works is now draw-
ing to its splendid close. Their promised

biography of the murdered grandmother
Is awaited eagerly by all who take—anil

which of us does not take?—a breathless

interest in Koluivatschiana. But Mr.
and Mrs. Pegawav would be the first to

admit that their renderings of the prose

and verse they love so well arc a wretched

substitute for the real thing. I wanted to

get the job myself, but they nipped in and
got it before me. Thank heaven, they
cannot deprive me of the power to read

Kolniyatsch in the original Gibrisch anil

to crow over you w ho can’t.

/AF the man himself—for on several

occasions I had the privilege and the

permit to visit him—I have the pleasant-

est. most sacred memories. His was a

wonderfully vivid and intense personal-

ity. The head was magnificent, perfectly

conic in form. The eye* were like two
revolving lamps, set very close together.

The smile was haunting. There was a

touch of old-fashioned courtesy in the

repression of the evident impulse to

spring at one’s throat. The voice had
notes that recalled M. Mounet-Sully's in

the later and morr important passages of

“Oedipe Roi.” I remember that he al-

ways spoke with the greatest contempt of

Mr. and Mrs. Pegaway’s translations.

He likened them to—but enough! His

boom is not yet at the full. A few weeks

hence I shall be able to command an even

higher price than I can now for my “Talks
with Kolniyatsch.” •
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Some Uncommonly Good Acting

I
T is the commonplace of complaint

directed against our American theatri-

cal criticism, both the viva vocr and

the newspaper kind, that it seems almost

wholly concerned with the really some-

what rudimentary question of whether it

has seen “a good show,” as the phrase is,

or not. In New York, especially in

print, it interests itself passionately in

prophesying the probable length of a

"show’s” stay in the metropolis; the

main object of writing almut the stage

ap|»arcntly being to avoid “getting

in wrong”—to employ the vernacu-

lar. in this matter of “hits” and
“runs.”

VOW it is probably as well that the
A ^ great public, which is ho|>ed to be

simple and good-hearted and is known to

In* rich, should take its theaters naturally

and not too critically. But there is

undoubtedly an increasing number of

playgoers who honestly want to learn

something more ubout the great institu-

tion which the stage is, people who would

like to see the wheels go round, and to

learn to distinguish in a more sophisti-

cated fashion the contributions which
play-writing, play-acting, pHsluction and
personality make to a “good show."
Anything, therefore, which definitely

focusses public attention upon any of

these points is especially welcome. And
"Maria R«»sa." in which Miss Dorothy

Donnelly Is supported by Mr. Lou-Telle-

gen, puts what one might call the sheer art

of acting more brilliantly into the lime-

light than any other event of the present

theatrical season here.

It is not that Angel Guimera's play of

Catalonian peasant life will not pass, nor

that the production is not good. It just

happens, however, that all the cireum-

stanees combine to make the acting the

thing. Serious students of the theater

are recommended, for example, to con-

sider from a scientific and purely techni-

cal point of view the star's entrance in

Act I and her first scene. There is really

no scene to act, only a considerable

stretch of narrative with almost no situ-

ation behind it, the kind of thing usually

intolerably dull. But Miss Donnelly,

bringing ut once to it that mysterious

“technique,” which the public has heard

of so often and so vaguely but can now
plainly recognize, makes the scene seem
a scene, almost surcharged with interest,

passion und the sense of beauty. Later

there are scenes which are really scenes,

and they get played; but as exhibitions

of pun* virtuosity they cannot eclipse this

first, though of course they stir the au-

dience more.

T F Miss Donnelly were not an indigen-

* ous product, we should undoubtedly

fuss more about the quality of her art;—
try pronouncing her name in the Italian

fashion and you will at once feel that

Donclli is abler to challenge comparison

with the emotional transatlantic ac-

tresses who liave at various times trod

the boards in Manhattan.
Mr. Lou-Tellcgen, who has been seen

here Indore with Madame Bernhardt,

also keeps the limelight upon the acting,

and he in addition might give to our sup-

posed serious students of the drama in the

stalls an excellent opportunity of consider-

ing the different styles of acting which

may exist. He is very definitely, to put

it in the concisest and easiest way for

the American playgoer, of the Bernhardt

os opposed to the Duse school. He is

fairly obvious und lie is by intention,

theatrical; that is. most profoundly and
most cunningly of the theater. But the

result is pyrotcohnically brilliant; noth-

ing so good of its kind has come to us

for a long time. Mr. Tellcgen’s acting

—

to Income technical again- would proba-

bly not convince you that a falsely written

scene was real, but it might quite con-

ceivably make you not care which it was.

so delighted would you be with his render-

ing of it. He adds to such gifts, in Span-

ish costume at least, very authentic

beauty.

Lovers of acting, to put it briefly,

cannot afford to miss "Maria Rosa."

It is what musicians would call a

brevura passage in the winter theatri-

cal season.
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"A Preface to Polities”
By FLOYD DELL

WE Americana are accustomed to

take politics for granted, and
only think alx>ut the details

and incidents of it. We are likely to

resent being asked to think about Politics

itself: what it ia and why it is. and if it

is really any use!

Yet some thousands of Americans have
at critical times considered seriously, even

desperately, the question upon which Mr.
Lippmann in this hook* seeks to throw

the light of twentieth century thought.

In Chicago, for instance, in the early

'80’s, a workingmen's party which had
started out with a living faith in politics,

electing representatives to the city council

and the state legislature, and believing

fully in the power of the ballot to achieve

their ends—this party, disillusioned by
the flagrant theft of a few elections, and
discouraged by the mordant cynicism

of John Most, ceased to believe in politics,

and for two years talked Dynamite.
Of that luck of faith the Huymarket

bomb was one of the results. It signi-

fies! that there were questions concerning

the validity of polities which needed to

Ik* cleared up.

The need stiU exists, as may Ik* seen

from the case of the Socialists today.

Belief in politics is one of their three

cardinal principles. In order to join

the Socialist party one has to affirm

solemnly one's belief in the method of

politics. And yet, only a few months
ago, ufter long debates in every ‘"local”

in the country, one of the chief figures in

the party was expelled from membership
for his notorious and contagions disbelief

in the ballot. At the very height of

Socialist success in elections, tile Syndi-

calist cynicism in regard to polities Imd

so far undermined the Socialist principle

as to cause actual fear of a split in the

party. Disbelief in politics is one of the

tendencies of the time.

A LL this, to be sure, hasoccurred within
** small idealistic groups. But it is not

confined to these groups. Radical parties

are a kind of seismograph. If you would
know what obscure tremors agitate the

great middle class, it is well to look at

such radical groups. Their violent ac-

tions and reactions are a portent of what
is happening or about to happen in the

larger world.

“The most incisive comment on pol-

itics today,” writes Mr. Lippmann -ami
he means in this large world

—
“is indif-

ference.” Where the disillusioned work-

ingman turns to sabotage, the disillu-

sioned business man may simply stay

away from the ]Kills on election day.

But his action is significant.

It is a peculiar situation, into which

Mr. Lippmnnn’s book conies as the first

serious attempt at explanation. On the

one hand there is a constant extension of

reform activities, bused on a belief in the

effectiveness of jHilitical method. The
organization of the Progressive party was
a striking act of faith—of faith in politics.

The anti-political philosophy of lainter-

faire has broken down, and experiments

in municipal ownership and government
control are confidently proceeding. There

• “A Pr*fiw* to Politic*." by Warn ljrru»x«.
Milrhcil Kranr rly. IIJO net.

is an increasing number of luws assuming
a direction of the activities and even the

morality of the individual. The sphere

of politics seems never to have been so

large as it is today.

f’AN the other hand, there is, in the^ industrial world. Syndicalism, with

its program of "direct action" and its

utter contempt for politics. The senti-

ment of “aiiti-|mrliai!]ciitari.Hiii'‘ is grow-

ing all over the world. In England
recently, Hilaire Belloc resigned from

parliament to write a book attacking

“The Party System.” And he and
Cecil Chesterton, successive editors of

the New IVitneee, hove by means of sensa-

tional exposures almost brought alanit

the downfall of a ministry which more
than any other in Euglish history has

extended the activities of government and
enlarged the domain of politics.

This latest phase of radicalism is likelv

to seem to ns bewildering and topsy-

turvy. Indeed, there is u sense in which
radicals have turned upon themselves.

After advocating measures like working-

men's insurance for u generation, they

art* attacking the one just put in

force as un arrangement made for the

benefit of the employers and tending

to break down the labor unions. In
this country, the Socialists at the present

time do not know whether they believe

in government ownership or not. Charles

Edward Russell, who wrote a book a

few years ago praising in the highest

terms such experiments in New Zealand
and Australia, now denounces them as

“reactionary!"

The change from the theoretical to the

practical field is one which especially

arouses a doubt of the validity of polities.

The Socialists, after working hard to

secure the election of officials in various

towns, have often been compelled to go

to work and throw ’em out again. So
well known is this difficulty that it is a

rule for the man who accepts a nomina-
tion front this party to hand in to the

“central committee" a signed, undated
resignation!

nPHESE are a few of the difficulties
1 which politics now present—an

indication of the miiddlemcnt in which
the most confident of us arc likely to

feel ourselves implicated. More striking,

|M*rhn|>s, is the protest raised everywhere
against the increasing control by the

government of the individual. The bu-

reaucratic tyrannies of the post-offices,

the laws against "indecent” literature,

stringent divorce legislation, and the

drastic provisions of the “Mann Act,”

according to which a man who indulges

in a “Hindle Wakes” escapade may l>e

sentenced to a term of years in prison us

a “white slaver”—in resentment of these

cruel absurdities, the radicals an* align-

ing themselves under Lhe ci-devant banner
of Individualism. It is, indeed, a pretty

muddle!
Into this situation comes Mr. I.ipp-

tnann with the suggestion that we consider

polities anew. " Perhaps," he says point-

edly, “uncriticised assumptions have been

made about the real uses of politics.”

Such assumptions he proceeds to criticise

at length in the course of lus compre-
hensive and incisive book.

“There are. I believe," says Mr. Lipp-

mann. “blunders in our fiolitiral thinking

which confuse political activity with
genuine achievement.”

One of the blunders which he points

out—and the one which is perhaps the

source of most of the doubt that has arisen

as to the validity of politics—is that con-

ception of statecraft which seeks to pro-

vide “a mechanically constructed con-
trivance within which the nation's life

is contained and compelled to approxi-

mate some abstract idea of justice or

liberty.”

He sets down at the outset as a limita-

tion of polities the impossibility of secur-

ing perfection by perfect laws. Politics,

in his view, is simply an opportunity to

give the momentum of popular approval

to forces and personalities which the

people trust.

I IE would have us understand what
* 1 politics can and can not effec-

tively be. It can be the means of “the
invention of new |K»litical forms, the

prevision of social wants, and the prepara-

tion for new economic growths." It can
not be a medium for the expression of

moral enthusiasm or moral indignation.

It can not continue to use “The method
of the taboo"—that device which our
legislators have been so prone to employ.
Confronted with an evil, they did not

try to see how it might lie obviated or

turned into good by the creation of new
social forces. No—"they forbade the

existence of evil by law. They made it

anathema. They pronounced it dam-
nable. They threatened to club it.

They issued a legislative curse, and culled

on the district attorney to do the rest.”

And of course the evil went on as liefore,

and in the hopeless conflict more and more
people became sick of politics.

The field of political action is thus ap-

parently restricted—but only to be mag-
nificently enlarged in his further discus-

sion. For politics, as lie indicates, has

its twofold aspect. Voting and making
laws are not the beginning and the end

of politics. Just as the assassination of

a ruler is a political act. so is the effective

promulgation of ideas. In a sense, the

conversion of Harper's Weekly to the

Feminist cause is as truly u political act

as the gaining of the ballot by the women
of Illinois. All those acts which give

force and direction to existing tendencies

are part of the greater politics. And on
this matter Mr. Lippmann has much that

is valuable to say to us.

Adopting from II. C. Wells the term

“mental hinterland.” he makes plain to

us the importance of all that, preliminary

thought which precedes and gives signifi-

cance to legislative action. It Join no

good to capture a man's vote in behalf

of a new program, if his mind is full of

antiquated notions which contradict ami

nullify that program.

You must capture his mind. loo. You
must fill his mental hinterland with new

conceptions. You must create new minds

before you can have a new world. And
this, in the view of Mr. Lippmann. is the

great task of the real puli til's of the future.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Protecting the Stockholder—His Duties

BEFORE going into any detail as to

how the investor, anti more •spe-

cially the stockholder, may secure

protection through his own efforts, and
those of others, it may be well to point

out his duties and obligations, moral as

well as legal. This is neither a theoretical

nor a Quixotic subject. It is one dictated

by ordinary caution. For who can tell

when an aroused public conscience will

make the ethics of today the laws of

tomorrow?
Rights and privileges usually carry

with them duties and obligations. Those
of a legal nature which appertain to

stocks are fairly well known und require

only a brief summary. Purchasers of

stocks are liable to creditors of the com-
pany for unpaid instalments on shares

which were only part paid to begin with.

They also an* liable to the creditors for

dividends paid out of capital rather than

out of earnings. If a corporation fails

and its creditors can prove that stock was
issued for property or services at excessive

or fictitious values, they can sometimes

hold the stockholders, provided the latter

were the original subscribers to the stock.

In New York. Pennsylvania. Indiana,

Tennessee and North and South Da-
kota employes of a company can in

many cases hold stockholder** directly

for their wages if the company refuses to

pay. Stockholders in national bunks
and in nearly all state banks an* liable

to creditors for double the amount of

the face value of their stock, and in two
states, California and Minnesota, this

same rule applies to certain other classes

of corporations.

AreThere Moral Responsibilities?

nnHESE are the only im|»ortant liabil-

* ilicts, or accountableness, of a legal

nature, which accrue to stock ownership.

Now how about the moral, or shall we
say the social, liability? Are they as

fully understood?

It is a well-known fact that u new code

of business ethics is in the making. One
only has to follow the many dissolutions

of trusts. Supreme Court decisions on

monopoly matters ami debates in Con-
gress to realize this fact. But as stated

by Mr. Arthur B. Kuhn in his admirable

comparative study of the law of corpora-

tions with particular reference to the

protection of creditors and stockholders,

the so-called “auti-trust " problem lias

absorbed the attention of statesmen and
publicists, and I might add. that of busi-

ness men, to the ncglcet of the organic

functioning of thp corporation itself.

Professor John W. Burgess has pointed

out that if the internal affairs of corpora-

tions are not properly attended to. “the
few may despoil the many, and thus

weaken the basis of |K>pular government,

if not of all forms of government.''

This is a strong statement, but it

goes to the very foundations of our

present-day troubles. The moral, or

social, obligations of the individual

employer are already admitted. If a
clothing manufacturer docs not main-
tain sanitary conditions for his laborers

or does not provide enough fire exits, he

is fined. His ease is plain. The appli-

cation of similar principles to the stock-

holder in a large company, that is, to the

more complicated forms of property,

seems only a matter of time. It is in

accordance with the country's growing

regard for human welfare. Itr the ab-

stract the school-teacher in Vermont who
owns ten shares of United States Steel

preferred is just as responsible for the

injury to an immigrant workman in the

IIoin<*stead mills as were the two sweat-

shop proprietors whose girl employes were

killed in the Triangle fire.

The relation lx*tween the Vermont
school-teacher and the Slavish workman
may possibly lie considered the loos-

est of conceivable relations. Stocks and
bonds are an intangible form of prop-

erty. Relatively they were the invention

only of yesterday. Old obligations lung

associated with more primitive forms of

property have not yet adhered to these

disguised instruments. The owner of

a dog that bites pedestrians is held liable

directly enough. But how about the

|M*ttv investor whose mammoth machines

have crippled a workman? There is no
real difference in kind. It is only one of

degree.

But What Can / Do?

'TMIE desire for profits is being tem-
* pered by vague uneasiness and com-

punctions as to the social conditions un-

derlying these profits. People are actu-

ally writing to such magazines as the

Surrey to discover if there is a “white
list" of stocks, to find out which are the

least unfair corporations. People are

asking if stocks which pay good dividends

represent enterprise, and superior patents ,

and processes, or u minimum of these as-

sets and a maximum of child labor law-

evasion, killing speed, underpay, and
lack of accident protection. No invest- i

ment banker's pros|»cctus enlightens one
with respect to these subjects. Only
when corporate greed ticcomes a public

j

scandal does Wall Street awake to the

fart, and rarely even then.

Of course state labor boards investi-
!

gate these conditions, but that is not the
j

point. An enlightened social conscience

demands that the owners themselves look

after them. At first sight the difficulties

seem insurmountable. They seem so

great that the stockholder is baffled by
their mere contemplation. There may I

he scores of thousands of other share-

holders. a scattered, heterogeneous body.

The managersare regarded as unapproach-

able. and scornful of the small owner.

As a rule the small stockholder has neither

time nor ability to study these questions.

He feels that the business will go on
whether he remains a stockholder or not.

and the easiest way, if he does not like the

business, is to sell out. Probably he dues

so, and takes up some other worthy cause,

such us distant missions, for which he is

not anything like ns responsible.

What Can Be Done

T’lIE difficulties are not as great as
* they seem. The most soulless cor-

porations art* really made up of men. If

a stockholder places facts clearly before

the management with u certain insistence

ami persistence, he will get results. At
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first he will be told to sell his stock

if he does not like conditions. But if

he refuses to sell and shows that he
means business, he will generally get

results.

Charles M. Cabot, of Boston, a rela-

tively small stockholder in the United

States Steel Corporation, by persistence

and resort to publicity, single-handed in-

duced that greatest of all corporate mon-
strosities to make radical alterations in

its treatment of labor. Indeed Elbert

H. Gary, chairman of the company, met
Mr. Cabot more than half way.

But the most striking example of what
one stockholder can do is afforded by
the accomplishment of Mrs. Joseph T.
Bowen, of Chicago. A state investiga-

tion had disclosed the existence of much
needless disease from dust and fumes
among the workers in the Pullman Com-
pany shops. Goodness knows, this com-
pany had no excuse for not caring for its

workers in the most scientific and humane
way. Since 1875 the company has paid

an annual dividend of less than 8 per cent,

only once, and that was following a year

in which an extra cash dividend of <0 per

cent, was distributed. Since 1898 the

company has paid stock dividends of 100

per cent. A man who owned 100 shares

of this stock in 1898 and receives! $800

a year dividends would now be the owner

of <40 shares, and would be getting $19<0

a year in dividends without having in-

vested a single additional penny.

More than one-lialf of the company’s
$130,000,000 of stock, upon all of which

8 per cent, is paid, is a dividend itself.

In other words tliis company Is exactly

like the express companies in that its

huge capital stock as well as its huge
dividends largely represents not invested

funds but profits. Moreover this con-

cern nobly underpaid its porters for years,

expecting the travelling public to make up
the pay of these hard-working men in

tips, and hoggishly charged os much for

uncomfortable upper us for «l#*sir*.*d lower

berths, until the efforts of Congressman
Jim Munahan, whom so many of his

smug fellow citizens in Minneapolis re-

gard ns an anarchist, put a stop to these

practices.

Perhaps Mrs. Bowen felt the same
way about it. At least she sent a
personal investigator to the Pullman
works, who reported, according to the

Survey, that there wen* 400 accidents a
month, that the company employed only

one surgeon for part of his time, without

a nurse or assistant and without the use

of a company hospital. Moreover there

was constanL poisoning in the paint shops.

Mrs. Bowen had a rather large block of

stock but even at that the officers were at

first rather skeptical. But when she
firmly presented the facts the manage-
ment showed a hearty willingness to im-
prove conditions, and its chemist recom-
mended a different form of lead paint
which is much less injurious. Indeed the

management began to show a great solic-

itude for its men, and their working con-

ditions have grown steadily better.

DOSSIULY fewr investors have the
* time to take up such subjects, and
few ixxsscas Mrs. Bowen’s interest in char-

itable work. But there arc none that

cannot at least protest to the management
if conditions warrant, or that cannot
write to newspapers and magazines. In-

deed there are few who cannot take the

trouble to form local committees, de-

mand information, and send a representa-

tive to annual meetings. One tiling is

sure, the handw-riting is on the wall tlrnt.

society is sure in time to put a stop to

careless absentee landlordism in corporal#*

ownership. Investors will do well to

forestall a demand from society that they

assume responsibility for their property.

Such a d«*man#l may come suddenly uml
violently, and a peaceful adjustment to

changing conditions would be wiser.

The next two articles will d#ml with the

different methods of securing to the stock-

holder his rights ami privileges

The Fifteen-Minute Newspaper

APRINCETON gruduute, now
studying at Harvard, accused me
of reading the newspapers too

much. He says that professors at .both

universities have advised him to give no
more than fifteen minutes each day to

any newspaper. He does not read the

Sunday editions now because he found

that they took too much of his time.

“How much time do you spen#l read-

ing newspapers?" he asked when lie

came out to visit my farm.

"Not less than an hour,” I said. He
held up his hands in horror, imitating,

no doubt, the mannerisms of Ills favorite

professor.

“Why not?" said I. “Remember. I

am a farmer. The least of ifewspapers

Is to me a neighborly gossip bringing

fresh tidings. A good newspaper is a

genial companion, with an amazing fund

«>f information, ill digcste#l. fierbaps. but

available, and with a sense of humor not

offensively brood. The better news-

paper* are friends one is glad to have in

the house. They inform and stimulate;

is it not so?”

“Yes, I suppose so," agreed the post-

graduate student, hesitantly.

“Suppose! You know very well that

you would not dismiss some newspapers

in fifteen minutes. Frequently you can

not do justice to one of them in less than
oil hour. To throw' it asulc in fifteen

minutes would l>e to lock the front door

in the face of a friend who was ringing

the bell."

“That is what I used to think,”

said he.

“Used to think! Are you not aware,"

said I severely, “that Emerson described

the London Times as a living index of

the colossal British power? He discerned

that ’no power in England is more felt,

more feared, or more obeyed.* Isn’t

that sufficient indication of what a news-
pajicr may be?”

By GEORGE F. INGERSOLL

"May be, yes; but such arrogance as

the ljntidon Times assume#] as the repre-

sentative of the governing classes, would
ntit lie tolcrat#*#! in this «*ountry.”

“Then answer this question; it is a

little subtle, but I expect you to see the

point: Would you say that no one
should spend more than fifteen minutes in

a school or in a church?"

“Why, no! hanlly!”
“ Well, then, eonsid<T wliat Wonlwsorth

said to Emerson: ’In America I wish to

know not how many churches or schools,

but what newspapers.’
"

rT'IlE |nwl -gradual#* student’s eyes
* brighteue#l. “That is very, very in-

teresting!" he said; “but I don’t r#*gard

that as the final word on the subject.

What newspapers! might be an expres-

sion of contempt. At best it indicates

the potential power of American news-

|Mt|M*rs and not their actual achievement.

As Dooley said, ‘it is a <|uestion whether
gunpowder or lh’ printin’-press lias done
more to ilivate th’ human race.’

”

“That was a joke,” I protested.

“So be it. Take this in your pipe

and smoke it: Tolstoi never read news-

papers, and considered them us«*lcss,

and wli#*n they contain false news, even
harmful. His attitude toward journal-

ists was rather .scornful, and he was inrlig-

nant when any one classed them even

with third-rate authors. He consider#*#!

that it is a misuse of the printing press to

publish so much thut is unnecessary,

uninteresting, and worst of all inartistic."

T SCRATCHED my head. This was a
* tremendous indictment of newspapers

on*] of me as a iicwspapcr-rva#ler. “Of
Course,” .saitl I. parrying, “I don’t kn#>w

much about Russian newspapers. But
I do know that Tolstoi found fault with

everything in the course of a long life.

He was as rea#ly to hang himself as he was

to hang a journalist. And I think it

safe to say that this country would
’Go hang.’ if it were not for the

newspapers; just as it may go hang
because of them."

“You are playing with words," cri***l

the post-graduate student in philology.

“I am not! I want you to under-
stand that you know nothing whatever
alxmt ncwspa|M*rs." I was getting angry.

“You are prejudiced because you think

newspapers are destroying the purity «>f

English speech. Reporters, you say.

misuse every other word in the dictionary.

That may Ih* true, it is true. But that is

only a passing phase; the newspapers will

find a remedy for their slovenly use of

English. The big question is: Does the

newspaper give expression to the best

traits of its community? And I say

that here and there it does.”

“Here und there,” agreed the post-

graduate.
“ More than that! The best newspaper

in a community aims to represent and to

serve that community."
“In so far as is «'ornpatible with the

maximum amount of advertising?"

“In the advertising you will find th«*

same honorable standards that you find

in the news columns. People are coming
to s#s.* that the newspaper selling adul-

terate# I editorial opinions will sell

them a*iulteratcd merchandise. The label

that brands the newspaper, brands its

a#lvertisements.”

“Then it is a policy of cnlightcn«*d

selfishness that is changing the fifteen-

minute newspaper into something bet-

ter?”

“It is more than that, I believe, as

you will see if you recall President

Wilson’s apjieal to the newspapers of

the country. Their r#*sponse shows that

they recognize their responsibilities,

and responsibility sobers man and his

institution.

“
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What They
Think of Us
Houston (Texas) Chronicle

All those who have been clamoring

for war with Mexico, and have been

indulging in severe criticism of the Presi-

dent of the United States because he has

not sent the army into Mexico, ought to

examine and ponder over a cartoon which

can be found in a recent issue of Harper's
Weekly.
The word “cartoon” does not very

happily convey the idea sought to be

expressed, because it usually suggests

the idea of fun and humor, while in the

picture suggested there is no suggestion

of either.

On the contrary, it is profoundly solemn

and impressive, and makes, in a most
effective and expressive way. a forecast

of what would have been, had the Presi-

dent yielded to the pressure of the in-

terests and intervened in Mexico with

the American army, ami what will be

if intervention ever comes about.

Savannah (Ga.) Press

Harper 'm Weekly is not content to

let the back-hiting and carping which

goes on among those who accept Mr.
Henry Lane Wilson’s Mexican policy

—

instead of President Wilson’s—go without

a sharp rebuke now and again.

Harper’s concludes that Major Gil-

lette's and Mr. Henry Lane Wilson’s lec-

tures are doing much to increase the

number who believe that President Wil-

son’s refusal to acknowledge Huerta’s

title was a wise decision. This is so, we
are convinced and we are doubly thankful

for this reason that Harpek’h should see

fit to advertise these two lectures by no-
'

t icing their silly talk.

St- Paul (Minn.) Dispatch

Joe Cannon is ill and under the care

of a trained nurse. The relapse is doubt-

less due to some unkind thing Norman
Hapgood said about him in Harper'b
Weekly.

The Chicago Tribune

Within the cloistered precincts of Har-
per’s Weekly, Mr. Norman Hapgood,
resting the frontate shell of a maiiv-

cragged and cold-swept intellect upon
an embattled desk, gently slept and was
at peace. Error crouched in a comer and
licked its wounds, whipped for the day
and thankful for the armistice granted

while intellect dozed.

At such a moment the devout mem-
bers of the staff saw and grasped an

opportunity for the performance of a

sacred duty. While Mr. Hapgood dozed

they went respectfully but stealthily, like

the Pirates of Penzance, with catlike tread

into the composing-room, and with much
whispered urgence. to make speed silently,

had set and placed in the forms of the

Weekly an article entitled “New Wine
in Old Bottles"—an interview with “an
elderly countrywoman living in the

South," written by Corra Harris.

When Mr. Hapgood awoke he first

scowled at Error, as is his habit, and
Error whined and licked its wounds,
fearing others. . . .

When the devout members of the staff

returned from tea they found the editor

lambasting Error with the barrel stave of

eternal truth, and thehowls of thewretched

creature were as musk- to their ears.

SB
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Gleams
By EDWIN BJORKMAN
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WHETHER it will or no. the

present is fated to act as an
intermediary between the past

and the future—which means that the

future can not be wholly unlike the

past.

The art of the moment grows commonly
out of a more distant past by reaction

against the post lying just behind.

We know by sad experience that the

novel with u purpose is an abomination

mostly, and os often a failure. We have

learned, too. that the novel without a
purpose is rarely worth the second read-

ing which is supposed to constitute the

test of good literature. It is now up to us

to bring these seemingly incompatible

facts into some sort of harmony.

To be ut its best, poetry should imitate

life's refusal to explain itself.

The poet of the future will have to win

lint laurels by bringing out the symbolic

significance of common words.

Over the main entrance of the Royal

Theater ut Copenhagen these words arc

graven: ‘‘Not for amusement only.” It

means that poetry, to earn its title, must

give something above and beyond the

thoughtless pleasure of the passing mo-

ment. But this something is not instruc-

tion in the narrower sense, us has so often

l»ccn mistakenly asserted. No, it is

something still higher and richer and
more far-reaching something that we
can only designate as inspiration.

The poet often becomes a prophet be-

cause his fancy dares to proclaim as true

what the thinker must regard as merely

jxissible.

The “ morality ” of an artist's work de-

I pends largely on his recognition of it as

liis individual contribution to the sum of

mankind's common store of culture—

a

contribution which the race exacts from

all its members, high or humble, in one
i form or another, ut the penalty of extinc-

tion and oblivion.

AMONG many things that condition

the greatness of an artist, two seem

fundamental: first, that his art be a true

expression of his own spiritual experience;

untl secondly, that his experience be typi-

cal of whut has befallen, or may befall,

some vast human group. If the former

condition l>e not fulfilled, an artist's work

is likely to Ik- lacking in validity; in the

absence of the second condition, its valid-

ity, though unquestioned, will be of no

spcciul importance.

In our efforts to decide whether the ap-

peal of poets and artists and thinkers

should Ik- to the many or to the few, we

should remember that the greatest man

will always Ik* he who mukes the highest

possible truth dear to the greatest possi-

ble number.

If you are looking for a safe investment,

turn not to things, but to life itself: to

the very act of living. Things will perish,

hut experience will not. You own noth-

ing but what has actually become u part

of yourself. Not even time itself has any

power over it as long as you remain

YOURSELF.

c: - *
From the lips of life this lesson is heart!

in never-ceasing iteration: “Mind the

next step!” Its corollary is that plans

are not made, but grow.
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WILLI K GEE

By Robert Henri

HP///1’ XEGIiO has scarcely been touched as a subject for art. hardly ever with truth as wc

see him: but in this little Xeic York newsboy, a full-blowlril black, son of a lirginia slarc

woman. Mr. Henri found the type that reflects our problem. Mr. Henri's portraits are well

known, of remarkable range and inrigorating imliridualisin. Hr has long hern classed a leader

in the group of our American "moderns." Xert week ire will publish one of his Irish studies.
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George Washington

CELEBRATING the heroic cheers and
strengthens. The man who. in the last

ocean tragedy, took off his life belt, gave it to

a woman, and cheerfully sank with the ship,

has done more for mankind than almost any
thousand men will do alive.

All over the United States we are about to

recall a man whose memory inspires the boys and
girls of his country, and the men and women also.

Did Byron exaggerate when he put Washington
first among the great? Did Thackeray exagger-

ate when he spoke of the resignation of Washing-
ton as the most splendid spectacle ever witnessed?

—the resignation of “yonder hero who sheathes

his sword after a life of spotless honor, a purity

unreproached, a courage indomitable, and a

consummate victory.” Thackeray was a satirist,

sometimes, and sometimes a sentimentalist, but

when he described the life anti character of

|
Washington, he was neither:

—“to have lofty

aims, to lead a pure life, to keep your honor virgin;

to have the esteem of your fellow citizens, and
the love of your fireside; to bear good fortune

j
meekly; to suffer evil with constancy; and
through evil and good to maintain truth always.”

Washington is not loved as Lincoln is loved.

He was impersonal and aloof; lie had no humor
and little imagination. To love him deeply,

we must rise above the standards of ordinary

fellowship. We must be capable of loving moral

magnificence. Of course the warrior is attractive;

the youth of twenty-one, going on diplomatic

mission to the Indians through the trackless wil-

derness; the young fighter at Braddock’s defeat

with two horses shot under him and four bullets

through his coat; the indignant leader swearing

at the Battle of Monmouth and riding out alone

toward the enemy’s lines. All that is drama,
but to show such courage fortunately there are

j

many. Washington, of whom there is but one,

is the man whose integrity was on so high a plane

that thirteen jealous little nations trusted him;

reconciled their differences around him; cheered

;
their hearts in dark days with him; followed him

I to victory against the power of a nation whose
drum beat was heard around the world; were

; enabled by him, when conflicting doctrines were

. being fought out, to reach an understanding and
to found a government; followed him through

eight years of creative, initial politics; looked

to him for counsel after his retirement; and,

grown into one big nation, have ever since drawn
guidance and encouragement from his example.

He was not a brilliant general or a brilliant states-

man. He is the most magnificent character to

; which, in the long list of statesmen, the pride

of any country can point. And happily he is

[

ours. The traditional Washington has nothing

j

of the soil about him, but, as Woodrow Wilson has
put it, “the real Washington was as thoroughly
an American us Jackson or Lincoln.”

War and Freedom

H IS intense admiration of Washington was
a natural part of Byron’s nature, which

understood liberty and revered it everywhere,

whether ancient or modern:

“Leonidas and Washington
i Whose every battle-field is holy ground.

Which breathes of nations saved, not worlds undone."

Byron hated the mere conqueror. He hated the

habit the human race has of paying homage to

mere bloodshed. Another of our Americans

,
drew from him admiration second only to that

he bestowed upon Washington:

“While Franklin's quiet memory climbs to heaven.

Calming the lightning which he thence hath riven.

Or drawing from the no less kindled earth

Freedom and peace to that which boasts his birth.”

Byron fought for liberty himself, and he never

admired strength which was not combined with

honesty and humanity. To warriors of the type
of William the Conqueror, Leonidas and Wash-
ington he paid tribute, as to other good men, and
had he lived in Lincoln’s day. he would have put
him among the few; but the usual aggressive type
of conqueror cast no glamour on a mind that

,

thought brilliantly and without reference to the

superstitions of the community.

Needless Alarm

MANY critics arc troubled by the trust bills

now before Congress on the ground that if

you define what is illegal you raise the assump-
tion that acts not so forbidden are permissible.

This is surely looking for trouble where none need
exist. The common law deals with negligence,

j

If a statute in a particular slate says that it is

the duty of every person crossing a railroad track'

! at certain points to “Stop, Ix>ok and Listen,”

he is still liable for negligence if, for example, he

;

drives a horse on the wrong side of the road.

A Practical Remark

A CERTAIN American, after laying down gen-

eral psychological principles, said: “But all

that is philosophy and has no practical use except

to a very practical mind.” Does that sound too

subtle to be of much use? Well, it was said by
an extremely successful business man whose
originality has been a part of his success.
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Torreon

THIS Mexican city will probably become
famous as the most notable battle-ground

of the Mexican Revolution. It was held by a

Federal garrison until Villa stormed and cap-

tured it, thus cutting off Chihuahua City from
its communication with Mexico City and the

Federal government. Villa made a feint against

Chihuahua ami then marched suddenly north-

ward and captured Juarez. Before he could

march again to Chihuahua City the Federal

army hiked across thedesert, northeast to Ojinaga,

most of it escaping across the border. With
Villa occupied with Ojinaga, Torreon was re-

captured by the Federals, and all the reinforce-

ments Huerta could spare have been sent thither.

The third capture of Torreon will mark the be-

ginning of the end of the Huerta regime. The
defeat of the defending army will strip the capital

city of its defences. The lifting of the embargo
on arms, so that the revolutionists can get pos-

session of the cannon and machine guns already

purchased and stored on the American side, will

hasten the collapse of the Huerta government.
Mexico is a big country and military operations

are slowly conducted, but it was less than a year

ago that Madero was deposed and murdered and
the third phase of the Revolution under Carranza
began. Carranza himself has finished establish-

ing the civil government in the state of Sinaloa

and will make Chihuahua his capital, while Villa

pushes southward, toward Mexico City. There
seems to be no truth in the surmise that Villa

is disloyal to Carranza or that he has ambitions

for the presidency. His invariable habit of

victory has given a terror to his name that can
only be compared with the psychological effect

that the name of Stonewall Jackson produced in

our Civil War. It ought not to be long after

the anniversary of Madero’s death that the

tyranny of Huerta will have crumbled.

Please Take it Easy

I
N good-humored sorrow, the Chicago Evening

Post cries out against our statement that

Omar was not a drunkard. Proclaiming its

interest in temperance, it protests, nevertheless,

that reform can be carried too far back. It

narrates our explanation that oriental imagery
is misleading to the Western mind and adds:

“We must save some illusions. Banish the
Omar of the w'ine-cup and what assurance

have we that your reforming instinct will be
satisfied?"

It regrets the insatiate zeal that would rob
its fond memories of rollicking old worthies con-
suming endless brews in convivial competition;

it defies the scholars we cited, and calls them busy-
bodies. Our sympathy for the Post in its sad-

ness is sincere, but we have a simpler remedy.
If it will read what FitzGerald himself wrote
about the meaning of the poem, it may be slightly

cheered. There are three views of Omar. One,
that wine in his vocabulary represented morality,

or as the eritics of this school are bold enough to

put it, wine stood for God, much as the Song of

Solomon is interpreted. With this view' Fitz-

Gerald makes short work. We are left then with

two other views, neither of which is prohibition.

One is that Omar was an absolute drunkard,

as indicated to some literal Western minds by
some of his metaphors, and as expressed in

I
“Omar the Tentmaker;" and the other, that he

|

liked gayety and the present world, and took

j

wine as he did other pleasures, although taking

them in such measure as enabled him to shine

in science and philosophy. Could not the Post

remain cheerful with gayety and only moderate
drinking? Its words seem to indicate that a

great man must get under the table in ordfcr to

satisfy that genial newspaper’s notions of relaxa-

tion. But times change and also legend exag-

gerates. If Omar had been a real drunkard, he

would scarcely have associated, as he does in

the most famous of FitzGerald’s stanzas, the jug

of wine with simple food and love expressed in

song.

One View of Wealth

OUR readers may recall that our old friend

Seneca (Roman philosopher, not the Iro-

quois chief) was somewhat criticized in his time

for being rich. In Book VII of his minor essays

occurs a letter to Gallio in answer to these

criticisms. “No matter how much wealth one
may have,” he argues, “it w'ill still be an hon-

orable possession on certain conditions. He will

have something to boast of if he throws his house
open, lets all his countrymen come among his

j

property and says: ‘If anyone recognizes here

anything belonging to him, let him take it.’

What a great man, how excellently rich he will

j

be if after this speech he possesses as much
as he had before.” This test made by a Roman
who was a contemporary of Christ is susceptible

of application today.

Who Is the Modern Hero?

OUR age is hungry for heroes. For a couple

of decades we have had the financial mag-
nate, the captain of industry, the directive brain

who works combinations. Any other sort of

person was always measured by him. He could

buy up most of them and put them to work on
a salary. If they write good prose, he bids them
in and sets them to building advertisements.

If they have a knack with the rhymes, he tethers

them and then turns them loose with Sunny
Jim. Phoebe Snow, and Spotless Town. If they

have unction, and that ruddy gift known as

good-fellowship, and a friendly feeling for all the

neighbors, which once made a man a successful

evangelist, or congressman, they are now sent

out into all the world to sell goods or to obtain

advertising space for magazines.

Our preachers are still sincere and hard-

working and in individual service are minister-

ing comfort and benefit to their communities.

But they haven’t the tone of authority. They
do not seem to come any longer with something

so excellent that it charms indifferent men, and
something so passionate, out of an encompassing

presence, that it breaks down guilt. Their

conviction is still with them, but it is given to

a world that is more or less indifferent. The
same conviction cannot be maintained indefi-

nitely under an effect that is diminishing.

Those big merchants themselves who hire

almost all the rest of us, are realizing that
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heretofore they have not safeguarded the life and
happiness of their clerks quite well enough; that

they have littered the community with invalids

from their shops and mills; that their product has

not always been good enough to warrant trust;

that their trains have collided too often. Even
Mr. Ryan praises Woodrow Wilson. The people

will follow the men who know where they are

going; whether they be men of science, clergy-

men, business men or politicians.

On Reading Dostoieffsky

HE is not the voice of the all-of-life. There
are sun-warmed stretches which he has

I

never seen. There is a quiet comfort of the

middle class, a sober decent endurance of the

j

not-too-poor. Already, many live in comfort.

I And the sorry ones live in less discomfort than

in former times. Slowly, very slowly, the blight
1 of misery is lifting.

But he recalls us to certain aspects of life

1 which we like to evade. He is a voice, perhaps

the greatest voice in recent literature, of the tor-

tured. His world is horrid, but it is the world

! of many wretched thousands in every great

|

community. To that tune their life must go.

!

Trapped by their own weakness, they can find

no way out till they die.

With all our long coming, this is as far as we
have come—that we have left very many behind.

We can become complacent about our progress

only by shutting out from our sight the kitchen

drudge and the crippled janitor, and the girl-child

who walks our streets by night. It is possible

to escape Dostoieffsky by saying life isn’t all

like that. But to those submerged it is like that.

City Boys

TT'OR adults, the city is likely to be a develop-
A inent. It stimulates ami feeds the mind, it

brings out our possibilities. For the young, it

probably is nearly always a disadvantage. The
young need to be thrown on their own resources;

to get into their own natures; to work out the

problems of life from within. In the city, chil-

' dren are fed on sights and sounds all the time.

Xobodv is strong who depends on externals.

There is a general idea, although we know no
statistics, that usually great men are bom in

the country and developed in the city.

Rhode Island Grammar

A PERSON named Young, running a depart-

ment in the Journal of Providence, R. I.,

attacks an editorial in Harper’s Weekly,
and most solemnly alleges that there is no gram-

;

inaticaJ resemblance whatever between the con-
struction “You are a man who do’’ used by us,

j

and the construction “You are the sybil who do’*

used by Macaulay, and other constructions like

that of Macaulay used by Carlyle and Ixmg-
fcllow. Would the proprietor of the Providence
Journal be willing to reveal the name of the

1

grammar which he keeps in the office for the

guidance of his literary critics? Would he even

j

go further and reveal the places in which he ,

discovers his critics, and the qualifications he
demands of them?

The Law’s Delay

HAMLET, who put the law’s delay among the

worst evils he could think of in human life,

[

can scarcely have had experience comparable in

j

actual time elapsed to what we see now every

|

day, although it must be admitted that in his
1 time in Denmark or in Shakespeare’s time in

! England, the result did not as often end in jus-

i
tice. Some people think that Wilbur Wright was

I

worried into his final sickness by the endless

|

chain of litigution. Orville Wright has just had
1

his putent claims finally vindicated after being

fought all the way up to the Circuit Court of

Appeals. It is hard enough that anybody should

have his life interfered with by a needlessly ob-

structive legal procedure, but when that happens
to one of the truly great men of the time it bc-

1 comes all the clearer that the whole machinery
of law needs reform.

An Address to Mabel

L
ET us talk the matter over. Miss Taliaferro.

J You are an extremely attractive young
i woman, and in this country and in England at-

tractive young women are so much in demand for

the stage that they are rapidly turned into stars.

Your young sister Edith is also lovely to look

upon. Probably your fame helped her to be-

come a star sooner than she could have done
otherwise, even with her beauty. She of course

knows little about the difficult art of expression.

After starring separately, you two girls have been

fortunate enough to obtain a comedy in which

there are two excellent parts and a popular and
sympathetic theme. It seems, therefore, an ap-

propriate moment to lecture you, since it will

make little if any difference in your success.

The first principle of acting is that whatever

art you use you conceal. Use all the artifice re-

quired to make your effect, but seem natural.

You remember, of course, that scene in “Tom
Jones,” in wThieh Partridge thinks poorly of David
Garrick in Hamlet because he acted as anyone
would act who had seen a ghost. There are many
Partridges, but lasting fame is not to be gained

from them. There are two schools of acting, and
repute may be acquired in either. The one of

which Elcanora Duse is the most distinguished

member may be called the Drab School. The
one in which Sarah Bernhardt and Salvini are at

the top is the Flamboyant. But in whichever

school she plays, the great actress must be capa-

ble of speaking with ease, of seeming to drop a
1 word in a low tone and yet have it reach the top-

most gallery. You and your sister, keenly as we
feel your charm, conduct yourselves as if it were

a difficult thing to speak words upon the stage,

and had to be done as a horse gathers himself to

get over a high fence. There is in your company
a man named Richard Sterling who speaks with

ease and naturalness; he makes his words pleas-

ant things to listen to, but he projects them
clearly to the back of the house. Now your train-

ing is not your fault. Proper training is difficult

to acquire in this country. Nevertheless, that

training you ought to acquire by any possible

means while you are still young. Read over again

the advice of Hamlet to the players, and see

how much of his advice you are carrying out.



Police! Police!
By LINCOLN STEFFENS

IlluRtrated by Herb Roth

WIIILK the brand-new Mayor of old New York
was looking around for a police commissioner,

I amused myself asking everybody I met a

couple of foolish questions al>out it.

“Why doesn't anybody want that job?”

This I asked at a moment when it was reported that

Mayor Mitehel couldn't get anybody to take it. and the

amazing. encouraging answer was:

"Oh, it’s an impossible job.”

And then, again, when we all heard that there was a

raft of candidates, some of them good strong men, I

asked

:

“Why does everybody want that job?
”

And the answer good strong men made was. as

before:
" Because it’s an impossible job.”

IK police job is indeed impossible, and one of the

most ho|K*ful signs visible in New York of progress

in public intelligence is the recognition of that solid nick

fact. It’s a step toward making the job possible. For

it’s a step toward reform from the outside. And that’s

where police reform must begin: in public opinion: in

the citizen; in us. We—you and I. have to rid ourselve-

of the silly superstition that there is some form of organi-

zation or some one g«*wl, strong man that will give us

an honest, efficient police department. We shall never

have thnt until our requirements of the police are macl«

possible. They arc not |>ossible now.

“Come on up to City Hall and hear me commit per-

jury,” said a cynical man who was about to be sworn

in as chief of police. And when I laughed, he explained,

very soberly:

“That’s right.’’ he said. “I’m a competent man. I

know the business. So I know when I take a solemn

oath to enfon*e the laws and ordinances,— I know that I

0

can’t do it. The laws I’m liound to enforce arc not

enforcible.”

He was not a New Yorker, but I am not writing

of New York alone. I learned the police business

in New York, so I know it is true there. I assisted in

the exposures which brought on the Lexow investigation;

I was at |»olice headquarters all through the convulsions

of that mountain; and I watched from that vantage-

point the Roosevelt Board’s honest, able effort to enforce

the law. saw it anger public opinion, defeat the whole

reform administration of Mayor Strong and enable

the reflection of Tammany Hall. But since then I have
studied seventeen cities. And standing u|>on the firm

foundation of this experience I make this firm assertion:

All police departments, like all cities, are essentially

alike. Perjury is required in them all and not only from
the chief, but from every member of even,- uniformed

force. Honesty is difficult, dangerous, unprofitable

and almost impossible. And the fault lies in public

opinion. We require evil-doing.

Public moral* demand p<dire immorality.

The prereguixite for an honext. effirient police depart-

ment, therefore, ix that “ lionexl . intelligent people" xhall

become honext and intelligent.

'T'lIIS may sound hopeless, but it is not. What the

men in the street said about the impossibility of the

job shows that it is not; it shows it both ways. It

shows that we are facing the truth—we, the people;

and it shows that the truth draws courage. Petty souls

are all wrong about the truth. They call it “pessimism”;
“destructive criticism"; " discouraging. ” Pessimism

may discourage the weak; yes, but it challenges, it

attracts the strong. I believe that a complete, detailed

description of the dangers and difficulties of the police

function would bring to Mr. Mitehel or any other earnest
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mayor half-a-dozen of the ablest men in this country.

Big men aren’t looking for easy jobs; they are out for

hard jobs. There’s a divinity in them which seeks

miracles to perform.

But miracles don’t happen. And Mr. Mitchel’s

strong men would have to go at the police job from the

outside in some such rational, roundabout way. as I am
going to indicate. If they should tackle it from the

inside, relying upon their own main strength and cour-

age, they couldn’t, manage it. They would, by their

very integrity and nerve, injure themselves and defeat

the Mayor at the polls. Hypocrisy and educated ignor-

ance won’t stand for an honest, efficient police force.

That has been proven many, many times in many, many
cities. Hence I say:

The police problem is the problem of hypocrisy and
cultivated ignorance.

‘,rpHERE ought to be a law against that!" Ever
1

hear anybody say that? Ever say it yourself?

It’s the lieginning of the trouble. I heard a man say it

in a Western town a year or so ago. He had just been

stabbed with a hat-pin—accidentally, of course—and the

lady (so to s|x*ak) ajxdogized. But lie was no lady's

man; he was a power in the land of his fathers, and he

"had a law passed" against the ladies' hat-pins. He
couldn’t deal with it; his sex couldn't, and he knew no

way to get women to deal with it ; so he and his men-
kind put up to the jx>lice the problem involved in the fine

point of this passing fashion!

It's too much faith in the lair that brings the lair into

contempt.

There Is too much faith in force. You see that in

Labor. The good citizen is horrified during strikes

at the scenes he sees of flying brickbats, beating up of

soaks and violence in general. He doesn’t stop to

think that a police force is force, and that when he calls

in the police to arrest the growth of strikes or hat-pins,

he Is acting upon the very same impulse that prompts

strikers to throw bricks, plant a stick of dynamite or

picket an unfair mill. Labor has no police force at its

bock and call, and capital hus. That’s all that makes
the difference there. Everybody believes in force,

and the police force is merely the nicest, cleanest force

to use. So the cleanest, nicest people use the police

whenever they feel like clubbing somebody or some-

thing, like the lady and the hat-pin or the striker and
his strike.

The police couldn’t enforce the ordinance against

the hat-pins— except while public opinion was sharp

on that point; and it's bad police work to club

strikers until public opinion has been got back of the

club. And that's ray point.

There's another
,

better force at hand than the police

force: the power of public opinion.

The police are asked to do a thousand things which

could be better done by the newspapers, by the pulpits,

by ourselves, by right thinking and talking, by custom.

When Theodore Roosevelt set out .honestly to "enforce

the laws because they were the laws,” his critics threw

up to him every day laws and ordinances as absurd as

the hat-pin ordinance. "Enforce those." they said, and
they made that jjoliey ridiculous. Also, however, they

mode "the law" ridiculous, by showing how that snored

institution has an attic stuffed full of old, forgotten,

idiotic relics of man's faith in the force of law. For the

kind of laws 1 refer to now are. like the ordinance against

hat-pins, legislation which was alive at a moment in the

past when they expressed a public opinion the |xdicc could

have enforced, because public opinion backed them. But
having served their time, these laws are not repealed.

They remain on the books, and from chief of jjolice

to patrolmun, every member of the department is

solemnly sworn to enforce them today. No wonder
the police come to have a contempt for laws and—for

an oath. And they have.

A policeman is belierabtc, excejtt when under oath.

I wish the courts knew that as well as we police re-

porters know it, but I'd rather have the public know
it—and deal with the causes. And one of the causes

of police perjury, corruption and general inefficiency

is the existence of dead and impossible laws. There
ought to be “a law passed” to repeal such laws,

to fight the enactment of more of them, and more
generally to resist and turn backward the strange

but humun tendency to legislate, legislate, legislate.

Which is what I’d have the new police commissioner
of New' York do.

A Reform Chief of Police should become a lobbyist.

L'MRST, of course, he should organize his department,
and he should do it so completely that he can leave

it. While he is doing this, he should talk. That's against

the rules, I know. It is regarded as political suicide to

take the public into your confidence and tell the truth

about police matters. But that's a rule of the old, cor-

rupt and (consequent) reform days. It wouldn't

have been wise of Big Chief Devery to tell the people

what he was doing. Nor was it good politics for Roose-

velt to be so honest as he wras when he openly anti

volubly enforced the liquor laws. Mayor Gaynor was a
w'ise man, anti he may have been wise when he decided

not to tell us that his PoliceCommissioner was ordered not

to attempt to enforce certain laws. But now—now that

the public is beginning to say that the police job is im-
possible,—it may be wise now to meet this honest public

opinion half-way; accept it, trust it and cultivate it. It

may not, of course. I’m really thinking more of the

public than I am of the new police chief. That goes on
forever, and the new' chief of police is only one man.
What’s one in 00,000,000? His |x>litical death would
he only a small, temporary loss. At any rate I would
bravely suggest to him the interesting exj>eriinent of

telling the people the truth.

Let him say right out plain that his job is impossi-

ble, that the books are all cluttered up with unen-
forceable laws. Show it in detail, and list those laws.

Then, when he thinks the public see it so. go to Albany
and, in the lobby there, with this ripe and ready public

opinion behind him, let him lalxtr diligently (though

honestly) to repeal, repeal, repeal. It would l>e tre-

mendously interesting to the rest of us to see how honest

we, the public, are. And maybe it would work.

Maybe honesty is the best police policy.

But I’d go further. I mean I’d have some other

man go further. If this policy of repealing dead and
petty' laws got any moral res|K>nse, the police hero should

take up the more salient, jmsilively immoral laws that

express our morality. Take, as an example, the most
difficult of all to deal with: the law (or laws) against

prostitution.

Prostitution is absolutelyforbidden in all American cities.

TRUIN’ K of it! Why not forbid tuberculosis? They’re
Iroth diseases; and except in individual cases taken

early and treated with light and fresh air, both are

incurable. But both are preventable. They are social

diseases, traceable to economic and social conditions for

which society is responsible. And by society I mean
you ami me. Why not treat the conditions which pro-

duct? the evil of prostitution? Well, I know why. We
don’t know how. By "we” I mean, this time, you and
the other fellow. I think I know how to prevent both

tulM?rculosis and prostitution, but I’ll not tell, because

that is constructive criticism—and it is the custom of

the race to kill or ridicule or ignore constructive critics.

But itwould be interesting to have Mayor Mitchel’s police

commissioner try' it. The public might kill him, but only

politically—and that is the natural end for a |>oiice com-
missioner. So I would suggest that this (or some other)

’liravc, able ami honest chief of police tell the people that

the laws against prostitution arc unenforceable; that

they, the |»eople, must first altoiish jwiverty and easy'

money; but that meanwhile they should change the

laws upon the subject so as to save him and his force

from |>erjur>', remove the irresistible temptation to be

dishonest—and make the laws enforceable. I don’t say

this would work, but it would lx* an education for the

educated and a moral bath for the moral; and—and it

would prepare the way for constructive criticism.
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It would compel the public mind to look at the facts and
consider what it really wishes its police to do.

131’T let’s take an easier reform: the liquor business.^ The Raines law stands on the New York Law Rooks
now, a monument to hypocrisy and educated ignorance.

There’s a piece of legislation which was one of the mice
born out of the convulsions of the Lexow mountain. It

charges a high fee for a license, and so tempts or compels

liquor dealers to offer cheap, bad stuff to drink. And it

requires, in return for certain profitable privileges, that

saloons shall run as adjuncts “hotels” with at least ten

rooms. So most of our saloons have hotel rooms on the

side, which they arc sorely tempted to let out for pur-

poses of prostitution; and. despite their well-known

virtue, some saloon-keepers yield to the temptation.

Why do we make vice pay so well, and virtue so

unprofitable?

I think it’s because we all believe, like the McNam-
aras, in dynamite, in force—in the police force. It’s

because, like the I. W. W.'s, we are all for “direct

action.” The proper way to deal with the liquor problem
is to look uround us scientifically and see who drink too

much and who don’t. It might appear then that the ex-

cessively rich and the excessively poor and the exces-

sively bored drink too much, and that well-to-do people

who are busily interested in their day’s work don't.

That might suggest to a very superficial mind that the

cure for the drink evil is, like the diseases of prostitution

and tulnrrculosis, in some sense economic. But I'll

not go down that path. The truth might appear at the

end of it—and the truth puts a reporter in a hole. I’ll

do what the dear public does. I’ll go at it by direct

action—logically, with common sense. It's an evil,

isn't it? No doubt of that. What is the thing to do to

an evil? Hit it on the head or get the police to. I’ll

put the liquor problem up to the police.

1st the new police chief of Sew York go to Albany with a

club and get that Raines law repealed, demanding instead

a laic that can be enforced without enforcing prostitution,

bribery and political action by the liquor interest.

This isn t easy; no. but I didn't say it was. I said

it. was impossible—this, and the rest. But I am
pleading, r.ot for “morality,” but for morality; not
for law and order, but for public education, especially

of the “educated”; and not by me. but by a brave and
able and honest chief of police. Taking his life in my
hands. I urge him to tell the public, already prepared for

it, the truth about police corruption.

The police everywhere are corrupted by the privilege

they enjoy of selling the privilege to break the law.

A ND they have to let some law's l>e broken because

some laws can’t be enforced anyhow. All laws

are unenforceable which express, not the settled, general,

living will of the people, but only the good impulse of the

few “better people.” The people’s representatives are

afraid not to pass such laws, and the people don’t know
or mind; they think they are good, too. But when
those laws are enforced, the people won’t stand it. Even
the better people are disgusted. So some bad people

—

some liquor dealers, some gamblers, some prostitutes

—

are to lie exempt from the enforcement of the law.

Which ones? The police have to decide. They have
to discriminate. On what basis will they discriminate?

The money basis, of course. And I say “of course,”

liccause I know that human nnture can’t resist for long

the amount of money the masters and mistresses of vice

offer in cash for the privilege of breaking the law.

The police power of discrimination in the reasonable

enforcement of unnatural . immoral laws in Sew York
City, is worth more than fire millions of dollars a year.

The “impossibility” of the police problem lies in that

sentence, and so the possibility of it is in this one:

The people, not the police—public opinion, not force—
must decide what to do about our social evils.

At any rate, it is wrong to put up to the cop and his

club questions we won’t or can’t answer ourselves.

"There ought to be a law against that
”



One Love
By MARY AUSTIN

Second in the Series on Mate-Love and Monogamy

Illustrated by H. T. Dunn

TjV the previous article , Mrs. Austin treated the subject of mate-love , distinguishing
A

real lore from false by the desire on the part of the lover for permanence , publicity and
exclusiveness. In this article she deals with monogamy as the natural expression of love

THE first inducement to the monog-
amous mating habit is the

persistent struggle of nature to

maintain the balance of population. For

every man a woman. So that for the

patriarch to have segregated two or

more wives, implies in the long run an

artificial decimation of males by war or

the accidents of the chose. Nature,

when she makes a species, fixes its mating

habit; it comes ready made with the

species mark and the range of variation

within the species is not wide enough to

enable man. by artificial restraints, very

greatly to override it. Breeders. in all

the centuries, have not been able to mate

doves except in pairs, and elephants re-

sist the effort to force their inclination

with what, among humans, amounts to

heroism. One anticipates that the mut-

ing habit of man. augmented by imag-

ination and the aesthetic consciousness,

will show a greater range of adaptation;

but if, as the balance of sexes seems to

indicate, the original impulse is by pairs,

there must easily be a point beyond

which the variation can not be pushed

without proving hurtful to the species.

It is not a question whether some form of

promiscuity may not be present in society

as persistently as the trace of iron in

spring water; the real test is. when some
form of it Is entertained in a determining

degree, what does it do to the host? For-

tunately the facts by which such damage
may be demonstrated lie too close to the

surface to make it necessary to recount

them.

What polygamy, which all nations

seem to have picked up in the course of

their wars, does to the nations that have

not yet discarded it, may be learned at

the high school. What the polygamous

habit, persisting long after the theory

of it Is discredited by society, has to do

with existing evils, has yet to Ik* discussed.

I but pause here to turn back its earliest

pages to protest against the efforts to

stifle the secret word love whispers to

the soul, by deductions from the mating

habits of far called tribes, torn shreds

of nations, feeble and few, degenerate

or arrested in development by the very

habits adduced.

A S well undertake to prescribe the train-

ing of the healthy human child by

the behavior of the forty year old idiot.

More striking and dramatic even than

the evidences of struggle toward its

ultimate mark, arc the public and immedi-

ate reactions which mate-love sets up
against any infringement of its iuviolate-

ncss. I refer to sex jealousy and that

movement which drives apart the partici-

pators in a relation which has no sanction

other than mere bodily appetite; the

impulse which turns a man's liand upon

the poor puppet of his desires, that makes,

long before Church and State were there

to take a hand in it. an avoidance and

a derision of the prostitute.

Jealousy Is the psychic reaction by

s Feb. il

which the naturalness of the exclusive

relation mukes itself evident in any
breach. It is the suliconscious convic-

tion of the extra-participation of both

members of a pair in the union which the

mating art implies; the unpremeditated,

unexperienced, immediate witness to the

bond which by that act comes into being.

It is as imperative as the impulse of the

man attacked to strike buck, and prob-

ably as self-protective. It arises natur-

ally. without any consideration of the

ultimate gain in our Brother the Beast.

Mixed with the grief of loss and the bit-

terness of betrayal, it becomes the most
rending of our human tragedies, and in-

forms even the behavior of those who
sock to deny it by substituting with-

drawal for the aneient, instinctive move-
ment of reprisal.

Under all our social reprobation it Is

still a great motive force shaping our

marriage institutions.

A growing modem dislike for the forms

under which jealousy has expressed itself,

Is partly rca|K>nsihlc for our neglect of

it as a true symptom of mate-love. We
shrink from the torment of this most

instinctive of natural protests. Few
dare trust themselves to the rack of such

a reality to learn, as through its revela-

tions one must, love’s final word.

It is probable that much of the present-

day complaisanceover violationsof marital

obligations, arises out of the realization

that infidelity is so frequently not in-

fidelity to a true marriage bond, but to

an arrangement in which the item of

“support" lias shifted the ground from

passion to property.

ATOT to have experienced jealousy is

^ not necessarily to have risen superior

to it. It Is .sometimes due to never

having truly mated.

Of that other internal test of the right

relation. I mean the reaction of disgust,

of cruelty even, no proper study can lie

made from the outside as I must make it.

Traci'S of the disposition of man to hold

cheap the woman who has met him out-

side the tribal ban, lie deep in all our

literature; it is testified to by many who
have no notion what it proves of them. It

is the root of much of the ignominy heaped

against the prostitute, against whom,
even among tribes that show definite

symptoms of degeneracy, it is possible

still to find tliCgrihald jest and the derid-

ing finger. One needs only to read the

confessions of men great enough to confess

freely, to know that there are relations

going on among us, of which the immedi-

ate reaction is revolt. What we have

here is probably the advice of Life sub-

consciously aware of what is not good for

it, such a health preserving movement as

leuds to the rejection of food with which

eye and intelligence find no fault. The
pity of it is that the point should be so

persistently missed, that the social murk
should be set not *o much against the

act os against the vi -tim of it.

It has been pointed out that the habit

of remaining together had made its

appearance among the mating pairs

some time before the reproductive se-

quence had established itself as a part

of common knowledge. But even in the

face of that certainty, there arose very

early the need of justifying human pas-

sion superiorly to itself. It can be found
among peoples where you can not find

to lay with it a scrap of metal or a pot-

sherd; everywhere—-Greek, Buntu, Bush-
man—they turn to religion for the sanc-

tion of their love, for the occasion and
extenuatiou of their excesses, drawing
a veil of mystic rites over their unspeak-

able performances. And everywhereacross
the tribes sounds the high note of de-

liberate continence in the interests of

spiritual achievement; the effort to attain

the super-union by denying the act which
is its overt sign.

Before men fully clothed themselves

they had arrived at the use of abstinence

as a means of raising the plane of personal

power.

“But in spite of it all," Yulda insisted,

“all the evidence which Nature seems to

produce in favor of guaranteed relations

as the best means of accomplishing her

purpose, there are still—other things."

“Polygamy and the social evil," I

conceded.

“All kinds of irregular relations; there

must be reasons for them, too."

"Perfectly sound ones; most of them
deriving from the unavoidable tendency

of social ventures not in harmony with

the original intention to turn out to the

lowering of the social plane. You can
fool God some of the time, but not for

everlasting. The chief reason why polyg-

amy has been dropped by the dominant
races. Is that it does not ‘work.’

”

From the point in which it becomes
fixer! in the national consciousness, that

nation goes forward lamely, like a man
with one side purulyzed. For polyg-

amy is not the least vicious of the

daughters of the dragon’s teeth. It

followed naturally on the decimations

of war, and had the original sanctiou

of necessity. It was bolstered by the

primitive obligation of women to bear

and rear and to keep on bearing though

they died of it. Nature, who never meant
that the mother-instrument should go
dishonored, so arranged the rhythm of

the mating impulse that the function

rose to the demand upon it; for Nature
is both exigent and expedient. It

served its term, but even now, as the last

word on polygamy us an institution is

In-ing said by the dominant races to the

sons of the harem, the polygamous habit,

relegated to a not too obtrusive privacy,

still lumbers our sexual evolution.

Valda caught at that.—If wc admitted
that it was still going on, though aside

and in comers, wouldn't it be on the

whole more honest to bring it out into

the light and live with it openly? To
which I might have replied tliat it was

0
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merely our careless human habit, first

to banish the incumbering propensity

below stairs, and then to the bark door

of the social establishment where it

lingered too long, no doubt, breeding

pestilence, before it was finally dumped
with the waste of civilization. That
I didn’t so figure our public disapproba-

tion was due to the pains I was at to define

for her thedifference between irregularities

which are the reflexes of incompetent

methods of mating, and those which are

reduced, under pressure, to an exchange of

commodities. I meant completely to show
her where she stood, free from any stone-

throwing of mine, as one to whom mate-

love had happened outside the legal bond,

as it so pitifully can happen among our

well-meant maladjustments.

T 1ST as the nations have dropped off

" polygamy, so they are in the process

of eliminating prostitution, not because

it interferes with any religious or tradi-

tional taboo, but on the plain ground

that it is hurtful to our social health.

The trouble with all vice investigations Is

that we are a Business People. The selling

point is for most of us the (mint of moral

departure. We feel that we have meas-

ured theenormity of the situation when we
know' how many dollars are turned over

in the trade in a particular precinct.

But the truth is that almost anybody
will sell if the pinch be hard enough and
the price at hand. And always there is

somebody in the condition of having to

sell whether or no.

It is the buyers who proceed solely

from their own initiative.

What then, over and above the mo-
mentary gratification, do they buy?
What is the consideration which leads

them, when the number of willing and
necessitous sellers fails, to seduce and

drug and abduct in order that there may
be more of such forced sales on the mar-

ket? Undoubtedly the great number of

women who go down into the Pit find

their occasion in poverty, in definite

relievablc needs of knowledge and com-
fort and entertainment; but the fact

that violence must be resorted to in

order to keep up the supply even in cities,

where the pinch of poverty is most se-

vere, puts economic pressure out of the

question as the primary cause of prosti-

tution. It is a major factor merely in

determining which women shall be prosti-

tutes: the lonely, the overworked, the

starved of beauty and affection, the ignor-

ant and the too tenderly trusting, they

fall or are dragged into the trap of the

ever-gaping demand. And this demand
is very simple, I think, the demand for

sex relations unaccompanied by moral

responsibility.

“But love,” Valda insisted in the

shibboleths of the Reactionist, “should

be free."

If it is Nature didn’t make it so. Auto-

matically the act of losing ties up with

it those who love and the unborn.

No sooner ilo we begin upon it than we
enter upon certainties of affecting the

happiness of the one who loves with us

and the potential third. It is so little

free that we can neither go out of it nor

into it on the mere invitation, nor abate,

by saying so, one of the widening circles of

its disaster. Whether for better or worse,

love Is irrevocably tied to itsconsequences.

The proof of tliis universal conscious

binding up of moral responsibility with an

act, is to be found in the universal prac-

tice of paying something to get rid of it.

The price of love that is sold is a money
indemnity for the loyalty, tenderness

and care which by that payment arc

acknowledged to belong naturally with
loving.

But in spite of all that men can do
about it, the money paid does not pay;
it merely scatters and shifts the ac-

counting.

Two classes chiefly resort to the

streets where love is sold : the young and
unmated, and those in whom marriage
has failed to satisfy a demand felt to be
rational. There are also some preter-

naturally vicious who shall be left where

they belong, with the pathologist.

The difficulty of the young is an honest

one, arising as it does in the circumstance

that the mating propensity develops

some years in advance of the time when
it is thought wise or desirable to assume
the complex responsibilities of marriage.

It is an ancient problem this, appear-

ing as a matter of tribal consideration

as early as the period of chipped flint.

But for its persistence we have largely

to thank the extraordinary lumpincss and
inchoateness of modem education.

With the best intention in the world,

we have no better plan than for youth

to take all its book-learning in a lump,

and then marriage and the rearing of

a family lumped by itself, and, par-

ticularly in the case of women, fenced

off from all other forms of experience.

Finally, only in middle life do the orig-

inal pair, more or less warped and sub--

dued by their long dislocation in the

interest of special functions, become
proper members of society. Thus the

normal use of marriage is overbalanced

by its being made to assume the aspect

of a state, an occasion. Any readjust-

ment which would make life and educa-

tion of one continuous warp and woof,

would greatly lessen the strain at this

point. It is not marriage alone, but all

the primary human processes, which
suffer from our ranking of Trade and
School and Empire as enterprises to live

for rather than to live by.

r J'HE remedy is one that society must
* move determinedly to seek not only

in educative processes, but in readjust-

ments of the industrial system.

“Yes?” said Valda McNath.
I recognized the rising inflection as one

that marked her as a member of tliat

group called, and perhaps calling them-

selves, "The Intellectuals,” who out of

sessions of vast, inchoate talk, draw some-

how the assurance that anything said of

the industrial system is said on their

side. It is an inflection with nuances

such as greet the introduction into the

conversation of a choice scandal, though

I don’t know for what reason except that

the present industrial situation is, in

view of our moral pretensions, highly

scandalous. My business, however, is

with the personal conduct of male and
female. I can tell where the economic
pressure impinges on the private relation,

at what point the struggle for existence

disturbs the balance of sex, and how the

intention of the Soul Maker is thwarted
by stony accretions of industrial injustice.

In so far as the demand for cheap, tempo-
rary substitutes for marriage is the result

of industrial insufficiency, it Is only to

be cum! by the resolution of the whole
social disorder. But it is not necessary

here to determine anything of the method
by which industrial r- • -ganization is to

be effected, except t hat it is a mistake to

tie up marriage with it.

The right to in • a prima -
'• an

right. It end-- in its rout indent

possibilities, not ,'y the seed «<f tin ce

but the spark of Divinity, beauty, art.

altruism, the knowledge of the falher-

1iness of God and the immanence of

Power. The family is a more vital human
arrangement than the factory. The
industrial system, under whatever name,
must reshape itself plastically about Lite

right to love and to multiply.

The immediate predicament of society

is that it is unable to provide opportunity

for right marriage to vast hordes of men
in standing armies. The adventurous

trades, mining, bridging, building, are

roaring full of the Free Companies of

Industry, homdeas, tielcss. All the

ways of work are clogged with shoals

of mateless women. All the prows of

progress are manned by fine souls too

bent upon errands of the gods to stay for

the wearing complications of the usual.

Marriage, attempting to stretch itself

from point to point of this disorder, parts

upon occasions which begin to show too

soon the edges of decay. Many of the

phases of the Social Evil are but so many
witnesses to inefficient industrial organ-

ization, and are due to disappear in a
more intelligent readjustment.

DI T when all is said and done for those^ who buy light love because society

takes no pains to afford them the one
better thing, we have still to deal with

those who demand from love the things

it was never meant love should be called

upon to pay.

Chief among its inducements is the

opportunity the street provides for apti-

tudes held over from the time when
combat was llie major process of living:

male vanity, suborned to the industrial

routine; the dominant attitude, the

spirit of the chase.

Over in the red light district man is

the Hunter, the Mover of the Game.
There he renters the hereditary tract,

releases his cramped and unexcised bar-

barisms, re-lives his little day. And for

a long time he has fondly believed that

the price he pays guarantees tliat nothing

shall come out of it to trouble his soberer

occupations. Nothing so disconcerts him
as the light of modern research thrown
on the things that, in spite of him, do
come out of it and spread foul traces

round his home.
It is not what society is going to find

out allotit his favorite pastime that ren-

ders publicity objectionable, but what he

isn’t going to be able to avoid finding out

about it himself. It is for us all to face,

and force into the social consciousness,

the recognition of the Spirit of the Chase
as a prime factor in much that menaces

the love-life of the community.

The element of contest, in modern
mating, is a concession to the idea of

struggle which became so early fixed in

the man mind by the clash of the domi-

nant mules. In the hairy period of his

evolution, winning a bride "off the old

man" must have been the great adven-

ture. Man continuing to demand the

strategic encounter, the sweat of combat,

the swelling of victory, demands them of

woman in default of male relatives who
would rather she’d marry than not.

In those dark ages of womanhood,
women in order to win a little of their

proper inheritance of security and care,

defeminized themselves, made in the

modern, and so opprobrious, term " men
of themselves”—hunters and gamesters.

The red light district, is the last stand

of the hunted woman. Here they supply

on such compulsions as the industrial

stupidity of the period metes out to

them, the unsatisfying satisfaction of an



She had found, I knew, the answer to all her questionings, the secret woe of all abandoned women'

atavistic appetite. And this is what youth
looks on in the process that is euphemisti-

cally referred to as “seeing life,” bright

with the dolphin colors of decay. For the

business ofwomen is not conquest nor pur-

suit, but reproduction and conservation.

T>ROBABLY the number of those who
* buy love because they can imagine

nothing hetter for themselves is not so

great as the number of those who could

get nothing better in any case. What
gives us the right to interfere is the final

outcome to society.
1 It is against these two classes,—those

who for social or industrial reasons are

unable to mate properly and those who,

mated or not, must still indulge a vcstigal

propensity.—that any proposition for

the cure of the social evil must be directed.

It will be a great gain to know that no
woman must sell for bare sustenance, but

it is important to remember that so long

as the demand exists there will be some
kind of a price found at which somebody
will surrender. That society will, in time,

disposeof the buying ami sellingof love just

as it has rid itself of chattel slavery, I see

no reason to doubt. It will have the more
leisure then to deal with a growing class

who take love without paying anything.

Within the last quarter-century we
have come clearly to recognize and
define a type of industrial parasite who
taps the veins of profit without accoun-

ting or return, as the Money Grafter.

More vicious and insidious even is the

as yet untabulated love-pirate, the

grafter in the precious stuff of personality.

There is a tendency always in the more
sophisticated states to make of the finer

phases of human intercourse an achieve-

ment and an end, and this is the beginning

of desuetude.

But when we go further and make of

love a mere enhancement of the passing

time, there ensues a condition compared
to which the paid traffic of the street is

an obvious and remediable evil. For this

sort of love goes masquerading in the most
endearing of the lighter phases, the chif-

fons, one might say, of grand passion.

It assumes the bearing of a superior free-

dom. Its technique is admirable. And
it does not pay anything.

T'O the Love Grafters, money is as
1 offensive a price as children or loy-

alty or long-suffering. Love—what is called

love—for them exists at its perfectness

only when most detached from all pussible

occasions for affecting anything; the more
sterile the more desirable. Love for love's

sake is the euphemism by which they

blunt the unassailable fact that love was
not invented for love’s sake but for Life’s.

They—one must continue with the in-

clusive pronoun because pirating of this

sort is as likely to be an offense of one

sex as the other—count that venture

most successful which achieves the most
complete inutility. This, by the very

nature of love, being a doubtful perform-

ance, the love-pirate preys usually on

the wives of his neighbors or upon the

young, on anybody not in a position to

enforce against him the compulsion of

self-abnegation. So doing, he arrives

at the effect of there being no conse-

quences by ignoring them. *

rPHIS kind of grafting is beyond the

* jurisdiction of the police, but it

marks the quality of the practitioner as

descriptively as a rating in Bradstrcet’s.

For when not actual! v the evidence of

arrested development, this refined sort of

promiscuity is the result of poverty of

the imagination and spiritual indolence.

Such as these love Love so long as it is

easy; in short, they are of the stripe of the

lovers of “easy money.” Their mating

is after the manner of those savages who
can count to five, but for a larger number
can only count to five again on the other

set of fingers.

Having counted the opening moves of

invitation, the chase and surrender, they

begin again with a new set of pawns the

same infantile progressions, never aware
that the real value of mate-love, the de-

termining experience, lies just beyond
the point of arrested development. For
the best love is not given away; it is the

purchase of self-abnegation.

TPHE moon was going down behind the
^ pines, cold and jewel-bright. In the

deep shadow of the hill by which the house

was engulfed I could hear Valda crying.

She had found, I knew, the answer to all

her questionings, the secret woe of all

abandoned women, an answer so world-

old that if men had but slopped to hear

it . . . but that sort of men never stop,

they find grief of such proportions indeli-

cate.

“He never paid
!
’’ she said ; the knowl-

edge welled up in her rcndinglv ... he
had never paid to her sincerity the tribute

of loyalty or understanding. She had
clung to him at first striving to draw him
back for the one self-forgetting act which

would have marked his knowhdgc of her

love as a thing higher than his pleasure.

And he had not come back.

She was tom now by realizing that light

love is light because it has no such knowl-

edge. For Valda is a good woman, and
under whatever social misudventure, good

women are distinguishable from had by
just this faculty for knowing that the

proper end of loving Is not |M-rsonal but

racial; it is the Soul-Maker’s most prec-

ious commodity. What she cried for

there in the summer dark was not the loss

of her lover, but of that oblation which

should be paid to Love as on an altar.

The next article deals with marriage as a means towards attaining true monogamy. Mrs. Austin explains where our present mating

customs makefor true lore and where they impair its course. Sh.' criticises our present marriage while defending a true permanent mating.
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Primitive transportation. Alaskan prospector and pack dogs on the Valdez-Fairbanks wagon road

A Land of Promise
What the Passing of the Alaska liill Would Mean to Business

I
T was predicted Uiat the vote on the

construction and operation of rail*

roads in Alaska by the government
would lie a test of Democratic programvc-
ness. though the fact that this was an Ad-
ministration measure partly accounted for

the majority in the Senateof 46 to 16 in its

favor, not counting the pairs. It was to

have been expected that Bradley. Brandc-

gec. Burton. Clark of Wyoming. Dilling-

ham. du Pont, Callinger. Lodge. McCura-
ber. Nelson, Root, Smith of Michigan.

Stephenson. Sutherland and Weeks, of

the stamlpat group, would be against the

measure, while it was equally certain that

such Democratic reactionaries ns Bacon.

Bankhead and Thornton would oppose it.

But it was a surprise to note Hoke Smith,

Shields and John Sharp Williams lining

up with this group. Hoke Smith offered

to vote for an appropriation of $15,000,-

000 instead of the $40,000,000 the bill

carries, with the idea of building one road

as an experiment, with later appropria-

tions if the resulting development justi-

fied the initial expenditure. Shields came
to the Senate from the Supreme Court of

Tennessee and doubtless had constitu-

tional misgivings. John Sharp Williams

was frankly and fervently against this

excursion into “State Socialism.” The
Progressive Republicans all voted for

the measure.

A LASKA is vastly rich. First it. was
* fisheries, then gold; then copper

began to promise even more than gold;

and finally the value of the coal fields

was recognized. Other wealth may be

discovered at any time, for the pos-

sibilities are far vaster than thus far

known. Ouly an infinitesimal part of

the whole territory lias been surveyed,

and of the surveyed land, excepting for

but a very small part, we have only

superficial knowledge.

T'MIE wealth of Alaska, with but slight

* exceptions, remains the property of

the people of the United States, thanks

in part to the foresight of Roosevelt and
Garfield and Pinchot. and the vigilance

and persistence of Glavis. but muinly

on account of its inaccessibility and the

difficulties and the cost of necessary

development. The wealth Is so great

and the temptation so great to secure

it, that it is found impossible to pro-

tect it from depredations. It seems as

fatal in its allurements as the Rajah
Diamond. The last years have lieen

filled with the tales of violence and
corruption which have attended the

efforts of the Morgan-Guggenheim syn-

dicate to secure for themselves the huge
wealth of the territory.

Up to this time no wuy to protect any
part of it has been found, except by with-

drawing it from use. The people clamor

for the use and for the development
which is essential to its use. The people

of the United States are entitled to begin

to get the benefit of a reduction in the cost

of living which will come from the utiliza-

tion of Alaska's treasures; and the few

people who have gone to Alaska are enti-

tled to exercise to the full the opportunities

which their own courage and self-sacrifice

ought to open to them. All the wealth

of Alaska is of no use without develop-

ment. and the first step in the develop-

ment Ls an udequate system of transporta-

tion. They need railroads; and they
will need much else in the wuy of public

utilities. The demand Ls so great for

these facilities, and so well founded, that

the people are willing to pay for them, even
the heavy price which will attend the fur-

nishing of such facilities by the capitalists,

because those, like the Morgan-Guggen-
heims, who put their money into Alaska are

not strictly making investments, but are

engaging in speculation. If investment, it

is the investment of the pawnbroker, de-

manding. because of the risk and because

of the necessities of the Ixirrower, a return

of one hundred per cent, or more.

T^EVELOPMENT of transportation

and other facilities by the capitalists

would, in a way, seriously impair develop-

ment; because to give them a return which

would seem to them adequate would mean
rates which would be oppressive to the

people of Alaska, and would, in themselves,

tend to retard development and the open-

ing up of opportunities to the sturdy,

courageous men who are willing to take

up their residence in the territory. To
preserve the territory it Ls essential that

the capital required to furnish the facili-

ties for development—that is, capital to

supply the public utilities—should be fur-

nished by the people of the United States,

whose property the territory is, and in

whose interests its resources should be

primarily conserved.
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drain field at the Agricultural Experiment Station at Fairbanks , Alaska

"Only an infinitesimal jtart of the whole territory has been surveyed, and of the surveyed land, excepting but

for a eery small part, we have only superficial knowledge"

Railway and wharf at Cordova, Alaska

"All the wealth of Alaska is of no use without development, and the first step in the development is an adequate system

of transportation. They need railroads, and they will need much more in the way of puldir utilities ”
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The Honor of the Army
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

This is not a sentimental story. It is a plain, unvarnished report

I
N those British days when men were

drawn and quartered, burnt alive, or

hanged from gibi>ets along the public

highways for the most trivial offenses the

laws for the government of the army
were evolved. They were evolved to meet
the necessities of war. and have been
cherished as the administrative standards

in times of peace. The dead hands of

four hundred years ago have hallowes I

abuses that are nothing but memories in

other fields of human thought.

Then the gentleman and officer was
as far removed from the common soldier

as the human from the animal. Prom
those days there has come down to the

Army of today neither arms, standards

of equipment, tactics, nor men of like

condition; the only things that have
been preserved arc the customs and
abuses as archaic as the feeble block

powder and the stone cannon ball.

Under these formulas that are cherished

by the Army of today, men. young
men, are tossed into prison degradation

—

not for crimes, but for infractions of

rules and discipline determined by a

brutal age when the common soldiers of

the Army were recruited riffraff and the

products of the press-gang.

/CONTRAST the American soldier of^ today with then, or even with the

Germau or Russian conscript. Our Army
Regulations prohibit the enlistment of a
recruit unless he cun rear! and write. In

1914, for example, by means of seductive

literature and idyllic lithograplis. nearly

one hundred and fifty thousand young
Americans applied for enlistment—and
but twenty-six thousand were accepted.

They were picked men.
Those picked recruits knew only of the

blithesome lithographs of the recruiting

service: but they did not know when they

hud taken the oath to “bear true faith

and ullcgiance to the United States of

America and to serve them honestly and
faithfully" that they had stepped through
a doorway into the pust. Not a man
knew that he liad become the subject of a
system that measures out one justice for

him and another for the officer; an archaic

14

system under which favoritism and stu-

pidity and viciousness and a fair intent

all shuffle along in an indistinguishable

muss protected by an ancient routine.

Offenses may !* important or trivial

at the unchecked whim of an officer;

adolescent ignorance may persecute abil-

ity. unrestrained and unpunished; a

single act may l»e—and is—split into its

component parts and each part become
u separately punishable offense; and
soldiers can lie—and are—convicted of

synonyms and punished with prison sen-

tences therefor.

rPHE discipline of our Army—and the
* very life of an army is its discipline

—

is operated under a rambling, shambling

collection of laws and regulations that

defy coherent analysis or logical opera-

tion. but which shield incompetence and
abuse.

Minor infractions are dragged out into

(lompous proceedings; the high-priced

time of officers is devoted to the solemn
weighing of the niceties of the dancing

class; persecution is protected and the

victim punished; even to escape from

the medical malpractice of an army sur-

geon is punished; while in the cases of

desertion—a peculiar and interesting

class in itself—the ordinary decencies of

commou sense and of humanity arc con-

tinually outraged.

The general court-martial, which is the

military machinery for the administra-

tion of Army law and its judicial processes,

Ls a travesty on civilized justice which

shelters favoritism and oppression. We
will take up the instances shortly, and
they can speak for themselves.

But first, for a moment, let us look

at a few Army facts in their broadest

aspects.

Alluring recruiting advertising gives,

with apparent frankness, facts and figures

that appeal to any working man. And
no man attempts to escape from pleasant

surroundings where fair dealing and jus-

tice prevail; never u' !• t, when such

an escape renders L • bel»c to imprison-

ment os a felon. ] > < c ' .• are through

we may be able to «h..w why sane men

take this risk in order to escape from
further service in the Army.

In the year 1911 the proportion of men
who deserted compared to the number
of men enlisted was seven per cent.

For the year of 1912 it was nine per cent.

And for the year 1913 it was over

seventeen per cent.

In the four years from 1908, up to and
including 1914, more than four thousand

five huudred soldiers were recaptured

and convicted as felons. They were
dishonorably discharged, their American
citizenship forfeited, prohibited thereby

from ever holding a government office,

condemntil until the expiration of their

term to shuffle round with a cropped head
and prison clothes, and then, with their

life ahead of them—for they ore young
men—to face or to live down the reputa-

tion of a convict.

In the five years ending with 1913,

seventeen thousand men have taken the

chance of capture and two years in a

felon’s cell, rather than serve longer in

the United States Army.
The discipline of the Army is muin-

taiued by means of the court-martial.

For minor infractions there is a summary
court of one officer, or a garrison or regi-

mental court-martial of three officers.

They try trivial matters and are very

limited in their function. But the gen-

eral court-martial is the serious court.

It is a court of original and final juris-

diction. No case can come to it as an

appeal, nor can any of its decisions or

sentences be appealed to a higher court.

It is absolute, supreme and final.

I T can try any offense from a dirty rifle

1 to murder. It is responsible to no one

for its acts. The only relief from any
verdict or any sentence is by an appeal

to mercy. Whatever flagrant wrong may
have been committed, it is an uncertain

charity alone, not justice—which can reach

it. A court-martial can, and does. condone
crimes and outrages in officers that saves

them from justice; it can. and does, heap
opnrr sions and even illegal sentences

up. tfi «* enlisted men from which only the

ac< id. i

.

1 of cliarity or mercy can save liim.
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Then the Army Regula-

tions define what these

military relations must
he. thus: “...respect to

superiors will not he con-

fined to obedience on duty,

hut will Im* extended on

all occasions”; and “de-

liberations or discussions

among military
men conveying
praiseorcensure. .

.

are prohibited/*

An officer, in

other words, per-

>f right entitled mitted only by
sufferance to act

as counsel for an
accused soldier,
dares not touch on
oppression, incom-

petence. abuse of

power or wanton
pro voca t ion; he
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This general court-martiul consists of

any number of officers from five to thir-

teen. They are judge and jury; a hare

majority determines their verdict, and

their sentence and their vote is pledged

to perpetual secrecy. To inflict the

death penalty, only a two-thirds majority

is necessary.

TN addition to this court there is an
1 officer, the judge-advocate, whose duty

it is to direct the prosecution. And at

the same time, this officer, under the

Army system, is charged with the duly

of guarding the rights of the prisoner

for the "accused is not

to counsel."

At a court-martial last September at

Fort Porter, New York, a soldier was
being tried for wasting ammunition on

a skirmish run at target practice. He
was liable to imprisonment as a felon;

it is a serious offense. The soldier was
explaining on the stand that so many
orders were shout-

ed at him that he

became confused

as to the firing
orders and fum-
bled the cartridges

in loading. "I got

it all out of my
head then," he ex-

plained.

"Got what out

of your head, the

cartridges?” re-

torted the officer

who was acting us

judge-advocate.
Of course stand-

ards of humor
vary.

A soldier on trial

before acourt-mar-
tial has no right to

counsel. Purely as

a matter of cour-

tesy and special

privilege he is per-

mitted to a free

choice, nominally

at least, of an

officer to "defend ” him. But the defend

ing officer is carefully restricted. He is

according to the Army Regulations—and caste. Bear in mind that I am not

they have all the force of law—to "guard speaking of merely minor breaches of

the interests of the prisoner by all honor- Army rules, but of serious offenses for

able and legitimate means known to the which a court-martial may, by a bare

law. sofar at they are not incontisient with majority, send a man to a convict's cell

military relations." The italics are mine, in a federal prison for a term of years.
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Thit it the Enlistment Contract of the Army
Sowhcre does it indicate any special inducement or right to a man with a trade. Alt recruits enlist alike and
sign this contract. .Vo enlisted soldier with a trade is guarded in any “special inducement" set forth so alluringly

in the Army handbill reproduced below

y

\

MEN WANTED
Between IQ and 35 years of age

FOR THE

UNITED STATES ARMY

.In Army Handbill

This is an absolute and deliberate misrepresentation. .Vo “special inducements" are

given to men trith a trade. They sign exactly the same army enlistment contract as men

without trades and hare no additional rights by eirtue of their trade. The Post-Office

would issue a fraud order against any private corporation that lured employees under

such false statements

>

dares not make a rational defense if it This may account for the many cast's

sullies, however justly, the holy Brahmin of even less than perfunctory defense, and
the many in which there is not a whisper
raised for the prisoner.

rPHIS is the court-martial, the instru-

* ment for administering justice in the

Army. Yet it goes beyond mere justice

and claims for itself even higher standards

of conduct. This is what a brigadier-

general. an authority in such Army mat-
ters, has to say of it:

"... it should also be borne in

mind that they (courts-martial) are

in a special sense courts of honor,

whose object is the maintenance of a

high standard of discipline in the

Army;" and “only courts composed of

military officers can have that knowl-

edge of the standard of discipline and
honor in the Army which would enable

them to weigh correctly acts impair-

ing it. and courts-martial, in maintaining

this standard, may properly be said to

l>e courts of honor.”

Now let tis see it in the light of a few*

of its operations.

A private soldier “did wilfully appro-

priate and apply to his own use" the sum
of $47 Philippine currency—somewhere
around $14 of our money. The court-

martial found him guilty, gave him a
dishonorable discharge, forfeiting all

pay and allowances due him, and ordered

him to Ik* confined in prison at hard labor

SPECIAL INDUCEMENTS offered to Pharmacists, Musicians. Bandsmen.
Electricians, Clerks, Bakers, Cooks, Barbers. Teamsters. Carpenters,

Blacksmiths, Horseshoers. and other Mechanics.
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Iu Our Army

“ ... it is a conservaiitc estimate that we pay
per effective rifleman Itetireen two and fire time

*

as much a* t first-class poirei -/i the continent

of Euro/ -

Hen nr L. Stimson—From the report ol

the Secretary of War. 1911.

THE ATTITUDE

By James Mo
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imkkt Flags

In the French Army
*4

. . . in no other country ichert conscription is

the basis of service can there be found the same
degree of camaraderie as in this immense body

of Republican soldiers. So army of France ever

equaled in preparation, readiness and efficiency

that of today.’’

General Edward F. Winslow. 17
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for one year. Then another soldier who
had already served two enlistments with

a rating of “Excellent”—and those who
are familiar with the Army know what
a high record of service that means—was
tempted and fell. He took $160 in

various amounts while stationed at Bed-

loc’s Island, New York Bay. The court-

martial found him guilty, forfeited hia

pay and allowances then due, dishonor*

ably discharged liim and ordered him to

be confined in prison at hard labor for

three yean.

rPHESE were enlisted men. Now
* comes an officer.

Captain Augustus H. Bishop, Fint
Infantry, was convicted by a court-

martial of officers of embezzling and
appropriating to his own use $165.14.

This was the “company fund,” a trust

fund of which he was the custodian for the

benefit of the soldicn in liis company.
And for this embezzlement and criminul

breach of trust he was merely dismissed

from the Army, by the brother officers of

the court-martial. For the common
soldier, prison; for the officer who robbed

the humble trust fund of his own soldiers,

the loss of his job!

Sometimes a court-martial is even

ignorant of its own rules. One promi-

nent rule is that a military convict who
is tried and eonvictcd again of some offense

or breach of prison discipline can only

be imprisoned for an additional sentence.

He cannot be sentenced to solitary con-

finement or bread-and-water.

Adolph Durbek was a deserter from the

Coast Artillery who had surrendered

himself to the Army authorities and re-

ceived dishonorable discharge, forfeiture

of pay and allowances due him, and one

year in prison at hard labor. One year

in prison was regarded as a lenient sen-

tence; yet while in prison Durltek refused

to do his work—just plain prison insubor-

dination. He was haled before a court-

martial and charged with “conduct to

the prejudice of good order and military

discipline.” There is a fine irony in the

fact that a soldier is tried by the same
charges as a convict.

At any rate he was convicted and
sentenced to imprisonment for one year

more, “ the first seven days of each month
to be in solitary confinement and on
bread-and-water diet.” This is a direct

violation of the military laws.

A Lieutenant in the Coast Artillery

became very drunk in a public hotel and
while in uniform. To this he pleaded

guilty and was sentenced to be repri-

manded. He was charged furthermore

Some Desertions

In the Army of the

United States

During the Past Year

From the:

3rd Infantry 8.16%
6th Infantry 9.09%
9th Infantry 10. %
4th Reid Artillery 15.50%
21st Infantry 16.87%

with "conduct unbecoming an officer

and a gentleman" in that while so

drunk he had cutcred a private auto-

mobile and did fail to leave it when
requested, thereby necessitating his for-

cible removal therefrom. To this he

pleaded “Guilty.”

And the court-martial found him “not

guilty.”

Therefore this court-martial—a “court

of honor”—has solemnly declared that

for au officer to Ik* drunk in uniform in

a public place, together with such a

scandalous invasion of private rights,

is not conduct unbecoming an officer and
a gentlemun.

It would be interesting to know how
far an officer and a gentleman may go
when drunk—or sober, for that matter

—

before the Army would cease to regard

him as a gentleman.

Lest it be thought that this is mere
“muckraking," and that out of igno-

rance I am charging windmills, let us

see what some others, officers in the

Army, have to say about these courts-

martial.

Captain Samuel W. Widdifield, 10th

Infantry, was charged with conduct to

the prejudice of good order and military

discipline in that he retained $30, the

wages of a private soldier, for a long time,

about ten months, without turning it in

to the government— the man having

been absent without leave, or deserted.

This officer also was charged with having

given a duplicate set of pay vouchers for

his own pay to two different persons.

The court-martial acquitted him.

And this is what the military reviewing

authorities said of Uiis court:

“In the foregoing ease of Captain
Samuel W. Widdifield, 10th Infantry, a

careful study of the record fails to disclose

the process of reasoning by whieh the

court arrived at its verdict.” The c%i-

dence is scathingly analyzed, and then

comes this: "On the record as it stands

the reviewing authority must express

his emphatic disapproval of the apparent

view of the court that the giving of a

duplicate set of pay vouchers is not a

violation of the 62nd Article of War.”
That is the Article which has to do with

“conduct to the prejudice of good order

and military discipline."

Private John Doc, a soldier in the — ill

Cavalry, was accused of writing this queer,

incoherent letter to his mother, in which

he threatened his troop commander:
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The Corps of Engineers, United States Army
During the past year JOS men deserted from this organization out of its strength of 1649 men

. you liwn tell me all these months
mother to poison them all and kill them and the

way. I will do it too. I am going to ask the

trtMip commander who i* a and I <*ould

kill him and you know mother that is what
you told me to do for him. I got the poison

stuff you sent to do it hid all right. Mother
dont you squeal to no body about the poison,

burn this letter.”

II E was tried not only for writing this
* 1 trash but for then denying that he

wrote it—two separate offenses. Ordinarily

in civil life a man would he examined by
an insanity expert if he hud written such

a document. He had counsel, nominal

counsel, anyway; and he pleaded guilty.

Thereupon he was sentenced by the

court to be dishonorably discharged,

forfeiting all pay and allowances due.

and to be imprisoned at hard labor for

two years.

And this court was reviewed in the

following language;

"In the foregoing case, it is apparent

from an examination of the letter in

question that the threatening words

alleged to have been written by the ac-

cused were written in a different ink. at

a different time and by u different hand

from those of the balance of the letter,

and nearly all of the forged words were

added to the bottom and top and l»ack

of the pages written by the accused,

graving out the lines forming the base

of the charges the letter is complete in

itself, without one item upon which

a finding of guilt could be warranted."

And then read over again that delight-

ful phrase that “Only courts composed
of military' officers can have that knowl-

edge of the standard of discipline and
honor in the Army which would enable

them to weigh correctly acts impairing it.”

In sixty thousund post-offices Tom uml

Dick and Harry and Bill are looking at

the pleasant scenes in the recruiting

lithographs. Each year in over one hun-
dred thousand homes there is an Ameri-
can family debating whether Tommy or

Dicky or Billy shall put on the uniform
of Uncle Sam. So it is. at the very least,

interesting to know what this “ discipline
"

is to which he has volunteered. For once

in. he cannot escape except at the risk of

a felon's degradation.

The ordinary mind can conceive of

no more serious military* offense, or one
fraught with greater consequences, than
that of a sentinel being asleep on past,

drunk when on guard, or quitting lus

(CoatioumO
From the:

12th Cavalry 10. %
28th Infantry 10. %
5th Field Artillery 11.38%
2ml Cavalry 16 .25%
20th Infantry 18.72%

Of these the 12th Cavalry and
the 28th Infantry appeared con-

spicuously in 1012 as furnishing

two troops and two companies,

respectively, that had among the

highest i>ercentage of desertions

in all the Army.

post without l>ciiig properly relieved.

The fate of nations may* hang on the

vigilance of a sentinel. The .Articles of

War so recognise sleeping on sentry, and
it may' be punished with death. Drunk-
enness on guard or quilting it are re-

garded more leniently, for some strange

reason. For such the military law has

limited the punishment to a maximum
of six months at hard labor as a garri-

son prisoner and in addition a fine of

$60. This. then, is the very maximum
of punishment for the most serious breach

of military efficiency and discipline.

Case after case has come before courts-

martial of sleeping sentinels and the pun-
ishment comes with unvarying regularity:

Six months' hard labor and sixty dollars

fine. It is a proper severity—there can
be. in the nature of the offense, no possible

reason for the modification of the sen-

tence, that is if you believe in fines.

It is only by some interesting compari-

sons that this sentence becomes illumina-

ting as to Army discipline.

And that same military law prescribes

that behaving himself with disrespect

to his commanding officer—at any time

and under any circumstances, be either

or both of them drunk or sober—is

also punishable with six months' hard
labor and a $00 fine. To be snippy to an
officer is quite as heinous as sleeping on

post or deserting one’s guard.

Private James H of Battery E,

0th Field Artillery, was convicted by a

court-martial of haring been absent one
cveuing from the 1 1 o'clock inspection in

barracks. Also, eighteen months before,

in order that he could enlist without hav-

ing his parents' consent, he had stated

that he was over 21 years of age. For
these two acts he was dishonorably dis-

charged (by that act his American citi-

zenship was forfeited) all pay and
allowances due him were forfeited, and
he was imprisoned for six months at

hard labor.

EX)R these acts, trivial in themselves,
1 he was punished with greater severity

than if he had been drunk as a sentry

with a garrison under his care.

Our Army is continually demanding of the people of the United States more money and more men. In the next instalment Mr. Post

continues in this analysis of an undemocratic attitude that is still cherished from the feudal days of baron and serf. He presents

illustrations drawn from official Army records of abuse of power and injustice to enlisted soldiers from which there is no appeal.
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Ann Swinburne

Fred Stone

THE literary output of prinia donnas
has of latt- become so prolific that

one hesitates to add anything to

it. Romani ic love and personal beauty,

suffrage and socialism, philosophy, art.

and literature have all l>ccn ho thoroughly

covered by the stars of the American
stage that it seems presumption on my

|>art to attempt to udd anything
to this delightful literature. My
only excuse for breaking into print

at the present time is to cull at-

tention to the legitimacy of an art

that has, perhaps not unjustly,

been neglected imd scorned for a long

time by the intelligent American
theater-goer.

I mean the art of musical comedy
—call it operetta, comic opera, light

opera or whatever you choose. In

the American theater it has de-

generated into the “ musical show.”
For one, I am firmly convinced that

the renaissance of musical comedy
Is at hand. The Comic Spirit to

which George Meredith paid so

glowing a tribute expresses itself in

music quite as brilliantly us in the

other arts. This is a truth that is

but little recognized. It has become
the general belief that (>opular or

light music must mean bad music.

Yet one may point out innumer-

able and spontaneous expressions

of the Comic Spirit in music, many
of which are to be found in the

field of light opera.

r 1 'HE satire in the recent compo-
* sitions of Erik Satie have

directed attention to what lias per-

haps fallaciously been called the
** newerdecadence " in music. These
musical jokes have also recalled to

some of the more discerning critics

Musical

Comedy

Today

the ironic and witty piano compositions

created more than half a century ugo
by Rossini. In his “Album pour les

enfants adolescents,” Rossini was witti-

est from the musical point of view.

He also composed another album for

“shrewd children” which was filled with

delightful fun and sardonic humor. One
of the waltzes even bore the title

“Castor Oil.”

T>l'T one need not go back even to
* * Rossini to find glorious expressions of

the Comic Spirit in terms of music. One
thinks almost immediately of Liza Leh-
mann's "Nonsense Songs from ‘Alice

in Wonderland’" and her delightful

“Precautionary Tales for Children.”

in which we find expressed in a subtle

manner the bizarre humor of Hilaire

Belloc’s vena*. “The Vicar of Wake-
field,” her attempt into the field of pop-
ular musical comedy, was not preemi-

nently successful, but it was a step in the

right direction. In the same field we
should place some of the brilliant achieve-

ments of our American composer. John
Carpenter, whose “Improving Songs for

Anxious Children” are the embodiment
not only of a whimsical humor but of

a subtle understanding of child psy-

chology as well.

To find the la-ginning of what I may
call legitimate musical comedy, one

should go back to the days of Moli£re.

In its construction and appeal, surely

“Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme" can be

coin|mred only to the modern musical

comedy. The music for it, consisting

for the most part of dunces, was com-
posed by Lulli, perhaps the moat dis-

tinguished composer of the Louis XIV
period. Other early examples of musi-

cal comedy have come down to us

as nothing less than classics, notably
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of course the imperishable “Barber of

Seville."

comedy of our own day. it is not necessary

to hark back even to the operas of

Gilbert and Sullivan to find a justifi-

cation of this genre. Even if only as

a sort of jeu d'eaprit, the greut com-

posers of nearly every country have

tried the composition of what we ought

to call, to be logical and consistent, mu-
sical comedy. Even Puccini’s “

Im
Bohomc" is in a certain sense musical

comedy. Wolf-Ferrari’s "Le Donne
Curiose," "II Segreto di Susanna." and
“L’Amore Medico" are frankly so.

Surely in the large sense, we must con-

sider Strauss’ "Roscncavalier" as musi-

cal comedy. Even so gloomy and
revolutionary a figure in music as the

Russian composer Moussorgsky dis-

pla>•ed a wonderful sense of humor
in his unfinished musical comedy
“Le Mariage." which was inspired by
and based on one of Gogol's cumcdies.

Among the French works which are

in reality legitimate musical comedies

is "II etait une bergerc" by Marcel

Lattes composed to the libretto of Andre
Rivoire.

T>UT to come closer to the facts—to

consider the truly (lopular musical

comedy. Is it absolutely hopeless? Can
we unhesitatingly indict it as without

artistic possibilities for composer, pro-

ducer, librettist, or singer? Perhaps I

am a most prejudiced observer, but it

seems to me that legitimate musical

comedy is one of the most fruitful fields

today for each of these specialists. W. S.

Gilbert suggested the possibilities of the

light opera for the social satirist. Men

like Arthur Wimperis. and others of the

London Gaiety group, have lately l>cen

doing very creditable work along the

same line. In the slightly known musical

comedy. “Our Little Cinderella," there

is a good deal of delightful satire on the

British aristocracy, both in the book and
in the music.

In America some comic operas

and musical comedies have been

produced that we ought in no way
to be ashamed of. Both musi-

cally and lyrically we need not be

ashamed of many of Victor Her-

bert's works, particularly musical

comedies like “Babes in Toyland"
and “Mile. Modiste." Personally I

believe that "The Madcap Duch-
ess" marks a turning point toward

a new art of musical comedy. The
success of such a fantasy with music

as “Prunella." the reaction from

the blatantly realistic in every form of

theatrical art, seem to indicate such a

renaissance.

T ET me add a word concerning the pos-

sibil ities in musical comedy for the

producer of the Reinhardt or Craig type.

Musical comedy today is surely based on

color and movement as well as upon

music and comedy. Is there any other

type of theatrical production that Is

so rich in possibilities for the judicious

and artistic selection of colors, for the

creation of amazing color schemes and

costumes, or for the arrangement of

l>eaiitiful and expressive movement?
Surely the marvelous effect of the Rus-

sian ballet is based upon some such

art as this. In our popular musical

comedies such an art would become

closer home, it would be less feverishly

exotic, though no less alive or less lacking

in variety.

Hazel Da wti

*1
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

I draw Charles Scribner, not because

I seek for popular applause;

But that I may the giftie gie him
To see himself as authors see him.

It looks like Charlie’s out to bust

The Great Hell-Fire Insurance Trust.
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Marianne the Superannuated
By EDITH ORR

Illustrated by May Wilson Preston

ON a crisp morning in November,
that time of year when the life of

the theater is strong, vigorous and
full of confidence, Mr. Warner came into

the box-office of one of his New York
theaters to have a word or two with the

ticket man. Warner himself was strong,

vigorous and full of confidence, for tilings

were going his way; he wore his high hat

a bit to one side on his close-cropped gray

hair; and he thoughtfully blew the smoke
from an excellent cigar. A crease in his

smooth brow betrayed some trifling dis-

satisfaction floating on the surface of a

broad and general content.

The ticket man was distracted a mo-
ment from conference with his chief by a
fragment of the importunate world outside.

“Will you be kind enough to give me
the present address of Marianne Fortes-

cue?” asked a timid voice.

“Not playing here,” returned the

ticket man shortly.

“She’s a famous actress,” continued

the voice.

"Never heard of her,” snapped the

ticket man.
“Mr. Warner used to be her manager,”

persisted the voice.

“What’s that?” asked Warner of the

ticket man.
“Country guy wants the address of a

lady named Marianne Fortescue,” trans-

lated the ticket man contemptuously out

of the comer of his mouth.
“Madison Avenue,” said Warner unex-

pectedly; and scribbled an address on

one of his own cards. “Here, give him
that.”

The card passed from the hand of

Warner to the hand of the ticket man and
thence to a hand outside of the window.

The voice muttered “Thank you,” and
another voice wanted two aisle scats in

row E for Monday evening.

Warner tipped his hat a little further

bock, remembered that he had forgotten

what he came in for, rubbed his brow,

walked out of the box-office and took the

lift for his own sanctum.

“Marianne Fortescue!” he kept repeat-

ing to himself.

There was a sorcery in that name. It

carried Warner back to the days when his

own hair was long, raven-black and
stringy instead of close-cropped and gray,

when the world stopped alxive Fourteenth

Street, and the theaters on Broadway
could be counted on one hand and j»art of

the other; when there were Histrionic

Luminaries and Queens of the Stage;

when Marianne Fortescue, young, blithe

and beautiful, had been serenaded outside

the Palmer House in Chicago and had her

carriage drawn home by gallant young
bloods in Cincinnati—that was after a

performance of “Meg Mcrrilics." when
that bright and beautiful young creature

had made herself into an ugly old witch

to harrow the hearts of her adorers.

“Hm!" said Warner. “Hm!”

I_J E did not say to himself that it was a
1 strange world, but he felt that it was.

Here was Marianne Fortescue, forgotten,

living over on Madison Avenue, and here

was he, In his prime, prosperous,—at the

very height of his power.

Warner’s revery sat very oddly upon him

;

and in his office he was obliged to throw

it off altogether; for one of his most recent

stars was there in waiting to interrupt him,

a young lady of scant twenty-five, blonde,

blooming and full of a grievance.

Miss Gordon pouted and frowned as

she returned Warner’s good morning.

Her grievance was a certain Mrs. Barnes,

who, as the star’s younger sister in War-
ner’s latest production, had been indis-

creet enough to look younger and prettier

than Miss Gordon herself. She had been

reproved by being promoted to the rfde of

the star's grandmother.

“How was Barnes last night?" asked
Warner, divining the grievance.

Miss Gordon was not of the generation

of Marianne Fortescue. Her answer was

:

“Rotten.” She deposed further that

Mrs. Barnes was no more like an old

woman than she. Miss Gordon, herself

was, that Mrs. Barnes remembered to

limp for about one minute in each act,

and that if Warner couldn’t find some one
who could really put it over, the was done.

“Hm!” said Warner thoughtfully.

“Hm!” and absent-mindedly reached for

the receiver, the sign to those that knew
him that decision was already made and
some change impending. He took the re-

ceiver from its hook, conveyed it half-way

to his ear, then paused and put it back.

Warner, who had by no means taken

to retrospection and self-analysis as he
grew modem with the age, could not for

his life have told why it was impossible for

liim to address Marianne Fortescue over

the telephone. He never had been in the

way of telephoning to Marianne; special

messengers were the thing in her day.

Perhaps he had a nervous fear of hearing

her voice; perhaps he dreaded what she

might say to him. Perhaps he fdt a little

shame that he had not laid eyes on her for

so many years; perhaps he was subtle

enough to feel a little shame for the per-

versities of circumstance. . . .

At any rate, he rang for his stenographer

and dictated a plain, old-fashioned letter.

MARIANNE FORTESCUE in the
* 4

flesh was sitting in her little draw-

ing-room over near Madison Square. It

seemed to her that she had been sit-

ting there for two or three lifetimes.

It wan a square, flat sort of inclosure,

Mariauue's drawing-room, and very

crowded. Tables, glasses, desks and
walnut chiffoniers splashed like waves
against the unresisting walls and broke

higher up into a fine spray of little mir-

rors, prints and photograplis. Every-
where there were photographs. You
never saw quite so many photographs in

so small a space. They were all of celeb-

rities, stage-people in chignons and hoop-

skirts, in flowing beards and peg-top

trousers, a bit dim of eye since paper will

fade, but still erect and proud of bearing.

The gentlemen stood with their left hands

on backs of chairs, the ladies leaned with

folded arms on vine-covered props, or

trusted their opulent persons to the sup-

port of frail parasols. There were Romeos,
Ophelias. Rosalinds, Lady Teazles, Ec-

cleses. Panglosses, Dundrearys, Ravcns-

woods, Topsies and Pearls of Savoy.

Hazel Kirkes, Kit Carsons, Mdnottes,

and Richelieus. Across their waists and
knees, or above their heads, ran inscrip-

tions to the effect ths t they were gifts to

their "dear pupil” or “dear friend" or

dear something or other, Marianne
Fortescue.

Marianne sat near one of the flat and
unimaginative windows, just where she

could get an uninterrupted view of the

series of little backyards belonging to

houses fronting on the next street. It

was getting on toward four of an autumn
afternoon, and the mass of houses without

assisted in throwing a shadow on Miss
Fortescue’s face; but even under that

kindly shade she looked rather more than

middle-aged. Her hair was partly gray,

and partly not, and somehow suggested

either a former natural auburn or a dal-

liance with henna. She was dressed in

black; not the black that the season dic-

tated, but a characterless, nondescript

black, that is black merely because it

lacks the courage to be anything else.

Her face, beautiful when the world knew
if, was now a dull, unattractive waste,

marked by a pair of startlingly heavy eye-

brows and a look of petulance and settled

discontent.

Marianne Fortescue, the ex-Queen of

the American Stage, was engaged in darn-

ing her own stockings.

OHE did not have to dam her own^ stockings. The shrivelled little

woman who sat on the other side of the

mahogany table reminded Miss Fortescue

that she did not. She said in a plaintive

voice that “what was she therefor but to

dam stockings?” From the tone of her

voice you would have imagined that the

bread and butter was being taken out of

her mouth by Miss Fortescue’s obstinate

attention to her own wardrobe; which was
wholly misleading, for Miss Fortescue pro-

vided her cousin and companion with at

least as much bread and butter as she

enjoyed herself, regardless of stockings.

In answer Miss Fortescue replied

shortly that she enjoyed doing it. There
was little enough to kill time with.

Heaven knew.

The shrivelled little woman, whose
name was Mrs. Green, retreated rebuffed.

She looked slyly at her companion,

wrinkling her forehead and blinking her

eyes as if to get courage to attack a new
line of thought.

She began again. "Annie,” said she,

“do you remember what day this is?”

Annie didn’t remember, nor care to

remember.
“It was just thirty years ago today

that you made your d£but on Broadway
in “Broken Hearts."

“Did I? ” Miss Fortescue viciously cut

off an end of darning cotton.

“And just twelve years ago—it al-

ways seemed so strange to me, their hap-

pening the same day of the same month
—Murray died.”

The portrait of the man of genius who
had “made" Miss Fortescue hung just

above the level of Mrs. Green’s sharp lit-

tle eyes. It had been painted in the

seventies, just after they were married,

and, uidike the photographs, stared out

into the room, still brilliant and com-
manding. Mrs. Green glanced up at it

with a mixture of reverence and fasci-

nated curiosity, and was impressively si-

lent, thus giving Miss Fortescue time

to go over in her discontented and turbu-
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lent mind, with appropriate bitterness, all

that had come and gone since that por-

trait was painted. Mrs. Green was very

clever at this sort of thing.

“Hadn’t you even thought of it,

Marianne? “ Mrs. Green’s plaintive tone

accused poor Marianne of an incredible

lack of sensibility.

Miss Fortescue staunchly refused to

let her emotious l»e worked on. “ No. I

hadn’t, and what’s more I don’t intend to

begin. What good would it do an old

woman like me to sit here moaning and

sighing about the days when every one

was crazy over her? Those things are all

confidence in these inner thoughts, knew
very well when thoughts were going on.

“I’m dead and gone, and I mean to

stay so." repeated Miss Fortescue with

dull impressiveness. She brought it out

as if it were a virtuous resolution that

reflected great credit upon her.

Now Miss Fortescue and Mrs. Green
were not assaulting each other with

allusions and professions of faith apropos

of life in general. That is not the femi-

nine idea. Mrs. Green was groping along

a dim passage that led into a plain discus-

sion of a plain matter, and Marianne was
blocking the way. Warner’s letter had

“Don’t you mean to answer it?”

“You needn’t worry!”
Miss Fortescue’s tone made it so evi-

dent what kind of answer Warner would
receive, that Mrs. Green quite lost her

head and plunged into a feeble argu-

ment having to do writh incomes, in-

vestments. so much a year and the

awful price of apartments and things

this winter.

A/! ISS FORTESCUE grimly rolled up
^ * five pairs of stockings, and silently

refused to meet Mrs. Green on her own
ground.

"And if Warner couldn't find someone who could really put it over—she was done"

dead and gone, and so far as the world

goes I'm dead and gone—and I’m going

to stay dead and gone."

A S an argument against wasting time

in vain repining it was incontroverti-

ble. But. like many other sensible and
courageous sentiments flung out as a chal-

lenge to the world, there was behind it the

weakness of a pitiful insincerity. As a

matter of fact Miss Fortescue did spend

many wretched hours in the futile occu-

pation of rehearsing her former triumphs,

nnd in grieving that they were no more.

As she declared, it did her no good—but
then she did not know how else to employ
her time. Mrs. Green, though barred from

arrived by the noon mail. When Miss

Fortescue spoke of being dead and gone,

she was coincident h exhibiting virtuous

indignation. She had been asked by
Warner to support a young woman star,

whom she thou lit of in the language of

the stage literature of her own day as

a “chit.”

Mrs. Green knew all about Warner's

letter. Marianne earlier in the day had
scornfully given it to her to read. So
when Mrs. Green spoke of “it” Marianne
knew without further definition what
she meant.

“Have you answered it yet?” faltered

Mrs. Green.

“No!" The r ply was very, very short.

"Annie—Annie—I think you might

accept!"

“I might. But I won’t.”

“Why not? Why not, Annie?”

“ Because I ieon't play old rromen!

"

Again Miss Fortescue’s voice was heavy
with virtue. “I am one, but I’ll never

act one. I know where it leads. My
name and my independence are some-

thing to me. And oblige me by never

speaking another word in my presence in

regard to this infamous proposition!”

CO Mrs. Green could only respond feebly

^ that she thought it was time for tea.

"Ring for it then, and for goodness’

sake turn on the lights!”
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Mrs. Green pressed the two essential

buttons. Miss Fortescue, arising to put
away her stockings and venturing into

the sphere of light, revealed large and
melancholy eyes, deeply-shadowed, a
down-drooping mouth, the heavy lines

and wrinkles that come of one haunting

mood. She was beyond a doubt the

womun whose occupation is gone, whose
light has flickered out, surrounded and
absorl>ed by hateful littleness.

There was a knock at the door, and
Miss Fortescue uttered "Come in!" in a

deep and vibrant contralto, accompanied

It bore the unknown and undistin-

guished inscription: ‘‘Mr. Herbert S.

Jackson."

"Tell the gentleman he may come up,

Reginald," she said, “and we’ll have a
tea-tray with three cups.”

Mr. Jackson was the country guy who
had called that morning at Mr. Warner’s

theater. He hod lunched in the mean-
time to fortify himself for the interview.

A LL unconscious of the train he had
thus laid, and of the weighty de-

cisions he had thrust upon Miss For-

into his voice. “I hope you’ll forgive

me!"
"What for?” asked Miss Fortescue

bluntly, her features relaxing in an unac-

customed smile.

"For this intrusion. For daring to

force my way into your presence without
an introduction. I know it’s an outrage,

but I had to do it. I had to."

Mrs. Green's face wrinkled in impish
amusement. Miss Fortescue repeated:

"What for?”

"Why—to sec you!"
“To see me?”

"Hr. Jackson came into the room pressing his hut in great embarrassment against his chest
"

by a grandiose toss of the head that had
once been much admired in. her perform-

ance of lady Macbeth.
The colored bell-boy who was destined to

receive the order for tea, appeared on the

threshold thrusting before him a tarnished

silver tray. Upon it there was a card.

Miss Fortescue removed the bit of

pasteboard with the air of one examining

a curiosity. Time was, she reflected,

when cards had to pass through a series

of sentinels, with a good chance of finish-

ing in the waste basket. But now—be-

fore she looked at the name she knew that

this card would be honored.

tescue, Mr. Jackson came into the room,
pressing his hat in great embarrassment
against his chest. He was a tall, bony
youth, with a fair, pink skin, pullcd-

molasscs-candy-hair. innocent blue eyes

and a good many superfluous hands and
feet. He stumbled over a rug on his way
into the room, and seemed to have diffi-

culty in raising his evys to a human level,

and in getting his voir? to function.

"You are Mariana. Fortescue?” he
stammered out, picking out the right lady.

Miss Fortescue adm ted it.

“You are Marianne Fortescue,” he re-

peated. a very obvious note of awe coming

"Yes. to see you. To say I had seen

you. To feel I had seen you. To re-

member I had heard you speak. Believe

me. this will be a precious memory my
whole life long."

His manner was reverential and pro-

foundly serious. He raised his eyes and

was hit in the face by a photograph of the

great Murray playing croquet in an hour

of ease; withdrawing Ilia eyes, as from

something too intimate and sacred, he

was struck down from another direction

by Edwin Booth as Hamlet and Miss

Fortescue in ruffles and ringlets as

herself.
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Miss Fortescue by now had placed the

young man. He was neither mad nor

trying to make game of her. He simply

believed that she was still a Queen.

Marianne poured Mr. Jackson's tea. with

an aloof and royal gesture and almost

thought herself restored.

/'AVER his teacup, which he held with

a trembling hand, Mr. Jackson ex-

plained himself further. He came from a

little town in Iowa, and his visit to the

city, his first, had been assured by two

years of lul»or on the local newspaper.

His whole life had been colored by a

dream. He had been taken by his father

to the Grand Opera House of a neighkor-

ing town at the age of ten to see Miss

Fortescue in “The Lady of Lyons'*—his

first experience of the theater. Pauline

had fluttered his youthful heart and fired

his imagination, which had gone roving

ever since, but never away from its first

ideal. The image of Miss Fortescue had

been intimately bound up in his pro-

jected pilgrimage to New York. He
seemed to have thought of her os a na-

tional institution, and to have expected

to find her, like Trinity Church and
Brooklyn Bridge, still going on.

“It was a terrible disappointment to me
to find you weren't acting, this season.'*

"No, I—I haven’t acted for some
years."

“ It must be u grief to you—this deg-

radation of the modern stage, this

worship of the trivial, this exploitation

of the morbid." Mr. Jackson felt a sense

of elation as he brought out just like ordi-

nary conversation phruses hitherto famil-

iar to him only in print.

Miss Fortescue would have liked being

very haughty almut the modem stage;

but in spite of the necessary vanities of

her profession she was at heart an honest

woman. Sometimes she even doubled

whether the theater hud deteriorated

since her palmy days. The one thing she

was sure of was that it no longer had a

place for her—and that she did resent.

She sighed.

“You are too fine for the theater of

today! Perhaps it’s better you should be

forever enshrined in the hearts of your

admirers than exhibit to the public an art

it is no longer worthy to see! . . . But

I’m sorry. . . . I'd hofied all my life to

see you as Juliet. The critics all say it was

your most wonderful r61e. I’ve a photo-

graph—I have it here—of you in the

tialcony scene."

Juliet! Miss Fortescue took the faded

photograph from his trembling hand, hers

trembling a little too.

Then she laughed—the kind of laugh

the stage directions call for as “bitter.”

“And you really want to see me

—

me—
as Juliet?"

The young man looked at her. as she

had expected, as she had invited him
to do. looked full in her lined and
wrinkled face, and then his eyes sought

hers, bright and worshiping, without a
shadow of disillusion.

“Yes," he said innocently. “ That ha

s

been one of the dreams of my life!"

Miss Fortescue knew only too well

what she really looked like. The emotion

of the moment, the plcusure of adulation,

a fortunate relation to the lights, might

|M*rhaps have brought some simulation of

youthful bloom to her check; but if slic

really was enakyed and sainted she knew
it to Ik* because slur was in the presence of

an incorrigible idealist, of one whose
dn-uin is so potent that he refuses to be

awakened by the Hitting image of mere
flesh and (flood.

Miss Fortescue expanded. She was
adored. She was set for the moment be-

yond the accidents of time and change.

She could not be absurd; and everything

she did must lie right, because she did it.

She showed the young man pictures of

herself at all stages of development, from

six months on; in all of her favorite rifles,

in all of her favorite poses. She ex-

plained the photographs and characters

of her colleagues and contemporaries.

She ran riot in egotism and self-apprecia-

tion, while the young man listened, his

eyes blazing, his mouth wide open, con-

fident that if he was not actually present

at the making of history, he wus the

chosen vessel in which it was to be handed
down to future ages.

It would bo hard to tell which of the

two had revelled deepest. The young
man. still feverish with excitement, full of

memories that were to glorify many an
hour of revery. and anecdotes that would
spice many a conversation with the un-

traveled of Iowa, was suffered to depart.

He bore with him a photograph of Miss

Fortescue taken on the hither edge of her

decline, inserilKHl in the lady’s own
sprawling hand: "To Mr. Jackson, with

the best wishes of Marianne Fortescue,”

and a bit of the lure oner worn by her in

the first act of “Camille."

"Heaven forgive me!" thought Miss
Fortescue. thinking chiefly of that lace,

“what an old humbug I am!”
Mr. Jackson was moved utmost to

tears as he put the lace and the photo-

graph into his left wulsteoat pocket, A
convulsive and trembling movement went

through him as he took Miss Fortescue’a

hand in final adieu, urtd if that hand had

not responded in an honest ami cordial

shake, it is probable tlutt it would huve

been kissed.

Miss Fortescue swept in to dinner

that night with the queenly (tearing

for which she had once been famous.
She ate her roust Int-f in au uplifted

mood, and resisted an urgent invi-

tation to play bridge, for the pleasure of

dreaming away the evening in her own
little drawing-room.

Mrs. Green felt obliged to comment on
Marianne’s indifference to social gaycty.

“I don't know how to take you, Annie."

she said. “ Last night there was no living

with you because we couldn’t scare up any-

body to play bridge!”

One of the fruits of Miss Forteseue’s

pleasant dreams was a mild and gentle

manner toward the world without.

“I always tras like that, dear,” she re-

turned. “Nobody ever knew how to

take me. I never knew how to take my-
self. It's the artistic teni(N*raiueut. I

never knew when I went to bed what I’d

wake up the next morning.”

“You don't now!” snapped Mrs. Green,

with acid suggestiveness.

But Miss Fortescue was too taken up
with the delightful potentialities of her

own stormy nature to notice the fling.

She had got on the trail of a thought that

she liked and she meant to pursue it

to its lair.

She had said she would never play old

women. It had sounded rather fine,

too; she had admired herself for saying it,

for refusing, since she could not have the

best, to put up with second-bests. But
she had been putting up with aeeond-

I>cst.s, with third-bests, with fourth-

bests, with a stupid, whining existence,

full of idleness, Ivor* dom, quarreling, vain

regrets and ill-nature. That was what

refusing second-beats had brought her

to.

There you were! -Which was of mon-

importance Marianne Fortescue as sin*

had been, or herself as she was? Why
should she, a woman still in the prime of

life, sacrifice herself hourly and daily to

her own glorious past? For after all,

pride apart, it would Ik* incomparably
more interesting to act an old woman
than really be one. Acting anything, if

you came to that, was more interesting

than being it. Because if you tcere it

—

why, you just were, and it was usually

something very dull.

Supposing that she should yield to her

temperament ami change her mind?
Suppose she should tread the boards
boldly and frankly as an old woman, and
suppose the public Hid sigh and shake its

head at the eon trust between what had
been ami what was! Could Marianne
Fortescue, the Queen of the American
Stage, be any deader than she was? The
past was dead, everything was dead, the

old public wus dead. There was a new
public to Ik* pleased and won. And she

—

her real self,—wasn’t dead. They couldn’t

kill her. She fell it in the nervous strength

tliat began to course through her as she

thought. She wanted action, she must
have action, she would have action. She
xcould do something! Well, then, there

was only one thing she could do—the

thing that a few hours before she bad
thought of as mure horrible than death,
as a gulf into which she could not
plunge.

As an intellectual effort Miss Fortcs-

cuc’s little argument with herself was
nothing to brag of. Emotionally consid-

ered, it was exhausting even for a lady
with a temperament.

She pounced out of her revery upon
Mrs. Green. "Where's tluit letter of

Warner's?"
Mrs. Green had vainly imagined herself

to Ik* closely following her companion's
mental processes, and quite juni|K*d to

find herself a thousand miles or so out of

the way.

“Now, Annie!" she remonstrated,

“don't go to answering letters tonight!”

M AHIANNE leaped to her feet, and
looked herself for the letter. She

liore with patience an ulluxion to her
lK-ing unduly excited by her conversation

with young Jackson, and a prediction

that at her time of life she was sure

to pay for it with a headache in the

morning.

“Sleep on it!" suggested Mrs. Green.

“You know what your temperament is.

You might do worse than accept Warner’s
offer."

“Might do worse!" cried Marianne.
“I’ve decided I couldn't do better!”

As Mrs. Green had been about to pro-

pound an argument of her own in favor

of so much a year and money laid by, and
us her perverse nature now bade her for-

mulate uu argument against money laid

by and so much a year, she wus for the

moment rather bowled over.

“You’re going to play an old woman!”
Miss Fortescue nodded with decision

above the scratching of her pen.

“Are you sure you’re not crazy?

"

“No!"
“You may be sorry •”

“I am sorry. I may be anything.

What I won't be Is—nothing!”

“I believe." ventured Mrs. Green,

“that young fool this afternoon turned

your head!”
Marianne signed her name in an illegi-

ble crawl, and smiled serenely up at

Murray’s portrait.

( believe he did," she agreed. “Bless
his silly heart!"

ogle



TheWomanWho Pays the Highest Price
By LILLIAN BENNETT THOMPSON

AH. Iml ziz hut is different. Madame!
It in sc newest zi*g from Paris.

I hev only it unpacked zee* morn-

ing. Zere ees not another like it in zc

whole of ze city.”

“I don't know that it is really becom-

ing." says Mrs. I^iftington. languidly

surveying herself in the long pier glass.

This royal purple make me look positively

green."

"Oh. Madame, say not so!” Marie

Illustrated by Wallace Morgan

herself is attending to the wants of this

important customer. “You are regal—
divine! I know of no one who wear zis

wonderful color more perfect than you

—

not even Mrs. Van Astor. It is. you
know” (with a very impressive air) “ze
color of ze season. Every one in Paris

ecs crazy about it.”

“There, there, that w.ll do!” interrupts

the customer. “I a ill take the hat.

Send it up to my apu uncut. I suppose

I must have at least one purple hat.”

Not a word has been said nbout the

price.

\A7ITII that unfailing instinct, which.

if not innate, is quickly acquired by
these shrewd factors in the world of bar-

ter. Marie is figuring in her nimble brain

just what sum she may venture to charge

to the account of Mrs. Ix>ftington.

She holds the door open invitingly,

*7
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but the customer slops aw* inquires

languidly

:

“By the way, Marie, what is the price

of that hat?”
"Oh, it eez vcr-ry reasonable, Madame.

I have forgotten ze exact price, but it is

not more than $150. Madame knows zat

ees very cheap.”

“Very well. Send it up. I shan’t

take it unless it is there by seven o’clock.”

“Oui, Madame, it shall be there before

ze stroke of ze hour.”

AND so the customer pays 8150 for a

hat not. worth a quarter of that sum.

An exceptional case? Not at all. There
are hundreds, thousands of apartment

houses and hotels in the big cities, espe-

cially in New York, and thousands of

women live in them. There is practically

no housework—they are living in just

this way to avoid it. If there are any
children, they have been sent to boarding-

schools. There may Ik? bridge, the thea-

ter or other forms of entertainment to

take up a portion of the time; and for

these fnnetions clothes are necessary.

Clothes! To have smarter and newer
costumes than their friends is the aim and
end of the majority of these women.
The means of procuring them is second-

ary; to have them is the essential thing.

It matters not if extortionate prices are

demanded.
It is not by any means always the

women who have \>ecn uccustomcd to

the use of money from birth who spend

it so freely and carelessly. Some of the

most extravagant have worked for the

hundred cents that make the dollar, and
yet. so curiously is human nature con-

stituted. that they can spend many times

the amount they could earn working

eight hours a day for a week on a hat

they do not require and probably will

only wear two or three times. Others are

mere butterflies in life, whose creed is

“today we live; tomorrow we die. On
with the dance.” They know the bills

will be paid in the end, so why not enjoy

life while the sun is brightly sliining?

The sums charged up will, undoubtedly,

call forth interviews during which many
harsh truths will lie dealt out by the

husband, but the knowledge that this

event is sure to come has no deterring

effect on the shopper. She had probably

learned the art of closing her ears during

such distressing scenes, and accepting

them as unpleasant, but necessary, ad-

juncts of married life.

ANOTHER woman who pays the

highest price is the one who has sold

herself for the privilege of being able to do
it. She may have contracted marriage in

order to procure for herself extravagant

hats and gowns; she may have accepted

the relationships without sanction of

Church or State; but in either case the ob-

ject was a man to pay the bills, and having
secured one, she means to enjoy the per-

quisites. All her previous life she has

been compelled to pass by the alluring

hat or gown, the price of which ran far

above the modest sum she could afford.

She has had to bargain, to hector over

prices, to stop and calculate. Does she

continue to do this? No, she intends to

to the utmost the satisfaction of

owning into the prettily decorated

pitik and gilt salon, before whose windows
site Jiad formerly stood and gazed long-

ingly. and ordering the saleswoman to

show her the newest and smartest im-

ported gowns. She is very much im-

pressed with her own grandeur; she be-

lieves it necessary to convey the same
impression to the saleswoman. She had
always dreamed of the day when she

would be able, like the princess in the

fairy tale, to go into a shop and say,

"I will take this hat, and that one

too,” with a haughty disregard of the

cost.

Perhaps the saleswoman, clever reader

of human nature, may suggest that the

gown would be smarter with a touch of

fur. “Ermine, you know,” she will ex-

plain confidentially, “is very smart. It

gives chic to the frock at once.” Ermine
is one of the most expensive furs, but the

customer will not deign to inquire the

price. If her former training does assert

itself, a few well chosen words from the

saleswoman will reduce her at once to

submission.

The wise man with a wife of this type

permits her to contract no bills and
gives her the allowance she may spend;

but. there are hosts of other men who
l>elieve that they can regulate their

wives’ expenditure better by the charge

system. There are hundreds of women
in New York City who have to beg for

car-fare, who ride in taxis because they

can charge the fare, so opposed arc their

husbands to giving them money. These
are the women who resort to numerous
schemes and tricks whereby they can

procure a little ready money,
“I will take this coat and pay you

$500 for it, if there Is a rebate for me,”
is not a strange statement for proprietors

of certain well-known shops to hear.

The price on the tag may be $250; but

nobody will be the wiser if the bill carries

a charge of $500 on it.
*'
It will be paid,”

the shopman is told, “and then you can
give ine $200. I shall only ask for $200

so you will make $50 by the transaction

and I shall come again.”

rpHE woman who is willing to pay for the

* privilege of being in society is another

member of the high- price coterie. Her
rivals are the women of wealth in society,

and she aims in every way to emulate

them. She has. perhaps, observed Mrs.

Van Blank buy a hat, a gown, without

asking the price and has immediately

been impressed with the idea that this is

the way to shop if one would l>c identified

with the exclusive social sets. She does

not stop to realize that Mrs. Von Blank

is an old customer who, as the clerk

knows, has a very keen understanding of

the value of hat or gown and who, if an
exorbitant price be charged, will im-

mediately return the article with a re-

quest for credit, or a threat to take her

account elsewhere.

At one of the exclusive shops, where
perfumes and other luxurious accessories

are sold, the owner actually makes
a reduction in the regulation price to

certain women who are powerful in the

social world and who are likewise proud

of their shrewd knowledge of values. Any
loss is quickly made up on the purchases

made by women who buy these perfumes

because Mrs. Ontop uses them.

There are certain other women who
sometimes unconsciously pay the highest

price, and it is only just that they should.

These women go to the country or to

Europe and leave un|>uid a bill which has

been owing for six months, a year, two
years or even five. If they are given

credit again at thii shop—and invariably

they are, bncaus« the owner finds it

pays to mention (asuully that Mrs. So-

utul-Su had just ordered a gown like

the model ("she has bought her gowns
here for years, you know”)—the price

demanded is large enough to cover the

interest on the money tied up during

the interval that the bill remains un-

settled. and. possibly, the lawyer’s charges

in addition.

But there are some sensible women who
realize that the shopkeeper must have
ready money to carry on his business,

that he can get credit for his materials

from the wholesalers for a certain length

of time only, ami that there are discounts

of which he desires to take advantage.

As a rule these women pay cash for their

purchases, and receive, therefore, a still

lower price. Again they will select sev-

eral hats or gowns at the same time,

blandly asking the proprietor what dis-

count he will make if they take all of

them. There is an art in buying well,

and its fundamentals, at least, have been

mastered by these women. Although

they may possess large incomes, their

expenses are likewise heavy, and they

can not throw away their money need-

lessly.

The spirit of barter which American
women have acquired from shopping

in foreign countries is responsible for

some high prices. The American woman
who has not traveled always expects to

pay the price on the tag, or, if the price

is not stated, the amount the clerk glibly

announces. She does not know that

across the seas there Is always an asking

price and a taking price. In the large

shops in this country, tl»c price is calcu-

lated to a nicety and the tag price Is the

taking price; but in many of the smuilcr

shops the tag price Is variable. The
proprietors of these shops deal primarily

with women who have acquired, con-

sciously or unconsciously, this love of the

so-called bargain. It is not unusual to

hear “Don’t you think Monsieur will

sell this hat cheaper?" Or the sales-

woman may suggest. “ I think I could get

this hat for you a little cheaper.” In-

variably she will disappear, beuring the

hat proudly aloft, to return in a few min-

utes with the confidential information

"as a great favor, because Madame is

such a good customer. Monsieur will

make the hat $05 instead of $100.”

The persistent customer will push the

bargain still further. She will try on the

hat again, inspect it from every 'angle,

pinch it and pull it, and finally, with a
learning smile, announces that she will

take it if Monsieur will let her have it for

$02.50. After much more discussion she

will leave the shop, pluming herself that

she acquired the hat at her price. Behind
her Monsieur rubs his hands with on
equal amount of glee. He could have
sold the hat fur $50 and still have made
a good profit. This customer may not

have paid the highest price but she cer-

tainly did not get the lowest one.

'T'HERE are, of course, hosts of women
* in all classes of life who will always

pay the highest price, whether they

are buying u piece of corned beef out

of a salary of eight dollars a week,

or purchasing a sable coat from an
income of many thousands. It requires

brains to understand values, and where

brains are lacking or are an almost

negligible quantity, it becomes a delight-

fully easy matter to buy any old thing

at any old price. The path of least re-

sistance is the one invariably trodden

by the multitude.
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Both
At Once

A little cream and some
Grape-Nuts in the spoon, both
at once. Then one gets the
delicious, nut -like flavour of
the cereal, combined with the
most digestible of all fats

—

cream.

The golden-brown granules
are tender and crisp; and
invite thorough chewing.
That’s one reason why

Grape-Nuts
FOOD

is of special value. There are

many others.

Chewing brings down the
saliva which is necessary to

"taste.” and also more im-
portant—to begin digestion.

This act of chewing also

causes, by a natural reflex

action, the flow of digestive

juices in the stomach, so that
by the time the food reaches
that organ, it is ready for

further digestion.

In making Grape-Nuts
whole wheat and malted bar
ley are ground into flour, and
the "vital" salts (phosphate of
potash, etc.) arc retained.
These "cell-salts” are highly
necessary to the daily repair

of the tissue cells of body,
brain and nerves.

Try a dish of Grape-Nuts
and cream regularly for
awhile, and notice the mental
"glow" and physical “go"

—

how much better everything
seems.

“There's a Reason'*
for

Grape-Nuts
•old by Grocer*

Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Protecting the Stockholder. Part

III. His Rights and Recourses

“Great as have keen the abuses practiced
upon tin* public bv the inanipulutioii of se-

curities through the medium of the stock ex-

change. they do not in our judgment compare
with the fronds that arc practiced upon minor-
ity stockholders by the manipulation of prop-
erties by the holders of bare majorities through
holding companies and in many other ways in

which minorities may be oppressed under the
system of excluding them from all representa-

tion.” Page 143. report of Pujo Committee to
investigate the " Money Trust."

" Is not the house in which over three-fourths
of our industry is carried on infested with dis-

ease? In a democratic country hundred* of

thousands of citizens in their democratic re-

lation* are living in an oligarchy. Corpora-
tions. for the most part, have ceased to lie

‘little republics.' in which the shareholder

citizens govern through democratically elected

representative*, and too often these share-
holder* are mere ignorant pawns in the gumc
of high finance,— their shares the chips of a

gigantic poker game." Page HAS, Mildness

Organization and Combination. Lewis II

Haney. Professor of Kconornics, I’nivrraity of

Texas.

“The status of an administrator of group
property is the most dangerous to society of

any known to the law. Immediate contact
with the property of others gives him both the
desire and the opportunity of appropriating
it to hi* own use \o thief can steal easily

as an .idministratnr; nor cwu any swindler mi

readily arrange and accomplish n fraud."
Adapted by I >r. Arthur K. Kuhn, page 133 of
“ A < 'omparntive Study of the Law of ( 'orpora-
tions with Particular Reference to the Protec-
tion of Creditors and Stockholders," from Vol.

I. page <40. Dcr Zwccht irn lbs lit. by |{. von
Ihrring, Lcipsic, IH77-1H83.

rPHE first quotation with which (his
1 article opens may prove unaeeepl-

ahle to many business men. not liecuuse

of the fac-Ls as stated, hilt owing to the
hostile attitude of (he business world
toward the manner of llie Pujo investi-

gation. Hut the remaining quotations,

one from a German scholar writing nearly

thirty years ago. ami the other from an
American economist writing Unlay, repre-

sent only too fairly the feeling of the ma-
jority of intelligent persons toward the

exploitation of investors. Last week I

emphasized the moral obligations which
are coming to rest more and more heavily

u | >on stockholders. It is only proper in re-

turn to inquire what rights the stockholder

possesses ami what redresses are his.

What the Law Provides

THE law I looks will tell you that stock-

holders as a body usually have these

rights in the I'uited States: (1) to amend
the certificate of incorporation und the
by-laws. (41 to elect directors, (3) to puss

upon the mortgaging or sale of |>erma-

ncnl assets. (4) to dissolve the corpora-

tion. In practice stockholders in large

corporations have as little to dt with
these matters as they have with the orbit

of the earth. The law Itooks also will

tell you that the individual stockholder

has three important rights: (I) the right

to vote nt meetings, which means he
must receive notices of meetings and has
the rigid to attend ami (uirtieipate in

them, (4) the right to inspect the eorpn-

rate books. (3) and the right to dividends,
additional stock issues and a share in I lie

assets in ease of dissolution.

Stockholders are Never denied their

rigid to vote at meetings, blit I lie slight

extent of its practical value was shown in

the first article in this series. The prac-

f :V

^3cr?-C^n,

EAGLEBRAND _COndenseDMILK
THE ORIGINAL

For three generations has

been the World's Leading

Brand for Infant Feeding.

For Sale everywhere; al-

ways uniform in composi-

tion; easily prepared ; eco-

nomical. It provides a safe,

wholesome substitute when
Nature’s Supply fails. Send

for Booklet and Feeding

Chart.

BORDEN'S CONDENSED MILK CO.

Leader* of

Quality

OOQle
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Standard Oil

Securities
and

Safety
Example

Number One

Standard Oil Co.

of Kentucky

A Marketing com-
pany operating in

INDIANA and
I L L I N O I S and
South of the Ohio
River and hast of the

Mississippi River.

Capitalization

$3 ,000 ,000.00

Earnings

1st Six Months of 1913

$514,313.73

This indicates an
earning capacity of

35% on the total

capitalization and
justifies a continu-
ance of a 5% quar-

terly rate on the
capital stock.

We recommend this

stock as a Conserva-
tive Investment on
its Earning Capacity,

Low Capitalization,

and Possibilities of

Increased Earnings

and larger distribu-

tions.

J. HathawayPope
& Co.

50 Broad Street, NewYork City

Telephone 6985 Broad

tical thing to remember, however, is that

the proxy is never irrevocable, no matter

what it may state. In fact and in law a

stockholder may revoke at will, countless

times, the power of attorney, or delegated

right to vote, which wc call a proxy, and
the surrender of which to the manage-
ment enables a few men to dominate
great corporal ions. In the fight for con-

trol of the Illinois Central Railroad be-

tween E. H. Harriman and Stuyvcsant
Fish stockholders switched over time and

l again from one party to the oilier. Com-
plaisant and careless shareholders give

their proxies too freely to the manage-
ment in most large corporations, and the

proxies usually run for too long a period,

and for too general and unrestricted pur-

poses. Shareholders should read these slips

of pa|H*r and join with a few others to

protest against their sweeping character.

IVTIIEN it comes to the right to inspect
’ ' the corporate Iwinks wc enter upon

a diilic-ult subject. Originally this was an
important right, but the courts soon Ikn

gun to restrict it. Indeed this original

right at common law has been almost

nullified by statute and court decision.

In many jurisdictions a stockholder can-

not see any Ilooks except those which per-

tain solely to a corporation, that is, the

list of stockholders. This means that

sUx'kholders cannot get at a list of cus-

tomers. contracts, and parties from whom
supplies are purchased.

Even with respect to the stock list,

legislation uml decisions vary so that, an
owner must usually engage a lawyer to

puzzle it out for him. While this right

is much hedged about, usually by resort

to law a stockholder call get a list of other

owners, if he desires it for proper purposes.

It has been commonly held in this

country that to give freeaccessto the stock

list books to owners of stock would stimu-

late “strike” suits, and give information

to competitors who might buy one share

of stock for that pur|M>se. Of course there

have been a few rare instances of needless

obstructive tactics, and attempted extor-

tion on the part of small stockholders.

Troubles of the Minority

DUT while small and professionallyU litigious stockholders may in some
instances lx* animated by imprn|jer mo-
tives there is no necessity of recounting in

detail the far greater numlier of rases

when* innocent investors have suffered

because the “insiders," or the manage-
ment, or a concentrated body of stock (all

of these usually being one and the same)

have carries 1 things with a high hand.

Corporations are governed by the ma-
jority in theory. In practice large cor-

porations are governed commonly by the

management, backed by the directors

who sometimes own a small hut concen-

trated laxly of stock and sometimes prac-

tically none at all hut control a large laxly

of stock through proxies. Cases of a large

corjxjration being controlled by an insig-

nificant minority of slock are frequent.

For years the United States Express Com-
pany was controlled by the Platt, family

which owned only a few hundred shares.

; When theactsofamanagemcntareques-
tioned, haste is always made to acquire

j

enough proxies to vote a hare majority (51

percent.)of thestock. Then the minority,

and this is the practical hearing of these

remarks, has only the following recourse:

the acts of the majority, and those of the

directors, cannot e interfered with by
the minority except .i thecase of unauthor-

ized, fraudulent or illegal acts.

Put in another way the minority can
prevent by law in this country actual or

threatened abuse of power by directors,

and fraudulent transactions to secure an
unfair advantage to dim-tors or other

stockholders. Put in still another way
minority stockholders may secure redress

from a breach of trust on the part of di-

rectors, and it may be added that courts

have decided over and over again that

directors are trustees for the interests of

the stockholders. To lw a trustee is a

grave responsibility, ami business cus-

tom has long maintained the saeredness

of trusteeship.

Thus it is clear that minority stock-

holders have recourse to justice under

the American law, but there is a

vagueness and indirectness about all

this in striking contrast with the direst

liability which the laws of Continental

Europe create in Itchalf of an injured

creditor or owner against an officer or

director. In England and America the

liability of a director is primarily to the

corporation, and the theory is that action

must be brought against directors in the

name of the corporation. This means in

practice that stockholders can usually

bring actions only after demand has been

made upon the Ixuird of directors to act.

and after the courts have decided that the

majority of the board of directors have

improperly refused or neglected to sue.

This genorsd statement may be subject

to modification in certain States, but

in general it is safe to say that the trust

relation between director and stockholder

in this country is far t«x> indirect to lx

effective.

Dl'T even so the trouble often is not so
1

1

much with theinadequacy of the law as

with the investor’s ignorance of it. Often
the injured |>artv does not know his own
rights. Stockholders should never hesi-

tate to address the board of directors, or

the management, for then when litiga-

tion arises the fart that they have gone on

record is frequently of great, avail. There
are far too many instances of large rail-

roads "freezing out ” minority owners of

smaller lines, in which an interest has been

purchased. Usually a persistent appeal

to the courts will bring relief.

The cumulative method of voting is

perhaps the most important protection

which minority shareholders have* in this

country. Originally the corporate prac-

tice was to give each share of stock one
vote. Of course a minority could never

get any representation on the Ixiard of

directors in this way Ixcausc the majority

votes elected all the directors. Under
the cumulative voting system each share

of stock has as many votes as there are di-

rectors to be elected, and the owner can

concentrate all his votes on one nominee.

Thus a moderate sized minority can al-

ways be sure of electing one director at

least. Dissatisfied stockholders should

always cumulate their votes if the State

lawrs admit of it.

There is a vust amount of utter rubbish

emitted by corporation managers and in-

vestment bankers on the danger of gov.

eminent regulation, inquisitorial power of

government commissions and the pub-

licity to follow. In Germany the inter-

nal affairs of corporations have been reg-

ulated to an extent not even suggested as

yet by the most radical members of our

own Congress, and yet German industry

has no rival. The next and last article

of this series will show wherein the in-

vestor’s position may lx- bettered by a

closer governmental regulation of the in-

ternal affairs of corporations.
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What They

Think of Us
Oakland (Cal.) Enquirer

You sw quutinl, every now and then,

the aiuertioii. made hv the late J. 1*.

Morgan, to the Pujo Committee, when it

waa investigating the Money Trust, that

“practically all the railroad and industrial

development of the country has taken

plaee initially through the medium of

the great hanking houses.” But, as Mr.
Brandeis lias been saying and showing in

11ahpeh’h Weekly. “that statement is

entirely unfounded in fact." As a mat ter

of fact, practically all the big enterprises

of the country were “initiated” without

the aid of the bankers, who grabbed them
and “re-organizing” them, filled them
chock-a-block full of water long after they

were “initiated" and their success proven

by others than the Itankcrs.

Thi (ilobe (N. Y. City)

Nearly 800 of the leading street-rail-

way men on the continent heard Guy E.

Tripp, chairman of the board of directors

of the Westinghouse Electric and Manu-
facturing Company, attack Louis I).

Brandeis for statements the Boston law-

yer had made in regard to his company
and the General Electric Company.
The occasion was the banquet and

mid-year meeting of the American Elec-

tric Railway Association and the Ameri-

can Electric Railway Manufacturers'

Association

Mr. Tripp declared for a platform of

principles to be enunciated by the electric

railway industry, and warned his hearers

that the people were a court of last resort

with whom they must in the end rest

their case.

“ Public-servicecorporations now under-

stand that regulation or cooperation arc

the only alternatives lying between un-

restrained operation for private profit and
governmental ownership,” he said.

“By cooperation with the people I

would not have you understand that

I mean cooperation with those self-

appointed advisers of the people who will

fill our magazines with misstatements of

facts and upon such premises build their

attractive* and popular arguments. For

an example, the misstatement of Mr.
Brandeis in llAKPEfc'a Weekly that the

Westinghouse Electric ami Manufactur-

ing Company and the General Electric

Company are only alleged competitors.

If ull his facts are as false as that one, and
I know that one to lie false, his conclusions

are worthless.”

IF. (>. Peekham, St. Cloud (Florida)

Brandeis is nearly perfect. Tell him
that he has forgotten this, however. In

our ruilroad ami bank stocks we suffer

from the evils of primogeniture. Heredi-

tary presidents are ruinous to stock-

holders. Witness the bank stocks that

in the last ten years have fallen, say one
hundred points, or just as much as the

dividends.

Hamilton Craig, Coronation (Alberta.

Canada)
Mr. Louis D. Brandeis' tirade against

the Inefficiency of the Oligarchs suggests

the following queries:

1. Was timidity of public opinion re-

sponsible for the wreck of the New Haven
road?

The QuakerOfs (pmpany

There is coming a time— if it hasn’t come—when
tlie folks at your table get their first taste of Puffed

Grains.

Watch them. Note the wonder the delight

with which they greet these foods.

They will see whole grains puffed by steam ex-

plosion to eight times normal size. They will find

them crisp yet fragile, bubble-like and thin. And
they’ll taste like toasted nuts.

Note the surprise. Nobody has ever seen or

tasted other cereal foods like these.

Let Them Do This
You will sene them first with cream and sugar. But let your

people then enjoy them in other delightful ways.
Try mixing Puffed Grains with fruit. The nut-like taste gives

a very inviting blend.

Try serving in bowls of milk. The grains will float. They
are crisj>er than crackers and four times as porous as bread.

Then use like nut meats in frosting cake or as garnish to

ice cream. Let the girls use the grains in candy. Let the boys

cat Puffed Grains dry, like peanuts, when at play.

Use both as foods and confections.

Puffed Wheat-lOt
Puffed Rice-15

1

Except in Extreme West

Then remember this: Inside of each grain there occur in the

making a hundred million steam explosions. So every food

granule is blasted to pieces. Digestion can instantly act.

In no other way has this result ever been accomplished.

Cooking and toasting break up part of the granules. But
millions remain unbroken.

Prof. A. P. Anderson, by this steam explosion, has made whole

grains wholly digestible.

The First Taste

Digitized by Google
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The Perfect Costume
Do you want this Spring'* costume to be
the most attractive, stylish and becom-
ing you have ever worn? Do you want
it to follow fashion with a taste and dis-

cretion that will express your own per-

sonality exactly?

SMART 5TYLE5
Tnt MAGAZINE Of INDIVIDUALITY

offers you a unique service of advance
style presentation that is authoritative,

and style adaptation that will exactly
meet your personal requirements.

For "the perfect costume" this Spring
and Summer, you want the help of

SMART Styles—advanced, complete to

the finest detail, correct, smart, personal.

The price is 25 cents a copy. But for

the privilege of becoming acquainted, we
will gladly send you six issues for the
price of four.

SIX MONTHS OF SMART STYLES
FOR A DOLLAR BILL

March—The Spring Fashions
The lure of Springopenings in Paris
and New York. The first authentic
and complete portrayal of Spring
styles.

April—The Millinery Modes
Milady’s hats—her veils—her coif-

fure. All the millinery triumphs of

Spring, contained in one issue of

SMART STYLES.
May—Brides

For the June Bride—her gown, her
gifts, her traveling equipment, her
trousseau. Luxuries and necessities

for the toilet table-

June Summer Fashions and
Traveling

The Summer’s styles complete, for
form and comfort both. Vacation
hints, where and how to go, travel

clothes and luggage.

July—Life in the Open
Sports and sporting garb. How to
l»e correct and at ease for tennis,

swimming, motoring, riding, golf

and all outdoors.

August—The Younger Generation
With school day's drawing near,
juvenile desires and needs are upper-
must Clothes for school, younger
society and Autumn sports.

Send Ihr coupon today with a dollar bill,

al our risk, for six splendid issues of
Smart Styles, every one a revelation to

women who care for dress distinction,

every one a helt> to you in choosing "the
perfect costume.

The Jno J. Mitchell Co.
Paris, London, Berlin, Vienna, New York

41-43 Wort 25th Street

New York City

$1.30 worth of Smart Style* for $1 .00

Smart Styles, 41 West 43th St., N. Y. C.

For the mined
sh* ol Smut 5**1-*

H22I

I 4. Was C. S. Mellen hired to squeeze

the New Haven and the associate com-
panies, and, if so, did he earn his salary?

3. Is one right to infer from Mr.
Brandeis’ remarks that men may be

I
secured who will work gratis for codpera-

I

live associations?

4. May one also infer that the principle

of credit-unionism ensures the absence of

losses in loaning? If so, why?
5. In lurge affairs, which are more

valuable officials: those who direct

policies in a large way, or those who have
the time and inclination to devote all

their energy to detail work?
0. Why is it suggested, indirectly, that

hankers, and more especially investment
hunkers, are men who lack a sense of

moral responsibility, while the apologists

of codperation are unusually well endowed
with unselfishness and public spirit?

Mr. Brandeis would confer a favor on
the reading public by a frank reply.

Minneapolis (Minn.) Bellman

While it is manifestly unfair to call

Harper's Weekly in its new disguise

even remotely representative of American
thought, the publication is sufficiently

conspicuous to make- its faults a matter

for regret as well as condemnation.

Pontiac (Mich.) Press

And you are still old enough to re-

iucuiIht when Harper'a Weekly was
a really great publication.

Milwaukee (Wis.) Press

Senator Miles Poindexter writes en-

tertainingly in IIarper’h Weekly on
“My Conscience and My Vote," the vote

referred to being the vote of a Congress-

man in Congress. . . .

Senator Poindexter, be it remembered,
is one of the champion nepotists in public

life; the political almoner, as it were, of

the Poindexter tribe. East and West.

Brothers William and Fielding hold fat

federal jolw through their distinguished

relative’s influence, and our last ad rices
were to the effect that brother Ernest
was having wires successfully pulled in his

behalf. Son Gale has l>ecn neatly landed

in West Point, Cousin Sam Gratuim owes
his job in the Department of Justice to

the Senator. More than that, the Virginia

Poindexters—Jefferson, Eugene, Roliert,

Major and Anne, the wife of a second

cousin, have all been helped to govern-

ment snaps by their faithful relative.

We suggest to Editor Hapgood that

an article cm “Mv Conscience and My
Family Job Fest” would make a splendid

“following story" from the pen of Senator

Poindexter.

Los Angeles (Cal.) Express

Tliat Harper's Weekly should have
joined in the crusade to belittle Bryan
through caricature is as surprising as

it is regrettable.

Havana (Neb.) Bee

The New York Sun , in walloping its

friend, Norman Hupgood, for lambasting

Anthony Comstock, reminds Norm that

Mr. Comstock has given forty years to

liis work and become “one of the greatest

forces in the world for cleanliness.”

Pooh! What is forty years by Anthony
Comstock as compared with, say, forty

days of effort, by the man with a monopoly
on wisdom and a corner on virtue?

Addrea*

‘Canadun and F««*n SI.SO)

Brooklyn (N. Y.) Eagle

The Progressive party leaders are com-
plaining that too many men with crude

ideas are flocking to its standard. Editors

Bryan, Barnes, Roosevelt, Hapgood are

in charge of all our parties, and from any
two points of this triangle the other point

looks like a waste basket.

Shreveport (La.) Times

Albert W. Atwood, financial editor

of Harper’s Weekly, gives an opinion

on tlie soundness of the Ixmisiana bonds,

an opinion which coincides with the views

of financiers generally. . . .

Why should I,ouisiaiia 4*-£ per cent
bonds amounting to only $11,000,000,

which represent the total indebtedness of

the state, sell at a loss in December,
while New York 4% per cent, bonds
amounting to $51,000,000 and represent-

ing a part of that state’s $200,000,000

debt, sell at a handsome profit exactly

thirty days thereafter?

The people of Louisiana who have this

debt to pay and this loss to pay should
insist on an answer to this question.

New York World
My ideal of a government is a strong

government with a strong man to admin-
ister it, and a strong people to make the

strong man go as they wish him to go.

—

From the Colonel's speech at Buenos Aires

as reported in Harper's Weekly.
For example, a government by Theo-

dore Roosevelt over a nation com|x>sed

of “the great Morgan interests that have
been so friendly to us.”

Editor Harper's Weekly:
I do not think your parallel in vour edi-

torial of January 10 between a supposed
Washington situation and the Mexican
situation when Madero was killed is

accurate.

You assume that General Huerta is a

traitor; will you debate that with me in

public before an audience of your own
choosing? A church or Y. M. C. A. con-

gregation would not be unfavorable to

your side.

General Huerta did not decline to use

his own artillery against Diaz. I have
counted dozens of cannon-shot scars still

remaining in the vicinity of the citadel

months after the battle. The upper
story of the Y. M. C. A. building, where
Diaz hud his machine guns, was wrecked
by Huerta's cannon. The citadel is a low

building surrounded by higher structures

anil hence hard to hit. The loyal Madero
soldiers sent by Huerta against Diaz were

not massacred; they tunneled through

heavy-walled buildings to get at theenemy
and eoni|>aratively few of them were killed.

All uneducated soldiers fire high. I occu-

pied a third-floor room this fall through

the walls of which were nine bullet, holes

fired by General Angeles, whose loyalty to

Madero no one has ever doubted.

Madero was arrested by Huerta only

after the Madero Secretary of State and
about forty Madero Senators, all that

could be gotten together, had demanded
he do so. Congress, after the battle, had
no difficulty in assembling in full. They
had all been elected with Madero; they

were not surrounded by bayonets when
they accepted Madero's resignation; they

had lost faith in Madero who, beyond
reasonable doubt, was mentally unbal-

anced. Huerta bad absolutely nothing

to do with the assassination of Madero.
Very truly yours,

(Signed] Cassius E. Gillette.

Omaha (Neb.) Bee

“Feminism and the Facts" is the cap-

tion of an editorial in the New York Times.

Thank you, if we want facts on feminism

we will go to Mr. Hapgood for them.
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Is Our Army System Sound?

I
T was not without hesitation that we began

Mr. Post’s series exposing the fact that the

United States Army system is not fit for a

democracy, but rather an antique and feudal

survival. The Army in our democracy cannot

be what it ought to be until it is properly related

to civil life. The number of desertions shows
that it is not fitted to civil life. The series now
running explains why men desert. Let us hope
that before many years the Army will be a place

so valuable to the enlisted man that he will seek

service and not need to be dragooned into it;

will not run away the first year; will come out a

more efficient citizen than he enters. Here are

some definitions of a certain species of man

:

"Gentleman: a well-bred and honorable man; a man
of education, high principle, courtesy and kindneast a
man of honor." Standard Dictionary.

"Gentleman: a man of good breeding, courtesy and
kindness; hence a man distinguished for a fine sense of

honor, a strict regard for his obligations, and consideration

for the rights and feelings of others.” Century Dictionary.

There is but one trade in the United States

where a man is a gentleman by act of Congress.

Apparently Congress, in a brave moment, at-

tempted to do by statute what Providence and

the Almighty had failed to accomplish indiscrimi-

nately. This trade is the trade of arms—that is

to say, strictly and only the upper crust in the

trade of arms. An officer is not merely an officer,

he is also a technical gentleman and can prove it

any hour of the day or night with a law of Con-
gress. But the importance of bottles lies not

in their labels but in their contents. When
Adam named the animals he performed a prodi-

gious amount of useless labor; for we should have

named the animals any way in the course of time,

and each according to its kind. And no one
cares today or even knows what Adam named
them, and the animals have never been able to

boast professionally of their appellations as given

by him and claim a superior gentlemanliness

thereby. But when Congress labels a man as a

professional gentleman we have a natural curi-

osity to know what is inside. Major-General

Wood, Chief of Staff, and the highest officer in

the Army, has recently made public some recom-

mendations for army officers that are interesting

in the vivid suggestions they raise in the domain
of that which they arc intended to cure:

“It is believed,” he states in his official ad-

monition to the Army, “that much of the dis-

content in the service today is incident to the

methodof dealingwith enlisted men. Manyyoung
officers intrusted with the command of men have
not been sufficiently imbued with the tremendous

importance of the portion of their duties which
concerns their relations with enlisted men.
“They often seem to feel it necessary to adopt

a tone of voice or a manner in dealing with them
which is quite different from that which they
usually employ; and only too frequently they

seek to accomplish through public rebuke what
could be more efficiently accomplished through a
private talk with the subordinate himself.”

Yet any one familiar with army conditions
;

knows the underlying causes back of Major-
General Wood’s urgings. They know that last

year there were over seventeen per cent, of

desertions compared to the number of men
enlisted. They know that any department or

any business where many men can only be held to

their jobs by fear of punishment is inefficient and
that remedies are needed, not reproofs.

If the publication of the facts set forth in Mr.
Post’s series, painful as they are, leads the citi-

zens of this country really to grapple with and
settle the question of what kind of army life,

army discipline, urmy training is needed in our

modem democracy, we shall be more than re-

paid for the altogether unwelcome task of offer-

ing a fundamental disapproval of one of our
national institutions.

Unions and Prisons

LABOR UNIONS have done much for civili-

zation. They have enabled the working-

men to deal intelligently and effectively with

their employers; they have educated the men
themselves; they have forced many righteous

measures out of legislatures; but, like the capital-

ists, and like all other classes, including even

journalists, they make their errors. The three

heaviest charges against them are that they limit

output, that they do not try to obtain the best

work, and that they are instrumental in keeping

alive one of the worst products of our civiliza-

tion—the present prison system. What more
stupid idea of harmful competition could there

be than the one upheld by the unions, that many
thousands of able-bodied men ought to be sup-

ported in prison in idleness, instead of laboring

to increase the number of commodities furnished

to the community? The prison system would

have been improved long ago if it had not been for

the political influence of the unions. Harper’s
Weekly is not too favorable to concentrated

,

capital, as has been proved by our contribution to

the dissolving of the Money Trust; but on the I

other hand, labor should be treated just as frankly

and just as fearlessly as capita), and public

opinion should insist on the largest possible prod-

uct and on the best workmanship.
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Representation

PROFIT SHARING will never alone solve the

question of the relation of labor and capital.

It will have to be supplemented by joint respon-

sibility and joint control. Charles Sumner Bird,

Progressive candidate for Governor of Massa-
chusetts last autumn, in a speech during the cam-
paign said that strikes of general public impor-

tance rarely occurred in any individually owned
and managed plant. They occur where the stock-

holders do not come into contact with the work-
ers, take no part in the settlement of wages and
the regulation of hours, and are unfamiliar with

the conditions of labor.

The stockholders are

represented by a gen-

eral manager who is

expected to make
profits. This is a typi-

cal case of absentee

ownership and the

basis of the most seri-

ous labor difficulties.

If the stockholders in

the big corporations

understood conditions,

they would devise

remedies. Even the

directors are usually

ignorant of factory
conditions and rarely

get the workers’ point

of view:
“ I would suggest

that every Board of

Directors should in-

clude some representa-

tives of the workmen
with authority to serve

as fellow-directors.
Such a representation

would keep the Board
informed as to prevail-

ing conditions as to

wages and hours of

labor and thus the

directors and stock-

holders would under-

stand the perplexities

and problems of the

workmen, which,
under present condi-

tions, is impossible.”

Most students of labor conditions are agreed

on the truth of that statement about having

workingmen for directors, radical as it sounds.

It gains its importance from the fact that Mr.
Bird has employed so many men himself, has

made money, and has remained on excellent

terms with his employees.

A Stirring Candidate

KANSAS, which is usually wide awake, will be

further energized during the next few months
by the candidacy of Mrs. Eva Morley Murphy of

Goodland, who is running for Congress on the Pro-

gressive Party ticket, subject to the action of the

state primaries. Shedoesnotavoid issues. She says:
“ I have chosen for my party the only one that

Gifford Pinchot

has in its platform pledged itself to the task of

making this country a true democracy by secur-

ing equal suffrage to men and women alike.”

She speaks up for a national constitutional

prohibition of the liquor traffic, a declaration

which will have at least the effect of intensifying

both her friendships and her enmities. She has
lived in her district for twenty-six years, and is

very enthusiastic, without letting that enthusiasm

run into sentimentality, about the cheerful, indus-

trious and progressive people who have turned it

from a barren plain into a well-ordered country
of homes. She firmly, although modestly, thinks

she knows their needs,—irrigation, cheaper trans-

portation, better school

privileges. The last

paragraph of her an-

nouncement will ap-

peal to many women
whose work at home
is done:

**I sincerely believe

the fact that I am a

woman, wi f e and
mother will aid me, and
not hinder, in truly

representing a 1 1 the

peopleof the Sixth Dis-

trict and helping to

secure more equitable

laws for all the people

of our great country.

Therefore, since my
children are grown and

my husband is willing

that I shall give myself

largely to this wider

field of service to which
many are calling me I

have decided to enter

the political fight for

the ascendancy of the

best party in the race.”

As far as we can

judge from Mrs. Mur-
phy’s announcement,
and from wThat our

friends in Kansas tell

of her standing there,

it would lie hard to

find anybody, man or

woman, even in that

state of evenly dis-

tributed wealth, gen-

eral education and progressive feeling, who would
have equipment superior to hers.

Gifford Pinchot

AMONG the candidates who are now being

considered for the United States Senate, we
know’ none with better equipment in character,

experience and intelligence than Gifford Pinchot.

He has been an actor in some of the most im-

portant events of recent years. lie has thought
on most of the principal subjects of the day.

He is absolutely independent and his whole

life is guided by the desire to be of use to the

community.
Perhaps you wonder how we happen to be able

to illustrate these opinions with a little sketch by

J/#
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Mr. Flagg. Facility and certainty of execution

are among the best gifts that the gods have for

artists. Mr. Pinchot sat at the editor’s desk the

other day for about five minutes discussing con-

servation, progressiveness, and a few other topics,

i

and immediately after his departure the editor

found the above sketch on his desk as a remem-
‘ branee from Mr. Flagg. We don’t yet know what

|

Mr. Pinchot thinks of it, but to our mind it in-

dicates in caricature not only his type of head, but
. his sunny smile and genial spirit.

Is It Risky?

ONE of the many charges against newspapers

is that they suppress the names of stores

j

and of store-owners whenever the news is

:
unfavorable, as, for instance, when an elevator

|

falls in a dry-goods store, or when the question is

|

agitated of seats for the shop-girls. One of the
|

' hoariest and most inane newspaper traditions is

that one publication will carefully refrain from
advertising another. It was refreshing, therefore,

to read the following:

Naiturs should he used in all stories where their use adds

to the news value. This applies to individuals, firms and
corporations (including newspapers). There should lie no

I
discrimination against any one because he happens to be an

I advertiser, a possible advertiser or one who refuses to adver-

i

li.se in this paper. This order is to take effect at once.

Ogden M. Reid, Editor.

The Tribune under Mr. Reid has been actively

showing signs of new life, and this particular

move is one which most fully deserves success,

for it is a move toward common sense and toward
common truthfulness.

Wake Up, Virginia!

THERE is a bill now pending before the

Virginia legislature founded on the notion

that it is time for the State University to become
democratic and to take part in the every-day life

of the average man and woman. The movement
to have a coordinate college for women at the -

I

University of Virginia has the support of Presi-

j

dent Alderman and of leading educators every-
1 where, and of the more progressive demo-
! cratic elements in the state, and is opposed
by standpatters of every species.

One of the favorite ways of delaying action

in the legislature is to investigate when there

is nothing to investigate. Opponents of the

college are concentrating on the effort to appoint

J

a legislative committee to study the question

and to report two years later. It happens that

such an investigation has already been made and
the results are available. The faculty of the

University of Virginia favor the bill by a vote

of 42 to 5.

Apart from general Bourbonism, two special

obstacles confront the movement. One is that

considerable effort is being made to change one
of the State Normal Schools into a weak college

for women, and thus follow' a line of develop-

ment condemned in the Seventh Annual Report
of the President of the Carnegie Foundation for

the Advancement of Teaching. The other is that

the local press has practically excluded even from
the local news columns any mention of the prog-

ress the movement for the coordinate college is

making, to such an extent that a committee of

prominent men organized to protest against this

newspaper suppression. Richmond has two
morning daily papers, one of which is controlled

by certain alumni of the University of Virginia,

who arc personally opposed to the coordinate

college, and the other is controlled by a man w'ho is

prominent as a state-wide prohibitionist and wTho,

as a Methodist leader, is much interested in the

Methodist college for women at Lynchburg, Va.

Against these several specific obstacles and against

standpatism in general, those who favor the col-

lege have nothing to rely upon except the general

intelligence of the community.

Vaudeville and Art

ETHEL BARRYMORE is going back to

vaudeville in Barrie’s play, “The Twelve
Pound Look,’’ and Blanche Bates is already play-

ing the same author’s “Half an Hour.” Being
rather crowded with office business just now, we
are not able to look over the vaudeville field to

see how many features there are equal to these

—two of the best plays of recent years. Art in

vaudeville is especially important, for it reaches

the class that most fully represents the nation.

Faversham’s Iago

ONE of the qualities of Shakespeare’s most
famous characters is that they can be

played in so many different ways without any
of the ways being wrong. In that respect they
are like real life, where any one of us is seen differ-

ently by our different friends and enemies, not

because the facts are misstated, but because the

emphasis is different. Edw'in Booth’s Iago is

most vividly stamped upon the minds of Ameri-
cans old enough to remember it. He played

the part with that high imagination which was
always his. Iago, in his hands, was a malign

but superior spirit of evil, like the Satan of Milton.

This interpretation enabled Booth to give with

the beauty of organ music those outbreaks of

eloquent thought to which Iago is so much
addicted. The latest actor to play this part

is William Faversham, who, although he made
his reputation in popular romance, has so much
worthy ambition that he has been producing

“Herod,” “Julius Caesar,” “Romeo and Juliet,”

and “Othello,” as well as the class of comedies

represented by “Every Man and His Wife” and
“The Faun.” His Iago emphasizes the bluff

and spirited side of the character, the side that

made him popular with the young blades of the

time and gave the impression to Othello and
others that he was primarily straightforward

and blunt. Starting from this point of view, Mr.
Faversham presents the part decidedly well.

Possibly as he lives in it longer, he will, while

keeping the emphasis on the strong spirits, yet

bring out more the fact that Iago belongs to the

race of great intellectual devils, not among the

ordinarily commonplace evil doers. The pro-

duction of the play with such good, taste in its

scenic effects and such an excellent company is

one more triumph in the record of an actor-man-

ager whose work in the last few years has brought
him rapidly forward among the few who put

into the American stage elements that can in-

terest human beings of full adult mental stature.



I Cure a Headache
By HENRY WALLACE PHILLIPS

IUiutrated by Herb Both

"I finally reached my maximum—a moderate little pound bottle per diem"

THERE are two reasons why a man should write of

himself: One, when he has accomplished or found

something so novel and of such benefit to human-
ity that the knowledge of the character behind the

achievement is as important as the event itself. The
other, when he has done something so bad, and also novel,

that a plain, straight, personal story may divert, in time,

some other body from doing the same thing.

The word “bail” in this sense has an unfortunate im-

portance. Really bad things are fool things. A virile

crime is but a misdirected artistry. That Is why we
hear so little of the really bad.

I was raised in a country where the man who didn’t

stop from any business to kill a rattlesnake or to do his

best to put out a prairie-fire was regarded, not as negli-

gent, but as an active public enemy. So, while it is an
unpleasant thing for a vain man tc do, like Bottom, of

old, I shall w'rite me down an ass.

Good. Write me down an ass. The ass is a beast of

burden, and I carried my pack.

Some things I shall extenuate and set down a few

oughts in malice.

To me, cause and effect are these: I took Bromo-
Seltzer for a headache. It cured the headache, as adver-

tised. It cured many a headache, but at the end I did

one year in a sanitarium and three and one-half years in

a lunatic asylum.

I would not detract an atom from the value of this

remedy. It absolutely cured sick headache—migraine,

that most miserable of maladies. Most men who earn

their bread and extras by the labor of. if not the sweat of,

their brows, know this damnable affliction: to wake up
in the morning poisoned, dizzy with nausea and pain,

useless and utterly wretched; to have from one to three

days of it, actively, and from one to three days passively,

convalescing; and always, with fixed depravity, choos-

ing those times when circumstances demand a man should

be at his best.

Right living will not prevent migraine. What it is. no
one knows. From Osier down it is a matter of conjec-

ture in treatises on the practice of medicine. Some in-

cline to the liclief that it Is a sort of epilepsy, some
to the notion that it is psychic in origin. None wrho
have tried, however, are iu the least doubt as to the
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results. Its etiology may be vague, but its presence

is valid in the extreme.

What sw'eeter thing does life hold than the easement

of extreme pain? The old darkey had a strong logic

when he bumped his head against the post, because it

felt so good when it stopped.

Bromo-Seltzer was the thing to slip under the armor
of my conceit: to me. as to many, many others

now, the lack of opprobrium and of immediate ridicu-

lous or disgraceful performance in the use of this

fizzy and absurd man-wrecker, robbed me of my
judgment. I knew a great deal better than to use

any drug. A chemist by profession, and fairly widely

read in medicine, I knew that no man, how'ever strong,

could use any stimulant or analgetic indefinitely

without footing a bill.

'T'HAT was my judgment. Where is the man whose
judgment is better than his conceit? Not here, at

any rate. I was a strong man. physically, for weight and
inches, few stronger; I prided myself on my will, and with

facts to back it. I had maintained myself in the West
under circumstances not unattended by danger and the

necessity for decision and the domination of other men.

I had made a living at three different professions which I

had taught myself; and it requires will for a lazy man to

learn the technique of a trade well enough to earn a liv-

ing at it. I was no bally amateur at anything. I fan-

cied myself exceedingly nnd am obliged to state, more in

sorrow than in anger, perhaps do so still. After all, it is

our conceit that whistles us along.

However, mine got a rude bump. As nearly as I can

remember, my introduction to this gay deceiver, Bromo-
Seltzer (What an asinine title for the thing a man has to

acknowledge as his bane!) took place in this fashion. We
met by chance—the usual way.

I had to be in New York City on a certain chilly, rainy

day, and I was sick to the soul with migraine. I wan-

dered from one office to another, listening dully to the

useless things that phantom people told me. That dirty

pain hanged and walloped at the back of my eyes and
qualm after qualm of nausea sprung my knees from

under me. And I was cold and clammy with a cold that

reached my spinal column.
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I got done with the business and faced going home.

I lived in Staten Island, and had one elevated train,

one ferry, one railroad, and a mile walk before me. It

looked like too damned much, plus.

I never felt like suicide, but I should have enjoyed

shoving that pain out of existence. Well, I toddled

along, until a man hailed inc. “You look sick,” said he;

“what's the matter?” I told him.

“I get ’em, too,” said he. “Ever try,”—etc., etc.,

etc. You have doubtless l>een through it.

I had tried them all.

He pointed to a nearby saloon. “Come in and have
n drink, anyhow,” he said. “It will brace you up to get

home.”
I told him I had tried drinks to get home on before,

and would not again if I never got home. A little alco-

hol to pump things up made my heudaches something to

wonder at.

“Well, come in and ait a minute, anyhow,” said he.
“\T

ou look all in.”

Anything was better than trying to think, so in I went.

He had a whisky and we sat at the table. The bar-

keeper asked me if I was not feeling well.

“No,” answered my friend. “Headache—don't you
know something good for a headache?"

“I sure do,” replied the bartender, with the kindly

smile of the Samaritan. “Something that knocks ’em

every time. I’ve stood behind this bar passing out

drinks when I couldn’t ’a’ told you what my name was,

my nut ached so. But this gets ’em!” And, from the

shelf he reached down a blue bottle—the twenty-five

cent variety.

Skilfully he mixed it in a tall thin glass, and offered me
the creaming, hissing Respite and Nepenthe.

I made a strong effort—my stomach was not receiving

that afternoon—and gulped it. From the first it tasted

good.

“There!” said the kind bartender. “That’ll help what
ails you! You’ll feel like a fighting cock in an hour’s

time—or if you don’t, one more swig ’ll fetch it, sure!"

Yes, I swallowed it—my first mileage ticket to Ward’s
Island-beside-itself-and-the-Sea

!

Yet, O Bromo-Seltzer! You granulated betrayer!

You effervescent destroyer of homes! You made
good on that occasion—and on many another.

Soon the pain began to withdraw, like a cowardly

tiger. I couldn't believe it, at first.

My idea, from experience, was that

remedies did undesirable things to

you. They cither promptly returned

the way they came, or added a new
ache of their own.

But the blissful drowsiness that

came upon me was genuine. A
sense of victory helped along.

The one thing I had never been able to master was
migraine.

I had typhoid fever all by my lone in the Black Hills,

and pulled through on a diet of baking powder biscuit

and salt horse. This form of nutriment is highly tem-
porary with typhoid convalescents.

TO return to our scapegoat, for lack of mutton. The
pain receded, slowly and sullenly, still making oc-

casional alarums and excursions, but whipped.

Lord! How my spirits rose! I felt almost hysteri-

cally happy. I could have written a resounding hymn
to Analgesia.

From this time on I had a confidence which did much
to prevent attacks of headache. If the matter could

have rested here, the benefit derived from the use of

Bromo-Seltzer would have been real and lasting.

But one must always reckon with the psychic effects of

using any drug. It stands to reason you cannot alter

any bodily condition without affecting the brain and
nervous system. The most active ingredient of Bromo-
Seltzer is Acctanilid. The whole matter of the action

of this drug, like most drugs, is not understood, but it

certainly has a large influence on the nervous system;

possibly as a vaso-constrictor. Now this would in-

fluence the blood supply to the brain, and, therefore, it

would also seem reasonable to suppose it would influence

what a man thinks.

This I know. I at once became possessed of the idea

that if Bromo-Seltzer would cure a headache by an oc-

casional dose, a constant diet would be steadily benefi-

cial. I admit this might be the natural foolery of the

man and not the effect of the drug.

I tried it. I took a teaspoonful three times a day.

For some time I felt a great stimulation. The truth

probably is that, as with alcohol, Acetanilid stimulates

by inhibiting certain processes or trains of thought. As
time wore on the dosage was increased until I finally

reached iny maximum—a moderate little pound !>ottle

per diem.

This last statement has been disputed. I have been

told by physicians that I could not take a pound a day.

The only answer I can submit is that I did. Not every

day, to In* sure, but at least three times in the

eek. If you will figure out the number of glasses

:>ntnined in a pound bottle of Bromo-Seltzer,

allowing one tcas|»oonful to the

glass, you will readily see that

the principal business of my life

was broino-seltzering. I would

" With the help of a hind and eery able nurse, I started the art class on Ward's Island"
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get up at least a half dozen times in the night “to hollow mockery; I refused to take whiskey or any other

hit up” my special beverage. stimulant, and I slept possibly three or four hours a week.

There was not much outside sign of deterioration. As It was a gay life. However, I managed to keep on work-

I said before, I was an uncommonly strong man, and the ing. I still keep the record—an illegible scrawl—that

early open-air life on the prairies stood me in good stead. I made of the sale of a story three days before I went
Even the blue lips, by which you may easily recognize to the sanitarium,

most Acetanilid drunkards, were absent. My family

and friends, who became alarmed, induced me to con- ^"YNE day 1 blew up altogether. I neither did, nor

suit a physician. I laughed at the idea, but consented. attempted any violence to anyone, but just what
The physician could find nothing wrong with the heart happened I don’t know'. My lawyer rushed down
action, except, strange to say, that it was a little to see me, and I at once agreed to go to a sanitarium,

rapid. Somewhere I had a dim feeling that things You must understand that there was a something or a

were not right, but this was not sufficiently near the somebody, which remained normal through all this per-

surface to make me break off. I wish to state that, formance. I think one of the most maddening features

unlike morphine, the bromo-seltzerite does not usually of the whole business was the calm attitude of this curi-

at tempt to conceal his vice. The particular psychical ous ego within me, who took note, apparently without

effect of this drug (in most cases) is to breed an the slightest interest or sympathy.
arrogant and defiant attitude. I speak from the knowl- Above are mentioned only a few of the many symptoms
edge of many cases brought to my attention since it of a violent nervous attack. Anyone who is interested in

!>ecame known that I had cured myself of the habit, learning the bizarre horrors of extreme neurasthenia can
Until you fall a victim you have no idea how prevalent look the matter up in a book on nervous diseases,

this form of intoxication is. Here I wish to insert a few remarks concerning the

To get at once to the smash-up, I will drop a history difference between neurasthenia and insanity,

of the intermediate decadence. Family troubles and All these sensations that I felt were real sensations,

financial troubles multiplied. In the worry and strain Many a time I have taken off my shoe, because I felt

incident upon this, my drug began to lose its potency, that a number of little straws had gotten into the bot-

I suddenly found myself in a most hideous state of tom, and pricked me when I w'alked. The taking off of

nervous wreck with no “Balm in Gilead." At this the shoe revealed there was nothing there; but, you see,

point I made up my mind to quit. As I remember it makes no difference to the nerve whether some outside

it, the conviction came to me in a flash, without body makes it feel, or whether it feels “on its own hook.”

previous reasoning. If the nerves wish to feci that some one is lx>ring a cork-

screw into your head, that is exactly the sensation you
/"\NE afternoon in the early winter I threw what was will get. The sane man, if afflicted with these troubles,

left of my stock of Bromo-Seltzer in the garbage pail recognizes them as delusions, and although he can’t help

and prepared to go through the ordeal I knew awaited being annoyed, or may even go to the length that I did

me: To sit in a chair with my heart beating with such vio- to satisfy his mind that nothing exists, explains it to

lence that the chair rocked to the pulsations; to have himself and endures; w-hereas the insane man is the

sudden shocks from the dilation of the arteries, wiien it dupe of his delusions. Mast of the doctors on Ward’s
seemed that the blood must burst from my l»ody; to l>e Island to w'hom I sjK>ke about the matter, agreed that

done with sleep entirely and to have a misty following of this is right: When a lunatic complains that someone is

enemies who sneaked behind the head of my bed and driving nails into his head, his disordered nerves give

whispered, so I just could hear them, “Now we’ve got him exactly that sensation. The error he makes is to

him!—Come on! You go to that side, and I will knife attribute it to outside influence, and not to a dis-

him,” etc. This band of Thuggees were not rough ras- order of his own nervous system. While this cxpla-

cals nt all. They were a well-dressed, well-groomed nation may strike you as very commonplace and
crowd, although I seldom got a good look at them. They obvious, yet the mistakes made on this very head
always hid behind the corners of my eyes. I also knew* are innumerable. If a neurasthenic says “I feel like

they were phantoms, and that if I came to believe in the devil,” he means that he is not enjoying life. If

them I was a “gone gosling.” Yet, they were so real, the lunatic says, “I feel like the devil,” he means that

and the imaging of them so artistic and complete, it was he has become identified writh his Satanic Majesty. A
difficult not to believe in their reality. I knew better matter of so simple a phrase as this might get you
than to cast anxious glances behind me when out for a into a mix-up in an insane asylum,

walk, but at times the temptation to look just once at

the man who was about to stab me, w’as almost irresist-
rTH) come back to the personal history: I landed in a

ible. I suffered various physical sensations, annoying, sanitarium in Connecticut. In this place I remained
uncomfortable, or ghastly—such sensations as feeling a year. Here I first encountered the new school of medi-

oneself covered with molasses, and adhering to Hit bed- cine, that made light of the fact that I had taken one
clothes or to one’s underclothes. To feel like a human pin- pound of Bromo-Seltzer per day, and attributed all my
cushion, with thousands of pins trying to press their way ills to certain wrong processes of thinking. Here they

from w'ithin, out through the skin. To feel your head strongly advised plenty of exercise, fresh air, etc. Not-
vanish entirely, and amble along the city streets, won- withstanding the bad sha|>e I was in, physically, weigh-

dering why people did not notice the loss. These phys- ing at. the time about 110 lbs., I took their advice and
ical sensations could Ik* multiplied by the hundred. I walked from fifteen to twenty miles a day, played tennis,

only give examples. Two that annoyed me the most etc. The result was that I used up what little reserve

were, first the sensation of turning inside out, which I force I had. The culmination of this was an attack of

cannot, in the least, make clear to anybody, not even to insomnia that lasted from July fourth to September eigh-

myself now; and second, the sensation of having the teenth. The racket of the fourth of July seemed to be
alMloinen filled with broken pieces of glass. These pieces the factor that ended sleep for me for that period. This
of glass seemed to lie triangular in shape. The pain time of nearly two and one-half months without sleep,

from their presence was not extreme, but the annoyance and with all the distressing physical and mental condi-

was almost unbearable. tions, still seems to me to be about the limit of human
During this time, it is hardly necessary to say that I endurance. I do not care to enlarge upon it, I will

desired a glass of Bromo-Seltzer. If I passed by a drug- only say that I did not have a headache,

store and saw any one getting a glass of soda, the asso- It took first a change in doctors, and then lnrgcdascs

ciation of ideas would make the water stream from my of hypnotics to start me sleeping again. I was on my
mouth, and my stomach seem to throw a handspring, back seven months on a milk diet. Under this “rest

To hear anyone stirring something in a glass, brought on cure,” which, I helieve, was first formulated by Dr.
the pangs of abstinence. Really, the craving was some- Weir Mitchell, the first favorable symptom appeared,

thing abominable. I had last all interest in food, and I gained in weight. When I reached about 140 lbs. I

what little I ate distressed me severely. Tobacco was a began to sleep naturally.
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The awakening from the first sleeping is horrible.

All the symptoms seem to recur with doublet! vio-

lence. At the end of the year I went to Ward’s Island

as an alleged insane person.

The diagnosis in the psychopathic ward in Bellevue

was dementia praecox, an incurable disease. On ar-

rival at Ward's Island this diagnosis was changed to

psychasthenia. These are two out of six diagnoses with

which I can enrich the family history. Shortly after

reaching Ward’s Island I was able to walk around, but
for two and one-half years there was nothing approach-

ing the normal in my condition. When I spoke, it

seemed as if my real ego was situated at least twenty

feet behind me, and while I could hear myself discoursing

rationally enough, the actual person who carried on the

conversation seemed to have no connection with me
whatsoever.

I was also greatly troubled with my eyes. The whole

arterial system was “on the Fritz.” As a consequence,
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Finally I made up my mind to try for outdoors. I

came to New York City and started to write. I have
mode a living. I am not well yet and don’t know that I

ever shall be, but what I am most thankful for, is to be as

well as I am.
As for Bromo-Seltzer I wish to add that I have found in

every walk of life victims of this drug. People take it as

the most commonplace thing in the world. Those who
would shudder at a dose of morphine, help themselves

to three or four glasses a day.

While dictating this, my stenographer interrupted me.

“Do you really think this is such a dangerous medicine,

Mr. Phillips?” she asked. * On inquiring why she asked,

she said, “My brother has violent headaches and Bromo-
Seltzer cures them for him at once. He likes to take it,

because he says it makes him feel so good.”

The only thing I have to say to her or to anybody else

is, that probably it will not make you feel so good once

you have established the habit.

“ They were a well-dressed , well-groomed croud ”

the lenses of the eyes were distorted, and I had a number
of indistinct images on the retina; besides, the eyes re-

fused to coordinate. It was during this period and under
these disadvantages that, with the help of a kind and
very able nurse, I started the Art Class on Ward’s Island.

"T as these conceptions would be a little vague to my
fellow patients, I stuck strictly to what I had known

of art, before the advent of psychasthenia.

Finally this nightmare in hell began to abate. Things
would straighten up, at first, but for a minute at a time,

and then for longer terms. Then mine enemy would de-

scend upon me apparently stronger than ever. This is

the common history of nervous diseases.

J
DID considerable work while in the hospital in the
way of {minting and drawing, but not a great deal of

writing. Until the last, the only thing I did of any
length in the way of literary composition was to write an
account of the history and workings of the Art Class for

the hospital report.

Ministers, lawyers, department store employees, drug
clerks, women stenographers, policemen, bartenders, in

fact, the whole United States apparently is absorbing

Bromo-Seltzer. To my mind, darkened by a personal

experience, it appears that they are on the fuzzy and ef-

fervescent road to ruin, but that may lx? merely preju-

dice. I should be very glad, if some one who takes the

stuff, on reading this much abbreviated history of nearly

five years of extreme misery, would do what I absolutely

refused to do in time—Take heed; and if he must use a

drug, substitute morphine, cocaine, or something com-
paratively innocuous.

While I was at the sanitarium, one man came back

three times for treatment for the morphine habit. That
is to say, he had l>een “off the stuff” twice in a year,

while I was merely starting on the road to recovery from
Bromo-Seltzer, for sale at all Drug Stores, 10c.-45c.-50e.

to $1.00 per bottle. But for me, while I do not wish to

discredit or detract from a highly efficacious remedy, when
I now have a headache, I do not take Bromo-Seltzer. Try
it at your own risk.
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A Troop of the Fourth Cavalry

Sir hundred and fifteen men have deserted from this cavalry regiment in the past ten years—about one-half its average strength

The Honor of the Army
By CHARLES JOHNSON POST

TiV the previous instalment Mr. Post described the court-martial system. In this article he tells
A

of the way in which justice is meted out to enlisted men for drunkenness and other crimes

I
N the Post Exchange down in Panama
—the Post Exchange is the soldiers’

club where they relax and arc off duty,

and where they have the library, the

checkers and recreation rooms—a couple

of soldiers were playing bottle-pool

quietly. A corporal had attempted to

join the game. He told one soldier to tic

careful or he, the soldier, might knock
the leather pool-bottle over.

“There is no butting in this game by
men outside the game," returned the

soldier spoken to.

“Then,” continued the corporal, testi-

fying before the court-martial, "then he

said, ‘I don't allow no recruit corporal

to interfere with any game I am in.' I

said, 'Look out, Anderson, I may put

you under arrest.’ He said, ‘I am taking

no orders from a recruit corporal.' I

said, ‘You are under arrest now, report

to the first sergeant!

Here it was in the soldiers’ club,

the Post Exchange, off duty and two
soldiers playing a quiet game, until in-

terrupted.

“Why,” the corporal went on. in his

testimony before the court-martial, "it

looks like it would be the duty of my
rank to ’get’ men who would talk back
to a non-commissioned officer of the

company!"
The game was broken up. the soldier

arrested. Later the soldier attempted to

strike the corporal when he came into the

squad-room.
An officer drew up charges and his ig-

norance both of common English and
legal terms found expression in the charge

that the soldier “did feloniously assault

and strike with his fist.” It Ls impossible

in the present state of the language and
the law to “feloniously” assault a person

without a weapon.

A ND the soldier who had been playing

bottle-pool, off duly, and in the

enlisted men’s club, was sentenced by the

court-martial to six months’ hard lal>or

and a fine of $60.

So that talking back to a hysterical

corjxjral in a club room is fully as serious

an offense as being drunk as a sentry or

sleeping on post.

last summer a private soldier, William

F. O , 26th Company, Coast Artillery

Corps, was ordered by a lieutenant to

“go out and cut grass.” He refused.

Thereupon he was tried by a court-

martial.

He was sentenced to be dishonorably

discharged, forfeiting all pay and allow-

ances due him, and to be imprisoned at

hard labor for two years!

After he had refused “to go out and cut

grass"—cutting grass is, probably, in

some occult way a splendid and effective

military drill, and perceptible only to

those having this superlative court-

martial-sense-of-honor—it was discovered

that when he had enlisted less than a
year previous, he had a wife and infant

child living. This he had not told the

military authorities.

Thereupon he was again tried by the

same court-martial charged with “fraud-

ulent enlistment," and sentenced to six

more months in prison at hard labor on that

account.

The official record of that soldier's

court-martial shows that he had an of-

ficer as counsel. Yet there was not a

word spoken in his defense, neither ques-

tion, statement nor plea—nothing but
the plea of “Guilty.”

A YOUNG American, Edward W.
C , enlisted in the Army. Nine

months later, as a member of Troop D,
Second Cavalry, he was out in the

Philippines in the Island of Jolo. He
was charged before a general court-

martial with wasting twenty rounds of

.45 calibre ammunition that had been
issued to him.

He pleaded “guilty” formally, told the

court that he did not desire counsel and
that he would like to make a statement.

“Pistol ammunition was issued to me,”
he said briefly, “in the field about two or

three days before we came in from the

field. We came in at night and I took

Fourth Infantry at Fort Thomas. Kentucky

In the past ten years 444 sun hare deserted from this regiment. The strength has been generally around 900 men. In these ten

years, it has turned out about fifty per cent of its employees who preferred to be fugitive criminals rather than remain in the service.
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off my roll and put the pistol ammuni-
tion in my saddle bags. The next morn-

ing we turned in our pistol ammunition
and I went to look for mine and 1 didn't

have it. It was gone."

He was sentenced by the court-martial

to be dishonorably discharged, forfeiting

all pay and allowances due him and to lie

imprisoned ut hard lal>or for one year.

Now listen to what the Major-General

in command of the Philippines has to

comment

:

“In the fort-guing ease of Private Kd ward W.
C , Troop U, Second Cavalry, the accused,

who was without counsel, after pleading guilty

made a statement which, while vague, was at

the same time to much at variant* inIk kit pirn

that Out court should hart directed the entering of
a plea of not guilty and then have proceeded
to hear evidence showing the circumstances
under which the ammunition disappeared.

While the foregoing is not necessarily sufficient

to cause disapproval of the sentence, it is

thought that there may not have been such
full hearing in this case as the circumstances
demanded. In order that this offender may not

altogether escape punishment for the offense of
which he has pleaded guilty, the sentence is ap-
proved, but mitigated to confinement at hard

labor for six months ami forfeiture tor ten

dollars per month for the same period."

The italics are mine.

A ND this review itself is a curious doc-

umenL The plea of the soldier

was at variance with his statement; the

court should have ordered a plea of not

guilty and probed the simple facts; in

other words he was not guilty as charged or

as he had pleaded. And then, in the next

breath, "in order that this offender may not

altogether escape punishment for the offense

of which he has pleaded guilty"—the very

offense in which it had been just pointed

out that it was more than doubtful if he

was guilty!

A court-martial that met on Corregidor

Island last summer seems to have com-

bined in full measure both viciousness

and ignorance of its own rules and regu-

lations. A soldier in the Third Battalion of

Engineers got tired of putting cinders on
the picket line out in the rain. He re-

fused to go on and was held, and properly,

for punishment. Perhaps the cinders

could have been put on the picket line the

day before, or the day after, or when it

was dear—it makes no difference; the

order itself may have been stupid—there

is no determining that. He would not

go on shovelling cinders then.

The court-martial sentenced him to

dishonorable discharge—losing him his

American citizenship—forfeiture of all

pay and allowances due him, and to im-

prisonment as a felon at hard labor for

ttco years.

Another soldier from this same Bat-

talion of Engineers wus tric'd by this same
court-martial. For the offenses named
there is u maximum puiushmeut pre-

scribed by law—a law that was on the

table at the elbow of every officer—and to

exceed those limits is expressly pro-

hibited. This soldier wus absent at

reveille: maximum punishment, forfeiture

of 91. He was absent from retreat: maxi-

mum punishment,forfeitureof91

.

Breach of

arrest: maximum punishment, one month's

confinement at hard labor and forfeiture of

910. He hud represented himself as a cor-

poral outside the post; the penalty for

boasting and bragging is -unknown, you
can adjust it to suit yourself, apparently.

This soldier eould have, at the utmost,
been punished with $li. in forfeited pay.
and one month's confinement. That court-

martial, however, sentenced him to dishon-

orable discharge, forfeiting all pay and
atbnranccs due him and to be imprisoned

at hard labor for tiro years

l

Private William H. B of the

Coast Artillery was in the “third con-

duct grade." He was called into the

captain's office and a collection of rules

was. more or less, read to him ; also he re-

ceived what is commonly known as a

"talking to"—a bit of a “wigging," in

fact. I.*ter Private William H. B
decided he wunted to leave the post for a
very short time, and after figuring up he
decided that he would take the punish-

ment for absence without leave—which it

would necessarily be. This penalty runs

from a fine of $4 to $10 and ten duys in

the guard house, depending on the length

of the aforesaid “absence without leave.”

So he went. He had served one previous

enlistment with a character and record

of “Very Good."
On the court-martial that

tried him sat an officer who
was present at the "wig-

ging." He was, in fact,

functioning as a witness, a

judgeand a juryman. As the

case proceeded it became a
matter of veracity between
the soldier and the captain,

not as to facts hut as to the

soldier's understanding of

the purport, intent and
meaning of what had been

said and read to him.

Again was the soldier in-

dicted,chargedwith perjury.

The highest authority on
military law—the military

standard, in fact—lays

down this rule, a common-
sense rule, that “if a man
swears to what he believes

or remembers, he is not in

general guilty of perjury";

and the crux of this case was
purely the understanding

and memory of a private*

soldier as to the legal or

serious purport of certain

statements. That the sol-

dier. in good faith, had
understood as he testified

was sworn to by two wit-

nesses to whom he had re-

peated his understanding of
the “wigging." It focused on
the statements of an officer

as to a soldier’s understand-

ing. and the word of a soldier

as to his own understand-

ing plus the witnesses to

whom he had repeated iL

The court-martial sentenced him to be
dishonorably discharged, forfeiting all pay
and allowances due him, and to be im-

prisoned at hard labor for three years.

Sergeant William P. L of the Field

Artillery was serving his fifth enlistment.

He held four full ami honorable discharges

from the United States Army. In the first

two his rating was "Good " ami in the last

the highest that can be given, "Excel-

lent”—over twelve years of faithful

service. He was married.

The wife of the wagon-master at the

post and his wife had a qiiurni. the wagon-
master being an employee of the Quarter-

master's Department.
In a foolish moment the sergeant al-

lowed himself to be badgered into becom-
ing a partisan; his wife escorted him to

Major - General Leonard

A. Wood. The highest

officer of the United Stales

Army and Chief of Staff

Major-General Wood re-

ceived his commission on

Augusts, 190.1—about ten

years ago. It is interest-

ing. with this as a basis of

comparison, to compute

some phases of the Army
efficiency during that pe-

riod. In that time 46.CS9

men hare deserted—they

would rather face the life

of a convict than continue

through the term of their

enlistment in the Army.
Forty-six thousand young

men living as Army-made
criminals! And Major-

General Wood is a strong

upholder of a larger, more

expensive and a more ef-

ficient Army.
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the rear of the officers’ row. where the

other lady happened to Ik-, downstairs,

and they proceeded to slang her in free,

flexible and flowing English, suitable to

that grade of quarrel, and generally

used freely by both parties thereto.

A major of the Seeond Cavalry came
out and ordered him to go away. The
sergeant went, and as he went the wagon-

muster rose up beside the |>aLh, both wilrl

with rage. Some blows were passed and
then, suddenly, the sergeant Came to him-

self. He started to run, to

getaway. His fifth enlist-

ment, his sergeant’sehev-

rons. liis family, every-

thing flashed through his

miud. The Majorstarted
after him. calling upon

him to halt. The Major
puffed valiantly after

him. turned loose more
soldiers, and in a tumult

the sergeant was brought

back. Then came a

court-martial.

At the court-martial

the wagonmaster swore

to his own lamblike
sweetness of disposition.

He cliarged the ser-

geant with threatening

him with a loaded revolv-

er—and the witness who
picked up this gun testi-

fied that it mu wrapped
up in a newspaper with

a string around it!

Anyway, this sergeant

—twelve years’ service

for Cnclc Sam and with

high rating, married, too

—was found guilty of

everything they could

think of to charge him,

and sentenced to dishon-

orable discharge (with its

loss of American citizen-

ship), forfeiting all pay
and allowances due him,

and to be imprisoned at

hard laborfor three years.

While the soldier who
had testified to finding

the revolver wrapped up
in newspaper and string

—and who admittedly

was the first to find it

and lay hands on it

—

was promptly charged

with “false swearing" in

an effort to send him,

too. to prison for two
years. A different court-

martial tried him and
his testimony was up-

held; he was acquitted.

man" and purrs over the characterization

of a “court of honor” as of a superior

flavor. Every court of justice is a court

of honor, not as a matter of brag and
boast but os a matter of course.

¥ HAVE shown some of the power of a
* court-martial to punish the ordinary

soldier. I will show more of that power,

fantastically used and abused, against the

soldier, and same—and greater—offenses

in officers gently silvered o’er.

During the past ten years 14,6.37 men hare deserted from the Coast

Artillery and Field Artillery of the United States

Coast Artillery at Drill with a 12-inch Gun

In the past six years 5,682 men hate deserted from the Coast Artillery

liave little to choose between drugs or

drink; either one is fatal. In the business

world even the occasional drunkard is

crowded to the wall; he cannot climb the

ladder, and is lucky if he can keep from
starving. The thick, drink-clogged brain

is a potential menace; wc do not wait for

its sluggish reflexes, we dare not
Therefore it is not surprising to find

that in the Articles of War—the Articles

of War being laws enacted by Congress

—

the law that "any officer who is found
drunk on his guard, party

or other duty, shall be
dismissed from the ser-

vice. [The italics are

mine.] Any soldier who
so offends shull suffer

such punishment as a
court-martial may di-

rect." By the order of

the Presidents, each for

his term, the punishment
for drunkenness in sol-

diers' grades down from
the maximum of drunk-
enness on sentry duty,
punished by six months
ut hunt labor at the post

and a fine of $00. to

“drunkenness at post or

in quarters,” punished
by a fine of $3. This is

the military law and
those punishments may
not be exceeded, each in

its class, by a special

prohibition.

And the court-martial

regards drunkenness in

soldiers as a very serious

mutter. Rarely are they
charged with merely

drunkenness. The
changes are rung on the

component acts, each
s|)ecified. and then the

sen tencegiven is in excess

of the prescribed maxi-

mum. So that drunken-

ness—in a soldier—is not

likely to escape easily.

Private Charles F.

McC , Company A,
Fourth Infantry, was
drunk while on guard
over a prisoner. It was a
projierly serious offense.

He was cliarged with

(1) being drunk while on
post guard; (?) being

drunk while on guard
over a prisoner. This at

Fort Crook, Nebraska.

f
|
'HE court-martial can

* —and does—punish

with a merciless severity

;

at times even l»eyond its

own prescribed, military law limit. The
order of President Taft limiting punish-

ments specifically and stating;

This order prescribes the maximum limit of

punishments for the offense# mimed, und this

limit i# intended for those cases in which the
severest punishment should be awarded. In
other eases the punishment should lie graded
down according to the extenuating circum-
stances

—

is violated by the awarding of maxi-

mum sentences in an all but sternly

succession.

The articles still, in a democratic coun-

try under republican institutions, prat-

tles officially of ' an officer anil a gentle-

Field Uattery at Drill

In the past six years 2.121 men hare desrrtnl from the Field Artillery

The folly—or the iniquity, as you
choose—of drunkenness needs no argu-

ment. Drunkenness Is no longer the

healthy, normal gentlemanly pastime

that it was. nor even a mild |K-rsonul

idiosyncrasy. That is, for men who have
responsibilities und work before them.

The amply hullioned gentleman of inde-

pendent leisure with no tastes or ambi-

tions beyond the calibre of a plump
lapdog may gratify his personal pleasure

as much as he chooses, for he is a thing

a|>arl.

But the men who have their place in

the world of today, who are busy in any
of the myriad niches of the day’s work.

IN passing it may be

noted that both of

these specifications were
one and the same act

—

they were inseparable.

Not that Private Me-
C is entitled to sym-

pathy, but that—was it not Emerson who
said something to the effect that we dare

not ignore the trampled rights of even the

wrongdoer lest, presently, the innocent

shall Ik- violated? The maximum, legal

punishment for this offense was not over

six months' confinement at hard labor on
the post and a fine of $60.

The court-martial sentenced him to

the six montlis at hard labor and to a

forfeiture of all pay and allmranccs

due him and to be dishonorably dis-

charged, thereby forfeiting his American

citizenship.

Another private, thin time from theSixth

Infuntry, was found drunk on guard. He
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was charged with being drunk on guard in

violation of the 88th Article of War and
then “sleeping on post" in violation of

the 89th Article of War. Both occurring

at the same time and place—both being,

in fact, the name act. He was convicted

of both and sentenced to pay a 812 fine

for one, and six montlis at hard labor and
a $60 fine for the other.

Private Frank Szymko, of Battery D.

Fourth Field Artillery, became drunk and
violent while on duty at the battery

stables; it turned out

that he was a cocaine user
as well. He was tried for

dmnkenness on duty,

drunkenness in quarters,

various minor arts and
with abusive language to

a sergeant, all while

drunk. Later, os a pris-

oner, he tried to get co-

caine, this being another

charge, also occurring

while he was drunk.

The court-martial sen-

tenced him to be dis-

honorably discharged,

forfeiting all pay and
allowances due him, and
to be imprisoned at hard

labor for one year and
a half.

PRIVATE ADAM
BEY, of the Eighth

Infantry, was charged

with various forms of dis-

respect toward his com-
manding officer; also,

having been told to re-

move his hat, he failed to

do so, and after a second

command from the first

sergeant to take off his

hat he did so only after

ddil>cration and in a

"sullen, surly manner.”
At the court-martial

the first sergeant testified

to the fact that the sol-

dier wus too drunk to lie

fit for guard duty. The
man was just drunk, in

other words, when the

above offenses occurred.

The court-martial sen-

tenced him to six months’

garrison confinement at

hard labor and to a fine

of $60.

PrivateWilliam J ,

of the Hospital Corps,

was charged with drunk-

enness and various neg-

lects arising from it on
that occasion. Also

there was in addition a

queer hodge-podge of

specifications of threat-

ening language and dis-

ol >c< lienee of orders—
given while he was drunk—and the sug-

gestion that he had attempted to black-

mail a sergeant while in that condition.

That part, however, turned out to be a

mare’s nest.

He was sentenced to be dishonorably

discharged, forfeiting all pay and allow-

ances due him, and to be imprisoned at

hard labor for six montlis.

This was a soldier who had served nine

years in the Army and who hail two full

term enlistments to his credit, each with

u rating of "Very Good." By a little

judicious manipulation, or provocation,

a witless, drunken soldier could pile up

years of felonies—felonies from a military

standpoint sol<$y—and with never a

limit. Drunkenness is a sufficient military

crime in itself—it can be no worse with

the hat of the soldier on or off or by his

drunkenly babbling curses at a sergeant.

Therefore it is interesting to quote the

only rational statement from au officer

acting as prisoner’s counsel and made in

this case:

"It is a question whether or not a man
should be given an order or given a duty

So it is obvious that the officers of the

Army, who, from time to time, are

detailed to serve on these courts-martial,

fully realize the responsibilities of the mil-

itary service on the part of the soldiers

and promptly punish offenders with sen-

tences of fine and imprisonment. These
are only the enlisted men; if a non-

commissioned officer, a corporal or a

sergeant is found guilty of drunkenness

he is reduced to the ranks in addition to

the fine and confinement at hard labor.

Cavalry

S.ifid soldiers desertedfrom th la branch of the .4 r iy during the part ten years

SPHERE
I fault f,

Instructing a Section of New Recruits

These young men are of good character and temperate: out qf every

five who apjdied last year but one teas selected. And from such

recruits in the past two years one out of every two desertions has come.

to perform when he is under the* influence

of liquor or otherwise incapacitated,

which ap|>oars to be the case. A man in

that case might not only disobey the

order, because he would not realize in the

first place that it was an order, but he

might be defiant."

It is noteworthy to record this common
sense, rational view as expressed by Cap-

tain Gwvn R. Hancock of the Coast

Artillery Corps. The soldier had been

found guilty of every component act of

the drunkenness.

These are not picked cases; they are

sample's from many records.

can be no
fault found with

these sentences. A drunk-

en soldier is a useless

menace in time of peace

and in a campaign the

possibilities of evil are

infinite. It should be

stamped out. The fine

of $G0 imposed is, it

would be fair to say.

about the equivalent of

three months’ pay. A
fine of three months’ sal-

ary is not a light fine.

And these punishments

are for the enlisted men.
the common soldiers in

the ranks, who have
none but responsibility

for themselves, or, at

the most, subordinate

responsibilities as non-

commissioned officers.

It is their duty to give

unquestioning, implicit

obedience to the com-
missioned officers or to

suffer the penalties of a

felony, viz., imprison-

ment as a convict at

hard labor for two years.

The commissioned of-

ficers are those in au-

thority. and, having at

their command the most
powerful pressure that

may Ik- brought to Iwar

on those under them.

Therefore let us look

once more at the 88th

Article of War—a law

of Congress, Section 1342

of the Revised Statutes

—that states:

“Any officer who is

found drunk on his

guard, party, or other

duty, shall be dismissed

from the service.”

Some light, perhaps,

as to when an officer

is on duty may be found

in Paragraph 1 of the

Army Regulations which

states that "All per-

sons in the military
service are required to

obey strictly and to

execute promptly the lawful orders of

their superiors.” Therefore, ap|>areutly,

there is no time—unless an officer be
asleep, under medical care, or dead—that

he does not possess the full duty and
authority of his rank, and where the

penalties for disobedience or defiance in

an inferior would not apply. He is never

without responsibility and authority.

AA/E have just seen how savagely the
" ™ court-martial punishes drunken-

ness among the enlisted men, now let us

look at its views on drunkenness as ap-

plied to officers.

In the next instalment Mr. Post will give examples of the justice administered to officers for offenses like those described above.



George a. pusendorfer was

reckoned a serious man in Pitts-

burgh. At a quarter to eight

every week day he ate a serious and heavy
breakfast and on Sundays he took the

same sort of meal at nine o'clock. Soon

after breakfast, which was shared by Mrs.

Pusendorfer, it was his custom to give

that excellent and accomplished woman
several pudgy kisses and then to take the

electric car for his office. Here he worked
at hi9 profession of attorney, drawing
leases, wills, deeds of trust and all those

delightful instruments that go so far to

cheer our existence. At one o'clock he

used to repair to the Tumuloga Boot and
Shoe Club where he ate a hearty but seri-

ous luncheon with other serious men.

They indulged in grave pleasantries, but

everything was responsible. All spoke

gravely of the Constitution, of Democ-
racy, of Woman’s Sphere in the Home,
of Progress. They were serious, dynamic
men that might overeat occasionally and
did run to double chin, but they treated

the Decalogue like a hot plate. They
might be merciless but they were not

light-minded.

George A. Pusendorfer suffered uncon-

sciously from what may be termed “sup-

pressed leg," and used to read the mon-
daring jests of the “ Flutterings” column
in his favorite puper. which wus written

by a caustic young bouleranlier from

Logausport, Indiana. From this column
he derived an amusement that he did

not always communicate to Mrs. Pusen-

dorfer. You (-annot Ik- surprised, then,

that when the Pittsburgh Salt and Smoked
Provision Dealers’ Association of which

Pusendorfer in his capacity of serious

man was a member, made preparation to

take a European trip, George decided

to leave Mrs. Pusendorfer for a few weeks.

On the run from Calais to Paris they

Gaiety
By JOHN HUNTER SEDGWICK

Illustrated by May Wilson Preston

abated somewhat of their seriousness and
Pusendorfer was even heard to say that
“ they set an elegant table on these French
dining-cars." And Paris welcomed them,

or said that it did, which is much the

same thing.

J
UST how George became separated

from his companions will always re-

main a mystery, but he did and found

himself alone on the boulevard about ten

o'clock. Being a serious man and con-

vinced of his own worth, he strolled along

and watched the crowd: the cuirassier in

his burnished helmet, the law student

with his spade beard, Cloacctte de Jalmy
as she was whirled by to sing a song at a

rente, the green lights, the red lights, the

pink lights, the steady lights and the lights

that revolve like an alimentary canal over-

taking itself. All these things George
Pusendorfer saw, and many more. He
meditated upon the superiority of demo-
cratic ideals in the land of great achieve-

ments. and also noted that light-topped

boots looked well on some feet. A light

rain began to fall, a very little but enough
to encourage thecopious liquid mud of the

Paris streets. The Xovcml>er air was sharp
and the cameloU

t

walked briskly as they

cried the names of the newspapers. Pusen-

dorfer sought shelter in a cafe and just as

he had chosen a table a voice in good Eng-
lish hut with a marked French accent said,

"How do you do tonight?”

Startled. Pusendorfer turned and saw
a very good-looking woman smiling

genially at him.

“Will you pay for a drink, little one?

My shoulder blades are chattering,’’ and
she motioned him to the chair beside her.

It is a terrible thing for a serious, con-

structive man to be called a little one and
it is still more terrible for him to find

himself obeying the user of the term.

In Pittsburgh nobody would have called

George a little one. Men would have
called him a forceful, dynamic, progress-

ive man. but never “little one.” It is

extremely painful to be denied a dignity

one docs not deserve, but Pusendorfer said.

"Pleased to meet you,’’ and he sat

down.
"Order something.” said George’s new

acquaintance os a waiter came to them
and inclined his ear in bitter patience.
” Refreshments, not causeries. Remember
niv shoulder blades. Later you may talk

brilliantly, friend of my youth.”
“ Deujc cognacs, arec 'n pen de sucre."

said she, “Now then. M’seu, to your good
health and many thanks,” and she

pledged him. Dumbly, os in a dream,
did the constructive, dynamic Pusen-

dorfer do the same, inwardly raging thus

to be directed.

“Tell me. what is your little name?”
With helpless indignation Pusendorfer

told her.

“George? Mon Dieu, quel nom! And
Puisendorfaire? Droll of a man, to-

night you are Raoul. Tell me, Raoul,

have you a wife?” and the woman leaned

forward and brushed a crumb of sugar

from the massive arm of Pusendorfer.

"Paris seems to be a very gay place,”

said George subtly.

“My faith, yes,” said George’s friend,

laughing. “You like gaiety, Raoul.

You have that appearance. Yes, Paris

is an extremely gay place—you see how
pleasant the weather is. Your wife is in

Paris with you, Raoul?”

13UT George was not to be shaken from^ his purpose of dynamically changing
the subject of conversation far away from

the alkscnt Mrs. Pusendorfer. “Yes,”
he said critically, “Paris is a very gay
place and the cost of all these electric
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lights must tic tremendous. I)o you
have the Edison system? We have it at

Pitta
—

” he pulled himself up and looked

carelessly into the street at a man picking

up a cigarette butt.
'*

I am not electrician,” said the woman.
“Are you of that trade? And what is

Pitts?"

George A. Pusendorfer resented even

this innocent and unintentional neglect

of a beautiful city.

“Perhaps you didn’t hear me. I refer

to Pittsburgh, the leader in the steel

industry and a good many other lines,”

said George firmly and in thatpatriotictone

that so much enhances any conversation.

“Ah, yes,” said she. “And he is no
doubt a friend of yours. But is he an
old man?”
With an angry look in his small eyes,

George said, “It’s not a man.”
"Mau parfailement. A lady, then,

and beyond doubt very rich,” and the

woman smiled indulgently. "Raoul, why
do you wear such strange boots? But
first, order me another cognac.”

(SHOCKED beyond description that liis^ boots should be thus criticized, George
A. Pusendorfer determined to show the

heathen their blindness. “That,” said

he manfully, “that is the orthopaedic

last It gives the foot a chance to grow
naturally, like the statues.” To his

surprise, the woman seemed very much
pleased w'ith the idea.

“Raoul,” asked she, “are you the

Winged Victory or just Apollo? It is a
gratification to talk to you. And vour

feet still grow, heinY What is the hour,

little one? Time flies when we converse

about the feet of Pitts and the electricity.

But you did not answer my question,

Raoul, and that is not polite. Are you
electrician? You make lights?”

“Oh, no,” said George A. Pusendorfer

gravely. “I am a member of the bar.”

“Ah, du barreau—tr?s chic" she added
after a moment’s thought.

“Wee,” said Pusendorfer neatly.

“Why did you pretend that you could

not talk French, you sly little man?”
asked George's friend.

All dynamic men like to !)c accused of

slyness; it is a compliment to their

dvnomicneas.

“Oh. well,” said Pusendorfer with a

blush, “I’ve picked up a few words here

and there. You talk fine English, Made-
moiselle.”

“Yes,” said the woman, looking some
distance beyond her companion, “I
learned. Would you tell me the time?”
With some alarm Pusendorfer discov-

ered that it was past one o’clock, and
noticed tliat the sidewalk stream had
thinned.

*
‘ Only oneo’clock ? We must have some-

thing to eat. Yes? Pay for our drinks,

and then we can go to a restaurant.”

She superintended the payment and
firmly prevented the waiter from ab-

stracting more than his constitutional

ten per cent- and then said, “The res-

taurant is not twro hundred metres away.
Give me your arm, talk vivaciously and
we will inarch together, little one, to a

place that gives me food such as the good
Pitts never dreamed of.”

OO arm-in-arm they marched, she re-

marking on the brumosity of the

weather, he wondering what his serious

clients would think. The restaurant

was all that she had said of it; there were

plenty of people and plenty of lights;

no music and a cookery tliat was at once
bland and moderate.

“Brrrr-h,” said the woman. “Don’t
you hate to be cold and hungry? Don’t

you, Raoul?”
“But you ain’t,” said Pusendorfer

unsensitively. She turned in her chair

and gazed at him until he thought that

her eyes were two points of green fire

floating in a pool of white. She looked

at him and her hard mockery, her dread-

ful cheerfulness went away. The livery

of the life that is death was absent for

a moment; she had plainly never smiled,

and there was nothing but the pitiable

mutely asking, against pride and hope,

for pity. If Pusendorfer could see it, it

must have been there. She shook her
head as she pulled down the finger of

a rather worn glove and laughed a little,

not ill-naturedly, but as a patient elder

sister would laugh.

“Ah. well. |>rrhaps not quite so cold,

but still hungry, you know. Now let us

order some supper.” and she proceeded
to do so. When she ordered some coffee,

he said,

“Isn’t it late for coffee?”

“Little one, little one, we are going

to sit here as the sun comes up and as it

goes down, and on and on for days,”

“What!” exclaimed the replete but
startled Pusendorfer.

“But certainly. Raoul. Have you
any cigarettes? No? Then get me some,
please.”

IN Pusendorferian circles Woman is
4 permitted dyspepsia, gossip, idleness,

chewing-gum, extravagance, crass ignor-

ance and a pretentious self-consciousness,

but cigarettes she must not touch. So,

when the imperious demand was made
upon Raoul A. Pusendorfer, his feelings

were such as only a dynamic man can
harbor in his constructive bosom. He
determined to strike a blow for what he
thought were his altar and his fire, and
with a faltering majesty of port and a

double chin that deflated itself like the

pouch of a bashful pelican, he said,

“That’s the limit. Smoking Is not
womanly —I won’t stand for it,” and he
looked about to see whether any were
offending in this respect. It has never

been made plain whether the woman
understood the first |»art of the newborn
Raoul’s remarks. She was not versed in

American dialects and might easily have
failed to understand, but the last words
were plain enough. She stared at Pusen-
dorfer and, fascinated, he stared back.

As he stared, the figures and the tables

and the walls receded into a whiteness.

Presently the fleecy whiteness rippled

slightly and out of it there poured upon
that dynamic head a laughter that

drenched him in ridicule and that he felt

must even now l»c filling the streets of

Pittsburgh. It poured upon him and
rippled up to his double chin.

“I told you to get me some cigarettes,"

said the woman, “But you seemed to

meditate for a moment. Now please

get them.” •

“Raoul,” said she. as she struck a

match, “Raoul, you are not without
interest—yea, you are extremely funny,

but not, my little one. of intention.

Tell me—do you know anything?”
“VVhadjer mean?” asked the surprised

Pusendorfer. “I haven’t been to col-

lege,” he added, more resentful than be-

came a dynamic man.
“No, not tliat,” said she. " Every

-

Inxly goes to school, but do you know
anything? Say No and save trouble.

Well. I will tell you something that will

!>egin your store of knowledge. Dis-

turb yourself no more aliout the woman-

liness of woman. Study electricity, study
Pitts, study cooking and the feet of stat-

ues, but relieve your mind from anxiety

about the behavior of woman. Have you
ever been unhappy? Have you ever
been scorned? Do you know what it is

that comes to one and says ‘Now there

is no place for you. Go away’—and
there is noplace to go? And my child is

—

”

“Have you a child?" asked Pusen-
dorfer.

“Why not? Yes. a daughter. Have
you?”
“We had,” said Pusendorfer.

She glanced for a moment at him, as

she said,

“Mine is less fortunate. She lives in

Rouen with her aunt, a very worthy
woman who has taken her in. I send

her what money I can and I hear that

the child Is happy. It is good to be
happy, is it not, M’sieu?”
"Why, yes,” said Pusendorfer bright-

ening. “It’s a first rate thing to be happy.
What does your daughter look like?”

“She resembles me—blue eyes and
black hair and is good-natured. Poor
little monkey, she thinks that I am work-
ing in a milliner’s shop—making fifteen

franc hats for American ladies to buy
for two hundred. And yours, Raoul?"

Pusendorfer had a little hoarseness in

his throat as he said eagerly,

“She had blue eyes too, and dark hair.

We named her Helen, after her
—

”

“Her mother, nest ce pas

Y

Helene
is a very pretty name and liappens to

be mine, as well. Hcltae and Paris,

you know,” said she, with a little laugh

that was confidential and not unkind.

Pusendorfer laughed, too. He did not

quite understand the allusion but he
comprehended the laugh.

“How old was she, Raoul?” asked the

woman.
“Six

—
” said Pusendorfer.

“And six happy years, Raoul!" said she

and. turning alxiut, patted him on the knee.

“Yes, very!" said he earnestly.

“Thank you,” he added.

OHE looked at him with much amuse-^ ment.

“Ah. ca,” she said. “It appears not

to be far from the boulevards to the

cricke, and the little promenade has not

becu bad.” As she said this, the woman
rose from her chair and began to put on
her gloves.

“Arc you going?” asked Pusendorfer.
,l
Ciel, Raoul, it’s nearly four o’clock,

and time for us to be going our several

ways. Many thanks for the supper—

1

teas hungry. I am not the Credit

Lyonnais and there is my rent'tomorrow.

Give me a hundred francs and put me
into a taxi.”

Pusendorfer with good grace pushed
some notes into her hand and called a

passing taxi. As he put her into it, shevsaid.

“Au 'voir. My love to Pitts.”

“Good-bye," said Pusendorfer.

It puzzled him somewhat that he

should have liad such a conversation

with such a companion, and he resented

the thought that he had been treated as

a parent and not as a constructive and
dynamic man. Yet. as he walked to

Ids hotel and the feverish November
dawn began to cast a little light on the

upper stories of the houses, he could not

but admit that there seemed to be no

strict monopoly of what he had been

accustomed to call “the home ties.”

He did not go to bed; instead, he

packed his bogs and as soon as he could,

sent a cable to Pittsburgh. Pusendorfer

had had enough gaiety.
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Two Million Miles of Road
By HONORfc WILLSIE

How the Department of Agriculture Will Develop These for the Farmer

A LTHOUGH the average expenditure

A\ in the United States on the im-

provement of roads exceeds a

million dollars a day, a large part of the

money is wasted.

There are several causes for this.

There is dishonest local use of funds.

There is failure to build a good road or a

road of the right type for local require-

ments. There is failure to provide for

the continued maintenance of the im-

provements.

Scientific maintenance will be one of the

chief works of the Office of Public Roads
in the Department of Agriculture during

the present year. This

work of the Department
is important, yet it is

only a small part of the

problem that confronts

it in regard to public

roads. There are about

two and a quarter million

miles of publicly owned
roads in the nation. Half

of these are used for post

roads. Less than ten per

cent, of the total can be

said to be improved.
To the town or city

dweller the matter of

rural roads seems an un-

important detail until he
owns an automobile.
Then good roads become
a necessary adjunct to

his pleasure-seeking. But
the Department is dis-

covering that to the city

dweller as well as to the

farmer the matter of

rurul roads is important

in its direct relation to

the cost of living. It has

done some interesting

investigating along this

line.

In Missouri, for exam-
ple. two farmers living in

separate counties but ut

an equal distance from
the cotton market
learned by telephone

that cotton had gone up
in price a dollar a bale.

One farmer lived on a
very bad road. He could
liuul just one bale of cot-

ton. The other fanner,

living on an improved
road, hauled four bales.

The rise in price gained

the first farmer one dol-

lar. and the second
farmer four dollars.
A farmer in Sullivan

county. Tcnn.. a few
miles from Bristol, had one hundred bush-
els of |M>tatoes which he intended to market
during the winter. But the roads were so
bud that he was unable to do any hauling
whateverand thepotatoes rotted in his cel-

lar. I n the meantime the price of (iotatoes in

Bristol went up to (140 a bushel. During
the win ter ten carloads of farm produce, in-

cluding wheat and potatoes, were shipped
into Bristol daily to feed not only it but
the surrounding territory. In this case not
only the farmer but the town dweller as

well was interested in rural mails.

18

There are counties all over the union,

rich in soil and producing possibilities, so

handicapjx-d by bail roads that the annual

income shipments of food and farm stuff

exceed the outgoing shipments, four to

one. These counties should be, not only

self-supporting, but should be shipping

produce to the great markets.

Not only does production and shipping

increase, but land values themselves go
up with road improvement, usually to

such an extent that the increase equals

the cost of improvement.

In Lee county, Virginia, a farmer owned
one hundred acres between Ben Hur and

Jonesville which he offered to sell for 8 1800.

In 1908 the road past his farm was im-

proved and the farmer fought the improve-

ment. Yet he has since refused $8000 for

his farm! In Jackson county. Alabama,
the people voted a bond issue of $250,000

for mud improvement and improved
twenty-four per cent, of the roads. Within
ten years the ceusus shows that land in

Jackson county hail doubled in value.

As the roads in no way affect the quality

of the farm, these advances in value must
be due directly to the increase in ease in

hauling produce to the market or ship-

ping-point. The Department is strug-

gling to teach the farmer to look on his

farm as a business plant- Any reduction

in farm profits through unnecessarily

heav>' costs for hauling on bail mads must
be considered as reducing their capitaliza-

tion values. With reduced costs for haul-

ing, profits are increased, with the result

that the farm plant show's satisfactory

earning on a higher capital value.

on the minds of the public. Yet only ten

per cent, of the roads of the country are

improved! And the Department’s cam-
paign for the public education does not

stop with the matter of increase of farm

values. It is attacking the educational

side from every angle. It is now making
a great effort to teach that the expendi-

turc of large sums of money on the wrong
type of mud is almost total waste. A road

of materials that would be ideal in

place may be useless in another. The
Office of Public Roads will test mad mate-

rials for any community, and report on
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their usefulness according to the type of

traffic that will pass over the proposed

road. Millions of dollars have been

wasted in the past because of the lack of

the scientific knowledge that is being ob-

tained now. There is no longer any excuse

for any community building a bad type

of road.

The Department’s assistance is not all

made from Washington. If any locality

wants the service of the Office of Public

Roads, on application expert engineers

will go to the place, make surveys, esti-

mates and specifications for the proposed

road and supervise its construction. The
locality must pay for machinery, mate-

rials and labor.

All over the United States, in a quiet,

unobtrusive way, the Department is

building object-lessou roads; showing the

community how to build a scientifically

correct road from the local materials.

These roads arc of every type: brick, con-

These Department experts are proving

to the various states, when the states call

on them for assistance, that road-building

is an art, based on a science, and that

trained and experienced men arc essential

for securing the best results. Yet if it is

difficult for the Department to educate

the communities who ask for help, it has

has been almost impossible to teach any
lessons on road-building to the vast num-
ber of farming districts where not the

slightest interest in good roads is shown.

In attempting to reach such localities

the Department is carrying on an experi-

ment that will be of enormous value in its

coming work of rural organization.

Fanners are not easy to teach. Children

are always pliable. The Department is

teaching boys to grow better corn than

their fathers. It is teaching girls how to

can and cook better tliau their mothers.

Such teaching reaches the parents as no
other kind could. Now the Department

crete, macadam, asphalt, slag, oil, cor-

ralinc, gravel, clay, or earth. Near Mon-
roe, N. C., is a half-mile object-lesson

road of macadam. At Jonesboro, Arkan-
sas. is two-thirds of a mile of gravel road.

Near Columbus. Miss., a brick cinder road

and. in Brooksville, Fla., a sand-clay road,

each half a mile long. Pearsall. Tex., has

about a mile of sand-clay road built this

year by the Department experts. Colum-
bus. Neb., has u sand-gumbo road, u d
near Madison, S. D., is a govemment-butt
dirt road over a mile long.

is preparing to teach children something

about road-building.

On March 14, 1914, the Office of Public

Roads closes a contest for children. It

offers a gold and a silver medal to children

between ten and fifteen years of age who
will write the best essays on how to build

and maintain a dirt rood. The instruc-

tions that the Office semis the children are

simple and interesting and cannot fail to

pique the parents’ interest.

“ Use your eyes,” says the Department.
“ Look at a piece of bad road and of good

when both are dry. Study the ruts and
holes and uneven places in the road to set*

whether they make it easier or harder for

the wheels of a loaded wagon to go along.

Study the kind of footing that the two
roads give the horses.
” Now. study the same two stretches of

road after a rainstorm. You will see that

one roud holds small pools of water that

keep the road soft and so allow it to be
cut up by the wheels of the wagons and
the hoofs of the horses. How do road

builders keep water from gathering on the
traveled way of a road? How much
higher should the center of a road be than
the outside edges? When a ditch along

a road holds water or collects it into pools,

how does this injure the road?

“Have you ever seen a home-made
road drag? It is made by splitting in two
a log six or eight inches in thickness ami
six or eight feet long. The two halves of

the log are set three feet apart with their

smooth faces forward and
upright. They arc fast-

ened together with
braces. A pair of horses

are hitched to a chain
fastened to the front half

of the log. Should these

logs be dragg«d straight

down the road or should
they be dragged at a slant

so that the loose earth
will slide toward the cen-

ter of the road? Should
the dragging be started

next to the ditch or to

the center of the road?
Should you drag the

whole road in one way
or drag each half of it in

an opposite direction?

Should the dragging be
done when the road is

dry or after it has rained?

A good strong pair of

horses with a well-built

drag can drag about
three or four miles in a
day. What would it cost

a farmer to drag four

miles of road? How
would he be repaid for

the cost of his labor?”

' I 'HERE are about two
* million miles of dirt

road in the country. The
split log drag lias a won-
derful effect on wet dirt.

If used after every rain

it will gradually evolve

a road surface like hard,

burnt clay. But it must
be used continuously.

The Department has

shown real cunning in

its suggestions to the

children.

Every form of instruc-

tion and every means of

circulating information

that the Detriment can

devise, it is using to im-

prove the condition of the public roads of

the nation. And yet there remains the dis-

quieting fact that only a tenth of the vast

rood system of the country is improved.

It is gradually dawning on the Depart-

ment that some sort of cooperation and

concentration of effort larger than has vet

been used is necessary. There should lie

a single direction of effort that reaches

from the fcsleral government down to the

most unimportant township. In their

jealousy for local control and growth, the

4iuall units lose time and money.
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Europe, generally speaking, is ahead of

the United States in tlic matter of road

improvement. But Great Britain in this

particular is struggling with a problem

similar to the one that confronts this

country. In England, Scotland, and
Wales, there are no fewer than 4140 sep-

arate authorities who among them ad-

minister over 175,000 miles of road, or an
average of about 80 miles apiece. In

Scotland, a|>art from the big cities, there

are over 400 burghs, one-half of them hav-

ing but ten miles of road apiece to main-

tain. Needless to say, such a minute

mileage is too small to keep the road plant

employed all the year round. The em-
ployment of a skilled road engineer is im-

possible with economy. The only rem-

edy is a careful centralizing of control and
plan that shall give efficiency without

destroying local independence.

In this country, the greatest progress

in road-building has been made in the

stales which contribute from the state

treasuries toward the construction of

state-aided or trunk-line rouds. In 1904

there were thirteen states that contrib-

uted out of the general fund nearly three

million dollars. But in 1913 there were

thirty-five states that contributed nearly

forty-four million dollars. The states that

made the largest expenditures for such

roads were New York, with twenty-three

million dollars, Pennsylvania, four million,

Maryland three, and Connecticut, three

million.

IN the light of all these facts the pres-
* sure that is being brought to l>car on
Congress for Federal aid to states in the

expense of road-building assumes a large

importance with regard to the economic
future of the country. In this matter as

well os in so many others, the present

Administration will have to deckle just

how far Federal cooperation may go.

Federal appropriations for road-build-

ing open vast possibilities in the pork-

barrel line unless an automatic check is

used such as has already been found use-

ful, as for example requiring the states

to double the amount appropriated by
the government.

The government must refuse to deal in

appropriations with units smaller than

the states, thus doing away with much of

the problem of lost motion; yet the idea

of local self-help must be encouraged and
not stifled. Where the rouds shall run,

whether post-roads alone shall lie consid-

ered, and how the appropriations shall lie

apportioned among the stall** all are

questions that Congress must consider in

giving Federal aid.

Congress has appointed a Committee
to inquire into the subject of giving

Federal aid to post-roads. It has pro-

vided half a million of dollars to be used

cooperatively with the states in the

proportion of one to two for this mat-
ter. It has requested the Secretary of

Agriculture and the Postmaster General

to report to Congress the results of this

expenditure "together with such recom-

mendations as shall seem wise for provid-

ing a general plan of national aid for the

improvement of post-roads in cooperation

with the states and counties and to bring

about as nearly as possible such coopera-

tion among the various states os will en-

sure uniform and equitable interstate

highway regulations."

XTEVER in thehistoryof thecountry has
* ^ such nation-wide interest been shown
in good roads as has been manifested in the

past few months. There is a great move-
ment on foot for the huilding of a national

transcontinental road. There is some-

thing about the suggestion of such a road

that appeals mightily to the imagination.

The Secretary of Agriculture admits this.

"And yet," he said, "what would such
a road do for the farmer? The essential

thing in the matter of roads Is to provide

facilities for the farmer to get to and from
markets and to give him increased social

and educational opportunities. How
many farmers would make use of a trans-

continental road?"
Secretary Houston lias his eyes firmly

fixed on the main chance for the farmers

of the nation. He has a very simple

method of testing and checking-up the

different schemes and proposals that are

brought to his attention. Day after day,

men file in and out of his office with re-

quests for favors, and advice on how to

run the Department of Agriculture. Mr.
Houston listens to them all silently then

he says:

"This Is interesting. Perhaps now you
will tell me wliat it will do for the farmers

of the country."

The man who wants to retain the old

cotton grades, the man who wants Demo-
cratic meat inspectors appointed, the man
who wants a highway for automobiles, the

man who has invented a new fertilizer, all

must make their eloquence stand Mr.
Houston's arid test:

“What will it do for the farmer?"
It is a very simple test, but a very effi-

cient one for helping the Secretan- of

Agriculture in carrying out the work he

was appointed to do.

The Secretary is going to lay emphasis

on other than the marketing possibilities

of good roads for the farmer. He is a
schoolman of wide experience as well as a

farmer and he sees great educational pos-

sibilities for the farmers’ children in road

improvement. He is very earnest and
very firm in his convictions on this side of

the road question.

“Consider,” he said, “the position of a
child in any one of the more remote sec-

tions of the rural districts in America

today. Ask yourself what his opportuni-

ties arc for training and development and
efficiency as compared with those of a
similarly endowed boy in an urban
community.
“The latter lives in a house supplied

with running water, the purity of which is

protected. He walks on sidewalks free

from dust and mud. He drives along ade-

quate roads, lias access to many of the

things that minister to the legitimate

pleasures of living, has at hand the best

trained physicians and surgeons, pub-
licly-maintained hospitals, well-planned

schools of every grade from kindergarten

to the professional school or college. And
must of these things he secures at a mini-

mum expense through a relatively low

rate of taxation.

“The other picture is easily drawn.
Considering the schools alone, outside

of New England which has solved the

rural school problem largely by eliminat-

ing the rural population, all that the aver-

age country boy has access to is an un-

graded school usually taught in one room
by a girl with less training than a high-

school graduate, receiving $40 or $50 a

month for seven or eight months in the

year, teaching in all thirty or more classes

a day.

"If by any ehance a boy survive this

and desires to go further it is necessary

for hit father to put him on hoard a train,

send him to a town, pay his hoard and
tuition and lose his services during the

session and probably lose him perma-
nently from country life.

" I have said it before—and I am not

afraid to say it again—that I do not

quite sec how a father and a mother

who are ambitious for their children

can gain their own consent to con-

tinue to live in remote rural districts

under existing conditions."

A ND it is these conditions of rural

education that the Secretary hopes

to change profoundly through the exten-

sion of good roads. He will make every

effort in his rural organization to estab-

lish central graded schools to which school

omnibuses may deliver the children daily

over roads whose improvement makes such
a school possible. Nothing is worse for

a community than a school set in wretched

roads. It is a sure index to the poverty

and shifllessness of the neighborhood.

No method is more fundamentally right

than that which makes a school-house the

center of a fine system of roads that tap

the whole rural community.
The fight for good roads that the De-

partment of Agriculture is 'waging is,

after all, in its ultimate sense a fight for

the betterment of us all, from the soil, up.

The greatest undeveloped resource of any

community, the Secretary says, is the

people.

The Orchard Gate
(/I Song of Suffrage)

By WITTER BYNiNER

I
LED her to the orchard gate

And there f wished my love to wait

While I went in among the trees

To bring her these.

But O i.iv lm

She follow

And looked.

To find ti

And now she’s brought the kind to me
I wanted most hut eould not see;

Likewise the kind her lips prefer

I bring to her.

be would not wait,

the orchard gate

.any fruits were strewn.
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PEN AND INKLINGS
By OLIVER HERFORD

CONFESSIONS OF A CARICATURIST

xxxv XXXVI

\A7HEX Montey Flagg sets out to paint,
v

lie makes a lightning flash look faint.

The movements of his brush defy

The quickness of the human eye.

1_I ERE’S Townsend Martin, who.

Has, stored away inside his head.

The annals of his social clique;

All in a nutshell so to speak.

XXXVIIIXXXVII

r|’HEY say Romeike’s but a name;
1 Yet I have drawn him just the same

—

A giant pair of human shears.

Pestering poets and pamphleteers.

LI ERE I was fortunate to catch

Luthe Burbank, in his cabbage patch,

Teaching a tractable young Mango
The pro|»er way to do the Tango.



How I Found My Iago

ONE day last October at the Cort
Theater in San Francisco I held

my first rehearsal of “Othello,"

and at its conclusion I walked forth from
the stage with spirits enlivened to the

point where climbing the steep, cable-

ribbed streets nearby was actually re-

freshing. When I stood at the sum-
mit. and looked out upon the gleaming

blue waters, and the far-distant misty

hills shimmering in the sunshine, my heart

throbbed with a joy that was more than

a natural response to the keen-winded

panorama. For that first rehearsal hud
convinced me that my conception of the

character of Iago—nurtured through years

of eager longing and constant planning

—

was a plausible one. Those few hours of

rough intcrcliange of half-mastered dia-

logue with the members of my company
had rung sufficiently true, had awakened
more than enough responsive qualities

in their own interpretations to assure me
that my Iago.—Iago us I had imagined

him and pictured him through years of

study—was legitimate.

It was a revelation that brought a
tremendous sense of relief. All my pro-

fessional life I had wanted to play Iago.

yet always I had known that my Iago

could not be the traditional heavy-browed
sledge-hammer villain. Right or wrong,

logo's very success in villainy rested, in

my opinion, upon his excess of mirthful

aptitudes and cheering enthusiasm.

Would this idea stand the test of actual

performance? Was it not aconception too

far at variance from accepted conven-
tional notions? If masked in u clonk of

ii

By WILLIAM FAVERSHAM
laughter, would the dominating evil of the

man’s nature receive sufficient impetus to

make plausible his death-bearing crimes?

Yet the very first rehearsal—on a dimly-

lighted. bare stage, the sole apology for

an audience licing several charwomen
busy at their tasks among the empty
seats,—had justified for me my course.

AS I stood there in the breeze, absently

noting, first a white-sailed sloop lieat-

ing out towards the Golden Gate, then

a launch pointing from a gray-clad war-

ship straight to the ferry-dock for below,

I began revolving in my mind the dif-

ferent phases of Iago’s nature that could

be illumined by spur-tracks running

from the initial center of merriment. Of

course I must emphasize the hypocrisy

of Iago. Perhaps only one other char-

acter in all literature can match his

gross hypocrisy—and that is Molierc's

Tartuffe. Surely the brisk ring of

laughter would splendidly connote logo's

hypocrisy.

In the midst of my revery I recalled

a half-forgotten story by Poe, that I had
not read in twenty years. I remembered
the courtly, jovial attitude of the central

character, who inveigles his arch-enemy
into his wine cellars only to trap him in

a closet, and proceed to entomb him alive

with the aid of bricks and cement. What
an engaging manner must have been the

host's,—what a confident smile! Surely

Iago could have done just such a trick!

Iago of the constant smile, the quipping

jest, the ribald snatch of song!

logo must possess the graceful ease

and the effervescent self-confidence of

the world-traveler. He must he equally

at home in low tavern or princely court.

Yet he can be no roistering vagalioiid.

like Villon.—who wasted immortal verse

upon kitchen-wenches, and indecently

insulted monarchs. logo must maintain

the bearing of aristocracy, yet unbend
sincerely enough to win to his purpose

the humblest of his fellows. He must
swagger, and orate of wine-bibbing in

Denmark and Germany and Holland and
England. Always he must l>e of the

vast world, mirthful, engaging, persuasive.

rPHESK and a thousand other similar

* speculations traversed my thoughts.

Already the sun was dippiug low towards

the Pacific, and long shadows from the

hills were darkening across the bay. I

was on the point of leaving, when of a

sudden Edward Knoblauch's “Faun"
took possession of my mind. Somehow
I found myself repeating 8|>eeches from

the play that I had used for two seasons.

The Faun was a frank expression of

healthy animalism, joyous, vigorous,

scheming, sensuous. He was the urdor

of life in terms of physical optimism and

pleasure. Take the Faun, poison his

nature, corrupt his animalism, warp his

frankness, direct his every impulse to

deepest evil, and you have—Iago. It

was a startling discovery. It fastened

upon me, it fascinated me, it convinced.

I was very late for dinner when I

reached my hotel that evening, but I had

definitely settled upon the manner of

man my Iago was to lie.
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Wiser Marriages
By MARY AUSTIN
Illustrated by H. T. Dunn •

Third in the Series on Mate-Love and Monogamy

TN her previous articles Mrs. Austin has given the reasons -why monogamy is the
A

natural and desirable expression of mate-love. She has refuted the arguments for

polygamy in any form. In this essay she takes up marriage as the expression of

love, discussing the weak points and the strong points of our present system

I
T was not until two or three days later

that we came to the question of

marriage,—one of those full-leaved

summer afternoons so crowded with

green growth that there was no room in

it even for Valda’a pain. We had come
down from the house to Millford bridge

and sat watching the water slip by us

as mindlessly as the flight of time. On
every side the leaves of the rock-maples

lapped over smoothly like plumage on a
breast-, and the limpid creek look on
green reflections between the leopard-

colored stones. We had talked during

the morning altogether of other things,

for which reason it seemed inevitable that

in the first full pause wc should revert

to the matter which lay closest to our

minds, without other introduction.

“Why is it,” Valda wished to know,

“when there are so many evidences in

favor of marriage as we practice it, so

many marriages fall short of just the

purpose they seem meant to serve?”

It was necessary for me to remind her

that I hadn't said that the evidence was
in favor of marriage* altogether as we
practice it.

All I had claimed was the sanction of

the Soul-Maker for permanent, exclu-

sive matings; which is not saying that

the purpose of marriage might not he

thwarted by the decorations and conven-

tions which we attach to the condition

of being married. I would even go so

far as to premise that the initial mistake

about marriage is in regarding it as a
condition, a state, when it is primarily a

relation. Stripped to its essentials, mar-

riage is an agreement between any pair

to practice mate-love toward one an-

other, urith intention. A vast amount
of our modem marriage custom is as ex-

traneous to tliis as is that temple in India

to the hair of the prophet’s beard which

it enshrines.

\X7E shall get nowhere with the dis-
' ’ cuasion .of marriage without a

clear distinction between the things in-

herent in the relation, and those which

from lime to time have proved con-

venient to it. It might even pay to over-

do the matter of distinction, if it would
save either member of a married pair

from foisting personal preferences on the

other in the name of the eternal verities.

“But marriage is so personal.” Valda

began to say

About as personal as getting a living

or an education. Love, quite as much
after marriage as before it, has its own
way with us. It is no more passible to lie

married all to oneself tlian it is to go to

school that way. At every turn we arc

overshadowed by the racial experience.

And since love docs not always sing

in the ecstatic key, it is important in

moments of dryness and doubt to be able

to turn with certainty to the profoundest

moods and interpretations which such

experience has revealed to us. The at-

tempt to derive the authority for mar-
riage modes from revealed religion has

blinded the general intelligence to their

natural derivation from experimentation.

Under all the stupidities of civiliza-

tion. there is still operative in inau an in-

stinct as self-preservative as the move-
ment of the natural animal to reject un-

suitable food. By study, all forms and
modes of marriuge are seen to resolve

themselves into the working of this in-

stinct to prevent the too early withering

of mate-love b€fore its purpose is accom-
plished. The impulse which rejects the

word “obey” from the marriage service

is one with the impulse which retains

“honor and cherish." What it means
is simply that we have discovered tliat

obedience lias nothing to do with the

permanence of love, but that no set of

experiments has revealed a way to keep it

alive and alight without honor and cher-

ishing. Whether its ultimate purpose lie

to rear children or to enrich the race by
raising the plane of personal achievement,

so long as there remains anything of that

purpoae unaccomplished, the primary ob-

ligation of lovers is to love. It is around

this working necessity that the duties and
proprieties of marriage are centered ; from

it they take their sole extenuation or com-

pulsion. To love and to keep on loving.

This is the one way of making marriage

do its work in the world. Any call for

reorganization of the fasliion of living

together, such as arise from time to time

in our changing social environment, must
conform itself to this necessity. It must
derive its authority not from any pre-

existing code of ethics or religion, but

from its capacity to nourish the eternal

need of each for the other.

/CONFRONTED with any of the sur-^ prises of the modern feminist move-

ment, it has been a perfectly legitimate

question to ask whetheror not, under here-

tofore unexperienced conditions, men and
women will continue to love one another.

It is so important tliat they should go on

doing so. that we may be forgiven for

failing to see on all occasions that it is

also important tliat they should do so

without capitulation.

The nulural result of a highly spirit-

ualized ideal of mate-love is an attempt

to make it do too much for us. to answer

for too many things. Women are the

worst offenders in this. Passion must
be not only pure air ami fire to them, hut

bread and meat; it must he enforced to

do the work of religion in raising the

spiritual plane, and manifest itself in all

the many-faceted culture of the time.

There are women who think themselves

unsuitably malt'd if the note to which

they are raise* I by a picture or an opera

does not. tune with the dominant key of

their relation to their husbands, and they

blame not themselves nor the picture, but

the husband.

If one wanted conviction on this point

one has only to examine the so-called

“ladies’” journals, for the quality of

advice, instruction ami consolation offered

to the married, to realize that however-

much they, as a class, may have laid hold

of individually, there is little current

among them which could withstand for a
day the assaults of reality. In spite of

a few notable instances where the life of

the lover has been keyed to the very

highest pitch of personal passion, there

is no evidence that the attempt to color

the whole of existence with the consum-
mating movement of right love results

in anything but spreading it thinner.

IT is not only the fallibility of women
* to attempt to make love fill out the

whole round of life for them, but they go
further und undertake, not without excuse

under the social compulsion which robs

them of other forms of activity, to make
of marriage a career. They try to find

in it a substitute for Something To Do,
for all the varied possibilities to which

they, in common with their brothers, are

born, which smoulder and ache in them
and breed dizzying vapors. All doors but

marriage being closed to them for attain-

ing eminence, social position, fortune,

human contracts, they demand it all of

marriage, and by the evidence of the

divorce court marriage is breaking down
under the strain.

Now that housewifery, with all its

more important functions performed out-

side the home in factories and food shops,

leaves the intelligence so largely disen-

gaged, the discovery of the insufficiency

of marriage as a determining condition

has rushed upon us. Unions in which
the relation has proved entirely compe-
tent for the primary purpose of loving

and rearing children, fail miserably before

the necessity of satisfying all the hungry
human demands of women. Comes now
the steadying moment when we begin to

wonder if it were not wiser to relieve the

strain upon marriage than so lightly to

dissolve it. The necessity which the

Industrial System finds itself under, of

taking account of the women-needs of

female workers has reacted upon our

attitude toward the human needs of

women. We begin to perceive that

marriage has to do chiefly with sex, ami
tliat sex is only one of the departments

of life and not—no, not even for women
-—the whole of it.

“But the question of maintenance,’*

Valda began

—

Is primarily a problem of economics

rather than of sex. It derives from the

industrial situation rather than from any-

thing inherent in the relations of men and
women. “Maintenance” is a term very

loosely used to imply the right of a woman
to demand that her husband should per-

form all labors outside the home which

are involved in the business of raising a

family. It by no means indicates that

she is to lie relieved of induor labors,

no matter how arduous they may be. It

does not carry with it the right to be

maintained in the event of the husband's

failure or death, nor does it even imply

any standard. Interpretations of the

term are local and periodic; they are

23
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even narrower, and become the mere*

shibboleths of a class.

The idea of maintenance takes validity

from the potential maternity of the wife,

for only when incapacitated by the bear-

ing or rearing of children, is the wife

logically entith'd to l»e ’‘supported."

The advisability of extending this support

over the whole of the woman's life rests

on its ultimate effect on her ehildliearing

capacity, a point upon which students

of economics disagree. The only cir-

cumstance which would render mainten-

ance a marriage "right” would be the

existence of a social system which made
self-supporting work by women improper
or impossibly difficult.. In so far as

men have committed themselves to these

two absurdities, they arc bound to aeccpt

as legitimate the demand of women to be
kept in idleness. The recent movement
toward stab* aid for penniless mothers is

evidence of a growing public conviction

that maintenance is not so much a right

as a compensation for services performed.

But the fact is that the number of women
who are exclusively “maintained,” with-

out the necessity of hard and exacting

work of some kind, is inconsiderable.

Hen* in America it has always been an

ideal rather than au accomplished state

of things. For the preferred inode of

marriage still shapes itself about the old,

feudal ideal of the Lord of the House and
the Lady Chatelaine—the armored, val-

iant male going forth to the daily battle

of trade, and returning with his spoils

to refresh himself in the presence of the

Mother-Priestess who performs in his

absence the daily miracle of looking well

to her household and still preserving her-

self in a state of smudgeless charm.

IT is the ideal of a numerically small but
1 important group, important enough
to have put it into poetry and picture and
song, where it remains still in all its false

and alluring perspectives. For the one
thing that the picture fails to present to

us is the fact that never could the ideal

have so much as shaped itself in the racial

imagination, except under conditions

which precluded the possibility of its

living attainable by more than the few

who showed it forth. The ideal of the

mistress-wife and mother-priestess is

indissolubly associated with the idea of a

serving class. Never at any time in the

world's history has this ideal existed ex-

cept upon a background of retainers,

slaves, serfs, servants, concubines, cap-

tives or other dependencies who by the

condition of such service were forever

precluded from enjoying on their own
account the state which they existed to

maintain. The very word family was
originally a descriptive term to include

not only those born in the household

but iMHind into it by hire or purchase.

Never since man emerged from the

tribal state has the whole work of feeding

and comforting and rearing the children

been done by the House Mother in the

better conditioned families. What we
mean in fact by better conditioned and
"best" families is just those families

in which all the work has not to lie done
by the Chatelaine. The struggle of

©very man in a democracy to obtain these

conditions for his own wife and children

has resulted in the work which was for-

merly done by dependents within the

household taring now done by specialists

outside it. During the last three cen-

turies the mode! history of marriage has
been the history of the gradual emer-
gence of the serving class into the class of

householders. Yet here in America,

come up from varied parentage, with

clashing traditions, by systems of edu-

cation wavcringly aimed at the ascending

scale of living, we are still stupidly trying

to pour all this unlikely material into a

mold which met its determining circum-

stance long before the rise of democracy.

Everywhere we see married pairs trying

to organize a home about some tattered

remnant of the old ideal, and rending

one another because they fail at it.

T'HK things that marriage can be legit i-

4 mately asked to do for us are, first

of all, to satisfy the hunger of the body
for its natural mate. This is indis-

pensable. In this is the seed of its own
permanence and the only legitimate

ground for the satisfaction of that other

great human demand, the desire for off-

spring. And finally it must satisfy the

need of companionship on the intimate

and personal side of life. Undoubtedly
the happiest marriages an* those which

carry the sense of companionship into

the farthest, finest ramifications of

thought ami endeavor, but there can, in

the nature of tilings, be no compulsion
beyond the personal interest. To be
proud and pleased with each other, to be

concerned for each other’s health, con-

siderate of each other’s interests, active

in comfort and cure, is much more im-

portant than a common taste for Italian

poetry or a mutual detestation of Wugner-
ian opera. It is possible for a married

pair to survive being bored with one
another's opinions or pleasures, but it is

indispensable that they should not be

bored with one another.

What must be insisted upon for the

improvement of marriage before it is

entered upon is the clarification of our

ideas about it. We must see its naked
power upon us for wliat good and
wlial generic ill. Stripped of all the rag-

tag of obsolescent modes, all the bright,

tasteless tinsel of sentiment by which
its vital functions are obscured, we must
accept it. first and last, us a sex relation,

striking its proper note in the chord of

human endeavor, and, seeing it thus

uncomplicated by problems of food and
shelter, learn to ask no more for it than

that it fulfil itself as the great adventure

of sexual life.

If I have been plain on this point, I

mean to be plainer. To the neglect

of this primary requirement of right

mating, based upon we know not what
correspondences of vital impulses, what
rhythms, vibrations, elusive, subtle bodily

sympathies, are traceable most of those

evils which invest society under the

particular name of "immorality.” It is

not wealth, not luxury, not the industrial

system nor the hardening of class lines

which produce those outbreaks of las-

civiousness, of loose reading of responsi-

bility, of veiled promiscuity which from

time to time have characterized periods

of national history. It is the substitu-

tion, which all these conditions foster, of

other considerations of money-lust, social

ambition, proprietary pride, of culture,

of religion even, for the natural mating-

impulse. Spiritual qualities are the re-

sult of right mating and not the occasion

of it. just as material success, a good home,
social poise, ought to be the outcome of

the matching of talent ami endeavor in

man and woman rather than the excuse for

their living together. It is immensely more
important that a mating pair should relish

kissing than tluit they both should be

Presbyterians, and a better guarantee for

their attaining the super-union which is

the Soul-Maker's mark.

And yet how little, how extraordinarily

little, is afforded the young us a basis for

selection. So far, instruction has been
largely in the opinions of society; what
Is required is knowledge of the facts.

The egoistic method of the past, in which
truth was impartial or withheld according

to the parental notion of need or pro-

priety, has resulted in bringing too niany

to the Great Adventure in complete
ignorance of it.

Probably, if the obscuring mysteries were

laid by facts made commonplace, instinct

would wake again uloiig the unfatliomed

outer border of the mating-consciousness.

In the absence of instinct, wc need
knowledge and more knowledge.

And if it did so awake, instinct might
be easily frustrated by our narrow social

contacts. Among the two or three

marrying opportunities offered any one
of us, it Is frequently the case that not one
of them provides the necessary correla-

tion of |>crsonal interests, the common
objective. The first thing to go al>out

for the betterment of marriage conditions

in general is a deliberate provision for

increased social contact. Even Heaven
must have room to w*ork in.

“ T) I T their homes— their mothers——

”

Yalda was thinking in terms of her

class, a very small class in which parents

an* able to live along with their genera-

tion so successfully that their advice to

their children Is really worth something.

They must be materially able, moreover,

to provide an adequate social range
without the assistance of the municipality.

But the generality of parents can no more
do this tluin they can educate their chil-

dren without the public schools.

As a matter of fact, the average home
is one of the worst possible places for

young people to court in—which is per-

haps why so much <*ourting gets done* on
the street, in the college, at the dance-hall.

The average home with its one living-

room, its weary and self-absorbed adults,

its clamorous younger children, the im-

manence of the parental viewpoint, the

self-consciousness of youth finding itself

—

this Is the* least propitious environment
for the self-explication which must come
then if ever, to the mating pair.

Here in America, perhaps everywhere

in this pushing age, the matter is com-
plicated by the wide divergence of social

ideals between parents and children.

Few daughters expect or would accept

the regime of their mothers; if the young
people are to understand each other on
this point, come together on the new
ground of an advancing generation, they

must be able to clear themselves of all

tile implications of parental environment.

The unconscious recognition of this

need of standing for their own future to

one another drives them apart and aside.

They seek out u dangerous and mislead-

ing privacy—dangerous because often

secret, and misleading because two young
(Krople left absolutely to themselves can

seem anything they like to each other.

What Is required is that they should make
the tentative moves in a state of free

association with their own generation.

Against a background of their fellows,

those with whom they must later neigh-

bor or compete, they display relative

values that do not come to light in adult

company. This is probably the reason

why coeducational marriages show such

a high percentage of successes. There art

few things a young eouple may not get

to know aIs tut each other during four

years in college.

There is another reason why the r<-
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tablishment of social centers for the pur-

pose of providing free association of the

young should become the serious business

of our educational leaders. Tliat is that

young people, of whatever social deriva-

tion, are iutrinsically entitled, in their

mating adventures, to the best advice

that their generation affords.

We do not think of trusting the teach-

ing of arithmetic to the inexpert parent;

medical inspection is in the hands of

specialists. Hut mating-advice is left

to be plucked from whatever unlikely

bush. Theoretically, parents should be
able to furnish their children with the

l»est thought of the period, for any given

moment of it Actually, few have the

gift for education, or the time; some have
not even the inclination—a state of affairs

which does not make the young any less

entitled to it than to the best thought
alxHit cube roots and vaccination.

nothing but active sexual sympathy will

support it without disintegration.

It is a phase of married life which until

recently has not received much consider-

ation. For men who discovered this

disparity in their wives there has been,

according as they take it, the consolation

of the admitted inferiority of women,
or the reproach of “not keeping up”;
and for wives who discover it in their hus-

bands there has been the cry of Use-

majestf. Had not our educators been

more concerned with crediting students

with percentages in fractions and geogra-

phy than with determining the index of

personal efficiency, we might now be in

possession of some means of matching
the future with the present, to prevent

the most flagrant disasters. What ren-

ders most mating advice unacceptable is

its purely hypothetical character. Young
passion may flout sage waggings of the

riage the knowledge of the ancestral

baggage which they carry into the new
venture. To do this properly, something

more must be shown besides the mere
wish to marry.

For there are other considerations be-

sides children, considerations which must
still be met after it may be concluded that

the particular pair have no contribution

to make to racial continuance. Of these

the cugenists not only know nothing,

but may even find themselves in the seri-

ous predicament (supposing they could

determine what traits are best to breed

for the improvement of the species) of

discovering that they are not at all those

which are contributory toward living to-

gether domestically. Bear in mind that

I find this of prime importance. Racial

improvement, if it means anything,

means the accretion of mentality, of per-

sonal power, the accelerated pace which

"
'Hut marriage it to personal' Valda began to say"

TT is possible that such increased facil-

* ity for free selective activities, would
of itself do much to obviate one of the

most obscure sources of unsatisfactory

and impermanent marriages. I mean
the natural differences in human capacity.

It is important for any particular mar-
riage that the parties to it retain the same
ratio of development, of intellectual co-

ordinations. It would seem that the

intellect, like the organism, struggles to

attain the limit of its type; once the limit

is reached, it cannot, by taking paius, add
anything to that. A man whose mind
closes on him at thirty remains thirty for

the rest of his three-score years; if he be
married to a woman capable of ten or

fifteen years more expansion, it is hardly

possible or desirable that the original

bond should hold under the strain of that

partition. Nothing Is more heartbreak-

ing than the mutual recognition of such

disparity; it Is at once so hopeless and
so unblamable. Youth and charm will

compensate in a degree, wealth and posi-

tion obscure its most rending phases;

head when so many heads have wagged
mistakenly. But even the young are

prevented by exact knowledge.

The seven-leagued strides that have
been taken in the study of personal

efficiency in the interests of trade and
manufacture make it not too unlikely

to sav that we shall soon l>c able to know
as much about the people we marry,

and expose our children to the chances of

marrying, as about those we hire.

“And then," Valda threw in hopefully,

“there are the ‘Eugenists.’

”

nnilE eugenists have at once too much
* to say and too little. They can

deal with certainty only with futures,

and though it Is important to the race

to know the probable physical char-

acter of its grandchildren, it is not

yet proved that that has anything to

do with married felicity in the present

generation.

In order to protect llic unlmra, it is obli-

gatory upon society to keep records and
to force upon those contemplating inar-

any two can gain while they are otherwise

occupied than multiplying. Indeed, if

man is to be distinguished from the fish,

the flower, the beast of the field, the ex-

istence of such general gain would seem

the only excuse for propagating at all.

Whatever pair has contrived to add
something to what their parents were,

adds it to the race as well without off-

spring as with them. We are all of us

inheritors of the genius of great men more
directly than the children of their loins;

it matters nothing that they leave us no
descendants of their name.

Marriage then should be for tbe incre-

ment of social worth, and all our thought

alxmt it should be to make it serve this

primal use. If the union, in the light

of the most we know about it, prove suit-

aide for children, let them count them-

selves twice blessed. But if marrying

be simply to breed, why. Pithecanthro-

pus skipping on a hill can do as well for

us. We are made men and women
chiefly by what we can do for one an-

other.

The next instalment discusses the. place that children occupy in the development of mate-lore and the various forms taken by

the nest-building instinct.
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The Russian Cathedral Choir

L
\ST winter I took one of the moat

i famous organists and choir-masters
^ of the country to the Christmas

service at the Russian Cathedral of St.

Nicholas in New York. I wished to show

him why I regard all otherChurch music as

operatic, trivial, lacking in vitality—even

that of my own Church, the Episcopal;

and why. except in the Russian Church,

the music is a real endurance-test for

me. My friend is a man of few—but
forcible—words. He said: “This is the

interpretation of sacred music which I

have long been in search of. . . . I

have to thank you for the greatest in-

spiration that has ever come to me in all

my musical life.”—(Rowing warmth of

emotion within strictly legitimate bounds,

without a trace of sentimentality or sen-

suousuess is, he declares, the essential

characteristic of the interpretation.

OKOPLE who have heard this extraor-

* dinarv music and its equally extraor-

dinary rendition in the great Russian

eathedrals -or at the Winter Palace by the

Imperial Choir, if they have the good for-

tune to have access to services there

—

will understand. To the munificence of

an American we, in this country, owe
the inestimable privilege of receiving

spiritual refreshment and inspiration

through this choir.

I N comparison with the great choirs in

* Russia,—choirs numl>ering from fifty

to one hundred—this choir is small. It con-

sists of twenty-one hoys, bom here (with

one Russian-born exception) of Russian
parents; and eight men. all brought from
Russia, all trained singers. One of the

four Iwssos is an “oktavist,” who sings

a whole octave below the ordinurv deep

basso, reaching A; and the choir is very

soon to |M»ssc.*s one of the four great

oktavists of Russia, who descends two full

tones lower, to F, and balances a choir of

one hundred and fifty, if required. At
the head of the choir is Ivan T. Gorok-
hoff. formerly choir-master for the Arch-
bishop in the Cuthcdral of Kursk, and

4fl

By ISABEL HAPGOOD

later at the Moscow branch, or town house

of the famous Sergievo-Troitzky Mon-
astery. Mr. Goruklioff possesses the

finest traditions of interpretation: he is

a pupil of the late Director OrlofTs, and of

the present Director of the Holy Synod
Choir of Moscow, Kastalsky the famous
composer of church music, who have
made that choir famous all over Europe
by concerts in the various capitals, as well

as by their work at home. Arriving in

New York less than two years ago with

six of the men (two more came last No-
veml>er), he has brought the St. Nicholas

Choir to such perfection of training that,

as musical experts have expressed it to

me. it is the most wonderful organiza-

tion every heard in New York. The
conductor of the New York choir best

known for its exquisite art in a capella

singing declared, on hearing the Russian

choir in concert for the second time:

“My choir sings no more Russian music.

They simply cannot do it.” And one of

the most authoritative musical critics in

the country emphatically assures me that

no American choir ought to dare to at-

tempt this Russian ecclesiastical music.

American choirs have not the voices, and
the spirit which vitalizes the rendition

until the impression Is ineffaceable while

life lasts, is utterly lacking.

^
|
>HE appeal is direct. No instrument of

1 any kind is |>crmittrd in theOrthodox
Catholic Church of the East. Song is

prayer, and nothing must be allowed to

come between the supplicating or prais-

ing soul and its Creator. I have a pro-

foundly musical friend who is an agnos-

tic—or an infidel; I forget just what he
calls himself. 1 invited him to the Rus-

sian Cathedral merely as a musical treat.

He said: "If there Ik* a God—then, that

is His music."

The ext raordinary point al>out it Is,

that it ap|M*uls not only to the musically

sensitive but also, in equal measure, ap-

parently, to those who make no preten-

sions to an ability to distinguish one air

from another. More than one person has

entreated me at public concerts (in my
quality of Secretary) to prohibit applause;

they felt it to be a sort of sacrilege, and
that that music should be listened to on

one's knees.

1X7ITH the interpretation of this angelic
* ’ Russian music beyond the reach of

our American choirs, through the lack of

the inborn spirit and the life-long atmos-

phere—not to mention the phenomenal
musical gifts of the Russian people

—

where are our Churches of the West to

turn for a new, inspired, devout music

when they shall have learned the lessons

taught by this St. Nicholas Cathedral

Choir? Will Western choirs and their

music ever evoke such a remark as was
made to me after the concert given by
that choir in the New Synod Hall for the

recent General Convention of the Pro-

testant Episcopal Church: “ I am so glad

the Russians are going to Heaven, for

that will ensure our having suitable music

there”? For one thing, we have not the

golden treasury of song which is the heri-

tage of the Russians, from which to draw
our inspiration. This indescribably beau-

tiful Russian sacred music springs from

the same fount of inspiration—the heart

and soul df the people—as the folk-songs

upon which the secular composers of the

nation have founded their most char-

acteristic—and therefore mast successful

—works.

In the year 01)1 the Patriarch of Con-
stantinople sent to Prince Vladimir of

Kieff, when the latter adopted Christian-

ity as the State religion, a band of Church
singers of Slavonic extraction. At the

same time the Greek Princess Anna, the

bride of Prince Vladimir, brought with

her a complete Church choir, in which

were also Greek singers. Thus Russian

Church music, in its origin, was directly

dc|K‘udcut, un the one bund, upon the

singing of the Slavonic Church, and on
the other, u|n»n the Greek—the Mother
Church. St. Kvril and St. Mcthody had
christianized the Riilgnriuns and their

neighlM>rs a whole century earlier, and
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Harper’s Weekly
for

March 7
will contain articles on

ONE YEAR
OF

WOODROW
WILSON

by

William J. Bryan
Secretary of State

Lindley M. Garrison
Secretary of War

Albert S. Burleson
Postmaster General

Josephus N. Daniels
Secretary of the Navy

John F. Fort
Ex-Governor of New Jersey

Miles Poindexter
United States Senator
from Washington

William Kent
Representative from California

Charles R. Crane

McGregor

Oliver Herford

A. J. McKelway

O. E. Cesare

It will also contain
the sensational scries

THE HONOR OF
THE ARMY

by

Charles Johnson Post

Bulgaria had made good use of that con
tury in adapting the Greek chants to the
test of their service books in that language
which (in a slightly modified form) is still

the splendidly sonorous liturgical lan-

guage of Russia, and other kindred
branches of the Orthodox Catholic

Church. The Russians immediately be-

gan to develop independently the chants
they had taken over from the Greeks, and
promptly originated new “Russian’
melodies, as well as more than one origi-

nal system of musical notation, ami musi-
cal chords and progressions of their own.
They conceived a profound love for

Church singing, and it speedily permeated
the whole life of the people, just as Lhe

Church provided prayers and hymns for

ever}’ imaginable situation in life, for

every impulse of the soul. Huge choir-

books, containing ever new melodies, made
their appearance in rapid succession, and
in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuries

the Russians were already in possession of

such a rich treasury of melody as is not
to be found in a single one of the non-

Slavonic races of Europe. After the four-

teenth century the original musical nota-

tions went entirely out of use, and no one
has yet been able to decipher the whole of

these choir-treasures. In the sixteenth

and seventeenth centuries deleterious

innovations, introduced over the West-
ern border, gained sway, and were fol-

lowed, in the eighteenth century by an
almost fatal enthusiasm for the most
florid sort of Italian music. The Rus-
sians laid violent hauds upon their own
wonderful sacred music, and distorted it

after the most approved—and worst

—

Italian models.

The fifth period of Russian Church
music was inaugurated by Dmitry Bort-
nyanskv, (1751-1843), Director of the
Imperial Choir, who put an end, in great

measure, to these abuses, and turned for

inspiration to the ancient, national melo-
dies, harmonizing them and eliminating
the objectionable elements introduced
into saerrd music from alien lands and
Churches. In fact, he was to Russian
Church music what Glinka was to the
Russian opera. His work stands to

that of the modern composers of Church
music—both those famed for secular com-
positions also, like RakhmaninofT, Gret-
chuninoff, Ipolitoff-Ivanoff, and those
who have written for the Church only,
like Lvovsky, Kastalskv and others

—

as Glinka’s "A Life for the Tzar”
stands to Musorgskv's “Boris Godunoff."
He was the pathfinder—he showed the
true way. Musicians began to collect

the ancient chants which survived, un-
written. among the people (like the Epic
Songs), nnd to decipher the old choir
books. The more closely the composers
for the Church follow these ancient,
inspired national sacred “folk-songs”
(if one may call them so, by way of

inuking their status perfectly clear)

the more successful are they in produc-
ing the extraordinary music which
may be justly designated as the one
genuinely fit. fervent, truly devout
and really divine Church music in

existence.

Be sure not to miss the next instal-

ment of Mrs. Austin's remarkable book
on lore. She discusses the tiro great

instincts that follow the awakening of
mate-lot'e in a icomans soul, the long-

ing for children, and for nestbuilding.

If You
Could—

Separate the most nutritious

part of the kernels of choicest

white com *

If you could cook this care-

fully selected part just as we
cook it

—

If you could cure, sweeten
and salt it to get the same de-

licious, delicate flavor that we
get -

If you could roll each sep-

arate bit, thin and ribbony,

under 40 tons of pressure

—

If you could pass the flaky

bits in at the top of a great

oven 30 feet high through
which they would slowly
move to the bottom and come
out toasted to a delicate gold-

en-brown—and all this, with-

out being touched by hand

Then, ‘most anyone could
make his own

Post

Toasties
But the best part is, you don't

have to go to all that bother

and care. It is all done for you.

Anywhere in America, ten or

fifteen cents (according to size)

will buy a large, tightly sealed

package of this dainty food

—

Sweet and crisp, fresh from
the factory, and ready to eat

with cream, immediately the

package is opened.

Grocers everywhere sell

'.oogle
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Consider Our Service a Part

of this Speedometer

WHEN you buy a Jones Speedometer your purchase in-

cludes not only an instrument you can depend upon for

accurate readings, but a Service that is equally dependable.

As this is now a Johns-Manville product,we are able through our
49 established Service Branches to make adjustments, replace-

ments and, in case of accident, speedy and efficient repairs on the

Jones Speedometer
1 Centrifugal Principle

And because of the great scope
of this Johns-Manville Service,

throughout the United States and
Canada, the Jones Speedometer
is as conveniently and efficiently

kept in as perfect running con-
dition as your watch.

The Jones is a centrifugal speed-
ometer. The indicating hand is

connected by a continuous, un-
broken. metal-to-metal drive with
the road wheel. And because the

Jones is non-magnetic it is im-
mune from magnetic influences.

For the reason that it depends
upon the unalterable mechanical
law of centrifugal force, it is also

Centrifugal Principle

unaffected by variations in tem-
perature and needs no complex
compensating mechanism.

Tothe accuracy of the Jones Speed-
ometer have been added many
noteworthy refinements of detail,

such as the instantaneous trip re-

set, large, steady pointer and clock

face dial that is easily read from
the tonneau of the car.

Finally the Johns-Manville Tag. at-

tached to each JonesSpeedometer,
guarantees the instrument. If you
want this kind of Guarantee and
Service, insist upon Jones equip-

ment. Write nearest Branch for

booklet

Reliable Service Always Within Reach
Service Branchei
AKRON. O.

GALVESTON. TEXAS
So»i*r~l

HOUGHTON. MICH.
M Nh,Urm Smet

HOUSTON. TEXAS

MILWAUKEE. WIS.
MI-MI CUtm S

L

MINNEAPOLIS. MINN.
BI-2U IkM A»»., So.

NEWARK. N. |.

*1» lUtarr sn»„
NEW ORLEANS. LA.

BALTIMORE. MD.
APT-211 (U Stnlofa SL

BIRMINGHAM. ALA.
SUM l*ru*..M«r* Md(.

BOSTON. MASS

• MwdnSt'

caaKgta»Ji.*.

1—•—
°ES~

mrSBURGH. PA.
106- 10.- Wood Stmt

PORTLAND. OREGON
il Fraw M>m(

ROCHESTER. N. Y.
521 Ou.l.r <d Cm

ST. LOUIS, MO.
501. 5*5 N. ThlH St.

ST. PAUL. MINN.
MS Rvu Ana*,

SALT LAKE CITY. UTAH

SEATTI E. WASH.
KUO Fit* Arrour. So.

"SSKiii.
’ssa.'t-

•ffsaasiss

THE

'vsts.'aiSi.
1SSS--

JBSBSK.
“saBftisv
•Kauri.

’SHOOS?-

H.W. JOHNS-MANVILLE CO.
Manufacturers and Marketers of Brake Lining, Spark Plugs, Electric Lamps, Speed-
ometers, Horns, Fire Extinguishers, Carburetors, Dry Batteries, Vaporisers, Auto
Locks, Fuses, Tapes, Packings, etc.
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Finance
By ALBERT W. ATWOOD

Protecting the Stockholder.

Part IV. By Law.

WHENEVER proposals are made
for the legislative protection of
investors, objection is raised that

securities cannot be made absolutely safe
and pure like food. The more restriction

with which you hedge securities about, it

is said, the lower the return in interest and
dividends. Invariably, it is argued, the
big profits accrue on securities which at
their inception contained a large element
of risk, and the story is told that lawyers
objected to having to take stock in the
Ford Motor Company when they drew
up its incorporation papers, although by
now the profits from this stock have en-
abled them to retire from the practice
of law.

" Will not restriction and regulation kill

initiative? Is it any one’s business to
protect the investor hut his own against

anything but fraud? Certainly the law
must not attempt to restrict the emission
of securities to those of successful enter-

prises of tried worth. If men were pun-
ished for failure, what would become of
progress? Men must be left free to work
out inventions and business processes and
then induce others to put their capital

into these ideas. The law cannot guar-
antee that investments will be safe and
profitable, nor can it prevent men from
taking chances on the Slock Exchange or
elsewhere.”

This line of argument contains much
that Is both forceful and true. There arc
two sad, hard lessons that every investor

must learn. The first is that no one is so
interested in the safety of his money as
himself. Not long ago the investor ran

his own business. He stood behind the

counter and the forge or at the rudder,

and there were no distant strangers to

cheat him. From a selfish, narrow point

of view there is no reason why the direct-

ors of a large corporation should worry
al>oul the small stockholder. Indeed, it

requires an immense amount of altruism

to work industriously and singlc-mindedly

in the interest of several thousand per-

sons whom one has never seen. The
second lesson which investors must learn

is that there is precious little chance of

their rights being endangered or their

interests abused if they content themselves

with securities yielding to per

rent, interest. The man with an under-

lying mortgage lien of the Pennsylvania

or Chicago, Burlington & Quincy railroads

stands in no need whatever of protection.

That Is. all manner of danger comes into

play &s the rate of interest mounts up.

Organization , Regulation and
Publicity

OFT it is a significant fact that in^ countries where the state has strictly

regulated the organisation and internal

conduct of corporations, and has enforced

a large measure of publicity during all the

stages of corporate life, there have l»ecn

no signs of dulled initiative or lessened

profits. Take the relatively unim{>ortant

matter of publicity of stockholders’

lists. If large corporations in this coun-

try. and especially hanks, were compelled

to make public a complete list of their

owners, the welkin would fairly ring with

the moans of those who denounce the
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Electric Cranking Lighting Ignition

Three Epoch Making Steps in

x Automobile Development x

The automobile of today is an almost perfected

machine.

Powerful, speedy, splendid in its ability to do things

—yet under such complete control that it is as easy to

operate as an electric carriage.

There have been three epoch making steps in the

development of this remarkable machine

—

THE GASOLENE MOTOR—We might
have had motor cars without the gasolene engine. Steam

or electricity might have served as the motive power—but

they would not have been the splendid high pow-
ered, flexible machines that have so revolutionized

our ideas of time and distance. The gasolene

engine is fundamental to the automobile as we know it

today.

THE PNEUMATIC TIRE—But even with
the gasolene engine simplified and perfected to its highest

efficiency its usefulness would have been sadly curtailed

had not the pneumatic tire come to make its full devel-

opment possibly. The pneumatic tire, too, is funda-

mental to the twentieth century automobile.

THE DELCO SYSTEM—The Dclco Sys-

tem has been the refining influence in the development

of the gasolene car. It has eliminated the crudities of

the crank and of hand lighted lamps. It has provided

an ignition that is thoroughly dependable under all sorts

of operating conditions. It has furnished an always

available auxiliary power that removes the danger of

accident when the engine stalls unexpectedly in a tight

place. It has immeasurably broadened the scope of

the automobile by making it so easy and safe to operate

that almost any one can readily master it.

X
The ‘Dclco System is ihe pioneer in the Electric cranking and lighting field— and today

two-thirds of all the electrically cranked cars in existence are ‘Delco equipped. Verify

this last statement for yourself—count the electrically equipped cars you see on the street. X

The Dayton Engineering Laboratories Company
Dayton, Ohio
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6 Cylinder $2375

Fully
Equipped

exinqlon

4 Cylinder $1335

'"THE Lcxington-Howard Company is the sort of an organization
l that you would conduct, if you were a successful manufacturer.

The Lexington “Four” and the Howard “Six” are the sort of cars that you
yourself would build; because they include those splendid requisites that invari-

ably make for manufacturing success.

“Goodness in the goods" means vastly more than sky-rocket salesmanship;

and the “built-in” quality and endurance such as you sec in this type of motor

car is not attained hy “get-rich-quick" methods.

You've tried the others: and invariably you've found that the sole worth

of their “unusual specifications" ended in their value as “talking points."

Now suppose you ask us to show you just wherein you can benefit from

the Lexington-Howard organization.

Any automobile manufacturer who cannot “sell" another manufacturer

his organization, should not hope to sell that man his car.

We believe we can convince any man who knows and appreciates those

business principles that for some reason always seem to insure a “quality

product.

'

Lexington "Four” $1335 Howard “Six” $2375
114 inch wheel base 130 inch wheel base

Fully equipped Fully equipped

All cars featuring the Moore Multiple Exhaust

THE LEXINGTON-HOWARD COMPANY
122 Main Street, Connersville, Ind.

The woman who realizes the importance of

becoming dress will find, in the fashions of

Vogue, that nice touch of individuality which
distinguishes those who are faultlessly gowned.

Every season, all through the year, Vogue is a guide to the

new fashions. Now, as the Spring Mode crystallizes into

its final form, 250 of the most excellent of all the new
models are illustrated and very carefully described in

VOGUE’S
Patterns of the New Mode

Number, Now on Sale

You might spend a month in Paris, haunting the showrooms

of the great designers— even with unlimited money to spend

—and still not be as smartly and as becomingly dressed as by

securing this copy of Vogue and using the patterns it presents.

On all news-stands

Try it for yourself! Get the Pattern Number to-day. A
single trial of Vogue’s patterns may settle your dress prob-

lems, not merely for this Spring and Summer, but for always!

2S Cent* Number
Twice a Month Condi Naat. Publisher

St Year
24 Numbcra

evils of government interference with

business and the socialistic tendencies of

the day. In 1906 the Interstate Com-
merce Commission secured and permitted

to be published a list of the ten largest

stockholders in all of the country’s rail-

roads. But so loud were the railroads*

protests, it is averred that the custom
was abandoned. In Canada it is the cus-

tom for several of the great chartered

banks to include in their annual reports

a complete list of stockholders. Before

me, as I write, is the report of the Royal
Bank of Canada for December 31, 1909.

containing the name of every shareholder

with the amount of his holdings. D<x*s

any one dare to say that this two-hundred

million-dollar bank has not prospered

since 1909?

Or take the huge London banks with

their deposit accounts of three and four

hundred million dollars, far exceeding the

largest in this country. In the London &
Westminster Bank, control is kept out of

the hands of a few great stockholders by
allowing to the owners of 200 shares or over

four votes and no more. In the Union of

Ixtndon & Smiths Bonk, no shareholder

is allowed more than 20 votes.

To Germany for Guitlance

NO country lias been more successful

in a business way in the last few

years than Germany. Indeed if there is

any one criticism of Germany from the

industrial and financial point of view it is

that profits have been too great, success

almost too rapid. Yet the regulation of

the internal affairs of corporations in

Germany goes beyond the wildest pro-

posals in this country. Under the Com-
mercial Code every corporation is com-

pelled to provide for reserve funds out of

earnings. Directors have been punished

by the courts for not setting aside one-

twentieth of the year’s profits for reserves

as required by law. Sums must be set

aside also to provide for premiums on

stock issued.

The German Code has been criticised

for its harshness and complexity, but not

for its inadequacy. It applies to all cor-

porations. Minority stockholders are

protected, because one-tenth of the stock

can compel an adjournment of an annual

meeting until they secure sufficient in-

formation. and one-tenth of the stock can

demand an examination of affairs by out-

side auditors appointed by the district

court. Corporations cannot buy their

own stock, thus preventing much evil

inside speculation which goes on in this

country. When a corporation is organ-

ized a most detailed statement must be

made of all contracts for purchase of

property, and other essential facts, and

for two years thereafter any banker who

offers the securities for sale is jointly liable

with the organizers for any incorrectness

or incompleteness of this statement, or

for any wilful injury to the company.

Indeed the managers cannot Ik* sued until

after redress has been sought from the

bankers who offered the stock.

No stock exchange can list securities

until one year after publication of the

first annual report, with balanc-e sheet and

statement of earnings. The Code com-

pels all corporations to issue a detailed

unuual statement with balance sheet and

profit anti loss account. Corporations in

this country, except those few which are

regulated by the Interstate Commerce

Commission and public utility boards,,
do

not have to issue any reports. The Ger-

man Commercial Code further requires,

to an almost harsh extent indeed, that
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organizers of corporations refrain from

selling stock for quite a long period follow-

ing organization. In the commercial

registry of the district courts contracts

must lie filed wherever special advantage

is given to organizers or stockholders, and
where property has been sold to a com-
pany at organization by its organizers an

outside audit must be filed where it can

be inspected by the public, thus audit to

be made by disinterested persons ap-

pointed by the local board of trade or the

district court
Precise criminal penalties are provided

for false statements of a company's
condition. The actual managers of all

corporations are compensated, accord-

ing to law, from the profits of the

year’s operations, but not until reserves

and amortization have been cared

for, and 4 per cent, paid on the capital

stock.

Finally the German Code compels each

corporation to have two governing bodies,

the managing directors and the supervis-

ing council, with a logical separation of

pow'ers and responsibilities, the council

keeping watch and guard over the active

directors in the interest of the corpora-

tion. Councilmcu cannot act as direct-

ors, and the directors are far more than

mere employees of the council, as officers

are of directors in England and in this

country. Directors practically must give

all their time to the company ; custom, if

not law, prescribes fewer of them than in

this country, and in Europe generally

directors are selected more for their

knowledge of the business in hand, and
less because they represent some particu-

lar capitalistic group, industry or locality,

than is the case here.

Publicity Not Enough

DUBLICITY alone will not protect
* investors. The New York Stock

Exchange exacts plenty of information

from the companies whose securities are

listed with it, but that precaution did not

prevent the Frisco and New Haven scan-

dals. Prevention of “ water” in stock will

not accomplish much. The slock of the

Woolworth Company has held at a high

price although there is supposed to be

t50.004),(MH) of water in it, simply because

the company is well managed. With re-

spect to public-utility corporations much
is being accomplished by the state* com-
missions. At first the traction, gas and
electric companies feared that commis-
sion regulation of their security issues

would be harmful, but the effect has been

just the reverse in the states where it is in

force. In the same way railroad securi-

ties will be strengthened when the Inter-

state Commerce Commission is given

jurisdiction over railroad security issues

as well as over rates.

But there is still great confusion and
complexity in these matters. Not all the

states have public utility commissions, and
some of these commissions have jurisdic-

tion over service and rules and not over
finances. Then there are “blue-sky”
laws in several states, designed to prevent

the sale of worthless securities by giving

the state banking commissioner authority

over dealers who offer securities, but
these laws differ widely and none have
been in existence long enough to l»e well

tested. Congress may soon establish a
Trade Commission to regulate the trusts,

but only a minute fraction of the coun-

try’s corporations will be affected. There
are nearly fifty states, each with a system
of corporation law different from that of

its fellows.

lore Oats

For Youir Moimey
In This New Quaker 25f? Size

Now Quaker Oats is put up for your economy, in a
large 25-cent package. Also, as always, in the regular

10-cent size.

We save in packing this large size. And we give

you that saving in more oats for your money—one-

tenth more for each dime than the 10-cent size. Then
you don’t need to buy so often. You will not so often

run out.

Try this big package next time.

The oats are the same—just the big, plump grains.

The luscious flavor is exactly the same as you find in

the 10-cent size.

And a Quaker Oats breakfast—the world’s premier

breakfast—will cost less than one-half cent per person.

(T/ie prices quoted do not apply

in the Far West or South)

Just the Big, Luscious Flakes Alone

In every bushel of oats there are

big grains and little — puny grains

and plump.

The big grains alone have that

luscious Savor which folks love in

oats. So wc pick them out. discard-

ing all others. A bushel of choice oats

yields but ten pounds of Quaker.

That’s the reason for these big,

white flakes. That’s the reason for

this wondrous flavor. From all the

world over the lovers of oats send

to us to get it.

value than in other oatmeal, but you

make that food value enticing. And
that’s a vital point.

Oats are vim-producing. They are

rich in the elements brains and

nerves require.

“From early in-

fancy," the best

physicians say,

“Feedyourchild

on oats.”

Is it worth the getting ?

In the first place, remember that

Quaker Oats costs no more than

others. It is easy to get. Any gro-

cer will supply it if you simply men-

tion Quaker.

Perhaps you get no more food

Look for this
trademark

TheQuakerOatsQmtpany
;jogle
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Medical Women’s Handicap
By KRISTINE MANN, M.D.

ONE so often hears it said that wom-
en are nowon an equal footing with

men as far as educational opportu-

nities go, that I wonder whether the public

realizes the immense handicap of sex in

obtaining adequate medical preparation.

It is true that many first-class medical

colleges are at present open to women.
Women have not yet, of course, so wide

a choice as men. Columbia University

still closes her doors to the would-l>e

woman medical student Even her own
graduates from Barnard must go else-

where for a physician’s training. Cornell

University, though frankly open to women,
still compels them to take their first

year at Ithaca, whereas men may take

theirs either in New York or at Ithaca.

Johns Hopkins has always admitted

women on the same terms as men, and
has done much toward maintaining a
high standard of medical education for

women. In their university courses,

whether at Cornell, Johns Hopkins, or

the Western universities, women have
had absolutely fair play and have not
shown themselves inferior to the men in

their capacity for amassing facts, powers
of observation, good judgment, under-

standing of human nature, or scientific in-

tegrity—all qualities that make the practic-

ing physician of value to the community.
And this brings me to the point to

which I wish to call your attention : while

women, if they so desire it, ran get a

medical education equal to that of men, and
can graduate with honors and distinction,

their education from this point on, in

the East, is often extremely restricted

by the regulations regarding hospital

appointments which now prevail. These
hospitals appoint internes each year,

and they are selected by competitive

examinations. The competitive examina-

tions purport to select the candidates oil

the basis of their training, intelligence,

personality; but no matter how large

a proportion of these the women may
have, she is excluded from just competi-

tion. Women are not allowed to serve

as internes in any of the large hospitals

in New York City. They are excluded as

well from the Massachusetts General

Hospital (with almost negligible excep-

tions). It is to be expected that they

would not be considered eligible as in-

ternes in the hospitals controlled by the

College of Physicians and Surgeons,

which excludes them from their medical

courses; but they are also hors dt con-

court in the hospitals in which the Cornell

students receive instruction!—and in

spite of the fact that many of the pro-

fessors at Cornell are alive to the injustice

and inconsistency of tliis arrangement.

The present situation Is a misfortune

—

that works to the disadvantage of the

woman herself, the hospital and the public.

IT is admitted now that hospital service
* is if anything more important to the

student than any year of college work.

In the hospital the young doctor learns

how to practice medicine. His facts be-

come fixed in his mind through use.

Some medical colleges, as, notably, Minne-
sota University, regard hospital work as so

essential that they refuse to give the de-

gree of M. D. without it. It goes without
saving that the better the hospital, the

better training the student gets, and, con-

versely, the better the student the more

capable is hi? of taking advantage of good
hospital truining. The ambition of the

young doctor Is to be brought in contact

with men of originality and power in their

profession—a type of man found far

more often associated with large city

hospitals than elsewhere— particularly

where those hospitals are connected with

medical schools of good standing.

In the large city hospitals, also, the

interne has opjiortunity to see a greater

variety of cases than in the smaller, less

centrally located hospitals. Also all the

modem methods of treatment are more
likely to lie tried out first in the larger

than in the smaller hospitals.

It is an obvious advantage, too, for

a doctor to occupy the position of interne

in a hospital in the city when* he is sub-

sequently to practice. But even if a

woman is a bom and bred New Yorker,

with intentions of settling there perma-
nently, she has almost no chance for

hospital experience in her own town.

It Is possible, therefore, under present

conditions, for a woman to graduate first

in her class from a medical college like

Cornell, which ranks second to none,

and find herself compelled to choose be-

tween hospital service in a small New
York hospital or in a hospital in some
distant town. This is such a manifest

injustice that it needs no further com-
ment. If there is such a thing as sex

disability which woman lias to overcome
in her struggle for existence, why place

absolutely artificial obstacles in her path?

A woman, no matter how brilliant in her

profession, has no chance to work under

doctors of distinction, to have her work,

if successful, known by these doctors; she

starts her career with a serious handicap.

TN the next place the present situation is

^ a disadvantage to the (latirnt* in the

hospital. When patients are receiving

care for nothing, it is a question how for

consideration for their wishes should

enter into the discussion. But if the

matter were put to vote among the pa-

tients, I venture to guess that they would
prefer to have the line drawn fairly at

excellence than at sex. Even in the

women’s and children’s wards—the gyn-
ecological and obstetrical—the internes

are entirely men. There are many
women who (while they would choose

the best doctor regardless of sex for

gynecological conditions) would vastly

prefer a skilful woman doctor for the

day-to-day management of their case.

Their wishes in tliis matter should surely

be regarded with at least the same con-

sideration that the men’s receive. Be-
cause in some of the wards men patients

do not wish women students present at

the liedside clinics, women arc excluded.

Whether the women patients object or

not to men internes who have complete

charge of the management of their cases

is never even inquired into. And after

all, must we not admit that women in-

ternes, where good ones can be secured,

are more suitable in the gynecological

wards than men? The exceptional man
may be better than a woman in this work;

but would not the average woman doctor

be bound to be more successful than the

average man doctor in dealing with the

types of cases found in these wards in

our large public hospitals? Acquainted,

as I am. with the average type of interne

and knowing, as I do, many of the young,

well-trained women doctors, who have

been sent out of New York for their

hospital experience, I can only say that

the present arrangement bears particu-

larly hard upon the women patients.

In the third place this handicap of

women must in the last analysis react

unfavorably on the public. Women
physicians are in demand by society.

There is no question on this point. They
are performing a work in certain respects

different from the work of men physicians.

There are women who are eager to fill this

demand. Should they not be given by
that public the best advantages possible?

Why should the public, who is going

to employ these women not only as

private practitioners but as inspectors of

schools and factories, exclude them from

the opportunity of attaining the liest

possible education? The city has it in

its power to give them this training with-

out extra cost to itself, too

!

There are many visiting doctors con-

nected with the large hospitals at present

who desire internes with knowledge, good

judgment and absolute reliability. If

these qualities can be found to a greater

extent in a woman applicant than in a
man, they would choose the woman.

\I7HAT prevents women, then, from
* ’ being admitted immediately? The

trustees and Boards of Directors of the

hospitals are loath to make a change.

The argument advanced Is that then?

are no rooms built in the hospital for

women doctors. The argument seems

to the women as parallel to the argument
against women's suffrage: that “the
polling places are unswept.” It is a

reply which sounds trivial in comparison

with the seriousness of the argument.

We argue that in justice to the woman
doctor, the woman patient and the public,

women should be admitted to the hos-

pitals as internes. We are told that al-

though all this were true, the question

is settled by the fact that “there are no
sleeping rooms in the hospital for them.”

A NOTHER reason why those in au-

thority have hesitated to introduce

women internes has been for fear of sex

complications brought about by the close

intermingling of the sexes. At present,

however, both men and women entering

the hospitals are older. Most of them
have had seven or eight years of education

grafted upon their high-school education

and the average age would be nearer

twenty-five tlian twenty. This danger

has, therefore, much decreased in the

past years. It is a danger which would
surely not exist to any greater degree

than the danger of complications and
love affairs arising between internes and
nurses, which, wliile probably occurring,

has never been a serious menace to nurses

and doctors working together.

It is also said that women cannot stand

the strain. This can never lie foretold.

The only way one can tell whether women
can stand the physical strain of an interne-

ship in a large hospital is to let them try.

We were told years ago that women could

notstand the strain of the highereducation.

The city hospitals ore more or less

indirectly under the control of the public.

I wonder if the public realizes the situa-

tion as regards its women physicians?
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“Will You Walk Into My Office?”

Said The Sharper To His Prey.

walked in and very plausibly and
Politely the sharper took her money

away from her.

Any lone woman with even a little

money is the mark for which these

“BIRDS OF PREY”
are constantly looking and setting their

traps.

Helen Duey begins a short series of

stories drawn from real experiences with

these human vultures in the January
number of The Ladies’ World.

If you have some money to invest it will richly

repay you to read them. You will at least learn

what not to do and that is a very valuable thing.

Begin in the January issue.
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This is Lewis B. Allyn
who made Westfield, Massachusetts,

famous as The Pure Food Town

Professor Allyn comes to THE LADIES’ WORLD from the Editorial

Staff of COLLIER'S WEEKLY—where his work in the cause of pure food

has attracted nation wide attention.

His first article as Food Editor will appear in the March issue of

THE LADIES' WORLD—followed by a regular monthly department in

which he will tell you how to protect yourself against impure, low grade

and harmful foods, beverages and medical preparations.

Buy The March Issue Of

TheLadiesWorld
On All News Stands February 18th
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Pure Food!

THAT is the particular hobby of Professor

Lewis B. Allyn, “the little grey man" of

Westfield, Massachusetts. Unofficially, he has

been carrying on, for several years, an unrelent-

ing war against impurities in and misleading

statements concerning foods and beverages. His
work has become known in thousands of Ameri-
can homes— in these thousands of homes his

word has become law. The health of the nation

has been materially improved through his quiet

efforts.

Henceforth Professor Allyn will be Food
Editor of The Ladies' World. In every future

issue of the magazine his work will appear, and
his advice will be at the service of our readers.

Read the preliminary announcement of what
he intends to do in The Ladies’ World.

All Newsstands

The Ladies’ World
Ten Cents a Copy—One Dollar a Year
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